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'"' Preface

In casting about trying to develoD an approach to ao"examimotion
of some important

aspects,of~the

evolution of light water reaotor·

safety in the United States;:I:was inevitably drawn to.a
on that perspective I knew best, that of an ACRS

reJ~ance~

membe,,~:, ?PEn~tlY0"

because of ACRS self-imposed restrictions on ACRS"member.
of past ACRS actions, and partly because I decided

i"~erpr.etation

not'to~act ~sc,(ln

interpreter, and hence a major filter of what information and opinion
was to be expressed, I decided to rely heavily on extracts and even
complete reproductions of large portions of ACRS minutes, letters and
other documents.
This manuscript was deliberately prepared to be fairly lengthy,
on the assumption that a shorter version, if desired, could be pre
pared largely by deletion and cOMpaction of material.

Not that the

coverage is complete, or even nearly so.
Chapter Two is the central portion of the document.

It is

intended to provide a historical view of the development of siting
policy and the major safety issues which interacted strongly with
siting policy, with safety requirements, and with many major changes
in the regulatory approach. The other chapters represent a very in
complete selection of the very many important issues and developments
in light water reactor safety.
depth.

And they are presented in much less

Coverage of the loss of coolant accident (LOCA-ECCS) has

deliberately been abbreviated to cover only a few selected aspects.
It would require a manuscript at. least as long as this one to do
justice to this topic.

iLl

_

This manuscript, which was completed in the spring of 1978,
~

except for minor editing, does not include any personal assessment
:;Of,rr~a~t.:d·

safety nor does it comment

ThteQ'Mile Uland accident.
from~bther

nOnl] a

,"

:,

the implications of the

Chapter)l gives several long excerpts

publications which relate-to 7 the topics of light water

re~ttot':safety
.;£'a~a:i:la'l)1te

011

and societal risk acceptance.

These publications were

prior' to the spl'ing of 1978 and are intended to provide

lim~teJ

sample of opinion.

~.

t";;. ,.J
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CHAPTER I

I• I SOM;: OP INIONS ON LWR SAFETY AND SOC lETAL R151<
This study represents an effort to examine In some detal I the historical
evolution of several aspects of light water reactor safety In the United
States. The perspective Is that of one with access to the records of the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (which are generally available
with minor exception) but no access to the files of the Regulatory Staff,
the nuclear utilities, the reactor vendors, the Intervenors, etc. This
study In no way represents an assessment of the safety of light water
reactors, nor does It represent an attempt to comment on risks from
nuclear reactors. Furthermore, this study does not attempt to examine
the technical facets of most of the Issues discussed, except as such an
examination arises coincident to the historical discussion.
To provide some admittedly Incomplete perspective on light water safety,
the study begins with several excerpts from existing documents.*
I.

An excerpt from UCLA-ENG-7777, Final Report In an NSF-funded study
entitled, "A General Evaluation Approach to Risk Benefit for Large
Technological Systems and Its Application to Nuclear Power" (1977).

2.

"The Generic Safety Issues of Pressurized Water Reactors," Health
and Safety Executive, United Kingdom (1977).

3.

F. R. Farmer, Accident Probability Criteria, Journal of the Insti
tution of Nuclear Engineers, Aprl I 1975, Vol. 16.

4.

D. Okrent, Testimony before the California Legislature Assembly
Committee on Energy and Diminishing Materials, October 29, 1975,
and U. S. Congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (94th
Congress, Second Session, 1976).

Excerpt from UCLA-ENG-7777 (Okrent 1977)
Introductory Comments on Light Water Reactor Safety
Nuclear power plant accidents differ from those In conventional
power plants In that they can potentially release significant
amounts of radioactivity to the environment. While very large
amounts of radioactivity are generated by the fission process
In the uranium dioxide fuel In a nuclear plant, the bulk of
this radioactivity (about 98%) remains In the fuel as long as
*The first excerpt has been amplified, using published Information from
WASH-1400.
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the fuel Is adequately cooled.
For large amounts of radio
activity to be released from the fuel, it must be severely
overheated and essentially melt. Based on this knowledge,
the major types of nuclear power plant accidents that have
the potential to cause large releases of radioactivity to
the environment, have for some time been Identified. At
tempting to prevent such accidents and to mitigate their
potential consequences have been the primary objectives of
nuclear power plant safety design.
Gross heat imbalance in the fuel in the reactor core might
occur In the fol lowing ways:
(a)

The occurrence of a loss-of-coolant event wi I I al low
the fuel to overheat (due to decay heat), unless em
ergency cooling water is suppl ied to the core.

(b)

Overheating of the fuel can result from transient
events that cause the reactor power to increase be
yond the heat-removal capacity of the reactor cool
ing system, or the cooling rate.

In a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), the rupture would al
low the high-pressure and high-temperature cooling water to
flash to steam and blow down Into the containment building.
To cope with this event, a system, cal led engineered safety
features (ESF), is provided in each plant. A number of the
engineered safety features, as wei I as the physical proces
ses, act to reduce the amount of radioactivity released to
the environment, should either a LOCA or a transient event
result in a significant release of radioactivity from the
reactor core. For instance, a contal nment bu lldl ng Is pro
vided to contain the radioactivity released from the fuel
and to delay and reduce the magnitude of release to the en
vironment.
In early power reactors the power level was about one-tenth
that of todayOs large reactors. It was thought that core
melting in those low-power reactors would not lead to melt
through of the containment. Further, since the decay heat
was low enough to be readily transferred through the steel
containment wal Is to the outside atmosphere, it could not
overpressurize and fal I the containment. Thus, if a LOCA
were to occur, and even If the core were to melt, the low
leakage containments that were provided would have permit
ted the release of only a smal I amount of radioactivity.

1-3

However, as reactors grew larger, several new considerations
became apparent. The decay heat levels became so high that
the heat could not be dissipated through the containment wal Is.
Further, In the event of accidents, concrete shielding was re
quired around the outside of the containment to prevent over
exposure of persons In the vicinity of the plant. Finally, it
became likely that a molten core could melt through the thick
concrete containment base Into the ground. Thus, new sets of
requirements came Into being.
Emergency core cooling systems were needed to prevent core
melting which could, In turn, cause fal lure of al I barriers
to the release of radioactivity. Systems were needed to trans
fer the core decay heat from the containment to the outsld~ en
vironment, In order to prevent the heat from producing Internal
pressures high enough to rupture the containment. Finally,
systems were needed to remove radioactivity from the contain
ment atmosphere in ~der to reduce the amount that could leak
into the environment.
The major goal behind these changes was to attempt to provide
safety features designed so that the faIlure of any single
barrier would not be likely to cause the fai lure of any of
the other barriers. For example, emergency cooling systems
were instal led to prevent the fuel from melting, and thereby
prctoct the Integrity of the containment If tne reactor cool
ant system were to rupture. Other features were added, e.g.,
additional piping restraints and protective shields, to lessen
the I' ke I i hood of damage that cou Id resu It from pipe wh Ip fo 1
lowing a large pipe: break. Knowledge that large natural for
ces, such as earthquakes and tornadoes, could cause multiple
fal lures led to design requirements that attempted to reduce
the likelihood of dependent fal lures from such causes.
The net result of the addition of ESFos In current large re
actors was to reduce the likelihood of accidents that could
have significant public Impact. Nevertheless, there remains
some probability that an accident might lead to the melting
of the core and to the subsequent release of large amounts
of radioactivity from the containment.
Studies prior to WASH-I 400 have Indicated that a core melt
down in a large reactor would I ikely lead to fai lure of the
containment.
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WASH-1400 * analyzed such relationships and found that the con
tainment fal lure modes, their timing, and the potential radioac
tive release depend strongly on the operability of the various
ESFs.
WASH-1400 predicts that the core could melt through the bottom
of the reactor vessel and the thick, lower concrete structure
of the containment about half to one day after the accident,
thus providing considerable time for radioactive decay, wash
out, plateout, etc., to reduce the radioactivity in the contain
ment atmosphere if containment integrity had not been previously
violated. Furthermore, most of the gaseous and particulate
rad i oact ivi ty that mi ght be· re Ieased wou Id, in th is case, be
discharged into the ground, which acts as a filter, thus reduc
Ing the radioactivity released to the above-ground environment.
Accidents that would fol low this path are thus characterized
by lesser releases and consequences. In plants that have rela
tively large volume containments., the melt-through path was
found to represent the most likely course of the accident.
Fol lowing this melt-through, there would be a possibility of
ground water contamination through a long-term process of
leaching the radioactivity from the solidifying mass of fuel,
sol I, etc. An estimate of the nature and timing of the leach
Ing processes and the potential contamination levels that could
result is presented In Appendix VI I of WASH-1400. The leaching
and contamination processes would occur over an extended period
of time (few or many years, depending on the particular radio
active species) and hence the potential contamination levels
should not be substantially larger than.the maximum permissible
concentrations (MPC). The concentrations could potentially be
controllable to even lower levels. Therefore, the potential
from ground water contamination has been assessed to have only
a smal I contribution to the overal I risk.
Containments may also fal I by overpressure, resulting from vari
ous noncondenslble gases released within the containment due to
core melting. For sma I I containments, the pressure due to the
combinations of these gases would represent the most likely
path to containment fai lure. Such fai lures would most likely
occur In the above-ground portion of the containment, several
hours from the time of core melt •

. *U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission, "Reactor Safety Study, An
Assessment of Accident Risks in the U.S. Nuclear Power Plants,"
WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014), Washington, D.C., October 1975.
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In the course of a potential core meltdown, there would be
conditions which would have the potential to result in a
steam explosion that could rupture the reactor vessel and/or
the containment.* These conditions may occur: (i) when molten
fuel would fal I from the core region into water at the bot
tom of the reactor vessel, or (I i) when it would melt through
the bottom of the reactor vessel and fal I Into water In the
bottom of the containment. These modes of containment fal lure
were predicted to have lower probabi litles of occurrence.
Reactor Transients
In genera I, the term "reactor trans lent" ap II es to any s Ig
nificant deviation of the key reactor operating parameters
from their normal operating values.
Transients may occ~r as the consequence of an operator error
or due to the malfunction or fai lure of equipment. Many
transients are handled by the reactor control system, which
returns the reactor to Its normal operating condition. Others
would be beyond tne capabi (ity of the reactor control system
and require reactor shutdown by the reactor protection system
in order to avoid damage to the reactor fuel.
In safety analyses, the principal 3reas of Interest are:
(i) Increases in reactor core power (heat generation), (I i)
decreases In coo Iant f low (heat remova I)" and (IIi) reactor
coolant-system pressure Increases. Any of these could poten
tlally result from:a malfunction or fal lure, and they repre
sent a potential for damage to the reactor core and/or the
pressure boundary of the reactor cooling system (ReS).
It should be noted that the kinetics of LWRs are relatively
sluggish; also, cores are slightly undermoderated, and any fur
ther reduction In water density (as from Increase In power
and temperature rise) Is strongly negative In reactivity ef
fect. Further, fuel heating causes a negative Doppler effect.
These factors al I tend to reduce the vulnerability of LWRs
to power excursion type transients, and thus make overpower
conditions less Important than Inadequate heat removal as a
possible cause of fuel melting.
*The term "steam explosion" refers to a phenomenon In which the
fuel would have to be In finely divided form and Intimately mixed
with water, so that its thermal energy could be efficiently and
rapidly deposited in the water, thus creating a large amount of
steam.
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Finally, it Is noted that a light water reactor core cannot
explode In the usual sense attributed to an atomic bomb.
Probability of Core Melt
The WASH-1400 study was performed on two actual plants, one
PWR and one BWR, to assess accident probabi tities. For each
reactor, possible accident sequences were collected into
radioactivity-release categories and the overal I probability
of each release category was estimated. A summary of the re
sults obtained for release probabi lities Is given in Table
9. I.

The probabi Iity side of the study Is based on the fault-tree/
event-tree methodology. The authors of the study believe that
some of the particular characteristics of the reactor case
(e.g., no serious risk without core melt, knowledge of engi
neering design of the reactor) make it practical to handle the
large number of theoretically possible accident sequences and
to cut this array down to a manageable number. Further, ac
cording to the authors, It is not essential to include al I
accident sequences, but only to Identify enough of the higher
probabl I ity sequences, so that the overal I probabi lity of a
given level of release becomes insensitive to the addition
of more low-probability sequences.
However, for the assessments of low-probability events, whe
ther one Is considering reactor core meltdown, fai lure of a
specific large dam, release of hugh quantities of liquified
natural gas In port, or possibly catastrophic, unanticipated
effects from biological research or some new vaccine or drug,
uncertainties do exist.
With regard to WASH-1400, the question remains, "Are there un
discovered accl dent sequences with large probabi Iltles1" More
specifically, questions have been raised concerning the WASH
1400 treatment of common-mode fal lures, reactor aging, human
errors, fires, earthquakes, and sabotage, among others, in as
certaining the probability of core meltdown. Questions have
also been raised concerning the quantification of the uncer
tainty In the best-estimate results, and there is a consid
erable body of opinion that the stated uncertainty range,
plus or minus a factor of about five In the core-melt esti
mates, has not been validated and may be too sma I I.
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On the other hand, while it is Impossible to demonstrate that
the estimated occurrence frequency of core-melt of I In 20,000
per reactor year Is correct, none of the critics has demonstra
ted that It Is In error. Some reviewers have taken the point
of view that this occurrence frequency cannot be low by more
than a factor of ten, due to the absence of a LOCA, let alone
a core melt, In about two thousand reactor.years of experience
with reactors In the Navy and commercial power reactors.
Whi Ie one cannot say with absolute certainty that some, as yet
undiscovered, accident sequence wll I not yield sti I I far
greater core-melt frequencies, the chance of overlooking such
a large-probabi Iity event Is sma I I, according to others.
Overal I probabilities of the release categories are usually
determined by a sma I I number (5 to 10 In each category) of
dominant sequences (i .e., high probabi Iity sequences), and
many of these are slngle-fai lure events. Also, as the summa
tion of the event probabilities gets large, It tends to re
duce the sensitivity of the probability calculations to un
perceived common-mode fal lures.
Nevertheless, although the job was done In a workman-I Ike way,
many of the underlying facts, which must be known to accurately
predict the course of an accident, are lacking. Therefore,
the quantitative estimates of the probabi Iity of the various
accident chains must be viewed with some reservations.
Consequences of Core Melt
On the consequence side, the first step is to characterize the
nature and amount of radioactivity release for each release
category. Table I covers the essentials. The most severe
categories for both PWRs and BWRs Involve release of about
half of the total core Inventory.
The next steps are transport of radioactivity through the at
mosphere with associated plume spread, meander, and depletion
processes, and calculation of Inhalation, whole body, etc.,
doses. These transport and exposure calculations were done for
slz hypothetical sites, for which the meteorology and demog
raphy were synthesized from the parameters of actual nuclear
plant sites of the same type (ocean-front site, river-val ley
site, etc.). Descriptions of the methods are given In Appen
dix VI of WASH-1400, but essentially no dose results are
Included. Instead, the calculation Is carried forward to
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health effects and land-contamination effects, and tnese final
results are presented. The various probabi lity/consequence
plots can be shown as in Figures 9.1 and 9.2; i.e., for the
single reactor case and with error-bands on the "average"
curve shown.
The consequences reported in WASH-1400 can also be summarized
as in Tables 9.2 and 9.3 for a single reactor or as in Tables
9.4 to 6 for 100 reactors. The estimates in the Tables have
uncertainty ranges simi lar to those in Figures 9.1 and 9.2.
Among the principal questions raised with regard to the con
sequences presented In WASH-1400 are the fol lowing:
Is the estimate of health effects, due to low-level radiation,
sufficiently conservative? Has the efficiency of evacuation
and decontamination procedures been over-estimated? Should
not the risk be given for each Individual site rather than
some weighted average, since, for the worst accident, the
most highly populated sites could have 100 to 1,000 times as
many early fatalities as the remote sites? Are the potential
effects on drinking water and other long-term dose commitment
effects treated adquately?
Taking a rough "weighted mean" of the various criticisms, It
appears that the consequences might shift toward more severe
consequences, particularly If the "linear" theory of radiation
effects Is valid; however, the shift may not be much outside
the present error-band on consequences.
Addendum to discussion in UCLA ENG-7777
WASH-1400 Included a considerable section on other risks in
society, and some figures and tables are reproduced from the
report, together with three figures which given the condi
tional probabi lity of early or latent mortality as a func
tion of distance from the reactor for the largest radioactiv
ity release considered, a PWR release.
Comments and Criticism Regarding the Reactor Safety Study WASH-1400)
A large number of comments were made on Draft WASH-1400. Ac
cording to Appendix XI of WASH-1400, about 90 organizations
and individuals provided comments totaling about 1,800 pages.
This Appendix Is entitled "Analysis of Comments on the Draft
WASH-1400 Report," and presents the views of its authors on
the significance of the comments and how they were dealt
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TABLE 1.1

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS INVOLVING CORE

DURATION WARNING
ELEVATION CONTAINMENT
TIME OF
OF
TIME FOR
or
ENERGY
RELEl'ISE PROBABILITY
RELEASB RELEASE EVACUATION RELEl'ISE
RELEASE
per
6
CATEGORY Ructor·Yr (Hrl
(Hr)
(Hr)
(Heten) 110 BtulHr) Xe·Kr
PWIt 1
,WIt 2
,WIt 3
,WIt 4
PWR 5
'WR 6

520 ldl

0.9

170
6

0.8

9dO·

2.5

0.5

1.0

25

2.5

0.5

1.0

0

4dO· 6
5dO· 7

5.0

1.5

2.0

0

2.0

3.0

2.0

0

1

0.6

7dO· 7
6dO· 6

2.0

4.0

1.0

0

0.3

0.3

'
9dO· 6

12.0

10.0

1.0

0

H/A

10.0

10.0

1.0

0

H/A

,WIt 8

41110. 5
41110. 5

0.5

0.5

N/A

0

N/A

PWR 9

41110. 4

0.5

0.5

N/A

0

HIA

2.0

2.0

1.5

25

130

8WR 2

11110. 6
6dO· 6

30.0

3.0

2.0

0

3D

BWR 3

2xlO· 5

3.0

2.0

25

20

OWlt 4

2~10·6

30.0
5.0

2.0

2.0

25

OWR 5

h10· 4

l.5

5.0

HIA

150

HIA
N/A

!'WR1

OWlt 1

0.9

or

FRACTION
Or9. I

CORE INVENTORY RELEASED la'

I

6XI0· 3 0.7
7dO· 3 0.7
6dO· 3 0.2
21110. 3 0.09
2xl0· 3 0.03
2XI0· 3 91110. 4

0.3
6xlO· 3 2x10· 5 21110. 5
21110. 3 51110. 6 11110i4
31110.6 11110.9 11110. 7
1.0
1.0

11110. 3 0.40
11110- 3 0.90
7xlO· 3 0.10
71110. 4 8dO· 4

0.4

Bs-5r

0.4

0.05

0.4
0.02

0.5

0.3

0.06

0.2

0.3

0.02
5dO· 3
hl0· 3

0.04
0.03
9dO· 3 51110. 3
9xl0· 4 11110. 3 91110. 5
11110. 5 21110. 5 hl0· 6
5xlO· 4 11110.6
61110. 11110.9
'
0.40

lb

Te·Sb

0.70

Ru

'

La

lcl

3dO·3
4dO· J

0.03 JdO·)
3dO· 3 41110. 4
6dO· 4 7dO· 5
71110. 5 11110. 5
hlO· 6 21110.

1dO·9

0

0

11110. 11

0

0

0.05

0.5

'

51110·)
41110. 3

0.30
0.10
0.03
0.30
0.02 31110·)
0.10
0.01
3 6dO· 4 61110. 4 h10· 4
3
51110.
41110.
0.6
5a10· 4 21110. 9 61110. 11 41110. 9 81110. 12 81110. 14
0
0
1.0

(a)

A discus.lon of the isotopes u.ed In the study 1. found in Appendill VI.
mechani.ms is found in Appendill VII.

(bl

Includes Ho, Rh, Tc, Co.

Ie)

Include. Md, Y, Ce, Pr, La. Mb, Am, C_, Pu, "p, Zr.

Id)

A 10¥er ener9Y r.le••e rate than this value applies to pArt of the p~riod over which the
Th. effect of 10¥er en.r91 r.l•••• rAt•• on con••qu.nc•• Is fopnd In Appendll1 VI.

t

Cs·!tb

0.50

Back9round on the i.otope ,roups and ro1ea.e

ra~io.ctivity

is belnq r.I ••••d.

.........
I
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Table

1.2 Approximate Average Societal and Individual Risk Probabilities

per Year from Potential Nuclear Plant Accidents(l).
Consequence

Societal

Individual

Early Fatalities(2)

3 x 10- 3
2 x 10- 1

2 x 10- 10
1 x 10-8

7 x 10-2 /yr
7 x 10- 1/yr

3 x 10-10/yr
3 x 10- 9/yr

1 x 10- 2/yr
2 x 106

7 x 10- 11/yr

Early Illness(2)
Latent Cancer Fata1ities(3)
Thyroid Nodules(3)
Genetic Effects(4)
Property Damage ($)
Note:

(1)

Based on 100 reactors at 68 current

sites~

(2) The individual risk value is based on the 15 million people
living in the general vicinity of the first 100 nuclear plants.
(3) This value is the rate of occurrence per year for about a 30
year period following a potential accident. The individual
rate is based on the total US population.
(4)

This value is the rate of occurrence per year for the first
generation born after a potential accident; subsequent gener
ations would experience effects at a lower rate. The indi
vidual, rate is based on the total US population.

Table 1.3

Immediate Consequences of Reactor Accidents for Various
Probabilities for 100 Accidents.
Consequences .

Chance Per
Year

Early
Fatalities

Total Property Damage

Early
Illness

$10.9

Decontamination
Area
Square Hiles

Relocation
Area
Square Hiles

One in 200(4)

<1.0

<1.0

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

One. in 10,000

'"
<1.0

300

0.9

2000

130

One in 1'00,000

110

300

3

3200

250

900

14000

8

(b)

290

3300

45000

14

(b)

(b)

One

in

1.000,000

One in 10,000,000

.

0'

,.-)This is the predicted chance per yc~r
core melt
(b)No change trom previously listed values.

consid~rin9 100

reactors.
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Table 1.4

Chance
(per year)

Delayed Consequences of Reactor Accidents for Various
Probabilities for 100 Reactors.
Consequences
Latent Cancer(2) Thyroid(2)
Nodules
Fatalities
(per year)
(per year)

Genetic Effects(3)
(per year)

1 in 200(1)

<

1 in 10,000

170

1,400

25

1 in 100,000

460

3,500

60

1 in 1,000,000

860

6,000

110

1,500

8,000

170

17,000

8,000

8,000

1 in 10,000,000
Normal
Incidence
Note:

1.0

<

1.0

< 1.0

(1)

This is the predicted chance per year of core melt for 100
reactors.

(2)

This rate would occur approximately in the 10 to 40 year
period after a potential accident.

(3)

This rate would apply to the first generation born after the
accident. Subsequent generations would experience effects at
decreasing rates.
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Table 1.5. 1. . . . . .1 MOrtaHt¥ Data for the 15 leadfng Causes
.. of Dutil til tile United States.

Ii Name
For 15 IAa.cl1DI eauses
RUked by ~er of .
· Deaths

Caue 01 Deatll,

1,930,000

"' Ali Causes
Heart Diseases

745,OO~

Fatal Neoplasms

324,000

.

".

.

Cerebrovascular Diseases

211,000 •

. "..

Accid~nts .

.1l5,~00

.

~

" ' ..0

.Pneumonia

66,400

Cert·a.!n·.; Causes; .E~rly' Infancy
":.- .

."

.".:

..

43,800

'Diabetes :Met'lltlis

38,400

,Arteriosc~erosis

33,600

,Bronchit1s;
emphysema,
asthmB
.
"-"

. -.

.

•

41'

33,100

~

.;'"

: Cirrhosi,i of Li vet:'

29,200

.:SuiC'lde
.... ... ..
,. ,

21,400.·.·
., .

'.

.

·COn~~~i't~. kiomal~es :.

16,800

:Homoc;i'~e

14,700

'Pept{c

thcer

-9,500

Kidn~r. ~nfe~ti~

9,400

. All Other.

..

. ";,.'

.....

217,000

.

..

.:".

".
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TABLE

1.6 INDIVIDUAL RISK OF EARLY FATALITY BY VARIOOS CAUSES
(U.S. Population Average 1969)

-.
..

Total Number
for 1969

Accident Type

Approximate
Individual Risk
Early Fatality
Probabi Ii ty/yr (a'

Motor Vehicle

55,791

4
3 x 10-

Falls

17,827

5
9 x 10-

7,451

5
4 x 10-

6,181

,

4,516
Firearms

2,309

Machinery (1968)

2,054

-Water Transport

i, 743

Air Travel

1, 778 .

. 1,271

'Fall-ing Objects
Electrocution

1,148

Railway
Lightnin9

160
118(b)

- " "~rnadoes

90(c)

Hurricanes
All Others
All

~cc~dents

8,695
(from Table 6-1)

115,000

-- _.

5
1 x 105
1 x 106
9 x 106
9 x 106
6 x 106
6 x 106
.4 x 107
5 x 107
4 x 10- .
7
4 x 105
'4 x 10:4
6 x

10-

" (d)

2 x 10- 10

Nuclear Accidents (100 reactors)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

5
3 x 105
2 x 10-

Bas~ on total U.S. population, except as noted~

(1953-1971 aV9".)
Cl9ql-1972. aV9.)
Based on a population at risk of 15 x 106 •

...

.

- ._- --_._------ ._----------
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with In preparation of the final report. In particular, Ap
pendix XI specifically discusses comments received from the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), The American Physical
Society Study Group on Reactor Safety (APS), the Atomic En
ergy Commission (now Nuclear Regulatory Commission) Regula
tory Staff, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS>, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), and Re
sources for the Future (RFF). Among the other groups who
have commented were the Department of the Interior, the
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA), and the
French Commissariat a IOEnergle Atomique (CEA).
A principal defect in Draft WASH-1400, which was Identified
by the APS (and others), related to the consequence model
employed. The final report Includes major changes In the
consequence model, developed In part as a result of this
criticism.
A much smaller number of public comments and criticisms are
avai lable on the final version of WASH-1400. The report of
the Oversight Hearing before the Subcommittee on Energy and
the Environment of the Committee on Interior and Insular Af
fairs, House of Representatives, June I I, 1976* provides
a major source of most such comments, including those by
R. C. Erdmann, H. Kendal I (UCS), W. Panofsky (APS Study>,
W. D. Rowe (EPA), F. Von Hlppel, J. Yel lin, and R. Wilson.
The principal comments of the EPA Include the fol lowing:
I.

On the average, the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) has
underestimated latent cancer deaths by a factor of
four; this Is stated to be a judgmental decision.
Also, EPA believes that the RSS results for acute
radiation Injury are too low; In particular, they
feel that the claimed benefits of supportive therapy
have not been justified adequately.

2.

EPA also believes that their original comment con
cerning the evaluation of fal lure-probability for
the BWR anticipated transient, without scram, has
not been resolved.

*Overslght Hearing on Reactor Safety Study before the Subcommittee
on Energy and the Environment of the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, House of Representatives, June II, 1976.
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The Department of the Interior continues to express concern
about the adequacy of treatment of the impact or core-melt Into
the ground on ground water or streams, which could lead to a
later drinking (or other ingestion) of radioactive water.
Vel lin has raised questions concerning the adequacy of treat
ment of common-mode fai lures and the potential disparity be
tween actual sites, having large population densities, and the
"average site" used in tne RSS*.
Vel lin, Von Hlppel and Panofsky al I have expressed reservations
concerning the stated uncertainties In WASH-1400. The ACRS
has also expressed the opinion that the uncertainties may be
larger than stated, and that additional independent work is
required to ascertain the quantitative validity of the RSS.
It should not be assumed that the limited number of public
comments made thus far on WASH-1400 comprise the entire spec
trum of opinion or cover the specific questions that may be
raised or re-raised in the future.
In general, the representatives of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission take the position that none of the comments on the
final version provide a basis for their changing the values in
the final report, and that either these comments are judgmental
and cannot be demonstrated to ~e valid, or that they are encom
passed within the stated uncertainty.
Another principal criticism, that the report should. not be used
for policy making, is endorsed by the representatives of the Re
actor Safety Group; however, that the report affects polley
cannot be realistically denied.
Summary on LWRs
A detal led study of nuclear reactor risk arising from accidents
exists only in WASH-1400, which examined one PWR and one BWR
for core-melt probabi Iity. The risks for a fami Iy of 100 reac
tors were then estimated by assuming that these two reactors
were representatives In accident probability, and averaging
the consequence calculations over several reactor sites. If
the point estimates of WASH-1400 are accepted, the risk either
to an Individual or, statistically, to society, is sma I I, and
it is smal I compared to risks arising elsewhere In the genera
tion of electricity.
*ACRS Letter to Chairman Anders, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Apri I 8,
1975; ACRS Letter to Congressman M. K. Udal I, July 14, 1976, ACRS Let
ter to Congressman M. K. Udal I, December 16, 1976
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There is considerable controversy over the validity of the
quantitative results In WASH-1400, both on probability of
core-melt and on magnitude of consequencs. There Is a con
siderable body of opinion that the range of uncertainty Is
larger than the factor of five estimated by the authors of
the report.
However, there Is no evidence which demonstrates that the
actual results lie outside the uncertainty-band. It Is es
sentially imposslbl'e to prove or disprove recurrence fre
quencies as low as one in 20,000 per year without actuarial
data. The concensus Is that the probability of core-melt Is
very unlikely to be more than a factor of ten higher than In
WASH-1400, and the consequences are unlikely to be more than
a factor of twenty times higher. It must be acknowledged that
the probabilities may also be lower than tne best estimate of
WASH-I 400.
The point has been made that there is a wide disparity In the
estimated early deaths for a remote site and a relatively
highly populated site. This risk Is statistical, that Is, the
risk to the Individuals Is simi lar and low, but the total can
be considerable if many people are exposed.
Whether the societal risk, Imposed by reactors In more popu
lated areas, should not be repeated In future reactors, remains
to be judged. The risk may be large relative to a remote site,
yet stili be acceptably small. The risk may be small compared
to many other aspects of society and the hazard may be no larger
than that Imposed by many large dams or large chemical storage
facilites.
In Germany, where a considerable number of LWRs are In opera
tion or under construction, the average site already In use re
sembles the most populated ones of the U.S. reactor sites. For
a site which has a ten-times higher population density, the
Germans have Imposed a large number of additional safety fea
tures whose express purpose Is to reduce the probabi Iity of
oore-melt by a factor of ten.
Various options exist In the U.S.
(a)

These Include the fol lowing:

Continue the current practice, which has reduced the ac
ceptable population density by about a factor of two
from the highest previously used;
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(b)

Require sti I I more remote siting;

(c)

Require new forms of containment against core-melt; Includ
Ing the posslbi Iity of molten-core retention, control led
venting of filtered containment gases In the event of an
excess pressure bui Idup, underground siting, measures to
reduce the probabi I ity of core-melt, or some combination
of the above, as proved desirable. Implicit In any such
paths would be judgment that the risk from the existing
approach was unacceptably large and/or the reduction In
societal risk accomplished by the new steps was larger
than might be gained by an equivalent expenditure else
where in society.

A possible example of the latter question is introduced by the
current requirements on routine releases of radioactivity for
nuclear power plants. A considerable difference of opinion
exists as to the appropriate routine release level. It is possi
ble that money is being spent to reduce releases which are al
ready at a leve I low enough, and that the same money cou Id be
more effective in reducing other societal risks.
Excerpt From Health and Safety Executive (1977)
THE GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES OF PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS
An account of the study carried out by the Nuclear Instal lations Inspec
torate of the Health and Safety Executive
SUMMARY
This report Indicates only the scope and main conclusions of the
study carried out by the Nuclear Instal lations Inspectorate on
the Generic Safety Issues of the Pressurized Water Reactor. It
Is Intended to publish a more detal led report of the work later.
Conclusions
I.

The Inspectorate consider that there Is no fundamental rea
son for regarding safety as an obstacle to the selection of
a Pressurized Water Reactor for commercial electricity gen
eration in Britain.

2.

Although there are some safety aspects about which present
information and Investigations are Insufficient to al low
final conclusions to be reached, and some areas where more
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work would lead to greater confidence, the Inspectorate
are satisfied that these issues are not such as to preju
dice an immediate decision In principle about the suita
bl lity of the Pressurized Water Reactor for commercial use
In Britain. Further progress would appropriately form part
of the more detal led review of any specific design of reac
tor put forward for licensing.
3.-

More detai led conclusions, all of which are subject to Gen
eral Conclusions I and 2, are listed under the fol lowing
headings:

Introduction
I.

The White Paper (Cmnd 5695) published In July 1974, entitled
"Nuclear Reactor Systems for Power Generation," stated that
the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NI \) had been asked
to bring to a conclusion their studies on the Generic Safety
Issues of Light Water Reactors.

2.

Two basic concepts of Light Water Reactors are commercially
avai lable, the Boi ling Water Reactor (BWR) and the Pressur
ized Water Reactor (PWR). The studies have concentrated on
the latter version, that Is the Pressurized Water Reactor,
since It is this type of reactor In which the Central Elec
tricity Generating Board (CEGB) has declared an Interest.

3.

This report is a summary of the scope and conclusions of a
study which wi I I be reported more fully later In the year
by the Health and Safety Executive. The objectives of this
study have been to arrive at a view of the PWR concept and
In particular to be what health and safety conditions would
have to be satisfied before a PWR could be considered to be
acceptable In principle for use as a commercial nuclear power
plant In the United Kingdom. While a particular plant was
selected as a reference, and much of the detal led study
based on It, the report Is not Intended to be, and should
not be regarded as, a commentary on a specific design or
particular plant.

THE SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
4.

The generic safety aspects of any nuclear power plant can be
def Ined as:
- (a)

those safety features which can be regarded as Inherent
In the concept, and
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(b)

features which, whl Ie not necessarily being strictly
inherent, are likely, In practice, to be common to
any alternative options.

5.

For the purpose of the study, a substantial volume of infor
mation was required and arrangements were made, with the aid
of the CEGB and the National Nuclear Corporation (NNC>, for
the supply of data relating to a reactor, known as Trojan,
designed by Westinghouse of America, and located In Oregon.
The reports relatIng to thIs plant, and backed by a large
volume of supporting technical material, have formed a large
part of the reference Information used In this review.

6.

By agreement with the Kraftwerk Union Company In West Germany,
dIscussions have also taken place between them and NI I dur
Ing which InformatIon regarding their desIgn of PWR has been
outlined. -rhls Information, although on a smaller scale than
that supplied by Westinghouse, covered the same generic top
Ics and was suffIcient to enable an apprecIation to be made
of the important safety differences between the two designs.

7.

Because of the International Interest In the PWR, special at
tention has been paid to developments overseas. Discussions
have been held with groups having a simi lar role to the Nu
clear Instal lations Inspectorate In Germany, France' and USA.
In the ~onduct of the study, the Inspectorate have been as
sisted by consultants selected, not only for their profes
sional specialism, but also, as far as possible, as Indivi
duals who could reasonably be expected to adopt an Independ
ent view. In addition, a supporting program of extramural
work has been conducted, largely Involving theoretical analy
tIcal studies but also including some experimental work.

Methodology of the study
8.

The basic method adopted In the study was to take the Westing
house safety documents and to subject them to a rigorous pro
fessional review. This resulted In a number of detal led tech
nical questions which were addressed to Westinghouse and which
gave rise to additional technical InformatIon. PartIcular at
tention was paid to any restrictions or assumptions Implicit
In the Westinghouse approach, and the Inspectorate needed to
satisfy themselves that any such restrictions or assumptions
did not Invalidate, or significantly limit the generality of,
the conclusions reached by Westinghouse. As Is the case in
any detal led safety assessment of a reactor or other plant,
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there is a substantial element of professional judgment In
deciding, first, whether the starting point for calcula
tions and appraisals adequately represents al I the possible
situations and, secondly, whether the method of analysis
represents an adequate interpretation of the physical
events. There is no way of eliminating this dependence on
professional judgment, and tnus of making absolute state
ments concerning the safety of complex systems.
9.

The associated work has Involved the Inspectorate In a
total effort of about 12 man-years, and has Involved a fur
ther expenditure of)fIOO,OOO by HSE on consultancy and as
sociated work. An additional and substantial contribution
has been made by the staff of Westinghouse' and NNC in pro
viding information required by the Inspectorate.

The intended system of reporting the detal Is of this study
10.

This report Is Intended to do no more than Indicate the
scope of the study and Its principal conclusions. A more
detai led report is being prepared which the Health and
Safety Commission wi I I refer to its Advisory Committee on
the Safety of Nuclear Instal lations. The Committee wi I I
be asked to comment, in particular, on any areas which have
been Identified as requiring further study.

THE BASIS OF JUDMENT
I I.

No human activity is entirely free from features that are
potentially detrimental to health or involve risks to life.
The basic policy of the Health and Safety Commission is to
eliminate these risks so far as is reasonably practicable.
In some cases, where risks would otherwise be high, absolute
duties and absolute requirements are Imposed. These may
take the form of quantitative limits or specific design
requirements but they do not remove the further statutory
duty to achieve even safer conditions whenever this is rea
sonably practicable. These duties and requirements do not
eliminate risk completely.

12.

The criteria used by the Inspectorate as a basis for judging
other reactor systems have been applied In this case.
These criteria have been developed from more than 20 years of
experience and practice in nuclear safety in the United King
dom. Account has also been taken of the criteria applied by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) which is the body
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responsible for nuclear safety in the USA. Certain aspects
of these criteria set out in the U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR 50) have been used to supplement the NI I
criteria where this has been judged useful and appropriate.
13.

Much of the work In this study Is concerned with particular
fault sequences. Each of the fault sequences considered in
the assessment Is representative of a range of posslbi Iities
and In each case there Is a very sma I I but finite posslbl 1
Ity that a release of radioactive material to the environment
might occur as a consequence. So far as Individuals and the
population at large are concerned it Is the total probabIl
1ty that a given consequence wll I occur that Is of concern.
To arrive at an estimate of this risk It Is necessary to
combine the magnitude of the expected releases and the
probabi Iities of those releases due to al I Identifiable
causes. The result Is a relationship between expected
consequences and the overal I probability of those consequen
ces due to al I causes. In common with most everyday exper
Ience, It is found that, as the consequences become more
severe, the probability of their occurrence becomes less.

14.

In the absence of any practical example of a reactor acci
dent having severe consequences, such as Injury or death,
beyond the confines of the reactor building, risk assess
ments have to be based on a synthesis of experience of
separate fault conditions. The results of one such study
are discussed In a later section of the report, Risk Assess
ment. (Para. 53)

THE PRESSURI ZED WATER REACTOR
15.

A pressurized water reactor consists In essence of a nu
clear core consisting of an array of cylindrical fuel pins
In which enriched uranium oxide fuel Is contained In Zir
conium al loy tubes. The core Is mounted Inside a water
fl I led reactor vessel and external coolant pumps force
the water upwards through the core, out to steam genera
tors and back to the core, thus completing the primary
circuit. The pressure In this circuit Is kept suffi
ciently high to prevent the water from bol ling. In the
steam generators, the heat from the primary coolant water
Is transferred to a secondary circuit and the steam passed
to the turbines for driving the electrical generators.
The cooling systems have to operate even when the reactor
Is shut down In order to remove the heat released by the
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decaying fission produced. The whole of the primary cir
cuit, Including the steam generators, Is enclosed in a
containment vessel. The arrangement is shown diagra
mat Ica I Iyin FIgu re I.
16.

The nuc Iear react Ion Is contro II ed by the Insert i on of
neutron-absorbing rods Into the core or, on a longer
timescale, by the addition of the neutron-absorbing
material, boron, to the coolant.

THE PRINCIPAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES
17.

The principal health and safety issues concerned with any
reactor type can conveniently be grouped into three clas
ses - the radiation doses to workers in normal operation;
the generation and management· of radioactive wastes In
normal operation and the liKelihood and consequences of
fault conditions. If, in normal operation, there Is di
rect Irradiation of members of the publ ic from within the
plant rather than as a result of the management radioac
tive wastes, it Is convenient to deal with this at the
same time as Irradiation of workers.

Radiation doses in normal operations
18.

For most operations on any design of nuclear reactor, the
problems of control ling the radiation exposure of workers
In accordance with International recommendations and with
the requirements of the European Community and UK regula
tions are fairly easi Iy dealt with by appropriate design
measures and by good standards of operational control.
There are, however, a few operations, notably maintenance
work, for which It Is difficult to predict radiation doses
at the design stage, and where operational aspects become
more important. Experience suggests that water-cooled
reactors pose rather more problems of this kind than do
gas-cooled reactors, but that the problems are stl I I
tractable. On the basis of this experience, only limited
detal led attention has been given to radiation doses In
routine conditions In this study.

Radioactive wastes and their management
19.

Whl Ie not In Itself a waste product, the Irradiated nuclear
fuel from a reactor contains almost al I the radioactive
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waste material produced. The amount of radioactive waste
in irradiated fuel Is almost Independent of the particu
lar type of thermal reactor. Essentially al I of the waste
is transferred to Irradiated fuel storage facilities pend
Ing reprocessing to recover uranium and plutonium, or dis
posal If such recovery is not adopted. There are no par
ticular issues affecting the pressurized water reactors as
such, and this type of waste Is not discussed further In
the study.
20.

Reactor operations and maintenance work also give rise to
the productIon of wastes of a variety of characteristics,
usually of much lower activIty. Some of these consist of
gases or airborne particulates, and these are released to
atmosphere after suItable treatment. Liquid wastes also
arise and, after treatment, are also discharged to the
environment. Solid wastes, includIng the radioactIve ma
terial extracted from lIquid and gaseous streams, comprise
a wide varIety of materials and, although they are not
specific to any particular reactor type, they do vary from
one type to another. The problems of managing these wastes
from a PWR can be dealt with by appropriate design measure
and by good standards of operational control. They are
gIven only limIted consideration In the study.

Fault conditions
21.

In any wei I-designed reactor system, most fault conditions
fal I Into one of two classes - either the reactor continues
to operate, relying, when necessary, on alternative or
standby components, or, If this would result in too big a
reduction in the margin of safety, the reactor automatically
shuts down untl I the fault can be rectified. A futher, but
numerl~al Iy sma I ler, group of faults comprises those which
are not automatically detected and which can be discovered
only durIng routIne InspectIon and maIntenance procedures.
The most Important of these latter faults In the pressurIzed
water reactors are those concernIng defects In the pressure
vessel and the associated prImary coolant circuIt. FInally,
there are some very Improbable combinations of fault condi
tions which are dealt with automat lea I Iy by the reactor
system, but not without some damage to the reactor and
possibly some escape of radioactive material Into the
reactor containment and from there, In greater or lesser
quantIties, Into the environment. Public attention tends to
be concentrated on accidents which might cause radiation
exposure of the public and, whl Ie It Is one of the alms of
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design work and safety analysis to ensure that such acci
dents are very rare, much of this work Is concerned with
ensuring that the less serious, and less rare, fault con
ditions are successfully detected and dealt with before
they can give rise to danger.
22.

23.

Some of the possible fault conditions and the methods of
dealing with them are specific to each design reactor, and
this Is particularly true of the control systems. Never
theless, it has proved possible to review a wide range of
fault conditions that are likely to be associated with
most, if not at I, designs of PWR. 'In particular, a great
deal of work has been carried out and published on the
. possible faults in the pressure vessel and the primary
coolant circuit.
This review of the PWR has therefore taken the fol lowing
~form:

A search for potential faults.
il

A review of the processes fol lowing a wide variety
of the most important faults, known as limiting
faults.

iii

An evaluation of the various protective systems em
ployed in the design to prevent or intercept and
control faults.

iv

An assessment of the chance of various discrete
fault sequences occurring and the likely consequen
ces of each such sequence.

v

A jUdgment as to the confidence that can be attached
to the various aspects of the analyses with respect
to both the physical processes and the chance of
occurrences.

THE PRINCIPAL GENERIC ISSUES
The range of fault conditions
24.

The principal objectives of this part of the study were:
to judge the adequacy of the scope of the studies con
ducted by the designers:
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and
II

to judge the adequacy of various protective features
provided In a typical PWR.

25.

On the first of these points, the Inspectorate have con
cluded that the scope of the studies already conducted by
the designers is sufficiently wide for the present pur
poses, but that It Is not completely comprehensive. Ad
ditional sensitivity studies to demonstrate that the
faults selected for study were limiting cases would be
necessary before a specific design could be licensed.
Some additional work on the analytical models used for
fault analysis would also be desirable.

26.

Certain specific classes of faults were selected for more
Intensive study partly because these were judged to con
tribute significantly to the avera I I risk. Four classes
were Identified, although there is some overlap between
them. The first class is the loss of coolant accidents
In which the liquid cooling water Is lost In tne immed
Iate vicinity of the fuel elements. The resulting steam
Is a much less effective heat transfer medium than water,
and this type of fault can lead to severe damage to the
fuel elements. One cause Is a sudden fal lure of part of
the primary coolant ~ircuit.

27.

The second class comprises fault conditions which should
cause the reactor to shut down automatically but which
fal I to do so because of a further fault.

28.

The third class of faults Involves a fal lure In the secon
dary cooling circuit which might, in turn, induce damaging
temperature and pressure changes in the primary circuit.
This class of fault could, therefore, be the cause of a
loss of coolant accident. The fourth class, which has
common features with the third, Is the fal lure of a plant
component In such a way as to interrupt the path for heat
removal from the reactor.

29.

In the fol loWing subsections an outline Is given of the
scope of the studies and the principal conclusions, under
a series of headings, starting with a discussion of the
loss of coolant accident, and then dealing with the vari
ous parts of the reactor system either because they might
be affected by an accident or because they might contri
bute to the way In which an accident develops.
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The loss of coolant accident
30.

Although other possibilities exist, the term "loss of
coolant accident" has come to mean accidents involving
a breach in the primary coolant circuit. Thus, In ad
dition to the implications for cooling the fuel, one
stage of the multi-layer containment system of the re
actor has Inevitably been breached. It is therefore
particularly important to re-establish emergency cool
ing before the core has been damaged to the point where
it can no longer be adequately cooled. This Is achieved
by the Injection of the emergency cooling water. The
detai led course of events Is extremely complex and will
vary widely from accident to accident. It is therefore
not practicable to explore, either experimentally or
theoretically, al I possible atlernatives, and the nor
mal aproach is to identifying limiting cases. Studies
are then carried out by computer calculation, validated as
far as possible against experimental sfmulations and fun
damental scientific studies of the behavior of fluids.
In reviewing such work It is necessary, first, to assess
the choice of conditions to be studied and, secondly, to
assess the likelihood that the theoretical assessment ac
curately models the situations that would occur in prac
tice.

31.

The Inspectorate have reached a number of conclusions con
cerning the loss of coolant accident: these should be read
in the light of General Conclusion 2.
I.

The evaluation models used
extreme cases, although It
Include consideration of a
pressure vessel below core

correspond to adequately
would be desirable to
modest breach In the
level.

2.

The models themselves are judged adequately con
servative, although enhanced confidence In them is
desirable In some respects, and can be achieved in
the future by broadening the range of some of the
assumptions, and by extending the scope of the an
alyses In a somewhat more systematic way. Corre
lation of the results with experimental simula
tion of plant conditions is an important part of
validation and could provide further Information
on scaling factors. Attention should also be paid
to the effects of a fault involving several steam
generator tubes.
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3.

Mechanical stresses due to the discharge of coolant
are adequately guarded against, and the effects of
shock on the reactor system are judged to be within
acceptable limits. However, on this latter point
some additional tehoretlcal studies are Indicated.

4.

There are some questions as to whether physical swel
ling of the fuel elements during a loss of coolant
accloent might be sufficient to prevent emergency
cooling of parts of the core. Further experimental
work and analysis In this area Is cal led for. (See
also paras. 42 and 43)

5.

Some residual uncertainties In the appraisal of the
effectiveness of emergency coolant injection might
be reduced by changes In design of the reactor - e.g,
by providing for the Injection of emergency coolant
at the top and bottom of the core. Some additional
uncertainties might be eliminated by a smal I exten
sion In the scope of the analyses carried out.

Other fault conditions
32.

AI I power reactor systems wi I I experience fairly frequent
perturbations. These Include, for example, the accidental
isolation of the generating plant from the supply system,
or fal lures In electronic control systems. Most of these
wi I I be accommodated without the reactor having to shut
down, but some faults are sufficiently serious that the
design response Is an automatic shutdown. The combined
consequences of an Initial fault fol lowed by a fal lure to
shut down as designed might then be serious. In general,
at least two Independent and diverse protective systems
are required to prevent this situation from developing.

33.

In the PWR, although there are multiple systems for Initia
ting shutdown, the shutdown system itself Involves the use
of neutron-absorbing rods. These, while multiple, are not
diverse. There is also a method of Injecting neutron
absorber boron Into the coolant system, but this Is a slow
acting system intended for long-term shutdown.

34.

The study has Included reviews of the consequences of a
typical range of faults In which the design intent of
automatic shutdown has not been achieved. The consequen
ces of such faults may Include over-heating of the fuel
and over-pressurizing of the primary circuit. AI I these
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faults are essentially self-limiting because the reactor
has a negative reactivity coefficient with respect to
power and. temperature. In addition, If vapor voids
are formed in a reactor core, there is also a negative
effect on the reactivity of the system, so that faults
giving rise to vapor voids also tend to be self-I imit
ing. These features justify the use of a non-diverse
system of rapid shutdown devices.
35.

As in the case of loss of coolant accidents, the total
range of possibilities is very large, and representative
extreme cases have to be considered and analyzed in de
tai I.

36.

A further class of faults considered is typified by the
possible break of a steam line between the steam gener
ator and the turbine. Such an event could transiently
reduce both th,e temperature and the pressure of the pr i
mary coo Iant •. The temperature reduct Ion may make the
primary circuit more sensitive to existing defects and
may give rise to thermal stresses. The pressure reduc
tion may operate the emergency core system causing re
pressurization of the primary circuit. Of these factors,
the last seems to be the most important and could probably
be avoided by a redesign of the emergency logic of the
reactor so that the emergency cooling was not initiated
in the absence of the primary circuit fai lure.

37.

The Inspectorate have reached the fol lowing conclusions
on these aspects of the PWR: (see also General Conclusion
2.
I.

The range of faults anlayzed and the detal Is of
these analyses are sufficient for the present
purposes, but better coverage, Including the use
of sensitivity analyses, and better validation
of theoretical models would be necessary to pro
vide adequate confidence for the acceptance of
a specific plant.

2.

A review of faults which fal I to shut down the
reactor suggests that, provided steam generator
tube integrity is maintained, such events are
unl ikely to give rise to a hazard. However, in
creased confidence is required that the analyti
cal projections are consevative. This objective
might be achieved by certain revisions, either to
the design or to the operating mode of the plant.
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3.

Faults involving pressurization of the primary
circuit, particularly at lower than normal op
erating temperatures, add to the risk of a fal l
ure of the primary coolant circuit, but such
faults might wei I be eliminated by reconsidera
tion of the operating mode or logic of the pro
tective systems.

The integrity of the primary coolant circuit
38.

The primary coolant circuit consists essentially of the
pressure vessel housing, the main reactor core, the
steam generator tubes, and the connecting pipework. -A
fai lure in the steam generators or plpework may produce
a loss of coolant accident, but one which is within the
design capabilities of the emergency core cooling system.
This wi II also be true ot"'some kinds of failures of the
pressure vessel, but there may be pressure vessel fai lures
of a kind so serious that it would not be possible to pro
vide adequate cooling of the core. The likelihood of
fai lures of this last kind has to be made exceedingly
sma II.

39.

To achieve the necessary integrity of the whole circuit,
the standard of design, manufacture and operation ofal I
parts has to be very high. There Is relevant experience
In the nuclear Industry and more broadly in Industry gen
erally, and this leads to substantial confidence In the
Integrity of the circuit. Nevertheless, no complex
welded steel structure can be made free of flaws, and
pre~operational
Inspection and testing can detect flaws
only above some limiting size. In use, such pre-exist
Ing flaws may grow In size, and If they continue to be
undetected, could lead to a fal lure. Post-operational
Inspection is therefore needed, with the aim of detecting
with very high reliability any flaws before they have
grown to the size where they might initiate a sudden
fall ure.

40.

The Inspectorate have come to a number of conclusions:
also General Conclusion 2.
I.

see

It wll I be possible to design and construct the pri
mary circuit plpework so that It has a suitably high
degree of resistance to spontaneous fal lure. In many
cases It Is likely to leak before it fal Is, thus al
lowing remedial action.
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2.

The pressure vessel surrounding each of the steam
generators and forming part of the secondary cir
cuit should be dealt with by measures comparable
to those used to ensure the integrity of the reac
tor pressure vessel.

3.

The present analyses of certain faults is based on
the fai lure under normal stresses of a single steam
generator tube. It is desirable to extend these
analyses to include the fai lure of several tubes,
or alternatively to strengthen the evidence put
forward to support the argument that only one can
be expected to fai I in practice.

4.

It wi I I be possible to design, construct and operate
a PWR pressure vessel ·in a manner which makes the
likelihood of sudden fai lure acceptably sma I I. De
sign changes, such as the possibi lity of using forged
elements, might offer improved confidence.

5.

Conclusion 4 can be supported only if there is a
searching and rigorous program of nondestructive
examination both before operation and in service.
A continuing program of work is also necessary to
evaluate and improve the sensitivity of examination
techniques.

6.

Additional studies are needed to improve the data
base for the theoretical fracture mechanics used in
the evaluation of the safety of the reactor pressure
vessel. This work, and the additional studies on non
destructive examination techniques, need not influence
any decision regarding the adoption of the pressurized
water reator system, but they would add to the confi
dence in the safety of the system and they would be
come important components in the detal led program of
assessing a specific design for licensing purposes.

7.

The arrangements necessary to ensure a suitable degree
of independence of approach to the implementation of
quality assurance is to be reviewed. This matter
should be considered in a broader context than that of
the reactor pressure vessel alone.
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Fuel element behavior
41.

There Is extensive experience of the behavior of PWR fuel
elements In normal operational conditions, and, as a re
sult of this experience, a high standard of fuel rella
bi I Ity has now been achieved. Any fal lures in normal
operation have Implications for the exposure of workers
on the reactor site and the generation of radioactive
wastes. Because of the available experience, the neces
sary plans for dealing with damaged fuel can be made at
the design stage.

42.

Examination of the likely transient conditions shows that
for most of them, even If the reactor fal Is to shut down
automatically the fuel In the Interval between the loss
of coolant and the reestablishment of emergency cooling
is a critical part of the reactor accident analysis. The
study has given rise to one area of doubt. The combina
tion of internal pressure In the fuel elements and in
creased temperatures results in some swel ling of the fuel
cladding. This swel ling could interfere with the re
establishment of cooling under emergency conditions.
Unti I recently, the experimental evidence has indicated
that such swel ling would be localized and not sufficiently
serious to cause prOblems of tnls kind, but some limited
experimental work In this country has now suggested that
there may De conditions In which swel ling might take place
along an extended length of a fuel element and be of suf
ficient magnitude to prevent the reestablishment of cool
Ing. Further experimental work and a reexamination of the
analysIs of transients are needed to estaollsh whether the
experimental conditions are representative of the condi
tions actually to be expected In the reactor.

43.

The Inspectorate have reached the following conclusions:
(see also General Conclusion 2.>
I.

The experience with PWR fuels shows that the fuel
element defects In normal operations wi II not be
a serious problem.

2.

In transient conditions short of loss of coolant,
limiting operating conditions can be established
to prevent serious fuel damage.

3.

In the event of a loss of coolant accident, the
emergency cooling arrangements should be able to
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re-establ Ish cooling of the core. However, further
experimental and analytical work is required to es
tabl ish whether recent UK tests covering fuel clad
ding deformation are representative of in-reactor
conditions during a LOCA. If it is established that
-the tests are representative, it is reasonable to
expect that, fol lowing a more detai led examination
of the technical issues, either the effect suggested
by the UK experiments wil I be shown to be tolerable,
or, by appropriate adjustment to design or operating
conditions, the problem could be avoided.
The reactor protection system
44.

Many of the detai Is of a reactor protection system are spe
cific to the design under review, and there Is little to
be said In a generic sense. In general, faults must be de
tected with a high reliabi lity, and where they could lead
to serious consequences there is need for a diversity in
the methods of detection and in the initiation and conduct
of the subsequent automatic action. Particular attention
has to be paid to the avoidance of common mode fal lures
associated, for example, with the use of the same type of
component in systems which are otherwise apparently diverse.

45.

The Inspectorate have identified no fundamental protection
Issues which would prejudice the adoption of the PWR, al
though there are some specific non-generic issues which
would need further discussion if a PWR were put forward for
licensing.

Containment
46.

Containment should be regarded as the last of a series of
defenses in depth against the loss of radioactive material
from the fuel elements and thence from the primary coolant
circuit into the reactor building and onwards to the envir
onment. The containment should not be regarded only as a
barrier of this kind, however. The maintenance of some
pressure Inside the containment fol lowing a loss of coolant
accident improves the performance of the emergency core
cooling system, but the containment may also restrict the
space avai lable for plant layout, and thus be a handicap
in radiological protection during normal operations or
maintenance. A containment structure also provides some
protection against external events, such as crashing air
craft or the impact of missiles generated by the fai lure
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of rotating machinery or explosions in nearby plants.
Finally, even if the containment is not completely suc
cessful in retaining radioactivity, it provides a valuable
delay during which emergency arrangements can be put into
effect.
Programs of research and development on I ight water reactors
47.

On a world-wide basis-there exists a substantial volume of
research and development work concerned with pressurized
water reactors, and a substantial part of this work is
aimed at safety, and particularly at improving the under
standing of tne complex processes, and thus of giving en
hanced confidence In safety judgment. Some of the work
is funded by the commercial design companies, and the re
sults are then not necessari Iy widely avai lable. However,
other programs are established by government organizations
and the resulting published body of knowledge is substan
tial.

48.

The Inspectorate consider It desirable for there to be a
continuing R&D program In PWR safety in the United Kingdom
if there is to be any significant dependence on PWR as a
commercial source of electricity in this country. Any UK
R&D programs should be closely linked to other countrie~,
particularly to the USA and Europe.

MAJOR VARIANTS FOR PWR DESIGNS
49.

Although detal led differences exist between PWR designs
marketed by various suppliers at varlours times, these
differences are not fundamental and would not affect any
of the generic discussions of this study. However, one
substantial variant has been considered for possible in
stallation In a highly developed Industrial and residential
area In the Federal Republic In Germany. The most notable
aspect of this design was the use of a secondary concrete
structure closely surrounding the steel primary coolant
circuit. The aim of the design was to take some of the
stress off the steel structure and to reduce the severity
of a loss of coolant accident should the primary circuit,
nevertheless, fal I.

50.

The Inspectorate have not had access to detal led safety as
sessments for this proposed plant, which was never built,
and the proposal was not sufficiently developed to cal I for
a formal application for licensing by the German authorities.
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51.

The Inspectorate have concluded that there may oe design
changes which would improve the safety of the PWR, but
that these aspects would require further study and prob
ably further engineering development work. They should
be taken into account in any consideration of a specific
PWR design for publication in the United Kindgom, but
do not significantly affect the review of generic issues.

RISK ASSESSMENT
52.

Light water reactors, of which PWRs form a substantial
fraction of the world's instal led capacity, have been the
subject of a very detai led analysis, the results of which
have been published by Rasmussen*. The importance of this
study, the most comprehensive of its kind, is that it pro
duced two kinds of information; first, it enabled hither
to unidentified weak points in the designs to oe revealed,
and secondly, it has enabl~d the risk due to thermal power
reactors to be seen in the context of the risks to health
from other, non-nuclear human activities. The general
conclusion reached by Rasmussen was that the risk due to
nuclear power from water cooled reactors was significantly
less than that due to other man-made hazards and to natural
causes in the United States. These results, being based on
conditions in the USA where population density is lower on
averagQ than in the UK, and the dangers of natural events
higher, cannot be applied directly to this country. A
reasonable adjustment stll I Indicates nuclear hazards to be
below other man-made hazards.

53.

More speclfical Iy,the study led to the conclusion that the
probabl 'Ity of a light water reactor giving rise to an ac
cident large enough to cause a substantial number of deaths
(ten or hundr!~s) In the surrounding population was no more
than about 10 per reactor year. When account is taken
of the Inevitable uncertaInties In this type of appraisal,
this figure Is probably not significantly different from
that to be expected from other commercial reactor systems.
However, also because of the Inevitable uncertainties, such
comparisons should not be regarded as definitive ana any

*Reactor Safety Study. An Assessment of Accident Risk in U.S. Commer
cial Nuclear Power Plants. WASH-1400 (NUREG 75/0(4) avai lable from
the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia, USA
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consideration of licensing will depend far more on a de
tal led appraisal of the quality of the engineering input
to the design manufacture, operation and maintenance of
the reactor system.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
I.

The Inspectorate consider t~at there is no fundamental
reason for regarding safety as an obstacle to the
selection of a Pressurized water Reactor for commer
cial electrIcIty generation In Britain.

2.

Although there are some safety aspects about wnich
present Information and investigations are insuffi
cient to al low final conclusions to be reached, and
some areas where more work would lead to greater con
fidence, the Inspectorate are satisfied that these
Issues are not such as to prejudice an Immediate de
cision In principle about the suitabi Iity of the
Pressurized Water Reactor for commercial use In
Britain. Further progress would appropriately form
part of the more aetai led review of any specific de
sign of reactor put forward for licensing.

3.

More detai led conclusions, al I of which are subject
to General Conclusions I and 2, are listed under the
fol lowing headings:
Loss of coolant accident (para 32)
Other fault conditions (para 38)
The Integrity of the primary coolant circuit (para 41)
Fuel element behavior (para 44)
The reactor protection system (para 46)
Program of research and development (para. 49) and
Major variants of PWR designs (para. 52)
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Published in Journal of the Institution of Nuclear Engineers
April 1975, Vol. 16
ACCIDENT PROBABILITY CRITERIA
by
F. R. Farmer
UKAEA Safety &Reliability
Directorate,Cu1cheth,Warrington
INTRODUCTION
I shall be talking about non-nuclear as well as nuclear accidents
and would like to introduce the subject in quite a general way.
There are those who express the good intention of operating their
plant in such a way as to create no ha~ard whatsoever, or others
say that "we must do all that is necessary to make the plant
safe". Obviously both of these statements are related to the
degree of perception of the speaker, the amount of time devoted
to accident studies, and the degree of credibility that is
embodied in the assumptions. These statements follow a maximum
credible accident' philosophy.
There are those who say that the basis of criteria should be
on individual risk and we can recall a suggestion by Adams that
the criterion might be around 10- 5 per person per year, whereas
recentlY it seems that the individual risk level miqht be as low
as 10- T. There have been many papers quoting risks from
normal and abnormal occurrences. some based on straight pro
babilities per year and others on probabilities per unit of
exposure, Le., in time,or the like. Table I is extracted from
Rasmussen's report (WASH-1400) and shows risks ranging from
10- 3 to 10- 4 down to 10- 7; the second is included in the report
of Vinck 1973 (EUR 5001) and ranges from 10- 2 to 10~7 (Table II).
There are those who say that nuclear risks are rather special 
are they, in fact? At one time it was thought that the delayed
action made them rather special, but we are well aware of delayed
action in other industrial risks such as asbestosis, exposure to
vinyl-chloride, or risks to which the public were thought to be
exposed through lead, mercury, DDT and cyclamates. No doubt
people who have spent their lives considering nuclear risks
regard them as rather special, but does this justify more money
per lives saved than other risks to which the community are
exposed?
HIGH RISK SITUATIONS
I have been mainly interested in, and will be talking about, high
risk situations or, to be more precise, events which have a low
probability of occurrence but which might well have serious con
sequences. I would like first to discuss the non-nuclear risks
of this type and again made use of Rasmussen's work where he
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TABLE I Individual Risk oC Acute Fatality by
Various Causes (U.S. Population Average 1969)

Acc:tdent Type

Approximate
Total
Individual Risk
Number Acute Fatality
for 1969 Probability/yr1

Motor Vehicle
Falls
Fires and Hot Substance
Drowning

55,791
17,827
7,451
6,181

Poison
Firearms
Machinery (1968)

',516
2,309
2,054

Water Trauport
Air Travel

1,743
1,778
1,271
1,148
884

Falling Objects

Electrocution
RaUway
LlIhtning
Tornadoes
Hurricanes

AU Others

160

91 1
93 2
8,695

3
9
4
3

)(
)(
)(
)(

2 )(
1 )(
1X
9 X

9X
6 )(
6 x
4 X
5 )(

4
4
4

10-4
10- 5
10- 5
10- 5
10- 5
10- 5
10- 5
10-6
10- 6
10-6
10-6
10-6
10- 7

X
X

10- 7
10- 7

X

10- 5

1 Based on total U.S. population, except as noted.
1(1953-1971 avg.)
3 (1901-1972 avg.)
.
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n ProbabWties of individaal fatal injlU'7
(casualty) through conventional actiVitie. aDd cause.

TABLE

aDd throUCh the eUec:ts of radiation

IDdlridual
probability
of fatal injury

per year
of exposure
(orders of
Remarks

magnitude)1

TJpe of risk
COJIfI...tiOffal (casual
tie. only)

10- 2

- all diseases
- motor accidents
(automobiles)

~

10- 4

- total mortality risk 10- 3 (meD)

10- 4

(women)

10-2 for
liCht heavy

_fatal
iDjWJ

5)C 10-4

- accidents of all
types

5 X 10-4

-smoking
- traffic accidents
(in geDeral)
- suicide
-falls
- air pollution
- iDdustrial accidents

10-4
10-4
10- 4
10- 4 (all ages)

- drowning

10- 5 (age 20)
3 x 10- 5

-firearms
- electricity
- leukemia (natural
causes)
- po18oDing

.

2.5

X

10- 4

2X

2 X 10- 5
2 x 10-a

10-'
10- 5

- coal and oil-fired

power stations
(poUutiun)
- cucer of thyroid
(Ilatural causes)
- Datura! disasters
- Uchtniag

10'"'6

2)( 10-

5 x 10- 1

1 Summary of data from various sources; with slight
ftriations according to the country.

TABLEm

R1ak of N&tural or Man-Made Diasters

'l'onado

Earthquake
Alrc:raft fatalities
Oil

cround

Explosions

Dud

I'IN

100 a
10- 3 /10- 4
10-a
10- 2
10- 4
-10-·
approx 10- 1

-10- 2
10-1
10- a
10- 3
10-1
10-a

> 100
> 1,000
"10,000
100

> 1,000
10,000

>

100

.. 1,000
10
1,000
10,000
100
1,000

1~8

considers the risk that 10, 100, or 1,000 people ~ay be killed as
a result of natural or man-made disasters. We could reduce some
of these to individual risks and, in many cases, the nunlber would
be below 10- 6, for example the risk of a person being killed
through an aircraft falling upon them in the US is of the order
of 10- 7 per person·per year in that the average number so killed
per year during the last few years has been twenty people
(Table III).
No doubt many of the risks arising in advanced societies have
been reduced to the present level (as assumed to exist by
extrapolation) by increasing the standard of Building Codes, as
in houses or dams; providing better fire resistance; better warn
ing and fire fighting; warning of tornadoes etc. It is my
belief that action to decrease risk usually follows some severe
event, and the accident which leads to action will depend upon
the current background of risks endured by each society. There
is an obvious difference in the consequential damage from earth
quakes as between, say, Afghanistan and Japan. In Japan there
has been much greater investment in the provision of buildings
which will withstand earthquakes. There are some activities,
as in building, transport, or even sport, in which poor practices,
or practices carrying some risk continue until a spectacular event
occurs, such as the collapse of the Rowan flats, recent problems
with high aluminua concrete b~ams, the phosphate ship explosion
in Mexico, the collapse of crash barriers on football grounds.
When minor catastrophes occur, new standards are introduced, but
I do not believe that these changes occur as a result of assessing
the individual risk of harm - in most cases this risk would fall
well below 10- 6 per person per year - but as a result of societal
pressures indicating that these various minor disasters are, at
that point in time, intolorable.
Let me take another example - the transport of chlorine through
major towns; this is only as an example of toxic material, not as
an indication that chlorine is particularly worse than others
which are transported. Rasmussen considers the transport of
90 ton tankers on normal routes in the US. He extrapolates past
experience to deduce the likelihood of collision, derailment
etc. Some events will be very damaging; others less so. Some
will occur in open country, some in towns. There will be other
variables, even the change of population density within a dis
trict depending on the time of day. Note, for example, on 2
June 1970 in Illinois, 10 tank cars of 33,000 gallon capacity
were derailed; there was a vapour cloud explosion starting
·fires and subsequent explosions that destroyed the business
section of the town, but there were no fatalities.
Additionally, the harm to people will depend upon wind direction,
atmospheric stability etc. He concludes that in the US the
likelihood that people might be killed as a result of trans
porting chlorine is as shown on Fig. 1.
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If the more probable event (for transport of chemicals) were to
occur, it would lead to casualties in the range 0 to 10 and I
guess that there would be little change introduced into current
practices. If the event led to casualties in the range 100 to
1,000 then I would expect some consideration of transport re
routinq or imoroved desian of tank cars or some other risk
reducing factor. The difficulty lies in changing from present
status where industry is currently dependent on the continuation
of current practices as compared with the introduction of some
new enterprise. This is also true in the introduction of reactors
where it is probable that if a severe accident occurred early in
their history, then it is possible that no more of that type
might be built or there would be significant change in construction
or siting. If the serious accident occurs arount the year 2,000
when there will be over 1,000 nuclear plants operating and many
countries very strongly dependent upon them for their power
supply, then what can be done other than to continue operation
with some restrictions?
Both in respect of nuclear and non-nuclear risks, it has often
been said that risk will be maintained at a low level because
of the amount of insurance charges or the cost of replacing
the plant or dealing with the damage and these act as a deterrent
ensuring that safe plant and safe practices will evolve. There
is no evidence that this is true. There have been many expen
sive accidents in industry and many of them have few casualties.
Consider the record of vapour explosions which are reviewed by
various writers. There have been 108 known cases of vapour
explosion over forth years:
Up to 1950

Damage averaged less than $1/2M per year with the
exception of the accident in Cleveland when an
explosion of LNG in 1944 led to 136 dead, 77
missing, and a cost of several million dollars.

1950-64

Damage averaged less than $lM per year and since
then there has been an increasing number of events
and it would appear in recent times that the cost
is running as high as several tens of millions of
dollars per year.

1967

Failure of a 10 inch valve led to the release of
4,000 gallons of isobuty1ene; the vapour cloud
explosion killed 7, with damage estimated at $35M.

1968

Accident at Perris cost $46M

1959

Freight car accident LPG killed 23

1962

7,000 gallon truck led to a vapour explosion.
Killed 10.

1966

Propane explosion killed 17. Whereas, as reported
earlier, 10 tank cars in Illinois caused major
destruction but did not kill anyone.
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My conclusion from these examples is that where an activity such
as refining petroleum is a benefit to society, then we will
continue to accept a fairly high frequency risk of events which
are extremely damaging but seldom kill many people, and I presume
that the damage is small in relation to the total value of the
industry. I do not believe, then, that the cost of insurance
is a general deterrent in situations which are thought to have
a low frequency even if, in fact, frequency on a world-wide basis
is still fairly high.
NUCLEAR PLANT
Turning now to nuclear plant, many of you will know of my early
suggestions that there should be a risk criterion relating fission
product releast to frequency of release on an inverse 10q/10g
basis. In 1967 we hesitated to suggest that there might be some
risk of a nuclear accident releasing large quantities of fission
products and we were content to talk about the release of 1-131
and associated volatiles ranging from 10 to 10- 6 curies. In later
papers a number of people assessed the likely result of releasing·
10% or more of the volatile fission products from a 1,000 MW(O)
reactor. My assessment was that the consequences on a populated
UK site could be described as:
- a 50% chance of no casualties with wind blowinq to sea
- a 30% chance of between 100/1,000 cases of thyroid cancer
- a 20% chance of between 1,000/10,000 cases developing
over the 10-20 years thereafter.
In addition there would be a smaller number of other cancers and
one might conclude that the average result could be around s~me
200 deaths over a longish period of time.
Many of the possible accidents to reactors will result in damage;
some in high cost to repair and high cost in lost output, but
many could have a low probability of causing death. Rasmussen
assesses that only 1 in 50 of reactor melt-out accidents would
give the sort of casualty figures I have quoted above. This
may well be so; but this number is not material, to my present
argument.
I have been concerned at the views expressed in many places,
including the US document WASH-1250 that the "worst" accident
which can be foreseen would release only one part per million
or thereabouts of the radioactive inventory of volatile fission
products and that such release is a factor of 10 lower than the
guide lines of US 10CFR Pt 100.
An accident which releases to atmosphere 100 curies or so of
iodine and proportunate amounts of tell uri urn, caes i urn, etc, must
obviously cause severe disruption to the plant, but is unlikely
to hurt anyone away from the site. I exclude site staff as the
accident is not sufficiently well defined either as to
its source, duration, and whether assoc1ated with fire, mechanical
damage etc. In fact, the release of 10 curies of 1-131 and
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associated volatiles is unlikely on a statistical basis to cause
one death in the surroundtng population during the next 10-20
years. This leads me to the same conclusion as for non-nuclear
accidents - that many can occur which may be very expensive but
not injurious. This could lead us to the view that concern for
these accidents should vest with those carrying financial res
ponsibility - somewhat in line with the theory that insurance
and financial interests will adequately protect. This is not
my view. Many accidents causing small damage or even exten
sive damage but no casualties could have developed in some
other way, at some other time, into a more serious accident.
Accidents have started through local blockage through wrong
fuel loading or misoperation of the charge machine as at
Chapel cross and Saint Laurent. Those were costly - they could
have been worse. Several reactors have depressurised when not
under power; there have been problems with vibration of
rotating machinery, of fuel and of heavy neutron shields. There
have been ma10peration of valves, cracks in valves, pipes etc.
Many of these events have been such that had they occurred at
some other time the result could have been disastrous.
In conclusion, then, I would not now concentrate too much on
the target line concept, although it has limited uses. I
am concerned with the broad objective that the chance of an
accidental release in the range lOS to 10 7 curies of 1-131 etc
should be made very low - it is tempting to say as low as possible 
but should this be 10- 3 per year? This is about as low as some
of the serious non-nuclear accidents. I do not think this is
good enough:
(i)

in view of the continued build-up of nuclear power
stations

(ii)

in view of the inability to change or switch off
n~c1ear power in the year 2,000 when we are wholly
or substantially dependent on this power.

As we c~n expect nuclear power of the western world to accumu
late 104 reactor years based on present technology and if we
wish to accept only a small chance of a major release, then we
must aim to keep the chance of a serious accident as low as
10- 5 to 10- 6 per reactor per year.
Anyone who has spent much time serioYsly studying reliability
of plant, including the interrelationship of equipment and
people - whether manufacture, inspection, maintenance or
operation - will seriously doubt whether we can yet achieve
failure rates of complex composite systems ag low as would be
necessary to meet this overall target of 10- per reactor per
year. This is in keeping with Rasmussen's conclusions about
the two US plants he studied and, even so, he predicts the
consequences of operating 100 nuclear plants in the US to be
about 2 orders of magnitude less. than several other man-made
or natural disasters (Fig. 2).
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I agree in general with his assessment, yet I am surprised to
hear that there is a growing determination to try to protect
against hazard which can be assessed on prese9t eV~dence to be
one or two orders of magnitude lower - ie 10- /10- per reactor
per year - such as the random crash of a commercial aircraft.
This raises several questions:
(a) Should we protect against any event of any low frequency
once it has been identified (even if there are others of
greater likelihood - as through common mode failure, oversight
etc) to deal with what lies beyond our present competence or
organising ability?
(b)

How much money should we pay for this _~105,~106 or
~107?

(c)

Should similar protection be provided to cope with non
nuclear hazards of comparable severity?

(d)

Should the money be better spent; not as an investment
against low frequency-high consequence risks, as there is
a high probability that the investment will be wasted,
or should it be spent on the less spectacular events of
common occurrence?

Excerpt from Testimony of D. Okrent to California Legislature (and to
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy)
Consequences of Accidents
Severity of accidents vs. risks and consequences.
I would like to conclude my testimony in this area; hence, I
have placed it out of the original order in your agenda. Let
me first define risk as the product obtained by multiplication
of the magnitude of a hazard by the probability of the hazard.
I am not a medical or biological expert. I have read with
interest comments from various groups concernign the treatment
of health effects in draft WASH-l400 and am waiting to see
what the final report says in this regard. I should note that
I questioned the evacuation model used when I first saw the
draft report.
One may reasonably anticipate that after issue of the final
report there will again be a lack of agreement concerning its
accuracy, its completeness and the stated uncertainties. The
problem is not deterministic with all the input parameters
specified. Matters of judgment are involved. And, with further
detailed examination and with more knowledge, questions on the
data, the analysis, and the assumptions employed will arise,
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suggesting that the risks calculated are either too small or
too large. For purposes of discussion, let me assume that the
overall estimates of risk will not be radically different in
the final version of WASH-1400, and that semi-quantitative
critiques of the new reoort by groups like the American Physical
Study Group, the Union of Concerned Scientists, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and the reactor designers will exhibit a
spread in opinion not unlike that expressed earlier.
I must now ask some questions. How quantitatively does society
know other risks to which it is exposed? From food additives
and drugs? From earthquakes? From the failure of dams? From
the shipment and storage of chemicals? From the burning of
coal? From the discharge of mercury and other non-radioactive
industrial wastes which may remain in our world forever.*
I must conclude that most, if not all, of the above are poorly
quantified. And that most, if not all, pose threats to the
public health and safety equal to or greater than nuclear power
plants.
Let me raise some further questions.
What constitutes an acceptable hazard and an acceptable risk,
either to society or to individuals who are directly exposed to
some technological structure like a dam? What uncertainty in
the estimates of the probabilities becomes unacceptable, whether
the uncertainties arise from an absence of data or a difference
in judgment among experts? Is there some number of people who
might be killed in an improbable event which is so large as to
be socially unacceptable?
At UCLA we have been trying to gain some perspective on such
questions. We studied the risk to people on the ground near Los
Angeles (LAX) and Hollywood Burbank Airport from the crash of
commercial airliners.** Using a similar statistical approach
to that employed in deciding whether a nuclear reactor requires
protection against airplane crashes (because of exceeding the
10- 7 guideline per cause), we calculated that the probability
of a commercial aircraft crashing directly into the grandstand
of Hollywood Park while it was occupied by a large crowd is
about 10- 5 per year. Postulating such a crash, we estimated the
probable fatalities to be in the vicinity of 3,000 to 8,000;
the maximum number of fatalities which might result was esti
mated to be about 30,000. Crashes into various shopping centers
or hotels, etc. at either airport could produce lesser number
of casualties with about the same probability. On the average
it is estimated that about 5 people on the ground within 5
miles of each airport would be killed every ten years from such

**ucLA-ENG-1424 by K. Solomon, et al.

*The tragic mercury poisoning at Miramata, Japan is a graphic
example.
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crashes. Presumably a similar figure exists for most busy
airports.
This was a statistical study. We may have no such casualties
at either airport in the next 20 years. Or we may have more.
We also made a brief study of the potential effects of sudden
complete failure of 10 dams in California and made crude
estimates of their failure probabilities.* Sudden gross failure
of a large dam has occurred in France in recent times; the
equivalent of failure (overtopping due to a landslide) led to
a few thousand deaths in Italy; and there is expert opinion
that the Van Norman Dam would have undergone gross failure in
the 1971 earthquake, had it been more nearly full.
The crude estimates of failure probabilities oer year obtained
in this study are given in Table 1. The estimated effects for
sudden complete failure of these dams when filled to capacity
are given in Table 2.
We think the estimated mortalities for sudden complete failure
are fairly accurate. The probabilities of failure are clearly
rough estimates, and could easily be wrong by a factor of more
than 10.
In brief, the potential mortalities ranQe from 14,000 to 260,000.
The estimated probabilities of failure range from roughly 1 in
40 per year to one in 30,000 per year.
Are such hazards acceptable? If so, with what probability? What
uncertainties ih the estimates of such probabilities are accept
able? I understand that a law has been passed with regard to
the safety of dams in California, that some steps have already
been taken to reduce risk, and that further studies are under
way. To my knowledge, there exists no acceptance limit on the
maximum permissab1e deaths which postulated dam failure might
cause. Nor do I know of quantitative criteria with regard to
an acceptable probability of dam failure or uncertainites
therein. Surely, that does not mean that the risk is zero.
I recognize that there is a panel of highly competent experts
advising the State Office on such matters. However, based on
a study performed by UCLA**, as well as listening to the
opinions of various experts on the probability of exceeding
some specific value of seismically-induced vibratory motion,
I know that individual opinions on probabilities can vary by
a factor of 10,000 (e.g. 10- 2 per year versus 10- 6 per year,
or 10- 4 per year versus 10- 8 per year).
Does the California Legislature require that the opinions of
only the most conservative seismologists and geologists be
*UCLA-ENG-7423 by P.Ayyaswamy, et al.
**UCLA-ENG-7515 by D. Okrent
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'1'ASLE 1

The results of the

investigatic~

could be

su~rized

as follows:

Prediction of Earthquake in Califor:ia by Fault Theory, UsinC a Computer

e

Estir.ated
Probability
of l-~l YIlI
peT Year*

Estimated
Probability
of M!-1 IX
per Year**

Estimated
Probability
of .0'( X
per Year***

0.014

0.0049

.00003

0.044

0.014

.003

Stone Canyon

0.012

0.0014

.0003

Encino

0.012

0.0013

.0002

San Pablo

0.076

0.032

.Oll.

0.013

0.0028

.00003

Upper San Leandro

0.12

0.063

.023

Lake Chabot

0.12

0.057

.021

.
Name
of Dam
St. Francis 1

.

"

Van Norman
e.

.

San Andreas

.

LoweT Crystal Springs f

Folsom1

.

Shasta'

.

•

Chatsworth
Mulholland t

*Signifcant

Probability of Failure

'.

**Substantial Probability of Failure

***High

Probability of Failure
NOTE: Values for significant and·substantial probabilities indicated in the
above table correspond to the values at an order of ~~gnit~d~ hi~ner
as"reflected in the computer output. Please see c:xplO\nat1on in Lh~
text.
'tThese are Crnvity type "(concrete dams) for which the 'faillJre h:ad G or
Reference 2 is not applicable. Gast 22 has provided an cst1~te 0' 10-4
per 1ear for world-wide concrete dams due to all caua~5.

:
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TABLE 2

Estimated Effr.cts of Total and Instantaneous
Failure of Dam Filled to Capacitv

MORTALITIES"

Wame of

Day

Dam

St Francis

-'- 

Night

DAHAGE ASSESSED
IN U. S. DOLLARS

- Not calculated - - - -

3 x 108

72,000

123,000

21,000

'33,000

1.1 x 10

125,000

207.000

5.3 x 108

Encino

11.000

18,000

5 x l07

Sail Pablo

24,000

36,000

7.7 x 107

260,000

260,000

Cbatsworth

14,000

22,000

6.7 x 10
7
6 x 10

t·

Hulbolland

180,000

180.000

7.2 x 10

:"

Upper San Leandro

36,000

55,000

1.5 x 10

34,000

34,000

1.4 x'10 8

VAn Norman
San Andreas
Lo~er

8

Crystal Springs}

Stone Canyon
".

..>i.

;1'

1'1'

."
.,

,".--:,

Folsom

t:': .
~

8

..

f<
~~,

~~.·_'l.akc
:z...'~' :.:.'

Chabot

J

1

.'

:l. ~, . ,..

8

8

.

;,:'
".' ,.:~. . Shasta
01..'
.. ...:.: .
, .'';.':
~'.

l

•.

,

;. "): '. 'No allowance for evacuation. See Section 8 \1hich indicates modest
f:··:~'l. . reductions for the two dams considered •
•:.....:.......
I_:~

."
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used in assessing dam safety? If questions concerning the un
certain source mechanisms of earthquakes, such as raised by
Prof. Clarence Allen, are applicable to nuclear reactors, are
they not applicable to dams, of which we have many in California?
Will the California Legislature by a two thirds vote, determine
that the safety of dams has been demonstrated by com~rehensive
testing in actual operation substantially similar physical
systems? How will the demonstration be done? In fact, can
such a demonstration be done? What acceptance criteria will be
used by the Legislature, especially for dams designed before
soil liquefaction was a we1l-recoqnized phenomenon and for which
little if any seismic design criteria existed. Will the
Legislature require complete insurance coverage or close down
the dams?
In passinq, I might note that while Folsom Dam has Sacramento
in its flood plain and was calculated to have the capability
of inflicting about 250,000 deaths, UCLA is downstream of Stone
Canyon Dam. We estimated Stone Canyon Dam has the potential for
producing a flood height of 15 to 20 feet at Wilshire Boule
vard and between 125,000 and 200,000 deaths.
Let me briefly discuss one more example from non-nuclear tech
nology. At UCLA we tried .unsuccessfully to obtain information
from many of the largest chemical companies in the U.S. con
cerning the stored quantities of various chemicals having a
considerable potential for inflicting harm on the public
health and safety. We would have been interested in learning
the sites of such storage and the safety criteria employed.
We could then have done probabilistic studies of consequences.
As I said, we received no information. I do know from informal
discussion, however, that huge quantities of dangerous chemicals
are stored within striking distance of population centers.
We have recently been trying to learn how the storage of dangerous
chemicals is regulated in California. Our preliminary infor
mation indicates that both the knowledge and control of such
risks is limited.
Does the Legislature know? Should it be active in this matter,
since frequently an industrial park in one city is adjacent to
a residential area in a neighboring city? Has the Legislature
examined and found that there exists no risk to public health
and safety from the shipment, storage, and use of chemicals
employed in California's agricultural and food industires?
The shipment and storage of liquified natural gas (LNG) and
similar hydrocarbons has been receiving increasing attention
in recent years. Estimates of the potential hazard run into
the many thousands of deaths for some postulated accidents.
Accidents may occur at on-shore storage facilities, to the
ship in or near port, or by grounding or collision of a tanker
near a populated area away from port. I have heard estimates
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of the probability of such a collision in New York City harbor
are about one in 50,000 per year for an LNG tanker, and one
in 5000 per year for an LNG-laden barge. Such estimates are
inferred and subjective, and critics can arrive at larger
probabilities.
I believe that the Federal Power' Commission has primary respon
sibility for the on-shore aspects of this technology, while the
Coast Guard is responsible for the shipping aspect. I have, as
yet, not been able to ascertain what quantitative hazard or
risk criteria either group uses in reviewina such facilities.
I have recently learned that in California, eight different
agencies share the safety responsibility for energy facilities,
and that criteria are now being developed which will address
the issue of what is an acceptable risk to members of the
public.
To my knowledge, none of the currently available sources of
electric power is risk-free. And our preliminary studies at
UCLA indicate that if controlled fusion power is actually
developed, it may have a radioactivity hazard potential not
vastly different from fission reactors and have to undergo
similar safety precautions. For example, we expect that the
actual tritium inventories will be much larger than the numbers
usually mentioned; and we can postulate low probability
accidents which might rupture the containment and volatilize
some of the highly radioactive structural materials.
And coming from the Chicago area to Los Angeles, both with
smog problems, I am painfully aware that essentially every
study that I have seen, from various countries, indicates that
the burning of coal for electricity has equal or greater over
all effects on the public health and safety than nuclear power,
mining accidents aside.
Why have I raised these examples? It is primarily to illus
trate only some of the problems involved in judging acceptable
risk. I have not brought in the question of benefits, which
are an equally complex matter when one introduces effects on
the national and international economy, and even potential
political upheavals or war in the long term.

r have heard knowledgeable opinions that there are probably not
enough resources available in the U.S. to raise the safety --
standards of existing non-nuclear technology so that it does
not exceed either the risk from nuclear power reoorted in
draft WASH-1400, or that estimated by most critics of the
draft report. I am inclined to agree.
The problem is not simple. And the answer should not be
simplistic. In fact, society is not risk-free.
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1.2

A BRIEF PERSONAL INTRODUCTION

I was formaly Initiated into the regulatory world of nuclear power reactors
In November 1963 when I attended the 51st meeting of the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards (or ACRS) In Washington, D.C. as a newly appointed
member. Some years previously I had served the ACRS as a consultant, and
for many years during the 1950's I had worked on problems concerlng the
safety of fast reactors, particularly the EBR I I (Experimental Fast Breeder)
reactor bui It by the Argonne National Laboratory. And I had been heavi Iy
involved in developing the Atomic Energy Commission program In fast reactor
safety during the 1950's. I considered myself knowledgeable about the reac
tor physics of most reactor types; however, the safety questions relating
to reactors other than sodium-cooled fast reactors were only partially
known to me, and I had little familiarity with the regulatory process or
the matters which were receiving emphasis by regulatory groups in review
ing the power reactors, experimental power reactors, and engineering
test reactors then under construction, under consideration for construc
tion, or going into operation. Besides myself, the membrs of the ACRS
present at the 51st meeting of the statutory ACRS were the chairman,
David Hal I, whose normal position was tnat of head of the K Division (or
Reactor Division) at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory; Charles Wi Iiams,
Assistant Vice-President of Liberty Mutual Insurance Company in Boston;
John Geyer, Professor of Sanitary Engineering at Johns Hopkins University;
Herbert Kouts, an experimental reactor physicist at the Brookhaven Na
tional Laboratory; Wi I Ilam Manly, a metallurgist from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory who, like me, was a brave new member; Henry Newson, a
Professor of Physics at Duke University; Kenneth Osborn, Chief Engineer
for the General Chemical Division of AI lied Chemical Corporation; Donald
Rogers, Manager of Project Analysis of the Central Reserach Laboratory
of AI lied Chemical Corporation, and a man very knowledgeable In the de
sign and behavior of large chemical-mechanical systems; Reuel Stratton,
a consulting engineer who had formerly been with Travelers Insurance Com
pany; and T. S. (Tommy) Thompson, Director of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology nuclear reactor and Professor of Nuclear Engineering at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Two other ACRS members who
were not present at the 51st meeting were Franklin Gifford, a meteorolo
gist with the U.S. Weather Bureau In Oak Ridge Tennessee, and Leslie
Silverman, Professor of Engineering In Environmental Hygiene at the School
of Public Health, Harvard University.
Actually the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards had its inception in
late 1947. In June of that year, the Atomic Energy Commission discussed
with Its General Advisory Committee the problem of evaluating the safety
of nuclear reactors. It was concluded that a panel be established to
advise the Commission on reactor safety matters. This was done by invit
ing highly qualified individuals with background and appropriate scien
tific discipline to serve on a Reactor Safeguards Committee reporting to
the AEC General Manager. Beginning In the fal I of 1947, meetings of this
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Committee were held to consider and advise upon matters referred to it.
In 1951 the Commission also established an Industrial Committee on Reactor
Location Problems charged with responsibi lity of advising upon the siting
of nuclear reactors. The Reactor Safeguards Committee and the Industrial
Committee on Reactor Location Problems were combined by the AEC in July
of 1953 and renamed the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. The
September 1953 Issue of the trade journal "Nucleonics" describes the
formation of the new Committee, lists Its then members, and quotes a
statement made to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy by Edward Teller,
formerly Chairman of the Reactor Safeguards Committee.
The statement by Teller represents one of the earliest opinions concern
ing AEC phi losophy on reactor safety, and is quoted below in the excerpt
from Nucleonics.

EXCERPT FROM NUCLEONICS SEPTEMBER 1953
Reactor Advisory Committees ReorQanized
Two advisory committees to the Atomic Energy Commission--the
reactor safeguard committee and the industrial committee on
reactor location problems--have been combined to form a new
group known as the advisory committee on reactor safequards.
The new committee will have the followinQ functions:
1.
Reviewing hazards summary reports prepared by organizations
planning to build or operate reactor facilities, including
criticality experiments.
2. Advising the AEC regarding the consistency of proposed
reactor locations with accepted industrial safety standards,
taking into account the proposed exclusion areas for reactors
and the proximity of surrounding population and prooerty.
Members are as follows: C. Rogers McCullough, Monsanto Chemical
Co., chainnan; Manson Benedict, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Willard P. Conner, Jr., Hercules Power Co.; R. L.
Doan, Phillips Petroleum Co.; Hymer Friedel 1, Western Reserve
University; I. B. Johns, Monsanto Chemical Co.; Mark M. Mills,
North American Aviation, Inc.; K. R. Osborn, Allied Chemical
and Dye Corp.; D. A. Rogers, Allied Chemical and Dye Corp.;
Reuel C. Stratton, Travelers Insurance Co.; Edward Teller,
University of California; Abel Wolman, Johns Hopkins University;
Harry Wexler, U.S. Weather Bureau, Department of Commerce; and
C. R. Russell, secretary, AEC.
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Very little has been said publicly on AEC philosophy regarolng
reactor safequards. Therefore, the following statement,
made to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy by Edward Teller,
formerl~ chairman, reactor safeguard committee, is of parti
cular interest:
"Up to the present time we have been extremely fortunate
in that accidents in nuclear reactors have not caused anv
fatalities. With expanding applications of nuclear reactions
and nuclear power, it cannot be expected that this unbroken
record will be maintained. It must be realized that this aood
record was achieved to a considerable extent because of safety
measures which have necessarily retarded development.
liThe main factors which influence reactor safety are, in
my opinion, reasonably well understood. There have been in
the past years a few minor incidents, all of which have been
caused by neglect of clearly formulated safety rules. Such
occasional accidents can not be avoided. It is rather remark
able that they have occurred in such a small number of instances.
I want to emphasize in particular that the operation of nuclear
reactors is not mysterious and that the irregularities are no
more unexpected than accidents which happen on account of
disregard of traffic regulations.
"In the popular opinion, the main danger of a nuclear pile
is due to the possibility that it may explode. It should be
pointed out, however, that such an explosion, although possible,
is likely to be harmful only in the immediate surroundinqs
and will probably be limited in its destructive effects to
the operators. A much greater public hazard is due to the
fact that nuclear plants contain radioactive poisons. In a
nuclear accident, these poisons may be liberated into the
atmosphere or into the water supply. In fact, the radioactive
poisons produced in a powerful nuclear reactor will retain a
dangerous concentration even after they have been carried down
wind to a distance of ten miles. Some danger might possibly
persist to distances as great as 100 miles.
.
lilt would seem appropriate that Federal regulations should
apply to a hazard which is not confined by state boundaries.
The various committees dealing with reactor safety have come
to the conclusion that none of the powerful reactors built or
suggested up to the present time are absolutely safe. Though
the possibility of an accident seems small, a release of
the active products in a city or densely populated area would
lead to disastrous results.
lilt has been therefore the practice of these committees
to recommend the observance of exclusion distances, that is,
to exclude the public from areas around reactors, the si~e of
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the area varying in appropriate manner with the amount of
radioactive poison that the reactor might release. Rigid
enforcement of such exclusion distances miQht hamoer future
development of reactors to an unreasonable"extent'. In parti
cular, the danger that a reactor might malfunction and release
its radioactive poison differs for different kinds of reactors.
lilt is my opinion that reactors of sufficiently safe
types might be developed in the near future. Aoart from the
basic construction of the reactor, underaround location or
particularly thoughtfully constructed safety devices miaht
be considered.
-.
lilt is clear that no legislation will be able to stop
future accidents and avoid completely occasional loss of life.
It is my opinion that the unavoidable danger which will remain
after all reasonable controls have been employed must not stand
in the way of rapid development of nuclear power. It also
would seem that proper legislation at the oresent time mioht
make provisions for safe construction and safe operation of
nucl ear reactors. .
lilt would seem reasonable to extend the AEC procedures on
reviewing planned reactors and supervising functioning reactors
to nuclear plants under the control of private enterprise .. To
what extent these functions should be advisory or regulatory
is a difficult question. I feel that ultimate responsibility
for safe operation will have to be placed on the shoulders
of the men and the organizations most closely connected with
the construction and the operation of the reactor."

With the passage of the 1954 Atomic Energy Act, It became possible for pri
vate companies to build and operate nuclear reactor facilities under license.
At the same time this act assigned to the Commission the responsibility
through licensing procedures of protecting the health and safety of the pub
lic. Applications for license as wei I as projects of the Commisslonos power
and military propulsion development programs were referred to the ACRS for
advice. In 1955 the Commission established within Its own organization a
full time staff for the evaluation of reactor hazards. The workload of the
Commission, Its staff and the ACRS continued to Increase.
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In July of 1956, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy requested that the
Atomic Energy Commission make a study of the possible effects of an un
control led reactor accident. This resulted In the publication In March
1957 of a study entitled "Theoretical Possibilities and Consequences of
Major Accidents In Large Nuclear Power Plants" (WASH 740). This report,
together with the demands by Industry for Indemnity, the Intervention
by the United Auto Workers In the Power Reactor Development case (that
is, the Fermi reactor), and the hearings held by the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, formed the basis for legislative action on September 2,
1957. By this amendment to the Atomic Energy Act, the Advisory Commit
tee on Reactor Safeguards was established as a statutory Advisory Commit
tee to the Atomic Energy Commission to review safety studies and facility
license applications referred to It, and make reports thereon; advise the
Commission with regard to the hazards of proposed or existing reactor fa
cl lities, and the adequacy of proposed reactor standards; and to perform
other such duties as the Commission might request. Members are appointed
by the Commission for a term of four years each. One member Is designated
by the Committee Itself as Its chairman. The lawai lows a maximum of 15
members. The members are appointed from private life, and since they are
not dependent upon the AEC for their livelihood, are free of economic pres
sure from AEC. The reports on licensed facilities made by the Committee
to the Commission are required by law to be made a part of the record
of the application andaval lable to the public. This last aspect of the
law undoubtedly relates to the previous history of the construction permit
review for the Fermi reactor, during which the non-statutory ACRS prepared
a report which had several strong reservations concerning safety matters
stl I I to be resolved for the Fermi reactor. The Atomic Energy Commission
issued a construction permit for the Fermi reactor without making public
the ACRS report. Copies of the ACRS report became available to the Joint
Committee on Atomic En~rgy and others some weeks later, however, and
created considerable controversy.
The manner In which the ACRS functions Is of some Interest. Although
changes have occurred through the years, much has remained the same, and
during much of the 1960's the fol lowing procedures were followed: Safety
Analysis Reports and other documents prepared by the Applicant, describing
in varying detal I the design of the reactor to be reviewed, are furnished
to al I members of the ACRS wei I In advance of the Committee meeting at
which the project wll I be considered. There Is an opportunity for Indivi
dual study. A summary and evaluation of the project and Its sal lent
safety aspects is prepared by the permanent technical staff within the
Atomic Energy Commission. This too Is furnished to the members of the
Committee In advance of the meeting. The Committee may hold one or more
subcommittee meetings prior to the meeting of the ful I Committee. At
the subcommittee meetings and the ful I Committee meetings, the reactor
designed and/or reactor operator appears before the assembled Committee,
and the designer describes his reactor, In particular Its safety features.
There Is a free technical exchange between the ACRS members and the
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representatives of the Applicant. The Conmittee would then, in closed
session, formulate its advice to the Commission. This advice Is provided
In the form of a Committee report which is written to the Chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission. This report is signed by the Chairman of the
Committee but Is prepared by the Committee as a whole. The ACRS report
is almost always a concensus. An Individual member has the right to Is
sue his own separate opinion as part of the report.
It is Important to note that the statutory ACRS elects its own Chairman,
establishes Its own agenda, gets its own consultants, and decides for
Itself when It is ready to write a report. And, while the ACRS has obI igations to respond to specific requests for advice from the Commission,
It can also take up matters fal ling In Its general province of responsl
bi Iity on Its own Initiative.
That this very considerable independence of function should exist is, in
a sense, remarkable. That such independence did not occur automatically
can be ascertained from a review of the efforts from within the AEC to
limit the freedom and scope of the pre-statutory Reactor Safeguards Com
mittee, to restrict the oeprations of the statutory ACRS In the first
year of its existence, and then again to try to restrict It In 1966.
The agenda at the 51st meeting, November 7-8, 1963, covered various top
ics, including the fol lowing.
The Committee discu~~ed the proposed dockside operation of the Nuclear
Ship Savannah at Galveston, Texas and wrote a report to the Commission on
this matter. The Committee heara a presentation concerning the possible
operation of one of the "production" reactors at Savannah River for the
production of a special isotope, Curium 244. This was a preliminary In
formation session on curium production, and the Committee did not try to
reach any conclusions during this meeting concerning hazards associated
with the proposed method of operation. The Committee also reviewed with
members of the Pathfinder plant their planned organization for full power
operation of that relatively sma I I bot ling water reactor. The Conmlttee
prepared a letter report concerning aspects of the reactor safety re
search program, and a letter concerning aspects of design of shipment
casKs for Irradiated fuel. In addition, there were discussions of vari
ous topics, Including the proposed Ravenswood reactor at a site in the
heart of New York City, for which Consolidated Edison had submitted a
preliminary proposal. And there were discussions concerning various
other things In progress, such as the Fermi reactor, the LOFT project
and the Dresden reactor. This al I took place during a meeting which
lasted two days.
As a new member, It was for me a sudden Immersion into a host of topics,
many of which were completely strange and for which the Committee had
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little time to provide background. I assumed (rightly) that It was my
principal responsibility to consider the reactor physics aspects of those
things being discussed, and to raise any questions In this area that
seemed to be Important. I tried, also, to consider matters relating to
the kinetic behavior or reactors (during transients). And, since I had
a background In reactor safety research, I tried to become active quickly
In that aspect of Committee activities. Simi larly, 81 II Manly, a metal
lurgist, was expected to provide Insight Into materials-related aspects of
the topics under review.
For the large number of topics which were of a continuing nature, which
mainly represented matters having been reviewed In previous months or even
some years ago, new members just had to play catch-up as quickly as they
could, and, depending on the nature of the matter, months or even years
could be Involved before one had achieved a relatively broad perspective
on many of the topics. Looking back some 14 years later at this, my first
meeting as a member of the ACRS, I can see that It was a rather brief dis
cussion of the proposed Ravenswood reactor, and some long-since-forgotten
paragraphs In the ACRS safety research report which were of the most long
term significance.

CHAPTER 2
ON REACTOR SITING

2.1

A BRIEF OVERVIEW

The complexity and great breadth of the field of nuclear reactor safety
make it impossible to even attempt to review all of its history. Contri
butions to the evolutionary process have come from many countries and from
many individuals and institutions within a country. Rather than try to do
justice to all the participants in this process, we shall try in this semi
historical review, to look at several aspects of reactor safety from the
particular vantage point of the U.S. Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS). While opinion and work by the Regulatory Staff of the USAEC and
USNRC will be referred to frequently, the files of the Staff are not generally
available to the author to provide detailed insight into the pre-decisional
thinking of that group. References to other groups in the U.S. and in other
countries will be very limited; such material will be introduced, in general,
only as it relates in a particularly strong way to ACRS action or opinion.
Reactor siting has been the subject of several International Atomic Energy
Agency Conferences (International Atomic Energy Agency, 1962, 1963, 1967,
1973, 1975) and has been featured in the reactor safety discussions at the
four United Nations "Atoms for Peace" Conferences held in Geneva (United
Nations, 1956, 1958, 1965, 1972). Many countries have developed their own
approaches to dealing with the siting of power reactors. However, we shall
see that, in general, site criteria are far from definitive, tend to be
comparative or relative. and are built around precedent. once some history
of siting has occurred.
This examination of reactor siting will deal primarily with demographic
(population) considerations. We will find it convenient to divide the
discussion loosely into several time periods: Pre-1961; 1960-1962;
1962-late 1965; late 1965-1966; 1967-1973; and 1973-present.
We shall see that in 1950 the first AEC Reactor Safeguards Committee
produced a very restrictive "ru l e of thumb" site criterion which related
the reactor power to the required "exclusion distance" (or 1ight1y populated
region surrounding the reactor, under control of the reactor operator). This )
site criterion assumed gross release of radioactivity from an uncontalned
reactor, and required a large exclusion radius. However, pressures were
already building in 1950 to construct reactors at sites which strongly violated
the "ru l e of thumb". and the concept of reactor containment emerged quickly.
In addition to several test and experimental reactors, three light water
power reactors (LWR) of substantial size. all with containment. were approved
for construction in the mid 1950·s, including the one at the Indian Point
New York site, which remains to this day the most populated site used in the
U. S. for an LWR. In the late fifties several other smaller reactors, all
with containment. were approved. However, during the same period, a few
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small power reactors (-60 MWt) were proposed for sites within or at the
very edge of small or medium size cities; these were rejected or forced
to move to somewhat less populated sites, which were grudgingly accepted
by the ACRS.
The review of these reactors was on a case-by-case basis, a judgment
being reached concerning acceptability of each specific reactor-site combin
ation. No AEC Reactor Site Criteria were published; and, from a review of
the ACRS minutes and other documents, there does not appear to have been
any single guiding philosophy.
The Atomic Energy Commissioners themselves seem not to have exercised
strong direction on the development of siting criteria in the period prior
to 1960. They may, however, have exercised strong or decisive influence on
the favorable decisions for construction of Shippingport, Dresden, and
Indian Point. (The detailed history of these early, precedent-setting
reactor reviews is not available to the author). In the late 1950's, the
Commissioners appeared particularly interested in the development of written
criteria, as specific as possible, to help avert a recurrence of awkward
situations wherein considerable work was first expended on reactor proposals
involving sites which were then evaluated unfavorably by the ACRS and/or
the AEC Regulatory Staff.
The first rather detailed expression of ACRS philosophy on power reactor
siting came in its reports to the AEC on this subject in October and
December of 1960. Independently, though in close association,· the AEC
Regulatory Staff (then called the Hazards Evaluation Branch) under the
leadership of Dr. Clifford A. Beck, was developing site criteria. And in
1961, the AEC published for comment in the Federal Register proposed site
criteria which included the concep~s of an exclusion area, a low-population
(or evacuation) zone, and a population center distance, and wherein, for
purposes of site evaluation, an accident was postulated in which the noble
gases and half the radioiodine were released to a containment assumed to
maintain its integrity, and guideline doses of 25 rem whole body and 300 rem
to the thyroid were not to be exceeded under specified conditions. This
postulated accident, whose consequences were not to be exceeded by any
credible accident (and which was called the maximum credible accident or MCA),
became the focus of siting evaluation.
We shall see that the 10 CFR Part 100 Reactor Site Criteria, which were
adopted by the AEC in 1962, led to a soemwhat stylized reactor safety review
until 1966, during which primary emphasis was placed on containment design
and engineered safety features which could enable the increasingly higher
power reactors to meet the guideline doses. Reactors were receiving con
struction permits based on rather general safety criteria and sketchy design
information. And most safety improvements which developed were related to the
MCA.
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We shall also see that the Part 100 Site Criteria of 1962 (which are
reproduced at the end of this introductory section) were developed in a
manner such that they lost the basic impact of two major philosophic
recommendations made by the ACRS in its October, 1960 report, namely the
integrated man-rem dose concept and, more specifically, the recommendation
that there be no catastrophic effects to a population center from an
uncontained accident much worse than the MCA. And we shall find the
Regulatory Staff and the ACRS approving new reactors without direct consid
eration of these concepts during the period 1960-1965.
Beginning in late 1965, the ACRS began to give increased emphasis to
events that might lead to consequences far worse than the stylized MCA. And
in 1966, there occurred a revolution in LWR reactor licensing which for the
next twelve years was to lead primarily to greatly increased measures to
reduce the probability of serious accidents, and to greatly increased
attention to safety features needed to prevent core meltdown in the event
of transients or accidents.
The AEC, in general, opposed the metropolitan or the near-metropolitan
siting of power reactors, even if Part 100 could be met; however, for those
reactors it approved, the Regulatory Staff stayed rather stringently within
the prescriptions of Part 100 and its MCA (later designated the Design Basis
Accident), and declined to pUblicly discuss or examine safety aspects related
to accidents which went beyond the MCA (e.g. in which containment integrity
. was lost). This trend of not examining Class 9 accidents (accidents exceeding·
Part 100 guidelines), and not evaluating measures which might ameliorate their
impact, remained with the Regulatory Staff essentially until 1976, when limited
formal consideration of such accidents wa~ first introduced under ACRS pressure
into the review of the Floating Nuclear Power plant.
The regulatory stance of the Atomic Energy Commissioners themselves during
the period 1960-1974 seems to have depended on the role they were playing.
When the highly populated Bo1sa Island reactor was under active consideration
in the mid 1960's, the Commissioners resisted the development of detailed
siting criteria which might pose a hurdle to this project. Similarly, when
in 1966 the ACRS was about to formally recommend the development and imple
mentation of measures to deal with questions related to large scale core melt,
the Commissioners proposed a Task Force to "study" the matter, thereby delaying
(indefinitely) such a recommendation.
On the other hand, when required to accept a judicial role, such as that in
connection with review of the Malibu hearing, the Commissioners supported the
more conservative position of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board over that
of the Regulatory Staff. In their Malibu decision, the Commissioners, in a
sense, provided the first quantitative guideline on acceptable risk, namely,
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they stated that the fact that the fault in question at Mal'ibu had not
moved in 14,000 years did not provide adequate assurance that the plant
need not be designed for surface displacement.
It must be emphasized that there is little firm basis for judging that
any approach or position adopted by individuals or groups during this
era was "r ight" or "wrong ". Up to the present, at least, the regulation of
nuclear power reactors has led to much less adverse effect on the public
health and safety than essentially any other equivalent technology. It has
been argued by some that there has been more protection (and expense) than
appropriate.
From 1966 on, while there has been no significant change in the Reactor
Siting Criteria, and while they are pursued rather legalistically by the
Regulatory Staff (and therefore by applicants), there have been major
changes in reactor design criteria and in the depth of safety review aimed
at reducing the probability of an accident exceeding the guidelines of
Part 100. However, the unwillingness to 1100k" at Class 9 accidents by
either the nuclear industry or the Regulatory Staff may have led to less
than an optimum approach with regar.d to overall reduction in public risk
for the same effort and cost. This matter is now getting active attention,
as is the matter of site criteria. It remains to be seen whether the
approaches used in the decade 1966-76 represented a near optimum in efficacy.
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PART lOO-REACTOR SITE CRITERIA
Pursuant to the Administrative Pro
cedures Act and the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954. as amended. the following guide
is published as a document subject to
cod11ication. to be effective 30 days after
publication in the FEDUAL REGXS'%E1l.
Statement of considerati07Zs. On
February 11. 1961. the Atomic Energy
Commission published in the Fnmw.
REGISTER a notice of proposed rule mak
ing that set forth general criteria in the
form of guides and factors to be consid
ered in the evaluation of proposed sites
for power and test1Dg reactors. The
Commission has received many com
ments from individuals and organiza
tions. including several from foreign
countries. reftectmg the widespread sen
sitivity and imPOrtance of the subject of
site selection for reactors. Pormal com
munications have been received on the
published guides. including a prop~
comprehensive revision of the guides
into an alternate form.
In these communications, there was
almost unanimous sUPpOrt of the Com
mission's proposal to issue guidance in
some form on site selections, and ac
ceptance of the basic factors included in
the proposed guides. particularly in the
proposal to issue exposure dose values
which could be used for reference in the
evaluation of reactor sites with respect
to potential ~actor accidents of exceed
ingly low probability of occurrence.
On the other hand. many features of
the proposed guides were singled out for
criticism by a large proportion of the
correSpOndents. This was particularly
the case for the append1."t section of the
proposed guides. in which was inclUded
an example calculation of env'.ro:r.mental
distance characteristics for a hypothet
ical reactor. In th.Ls appendix. spec11ic
numerical values were employed in the
calculationa. The choice of these
numerical values. in some cases involv
ing simpl1fytng assumptions of highly
complex phenomena. represent types of
considerations presently applied in site
Calculations and result in environmental
distance parameters in general accord
with present siting practice. Neverthe
les. these particular numerical values
and the use of a single example calcula
tion were widely objected to. basically
on the grounds that they presented an
aspect of infiexibility to the guides
which otherwise appeared to possess
considerable :ftex1bility and tended to
emphasize unduly the concept of envi
ronmental isolation for reactors with
minimum possibility being extended for
eventual substitution thereof of engi
neered safeguard.
In consequence of these many com
ments. crit1ciams and recommendations.
the proposed guldea have been rewritten,
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With incorporation of a number of sug
gestions for clarification and simpl11ica
tion. and el1mination of the numerical
values and example calculation formerly
constituting the append.1:t to the guides.
In lieu of the appendix. some guidance
has been incorporated in the text itself
to indicate the considerations that led
to establishing the exposure values set
forth. However. in recoiDition of the
advantage of example calculations in
prOViding preliminary guidance to ap
plication of the principles set forth. the
AEC will publish separately in the form
of a technical information document a
discussion of these calculations.
These guides and the technical infor
mation document are intended to refiect
past practice and current poliey of the
Comm1ss1on of keeping stationary power
and test reactors away from densely
populated centers. It should be equally
understood. however. that applicants are
free and indeed encouraged to demon
strate to the Commission the applica
bility and signlfl.cance of considerations
other than those set forth in the guides.
One basic objective of the criteria is to
assure that the cumulative exposure dose
to large numbers of people as a conse
quence of any nuclear accident should be
low in comparison with what might be
considered reasonable for total POplllR.
tion dose. Further. since accidents of
greater potential hazard than those
commonly pOStulated as representing an
upper limit are conceivable. although
highly improbable. it was considered
desirable to provide for protection
against excessive exposure doses to peo
ple in large centers. where effective pro
tective measures might not be feasible.
Neither of these objectives were readily
achievable by a single criterion. Hence.
the pOpulation center distance was
added as a site requirement when it was
found for several projects evaluated that
the specl1!cation of such a distance re
quirement would approximately fulfill
the desired objectives and re1lect a more
accurate guide to current siting prac
tices. In an effort to develop more
spec11ic guidance on the total man-dose
concept. the Commission intends to give
further study to the subject. Mean
while, in some cases where very large
cities are involved, the population center
distance may have to be greater than
those suggested by these guides.
A number of comments received
pointed out that AEC siting factors
included considerations of population
distributions a."ld land use surrounding
proposed sites but did not indicate how
future population growth might affect
sites initially approved. To th~ extent
possible. AEC review of the land use
surroundUlg a proposed site includes

considerations of potential residential
growth. The guides tend toward requir
ing sUf!icient isolation to preclude any
immediate problem. In the meantime.
operating experience that wili be ac
qu.t.red from plants already licensed to
operate should provide a more definitive
basis for weighing the effectiveness of
engineered safeguards versus plant iso
lation as a public safeguard.
These criteria are based upon a
weighing of factors characteristic of
conditions in the United States and may
not represent the moat appropriate pro
cedure nor optimum emphasis on the
various interdependent factors l."1volved
in selection of sites for reactors in other
countries where national needs. re
sources. policies and other factors may
be greatly different.

sec.
100.1
100.2
100.3

Purpose.

Scope.
Defl.n1tiona.
Sm:

100.10
100.11

EvAL'l1A'nOW FAcroRS

Factors to be CODSldered when eValu
ating sites.
DeterminatIon of e:tcl'~s!ol1 area. tow
population zone, and population

cen ter dlstaDce.
under
sec. 103. 68 Stat. 938. sec. 104. 68 Stat. 937,
sec. 161. 68 St-~t. 948. sec. 182. 68 Stat. 953:
42 U.S.C. 2133. 2134. 2201. 2232
SO'l1Ra:: §§ 100.1 to 100.11 appear at 27
FoR. 3509. Apr. 12. 1982.
Aln"HO!llTT: §§ 100.1 to 100.11 Issued

§ 100.1 Purpose. (a) It is the pur
pose of this part to describe criteria
which guide the Commission in its
evaluation of the suitability of proposed
sites for stationary power and testing
reactors subject to Part 50 of this
chapter.
(b) Insumc1ent experience has been
accumulated to permit the writing of de
tailed standards that 'Would provide a
quantitative correlation of all factors
significant to the question of accepta
bility of reactor sites. This part is in
tended as an interim guide to identify
a number of factors considered by the
Commission in the evaluation of reactor
sites and the general criteria used at
this time as guides in approving or dis
approVing proposed sites. Any appli
cant who believes that factors other than
those set forth in the guide should be
considered by the Commission will be
expected to demonstrate the applica
bility and significance of such factors.
§ 100.2 Scope. (a) This part applies
to applications flIed under Part 50 and
115 of this chapter for stationary power
and testing reactors.
(b) The site criteria contained in this
part apply primarily to reactors ~f a

! 100.2
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION RULES AND REGULATIONS
general type and design on which ex those relating both to the proposed re
perience has been developed, but can also actor design and the characteristics
be applied to other reactor types. In peculiar to the site. It is expected
. particular, for reactors that are novel that reactors will reBec:t through their
In design and unproven as prototypes design, construction and operation an
or pilot plants, it is expected that these extremely low probability for accidents
basic criteria will be applied In a man that could result In release of Big
ner that takes Into account the lack niftcant quantities of radioactive fission
of experience. In the application of prodUCts. In addition, the sIte location
these criteria which are deliberately fiex and the engineered features Included as
ible, the safeguards provided-either safeguards against the hazardous conse
site isolatIon or eUKlneered features quences of an accldent, should one occur.
should reflect the lack of certainty that should insure a low risk of public ex
. only experience can provide.
posure. In particular, the Commission
will take the following factors into con
1100.3 Deftnitfona. & used In th1a
sideration in determining the accepta
part:
(a) "Exclusion area" means that area bility of a. site for a power or testing
surrounding the reactor, In whIch the reactor:
(a) CharacteristIcs of reactor design
reactor licensee has the authority to de
propOsed operation including:
termine all activities including exclusion and
use of the reactor includ
or removal of personnel and property ing(1)theIntended
proposed maximum power level
from the area. This area may be trav
nature and Inventory of con
ersed by a highway, ral1road, or water and theradioactive
materials;
way. provided these are not so close to tained
(2) The extent to which generally
the facWty as to Interfere With normal accepted
engineering standards are ap
operations of the facUity and provided
appropriate and effective arrangements plied to the desiID of the reactor;
(3) The extent to which the reactor
are made to control tramc on the high
way, raUroad, or waterway, in case of incorporates unique or unusual features
a signllicant bearing on the
emergencY, to protect the public health having
and safety. Residence Within the ex probability or consequences of accidental
clusion area shall normally be pro release of radioactive materials;
(4) The safety features that are to be
hibIted. In any event, residents shall be
subject to ready removal In case of ne engineered Into the facWty and those
cessity. Activities unrelated to operation barriers that must be breached as a re
of the reactor may be permitted in an sult of an accident before a release of
exclusion area under appropriate llml.ta radioactive material to the environment
tions. provided that no sign1ftcant haz can occur.
(b) Population density and use char
ards to the public health and safety will
acteristics of the site environs, including
result.
(b) "Low population zone" means the the exclusion area, low population zone,
area immediately SUITouncl1ng the ex and population center distance.
(c) Physical characteristics of the
clusion area. which contains residents, site,
inclUding seismology, meteorology,
the tota.l number and density of which geology
and hydrology.
are such that there is a reasonable prob
(1)
The
design for the facility should
ability that appropriate protective
measures could be taken in their behalf conform to accepted buDding codes or
in the tovent of a serious accident. Thesf standards for areas having equivalent
iUides do not specify a. permissible pop earthquake histories. No facility should
ulation density or total population with be located closer than one-fourth mile
in this zone because the situation may from the surface location of a known
vary from case to case. Whether a spe active earthquake fault.
(2) Meteorological conditions at the
cific number of people can, for example.
be evacuated from a specific area, or site and in the surrounding area should
instructed to take shelter, on a timely be considered.
basis will depend on man.r factors such
(3) Geological and hydrological char
as location, number and size of high acteristics of the proposed site may have
ways, scope and extent of advance plan a bearing on the consequences of an
ning. and actual distribution of residents escape of radioactive material from the
within the area.
facility. Special precautions should be
(c) "Population center distance"
means the distance from the reactor to planned If a reactor is to be located at
the nearest boundary of a densely popu a site where a signlftcant quantity of
lated center containing more than about radioactive emuent might accidentally
Bow into nearby streams or rivers or
25.000 residents.
(d) "Power reactor" means a. nuclear might find ready access to underground
reactor of a type described In § 50.2l<b) water tables.
(d) Where unfavorable physical char
or 50.22 of this chapter des1l1led to pro
acteristIcs of the site exist, the proposed
duce electrical or heat enern'.
(e) "Testing reactor" means a "test site may nevertheless be found to be
ing facility" as defined In § 50.2 of this acceptable If the design of the facility
cbaJ)ter.
includes appropriate and adequate com
pensating engineering safeguards.
8m: EnLtJAno~ PACTOIlS

t 100.10

to

be cOft$idered
Factors con
~ In the ~uauaD of sttes Include
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Factors
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should assume a fission produce release I
from the core, the expected demonstra
ble leak rate trom the containment and
the meteorological conditions pertinent
to hls site to derive an exclusion area, a
low population zone and population cen
ter distance. For the purpose of this
analysis. which shall set forth the basis
for the numerical values used, the appli
cant should determine the following:
(1) An exclusion area of such size that
an individual located at any point on Its
boundary for two hours immediately
following onset of the Postulated flssion
product release would not receive a total
radiation dose to the whole body In ex
cess ot 25 rem 2 or a total radlatlon dose
in excess at 300 rem 2 to the thyroid trom
iodine exposure.
(2) A low population ZOne of such size
that an individual located at any point
on its outer boundary who fa exposed to
the radioactive cloud resulting from the
postulated fission product re1esa (dur
ing the entire period of Its passage)
would not receive a total radiation dose
to the whole body in excess of 25 rem or
a total radiation dose In excess of 300
rem to the thyroid from iodine ezp06ure.
(3) A population center distance of at
least one and one-third times the dis
tance from the reactor to the outer
boundary of the low population zone.
In applying this guide, due consideration
should be given to the popula"tion dis
tribution within the population center.
Where very large cities are involved, a
greater distance may be necessary be
cause of total integrated population dose
consideration.
(b) Fer sites for multip1e reactor fa
cilitIes consideration should be given to
the fonowing:
(1) If the reactors are Independent to
the extent that an accIdent in one reac
tor would not initiate an accIdent In an
other, the size of the exclusion area, low
populatIon zone and population center
distance shall be fUlfilled with respect

1 The Assion product release aaumed for
these calculations shoulcl be baaed upon a
major accldellt, hypothesized. for p ~ ot
site analysis or postulatecl from ccmsldera
tiona ot posalble accidental events. that
woulcl reSUlt in potential hazards not ex
ceeded by those tram any accident considered
credible. Such accidents have senerally
been assumed to result in s11b8tant1&l melt
down of the core with aubaequeut reI_ of
appreciable quantities of aaaion prodUCts.
2 The Whole body cloee of 25 rem referred
to above corresponc1s numerically to the once
in a llfettme accidental or emergency dose
for radiatioll workers Which, aceorcU.ng to
NeRP recommendations may be c:liU"egarcled
in the determ1zlation of their racliatlon u
posure atatus (see NBS Hanclbook 69 dated
June 5, 1959). However, ne1thlll' ita use nor
that of the 300 rem value for thyroicl ex
posure as set forth in these alte criteria
guIcles are illtencled to Imply that these
numbers collStltute acceptable 11m1ts for
emergency closes to the pUblic UDder accident
concUtlons. Rather. this 25 rem whole body
value ancl the 300 rem thyro1cl vaIue 'lave
been lIet forth in these guides as reference
1100.11 Determinatitm oj e%clusion values. which can be used in the 8'ftluatlon
area, low 7'OJ'Ulaticm zone, and 7'OJ'Ula of reactor aites with respect to potentlal
accic1ents of exceedingly loW proba
tion cmter distance. (a) As an aid In reactor
bUity of occurrence, ancl low r1ak of pUblic
evaluat.1ng a PropOsed site, an applicant ezpoaure to racl1ation.
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to each reactor individually. The en
velopes of the plan overlay of the areas
so calculated &hall then be taken as their
respective boundaries.
(2) If the reactors are interconnected
to the extent that an accident in one·
reactor could dect the sa.fety of opera
tion of any other. the size of the exclu
sion area. low population zone and popu
lation center distance shall be based
upon the assumption that all intercon
nected reactors emit their postulated
fission product releases simultaneously.
This requirement may be reduced 1.."l
relation to the degree of coupling be
tween reactors. the probability of con
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comitant accidents and the probability
that an individual would not be exposed
to the radiation effects from simultane
ous releases. The applicant would be
expected to justify to the satisfaction of
the AEC the basis for such a reduction
in the source term.
(3) The applicant is expected to show
that the simultaneous operation of
multiple reactors at a site will not result
in total radioactive effluent releases be
yond the allowable limits of applicable
regulations.
NOTE: For further guidance tn de,elop
ing the exclUSion area. the low population
zone. and the popUlation center distance.

reterence 18 ma4e to Technical Information
Document 14844, c1a.teel March 23. 1962. which
contalIlll a procedural method ancl a sample
calculation that result In c:LI.stances roughly
redectlng current siting practices at the
Co:nm1sslon. The calculatloIlll described 1n
Technical Information Document 14844 may
be used as a point of departure for consid
era.tion ot particular site reqUirements Which
ma.y result tram evaluation at the charac
teristics ot Do particular reactor, its purpose
and method. of operation.
Copies ot Technlcal1Jl!orm&tlon Document
14844 may be obtained from the Commis
sion's Public Document Boom. 1717 H Street
N\V.. Washington. D.C.. or by writing the
Director. Division of Licensing and :Regula
tion. U.S. Atomlc Energy Commlsslon. Wash_
ington 25. D.C.

§ 100.11
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2.2

REACTOR SITE CRITERIA - PRE-1961

In 1950 the USAEC Reactor Safeguards Corrrnittee issued the report WASH-3
(USAEC, 1950) containing the first publicly documented site guidance, in
which it recommended an exclusion radius, R (miles) which depended on the
reactor power, P(kw), according to the relationship
R = 0.01

r;

"'"

Assuming gross uncontrolled release from an uncontained accident, and al
lowing in a rough way for meteorological conditions and the time require
ments for evacuation, the Reactor Safeguards Committee estimated that
beyond this minium distance, the radiation exposure should be 300 roentgen
or less, or that evacuation should be practical. For a 30 MWt plant, this
so-called "ru le of thumb led to an exclusion area (with no residents) of
radi us 1.7 miles.
ll

For a 3000 MWt plant of the type commonly used today for electric power,
the exclusion radius would be 17.3 ll1"iles.
In the book "Reactor Safeguards, (C. R. Russell, 1962) who served as
Secretary of ~he Reactor Safeguards Committee, reviews the early history
of reactor siting and discusses qualitatively the reasoning which went
into formulation of the siting "ru le of thumb". Russell also includes
as Appendices several sections of WASH-3 which give technical backup for
the siting formula, as well as an estimate of possible energy release
from a ~eactor undergoing a large reactivity excursion with a resultant
large sudden increase in power.
II

Russell recounts the very considerable attention given by the Reactor
Safeguards Committee to reactor features pertaining to the potential
for disruptive reactivity excursions, which could lead to gross core
melting or pressure-driven disassembly. Not that the potential for core
over-heating and melting from inadequate removal of fission product decay
heat after shutdown of the chain reaction was ignored. But, reactivity
excursions, and the potential for autocatalytic effects, that is, re
actor features which inherently aggravate a reactivity excursion by
adding reactivity due to the increase in power, received great emphasis.
Considering the background of the Comnittee members, and the character
istics of some of the re~ctors then reviewed, this emphasis is not
surprising. *
*It is of some interest that back in 1950, the document WASH-3 called
special attention to sabotage as a potentially important source of
serious reactor accidents. WASH-3 was particularly concerned with
sabotage by a knowledgeable person having access to the plant. About
16 years later, duri ng the construct ion permit revi ew of Turkey Poi nt
(Continued)
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The large exclusion distances required by the "rule of thumb" meant that
rather few sites in the United States could qualify under this criterion
for uncontained, large nuclear power plants. However, pressures built up
very rapidly for the use of sites with smaller exclusion radii. Russell
discusses the evolution of the concept of containment in connection with
the not very hi gh power, prototype Submari ne I ntermedi ate Reactor, event
ually constructed within a large steel sphere near West Milton, New York,
and the relatively low power Argonne Research Reactor, CP-5, located in a
suburb of Chicago, Illinois.
The first "civilian" nuclear power plant was the Shippingport Atomic
Power Station which was publical1y announced in October, 1953. This
plant was desi~ned, built and owned by the government, but operated by a
utility (Duquesne Light COlJllany) under the stringent guidance of the Divi
sion of Naval Reactors of the AEC. The Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
clearly would not have met the 1950 "rule of thumb" at the Shippingport,
Pennsylvania site which was about 420 acres in area and about 20 miles from
Pittsburgh in a region having more population than had been characteristic
of the remote sites employed for production and engineering test reactors;
and a containment was provided around the reactor.
The proposal by Duquesne Electric Company to operate such a reactor on its
gri d had come in response to an i nvitat i on to ut il i ties by the AEC in 1953
for proposals to construct a PWR.
The economi c acceptabil ity of the "ru 1e of thumb" for power reactors had
already been questioned because of the high cost of land for such large
exclusion areas, and because of the desire or need of utilities to have
their power plants near load centers. The decision leading to the selection
of the Duquesne Light proposal appears to have been based in part on the
interest in maintaining a technological program with a potential for
application to future Naval Reactor projects and in part from the need to
find a willing and able utility. It is not clear how matters such as
surrounding population density entered into the decision making process on
Shi ppi ngport.
Soon after Shippingport, proposals were made for utility companies
for several privately owned, large power reactors and the AEC had to
(Continued)
3 and 4 in southern Florida, the question of attack on a reactor from
an unfriendly country was raised by an intervenor, the AEC held that
the Department of Defense and not the AEC was responsible for defense
against any such aggression.
During the 1970's, the matter of sabotage, both by an insider and by
armed intruders, was given r~ch increased emphasis by the ACRS and the
Regulatory Staff, and a considerable augmenmentation of protective re
quirements was initiated.
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consider these for construction permits. All were to have contain
ment vessels, and three of them were in the general vicinity of large
cities: the Dresden 1 boiling water reactor (BWR), 35 miles south
west of Chicago, Illinois; the Indian Point 1 PWR, 24 miles north of
New York City; and the Enrico Fermi fast reactor, 25 miles south of
Detroit. Dresden 1 at 630 MWt was the largest light water reactor ap
proved prior to 1961. Indian Point 1 at 585 MWt was at the most highly
populated site approved for a reactor of that size, and ultimately has
represented a 1andw~rk case. A letter from Harold Price, Director, AEC
Division of Reactor Licensing to Vice President J. F. Fairman of Con
solidated Edison dated May 16, 1955, states "at the meeting in New York
on May 2, 1955, ••• it was agreed among the technical people present
that there had not been assembled sufficient information on which to base
an evaluation of the actual and potential hazard of operating a reactor
of the type contemplated at the site you have chosen. Thus, while we have
no reason to believe that such a reactor could not be operated safely at
the chosen site, neither do we have sufficient information to allow us to
state with reasonable assurance that it can be".
Actually no formal design criteria or siting criteria and rather little
preliminary design information were available in 1956 when the ACRS re
viewed the construction request. The applicant did submit five hazard re
ports dealing with the reactor site and with various design aspects in a
conceptual fashion. The ACRS records note that there are about 16 one
family residences within a half-mile radius and about 45,000 inhabitants
within a five-mile radius. There is no indication in the records of anY
emphasis on demographic considerations in the review of Indian Point, nor
is there a~ indication of what criteria were used in reaching a judgment
on the acceptability of this reactor which represented a very major step
in the commercialization of nuclear power, and in which the promotional
side of the AEC had great interest.
The ACRS report of January 6, 1956 on this project is on the following page.
The minutes of the ACRS Subcommittee meetings held in August 29, 1955 and
December 1~ 1955 provide no information on the basis by which the ACRS
judged this reactor-site combination to be acceptable. Nor is a~ insight
on this particular question to be obtained from a paper co-authored by
three ACRS members for the 1955 U.N. "Atoms for Peace" Conference (Geneva,
1955), although the paper does provide insight into what were then perceived
to be the principal problems in reactor safety.
On February 15, 1956, while construction of the Shippingport reactor was
being completed, and shortly after ACRS review of Indian Point, U.S.
Senator Bourke Hicken100per wrote to the ACRS asking questions concerning
the siting of power reactors in populated areas. His letter is reproduced
below, together with the response, which was made not by ACRS Chairman
McCullough but by Dr. Willard F. Libby, Acting Chairman of the Atomic
Energy Commission.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
,i

'.

UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, C,c. 20545

January 6, 1956

Mr. K. E. Fields
General Manager
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
SUBJECT:

ConsoliJated Edison Company

Dear Mr. Fields:
At the Sixteenth Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
the Consolidated Edison Company presented a review of their Nuclear
Power Project. At this time they have calculated many of the nuclear
characteristics and have outlined the design of the whole plant. A
great deal of the exp~rimental work remains to be ~one to verify the
calculations and conduct tests of the essential features of the re
actor. The Committee believes the approach is sound and sees no haz-.
ard problems which appear to be insoluble. From the hazard point of
view, the Committee sees no reason to withhold a construction permit
as long as it is thoroughly understood that the fir-al design and Haz
ards Summary Report mus~ be reviewed before the reactor goes into
operation.
The Committee is favorably impressed with the competence of the staff
and the programs being made on this reactor and the program which is
being set up to solve the many problems connected with a reactor of
this new design and type using thorium.
Sincerely yours,

..
C. Rogers McCullough
Chairman
Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards
cc:

H. L. Price, CA
C. A. Nelson, Inspection
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Attention: ])r. Roger McCull::n.lgh, Cha1n:lan
Oent1elllen:
As a me~er ot the Join~ Co=m1ttee on Atom~c Energy,
also aa'a membe~ or the Sena:e an~ aa a citizen, I am,
and have been, concerned about the quest10n or aatet,. ot the
public 1nvolved 1ft the 10cat1=n and operation ot a~om1c
reactors. I wou~, there!'ore, l~e to aale the 1'oll:)\f1!'.g
~uea;1ons, Which to ~ knowl.~ge have not been answe~ed
beret~tor., and I aball apprec1&te catel~~1c oonc1le ar.swere.

,"

.'!

, ''''~
... ,~

1. Will the operation 01' the Reactor ~r.sently Wder
at ShiPPini~ort, PennsylTinia, create any
potential dangers or the Poss1~11itr ot danger to the citizens
1n that densely populated area? (This question 1ncl~ea
not only the possibility or hazar~s un~e~ so-calle1 nQr:al
operation. but haza~c!s or in.1ur1 Which could co::e tro::!
bU=an error in operattng the Reactor or t~OQ D&tura~
catastrophe, "boUge or ene::l1 attack.)

.

.

15th, 1956

A~v1aorr Coc=ittee on Reactor Sateguards
Atomic Ener;y Co=m1aaion
Vashieston 25, D. C.
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2. I ask the sace question a~out the ope~ati~n of
11zeable co==erc1&l type rea:tora so tar aa they c1gh~ be
located 1n an1 other a~.. 01' ave~ale or concen~~&ted decs1~1
1D the United States •
,. II 1t and will 1t be. 1ft the l1;ht ot all present
!mowlecSge and that anticipated In' the toreaeeable tut~e,
IIOre desirable. trOID the standpoint or safetr to the P\:.bl1c
ala1n.e actual o~ poas1~le danger or 1nJu:"j', to locate
such reactors 1ft ar~a 01' prac~lcally no densi:y of
~;Ulat~on, r~eh a •• tor 1nstance, the Areo ar~e, rather
than 1ft areaa 01' populations 01' noral to concentrated
density?

h

:~
:~

:"

~

Yours .1ncerely,
/./ Bourke B. Blckenlooper
Bourke !. B1ckenlooper
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ATOlae

mrlTED ST.~...! '!S
£:~?.Q y COi·=·r:ss Io~r

WA~EI:~T:N,

D. C.

.March 14, 195!,

~ear

Senator

Hicke~ooper:

In your letter or Feb~Ja%"I'15, 1956, to the Cc==1ss1on t s
Adv1sorj Co=.1tte. en Reactor Sareguar~, rou aslced for cat.
cor1c, cen:1se answers to three questiQns dealing 101e1y w1t~
the relationship between reactor 1solation and possible ~~:ar~
to the pucU:.
Re;a~less ot locat1en or 1solation, there is no .uch
thing as an a~solutely safe nuclear reactor - JUE~ as there
is no such thing as an absolutelj sate che=1ca1 plant cr 011
re!lr.erj. There 1s al~ays present, regardless ot tha remote~.ss
or 1ts proba~1l1t7, a t~~1te posS1bi11t, or the occurrence or
an event, or series ot iv~nts, the result or w~~ch is the re
lease or lUUiat. Q.uant:.t1es-ot raci1oact1ve mate:ial to the aur
rO~~1n; area.
ShQul~ such a release occur, the n~oer ot
persons rece1vir~ excesslve rad10active exposure would. ot
COU1'S', be .Ure.;tly rela;;;ed to the ~ens~tj an:i d1.str1bu':1on o~
populat1on 1n the area surroundin. the reacter.

It tollows that the answer to each ot the three questions
1Cu n1se 15 ";yes". ThUS, th~%'e is a re:r.ote poss1l:li~~tv ot
csang~r to c1t1zel'oJ in the vicinity ot the Sh1p;:ir.;;crt reactor
or &nj other sizeable reactor, an~, it 1s, there:cre, more
.
desirable trc~ the standpoint ot safety alone to loca~e reac~ors
in areas ot lOW, ra~her than ncr.=al, population density.
Such answers, stand1r~ b, the~elves can, hawever, be
misleading an~ coul~ result in m1s~~erstand1ng and misconcep
tion. Por th1s reason, I shoule! l1ke to expand my answers to
include a dlscuss10n ot some ot the :ore 1oportant tactors which
.e must cons1der 1r. det'~1n& the locat1on ot any liven
reactor.

,:
..•.
0"

As previously stated, it cons1deraticns were given to
.atet, tacters alone, atomic reactors should be located 1n areas
ot lowest poss1ble population dens1ty. However, the growth
and developcent ot an atom1c energ~ industry cannot proceed
under cond1~1ons et isolation which are siinit1cantly ditterent
trom those Which have been round to be apP11ea~le to most other
industries •
Vh1le it is true t~~t the potential danger to the pub11c
. trom a nuclear acc1:1ent i. cnll that or the release ot ra~1o
active :attr~ls and not that ot an ato~c explosion, st1ll
the 1l'.&x1:num ccncei,,.able d&:r.age wh1c~ can be caused by such an
accident 1s ta~ grea;.r than that Which can result trom no~~l
1n~ustr1al acc1dentl.
Therefore, it is incu::bent u;:on the n.w
lftdustry and the Government to ukt everl e!tort to recog."1Ue

80
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ever; ro!s~~le eve~t or se~1es of events which ccul~ result
in tte release or ~!a~e &co~ts ~t raa1ca:~~ve =ater~~l to
tte su~:~~~~~=s a~~ to ta~e all ste;s ne:essar~ to rea~ee to
a reas~~~tle eir.~~ the ~ro:a~11~tj t~~: 5~ch eve~ts w~ll
occur ~~ a ca~er ca~5~~g serious c7erL~~:s~re to the ~ucl1c.
The

11:e~si::g ;:'evis~e:-.s

e~

the Atc:.1e

~~e:;j

Act

o~

1954

it ~css1Qle for the :c==1ss1c~ to esta~11sh a ~g~
lator; pre;ra: Qes1g~e= to assure that these objectives will
be ach~eved. Under our re~~1!t1ons no license w1ll be issued
for the operaticn of any reactor, regar~less of s1ze or ~~
t.~~e~ ~se, ~t11 the scIentIsts ane er~ineers who conceIved
an~ 4esIine~ the reactor have cade ! cc=plete eval~!tion ot
all pete~t1al ha.ar~s ot their particular reactor, ar.~ ot the
aQe~~C7 of ~he s~eps the7 ~~ve taken L~ deSign L~d operatL~
proce~ures to ~'-1~e the probac11ity of occ~renee ot an
accident which would result 1n the release ot unsafe quanti
tles ot radI:active mate~ials to the s~rrc~~ln;s. T~1s
evaluat1c~, whic~ 1s reported ~ a detal1e~ nHaza~d S~~ry
Repert" to the C=:'ssion, ls useQ by the tec:-..::.1:a: expe:,,:s
on the Cc~1ss1cn's s:at'f wcr!d.::g 1r. close cc:'laccr&t1on with
the ex;erts of the Ccc=ission's Ad~~scr~ Ce:-jttee en ~eac~or
Sa:eg~r:s to dete~~e whe~her or net the ope~t~=n of the
reactor ea.~ be carr1e: out in a can.~e~ t~~t g~ves reasor~ole
ass~ance t~~t t~e h-.alth ar.d safety of the public will not
be er.~"'1ger.~.
~~ve ca~e

The :~~~c~al 1neent~ve Of the Owners ot the reactor
to take all ste,~ ~eee~sar7 ~o ;retect t~air L~7es:=ent, as
well as to deerease the1r po~ent1al pu:li: l1ac1l~ty, an~ the
legal and co~l res;cnsi~111t~es of the Co~~ission to protect
the public frc: overex;os~re to ~d1c1cti~itj, are result1r~
1n a sj"Ste:: w::.1ch is c~.aracter~!c. 07 an attit1Jde of caution
an: thoroU¢_~ess or eval:.:.st1on un1q~e in L~::'.:Str~.al.t'~!to:;r.
Ever7 pr.ase ot the react~r design and cper&t~g procedure 13
rev~e~#ed se~:"1tel:r and as a ;art ot the whole.
The 1nhere~~t
nuclear, che~cal, metall~g1eal, physical a~d =.cha~lcal
ct~~acter1stles o~ the ruel, ccce~a~or, cec11~:, ne~tron ab
soroers ar.~ 1truct~al materials are carefal17 c=~s~ce~ed ~~
connect1:n with the elect~lcal, :ecr.a~ica:', ehe=ical, physical,
metall~rgieal AnQ nuclear cha~cter1sti:s of the control and
la!et7 s~~t!~, the heat rer-~val s15;e:1, the ~~.ss~e sJSt.~,
ac~ so en, to assu~e that the prc:ac1l~:7 cf an c,e~t~~g
mishap ~~S by ade~~ata desi~ an~ o;e:at~~g pre~aut10ns beer.
bro~~t to an acce;ta:ly lew level.
Not only :ust t~e eval~t1on show that the deslgners
have taken all r.asor.aole precautions to assure that the
probao1l1ty or a c1snap 1s sat1srac~or1l7 lOW, it must turt~er
sh~1 what ste~s ~~~e been taker. to protect the p~~l1C in the
event the h1ghly lcprobable 1nc1~er.: d1; occ~r and unsate
quantities 0: raeloaetive ~~terlals were released rrc~ the re
actor 1tse1:. It 15 in th1s eval~at1cn or what 15 essentially
a v1tal sec one lL~e or ~efense tor the ~~blic t:-.e the relaticn
shlp o! the characteristIcs of the lecation of the reactor to
the ability or the bu11din; to eor.tain radi~active ~4:er1als
which e16ht be released beec~es an I~portar.: fa:t:r. It is
during this ;hase of the 5t~jy that the hy~rolcoY, %e:eorology,
leelegy and 5e1s:010;7 or the area; the eXist1r.j ar.: pctential
pop~latiC~ der.s1t1 ana distr10utl:ni the tjre 0; ,xiS:~S an;
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potential OlC t1v1 ty 1n the aroc. {1.e •• agr1:l.:.lt'.=al, ~olC:erc1a.l,
1ndustrinl, residential, etc.)j the u~e of the surface and
surface waters ter 1n=u~tr1al or ~a.rsons.l COl"oSu::ptionj and.
other factors per~~~ent to the spec1fic loeat1cn, are con
'lderec L~ or:.r to be sare trAt the degree ~ conta1r~nt
1s adequate ter the location choaen.
It, tor example, it is possIble to shew that ~~der tbe
most adverse set of c1rc~tances whIch c1,~: occur, the
It~eture or the bu~ld~ conta~ the reactor would not be
e,xpected to allow the release ot any signifleant a::ount or
radioact1ve materials ~~t= the .urrou.~d1ng area, such factors
aa the prox1::ity or the reactor to dens.lr pcp~lated areas
would be less 1::portant ~.an othe~~1se. Likewise, it the
distance troc den$ely pop~lated areas were so great t~.t \l.~der
the most adverse conditIons 1t would be r!asor~~le to expect
tr.at there WOQld be little expcsure ot the public. the deiree
ot ccmta1r.ment would Dot be so 1=portant.

,

It 1s ex~eeted tr~t power reactors, such as t~At new
under construct1on at Sl".1p;1ng;:ert, Pen:lsyl,,-a:-.1a, w~u rely
mere upon the philosO~hy or eonta1r.:ent than !$olati~n as a
-means or protect1ng the public against the cQnsequen~cs of an
1mprooable aCCident. but 1n each ease there will be ~ reason
able distance between the reactor And maJOr cen;ers or po~t1on.

.

In s~ry. then, our safety ph1~osOPh1 assumes that the
petental dan;er tr= an open;~~ atomic reactor 15 very g:e.at
aM that th_. '.l.lt1:'.1te safety ot the public 15 c1Iper.c1ent" upon
three factors:
1.Recogn1%1r~ all posslble accidents wh1:h could
amo~~s
radioactive mater1als;

or

release unsate

2. Des1gr.1."1g L":.d o::erat1.., g the reactor 1n suc~
a way that the ~rocab1l1ty of such acc1~ents is re
duced to an &ceepta~l. mj.~~;

3. By appropr1a te ce::b~"a,tlon o~ cen~1n:ent and
1solat1on, protecting the pub11c tr~ the consequecces
of suoh an acc1~ent. sbould 1t occur.
S1ncerely yours.

lsI
w. P. Libby
Act1ng Chairman
Honorable Bourke B. H1ckenlooper
~01nt Co~ttet on Atomic Energy
Congress or tbe On1te~ States
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It is interesting that in 1956, Senator Hicken100per raised questions
which once again were to be found on the forefront of discussion twenty
years later. Chairman Libby points out that there is no absolutely safe
reactor, just ,as there is no absolutely safe chemical plant. Libby dis
cusses the principle of defense in depth and states lilt is expected that
power reactors such as that now under construction at Shippingport, Pa.
will rely more upon the philosophy of containment than isolation as a
means of protecting the public against the consequence of an improbable
accident, but in each case there will be a reasonable distance between
the reactor and major centers of population.
Libby suggests, in the previous paragraph, that under the most adverse
circumstances, containment might be expected not to allow the release
of al'\Y significant amount into the surrounding area. But he does not
quar~ntee its infallibility.
In addition to the precedent setting Shippingport, Dresden, and Indian
Point reactors, several other commercial and public power reactors
received approval for construction in the tine period up through 1960,
as shown in Table 1. And several test reactors were approved.
TABLE 1.

COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC POWER REACTORS
Power

Name
Shippi ngport
Indian Point
Dresden 1
Fermi 1 - PRDC
Yankee
Elk Ri ver
Piqua
Carolinas-VA
Hallam
Saxton
Pathfinder
Bi 9 Rock
Humbo1cit Bay
Bonus
Peach Bottom

(mwt)

Pressurized Water
Pressurized Water
Boi 1i ng Water
Fast Reactor
Pressurized Water
Boi 1i ng Water
Organi c
0 20; Tube type
Sodi um Graphite
Pressurized Water
Boiling Water
Boil i n9 Water
Boi 1i ng Water
Boi 1i ng Water
Gas-Cooled

Exclusion City
Dist.(mi.) Dist.

231

.4

585

.3
.5

630
300
485
58

48

63
240
20

.75
.5
.23
.14
.50
.25
.17
.5
.5

203
240
202

.25

115

.57

50

.25

Site
Approved

7.5 before '55
5/55
14.0 7/55
7.5 7/55
21.0 7/57
17.0

220.0

8/58

27.0

1/59

25.0
17.0
20.0

1/59

3.5

135

3.5

12.0
21.0

7/59
9/59
12/59

3/60

3/60

3/60
3/60

However, not all reactor proposals received approval. In the following,
we shall examine some specific cases for such insight as may be obtained
from the meeting minutes of the statutory ACRS and its letter reports to
the AEC.
At its second meeting, Nov. 1-3, 1957, the ACRS wrote reports favorable
to operation of the Shippingport PWR, to construction of the 30,MWt
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General Electric Test Reactor*, and to construction of the 60 MWt NASA
test reactor {Plum Brook}, 3 miles from Sandusky, Ohio. It is of some
interest to note that the Plum Brook report was "the first to contain
additional remarks by an ACRS member. The ACRS report itself noted the
potential risks imposed by proposed experiments for defense purposes
which would carry fuel elements to failures; and, while accepting the
proposed site, the ACRS indicated that a less populated site would be
preferable. In his additional remarks member Abel Wo1r~n stated:
While I agree with all that the Committee has stated, I
feel that I must add some remarks for purposes of clarifying
mY own position. In view of the prospect of future contin
uing debates as to the safety of conducting essential experi
ments at this site, I would recomnend against the site on the
information presently available. I believe that the applicant
should be required to consider the availab"ility of other sites
at which operation of the reactor would be feasible and which
would afford a higher degree of protection to the health and
safety of the public.
It is unrealistic to permit operation at this site if experi
ments of importance to the national defense are likely to
have to be curtailed because of the site. The realities of
human behavior are such that operation of experiments, the
hazards of which may be uncertain, are l"ikely to be permitted
if they are important to the national defense.

•

I do not believe that we should freeze on a site in a situ
ation like this merely because an applicant has chosen it.
At its 4th meeting, January 9-11, 1958, the ACRS reported favorably on
the proposed operation of the MIT test reactor. This reactor, which
was to operate at a fairly modest power, was located in the heart of an
urban area in Cambridge, Mass., with essentially no exclusion area. The
estimated dose to a person standing 65 feet from the building for one
hour, if one postulated the "maxilTlJm credible accident", and assumed a
gross release of fission products to the containment, was 28 R whole
boqy. And the 60 day integrated internal dose to the thyroid was 1750 R
for a person exposed one hour in the path of the cloud at a distance of
65 feet from the reactor. Dr. Dunham and Dr. Pack of the AEC Staff in
dicated that such an exposure did not represent a serious risk for an
individual adult, but that if the maximum credible accident were to occur,
every effort should be made to prevent such exposures to occupants of
the neighborhood.
*It is also of interest to note that twenty years later, in October, 1977
the NRC Regulatory Staff halted operation of the General Electric Test
Reactor because recent studies had indicated the existence of a capable
fault (a fault defined to be capable of producing permanent, relative
di sp lacement at the ground surface) at the reactor site.
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At its 9th meeting, August 4-5, 1958, the ACRS reviewed the proposed
construction of the 58 MWt Elk River boiling water reactor. In its report
the Committee noted that, as a matter of policy, they considered it not
desirable to locate a nuclear reactor of this power level so close to a
growing community, and that, in the event of a major accident, a few people
might be exposed to higher radiation dosage that was considered acceptable.
(A dose of 4800 rem to the thyroid is discussed in the meeting minutes).
The ACRS concluded, however, that, subject to the containment meeting its
specified leak rate, the reactor would not represent an undue hazard to the
public.
At the same meeting the ACRS heard a presentation concerning a proposed
organic-cooled power reactor for the city of Piqua, Ohio. The reactor
thermal power was only 45 megawatts. However, the site was just outside
the city limits and only a few hundred feet from a temporary residential
area. In its report of August 5, 1958, the ACRS concluded tentatively that
the proposed site was not a suitable one.
The minutes of the 10th meeting, October 15-17, 1958 report considerable
discussion about site selection criteria. It was noted that the proba
bility of the maximum credible accident had not been analyzed or dis
cussed in detail. The question was raised whether radiation doses like
4800 R to the thyroid might be acceptable if a very limited number of
people (say 25) were involved. And there was a search for analogies
in other aspects of industrial safety, such as release of noxious chemi
cals. "At this meeting the ACRS passed a resolution which would require
an exclusion radius of a quarter of a mile or more for reactors of power
equal to 10 thermal megawatts or greater.
The mi nutes of the 10th meet i ng a1so say that the ACRS Chai rma n IIreported
a meeting with Mr. McCone, the new Chairman of the AEC, who stated that he
considered the ACRS over conservative and contributing to the slowdown of
nuclear power development due to financial and safety restrictions.
1I

At the 10th meeting there was also further discussion of the proposed
Piqua reactor. The reactor designer, Atomics International, stated they
had not found an accident which could release significant quantities of
radioactive materials and was not proposing containment. The AEC Regulatory
Staff, on the other hand, said experience to date was inadequate to support
this position, even if it might be true. The Regulatory Staff felt that
containment was mandatory in a moderately populated region. Dr. Pittman,
Acting Director of Reactor Development said that, in the future, sites for
AEC-supported reactors would receive early review to help preclude situations
like Piqua.
At its 11th and 12th meetings the ACRS continued discussions of the Piqua
reactor. A new site was proposed and an unconventional form of contain
ment was proposed. The third Piqua site was stated to have 80 people
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within 1/4 of a mile, 450 within 1/2 and about 7,000 within 1 mile of the
reactor. The first site had 485 within 1/4 mile, 3,000 within 1/2 mile,
8,000 within 1 mile, and 20,000 within 5 miles. By way of comparison,
Elk River was stated to have no people within 1/4 mile, 60 within 1/2 mile
and 700 within 1 mile. At Shippingport, the PWR had 20,000 within 5 miles
and 130,000 within 10 miles. Indian Point had no people within 1/4 mile,
about 50 within 1/2 mile, 2,100 within 1 mile and 45,000 within 5 miles.
The ACRS wrote a report in which it stated that the newer site was more
suitable than the original one. However, lithe COll1J1ittee does not con
sider the installation at this site of a nuclear power plant of this ca
pacity of a relatively untried type to be without undue public hazard
until the proposed unconventional type of containment is replaced by a
more substant i a1 and dependable system.
II

As a point of interest, during many of the first dozen ACRS meetings of
the statutory ACRS, there were reports of incidents and accidents which
were occurring at reactors. One example was the Windscale reactor accident
(Windscale No.1). Also during this period the ACRS was reviewing the safety
of the rather high power production reactors, and was trying to give advice
to the AEC concerning a more acceptable future mode of operation for these
reactors, which were built during World War II and which posed sone major
safety questions.
During the 12th meeting, December 11-12, 1958, the ACRS submitted a report
to the AEC responding to a request from the COll1J1issioners for a comparison
of the standards applied in evaluating the sites for the Elk River reactor,
the Vallecitos BWR, the Sodium Reactor Experiment (SRE), and the Shipping
port PWR. The complete letter is on the following page.
At a meeting of the ACRS Subcommittee on Site Selection Criteria, November
26, 1958, ACRS member Conner pointed out that to expect significant con
sistency among approved sites would be unwarranted, since the technique
used was to ask the ACRS to review a proposal and comment on the safety of
that proposal. It would be unwise for the ACRS to assert in anY given case
that too large an exclusion area had been selected.
Dr. Conner went on to say that the real guide should be that almost every
boqy in the vicinity should have a reasonable chance of escaping serious
inJUry in the event of a reactor accident. To assume that this is the case,
one must, aside from estimates of possible accidents, be provided with ra
diation dosage criteria which represent acceptabe emergency doses below the
threshold of serious injury.
At the 13th ACRS meeting, January 8-10, 1959, a more conventional contain
ment was proposed for the Piqua reactor, and the Committee wrote a report
favorable to the new site.
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December IS, 1958

Honorable John A. McCone
Chairman, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington 25, D. C.
Subject:

COMPARISON OF SAFETY FEATURES OF:
GE-Vallecitos Boiling Water Reactor (VBWR)
Sodium Graphite Reactor Experiment (SRE)
Shippingport Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
Rural Cooperative Power Association Reactor, Elk River,
Minnesota

Dear Mr. McCone:
The following is in reply to your request for comparison of the
standards applied in evaluating the Elk River site with those that
were applied to the VBWR, SRE, and PWR Sites. Pertinent data tabu
lations are attached. These were furnished by the Hazards Evaluation
Branch.
It need scarcely be emphasized that the question of site evaluation is
complex. A large number of variable factors, many not strictly
comparable from site to site, must be considered. Exact, completely
objective, numerical site criteria are difficult to formulate, however
convenient and desirable these might be. But the Committee attempts
to bring a consistent philosophy to the reactor hazards problem and to
provide a common basis for site judgments.
Three distinct types of reactor are involved in the group in question.
These are of the sodium graphite, pressurized water, and boiling water
types.
SRE, a low power (5 Mw thermal) reactor of the sodium graphite type,
operates at' atmospheric pressure in an underground location. The
primary coolant is contained in a stainless steel shell which is in
turn contained in a sealed concrete structure. Secondary coolant
from primary heat exchangers located within the containment structures
gives up its heat in external steam boilers. A rupture of the primary
system will not cause melting of fuel or release of fission products
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therefrom. For these reasons, and because tte SFE is located in a
relatively large exclusion area (1.4 miles minimum radius), immediately
surrounded by a sparsely populated district no containment vessel of
the type used for pressurized reactors if employed.
The PW~. reactor of the pressurized water type is provided with an
exclusion distance of approximately 0.5 miles. It is fully contained
and provided with biological shielding of the containment structures.
It is designed to contain the vapor and energy released in the event of
a rupture of the primary water system and one steam generator. In
addition, the interconnected containment vessels are designed to contain
the energy resulting from significant metal-water reactions.
The VBWR and Elk River reactors are of the boiling water type. In the
VBWR, the coolant is vaporized and is used for the direct drive of
turbo-generators. In the Elk River reactor, radioactive steam is taken
to a heat exchanger, providing a barrier. Both are provided with con
tainers designed to prevent release of vapors resulting from a break in
the .cooling system. The VBWR has been designed to contain the results
of a metal water reaction. The Elk River reactor containment vessel is
provided with significant missile and biological shielding.
In attemtping to decide for a particular reactor whether a given
exclusion distance provides adequate protection for public safety, the
Committee evaluates design features such as containment vessels, missile
shields, biological shields, hydrology, meteorology, !'!!!1d geology, all
of which affect reactor safety, particularly when a reactor is located
near a populous area. Thus it was felt that the Elk River site would
provide an acceptable degree of protection to the public, in view of
the isolated primary system and the vapor containment provided. Like
considerations were applied in the case of the PWR reactor. The SRE
has somewhat less containment, but has a greater exclusion radius than
the others mentioned.
Population density is of concern to the Committee. Consequently, the
relatively low population density nearby the Elk River site was con
sidered to be a generally favorable element. On the other hand
potential growth of the community needs also to be taken into account.
The extent of this growth at Elk River is problematical; but the
Committee felt it appropriate to express its consideration for the
eventuality and to recognize dependence on engineering features for
minimizing risk.
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The fact that a highway and a railroad run comparatively near the Elk
River site is not considered to increase the risk significantly, and
conversely acceptance of these features does not imply a reduction in
standards of population protection. Since highway and railroad
occupancy is transient and intermittent, both the probability and the
intensity of the risk are greatly reduced over those applying to
stationary, permanent populations at the same distance. Moreover,
access to a highway or railroad can be restricted in the event of an
accident.
Sincerely yours,

lsI

C. Rogers McCullough
Chairman
cc:

Alvin R. Luedecke, GM
Harold L. Price, DLR

Attachment
als
Dist: Orig & 4 copies to Mr. McCone
1 copy to Gen Luedecke
1 It
It
Harold L. Price
"
H. H. Plaine (1)lind)
1 "
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During a discussion on site criteria, Dr. Beck of the AEC Staff stated
that there were three primary problems:
(1)

Determination of adequate exclusion distances;

(2)

The population distribution outside of the exclusion radius,
and the proximity of the site to large centers of population;
and

(3)

The characteristics of the reactor and its effect on 1) and
2) above.

ACRS member Newson presented an independent approach in which site un
desirability was proportional to an integration over reactor power and
fission product escape fraction, population density, and probability of
fission product escape. ACRS member Conner suggested that a numerical
evaluation would not occur in their generation.
In the continuing discussion on site criteria at the 14th meeting, March
12-14, 1959, ACRS member (and then Chairman) McCullough hypothesized an
approach in which a total societal risk in terms of a total damage dose
(20,000 Roentgens/year) would be accepted for the nuclear industry, and
a portion of this total acceptable dose would be allocated to each re
actor. It was estimated (in 1959) that this might mean 20 statistical
deaths per year attributable to the nuclear industry, whereas the electric
industry was estimated as experiencing a fatal accident rate of l50/year.
At the same meeting, Dr. Beck advanced the proposal of the Regulatory
Staff that the maxi mum credi b1e acci dent not produce more than 25 Roent
gens whole body radiation at the site boundary. The Staff also proposed
a minimum exclusion radius of 1/4 mile for reactors less than 100 MWt. Dr.
Forest Western of the AEC Division of Biology and Medicine advised against
the inclusion of any arbitrary radiation levels in any public regulations.
Dr. Western also stated that if an individual had accuroo1ated twenty Roent
gens, they would not propose evacuation, even with a probable additional
dose of fifteen Roentgens, due to disruption of family and business activi
ties.
At the 15th ACRS meeting, April 16-18, 1959, it was reported that at a re
cent symposium, members of the AEC Biology Division indicated that no thres
hold existed for biological damage from radiation, which tended to confirm
previous ACRS interests in limiting integrated population dose from acci
dents (or routine emissions).
In a memorandum of April 23, 1959 from McCullough to H. L. Price, Director,
Division of Licensing and Regulation, the ACRS provided a suggested regu
lation for the AEC, the impact of which would have been to require formal
site review as the first step in requiring a reactor license.
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On Ma,y 23. 195~ the AfC ~blls~ed in.the Federal Register a notice of pro
rule maklng concernlng s1te crlteria for Comment. The comments.
WhlCh were recei ved largely from the nuclear industr:Y were highly un
favorable.
•
po~ed

The ~959 draft and s?me of the. comments made directly to the AEC or in
meetlngs of the AtomlC Industrlal Forum (AIF) or Edison Electric Insti
tute (EEl) are reproduced below:
Proposed Rule Making
"Factors consideredin site evaluation for power and test
reactors:
a. General. The construction of a proposed power or
test reactor facility at a proposed site will be approved
if analysis of the site in relation to the hazards associated
with the facility gives reasonable assurance that the poten
tial radioactive affluents therefrom. as a result of normal
operation or the occurrence of any credible accident. will
not create undue hazard to the health and safety of the
public.
b. Exclusion distance around fdwer and test reactors.
Each power and test reactor shou be surrounded by an
exclusion area under the complete control of the licensee.
The size of this exclusion area will depend upon many
factors including among other things reactor power level.
design features and containment. and site characteristics.
The power level of the reactor alone does not detenmine
the size of the exclusion area. For any power or test
reactor. a minimum radius on the order of one-quarter
mile will usually be found necessary. For large power
reactors a minimum exclusion radius on the order of
one-half to three-quarter miles may be required. Test
reactors may require a larger exclusion area than power
reactors of the same power.
c. Population density in surrounding areas. Power and
test reactors should be so located that the population
density in surrounding areas. outside the exclusion zone.
is small. It is usually desirable that the reactor should
be several miles distant from the nearest town or city and
for large reactors a distance of 10 to 20 miles from large
cities. Where there is a prevailing wind direction it is
usually desirable to avoid locating a power Or test
reactor within several miles upwind from centers of popula
tion. Nearness of the reactor to air fields. arterial
highways and factories is discouraged.
d. Meteorological consideration. The site meteorology
is important in evaluating the degree of vulnerability of
surrounding areas to the release of air-borne radioactivity
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to the environment. Capabilities of the atmosphere for diffusion
and dispersion of air-borne release are considered in assessing
the vulnerability to risk of the area surrounding the site.
Thus a high probability of good diffusion conditions and a wind
direction away from vulnerability areas during periods of slow
diffusion would enhance the suitability of the site. If the
site is in a region noted for hurricanes or tornadoes, the
design of th~ facility must include safeguards which would pre
vent significant radioactivity releases should these events
occur.
e. Seismo10~ica1 considerations. The earthquake history of
the area in WhlCh the reactor is to be located is important.
The magnitude and frequency of seismic disturbances to be expected
determine the specifications which must be met in design and cons
truction of the facility and its protective components. A site
should not be located on a fault.
f. Hydro10 9 and Te0109Y. The hydrology and geology of a
site should beavorab e for the management of the liquid and
solid effluents, (including possible leaks from the process
equipment). Deposits of relatively impermeable soils over
ground water courses are desirable because they offer varying
degrees of protection to the ground waters depending on the depth
of the soils, their permeability, and their capacities for
removing and retaining the noxious components of the effluents.
The hydrology of the ground waters is important in assessing the
effect that travel time may have on the contaminants which might
accidentally reach them to the point of their nearest usage.
Site drainage and surface water hydrology is important in
determining the vulnerability of surface water courses to radio
active contamination. The characteristics and usage of the water
courses indicate the degree of risk involved and determine
safety precautions that must be observed at the facility in
effluent control ,and management. The hydrology of the surface
water course and lts physical, chemical and biological character
istics are important factors in evaluating the degree of risk
involved.
g. Interrelation of factors. All of the factors described
in paragraph b through f of the section are interrelated and
dictate iq varying degrees the engineered protective devices for
the particular nuclear facility under consideration, and depend
ence which can be placed on such devices. It is necessary to
analyze each of the environmental factors to ascertain the
character of protection it might afford for operation of the
proposed facility and of the kind of restrictions it might
impose on the proposed design and operation.
Dated at Germantown, Md., this 19th day of May 1959.

1

A. R. Luedecke
General Manager
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SOME REACTIONS TO THE AECIS PROPOSED REACTOR SITE RULE-MAKING
1. Phi1i~ Sporn, President, American Electric Power Service
Corp., and C airman of the AIF meeting, stated: "Any standard
set up today, no matter how unreasonable and unnecessarily broad
and supersafe, is going to be hard to re-do in the years to come.
"Whatever finally comes out in lieu of this particular
rule should b~ clearly marked as not being a rule or regulation.
It should be broad and not get into cold statements such as setting
distances from large cities. Regulations will be millstones around
the neck of an industry which is just starting. This particular
set of rules should be suspended in the interim. It has already
been a real service by bringing out the things it was designed to
do. II
2. Louis H. Roddis, Jr. President, Pennsylvania Electric Co.,
told the AEF meeting: "Anything as definitive as the issuance of
a formal rule of the Commission is going to pose to the industry
a problem. We do need a statement of what is needed in order to
arrive at a balance of all these different factors, but it should
not be formal.
3. Titus LeClair, Manager of Research and Development,
Conmonwealth Edison Co., told the AIF: Ills Dresden a large power
reactor? It is today, but it is pretty small when compared to a
plant of 500 megawatt capacity. We donlt know what is large or
small. These words in a regulation lead to considerable prob1ems."
4. R. M. Casper, General Manager, Atomic Energy Division,
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., wrote to the AEC: 1I • • • we feel
strongly that it is too early to state quantitative rules which
may be subject to misinterpr~tation by members of the general
public. The wide difference between reactors, types of containment,
etc., makes it particularly difficult to establish numerical
rules, and we believe there will be a tendency to regard quanti
tative criteria as minimal safety requirements.
"••• We believe it would be most helpful if the Commission
would issue a policy statement on site evaluation, outlining the
information necessary and indicating when it will be required with·
respect to the project schedule.
5. James F. Fairman, Senior Vice President of Consolidated
Edison and chairman of the Technical Appraisal Task Force on Nuclear
Power of EEl told the AEF: "I would much prefer it if the AEC would
come up with a general statement of principles or guides, or with
a list of things which need to be done, rather than a set of rules.
Rules with set numbers could be too restrictive, and hold back
progress. The objectives of the operators of nuclear power plants
are no different from those of government: we want reactors which
are safe, and we donlt want to be tied down to figures which may
quickly become outdated. 1I
• Francis K. McCune, Vice President, General Electric Co.,
said at the AIF meeting: "lf you don't put numbers down, you get
into real trouble. There will not be a nuclear industry until
1I

II
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things like this are done. There is a way to say this - the
exclusion area should be large enough to provide for one, two
or three specific requirements."
7. Chauncey Starr, Vice President of North American Aviation
Inc. and General Manager of the Atomics International Division,
wrote to the AEC: "•••we feel that to proceed with the hurried
enactment of regulations such as the proposed rule could effective
ly smother the- infant industry... Until such time as a logical,
long-term power plant site plan;s developed which does not hinder
the industry's growth, the pattern of reviewing and evaluating
each proposed reactor and its site on an individual basis whould
be continued.
8. Leonard F. C. Reichle, Nuclear Engineering Director,
"Ebasco Services, Inc.: liThe proposed rules emphasize only the
characteristics of the site and environs. They virtually ignore
the other two aspects which determine suitability, namely, the
characteristics of the facility itself, including the state of
knowledge and past experience, and the safeguard features which
are incorporated in the facility. It is probably true that, with
sufficient knowledge of the potential hazards, any facility can
be designed with appropriate safeguards to permit operation any
where with acceptable risk.
liAs a rule, the prospective licensee selects a site for
economic reasons and balances the cost of safeguard provisions
against the added cost and inconvenience of a more isolated site.
The AEC must similarly evaluate all factors to determine whether
the overall hazard is acceptable. Because of the complex inter
play of the many factors concerned, it is probably not practical
to expect definitive standards. Some guide to the important fac
tors considered by AEC and, if possible, the probably relative
weights to be applied would be welcomed by industry. II
9. Jack K. Busbl, President of Pennsylvania Power &Light
Co., wrote to the AEC: IIWe believe it most desireable that the
Cornnission formulate and publish general site selection guides
but, in our opinion, it is undesirable to designate minimum ex
clusion distances around power and test reactors, minimum
distances of such reactors to the nearest town and city, and
maximum offsite population densities. The problem is to
establish reasonable assurance that there will be no hazards to
the public ••• We suggest that all minimum distances and maxi
mum population densities be eliminated from the proposed regu
lation and that such factors be given consideration only in
relation to the proposed type, design and safeguards of the
particular reactor.
10. R. D. Welch. Florida West Coast Nuclear Group, wrote
to AEC: » ••• it would be better to avoid using distance
measurements such as 1/2, 3/4 miles exclusion radii and 10-20
miles from cities for large power reactors. Such distances
tend to become fixed in the public mind despite words of
flexibility used in connection with them.
1I

1I
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liThe proposed regulation·does not indicate that improve
ment in reactor design and safety experience may reduce the
distances mentioned."
11. Robert L. Wells, of Westinghouse, quoted above, wrote
to the AEt: Ii ••• we are quite concerned about the proposed
rules pertaining to required exclusion areas. The safety of the
public is a function of many factors, of which exclusion area
is only one. Specifically, we feel that the safety of the
public can best be maintained by proper engineering design
consideration of all the important v~riab1es including reactor
size and type, core safety cooling system, possibilities of
release of fission products from the reactor system and
subsequent leakage from the vapor container, exclusion area
and meteorological conditions, to name but a few.
liThe safety of the public cannot be insured by any single
condition such as exclusion area, but rather is the certain
result of the optimum combination of many interrelated factors.
To specify minimum exclusion area is neither necessary nor
sufficient."
12. Philip Sporn, of American Electric Power Service Corp.,
quoted above, remarked at the AIF committee meeting: liThe
British and the French keep their power reactor sites away from
centers of population and we are trying to build on the
periphery or on the very outside boundaries of our cities and
towns. But the aim should be to come as close as possible to
the heart of cities. Of course, a power reactor quite close to,
or in, a city may require expensive additional safety structures
as opposed to one in a wide exclusion are."
13. James F. fairman, of Consolidated Edison and Chainman
of the Technical Appraisal Task Force on Nuclear Power of EEl,
told the EEl:
"Indian Point, which is 24 miles north of New York
City and on the east bank of the Hudson, was the most remote
location we could find in our operating area. It is not only
extremely difficult to acquire power plant sites within the
area of New York City and Westchester County, but also expensive.
"I n the long term Con Ed wi 11 want to put nuc1ear power
plants as close to its load centers as possible, which means,
of course, right in the city limits. The setting of any arbitrary
exclusion area limits would place a high cost premium on power
plants in metropolitan areas and discourage the use of engineer
ing ingenuity to find the most practical solutions to safety
problems in built-up areas.
"Engineering design measures can meet safety requirements
at a cost, for example, in the case of the Indian Point plant
there was the problem of 'sky shine' if the containment sphere
were filled with contaminated gases as a result of an 'incident.'
This problem was solved by building an exterior biological shield
to prevent atmospheric reflection of radiation emanating from the
top of the containment vessel down on the surrounding area.
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"Con Ed intends to build another facility adjacent to
the Indian Point plant and wants to avoid the necessity of
having to evacuate personnel from the site in the event of a
nuclear incident. We believe an atomic power station can be
designed safe enough to be located in a heavy populated area
although such a design would increase the cost."
14. C. T. Cheve, Chief Engineer, Nuclear Projects, Stone
& Webster Engineering Corp., wrote to AEC: IIWe agree, in
general, with the idea of making these rules, since there has
been some chaos because of the lack of them. The only matter
we see which might cause a serious hardship is covered in
Paragraph (c) in which it is suggested that large reactors
should be 10-20 miles from large cities. This may give a
sense of security, but the point requires perhaps a little
more careful review, because the economics of nuclear power
are going to be adversely affected by such a rule. One of
the advantages of nuclear power plants which might overcome
somewhat higher generating costs than obtained from com
bustible fuel-fired plants is that the nuclear plant might
be located closer to load centers because of its lack of
dependence on railroad shipment of coal."
15. Richard H. Peterson, of Pacific Gas and Electric Co.,
quoted above, to the AEC: "With regard to seismological con
siderations the proposal provides that a site should not be
located on a fault. In the West Coast area, where earth
quakes are more common than in other parts of the country,
the strict application of this proposal to an entire site
area could eliminate many desirable locations. Structures
can be built adjacent or near to earthquake faults to
withstand severe shocks without failure. In California we
know of no structure which has been severely damaged by an
earthquake for which the designer and builder took earth
quake forces into consideration. For these reasons if a
prohibition against location on a fault be included at
all, we suggest that it be limited to location of the
reactor and auxiliaries~L
16. Patrick J. Selak, Manager, Nuclear Engineering
Development Kaiser Engineers, proposed to the AEC: IIRather
than establish a minimum distance from a 'large city',
perhaps a better criterion would be to establish a maximum
number of people who might receive an overexposure in the
event of a 'maximum credible accident.' Then the reactor
builder could determine, subject to AEC approval, the
optimum combination of exclusion zone, distance from
populated areas, containment features, and inherent
safety features in the reactor-- which would provide
adequate safety to the public at minimum costs."
The proposed rule, which was quite general, included the concept of
credible accident." A letter dated May 11,1959 from H. L. Price, Director,
Division of Licensing and Regulation,

to Chairman McCullough of the ACRS
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The proposed rule. which was quite general. included the concept of ·cre
dible accident.- A letter dated M~ 11. 1959 from H. L. Price. Director.
Division of Licensing and Regulation. to Chairman McCullough of the ACRS
states that these site criteria reflect the discussions between the Regu
latory Staff and the ACRS at the 13th and 14th meetings; however. it is
not clear from the available files to what extent the proposed rule re
flected ACRS opinion. and at least one ACRS member commented adversely to
the AEC. It is also not clear who originated the idea of ·credible" or
maximum credible accident.
However. in June. 1959 Dr. Clifford Beck of the Regulatory Staff gave a
paper entitled ·Safety Factors to be considered in Reactor Siting" at a
nuclear congress in Rome. in which he discussed credible accidents (and
other things) as follows.
lilt is well established by many studies that release to
the atmosphere of the radioactivity inventory of any large
reactor could cause death or injury to thousands of people
over distances of many miles. Evaluation of a site for
such reactors cannot be made. except for sites widely re
moved from populated areas. unless information is avail
able on the radioactivity inventory of the reactor and the
likelihood of various amounts of this inventory being
released from the facility. Thus evaluation of the suit
ability of sites for a reactor leads at once to an
analysis of the reactor proposed for the site and to an
evaluation of radioactivity effluents normally expected
from the facility and of potential accidents which might
cause the unintended release of radioactivity to the
environment.
IIRoutine radioactive effluents to the environment must
be restricted to such levels that potential radiation
exposures would be within established limits for more or
less continuous exposure. When the plant is operating it
can be easily established whether or not permissible levels
are being exceeded and if reqUired it should be possible
to make facility or procedural alterations which would
bring the activity levels in normal plant effluents to
the desired value. Thus. advance judgments of the
adequacy of a site-facility combination with respect to
normally expected effluents can be verified by direct
observation after operation is underway.
HIt is an entirely different matter to evaluate the
adequacy of a site-reactor combination for the accidental
release of radioactivity which potentially could occur.
Here a difficult dilemma is encountered. If the worst
conceivable accidents are considered no site except one
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removed from populated areas by hundreds of miles would offer
sufficient protection. On the other hand, if safeguards are
included in the facility design against all possible accidents
having unacceptable consequences, then it could be argued that
any site, however crowded, would be satisfactory ••. assuming
of course that the safeguards would not fail and some dangerous
potential accidents had not been overlooked. In practice a
compromise po~ition between these two extremes is taken. Suf
ficient reliance is placed on the protective features to remove
most of the concern about the worst conceivable accidents,
though there is seldomly sufficient confidence in the facility
safeguards to be sure that all hazards have been eliminated.
Thus, a possible reactor site is reviewed against the pos
sibility of credible accidents, and their consequences, which
might occur despite the safeguards present.
"it is inherently impossible to give an objective definition
or specification for 'credible accidents' and thus the attempt
to identify these for a given reactor entails some sense of
futility and frustration, and, further, it is never entirely
assured that all potential accidents have been examined.
"It should be noted parenthetically, however, that this
systematic search for credible 'accidents often contributes sub
stantially to the safety of a facility. Potential accidents
having substantial consequences and clearly credible possibility
of occurrence may be discovered in this search. If such are
found, safeguards against them of course are incorporated •••
and the evaluation then proceeds for the potential accidents
remaining. In the plants finally approved for operation, there
are no really credible potential accidents remaining against
which safeguards have not been provided to such extent that the
calculated consequences to the Dublic would be unacceptable.
"In general, accidents would be considered credible if their
occurrence might be caused by one single equipment failure or
operational error, though clearly some consideration must be
given to the likelihood of this failure or error. It has
been suggested that this criterion might be extended to the
assignment of decreasing probabilities to accidents which
would be occasioned only by 2, 3 or more independent and simul
taneous errors or malfuctions, with the possibility that
accidents requiring more than 3 or 4 such independent faults
would be considered incredible. In practice, this suggestion
has not been found useful, largely because of the difficulty of
isolating and identifying the independent factors which have
contributed to an accident, or more to the point, of deciding in
advance what probability can be assigned to various combinations
of errors or malfuctions which are worthy of consideration •

.

~

\
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CREDIBLE ACCIDENTS
In the past, it has appeared reasonable to expect that
accidents could occur which would result in release of a
a portion of the fission product inventory at least from the
fuel elements into the coolant stream, if not from the suc
ceeding containment barriers.
The likelih90d of fuel element failures by overheating or
cladding defects is usually placed quite high.
The interruption of primary coolant circulation is a credible
possibility in almost every large reactor.
In all high power density, long fuel-burnup reactors, loss
of coolant circulation probably and loss of coolant certainly
would lead to fuel meltdown by decay heat, even though the
reactor had been scrammed immediately. Hence, there are
always provided emergency cooling systems, sometimes as many
as three or more independent systems.
If the possibility of fuel meltdown cannot be completely ex
cluded, and if metals such as aluminum and zirconiuM in
contact with water are present, then the possibility of a
violent water-metal chemical reaction cannot be excluded. With
uranium oxide fuel and stainless steel cladding, the likeli
hood of such a reaction is not considered credible. An if
water is replaced by organic or sodium as coolant, the concern
with liquid-metal reactions is removed.
On the other hand, when organic liquid or molten sodium are
used, the possibility of their becoming involved in serious
chemical reactions with ambient atmospheric components or
other materials cannot be excluded.
Thus in every reactor, accidents having potentially serious
consequences can be identified. Against these, safeguard
features and precautionary measures, to the extent considered
necessary for the serious consequences to be avoided, are
incorporated. Despite these precautions, however, there
always remains an uneasiness that these safety devices will
not operate as expected or that something has been overlooked.
After all, our cumulated reactor experience is quite small and,
more significantly, our experience with anyone type of reactor
built to a standardized design, is a great deal smaller. Hard
ly any two reactor facilities are alike and the carry-over of
detailed safety analysis from a component of one reactor to
an approximately similar component in another is often surprising
ly small. Finally, the consequences of a major accidental
release of fission products are so great that the degree of
confidence in the safeguards must far exceed that required in
ordinary industrial processes.
"These factors have led in the United States to the wide
spread use of external 'vapor' containment vessels for power
and test reactors built near populated areas. This practice
originated in part from the characteristics of the earlier
types of reactors which were built: pressurized water reactors
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with large excess reactivities and metallic fuel elements
having aluminum or zirconium cladding. But the initiation
of this practice and its extension to other types of reactors
also reflects a special degree of concern for the protection
of the public from the hazards of potentially dangerous de
vices which were not very well understood or extensively proven.
"The external containment vessel, as a barrier of last resort
against releases of radioactivity to public areas, offers a
unique protection, completely independent of all other safety
devices and engineering safeguards and its dependability is
unaffected by errors in safety ana lyses and judgment of the
reactor assembly. It stands as a visually obvious and intu
itively attractive bulwark against the possible consequences
of errors in reactor design, malfunction and misoperation which
are admittedly present in any human undertak ing."
At the 17th ACRS meeting, July 23-25, 1959, there was the beginning of what
was to be a very long and diffcu1t review process concerning problems as
sociated with proposals to bring the nuclear n~rchant ship Savannah into
highly populated port areas. We shall not go into this topic because of
its unique nature. However, one can summarize (too briefly) by saying
there was very considerable opposition to bringing the Savannah into the
heart of New York City or equivalent ports and depending on its engineered
safety features to protect against the "maximum credible accident.
1I

At the 19th meeting, September 10-12, 1959, the ACRS put into writing re
garding the Pathfinder reactor and the Carolinas-Virginia Tube Reactor
(CVTR) a position it had taken on several previous cases, namely that it
lacked sufficient information with regard to certain design features to ar
rive at a conclusion concerning construction of the plants.
The ACRS held a special meeting on March 5, 1960 to consider a request by
A. R. Luedecke, General Manager of the AEC, for advice concerning the pos
sibility of siting some relatively large LWRs (1000 MWt) in California.
Major excerpts follow from the ACRS letter of March 6, 1960 to AEC Chairman
McCone:
III n reply to the request for an advi sory report from the Advi sory,
Committee on Reactor Safeguards on the feasibility and accepta
bility of locating the proposed reactors in the Los Angeles
area and in an area within a fifty-mile radius of San Francisco
in terms of the possible hazards associated with inversion and
earthquake conditions, the following advice is given.
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With respect to seismic considerations, we understand that it is
present utility industry practice in California to locate
generating stations at least one mile from known surface faults;
and to design and construct these stations using local codes
supplemented by special analyses and increased seismic design
factors for those critical plant components necessary to
maintain the station on the line. In addition, in the case
of a nuclear reactor facility, special analyses and increased
seismic design factors are needed for those reactor plant systems
whose failure could result in a release of radioactive material.
With these precautions, the Committee believes the reactor
facility would be adequately protected against seismic disturbance.
With respect to the question, raised on page 2 of the subject
letter, concerning the specific consideration given to the inversion
question in connection with various reactor projects, inversion
frequency information is invariably included in hazards summary
reports by the applicant and considered by the ACRS in addition
to other pertinent factors affecting site selection and safety.
The attached appendix is a tabulation of inversion frequencies
for a number of sites, culled from these reoorts and United States
Weather Bureau sources.
Referring to the frequency of inversion conditions, the situation
of the Southern California coastal strip (south of San Francisco)
is essentially unique in the United States. The semipermanent
Pacific high pressure area induces a slow, large-scale, persistent
subsiding motion in the atmosphere there. Air, warmed by this
descent, contacts the coastal water surface which is cold as a
result of upwelling. By this mechanism an inversion is formed; and
the air layer extending up to a few thousand feet above the surface
becomes a trap for air pollution.
Whereas persistent: poor dispersion (stagnation) conditions of
meteorology, lasting several days, may be expected on the average
once per year anywhere east fo the Rockies, the frequency of such
episodes in the Southern California coastal strip is of the order of
several per month. For example, during a two-year period, from
July 1956 through June 1958, the Los Angeles weather was of the
"smog warning" type 164 days.
For the Southern California Edison Electric Company reactor,
the three locations given in the letter of February 27, 1960,
cover a very considerable area. These locations have meteorological
conditions varying from those approaching the area east of the
Rockies to those characteristic of the Southern California coastal
strip. On the basis of rather meager information it appears that
the reactors proposed in the letter can be so designed and constructed
that suitable sites can be found within the locations given. A
specific reactor and its site should be given a detailed review at the
earliest opportunity.
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In selecting a site for a high power, reactor, consideration
should be given to an adequate exclusion radius and the pop
ulation density, not only in the immediate vicinity, five to
ten miles, but also for greater distances. Obviously, the
lower the population density, the better. The meteorology of
the Southern California coastal strip is so unfavorable for
dissipating pollutants that this area should be avoided if it
is coupled with a high population density. In theory a reac
tor can be designed, constructed, and operated that it will
offset the unfavorable meteorology and high population density.
Because of the present limited experience with the operation
of power reactors and the large power level of the proposed
reactors, the provision of an adequate degree of safety in
practice may require an extreme of conservative design and
contai nment.
II

Not surprisingly, the record of discussion within the ACRS itself
indicates divided opinion as to how satisfactory the Southern California
coastal area was for reactors of appreciable power. Some members
believed that very good contaimnemt, together with waste retention such
that routine releases would occur only under ideal weather conditions,
would eliminate restrictions due to unfavorable meteorology. However,
this did not appear to be the consensus of the Committee, which felt
that meteorology was a principal environmental consideration for a
reactor accident in Southern California.
Soon after, at the 24th meeting, March 10-12, 1960, the ACRS reviewed the
proposed 40 MWt reactor at Point Loma (San Diego) California. It appears
from the minutes of this meeting and of the 23rd ACRS n~eting that Dr.
Beck of the Regulatory Staff did not feel that the Point Loma site needed
to be rejectd, although he conceded that it was not a very good site.
Beck appeared to feel that the unfavorable meteorology and the unfavorable
hydrology (which related to the limited rate of ocean flow to remove rou
tine radioactivity releases) could be dealt with by appropriate contain
ment. However, the ACRS wrote a report unfavorable to the proposed reac
tor, stating:
liThe Comnittee considers Point Loma to be a poor site because
of unfavorable meteorology and high population density, aggra
vated by recreational and fisheries aspects, and lack of ocean
dilution. The close proximity of the San Cabri1lo Monument
area with its numerous visitors and its proposed enlargement
with the probability of an increased number of visitors add to
the unfavorable features. The experimental nature of the pro
posed installation contributes to our lack of assurance.
The Committee believes it would be unwise at the present
time from the safety point of view to locate this reactor at
this site.
1I
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At the same meeting the ACRS also wrote a report unfavorable to the pro
posed 60 MWt Jamestown, New York reactor. In this case the AEC Regula
tory Staff took the same position as the Committee. The ACRS report
is on the following page.
At its next meeting, the 25th, held May 5-7, 1960, the ACRS once again re
viewed the same Point Loma reactor, but this time to be located at another
site in California, namely Point Mugu. This time the ACRS wrote:
liThe proposed site is subject to the generally 1i mited atmos
pheric dilution regimes characteristic of the Southern Cali
fornia coastal strip. However, this site appears to have af
forded the degree of atmospheric dilution comparable with the
most favorable that can be found in this coastal area. Because
of the isolation afforded as a result of the sjte location rel
ative to terrain features and Government-owned land, the Com
mittee believes that the indicated site is acceptable for an
appropriately designed and operated reactor having the pro
posed general characteristics."
There was renewed discussion of the Jamestown reactor at the Special ACRS
Meeting, June 7, 1960 and at the 26th meeting, June 22-24, 1960. The ap
plicant advised that a larger site could be provided, and that 0.1% per
day containment leakage rate would be the new design specification. In
a letter to Chairman McCone dated June 30, 1960, the ACRS once again ad
vised against the small PWR at the Jamestown, New York site. In a rather
strong policy type statement, the ACRS stated liThe Committee deplores the
tendency on the part of some of those proposing reactor sites to place
power reactors containing large quantities of stored energy in or near
centers of population at this time to duplicate conditions for conven
tional power plants for the sake of demonstrating how near a population
center such a reactor can be located. We believe that the Jamestown re
actor is a case of this kind. We wish to point out that the proximity to
a population center would require more rigid specifications of all safety
features including containment, leakage rate, power densities, ultimate
power, shi el di ng, etc. The ACRS went on to say, liThe Committee can fi nd
no serious technical fault with the reactor, the containment, and the
safety features proposed, insofar as the partial information supplied to
date has presented the case. The Committee emphasizes, however, that
power reactors are relatively new and untried, and that there exists a con
siderable degree of uncertainty in our knowledge of their longterm safe
behavior. Accordingly, the Committee doubts that the new and relatively
untried technical features for improved safety proposed by the applicant,
since our last report, are a satisfactory substitute for the inherent
safety implied by a greater distance from population centers."
II

In passing, it is noted that at the 26th meeting, the ACRS wrote a letter
favorable to the construction of the Humboldt Bay Boiling Water Reactor
after a protracted review in which the Committee insisted on having a full
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C.

March 14, 1960

Honorable John A. McCone
Chairman
u. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington 25, D. C.
Subject:

SMALL SIZE PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK, SITE

Dear Mr. McCone:
At its twenty-fourth meeting, March 10-12, 1960, the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards considered the site proposed for a Small Size
Pressurized Water' Reactor to be located in the City of Jamestown, New
York. The data furnished in the Site Report (referenced below) provided
only general information on the reactor which is in the conceptual
stage. In addition to the site report, the ACRS had the benefit of
comments from the AEC Staff and others as well as a visit to the site
by a Subcommittee.
This 60 ~l (thermal) pressurized light water moderated reactor is to
be built and operated by the Commission on a site furnished by the
City of Jamestown, New York, which will also provide the generating
plant. The proposed site comprises thirty-five acres of city owned
land located in the northwest corner of the city approximately 1.75
miles from the center.
The ACRS believes that such factors as the small size of the site;
proximity to the City of Jamestown with its high population density;
unfavorable meteorology; lack of control by the City of Jamestown
over the area contiguous to the south and west boundaries of the site,
which is located within the limits of the town of Celeron; and the
long periods of low flow in the Chadakoin River with consequent adverse
effects on liquid waste disposal all indicate that this site is not
suitable for a power reactor of this size in the present stage of
technology.
Sincerely yours,

lsI
Leslie Silverman
Chairman
cc:

A.R.Luedecke, GM
W.F .Finan,OGK

H.L.Price, DLcSrR
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scale test section experiment performed on the proposed suppression pool
containment concept.
The final item in this section records that at the 27th meeting, July 20
22, 1960, the ACRS reviewed a site proposed by Southern California Edison
for location of an 1150 MWt PWR. The site was relatively remote, midway
between the ends of Camp Pendleton Marine Reservation; the Committee, in
approving the site, said that the design of the engineering safety features
of the proposed reactor should take into account the leak rate of the con
tainrrent versus the unfavorble site meteorology, especially the poor atmos
pheric dilution.
We shall end here this partial recounting of light water reactor siting, as
it took place, case by case, during the 1950·s. Two decades later it is
not straightforward to find a consistent thread, or all the factors which
went into each decision. It is not clear that reactor-site combinations
which were rejected would have posed greater societal risks than others
which were accepted. Nor is it clear what level of societal risk was
sought, except that it be less than from similar technologies. The advent
of containment was clearly a decisive step in moving large reactors away
from highly remote sites to populated areas. Just how much additional
safety containment was providing was not quantified (or quantifiable) at
that time. And rather little was known about accident probabilities, both
those for which the containment would function and those for which. it would
be violated.
Natural phenomena and external events received rather little attention re
garding their influence on safety. Meteorology was a big factor in Cali
fornia; hydrology seemed not to enter in anY important way.
We shall next look at the development of 10 CFR Part 100, Reactor Site
Criteria.

2.3 1960-62 THE DEVELOPMENT OF 10 CFR PART 100

Beginning in the spring of 1960, the reactor siting criteria, as th~ ap
pear in 10 CFR Part 100, began to take shape. Earlier ACRS discussions
had included a review of published concepts from Great Britain and else
where, and an exchange of various possible U. S. approaches between the
members. There was considerabe pressure on both the Regulatory Staff and
the ACRS, arising from the Commissioners and from the nuclear industry, to
provide some form of quantitative guidance by which the reactor designers
could judge site suitabilHy prior to Regulatory review.
At an April 8, 1960 meeting of the ACRS Environmental Subcommittee, both
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the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS seemed to lean toward a "maxirJl.lm credi
ble accident" in which much or all of the fission products are released to
a containment which is assumed to remain intact. Both considered use of
an exclusion area and an evacuation (low population) area. There were
differences of opinion concerning the dose limits to be specified, but
these were not large differences.
At the 25th ACRS meeting, May 5-7, 1960, Dr. Beck described his proposed
philosophy (or assumptions): the probability of a major accident is rel
atively small; an upper limit of fission product release can be estimated;
reactors are expected to be in inhabited areas; and the containment holds.
The exclusion radius is defined as that at which not more than 25 Roentgen
would be received in two hours. A limit of 50 Roentgen was proposed for
the evacuation area. The city distance was set by 10 Roentgen exposure
during the entire accident (MCA). There would be a limit of 10,000 per
sons in the evacuation radius, etc. It was noted that Indian Point 1 would
not meet several of these criteria, while the rejected Point Loma site was
satisfactory. Beck stated that the basis for acceptance of Indian Point 1
was its double containment.
The question of pressure vessel failure as a possible consideration was
di scussed at the Apri 1 8 Subcommittee r~eti ng. However, notes by ACRS mem
ber Gifford of July 7, 1960 state that Beck's most recent draft ; s lit i ed
to a rupture of a major pipe. No technical reasons for this decision are
gi ven.
II

The minutes of the Environw~ntal Subcommittee meeting held on August 23,
1960 show a continuing emphasis by Dr. Beck of the approach discussed at
the 25th ACRS meeting. The dose limit for the evacuation area was now down
to 25 R whole body. There would be a limit of 10 R for the entire accident
at the edge of a substantial city (10,0000). Interestingly, the minutes of
the Subcommittee meeting state, liThe real basis, however, for this criter
ion is an uncontained 'puff' release resulting in an LD-SO (50% chance of
death) dose at the city boundary.
II

On September 21, 1960, the ACRS received a letter from W. F. Finan, the AEC
Assistant General Manager for Regulation and Safety, as follows:
"You will recall that in the spring of 1959 the Commission pub
lished for public comment proposed criteria for the evaluation
of sites for power and testing reactors. Since those proposed
criteria were published, the matter of site criteria has been
receiving almost continuous attention from the Commission staff
and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. A new ap
proach to site criteria has gradually err~rged and has been em
bodied in several drafts prepared by the staff and made avail
able informally to the ACRS during recent months. These drafts
have been discussed by the staff on several ocassions with rrem
bers of the Envi ronmental Subcommittee headed by Dr. C. Rogers
McCull ou gh.
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As the Chairman has publicly stated, the Commission desires to
establish site criteria as soon as possible. In view of that
fact we believe that the new approach to site criteria, along
the lines of the draft attached to this letter, should be laid
before the Commission with a view to publication for public
comment. The General Manager has asked that I send this draft
to you with the request that the COlmli ss i orr be gi ven the com
ments of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, as soon
as may be convenient, regarding he suitability of the draft
for publication for public co~nent.
I am sending you this draft at this time in order that it may
be available to the COfi1Tlittee during its meetings this week."
The draft criteria forwarded by Finan were similar to those previously
discussed and incorporated a detailed "sample calculation which included
possible (worst 20%) meteorological input data and conversion factors froill
iodine concentration in air to thyroid dose. It was assumed that 75%, 25%
and 1% of the noble gases, halogens "and non-volatile fission products re
specively, were released to the containment, but the criteria permitted
these amounts to be reduced if special engineered safety features were a
vailable.
ll

Instead of a fixed number of people in the evacuation area, a maxilTlJrn pop
ulation density of 100/square mile was now proposed, with additional limits
on density in an angular sector.
A table was prepared and included in the memo, showing how well various
reactors previously reviewed compared with the proposed criteria. The ta
ble is reproduced on the following page.*
There was extensive discussion of these site criteria at the 28th meeting,
September 22-24, 1960, and the ACRS prepared a long letter in which it re
viewed its philosophy on reactor siting. That letter, reproduced in its
entirety, follows the table mentioned above.

*Reminiscing almost twenty years later, Regulatory Staff members who had
worked on this draft, recalled trying to find a set of paran~ters and as
sumptions which would fit essentially all the previously approved reactor
site co~binations, within some broader, generally acceptable framework.

REACTOR SITE SUMMARY (CONTAINER LEAK RATE = 0.1% PER DAY
Exclusion Distance

totIt

Exposure Limit
Exposure Time
Halogen Release
Pop. Velocity
Assumed
Leak
Reactor
Rate

630
585
485
300

Dresden
Con. Ed.
Yankee
PRDC

270
240
240
203

PWR
Consumers
Hallam
Pathfinder

202·
200
153
115
60
60
. 60
58
50
48
40

Evacuation Area

300 rem
2 hr
25 %
none

City D1stance

300 rem
0
25%
none

50 rem
0
25%
.2 cmlsec

Criteria

Actual

Criteria
Distance

Actual
Pop. density

Criter1a

.40
.38

.34
.25

.5
.3*
.5
.75

7.7
7.4
6.5
4.8

41.1
384
31.8
29.7

9.6
9.2
8.4
6.6

0.1
0.1
O. 1
0.1

.23
.235
.235 "
.225 .

.4
.5
.25
.5

4.4
4.1
4.1
3.7

265
32.8
10.7
26.1

6.2
5.8
5.8
5.3

7.5
135

PG&E
LCBWR
FWCNG
Phil. Elee.

0.1
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

.225
.22S
.215
.20S

.25
.2*
.42
.57

3.7
3.7
3.1
2.5

201
81.3
2.8
31.2

5.3
5.3
4.6
3.9

3*
10
15
21

NASA
CVTR
Jamestown
Elk River

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

.16S
.16S
.16S
.16S

.57
.5
.3
.23

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

33.3
6.8
836
20.6

3.3
3.3
3.3
3.2

3*
25
0.5*
20

VBWR
Pique
Pt. Lorna

0.1
0.1%
0.1%

.15S
.15S
.145

.4
.14*
.25

1.5
1.5
1.3

22.3
1020
0

2.5
2.5
2.3

15
27
3

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
. 0.1%

*does not pass criteria

~

Actual
14
1.3*
21
7.5

17

3.5*

N

I

~

....
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ADVISORY COMMllTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMiC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

October 22, 1960

Honorable John A. McCone
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Waah1ngton 25, D. C.
Subject:

REACTOR SITE CRtTERIA

Dear Mr. McCone:

You have asked that we supply you with criteria which could be
,

l-

u~ed for JUdging the adequacy ot proposed sites for reactors~
'l'J:1e Ad\'1sory Committee on Beactor Safeguards has devoted con
sidera.~le time to this problem.
A large part ot our delay in
submi t'ting site cnteria stems from the tact that we believe it
iE' p~a.tUl·e to establish qUBJ2t1tative l1mits on the variables
i!1V01ved in site evaluations - especially it such l1m1ts 11111
Q1JPe&r in Federal regulations, or otheni.se be announced as
Commission policy. We recognize that the correctness of the
numbers which could be selected nov cannot be proved by experi
mentaJ. or empiri~al data, and, therefore, these numbers woUld
give a false sense of positiveness which could not be supported
U"fIOD o.etailed scrutiny. Numbe~s chosen now wilI' be expected to
cho.nge as more 1n1'omation develops. For example, a quantitative
calculation of do68.ge must incl'JO.e some estimate of the traction
of the total tission product inventory which ma:y be air-borne.
'l'his traction is currently under experimental exemination !Indo the
est1mate mtJ:9 be subject to change.

'!'he Committee believes that the otticia1.ly endorsed numbers

could stifle prcgress toward a better selection of numbers. 'lbe
1(leas and interpretations from applicants themselves have plqed
a major part in the formulation ot the current bases tor site
evaluation. It would be a significant loss to stop the flOv of
DeV ideas from the applicants.
The Comm1ttee also believes that
it 1s possible that the appearance ot quantitative numbers 1D &
Federal regulation or pollcY' statement w1ll reduce the cont1nu&l

'
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Honorable John A. McCone

- 2-

October 22, 1960

awareness of the e.ppl1cant that he has assumed a responsibility
to be alert to and to act on unforeseen disadvantages of a site
even after the site has been e.pproved. The Committee, therefore,
advises that a quantitative statement of site criteria not be
included in Federal regulations.
ihese comoents do not mean that the ACRS bas no bases tor judging
the adeq~y of sites. They merely emphasize that site selection
is st ill largely a %I'.atter of judgment. Inasmuch as t1:.e ACRS bas
been makirlg site and rea::tor evaluations, it may be hf~lp.&.--uJ. to
review the framework on which these judgments are beL"ag made. It
is a prerequisite 1 of course, that the reactor be carefully and
competently designed, constructed, and operated. It should be
inspected during all these stages in a manner to assure preserva
t~.on of the intended protection of the public.
Also, these factors
are ap'P11cable only to those reactors on wbich exIlerience bas been
dC'Veloped. ReE\.ctors which are novel in design, unproven as proto
types, or which do not he:,re adequate theoretical and experimental
or pilot plant experience belong at isolated sites - the degree ot
ieoh".tion required depending on the amount of experien,~(~ which
exists.
OUr sit" evaluations stem from several concepts.

~se

are over

lapping, but not conflicting:
1) Everyone off-site must have a reasonably good chance of not
beins seriously hurt if an unlikely but credible reactor
accident should occur.
2) The exposure of a large segment of society in terms ot
intagrated ma."'l-rems shouJ:d· not be such as -eo cause a sig
nificant shortening of the average individual lifetime or
a significant genetic damage or a significant increase in
leukemia - sho'.1ld a credible reactor accident occur.

3) There should be an advantage to society resulting from
locating a plant at the proposed site rather than in a
more isolated area.

4) Even if the most serious accident possible (not normally'
considered credible) should occur, the numbers ot peot1e
killed should not be catastrophic.

Incidentally, the concept has been proposed by others that the
dama~e to people from reactor accidents can be accepted if it
is no greater than that experienced in other industries. We
reject this sugsestion as premature, and follow rather the con
cept that the consequences ot reactor accidents must be less
than this. The reasons for this rejection are twofold: First,
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ve do aot have suf'1'iciezrt intormation on the probability of reactor
accidents to make use or this concept in site evaluations. We do use,
of course, the fact that 'the probabillty ot a serious accident 18 "17
low. second, ve recognize 'that the atomic power business has m>t yet
reached the status of supply1Dg an economic need in a manner s1m1lar
to that of more mature industries; and, theretore, arguments tor tald.%3g
conventioml risks tor the greater good ot the public are somewhat weak.
At the sazr.e time, we do not want to imply tha:t the restrictions placed.
on site locations· durag the developmental period 01' atomic power v1ll
necessarily be carried over to the period of maturity of the atom:l.c
power industry.
The reduction ot these concepts to a Judament &8 to the adeq\l&C7 of
a proposed s1te requires further logic and the introduction ot some
numerical estimates. We believe that the searching amJ,ys1s which
is necessary a't t.h1.s stage should be done independen'tly by the owner
of the reactor, using the characteristics Which are peculiar to his
site and to bis specific reactor. !Ihis step, 'We believe, is essen
tial in developing his continu1Dg alertness to bis responsibility to
the CO" ml1ni ty surround:l.~g the site. However, in Committee delibera
tion, ve balance his ana~1s against a generalized accident which
serres p.s a reference point, from which we can better UDderstaDd the
analysis submitted by the applicant.

OUr generalized acciden't amlysis assumes that a serious accident
he.a occurred and predicts in rough terms 'the consequences at such
L'"'l accident.
It is obvious tbat the generalized accident 1s an
arbitrary artifact subject to change and bas value only so far as
it aids Judgment. As a matter of fact, for certain reactors am
conditions juc"..gme!lt will indicate that the generalized accident is
to:) severe. In the generalized accident, we must make numerical
UsumptiODS as to the amount, type and rate ot radioactivity release
(the source term), the d1s~rsal of' the radioactivity in 'the air and
in 'the hydrosphere I &lid the effect. of this radioactivity on people.

Source Term
An arbitrary accident is assumed to occur wbich resu!ta in the
release of fission products into the oute%1llOst buildiD8 or contain
ment shell. About l~ ot the total inventory of noble gases, ~
ot the halogens, and l~ of the non-volatile products are assumed to

be so released. It is then assumed that this mixture leeks out ot
the outermost barrier at a rate defined by the designed and con
firmed leak rate. '!he reasoning back ot this source term is adm1:t
tedly loose. It stems pr1marUy from a presen't inability to be
convinced that coolant cannot be lost somehow from the reactor core,
either by spontaneous fracture ~ some element in the primary system
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a fracture caused by maloperation (instrumen1;aJ. or' human) of the
control rods. Admittedly, this assumed source term is large, but
it thereby affords a factor o'f safety. In some cases it is justi
fiable to reduce this source term. It is also tacitly assumed that
in this accident the outermost barrier 'I'i11 not be bresched. The
logic behind this assumption is that we require all of the compo
nents restraining the pressure of the primary system to be operating
at temperatures above their nil-ductility temperature. We are,
tbel'efore, more confident, but not certain, that failu::oe will occur
by tearing rather than by brittle trac-ture and that th! probability
of ejection of missiles ~hich penetrate the outermost barrier is
low. The necessary supporting structures and Shield1ug also protect
against missile damage.
Dispersal of the RadioactiVity

1) Meteorology
'We assume a dilution of air-borne activity using atmos!lberic diffusion
parameters which reflect :tcor, re.ther than average, meto:'evrolog1cal
conditions. Choice of specific parameter values follows from a sur
vey of meteorological conditions expected to apply at the site, pri
marily wind and stability distributions. To analyze the generalized
aCCident, we use the standard diffusion calculation methodology out
. li:led, tor example, in AECU-3C66 and lvASH-740. T.ae at1!.Ospheric dif
fusion phenomena is the subject ot active resea:ch, and new results
can be expected to firm up and improve the presen"t methods, although
we do not anticipate major revisions in this e.rea.
2)

Hydrology

Considerations of bydrology are-based on characteristics of surface
and sub-surface flow as they are related to the possible release of'
contaminated liquid.s to the off-site environment. Thus, the rate
and volume of surface flow and the possible presence or absence of
absorbing barr~.ers of soil be'FW"een the reactor complex and important
underground aquifers shouJ.d be taken into consideration. ~ese
factors must be favorable for restraining the flow of radicactive
matE:!rials in case of accident. Design factors, inclullng the capa
bility of proViding adequate hold-up in the e'Tent of adveree hydrol
ogy, are also significant.
Effect of' Radioact.ivity on People
The upper li?n1t to the exposure to a member of' the public in the
generalized accident should be roO higher than the max1mum once-in
a-litetime emergency dose. Such a level has not been established
by AEC. We ar~ arbitrarily using a figure of about 25 r whole body

;,
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or equivalent integrated dose tor this level. This tigure is
merrtioned in Handbook 59 ot the National Bureau of Standards,
pages 69-70. Since the iod1ne dose is often controlllng, we
are tentatively considering a thyroid dose l1m1tation of 200
300 r&ds. ~ dosace so far mentioned refers to l1mits to
people when the peopJ.e are considered as independent individ
uals. We believe that it is essential that the Atom:Lc Energy
Commission attempt to confirm through its staff' or its advisors
in this field that this suggested value of 25 r whole body or
equivalent is without significant biological effect on the
individuals vho might be subjected to this dose fran the gen
eralized accident.
When large numbers of individuals are exposed to radiation,
another l1m:l.t also exists because of genetic effects and be
cause of the statistical nature of inauced leukemia and the
shortening of the life SPan. ihe 11m1ts of exposure to large
groups of people are better expressed in terms of 1nte~ted
man-rems. We are considering using a figure of 4 x 10 man-rems
for this limit for the people who might be exposed to radiation
doses falling between 1 and 25 rems. 'Ihis figure of 4 x 106
J:I!m-rems is roughly equal. to the dose received from natural.
background by a million people during their reproductive
lifetime.
'1he implication of these numbers is this. About a reactor site,
there should be an exclusion radius in which no one resides.
SurroWlding this, there should be a region of low population
density, so lov that ind.1.viduals can be evacuated i f the need
arises in a tilrla which will prevent their recei'V'1;rg more than
a dose of 2; r. Beyond this evacuation area( there should be
no cities (above 10,000 to ~,OOO population) iutticiently
close so that the individuals in these cities m1gh1; receive
more than the lover of the follow1~: (1) 4 x lrP man-rema
in the generalized accident, and (2) 200 rems under the ex
tremely improbable accident in vh:1ch the outermost barrier
fails completely to restrain all ot the radioactivity of the·
generalized accident.
The Committee wishes to emphasize again that the numbers which
have been used in discussion ot the generalized accident should
not be formalized into regulations or Conm1ssion policy. The
CoDmittee Wishes to acknowledge the help it has received from
the Hazards Evaluation Branch in this matter and suggests that
these individuals be encouraged to present as technical papers,
but not as regulations, a complete description ot their vork1ng
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approach to making judgments on the adequacy of proposed reactor
sites. Such a paper, of course, would have the status of the
opinion 0: an infomed technical individual, but would not imply
Committee approval, nor would it have the rigidity of a Commission
policy statement.

Sincerely yours,
/s/ Leslie Silverman
Leslie Silverman
Chairman

cc:

A. Be Luedecke, OM
W. F. Finan, AGMBS
H. L. Price, Dir., DL&R
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The letter presents the basic ACRS concepts as follows:
1.

Everyone offsite must have a reasonably good chance of not
being seriously hurt if an unlikely but credible reactor
accident should occur.

2. The exposure to a large segment of society in terms of inte
grated man-rems should not be such as to cause significant
shortening of an individual lifetime, or significant genetic
damage or significant increase in 1uekemia, should a credible
reactor accident occur.
3. There should be an advantage to society resulting from lo
cating a plant at a proposed site rather than in a more iso
lated area.
4.

Even if the most serious possible (not normally considered
credible) accident should occur, the numbers of people
killed should not be catastrophic.

The ACRS was very reluctant to have the AEC establish firm numbers in its
regulations at a time when information was still developing. But, the
Committee did give guideline numbers that they thought provided a basis
for consideration. The ACRS said that they had arbitrarily been using a
figure of about 25 R whole boqy and 300 rads to the thyroid as a limiting
dose for people in the low population zone who could be evacuated, or those
beyond the low population zone who might stay in place during the course
of the accident. Th~ suggested using a figure of 4 x 105 man-rem as a
maximum exposure integral (to be computed by counting all exposures falling
between 1 and 25 rems) from the generalized accident involving release to
the intact containment. With regard to cities and the question of no ca
tastrophic effects, the Committee reco~nds that beyond ~he evacuation
area there should be no cities, having a population above 10 or 20 thousand,
so close that the individuals in these cities might receive more than 200
rems under the extremely improbable accident in which the outermost bar
rier fails completely to restrain all the radioactivity of the generalized
accident.
Clearly the population density outside the low population zone (i.e., the
nearness of population centers) would also affect the chance of st~ing
above or below the proposed·integrated man-rem dose.
It is not clear from the minutes whether the ACRS looked in detail at the
reactors then approved for construction or going into operation such as
Indian Point 1, Dresden 1 or perhaps the Shippingport PWR, to see whether
the criterion of not exceeding 200 rem at a large population center under
the worst accident conditions would be met. And, it is difficult to tell
from the minutes of previous ACRS meetings the extent to which the numer
ical guidelines presented in the letter of October 22 had actually been
applied by the ACRS.
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In passing, it is noted" that at its 29th meeting, Nov 3-5,1960, the ACRS
wrote a report favorable to either of two newly proposed sites for the
proposed small pressurized water reactor for Jamestown, New York. The
new sites were located east of the city and were stated to have adequate
exclusion radii and. low population density.
Following its letter of October 22, 1960, the ACRS received a memorandum
dated December 7, 1960, subject "Criteria fo Judging the Adequacy of Pro
posed Sites for Reactors, II from AEC COlJInissioner Olson. A copy of that
memorandum follows this page.
At its 29th meeting, December 8-10, 1960, the ACRS* prepared a reply, a
copy of which follows the above mentioned memorandum from COlJInissioner
Olson.
There are no major changes between the ACRS positions and recommendations
in the letter of October 22, 1960 and those in the letter of December 13,
1960.
On Februa~ 1, 1961, the Atomic Energy COlJInission issued notice of its
proposed IIReactor Site Criteria" for public comment. The complete notice,
including both the Statement of Considerations and the Site Criteria is
attached following the ACRS reply to Commissioner Olson.
The proposed criteria do include an exclusion area and a low population
zone, with dose limits of 25 rem whole boqy and 300 rem to the thyroid,
as proposed by both the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS. A population cen
ter distance of at least 1 1/3 times the distance from the reactor to the
outer boundar,y of the low population zone is proposed, together with a rel
atively vague statement that, "When ver,y large cities are involved, a grea
ter distance may be necessa~ because of total integrated population dose
considerations.
II

__ •

Not in the criteria themselves but in the Statement of Considerations is
found the statement, IlEven if a more seri ous acci dent (not normally con
sidered credible) should occur, the number of people killed should not be
catastrophic. This is similar to but less restrictive than the general
ACRS recommendation on this point. "And there was included the correspon
ding numerical criterion of 200-300 R at the edge of a population center
for an uncontained accident.
II

The 1961 proposed Reactor Site Criteria include an Appendix which spells
out a sample" calculation, using what the Regulatory Staff considered to
be reasonable assumptions. The 1961 Site Criteria do not mention multiple
reactors at one site.
*The ACRS members at this time were the following: L. Silverman, Chairman;
R. L. Doan, W. P. Connor, W. K. Ergen, D. A. Rogers, R. C. Stratton, T. J.
Thompson, C. R. Williams, and A. Wolman.

(
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WMHINCITON II. D. Co

December 7, 1960

Memorandum for:
Subject:

Dr. Leslie Silverman, Chairman
. Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING THE ADEQUACY OF PROPOSED
SITES FOR REACTORS

In the letter from the ACRS to Chairman McCone, dated October 22, 1960,
you make the point that criteria for reactor sites cannot be given in
precise quantitative terms. YOu also make the point that, the Committee
believes it would be unfortunate if numbers or specific quantity were put
out as part of regulations dealing with site criteria at this time. The
suggestion was made that some of the quantitative aspects of site criteria
might be discussed by members of the AEC staff in the form of technical
papers.
As I read the Committee letter, it actually contains site guidance but not
clearly identified as criteria. While recognizing the difficulty of writing
detailed criteria at an early stage of a technology, it is in the interests
of sound regulatory practice to have criteria to the extent possible to work
from. In particular, the problem of the selection of suitable sites for
nuclear reactors is and has been a troublesome point.
It is my understanding that the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards is
holding a meeting on December 8, 9, and 10, 1960. It would be most helpful
if the Committee would try to summarize whatever general site criteria it
considers appropriate for the selection of reactor sites. It should be borne
in mind that criteria should be as definitive as possible, but a clear
expression in general terms of the concept used would be a useful step
forward. It is my feeling that it ts'important that we make any criteria
we can available to the public in order to provide guidance to the extent
possible to the public. The Commission would appreciate anything the
Committee can do along this line.

;rA:'~
L. K. Olson
Commissioner
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

December 13, 1960

Honorable John A. McCone
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

SITE CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS

Dear Mr. McCone:
Commissioner Olson has observed that in our letter of advice to you
dated October 22, 1960, we have furnished guidance relating to the
selection of reactor sites but have not clearly identified the
criteria contained therein. He has suggested that the Committee
summarize such general site criteria as may be appropriate in order
that guidance can be provided to the public.
While the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that
it would be unwise to publish detailed quantitative site criteria
in a regulation at this early stage of technology, we have provided
in an attachment to this letter criteria which should be useful in
the selection of sites for nuclear reactors.
Sincerely yours,
~~

~

Sgd/LESLIE SILVERMAN
Leslie Silverman
Chairman
Enclosure:
Site Criteria for Nuclear Reactors
dated Dec. 13, 1960
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON

25, D. C.

December 13, 1960

SITE CRITERIA FOR NUCLFAR REACTORS

The following site criteria are applicable only to reactors of a
type and design on which experience has been developed. For reactors
which are novel in design, unproven as prototypes, or which do not
have adequate theoretical and expertmental or pilot plant experience,
these criteria will need to be modified in the direction of specify
ing i~olated sites -- the degree of isolation required depending
upon the lack of certainty as to the safe behavior of the reactor.
It is a prerequisite, of course, that the reactor be carefully and
competently designed, constructed and operated, and inspected during
all these stages in a manner to assure preservation of the intended
protection of the public.
General Concepts
1.

The location must be such that everyone off-site has a reasonable
chance of escaping serious injury if an unlikely but still credible
accident should occur.

2.

The exposure of many persons in terms of man-rems should not be
such as to cause significant somatic or genetic effects should
a credible accident occur. The.somatic effects~resently
recognized are: the occurrence of leukemia and life shortening.
In order to be significant, the effect must be statistically
great enough to be recognizable among the variations which
occur without assignable cause.

3.

Even if the most serious accident possible (not normally con
sidered credible) should occur, the numbers of people killed
should not be catastrophic.

4.

A site which has characteristics not clearly conforming to the
foregoing criteria can only be considered if it is possible to
show that there is an advantage to' society in locating the
reactor at this site rather than in a more isolated area. This
is a matter of degree, and no site is acceptable for a non
military reactor which ~poses a foreseen risk of serious
injury to anyone off-site.
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Specific Criteria
1.

The applicant must show that his particular reactor at the chosen
site does not violate the general criteria.

2.

The demonstration must be based upon the actual barriers provided
to contain the radioactive material, upon the means of spreading
the radioactive material (meteorology, hydrology, etc.), and upon
the actusl distribution of population surrounding the site.

3.

There must be three or more independent physical barriers unless
it can be shown that the particular reactor cannot break through
a lesser number. For example, if there were a reactor type with
no stored energy, an "incredible" possibility for a nuclear
excursion, and either such a low specific power or such a ~eli
able cooling system that the loss of coolant accident need not
be considered, one or two barriers might be considered acceptable.

4.

The analysis of the applicant presenting the kind of accidents
which can happen, the provisions against such accidents, and the
estimate of dosage to persons off-site based upon actual meteor
ology, hydrology and population distributin will be compared to
a generalized source term for release of radioactive material.
This will be an arbitrary release of a certain fraction of the
fission products in the reactor into the outermost building or
container. The maximum arbitrary value will be used unless the
applicant can show good reason to use a lesser quantity. The
results to the persons off-site shall not be worse than those
set forth in the general criteria.
--~

5.

.

There shall be an area surrounding the reactor, known as the
exclusion area, which will be under the control of the applicant
and in which no one will reside. Credit can be taken for special
geographical characteristics such as a seaside location, the
bank of a wide river, the bank of a-lake, etc., in reducing
the size of the exclusion area if the actual location warrants.
Location underground would also be considered as a means of
reducing the exclusion area.

Numerical Values
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes strongly that there
has not yet been a sufficient critical review of the data available to
set such numbers as part of a formal regulation. The ACRS recommended
a study of the data applicable to the safety problems and the deriva
tion of criteria for all parts of the reactor systems in a letter
dated November 16, 1959. As far as the Committee is aware, there has
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been no such study. Data and numbers applicable to site criteria were
suggested as a part of the proposed study. Such a study would permit
numbers to be used in defining criteria for site selection. The fol
lowing numerical values are given as examples to aid in understanding
the problem even though their validity is open to question until the
study is made.
1.

Under the extreme conditions of a serious reactor accident, it
should be reasonably possible for persons off-site to take pro
tective steps, such as evacuation end retirement to shelters,
within a period of two hours so that within the two hours they
will not receive more than a 25 rem whole body..... dose or
the inhalation of radioactive material which will give a dose
of 300 rem to the thyroid, or 25 rem to the bones or lung.

2.

The integrated man-rem dose for all people off-site receiving
a radiation dose above 1 rem whole body, o~ equivalent thyroid,
bone or lung dose, shall not exceed 4 x 10 man-rems.

3.

The reactor should be located sufficiently distance from cities
(metropolitan areas) of above 10,000 to 25,000 population so
that no inhabitant receives more than 300 rems in the extremely
tmprobably accident defined by a complete failure of all con
finement barriers and a source strength equal to most of the
fission product inventory.

-".

~ 1'i1,1 fill ~7

~w1fU
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It is of some interest to note that in his testimony at the JCAE Hearings,
on Radiation Safety and Regulation, June 12-15, 1961, Mr. Robert
Loewenstein, Acting Director, AEC Division of Licensing and Regulations
specifically discussed the population center distance as follows:
"If one could be absolutely certain that no accident greater than
the "maxillllm credible accident" would occur, then the 'exclusion
area' and 'low population' zone would provide reasonable protec
tion to the public under all circumstances. There does exist,
however, a theoretical possibility that substantially larger
accidents could occur. It is believed prudent at present, when
the practice of nuclear technology does not rest on a solid
foundation of extended experience, to provide protection against
the most serious consequences of such theoretically possible
accidents. Consideration of a 'population center distance' is
therefore prescribed: This is a distance by,which the reactor
would be so removed from the nearest major concentration of
people that lethal exposures would not occur in the popula
tion center even from an accident in which the containment is
breached."
The AEC recei ved
On July 31, 1961
Industrial Forum
W. K. Davis made

a wi de range of comments on the proposed site criteri a.
a meeting was held between representatives of the Atomic
(AIF) and of the AEC, including Commissioner Graham. Mr.
several comments in reviewing the position of the AIF:

"1) The example given in Appendix A should be deleted
"2) The population center distance should be deleted since
the 1-1/3 number is without technological basi~
"3)

If the AEC's policy is againsS.the location of reactors
in cities, it should be so stated as a matter of policy
and not inferred by ca 1cu 1at ion. "

In succeeding drafts of the Reactor Site Criteria, words like catastrophic,
evacuation, and fall-out were avoided, and the appendix was deleted, to be
replaced by a new AEC report, TID-14844, which provided considerable detail
on the methodology and parameters to be used in calculating accident doses
per the requirements of the criteria.
On April 12, 1962, the USAEC published Part 100, Reactor Site Criteria, to
be effective one month later. The Statements of Considerations and Cri
teria, which are also given in the Section entitled "A Brief Overview" are
repeated here for reaqy reference.
The Statement of Considerations discusses the population center distance
as a way to provide for protection against excessive exposure doses to
people in large centers, where effective protective measures might not be
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Ul4 becauae It .,ppeared &.bat In TIeW of
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empldcal data apecU!c c:rJter1& could not
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Judpumt of IUltabWt7 of • reactor
lite for a nuclear plant b & complex task.
JD addition to normal ractora constdered
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featarea of &be reactor are of paramount
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aDd COIIRQUtmeea of acc1denb wb1ch,
IIdCbt result In &be release of rad1oact1ve
...-saJa. AU of theIe features of &be
~ plus Ita PU1'POIe and method of
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IIdnIDI whether location of a propoaed

nactor at ~' specUlc ate

would create
an undue hazard to &be health and aatet7
of &be publlc.
Recop1ztnr that It II not PGIIlb1e at
the present time to de1lne Idte crtteria
W1&b IIdIIdent deftD1teness to eltJnlnat;e
the aerdse of areDC)' Judlment, the pro
pcad raldes set forth below are de
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and, &be pneral criteria wb1ch an uti
UIed u ruldes in evaluattnr P1'OIlOIecl

attea.
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can be ach1eved under &be criteria
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
110 CFR Part 100)

REACTOR SITE CRITERIA
Notice of Propoled Guid..
Jt4temeftt 01 COftIfdereJtiolU. OD Ma1
23. IIS9. the Atomic EDeru Comm'glon
pub11shed In the FzDUAL Rl:GISTD • D0
Uce of proposed rule maklq that lit
forth reneral er1ter1a for the en1uatJon
of propoaed sites for pawn' and testlng
nactors. Man, comments were received
trom Interested persons ~ . pn
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lite criter1a, u an AEC regulation, both
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(a) 8erIoua SnJun tolnd1'f1duala otr
lite IbouJd be avoided if an UDlJDlJ. but
It11l eredlble. ICCIdent should occur.
(b) Bftn if a moreler1oua ace1dent
(not DDI'ID&11y CDDI1dered ered1ble)
Ibould occur. &be number of people tmed
Ibould not be catutrophlc.
(0) 'DIe UPOlRU'e of 1arP numbers of
peaple In tenna of tD&al population dole
Ibould be Jbw. The Oomm'uton Intends
to dve f1lJ'tb4lr IWcb' to t.b1a P1"Dblem in
an don to develop more aped1!c ru1des
em t.bla .abject. Meanwblle. in order to
.sye l'eClOIDWoD to th1I concept the POPU
lation omter cUat&Dcea to Yer71arn c1t1ea
. . , haft to be rreatef &ban u.e _
lilted b1 &bese ruJdes.
•
Notice Is hereb1 riven that &dopt1on of
Ibe followtnr ruldes II contemplated. AU
Interested peracms who desire to aubmlt
written commenta and surrest10ns for
ooaatderatton In connect1on with the propoeed autdes should send them to the
Becreta.r7. tJnIted states Atomic zneru
CommS....ll,

Washinrton 25. D.C•• At

tention: DIrector. Dlriaton of Llcenatnr
&lid Re8uJatIon, withln 120 da1a after
pUbllcatIaD of thla nottce III &be FIHW.
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QafnAI. PaOVUJONS

1100.1 Purpoee.
It sa the purpose of tbIa part to de
IClibe the criteria which guide the Com
mission ill its evaluation of the suitabU
It7 of proposed sites for power and testiD,
reactclrs subject to Part 50 of this chap
ter. Because It sa not possible to define
IUCb criteria with sWDcient deAnitenesa
to e1lm1nate the exercise of agency judg
ment in the evaluation of the,e sites.
·tbsa part sa intended primarily to lden
tlf7 a number of factors considered by
. the Commiuion and the general criteria
which are uW1zed aa guides ill approv
!Dc or dlsapprov1nc proposed sites.
• 100.2 Scope.
(a) Thfa part appUes to appUcations
med under Part 50 of tbIa chapter for
conatruction permits and operatlni U
oenaes for power and testin, reactors.
(b) The site criteria contained in thta
part apply pr1mar1ly to reactors of a
,eneral type and design on which ex
perience haa been developed. but can
&110 be appUed with additional con
aervatlam to other reactors. Por ~
actors wh1ch are novel in deslin. un
proven aa prototypes. and do not have
adequate. theoretical and experimental
or pUot plant experience, these criteria
wU1 need to be applied more conserva
tively. Thfa conservatism will result in
. more isolated altes-the degree of 1sola
tton required depending upon the lack
of certa1nty as to the safe behavior of
tbe reactor. It fa essential. of course.
tbat the reactor be carefully and com
petently designed. c~nstructed, operated.
and 1DIpected.
• 100.3 Definitiona.
As used ill this part:
(a) "Exclusion area" means the area
surrqund1Dg the reactor. access to which
fa uDder the full control of the reactor
Ucensee. Th1s area may be traversed
by a highway. raUroad, or waterway,
provided these are not so close to the
fac1l1ty as to Interfere with normal oper
ations. and provided appropriate and
dectlve arrangements are made to con
trol trafBc on the highway. railroad. or
waterway. in case of emergeney. to pro
tect the public health and safety. Resi
dence with1D the exclUa10n area shall
normally be prohibited. In any event.
residents shall be subject to readY re
moval ill case of necessity. Activities
unrelated to operation of the reactor
may be permitted ill an exclusion area
UDder appropriate lfmltations. provided
that no algniftcant hazards to the pubUc
health and safety will result.
(b) "Low pepulation zone" means the
area Immediately surrounding the ex
clusion area wbich contains residents
the total number and density of which
are such that there is a reasonable prob
ablUty that appropriate protective meas
ures could be taken In the event of a
. aerfous accldent. These guides do not
specify a permissible population denaity
or total population within this zone be
cause the situation may vary from case
to case. Whether a speclftc number of
people can. for example. be evacuated
from a speclftc area, or 1natructed to
tate shelter. on a timely baa1a will de
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pend on ID&IU' factors such .. location,
number and size of highways. scope and
extent of advance p1aDDJ.Dg. and actual
d1str1bution of residents wltb1n the area.
(c) "Population center distance"
means the distance from the reactor to
the nearest boundary of a densely pop
ulated center contaiDing more thaD about
25.000 residents.
(d) "Power reactor" means a nuclear
reactor of a type descr1bed 1D II 50.2l<b>
or 50.22 of this chapter designed to pro
duce electrical or beat energy.
(e) "Testing reactor" means a "test1DI
facUity" as defined in I 50.2 of th1I
chapter.

srn EvALVAftOlf PACfOU
1100.10

Fac:tors to he conaidered wheD

emu.lme

11.
. In determ1nl:ng the acceptabWty of a

lite for a power or testing reactor. the
C0mm1sa10D wUl tate the following fac
tors into cona1deration:
(a) population density and use cbar
acterlstics of the alte environa.1rlcJudlni.
amODi other th1nis. th,exclUa1on area.
low population zone, and population
center distance.
(b) Phyalcal characteristics of the
alte. iIlClud1Dg. among· other th1Dis. seis
moloiY, meteoroloiY, geology and 117
droloiY. Por example:
.
(1) The dea1gn for the facUlty should
conform to accepted building codes or
standards for areaa having eqUivalent
earthquake histories. No facUlty should
be located closer than % to
mile from
the surface location of a known active
earthquake fault.
(2) Meteorological conditions at the
lite and in the surround1ni area should
be considered.
.
(3) Geological and hydrological char
acteristics of the proposed site may have
a bearing on the consequences of an es
cape of radioactive material from the
fac1l1ty. Unless special precautions are
tall:en. reactors should not be located at
lites where radioactive Uquid e1Iluents
might 110w readily into nearby streams
or rivers or might'1iud readY access to
underground water tables.
Where some unfavorable pbn1cal char
aCteristics of the lite exist, tbe propOsed
lite may nevertheless be fOUnd to be
acceptable if the dea1gn of the facUlty
Includes appropriate and adequate com
pensatiDg enrfneerinr: saferuard&
.
(c) Characteristics of the proposed
reactor. includ1Dg proposed maximum
power level. use of the facUlty, the extent
to which the dea1gn of the fac1l1ty in
corporates well proven engineering
standards. and the extent to which the
reactor 1ncorpor&tes unique or unusual
features having a significant bearing on
the probabUlty or consequences of ac
cidental releases of radioactive material.
1100.11 Delermination or adulion
area, low population _ ..... popo

*

.'
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derive ail exclua10n area. a low popula

111m zone and a population center dIa-.
tance. Por the purpose of this anal7s1s,

tbe appUcant should detenn1ne the

foDowlng:

(1) An exclusion area of IUCb ...
&bat an iIldividual located at any point
.. ita boundary for two hours 1mmed1
&&ely fonowing onset of the postulated
tIIB10n product release would not receive
a &otal radiation dose to the whole body
In excess of 25 rem or a total radiation
dole ill excess of 300 rem to the tbnold
from Iodine exposure.
(2) A low population zone of such siZe
lbat an individual IDeated at any point
. . Ita outer boundary who sa aposed to
tlul radioactive cloUd resulting from the
pa8tulated 11aslon product release (dur
Inc the entire period of ita passage)
WDuld not receive a total radiation· dose
to the whole body in acess of 25 rem or
a &otal radiation dose In acess of 300
MIl to the thnold from iodine exposure.
(3) A population center distance of at
Jeut 1 ¥J times the d1stance from the
reactor to the outer boundary of the low
population zone. In appl)'1ng th1a iU1de
due cona1deratiOD should be given to
tile population dIatr1bution witb1n the
population center. Where ve.ry larae
clUes are involved, a lre&ter d1Jtance
ma1 be ncessasry because of total Inte
crated population dose cona1deratlons.
'!'he whole body dose of 2S rem referre4
to above correSponds to the once in a
lifetime acc1dental or emer,ency dose for
radiation worken which. accord1nI to
RCRP recommendations. may be d1are.
prded in the deterrn1nation of their •
radiation exposure status. (See Adden
dum dated April 15. 1958 to NBS Hand·
boot 59.) The NCRP baa not published
• ldm.1lar statement with reSPect to por
tions of the bocl7, 1ncluding doses to
tbe thyroid from Iodine exposure. Por
&he purpose of estabUsh1ng areaa and
distances under the conditions assumed
In these guides. the Whole body dose of
21 rem and the' 300 rem dose to the
~Id from Iodine are believed to be
CIODIel'Vative values.

Cb) (l) Appendix "A" of this part
contains an example of a calculation for

Jurpothetical reactors which can be used
U aD fDitial estimate of the aclusion
- . the low population zone. and the
population center d1stance.
(2) The calculations described In Ap
pendix coA" of this part are a meana of
obta1D1nl prel1m.fnary guidance. They
may be used as a point of departure for
ClODa1deration of particular alte require
ments which may result from evaluat10Da
01 the particular characteristics of the
ftl&Ctor.ita purpose, method of operation•.
Uld site involved. The numerical values
ltated for the variables Usted in Appen
dix "A" of this part represent approxi
mations that presently appear reaaon
1JJIe. but these numbers may need to be
rn1aed as further experience and tech
• lalion eenler lIi.._
DICal 1nformation develops.
(a) As an aid ill evaluat1nc a proposed
Dated at Germantown. Maryland. th1a
alte. an applicant should assume a 118
lion product release from the core as • da¥ of Pebrtlary 1961.
illustrated in Appendix "A" of th1I part,
J'or'the Atomic iIWV CO!""'t...ion.,
the expected demonstrable leak rate
WOODIOID B. McCooL.
from the containment, and meteorologi
cal CODditiona pertinent to h1a lite to
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feasible. However, the rather specific criterion of the ACRS letters of
October and Dece~er, 1960 (namely, that of no lethal doses at the population
center) is by no means apparent (and we shall see it was not used in
succeeding years).
It is of interest to note that the minutes of the 39th meeting, Februar,y
8-10, 1962, record dissatisfaction by several members concerning the 1962
version of 100 CRF Part 100. Member Silverman believed that the rewriting
had eliminated some of the earlier significant ACRS ideas which had been
previously incorporated. Member Ergen was concerned over ambiguity in the
large city distance criterion. However, Part 100 was issued by the AEC as
described above.
The 1962 version of Part 100 specifically allows for sites having multiple
reactor facilities. It asks that consideration be given to the possibil
ity that an accident in one reactor might initiate an accident in the other
(5)*, and that the simultaneous operation of multiple reactors at a site
not result in routine releases beyond the applicab"le' regulations.
What is, in a sense, remarkble is that there has been very little change
in this part of the Reactor Site Criteria since their adoption as an AEC
Regulation in 1962. This could mean any of ma~ things, including the
following:
1) That Part 100, as originally written, was so well formulated
that it has passed the test of time and can continue to be
used for giving rather direct and appropriate guidance in
the choice of sites;
2)

that it was formulated in a sufficiently general fashion, or
included enough permissible alternatives, that it permitted a
wide range of interpretation, illough to cover all.. situations
arising since 1962; or

3) that it is not too meaningful in terms of our present degree
of knowledge, but that it is difficult to find a new set of
reactor site criteria which can be considered a defensible
improvement.
And there are, undoubtedly, other possible explanations for the absence of
important changes in Part 100. .

*In practice, this has normally been reviewed in the context of a Class 9
accident, that is an accident whose consequen~es exceed Part 100.
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PART lOG-REACTOR SITE CRITERIA
Pursuant to the AdmJDlatratlve Pro with Incorporation of a number of sq
IUtiODs for clar1tlcation and almpIJAea
of 1954. as amended. the foUoWins guide tIon, and elimination of the muner1cal
II publlahe4 u • document aubject to Values and example calculation formfrb'
codf1!cat1on, to be effective 30 days after constitutlnl' the append1x to the guides.
pUblication 1n the PIDUAL Ru:rsna.
In Ueu of the appendJz. some guidance
8tctemcnt of coufdertltiona. On baa been Incorporated 1n the text Itselt
1"ebr1w7 11, 1981, the Atomic EDeru to Jnd1cate the conslderations that led
Comm1as1on pgbl1ahed. 1n the PmlDAL to establJablnc the exposure values set.
RzGl:STn a notice of proposed n&le mak
forth. However. In recorn1tion of the
tDz t.bat set forth PDel'&1 criteria in the advantage of example calculations m
torm of IU1des and factors to be coDSld Pl'OYld1nc prelJm1nar1 IUidaoce to ap
end 1n the eYa1uatton of proposed astes plication of the prlndples set forth. tile
tor power and teatiDC reactors. '1'be BC Will publ1sb separately 1D the form
Commlaalon baa received ID&117 com of a tecbn1cal Information dqcument a
ments from. 1Ddh1duals and orpniza d1scuasion of these calculations.
These BUid. and the teclm1callnfor
tiona. including several from fore1iU
countries, reftec:t1nlr the Widespread sen mation document are Intended to reflect
lit1'91ty aDd JmPGl'taDce of the subject of put practice and current p01lcy of the
lite selection for reactors. Formal com Comm1ss1on of keeplnc statiODar7 power
mumcati0D8 bave been received on the and test :reactors aW&7 from clenael7
published IUidea, including a proposed populated centers. It should be equally
compreheaaive rev1a1on of the IUidea understood, however. that applicants are
free and Indeed et1COuraled to demon
Into &11 alternate form.
In these communications. there waa strate to the Commission the applica
a1moat unanimous suPpOrt of the Com bility and a!inUlCaDCe of considerat1cms
mi.lon's proposal to issue lUid.a.nce in other than those set forth In the guides.
One basic objective of the criteria Is to
lOme form on stte selections, &11d ac
ceptance of the baa1c factors1ncluded in assure that the cumulative apoaure dose
the proposed IUidea, particularly 1D the to ~e numbers of people aa a c0nse
proposal to isaue QPOaUre dose values quence of any nuclear acc1dent should be
wbleb could be used for reference 1D the low lD comparison with what mleht be
evaluation of reactor lites With respect conaldered reasonable for total popula
to pOtenttal reactor acc1dents of exceed tion dose. P'urther. since accidents of
IP'8&ter pOtenttal hazard than those
InglJ low probability of occurrence.
On the other baDd, many features of commonl,. postu1atecl as representlnc &11
the proposed IUides were a1D&led out for UPPer Um1t ant conceivable, although
crltictam by a 1arrre proport1oD of the bighly improbable. It was considered
correapondenta. 'I'bJa wu part1cu1arly desirable to provide for protection
the cue for the apJ)eDd1x section of the agalnst excesalve exposure doses to pe0
proJ)oled IUides, In wblch was 1ncluded ple In larp centers. where dective pr0
&11 example calculation of environmental tective measures migbt not be feaslble.
d1atance characteriat1cs for a b7P0thet Neither of these objectives were readJ]y
1ca1 reactor. In tb1a appendJz, specJ1lc acb1evab1e by a a1D&le criterion. Bence,
numerical values were employed m the \be population center dlstance was
calculations. The choice of these added as a site requirement wben It was
numerical values, in SOIDe caaea 1Dvolv found for several projects evaluated that
a1mp11fytna auumpttoDa of J:I1I'b1Y the specUication of such a dJataDce re
complex phenomena, represent tJ'pea of quirement would approztmatel:v ful1ID.
considerations presently applied In II1te the dealred objectives and reflect a more
caleulattons &11d result in envfronmental accurate lUlde to current slttna prac
distance parameters 1n general accord tices. In &11 don to develop more
With present a1~ practice. -Nevertbe apecl1lc guld&nce on the total man-dose
lei, these partlcuJar numerical values concept,-the Commlsston mtends to I1ve
and the use of a a1D&le uample calcula further study to the subject. J.tean
tion were widely objected to, baslcall7 wblle, in some cues where very 1arIe
on the I1'OU1\da' that they presented an clties are Involved. the population center
aapeet of ID1IexIbJUty to the IUides d1at&Dce ma:v have to be sreater than
Which otherwtae appeared to poaaess those auneated by theae ru1des.
A number of comments received
considerable lIex1bWty and tended to
empbasize undul7 the concept of envi pointed out that .AEC aJt1nr factors
ronmental Iaolatlon for reactors with lneluded considerations of population
minfmum posIdbWty befnC extended for cUstrlbutions and land use surroundlnc
eventual substitutloD thereof of eDI1 proPQsed lites but did not Indicate how
future population growth might a1fect
neem satepard.
In consequenee of these many com sites lDltlal1Y approved. To the extent
ments. crltie1ama and recommendationa. pOSSible. AEC review of the 1&11d use
the proposed IUides have been rewritten, aurroundlnl a proposed 51te Includes
cedtue8 Act aDd the Atomic EneIU Act
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be greatly different.
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100.11 Determination

ceDter d1ataDce.

A1lTIIoan-r: It 100.1 to loo.Ullaaed UDder
J08. sa Stat. 938. aec. 104:. lIB Stat. 937,
J81. 88 Stat. IN8, Me. 182, a Stat. 053:
42 17.8.0. :1133, 21,., l.IlIOl. 2232
8OaXI:: 11100.1 to 100.11 appear at 2'1'
P.1L HOI, Apr. 12. 1SI82.

lee.
Me.

110o.t 1'v.f7Joae. (a) It Is the pur
pose of this part to describe crtterta
which plde the Commission In Its

evaluation of the aultablUty of proposei!

lites for lItatlolW'1 power and testing
reactors subject to Part 50 of this

chapter.
<b) rn.sumclent experience haa been
accumulated to pennlt the wrt~g of de
taUed standards that would provide a
quantitative correlation of all factors
alpUlcant to the question of accepta·
blUtJ' of reactor sites. This part is !n
tended aa an Interim guide to Identify
a number of factors considered bY the
Commlaslon 1n the evaluation of reactor
lites and the reneral criteria used at
tb1s time as IUides In approving or dis
approYIn&' proposed sites. AD,. appli
cant who beUeves that factors other than
those set forth In the BUide Ibould be
conaIdered by the CODlID1aslon wU1 be
expected to demonstrate the applica
bllity and slgnlftcance of such factors.
1100.2 Scope. (a) Th1s part applies
to appUcations fUed under Part 50 and
115 of this chapter for stationary power
and testlnr reactors.
(b) The site criteria contained In tIlls
part apply p ~ to reactors of a

1100.2
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CODI1derations of pOtential residential
growth. The BUides tend toward requir
ing sWIlc1ent Isolation to preclUde any
Immedla.te problem. In the meantime.
operating experience that Will be ac
quired from plants already l1cenaed to
operate mould provide a more definitive
ba.s1s for wm.bmIr the effectiveness of
eDllneered safeguards versus p1&Dt Iso
l&t1on as a public safeguard.
These criteria are bued upon a
welgblnar of factors characterlstlc of
conditions m the UDlted states and may
not represent the moat 'appropriate pro
cedure nor optimum emphasis on the
various Interdependent factors involved
1D selection of situ for reactors in other
countries where nattonal needs, re
sources. policies and other factors may

. ....

'.

"
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ATOMIC ENHGY COMMISSION RULES AND RlGULAnONS
poeral tJpe aDd dea1ID on wblch ex

perlence baa been deYeloped. but can aJIO

be applied to other reactor t1PeS. In
P&rt1eu1ar. for reactors that an DOft1
In design aDd \IDPZ'OYen .. protot:vPea

or pUot plants, It sa expected that these

baalc cr1ter1& wm be applied In a. manDel' that t&kea Into account the lack
of experience. In the applicatlon of

these cr1terl& wblch are de11berately llex

1ble. the afetU&rds provided-elther
alte Iaolation· or eD8Ineered features-·
should re1lect the lack of cert&1nty that
cmly experience can provide.
,1100.3 DeJlftltiolu. As UIed In th1a
part:
"
(a) "J:xclUldan area" JIIe8ZII that azea
8lJ!'l'OUDd1Dg the reactor. In wh1ch the
reactor I1ceDIee hu the aut.borlty to de
&ermine

an act1vit1ell including exclWl10n

or removal of penonnel aDd pl'OPertJ'
from the BZ'ea. ThII area :may be wv
ersed bJ' a bfgh'Wa)'. ra11ro&d, or water
1'&7. proyJded theM an not 80 c10Ie to

tboee relating both to the propoaed re
actor design aDd the characteristics
pecul1ar to the alte. It sa expected
that reactors wm retlect through their
design. COJ:IStruct.ton and OPeration an
extremely low probabUlty for accidents
that could reauIt In release of alg
DUlcant quantltles of rad10actlve fission
products. In acldltion, the Bite locatlon
aDd the engineered. features included 88
8&feeuarda 81ainst the hazardous CODSe
quences of an ac:c1dent. should ODe occ~
should InsUre a low risk of public ex:
posure. In partieular. the Comm'ss!on
wm take the following factors into con
atderatlon In determ.iDlns the acceptA
bU1~ of a site for a power or testtDc
reactor:
(a) Character1stlcs of reactor desisn
and proposed operatlon Includ.1nlJ:
(1) Intended use of the reactor Includ
Ing the propoaed maximum power 1eYe1
and the nature and Invento17 of con
ta1ned racUoact1ve materials;
(2) The extent to wblch reneraIq
accepted engineerlnlr standards are ap
plied to the desisn of the reactor;
(3) The extent to wblch the reactor
Incorporates unique or unusual features
having a 8iIn1flcant bearing on the
probabUlty or consequences of accidental
releaae of radioactive materials;
(4) The safety features that are to be
engineered Into the facWty and those
barriers that must be breached as a re
suit of an accident before a release of
radioactive material to the enV1roDment

the fac1l1ty .. to Interfere with normal
operations of the facUl~ and provided
approPriate aDd dect1ve &rr&nIeDlents
an made to control tramc on the h1lJh
~. raUroad, or waterway. In cue of
eIIlerwenc7. to protect the public health
and 8&fe~. Residence within the ex
clusion azea shall uormall;v be pro_
blbited. In aD7 eYent. rea1dents aha11 be
aubject to read)' removal In caae of ne
cesaity. Activities unrelated to operation
of the reactor may be permitted In an
exclusion area under appropriate 11m1ta
tions. proyided that no aIID11lcaDt haz. can occur.
arda to the pubI1c health and safety will
(b) Population dens1~ and use char
result.
acterlstics of the site environs. including
(b) "LoW POPulatton zone" means the the exclusion area, low populatlon zone,
area Immed1ately surrounding the ex- aDd population center distance.
elusion area wblch contains residents.
(c) Physical characteristics of the
Ule total number aDd density of wbleb atte. Incl~ seismolort. meteorology.
are nch that tbere sa a reaaonable prob geology and b:ydro1O!D'.
• abUlty that' approPriate protective
(l) The design for the facm~ should
lDeuures could be taken In their behalf conform to accepted build.1ng codes or
in the event of a serloua accldent. TheM standards for areas having equivalent
lUidea do not apec1fy a perm1sa1ble pop- earthquake histories. No facWt}" should
alation density or total populatton with- be located closer than one-fourth mlle
In tb1a zone because the situatlon may from the surface locatiolf" of a known
. ftl7 from cue to case. Whether a ape
active earthquake faUlt.
c11lc number of people can, for eumlJ1e.
(2) Meteorological conditions at the
be eoracuatecI from a spec11lc area. or site and in the surround!ng &rea should
, tDsb:uctecl to take shelter, on a t1me1y be considered.
bu1a wm depend OIl ~ factors neb
(3) Geological and :b7drologlca1 char
.. locatloD. 111UDber aDd size of ~- acterlst1cs of the proposed site m&7 have
scope aDd extent of adnnce plan- a bearing on the CODSequences of an
DIne. and actual dJdrlbutton of reaidents escape of racUoactlve material from the
within
the area.
(c) "Population
center d1stance.. facUl~. Speclt,l precautions should be
means the &stance from the reactor to planned If a reactor sa to be located at
• Ule neai'est bound&17 of a densely popu_ a site where a silD11icant quanti~ of
.1ated center contaJnfDc more than about radioactive eIIuent m1ght accidentalb'

"11.

25.000 resident&.

"Power reactor" means a nuclear
reactor of a t;rpe described in 1 50.21 (b)
or 10.22 of thJa cbapter"deslined to produc:e electrical or heat enerQ'.
(e) "'Testfnc reactor'" means a '"testInc facmty" .. 4eftned IlL 150.2 of th1a
chapter.
(d)

SID EvALVAZlOIr PAcmlU

1low into

nearby atreama or rtvers or

m1ght 1Ind re&d7 access to ,underground
water tables.
(d) Where unfavorable phnical char
acteristics of the site ex1at, the proposed
site m&7 nevertheless be found to be
acceptable if the design of the facUlty
Includes approprl&te and adequate COID
pensating engineering safeguards.
1100.11 Determmatum of cclUlfon

lorD populaticm zone. And POPUlA·
shen flHl1UJtIftI1 alta. Pactol'll con '*em center clflt4ftCl!. (a) As an aiel In
atdered In the evaluat10D of alta Include evaluatlnl a proposed alte. an appl1cant

t 10G.10

1~2

FfIdon

to lHr COftIfdered area.

.100.3

should assume a 1lsaion produce release·
from the core. the expected demonstra
ble leak rate from. the containDWlt and

the meteorological conditlons pertinent

to bfs Bite to derive an exclusion area. a
low populatlon zone and population cen
ter dfatance. Par the pUrPOl!Ie of this

analysis. which shall set forth the buia
for the numerical values used. the appli
cant should determine the followinc:
(1) An exclusion area of such s1ze that
an Individual located at any pOint on Ita
bound.ar7 for two hours Jmmed1&te1y
followiDg onset of the postulated Asalon
product release would not receive a total
radiation dose to the whole body In ex
cess of 25 rem· or a total rad1at1on dOle
In ezcess of 300 rem· to the thno14 from
10diDe exposure.
(2) A low populatlon zone of such ...
that an Individual located at &DJ' poJzat
on ita outer boundlol7 who 1a apoeed to
the radioactive cloud resu1t1DC from tbe
postulated fi.ss1on product reJeue (dur
InlJ the entire period of 1ta P&II&le)
would not receive a total radiation dose
to the whole body In excess of 2S rem or
.. total radiation dose In euesa of 300
rem to the thyroid from 10dine ezpoeure.
(3) A population center distance of at
least one and one-third times the dia
tance from the reactor to the outer
boundary of the low popu1&t1on zone.
In apPlylnl tbJs guIde. due consideration
should be given to the population dls
tribution within the population center.
Where verg l&rlJe cities an Involved. a
greater distance may be uecess&r'7 be
cause of total integrated population dole
consideration.
(b) Par sites for multiple reactor fa
cWties consideratlon should be liven to
the following:
(1) U the reactors are independent to
the extent that an ac:c1dent In one reac
tor would not initiate an acc1dent in an
other. the size of the exclusion ...... low
population zone and popu1at1on center
distance shall be futmled with respect

• TIle 1lAion product 1'81_ lII81UDed ftlr
tI:I.. calculaUODa shoull1 be 1luIcl upon •
major acc1dent. b7P0~ t~ plD'~ of
Itte analyala or JlOlItulatecl froID co~
tiona of pclIlI1ble acc1dental eftDtao uaM
WOUld result JD potenttal Jwr:iu'da Dot g .
ceeded b,. those from lUl,. accldeDt c:ematdeftCl
credlble. Such lCCldeDta Ia&.... aen...u,
been llHUmecl to nwlt JD aubetanttal melt
down of the core with aubooequmt rele. . of
apprec1able qumtlt1ea of 8IBlOD prada. .
• The Whole
cloee of 21 rem refernd
to alloYe correspondl numerically
JD a Ufetttne acc1deDtal or eJDl'l'pDq cklee

bod,.

to._

tor radiation worken Wb1ch. ~ to
NCR!' recommendatioDi may be I1Sanprded.
JD the determ1:2atiOD of their racI1atiOll __
posure statua
JiBS BlUlI1book 88 dated
JuDe 6. ltD). Howeyer. neltber Ita uae aar
that of the 800 rem ftlue tor th'frolll . .
poaure .. let forth m th.. lite crlterla
IU1da are JDtended to Impl, that a.
numben' coDltltute acceptable llmit. fcIr

<_

emergency dOia to the public under accldot
conclltiona. Bather. thta 116 rem wt.o1e 1lod7
nlue lUld the 800 rem thyroll1 ftlue la&ft
been let forth JD the. gulda .. reteraee
ftlu... which can be U8ed m tJ» eft1uat101l
of reactor altes wltI:I reapec\
potezItIal
reactor accldents of ezr:eedJD111 low proba
butt]' of occurrence. lUl4 low r1ak ot pubUo

to

apoaure to racll&tloIL
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2.4 1961-1965 THE SITING OF LARGE LWRs
After publication of the proposed Part 100 Reactor Site Criteria in February,
1961, a continuing series of decisions were made concerning proposals for
constructing increasingly large LWRs at sites which not only did not meet
the.1950 ru le of thumb but sites which did not meet Part 100 without
obtaining credit in calculating off-site doses, either for a reduction in
the leak rate (by use of double containment, for example), or by reduction
of the postulated fission product source available to leak out of containment
(e.g., by the use of containment atmosphere cleanup systems, such as contain
ment sprays or closed-loop filter systems). And there was also considerable
pressure from the nuclear industry for the construction' of large LWR's at
sites far more populated than Indian Point, including New York City itself.
ll

II

,

ll

II

We shall see that several high power reactors were approved for construction,
using the MCA approach of the site criteria, with the kind of relaxation on
exclusion area and low population zone distance mentioned above. These
included:
San Onofre 1

1347 MWt

(1963)

Connecticut Yankee

1824 MWt

(1964 )

Oyster Creek

1930 MWt

(1964-65)

Ni he Mi le Poi nt

1850 MWt

(1965)

Desden 2

2527 MWt

(1965)

Although each passing year saw the evolution of new safety requirements
dealing with a wide range of technical issues, the principal focus for
construction permit review during this period appears to~have been on the
efficacy of the engineered safeguards {containment plus filters and/or
sprays) needed to meet the dose guidelines of Part 100. Accidents exceeding
the MCA were not considered as part of the siting or construction permit
review.
We shall next examine major aspects of this time period in more detail.
The ACRS has previously reported favorably on a proposed California site in
the middle of Carrp Pendleton. At the 35th meeting, July 6-8, 1961, the ACRS
was asked about the possibility of relocating this site northward by seven
miles, placing it considerably closer to San Clemente, California. The ACRS
advised the AEC that liRe-siting to a location seven miles north of the
proposed site does not rule out its being acceptable. It might, however,
require additional safeguards in order to properly protect the public."
At its 36th meeting, September 7-9, 1961, the ACRS reviewed the request of
the City of Los Angeles for approval of 8 proposed reactor sites. The sites
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were in three general areas of northwestern Los Angeles couty, the San
Francisquito CanYon area, the Green Valley area, and the Fairmont area.
The first two of these areas are in the western Angeles National Forest and
the third is in the southwestern Antelope Valley. The population distribu
tion at the time of review was favorable. The Committee gave attention to
projected population growth and looked at the meteorology for these sites.
For at least the San Franciquito CanYon site, it was stated that the mete
orology could be unfavorable and could give relatively small dilution of
releases. The Committee reported that this area might require more engi
neering safeguards than reactors' at the other sites. However, the ACRS
concluded that it would be possible to locate reactors at anY of these .
sites without undue risk to the health and safety of the public. It was
noted that the proposed concept included the eventual operation of four
300 MWe reactors at whatever site was chosen.
At the 38th meeting, December 7-9, 1961, the ACRS again considered reactor
sites for the City of Los Angeles. This time two new sites were proposed.
One of them, the Haynes Point site, was very near Long Beach. The other was
the Corral Beach site, west of Los Angeles near the ocean. The Regultory
Staff were of the opinion that the Haynes Point site was unacceptable be
cause of the very large nearby population. The Regulatory Staff wished to
discourage use of both the sites, but th~ did not believe it impossible to
locate a safe reactor at the Corral Beach location. The ACRS did not com
ment on the two new proposed sites at this meeting.
At the 40th meeting, March 29-31, 1962, there was a meeting between the Com
mittee and Commissioner Loren K. Olson. The minutes note that Commissioner
Olson hoped that the project for reactors in the Los Angeles area could
proceed. He asked for a positive approach by the safety review groups
toward the recently proposed sites, and he asked if either an underground
location or one in a hillside would be-acceptable. At the same meeting,
member of the ACRS Staff reviewed the Congressional hearings related
to the development of atomic energy. He reported that a representative
of a Boston consulting engineering firm, Mr. Harold Vann, had impressed
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. He advised that Vann had testi
fied that the site criteria would deter the construction of reactors,
and that Vann had proposed more development toward iodine removal to
help alleviate the situation.
At its 40th meeting, the ACRS continued its review of the proposal by
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power for consideration of the
Haynes Point and the Corral Beach sites. Neither site met the new
site criteria, and Mr. Newell of the Regulator,y Staff reported that
there had to be dependence on engineered safeguards because of the
lack of isolation. He outlined the required distances for the low
population radius and the population center distance for a given
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release, and for this release reduced by arbitrary factors of 50%,
90% and 99% with engineered safeguards as yet unproved. The low
population distances obtained in this fashion were 11 miles, 7 miles,
2 miles and 0.5 miles, respectively. The population center dis
tances (1-1/3 as large) thus obtai ned, were 15 mi les, 9 mi les,
3 miles and 0.7 miles, respectively. It appears from the minutes
that Corral Beach and Haynes Point were estimated to have (either)
population center or low population center distances of the
order of 10 miles and 1/4 mile, respectively.
ACRS Member Gifford was quoted as sqying that bad meteorological conditions
occur in Southern California more often than in the rest of the U.S., but
there are worse conditions in the U.S. at times. And Committee member
Osborn noted that engineering safeguards might do away with a~ meteoro
logical considerations.
C. Rogers McCullough, who had been an ACRS member and was now acting as a
consultant, is quoted as corroborating fears expressed by Mr. DiNunno of the
Regulatory Staff that the heat from the decay of fission products might
breach the large amount of concrete in the General Electric reactor that was
bei n9 proposed.
A Westinghouse group presented information on their proposed reactor for the
Haynes Point site. The special features which were provided to make it
acceptable included, in particular, a double containment system with twin
liners surrounding an annular space to be held at negative pressure. So, we
see here the proposal that the provision of very low leakage for the MCA is
what is needed for urban (nearly metropolitan) siting, without consideration
of the maintenance of containment integrity for severe accidents.
General Electric
using a pressure
Bqy. Its safety
accident, but no

proposed a 400 MWe direct cycle boiling water reactor,
suppression containment such as was being used at Humboldt
objectives included low-probabilities or an uncontained
details are given.

The ACRS also heard a presentation by Dr. George Housner, a consultant to
the Department of Water and Power, in which he expressed confidence that a
reactor could be satisfactorily designed for seismic conditions at either
site.
The ACRS wrote a report on this meeting dated April 4, 1962, and made the
following comments with regard to the two new sites:
In its most recent proposal, the City of Los Angeles presented
two coastal sites which its representative stated present ap
preciable economic advantages over the presently accepted sites.
These two sites are a southen site now owned by the City, and a
western site which could be obtained.
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In regard to the two new sites proposed for reactors of the
general concepts presented, the Committee has the following
comments: Neither of the locations can meet the site cri
teria guidelines proposed in 10 CFR-100 for the power level
requested. Both sites are within areas of high and increasing
population. In this connection, it should be noted that
power reactors of the size proposed have not yet been built
and proved. Such reactors would contain larger fission
product inventories than anY licensed power reactor now
operating or under construction.
If the sites proposed are to be considered acceptable, then
reliance must be placed on proved engineering safeguards as
a means of preventing exposure of significant numbers of
people to possible radiation injury. The Committee believes
that it is possible with present engineering technology to
overcome the potential danger from serious consequences of
major earthquake.
The Committee has the following comment concerning the
two reactor concepts proposed, and their respective con
tainments: neither proposal provides proved assurance of
satisfactory containment of an accident, such as a serious
nuclear excursion, which releases radioactivity simultaneously
with the release of pressure. The possibility of such
an accident cannot be excluded on the basis of present
knowledge.
Of the two coastal sites, the western site is in an area
of lower population density and is further removed from large
centers of population. Neither site is suitable for either
of the proposed reactor faci lities... The proposed plant
designs might more readily be modified to a form suitable
for the western site•
. There is no indication how the ACRS dealt with the point by Mr. McCullough
concerning the possibility that fission product decay heat could lead to
a failure of the concrete containment in the G.E. design. The question of
why the G.E. design was the one discussed is not clear in the minutes.
At the 41st meeting, May 10 and 11, 1962, the ACRS came to grips with the
problem of developing porting criteria for the nuclear ship Savannah. There
was a very considerable amount of discussion on this topic at this meeting
and at manY succeeding meetings. Since it was desired to bring the Savannah
into port in or near the heart of large cities, a question of how to make
such visits compatible with the Part 100 siting criteria faced the Commission.
Whether mobility of the ship could be used as a safety feature complicated
the situation. Questions relating to porting of the Savannah used much of
the Committee time for the next several meetings.
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At the 43rd meeting, August 23-25, 1962, the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power was back to speak with the ACRS concerning the possibility of a
newly revised design of the proposed boiling water reactor for consideration
at the Corral Beach site. The 1400 MWt reactor design now included a sup
pression system and a confinement building around the suppression system.
which also enclosed'the refueling operations for the reactor. A funda
mental problem facing the Cornmittee was whether it was acceptable to have
part of the primar,y system leave the containment, as was done in a direct
cycle boiling water reactor system. Some members felt that perhaps the
turbine should be inside the containment. Other members pointed out that
moving machiner,y is a likely place of failure which could generate large
missiles in the containment. The applicant-designer proposed to put two
isolation valves in the steam lines running to the turbines, so that if the
turbines should fail, these valves could close and avoid a loss of coolant
from the core. At the 43rd meeting, the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power also described a revised concept for the PWR, employing a double
containment vessel which completely enclosed the primary system and which
included a feature involving back-pumping and monitored leakage of a porous
"popcorn 'I concrete-filled space between the containment walls. The PWR
proposal also included holdup of routine radioactive gas release.
The Regulatory Staff said that they had concluded that the proposed reactors
could be built and operated safely at the Corral Beach site. It is not
clear from anY of the meeting minutes whether consideration was given at
this time to the general recommendation of the October, 1960 ACRS site
criteria letter concerning the limitation that, even in the event of the
worst possible accident, there should not be a catastrophe. The Committee
did not take action on the proposed design at the 43rd meeting.
It is clear from the minutes of the 44th meeting, October 4-6, and 12,
1962, and from other meetings in that time period that, during ACRS review
of the Corral Beach site (or possibly the Haynes Point site), strong dif
ferences of opinion developed within the Committee (the~e is even a dis
cussion in the minutes of the existence of proposed majority and minority
letters). However, detailed differences, as they might have appeared in
majority or minority letters, are not available in the minutes.
The ACRS issued a report on the rea~or proposals for the Corral Beach
site following its 44th meeting. In view of its importance to the de
velopment of future siting, the letter is reproduced on the following pages.
The ACRS report expressed the opinion that the PWR containment system was
adequate, but had some reservations concerning the proposed boiling water
reactor, particularly its dependence upon the rapid closure of isolation
valves in the event of an accident involving the rupture of the steam line
outside the containment. However, the Committee concluded favorably toward
either reactor-type, if it were provided with adequate containment. Thus.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

25, D. C.

WASHINGTON

October 12, 1962

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON CITY OF LOS ANGELES WATER AND POWER DEPARTMENT
BOILING WATER AND PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR PROPOSALS

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its forty-third meeting August 23-25, 1962 at Idaho Falls, Idaho,
and at its forty-fourth meeting in Washington, D. C., October 4-6,
and 12, 1962, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards reviewed
the proposed, approximately 1600 MW(t), boiling water and pressurized
water reactors one o~ which may be constructed and operated by the
Department of Water and Power of the City of Los Angeles at a site
designated as the "western site". The Cotmnittee had the benefit of
several subcommittee meetings, the references listed below, and dis
cussions with representatives of the Department of Water and Power
of the City of Los Angeles, the General Electric Company, Westing
house Electric Corporation, Stone and Webster Corporation, and the
AEC staff.
The Cotmnittee in its reviews has focused its attention on the ade
quacy of engineered safeguards for the contaiQment of any significant
potential releases that might afrect the health and safety of the
public.
The large pressurized water reactor has, as a proposed engineered
safeguard concept, a double containment vessel which completely
encloses the primary system. Back pumping and monitored leakage of
a porous "popcorn" concrete filled space between the containment walls
and of all penetrations are Irovided. The system depends to some
extent on keeping the space between the membranes at negative pressure.
Redundancy in the pumping equipment is used to insure against failure.
The containment membranes are independent as to leakage, but depend on
the porous concrete for strength. The reinforced concrete on the out
side augmentl containment vessel strength and provides shielding. The
proposal includes holdup of routine radioactive gaseous release. In
the opinion of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards this con
tainment system is adequate.
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October 12, 1962

The proposed large boiling water reactor has a pressure suppression
system surrounded by an additional containment of the dry well and
suppression pool. The primary steam line extends beyond this double
containment to the turbine building. Containment of fission product
release from an accident thus depends upon rapid closure of isolation
valves. In view of the stringent requirements imposed by the site,
it is tre Committee's opinion that the containment as proposed is not
adequate in some respects for this reactor at this site. The Committee
also believes that holdup of routine gaseous releases will be necessary
during unfavorable meteorological conditions.
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that either
rpactor if provided with adequate containment of the primary system
can be located at the western site with reasonable assurance that such
reactor can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of
the public. It is believed also that this site may be adequate for
multiple reactors assuming that suitable containment and confinement
are provided.
Sincerely yours,

/s/
F. A. Gifford, Jr.
Chairman
References Attached (1 page)
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the ACRS (and the Regulatory Staff) was approving rather large reactors
(1600 MWt) for a site not very distant from a large population center (s~
10 miles). The letter says that, "The Committee in its reviews has focused
its attention on the adequacy of engineered safeguards for the containment
of anY significant potential releases that might affect the health and
safety of the public." What appears to have been emphasized in the review
was the contai nment system in tenns of the MCA, and not engi neered safety
features which would keep the core from melting, or measures such as primary
system quality control to prevent serious accidents from occurring. In a
sense, this seems to have established a trend for the focus of regulatory
review from this time until the middle of 1966, when a major change in the
requirements for accident prevention and mitigation occurred. We will come
to that point later.
There was no further mention in the minutes of these ACRS meetings of anY
possible adverse effects on containment reliability to be associated with
core melt.
At a special meeting, November 9 and 10, 1962, the Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power was back once again to discuss additional safety features
in the proposed General Electric design for possible use at the Corral Beach
site. The ACRS wrote a report concluding that a boiling water reactor of
the type proposed, with adequate engineered safety features, could be located
at the Corral Beach site. It also noted that its review of both the pres
surized and boiling water reactors proposed had been preliminary, and that
due to the high power level and proximity to densely populated areas, either
the pressurized water or boiling water reactor might require improvement in
safety design beyond those features incorporated in existing reactors. How
ever, the emphasis appears to have been that of reducing the dose at the
site boundary or the low population zone boundary, assuming the generalized
accident and thence providing cleanup systems inside the containment, as
well as reduced containment leakage rat~s.
The minutes of the 45th meeting, December 13-15, 1962, note that ACRS
Chairman Gifford read both the AEC and Consolidated Edison announcements of
plans to build a large nuclear power plant on the East River at Ravenswood
in New York City by 1970.
At the 46th meeting, January 31 - February 2, 1963, the ACRS reviewed the
suitability of proposed sites for the Connecticut Yankee 1473 MWt pressurized
water reactor. The proposed site did not meet the existing site criterfa
without additional engineered safety features. The ACRS concluded that the
site was suitable for the proposed Connecticut Yankee reactors if adequate
containment and one or more of the engineered safeguards was provided.
At the 48th meeting, July 11-13, 1963, the ACRS wrote a report reviewing
the reactor safety research program. Of particular interest is that this
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program devoted much of its attention to the nature and magnitude of fis
sion product releases and to mechanisms for removing fission products from
containment. Mention is made of the LOFT program, which was intended to
be an experiment in which a small PWR core would be deliberately melted,
and the actual course of fisison products from core melt through the con
tainment building and into the environment would be measured. In other
words, it was to be a re-enactment of the generalized accident which was
being used for siting purposes. During the 48th meeting, the ACRS also
began its review of the construction permit application for the Southern
California Edison reactor proposed for the northern Camp Pendleton site.
The Regulatory Staff noted this site could not tolerate lOO~ meltdown of
the fuel and full release of the fission products to the containment.
Credit had to be given for an emergency core cooling system, so that only 6%
of the core was assumed to melt with reduced release of fission products to
the containment. The ACRS completed its review of the San Onofre reactor at
the 49th meeting, September 5 and 6, 1963. The ACRS accepted the approach
discussed above without making a detailed review of the actual effectiveness
of the core cooling system. Excerpts from the ACRS report of September 12,
1963 on San Onofre Unit No.1 follow:
The applicants propose to contain the reactor in a spherical
steel structure designed for a maximum leakage rate of 0.1%
per day at pressure and with critical penetrations designed
to permit frequent leak testing. Additional engineered
safeguards are required for this site. Such safeguards pro
posed include a multiple, borated-water injection system to
prevent extensive core meltdown in the unlikely event of a
major break in the primary water system, a contanment spray
system, and an internal air cleanup system.
A meteorological factor favorable to the proposed reactor
location is the fact that air mo~ement from the sitft toward
San Clemente occurs, at most, only"a few percent of the time.
The ACRS has emphasized that the engineered safeguards must
be designed and reviewed with great care for both adequacy
and reliability. Special attention should' be directed to
the safety injection system which must' perform as pro
posed to validate the applicants· assumption of low re
lease of radioactivity to the containment under accident
conditions. A halogen removal system may be required.
Design details of the holdUp system for reactor off-gases
resulting from routine operation will also require careful
attention. ,The ACRS has recommended stuqy of the conse
quences of rainout following an accident; the results
of this stuqy should be taken into account in the final
design of the engineered safeguards.
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In view of the favorable prevailing wind direction, con
servative seismic design approach, and with engineered
safeguards of the type proposed, it is the Committeels
opinion that a pressurized water reactor of the type and
power level proposed can be designed, constructed and
operated at the site without undue hazard to the health
and safety of the public.
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2.5 SOME PUBLICATIONS AND SPEECHES
At this point, we shall interrupt the recounting of ACRS ation on specific
site and contruction permit applications to review briefly a few publications/
speeches made during the time period 1962-64.
At the 1962 IAEA (Vienna) Symposium on Reactor Safety and Hazards Evaluation
Techniques, W. E. Johnson of Westinghouse Electric Corporation gave a paper
entitled, "Principles and Practices in Consequences Limiting Safeguards in
Facility Design". In this paper he reviewed the evolution of reactor con
tainment and discussed several of the new containment concepts as of 1962.
In particular, he described an absolute containment or no-leakage concept
developed by Stone and Webster and proposed in connection with the LADWP
Corral Beach reactor, we quote from Johnson as follows:
"A second design concept is being developed by the Stone
and Webster Engineering Corporation. This absolute contain
ment or ~ leakage concept is the outgrowth and refinement of
a containment system designed by Stone and Webster for the
Carolinas-Virginia Tube Reactor now under construction at Parr,
South Carolina. Here the vapour container is a steel lined,
reinforced concrete structure, cylindrical in shape, with a
steel-and-concrete hemispherical dome and flat concrete base.
The quarter-inch thick steel liner is shaped in the interior
outine of the concrete outer container and is welded to
steel inserts imbedded in the concrete. This arrangment
ensures leaktightness of the system.
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The new no leakage Stone and Webster design concept
utilizes two laYers of steel inside a reinforced concrete
vessel. This vessel is designed to withstand the maxi
IIIJm i nterna 1 pressure generated after rupture of the
prima~ system.
It also provides adequate biological
shielding for plant personnel.
The outer steel shell serves as the form for the
reinforced concrete shell. An air gap separates the inner
and outer shells, but the inner shell is supported against
pressure forces by the outer shell and the reinforced con
crete. The inner shell is constructed to assure the highest
possible degree of leaktightness. Reasonable care is ob
served in constructing the outer shell, although it need not
be 1eaktight. Air in the plenum formed between the two steel
shells can be maintained slightly below atmospheric pressure
by means of intermittent operation of a pump which exhausts
air from the plenum and discharges it inside the inner shell.
All container penetrations employ double containment
seals, with the space between the seals connected to the plenum
chamber. All personnel access openings are of the double door
type. During plant operation, the space between these doors is
connected to the plenum system. These arrangements ensure that
anY vapour container leakage will be into the container and that
there will be absolutely no uncontrolled release of radioactive
material to the atmosphere.
By monitoring vapour container pressure and pump air flow,
leakage through each of the shells may be ascertained. This
feature, together with the possiQJity of utilizing the plenum
to pinpoint anY existing leaks by conducting periodic freon gas
leak tests, assures ability to carry out the necessary main
tenance procedures, and to preserve the initial integrity of
the containment over the entire lifetime of the plant. The
entire structure is designed to withstand the effects of the
worst conceivable nuclear incident (generally referred to as
the maximum hypothetical accident) for the type of plant the
structure is to contain. Such a hYpothetical accident might
include core meltdown, sudden release of energy stored in the
coolant, or sudden release of energy due to chemical reaction
within the reactor.
A spray system is incorporated to reduce excessive pres
sure in the containment following a hypothetical accident.
Since the air pump continuously evacuates the plenum, anY
leakage inward through the concrete vapour container and the
outer steel lining would result in a gradual rise in pressure
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within the vapour container. Based upon leakage rates expected
through a typical concrete shell without an outer steel lining,
it would require from three to four months to elevate the con
tainer pressure to a point where it became necessary to begin
releasing gases to the atmosphere.
With the addition of the steel liner, leak rates less than
0.1% volume per day may be expected. Assuming the container is
designed for 3 atm integrity, it would require about 3000 d at
0.1% leakage per day to reach the design pressure. Immediately
following the accident, however, a gas circulation system could
be placed in operation to filter out much of the radioactive
material not alreaqy precipitated out on cold surfaces. After
reduction of airborne activity to safe levels, it could be
passed through a series of filters and adsorbers which would
remove essent ially all rema i ni n9 act i vity before di scharge of
gas to the stack. The contents of the vapour container can be
stored for considerable time, therefore stack discharges would
be restricted to favourable weather conditions, or, if necessary,
the waste could be bottled for off-site disposal.
This ~ leakage concept is probably the most elaborate con
sequence limiting system conceived to date. If effectively de
veloped, the concept may bring about the location of nuclear plants
near or even within large populated areas. The concept has the
additional advantage of being flexible enough to permit either
above ground or underground pl acement of the contai nment."
Of particualr interest is the use of the term "zero-leakage", and the
statement that the entire structure is designed to withstand the worst
conceivable nuclear incident including core meltdown.
At the same symposium, a paper by Kelterman of Germany \Kellerman, 1962)
expresses the same concept, that an LWR containment is designed to withstand
total melting of the core fuel. An a paper by Blasser and Wirtz of Germany
(1962) deals with the determination of reactor location and requirements
for the pressure shell on the basis of the MCA.
At the lAEA (Bombay) Symposium on Sit i n9 of Reactors and Nuclear Research
Centers in 1963, W. K. Ergen, a member of the ACRS, gave a paper entitled
"Site Criteria for Reactors with Multiple Containment" (Ergen, 1963). In
this paper he discussed the U.S. practice of power-reactor-site selection
in terms of Part 100 and described how multiple containment could drastically
reduce the release of iodine for the postulate MCA. He mentioned the pro
posed use of this concept for the Corral Beach site and a site in the heart
of New York City (Ravenswood).
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On September 25, 1963, Dr. Clifford Beck, then Deputy Director of the Division
of Licensing and Regulation, USAEC, summarized the basic elements of U.S.
siting criteria and described trends in the Commission's siting practices. The
basic elements were said to be:
1. The guides serve to identify the factors which should be con
sidered in selection of reactor sites.
2.

The guides are to be used as points of departure for detailed
evaluation of anY individual case, with full recognition that
quantitative and unique answers to required distance cannot
be obtai ned.

3. The guides establish the concept of the maximum credible acci
dent as the beginning point -- a concept which is opposed by
many people, or even denied as being something that doesn't
exist.
It derives as an inescapable outcome of two basic premises:
(1) site selection safety does not depend on the routine
. effluents and other hazards of normal operations; these can
be controlled by anY extent necessary, by extra expenditures,
so that the reactors can be placed at anY place desired.
(Hence, for norn~l operations the choice of sites depends
primarily on economics, not on safety); and (2) on the other
hand, considering the essential question of accidents, there
are virtually no sites acceptable, safetywise, if the worst
conceivable accident must be assumed, i.e., the release of
all the fission product inventory to the environment. The
question which follows as the only recourse, is, "What is the
maximum credible accident, the upper limit of hazard, which
appears sufficiently possibl~-that it must be taken into
account for comparison with the protective characteristics
and capabilities of the site?"
4.

The site guides established the concept of, and specify numerical
values for, potential radiation exposure doses to be employed as
measuring indices in evaluating reactor site characteristics.
These are not permissible emergency doses; they have no relation
ship to protective actions to be taken after an accident. They
are comparative measuring indices for use in evaluating the
adequacy of reactor safeguards and site characteristics, i.e.,
from the estimated upper limit of hazard from a reactor plant
having specified characteristics, and also possessing described
safeguards in design and site. If resulting exposure doses at
various distances beyond the site boundary would be no greater
than those values, then this plant, with these characteristics and
safeguards, in this location, would be considered acceptable.
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5. The guides make explicit, and define, the concepts of popu
lation.zones around a reactor which had been observed in
practice all along; the exclusion zone, where people are
highly mobile and under the direction of the reactor
operator in emergencies; the low population zone, where
evasive or protective measures could be taken in case of
hazardous releases from the plant, and the city distance.
6.

The guides, in defining how the magnitude of the zones are
determined, establish the principle that safety, in case of
accident, depends not only on distances but also on protec
tive featues of the facility: the engineered so called
IIconsequences-limitingll safeguards of the facility itself.
(Illustrative examples which were published with the cri
teria demonstrated the considerable extent to which average
current practice, at the time the guides were written,
placed dependence on containment and other safeguards in
defining sites which were acceptable.)

7.

Finally, the guides explicitly articulate two important prin
ciples: (a) the existence of the facility of unique or unusual
features having a significant beariny on the probability or
consequences of accidental release of radioactive materials
will be considered by the Commission in determining accept
ability of a site, and (b) where unfavorable site character
istics exist, the proposed site may nevertheless be found
acceptable if design of the facility includes appropriate
and adequate compensating engineered safeguards.
The line of practic~ in this country with respect to location
of reactors and safeguard protection on reactors began to
change shor.tly after the site guides were published. This
change in practice was not aT1- due to the site#guides. For
example, about this time, competitive prices for electricity
from nuclear reactors began to come within IIsme lling range,lI
and efforts to eliminate unnecessary costs, e.g., long trans
mission lines and large reactor sites increased.
1I

However, the concept of the maximum credible accident, was not accepted
around the world. At the 1964 U.N. IIAtoms for PeaceI' Conference in Geneva,
F.R. Farmer of the United Kingdom gave a paper entitled, "Reactor Safety
Analysis as Related to Reactor Siting ll (Farmer, 1964) in which he pointedly
attached the concept of the maximum credible accident, particularly in any
comparison of different reactor types. In particular, he emphasized the
arbitrary selection of MeA which is inevitably involved. Farmer went on to
emphasize the importance in the future of a comprehensive safety assessment
and not merely a stuqy of the consequences of a few selected major faults.
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1961-1965 THE SITING OF LARGE LWR's - CONTINUED.

We continue our examination of the reviews of the LWR construction permit
applications in the time period 1961-65. As a brief aside, to give some
flavor of the multiplicity of regulatory reviews on-going during this time
period, we shall list the principal agenda items Tor two ACRS meetings.
At the 49th meeting, in which action was completed on the San Onofre Unit 1
construction permit application, the ACRS agenda also included the following:
(1) Review and prepare a report on a proposed power increase for the
Yankee Nuclear Power Station;
(2) Review and prepare a report on the proposed power increase for
Humboldt Bay Power Plant Unit No.3;
(3) Review and prepare a report on conversion of the provisional
operating license for the Saxton reactor to a full term license;
(4) Review the proposed operation of the boiling, nuclear superheater
BONUS reactor; and
(5) Hear a presentation on operation of the Hallam reactor.
Thus, the ACRS (and the AEC.Regulatory Staff) were busy with a large number
of matters. In this historical review, we are singling out items particularly
relevant to the evolution of the siting of large LWR's.
It is perhaps worth noting that there appears to have been little evaluation
or emphasis placed in these siting reviews on the potential effects on public
health and safety of radioactive contamination of water supplies due to an
uncontained reactor accident.
At the 54th meeting, April 2-4, 1964. the ACRS agenda included the following:
(l) Review and prepare a report on proposed fuel irradiation test experiments
in the Plum Brook reactor;
(2) Review and prepare a report on the application by the City of Piqua, Ohio.
to assume operating responsibility for the Piqua reactor.
(3) Review and prepare a report on the proposed sea trials of the N. S.
Savannah;
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(4) Review a report on containment testing and send comments to the
AEC.
(5) Review and write a report concerning~a special mode of operation of
one of the AEC's large production reactors at the Savannah River Plant,
South Carolina, and;
..
(6)

Discuss a large number of other topics with the Regulatory Staff.

At its 50th meeting, October 10-11,1963, the ACRS had a considerable
discussion concerning the proposed Ravenswood reactor; this will be discussed
in some detail later in this chapter.
At its 53rd meeting, February 13-15, 1964, the ACRS completed its review of
the proposal for construction of the 1473 MWt Connecticut Yankee PWR. The
ACRS report of February 19, 1964, is on the following page.
The Connecticut Yankee letter continues the emphasis on containment and on
engineered safety features to reduce the fission product concentration in the
containment following the postulated release of the MCA.
A safety injection system (ECCS) is mentioned; however, little evaluation was
made of its design basis or efficacy during the review. The allusion to a
potentially large containment design pressure, if Zircaloy cladding is used
instead of stainless steel, arises from the concept that a large fraction of
the Zircaloy would undergo metal-water reaction in a core melt, releasing
heat and hydrogen (which could burn, adding morp heat). As studies showed
some years later, this represented a really inco..•plete evaluation of metal
water reaction problems.
This letter is the first to callout the requirement for study of the control
rod ejection accident, a requirement wAich led to design,changes in large
LWR's, either to limit the reactivity worth of control rods (and hence keep
the resulting power rise tolerable) or to add an additional mechanical restraint
to control rod ejection, thereby making the probability acceptably low (the
approach taken in BWR's).
The next ACRS review bearing directly on siting criteria and the increasing
substitution of engineered safety features for distance came at the 56th
meeting, July 9-11, 1964, when the Committee reported favorably on the
proposal of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power to construct a
large PWR at the Malibu site (formerly called the Corral Canyon site).
The ACRS letter of July 15, 1964 follows.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR .SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON

25, D. C.

February 19, 1964

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON CONNECTICUT-YANKEE ATmlIC POtIER COMPANY

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its fifty-third meeting, February 13-15, 1964, the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards reviewed the general design of the
proposed 1473 MW(t) pressurized water reactor to be constructed at
the Haddam, Connecticut site. The Committee had the benefit of a
subcommittee meeting on December 13, 1963 with the applicant and
its contractors. In addition, the documents referenced below were
provided the Committee. The Committee had discussions with the
applicant and representatives of Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Stone and Webster Corporation, and with the Regulatory Staff and its
consultant from the U. S. Geological Survey.
In its previous report to the Commission on February 6, 1963, the
ACRS pointed out that the Haddam Site did not meet the present site
distance criteria, and hence reliance must be placed upon engineered
safeguards to reduce off-site exposures in the unlikely event of a
serious accident. Because of otherwise favorable site location, low
population density and meteorological characteristics, a reduction
factor of about 6 in addition to that provided by containment is
needed to bring the potential dose from a maximum hypothetical acci
dent to guideline limits.

-.:".

The proposed design has the reinforced concrete containment described
below. The design includes the follOWing acditional engineered safe
guards: an internal recirculation containment spray system; a continu
ously operated air recirculation system with cooling, involving four
independent units; and a filtration-adsorption unit on each of the
recirculating systems which can remove halogens and other fission pro
ducts. The plant is also to be provided with a safety injection system
having three independent pumps and a large supply of borated water.
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February 19, 1964

A reinforced concrete containment vessel with a steel inner liner
is proposed. Containment leakage is specified to be not more than
0.1% per day and penetration leakage rates will be monitored. The
proposed containment is designed for the use of stainless steel clad
fuel elements in the reactor. tf, for instance, Zircaloy cladding
is used, it may be necessary to increase the design pressure or
volume of the containment.
The reactor is to be a pressurized water system of proven operating
characteristics with cluster type control rods. The use of four
separate steam generator loops decreases the significance of a major
primary coolant line rupture. Details of the reactor physics behavior
will be resolved during the design phase. The Committee believes the
possibility and effects of control rod ejection deserve further evalu
ation and documentation.
The Committee considers that the proposed engineered safeguards pro
vide the necessary redundancy and reliance to assure reduction of
releases to below guideline values in the unlikely event of a reactor
accident. The filter-adsorber systems. while not finally selected as
to performance characteristics, should be protected against steam and
water releases, and may require capability for various forms of halogens.
These factors should be reliably established before the facility operates.
It is the opinion of the ACRS that the proposed engineered safeguards,
including the containment as proposed, will provide the necessary pro
tection in the unlikely event of an accident. On this basis. the ACRS
believes that there is reasonable assurance that the general type of
reactor proposed for the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company,
including engineered safeguards, can be constructed at the Haddam Site
with reasonable assurance that it can be operatec without undue hazard
to the health and safety of the pYblic.
Dr. T. J. Thompson did not participate in this review.
Sincerely yours.

lsi
Herbert Kouts
Chairman
References Attached.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. lOWS

July 15, 1964

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washir=t~n. D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON CITY OF LOS ANGELES - MALIBU NUCLEAR
UNIT NO. 1

PLANT 

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its fifty-sixth meeting at Brookhaven National Laboratory on
July 9-11, 1964, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
reviewed the proposal of the City of Los Angeles to construct and
operate a 1473 MW(t) pressurized water reactor, Malibu Nuclear Plant 
Unit No.1, at Corral Canyon, twenty-nine miles west of Los Angeles.
The Committee had the benefit of discussions with representatives of
the Department of Water & Power of the City of Los Angeles, Westing
house Electric Corporation, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation,
the AEC staff, their consultants, and of a Subcommittee meeting on
June 18, 1964. The Committee also had the benefit of the documents
listed below.
The proximity of large population centers and the probable growth
of population in the vicinity of the proposed reactor site require
dependence on engineered safeguards to limit the consequences in the
unlikely event of a major credible accident. For this reason, safe
guard provisions more extensive than those normally employed in nuclear
power reactor plants must be provided in lieu of the distance factor to
protect the public.
-- .
The applicant has proposed as engineered safeguards a novel containment
structure intended to prevent any leakage to the environment, and addi
tional features consisting of:
1.

A reinforced concrete containment structure.

2.

A containment volume spray system, and

3.

An emergency borated-water injection system.
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July 15, 1964

The total containment feature of the building is to be achieved by
providing two complete steel liners separated by a layer of porous
concrete. The space between the liners will be maintained at a sub
atmospheric pressure by continuously pumping back air to the contain
ment volume. An air recirculating and cooling system is required to
remove any heat that is generated within the containment volume. Power
and water to assure operation of these systems under all conditions
must be provided.
Detailed design of the reactor core has not been established yet, but
the general features will be similar to those of other nuclear plants
proposed for construction by the same nuclear contractor, and expected
to be tested in operation prior to completion of the Malibu plant.
Nuclear reactivity coefficients are expected to be negative in this
reactor. The probability and effects of control rod ejection require
further evaluation. The applicant has suggested several possible means
of limiting the consequences of such an accident, and the Committee
believes that this question can be resolved satisfactorily during the
design stage.
Although stainless steel cladding is planned for the first core, it is
anticipated that zirconium alloys may be used in future cores. Complete
information on the effect of a possible zirconium-water reaction on the
course of accidents is not available. Hence, further review will be
needed prior to use of zirconium alloy clad cores.
The Committee was informed that the geology of the site was suitable
for the proposed construction. It ~as reported that no active geologi
cal faults are present at the site. Grading of the canyon slopes is
proposed to ensure that potential landslide motion does not present a
hazard to the plant. It is proposed that critical structures be designed
for a suitable response spectrum associated with an earthquake which has
a maximum acceleration of 0.3 g. occurring when the containment is under
the pressure associated with an ~cident. The resdlting stresses will
not exceed 80% of the minimum yield value. Components within the building
will be designed to withstand 0.3 g. acceleration acting simultaneously in
horizontal and vertical plants.
The ability of the plant to withstand the effects of a tsunami following
a major earthquake has been discussed with the applicant. There has not
been agreement among consultants about the height of water to be expected
should a tsunami occur in this area. The Committee is not prepared to
resolve the conflicting opinions, aad suggests that intensive efforts be
made to establish rational and consistent parameters for this phenomenon.
The applicant has stated that the containment structure will not be im- •
paired by inundation to a height of fifty feet above mean sea level. The
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July 15, 1964

integrity of emergency in-house power supplies should also be assured
by location at a suitable height and by using water-proof techniques
for the vital power system. The emergency power system should be sized
to allow simultaneous operation of the containment building spray system
and the recirculation and cooling system. Ability to remove shutdown
core heat undftr conditions of total loss of normal electrical supply
should be assured. If these provisions are made, the Committee believes
that the plant will be adequately protected.
The applicant has proposed to deny entrance to the containment while the
reactor is operating. This mode of operation does not permit frequent
surveillance of equipment and prompt detection of incipient defects.
Operating experience at other power plants has demonstrated the value of
accessibility for inspection. The Committee suggests that the applicant
reconsider this question and explore design modifications which will allow
entrance without violating the containment integrity.
As the Committee has commented in its earlier letters, the hold-up of
routine gaseous and liquid .eleases may be necessary during unfavorable
conditions. In this connection, it will be necessary to conduct addi
tional pre-operational meteorological and oceanographic survey programs.
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the items
mentioned above can be suitably dealt with during construction, and that
the proposed Malibu Nuclear Plant can be constructed with reasonable
assurance that it can be operated at the site without undue risk to the
health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours,

lsI
-, -Herbert Kouts
Chairman
References Attached.
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The Malibu site probably had a higher projected population density than
any reactor of that size· previously approved. And the applicant had
proposed use of the zero leakage" Stone and Webster double containment
concept described above in the IAEA Symposium paper by Johnson (1962).
II

The ACRS report again places considerable emphasis on limiting the
consequences of the MCA. The report also calls attention to several other
matters including the following:
(1)

Need for analysis of the control rod ejection accident and the
implication on containment pressure of the use of zirconium clad
fuel, as in the Connecticut Yankee letter.

(2) Seismic design considerations, including tsunamis.
(3) The need for emergency, in-house power supplies (at this stage in
the evolution of safety requirements, to enable containment cooling
and shutdown heat removal, although not for the loss-of-coolant
accident).
At the 57th meeting, August 24-26, 1964, the ACRS concluded its review of
the construction permit application for a 1600 MWt BWR at Oyster Creek,
New Jersey, a site having intermediate population density characteristics.
The ACRS report of August 28, 1964 follows on a separate page.
The letter makes no mention of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
proposed for this reactor. However, the minutes of the meeting indicate
that there was discussion of the fact that the reactor included a duplicate
core spray arrangement to limit melting of the core in the event of a loss
of-coolant accident. Also, according to the minutes, Mr. Case of the
Regulatory Staff indicated that a possible zirconium-water reaction and
hydrogen explosion was the chief remaining problem:
The probability is believed4aw because a maxtmum credible
accident and failure of the safety injection system must occur
first. Also, it is questionable if the concentration of
hydrogen wou1d give an explosive mixture. An inert atmosphere,
that is nitrogen in the confinement system, might tend to pre
vent this.
ACRS member Silverman is shown as having noted that, if the meltdown pre
vention equipment operates satisfactorily, the reactor could be located
almost anywhere; however, he reminded the Regulatory Staff that the spray
system in th~ SL-l reactor was made inoperative by the accident.
It is difficult to tell from the minutes how important
of the ECCS core spray was to the ACRS decision-making
say that "because of the great dependence being placed
limit fission product release, the Committee cautioned
must be quite reliable."

the availability
process. The minutes
on the core spray to
that these sprays
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

(

UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

.

WASHINGTON. C.c. 20MS

August 28, 1964

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
REPORT ON OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
OF JERSEY CENTRAL POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

Subject:

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its fifty-seventh meeting, on August 24-26, 1964, the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards considered the proposal of the
Jersey Central P~er and Light Company to construct and operate a
nuclear power plant on Oyster Creek in New .Jersey. This will· be a
1600 MW(t) boi1ing-water type reaetor with pressure absorption con
tainment.

(

The Committee had the benefit of an oral presentation by representa
tives of the applicant and eonsu1tants and contractors, adviee by
the AEC Staff, and the reports cited. A Subcommittee meeting was
held at the site on May 1, 1964, and a further Subcommittee meeting
was held in Washington, D. C. on August 7, 1964.
Many details of the proposed ~e8ign have not yef been completed. The
applicant is continuing to study the l1mitation of maximum reactivity
of individual control rods and the design of the reactor protection
system. The following additional points should be given examination
and consideration:

(1)

Under some credible accident conditions, the
dry well and absorption pool may require pro
visions for additional heat removal.

(2)

In the unlikely event of a me1t-down accident,
a zirconium-water reaction may produce hydro
gen. Provision should be made to prevent any
hydrogen-oxygen reaction that would disrupt
the containment.

(
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(

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg

(3)

- 2 -

August 28, 1964

The adequacy of the reactor protection Sy8
. tem when operating at partial recirculation
flow rates should be established.

Estimates made by the applicant on halogen retention by absorption
in water and by plate-out are based on limited data, and the con
sequences of the unlikely accident may be more severe than estimated.
However, the Committee believes that more conservative assumptions
would not make the proposal unacceptable.
With due regard to the above comments, the ACRS believes that the
proposed reactor can be constructed at the proposed location with
reasonable assurance that it can be operated without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours,

lsI
Herbert Kouts
Chairman

(

References:
1. Part B, Preliminary Safeguards Summary Report,
Application to the United States Atomic Energy
Commission for Construction Permit and Operating
License, Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant Unit
No.1, Jersey Central Power and Light Company,
undated, received April 2, 1964.
2. Amendment No.2, Application-Reactor Construct1on
Permit and Operating License, Oyster Creek Nuclear
Power Plant Unit No.1, Jersey Central Power and
Light Company, dated June 26, 1964, with enclosures.
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"rhere did not exist the experimental data and analytical methodology at
that time to really analyze the efficacy of the core spray system. And,
we will find that later in the same year, when the ACRS wrote a letter
on the use of engi~eered safety features to balance against a reduction in
distance to populated centers, the Committee was reluctant to give "credit"
for emergency core cooling systems.
What is perhaps interesting is that there had by now been a succession of
reviews of rather large LWR's, but none of these were operating, none were
fully designed, and none had received detailed regulatory analysis and
evaluation. So that the actual amount of information available for the
decision-making process in 1964 was quite limited, compared to what would
be available in the 1970's.
At the 58th meeting, October 7-10, 1964, the ACRS completed its review
and wrote a report favorable to the construction permit application for the
1538 MWt 8WR at Nine Mile Point. This reactor was at a relatively less
populated site and was rather similar to the Oyster Creek reactor earlier
approved.
Several months earlier, the Atomic Energy Commission had asked the ACRS
to put into a report the manner in which it was permitting engineered safety
features to be substituted for distance in meeting Part 100 regulations.
At the 59th meeting, November 12-14, 1964, the ACRS prepared a letter
entitled "Report on Engineered Safeguards" (issued November 18, 1964).
The things which received approval were: containment and certain confine
ment systems; the pressure suppression method; containment building sprays
to reduce containment pressure following a LOCA; heat-exchange methods of
limiting containment pressure; containment air cleaning systems, following
a LOCA.
~.

~

It was stated that "core spray and safety injection systems cannot be
relied upon as the sole engineered safeguards, that they might not function
for several reasons such as severed lines and low water supplies. Neverthe
less, prevention of core melting after an unlikely loss of primary coolant
would greatly reduce the exposure of the public. Thus, the inclusion of a
reactor core fission product heat removal system as an engineered safeguard
is usually essential."
The body of the report notes the need for adequate emergency power sources
for an ECCS.
What seems to be lacking from the report is any identification of engineered
safety systems for residual (fission product decay) heat removal from a core
in which the power has been shutdown. although attention is given to methods
of removing" heat from the containment. Thus, the period from 1960 to the

~
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end of 1964 represented a time during which quantitative siting criteria
evolved and then were relaxed as the acceptance of engineered safety
features instead of distance became part of the regulatory process. It
was also a period in which there was a strong beginning of looking at
other things in addition to the MeA. However, there was not a comprehen
sive, systematic look at all (or most) accidents which might, in fact,
represent a threat to containment and have consequences far exceeding
Part 100. The approach developed fn the period up to 1964 in large part
represents the siting approach used by the Regulatory Staff to this day.
It is necessary to postulate the release of the bulk of the noble gases
and fodine into the containment, and to have a combination of containment
features and site characteristics so as to meet Part 100. This is quite
apart from the fact that for reactors above about 300 MWt, it now appears
likely that containment failure will occur in the event of large core melt,
leading to release of very many fission products.
Before going on to the review of the Dresden 2 BWR in late 1965, it is of
interest to look in some detail at the preliminary application for con
sideration of a large LWR at the Ravenswood site, which was essentially
in the heart of New York. We will also discuss some other aspects of the
. metropolitan siting question which arose during this general time period.
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2.7 THE RAVENSWOOD REACTOR AND METROPOLITAN SITING
On December 10, 1962, the Consolidated Edison Company submitted an appli
cation for a construction permit for two reactors to be located at the
Ravenswood site in New York City. These two pressurized water reactors
each were to have thermal power output of 2,030 megawatts; the estimated
completion date was between October 1, 1969 and October 1, 1970. In the
construction permit application the summary states that two containment
vessels prevent the release of any radioactive material to the surrounding
area in the event of an accident. There is to be double containment for
each of the reactor systems and for the spent fuel storage facility. These
containment structures consist of two steel shells completely surrounded by
S 1/2 feet and 2 1/2 feet of concrete, respectively, with previous concrete
occupying the annulus between the inner and outer steel membranes. This is
like the containment described in the paper by Johnson at the IAEA Symposium
(1962). Double containment is used so there will be no leakage of radioac
tivity even under the worst conceivable accident conditions. A research
and development program is outlined, and it is stated that this program
will be completed prior to Januar,y 1,1967. The containment also includes
a spray system to reduce the pressure within the containment vessel in
the event of an accident, and a pump-back system by which the pressure
between the two steel membranes is maintained slightly sub-atmospheric
by pumping air from this region into the interior of the reactor contain
ment. A safety injection system is included, which supplies borated
water to the reactor core following a LOCA. The design basis is stated
to be a rupture of the largest connecting pipe to the main pipes in the
primar,y system. The worst conceivable accident is defined to be caused
by the instantaneous release of the entire contents of the primar,y cooling
system into the containment with 100~ of the core melted. From this event
the hazards to the environment are stated to be less than that of 10 CFR
Part 20; the gaseous activity discharge-~i11 not exceed non-occupational
air tolerance levels of 10 CFR Part 20 at the top of the stack. Relatively
less information was stated by the Regu1ator,y Staff to be available concer
ning the design of this reactor than for other reactors recently reviewed.
The site, which was in the Burrough of Queens, is 8.7 acres in size,
bounded on the west by the East River, on the north by 36th Avenue, and on
the east by Vernon Blvd. The minimum distance from the reactor containment
to the fence around the site boundary is approximately 90 feet. The
population within a circle of radius one-half mile was estimated to be
19,000 at night, 28,000 during the day; within a circle of Smiles radius,
it was estimated to be 3 million people at night and S 1/2 million during
the day. Although proposals had been made previously for the siting of
relatively small reactors within small cities, for example, the Jamestown
reactor and the Piqua reactor, this, by far, was the most difficult reactor
site proposed by the Atomic Energy Commission.
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The Regulatory Staff began to analyze the reactor and site with the in
formation that it had. In view of the fact that the site clearly would
not meet the normal conditions of the site criteria with regard to exclu
sion distance and low population zone, or even the distance to a population
center, the Staff decided to see whether the site could be made acceptable
on a so-called engineered safeguards basis, this prior to looking at acci
dent analysis, etc. On August 9, 1963, the Regulatory Staff sent out a
set of questions, 13, in total, in which it requested additional informa
tion from the Consolidated Edison Company. The bulk of these questions
related to the design of the containment, the ability to measure leakage
rates in the containment, the way in which penetrations through the contain
ment could be monitored, and things like filter systems which could remove
radioactivity from the containment. The Consolidated Edison Company
responded to these questions in a letter dated November 14, 1963. It was
proposed to use redundant systems for the safeguards features employed in
the Ravenswood plant; and the use of a single-fai1ure-criterion was planned
in order to provide adequate re1iabiity. Also, mention was made of the
need in the layout of the plant to give careful consideration to insure
that an initiating accident would not impair operability of safety compon
ents; for example, proper separation of piping and cabling would be used,
and it was stated that the components themselves would be designed to
operate under the temperatures and steam-air conditions which would exist in
the plant containment following a loss-of-coolant accident. It was not
planned to protect against gross failure of the reactor pressure vessel,
pressurizer, or steam generator. While there was frequent reference in
the applicant's submittal to the containment design, and to the engineered
safety features which would keep the dose to the public below Part 20, given
the fission products corresponding to full scale core melt, nowhere was
mentioned the possibility that full-scale core melt might automatically lead
to failure of the containment.
On September 25, 1963, the Regulatory Staff sent a report to the ACRS con
cerning the Ravenswood Reactor in which it outlined the features of the
plant as of that time. The report described the ways in which the site
departed greatly from what was permitted by the AEC site criteria, and dis
cussed an approach in which they (the Staff) would try to see whether it
was possible that a conta.inment scheme could be devised which would permit
the site to yield acceptable doses for the MCA. The Regulatory Staff
announced their intention first to complete an evaluation of proposed
engineered safeguards systems, and then pursue further analysis of acci
dent consequences; and the results of this phase of the evaluation were to
be presented for review by the ACRS in time for the December, 1963 meeting
of the Committee. An ACRS Subcommittee meeting was held with the Consoli
dated Edison Company on September 11,1963, concerning the Ravenswood
reactors. It is not possible from the meeting minutes to tell what was
in the mind of the members.· ACRS member Gifford did make a comment to the
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applicant that "since the site is lousy, questions would center on contain
ment and engineered safeguards." At the meeting, the Consolidated Edison
Company stated that they had specified that radiation from the proposed
plants under any and all conditions must not exceed 10 CFR Part 20. This
statement was not changed when ACRS member Osborn indicated that reactor
vessel rupture was a situation for which there was no protection, or when
ACRS member Rogers asked about the adequacy of missile shielding.
The sources of electrical power for the plant was stated to be 4 indepen
dent outside sources. When Dr. Gifford asked whether failure of the
steam generator was included in setting the containment design pressure
in connectin with a LOCA, Dr. Weisemann of Westinghouse stated it was
cheaper to support the pipes so that primary system rupture would not
lead to a secondary system failure.
The bulk of the discussion during the meeting related to the possibility
of providing containment with the very low leakage rates that Consolidated
Edison was seeking.
Another ACRS Subcommittee meeting was held on October 21, 1963. The
preliminary discussion by the Subcommittee members prior to their meeting
with the Regulatory Staff indicated that the primary emphasis was on what
degree of assurance could be credited to the proposed zero-leak-rate design
of the plant. It was noted that many paths exist by which a double con
tainment scheme might be bypassed, and that even a small release might be
intolerable at this site. At least from the minutes, there does not seem
to have been much discussion about accidents in which both core melt and
containment rupture occur. (In 1977, Dr. H. Kouts, an ACRS member during
the Ravenswood review period, recalled that the principal problem with
the Ravenswood site was its vul nerabil ity to "small" accidents.) At·
this meeting, Consolidated Edison noted the design basis was that no
single component maloperation will cau~e damage to the reactor core,
and no single component gross failure will impair the ability to contain
fission products within the plant. Presumably the reactor pressure vessel
and certain other components were not included in that ·list.
ACRS member Ergen summarized his concern over location of the reactor at
this site by stating that it is unrealitic to design and operate a plant .
with assurance that required ver,y low leak rates can be met in the event
of an accident. He had c!lculated that the required leak rate would have
to be of the order of 10- S per day of the contained volume, in order
not to produce more than 300 rem to the thyroid to 4,000 people around the
plant. It would be easy to have any number of "Achilles heels", 1ike a
minor steam generator tube leak.
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The minutes of the 50th meeting, October 10-11, 1963, show there was
discussion of the Ravenswood reactor and record some interesting points
of view*. ACRS member Osborn is stated as considering this plant to
have had a more comprehensive study at this stage than is usual; to him
the general ideas of design, construction, and safety are good. Member
Thompson feels that the ACRS could approve such a plant, provided it
has all the safeguards now proposed. On the other hand, member Rogers
would require the applicant to guarantee that no accident will affect the
public, before ACRS approval is granted. He has doubts about the effec
tiveness of the secondary containment.
In the discussion between the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff, Mr. Lowenstein,
the Director of Licensing, indicated that computer studies showed that even
if all the engin~ered safeguards operate, leakage must still be limited to
the order of 10- cu. ft./rnin. The Regulatory Staff sees this as impos
sible with the design proposed. Mr. Lowenstein indicated the Regulatory
Staff would now reject the application on the basis of the proposal entail
ing too much of an advancement in reactor technology for this location.
At the 51st meeting, November 7-8, 1963, the ACRS had some discussion
of Ravenswood in an executive session. The bulk of the opinion seemed to
be that the Regulatory Staff was going to reject the site. The concensus
of the Committee seemed to be that more time should be given for review of
the matter, but this was not unanimous.
As an interesting aside, at the 51st meeting, the ACRS wrote a letter
report to Mr. Leudecke, the General Manager of the Atomic Energy Commis
sion, reviewing the reactor safety research program. In this report the
ACRS says:
_:".

The Committee bel i eves that it is of primary importance to
determine to what extent engineered safeguards can be relied
on in relaxing reactor site restrictions.
In the light of present knowledge, it seems unlikely that
general principles will render incredible the possibility
that high power reactors can have large power excursions
or that they can have substantial core meltdown. Therefore,
it must be expected that the safety analysis for locating
and designing nuclear reactors will continue to assume such
accidents to be possible, even if only remotely so.
*It must be recognized that the minutes do not represent a comprehensive
(or necessarily even an accurate) summary. There were long delays in
their preparation at that time and they were considered to be less than
satisfactory by the ACRS itself.
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The bulk of the rest of the letter relates to questions of how much of
the fission product inventory would escape from the fuel to the reactor
vessel to the containment, and how one could decide whether the fission
products would plate out in the reactor containment, etc. There is also
mention of the need for research on the probability of gross rupture of
primary pressue vessels and other pressurized components, and that infor
mation is needed on methods to protect containment from possible missiles.
Apparently, the ACRS felt that large scale core meltdown could not be
ruled out at this time; however, as of the November meeting, they had
not, as a matter of policy, recommended against the Ravenswood reactor.
It is not clear from the minutes how the possib1ity of releases very
much larger than Part 100 in the heart of a large population center was
affecting the review. It is clear from the discussion that reactor
vessel failure and other modes of containment failure were considered.
It is not clear that the ACRS envisaged that core meltdown would auto
matically lead to containment failure for a reactor of the size of
Ravenswood.
Between the 51st and 52nd meetings, Consolidated Edison withdrew its
application for consideration of the Ravenswood reactor.* It is not
possible to reconstruct the overall position of Consolidated Edison with
regard to the safety of the reactor. The minutes indicate that they
considered that, for anything that was "credible", they would be pro
tected. They did not indicate any concern that building those reactors
at that time in what was essentially the heart of New York posed an undue
risk. It is also not clear what the basis for their judgment was.
Although it was withdrawn, the Ravenswood application forced the regulatory
groups to consider the question of metropolitan siting. And in a sense,
the application was one form of pressure. on the regu1ato~ groups to
see in what way, if anY, metropolitan siting of reactors could be approved.
As we shall see, the industry continued to propose sites involving large
surrounding population, not quite like that of Ravenswood but still con
siderably beyond what had been accepted before.
The minutes of the 52nd meeting, Januar,y 9-10, 1964, show that the
Committee once again discussed reactors in populated areas even though
the application to the Ravenswood reactor had been withdrawn only a few
days before. Chairman Kouts asked if the ACRS wished to prepare a letter,
for example a letter drafted by member Thompson, regarding the location of
*The ACRS minutes have no record of any negative (oral) opinion concerning
the Ravenswood site having been forwarded to Consolidated Edison. However,
it is the author1s understanding from recent discussion with a senior member
of the Regulatory Staff that Consolidated Edison was told by the AEC that
their application would receive an unfavorable response, if it were not
withdrawn.
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reactors in populated areas. Briefly, this letter considered such sites
acceptable provided there are (adequate) engineering safeguards and a
reactor of the same type and power level has operated safely elsewhere.
However, some members felt the Committee should wait, giving advice if
and when a particular case is before the Committee. The official reason
given for withdrawal of the application of the Ravenswood reactor by
Con Edison was the availability of cheaper power from Labrador, 1100
miles away.
A very interesting sequence of events concerning reactor siting began
in February 1965. At the special ACRS meeting held on February 6, 1965,
Mr. Harold Price, who was Director of Regulation, reported to the ACRS
that the Boston Edison Company had made preliminary studies of 6 reactor
sites; the preferred one was near Quincy and presumably was in a rather
highly populated area. Commission advice on siting policy regarding
large reactors near or in big cities was desired by the utility.
At the 62nd meeting, March 11-13, 1965, Mr. Osborn reported that he,
together with representatives of the Regulatory Staff and the Bech~e1
Company, had visited four sites in the Los Angeles area which are pro
posed for dual purpose (desalination and power) reactors. The power
level would be in the neighborhood of 3000 MWT. The minutes of this
meeting also showed an executive session of the ACRS in which there
was a discussion of a draft position by the Regulatory Staff, which
had been formulated around the proposed Boston Edison reactor and which
was again concerned with metropolitan locations for reactors. The con
census of the Committee seemed to be that this was a very important
matter and that no hasty conclusions should be drawn. Siting of each
reactor was seen as an individual case.
Discussions ensued with Mr. Price in which he related the results of
recent meetings regarding the public acceptance of large reactors. He
said that the proposed reactor near Boston and the possible reactivation
of the Ravenswood case, both reactors with powers of the order of 3000
megawatts, were pressing the Regulatory Staff.
The minutes indicate that a complex group of factors entered into the
decision-making process, including the timing and nature of any announce
ment.
According to Mr. Price,
AEC approval of reactors in large cities could be argued as
bei ng in conf1 i ct wi th AEC support for the Pri ce-Anderson
arrangement. When the Ravenswood project was withdrawn, the
Regulatory Staff was in the midst of a study on siting of
large reactors. Although no such large reactors had operated,
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the design engineers claimed that safe designs can be built.
Dr. Beck of the Regulatory Staff believed that the engineering
ideas on engineering safeguards were quite good and will be
proven in years, but that their reliability now is questionable.

j

ACRS members asked the Regulatory Staff for an opinion on what degree
of redundancy in engineering safeguards would be acceptable, but received
no answer. Dr. Doan of the Regulatory Staff* considered isolation of
reactors from a city as allowing much more maneuverability in operations,
latitude in power levels, and in requirements of engineering safeguards.
ACRS member Okrent judged that only a few miles of isolation is of little
use following large accidents. Mr. Price believed that assuring laOS
operability of engineering safeguards is impossible. But ACRS member
Silverman considered certain items, e.g., the containment, the filtering
and the air cleaning, to be quite reliable.
The ACRS held a Subcommittee Meeting on Siting of Large Power Reactors
in Metropolitan Centers on March 20, 1965. According to the minutes
of this meeting, the draft Regulatory Staff paper concludes that "the pub
lic interest can best be served by continuing to exclude large cities as
permissible locations for nuclear power plants". ACRS member Osborn noted
that the Staff position appears to reflect a concern more with the smaller,
more probable accidents, in iddition to the usual MCA concept (e.g., fuel
handling or fuel shipment accidents). Also, the effects of natural dis
asters appeared to be involved in the thinking of ACRS members.
ACRS member Etherington noted that there is no design which will eliminate
the question of "operator error" with possible violation of containment,
etc. Member Rogers stated that the location of a reactor (city versus
county) make little difference if a very large accident (e.g., breached
containment with fission product release) were to occur... He concluded,
therefore, that the smaller, more probable accident is the situation
of concern.
Member Gifford noted that a IIformaP moratorium on metropolitan siting
would discourage any new developments or improvements in reactor safety
over the designs that were then available.
During the ensuing discussions with the Regulatory Staff, Mr. Price said
he is trying to avoid a drawn-out, detailed design review which finally
ends in a policy decision to turn down the application. Member Etherington
noted t~at a strict interpretation of the Part 100 siting guide would pre
clude the siting of reactors in cities without any further action on the
*A former ACRS member.
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part of the AEC. Mr. Price agreed but indicated such an interpretation
would need an endorsement from the Commission itself.
Subcommittee members expressed a concern that a formal moratorium would
stifle any further development in the field of engineered safeguards.
Member Rogers noted that routine operation of reactor plants alone would
not provide information about performance of engineered safeguards under
accident conditions. Dr. Beck pointed out that even routine operation,
testing and maintenance of engineered safeguards were not then well
developed, and operation for several years would help to identify and
correct system deficiencies.
Dr. Beck confirmed that the Regulatory Staff was concerned about smaller
accidents than the MCA, since larger accidents would have very serious
consequences no matter where the location.
Several Subcommittee members suggested that applicants should be advised
of appropriate criteria on the basis of a case-by-case review. Mr. Price
maintained, however, that this would leave applicants in a state of con
fusion and uncertainty.
Dr. Beck suggested that a logical set of criteria should be developed
before the door was opened, since industry was eager to move into cities
with facilities of the Mualibu/Oyster Creek designs. Member Rogers agreed
that utilities were not likely to propose any additional safeguards which
were not required by the AEC.
In response to a question from Dr. Beck, member Osborn stated that the
review of Ravenswood had not been completed but that there was no indi
cation that it would have been turned down on the basis of a policy
decision. It seemed generally agreed-that the Ma1ibu/0~ter Creek designs
were not yet acceptable for use in densely populated areas, and that more
stringent criteria must be developed for city reactors.
The matter of metropolitan siting was discussed at considerable length
in the ACRS Special Meeting, March 26-27, 1965. Most of the ideas men
tioned above entered into this discussion. Member Etherington recalled
that no large reactors in cities were contemplated at the time of develop
ment of the Reactor Site Criteria (Part 100). Mr. Etherington observed
that where the probability of an accident and its consequences can be
obtained, the reactor designer can evaluate alternative approaches to limit
the consequences or avoid the event. However, if the accident is of ex
tremely low probability and the consequences very large, no such analytical
approach is open (to designer or Regulatory Staff). In summa~, Etherington
felt the problem lies with the exceedingly low probability - high conse
quence accident.
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According to Mr. Price, the Commissioners were not inclined at this time
to take any stand against metropolitan reactors. However, the Regulatory
Staff needed a public posture, and had to respond formally or informally
to recent inquiries from utilities and reactor vendors.
Following the Special Meeting, March 26-27, 1965, the ACRS released for
the information of the Commissioners a draft report on metropolitan sit
ing, which is quoted below.
"REPORT ON SITING POWER REACTORS IN METROPOLITAN CENTERS
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has been informed
by the Director of Regulation that representatives of the nuclear
power industry have, in recent weeks, visited him to explore
the possibility of locating large power reactors in metropolitan
areas. This letter is in response to your inquiry as to the
views of the ACRS on this subject.
This subject was discussed with members of the AEC Regulatory
Staff during the 62nd ACRS meeting on March 11-13, and the
Special ACRS Meeting on March 26 and 27, 1965. In addition,
a subcommittee met with the Regulatory Staff on March 20th.
The ACRS offers the following comments on the question of
locating large power reactors in metropolitan areas:
1. The engineering of reactor safety has been a process of evolution.
Much has been accomplished, more remains to be done. The larger
power reactors now under construction or described in current
license applications represent a large step in this process of
evolution. However, considerable further improvements in safety
are required before large power reactors may be located on sites
close to population centers. None of the large power reactor
facilities now under construction or described in current license
applications are considered suitable for location in metropolitan
areas.
2. Aflexible position with respect to locating reactors close to
cities should be maintained. License applicants should be
encouraged to use imagination and to employ improved provisions
for safety. A suitable channel for the early consideration of
new facility concepts should continue to be available.
3. Designers should be encouraged to develop engineered safeguards
of extremely high reliability and with provision to assure that
such reliability can be demonstrated at all times.
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4.

The quality of operation t maintenance and adminstrative contro1 t
upon which dependability of engineered safeguards relies t must
be further improved.

5.

Guidance for designers and operators should be developed for loca
tions of reactors in cities.

In connection with the last item the ACRS is considering the following
tentative points:
(1)

The design goal for reactors being considered for metropolitan
use should be the elimination of any possibility of a severe
reactor accident.

(2)

It would seem prudent to operate in metropolitan areas only
reactors of a proven type t which do not represent a large
extrapolation in power t involving radical changes in reactor
design from reactors already in service. In other words t
reactors in metropolitan areas should closely duplicate
reactors with demonstrable and favorable operating experience.

(3)

It must amount to a practical certainty that under no cir
cumstances will significant amounts of fission products
reach the public. Provisions taken should include con
tainment of the refueling operation t spent fuel storage
area t and radioactive waste.

(4)

In order to assure a reliable containment t it is necessary
to establish in some wayan upper limit to the energy re
lease in any possible accident. This energy release should
include nuclear excursion energyt stored therma~ energy and
chemical reaction energy.

(5) The containment should be adequately protected from missiles
both from within and without t including those arising from
the disintegration of equipment~
(6) Reliance should not be placed on valves to effect isolation
of normally operating ventilation systems.
(7) A design goal for instrumentation and control systems including
all electronic and mechanical devices should be that all safety
systems are fail-safe including consideration of effects Qf fire t
steam t and other possible environments.
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(8)

Improved reliability of emergency power supplies appears required.
Or, in lieu of that, the facility should require no emergency
electric power.

(9) The possibility of simultaneous independent failures should not
be neglected in evaluating engineered safeguards.
(10) Primary reliance for safety should not be placed on procedural
control methods.
II

This draft letter was never issued; however, it was discussed in detail'
with members of the Regulatory Staff, and with the AEC Commissioners at
the 63rd meeting, May 13-15, 1965. At the May meeting, the Commission
indicated a desire to avoid any interpretation which might preclude large
reactors near large cities. The issuance of guidelines for the siting of
such reactors seemed to be favored by the Commissioners.
The ACRS draft stated that only reactors of proven design were suitable
for city locations. AEC Chairman Seaborg commented that he hoped the ACRS
meant an applicant could anticipate favorable operating experience of
a reactor at a remote site prior to operation of a metropolitan reactor;
this would allow construction to proceed and save time, but with the
applicant accepting a risk.
Some of the thoughts included in this draft letter on metropolitan siting
were presented publicly in the testimony of the ACRS to the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy in the hearings on extension of Price-Anderson indemnity
legislation, June 22, 1965. What is stated in this ACRS testimony is the
followi ng:
The engi neeri ng of reactor safety 4 sin a process of" evo1ut ion;
much has been accomplished, more remains to be done. The
larger power reactors now under contruction described in current
license applications represent a large step in the process of
evolution; however, considerable further improvements in safety
are requi red before large power reactors may be located on sites·
close to population centers. None of the large power reactors
now under construciton or described in current license applica
tions is considered suitable for location in metropolitan areas.
To put the matter in a different way, the devices and safeguards
that prevent all accidents, large or small, must be made even
more reliable than they are more fool-proof. The questions to
be settled are complex ones, and resolution would depend on
the nature and details of each proposal. It also appears that
novel reactor systems, or reactors of considerably higher power
level than previous ones, should not be operated in population
centers.
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Depending on how one reads the draft letter, one might or might not read
into it a moratorium or semi-moratorium on metropolitan siting. Neverthe
less, the review of the proposed Boston Edison BWR for a relatively
populated site continued for several months. One finds in the informa
tion submitted by the applicant, statements such as the following:
The integrated dose 600 ft. from the reactor or any point
beyond shall not exceed 2.5 rem to the whole body and 30
rem to the thyroid in the event of the design basis,
coolant-loss accident, coincident with 100% core melt.
One cannot ascertain unequivocally from the specific written material
whether the applicant thought that the containment would remain intact in
the event of core melt and that, in fact, the doses that he was calcula
ting were valid for that event; or that core melt was being treated as a
generalized accident in which fission products are postulated to be
released to a containment which remains intact. However, in more than one
place the statement is made that the containment will be designed on the
basis that significant core melting and metal water reactions occur; so a
logical deduction by the reader is that the applicant is proposing ~
containment system that can handle core melt.
The ACRS minutes of a meeting between the Boston Edison Group and the
AEC Division of Reactor Licensing, September 20, 1965, give further
information on the proposed reactor. It is stated that the plant is
basically an Oyster Creek type reactor with double pressure-suppression
containment and several other improvements. These improvements include
use of internal jet pumps for reactor circulation. This design provides
a secondary shell around the core which can be reflood following a lOCA.
Both core spray and core flooding systems will be provided. Duplicate
spray systems will be provided for co~tainment cooling following a LOCA.
A rod drop velocity limiter will be provided. Rod drives will be supported
so that a rod cannot be ejected if a drive nozzle fails. Flow restrictors
will be provided in main steam lines to limit steam flow to 200% in the
event of a steam line break.
The rod drop velocity limiter and the support of rod drives to prevent
ejection were not basically new to this plant, since questions concerning
reactivity accidents had been raised earlier in connection with review
of Oyster Creek and some other plants. However, this appears to be the
first mention of use of both a core spray and the core flooding system.
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Dr. Doan s the head of the Regulatory Staffs expressed concern over basic
questions that must be faced when the location of a reactor in heavily
populated centers is considered (for examples do we really know that
a collapsed core can be cooled?) There was no response given to that
questions and it is not clear whether Dr. Doan had something more specific
in mind.
ACRS member Silverman agreed that several improvements had been incorpor
ated in the Boston Edison designs but noted they were based on a specified
series of events which were defined as the maximum credible accident which
must be considered. Mr. McEwen s however s maintained that General Electric
considers multiple, independent failures highly improbable. He noted that
the plant would accommodate two independent failures and suggested that the
need for additional containment is questionable on the basis of probability.
The ACRS minutes of a further meeting between the Division of Reactor Li
censing and the Boston Edison Company, held Janua~ 26 s 1966, provide fur
ther insight into the thinking of the time. Dr. Doan said that the princi
pal problem would be how to evaluate the reliability of the proposed
reactor and its safeguards when there had been no operating experience
on reactors of the same power and design. He pointed out that at the
time Part 100 was written s a different situation prevailed regading the
siting of reactors, namely, reactors were being located at some distance
from cities. He stated he did not know how to interpret population center
distance for a metropolitan site.
Dr. Doan went on to state that it did not appear that a new (safety)
approach had been taken in the design of the proposed reactor facility
for the Edgar Station sites and that only relatively minor safety improve
ments had been made over past designs. He said that the matter of whether
the proposed reactor facility is sufficiently safe cou1d not be based on
experiments to be performed at some time in the future. Dr. Doan stated
that s in his opinions until more information was available regarding exper
ience with engineered safeguards s there was not any chance that the Edgar
Station site might be approved for the proposed reactor. He said he did
not see how there could be a breakthrough of knowledge regarding safety of
large reactors until some of the proposed large reactors had obtained op
erating experience. Dr. Doan stated that no one wanted to say that metro
politan sites are unsuitable for reactors. He said s however s that accepta
bility of metropolitan sites would come sooner if industry recognizes that
present designs are not acceptable for metropolitan sites s and puts some
effort into the matter. In regard to the proposed reactor design for the
Edgar Stations Dr. Doan pointed out that the containment could not with
stand rupture of the prssure vessel. (We might note that an ACRS letter
regarding pressure vessel failure and the possible need for designing for
its failures especially for more populated sites s had been issued two
months earlier.)
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Mr. Levine of the Regulatory Staff stated the following preliminary comments
and conclusions regarding the propsed reactor:
1. The actual design and the reliability of the control systems for
the engineered safeguards will be looked at much more thoroughly
than has been done in the past.
2.

Potential metal-water reactions during accident conditions may
be a problem.

3.

The basis for establishing the assumed iodine removal efficiency
during accident condition will be important.

4.

The matter of isolation of the process systems at the containment
boundary will also be important.

5.

Tornado protection will be considered. (The Boston area was said
to be only a factor of 2 in tornado frequency below the worst
tornado belt in the country.) Hurricanes will also have to be
considered.

6.

The reliability and adequacy of the emergency electrical power
supply system to run the required safeguard systems will be
thoroughly reviewed.

7.

DRL is concerned regarding the core spray system relative to:
a.

There is no test data regarding the cooling of a whole
reactor core by a spray system. In particular, DRL is
concerned that the flow of the steam generated in the
core on actuation of the-~pray may interfere with
further flow of a spray into the core.

b.

The core spray sparger ring might be disarranged during
an accident.

c.

The reactor may become critical by reflooding if all the
control rods are not in an inserted condition at the time
of reflooding.

d.

The matter of how long containment integrity can be main
tained, if the containment spray system is not functioning,
will be considered.
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8.

Other questions involve:
1.

Provisions for automatic load sequencing during a loss of
power incident.

2.

Protection against missiles.

3.

Means of monitoring and testing containment penetrations.

4.

Reliability of stack filter system.

5. Control rod drive hydraulic lines and number of rods which
might be affected by failures in the hydraulic system.
Dr. Doan concluded by stating he could not base a decision regarding
issuance of a construction permit on conceptual design and that "hard"
information would be required.
At some point after the January 26th meeting, the Boston Edison Company
decided no longer to propose construction of the 600 MWe nuclear plant
at the Edgar Station; instead of the Pilgrim reactor was proposed.

~-.
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2.8

1965-1966:

PRESSURE VESSELS, ECCS, AND THE "CHINA SYNDROME"

Because of their importance both to future reactor siting policy and
to a markedly changed approach to LWR safety, developments during 1965
and 1966 with regard to questions of pressure vessel integrity and to
the impact of core melt on containment integrity will be reviewed in
detail, prior to proceeding with the detailed, case-by-case examination
of siting policy evolution.
On April 15, 1965, the Commonwealth Edison Company applied for a license to
construct and operate a 2255 MWt BWR to be located at the site of Dresden
Nuclear Unit 1. The largest thermal power previously approved was that of
the 1600 MWt Oyster Creek reactor; hence, Dresden 2 represented a large
jump. While the surrounding area was relatively rural, the city of
Joliet, Illinois was about 14 miles from the site, and the city of Chicago
was about 40 miles from the site. Many members of the ACRS saw the Dresden
2 reactor as a probable prototype for other reactors in metropolitan areas;
for this and other reasons, Dresden 2 received extra emphasis during ACRS
review, and the potential resolution of certain generic matters became tied
to the case.
The continuing pressure from industry (and, in a sense from the reactor
development side of the AEC) for metropolitan siting was evident in a
variety of w~s. For example, the AEC established a Steering Committee on
Reactor Safety Research, consisting of members from both the development
and regulatory sides of the Commission. The minutes of the 67th ACRS
meeting, October 7-9, 1965 report.
Dr. Beck said that the formation of the (steering) committee
stemmed from recommendations of the Regulatory Review Panel.
Promoting liaison between the AEC general manager's staff and
the regulatory staff, (in regar~,to) the safety research pro
grams appeared desirable to the Commission. This research program
is an outgrowth of the need for larger reactors, longer fuel life,
and metropolitan location•••• Although it is doubtful that the
steering group can arrive at all the necessary and sufficient
safety items to allow reactors in metropolitan areas, some items
are likely to be. identified.
The minutes of the 68th meeting, November 10-12, and 22, 1965, report
the ACRS Chairman, William Manly, as telling the Commonwealth Edison group
that:
This reactor could be considered a prototype for metropolitan
reactors; consequently, the problems of the jet pumps (a new
design), pressure vessel ductility, piping failures, and missiles
are important in a more general way. Setting of a precedent
with this reactor is of concern to the ACRS, and resolution of
the problems is desired.
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During the Dresden 2 review, the ACRS heard presentations on recent experi
ments concerning the effectiveness of the core spray systems (which, in
duplicate, were the ECCS). The ACRS raised questions concerning the possible
effect of pipe-whip and nrissi1es on containment integrity, and on possible
failure modes whereby both isolation valves in a main steam line might be
lost concurrently and thus lose containment in a LOCA. However, the most
difficult topic discussed by the ACRS in connection with the Dresden 2 case
was that of the possibility of pressure vessel failure.
The matter of the importance of pressure vessel integrity to overall reactor
safety was not a new one. The mi nutes of the 33rd meeti ng show member
Connor raising a question concerning the need for improved inspection for
reactor vessels. The minutes of the 36th meeting show member Osborn noting
that pressure vessel rupture could lead to failure of the containment. In a
report to the AEC dated September II, 1961, the ACRS recommended the develop
ment of adequate codes and standards for the pressure vessel and other parts
of the primary system of reactors. In a report dated May 20, 1961, the ACRS
discussed matters related to the possible embritt1ement of reactor vessels
due to irradiation by neutrons over the lifetime of the reactor vessel.
However, for the reactors previously reviewed, failure of the reactor pres
sure vessel was either treated as lIincredible", or the reactor happened to
be such that it could tolerate the failure of the vessel, perhaps because
the pressure of the system was small and the power level was small.
The minutes of the ACRS Dresden 2 Subcommittee meeting held on September I,
1965, show there was considerable discussion of pressure vessels with the
members of the AEC staff and with the applicant. Mr. Muller of the AEC
staff is listed as saying that pressure vessel failure was incredible. When
asked by an ACRS member what would happen if the pressure vessel did fail,
Mr. Bray of General Electric replied, "it would depend on the energy rate."
He stated lithe containment could withit~nd a larger breqk than the maximum
credible accident (which was rupture of a large pipe) but not a complete
break of the pressure vessel." He did not give any additional comment
concerning the possibility of keeping the core cool for a rupture of the
pressure vessel which might be larger than the so-called maximum credible
accident. The minutes of the Subcommittee meeting show one member of the
ACRS stating in executive session that he felt that pressure vessel failure
was credible. Another member agreed, but suggested that the matter should
be handled in criteria rather than with this particular applicant.
Actually the concern about pressure vessels had been growing during the
year 1965. In 1964 there had been a failure at a temperature near the
nil ductility temperature of a very large heat exchanger under test by
the Foster Wheeler Corporation. On April 23-24, 1965, the ACRS held a
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Subcommittee meeting on pressure vessel integrity. A range of questions
arising from the very high requirement for pressure vessel integrity were
left unanswered at that Subcommittee meeting, including adequacy of fabri
cation and inspection techniques, ability to ascertain the brittle-ductile
transition region, and the behavior of thick-walled sections. There were
also published in 1965, reports by Britsh research workers concerning the
possible rapid failure of steel reactor vessels at temperatures above the
nominal brittle-ductile transition range.
During the November 10-12, 1975 portion of the 68th ACRS meeting, one member
(Okrent) took the position that, while it was acceptable for the Dresden
reactor to be ~onstructed at the site selected, in view of the current state
of-the-art, improvements were needed in the assurance of pressure vessel
integrity and consideration should be given to the desirability of designing
LWRs to be protected against the remote possibility of major pressure vessel
failure. He proposed that it would be desirable, even prudent, to.restrict
pressurized and boiling water reactors not designed to cope with this ex
tremely unlikely accident to relatively remote sites such as that proposed for
Dresden 2; also, that future large reactors of these types should incorporate
appropriate protective design features if intended for sites closer to popula
tion centers. During the November 10-12 meeting, the ACRS discussed this
matter extensively but did not arrive at a decision as to whether it wished to
prepare a letter of approval regarding Dresden 2, with added comments by a
member, or whether it wished to deal with the matter in some other w~, for
example, by writing a general letter concerning pressure vessel safety for
future reactors. It was decided to continue the 68th meeting and to hold
another Subcommittee meeting on pressure vessels as part of the extended full
Committee meeting.
To help the Committee in dealing with its problem, two members, Thompson
and Palladino, each prepared rather iengthy letters to~all the other Committee
members in which they summarized the state of knowledge as they saw it, and
tried to pose possible points of view and possible approaches. Because these
letters in themselves provide a good example of how difficult it is to deal
with a problem such as possible failure of reactor pressure vessel, and also
because they provide considerable insight into the ways in which the ACRS
tried to develop varying points of view in approaching such a problem, the
letters are duplicated on the next pages.
Following the pressure vessel Subcommittee meeting of November 23-24, 1965,
the ACRS decided to issue a letter favorable to the construction of the
Dresden 2 reactor and at the same meeting to write a general letter to
Dr. Seaborg concerning reactor pressure vessels. The ACRS members at the
68th meeting were W. Manly, Chairman; H. Etherington, F. Gifford, S. Hanauer
J. McKee, H. Newson, D. Okrent, N. J. Palladino, L. Silverman, T. Thompson,
and C. Zabel. The pressure vessel report and the reaction of the industry
to this letter are shown on the following pages.
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To:
From:

Members ACRS
T. J. Thompson

The discussions which have developed on the Dresden II Reactor
appear to me to be the culmination of a growing concern on the part
of a nwnber, if not all, of the Cornnittee Members as to whether or

not a pressure vessel an a water-cooled power reactor--either pres
surized water or boiling water--can fail in such a way as to breach
the containment during an accident.

I know of no way of stating con-

elusively that this prOblem is more serious with one type of water
cooled power reactors than the other.

There may be in specific de

signs some difference in the prObabilities of such an occurrence or
differences in the ability of the system as designed and built to
withstand at least the more minor incidents of this type.

However,

I do not believe that these differences are more than a fine struc
ture on the overall prOblem.

It may be that there will be differ

ences in the cost to remedy the situation with the different kinds
of reactors, but I have not looked into this and, again, I believe
that it is a function of the

speci~~c

design of

th~

system.

There

fore, in the discussion below I will assume that we are dealing here
either with a pressurized or a boiling water reactor.
It is clear and I believe it has been from the beginning that
the likelihood of such an accident is extremely small.

I personally

first thought of this problem when I was first introduced into the
field of power reactors in 1955.

Since that time the general prOblem

has been of concern to me and I have continued to question my more
knowledgeable peers in metallurgy and in the pressure vessel business
as to the likelihood of such a failure.

Before coming on the Com

.~.
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mittee and since as a member of the Committee, I have received in
reply to my questions a steady stream of reassurances that such an
occurrence was incredible.
At this point it is perhaps worthwhile to digress sufficiently
to point out that the WOrd "incredible" differs from the word "im_
possible".

The dictionary defines incredibility as the state or

quality of being unbelievable or hard to believe--an unbelievable
thing.

In

my

mind and I believe in most others in the nuclear indus

try the word "incredibility" has taken on a different connotation
than "impossible".

Dr. Etherington in questioning Mr. Joslin of

Commonwealth Edison in regard to Dresden II defined "incredibility"
as being something that would be unbelievable to a reasonable man
and differentiated it from something that was physically impossible
under the laws of nature.

Obviously, a high pressure cannot exist

within any confinement in such a way that it will be physically im
possible for this pressure to relieve itself into a surrounding low
pressure.

Potential energy will always tend towards the minimum

and, therefore, the fracturing of a pressure vessel is certainly not
impossible--even ductily.

It is

~herefore certa~ly

not impossible

that such a rupture should occur in a way so as to break the contain
ment existing around the reactor.
At various periods during the past ten years I have spent con
siderable

ti~e

questioning various reactor groups concerning their

methods of selecting bolts, their methods of tightening bolts in
cluding use of bolt heaters and torsion wrenches and impact wrenches
of various types, the care with which bolt tightening was carried
out, and the methods of selecting and checking the performance of
bolts.

It has always seemed to me that this is the most vulnerable
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area and I continue to believe that this is probably true.

More

knowledgeable people than I in this field have continued to assure
me that bolt failures in such systems will normally occur and first
be observed by a leaking in one region and that this leaking is of
such a nature as to give a forewaming of an impending difficulty.
It has become cammon practice in the reactor

indu~try

to provide

open microphones in isolated areas to insure that audible means exist
for hearing the initiation of such leaks.

In at least one reactor,

the VBWR, such a microphone was instrumental in detecting a cracked
major primary pipe.
Prior to the Dresden II case there had been at least one year
during which no major reactors had been considered for construction
permits.

However, during this ensuing period several events have

occurred which, rightly or not, have led to a growing concem on the
part of the Membership of the Conmittee.

First, there was the fail

ure at a temperature near NDT of a very large heat exchanger under
test by the Foster Wheeler Corporation.

It is quite clear that the

failure occurred at a highly stressed weld point and, further, that
the failure did occur at or near

~e

appropriate NBT temperature.

Further, since the NDT temperature in general is in the region from

a

to lOOOr the stored energy in the system at that time in the re

actor is relatively small and, hence, the brittle fracture of a
reactor vessel at temperatures below the boiling point of water at
atmospheric pressure would normally not be expected to have suffi
cient energy to rupture the containment structures of any existing
water-cooled reactors to date.

However, when the NDT temperatures

with appropriate safety margins began to get in the region above
200Dr, it is absolutely essential to insure that the vessel is well
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above unsafe temperatures before high pressures are applied i f brittle
fracture is to be factored out.

The review which the Carmittee held

in March of 1965 in regard to pressure vessel and piping failures
and to methods of measuring the nil ductility temperature was, I
believe, disconcerting to all members who attended.
my

For my own part,

most serious worries arising from that meeting concerned the

apparent inability to determine with any kind of accuracy the exist
ing NDT in thick slabs of steel.

Further, I personally am now having

some difficulty in knowing what NDT is the limiting NDT in a slab in
which the NDT may vary through the thickness of the slab.

Is it the

surface or quarter thickness NDT that is the correct one in trying
to judge the possibility of brittle fracture or is it some other
value?

These concerns, brought about by the Foster Wheeler failure,

by the meeting of the Conmittee in the spring, by recent experience
with pressure vessels and piping in other reactors, the increasing
radiation exposure on those reactors now in performanc

7 have

all

tended to point to the need for a general review in this area.
Initially, the reactor sites chosen for power reactors were
quite relatively remote and it

co~ld

be argued tha; the likelihood

of endangering any human lives or at most very few were involved in
the event that the incredible happened and that somehow the pressure
vessel were ruptured.

Since the initial reactors have been built,

however, power levels and inventories have been going up as much as
a factor of ten or more, the sites chosen have been in more populous
districts and even in old sites already considered populations have
been growing rapidly in the areas surrounding these.

All of the

factors cited above point to the fact that this is a good time for
a review of the general situation.

It is unfortunate that Dresden
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II happened to be the first particular new maj or pCMer reactor to be
considered for a construction permit since this concern has been re
opened.

It is particularly unfortunate that the final review for

this reactor should occur at the same session when another pressure
vessel problem had to be considered.

I am confident that the exist

ence of one such problem in an operating reactor will not sway the
jUdgments of the Committee in regard to the case of Dresden II.
It seems to me that there

are a number of fundamental questions

which should be asked before we reach a solution to the problem nCM
facing us.

These include:

1.

Has the evidence developed in the last few months or year
shCMn that we have under-estimated the likelihood that a
failure of a pressure vessel may occur in a catastrophic
way such as to rupture the containment?

2.

Even though we may not be able to make a better estimate
of the likelihood. and, hence, carmot make an adequate
judgment of one, we must ask whether the present or future
site locations, the increasing fission product inventories,
and other factors are sufficiently different from the
situations considered in the earlier reactors that we
should require complete protection from all missiles in
cluding the pressure vessel itself of the containment?

3.

Should this containment be required of Dresden II?

Concerning question No.1, I do nQt. have a definite position.
are two facets to this problem, it seems to me.

There

First of all, we

may have been under-estimating the likelihood of this type of acci
dent from the very begirming.

In any case,

i~

is clear that the

likelihood of such an accident is very small indeed.

Since there

appear to be no reported cases of this type from maj or pressure
vessels in the industry, the likelihood. must be small, although
clearly not zero.
changes in

The second facet of the problem concerns the

technology which have occurred since the first reactors

were reported on.

Clearly, the understanding available in the
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field of metallurgy has increased greatly during the past few years.
It is also clear that the techniques and the facilities available
for vessel fabrication and for vessel cladding have improved greatly.
New codes have been prepared and these codes provide better defini
tions and require more careful analysis than the older codes.

At

the same time, the reactor vessels have become larger and the wall
thicknesses have became greater.

The discussions we heard last

spring would indicate that the NDT temperature is a function of the
point at which the sample was taken through the thickness of the
plate.

While Section 3 of the code is indeed more stringent in its

requirements on stress analysis, at the same time it has reduced
the factor of safety from four to three.

Improvements in the under

standing of metals and in the methods of fabrication and in specify
ing and inspecting such vessels have clearly been made.

The problem

that I have is in determining what fraction of these improvements
have gone into increased safety and what fraction have gone into
helping the economics, as for instance by reducing the required
thickness of pressure vessel walls and hence reducing costs.

I have

no way of knowing what this split may be, but I am under the general
impression that the pressures during the past few years have been
primarily those of economics since there have been no serious fail
ures within the pressure vessel industry or reactors to indicate
that the codes then in existence or now in existence are not suffi
ciently conservative.

It is for this reason that I made the state

ment at the last meeting that I would have to judge on the basis of
my limited knowledge that a pressure vessel or a reactor to be fab

ricated in the near future might be considered to be in general as
safe as some of those fabricated for earlier power reactors.

I was
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discussing this matter on Wednesday, November 10, with one knowledge
able member of the Committee who stated that he was not sure what a
factor of three or four in safety really meant in regard to the
safety of the vessel.

For instance, as I understand it, the factor

of safety in design on many key components in aircraft is two.

A

factor of safety of three or four might very well mean that no air
plane could fly.

On

the other hand, it might be that a system with

a factor of safety of say 1.5 or even less might be operated forever
with complete safety.

Much depends upon the method of use of the

system, the likelihood of over-stressing and many other factors.
Thus, when I said that it seemed to me that it was likely that the
old vessels might be as safe as the new ones so long as both were
operated properly within their known bounds of capability and per
formance, I was saying that the new vessel designed under Section 3
of the code with its reduced factor of safety might indeed be either
more or less safe than an old vessel designed under a less stringent
code but with a factor of four for safety and that the likelihood
of one being a factor of two safer than the other is probably quite
small.
I have stated these things in order to delineate my position
as an admitted non-expert in the field.

While I am neither a

metallurgist nor a mechanical design expert, I have been forced
through the years by pressure of circumstances as a reactor designer
as well as a Member of this Committee to learn something about these
fields.

I would be particularly interested to have the comments of

Bill Manly, Harold Etherington, and Joe Palladino on these points.
All of these gentlemen are much more competent than I in these areas
and could give definitive comments.

Specifically, I would ask, "Do
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you feel that we can safely take credit for increased safety of the
new vessels which will be fabricated in the near future over the
earlier fabricated vessels s assuming that both the new and the old
vessels are operated appropriately at the proper temperatures and
pressures?1T

If such a factor of increased safety exists s it should

certainly be taken into account in considering Dresden II and I would
be most happy if my more knowledgeable colleagues can assure me that
indeed it does.
It may also be that the meeting which we will attend on November
23rd and 24th will throw further light on this topic.
If the decision of the Committee is that we have indeed under
estimated the likelihood of the accident being considered s it would
seem prudent to review all of the power reactors presently existing
with the following three objectives in mind:
1.

Are there feasible ways in which the possibility of a
containment rupture could be made physically impossible?

2.

Are the consequences of a rupture of the containment during
an accident such that, coupled with the incredibility of such
an accident, they do not "constitute an undue hazard to the
health and safety of the general public"?

3.

Is it possible to assure adequate core cooling in event of
such an accident by the existing means or should other
additional means be introduced?

4.

Is it possible that certain reactors should be shut down?
If it is indeed concluded by the Committee that we have under

estimated the likelihood of this accident, then it seems to me that
the Committee must at the same time take the position that Dresden
II should have protection against this accident.
In considering principal question No.2, if we conclude that
there is no reason for changing our past views on the subject, we
must still decide that point at which the likelihood of this acci
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dent, even though it be deemed incredible, combined with the popula
tion density existing or

p~edicted

fission product inventories, and

the continued growing population lead us to believe that the situa
tion is

intole~able.

It may be that on a

~areful

review of this

part of the subject we may indeed find that we have already passed
the point where we are now comfortable and may find it necessary to
go back and place additional requirements on already approved cases.
It may also be that we can foresee ahead a developing intolerable
situation and that a warning letter of the type written by Dave
Okrent will be most appropriate.
latter will be the case.

I believe all of us hope that the

However, at the last meeting I did not be

lieve that there were sufficient facts before Us concerning past and
future cases in order to see whether or not we would be able to back
up the arguments advanced by Dr. Okrent in his letter that the
Dresden II site was a "remote site".
I am hopeful that we will find an important difference between
the sites of the general type occupied by Dresden II and those being
considered fer the future, so that we can provide by a letter such
as that written by Dr. Okrent an adequate and sufficient warning
to all reactor fabricators and owners that such provisions will be
necessary at some point.

Perhaps, in that letter we can even pro

vide a logical basis for the line of demarcation.

Obviously, this

will be extremely difficult since we have drifted from rattEr good
sites to rather bad sites by easy stages.
It is my own personal belief that unless the tone of the letter
is made very strong potential applicants will continue to let con
tracts and make agreements with fabricators and designs will con

tinue to be started an the basis very much resembling the present
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basis before they are brought before the AEC.

While we have not had

a chance to discuss this within the Committee, Dr. Etherington and
I attended an Indian Point meeting at Bethesda on November 2.

There,

in a rather poor way, I tried to indicate that the Westinghouse
Corporation, the company involved with Indian Point, should try to
use more imagination in their use of containment in Jrder to provide
more surety against very serious accidents and that this could
hopefully be done without greatly increased costs and perhaps at a
saving over present designs.
With these thoughts in mind I believe that we should:

(a) be

certain that we do have a demonstrable basis for drawing a line at
some definite point.

If that point is in the future beyond Dresden,

I recommend that a letter even stronger than Dave Okrent's be written
to insure that there can be no question about our views concerning
the subject.

I \vould like to suggest that Frank Gifford consider carefully

the meteorology and population distributions and fission product inventories
for those reactors
near future

50

\oJe

have reviewed in the recent past or will review in the

that they may give us the benefit of their SPeCial knowledge

in these areas at the next meeting.

In regard to question No.3, I do not have my mind made up in
either direction.

I do not know whether Dresden II should be re

quired to provide protection for this incredible accident or not
at the present time.

The information which I lack is discussed

above and I believe that that coupled with the pressure vessel
meeting will provide sufficient input so that we can all arrive at
a well-considered and judicious opinion.
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Additional Note
Ten years ago at the time the first water-cooled commercial
power plants were beginning to be designed and constructed, the
question was very much could any power plant be designed and built.
There was a great deal of enthusiasm after the declassification of
existing reactor information and because of the thrust of the Eisen
hower Atoms for Peace program.

The emphasis on safety was certainly

as strong then as it is now and people wanted first to insure that
these early plants would be safe.

There were worries about the

stability which might exist in boiling and the response of various
types of plants to load changes; and many other problems which we
now consider solved or not too important.

People were trying to

design the perfect control rod mechanism and they are still trying
to design the perfect control rod mechanism.

The number of unknowns

and the lack of knowledge caused everyone to be very conservative
in establishing their performance limits and in carrying out their
initial operations.

It was recognized that plants were probably

over-conservative and as years have gone by and as knowledge has
improved some of this over-conservatism has relaxed.

The power dis

tribution within the core has been flattened, multiregion cores are
being used, fuel elements have much longer lives than were predicted
in those days, and burnout safety factors have been continually
lowered.

All of these factors tend to reduce the margin of conser

vatism.

It is our duty to insure that this margin of conservatism

is relaxed appropriately as new knowledge comes in that provides

sufficient insurance that there continues to exist an adequate margin
of safety.

This continual review and updating is a dynamic process

and the reactor designer is responsive to the pressures which are
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applied.

During the past few years the economic factors have re

ceived the most emphasis.

Even five years ago it was not clear

whether coal or oil or nuclear power would in the long run be more
economic.

Now, I believe, it is quite clear that nuclear power can

hold its own end of the economic race with more conventional fuels.
The economic pressures now are those of an extremely competitive
market both between reactor fabricators and between public and pri
vate power.

These pressures tend always to reduce the margin of

safety conservatism.
No reactor fabricator and no reactor owner will purposely de
sign, construct; or operate a reactor in an

uns~fe

manner if they

in their own conscience believe this to be the case.

On the other

hand, all of these organizations receive considerable assurance
from the AEC--both the Staff and the Committee--in the fact that
these reactors are continuing to be approved and that therefore the
Government shares this responsibility.

In fact, as the regulatory

process has become more detailed and its methods more refined, the
utility user, especially the inexperienced ones, tend to believe
that the problems of reactors are routine and so long as the reactor
is approved by the Atomic Energy Commission it is by definition
safe.

This view is either consciously or unconsciously aided and

abetted by the fabricators anxious to sell reactors.

At the same

time it should again be indicated that the fabricators of reactors
in a conscientious way are doing their best as they see it to insure

that reactors are safe.

It must be recognized, however, that they

are under strong economic pressures to respond to a keenly competi
tive situation.

Therefore, personally, I would have great diffi

culty in arriving at the conclusion that reactors today are per se
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safer than they were say five years ago.

It is obvious that we have

caught a number of weak points in our earlier reactor designs, per
haps a good example is the 17-4pH problem.

On

the other hand, as we

reduce the margins of conservatism other problems will arise and
some of these have already been

p~edicted.

Some of the new problems

may indeed be much more serious than those which we have faced to
date.

As yet, it has not been necessary to shut down any major

power reactors for reasons of safety.

It is still conceivable that

this situation may arise, even with a completely new plant.

If this

situation should arise, it is clear that the embarrassment to the

industry and the anguished

gnashing of teeth from the economic view

point will be awesome to behold.
Additional Note
Another point that should be considered is the effect on the
general public and on the industry of the public introduction of
another concern regarding this incredible, but still possible,
accident.

If the final Committee decision is that existing reactors

or future reactors at same definite level of population or other
criterion must have such provisions, care must be given to the
phrasing with which such a letter is written.

It is necessary that

the letter be crystal clear in its intent to the industry.
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ADVISORY COMMllTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. IONS

November 16, 1965

MEMORANDUM

A

To

ACRS Members

From

R. F.
ACRS

Subject:

DRAFT STATEMENT BY N• .1. PALLADINO REGARDING REACTOR
PRESSURE VESSEL FAILURES

Frale~~;ecutive Secretary

Mr. Palladino has prepared the attached draft statement regarding
reactor pressure vessel failures for discussion at the ACRS meeting
on November 22, 1965.
Attachment:
Draft Statement by N• .1. Palladino
CC:

\

D. Duffey
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DRAFT - NJP
11/15/65
Dear Bill:
As agreed at our last meeting, I have attempted to summarize herewith my
current thoughts on the Dresden-2 reactor vessel.
Since our meeting, I have spent considerable amount of ttme reading up
on pressure vessels.

However, I must say that, except for the references

quoted below, I was not able to find much new information to help me in
clarifying my thoughts.

The following paragraphs indicate some of the ques

tions which we ought to discuss.
I agree with the other members of the Committee that the probability of
a sudden large-scale failure of a properly built and operated pressure vessel
is very low.

"

This appears to be particularly true in the case of the Dresden-2

reactor vessel which, as reported by the General Electric Company and the Common
wealth Edison Company, is to be designed and built with great care and pressur
ized only when its temperature is above the nil-ductility temperature of the
vessel material.

However, because of the significant increase in the size of

the vessel, in the power level of the reactor, and in the potential inventory
of fission products in Dresden-2 over Dresden-l and other previously approved
reactors, it is prudent to reexamine the bases for assuming that catastrophic
failures of the pressure vessel are incredible.
The safety record of pressure vessels in the United States has been very
good during the past thirty years.

C. R. McCullough(l)

feels that one can ascribe the good safety record of pressure vessels in the
United States to the existence of an excellent pressure vessel code to which
practically all such vessels adhere.
reason for this excellent record.

He goes on however to point out another
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"There is another reason for the excellent record of pressure
vessels; they have been subjected to periodic inspections.

It is

not uncommon to find flaws in these vessels after they have been
in operation for a certain period of time.

It is common practice

to repair these flaws and to continue to use the vessels.

In

most cases, flaws have not resulted in any leakage of the contents
of the vessel.

Unfortunately, in the case of nuclear vessels, up

to now at least, there is no such inspection made.

In addition,

nuclear vessels are pushing design limits with their thicker walls
promoting the possibility of.more rapid thermal transients.

They

also are of unusual designs and frequently are using new materials.

"
c.

K. Beck(2) points to several instances where incipient equipment fail

ures in nuclear power plants could have led to more serious accidents if com
plete failure had occurred.

Included among these have been the cracking of

pressure-vessel-closure stud bolts.

Having stated, that the safety record

in reactor operation is indeed reassuring, Dr. Beck makes the following ob
servations.

(Underscoring is mine)

"On the other hand, as in all systems of complex machinery,
mishaps of many kinds have occurred.

At every reactor facility a

long list of operating abnormalities accumulates over a period of
time, and a complete tabulation for all reactors would include
thousands of such incidents.

Breakdown of machinery, malfunction

of instruments, deviations from established procedures and operator's

- 2 
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errors, would be among the incidents included in this tabulation.

-.

Most of such abnormalities would result in no undesirable effects
or physical damages t though in a typical facility, a number of
instances would lead to shutdown of the reactor and even in a
few cases, some possible damages might be involved.

But we are

referring here to minor events which would not merit an "accident"
label.
"Such experiences, which certainly occur to greater or less
extent in all reactor facilities t give rise simultaneously to
both reassurance and to uncertainty in the levEl of safety of
reactors.

Reassurance arises from realization that the margins

of safety surely must be large for this number of mishaps to have
resulted in so few significant events and no events of magnitude
to have caused damage to the public.

On the other hand t totally

unexpected abnormal situations do occur, and it is the case that
relatively minor events in themselves in combination with other
abnormalities can turn an insignificant incident situatior. into a
major a\:cident.
"Further, there have been discovered in reactor systems a few
incipient failures which, had complete failure occurred, would
have resulted in more serious accidents than any thus far experienced.
As examples, in three reactors, two or three of the stud bolts on
the head closure of the main pressure vessel or at crucial locations
within the pressure vessel were badly cracked or broken.

In another

reactor two main control rod shafts were found to be cracked from
- 3 
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stress corrosion.

In two reactors significant cracks were found

in the piping of the main primary coolant system.

Small, easily

visualizable extensions of these situations could have led to
serious accidents though by no means necessarily to major public
hazards, for additional protective safeguards would still have
remained."
It appears, therefore,that the good safety record of pressure vessels
is, at least in part, due to the practice of subjecting such vessels to
periodic inspection.

It would seem that more effort should be expended in

the development of means for such periodic inspections.
done on Dresden-2 while it was being built).

(Ihis could be

C. R. McCullough supports the

need for such work in reference (2):

"A way must be found to inspect the primary system throughout
the life of the reactor.

It may be that a scheme can be found

which can be used with the reactor operating but, if necessary,
the reactor can be shutdown for a short time while this inspection
is made.

Work is underway on this as part of the safety research

program using ultrasonic and perhaps other techniques.

Such a

continued inspection system would detect small flaws before they
become large enough to be catastrophic.

In the long run, with

such a system, we might be able to relax our concern with major
loss of coolant accident which is currently receiving so much
attention."
- 4 

He also states that
'~e

containment systems must be designed with sufficiently

low leakage.

At certain sites, double containment or an equally

effective system may be required.

These systems must be moni

tored, perhaps on a continual basis.

The containment must be

protected against possible missiles which would impair its
integrity and it must be given pressure testS sufficient to
promote confidence that it will function as needed under the
accident conditions."

- 5 
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Another point which seems to require study with regard to large
reactor vessels is the exploration of the influence of size on the integrity
of reactor vessels.

Initial scaling-up of other equipment such as ships and

planes, I believe, has led to unforeseen stability problems.

In a large

reactor vessel, for example, might large-amplitude wall vibrations be
perienced which could lead to unforeseen failure?
mout~ing

of

larg~

ex

Can the unforeseen bell

reactors lead to serious trouble; can bell-mouthing of

such vessels lead to unanticipated e-ending moments on bolts?
vessels also provide more opportunity for defectsZ

Do not larger

These questions are

meant only to be examples of the types of questions with regard to size for
which data appear lacking.

I believe that more work should be done to deter

mine the effect of size on probability of failure.
An

importan~

item of concern is the possibility of failure of

closure bolts and blow-off of the head.

Failure of even a few bolts on a

head could so change the nature of the loading oc the remaining bolts and
possibly lead to their failure.
led to failure of wheel
ing World War II.
ure of a head

bel~s

It was just this sort of

si~uation

which

en a number of tank-transporting trucks dur

Load redistribution (due to bell-mouthing) led to fail

cles~re

on an autccla,e at Bettis.

Perhaps, on some bases such as initiation of studies indicated
above, I

ca~

on Dresden-2.

bring myself to go along with the other members of the committee
In view of the fact that we have approved reactors such as

the Jersey Central reactor, I do not believe that we would have a tenable
position if we did not tie our need for further work to size rather than
to location alone.

Both the Dresden and the Jersey Central sites would be

-6
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unsuitable for the proposed reactors if the pressure vessel failures were
.'

deemed credible.
phasi.s

whit~~
A~

Dave presented in his suggested d:-aft.
the Committee is confronted with new and larger reactor power

plan~ de~ignsJ
r~view.

tor

Therefore, I believe that we will have to shift the em

we may have to give thought to a different procedure for

Such a procedure may have to involve detailed review of the reac

ve~5el

appropriate

and closure by the Pressure Vessel Subcommittee and perhaps by
consul~ants.
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20155

November 24, 1965

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
The design of pressurized and boiling water nuclear power plants has
undergone many improvements with regard to safety, improvements which
markedly reduce the risk of significant radiation exposure to the
public in the unlikely event of certain accidents or system failures
in such reactors.
There is a facet of current pressurized and boiling water reactor
design practice which should be recognized, however. Containment
design is generally predicated on the basis that a sudden, large
scale rupture of the reactor pressure vessel or its closure is in
credible. Reactor designers have supported this view by detailing
the extreme care to be taken in design, fabrication, and inspection
of a vessel, and by specifying pressurization only at temperatures
above the nil ductility transition temperature. They further cite
the excellent record for large pressure vessels which comply with
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
The Committee believes, with the industry, that the probability of
a sudden major pressure vessel failure leading to breaching the con
tainment is very low. Nevertheless, it seems desirable and possible
to make some provisions in future designs against this very unlikely
accident.
1. To reduce further the already small probability of pressure
vessel failure, the Committee suggests that the industry and the AEC
give still further attention to methods and details of stress analy
sis, to the development and implementation of improved methods of
inspection during fabrication and vessel service life, and to the
improvement of means for evaluating the factors that may affect the
nil ductility transition temperature and the propagation of flaws
during vessel life.
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2. The ACRS also recommends that means be developed to ameliorate
the consequences of a major pressure vessel rupture. Some possible
approaches include:
(a) Design to cope with pressure buildup in the contain
ment and to assure that no internally generated missile
can breach the containment.
(b) Provide adequate core cooling or flooding which will
function reliably in spite of vessel movement and rupture.
(c) If breaching the containment cannot be precluded, pro
vide other means of preventing uncontrolled release of large
quantities of radioactivity to the atmosphere.
In view of the very small probability of pressure vessel rupture, the
Committee reconfirms its belief that no undue hazard to the health and
safety of the public exists, but suggests that the orderly growth of
the industry, with concomitant increase in number, size, power level,
and proximity of nuclear power reactors to large population centers
will in the future make desirable, even prudent, incorporating in many
reactors the design approaches whose development is recommended above.
Sincerely yours,

/s/
W. D. Manly
Chairman
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NUCLEONICS NEWS OF THE MON'I'H
ACRS Qualms on Possible Vessel f,ailure Startle Industry
Tho community of power-reactor designers, suppliers and operators isn't coming to a ridiculous point.
was taken aback last month by a terse six-paragraph letter from the You could analyze if the reactor oper
.~dvisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to AEC, bearing recom ator should ever step out in the
mendations quita unexpected at tWO) time, and whose effect on the street: something; might happen to
him and he might not be able to come
nadear itldusuy may take weeks to
to work."
evaluate. The recommendations, in ing front seems to be accomparJed by
Observed anotber: -You ClUl't
a nutshell, are 1. that sudden, catas two steps bad:ward.
argue against beefing up quality con
trophiC' failure of a pressure vessel
Commented one industry official: trol, stress analysis, etc.-we go along
sinu:! the start of the power re:Jctor "II rou assume ductile metals can fail
with that. But that's quite different
program cInssined as an incredible catastrophically from brittle failure,
from saying )·ou should design for a
accident. one that need not be t::lken you must also assume the properties
failure."
into account in reactor safety andl}.>es, and .behavior of ductile metals are not
At Bums & Roe an official said,
be reC'lassi.6eu as a possible accident; what we have assumed over the
"We've studied this and concluded
and 2. that future nuclear power years, and that you cannot design
that it's not possible: we could see no
station plans design against the pos anything: why do you assume a
conceivable possibility of a full ves~el
sib!e consequences of such an accident bridge will stay up? • •• The same
rupture. Now you ~et to the num
(see box).
thing nppIies to the poSSibility of a bers ~ame--VO'j can t say it's 7ero.
I!:dustry reaction was sharp and guillotine break in a pipeline: there
'i'
J
~1._,
'
dismayed. It ranged from resigna has never been one in history; ductile but it s so small umt it s not a poste
lated accident as far ~s we're con
tion to protestations tllat the desired materials don't fail in that way.
cerned."
levels of quality control, stress analysis Should we assume concrete will no
And at General Electric there was
etc., were already being met, to com longer support a building, or that
open talk about attempting to get the
ments that it's "almost impossible glass will no longer insulate?"
report's recommendatiQ..'ls reversed by
to design against complete sep:.>ration
Said another: "All the pressure ves ABC, and about the e;asm,g system
of the vessel," as ACRS asks, nor is sels for any water reactor operate in
it necessary, and that "this kind of the ductile range and therefore [never used yet by l.\ nuclear industry
thing, done this way, borders on the couldn't fail in a brittle manner . • • member] of review by the courts, in
case AEC did not act :::sponsively.
::'-:e:;;onsible."
I think it's wise that we look at every
One of tile aspc;ds of the matter thing, that ACRS recognize its re
that troubled industry was that ACRS sponsibility for safety and not permit Vessel Fabricator's iftClction
:lpp:uently acted without prior con anyone to build anytwllg that isn't
At Babcock t~ Wilcox, one of the
sultation \lith the technical safety safe. The question is-you can only two U. S. finr.s th:1t f::.bric::!te the
expe:ts on AEC's regulatory staH, and analyze things forever and never get huge reactor pre.c:rure vessels, an
indeed gave AEC only the most cur anything built . .• 1 wonder if it offiCial said, '1: believe the possibility
sory infonnal advance notice. II
Ar:C felt at all uncomfortable :lbout
the ACBS letter, it did not di<:pel
Text of ACRS letter to AEC
such lln impression when it took the
unpreced(;oted step of attaching a
Dear Dr. Sill bari:
covering statement to the AGUS re
The deslen of pre.surlzed end boilinr water nudur power plants, ~ an~e:ro~, mlny t~pr_ls
wl:h r4•• nl to saf.ty, improvem.nts which mlrkedl, reo:luce lhe risk 0.' s.. n,flcar~ re...bOCl uposure
port. in this, AEC called attention
to til, public in the unlikel, _nt of cero,;n aecidenlJ or sptam f1liures In sucn re.ctors.
to the positive ACnS comments on
There Is I fecel of current p....surized end boiline ..ter reaetor des;en '.reetice wllich shlllllc! t..
reco.nized, however. Containment desie' is eenerall, predicated ~ the ~asl' that e sudden. lar,e'
safety of water reactors; pOinted out
scale ",pill" of the INclor p"..u,. ...el or its closure IS ,"credlbl.. Reactor deslcnen have
that ACRS was recommending ..that
supported this ~iew by detliJine the extre~e cara to be taken in des'ln, flbrication. eno Ins~ectlon
of ....>s.', Ind b, specifyine pressurization onl1 at temperetur. lao"" the n,' duct,l!t1 trlnSlt,on
additional work be done," and recalled
temperature, The, further cile the eXCI!!ant 1I::lnI lor Ilr.e jJrtSliure _IS wlllch compl, .,tIl
tile ASME Boiler I.d Pressurl Vessel Code.
that AEC had alreadY launched all
The Committ.. believes. with the industry. tIIat the probability of I sudde~ m.ICIl' PtlSS,UII _ef
-a'lg.nented L'ld reoriented" safety
Ieolura lead in, to breaeh,nl tha containment Is wry I!IW. flm~h.,tss, .It _
d..,rebl. and
possibl. to mike soml pro~isions in fIlture dll$;.ns Igllnst thIS ve'", ::.i1kel, e"ClCI."t.
program which would inc-Iude work
1. To reduce further the I'reld, smlll probability cf prossu,. _II failure, t~~ Commltt.. IUllests
on the ACRS suggestion.
lIlat the indus:" Ind tile AEC gi" sti!l further Itt..,tion to meth'3ds Ind, delloiS. of st~ anll~ls,
The blow was all the sharper be
to the develop",.., Ind implementillon of improved methods of onspect,on duron. febncatiOft _n~
vessel seNiee life. Ind to the improvement of m..ns fo,1 _lUlling th" factors that 11'1' Iffect the
cause ouly two weeks earlier AEC had
nil duc!il ity transition temperature ..nd the proparallon of fllWS dutln. _ I II'•.
isS'Jed a set ot design criteria for
2. TIl.. ACRS .Iso tec:ommends t11lt mllns be developed to Imeliorat, the COIl~.:enees of , malor
prlSsure In.el ",pture. S.me pos1ible Ipproach.. include:
power reactors as ~ides to applicanc
(a) Desip to cope with pressure buildup In til, containment 'nd to US&&tI 1tI,t no Interns:I,
for construction p~rmits (r-.;U Wk, 2.5
.",eraled m,ssile can breach the containment.
(~) Provida a~equlte eotl eooiine CIl' !loading which will funcllO!! llilabl' on spit- of - ' mo'"
Nov '65, 1; text in AEC ETess release
nllnt I .• d Nplure.
H·2.')2). An immediate ~a\'or:lb!e r-e
(c) If t:uchin, the contlinment clnnot be precluded. pravide other
of ,",_tin, enCOll'
trolled III.... of large qUlntities of redioactivity to the IImosphere.
5ponse ftom indu.~try met issuance of
In ~Iew of ,-. Yell smlll pro~bility of prossu... _ ..I ",ptutl, tile Cor.tmiltH tKlItI!lrms i1s bo!;ief
the criteria, haileJ as a goed step, a
th.t no Und'JI hlllrd to the health and safety of Ih~ pul.:;c ali'ts. I:I:t su.Ce.sts I"l~ tha, o.~.r1~
step in the right direction (NU Wk,
.rowth of the industry, with cone.mit.nt increase i~ n,umber, sill. p~er 1_., Inj proxhnl 0
nae!"r power reaclors to Ilr'l pOp":llIon centers .,11 ,n th" fu~ure u:o.. deSltlble.....n ONd.nt,
2 Dec '65, 1). Two week.~ later,
incorporetin, in many ructo,. tne d"";in epprOlcil. wl._ d_l.. pmllll Ii recommlllllfd ebcYl.
publication of the ACRS report
S'ftCIN!Y raan:.
brOUght wry comments from indcstry
IaI \l. D. Mul,
that every st~p. forn'ard au the lkens.
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of massi"! failuJ'l! of reactor ves~e1s rang/! of J0-40 F ~ st(:eIs stich as
has been reduced to zero-aT'Jd the. those used in reactor vessels, or safely
more we build, the better they will below operating tem?er:lturcs, Bct
under in-acidion t'le tenl~rature at
be. In timc we: will reduce the possi
bility of failure to nil to the si.uh whil.:h the pl.e••onlenor. ~cars rna);
power . .. As lor ACRS' three
points: we are alre.dy doing this. in
creasincly and t'onstantl)·...
Comtustion Engineering, in a more
fonnal statement, said: -rhe m.l
terials, the design criteria and meth
ods. the impectiun techniques and
testing of nuclear components result
in qUality th::lt vastly exceeds that
which was pre\;ously obtainable for
presrure vessels. The design sped
fi~tions have and do take into con
sideration the l.:nown effects on the
material exposed to radiation environ
ments . "
\Ve are certain that
evaluation of present and past prac
tice will show that the pressure
containing components of t.~c primary
system are· quite adequate for the
operating condihJns for which the
unit W:lS designed.
Industry spokesmen did Dot fail to
point out that tile r!::cent report of the
Mitchell Pant'l on streamlining AEC
reactor-lic~nsing
procedures
had
urgpd elimination of public dis
:lgrep.ments betWE-eD AEC licen'iing
bodie'i by the making of "every effort
to .econcile differences" in joint meet
ing~. But it appeared that ACRS not
only had not done so, but had in fact
given AEC only ttle barest ad\'an~e
notire of its letter report. One in
dusO)' official f~lt that in matters of
tIlis nattlre ACRS should have gone
even further in ~he oppo~ite: direction:
not onl)' consulted witll AEC in ad
vance, but put out a draft version of
jtll report for industry comment-as
_o\EC did with the desi~ cri
teri:l-prior to issuance in final fonn,

Thr.. Principal Issues
There were th."Ce principal issues
contained in the ACRS report to
"'hlch industry readed. One was
ACRS' con:::em over the possibility of
vessel cr:ld:ing and failure due to
changE'S in the nil ductility transition
temperature. A se(:ond \"'as ACRS'
feeling thCtt ea(;h future reactor
should design agairist the possibility
of ~oss vessel failure. Thirdly. it is
understood, one of tile Comp.1i:tPe's
concerns is the possibility of vess1"1
head bolts shearing off and beroming
missiles that might breach tile con
tainment.
The &T'it, no new issue, is the effect
of ratii:ltion on the nil ductility trans·
ition temperature, that is. the t~pE'r
ahue at which a change to brittle be
havior occun in a ductile metal.
This temperature DOJma11y is in the

increase wltiI it can apprlJ3C~r ~
ACRS fears-the 300--400 F range of

douht pcfS()naUy that it is Clcdible to
comp:ctcJy design. at least eco
IJOmkal!r, for this massi"e failure of
a pressu~e vessel. You just keep pil
ing things one on a'lother and you get
to the point where you can't do it.
IE the pressure \'es~el can bU, the
containment -.::an fail; if )"ou contain
that containment, that can fnil, and
so forth . . . . Back of this bas been
a steady increase and pyramiding oi
the nwnber and severity of accident
mode~ we are supposed to tc.ke into
consideration. It would seem tlmt
these things are changing as the
makeup of A(;~S changes: 1 have the
impression that membership of ACRS
is moving more and more toward an
academic, a co1!ege-phrsks-professor,
type. of person.

vessel o~r:ttion,
S:lid ~ne industry ·offici:ll with long
familiarity witll vessP.! fabrication:
"Based on aD data we have vrt seen.
as the nil ductility transitio:1' temper·
ature shifts, the r.,etal yield strength
also increases, sn lh:!t I'm not sure
that ''''e don't E'!ld up with a vessel
that's safer." Anolher rec:ll!pu IhM
considerable inv('sti~:\tion hali been
done on this at Argonne a few }'cars
ago. with no prllCt:Ju!'al changu re
sulting.
Declared anotll(;r: wI! aftf'r 10
years of operation )'on had a crack. Academic Trend?
your vessel might conC't"ivably break
The feeling that ACRS' require
under hydrostatic tcst; while this ments are trending toward the aca
would be embarr:l.Ssing as heD, it demic wa~ fairly wid~spread. Said
would not be a catastrophe since it another experienced industry man:
would be im:ide containment, and the "This [requirrment] clearly 5a)'S, 'Six
safety of the public simply would not months, bud, on top of :In)' completion
be involved."
date you got.' Like Rid,over, the)'
Impro\'ed materials of today were say 'prove it: So you do, -and tIley
stressed. "Materials (for reactor ves
say, 'prove th:Jt'-and you can g,) on
sels] are undergoing much better in
duin~ arithmetic forever. .. They
spection than for <l power boiler. should have to pru"e the justi6cation
We know reallv that the materials of their question. We always have
that w'"ot into' power-boiler steam to prove-the)' can j~'1 think, opine.
drums 10 yCaJ'!l age Wf"!'l!' nothing like Maybe tiley should be asked 'w&rer
the quality we now havr, ret we have 'wht'n?' 'whvi'" 
had no power-boHer drum failures in
Finally, t~ the posSibility of mis
all that time," And: "We lUe build
siles breadung containment. one in
ing vessels of better steel than ever dmitrv man count~red: "\Ve have :l
before, doin~ better 5!rpss analysu very -good story or. this, be",(4use we
than ever belore. using oo'!tter inspec
':10 actually stress each bolt with a
tion methods thail ever before ~d us
bolt tensionrr. so we know the aclual
ing them more extl'nsh'ely t.l]an e\'cr stress on each bolt as we close it, and
belore . •. It is awfully late in the the hlt is easv to examine."
game to be coming 'Jp with this lind
As to deliigning containment
of judgment." AIIU again: Wit's a!
ag:ililst illterrdl)'-gt ncrated mis..ciles,
most preposterous to postulate a gross one architect-engineer commented,
vessel failure, as opposed to perbaps "The question is how big a missile
a nozzle crack.
ol.'1d how much force? Contairunents
Secondly, on designing ag:linst (:;.il
ll.--e now deldgned to take ropture of
ure, there were mutually sel£· a primary pipe and the h)'drclulic
contradictory views opposing ACRS head if a pipe breaks. Now thc)"
from oppqsite ~xtremes. On one ask, suppose a bolt flies olf. Suppose
hand. it was said. MWe now have to tile head Hies olI? I don't know what
design against ill~lantaneous sever
tile intent is. Supose you say the
ance of a major recirculation loop in bottom head comes oH? How far
a BWR or of a major primary C<'Ola;~t ca"l )'ou push these things?
If you
loop in a PWR. ami complete loss of contiuue, the design problems will be
all fluid [in either easel. it's difficult come virtually iusurmountable. • ; •
for me to reali7.t: tint 3JlylhinJ! wing We J.:m't kn~w how to design :l struc
out of a small Cr:l(·k or flaw
a prlC's
ture against the kinetic energy of a
sure vessel would e:'C~ed that require
100-ton vesst>1 trying to blast its way
ment. \Ve are now Jcsigning to through. • .. Is this just thinling
l18udle the complete loss of Buid and up other things to protect against?
fissil1n products from the reactor."
II so, where is it going to stop? Why
On the other hand were those who bring it up now? Do they know
said, "This is an intolerable require
something we don't know? I ques
ment-we can't Jive with it"; or -I tfoo it.
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69th Meeting
Jan. 6-8, 1966
MEETING WITH COMMISSIONERS
The recent committee letter on pressure vessels was discussed. Mr.
Manly said that the letter was an outgrowth of the desire for large reactors
in metropolitan areas. Dr. Newson considered the Malibu Reactor, which was
the subject of several site changes some years ago, as being the earliest
reactor to bring attention to the problem; the Jersey Central Reactor which
was approved, reactivated the metropolitan reactor issue and lately the
Dresden II Reactor, because of its large size and marginal site charac
teristics, more directly led to the pressure vessel letter. Dr. Thompson
referred to the document, WASH 740, which pointed to the serious effects
from accidents 'with very large reactors; some of the information on the
catastrophic consequences could be very alarming if improperly presented
to the public.
It was pointed out to the Commission that the problem is· not really
new: it has been mentioned in Committee letters of the past. Dr. Okrent
noted the extended licenses of reactors, e.g., forty years, which may make
more important the slow, but progressive, changes in the nil ductility
temperature (NOT) of metals. Dr. Okrent feared that reactors are not
satisfactorily protected against catastrophic pressure vessel failures.
No vessels made with the new pressure vessel code have operated for any
length of time; hence, little experience is available on which to base
confidence in the sufficiency of the present fabrication methods.
One intent of the pressure vessel letter, the Commissioners were told,
was to encourage improvement in the quality of the workmanship and in the
extent of inspection and to promote better surveillance throughout the
reactor life. The excellent record of industrial pressure vessels pro
bably rests on the careful inspection during fabrication; nevertheless,
only a limited number of vessels have been operated under nuclear reactor
conditions. A second issue of the letter was towards design changes to
handle the consequences of an unlikely, but catastrophic, pressure vessel
failure. Possible implementation measures for the letter by the AEC
might be collecting the information on the pressure vessel technology and
formulation of a technical information document, review of past and
present reactors experience, including the results cf surveillance pre
dictions on vessel life; finally an incentive method, perhaps financial,
might encourage ingenuity to improve the capability of the vessels as
well as reactor designs to limit accident consequences. The strongest
incentive would be the possibility of acceptance at a metropolitan site.
Mr. Manly identified steps taken by the Committee toward this problem, e.g.,
attendance at the meeting on pressure vessels at which reactor manufacturers
and pressure vessel fabricators were present.
Review of reactor pressure vessels at frequent intervals was suggested
by Dr. Thompson. Mr. Manly commented on the quality of pressure vessels
and the consequences of an accident. The variations in fabrication might
lead to a factor of ten between predictions and experience in pressure
vessel behavior; consequently, the Committee specifying measures which
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would change the reliability by a small factor might be criticized by the
industry as being meaningless. Much expense is involved, and the industry
will have to be forced to take steps towards precautions against catastrophic
failure of vessels.
In response to Chairman Seaborg's questions on pending reactor cases,
Mr. Manly recalled that the pressure vessel letter said each reactor should
be considered separately, as at present; this reflects the continued dis
cussions of the problem within the Committee. Although the Committee
hasn't explicit instructions, efforts towards better pressure vessels are
desired and steps to encourage the nuclear industry towards this end
seems needed; Mr. Manly felt that such efforts could be made Without
changing the present reactor schedules appreciably. Some of the Committee
believes that improved designs might be easier to arrive at than does
the industry.
Chairman Seaborg asked for comments on the Nucleonics article regard
ing the Committee's vessel letter. The Committee said that some of the
comments seemed carefully considered by industrial groups while others,
some anonYmous, were not well developed, e.g., the statement about going
to court to object. The feeling of incredibility of failure of pressure
vessels by the industry was noted; Mr. Palladino expected such an
industrial reaction.
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PRESSURE VESSELS
Executive Session
Reference was made to the recent letter on pressure vessels and imple
mentation was discussed. The lack of a clear path of implementation of the
letter was noted by Dr. Silverman. Dr. Hanauer considered the letter aimed
primarily at future reactors; nevertheless, reactors under design may be
required to take reasonable steps to protect against pressure vessel
rupture. The consensus was that reactors for which applications have been
filed e.g., Millstone and Indian Point II Reactors, would not be particularly
affected but later reactors, e.g., the Brookwood Reactor, would probably
receive more attention in accord with the letter. Dr. Thomspon finds it
difficult to decide on which reactors,pressure vessel precautions are
required.
Dr. Thomspon saw the ACRS as haVing indicated a need for a steady
betterment of pressure vessel reliability and not a step increase in
requirements; nevertheless, if the Committee feels strongly about the
needs for changes, then past reactors would probably have to be reviewed.
Dr. Okrent believes the RS has unofficial limits on reactor locations
which permi~s large reactors at some sites but excludes others. Appli
cants whose cases are pending are probably intentionally overlooking the
problem, e.g., the Millstone Reactor group is believed to have no inten
tion to take- any steps. The General Electric Co. (GE) was reported to feel
that future pressure vessel restrictions do not apply to the Dresden II
Reactor and probably not to the other GE reactors; but the RS has warned
the group of a need for future compliance.
Plots of the population against distance for several reactors were
reviewed. The definition of a metropolitan site could hinge, according
to Dr. Hanauer, on the location at which catastrophic pressure vessel
failure would be important. Dr. Thomspon said that sites must be considered
individually; to him, the Boston Edison site would clearly be a metropolitan
one.
The consequences of a breacbed containment accident were discussed.
Mr. Etherington said that within ten miles of the Brookwood Reactor, about
which a decision is needed soon, the consequences of an accident would be
less severe than at other reactors, e.g., the Millstone Reactor; but
beyond this, the Brookwood situation was probably not as good. His
general feeling was that the pressure vessel letter does not apply to the
Brookwood plant. Nevertheless, the possibility of many individuals being
killed makes implementation of the letter imperative; in addition to
fatalities to the surrounding population other damage, e.g., genetic effects,
must be considered.
To Mr. Palladino, any accidents with a pressure vessel might be
considered to parallel the experience with ordinary boilers; leaks in
faulty boilers have indicated failure and allowed time for safety measures.
Mr. Palladino sees inspections of pressure vessels as a further step to
prevent the failure of the vessels or the surrounding confinement.
Dr. Hanauer believed that although the letter may have avoided identi
fying a threshold in population damage at which the precautions for pressure
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vessel failure would be required, some such figure does exist, e.g., the
death of ten thousand people might require very positive steps; inclusion
in the Part 100 Regulation of a threshold figure was suggested. Never
theless, Dr. Thompson noted difficulty in identifying a loss of life
threshold criteria. Dr. Hanauer said that the safety inherent in pressure
vessels probably exceeds that assured by engineering safeguards of a reactor.
Although there is now much attention to the uncertainties in the behavior
of pressure vessels, Mr. Manly postulated that other features of reactors,
e.g., the electronics, might have similar uncertainties, but the consequen
ces of failure are probably not as serious.
Perhaps more than a hundred reactors are involved in any decision
regarding pressure vessel failures. Ten to twenty large projects are
expected .to come to the AEC as applications in a year or so, and many of
these will be metropolitan sites; attention to this problem, with probable
expenditures by the applicants is, therefore, mandatory. Projects such as
the Brookwood reactor might be stopped if the measures forced by the ACRS
are very expensive. This might be considered to conflict with the
Committee's mission; the basic mission is safety, but it might be considered
to be indirectly, promotional because of the relationship to the AEC.
Dr. Thompson prefers imaginative steps at this time of transition to
more restrictions on reactor design because of the size of reactors and
the proximity to cities. Guaranteed means of heat removal from the contain
ment following the release of a large amount of fission products after a
loss of coolant accident, even with no missile damage to the containment,
is required. This would preclude hazards from fission products passing
the successive barriers. Reactor designs to assure no nuclear transient
and hence a sequential release of fission products following a loss of
coolant accident may be feasible; in this case, only shell cooling is
required. However, the Committee has, in the past, lacked enthusiasm for
the safety features of sequential release. Ingenuity is needed soon; the
Indian Point II Reactor, according to Dr. Thompson, might be the first
application requiring serious attention to new pressure vessel measures.
The Commonwealth Edison Group has recently mentioned a Dresden III Reactor
and a site for a fourth facility. Mr. Etherington suggested applying
the letter in a major way with the next metropolitan reactor.
Because of the competition between fossil fuel and nuclear plants,
which results in much efforts to decrease costs, any additional expenses
against pressure vessel failure will probably be resisted by the industry.
Dr. Palladino sees that ACRS rejection of any industry proposals towards
this protection will be followed by a request for advice on satisfactory
measures; this would put the Committee in the position of designing
reactors. But Mr. Manly saw no need for the Committee to be unduly con
cerned over this. Dr. Gifford and Mr. Palladino believe exciting the
applicants to further action is the principle aim of the letter.
Dr. Thompson said that the Consolidated Edison Co. might connect the
containments of the new and the old reactor to provide more volume for
fission product retention. Mr. Etherington believes that any accident
which would remove a vessel head would probably remove the core and make
cooling of the core components very difficult. The general problem of
missiles and large exposures to the public were not resolved by the
Committee with the Dresden case. Dr. Okrent advised the subcommittee to
include this in its consideration.
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Sometimes efforts to strengthen systems s e.g. s pressure vessels, can
create weaknesses. Information on the rejection of steel plates for
pressure vessels and the consequences of acceptance of an inferior plate
is desired by the Committee. Mr. Manly suggested that the AEC support
efforts towards development of these proposed precautions. More infor
mation on the effects of these fission products which become more important
with very large reactors s e.g., the long lived fission products, is needed.
Dr. Okrent hopes for an early assessment of the problems and ways to
amel iorate the hazards; when ava"ilab1e, vendors can be advised and some
action might be possible with the current group of reactors. Dr. Zabel
postulated that approving the present reactors and delaying a decision on
pressure vessel failure precautions might make the problem more difficult
to solve; to him, the dilemma is the serious consequences of an accident
as considered against the industrial tendencies towards lower costs because
of economic pressure. Mr. Manly predicted that the companies will meet
requirements on this pressure vessel problem 1n order to compete.
Dr. Thompson said that since the letter had been written, the Commit
tee must follow through with advice towards metropolitan reactors. Immediate
stP.ps might be inquiries to the AEC regarding expenditures towards pressure
vessel integrity, resolution of the nil ductility temperature (NOT) problem
and better inspection techniques. However, construction uncertainties,
such as droping a ~essel during installation and unaccessable damage, as
with the Hallam vessel or the San Onofre heat exchanger, complicate the
picture.
Mr. Manly saw the issue of pressure vessels as not new but one
generated some time ago and commented upon in the Committee letters towards
research and development and in the draft on the Committee policy towards
metropolitan reactors. To him, urging for AEC efforts towards more basic
kDuwledge of pressure vessel failures and better techniques of inspection
is a first step; another is, of course, to design reactors to accomodate
a large failure. Dr. Hanauer advised that the Committee make clear what
is desired of the RS. Mr. Palladino proposed that the RS assemble the
evidence that pressure vessels will not fail, e.g., statistics on past
experience and on the very careful inspections; if this evidence is not
convincing, then the applicants, on whom the burden of proof rests, should
be made to take appropriate precautions. Much time may be required to
make such a summary; but pending cases, according to Dr. Bush s will require
early attention.
Information leading to the rejection of pressure vessels for the
Navy program would be helpful. Mr. Manly recalled occasions where vendors
successfully pursued claims against the AEC for manufacturing requirements
beyond the state of the art. A company with a large piping contract was
put in severe financial straits by being held closely to specifications.
Frustration over the Navy's contention that inspection has eliminated any
possibility of pressure vessel failure with Naval reactors was expressed
by Dr. Thompson; this may encourage the industry to develop specious evi
dence against possible failure. Although quality improvement is a way to
limit the hazards of pressure vessel failure, it may not be a very secure
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basis; continued improvements probably have a limit, but Dr. Newson sugges
ted that new concepts which increase safety will probably be developed.
Dr. Bush, based on research to date, believed that a monitoring system of
materials placed inside the pressure vessel might not be a particularly
expensive way to provide assurance against vessel failure; a feasible
scheme is available, but development, costing perhaps a half million
dollars, would be required to ma'ke it practical.
Although better inspection is probably not difficult, acceptance of
new design ideas by the fabricators of vessels may be less easy because
economics tend to color technical judgement. According to Mr. Manly,
available tests for the integrity of plate, e.g., ultrasonic methods, are
not used by manufacturers, e.g., Lukens Steel Co., because of the expense.
Consequently, applicants may have to be coerced to better inspection and
to cesign precautions to resist vessel failure; a document outlining the
state of the art n~y be needed to obtain compliance of reactor vendors.
Dr. Silverman sensed a lack of realization of the RS regarding these economic
factors. Although Mr. Etherington doubted if improvements in pressure
vessel precautions will develop with current projects, the agitation will
probably lead to manufacturers including a sizable contingency in their
design estimates.
Comments on possible industrial standards for pressure vessels were
made. Mr. ~anly said that industrial codes reflect the consensus of the
manufacturers, the construction contractors, and the users. Dr. Bush
recalled an effort towards standards for tubes which required about five
years, but the standards were not accepted because of economics.
A policy statement, perhaps oral, regarding large reactors near
cities, and perhaps clarification by means of the Brookwood case, was
discussed. Although Dr. Okrent favored a statement now, Dr. Hanauer was
inclined against a firm position until the present reactors have a more
thorough review. Dr. Zabel was inclined to stand by the original letter,
since further comments might only confuse the issue. To Dr. Silverman,
the Indian Point II Reactor is definitely in the metropolitan category
which means the issue must be faced almost immediately. The Malibu and
Dresden II Reactors, which the ACRS approved, could be a basis for review
of the future metropolitan reactors; five more applications for large
reactors are expected by the RS in February and a similar number in March.
Dr. Newson saw the ACRS position as one of more leniency towards those large
reactors whose applications are already before the RS; discouragement of
some future metropolitan reactor applicants may be in order. Mr. Etherington
noted that operators and manufacturers must give careful consideration to
the pressure vessel recolTll'lendations and indicate the steps taken to comply.
Underground locations as protection against catastrophic failure of
metropolitan reactors was again mentioned by Dr. McKee. Subcommittee
attention will be given to the steps being taken on the current group of
proposed reactors, e.g., the Brookwood Reactor and the Indian Point II
Reactor, towards pressure vessel precautions against failure.
Regulatory Staff (RS)
Dr. Kavanaugh, Mr. Shaw, and Mr. Rosenthal of the Safety Research
Steering Committee were present for this session as well as Mr. Price,
Drs. Beck and Mann, and many other RS Members.
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The history leading to the letters on the Dresden II Reactor and on
pressure vessels was related by Dr. Newson. Some years ago a boiling
water reactor for the Malibu site might be considered to have been
rejected indirectly by the Committee's comments. As a parallel, reactors
with the present pressure vessel designs are probably satisfactory for
sites such as Dresden but not at more metropolitan locations. Mr. Manly
recalled comments stemming from the interest of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy (JCAE) on improvements to reactors needed for metropolitan
sites. Both Dr. Beck and Mr. Price felt that insufficient time was being
spent jointly by the Committee and the RS on this important problem;
divided opinion exists within the RS as to the reliability of pressure
vessels. The Nucleonics comments on the recent pressure vessel letter
were interpreted by Mr. Manly to imply a difference of opinion between the
RS and the Committee on pressure vessels.
Mr. Price expressed serious concern over any failure of a pressure
vessel of a major reactor anywhere, not necessarily one near cities,
that an appreciable number of individuals might be injured; although a
million individuals might be involved in an accident in the New York
area, sizable numbers could be involved at more remote sites. Dr. Beck
was much inclined against any implication that possible failures are and
important only at certain distances from cities.
Mr. Price said that although the probability of pressure vessel
failure or head loss is low, it is still not zero. Mr. Manly seemed not
seriously concerned over the possibilities of a catastrophic pressure vessel
failure; to him the letter urges steps towards more research and development
by the AEC and industry. Mr. Shaw complained that if this was the intent
of the letter, prior discussions should have been held with the appropriate
AEC groups; he interpreted the letter to apply to only current and future
reactors. The question in Mr. Beck's mind is a definition of the work
future; orderly improvement 1s desired, but who exercises the leadership
is not clear to him.
Or. Ha~a~er sees continued efforts towards safety of pressure vessels
reaching a llmlt ~here.additional expense on the vessel is not justified;
then redundancy in equlpment may be the answer. The positive nature of the
pressure.vessel letter was emphasized by Dr. Thompson, e.g., negative state
ments WhlCh might limit location of reactors was avoided' the problem 1s the
large accident with serious consequences but of low prob~b11ity.
A need ~or statements from the experts at Oak Ridge, Hanford, and other
AEC laboratorles on the state of the art with pressure vessels was seen by
Mr. ~Gnly as a first step to identify information that is lacking. Finally,
measures to protect ~he public even if there is a severe rupture of a pressure
ves~el would be consldered. Dr. Beck observed that major changes in reactor
deslgn, e.g., abandonment of the pressure suppression concept might result.
Dr. Thompson pointed to the uncertainties in pressure vessel design
and behavior as related to the prevention of a large scale accident, as
mentioned 1n the report WASH 740. Mr. Shaw commented on excessive pre
cautions against failure of equipment; measures to limit damage from a
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defective head failure might be ineffective, and his preference would be a
better vessel head or more bolts instead of compounding precautions to
limit motion of a released head. Dr. Kavanaugh doubted if the AEC could
now identify a research and development program to allow reactors in
populated areas in two years.
The AEC Safety Research Steering Committee recognizes the problems
of quality control and the need for research or improved inspection tech
niques of pressure vessels; more research and development into mechanisms
for failure and the nil ductility temperature (NDI) shift is needed. The
program towards understanding embrittlement of metals might be pointed
more towards pressure vessels; the propagation of cracks in metal may need
more study and or re-orientation. Dr. Beck can now establish some criteria
for inspection and design, which might be added to the design criteria being
formulated; means are already available to improve the quality of pressure
vessels. The AEC promoting improved vessel quality and reactor design
approaches to protect against the consequences of vessel failure was
recommended by Dr. Okrent, e.g., vendors might be given AEC contracts.
Planning of such research and development by the AEC might lead to quicker
results because of the economic limitations on industry; Mr. Shaw mentioned
a million dollars a year for such efforts, but wondered what one would tell
an applicant. The AEC can finance such as the LOFT and the Advanced Fast
Reactor (AEC), but commercial reactors are a different problem. Mr. Shaw
doubts if the industry will be willing to use higher standards unless
required by the AEC.
Mr. Kavanaugh asked when the ACRS desired attention by the industry to
the pressure vessel problem; Mr. Manly pointed to the statement in the letter
that reviews of cases would continue on an individual basis. The RS
considers itself in a delemma; if the requirements to prevent or constrain
a pressure vessel failure are not strict, economics would result in little
industrial effort to comply with the letters intent, and the same old
reactor designs will be submitted.
Dr. Bush reported cases where cod~ standards exist without methods
of inspection to assure compliance are lacking. All vessels are specified
to the same code. Pressure vessels made to the same code may be more
expensive for some purchasers because of stricter inspection and increased
rejection rate; costs with the Pressurized Water Reactor may have been
fifteen to thirty percent more because of firmer fabrication standards
and more extensive inspection. To Mr. Manly, any action which would result
in a moratorium on reactors must be avoided; progress is desired.
Multiple standards for reactors at the Idaho test site was indicated
by Mr. Shaw, e.g., the standards for the Navy and the commercial type
reactors differ. He emphasized that the nuclear industry may find itself
in difficulty if care is not taken in defining criteria on pressure vessels.
Mr. Etherington commented on the failure of pressure vessels; if the failure
is from improper fabrication, quality control can improve the vessels but
if the vessel is overstressed, then quality control does nothing to prevent
failure. Dr. Palladino said that occasionally problems which are deemed
by some as insoluble are found, with continued effort, to have answers
and savings have often resulted; therefore, study of the quality of pressure
vessels and design efforts as related to consequences of a large accident
must be continued.
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Dr. Kavanaugh was complimentary of the Committee letter on pressure
vessels and saw it as generating needed safety features of reactors; he
regretted the concern of the industry. Dr. Kavanaugh. Mr. Shaw. and Mr.
Rosenthal then left the meeting.
Dr. Doan asked for the Committee position on the long range problems
with the pressure vessel of the Yankee Reactor; Dr. Okrent saw no comment
soon. Dr. Okrent asked for information on the surveillance program planned
by the various design groups regarding the NOT shift and is the RS satisfied.
Mr. DiNunno is collecting data on progress. Mr. Manly reported that recently
an industrial man refrained from giving NOT information publicly because
of industrial competition. However. Dr. Bush recalled slow, but successful,
efforts in assembling information on ductility changes.

Mr. Price asked for guidance to the RS on pressure vessel measures
in view of the Committee letter and the discussion with Mr. Shaw's group;
Mr. Price understands that there is a need to collect information for
improved inspection and to develop novel reactor designs to prevent failure
or to handle the consequences. The Committee was reluctant to recommend
steps; too much detail might hamper the industry and lead to less effort
to understand the problem. Nevertheless Dr. Hanauer advised conclusions
soon because of the large size and number of reactors planned for metro
politan areas.
Some interpretation of Mr. Shaw's comments was given by the Committee
members. Mr. Manly understood Mr. Shaw to feel that the RS can force re
actor designers and builders to take appropriate pressure vessel measures.
More inquiry by the RS into the efforts of reactor designers was suggested
by Dr. Okrent. Mr. Manly stated that Mr. Shaw would rely on strict rules
of fabrication and operation, e.g., as with the Naval Reactors, to
prevent failure of pressure vessels.
Dr. Beck was uncertain as to RS action and is against any abrupt change
in policy. Improvements in pressure vessel technology are appearing, and
new criteria on vessel fabrication and inspection may be desirable. He
was in doubt over the need for requiring protection against the consequences
of major failure. Mr. Levine reported that Mr. Shaw had estimated a half
a million dollars expense for a blast shield for a pressure vessel. Although
Congress desires no more AEC expenditures towards water reactors, because
of the intense industrial actiVity, Mr. Price said that safety might be
in a different category.
.
Dr. zabel told Mr. ~rice of his recommendation of no . alteration in
the pressure vessel letter. The Committee's inclination to apply the letter
in a gradual w~ was E!vtdenced. The Boston Edison Reactor may soon provide
a situation where full precautions against vessel failure may be required.
Later Mr. Price indicated that the Edgar site for the Boston Edison Reactor
might not be satisfactory even if all the pressure vessel failure precautions
now considered are taken. Dr. Okrent stated that the pressure vessel
letter will be applied gradually to reactors with current applications.
An increased number of ACRS questions urging continued improvements in
pressure vessel quality and precautions against failure should be expected.
Nevertheless, each reactor will be given individual attention by the
Committee. Dr. Beck interpreted the ACRS statement to mean more probing
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into the cases filed, particularly as to the inspection and surveillance
of pressure vessels; with new cases, more definite steps in design would
be required. Dr. Bush told the RS of his belief that existing methods
can allow reasonable pressure vessel surveillance for large reactors but
not within a matter of months. However, space might be left available in
the reactor system to accommodate these measures.
Reactors near cities will be given pressure vessel attention by the
ACRS earlier and to a greater extent. According to Mr. Price, if any
applicant is forced to protect against pressure vessel failure, all other
commercial reactors must comply regardless of location. Mr. Case asked
for the Committee feeling of the acceptability of protecting against the
pressure of a sudden rupture, but maybe not the missiles. No Committee
opinion was offered, except the observation that requirements might vary
at different sites. Mr. Case would view any response by industry to
further pressure vessel requirements as a commitment which leaves him less
inclined to accept compliance now.

Mr. Price presumed that military reactors, and those already built,
would be exempted from future requirements of pressure vessel protection.
Mr. Price hopes that the studies will show reasonable methods can be devel
oped to protect against the pressure vessel failure; if not, the RS will
have difficulty because of the incentive to lower cost reactors and the
desire of the Commissioners to promote the nuclear industry.
Mr. Price ended the session by reporting that he had again talked to
the Commission and to the Steering group after their sessions with the
Committee regarding the pressure vessel letter and possible RS steps to
comply.
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At its next meet i ng, the 69th, January 6-8, 1966, the ACRS had to gi ve Il1lch
attention to the question of how to implement the recent letter on pressure
vessels. Was it to be applied to succeeding reactors in ter~~ of improved
quality? Was it to be applied after a suitable time interval to all reactors
in terms of protection against certain vessel failure modes? Was it to be
applied in terms of certain vessel failure modes only for reactors of very
high power at relatively highly populated sites? The Committee met with the
Regulatory Staff, with members of the Division of Reactor Development, and
with the Commissioners. Several sections of the minutes of the 69th rr~eting
are reproduced on the next pages for the insight they give into the though
processes involved.
Review of the Brookwood and Millstone Point reactors was facing the ACRS,
and it was decided to pursue with these two groups various aspects of the
pressure vessel question, including a discussion of the consequences of
various failure modes and the probabilities of these types of failures, as
well as a discussion of the types of things that could be done to improve
the quality of reactor pressure vessels.
It was with some anguish that the utilities discussed on the record and in
writing questions concerning pressure vessel failure. It was a topic not
dealt with in this manner previously; it was a topic relating to accidents
for which the reactor was not protected.
The minutes of the 71st ACRS meeting, March 10-12, 1966, show that
Mr. Roger Cae, a representative of the Yankee organization appearing on
behalf of the Millstone Point reactor, joined the Committee in executive
session and read a statement regarding the trend of written questions in
regulatory groups to applicants regarding the seriousness of postulated
accidents. Mr. Coe stated that the correspondence becomes a public docu
ment and, in one case, for example, the Brookwood reactor (later renamed
the Ginna reactor), this correspondence was quickly collected and aired by
the press. (See excerpt from Nucleonics Week, February 17, 1966 quoted
below.)
ACRS IS PRESSING ITS CONCERN OVER PRESSURE-VESSEL FAILURE IN
REVIEWING BROOKWOOD, the first reactor project to come up for
a construction permit since the Advisory Committee for Reactor
Safeguards in December first postulated as a serious possibility
of a large-scale vessel rupture (NU Wk, 9 Dec 165, 1). The 450
Mwe Brookwood station is to be built for Rochester Gas &Elec
tric by Westinghouse. In a letter to RG&E earlier this month,
AEGis reactor-licensing chief, R. L. Doan, submitted two series
of questions, one on behalf of the licensing staff, the other on
behalf of ACRS. The ACRS questions bearing on the pressure
vessel-rupture issue include the following:
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If one postulates the rapid propagation of a crack circumfer
edntially, with the contained energy of the system, what would
happen to the upper section of the vessel including shearing
the primary pipes, etc?
Can you visualize any problem from the propagation of a crack
from top to bottom of the vessel but not through the head?
Do your calculations confin~ that the steam-generator tube
sheet will withstand shock loading by abrupt loss of primary
coolant, or will the head go instead?
• Are you considering procedures for detecting the propagation
of cracks within the pressure vesel wall, i.e., acoustic
emission?
Define the pressure vessel flaw size and type that is accepted
in the specifications. What flaws larger in size or of special
significance might not be detected, particularly in zones of
irregular geometry?
What flaw size is accepted in the studs of the pressure vessel?
What frequencies of study, inspection or replacement is planned?
How many studs can fail ~ithout threateni ng the integrity of the
closure?
Please describe requirements concerning the support structure
for the pressure vessel, including the degree of levelness over
reactor life, which are needed to insure no problems due to local
overstressing of the pressure vessel.
Describe how small leaks in the pressure vessel would be detected,
and the action to be taken should such occur. How is adequate re
sponse assured in the event of a previous existence of small leaks
in other parts of the system?
In addition to these, ACRS asked five questions on nil ductility, including
validity of neutron flux dose predictions for the pressure vessel, weld re
gions and heat-affected zones. The AEC staff questions submitted by Doan
were largely answered orally by RG&E and Westinghouse at a meeting Jan.
26-28, but the staff wanted a "written response .•. to confirm the oral in
formation.
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Mr. Coe referred to private discussions in the past with applicants where
the presentation of information was on a very candid basis. He predicts
that this public method of communication will lead to less frankness and
perhaps to intervention by the opponents of nuclear power in order to delay
private nuclear development. Mr. Coe was quoted as desiring an arrangement
by which such questions could be raised without the public being informed.
Verbal requests and informal replies are a possible way to do this.
These comments by Mr. Coe were triggered by the written questions, trans
mitted by the Regulatory Staff on behalf of the ACRS, to the applicants for
the Brookwood and the Millstone Point reactors, concerning possible modes
of pressure vessel failure and possible means to deal with pressure vessel
failures, as well as the probability of differing types of failure.
Questions of this type had not been asked in writing frequently in the
past, although discussion of such questions certainly did occur from time
to time during the meetings between the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff, or
the ACRS and the various applicants. We shall see that the question of
Class 9 accidents (accidents exceeding the consequence limits of Part 100)
was again to arise in a few months and would introduce, in a public way, the
likelihood that a loss of containment integrity would be associated with
accidents involving gross melting of the core.
It is clear from the minutes of the 71st meeting, March 10-12, 1966, as
well as the minutes of the previous two meetings of the ACRS, that the
Committee had decided in the cases of the Bruokwood and Millstone Point
reactors, that additional design measures to protect the public against
postulated pressure vessel failure would not be recommended. Instead,
improved quality control during fabrication of the vessel and improved
surveillance methods during operation were going to be pursued.
Indian Point Unit 2 posed a somewhat more complicated problem. This was
the highest power PWR to be reviewed to date. There was already a smaller
reactor at the site (which was the most populated site approved for a
reactor having a power of several hundred megawatts). To sone, Indian
Point represented a nearly metropolitan site, because New York City was
less than 30 miles away and there was a considerable population density
between the reactor and New York City. To others, Indian Point represented
a better location than the Edgar site recently proposed by Boston Edison;
it was very much better than the Ravenswood site in New York City. The
application for Indian Point was submitted in Uecember 1965, and it was
hoped by the applicant and the AEC to get completion of Regulatory Staff
and ACRS action by about June 1966, a rather remarkable pace.
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The reactor had a minimum exclusion distance of only 0.3 miles; the nearest
boundary of Peakskill, the closest population center, was 0.87 miles. In
view of the short distances involved in this case, it was evident to the
AEC Regulatory Staff that the specifics of Part 100 were not too meaningful.
They elected to evaluate off-site doses for an exclusion distance and low
population zone (l.p.z.) of 0.32 miles and 0.67 miles, respectively, to see
if the expected leakage rate and the proposed measures to remove radioac
tivity from the containment (sprays and/or filters) would enable a meeting
of the dose guidelines. They were following the traditional approach of
Part 100, but with a very small low population zone. If it passed this
test, it appeared that they would approve the reactor.
To the members of the ACRS, Indian Point looked like a site much worse than
the others they had been cons i deri ng. A major question faci ng the ACRS
members was, IIShould measures to cope with pressure vessel failure be applied
in some way for Indian Point 21" Also considered seriously was whether other,
additional safety requirements were desirable or needed for this facility.
Opinion among the Comnittee members on these difficult questions was
clearly quite diverse.
A partial illustration of the complexity of the problem and a discussion
of some of the general considerations involved can be obtained from the
questions on the following page written by member Thompson to the other
ACRS members during the Indian Point review.
In May of 1968, Morton Libarkin, an ACRS Staff Engineer, prepared a brief
summary of ACRS actions during the construction permit review of Indian
Point 2, two years earlier. The following excerpt from this memorandum
covers the period March 30, 1966 to June 11, 1966.
3/30/66 - Indian Point-2 Subcommittee Meeting
The question of the adequacy of a II pipe break I~CA as opposed
to consideration of a catastrophic pressure vessel failure
was raised due to the high power level and population density.
(Project Status Report dated 4/1/66, with meeting summary.)
ll

4/4/66 - 72nd ACRS Meeting

Westinghouse described the pressure-time history in the
Indian Point-2 containment, assuming no safety injection
following a LOCA. A rise in pressure when the core n~lted
and dropped into the water in the bottom of the vessel
and a second increase when the core melted through into
the vessel cavity were described.
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I.

Detailed Considerations:
1.

'What provisions appear acceptable to prevent loss of
coolant accidents?

2.

What reactivity anomalies can be envisioned and might be
acceptable without causing concern in regard to nuclear
transients?

3.

Can acceptable provisions be made to ameliorate the con
sequences of an accident:

4.

II.

(a)

Concerning decay heat removal following an accident
to prevent subsequent over-pressurization of the
contaimnent?

(b)

Concerning leakage from the contaimnent?

(c)

Concerning pressure vessel rupture?

Can steps be taken to add assurance in regard to the
acceptability of sites by:
(a)

More monitoring and local disaster alarms?

(b)

Flooding possibilities by lowering the reactor?

(c)

Evacuation of the local population? (Items (a) and
(b) have very difficult public relation aspects)

Is there reasonable assurance that this reactor can be built
without undue hazard to the health and safety of the public.
If the answer to II is "yes", then the Coamittee has no problem.
If the answer to II is "no", then what one or more features· of I
above (or others not listed) would have to be improved and how
much before you would accept it?
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Several members expressed the opinion that, for the Indian
Point site, the applicant should show that any failure of
the pressure vessel can be withstood.
5/3/66 - Indian Point-2 Subcommittee Meeting
The vessel head rise due to stud and circumferential failures
and the consequences of longitudinal splits in the vessel
were discussed. A suggestion was made that Westinghouse
consider putting some of the post-accident heat removal
equipment inside the containment.
The applicant was asked to discuss means of amelioratin~
the consequences of pressure vessel failure with the full
Committee.
5/5-7/66 - 73rd ACRS Meeting
The Committee was divided with respect to the requirement
for protection against containment failure due to large
(pressure) vessel accidents at the Indian Point-2 facility.
Westinghouse described mechanical effects of various types
of vessel splits. In was noted that duplicate core cool
ing equipment within containment was being considered.
Analyses indicated that a molten core would penetrate
the containment 4500 seconds after a pipe break.*
Con Ed was informed that the Committee was still con
sidering the requitement of protection against vessel
fai lures.
6/8-11/66 - 74th ACRS Meeting
The Committee again raised the question of the accept
ability of the Indian Point-2 safeguards equipment.
Some members felt that the penetration of the con
tainment by the vessel head was a serious enough
problem to justify retention measures. Also, if
the vessel failed, a relocated, molten core would
probably violate the containment liner, etc.
The Committee agreed, by a soft vote, to require
protection against the effects of a longitudinal
vessel split.
*Westinghouse may have actually said that the pressure vessel would be
penetrated 4500 seconds after a pipe break.
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The position taken at the June, 1966 meeting remained the position of the
Committee for Indian Point 2, and, in fact, represented the continuing
position of the Committee for the Indian Point 3 reactor, the Zion 1 and 2
reactors, which were at a site having a surrounding population density
similar to that of Indian Point, and also for the Midland reactor, which
had a relatively large nearby population.
The integrity of the reactor vessel cavity was to be maintained in the
unlikely event of a longitudinal vessel split, but there was no accom
panying requirement that the core be kept from melting in connection with
this unlikely event. In part, the ACRS recommendation that protection be
provided against the forces involved with longitudinal vessel split appears
to be related partly to the higher probability of this type of failure,
compared to failure of all the studs, or a circumferential vessel failure.
Partly, it appeared to be more practical to design ayainst this particular
set of forces. And perhaps, partly, it was a way of initiating what might
later be more comprehensive protection against vessel failure for still
more highly populated sites.
A more detai 1ed look at the mi /lutes of the 72nd meet i n9 in Apri 1, 1966,
shows that there was considerable discussion concerning pressure vessel
quality and failure modes with the representatives of the applicant for
Indian Point 2. It was stated by Westinghouse that the reactor design
could probably withstand a longitudinal failure of the pressure vessel,
but was not clear as to whether a circumferential break or head loss could
be also handled.
In Executive Session, ACRS member Palladino was inclined to require the
Indian Point group to show that any pressure vessel failure could be
withstood. Member Etheri ngton saw the bi ggest question as IIWhat reactor
design the Committee is Willing to accept for a metropolitan site; the
measures for the much higher hazards of this site are not clear. II Member
Bush sensed that the engineered safeguards were either insufficient for
this site or overdesigned for some other sites.
Similar discussions ensued at the May and June, 1966 ACRS meetings, and
at the Subcommittee meetings on Indian Point. In addition, a much more
intensive examination was given to the adequacy and reliability of engi
neered safeguards for Indian Point 2 by the ACRS than had been the case
for previous reactors.
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Concurrent with the review of Indian Point 2, the ACRS held further Subcom
mittee meetings (May 4, 1966 and June 3, 1966) on the matter of metropolitan
siting. The minutes of the Subcommittee meetings are duplicated on the
next pages, essentially in their entirety, for their very considerable
insight into the thought process and the problems involved. Discussion
papers prepared by Subcommittee Chai rman Etheri ngton for the May 4th
meeting are also duplicated, for the insight they provide and to help
make the meet i ng mi nutes more readi 1y. understood.
These minutes report discussions held with Dr. Beck and r!Embers of the
staff of Brookhaven National Laboratory on their redo of WASH-740 (1957).
Following the May 4, 1966 Subcommittee ireeting, the full Committee heard a
similar discussion. The minutes of this discussion, which are also dupli
cated on the following pages, indicate a reluctance of Dr. Beck to dissem
inate any quantitative results from the study. The Subcommittee meeting
held on June 3, 1966 was the result of considerable pressure by the ACRS on
Dr. Beck to make available some representative results to the ACRS.
One specific item of interest in the BNL work was the expectation that Li,e
intestinal dose, rather than the whole body or iodine dose, would have the
most important health effects for uncontrolled release of the bulk of the
radioactivity.
An item of special interest in the minutes of the June 3, 1966 Subcofrunittee
is that Dr. Wensch and Dr. Beck reported that core melt in a 3200 MWt re
actor would not only lead to melt-through of the reactor vessel but that
calculations indicated the core would melt through the concrete of the
containment floor into the earth* until enough material was involved to
dissipate its heat.

*The term iiChina Syndrome ii was quickly coined to characterize a core
melting its way into the earth (on its way to China from the U.S.).
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ADVISORY COMMI1TEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

Apri I 29, 1966

Discussion Outline for
Subcommittee Meeting on Reactor Design and Operating Criteria
May 4, 1966
,
l

1.

of previous DRL and ACRS positions. In general DRL has been con
eerned over small reasonably probable accidents and has been inclined to
declare a moratorium on large city locations as a matter of policy. ACRS
has favored an open attitude and a case-by-case review; the Committee has
generally expressed a belief that engineered safeguards should permit
siting of reactors closer to cities, but believes that improved safeguards
are required, including protection against pressure vessel failure.

Revie~

2.

Are major accidents in city locations worie than in some locations already
approved?

3.

Can criteria for city locations be established? Discussion to be based
on H. Etherington memorandum (distributed by R. F. Fraley memo dtd. April 14,
1966) or on some other basis.

4.

Should a position be taken on the Boston Edison Weymouth plant location:
<a)
(b)

on the basis of interim criteria, or

a. an interim policy decision.

S.

Should the staff be :invited to discuss the Committee position or to
implement its recommended actions?

6.

Should the Committee make a determined erfort to develop at least an .
interim position?

~~

J,/,E

B. Etheringto
Chairman. leac tor Del1.8n and
Operating Crit~ria Subcommittee

.

~
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E'lALUATION OF REACTOR SAFETY FOR CITY

LOCATION~

The purpose of the May 4 subcommittee meeting is to develop a suggested
£ramew~rk for discussion at the Full Committee May meeting. This memorandum
is suggested to the subcommitte~ as a possible starting point for its own
discussions.
1.

The Problem

Evaluation of 'Teasonable" hazard requires:
1.

Appra!sal of the maximum and probable consequences of
various accidents.

2.

Appraisal of the probability of various accidents.

3.

Selection of a fo~~la for combining consequences with
probabilities to express acceptable haz~rd.

Consequences. The immediate conseque~~es of a particular accident can
be estim:ited 0:1 a reasonable set of assumptions, both for the 'Worst environ
mental and meteorological conditions, and for some defined mean of all pos
sible conditions.
o~

Probability. There is no available means of evaluating the probability
accidents that have happened ~nly occasionally or not at all.

Combination of Consequences with Probability. There 1s no agreed method
of combining consequences with probabilities. For example, it 1s not estab
lished whether a lO-fold increase in the severity of consequences is properly
compensated for by reducing the probability by a factor of 10.
II.

Ccnseguences of Accident

Evaluation of the consequences of an. accident to a
depends on:

- -

--~-

pa~ticular

reactor

1.

The nature of the assumed accident.

2.

The criteria for accident evaluation.

3.

Tne

4.

The assumed environmental and meteorological conditions.

5.

The exposure duration.

surr~u~ding

population.

I.

--- -

-

'._..__.a.._

._._ .•

0_._._.
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Assumed Accident. the accidents that appear most pertinent to
considerations are:
(a)

The MeA with full functioning of engineered safeguards.

(b)

The MCA with partial functioning of engineered safeguards.

(c)

The MCA with complete failure of all engineered safeguards
except the

(d}

cont3inme~t.

The ''Extreme Accident", assuming 100 percent core meltdown
a~d

'.

complete loss of containment.

Case (a) is presumed to have no consequences beyond Part 100.
that initially cnly the Extreme Accident be considered.
Criteria for Accide~t Evaluation.
many ways, for example:

Some

pre~ent

It is suggested

Consequences could be evaluated in

of fatalities.

1.

~lumber

2.

Number of persons receiving over 250 r whole-body dose.

3.

Number of persons receiving over 25

4.

Number of persons receiving over 300 rem iodine dose.

5.

Total man-rem dose to the population.

6.

Number of pe"ple receiving over 600 rem, 600-500, ,500-400, etc.

•

I'

whole-body dose.

weighted average ·')f such criteria should be used, but for initial dis";'
it is suggested that the number of fatalities be used as the criterion.

cussi~n

T~e Surrcu~ding Population. The existing pcpulation density and dis
tribution are: k~cwn f::r a particular site'. Future population is also impor
tant, bet it is s~ggested that initial study be limited to the existing
pop~lstiC!l.

ASSumed Enviro~me~tal a~d Meteorological Conditions. The severity of
consequences and the probability of a particular weather regime are both
importa~t. ?ossible assumptions include:
(a)

The consequences from the worst possible combination of
population distribution and weather regime.

(b)

~1e

(c)

Average c~nsequences around the compass based or.
TID l4844assumpti~ns and pop~lation distribction.

I

TID 14844·assumptions applied in a direction that
6ffects the greatest nu~ber of people.

-2
_.-::..,.. ..;.::;.;;....:_ ..

_ ..

-
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(d)

Averqe. c~nce9 around the compass bued ou p.opula·t.1on
. distribution, and on ...weather-regime probahility as determined
01 lDeteorolog.ical recorda far the ei.te •

.

These a1ternat:!ve ass\JJIIPtions are in order of decreasing severity. Probably
some weighted.c.ombination of assumptions Ca) and Cd) is most meaningful,
1.e., a .combination of worst possible and the average conditions. However,
for the present purpose it 1s augsested that assumptions (b) and (c) be used
~T!D 14844 fer ¥erst direction, and for average of all directions).
\
I

Exposure Duration. The anlysis could be based on planned evacuation or
on continued exposure. \Two-hour evacuation may be impractical but a general
exodus may be expected after a major accident. The probable exposure duration
should he studied, but for the present it is s~ggested that calculations be
based on no exclusion area and continuing expo.V&.
Large Reactors under Review. To focus the di$cussion, the criteria
should be applied to large reactors currently under review. The criteria
are summarized as 100 per cent meltdown, complete loss of containment,
TID 14844 fission-product release, long time exposure, TID 14844 meteorology .
(both f~r worst direction and average for all d~rections). and number of
fatalities. The following table should be developed correctly and extended
to other assumed criteria of consequences.
~
Fatalities in Extreme Accident*
TID 14844, worst direcHO:1

Brookwood
Millstone Point
I!1dia:1 Point
Bostau Edison

TID 14844. average direction

1,500
2,500
5.000
15.000

.5,000
5,000
13,000
70,000

.. '!'he&e Dumbers are not to be taken lerla,.ully. '!'hey are lueaaed
from a cursory insp.ction of a tabulation ·~otent1.l Conaequences
of Breached Containment" received December 28. 1965 froll the D~
ataff. The numbers should be reduced by some tactor tor shielding
by bul1dl~gs.
,
.
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III.

ProbabilLey of Extreme Accident

On:y the Extreme Accident (complete meltdown and complete loss of
conta.i:unent) i.s corasidered in this exploratory discussion. To appraise the
probability of the Extreme Accident and to review methods of reducing the
probability, it is ne~essary to consider:
1.

Initiating accidents or chains of accidents.

2.

The relative probability of each link in the accident cnain.

3.

Meas~res

t

that can reasonably be taken to reduce the likelihood
of the accident.

I~itiati~g Accide~ts.

Some po&sible initiating accidents are:

The MeA with failure of engineered safeguards (including
containme:tt).

(a)

Reactur vessel rupture and containment penetration.

(b)

(e)

Sastained power failure couplea with emergency power failure
and fail~re to find a last-ditch remedy.

(d)

Earthquake or other natural phenomenon.

Probability
, of Initiating Accidents. If it can be reasonably
prcbability of one initiating cause is much greater than
all the ~th~rs, then cnly that cause need be considered. If, however, two or
mere ca~ses have pr~b&bili~ies of the same order of magnitude, there is little
j~stificatio~ for concentrating on one cause while i~oring the other.
Absol~te

assumed that

th~

It is alm~st useless Rt present to suggest absolute probabilities, but
in order to sense t~~ feeling of the Committee on relative probabilities.
the fcllcwing ciay ~igeons are offered:
(5)

MCA 10-4 ~ver the reactor life.

Cont£1nment failure following

MeA (by lesk.~ge, valVE: failures, rupture from overpressure or

local overstress J improper

pr~b£bility

maintenance, etc.)

10- 2

Over-all

lO-b.

(b)

7essel rupture during its life (material. design. and fabricating
inadequacy; overpressu~e from reactivity insertion; or failure to
keep safely above NOT) 10- 6 • Missile penetration of containment
with nv holddown 1. Over-all pr?bability 10- 6 •

(c)

Sustained power failure during life (once in 400 years)! 10- 1 •
Failare of diesel to start up (1f essential) 10- 2 • Failure of
~perator to take extraordinary act1c~ (e.g., make a field con
~ecti,n to some other source of coolant) 10- 2 • Over-all prob
abi~ity 10. 5 • A second dieset of adequate capacity woald reduce
this to 10- 7 .
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(d)

The probability.of a destructive earthquake is high in some
areas. This probability must be multiplied by the probabilities
that the earthquake would cause a particular series of1events
(e.g., loss of power or coolant).
IV.

Combining Ccnseguences with Probabilities

A determination of how consequences and probabilities should be combined
would do much to clarify the problem ~f appraising reasonable hazard as a
function of reactor location.
Si~ple Product. The most obvious treatment is to require that a product
of conseq~c~ce (fatalities) multiplied by probability have a prescribed con
stant maximum value, i.e. Fp = C. Suppose one fatality in the 40-year life
of the plant were c,~sidered a tolerable industrial hazard and suppose the
average weather conditi·~s produces one tenth of the TID 14844 number for
average wind direction. If the extreme accident for average wind direction
would cause 1,000 fatalities, the probability of the accident in 40 years
must not exceed 10- 2 ; for 10,000 fatalities, 10- 3 ; and 100,000 fatalities
10- 4 • For the Boston Edis~~ reactor we would then have to decide ~ether
the probability of vessel rupture (or of other cause of extreme accident)
was less than 1.8 x 10- 3 or I in 444. The probabili~y must, however, be
reduced ~fay by a factor of 10) to allvw for non-fatal injury, giving
1.8 x 10 .
.

Weighted Prodcct. The simple product appears to be a valid measure
of hazard if operatio~s are extended over an infinite time, with statistically
even spacing of events.
Tne simple product does not take into account the difference in p~b1ic
reaction to numer~us sm~ll incide~ts a~d'to rare catastrophic events.
Certainly, freq~ent sm~ll incidents would provoke a needling type of criti
cism; but ~ major catastrophy early in the industry could cause every reactor
in the co~ntry to be shut down. ~~e problem here is not the frequency of L
occurrence, but the u~certainty as to when the first accident of this cate
gory might occur -- if sach an accident occurred for the first time hundreds
of years from now, it might be accepted ih proper perspective. Some higher
power weighting in recognitio~ of the magnitude of the extreme accident
therefore appears necessary.
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Suggested Procedure. It is suggested that some kind of tentative
formula be developed to compare reactors and sites. Some possible approaches
are discussed.
(a)

Accept the Brookwood plant and location as a reference model.
Decide- which is the most probable way by which the Extreme
Accident could occur. For proposed reactors involving a more
severe Extreme Accident, require that the probability be reduced
by:
(Ccnsequences at proposed site/Brookwood consequences)2
l.

For Boston Edison this would require (based on fatalities for
wind directio~) some engineered safeguard that would reduce
the probability by a factor of 196, or, in orders of magnitude,
100. If vessel failure is the most probable cause and is con
sidered sufficiently probable, it seems unlikely that added in
spection or surveillance would give so large a factor, and on~
this basis some degree of hold-down would be indicated. If,
however, failure of an engineered safeguard were the most prob
able cause, a backup system might supply the additiQna1 safety
required.
•
w~rst

(b)

Use the Brookwood plant and location as a reference, but first
decide whether the probability of the Extreme Accident is much
less than 1.8 x 10- 4 or 1 in 4,000. Make an adjus~ment and proceed
as before.

(c)

Use a less drastic formula than the square of the consequences.
V.

Pressure Vessel Reauirements

The vessel failure risk that may reasonably be taken should be reviewed and
its status re~ppraised on the basis of c~clusions that may be drawn from the
foreg~ing considerations.
Westinghouse and GE requirements in excess of Sec. III of the ASME Code
should be tabulated and reviewed.

H. Etherington
April 9, 1966
-6
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MEETING OF
REACTOR DESIGN & OPERATING CRITERIA SUBCOMMITTEE
WASHn«iTON. D. C•

MAY 4, 1966

This was a half-day executive session to discuss the siting of reactors
near large cities.
Attendees:
H. Etherington
S. B. Hanauer
D. Okrent
S. B. Bush
J. E. McKee
N. J. Palladino
R. F. FraleY1 Staff
R. H. Wilcox, Staff
Mr. Etherington stated the purpose of the meeting and proposed an agenda
to be followed. Additional topics were suggested by the ACRS members
present.
1.

Review of previous DRL and ACRS positions. In leneral DRL has been
concerned ov~~ small reasonably probable accidents and bas been in
clined to declare a moratorium on large city locations 'as a matter
of policy. ACRS has favored an open attitude and a case-by-case
review; the Committee has generally expressed a belief that engineered
safeguards should permit siting of reactors closer to cities, but be
lieves that improved safeguards are required, including protection
against pressure vessel failure.
A recent reporting of a speech by Dr. Beck in ''Nuclear Industry"
appeared to imply that the Regulatory Staff opposed construction of
reactors in cities for the present. A ''Nucleonics Week" article, on
the other hand, quoted a DRL official as saying that DRL had an open
mind, would review anything proposed, and encouraged imaginative ap
proaches.
Dr. Hanauer noted that the ACRS 1964 letter on engineered safeguards
was related to the metropolitan siting question. The Regulatory
. Staff's proposed ''moratorium'' on siting of reactors in large cities
was effectively blocked by' the Commission based upon advice from the
ACRS. The General Manager's side of the AlC reportedly agreed with
the ACRS in this case. Out of this grew the "augmented safety research
program" and the present "Steering Committee" for safety research.
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It was agreed to ask the Regulatory Staff what its~present feeling
was at the full Committee meeting the next day.
2.

Are major accidents in city locations worse than in some locations
already approved?
It was believed that Dr. Gifford might have some thoughts on this and
also that the meeting the next day with Brookhaven representatives
would be helpful.
Dr. Hanauer was concerned not only with the uncontained accident,
but with the MCA. He was not sure how many people should be given
25 r (whole body) and 300 rem (thyroid).
i

I

Dr. Okrent noted that a man-rem approach might be used, and that 10

rems to 106 people might be unacceptable. Dr. Hanauer pointed out
that Con Ed claims only a 50 mr site boundary dose for Indian Point
2, thus it, depends on who calculates the man-rems. Applicants usual
ly assume,all safeguards work.
'

,

Mr. Fraley noted that applicants are now claiming they can meet Part

20 in an MCA. Dr. Hanauer feels that it is a criteria question,
namely what are they allowed to take credit for. Mr. Palladino did
not think it wrong to have several "levels of safety", e.g. t Part 20
if everything works, Part 100 for other conditions, etc. Mr. Fraley
noted some feeling within AEC that Part 20 was not good enough. It
was pointed out that many fossil-fuel plants put out more radio
activity than nuclear plants, and some may exceed Part 20. The ques
tion of whether Part 20 needed improvement for cities was referred to
the Environmental Subcommittee by Dr. Okrent via Dr. McKee.
Dr. Bush was concerned that the usual meteorological assumptions were
not always as pessimistic as they could be. He recalled instances
where particulates released from a stack all came to the ground at
one small spot. Mr. Palladino had obse~ed similar situations •. Dr.
Okrent felt that rainout in a city could present a problem. Mr.
Etherington noted that there were worse conditions than used in TIO
14844, but these were of low probability.
There was some speculation that an accident 30 miles from a city could
be worse than one in a city. Dr. Okrent noted that BNL had calculated,
for an uncontained accident, that a reactor 5 or 10 miles from a city
could, with good meteorology, have a wide enough plume to give the
whole city a lethal dose. If the reactor was in the city, only half
the populace might be so exposed. The BNL people had figured that the
lethality would be due to the exposure of the intestinal tract. BNL
has not been allowed to write this up in a manner that is read:f.ly in
telligible. The techniques, such as the meteorological analysis, are
being written up. The high cost of the accident was reportedly a
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principal deterrent to any public release. It was noted, however,
that expensive accidents could result from a chlorine plant or
from another Chicago fire, yet neither chlorine usage nor fire are
prohibited.
Dr. Hanauer felt the ACRS should ask for the BNL data. Dr. Okrent
had previously tried as a member of the Steering Committee to ob
tain such a document, but without success. He noted that the melt
down of a large reactor would produce temperatures much higher than
in LOFI. Burnup, specific power, and size were tmportant factors.
Dr. Bush noted that a release fraction above 1% had serious conse
quences, even f~r shipping casks.
Mr. Etherington and Dr. Okr~nt took some comfort in probabilities
that the wind will not be blowing toward densely populated areas.
A ten mile lethal distance would affect large cities at Brookwood
and Malibu and would affect Joliet for Dresden. Since inversions
generally occur every night, they clearly must be considered. It
was noted that the wind from Brookwood does not normally blow
toward Rochester.

i
I,

--'

Mr. Palladino pointed out that lesser accidents with higher proba
bility are more tolerable outside the city than within it. Dr.
Okrent cited as an example an MeA with l%/day containment leak rate
instead of O.l%/day. Dr. Hanauer also cited the NRU refueling
accident.
Dr. Bush noted that present stack releases at Humboldt Bay might be
too h1gh. Dr. Hanauer noted that BONOS operators were donning air
breathing apparatus within the containment. Allowable releases in
a city was suggested for further consideration, as was the accepta
bility of portions of the prtmary system outside of containment.
3.

Can criteria for city 10~ations be established? Discussion based on
H. Etherington memora.ndum (distributed b~ R. F. Fraley memo dated
April 14, 1966) or on some other basis.
Mr. Etherington explained his evaluation presented in the above
memorandum. He noted that minor accidents should be added to the
list of "Assumed Accidents" on page 2.
There was some discussion of uncontained accidents. Dr. Okrent
noted that a containment with a door open was like no containment
at all. He also noted that all containments are purposely painted
on the inside with a paiut that doesn't pick up fission products.
As a criterion for extreme accidents, Mr. Etherington suggested the
number of fatalities. Dr. Hanauer felt that man-rem considerations
had to be included. Mr. Etheringtor.. felt that the number of expos
ur.es above 100 or 20C rem was also important, since it would hit the
- 3 -
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newspapers more than man-rems. Dr. Hanauer suggested that the ratio
of deaths to man-rems might provide a definition of what is a city.
Mr. Etherington agreed that more than fatalities should be considered.

On population, Mr. Etherington suggested that existing, rather than
future, population be considered.
On meteorology, Mr. Etherington felt that probability and severity
were both important. While various assumptions are possible, Mr.
Etherir~ton suggests using (a) TID-I4844 assumptions in a direction
that affects the most people and (b) TID-I4844 assumptions averaged
around the compass with the existing population distribution.

Mr. Etherington suggested that infinite exposure be considered for
the present. His table of fatalities (page 3 of his memo) was only
a "guesstimate", but it shows Boston Edison as an order of magnitude
worse than Brookwood or Millstone Pt.
There was some discussion of Mr. Etherington's esttmates of proba
bilities of extreme accidents. There was general agreement that the
probability of vessel rupture was higher than 10- 6 • Dr. Hanauer felt
that the sustained power failure probability was more like once in
40 years than once in 400 years. Dr. Hanauer did not agree that addi
tion of a second diesel would reduce the accident probability by a
factor of 100, since he doubted that two diesels would be really in
dependent.
~ combining consequences with probabilities, a simple product was a
possibility. Mr. Etherington pointed out, however, that the ttming
of the first big accident is quite important. If it does not occur
for 500 years, this is one thing. If it happens in the next 10 years,
however (or even 50), it might shut down all reactors permanently
and tightly. Mr. Etherington therefore suggested that the consequences
be squared. Thus, if the fatalities were ten times as high, the proba
bility would have to be one-hundredth as much. If Boston Edison is
14 times worse, the probability would have to be 1/196th as much. Be
felt such a reduction in probability depended on the accident, e.g.,
another die:sel migh~ reduce the power failure probability this much,
but, for vessel failure, holdd.>Wn might be required. (Improved in
spection would not be expected to add this mu~h confidence.)

Dr. McKee suggested that curves of log (man-MW) VS. distance (as have
been distributed to ACRS members by R. H. Wilcox in the past) be cor
rected by multiplying by two factors. One factor, E, would be an
environmental facto~, to be given a number from one (best site) to
five (worst site) based upon the judgement of the ACRS as to meteor~ .
ology, earthquake, tsunami, etc. The other factor, D, would be a de
sign factor, which would give credit for double containment, engineered
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safeguards, etc., and also be applied as a judgement factor between
Dr. McKee proposed that the ACRS draw a line on the re
sulting graph defining regions (to the left) which would not be
acceptable, and regions (to the right) which would be acceptable.
I, and 5.

The approach was discussed briefly, and Dr. McKee agreed that the
I to 5 numbers might be improved upon.
Dr. Okrent suggested that large reactors be required to protect
against accidents differently depending on location. He was not
necessarily proposing this, but felt the Committee had been: tend
ing in this direction. The following table is illustrative of
this approach:

Rural

High Quality

Remote
Dr. Okrent noted that small ship reactors in cities could be provided
for in such an approach.
There was some discussion of what is city, suburban, etc. Dr. Okrent
regarded Indian Point as suburban. A suburban reactor with a poor
environmental factor could be-shifted'thereby to·the"clty'catego'L"Y.
Dr. Okrent felt that the ACRS could recoDlllend such an approach as
being "prudent" and so tell the nuclear ccmmunity. There was general
agreement that new ideas should not be precluded by any such criteria.
For city reactors, the plant would have to meet the most stringent
criteria in each category. Protection against small accidents would
constitute an additional column.

-s
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Dr. Hanauer asked about use in cities of safeguards equipment never
built before. He felt that the learning must be dOne by putting these
things on reactors not in cities. Dr. Okrent agreed and felt that the
novel aspects should be resolved and the workability of the engineered
safeguards demonstrated prior to the city reactor construction permit.
Dr. Okrent pointed out one avenue as being AEC support to build a city
reactor not in a city. Dr. Hanauer felt that a utility such as Con
Ed should support this. Mr. Fraley noted that some utilities think
they have been doing this with the engineered safeguards on plants
now being built. Since plants rarely fail and give the safeguards
a chance to prove themselves, however, the safeguards must be tested
in a safety research program. Little of this is now being done.
(CSE will do some of it.)

Mr. Fraley suggested that a site be considered rural if no evacuation
is required; suburban if evacuation is counted on; and city if it is
~possible to evacuate.
Dr. Okrent felt that Joli~t and La Grange,
Illinois had to be considered cities.
There was brief dis~ussion of the dollar,cost of an extreme accident.
The $500:million Price-Anderson coverage would cover 10,000 fatalities
at $50,000 per death. Dr. Okrent felt, however, that with land clean
up costs, etc., 1000 deaths would exceed $500 million.
4.

Should a position be taken on the Boston Edison Weymouth plant loca
tion (Edgar Station):
(a)
(b)

on the basis of interim criteria, or
as an interim policy decision.

A new containment design will probably be proposed, but the reactor
vessel head blowing :off will still go through the roof. Mr. Ethering
ton wondered if the ACRS couldn I t now say that the head had to be held
down. Other problems noted were the turbine outside contaiIDDent and
off-gas stack releases. Dr. Hanauer also suggested that there comes
a point when there are too many safeguards that have to work (e.g.,
Indian Point has 3 or 4; clearly 10 is too many). Mr. Palladino was
inclined to vote no for the Boston Edison proposal at that location,
while not ruling out the site for a design with real good containment,
missile protection, etc. External missiles were also suggested as a
problem, but Dr. Okrent felt that enough concrete might be provided
to protect against an airplane crashing in.
5.

Should the Staff be invited to discuss the Committee position or to
implement its recommended actions?
It was agreed to ask the Staff for its present position on metropoli
tan siting.

- 6 
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6.

\

Should the Committee make a determined effort to develop at least an
interim position?
It was pointed out that the ACRS now has no city reactor case before
• it, but also that Boston Edison was coming in and that the california
Department of Water Resources Oxnard site (300,000 pop. in 10 miles)
would be in for ACRS comment in 3une. Dr. Okrent felt that implementa
tion of the ACRS pressure vessel letter was involved. Be also thought
that the ACRS should develop its own standards on what it will expect
of suburban and city reactors. He did not want to wait for Boston
Edison to start thinking about this, although he believed it might
not be resolved until then.
It was agreed that Mr. Etherington's memorandum should be distributed
to the full ACRS. For discussion with the full Committee the next
day, both man-rem and number of fatalities approaches were suggested.
The approaches sugges ted by Dr. McKee and Dr. Okrent were to be
summarized and disc~ssed with the full Committee.

,
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DRAFT MINUTES

,i

OF
REACTOR DESIGN AND OPERATING CRITERIA
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING

.....,;

ON JUNE 3, 1966

\

'

t

Purpose:
This meeting was to discuss the development of guides or criteria for the
siting of metropolitan reactors.

,,

,•.

!
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•

Attendees:
Division of Reactor Development and Tech.

~~"1I

.

~i
" :

B.

E~l:1€!'lngton

D. Okrent
S.
S.
H.
W.
R.

H. Bush
H. Hanauer
O. Monson
K. Ergen, Consultant
F. Fraley, Staff

G. Wensch
e.

Regulatory Staff

C. K. Beck
P. Morris
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Discussion:

,
~

Mr. Etherington noted that several documents related to this meeting have
been distributed by the ACRS Office.
These are as follows:

,•.

(b)

(c)

WASH-3 (Rev.) Summary Report of Reactor Safeguards Committee,
dated March 30, 1960 (distributed tb ACRS Members by R. F.
Fraley Memo dated May 20, 1966).
Draft notes prepared for site criteria Sub-committee meeting 
F. Gifford, February 16, 1959 (distributed to all ACRS Members
by R. F. Fraley Memo dated May 31, 1966).

,

t ,
~..

,

(a)

!

I

,

..

",.
1
~.

f'-,
~j

BNL-10137
Site Selection in Relation to Engineered Safe
guards. An American View (R. Kout& paper distributed by
R. F. Fraley Memo dated May 19, 1966).
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(d>

J

.1

(e>

(f)

(g)

...
:

BNL-lOl38
Research for Reactor Safety in the United States
(H. Kouts paper distributed by R. F. Fraley Memo dated May 19,
1966).

~.

~,
iif

....

Memo to File of DRL Meeting with General Electric on May 22, 1963,
Concerning Accident Evaluation Methods (distributed by R. F. Fraley
Memo dated May 24, 1966).

~

'.'
.•~

.

Agenda for June 3, 1966 meeting on Metropolitan Locations for
Power Reactors by H. Etherington (distributed by R. F. Fraley
Memo dated May 19, 1966).

"

)t.

Memo from J. E. McKee to Harold Etherington, dated May 7, 1966,
Subject: Qualification of Criteria for Reactors near Big Cities
(distributed by R. F. Fraley Memo dated May 19, 1966).

(h)

R. H. Wilcox Site Comparison Curves for major U. S. Power Reactors
(distri~uted by R. H. Wilcox Memo dated May 18, 1966).

(i)

Summary of discussions at the 73rd ACRs Heeting on Criteria for
Location of Reactors in Cities (distributed by R. H. Wilcox Memo
dated Hay 13, 1966).

'

t.""

'1

~,

The discussion at this meeting followed the outline of Item (f) above.
-:-'

The attached comments, provided by Dr. W. K. Ergen, were distributed.
I.

Normal Effluents and Releases

UP

to the MeA

....

Hr. Etherington noted that a question has been raised as to whether
or not Part 20 limits are restrictive enough when very large numbers
of people are exposed to the routine reteases involved.
Dr. Ergen explained that the recommendations of the International
CommiSoion on Radiation Protection (ICIP) allowed higher doses to
"neighbors" of reactors and to the "group most affected!' than the
population at large. A definition of these groups and/or the
limiting number of people involved in these groups is not specified
however.

....

Dr. Okrent suggested that an additional question is whether or not
a plant should be permitted to design up to the limits of lOCFR
Part 20 for normal operation. It appears that the ICaP intended
that lower figures be used as the design basis for normal operation.
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Dr. Hanauer also noted that a set of limits might be considered for
the class of abnormal situations between normal operations and the
MCA (e.g., accident situations which have a much higher probability
than the MCA). He noted that it is now only necessary for a~
• applicant to demonstrate that the resulting doses are less than the
MCA. Dr. Ergen suggested that these smaller accidents are the
financial responsibility of the operators and prevention should,
therefore, be left to them. He proposed that the ACRS might concen
trate on those accidents with consequences greater than $74 million
dollars since these -are the financial responsibilities of the Govern
ment.

......
;.

"-. ~

.

~;
~._

Dr. Okrent noted, however, that in its draft report of March 1965 on
metropolitan siticg of reactors the Committee expressed its concern
regarding the small as well as the large accident for city sites.

. I
~

..

.

J"~';

Conclusion:
It was agreed that additional clarification should be sought of the num
ber of people to which lCRP standards apply. The Subcommittee concluded
that this should be an assignment for the Environmental Subcommittee.

.... 

;.

......:

Dr. Okrent proposed that no action be taken to establish dose limits for
the intermediate-size, more probable accidents but that the Committee
should continue to give attention to this class of accidents on a case
by-case basis and be more restrictive for those reactors located close
to population centers. This suggestion was endorsed by the Subcommittee.
II.

~

..



~

,-,

. ..
,

Exami.nation of the Extreme Acci.deI'lt and Its Consequences

Mr. Etherington notEd that very bad reactor accidents (e.g., uncon
tained accidents of the WASH-140 type) can result in higher doses
than lOCFR Part 100 limits. He suggested that the ACBS should
establish an acceptable limit for the consequences of this type
ac,:idenL Ten thousanti (10,000) fatalittes was discussed as a
p03sible limit.
Dr. Ergen sugsested that the reactor industry has come of age and
the hazards should be considered in light of the hazards represented
by other competing industries. For example, if one becomes too
.
restrictive in safeguards requirements for reactors it viII force
ccnstruction of other types of power producers such as dams. Since
dams do fail occasionally with resulting casualties one has accom
plished little in overall safety.
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Subcommittee membera questioned that reactors have come of age, how
ever. and proposed a study to determine what public reaction might
be from a major reactor accident.
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Dr. Bush noted that the timing of this accident would have a major
effect on the public reaction. For example, an accident in the
first year would have a much more serious effect than the same acci
dent if it occurred in the 1,000th year. 'there was also discussion
of the effects that Yrequency vs. consequences might have. It seemed
generally agreed that infrequent but serious accidents would have a
more adverse. effect than frequent but less serious accidents.
'there was considerable discussion of the consequences (e.g., no. of
fatalities, man-rem) which the ACRS should consider acceptable vs.
the probability of such an accident. It was also suggested that
additional information is needed concerning the effect of the site
location on the con6equcnces of an accident of triis type. For
example, does a metropolitan site really make a difference for an
accident of this magnitude.
It has been proposed on several
occasions that the site, especially when city distances of 20-30
mil~s, are involved,makes little difference in the consequences of
• severe accident; although the probabilities may.be changed some
Dr. Okrent suggested that some thought
what by the wind rose, etc.
should be given to the development of a nation-wide evacuation plan
fer reactors similiar to tha4 and perhaps associated with the plan,
for civil defense.

;.

."

.~

•
~

Dr. Okrent described the British system wherein the engineers
assign appropriate probabilities to the various accidents considered
and the hazards evaluators then decide if these probabilities and
the related consequences are acceptable from a national risk stand
point.
Dr. Ergen suggested, however, that there is a lower l~it which can
be assigned to a catastrophic a~cident .hich would preclude reactors
from cities unless one were willing to a:cept some serious consequences
or the possibility of evacuation. 'this lower Ibnit on probability
would be determined by the lack of loot assurance that engineered safe
guards would function as designed when.needed. Dr. Okrent maintained
that credit must be given for the operating experience of proven reactor
d£sign.; and for pro"'en engineered safeguards. If this is not done and
C'n£ postulatei enough pessimistic assumptions {Wery major reactor in the
in the ~ountry would kill mo~e than 10,000 people if a serious accident
occurred. Dr. OkrE:nt suggelited that the ACRS should insist on improved
component quality, better evacuation plans, etc. as reactors move closer
an~ closer to cities.
Conclusion:
The Subcommittee was unable to reach a decision on the number of fatalities
which can be accepted from a serious reactor accident and how this might be
adjusted for the frequen:y of accidents vs. the consequences.
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It was agreed that this is a very basic question
by the Full Committee.

whi~h

must be resolved

Dr. Ergen was to develop additional information concerning the'ability to
'evacuate heavily populated areas.
11.1.

Tentative Model for Estimating Consequences
It was noted that a model is needed for evaluating the consequences
of a serious reactor accident. For instance, recent BNL work
indicated that it is the intestinal dose that is limiting rather
than the thyroid or whole body doses when lethal effects are con
sidered. Dr. Ergen also suggested that evacuation can be used to
counteract the effects of poor diffusion conditions if one is
willing to take credit for it.

..I

Conclusion:

!

!i

".

It was agreed that Dr. Ergen should work up an appropriate model for use
by the ACRS.
•.
II. 3.

Poss ible Causes of the Extreme Accident
Sabotage, plant deterioration and/or sloppy operation and exposure of
components to conditions beyond design limits were suggested as possi
ble causes in addition to those listed in Item (f).

Presentation by Representatives of

~c

Staff
!

G. Wensch and C. Beck described some of the recent BNL work related to
re-examination of the consequences of a serious reactor accident.

.,
:i

BNL studies were based on a 3,200 MW(th) reactor of a type similiar to a
typical water power reactor. A Loss-of Coolant Accident was assumed to
occur and no credit was given for engineered safeguards or phenomena unless
there is information available to prove they will function. The plant blows
down and all water is boiled off in about 6 hours. No metal-water reaction
was considered. The core then melts and fission products are released from
the fuel. The' core will melt through the pressure vessel and became molten
in about 10 hours. Calculations indicate that the core from a 3,200 MW(th)
reactor would melt through the pressure vessel, the concrete of the contain
ment floor and the containment vessel into the earth until enough material
was involved to dissipate its heat. For a 1,000 MW(th) re~ctor the core
may actually solidify before it melts through the containment if ~nough
foreign material is incorporated to increase its heat transfer character
istics.
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In any event, fission products will es:ape from the molten mass until all of
the significant isotopes are released (10-12 hours).

t

.

·....
.~

The rare earths and alkaline earths are released slowly but the volatile
ox~des (ruthenium, molybdenum, andotechn~tium), cesium and the other more
volatile isotopes are evolved more rapiQly.

~

·

;;.
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I

;l"';'

All isotopes were considered by BNt except for the very short and long
lived isotopes and the very low yield fission products. A table of the
isotopes considered is included in the attached handout (Attachment 4). The
release rates were based on experimental data from irradiated uranium oxide
fuel which was melted in a steam-air atmosphere. A reduction factor might
exist for release rates from a large mass of molten material but since no
data exists other than for small samples these data were used.
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Plating-out of fission products may occur inside the biological shield
but since the fission product heat would probably revaporize it, no
reduction fa=tor was taken for plate-out. Once the fission gases pass out
into the larger cooler air mass of the containment they °are transformed to
aerosals by cooling and agglomeration so that plate-out would not occur in
this area either.
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Doses to the intestine, whole body and lung were then calculated based on
the assumption that all of the fission products released inside the con
tainment were breathed by an individual with no credit for atmospheric
diffusion, decay in transit, fall-out~ etc.

(

"

::.

~-

Dr. Okrent noted that some work had also been done by BNL to take into
account the effects of diffusion, etc. on a recipient some distance from
the reactor. Dr. Wensch agreed that some preliminary work had been done
by BNL in this area and agreed to che~k to dete~ine what information is
available for use by the Committee. Dr. Beck suggested that if the ACRS
desires that a report be prepared on this topic, the Committee should .
request it formally from the Commission since BNt is not committed to do
any additional work on this subject. He noted that the conclusions from
the BNL study are contained in letters from Chairman Seaborg to Represent
ative C. E~lif.ield and from Commissioner Palfrey to Mr. David E. Pesonen.
Copies were distributed ~d are attached.
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Biological effects are based on the chemical forms which would exist as
the fission products wou13 evolve from 002 fuel in a steam-air atmosphere.
Distribution in the body ia based on inhalation with no ingestion except
as coughed up from the lung and swallowed. Strontium is not a significant
contributor since it is not vaporized from the molten fuel to any degree.
Plutonium was included as an isotope which would be produced in a low
enrichment uranium fuel.
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It was noted that a lethal dose to the intestine was ~onsidered to be
1,200 rem by BNL. The lethal dose to the lung is 3,OOO~4,OOO rem.

A .copy of the draft BNL report which describes the fission
model, etc. was distributed and is attached (Attachment 4).

produ~t

release

Dr. Wensch noted that additional data might be developed as part of the
safety research program to better define the release of fission products
from large masses of molten fuel, agglomeration behavior of fission pro
ducts after release from the fuel.
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Executive Session:
Dr. Okrent noted that much of the work outlined at this meeting would
take considerable time to develop and suggested that the Committee needs
to continue ~ork on a set of guides that can be applied in the ~ future
to the evaluation of reactor proposals. He proposed that continued effort
be direct.ed to the d£velopment of a table similiar to that discussed at
the 73rd meeting which wvu1d identify the design and safeguard requirements
for reactors at different sites.
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Dr. Hanauer noted that the ACRS has yet to decide what is a metropolitan
site.
Dr. Okrent also noted that visits of nuclear merchant ships to heavily
populated ports is a problem that will have to be evaluated in the near
future.
At taclunents:

.,
,;

.. -:

1.

ACFS Subcommittee en Reactor Design and Operating Criteria, June 3,
1966 Meeting (In M=tropolitan Locations for Power Reactors, Comments
by W. K. Ergen on the Points on H. Etherington Agenda.

2.

Letter from Chai~an C. T. Seaborg to
dated June 18, 1965.

3.

Letter fr~ Commis~ioner John G. Palfrey to Mr.
dated October 8, 19~5.

4.

Draft report entitled Exposure Potentials and Criteria for Estimat
ing the Cost of Major Reactor Accidents by A. J. Court, F. P. Cowan,
K. Downes, J. B. H. Kuper.

'* '* '*
-7

P.o~crable

.

Chet Holifield,

t

Da~id

E. Pesonen,

•
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May 5-7, 1966 - 73rd ACRS Meeting - Large Accident Hazards
Mr. Downes and Miss Court, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL),
joined the Conmittee to conment on the report entitled "Exposure
Potential and Criteria for Estimating the Cost of Major Reactor
Accidents". Mr. Price, Dr. Morris and Dr. Beck also joined
this session. The study was originally motivated by an
interest in economics for insurance purposes. Extensive com
puter codes were arranged to assess the hazards from the many
isotopes (55 fission products were assumed) which might be
released from a very large rE:actor accident. Both volatile
and non-volatile fission products were considered. Many
parameters, e.g., meteorology, population, biological effects,
were factored into the code.
The radiation exposure to the lower large intestine, perhaps
a 1000 rem, from ingested fission products was found to be con
trolling as far as fatalities were concerned. The external
dose, e.g., from a cloud, might be only 100 r~lS and hence
less important. Iodine was not considered controlling for
such a large accident, because thyroid loss can be compensated
for by medicines or surgery. Dr. Bush said that any alpha
emitter would have no effect in the intestinal tract unless
there were bleeding ulcers.
The reactor accident of the study was somewhat different than
what the Committee normally assumes; the containment was assumed
to have a large (few square meters) leak. Of course, if the
reactor containment holds, there is no hazard to the public.
Even with a sizeable fission product release, enough non
volatile materials, such as strontium and the rare earths,
would be left to keep the fuel molten; with no core cooling,
melting through the bottom of the reactor appears likely if the
power level is as high as 100-1000 MW(e). If fuel is beyond
a few montns in age, the fission product content doesn't
change very much, and fuel a few years old was assumed. Fission
products from such large power reactors was shown by the model
to spread widely in an accident. A Gaussian probability dis
tribution of the fission products in the plume and a uniform
population was assumed to vary exponentially radially. With
a two mile per hour wind, fatalities might extend to thirty
miles.
Dr. Beck considered the BNL accident analysis techniques as
needing much more editing before publication is possible. He
doesn't went the conclusions written down. A paper on the
meteorology aspects of the codes is now ready for a journal;
these have already been used for a Savannah River plant analysis.
The staff time of the BNL group is limited, and the AEC has
not asked for a concluding report. The BNL group does not
wish the chore of preparing a final report; the effort appears
to be a large one and is not considered as fruitful as other
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BNL projects, e.g., building reactors. Only two BNL individuals
have had much contact with this accident study.
Dr. Hanauer and Dr. Okrent expressed a desire for conclusions,
but Dr. Beck would promise only to have a methods report
prepared. Dr. Beck said that this accident study information
is being transmitted to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
(JCAE); the Regulatory Staff will further explore the results
of the study.
This appears to be the first unequivocal statement by the Regulatory Staff to
the effect that containment failure was inexorably associated with core melt
in large LWR's, although possible allusions to this important conclusion are
to be found in the minutes of the May 4 Subcommittee meeting.
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2.9 THE CHINA SYNDROME - Part 1
It is clear from the records that at its 74th meeting, June 8-11, 1966,
the ACRS first arrived at the conclusion that full scale core melting
must be correlated with a loss of containment integrity; also, that
the reactor as proposed for Dresden 3 was not acceptable, and that the
same would apply to Indian Point 2. Just when the fact that contain
ment failure would be a consequence of the full meltdown of the core of
a large light water reactor became evident to various individuals or
groups is not so clear. In 1963, when large reactors such as the
Ravenswood reactor, the San Onofre reactor, the Connecticut Yankee re
actor, and the possible reactor in the County of Los Angeles were all
being proposed, there was no mention in any of the available review
material for these reactors of the possible' connection between full scale
core meltdown and a loss of containment integrity. This was despite the
fact that the generalized accident (or maximum credible accident), which
served as the basis for evaluating the acceptability of containment de
sign and of engineered safety features intended to limit the release of
fission products, assumed full scale core melt and the release of the bulk
of the volatile and gaseous fission products to the containment building.
In 1963, the LOFT experimental program was initiated by the AEC. In this
safety research program it was proposed to build a 50 MWt reactor at the
National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho, run it at power for a period
of time sufficient to build up a sizeable fission product inventory, and
then deliberately incur a loss of coolant accident which wc~ld lead to
full scale melting of the core, in order to provide a large scale experi
mental basis for describing the course of migration of fission products
from the fuel to the containment building, and from the containment build
ing out into the environment.
At its November, 1963 meeting, the ACRS wrote a letter concerning the AEC
safety research program in which it said:
The Committee believes it is of primary importance to detennine
to what extent engineered safeguards can be relied on in relax
ing reactor site restrictions. In the light of present knowledge,
it seems unlikely that general principles will render incredible
the possibility that high power nuclear reactors can have large
power excursions, or that they can have substantial core melt
down. Therefore, it must be expected that the safety analysis
for locating and designing nuclear reactors will continue to
assume such accidents to be possible, even if only remotely so.
The letter went on to rule out accidents resembling nuclear weapons, and
to emphasize that primary attention will have to be given to potential re
lease of fission products to the environment, e.g., from the fuel to the
reactor vessel to the containment, and finally release to the environment.
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In this letter the ACRS supported a program on fission product release and
transport, but gave only lukewarm support to the large scale test in LOFT
since it was "not expected to contribute significantly to basic understand
ing of the phenomena mentioned above.
1I

In any event, this letter supports a supposition that in November, 1963
the ACRS did not correlate large scale core melt directly with a loss in
containment integrity for the LWRls then under review.
Similarly, the minutes of the construction permit review for the San Onofre 1
reactor in 1963 discuss the applicant1s proposal to assume an assumption that
only 6% of the core melts, thereby reducing the assumed fission product re
lease to the containment, and enabling Part 100 to be met at the site boun
dary with the assumed containment leak rate. The assumption of 6% core melt
was not made because large scale melting of the core would, in fact, lead
to a loss of containment integrity, nor was the actual course of events as
sociated with 6% core melt examined at all.
With the advent of the use of zirconium cladding, instead of stainless steel
cladding, concern arose for possible zirconium-water reactions in light
water reactors as a consequence of the postulated core meltdown. At that
time it seemed plausible that differences in containment design might be
required, because of the probability of a more complete chemical reaction
and much more heat being associated with the zirconium-water reaction than
with the stainless steel-water reaction.
The AEC Regulatory Staff held a symposium (AEC, 1965) on possible zirconium
water reactions in water reactors, chaired by Clifford Beck, Deputy Director
of Regulation, in Germantown, Maryland on April 29, 1965. In his introduc
tory remarks at the symposium, Dr. Beck pointed out that, as part of the
licensing process, the Regulatory Staff had analyzed and evaluated the safety
aspects of water reactors containing substantial amounts of zirconium in
the core. But now the Staff was faced with the possibility of having to re
view a large number of water reactors whose fuel would be clad with zirconium.
This would increase the possibility of a zirconium-water reaction with, as
its consequence, a substantial release of energy and hydrogen, which could
burn or explode. The Regulatory Staff had to decide if safeguard systems
must be designed for the above situation. The first speaker, J. Waage, des
cribed the LOFT program in which a core was to be deliberately melted, and
discussed how the use of zirconium cladding instead of stainless steel clad
ding might affect the course of the experiment. The second speaker, L. Baker,
discussed various experiments including several intended to measure the rate
at which zircaloy would interact with a steam environment at temperatures up
to and including the melting temperature. The speaker for the Westinghouse
Atomic Power Division, R. Wiesemann, concluded that, if engineering safeguard
systems worked properly, there would be essentially no Zircaloy-water chemi
cal reaction. He went on to discuss the effects of large scale zirconium
steam reactions, the resultant hydrogen generation, and the potential effects
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on pressure in the containment. He arrived at the conclusion that contain
ment integrity could be maintained in the face of substantial zirconium
water reactions, without alluding to the difficulties that would be associ
ated with any situation wherein the temperatures of the core were so high
that such large scale Zirca10y-water reaction occurred, namely, that it
would then be very difficult to assume that the core did not become molten.
L. Epstein of General Electric gave a talk in which he discussed the
possible course of events if one assumed a loss of coolant accident with
no emergency coolant, and concluded that the range of metal-water reaction
would be limited to about 15 to 20 percent of the total Zircaloy in the
core. This analysis assumed that the Zirca10y is quenched when it falls
into cool water below the core melting and subsequent effects including
more metal-water reaction and containment failure.
R. L. Doan, then-Director of the AEC Division of Reactor Licensing, com
mented on the problems faced by the Regulatory Staff with regard to meta1
water reactions. The magnitude of the reaction depended upon where the
break was. There was a great deal of variability in what could happen,
and he asked the audience what was a reasonable amount of metal-water
reaction to assume for design of containment. He also asked, was there
a basis for accepting such a figure, and could the figure be determined by
analysis or should it be assumed~ Doan expressed the hope that the meta1
water reaction experts at the symposium would resolve these problems and
questions, and advise exactly what conditions containment should be designed
to withstand. Again, implicit in this discussion is the assumption that the
core will grossly overheat and yet containment integrity will be maintained.
Dr. Beck asked the representatives of Westinghouse and General Electric if
they had considered the situation wherein a loss of coolant accident occur
red, the coolant left the core, no metal-water reaction occurred, and then
the core spray system functioned late, supplying water to a core which was
not very hot from decay heat. Beck wondered if this wasn't a more danger
ous situation than if water had not been added by the core spray system at
all. The reactor operator had the dilemma of letting the core melt by de
cay heat, or due to adding the water and getting a metal-water reaction.
Levy of General Electric responded that the answer was to design a good
core cooling system; the best way to prevent the metal-water reaction was
to keep the fuel rods cool. This meant that one had to design an injection
system that did the job in all instances. The Wetinghouse representative,
Wiesemann, agreed about design to prevent the metal-water reaction; however,
he stated that the containment design had to be such that even if safe
guards failed, the metal-water reaction could be handled by the contain
ment system.
For several of the reactors that were reviewed in the period of time before,
around, or after the April 29, 1965 meeting on metal-water reactions, the
Regulatory Staff used a figure of 25% of the clad as being involved in
metal-water reactions, and assumed that the containment had to be designed
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to accept the energy generated from the reaction itself and the combustion
of the hydrogen (as it was formed). In a report by the so-called Study
Group on Metal-Water Reactors in Nuclear Reactors, (Phase 1 report, 1966),
In the case of 1arge
the sUlTIl1ary and conc1us ions inc1ude the fo 11 owi ng:
power reactors, i.e., of the order of 1,000 MWt, suffcient fission product
decay heat will be available to not only melt a large percentage of the
active core but also to melt through a pressure vessel. Such conditions
are possible whether a metal-water reaction occurs or not, provided ade
quate heat removal systems are not available in the case of a major nuclear
reactor accident to remove decay heat. (No mention is made of the possible
continuing downward motion of the molten fuel through the foundation of the
containment and the loss of containment integrity due to this cause).
II

In another conclusion, the Study Group stated that lIin the case of zircon~
ium clad cores, the safeguard system to remove heat from the core may be
effective in limiting the metal-water reaction initiated at the start of
the ~ccident or within 5 to 10 minutes 1ater. And in another conclusion
the Study Group states that lIif one assumes the safeguards systems do not
function in such a manner as to prevent or limit the possible metal-water
reactions, such reactions could encompass most of the metal available in
the core and also produce adequate quantities of hydrogen to result in an
explosive hydrogen-air mixture in the containment or confinement system.
This last conclusion suggests a possible containment failure mode due to
large scale overheating of the core; however, it is not clear if the Regu
latory Staff ever evaluated this in their licensing review of PWRls at
that time. There appeared to be no consideration of a corresponding change
in the approach to containment design. At least, for the PWRls reviewed
for construction permits in the few months following February 1, 1966,
namely the Brookwood reactor and Indian Point 2, the Regulatory Staff did
not assume 100% metal-water reaction. Nor did the ACRS.
1I

1I

Another source of insight into the timing of the development of thinking
concerning the relationship between full scale melting of the core of a
large light water reactor and a correlated loss of containment can be ob
tained from a review of the records of the work performed by Brookhaven
National Laboratories on a possible revision of WASH-740 (1957). This
work was initiated by the Atomic Energy Commission at Brookhaven National
Laboratory in 1964 and was performed under the guidance of a Steering Com
mittee chaired by Dr. Beck of the AEC, and which included in its members,
W. D. Claus, R. L. Doan, A. P. Kenneke, W. J. McCool, J. McLaughlin,
u. M. Staebler and F. Western, all of the AEC, and F. Gifford of the
Weather Bureau and D. Okrent of Argonne National Laboratory. WE shall
not herein try to examine the details of how decisions were taken on
what to report concerning the work performed by Brookhaven National
Laboratory, nor of the controversy which has arisen concerning whether or
not the Atomic Energy Commission should have released more information in
1965 when it chose to publish only a very brief summary of the result of
this work. Rather, we shall look at selected pages in some of the minutes
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and reports prepared in connection with this work for insight into the
technical knowledge which was available or at least was portrayed in writ
ing.
On January 22, 1965, Dr. Beck wrote to the members of the Atomic Industrial
Forum Safety Committee and sent them a working draft of Chapters 1 and 2 of
the proposed re-examination of WASH-740 (Theoretical Possibilities and Con
sequences of Major Accidents in Large Nuclear Power Plants). We first quote
from Page 8 of draft Chapter 2, MLoss of Coolant with Containment."
The Emergency Core Cooling System cannot be made foolproof. It
must be turned on and must have an adequate water supply in order
to operate effectively. "rhus, if one of the major coolant pipes
fails and the emergency core cooling system also does not per
form adequately, then the fuel element temperature would rise,
the elements would melt and the fission products would be
released from the fuel matrix. An aerosol of fission products
could be swept out of the vessel and into the containment shell
by convection currents.
If the containment is effective, that is, if the leakage rate
is less than or equal to the design leak rate, then the fission
product aerosol will deposit within the containment shell at the
rate of 50% per day and will leak out of the system at a very low
rate. The design criteria for maximum leak rate from the con
tainment system is that the le~kage of fission products result
ing from an accident of this nature will not subject anyone
beyond the reactor site boundary to more than 25 R to the thyroid.*
Personnel exposure levels in this region produce essentially no
damage. Thus, if the containment system is effective, a loss of
coolant accident in which the emergency core cooling system also
fails, would result in essentially no damage to the public.
This statement can be interpreted to mean either that the writer expected it
was possible that one could melt the core of a large reactor and maintain the
containment system effective, or that they were treating this as a hYpothetical
case. However, there is no suggestion in the report that the writers at this
time expected a correlation between melting of a large core and loss of con
tainment integrity. Again on Page 13 of the same draft, Chapter 2, prepared
by Brookhaven and forwarded to the Atomic Industrial Forum by Dr. Beck, we
have,
If there were an unimpeded path for convection of the air in and
out of the vessel, then most of the fission product aerosol would
be dragged out of the vessel. Calculations have shown that the
*This seems

0

be an error; 300 R was probably intended.
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particle size of the aerosol under such conditions would probably
not exceed 1 micron. At the end of 4 hours the molten fuel will
have melted its way through the bottom of the pressure vessel
and quickly will have gotten to a concrete floor. Fission pro
duct afterheat contained within the molten fuel would spall the
concrete until such time that a large enough area for conduction
of heat to the ground has formed and the fuel solidifies, thus
terminating any further fission product release. The fission
product aerosol which was dragged out of the pressure vessel by
convection currents would enter the containment shell and would
begin to deposit in the shell at the rate of 50% per day. Since
the majority of surfaces available for deposition are painted
surfaces, no one fission product group would be preferentially
deposited within the shell.
Here we see mention of attack of the concrete floor of the containment by
the molten fuel; however, there is no direct implication that the loss of
containment is expected. And on Page 14 of the same draft report we find
the following statement.
Release from Containment
At this time we would normally expect the containment shell to
be intact; and the containment spray and/or filter system to be
effective and to trap most, if not all, of the fission product
aerosol.
The containment shell itself is the last of the present day
safeguards. If the containment system does work, that is, its
leakage rate is as designated in the hazard summary report, then,
as has been shown, very small damage to the public will ensue.
There remains, however, the small but finite probability that
the containment will be breached by an open door or other
mechanism. Thus, we must assume that the containment is not
complete and depend only on the natural deposition mechanisms
for depletion of fission products from the air. An opening the
size of a door will have an exhaust time due to wind action
which is short compared to the fission product deposition time.
Under these conditions most of the fission products would be
released to the atmosphere.
Again there is no direct suggestion that the melting of the core would lead
to a breach of containment.
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Another example can be derived from a letter from Dr. Beck to members of
the Steering Committee, May 14, 1965, which forwarded some possible drafts
of a report on the new Brookhaven work. Included for consideration was a
memorandum by K. Downes and A. Court of BNL entitled -Theoretical Conse
quences of Hypothetical Accidents in Large Nuclear Power Plants," dated
May 5, 1965. On Page 3 of this memorandum it says:
However, to achieve the purpose of the present study, which
involves identifying the point at which damages and public
injury would occur, it is necessary to suppose that all the
means of assuring safety have failed to function. For instance,
the emergency cooling system is simply supposed not to operate
as it should. In addition it must be assumed that some large
penetration in the reactor containment building is open at the
time of the accident or that" the containment building is
damaged by a missile from the accident, so that containment is
violated. At this point, the hypothetical accident would become
a hazard, and its consequences would be severe. In order to
identify the point in the spectrum of hypothetical reactor acci
dents where public injury and financial damage would begin, it
has been necessary to assume that a very improbable event is
followed by a failure of a complete set of safeguards that are
engineered to prevent hazards to the public or to reduce these
hazards.
Another bit of evidence on the thinking at the time comes from a packet sent
by Dr. Beck to the members of the Steering Committee on April 21,1965. The
packet included a possible draft letter to Representative Holifield, Chairman
of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, which was to review the results of
Brookhaven's re-evaluation of WASH-740. On Page 3 of the draft letter it
states:
The preliminary results of Brookhaven's re-eva1uation can be
summarized by noting that in the first two cases postulated,
i.e., where the emergency cooling system and/or the containment
system function as designed and tested, a loss of coolant acci
dent, irrespective of the degree of fuel melting, will not
result in substantial injury to the public or damage to off
site property. It is only in the highly improbable instance
where these and all other engineered safeguards failed simul
taneously that a loss of coolant accident could result in a
public hazard.
It seems fair to assume that in the spring of 1965, if there were groups or
individuals who made a direct connection between large scale core melting and
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a loss of containment integrity, it was not a widely held piece of knowl
edge; it was not a part of the thinking process undergone in the re-review of
WASH-740j and it was not a part of the information presented to the Atomic
Energy Commissioners or to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in 1965.
The minutes of a meeting held November 2, 1965 between the Regulatory Staff
and Consolidated Edison concerning Indian Point 2, reaffirm that contain
ment was considered an independent safeguard at that time. The excerpt
which follows quotes Dr. Doan, Director of the AEC, Division of Reactor
Licensing, and Mr. R.A. Wiesemann of Westinghouse.
Dr. Doan indicated that DRL and ACRS would look at the reactor
system itself to see that meltdown is prevented for all includ
ing the biggest rupture. Then, the containment is out around it
in order that there be protection even if the others fail, and
metal-water reactions occur.
Dr. Doan indicated that it was no more credible that safeguards
in the containment work than those in the primary system, but he
believed that the containment had to be designed to contain
something.
Mr. Wiesemann stated that this had been done; that the contain
ment was satisfactory if the safety injection system does not
work at all. A low head pump will be available with high relia
bility, but this is not being depended on for containment
integrity.
In May and June 1966, however, we find statements to the effect that core
melt in a large light water reactor would indeed lead to a loss of contain
ment integrity. In the mintues of the 73rd ACRS meeting May 5-7, 1966, the
section on Indian Point 2 says, "Melt through of the containment vessel by
the molten core might be at 4500 seconds after a loss of coolant accident."
There is no further discussion of this point, and the possibility exists
that it was the pressure vessel which was really referred to.
Also, in the minutes of the 73rd meeting, Mr. Downes of Brookhaven is quoted
as pointing out that, "if engineered safeguards don't work, the containment
woul d rupture. The mi ntues go on:
II

-BNL considered a 1000 MWe plant and followed the decay heat,
which remains near 30 MW for a long period of time. The molten
U0 2core would eat its way ri9ht through the pressure vessel.
ThTs was not so for 100 MW(e) reactor, but there is a cross
over near 200 MWe."
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The minutes do not indicate any extensive discussion in May, either with
the Indian Point group or with the Brookhaven group, concerning the possi
ble failure of containment due to core melt. However, such discussion may
have occurred.
The minutes of the June 3, 1966 meeting of the ACRS Subcommittee on Reactor
Design and Operating Criteria, which are completely duplicated at the end
of the previous section, unequivocally relate core melt to containment fail
ure as part of the description given by Dr. Beck and Dr. Wensch of the re
cent BNL work related to re-examination of the consequences of a serious
reactor accident.
So, sometime between the spring of 1965 and June of 1966, both Brookhaven
and Dr. Beck had reached the conclusion that for the large water reactors,
full scale core melt would be associated with the loss of containment in
tegrity, at least by melting through the bottom of the containment. Never
theless, there had been no change in the Regulatory Staff approach to the
acceptance of reactors based on this knowledge, nor was it mentioned as
part of the safety evaluation issued by the Regulatory Staff for any of
the reactors reviewed during that time period, namely Dresden 2, Brookwood,
Millstone Point, Indian Point 2, and Dresden 3. However, Mr. Price and Dr.
Beck did take a rather negative attitude toward the possibility of reactors
being constructed at metropolitan sites during this time period. (Indian
Point was not categorized as such a site by the Staff).
The minutes of the 73rd ACRS meeting, May 5-7, 1966, also indicate a con
siderable reluctance on the part of Dr. Beck to make available to the ACRS
detailed results from the Brookhaven work, and it was only under some con
siderable pressure that the presentation was made at the Subcommittee meeting
held on June 3, 1966. It's not clear from the minutes why Dr. Beck was re
luctant to have the results of the Brookhaven study made available to the
ACRS. The overall consequence of a large release of radioactivity, as ob
tained by BNL, were not dissimilar from results that the ACRS was receiving
from its own" studies and from other sources. However, some of the detailed
information was different, particularly the estimate that the dose to the
gastro-intestinal tract was lethal when the whole body dose was only 100
r~.

The question of core melt and its adverse effect on containment integrity
finally came to a head as part of the licensing process at the 74th ACRS
meeting, June 8-11, 1966. The mintues show that there was considerable dis
cussion among the ACRS members concerning the possible Ultimate fate of this
large amount of molten fuel. There were varied opinions ranging from the
possibility that there was insufficient information available to portend a
serious safety problem to the point of view that fuel melting was an un
analyzed safety probem (which required resolution before proceeding).
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According to the summary of this meeting prepared on May 27, 1968 by M.
Libarkin, .
Several members felt that an important question had been identi
fied regardi ng the melt-through accident. Others thought that
a general letter might be appropriate, since the problem was ap
plicable to many plants. Several thought it would not be appro
priate to raise the question on Dresden 3 in view of the Commit
tee's action in accepting Dresden 2.
The matter was discussed in detail with Commonwealth Edison, who were apply
ing for a construction permit for the Dresden 3 reactor, and they were ad
vised of the ACRS concern. At the request of Commonwealth Edison, the ACRS
met with them again on Saturday (which was not usual); at this session Gen
eral Electric presented a preliminary analysis of what might happen in the
core melt situation for a boiling water reactor. The minutes indicate that
Commonwealth Edison and General Electric were suggesting that possibly the fuel
might be retained in the concrete base of the containment, if there were suf
ficient water above the molten fuel to remove a large amount of the heat from
the fuel by radiation. At the conclusion of the 74th meeting, the ACRS de
cided that more infonnation was needed on the subject of core melt as part
of the Dresden 3 and Indian Point reviews.
When we next review what transpired during the summer of 1966, beginning
in June and ending in October, we shall see that during the first two months
there was intensive examination by the ACRS, and by Westinghouse and General
[1ectric, of the possibility of providing engineered safeguards which would
maintain containment integrity in the presence of large scale core melt for
the large reactors being considered. We shall see that, of its own, the ACRS
arrived at the conclusion that it was very difficult at that time to provide
a solution for coping with core melt for the Indian Point 2 PWR which had a
large dry containment; and that it was relatively impossible, or nearly so,
for the Dresden 3 reactor design with its smaller, pressure-suppression-type
containment. We shall see that the Dresden 3 applicant and its reactor vendor,
General Electric, presented information in support of the thesis that maintain
ing containment integrity in the face of core meltdown was not feasible for
their design.
They did not propose to try to design to cope with core melt; they also be
lieved that their existing emergency core cooling system was adequate to
prevent core melt in the face of a LOCA. We shall see that Cnsolidated Edi
son and their reactor vendor, Westinghouse, proposed that they could supply
a structure below the reactor vessel which should be able to hold the molten
core and keep containment integrity intact. We shall see that the Regulatory
Staff took the position that each reactor design, as proposed prior to the
June ACRS meeting, was acceptable, although they acknowledged that some fur
ther study was warranted on both the question of emergency cooling systems
and on problems associated with core melt. We shall see that a wide range
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of 0plnlons existed among the members of the ACRS, which eventually arrived
at a consensus that they could write letters favorable to the construction
of the Indian Point 2 reactor and the Dresden 3 reactor on the basis of
greatly improved emergency core cooling systems and much greater emphasis on
primary system integrity to reduce the probability of a LOCA. We shall see
that the pressures on the ACRS were indeed very great, and that in the midst
of this extremely complex discussion, evaluation and review, the AEC publicly
noticed the beginning of hearings on the Indian Point 2 reactor by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board, despite the fact that the ACRS had previously re
quested that the AEC refrain from doing this before the Committee had com
pleted its review.
We shall see that the ACRS decision on these two reactors also included the
writi"ng of a general letter in which the ACRS was to make strong recommenda
tions concerning the rapid development and future implementation of further
engineered safety features to cope with problems associated with core melt;
and that this was the basis by which several members agreed to the issuance
of letters favorable to the construction of Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3.
Such a letter was prepared by the Committee and submitted for comment to
the Regulatory Staff who submitted it to the Commissioners themselves. We
shall see that, at the September, 1966 meeting of the ACRS, the Commissioners
urged that the Committee, rather than send such a letter, await the report of
a Task Force that the Commission would establish to study and quickly report
on problems associated with core melt. And we shall see that the majority
Committee opinion was to go along with this proposal by the Commissioners
regarding the recommendation for safeguards to deal with core melt. And
we shall see that the ACRS did write a safety research letter in October,
1966, recommending that the safety research program of the Atomic Energy
Commission strongly emphasize problems associated with phenomena related to
large scale core melting as well as to improvements in ECCS (but did not
recommend that new safeguards be developed for possible implementation in,
say, two years).
Under a separate heading we will later discuss the report of the Ergen Task
Force (or Task Force on Emergency Core Cooling), ACRS reaction to the report,
and the action, or lack thereof, by the AEC and the industry on the general
problem of core meltdown in the ensuing months and years.
It must be recognized that during this same period, there were many other
reactors being reviewed by the Regulato~ Staff and by the ACRS, and that for
Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3, there were many other technical questions under
review in addition to core melt. For example, the acceptability of a posi
tive moderator coefficient and its possible consequences on the postulated
reactivity accident that could result from ejection of a control rod was dis
cussed for Indian Point 2. Questions were raised concerning the adequacy of
fire protection at Indian Point 2, and the adequacy of the reliability of
various systems like the emergency power suplies, etc.
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Look i ng back a decade 1ater, one may well ask, "Why was the revi ew proce
dure pushed at so rapid a pace with so serious a question invo1ved?" And
"Why was resolution accepted based on partial information and on general
criteria?1I It's clear that there was considerable pressure from the in
dustry not to impose further delays on beginning construction of these
plants, and that in the particular time period, 1965-1966, the AEC Regula
tory Staff was very sensitive to the question of delays arising from the
regulatory process. Curiously, this was the period during which the time
between application for a construction permit and issuance of a construc
tion permit was perhaps the shortest it has ever been.
Also, looking back with the hindsight of another 10 years or so, it is
clear that the loss of coolant accident was uppermost in the minds of the
ACRS and the Regulatory Staff as the most probable source of core meltdown.
They were not ignoring other accident sources, and as time passed, because
of the clear relation between core melt and the loss of containment integ
rity, all possible sources of core melt began to be searched out, to be
evaluated, and to be modified, as possible, to reduce the probability that
any parti cul ar source woul d be an important contri butor. ',Neverthel ess, the
emphasis during that period was on the loss of coolant accident, the ade
quacy of the emergency core cooling system, and on means to reduce very
much the probability of LOCA.
Now we return to a relatively detailed history of events following the June,
1966 ACRS meeting. One June 14, 1966 the Regulatory Staff contacted the
ACRS office to ascertain if the Committee desired that written information
be submitted by the applicants for Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2 regarding
the course of a core meltdown accident and the reliability of emergency cool
ing systems. The Regulatory Staff then advised the applicant for each re
actor that neither the ACRS nor the Regulatory Staff was requesting written
information in regard to the above items. Commonwealth Edison indicated
that no written information would be submitted regarding Dresden 3. Con
solidated Edison stated that they might provide a limited amount of infor
mation in their third supplement, which was in the process of preparation
for submission. An Indian Point 2 Subcommittee meeting was held on June 7,
1966. The mintues of the Subcommittee meeting note that an ACRS member
called attention to the last paragraph of the 3rd supplement to the Prelim
inary Safety Analysis Report which had recently been filed by the appli
cant. This paragraph states that the cavity below the Indian Point 2 reac
tor pressure vessel will have the capability of preventing breaching of the
containment by the molten core through the use of the water in the cavity.
The minutes of the Subcommittee meeting also show that the question of
whether reactivity transients resulting from the postulated ejection of con
trol rods had been adequately treated and whether the positive moderator
coefficient proposed for the Indian Point 2 reactor during part of its
lifetime would lead to an unacceptable effect for reactivity transients.
(With hindsight, one sees that it is fortunate that this positive moder
ator coefficient was designed away by Westinghouse, for reasons other than
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the reactivity transient. When the matter of anticipated transients
without scram came up some years later, Westinghouse's detailed analysis
showed that it needed a negative moderator coefficient in order to cal
culate tolerable consequences).
The major discussion during the meeting related to consequences of pres
sure vessel failure and to the question of core melt. Mr. Boyd of the
Regulatory Staff stated that the Staff presently believed that the proposed
Indian Point 2 plant is an acceptable one. They considered Indian Point 2
lito be a suburban reactor." The Staff indicated they did not believe there
was a significant difference between Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3 regarding
the consequences of a core meltdown accident and the ultimate fate of the
molten fuel. Mr. Boyd said he recognized the inconsistency of the Staff's
present position that the core will melt, leading to fission product re
lease and metal-water reaction considerations, but that core melt will
not cause a problem from a loss of containment integrity.
Westinghouse made a presentation of the heat transfer calculations they had
made concerning the ability of the reactor vessel itself to hold molten
fuel; they had concluded that rather large fractions of core (as much as
60%) could be held in the vessel itself. They went on to present the heat
transfer analysis of the refractory lined, water-cooled, stainless steel
core catcher device which they proposed to place below the vessel, in case
the core melted through the vessel. Westinghouse indicated they believed
that, if the core melted through the pressure vessel, when the molten fuel
hit the water located below, there would be rapid chilling and formation of
solidified uranium oxide.
The Indian Point 2 Subcommittee emphasized the need to provide adequate in
formation to the full ACRS regarding the core melt-through accident.
The Westinghouse presentation on their core catcher device did not include
considerations of the possible generation of large amounts of hydrogen and
its effect on containment integrity, the possibility of a steam explosion,
or several other phenomena relevant to the reliability or the effectiveness
of such a system.
The Westinghouse presentation on the ability of the containment to withstand
several modes of gross pressure vessel failure, including longitudinal split
ting or circumferential rupture of the vessel below the flange, was relatively
optimistic concerning ability to withstand such failures. Westinghouse also
classified any such failure modes as being of extremely low probability.
A Subcommittee meeting on Dresden 3 was held July 7, 1966. Prior to this
meeting, on June 25, 1966, ACRS member Etherington provided a memorandum to
other ACRS members giving the results of a very quick and crude analysis he
had performed on core melt. The insight shown and the long-term validity of
the general conclusions are a tribute to his ability. The memo is on the
followi ng pages.
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ADVISORY COMMit I EE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. IOU5

June 25, 1966

To

ACRS Members

From

R. F. Fraley, Executive SecretarJl" .
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

Subject:

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON DRESDEN 3
PROVIDED BY H. ETHERINGTON
,.

" 11

l?c;I.~~

Lei'.

The attached,comments have been provided by Mr. Etherington
as background material for consideration in connection with
the Dresden 3 emergency core cooling questions raised at
the 74th ACRS Meeting.
The applicant will be prepared to discuss the information
that has been developed at the ACRS Subcommittee meeting on
July 7. 1966.

Attached:
Background information by H. Etherington on Consequences of
Meltdown, dated 6/22/66.

£2.2Y:
Dr. Dick Duffey

·,

.'-.
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CONSEQUENCES

or

COfPLETE MELTDOWN

The following ball-park numbers and conclusions may serve as background for
appraisal of the expected analysis of the meltdown accident by the applicant.
SUMMARY

....

..

The molten fuel will penetrate the bottom of the building and will form a
liquid pool that will grow for many months by fusion of concrete and earth.
The "Simplified Spherical Model" gives liquid-pool diameters of 32 ft., 54 ft.,
80 ft. after one day, one week, and Orie month, respectively. Loss of building
containment will probably occur both by collapse of parts of the building into
the pool and by escape through the hole melted in the containment liner. The
liquid pool may not contribute greatly to the immediate airborne activity, but
the mass would remain as a long-term problem.
Table 1.

Decay Heat .. Fraction of Operatina Power (Untermyer-Weills Formula)
Time After Shutdown

:
'

..

.

Operating
Time

1 sec.

1 min.

1 hr.

1 day

1 week

1 year

0.0582

0.0390

0.0157

0.0066

0.0033

0.0016

0.00018

2 years

0.0584

0.0393

0.0159

0.0068

0.0035

0.0018

0.00026

0.00003

Infinite

0.0589

0.0397

0.0164

0.0073

0.0040

0.0023

0.00067

0.00035

Table 2.

1 yr.

1DO.

5 yr.

Decay Heat for Two-Year Exposure at 2600 MWt
(8.87 x 109 Btu!hL)

Time After Shutdown
.,

1

Beat rate, 106 Btu/hr.
Table 3.

1 sec.

1 hr.

1 day

1 week

519

141

60

31

1

1DO.

16

1 yr.
2.3

Thermal Properties of Materials

Sensible heat of slag at 3000 F 693(earthy constituents at 2600F)

+ 180 latent heat + 120 superheat - 993 (say lOOO)Btu!lb (heats of
decomposition assumed to equal heat of formation of slag)
Mean specific heat of earthy mixtures (70 to 2600 F):
Mean conductivity of compacted earth (70 to 2600 F):

c-o.275 Btu/lb
k-l.5 Btu/ft.-hr.oF (con
servatively high)
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Table 3 continued
3
96 lb./ft.
2
1.5/(96 x 0.275) • 0.057 ft. /hr.

Density of compacted earth:
Mean diffusivity:

SIHPLIFIED SPHERICAL MODEL
The Model. A spherical homogeneous molten source at 3,000 F is surrounded by
earth. The source grows by fusion of surrounding material and incorporation of
the melted material into the source.
~
Summary of Conclusions. The molten source grows, rapidly at first and then more
slowly (Lines 1 and 4 of Table 4) -- a diameter of 54 ft. is reached in one week.
Growth continues for many months until conduction into the earth stops further
melting and the sphere starts to freeze very slowly as the decay heat diminishes.
Source Growth Assuming No Heat Removal by Conduction.
in the reactor, and adapt the Way-Wigner formula:
Decay fraction" 0.0622 t-O. 2
.. 0.0121 t- O• 2
Rate of decay heat generation:

t- O • 2

=

infinite exposure

(t in seconds)
(t in hours)

.. 0.0121 x 8.87 x 109 t- 0 . 2
107 x 106

Assume

4

.. 107 x 106

iT r 2

*'

S

e

t- O• 2

Btu/hr •

where r • radius of melted source
S .. sensible heat of fused earth at 3,000 F .. 1,000 Btu/lb.

t' .. density
Integrating:

of paCked earth • 96 lb./ft,3
r3 •

334

t

o. 8 +

C

The constant C should be determined from analysis of the meltdown and melt-through.
This analysis has been evaded by assuming a point source at shutdown, i.e" C • o.
After the first day or so the starting condition probably becomes unimportant.
r .. 6.94

to. 267

Table 4 gives the radius r and the rate of growth dr/dt as a function of time
(Lines 2 and 3),
Beat Conduction Into the Ground. Steady State Condition.
8'

• -k 47T p

2

where:

d&

o:p

P" radius of any shell in unmelted ground, ft.
• total heat flow at radius p, Btu/hr.
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e • temperature at

r&dius p, Or
k • conductivity, 1.5 Btu/ft.·hr.-~ ."

Boundary conditions:

At p. ~ , 8 • 0; at p • r, S • 3,000 F
6
q' • 0.0565 x 10 r Btu/hr.

As Ihown on Line 4 of Table 4, heat conduction is negligible when the lource
is small, but eventually becomes equal to the heat source and prevents further
melting.
Heat Stored In Ground. Melting is retarded by heat absorbed in raising the
temperature of the ground. For a sphere at 3,000 F suddenly buried in cold
packed earth, the average heat penetration for the first six hours has been
calculated by the Schmidt graphical method to be 7,500 Btu/ft 2 hr. The aver
age heat absorption~' for the source over the first six hours 1s given in
Line 5 of Table 4.
These numbers are not to be compared directly with the heat source strength,
because:
(1)

new sources are not repeatedly inserted,

(2)

the rate of heat penetration decreases asymptotically
with time to the steady state conduction rate, and

(3)

part of the heat is recovered in melting. The numbers are,
however, large enough to suggest that the source radius will
grow more slowly than indicated in Line 2.
Table 4. The Spherical Model
ld 1sl 1 wit. 1 mo.
53 49 38
29

1

Rate of heat generation,

12 hr.
65

2

Sphere radius, r

13.5

3

Growth rate, dr/dt

.30

.18

.11 .043 .015

4

Rate of heat conduction,

.76

.92

1.1

5

Rate of heate storage,

17

25

36

Mn!.

Note:

I!!!!!

16 19.5 27

1.5
70

40

3 mo •

.Ln.

23

17

56

78

.006 .0024

x 10~tu/hr.
ft.
ft./hr.

2.3

3.2

4.4 x 106 Btu/hr

153

294

577

x 106 Btu/hr

(1) The Way-Wigner formula gives much higher values (Line 1) than the Uuter
myer-Weills formula for times over one week.
(2) 1 month • 30 days.
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RADIATION MODEL

The Model. The fuel melts down into the 20 ft. diameter well under the pressure
vessel. The fuel is retained in the well and all of the decay heat is radiated
to the water cooled cavity above. For 124 assemblies, each containing 492.1 lb.,
the pool depth is 1.82 ft.
Summary of Conclusions. From the· analysis and considerations under the heading
''Probable Behavior", it is concluded that radiation cannot be relied on as a
dominant factor in heat removal.
Radiating Capacity of Surface. Table 5 and Line I of Table 4 show that, if
the surface remained clear, the pool could, with a reasonable combination of
emissivity and geometry, radiate all the decay heat at a temperature around
4,000 F. The model is, however, shown under the heading ''Probable Condition"
to be unrealistic in other respects and should be discarded as a mechanism for
complete heat removal.
Table 5. Radiation From Pool Surface
Temperature

3000 i

4000 F

5000 F

Black-body radiation per sq. ft.

0.245

0.66

1.52 x 106 Btu/ft 2-hr.

Black-body radiation from 20 ft. diam. pool

77

201

6
418 x 10 Btu/hr.

.

Condition of Pool. The high rate of heat transfer requires that the surface remain
clear and free from solid surface crusts o~ substantial thickness. For example, at
the l~ hr. rate of heat release of 65 x 10 Btu/hr. (Table 4), a surface temperature
of 4000 F, a source melting point of 4500 i, and a crust conductivity of 10 Btu/ft.
hrPi, the crust thickness is given by

A •

k~t/(q/A>,.

0.025 ft.

The pool must therefore remain molten, except that a very thin surface skin will
form when the melting po~nt is above 4000 F.
The rapid convection that is characteristic of high-temperature liquid pools will
probably be effective in transferring heat from the source interior to the surface.
On the other hand, layers of slag or iron on the surface will strongly reduce heat
flow by resistance to conduction and interface convection.
PROBABLE BEHAVIOR
The spherical model is modified by geometric asymmetry in the vertical axis and the

behavior of a molten material in a non-refractory hearth.
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Erosion and Melting of Foundations and Earth. Compacted earth has negligible
cohesive strength and the melting point is low, e.g., 2500 F. The condition of a
higher temperature liquid resting on a hearth of such material is highly unstable.
Not only is the hearth melted progressively by contact with the hot material, but
it is also diaintegrated by intrusion of the melt into fissures, with consequent
detachment of large lumps wr.ich float to the surface of the ~ol. If the hearth
material contains moisture or combined water, generation of steam will make the
process Violent. Concrete and clay-soils both contain combined water (kaolin,
Al203" 25i02 . 2H20, contains 14 per cent water by weight).
Character of the Melt. It is assumed that the fused uranillD oxide will combine
with the melted earthy materials to form a slag of progressively lower density
and lower melting point -- no attempt has been made to verify this assumption
from phase diagrams.
Upper Surface of the Melt. The radiation model shows that, initially, the melt
would have to remain at a very high temperature to permit radiation to be an
important factor in heat removal. Radiation, therefore, cannot cool the melt
sufficiently to inhibit hearth disintegration, and temperatures will adjust until
the heat flow is properly distributed between the two heat sinks.
Under probable actual conditions. the role of radiation will be further reduced by .
unfavorable surface conditions. The surface would contain floating islands of cool
material from the bottom and sides of the pool and debris from collapsing super
structures. In the early stages, the heat flow might also be inhibited by a threelayer condition of the pool
liquid fuel at the bottom. floating iron above, and
zirconium oxide and slag on top; the iron would insolate the slag from the heat
source until the melt became sufficiently dilute to permit the iron to sink and col
lect in pockets. At times the pool might be partly bridged over.
Shape of Pool. the shape of the pool will probably be between the extremes of a
shallow open pool and a deep pit-like sump. The shallow pool would become an
effective beat radiator as the diameter increased. but it would also increase the
probability of building collapse.
The deep-pit condition is promoted by gravity effects on soil erosion.

pit condition appears more probable and less damaging
encouraged l:!f providing a deep well under the building.

the deepthe condition might be

ULEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS

The onus is clearly on the applicant, 1f this accident is considered feasible. to

show that containment will be preserved and tut there will be no intolerable
release of fisslon products from the melt. C~ntainment may be bre~ched by one or
both of two processes
partial collapse of the building and escape through
the foundations or surrounding soil.
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Building Collapse. Unless the building ~an retain its integrity with only the
outer walls supported on foundations, settlement and collapse into the pool of
interior portions and failure of cooiing systems can be expected within a day
or two. Release of fission products stored in the primary containment must then
be assumed.
Escape Through Foundations. If the pool level were high enough to seal openings
created by fusion, it could be argued that containment would be maintained. How
ever, there will surely be destruction of the lining just above the liquid level
and the integrity of the containment would, at best, be questionable.
The possibility of sealing by fusion is made more remote by shrinkage of earth
as it melts. The assumed density of the compacted earth is 96 lb./ft. 3 , whereas
the density of fused silica and light glasses is 140 lb./ft~. If the latter
density applies to slag, the porosity of the earth will, therefore, cause a 31.5
per cent volume contraction on melting
more if there is release of combined
water or carbon dioxide. A cylindrical pool, having the same volume and radius
as the one-week pool in the spherical model, would be 36 ft. deep based on fusion
of earth, but (ignoring frothing) the surface would be 11 ft. down from the top
of the hole.
Release of Fission Products from the Melt. The hearth will tend to be self-sealing
by fusion, but high pressure from gas or steam, or from the primary containment,
might open fissures through which material would be forced to the surface. How
ever, airborne fusion products from the melt have presumably already been allowed
for in the TID 14844 criteria.
Slow leaching of fission products by ground water, after the mass has frozen,
and the feasibility of isolating the mass, remain to be investigated.
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Among the other sources of information which helped the ACRS to form opin
ions concerning the likelihood of being able to deal in a feasible fashion
with core meltdown, assuming the current reactor design approach, was a
set of brief memoranda prepared by Messrs. Hesson, Ivins, Tevebaugh and
Wilson of Argonne National Laboratory. In these memoranda they discussed
problems related to steam explosions, hydrogen generation, and the size of
a core retention structure that might be needed in order to provide suffi
cient heat transfer surface that one would have a rather high likelihood
of the molten fuel freezing and staying frozen, assuming it fell through
a hole in the reactor vessel onto s~me kind of special retention structure.
At the July 7, 1966 Subcommittee meeting on Dresden 3, General Electric pre
sented a detailed analysis of the course of full scale core-melt; containment
failure was the consequence. Various potential design modifications intended
to enable the containment to maintain its integrity were discussed. These
included a fire brick lining; cooling coils in the concrete; a thick, cooled
steel plate; increased containment volume, etc. General Electric felt that
none of these could be adequately engineered; they saw the answer in preven
tion of melting rather than holding the molten material.
In executive session, several ACRS members were pessimistic about the possi
bility of containing a core melt. Some members apparently felt that the ACRS
should proceed with Dresden 3 on the basis that melt-through is not credible.
Some felt that improving core cooling was a proper solution, and other mem
bers felt that more study might produce workable ideas of containing the
molten core. General Electric was asked to give further consideration to
ways of containing a melted core even if design changes were involved beyond
those being suggested in Dresden 3.
On July 7, 1966, the Regulatory Staff issued Report No.3 to the ACRS on Indian
Point 2. At the beginning of this report the Staff notes that Indian Point 2
has special siting considerations and that the applicant has proposed a con
tainment and engineered safeguard system which the Staff believes to be
superior to that provided at facilities in less populated areas. The special
features noted by the Staff are as follows:
a}

The containment is designed to have negligible leakage under the postu
lated maximum credible accident conditions.

b) Even though negligible leakage is anticipated, two independent means of
iodine removal within the containment have been provided. These are an
air filtration system and a containment spray system.
c} The recirculating water system that is required to provide long-term
cooling of the core is located inside the containment. This arrange
ment is provided so that it will not be necessary to pump radioactive
liquids outside the containment after the maximum credible accident
unless both internal pumps fail.
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d) Three dies~l generator~ ~re proposed for onsite power; two are required
for operatl~n o! the mlnlmum safeguards required to preclude containment
overpressurlzatlon and core meltdown after an MCA.
On ~age 41 of !he Staff r~P?rt, just before the conclusion, the Staff has a
tOP1C ca~led, Items Re9ulrlng Futher Study" which is reproduced below, to
gether wlth the concluslons.
Items Requiring Further Study
Specifically as a result of our review of this facility and
generally because of our continuing review of pressurized water
reactors, a number of problem areas have been identified. Many
of these have been mentioned in the body of this report. We
intend to keep the items listed below in mind as we continue our
review of the Indian Point II facility and of pressurized water
reactors submitted for subsequent licensing action.
Adequacy of diesel generator capacity.
2. Design of seal water system.
3. Consequenc~s and causes of reactor vessel rupture.
4. Melting of core through reactor vessel.
5. Stresses in containment liner.
6. Applicability of RCC ejection point kinetics model.
7. Adequacy of air recirculation system.
1.

a.
b.
c.
d.
8.

Behavior of hydrogen after an MCA.
a.
b.

9.

Flow rates under accident conditions.
Back flow.
Demister.
Design of filters and charcoal beds.

Imperfect burning as released.
Subsequent burning potential.

Control rod worth limiter.

Conclusion
On the basis of the foregoing safety evaluation of Indian Point
Unit No. II, we have concluded that there is reasonable assurance
that the facility can be built and operated at the proposed
location without undue risk to the health and safety of the
public. The Staff believes that the resolution of potential
adverse effects of reactivity transients can be deferred to the
operating license stage of review. As indicated, the control
rod worth and moderator temperature coefficient can be appropi
ately limited if final design of the first core indicates that
such limitations are necessary.
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It is not clear how the Regulatory Staff planned to deal with questions
such as melting of the core through the reactor vessel, or consequences of
reactor vessel rupture, as part of the continuing review of Indian Point 2.
Nor is the basis clear in the Staff report for the Staff judgment that a
construction permit could be issued for Indian Point 2 as then proposed.
At the 75th meeting, July 13-15, 1966, the ACRS met with both the Dresden
3 and the Indian Point 2 applicants. A brief summary of these two meetings
is available from the May 27, 1968 memorandum of Mr. Libarkin.
Indian Point 2
Some members felt that the proposal to retain melted core in a
water-cooled refractory-lined structure in the lower part of
the pressure vessel cavity was a step in the direction of
safety. The Committee, however, did not see this as a guarantee
of retention. It was also noted that Westinghouse's view that
a molten core could' be retained by cooling the vessel was not
consistant with G.E. IS view that melt-through was inevitable.
The Regulatory Staff was noted as preferring steps to retain
the core in the vessel to a means of holding a molten mass
underneath. Consolidated Edison proposed three high-head and
two low-head pumps outside of the containment shell, and two
additional low-head pumps inside. The proposal for a water
cooled refractory basin below the vessel was repeated. Westing
house pointed out the lack of data in support of·this design
and added that they were not proposing an experimental program
to validate it. Primary reliance was being put on core cooling.
Dresden 3
Several members favored no more action with respect to protection
for core melting until consideration of future cases. Action
on Dresden 3 should not be delayed because of this problem. The
Committee agreed not to ask for provisions similar to the Indian
Point 2 core catcher (by a soft vote - 4 in favor of such a
request, 5 against, 3 abstentions). Although they were not
opposed to the Consolidated Edison proposal, one member suggested
that Westinghouse had proposed a core catcher only to get Com
mittee approval. The Regulatory Staff felt that the low probability
of core melt-down and a melt-through was so small as to be acceptable.
General E-1ectric described the results of studies made and several
designs to retain a molten core. They had investigated flooding
the containment vessel, installing a steel pan with refractory
liner and cooling coils, a water tank with 1 million cubic gas
volume, a ceramic pebble bed with the water fluidizing the medium
for the molten mass and the air cooling. All of the above would
require major structural changes. General Electric had concluded
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that the then current containment design could not handle the
consequences of a melt-down and that all of the concepts proposed
would fall short of the engineering needs. The basis of design
must therefore be the prevention of core melting by emergency
cooling. An ECCS design modification was then proposed by
General Electric. Either two core spray systems or a core spray
and a high volume flooding system with redundant components
would be installed.

Mr. Libarkin noted that the Committee asked for additional oral information
on both the cooling and the melt-through accident at the end of the meeting
with Dresden 3.
Again to provide insight into the discussion that went on at the July. 1966
75th meeting. long excerpts from the Committee minutes are given on the
following pages.*

*It must be recognized that the minutes do not represent a comprehensive
(or even an accurate) summary. There were long delays in their preparation
at that time and they were considered to be less than satisfactory by the
ACRSitself.
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75th Meeting
July 13-15, 1966
INDIAN POINT II REACTOR
Executive Session
Dr. Palladino reported for the Subcommittee. Improvements in the
isolation valve system are planned. Over pressurization of the primary
system might release the pressure vessel head which could impact with the
crane; steps to resist a longitudinal failure of the pressure vessel were
recommended by the Subcommittee. However, measures needed to resist such
failure are uncertain; perhaps locating the vessel so that water would fill
the surrounding concrete structure following a longitudinal failure and in
directly cool the core would be useful. Much discussion of the core melt
ing accident was had. The Indian Point group is more relaxed over the
consequences of a molten core. Some of the group believed that the core
decay heat could be removed by cooling the pressure vessel walls; neverthe
less, this view with a concentrated reactor core is inconsistent with the
General Electric (GE) assumption that a hole would be melted in the bottom
of the pressure vessel of the larger core boiling water system.
Dr. Ergen considered the summary by the ACRS staff of the reactors
broken down into city, suburban, rural and remote reactors as indicating
a need for protection against longitudinal failure of pressure vessels for
metropolitan sites. Dr. Bush recalled that under pneumatic conditions,
vessels have occasiona1y failed in a brittle fashion even when above the
Nil Ductility Temperature (NOT) if cracks are present; both the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) the British metallurgy groups agree on this.
According to Mr. Etherington, the late reactors, which are bigger and
nearer to cities, probably will all have accompaning improved safety
measures.
The extension of the performance of reactor systems, e.g., higher
heat transfer rates, and relaxation on acceptable flaw size in vessels, was
predicted by Dr. Okrent because of economic pressure. The proliferation
of reactors will probably be accompanied by a standardization in designs,
according to Dr. O'Kelly. Dr. Hanauer noted that the next reactor at
Indian Point might be a GE design; he recommended a consistent committee
position on pressure vessel failure for the General Electric (GE) and
Westinghouse reactors. The extreme reliability need for the engineered
safeguards was noted by Dr. Hanauer.
Dr. Ergen suggested that the controlled release of the hydrogen from
a core melting accident with the accompanying noble gases would result in
casualties, but this would prevent a pressure rise which might endanger the
containment; nevertheless, the applicant would probably not accept this
fatality hazard. Not much has been done towards the emergency plans for
this reactor. The position of the Regulatory Staff (RS) regarding a reac
tivity transients is not clear; the consequences of a fire in the control
room have not been studied. For RS was reported satisfied with the
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planned containment testing at 47 pst, with a claim that it would be
satisfactory at 70 psi.
The proposed arrangement to retain the melted core in a water cooled
refractory lined structure in the lower part of the pressure vessel cavity
was viewed as a step in the direction of safety; but the Committee saw this
as no guarantee of retention. Dr. Monson predicted that a melted core
would slowly pass through the pressure vessel wall rather than in a large
mass, but others saw the possibility of a larger portion falling through
into water underneath. A demonstration of such an arrangement was seen as
desirable by Dr. Mangelsdorf; nevertheless, any analysis of the results of
any demonstration would be lengthy. The retention of the molten core in
the proposed refractory basin was considered by Dr. Ergen as not much
different than any retention in the soil underneath. The need for studying
other large reactors with respect to this melting accident was observed by
Dr. Newson, Dr. Hanauer believed that accident studies by Oak Ridge groups
indicate that the containments are of less service for accidents with very
large reactors.
Regulatory Staff (RS)
Mr. Case said the plant is an improvement over the Brookwood design.
Originally the Westinghouse group claimed that adding water to the molten
core of this reactor would prevent any melting through the vessel. Al
though the containment for this reactor can probably withstand more metal
water reaction then other designs, the RS considers this probably not
good enough; to the RS, the core melting accident needs more study. The
reactivity transient analysis by Westinghouse showed that slightly less
reactivity additions are acceptable than do the GE analytical models.
Control rod worths are to be limited by procedures and by devices; calcul
ations on transients are necessary to establish the control rod requirements.
The possibility of reactor pressure vessel rupture must be faced now. The
RS is satisfied that the high head safety injection system will limit core
melting. The RS has recommended improvements for the low head core flood
ing system. Mr. Case commented on the reliability of emergency equipment
under accident conditions, e.g., in a steam environment.
Many operator actions are required during any emergencies; loss of
off site power and fires could lead to such conditions. The circuitry has
been examined by the RS with respect to fire hazards; no deficiencies have
yet been found. Fires have occurred in reactor control rooms but no case
of serious consequence is known. Nevertheless, Dr. Okrent recommended care
ful examination of the circuitry to see that effects of fires would not be
serious.
Mr. Case prefers steps to retain any molten core material in the pres
sure vessel rather than rely on other measures to handle the released
core, e.g., the collection basin for molten fuel underneath the reactor.
A portion of the wall or pipe of the primary circuit of this reactor
designed to break at a lower pressure than would the pressure vessel; this
is to provide a safety release and help assure pressure vessel integrity
and, hence more assurance of successful core cooling. However, this
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release scheme might not protect from a pressure pulse in the vessel itself.
The possibility of pieces from a disintegrated turbine damaging the
reactor has not been of much concern to the RS. Mr. Case observed that tur
bine locations are a matter of economics; most are parallel to a tangent to
the circular containment which might favor turbine parts impacting on the
containment. Multiple reactors at one site complicates this problem of
turbine orientation.
Indian Point II Group
The redundancy in emergency equipment was described. Three high head
injection pumps outside the containment have four connections to the reactor
system. Two low head pumps are inside the container; these are backed by
two other low head pumps for residual heat. These residual pumps are out
side the containment and have four connections to the primary system. A
sump in the containment allows these residual pumps to circulate water on
a long term basis. Automatic activation of the emergency cooling system is
by three pressure transducers and three liquid level signals; coincidence
of two out of three of the low pressure or the low level sy~tems is required.
A primary water charging pump is normally operating. and a second will star
on a low pressurizer level signal. In addition to this automatic activation.
manual starting of the system and the components can be done from the control
room.
For a pipe severance with a four square foot cross section opening. the
three high head pumps would provide 1450 gallons per minute with a 10 second
delay and the two residual head pumps or the two recirculation pumps could
provide 4800 gallons per minute with the ~ame delay. Under one percent
zirconium water reaction was assumed to occur for this case. For partial
power to the emergency system. i.e. the diesel power. one of the high head
pumps at 650 gallons per minute with a 50 second delay and one residual heat
pump with 4000 gallons per minute with a 20 second delay would be available.
The sequence for diesel operation is for loss of power at the 480 volt
buss; the diesels start automatically and if one should fail its buss. auto
matically connects to that buss which is energized. The emergency eqUipment
which can operate from the diesels are two residual heat pumps. two
recirculation pumps. two container spray pumps. two service water pumps.
five fans. and two motor control centers. After the level in the refueling
storage tank is withdrawn from 350.000 gallons to about 30.000 gallons. the
operator may decide on recirculation and manually terminate the safety in
jection signal; later he would start the one component cooling pump. and
the third service water pump to add service water to the cooling heat ex
changer. The addition of the 320.000 gallons of water and collection in and
around the vessel would raise the level to about 4.7 feet over the bottom
of the core. The top of the sump below the core is about 1 foot above the
core structure bottom; this should fill soon from the spray to the contain
ment.
The coolant flow in the core during a loss of coolant accident from a
break of the hot coolant line was described. Any vapor in the core can
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move inward and rise. A consultant from the University of Pittsburgh has
been relied upon for heat transfer correlations to analyze such a two phase
flow cooling during an accident. The decay energy was considered as that
following an infinite irradiation time. Appreciable radiative heat trans
fer would occur from the fuel rods to the steam. If a hundred pounds per
second of steam flows through the core ( which is a fifth of the capacity
of the low head system) the amount of fuel melting and dropping to the
bottom of the vessel is predicted to be not more than 20%. Nevertheless,
Mr. Etherington doubted if the fuel pellets would have much lateral sup
ports from the oxide of the fuel cladding; therefore, collapse of more
fuel and falling to the vessel bottom seems likely. Some of the steam may
go into the formation of oxide from the cladding, which would reduce that
available for core cooling.
The consequences of a rupture of the cold coolant line to the reactor
was also given. Sixteen seconds for loss of coolant is estimated with
addition of emergency water from the high head and the low head systems in
about 10 seconds, Most of this initial addition of water would be to the
hot coolant line. About 95 seconds is estimated to fill the vessel to the
bottom of the core with the steam supplying the water for the zirconium
reaction. The vessel would be expected to fill to about 2/3 of the height,
at which time a 3 psi b~ck pressure would react somewhat against the high
head coolant addition flow. Later the core should cover with no fuel melt
ing and only one percent zirconium water reaction. Recent Harwell data was
mentioned to indicate that even with temperatures of 500 0 F. initially,
water would still flow down the rods with the steam flowing up.
The control rods of this reactor are in thimbles. The thimble design
has not been examined with respect to possible forces following loss of
coolant or blowdown of the system; local voids are believed sufficient to
shut down the reactor in perhaps 3 seconds even with the rods removed.
The flooding of the core would be with water containing three thousand
parts per million of boron; about two thousand are required for shutdown.
If the molten core should accumulate in the botton of the vessel, decay
heating would tend to impair
the integrity of the bottom. A possible
eutectic is molten at 2400 0 F., which is not much different than the melt
ing point of steel. To protect the system against molten fuel falling
through the vessel wall, a water cooled refractory basin underneath is
proposed. The molten fuel would fall through water and to this basin.
The 220 thousand pounds of uranium dioxide in the core material with about
fifty thousand poinds of zirconium, and some of the pressure vessel bottom,
would provide the molten mass for this basin. The experience in steel mills
and at Batelle Northwest Laboratories indicates that dispersal of this
molten material in fragments would occur in the water.
The analytical model for the basins thermal behavior is based on a
square shaped stainless steel container lined with magnesia fire brick
several inches thick; inside of which would be solid uranium dioxide, then
a molten mass of liquid uranium dioxide with some zirconium, and steel,
and finally a vapor phase. Solid uranium dioxide is expected on the top
of this fused material with water and steam then on the outside of this.
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An analog computer was used to 'study ttle heat transfer through this
basin of molten fuel wtth tntckness layer of soltd uranium dioxide on the
top of the melt as a variable. A plot of the temperature of different
sections of 0 this basin against time was shown. Temperatures went to
about 6,000 F., the boiling point of uranium dioxide, and time to about
5,000 seconds, mass transfer of the vaporized materials and circulation
in the melt was assumed for the heat transfer to the water above.
If the metal of the bottom of the pressure vessel, 30 tons, and all
the zirconium, reacted with the water a large amount of hydrogen would
be produced; bubbling through the water should cool it, but burning is a
possibility. If the site were on limestone and the molten material
penetrated into this region, then the carbon dioxide formed might add
to the pressure in the container and a downward path might be available
for release of fission products to the atmosphere. The Westinghouse
group considered this basin a satisfactory device to retain the molten
material from the core, but no data is available as support. limited ex
periments may be possible, but none is proposed yet. Nevertheless
cooling of the core is being relied upon by Westinghouse to retain fis
sion products in the pressure vassel.
Little lateral pressure is seen in the core, and the fuel rods are
predicted to stand in place. No problem of buckling of the core support
structure is expected during an accident. The mechanical forces on the
internals from a coolant line break are believed insufficient to cause
significant core damage. Careful supporting of the heat exchangers, the
pumps, and the manifolding lead to group to expect no serious pipe
whipping e~fects. Because the designers feel that a jet aircraft would
not be able to penetrate the container, it seems unlikely to them that
a missile from a turbine is a hazard.
The worth of an ejected control rod might be as much as .6% multipli
cation constant (k) which would be, perhaps, only .3% at full power. The
boron needed for the Se1ni Reactor was over predicted by 100 parts per
million (ppm) when cold and 60 ppm when hot; at power with equilibrium
poisons, the predictions was under by 25 ppm. The moderator reactivity
temgerature coefficient was originally under estimated and is now .1 x
10- more positive. This amounts to about a 5% inaccuracy in the boron
worth.
The fuel lattice for this system is under moderated. Hence loss of
the core structure would cause a positive reactivity change; if one fuel
assembly were spead over the space normally occupied by two, the increase
in k might be as much as .3%. Recent calculations on possible dispersal
of the fuel laterally in the water show the k reduced by 10%; with fuel
slumping, a 4% increase in k might result.
In conclusion, the Consolidated Edison group were told that probably
no letter would be issued at this meeting; the group replied that the
time schedule is becoming short.
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.. DRESDEN· I r I' REACTOR

Executive Session
Mr. Etherington reported for the subcommittee with the help of the
minutes of the meeting of 7 July 1966. Possible melting of the core was
given particular attention at the meeting. Many other high power level
reactors present this same problem; the only clear solution is cooling to
prevent melting, but now cooling is not considered a design criteria for
this plant. Melting would probably result in pressure vessel failure,
over pressurizing of the containment, and in deterioration of the concrete
underneath. Concern in the design of the cooling system is evidenced by
the core sprays to be relied upon by the applicant to prevent containment
over pressure. The group has reported it incredible that no water would
reach the core to limit melting hazards; Nevertheless, Dr. Ergen recalled
that the core sprays of the SL-l reactor were considered inoperable be
cause of the violent vibration when water was added to this spray rtng.
Partial submergence of the core should result in the steam cooling the
upper parts. Recommendations of the subcommittee included: no shared
emergency coolant systems, precautions against missiles from a turbine
failure penetrating the containment, and appropriate steps to resist
seismic forces.
The comments of Congressman Hollifield and Aspinall were referred to
by Dr. Okrent to indicate a desire for much conservatism in reactor designs,
but, nevertheless, a request for streamlining the safety review procedures
was included. Emotional sabotage, e.g., the acts of unstable individuals,
was feared by Dr. Bush as a reactor hazard. Dr. Okrent believed that the
General Electric Company (GE) sees no way now to guarantee retention of a
molten core; however, if no economic restrictions were placed on the de
sign, prevention of melting would probably be possible. The GE group con
siders any AEC approved reactor as a proven design even though it has not
operated. Dr. Newson recalled that although GE assumed cooling of the core
was possible, the build-up of hydrogen and possible recombination with the
oxygen would be a serious problem; more containment to hold the volume of
materials would be a solution. The Canadians were reported planning to
vent the possible exhaust of six reactors to one containment. Dr. Palladino
stated that Westinghouse proposes cooling the bottom of the containment of
the pressure vessel to prevent any vessel failure from core melting.
The uncertainty in the succession of operations which are needed to
assure the effectiveness of the engineered safeguards was pointed out by
Dr. Hanauer. But Dr. O'Kelly said this reactor is in the design stage
where not all features have been identified; he favored the combination of
core spray and core flooding to prevent core melting, but the design was
seen as incomplete. More reliability in flooding arrangement is desirable.
Dr. O'Kelly stated that equipment may deteriorate more When not used because
of the lack of maintenance. Dr. Ergen observed that since heat must be
removed from the containment vessel following a large accident, an active
component is needed to assure this heat exchange. The GE group is depend
ing on the reliability of core sprays.
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Dr. McKee ~ugge~ted t~t Yolcanologt$t$ might have k.now1edge bearing
on tfLe benavi'or of tne molten 1mlterta1 from a core as it penetrated
the contatnment and entered tne unaerlytng earth. Dr. Monson postulated
that although such experts might predict retention of a melted core by
the underlying rocks, other possio1e hazards, e.g., a steam explosion,
to violate the containment, still exists; past reactors have the same
problem. Dr. Ergen told the Dresden group that Dr. McCullough, in a
American Nuclear Society (ANS) paper, stated that a molten core would
penetrate the primary system of the Se1ni Reactor in a matter of minutes
unfortunately, no further speculation was included on the fate of the
melting material. Core melting has been considered to be a problem with
fast reactors. Originally, the Fermi Reactor included a graphite crucible
. underneath to catch a molten core; later this was removed when graphite
changes were made.
Dr. Okrent listed the ACRS alternatives: approval in the same way
as Dresden II; approval with core sprays; approval but with reservations
on the design of the core sprays; precautions to handle any molten core;
and finally the reactor could be rejected. Dr. Palladino considered that
approval of Dresden II imp1icity included acceptance of unit III. How
ever, Dr. Hanauer stated that the Committee must be receptive to new
information which may allow acceptance of risks with past plants but
changes may be needed for future reactors. Little effectiveness of the
containment sprays is seen by Dr. Okrent should the core sprays fail.
Any failure of the pressure vessel would tend to complicate the cooling
of the core.
A memorandum of Mr. Fra1eys of 11 July 1966 titled "Metropo1itan
Siting Criteria - Tabular Hardward Approach" was reviewed; reactors were
categorized according to city, suburban, rural, and remote locations;
e.g., city reactors included the proposed Edgar Station of the Boston
Edison Co., the Ravenswood reactor and the Palo Seco plant. Dresden
III was a rural reactor, the underlying basis was that city reactors must
be protected aga "inst all accidents. Suburban reactors must be protected
against a large accident. Rural reactors need containment with only one
method of preventing core melting. While remote reactors need one method
of accident prevention.
Mr. Etherington suggested a plot of the logarithm of the conse
quences of a reactor accident as the ordinate against the logarithm of
the probability of an accident as the absciss~. A lower line for perhaps
loss of a thousand lives with a probability of one in a million might
be acceptable while a consequence beyond this might not be. The dif
ficulty of defining a acceptable relation was noted. Other serious
hazards for big reactors beyond the melting accident can probably be
postulated. If a vessel suddenly ruptured or the top portion separated
from the bottom, Dr. Bush predicted vertical motion or jumping of the
vessel. Dr. Bush said he could find no difference between the inspec
tion and fabrication methods of pressure vessels of the General Electric
and the Westinghouse groups.
The early ACRS letters asking for further experiments on the pressure
suppression system were recalled by Dr. Okrent; after satisfactory demon
strations, Committee approval was given. To him, the core sprays arrangement
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is a pqrall el case need"ing development and demonstration. Dr • Monson did
not favor any conclusions on precauti'ons against the core melt down acci
dent now; consideration with future cases should assist in establishing an
ACRS position. As new information oecomes available, Dr. Okrent forecast
further restrictions in the design of future large reactors; further steps
towards precautions against a melt down accident are favored by him now.
Dr. Mangelsdorf said that established systems can be extended some
what by calculations; however, this meltdown accident is much different.
The many uncertainties require much information and he was against setting
a time at which a protective system would be available. The effectiveness
of the systems to contain the melted material from a core is not clear, and
hazards may be worse than proposed. Dr. Mangelsdorf recommended further
search for measures against this melting accident.
Leaving some uncertainties in the design of the plant at this construc
tion permit stage seemed necessary to Mr. Etherington, as was done for the
Brookwood Reactor containment. Dr. Palladino was comforted by the additional
redundancy planned for the Dresden III plant. Dr. Monson predicts no solu
tion to this core melting problem for many months; he desires no negative
res ponce which would mean considerable delay in other reactor cases.
Several considered that a reasonable measures might be taken now to limit
the hazards from such an accident with research and development to con
tinue.
Dr. McKee noted the common source of water for the emergency systems,
namely the suppression pool, which makes the emergency reactor systems not
completely independent. To Dr. Palladino accident prevention rather than
amelioration, e.g., collection basin for a molten core, is preferred. A
separate lettci regarding core melting rather than including recommenda
tions in the Dresden II letter, was proposed by Dr. Hanauer. The consensus
was to delay a letter on this reactor but it was decided to start formula
tion of preliminary drafts. A delay in release of any general letter on
the core melting problem was seen by Dr. Ergen.
Dr. Mangelsdorf reiterated that any prevention of core melting must
be by the primary system; he has little confidence in the Westinghouse
proposal for the Indian Point Reactor towards collection of any melted
core, and he doubted that the Westinghouse group really considered the
collection proposal anything more than a method to obtain ACRS approval.
The GE group was seen by Dr. Palladino as proposing no solution to the core
melting problem because of the higher costs for such precautions for their
boiling water reactors. Dr. Ergen said that allowing some release of radio
active materials at Dresden but with appropriate evacuation procedures might
be a way to rationalize any Dresden III reactor approval. Because of this
lack of assurance of the reliability of a basin to collect molten material,
as ;s proposed for the Indian Point reactor, the Committee agreed not to ask
for such core melting provisions for the Dresden III Reactor; nevertheless,
the Committee was not against such efforts for the Indian Point II Reactor.
Dr. Newson believed that degassing the molten material from the core and
collection of these effluents might leave the residue with little fission
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product beat fro.ro an~ roel ti,ng i.ntQ the earth., There was divided opinion
as to the need of documentatton for tnese proposed provtstons to retain a
molten core from the Indian Point II Reactor. Dr. Okrent plans a special
meeting to continue the dis~ussions.
Regulatory Staff (RS)
The Dresden I Reactor is undergoing maintanance. Mr. Case said the
safety analysis already presented is still the RS position.
Additional information on vibration damping is being obtained to sat
isfy Dr. Newmarks questions; the problems appear resolvable. Now two
separate core containment spray systems for each reactor are planned in
stead of the shared system. The RS recalled requests from other reactors
to rely on only one emergency pump.
The RS has decided to require complete redundancy for the Dresden III
facility with the exception of some items, such as emergency diesels, which
have outside power as an alternate.
The reactor structure is designed to resist 300 miles per hour winds;
tornados causing an accident is not believed likely since the reactor can
be shutdown on receiving a tornado warnings. The upper limit of the speed
of objects in a tornado is probably that of sound; Mr. levine said that the
Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR) had also used a figure
if 300 miles per hour wind speed for the design. The possibility of large
objects, e.g., automobiles, falling on the containment during a tornado
was admitted by the Dresden group which appeared to Mr. Case to be a separ
ate missile problem for that of turbines on primary system parts.
With respect to the tornadoes, Mr. Waterfield stated that although no
reinforced concrete building had failed in a tornado, windows have broken
to release the pressure; no answer was given to the question of Dr. Bush
about the experience with grain elevators in tornados. Mr. Case, saw the
containment as possibly violated by a tornado.
The refueling accident is not considered serious for this reactor, but
the GE group will continue to analyze, since. the reactivity affects are not
yet clear. Thp GE conclusion that no steps to retain molten core material
are feasible is taken by Mr. Case as evidence of GE conservatism. The two
core spray systems planned for the reactor may have some weak points; both
must discharge into the core barrel arrangement to be effective.
GE .
has suggested a second system of a different design, e.g., flooding, but
with the same cooling objective.
AlthOUgh Dr. Beck said that the RS considers a meltdown accident as
presenting a difficult situation, the low probability of the safeguards
failing at the same time leads the RS to accept this melting hazard. Dr.
Doan considered any conclusions on core melting for Dresden III as also
applying to Dresden II; although important, he sees no reason why this
possible accident should delay these reactors. Dr. Doan recalled no
consideration of core melting of the Dresden I Reactor. Although coolant

losS and core melti,n~ we.s considered By--tne. fermt ~roupf 'Mr. Levtne ~td
that cool ant waul d always Be adequate to assure no mel ting. Tne melttng
problem is a long range one, and tne RS is not prepared to recommend
measures now. Dr. Beck reported tne RS is now focusing snarp1y on the
effectiveness and reliability of safeguards sytems. The RS believes that
the amount of design, research, and development now done leaves it in a
better position to assure public safety from reactor accidents than in the
past.
.
Dresden Group
The reactor is inside a surrounding supporting shield twenty feet in
diameter; containment sprays and circulation pUTTJpS are inside the dry well.
Fabrication of the pressure vessel is well along. Mr. Bray commented for
the General Electric Group (GE) on the proposed meltdown accident and
possible measures. The separate phases of such a postulated accident in·
c1uded; melting of the core, vessel bottom failure, structural heating,
accumulation of the core melt in the sump, and finally the effects on the
containment of the molten material. The decay heat of the core might be
70 ~I initially, which would decrease to about 20 MW in a matter of hours.
The fuel temperature would rise rapidly on coolant loss and be perhaps
4,000° F. at 400 seconds; studies have been made of the amount of cladding
which would be above such temperatures.
The liqUid core would melt through the rod structure underneath this
boiling water system and collect in the sump on top of the thick layer of
concrete lining the dry well. About 1200 square feet of area is available
at the bottom to receive this molten material. The GE group presented a
plot showing the temperature through the concrete at the bottom of the
dry well, the dehydrated concrete above, the molten metal and solid
uranium oxide mixture, other fused material floating on the surface, and
the water steam blanket at the top.
The estimated heat fluxes for different surface temperatures were
given with the thickness of oxide on the top as a parameter. About nalf
of the heat transfer from the molten mass would be by radiation. The
uranium dioxide is not assumed to melt by GE, but others have predicted
melting. Probably not much metal water reaction occurs below a temperature
of 2500° F. The containment pressure as a function of percent metal water
reaction was given for both an inert containment and for the reaction with
oxygen; this approached perhaps 200 psi for 100 reaction. A steam explo
sion in the pressure vessel might yield about 0.6 million foot pounds of
energy, which is about 1/3 of that needed to break the pressure vessel.
Studies have been made of flooding the containment region, e.g., cool"
ing the bottom of the pressure vessel with water. The vessel wall would
be at about 4,000° F. on the inside of 250 0 ·F. on the outside. Perhaps
six feet of molten material would be in the vessel, which would probably
not retain this material. A steel pan with a refractory liner, e.g.,
aluminum oxide, with cooling coils underneath to catcn a released molten
core was proposed. A forty·eight foot diameter pan would be needed. The
uranium dioxide as a solid might collect in the pan to cause over heating
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and failure of the cooling cotls. possi~ly tne center of tne pan cQuld be
rai'sed to allow a d;'stributi'on of thts fused ~ter;al. The GE conclusions
on this collection crucible approach are; a feastble design may ~e possible,
the hydrogen producti'on would ha've to De limited, major design changes would
be needed to accomodate the system, the vessel supports would pro~a~ly
have to be insulated and cooled, heaptng of the molten mass would ~e a pro
blem. Dr. Newson paralleled the situation of such a molten core with that
of open-hearth furnances which undergo continued heating with their inte..
grity maintained.
Another possible approach is to have below the core a water tank
into which the melt would fall. A gas collector of about a million cubic
feet at 62 psi would be needed; about 300,000 cubic feet of volume is
available in the present dry well and suppression system. This water
collection approach was considered technically feasi~le if the dry well
walls are protected; hydrogen production requires a larger gas volume and
changes in the structure below the pressure vessel would be required. The
heat transfer characteristics through any molten mass is uncertain. Whether
the molten core would fragment on passing through the water underneath is
questionable.
Another GE approach, to handle a molten core was a ceramic pebble sieve
support in a sleeve; the molten material would be fluidized above the sieve
with water, perhaps 20,000 horsepower of pumps would be required. The metal
water reaction would be limited. Retention of the fluid bed would be diffi
cult. Cross changes in the structure of the containment would be needed.
Air cooling the core is another possibility. To prevent core melting, a
large air flow rate would be required, and assuring air flow would be
difficult. The feasibility of this air scheme seemed doubtful to the GE
group.
In summary, the GE group said that the current containment can not
handle the consequences of such a core meltdown and the proposed design
methods to ameliorate such an accident fall short of satisfying the engi~
neering need. Much research development would be needed towards any melting
accident precautions and this would vary with the approach. The basis for
the present reactor design must be prevention of core melting by emergency
cooling.
Mr. Levy presented information on the core cooling arrangements. Two
core sprays are supplied from the suppression system. Potential improve
ments in the plant design might be provisions for loss of coolant but with
slow depressurization. The core spray system, with redundancy of the active
components such as two pumps or a high volume flooding system, again with
redundant active components, might be used. Two core sprays each with
redundancy are another possibility.
The recirculation system is proposed to add water to the reactor core
on coolant loss; this is believed capable of handling the slow depressuriza
tion accident and provide core cooling during any loss of power. Steam
generated in an accident might be used to operate a turbine to pump water
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from th.e suppressi'on chamEler! The s-team condensate of tfie turlii'ne waul d
go to Ute suppress; on chamber. .Th.e pressure of the system was shown
against time with or without the recil'CtIlation system, the i'niti.al pres..
sure of about a thousand psi reduced to about 400 pst at somethtng over a
1000 seconds, an.d with no recirculation cooling arrangement an tncrease
fallowed.
The design assumptions for the present core spray systems are to assure
core cooling, structural integrity, quality control of the material, and
continued surveillance and testing of this core spray. Tests on the spray
effect have been made with rods heated as high as 1400° F. at the start
with a peak temperature of 1925° F. Tests performed on the quench ring or
core sprays has been with the ring cold. The effect of a heated ring was
not predicted by the GE group; substantial distortion is believed allow..
able in the core spray system with no impairment of reliability. Wetting
of the fuel is not taken as a heat transfer credit for the effectiveness
of th~ core cooling; although some of the spaces tn the core might be
blocked on cooling loss, substantial flow stoppage is believed incredible.
The predicted temperature of the .fuel for a 30 second delay ·in opera
tion of the core sprays after an accident was shown, with the reaction of
the fuel at the different temperatures as a parameter. All the fuel would
be above about 500° F. with none above perhaps 1500° F.; similar curves
were shown for a 60 second delay. The pressure load in psi for the design
value, the capability, at steam line severance, and for recirculation line
severance was given for; the spray sparger and internal pipe, the upper
shroud, the lower shroud, and at the shroud support. For the spray sparger
and internal pipe, these were 250, 1000, 16, and 8 psi, respectively; the
normal pressure for the spray sparger and for the internal pipe regions
are 8 and 107 psi, respectively. For the shroud support, the normal
pressure is 22 psi; the other pressures would be 100, 100, 54, and 22,
respectively.
The quality of the core sprays is believed by the GE group to be
equivalent to that of the pressure vessel. Surveillance on core spray
reliability will be by pressure measurements and measuring the level in
the suppression chamber. The total system will undergo thorough pre
operation tests. During a hot standby condition for the reactor, loop
tests will be done, and the total system will be visually inspected dur
ing refueling. Extensive inspections of the Dresden I Reactor are
underway; fine cracks in the vessel metal have been detected, but these
have not enlarged. Dr. Bush said that he had lost some confidence in the
reliability of type 304 stainless steel, e.g., because of intergranular
failure; the GE group was admonished to be careful in the fabrication
and use of this material.
On loss of power, one isolation condensor and one oversized core
isolation cooling system would be in service. For loss of coolant and slow
depressurization, reactor isolation and operator b10wdown would occur.
On loss of coolant and rapid depressurization, one core spray with redun..
dant active components and one core flooding system would be available.
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Ttle core flQodi,ng i,S tQ tqk.e ~qter from the pres~ure .suppression
cfiAffl~er ~en ~ 1eye1 of the presS'Ure-veS'se1 ,.eacftes 150 psi. The f\i'gfter

rate of true core spraywnould allow very 'rapid additton. Although the core
f100dtng arrangement TS not fll11y destgned, a reliable system is seen as
feasible. The pressures of the core floodtng elements for; normal operation,
AS ME design value, AsME capabili'ty, line service steam, and line service
of the recirculation system were given at the core plate region, the guide
tubes, and the jet pumps. At the core plate these would 14, 45,53, 38,
and 14, respectively, and 22, 70, 600, 54, and 22, respectively at the jet
pumps. The flooding system can operate from emergency power, e.g., diesel
engine. Test of the flooding ring would be at 500 0 F. and 1000 psi. The
GE group is confident that the flooding water will enter the system; Dr.
Ergen recommended tests to see if transients might give vibrations to
violate the system.
The GE group was non-commital about any variation of engineering safe
guards requirements for the reactors with sites; the best available safe
guards are used regardless of location. The principal aim is to avoid core
melting. No practical solution for withstanding the core melting accident
is seen by the GE group, and GE plans no development towards this end.
Although practical emergency core coolant arrangements can be made for
operation at higher pressures, e.g., a 1000 psi, this would be expensive;
in addition, the hazards to the reactor from false activation of such a
unit, with related reactivity changes from void effects and thermal stress
problems, weigh against its use. Mr. Levy said the emergency cooling sys
tems need to operate for a day or so after the accident; after flooding
of the core, cleaning devices on the water would be used to allow opening
the reactor vessel and fuel removal from the core region. Some heat re
moval capability would be needed for an indefinite time. More information
on the reliability of the core cooling system should be available in Sep
tember; however, it will be months before significant data on the possible
core melting precautions can be developed. Any firm proposal on prevention
of a core melting through the pressure vessel is perhaps a year away; all
proposals lack information and understanding of the processes and a demon
stration is needed. Mr. Joslyn said that the core melting problem involves
many reactors beyond the Dresden III design; the effort already expended
for the STEP
and the LOFT projects indicates the extent of research and
development.
The plant is believed to have had a thorough analysts for tornado
damage, e.g., external missiles and the critical parts are believed pro
tected by the concrete structures. A tornado with winds from of 300 to
500 miles per hour would probably remove a part of the reactor building,
but all the key equipment of the plant, e.g., the diesel generator and
the reactor, is below ground level and should not be damaged. Nevertheless,
the outside electrical sources might be damaged by such a violent storm,
Mr. Ergen said that a tornado after a reactor accident might lead to a
more serious release of fission products. Dr. Ergen postulated a million
curies of noble gases and a 100,000 curies of halogens released from the
core; filters decontaminate by a factor of a 100 and dilution reduces
concentration another 50 to 500 factor.
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It is rather clear from the minutes of the 75th meeting that the ACRS was
fairly well convinced that means of coping with a fully molten core within
the framework of the General Electric suppression pool design t and probably
within the framework of the Indian Point 2 design were not readily avail
able and would be difficult to demonstrate on a short time scale. What is
less clear is what direction the Committee thought the review of these two
construction permit applications should take. There was a considerable
divergence of opinion on the Committee.
.
t

In the days which fol10wed members tried to develop possible points of
view that either the Committee might use in its continuing evaluation t or
that might express the point of view of the individual member at that point
in time. On July l6 1966 member Newson submitted the following memornadum
to his fellow Committee members:
t

t

t

REPORT ON DRESDEN III
The applicant and the General Electric Company have informed the Committee
that no provision had been made to maintain containment in the unlikely event
of a core melt-down following loss-of-coolant.
Under these circumstances, the applicant must design for one of the
following criteria to be applied at the time of issuance of an operating
license.
1. The licensed operating power of the reactor must be reduced to the
point where a molten core may be cooled efficiently enough to prevent
melt-through of the bottom of the containment vessel or
2. An emergency cooling system, far more reliable than any which now
exists t must be designed and installed with sufficient precautions
to convince the AEC Staff and this Committee that after a loss-of
coolant accident at design power, there is as much assurance that
core melt-down can be prevented as the reliability of conventional
containment for relatively low-power reactors.
At the present time, neither an efficient cooling system for a melted core nor
a highly reliable emergency cooling system have been invented so that it is
impossible for the Committee to advise that Dresden III reactor may be built and
operated at the proposed site and power level without undue risk to the health
and safety of the public. If a construction permit is issued before the
development of these novel engineered safeguards, the safe operating power
can only be determined after their construction and the demonstration of their
capabilities.
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This was followed by the preparation of first drafts of possible
ACRS reports on Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2.
On July 28, 1966, member Hanauer circulated the following memo
randum to other ACRS members:
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
KNOXVIl.l.E
DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

July 28, 1966

TO:

ACRS Members

'
)M
I

.

'

--

FROM:

S. H. Hanauer

SUBJECT:

:
Tentative position on fuel meltdown

"

The following thoughts have been stimulated by the recent Okrent
draft on "Primary System rupture ll and by the Wilcox memo of July 25 stating
that Dresden Subcommittee members would be asked on the telephone for an
"opinion on the acceptability of the emergency core cooling systems now
proposed for Dresden 3. 11
1. The primary system rupture is one of the design-basis accidents
for hazards analysis for Dresden 3, Indian Point 2, and lots of other
reactors. In discus'sing its consequences,: therefore, or the adequacy of
safeguards to cope with this accident, it seems to me that adversion to the
improbability of the accident is out of order. vTe should indeed require
steps to be taken to reduce the probability, but that is a separate subject.
2. In view of the potentially serious consequences of the primary
system rupture, it is my present view that each reactor should have two
defenses against this design-basis accident. One of these defenses might
be a well-engineered, redundant system to put water onto or into the core.
However, because of the many uncertainties regarding the functional adequacy
of pouring water (emergency core coolant pipe rupture as a result of the
accident, fuel melt~ng in spite of success in getting water to core, loss of
cladding strength leading to blockage of coolant channels or dropping fuel
to the bottom of the vessel, steam explosions, steam blanketing, etc.), a
second defense of a different species should be provided. Item 5 of the
Okrent draft seems to require this.

3. The "crucible-catcher"· approach, currently touted by Westinghouse
and downgraded by General Electric, seems to be the only II second defense::
seriously proposed thus far. I have discussed some aspects of this problem
with colleagues who design nozzles for fluids at 8-9000° F. Their successful
approach has been to use thin walls of high-conductivity metal cooled so
fast on the back side ~hat only a small gradient can exist in the metals even
for heat flux -..J 6 x 10 btu/hr - sq. ft., and that the gradient is then
forced into the boundary layer of the flowing fluid. Although they have made
no calculations, they suggest that pool boiling is almost surely inadequate
to cool the metal, but that good forced cooling might be successful in our
situation as well as theirs. Of course problems remain such as hydrogen
(burning, pressure, explosion), cooling reliability, ultimate heat sink,
local burnout, chemistry and possible attack on the metal, and so forth.

ACRS Members

July

28, 1966

4. Alternatively, one might abandon this accident as a design basis.
(The ATR safety analysis is based on the incredibility of gross primary
system rupture.) For power reactors, our pressure-vessel discussions over
the past year make the acceptability of this approach doubtful.
5. Regarding the forthcoming telephone call, I don't know what
emergency core cooling system is now proposed for Dresden 3 (or Indian Point 2,
for that matter), and we have no agreed-on basis for any opinions on its
acceptability.
What I really think we have to have is a good core cooling complex
with an analysis which showS that if it works the vessel won't fail, plus
some other complex with an analysis that shows a reasonable probability of
averting danger to the health and safety of the public if the core cooling
does not provide the expected protection.

cc: R. F. Fraley
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On August 16, 1966 the Committee sent out two reports, one on Dresden
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3 and another on Indian Point Nuclear Generat
ing Unit No.2. These letters are reproduced on the following pages.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

~OS.S

August 16,1966

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Ato~ic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION - UNIT 3

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its seventy-fourth meeting, on June 8-11, seventy-fifth meeting, on
July 14-16, a special meeting on August 4-5, and its seventy-sixth meeting
on August 11-13, 1966, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards reviewed
the proposal of the Commonwealth Edison Company to construct a third nuclear
power plant at the Dresden site, near Morris, Illinois. Unit 3 will include
a boiling water reactor to be operated at 2255 MW(t) power level with pres
sure suppression containment. Unit 3 would be similar to Unit 2. The Corr
mittee had the benefit of discussions with representatives of the applicant,
the General Electric Company, Sargent & Lundy, the Babcock & Wilcox Company,
and the AEC Staff, and of the documents listed. A Subcommittee of the ACRS
met to review this project at the Dresden site on June 2, 1966, and in
Washington on July 7, 1966.
In its report on Dresden Unit 2, dated November 24, 1965, the Committee rec
ommended that the AEC Staff follow development work by GE to resolve parti
cular design problems. The Committee recommends that the Staff continue to
follow the development work in connection with both Units 2 and 3, particu
larly with respect to operation with jet pumps, testing of emergency cooling
methods, and studies of reactivity transients to assure no im~airment of
emergency cooling effectiveness as a consequence thereof.
The Committee also urged that the designers pay particular attention to the
design of the pressure vessel, and of the high pressure steam lines with
their isolation valves and fittings. The Committee reiterates its opinion
on this matter in connection with Unit 3.
The Committee notes that the applicant has made improvements in the require
ments for pressure vessel inspection during fabrication and urges that the
applicant pursue vigorously the implementation of adequate in-service in
spection techniques.
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The effectiveness of emergency core cooling systems is a matter of
particular importance in the unlikely event of a pipe rupture ie the
pri~ary system.
The applicant proposes the following improved complex
of emergency cooling systems:
1.

a high pressure coolant injection (EPeI) system,

2.

a high-volume flooding system to permit rapid injec
tion of water into the reactor vessel following blow
down to a low pressure,

3.

two core spray systems,

4.

a system that will make river water available to the
feedwater pump for emergency cooling.

The applicant advised the Committee that equivalent changes in the emer
gency core cooling systems of the Dresden 2 unit would be made. Three
diesel-driven generators will be installed to serve Units 2 and 3.

f

The Committee concurs that the proposed systems should increase the re
liability and effectiveness of emergency core cooling. Complete details
of the systems are not available, but the Committee believes that these
matters can be resolved during construction of this facility. The Com
mittee believes that the Regulatory Staff and the Committee should review
details of design, fabrication procedures, plans for in-service inspection
and the analyses pertaining to the emergency core cooling systems, as soon
as this information 1s available and prior to irrevocable construction
commitments pertaining thereto.
Careful examination of the forces during blowdown on various structural
and functional members within the pressure vessel is necessary to assure
sufficient conservatism in the design. The Committee recommends that the
AEC Staff satisfy itself fully in this respect.
The Committee believes that the combination of emergency cooling systems
has a high probability of guarding against core meltdown in the unlikely
accident involVing rupture of a primary system pipe. In view of the pres
ent state of development of such emergency cooling systems, however, and
since the cooling systems may be subject to certain low-probability inter
related modes of failure, the Committee believes that the already small
probability of primary system rupture should be still further reduced by
taking additional measures as noted below. The Committee would like to
review the results of studies by the applicant in this connection, and
the consequent proposals, as soon as these are available.

f
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1.

Design and fabrication techniques for the entire primary
system should be reviewed thoroughly to assure adequate
conservatism throughout and to make full use of practical,
existing inspection techniques which can provide still
greater assurance of highest quality.

2.

Great attention should be given to design for in-service
inspection possibilities and the detection of incipient
problems in the entire primary system during reactor
operation. Methods of leak detection should be employed
which provide a maximum of protection against serious in
cidents.

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the various
items mentioned can be resolved during construction ani that the proposed
reactor can be constructed at the Dresden site with reasonable .•assurance
that it can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of
the public.
Sincerely yours,

/s/
David Okrent
Chairman
References Attached.
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References (Dresden 3)
1. -Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3, Plant Design and Analysis
Report, Volumes I and II~ Commonwealth Edison Company~ undated,
received February 14, 1966.
2.

Letter dated May 3, 1966 from L. F. Lischer, Commonwealth Edison,
to Dr. R. L. Doan, AEC, transmitting Amendment No.1, Answers to
AEC Questions, including replacement and additional pages to Plant
Design and Analysis Report.

3.

Amendment No.2, Answers to AEC Questions,
1966.

4.

Letter dated May 26, 1966 from Murray Joslin, Commonwealth Edison,
to Dr. R. L. Doan, AEC, transmitting Amendment No.3, Answers to
AEC Questions, including replacement pages to Plant Design and
Analysis Report.

5.

Supplement to Construction Permit Application, Reactor Vessel Non
Destructive Testing of Plate, dated June 10, 1966.

6.

Letter dated July 8, 1966 from Murray Joslin~ Commonwealth Edison,
to Dr. R. L. Doan, AEC, with attachments.

7.

Letter dated July 26, 1966 from F. A. Hollenbach, General Electric,
to ~x. E. Case, AEC, with attachment.

8.

Letter dated July 29, 1966 from Murray
to Mr. Edson Case, AEC.

9.

Letter dated August 10, 1966 from W. D. Gilbert, General Electric,
to Mr. E. Case, AEC, with attachment.

10.

Letter dated August 12, 1966 from M. Joslin, Commonwealth Edison,
to Dr. Richard L. Do an , AEC.

undated~

Joslin~

received May 20,

Commonwealth Edison,
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON

25, D.C.

August 16, 1966

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON INDIAN POINT NUCLFAR GENERATING UNIT NO. 2

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its seventy-fifth meeting, July 14-16, 1966, and its special meeting
on August 4-5, 1966, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards com
pleted its review o~ the application of Consolidated Edison Company
of New York, Inc. for authorization to construct Indian Point Nuclear
Generating Unit No.2. This project had previously been considered
at the seventy-second and seventy-third meetings of the Committee, and
at Subcommittee meetings on March 30, May 3, and June 23, 1966. During
its review, the Committee had the benefit of discussions with represen
tatives of the Consolidated Edison Company and their contractors and
consultants and with representatives of the AEC Regulatory Staff and
their consultants. The Committee also had the benefit of the documents
listed.
The Indian Point 2 plant is to be a pressurized water reactor system
utilizing a core fueled with slightly enriched uranium dioxide pellets
contained in Zircaloy fuel rods; it is to be controlled by a combination
of rod cluster-type control rods and boron dissolved in the primary
coolant system. The plant is rated at 2758 MW(t); the gross electrical
output is estimated to be 916 MW(e). Although the turbine has an ad
ditional calculated gross capacity of about lot, the applicant has
stated that there are no plans for power stretch in this plant.
The Indian Point 2 facility is the largest reactor that has been con
sidered for licensing to date. Furthermore, it will be located in a
region of relatively high population density. For these reasons,
particular attention has been given to improving and supplementing the
protective features previously provided in other plants of this type.
The proposed design has a reinforced concrete containment with an in
ternal steel liner which is prOVided with facilities for pres8urization
of weld areas to reduce the possibility of leakage in these areas.
The containment design also includes an internal recirculation
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containment spray system and an air recirculation system consisting
of five air handling units to provide long-term cooling of the con
tainment without having to pump radioactive liquids outside the
containment in the event of an accident. Even though the applicant
antici~ates negligible leakage from the containment, two i~dependent
means of iodine removal within the containment have been provided.
These are an air filtration system using activated charcoal filters,
and a containment spray system which uses sodium thiosulfate in the
spray water as a reagent to aid removal of elemental iodine.
The reactor vessel and various other components of the system are
surrounded by concrete shielding which provides protection to the
containment against missiles that might be generated if structural
failure of such components were to occur during operation at pressure.
This includes missile protection against the highly unlikely failure
of the reactor vessel by longitudinal splitting or by various modes
of circumferential cracking. The Committee favors such protection
for large reactors in regions of relatively high population density.
The Indian Point 2 plant is provided with two safety injection systems
for flooding the core with borated water in the event of a pipe
rupture in the primary system. The emergency core cooling systems
are of particular importance, and the ACRS believes that an increase
in the flow capacity of these systems is needed; improvements of
other characteristics such as pump discharge pressure may be ap
propriate. The forces imposed on various structural members within
the pressure vessel during blowdown in a loss-of-coolant accident
should be reviewed to assure adequate design conservatism. The
Committee believes that these matters can be resolved during con
struction of these facilities. However, it believes that the AEC
Regulatory Staff and the Committee should review the final design
of the emergency core cooling systems and the pertinent structural
members within the pressure vessel, prior to irrevocable commitments
relative to construction of these items.
The applicant stated that, even if a significant fraction of the core
were to melt during a loss-of-coolant accident, the melted portion
would not penetrate the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel owing
to contact of the vessel with water in the sump beneath it.
The applicant also proposes to install a backup to the emergency core
cooling systems, in the form of a water-cooled refractory-lined
stainless steel tank beneath the reactor pressure vessel. The Com
mittee would like to be advised of design details and their theo
retical and experimental bases when the design is completed.
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In order to reduce still further the low probability of primary
system_rupture, the applicant should take the additional measures
noted below. The Committee would like to review the results of
studies made by the applicant in this connection, and consequent
proposals, as soon as these are available.
l!

Design and fabrication techniques for the entire primary
system should be reviewed thoroughly to assure adequate
conservatism throughout and to make full use of practical,
existing inspection techniques which can provide still
greater assurance of highest quality.

2.

Great attention should be placed in design on in-service
inspection possibilities and the detection of incipient
trouble in the entire primary system during reactor
operation. Methods of leak detection should be employed
which provide a maximum of protection against serious
incidents.

Attention should also be given to quality control aspects, as well
as stress analysis evaluation, of the containment and its liner.
The Committee recommends that these items be resolved between the
AEC Regulatory Staff and the applicant as adequate information is
developed.
The applicant has made studies of reactivity excursions resulting
from the improbable event that structural failure leads to expulsion
of a control rod from the core. Such transients should be limited
by design and operation so that they cannot result in gross primary
system rupture or disruption of the core. which could impair the
effectiveness of emergency core cooling. The reactivity transient
problem is complicated by the existence of sizeable positive re
activity effects associated with voiding the borated coolant water,
particularly early in core life. In addition, the course of the
transients is sensitive to various parameters, some of ~hich remain
to be fixed during the final design. Westinghouse representatives
reported that the magnitude of such reactivity transients could be
reduced by installation of solid burnable poisons in the core to
permit reduction of the soluble boron content of the moderator, there
by reducing the positive moderator coefficient. The Committee agrees
with the applicant's plans to be prepared to install the burnable
poison if necessarJ. The Committee wishes to review the question of
reactivity transients as soon as the core design is set.
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The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the
various items mentioned can be resolved during construction and
that ~he proposed reactor can be constructed at the Indian Point
site with reasonable assurance that it can be operated without
undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours,

lsi
David Okrent
Chairmgn
References:
1.

2.

{

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., Indian Point
Nuclear Generating Unit No.2, Preliminar.y Safety Analysis
Report, Volume 1, and Volume 2, Parts A & B, received
December 7, 1965.
First Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, dated
March 31, 1966.
Second Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report,
received June 2, 1966.
Errata Sheets for Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and First
Supplement thereto, received June 13, 1966.
Third Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, re
ceived June 22, 1966.
Fcarth Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, re
ceived July 28, 1966.
Fifth Supplemeot to Prelimb!lry Safety Analysis Report, re
ceived July 28, 1966.
0
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ADVISORY COMMI i i IE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATU ATOMIC ENERGY COMMI.ION
WA8IINCITON. D.c. . . . .

July 30, 1966

MEMORANDUM

To

ACRS Members

From

David Okrent, ACRS Chairman

Subject:

DRAFT 3 OF INDIAN POmI 2 REPORT

~W'U

Attached is a suggested draft 3 of N as

N~OO for

It is built around draft 2 of N. J. Palladino.
will be a general letter.
Attachment:
Draft 3 of Indian Point 2 Report.

Indian Point 2.

It assumes there

.'
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NJP/DO:bmd
7130/66
Sub j ec t :

REPORT ON IND IAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NO. 2

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its seventy-fifth meeting, July 14-16, 1966,and its special meeting on
August 4-5, 1966, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards completed its
review of the application of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. for
authorization to construct Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No.2.

This

project had previously been considered at the seventy-second and seventy-third
meetings of the Committee, and at Subcommittee meetings on March 30, May 3, and
June 23, 1966.

During its review, the Committee had the benefit of discussions

with representatives of the Consolidated Edison Company and their contractors
and consultants and with representatives of the AEC Regulatory Staff and their
consultants.

The Committee also had the benefit of the documents listed.

The Indian Point 2 plant is to be a pressurized water reactor system utilizing
a core fueled with slightly enriched uranium dioxide pellets contained in Zircaloy
fuel rods; it is to be controlled by a combination of rod cluster-type control
rods and boron dissolved in the primary coolant system.

The plant is rated at
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2758 MW(t) ; the estimated gross electrical output is estimated to be 916 MW(e).
Although the turbine has an additional calculated gross capacity of about 10%,
the applicant has orally stated that there is no planned power stretch in this
plant.
The Indian Point 2 facility is the largest reactor that has been con
sidered for licensing to date.

Furthermore, it will be located in a region of

relatively high population density.

For these reasons, particular attention

has been given to improving and supplementing the protective features previously
provided in other plants of this type.
The proposed design has a reinforced concrete containment with an internal
steel liner which is provided with facilities for pressurization of weld areas
to reduce the possibility of leakage in these areas.

The

containmen~

design

also includes an internal recirculation containment spray system. and an air re
circulation system consisting of five air handling units to provide long-term
cooling of the containment without having to pump radioactive liquids outside
the containment in the event of an accident.

Even though negligible leakage is

anticipated by the applicant, two independent Dleans of iodine removal within the
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containment have been provided.

These are an air filtration system using acti

vated charcoal filters and a containment spray system which uses sodium thio
sulfate in the spray water as a reagent to aid removal of elemental forms of
iodine.
The reactor vessel and other components of the system are surrounded by
heavy concrete shielding which protects the containment against missiles that
might be generated if structural failure of components were to occur during
operation at pressure.

This includes missile protection against the highly

unlikely failure of the reactor vessel by longitudinal splitting or by circum
ferential cracking in the vicinity of the inlet and outlet nozzles.

The Com

mittee believes 'that protection against such modes of failure is particularly
desirable for large reactors in regions of relatively high population density.
It is the policy of the Committee to encourage applicants to seek and
develop designs that will enhance the safety of the public.

The effectiveness

of emergency core cooling systems becomes a matter of particular concern in
the unlikely event of a pipe rupture in the primary system.

The Indian Point 2
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plant, as proposed, is provided with two safety injection systems for cooling
the core with borated water in such an emergency.

Further attention should be

given to the capacity of the systems, as well as to evaluation of the forces
imposed on pressure vessel internals during a primary system blowdown and the
ability of the components to withstand the forces involved so that impairment
of the effectiveness of safety injection flow by failure of this equipment can
be avoided.
The Committee believes that these matters can be resolved during the con
struction stage of the Indian Point 2 station.

However, it believes that the

Regulatory Staff and the Committee should review details of design, fabrica
tion procedures and the backup analysis for the safety injection system and
significant structural members within the pressure vessel, prior to irrevocable
construction commitments pertaining thereto.
Subject to the above comments, the Committee believes that the combina
tion of two safety injection systems may be considered as providing an acceptable
engineered safeguard against the unlikely accident involving rupture of a primary
system pipe.

In view of the present state of development of and experience with

.
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such emergency cooling systems, and since both safety injection systems are
subject to certain simultaneous modes of failure, the Committee believes it
prudent to pursue additional steps to enhance the public safety.
The applicant has proposed to install a backup to the safety injection
systems, in the form of a water-cooled refractory-lined stainless-steel tank
beneath the reactor vessel.

This tank is intended to receive portions of

the core, were they to melt through the vessel into the water-filled cavity
below the vessel in the very unlikely event that all other means for cooling
the core failed to function.
The above system appears to have promise as a backup system, and the
Committee feels that careful attention should be given to its design and that
some experimental evidence should be developed to establish its performance
characteristics.

Attention should also be given to any problems that might

arise as a result of gas evolution if the system is called upon to perform.
The Committee would like to review the design details and the theoretical and
experimental bases for the design upon completion of the design.
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The Committee believes it would also be prudent for the applicant to
review the design and fabrication techniques for. the entire primary system
to assure adequate conservatism throughout and to make use of practical exist
ing inspection techniques which can provide still greater assurance of highest
quality.

For example, ultrasonic inspection techniques should be used to

implement radiographic inspection of pressure vessel welds subject to meaning
ful ultrasonic inspection.

In addition, greater attention should be placed

on in-service inspection and the detection of incipient trouble in the primary
system.

The Committee would like to be advised of the results of such a re

view and the proposals emanating therefrom.
Special attention should be given to the reliability of the service water
system during accident conditions, particularly the possibility that the in
ternal pressure of the containment may exceed the pressure of the water in
the cooling coils of the air recirculation system.

Attention should also be

given to quality control aspects as well as stress analysis evaluation of the
containment and its liner.

The Committee recommends that the applicant further

examine the possibility that missiles might penetrate the reactor building as
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a result of turbine rotor failure.

If necessary, the turbine should be re

located to eliminate any serious radiological hazard to the public from this
unlikely failure.

The Committee recommends that these items be resolved be

tween the AEC Staff and the applicant as adequate information is developed.
The applicant has made studies of the course of reactivity excursion re
suIting in the unlikely event that structural failure leads to expulsion of
a control rod from the core.

The problem is complicated by the existence of

sizeable positive reactivity effects associated with voiding the borated cool
ant water, particularly early in core life.

In addition, the course of the

transients is sensitive to various parameters, some of which remain to be
fixed during the final design.

In particular, the possible reactivity worth

of an ejected control rod and the magnitude of positive reactivity associated
with core voiding must be reviewed and evaluated.
Westinghouse representatives reported that such reactivity transients
could be mitigated, if found necessary early during core life, by insertion
of solid burnable poisons into the core to permit reduction of the positive
moderator coefficient by reduction of the soluble boron content of the

,
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moderator.
for.

This could be done just before operation if appropriately planned

The Committee feels that the applicant should be in a position to in

stall the burnable poison at that time if found necessary, and that a review
of reactivity transients should be made as soon as the core design is set.
With due regard given to the foregoing considerations, the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the various problems mentioned
can be resolved

duri~g

construction and that the proposed reactor can be con

structed at the Indian Point site with reasonable assurance that it can be
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours,

David Okrent
Chairman
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Thus, during the month of July, 1966, there was evolving the potential
approach that the ACRS would approve construction permits for Dresden 3
and Indian Point 2 on the basis of greatly improved emergency core cooling
systems and of measures to improve the quality of primary systems and in
other ways to reduce the probability of a LOCA, all this coupled with a
general letter which recommended development of a backup safeguard of some
kind. This approach was similar to that adopted in connection with the
review of Dresden 2, at which time pressure vessel integrity was the cen
tral problem, and which was resolved by the issuance of a general pressure
vessel letter together with a letter favorable to construction of Dresden 2.
The ACRS scheduled a special meeting, August 4-5, 1966, in order to pursue
its review of Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3. It is noted parenthetically
that this meeting occurred during an airplane strike in parts of the United
States, and at least one member drove the order of 1,000 miles each way in
order to attend the meeting. The summary by Mr. Libarkin says the following
about this special meeting.
Several members expressed the opinion that the demonstration of
a workable arrangement for the retention of a molten core was
impossible. They felt that core cooling offered the best chance
for a solution. Others thought that since a core catcher had
been proposed for Indian Point 2, the Committee had no choice
but to require such a device on Dresden 3. The Regulatory' Staff
felt that the best way around the melt-through problem was to
pre~ent core.me1ting. Th~ core cooling systems could be adequately
deslgned durlng construct10n and they intended to give no weight
to the inclusion of a core catche~
(It is noted that, at the beginning of the special August meeting of the ACRS,
the Regulatory Staff was still proposing to accept the core cooling systems as
proposed originnally by Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2).
Mr. Libarkin's summary continued:
For Indian Point 2, Consolidated Edison repeated the point that
the retention basin was intended as a reserve safeguard only.
Core cooling was the primary safety mechanism. It was noted
.
that for the double ended pipe break, 25 to 30% of the cladding
might melt, with a 12 to 15% metal water reaction. The Indian
Point 2 applicant was told at the conclusion of the August 4-5
meeting, that the Committee thought it could write a letter and
that the list of points that would be mentioned in the letter
would include a review of provisions for coping with the results
of core cooling system failure. On Dresden 3, there seemed
agreement that the core spray proposal was not satisfactory by
itself. Flooding might prove to be a sufficiently independent
cooling scheme to be acceptable to the Committee. G. E. pro
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posed to increase the capacity of the core spray systems to allow
reflooding the core for a larger spectrum of pipe breaks. Both
G.E. and Commonwealth Edison rejected the idea of a molten core
retention basin. A plant requiring such a scheme would not be
acceptable to Commonwealth and would not be marketed by G.E.

Again, to provide detail on the complex decision-making processes involved,
a long excerpt from the minutes of the special August, 1966 bmeeting is on
the following pages.
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Procedures
A proposed letter to Mr. Farmer t of the British reactor safety grouPt
was reviewed by the Committee. The attempt by the Committee to make private
arrangements with the British safety groups has disturbed Dr. Beck; he sees
a possibility of the ACRS opinions expressed being contrary to the AEC
policy. He prefers that any such arrangements be made through the Regula
tory Staff (RS). This view recalled early conflicts between the ACRS and
the RS t which was at that time under the General Manager t e.g. t the ACRS
having consultants was not favored by the RS t and the RS was against Execu
tive Sessions for the Committee. A comp1i1ation t dated 29 July 1966, of
Mr. Fraley gave a history of the ACRS operations.
Mr. Plaine believed that the Committee's request for meeting with the
British was a reasonable one t and he saw no loss of ACRS prerogative if
this were done through the RS. The RS has always been quite willing to
arrange meetings for the Committee. Mr. Fraley believed that the AEC might
be concerned over problems of confidential industrial information of U. S.
Companies being transmitted to foreign groups. A more dignified meeting
with any foreign group, than just subcommittee attention, was recommended
by Dr. Hanauer.
At a recent Commission meeting, Dr. Okrent was asked about Committee
measures to handle the increasing work load; apparently, this reflects
comments from applicants, e.g., the Dresden group, on delays. Dr. Okrent
replied that he was attempting to keep the ACRS at full strength and hopes
for an increase in RS responsibility. He made comments to the Commission
on the core melting accident.
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INDIAN POINT II
AND
DRESDEN III REACTOR
Executive Session
Dr. Thompson was reported by Mr. Fraley to have said that if the con
tainment were lost for the Indian Point II reactor, the consequences to the
public would be the same as for a Dresden III accident. Dr. Okrent saw
this conclusion being extended to state that Dresden III presented the same
hazards as the proposed Ravenswood Reactor, which he doubts. Dr. Ergen
stated that, for intermediate size reactors, sites offer differences in
hazards, but for very large reactor accidents, there is probably little
difference in consequences.
Dr. Thompson was also reported to believe that any demonstration of
the retention of a molten reactor core by a structure underneath a reactor
would De next to impossible; the long effort towards such an arrangement
for the Fermi Reactor with no results was recalled. The Fermi group
finally resorted to an additional coolant system with sodium, which para
llels the proposed reliance on core sprays inwater reactors. A fast deluge
flooding system for reactors has been mentioned by Dr. Thompson.
on studies underway, Dr. Ergen sees a reasonable solution to the
core melting problem; although the seriousness of the problem has been
recognized by both Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL), it has not been publicized. The fusion of
fission products in soil is the subject of studies relating to the re-entry
of satellite materials; projecting these results indicate that although
the fission products in sand, or in limestone as under the Dresden site,
would melt downward, the molten mass might be channeled so as not to vio
late any confinement seriously. Drilling holes below a reactor might
assist in channeling; a venting and air cleaning system would make leak
tightness of the confinement of less concern. Pressure resulting from
such a molten mass would have to be relieved.
~ased

A difficulty in primary circuit integrity and fission product confine
ment is the tendency for future applicants to continue approved designs.
Dr. McKee considers it very necessary for the ACRS to raise new safety
issues; however, doing this in a separate letter, rather than in associa
tion with a particular reactor appears desirable, e.g., as with the pres
sure vessel problem. Standarization is probably the trend with reactors,
which leaves the General Electric Co. (GE) and the Westinghouse Co. engi
neers in a quandry as new problems are raised with their accepted designs.
The reluctance of the auto industry to respond to the smog control measures
in California was recalled by Dr. McKee; complaints have been made for
years but the 1968 models automobiles will be the first required to have
appropriate exhaust provisions.
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The slowness in response to the pressure vessel letter t e.g. t by the
Dresden GrouPt was observed by Dr. Hanauer as evidence of the reluctance of
the industry to take steps on new safety problems. The rapidly moving tech
nology of the nuclear industry may reveal other serious safety problems t
according to Dr. Zabel; consequentlYt much judgment will be involved in
safety assessments. A proper balance between safety and nuclear power needs
is preferred by r~r. Etherington; to him alsolute safety is impossible.
Dr. Okrent reported Commissioner Palfrey had commented against any steps to
neglect safety because of the pressure of economic competition.
Difficulty in demonstrating the usefulness of a molten core collecting
facility was predicted by Dr. Mangelsdorf; any requirement for a demonstra
tion could stop the construction of large reactors. To him disproving the
usefulness of proposed core melting arrangements would probably be easier.
Nevertheless t Dr. Okrent predicted that within two years a design of a
reactor facility to retain any melted core should be possible. The GE
statement that the core melting problem is industry wide was recalled by
Dr. Mangelsdorf; pursuit of a solution through the AEC might be the quickest
route t but until this is accomplished t the best technology available t e.g. t
core cooling arrangements t would have to be accepted. The differences in
opinion of the GE and Westinghouse groups on the usefulness of a molten core
retainer was noted by Dr. Hanauer. Some believe that the Indian Point II
reactor plans for a device to collect any molten core necessitates the same
improvement in the Dresden II Reactor. Gas collection tanks might also be
re4uired for the Dresden II facility. If no such core melting requirements
are set for the Dresden III Reactor t the Committee may find it difficult
to enforce such steps on any future facility. Dr. Mangelsdorf desired to
avoid any present ACRS conclusion on core melting which wouid implicitly
affect existing reactors.
A threshold t e.g. t 750 or a 1000 MW (e)t for reactors with acceptable
core retention arrangements was suggested by Dr. Zabel. The Committee
approval of the Dresden II Reactor without a core collecting arrangement
was given by Dr. Ergen as the excuse for GE not proposing such facilities
for the Dresden III design; however t others noted that the volume of gas
to be handled might be too much for the Dresden III facility. The large
volume available in the Westinghouse design for Indian Point II reactor
which could accomodate released gases t appeared to Mr. Etherington to lead
to the reliance on a core melting arrangement t while the GE grouPt with
a lack of such volume with Dresden lIlt claims no solution is possible now.
Problems arising from a primary system rupture were reviewed by
Dr. Okrent; multiple safeguards of the same type and near a reactor1s core
might all fail t and t according to him t credit should be given for only one
system. On this basis t additional safeguards in an entirely different
location and of different type would be required.
Dr. Palladino reported on the subcommittee meeting regarding the
Indian Point II reactor t for which the Public Hearing will be on August
31; the subcommittee agreed with the RS that the calculations on the core
retaining basin are on a tenuous basis. Nevertheless t Dr. Palladino sees
the basin approach as promising. Substantial core cooling arrangement
changes are now proposed for this Indian Point II Reactor.
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Possible hydrogen explosion hazards for the Indian Point II Reactor are
seen as serious by Dr. Mangelsdorf; controlled burning may be required. A
maxim in the petroleum industry is that, if an explosive mixture can collect,
an explosion will occur. In petroleum reformers, hydrogen is made contin
uously and steam is present, but the rapid flow and careful control of con
centrations avoid explosive situations. Dr. Monson predicted no solution
to the problelll of maintaining the containment if the core should melt with
a subsequent hydrogen explosion; hence, any approval of the Indian Point II
Reactor must depend on the assurance of core cooling.
Comments of Dr. Thompson dated 4 August 1966 on the Indian Point II
reactor core melting problem were reviewed; no ACRS recommendations on the
hazards of melting appeared to him warranted now. Dr. Zabel summarized the
ACRS view; since no solution seems possible, only core cooling should be
stressed.
After a later session with the applicant, on the Indian Point II
Reactor, Dr. Palladino said he was more relaxed on the hazards. Avoiding
melting of the core did not seem so difficult to Dr. Monson; more water and
a larger supply of emergency diesel power might assure cooling. The use
of solid reactivity control materials containing boron, rather than water
solutions, was seen by Dr. Monson as always maintaining a negative moderator
temperature reactivity coefficient. Proposed drafts of a letter on this
reactor were reviewed by Dr. Okrent.
The old criterion that containment, which is a static engineering safe
guard, is more reliable than active measures such as core cooling was re
ca11 ed by Dr. Okrent; to him, the proposals for re1i ab1e core cool i ng con
tradict this accepted point of view. On many occasions equipment has not
operated satisfactory even after passing periodic tests. Nevertheless,
Dr. Monson said that a high probability of service when needed must be an
acceptable feature for engineered safeguards. Dr. Zabel agreed with
Dr. Thompson's letter that the Dresden III and the Indian Point II Reactors
are closely related and the letters on each should be considered together.
Since any conclusion on the Dresden III Reactor may reflect back on the
approved Dresden II Reactor Dr. Mangelsdorf also advised much caution in
the letters. A letter on the Indian Point II Reactor at the next meeting
was favored by the group.
Drafts of proposed letters on the Dresden III Reactor were reviewed
by Dr. Okrent; one included an implicit requirement that modifications be
made into regions below the reactor vessel to reduce the consequences of
any melting of the core and possible damage to the containment. Either
more engineered safeguards or a denial of construction was seen as a
requirement of any letter on this Dresden III Reactor.
Engineering decisions in the core cooling procedures require much
judgment, according to Dr. Okrent; improved quality control of the primary
system is desired by him. Mr. Etherington preferred accepting the best
available arrangements against core melting. Dr. Monson has more concern
over a satisfactory system ultimately rather than relying on present pro
posals for retaining a molten core.
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Dr. Ergen reiterated that assuming core melting with violation of the
containment, but with a clean up system available, would result in only
limited damage to the public does not have a firm basis. Possible reasons
for requiring no measures against a core which has melted through the reactor
vessel were summarized by Dr. Ergen to be: lack of such requirements on
past reactors, the low probability, and acceptable consequences. Dr. Ergen
saw it as impractical to stop the construction of reactors on the basis of
no solution now to the core melting problem; he said that the worst time
for an accident is when winds are low, but such occasions allow more time
for evacuation measures, e.g., of the Chicago area near the Dresden site.
The consensus was that the retention of the core in the pressure vessel must
be the primary aim. Lesser returns from additional steps to cool the core
cooling system must be sought. Nevertheless, identifying a design goal for
cooling appeared difficult to Dr. Monson, and this is needed for the appli
cant before he can satisfy a Committee request. Another diesel engine
appeared to Dr. O'Kelly as needed for the Dresden III design to give further
reliability of the core cooling system .. The large reactors proposed for the
Quad cities and the Browns Ferry locations were observed by Dr. Hanauer as
presenting even worse .~ore melting problems; lesser mention of the pressure
vessel problem of late was noted.
Dr. Palladino recalled evidence against the effectiveness of core
spray systems, e.g., the SL-l core spray did not operate in a test as plan
ned and pipes to this reactor were sheared during the accident; in addition,
a failure of the core spray system occurred with the Senn Reactor. The
failure of small pipes, such as used in the core sprays, from normal con
struction operations or maintenance, e.g., workmen stepping on them, has
often occurred.
The engineering safeguard arrangements for the Dresden III Reactor
were considered by Dr. Mange1sdorf to be equivalent to the Indian Point II
design; he noted that the GE proposal is to spray coolant on the top of the
core, which might be more effective than the plan of Westinghouse to fill
the core from the bottom. Unpredicted vibrations have given problems with
other Westinghouse Reactors, e.g., the Yankee system. The failure of core
emergency devices at the Senn Reactor was discovered inadvertently by
pieces found elsewhere in the system.
Dr. Mange1sdorf sees much to be learned from a prototype of the core
spray system. He doubts if a practical flooding system is yet available
and he has little hope for a successful core retention basin arrangement.
The Indian Point II Reactor, with no nozzles below the core, provides a
different situation than Dresden III from a flooding point of view.
Mr. Etherington observed that the desire for flooding is based on distrust
of the spray system; to him a very rugged and reliable system could be
designed. Therefore, strict requirements on this internal design would
seem to assure the reliability.
The use of large tanks of water with rupture disks to allow reactor
flooding in emergencies is proposed for the Boston Edison Reactor at the
Edgar site, according to Dr. Okrent; perhaps, this massive flooding might
be desirable for the Dresden III and the Dresden II designs.
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Some felt that the detailed attention by the Westinghouse group
to the questions of the Committee on engineered safeguards was taken
by the Committee as too much of a credit for the Indian Point II de
sign; in addition, the Dresden site is probably better than the Ind
ian Point location. Mr. Etherington said that the Price Anderson act
recognized the maximum credible accident; he sees little difference
between the Indian Point II and the Dresden III designs, and will
take no position on the Quad Cities Reactor.
The inclination of the RS not to require steps against a core
melting accident, surprised Dr. Hanauer; to him ACRS disapproval of
the effectiveness of a core retaining basin could be a basis for
stopping construction. Because there is much evidence that no water
might be available for core cooling with the present designs during
an accident, Dr. Hanauer prefers careful attention to avoid this.
The consensus of the Committee was that core sprays are probably not
good enough now. Flooding of the system might be independent enough
to result in Committee acceptability.

Mr. Case joined the Committee briefly near the end of the sess
ion on the Dresden III unit and said that after listening to the
Dresden III applicant, the RS recognizes additional safety measures
are needed for this reactor, e.g., more capacity for the core spray,
with redundancy.
Regulatory Staff (RS)
Mr. Case said that the RS considers proposed core cooling sy
stems reliable enough to prevent core melting and, therefore, melt
ing of a core through a reactor vessel. The RS is giving no credit
for the core retaining basin underneath the Indian Point II Reactor,
because the concept has so many uncertainties. An RS analysis
assumes that 25% of a core could melt to the bottom of the vessel
without penetration, i f cooling from the vessel outside were main
tained. Dr. Hanauer predicted that a churning of a molten core mix
ture would remove any solid uranium dioxide layer which might melt
the reactor vessel. Above a six-inch opening in the primary system,
a high' head pump would be needed to cool the Dresden III Reactor.
Although the Indian Point II group has revealed in the public re
cords the proposed core retention basin, by its filing of a license
application amendment, the RS is not ready to make this a safety
issue yet, e.g., by discussion at the Public Hearing.
The Dresden group has been told that unless both the Dresden
II and the Dresden III Reactors are shutdown, should a shared safe
guards system fail, redundancy in the equipment would be required;
lately the Dresden group has agreed to provide independent safe
guard equipment. This redundancy in emergency equipment to prevent
core melting can be extended to other items, e.g., valves and in
struments; some such equipment need operate only once, e.g., iso
lation valves. The earlier refusal of the RS to accept certain
engineered safeguards now proposed for the Indian Point II and
Dresden III design was noted by Dr. Okrent.
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A RS analysis of the possible retention of a molten core in a
pressure vessel such as with Indian Point II was described. This
assumed the outside of the steel pressure vessel at 300 F. with the
inside at 2000 F.; at this temperature the contacting uranium dioxide
(U02) would be solid. Above this solid U02, a liquid phase would be
at between ~OOO to 5000 F. with boiling U02 on above. Transfer of
heat downward determines the vessel temperature. If 50,000 BTU per
hour per square foot downward is assumed, then the tolerable thick
nesses of uranium dioxide solid for 4, 2, and 1% of the core power
as decay heat are 3, 6, and 12 inches, respectively. The amount of
uranium dioxide in the Indian Point II Reactor is 400 cubic feet;
this would cover the bottom of the vessel to a depth of about 2 feet.
Mr. Case read a letter from Mr. Joslyn dated 29 July 1966 which
agreed to providing two independent core cooling systems for Dresden
II and for Dresden III; a review of the Dresden I Reactor in view of
present licensing situation was promised. A summary of the system
which protects the containment integrity for the Dresden III Reactor
from core melting through loss of coolant accidents was reviewed by
Mr. Case. This showed the size of break in the primary cooling cir
cuit which could be accommodated by the several emergency systems.
For example, the high pressure cooling injection system and core
sprays could withstand the loss of coolant from a 5.5 square foot
hole; mechanical reliability has been considered. The suppression
pool is the source of spray water for the high pressure core injec
tion system of the Dresden III reactor. Since two sets of core
sprays inside the vessel must operate, these must not be damaged in
any accident. With 9100 gallons per minute of coolant added, and
an assumed 4% metal water reaction, ten per cent of the cladding
might fail and one per cent of the fuel might melt. In response to
Dr. Monson T s question, ~500 gallons per minute would definitely
flood the core. The diesels, which have other loads to accommodate,
can supply 2000 ga~ons per minute. The Commonwealth Edison Co. was
reported by Mr. Case to be concerned about the possibility of any
new safety measures added to the Dresden III Reactor being required
for the other nuclear plants; the continued addition of safety re
quirements is vexing GE and Westinghouse engineers because of eco
nomic competition. The RS is uncertain as to who in the GE group
can commit the Company to further design changes.
Since no effort has been made by the Dresden III Group to ana
lyze the consequences of a melted core, the emergency core coolant
systems must be extremely reliable; nevertheless, Mr. Case did not
see this system any different in dependability than that proposed
for the Indian Point II reactor. A series of mistakes of accidents
might lead to some uncertainity in the reliability of the diesel
power for the Dresden III plant. At the Indian Point II reactor,
three diesel engines are planned, and two are needed for the emer
gency system; the Dresden III plant now plans to rely on only one
diesel and the outside electrical power for emergencies.
The French rely on operating steam boilers for emergency power.
Electrical power loss has occurred at the Yankee Reactor and three
times at the Carolina Virginia Reactor. Standards for emergency
diesel engines and outside electrical power are being formulated by
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DiNunno's group.
INDIAN POINT II REACTOR

Indian Point II Group
The contents of supplements No. ~ and 5 to the license applica
tion were reviewed. New calculations have been done by a computer
code towards metal water reactions and fuel melting. The nuclear
design indicates chemical poisoning as a reactivity control is satis
factory; solid control materials, e.g., boron carbide in the core as
fixed units, may be used.
The capability of the vessel and the core structure to retain
any slumped fuel during a loss of cooling accident was reviewed.
The cracks in solid uranium dioxide, when above 2500 C., tends to .
close; because of this, little fuel fragmentation and loss is pre
dicted following cladding failure. Water flooding of the reactor
pit would penetrate the insulation around the pressure vessel, and
a temperature of 300 F. is assumed at the outside of the vessel.
Holes in the insulation under the pressure vessel are expected to
assure passage of water and a steam phase around the vessel bottom.
If 10% of the heat goes to the bottom of the vessel with the remain
der flowing upward and recirculating in the covering water, the tem
peratures should be such as to leave 2~ inches of the pressure ves
sel steel wall undamaged. With this assumed 300 F. at the outside,
other temperatures would be 2~00 F. at the inside of the pressure
vessel steel, 5000 F. at the top of a solid half inch layer of Uran
ium dioxide (U02), and over 8000 F. above a 3~ inch liquid layer of
U02. The 2~00 F. level is the temperature of the eutectic of the
U02 and iron oxide mixture. The conductivies of materials have been
varied in the analysis by a factor of two and the temperatures given
are for the more conservative values. With more favorable heat con
duction about five inches, or nearly all the thickness of the steel
vessel, would be left.
The U0 2 molten mass should be retained in the vessel, according
to this cooIing model. If a molten chunk of fuel fell to the bottom
of the vessel, it should be chilled by the wall to solid uranium
dioxide with liquid on the top, Uranium dioxide, U02, gas would be
formed which would tend to take the heat upward; about 20 cubic
feet of U02 gas would produce about 4-0 cubic feet of steam. This
steam should go through the hole which led to coolant loss and into
the containment. A steam flow rate of about 30 to ~O feet per
second has been assumed in the annular region between the insulation
and the vessel wall; no possibility of stagnant. steam around the
vessel bottom is seen.
The core basin retaining arrangement underneath is seen as a
reserve safeguard by the Westinghouse group; the pressure vessel,
if it fell, could drop only 2~ feet because of concrete steps.
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Dr. Hanauer postulated that fission products might be scrubbed
from the melt by the steam and collect on the vessel head with sub
sequent decay heating; no analysis has been done for no core cooling
and no heat transfer through the vessel top. Presumably the uranium
dioxide and fission products could boil and collect above. The hydro
gen following an accident could collect in the vessel container to
give a large amount of explosive gas; the rate of hydrogen production
has not yet been studied. Recombination of the oxygen and hydrogen
has been considered, but no analysis done. Adding an inert atmosphere
could limit the explosive hazard. Iodine removal by both sodium
thiosulfate sprays and by charcoal is planned as redundant systems;
the spray would be less effective for methyl iodide.
Accident conditions for a coolant line break assumed a negative
moderator coefficient and only one low head pump of four operable.
Shutdown by voids would occur in one second with the rods inserted
in five seconds. Liquid would reach the top of the core in 5.~
seconds with the core uncovered in 7.3 seconds. The low head pump
would start within 20 seconds with a deluge of water into the bottom
reaching the lower core plate in 280 seconds; with two pumps opera
ting, half the time would be required, and covering of the core
should occur in 600 seconds. Only steam cooling was considered for
the system, with no credit for, any water flowing through the core.
The parabolic rate law for the zirconium water reaction was assumed.
With 12 to 15% of zirconium water reaction, which would not be too
much different for either one or two pumps operating, 25 to 30% of
the fuel would be exposed by clad melting. A spray to the top of the
core would reduce this fuel exposure; no detailed analysis of the
consequences has been done. With all four low head pumps operating,
the total flow would be about twice; for a smaller break cooling
conditions wou~d be improved.
Acquisition of emergency equipment and installation requires
about two years; consequently, space must be planned for such items
early. The sensitivity to delay in starting the one low head pump
has been also studied for delays of fifteen and forty seconds;
these were found not to change the accident situation markedly.
Siphon breakers in the coolant lines are believed to preclude any
loss of water faster than it is being added.
For a ~ inch pipe rutpre with only one high head pump operating
the rods would insert in two seconds, safety injection would begin
in 50 seconds, the top of the core would be uncovered in 675 se
conds. Uncovering of the core to five feet below the top would be
in 850 seconds with recovery of coolant in 950 seconds. No cladding
should melt for this situation, and the zirconium water reaction
would be less than one percent.
Study of the literature indicates that failure of a turbine
in a massive way would not give missiles which could penetrate the
Indian Point II containment. Reference was made to a Commonwealth
Edison accident which gave four large turbine pieces; two landed
in the condenser and two were 150 yards apart and in opposite di
rections. These p'; e.ces were probably going at ~50 feet per second
when the turbine broke and 150 feet per second after penetrating
the turbine casing. Ninety percent of the energy probably went
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into the casing of the turbine and the remainder into the kinetic
energy of the metal peices. In view of this experience with the
Commonwealth Edison failure, a twenty percent figure for kinetic
energy of a turbine fragments was assumed with no credit for building
retention. Reports of two turbines failing by over speeding when
valves did not close were found, and failure is usually at 70 to 10~h
of over speed; both failures were early in turbine life. Foreign
particles left in.valves during installations and from inferior oil
were the cause. No failure of a Westinghouse built turbine has been
experienced.
The core structure contains about 220,000 pounds of U02 and
pounds of zirconium. The U02 volume, ~OO cubic feet, could
fill the vessel bottom part way; water would be around the vessel
to a level of several feet above. Water inside the vessel would be
20 feet above the core at the bottom. Any crust on the molten uran
ium dioxide should be broken by vapor pressure. Dr. Zabel observed
that solids in the circulating water of the emergency cooling arrange
ment would contain abrasive materials which might lead to difficul
ties during the ~~O days of operation required following any accident.
~~,OOO

The failure of radiographic methods to detect flaws in thick
metal sections, which ultrasonic methods did locate, was mentioned
by Dr. Okrent. The shear wave ultrasonic technique of testing is
to be used for this reactor vessel; the forged stainless steel pipe
will be tested ultrasonicly.
During manufacture, the inspection
of the vessel is to be over and above that required by S:ection 3
of the ASME code; careful inspection of the plates will be done.
Pump casings will also be radiographed; the grain size on the pump
casings preclude ulTrasonic testing. Any welds found developing
graphite will be removed and repaired. Much preventive maintenance
is planned for this reactor plant. Careful surveillance and inspec
tion of the pressure vessel on reactor shut down is planned; com
plete inspection of the vessel inside will be possible. The pre
sent program towards surveillance of pressure vessels by the Babcock
& Wilsox Co. (B&W) is being sponsored by the Ensada group.
Release of steam through a relief valve of the pressurizer
would amount to a leak of perhaps a quarter million pounds per hour.
Dr. Monson explored the possibility of additional cooling with all
the diesel power and the two low head and three high head pumps in
operation to keep the core from melting; approximately 9100 gallons
a minute of coolant would be supplied and ten percent of the clad
melting was predicted by the Westinghouse group. If there were a
negative reactivity temperature coefficient and 9500 gallons per
minute were added, the group still expected five percent melting.
The moderator temperature coefficient would be positive only in
the first of a fuel cycle.
Dr. Monson proposed more capability for emergency cooling and assur
ance of a negative temperature coefficient to prevent melting or limit
melting to a very small amount. The accident situation with two emergency
diesels operating was predicted by the Indian Point group not to be much
different than discussed above; however, no available diesel would result
in a very serious situation. If no melting of the fuel is a goal, then
the Westinghouse group believed that other measures than excessive coo1
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ing would be required, e.g., better distribution of the coolant.
The Indian Point group considers that the outside power is quite reli
able for emergencies; nevertheless, the power loss of the Northeast of last
fall did indicate otherwise. Four outside systems provide five power lines,
and the other power unit at the site is a possible emergency source; this
is considered better than at more isolated locations where perhaps only one
long line may offer the emergency connections.
The tubes of the heat exchangers are to be ultransonically tested and
welded into the tube sheet. Service water is used directly in the fan
coolers. Pressure in the fan coolers tubes is to be five to ten psi;
hydrostatic testing is done for 300 psi. Although the 40 psi integral
leak test of the containment indirectly tests the fan coolers; individual
leak testing on these coolers will be done. In addition, monitoring of
the coils for radioactivity release would be a further leakage check.
Severance of a fan cooler lines would lead to a leakage from the contain
ment of 20% of the volume per day, 50 times the design valve, which could
cause a 25 rem exposure at the site boundary in a half an hour. Fan
coolers could be isolated remotely if need be.
If thirty percent of the fuel melted, the pressure vessel should
hold, but the Indian Point II group was non-committal about retention of
larger amounts. Fifty percent of the core gamma radiation was assumed to
be absorbed in water to release hydrogen; in several weeks, the hydrogen
concentration might be in the percent range in the containment. If the
UO remained in one mass, more of the gamma rays would be absorbed in it,
with only perhaps a twenty-fifth as much available for water decomposition;
then many months would be required to reach explosive levels of hydrogen
in the containment. Much hydrogen might be dissolved in the water and be
released later. The most favorable solubility data to promote an accident
was assumed; the water was estimated at 180 0 F.
Dr. Okrent concluded that more emergency core cooling assurance
seemed advisable, the role of the positive moderator coefficient will
need more Committee consideration, and improvement in the quality of the
primary system may be in order; a letter on this reactor is probable next
week.
DRESDEN III REACTOR
Dresden III Group
A flow chart showed the core spray circuits, the high pressure cool
ant injection system (HPCI), the isolation condenser arrangement, and
the containment cooling circuits.
Mr. Bray said that the design basis for the emergency core cooling
arrangements is for no core melting, all breaks dual protected, no ex
ternal power sources available, and testing of the equipment possible.
The proposed systems include the two core sprays, the HPCI system, feed
water flow, core flooding, and operator depressurization. A bar chart
showed size of break (log arithm scale) for which the different emergency
cooling systems would be effective. Bars for core sprays, feed water
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availability, HPCl, ~nd operator depressurization were tncluded. Tnis was
for a break below the water line with liquid flow from the primary system
and for the other case of a break above the water line with a steam flow.
The size of break went from about .02 square feet to 5 square feet. For
the liquid flow situation, core sprays one and two were effective down to
about 1.5 square feet or a six inch diameter pipe opening. While for a
steam flow break, these were effective down to about .3 square foot. For
the liquid flow loss, only the core sprays could satisfy the needs for a
large break. The feedwater system, the HPCI and the operator activation
of depressurization would be capable of handling a small break; these three
cover a longer range for the steam loss accident. The two loops for the
core sprays are to be completely redundant. The isolation condenser
system is also a high pressure arrangement.
A chart showed the pressure of the system against time following loss
of coolant. A steady drop from about a thousand psi to about 600 psi
would occur with a more rapid drop following. This was for a break of .15
square feet with no feed water introduction. The core would be uncovered
for about 500 seconds, with core sprays starting at about 600 seconds. The
situations for intermediate size breaks of .01, .03, and .06 square feet
were given. Percent of feed water flow varied from 3 to 50. The time to
reach the high dry well pressure changed from 55 to 5 seconds. The time
to uncover the core went up to six minutes.
The GE group has been conscious for some time of the serious problems
of cooling of very large reactor cores. Many relative tests dating back
some years have been reviewed. Increasing the capacity of the cooling sy
stem has been considered. Uncertainties in the behavior of molten mater
ials in water exist. A continuing program to simulate blowdown accidents
and develop reliability data is underway; steam binding tests are also
to be done.
Core cooling is believed assured by a physical separation and mechani
cal protection of the components, component redundancy, quality control,
mechanical integrity, control instrument logic, design for surveillance,
and a very reliable design and operating analysis. All lines of the core
cooling systems are to be adequately designed for expansion requirements.
A six inch movement of the pressure vessel is believed possible before any
line breaks, holes in the concrete structure, rather than pipe elasticity,
determine this.
The core spray water would drain through a line break, into
the dry well and then to the pressure suppression system; little
chance for escape is seen. The possibility of vibrations deacti
vating a spray system as has occurred with other reactors was sug
gested by Dr. Hanauer. Perhaps spray tests, e.g., with the Jersey
Central Reactor, could throw light on reliability. The Big Rock
Reactor had vibrations which might have interferred with a core
spray arrangement. Nevertheless, early tests with a new plan are
believed by the GE group to capable of revealing such difficulties.
Designs of the current GE plants are similar; but careful analyses
and tests are used to include possible improvements towards safety.
The General Electric (GE) group stated that all steps towards a
safe plant are taken with each new design; evolution in research
and development and plant experience provide improvements.
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The use of one diesel for the Dresden III plant was considered
by Dr. Hanauer as inconsistent with the duplication of other parts
of the spray arrangement. Nevertheless, the GE group considers the
diesel very reliable and sees outside power availability providing
redundancy. Dr. Palladino indicated that the one diesel might need
maintenance, which could require shutdown of the plant at other than
refuelings. The emergency cooling system is considered by the GE
engineers to be adequately powered. Simplicity is desired so as not
to complicate the spray arrangement, e.g., care is to be taken to
see that no loose bolts or other pieces can enter the system.
Recently a tornado did disrupt all of several outside power
lines to the Dresden I facility; the diesel emergency unit did
operate. Now additional lines of emergency power are from the south.
Mr. Joslyn could not recall a case where a power plant accident re
sulted in the loss of outside power; with a turbine failure, there
was still no outside power loss. Later, he recalled three shutdowns
of plants from internal incidents with no loss of outside power;
switch yard errors have resulted in such loss.
Post accident cooling
would be the required time
the fuel of the plant. No
the plant might have to be
the core.

of perhaps a month was mentioned; this
for a decision as to whether to unload
estimate was given by GE as to how long
cooled if the fuel was not unloaded from

Mr. Joslyn said that the conventional plants of the Commonwealth
Edison system, as well as a nuclear plant, can be shutdown at any
time the operator in charge deems advisable. The Dresden I experi
ence with the tornado showed good operator action in an emergency.
The Dresden I plant has been shutdown rapidly and safely with no
plant damage. Flanged connections might lead to problems during
fast shutdown. The Dresden III plant is designed for a drop of
545 F. to 307 F. in 10 minutes and then at a 100 F. per hour to a
100 F.; the ASME codes are the guide. If there were a more severe
drop in temperature, e.g., the 545 to 350 F. in five minutes; the
ASME code would not be met. Nevertheless, the fatigue criteria
would probably allow ten such eycles. Data from thermcouples would
be analyzed in these metallurgical predictions. Inspection would
be performed particularly in the Flange areas, which would be
accessible. Mr. DiNunno said that heating and cooling rates may
be determined by a variety of components.
Feed water failure would trip the isolation condenser arrange
ment with a 15 second delay. The condenser capacity can take all
the heat except that from a transient. Safety valves have a capa
city of 40% of the reactors steam flow. Maximum pressure expected
in a reactor is 1100 psi. The high pressure injection system is
to back up this condenser arrangement. With no outside heat re
moval ability, there is a 25 megawatt-day heat sink in the pressure
suppression system with use of the core sprays, which might be a
five day supply.
If the control rod worth the most in.reactivity were dropped
from the reactor, a 4000 megawatt second transient might occur,
only a one to 2 psi peak pressure is forseen in the vessel because
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of the cushioning of the steam above; somewhat le,ss conservative
assumptions might give 5 psi.
A test with a hot spray pipe about 20 feet long and in a pressure
vessel has been made. Depressurization was carried out and water
was supplied by a pump. Pressure traces of recorders against time
were shown for the pump head, the vessel pressure, and the sparger
spray pressure. Variation in the slope of the change in pressure
of the sprays may be from boiling in the sparger. Although no
actual blowdown test on any reactor has been done, many loops have
been tested. The intent is for a full scale test of the spray sy
stem and higher temperature tests are planned.
The system proposed is believed adequate by GE to keep the core
from melting; advanced concepts are under study, but the GE group
is not inclined to speculate on any other schemes, e.g., use of
massive flooding of the facility. Complete core flooding has been
considered, but there are associated prOblems. Flooding systems
encounter difficulties in predicting the flow passages. Water
flooding yields steam from the bottom, and, when only two thirds
of the core heighth is covered, sufficient cooling from both the
steam and the water should be available; over the range tested,
large variations in flow have not affected temperature much.
Core flooding is not seen by the GE group as effective for cooling
as is a spray. However, Dr. Okrent told the group that the present
core cooling arrangements are probably insufficient; flooding might
be an adequate addition.
Later the GE group said that the plan would be to USe the core
sprays for flooding; this would be either more sprays or minimiZing
the leaks, and perhaps some cladding melting would accompany this.
Mr. Joslyn doubted if those changes in design could be done before
the meeting of next week; however, he hoped that the flooding con
cept might be sufficient to allow Conmittee approval. Neither GE
nor the Conmonwealth Edison Group want a basin for retention of
molten core; a plant that would require such measures would not
be considered suitable by the utility. Core melting in the vessel.
but no penetration, would be acceptable.
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As an interesting historical aside, it is noted that the very first section
of the minutes of the Special August meeting mentions that Dr. Beck was
disturbed by an attempt by the ACRS to make private arrangements with Brit
ish safety groups. It also mentions a meeting between ACRS Chairman Ok rent
and the AEC Commissioners. What became known much later, from a brief
history of the ACRS prepared by the AEC Chief Historian, R. G. Hewlett,
in 1974, was that during this very difficult period in which a course of
action was sought by the ACRS concerning loss of cooling accidents and
the "China Syndrome," Dr. Beck was interceding· with the AEC Commissioners
concering what he considered inappropriate activities by the ACRS. We
quote from Hewlett as follows:
With the rapid expansion of projects utilizing nuclear energy,
the role of the ACRS became increasingly amorphous and expansive.
This trend prompted a letter from Dr. Clifford Beck, Deputy
Director of Regulation, dated July 19, 1966, to the files
entitled "Current Trends in ACRS Activities. Beck argued that
the present trend was· similar to the situation in the late
1950's when the ACRS was heading toward a role independent
of the AEC, with its own expanding staff, a proliferation of
consultants, and direct lines of communication with applicants
and others outside the agency.
1I

In particular, Beck attributed to these tendencies a lack of
common basis of technical understanding between staff and
the ACRS because of differing consultant sources, a need
lessly increasing ACRS staff, and an increase in ACRS involve
ment, and compliance activities. Among other recommendations,
Beck requested an ad hoc task force, similar to that estab
lished in 1954, maae up of AEC and ACRS personnel, to examine
the present and future relationships of the two organizations.
SUbsequently the Commission met with Dr. David Okrent
(Chairman of the ACRS) on August 3, 1966 to discuss these
"current trends." No solutions were proposed to the
problems Beck had enumerated in his letter of July, 1966*,
but the statutory guidelines on ACRS activities were under
continual review. In Novell'ber of 1967 an amendment to §182b
of the Atomic Energy Act was circulated by the Director of
Regulation, proposing a modification of the requirements for
mandatory reviews and reports by the ACRS. The Chairman of
the AEC, Glenn T. Seaborg, sent a final legislative package
to the Bureau of the Budget on December 20, 1968. The expressed
purpose of the new legislation was to make the statute flexible
enough to permit the ACRS to omit its review if the Commission
and the Committee agreed. This amendment would assist the
ACRS in its deliberations as the standardization of designs
increased.

*The existence of Beck's letter was not disclosed to Okrent nor
were Beck's concerns.

,
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Dr. Zabel's* appointment as Chairman of the ACRS in 1968
seemed to herald a new era of cooperation between the AEC
and the ACRS. Mutually satisfactory liaison procedures
were established between the two bodies. In January, 1969
it was decided by the Commission that the Director of
Regulation was to be responsible for resolving serious defi
ciencies in the Quality Assurance programs of applicants,
not the ACRS.** This decision was part and parcel of the
move to free the ACRS of responsibility for routine
matters.
Also, of some interest is a Project Status Report (on the following page)
prepared by an ACRS Staff engineer prior to the Special August, 1966 meet
ing. This report notes that the Regulatory Staff had already given notice of
a construction permit held on August 31,1966 despite the complex new issues
raised by the IIChina Syndrome," despite lack of resolution of the matter as
of August 3, 1966, and despite previous requests by the ACRS that the
-'Regulatory Staff not notice such hearings until completion of the ACRS
portion of the review.
At its 76th meeting, August 11-13, 1966, the ACRS completed action on both
the Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3 construction permit reviews.*** As an inte
gral part of this action, the Committee also decided to write and completed
preparation of a general letter concerning problems of primary system integ
rity, the loss of coolant accident, and the possible consequences of failure
to cool the core.
At the August meeting, General Electric had proposed for Dresden 3, and for
Dresden 2 as well, two core spray systems and a flooding system, any of which
would meet a no-clad melting criterion, and each of which was operable with
emergency on-site power. The ACRS agreed that a letter could be written on
Dresden 3 although the final design of the emergency cooling system would
require additional review.
The ACRS reports dated August 16, 1966 on Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2 are
duplicated on the following pages, as well as the draft general letter agreed
to at the August meeting.
* Chairman are selected by the ACRS members themselves, and not appointed.

** As a later chapter will discuss, inspection and quality assurance proved
to be rather deficient during the next two years.
***The ACRS members present at the July meeting were D. Okrent, Chairman, S.
Bush, H. Etherington, F. Gifford, S. Hanauer, H. Mangelsdorf, J. McKee,
H. O. Monson, H. Newson, A. O'Kelly and N. J. Palladino. C. Zabel parti
cipated in the August meetings; H. Newson did not attend. Members H.
Kouts and T. Thompson missed all the July and August meetings.

'
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MCG - 8/3/66
Project:

Indian Point 2

Status:

Construction Permit Review - Letter Requested

Background: On December 6, 1965, Con Ed submitted the Preliminary Safety
Analysis Report for Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No.2 along with
the application for a construction permit for the facility. Since that time,
five supplements to the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report have been sub
mitted. Subcommittee meetings regarding the project were held on March 30,
May 3, and June 23,1966, and the project was considered at the April, May
and July ACRS meetings.
DRL Analysis: DRL Report No.3, which was issued prior to the July ACRS
Meeting, concluded that the Indian Point 2 facility could be built and
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public. Report
No.4 has now been issued by DRL. In this Report, DRL concludes that the
proposed emergency core cooling system for Indian Point 2 provides suffi
cient capacity, redundancy and reliability to preclude significant core
damage and to protect containment integrity in the event of credible loss
of-coolant accidents. DRL also states they believe the reactor pit crucible
should be considered as only a backup to the emergency core cooling system
and that sufficient evidence has not been presented by the applicant to
demonstrate its effectiveness under assumed accident conditions.
Questions:
1. In their Fourth Supplement, Con Ed has presented additional information
concerning radiolytic decomposition of water following a primary system
piping failure. This matter was first raised by Dr. Parker of ORNL. DRL
is in the process of obtaining Dr. Parker's opinion concerning the infor
mation presented by Con Ed. DRL might be asked their conclusion concerning
the significance of the possible radiolytic decomposition of water follow
ing a loss of primary system integrity.
2. The Fourth Supplement contains information regarding the modified iso
lation valve seal water system. Conspicuously absent from this information
is a discussion of the operating experience with the type of valves pro
posed for installation. Con Ed might be asked concerning this matter.
3. On page 6 of DRL Report No.4, DRL indicates that they are willing to
consider that two independent systems have been provided to prevent core
melting following a small piping break -- the high-head and the low-head
safety injection systems. It appears questionable that the low-head sy
stem alone would prevent core melting in the event of the worst size small
pipe break. DRL states that Con Ed will be prepared to discuss this item
at the Committee meeting.
4. DRL has already given public notice that the hearing to consider the
issuance of a construction permit will be held on August 31, 1966. It is
quite unusual for DRL to give such a notice prior to issuance of the ACRS
letter. The Committee has previously asked the Regulatory Staff to ter
minate such practice, and they indicated that they would do so. DRL might
be asked the reason for the notice being issued prior to the ACRS letter.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
.(

UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C.

~OS4S

August 16,1966

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Ato~ic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER STATION - UNIT 3

Dear Dr. Seaborg:

,..

At its seventy-fourth meeting, on June 8-11, seventy-fifth meeting, on
July 14-16, a special meeting on August 4-5, and its seventy-sixth meeting
on August 11-13, 1966, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards reviewed
the proposal of the Commonwealth Edison Company to construct a third nuclear
power plant at the Dresden site, near Morris, Illinois. Unit 3 will include
a boiling water reactor to be operated at 2255 MW(t) power level with pres
sure suppression containment. Unit 3 would be similar to Unit 2. The Co~
nittee had the benefit of discussions with representatives of the applicant,
the General Electric Company, Sargent & Lundy, the Babcock & ~ilcox Company,
and the AEC Staff, and of the documents listed. A Subcommittee of the ACRS
met to review this project at the Dresden site on June 2, 1966, and in
Washington on July 7, 1966.
In its report on Dresden Unit 2, dated November 24, 1965, the Committee rec
ommended that the AEC Staff follow development work by GE to resolve parti
cular design problems. The Committee recommends that the Staff continue to
follow the development work in connection with both Units 2 and 3,particu
larly with respect to operation with jet pumps, testing of emergency cooling
methods, and studies of reactivity transients to assure no impairment of
emergency cooling effectiveness as a consequence thereof.
The Committee also urged that the designers pay particular attention to the
design of the pressure vessel, and of the high pressure steam lines with
their isolation valves and fittings. The Committee reiterates.its opinion
on this matter in connection with Unit 3.
The Committee notes that the applicant has made improvements in the require
ments for pressure vessel inspection during fabrication and urges that the
applicant pursue vigorously the implementation of adequate in-service in
spection techniques.
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The effectiveness of emergency core cooling systems is a matter of
particular importance in the unlikely event of a pipe ruprure ir. the
Frimary system. The applicant proposes the following improved complex
of emergency cooling systems:

1.

a high pressure coolant injection

2.

a high-volume flooding system to permit rapid injec
tion of water into the reactor vessel following blo~
down to a low pressure,

3.

two core spray systems,

4.

a system that will make river water available to the
feedwater pump for emergency cooling.

(I~CI)

system,

The applicant advised the Committee that equivalent changes in the emer
gency core cooling systems of the Dresden 2 unit would be made. Three
diesel-driven generators will be installed to serve Units 2 and 3.

(,

The Committee concurs that the proposed systems should increase the re
liability and effectiveness of emergency core cooling. Complete details
of the systems are not available, but the Committee believes that these
matters can be resolved during construction of this facility. The'Com
mittee believes that the Regulatory Staff and the Committee should review
details of design, fabrication procedures, plans for in-service inspection
and the analyses pertaining to the emergency core cooling systems, as soon
as this information is available and prior to irrevocable construction
commitments pertaining thereto.
Careful examination of the forces during blowdown on various structural
and functional members within the pressure vessel is necessary to assure
sufficient conservatism in the design. The Committee recommends that the
AEC Staff satisfy itself fully in this respect.
The Committee believes that the combination of emergency cooling systems
has a high probability of guarding against core meltdown in the unlikely
accident involving rupture of a primary system pipe. In view bf the pres
ent state of development of such emergency cooling systems, however, and
since the 'cooling systems may be subject to certain low-probability inter
related modes of failure, the Committee believes that the already small
probability of primary system rupture should be still further reduced by
taking additional measures as noted below. The Committee would like to
review the results of studies by the applicant in this connection, and
the consequent proposals, as soon as these are available •
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1.

Design and fabrication techniques for the entire primary
system should be reviewed thoroughly to assure adequate
conservatism throughout and to make full use of practical,
existing inspection techniques which can provide still
greater assurance of highest quality.

2.

Great attention should be given to design for in-service
inspection possibilities and the detection of incipient
problems in the entire primary system during reactor
operation. Methods of leak detection should be employed
which provide a maximum of protection against serious in
cidents.

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the various
items mentioned can be resolved during construction ani that the proposed
reactor can be constructed at the Dresden site with reasonable assurance
that it can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of
the public.
Sincerely yours,

lsI

(~.

David Okrent
Chai~~n

References Attached.
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON

25, D.C.

August 16, 1966

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Sub j ect :

REPORT ON INDIAN POINT NUCLFAR GENERATING UNIT NO. 2

Dear Dr. Seaborg:

(

\,

At its seventy-fifth meeting, July 14-16, 1966, and its special meeting
on August 4-5, 1966, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards com
pleted its review of, the application of Consolidated Edison Company
of New York, Inc. for authorization to construct Indian Point Nuclear
Generating Unit No.2. This project had previously been considered
at the seventy-second and seventy-third meetings of the Committee, and
at Subcommittee meetings on March 30, May 3, and June 23, 1966. During
its review, the Committee had the benefit of discussions with represen
tatives of the Consolidated Edison Company and their contractors and
consultants and with representatives of the AEC Regulatory Staff and
their consultants. The Committee also had the benefit of the documents
listed.
The Indian Point 2 plant is to be a pressurized water reactor system
utilizing a core fueled with slightly enriched uranium dioxide pellets
contained in Zircaloy fuel rods; it is to be controlled by a combination
of rod cluster-type control rods and boron dissolved in the primary
coolant system.' The plant is rated at 2758 MW(t); the gross electrical
output is estimated to be 916 MW(e). Although the turbine has an ad
ditional calculated gross capacity of about 10%, the applicant has
srated that there are no plans for power stretCh in this plant.

,,'
'.

The Indian Point 2 facility is the largest reactor that has been con
sidered for licensing to date. Furthermore, it will be located in a
region of relatively high population density. For these reasons,
particular attention has been given to improving and supplementing the
protective features previously provided in other plants of this type.
The proposed design has a reinforc~d concrete containment with an in
ternal steel liner which is provided with facilities for pressurization
of weld areas to reduce the possibility of leakage in these areas.
The containment design also includes an internal recirculation

.(
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containment spray system and an air recirculation system consisting
of five air handling units to provide long-term cooling of the con
tainment without having to pump radioactive liquids outside the
containment in the event of an accident. Even though the applicant
anticipates negligible leakage from the containment, two i~dependent
means of iodine removal within the containment have been provided.
These are an air filtration system using activated charcoal filters,
and a containment spray system which uses sodium thiosulfate in the
spray water as a reagent to aid removal of elemental iodine.

(

The reactor vessel and various other components of the system are
surrounded by concrete shielding which provides protection to the
containment against missiles that might be generated if structural
failure of such components were to occur during operation at pressure.
This includes missile proteetion against the highly unlikely failure
of the reactor vessel by longitudinal splitting or by various modes
of circumferential cracking. The Committee favors such protection
for large reactors in regions of relatively high population density •
.,
The Indian Point 2 plant is provided with two safety injection systems
for flooding the core with borated water in the event of a pipe
rupture in the primary system. The emergency core cooling systems
are of particular importance, and the ACRS believes that an increase
in the flow capacity of these systems is needed; improvements of
other characteristics such as pump discharge pressure may be ap
propriate. The forces imposed on various structural members within
the pressure vessel during blowdown in a loss-of-coolant accident
should be reviewed to assure adequate design conservatism. The
Committee believes that these matters can be resolved during con
struction of these facilities. However, it believes that the AEe
Regulatory Staff and the Committee should review the final design
of the emergency core cooling systems and the pertinent structural
members within the pressure vessel, prior to irrevocable commitments
relative to construction of these items.

(

The applicant stated that, even if a significant fraction of the core
were to melt during a 10ss-of-coolant accident, the melted portion
would not penetrate the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel owing
to contact of the vessel with water in the SUMp beneath it •
. The applicant also proposes to install a backup to the emergency core
cooling systems, in the form of a water-cooled refractory-lined
stainless steel tank beneath the reactor pressure vessel. The Com
mittee would like to be advised of design details and their theo
retical and experimental bases when the design is completed •

.
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In order to reduce still further the low probability of primary
system rupture, the applicant should take the additional measures
noted below. The Committee would like to review the results of
studies made by the applicant in this connection, and consequent
proposals, as soon as these are available.
1.

Design and fabrication techniques for the entire primary
system shoula be reviewed thoroughly to assure adequate
conservatism throughout and to make full use of practical,
existing inspection techniques which can provide still
greater assurance of highest quality.

2.

Great attention should be placed in design on in-service
inspection possibilities and the detection of incipient
trouble in the entire primary system during reactor
operation. Methods of leak detection should be employed
which provide a maximum of protection against serious
incidents.

Attention should also be given to quality control aspects, as well
as stress analysis evaluation, of the containment and its liner.
The Committee recommends that these items be resolved between the
AEC Regulatory Staff and the applicant as adequate information is
developed.
The applicant has made studies of reactivity excursions resulting
from the improbable event that structural failure leads to expulsion
of a control rod from the core. Such transients should be limited
.by design and operation so that they cannot result in gross primary
system rupture or disruption of the core, which could impair the
effectiveness of emergency core cooling. The reactivity transient
problem is complicated by the existence of sizeable positive re
,activity effects associated with voiding the borated coolant water,
particularly early in core life. In addition, the course of the
transients is sensitive to various parameters, some of ~hich remain
to be fixed during the final design. Westinghouse representatives
reported that the magnitude of such reactivity transients could be
reduced by installation of solid burnable poisons in the core to
permit reduction of the soluble boron content of the moderator, there
by reducing the positive moderator coefficient. The Committee agrees
with the applicant's plans to be prepared to install the burnable
poison if necessary. The Committee wishes to review the question of
reactivity transients as soon as the core design is set.
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(
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the
various items mentioned can be resolved during construction and
that the proposed reactor can be constructed at the Indian Point
site with reasonable assurance that it can be operated without
undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours,

lsI
David Okrent
Chairman
References:

1.

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., Indian Point
Fuclear Generating Unit No.2, Preliminary Safety Analysis
.Report, Volume 1, and Volume 2, Parts A & B, received
December 7, 1965.
2. First Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, dated
March 31, 1966.
3. Second Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report,
received June 2, 1966.
4. Errata ~1e~ts for Preliminary Safety Analysis R~~ort and First
Supplement thereto, received June 13, 1966.
5. Third Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, re
ceived June 22, 1966.
6. Fcarth Supplement to Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, re
ceived July 28, 1966.
7. Fifth Supplemedt to Prelimin~ry Safety Analysis Report, re
ceived July 28, 1966 •
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In its reports on Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3 the ACRS empahsized the
need for additional measures to reduce the probability of a loss of cool
ant accident and the need for improved emergency core cooling systems.'
With regard to the ECCS. the ACRS took the unusual step of recommending
that lithe Regulatory Staff and the Committee should review details of
design, fabrication procedures. plans for inservice inspection and the
analyses pertaining to the emergency core cooling systems. as soon as
this information is available and prior to irrevocable* construction com
mitments pertaining thereto.
Prior to that time, construction permit
approvals had been based largely on a commitment to meet rather general
criteria, and the plant. as built. might or might not prove satisfactory
to the regulatory groups. The requirement imposed by recommending ACRS
review before irrevocable commitments were made, was, in a sense, the
forerunner of requiring an increased knowledge of most design aspects at
the construction permit stage.
1I

The draft general letter, after recommending further measures to help pre
vent a LOCA and a very conservative approach to the design of ECCS. dis
cussed the potential for large scale core melt. It went on to make a con
troversial recommendation as follows:
....... because experience with emergency core cooling systems is
limited, and because systems using current concepts necessarily
are subject to certain low-probability modes of failure related
to primary system rupture, the Committee believes it prudent
to provide still greater protection of the public by some
independent means, particularly for reactor sites nearer to
population centers. Progress toward this objective will require
an evolutionary process of design and a vigorous program of
research, both of which should begin immediately and be aimed
at reaching a high state of development in approximately two
years. Future reactors relying solely on currently employed
types of emergency core cooling systems to cope with the
unlikely accident involving primary system rup~ure will be
considered suitable only for rural or remote s1tes.
In connection with the issuance of the general letter on pressure vessels,
the ACRS has received rather adverse comments from the Atomic Energy Commis
sion to the effect that the AEC had not been consulted in advance and not
been notified that the Committee planned to issue such a general letter.
Hence. this time the Committee decided to forward the general letter to
Mr. Price and to the Commissioners so that they could see it and comment
prior to its formal issuance by the ACRS.
*emphasis added
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The general letter was a way of asking that, as rapidly as possible, some
alternate method, over and above adequate emergency core cooling systems
of the general type being used or proposed, be developed, so that the prob
lem of the "China Syndrome would be attacked in depth with diverse ap
proaches. And the plan to issue such a report was part of the overall
package agreed to by the ACRS at its August, 1966 meeting. In fact, the
basis by which some members agreed to the issuance of letters favorable
to the construction permits of Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2 was that
there would be such a general letter.'
ll

As was then the custom, all the discussions taking place between the ACRS
and the Regulatory Staff, or with Commonwealth Edison and with Consolidated
Edison, had been in closed session. The only thing on the public record
which indicated that some 'new provision for full-scale core melt had been
considered in any way was the amendment to the Preliminary Safety Analysis
Report submitted for Indian Point 2 in late June. In that amendment they
proposed to put a core retention structure under the reactor vessel. It's
interesting to take a look at the Public Safety Evaluation published for
Dresden Nuclear Power Station Unit 3 on August 31, 1966 by the Regulatory
Staff. There is no hint anywhere in this report that the "China Syndrome"
and the inability of the containment to withstand core melt had been a major
issue. It is stated that the ACRS met with the Applicant on June 10th to
discuss the overall design of the station and particular features of safety
significance, that the ACRS met with the Applicant and the Regulatory Staff
on August 5 and August 12 for further discussion on the emergency core cool
ing systems for the proposed plant, and that following this meeting, the
ACRS reported its views by a letter report dated August 16, 1966.
Depending on onels point of view, one might consider this a less than candid
review of what had transpired. One might equally well say that the ACRS let
ter was not completely candid, since it did not directly address the inter
relationship between core meltdown and the containment failure in Dresden 3
report. However, that was a point which was to be made explicit in the general
letter on Problems Arising from Primary System Rupture, which report was never
issued, as we shall now discuss.
The 77th meeting of the ACRS was held on September 8-10, 1966. Members Thomp
son and Kouts, who had not attended the July and August meeting, were present
at this meeting, as was a new member, J. Hendrie. The minutes show that there
was a meeting between the Committee and the full Atomic Energy Commission,
which included Chairman Seaborg and Commissioners Johnson, Nabrit, Ramey, and
Tape.
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Chainman Seaborg referred to the proposed letter on primary
system failure. He said that the impacts on the industry
might be serious, and he felt that any letter should await more
study. To Dr. Seaborg, the letter failed to recognize the
current efforts to meet this problem with large reactors. Mr.
Price said that the core melting problem is one for the industry
to pursue rather than for the Regulatory Staff. Dr. Kavanaugh,
the Assistant General Manager for Reactors in the AEC, objected
to the tone of the letter and, in particular, to its lack of
recognition of the efforts under way. He saw the close relation
of the time schedule for reactor designs and the site problems
as a difficulty with any steps toward protection against primary
system failure. Making public such a letter without the much
related correspondence might lead to misunderstanding by the
public. Commissioner Johnson noted that parts of the proposed
letter might be considered decision-making, which is the preroga
tive of the Commissioners~
To Commissioner Johnson, more facts are needed before outlinino
measures to avoid or cope with this primary system hazard.'
., Assemb1ying a task force group of experts from the AEC laboratory
to assist the ACRS with this problem has been considered by Dr.
Kavanaugh; no AEC conclusion on such an approach had been reached.
After more discussion, a task force to develop the problem of
primary system failure was again suggested by Chairman Seaborg,
prior to any such letter from the Committee. Mr. Shaw of the
AEC reported being impressed by the response of applicants to
suggestions of the Committee and the Regulatory Staff; consequently
he preferred no letter now.
After its discussions with the Commission and the members of the AEC staff,
the Committee discussed at length in executive session the draft letter of
August 16, 1966 concerning primary system rupture. Where agreement had
existed in August, divided opinion was now present, and the presence of
several members who had not been there in August added to the division of
opinion.
Although several members felt that they had agreed to the letters issued on
Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3 only on the basis that a general letter of the
type under discussion would also be issued and, in fact, this exact state
ment is attributed to one member in the minutes, the final conclusion of the
Committee was not to send the general letter, but rather to endorse the
recommendation of the Atomic Energy Commission that a task force be estab
lished. And a possible major change in safety for light water reactors,
namely the conscious development and provision of steps to mitigate core
meltdown, was not undertaken.
The complexity of the problem is well illustrated by the minutes of the ACRS
Executive Session on this matter, which follow:
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PRJY.A R'( SYSTI}{ RUP1URE

EXecutive Session
_ A draft of 16 August 1966 concerning pn";lary sys~!I1 rupture was re
forred to by Or". Palladino who ca.utioned the Corn.mittee that any rne:1su~s
required sbocld 00 consistant ..."1 th past ACRS action. Ir. P'..anauer noted that
the Indian Point I I R~actor probably did not ~oet the require~ehts of the
proposed lett.~r. The letter ..-as considered u.f Dr. Ereen to te too inclusive:
~ore at~9ntion to the knohn problems, e.g., core ~elting and possible hydro
gen explosions, and detinil"'..s the proble;;:s night be I7!ore productive. !-!o;,cver,
~. zabel co~~idered current reactors ~s forcing the Co~~ittee to face the
issue.

Dr. P.-at'..2.uer obser'\-'ed that emersency precautions trUst include equip
.lilent which will not faU during the exterded operation req'J.ired foD o·..d.ng
~n accident.
The Cor.~itteers position aPf~ared to be that the past erner~
gency neasures ",-ere satisfactory for rural reactors, but sOi'lething addi
tional is needed for the suburban locations. Dt-. B.1sh adnonished the
Co:t.dttee to use much care in identii'jing e:;.et"gency syste::.s as separate
types. Ir. rfonson b;lieves that the indepaooency of en~ineering safeguards
required by the CO:t:;'1i ttee means physical imcp2ndence rather than different
types of syste:'!s. Si.r.rul tar.eous failure of emergency equipnent, e.g., of
both core sprays and ths Doodlng arrangements, appaars possible to Dr.
Ohen!:.; this loo'"Ould dec:.'e~se the degree of indep€ n dence of such syste~ns.
Al though Ir. Kouts preSLJ..:led that an;y advise of the COIl".nlittee to-..rclrds this
prlmary system probleM would 00 made publiCi 1);0. Okrent l::e11eves Sfec1aJ.
requests to the A2C ","Ould be necezsary to assure this.
According to Dr". Hanauer, research is still needed to see if the core
would melt through the base of the reactor str~cture. Although one can
aSSW':1e a heat source and predict core melting, little is probably kno'Wn
or the conseq~ences. ~. zabel considered t~~ years as probably a short
tit2e tor ar.y ans-.rers to these questions. Ir•. Okrent senses that D:" •
. Kava~'1a.ugh plans no special ef.forts towards the core melting problem now.
~~ necessity ~or all the considered measures of euergency action, e.g.,
multiple z:ethods of core coo1in~, is not clear to Dr. zabel; hence he
advised the Con::nittee to hedge on stating any primary system requirements.
~. Palladino recalled that the only core spray tested in a reactor, in the
SL-l, did not work as designed, and the only spray inspected carei'Ul.1y l\"aS
shown to have broken; since the basis or approval for severa1 recent re
actors has been reliable core sprays, he sees a need to collect more infor-.
mation before proceeding.
1):0. Kouts !alieved that if any ona engir.eering sare~ard liaS con
sidered by the CO::tT:Uttee a.s offeril'lf: complete protection, then th9 industry
would s1eze on this and contend that no other safeguard is needed. Because
progress' towards core safety in reactors has ooen made lrJ the industry in
the past follo\<o'ing Cor.-llI11ttea cor.-.:nents. Dr. Z3.l:el relieves tha.t a letter Ma.y
not be needed. The measures by th'9 Indian Point g:,oup towards fioodine the
reactor, after offering some reluctance to such steps earlier, \rere :;aen by
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n-. Pal1adino as evidence or the resourceMness ot the industry and a
ter.dency to take safety steps following 1n!'omal cO::"i!11ents of the Cor.uni ttee.
~~vertheless, Dr. Hanauer saw the pressure vessel letter of last fall as
a parallel case which r~d been qUite productive ot industrial reactor
~.fety efforts.
S~cif1c request for research by the industry rather than
vague_co~~ents see~ed desirable.
Dr". Thc~pson, saw little in the proposed letter on prir.ary ~stelT1 fail
ure except the requirel1":eI1t ot t",'O irrlependent sa.,feeuards; the problems of
core ~elting are believed to have been kno~~ qy the industry for eieht to
ten years, and no solution ha.s reen forthcoming. DE". Thompson advised a
clear letter, it an:J. Dr. F.andr.ie beli.eved that if the Co=.':l.ittee has a
position th~n the problem is only one of e~ression. Ir. Gifford advised
the Co!!:r:i t~e th.~t i t re~atP-d reactors ar.d docs I~Ot design them; hOioocver,
0:". EeI'.drie l:elieved d~signers must have so..: e specific in!'on:ation of ACRS
requirezents otherJ.ise satisfYing the Co~ttee will be impossible. Eting
ing the pmary system problem to the attention ot the ASC in!'onnaly ap
pears desirable. Dr. Okrent said that the drai't had }:een sho...-n to the
Co::m1ss1on a.nd discussed with them, which 2!:1ou~ts to infornal advice. There
...- as divided opinion in the COm='"..ittee regarding'the advisability of having
sho.. m th9 letter draft to the CO!i~ssioners; 0:-. }~ar16elsdorf and Dr. Kouts
considered this a mistake. Several ot the Co=cittee ",~re against pre
senting any ifrther drafts of the letters to the Cor.:mission for a review;
only a final. letter to the A~ seemed desirable, with only a invitation
to the RS for editorial cO::1!'1ent.

Alter the session w~th the Commissioners, Dr. Ergen observed'that
efforts tow'3.rds complying llith the proposed letter were underway; therefore
the letter ma.y not 00 needed. Hr. Plains said that discussions to\lards such
safety items need more exactness; be related that the methods of CO::\i'11unica
tion to the Co~ssionars are letters, advice to the applicants, and dr~!'ts
which are not fornerly issued. To h1.m, all these avenues must b! retained
because of possible use ,,~th other issues.

Dr. JoIangelsdori' cor..si.dered any action trl' the Committee now tQlol3.rds
priJ:a.ry systens to be in ignorance; the AEC task force efrort appea:ed a
desirable path, and action of the CoJl".:nittee should await this. Dr. 'Thompson
agreed to this point of view; the principle .fabricators o£ pressure vessels
and reactors are aware ot the problem and response has been evident. Ar13'
general letter now appeared to Dr. ' Tho!:1pson to otter a path for interver.ers
in reactor cases. HOl·rever several doubted i£ the industry would respond
, ",~thout any letter. Dr. l!ewson recalled the reluctance of the applicants
to %:lake char.ges tor the Dresden II and III reactors and the Indian Point II .
&ystec; to h1JIl this indicated a letter would be useful. Dr. Neilson believed
that complete 1"looding 1I'11Cht b9 considered as a replacement for contaiment
in view or the cla1lll that this \l3.S an assurred J!Jethod to prevent tission
product release. Dr. Newson recalled that he had agreed to the letters on
the Indian Point n. the l):'esden II, a.nd Dresden III Reactors on the basis
that a general letter re~ard1ng prim~ circuit failure would follow.
ma~

}ta~ ideas on core retention are available, but Mr. Etherincton saw
uncertainties in the proposed scheme, e.g.. the behavior of very hot
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r.aterials in water. Dz:o. Thompson recalled the problem o£ core melting
arose with the Fenni Reactor perhaps ten years agoi no solution' ....-as forth
eocl.ng. This history indicates to him that the Co~ittee should bo ·ca'.!tious
in reco:m;,ending any action which eight interfere with the steps proposed
b-j' the A'EX: over the next feY li:onths. Perhaps the COr.:1.ittee should e5tab-
lish a task force itseli", according to Dr. Okrent, Cut he recognized th~t
the ).CRS is not an operating orGanization. Ir. lIe",.son said that a ~sk
for-ce for stl.ch tecr..n1.cal studies can l:c ch05.~n ~o as the conclusion is
~edete~ned. Dr. zabel said that a task force approach could be arranged
to reli~ve th~ Co.:nittee fro~ any d~cis1on; th~ propo~cd off shore islcnd
location ot a re2.ctor, which ",';15 handled in this way, was seen b-J' hi.m as a

paraU.el.
Dr. Ra..112.U9r proF",sed th::tt since the CO:-.!1ittee does not seem to have
a unified positicn, acti~ no.~ miGht 00 unwise and' delay progress towards
solution of this primary circuit hazard. Dr. ThCinpson sugsested that a
p.o sition was needed Cefore any letter could be prepared; perhaps the lack'
o£ conservati~ in reactor designs should be recognized. 'An analysis night
indicate ....:here failures are possible and then criteria could 00 developed
to IL'"rl.t the consequences of circuit failure. Dr. Gifford scm' the problem
as centering on large reactors in population centers; this pressure from.
the pt.lblic fOJ:'ces the Com.':littee attention. rr. P'.anauer agreed that the
issue was one that must be faced soon.
Although there -was SCir:e feeling towards tabling the problem, this Was
not f'avored because of the departure of no. T'nO!1pson. Dt". l-rewson, and Dr•.
Kouts at this meeting. Eecause of the econ~~c coc~tition to sell nuclear
reactors, Dr. Th<>''11pson saw the only tine to speak on such an issue was with
individual cases rather than through a general letter; he recalled that
completo measures to retain any presSU!'e vessel failure lrould have probably
been taken tor the Indian Point II Reactor if there had been a O>.~~ttee
request. A reF~tation of capr-iciousness, or resistance to reactor construc
tion. by the COrzUttee ",-as predicted b'-J D!:'. l·rangelsdorf, it prud~nt ilction
is not taken; the Co~~itteets position and re~tation ~dth the industry
could be unde~ined. ~. Kouts believed that if the Committee lost its
techr.ical respect then t~~ usefulness of' the reviey procedure would be
gone. Dt-. l-:angelsdorf considers the ColJIllittee to have lost ground by its
actions with tr.e-proposed letter.
The severe cocpetetion in the field, noW' about 2 billion dollars of
reactors are on oreer, means that the reactor producers are risking much in
projections on perfo~ance; any feature of a reactor which has had a safety
reviey is assumed qy the reactor builders to be satisfactor,y for future
reactors. n-. TIlo:npson l:elicved that the industry bas been confused by the .
Coxnittee actions, in particular by the pressure vessel letter and tr.e
subsequent approval of the Indian Point n factiity. To h.1r.t. the industry
is seriously interested in JUaki~ reactors safe and are taking steps beyond
what the RS h.:ls required in the past. Dr. Tho:npson recalled that one or
two of the Commissioners had expressed a desire for reactors to b3 in cities;
now, seems to him, to be a time for consistency of the Committee's actions.
Dr. T'nompson believed .the COmMittee has a good reputation which it' should
. be very careful to retain.
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Dr. Kan8elsdor£ saw no accusation of Co~ttee capriciousness yet,
he saw this as developing if the COmmittee was not careful; those un
of.J.vorable to the Com...-n.ittee are well organized. n-. E:rgen recalled that
the oak RidGe group considered the Co~ttee's actions on the High }~ux Is
otape P.eactor as being difficult to understand; basic print;iples seemed to
have teen changed during the safety review. ~velopient of .an atmosphere
of resistance to Co~~tteo pressure miGht result from the propo~~d letters;
r~,ertr~less ~evcral ad~tted that AC~ critici~ must be expected from
any agit2.tich of the Jrdu~try. 1)". Tho:-!pson said he hau b;en told by the
ABC staff tr.~t t~~ Co~,it~;e's rece~t .J.ctions on pri~ary circuit failure
h.?ve r~ot b;~n -..- ell rO'.lr.d~d. IT') h~lieved the lndustrJ had h-3€:11 left: in a
quancarJ by the ~~sd9n II letter and the p:'e!:iS"u.re vessel lettl'jr; the chain
of Cor:::-.ittea .1ctions did r~ot .:;eer.1 to W consiste~t. Dr. 'I'ho~p.':;on recalled
that the Cc;:-:..~.ittee r-J.~ht 00 consid.;red to have forced the "tf3stinc;housa sroup
to p·cv5.de a CC:Le retr;ntion b1.s:tn llnd~r the Indian Point II reactor, ~nd
t~n to have a5~~d ror proof or O;~l~ti~n.
b~t

Th·. Giffo~d forezaft continuing neft safety proble~s with reactors, and
criticism fro:n the industry and the ABC staff 1s to be expected~ He saw
a danger io."i th the COt"'.q
. ittee spending so much ti.'ile on introsp9ction follo~i.ng
presS".lI'e by the industry l'ather than applyinc its efforts towards safety.
~. rush t~lievcd several ~onths delay ~rou1d be nec8ss~ry to fo~alize ~ny
Cor.:;;rl ttee thoughts on this probleI:li he considers the r:eu develop:1ents and
Co~~ttee requests as le~inG tl~ indust~ uncertain as to what is needed,
which necessitates a consistent Co.-:.ilittee position. Hr. Etherington be
lieves that some are willing to accept the ~all risk or serious consequ
ences i'rOl!1 a large accident, while others are um;illin~ to co:npromise in
this way. Nr. Etherington expressed a need for guidance as to responsib
ility of the Con':1i.ttee, particularly as to any distinction betl·;een a fata
lity a day over a long period of time as contrasted to an equivalent loss
1'ro-:n one accident. fe considers the primary circuit issue clear to the
applicants. To h1r1, r.l?I"'~'questions raised are un."lece ssax-j and their avoid
ance wou2d save tbe. rkvertheless, Dr. Okrent rec<mr.lended more firm
Coznmittee procedures l.-ith a position to avoid a rep3tition of any unsafe
designs. Dr. Okrent considered the past pressure vessel letter and the
comments tcn.~rds the core celting accident as having markedly affected the
safety of reactors.
Dr. Zil:el desired more ,1d'scusslon tOl'lards the list of required equip- .

lllent for reactors (liard~or.lre ·~ble) b:!fore such a letter; Ir. Tho4:1pson rec

no general letter ror at least sixmontbs. An earlier CO~~ittee'
.letter which \-:as a~ainst reactors in the cities without many more safety
precautions io.'aS recalled by Ir. Okrent; but Ir. 'I'ho:Jpson believed these
co~~ents "~re towards reactors truly in cities, e.g., the p~ven~rrood or the
. Rlston Edison Reactor, and not to~rds suburban sites. Past efforts by
the Co~~ttee regarding reactors in cities liaS recounted qy Dr. Kouts; a
particular difficulty was defining a metropolitan area. An anS\orer to the
question of the threshold nWiloor of individuals which might be killed before
special. precauti~ns are needed is desired by Ir. Gifford.
co~ended

Fbllowil\1 amotion by Dr. Kouts and Dr. Palladino, it was a.greed to
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draft a letter to the C~neral Manager or the Conmissior.~rs reco~ending a
task force ~ffort on the probleMs connected ..1.th the primary cireui t fail
ure accident, e.g •• f'ro!:'1 meltirJe of the core. Perhaps th~ General Har.aear
route tlight avoid so~e publicity, but l!r. Pla5.ne saw the Coii;,:llissioners as
probably a better cham"l..el. Dr. l:afl&elsdorf favored verbal ccrr.;nunication '
to acco:;,plish the safety Ineasures tOW:J..rds the pr1nar;" circuit failure only.
The Quad Cities reactors appears to be the next large system to come before
the CO;:l'i'i ttee, which is a few t'lonths away; Dr. }!;'l.n.gelzQorf sa.w this allowing
task force action, and a ll3tter h"Culd not h<l~ten the matter. ~rcl:ever, rr.
riln.:l.uer doubtsd if a task force could be effective ,,1.thin tr.at time. D:'.
Kouts noted the ei~ht drafts vnth indecision r which is evidence of the lack
of COmrtittee opinion and indicates that the problems need more ensine,·ring
infomation tefore an intelligent ans.rer can 00 developsd. ho. Tho:npson ,
saw continu:d discussion as pro~oting a rC¢50nable conclusion; to him the
nuclear industry is nore p::!rsistent noW' .in pursuing safer designs oocd.use
of the h~e investrr.ent. Dr. Thc:"lpson reiterated his preference for
including safety advice on primary circuits into letters on a sp;cii'ic
'
cases; this should prc;7lote use of the latest infomation on safety available.
Dr. I,~"son believed a' fool proof core cooling system could be designed.
Hr. Fraley saw ~ual1ty control as the tr.ain concern to the itS. ~,JeH coolil"'.g
arrange~ents are of concern to both the RS and the safety ~search group
but core melting is mainly the concern of the latter. Hr. Fraley sees the
Com:nissioners as confused over this distriuution of interest and efforts
against pr:Ll1ary circuit failure.

Dr. Zaool cautioned against unenforceable rules, e.g., the identifi
cation ot sites, as surburban a'nd rural sites, is dif.ficuJ.t; items needing
further stuQy are the heating tro~ fission products and the reactions be
t"..e en metals, oxides, and ltater. Dr. Hanauer sees llluch difference betrzeen
. the surburban and the rural sites. Dr. zabel considers the informal ac
tions of the cowmittee as much more important tOvlClrds safe reactors tpan the
written items. no. Ne;;son reiterated that perhaps on core melting, the
'
containment ...- ould be of nO value. Blt Ir. 'rr.ompson believed that contain
17le~,l..' Ould al...- ays l:e needed because of possible fuel faUure with rapid
nol"1f gas release.
..
'...
~ ,
.'
.

: . '

.

Dr.' Palladino and Hr. Etherington agreed on the need for criteria
for const-roletion pemits. Dr. t·:onson suggested restricting this to cur
rent itens, e.g., acceptable core cooling arrangements. Dr. BUsh and
Ir. }fan~elsdorf favored a table of emergency safe!:uards equipnent tor
reactors, which. if used consistently, w-ould assist the safety of the
designs. :,Ir. Etherington oolioved that if a react.or, e.e., the Dresden
In facility, is given COti'.mittee approval for construction without pre
cautions against a core melting accident, this ~hould not be raised ~~ain
at the operating sta~e. To Dr. Thol!1pSOn r this recalled the old problem ot
construction permits and operating permits which was considered by the
Mitchell panel. Hr. n-aley said that the d1fi'iculty is ooing assurred or
the applicant's follott.lng through with the proposed construction plans.
1)'.

Hanauer judged that, since the ~rm1

case,

once a construction

permit is sranted the .A£C 1s ultinately obliced to issue an operating
license. YJol". Plaine said th.:lt the AS: had all.-ays recognized lack of COM
plete inionnation on a reactor design at the construction penuit stage;

'

"

.

o

."

A,
~

-
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the A~ st.atute states that pemits may be issued onths basis that sat1s-'
factor,y design will be developed. This has led to provisional construction
rermits and the precedent is \~ll established. Dr. He~~rie also considered
as establish~d this internal policy for the Cc:':.!ission of acceptin~ i kIllS
at the construction p=rmit stac;e. uJ.t with poszibility of ch~n3es later.
Ir. Kouts recalled 0:'. Kavannaur;h considerlng the core r.:elting problem as
one for reactor safety res~arch, but other problcrns.e.g., the core cooling
~Lr~r~enpnts. has ~ore one of d~sign.
.

,

Tt.d rtJector deden c(rteria subco:-_r::it.~e has been a~:ked to 'report' on
the t.~bJ.C of equiF.~nt requi~d for emel";ency protection of pr:L":lar.r cir
cuits. Ir. !'~on::on reported on a subcO!.'1.":Iittee lUFheon rr..;eting at lolhich a
p::ali:-:-.i:-:a:-J listi~ of areas requ1rir'5 criteria \.-as prepared; these in
c:tl~ded t!:~ cooling s.fstem, turbine orientati,on, pressure vessel f~brica
t~.C!n ~:t·. 'h'::';::~nts, prc~tressed concrete ~tructuMS. Dr. Tho;;pson ooliev·ed
t.hat th'9 h.dustrj fears the require::lent to ?-lter old designs on the oo.sis
o~ late Cc~ttee de~a;;ds; the basis is the abrupt change in reactvr rc
q.lire::::nts i.r::plicit in ths pressure vessel letter.

After being shO'in tr~ p:-oposed letter m prinary circuit failure,
the C~~~ttee bl~cf1y to s~y that, althouGh he had no .
r~ult w~th the letter, ce D~lieved t~~ Co~ssioners had all"eaqy premised
the task force arranGeMent to study of the problem; therefore, inclusion
of ACRS cc·:.-;;:-.ents in the sur.iJ";lary letter recognizing the task force appeared
·more appropriate. This 5U::"."1ar.r letter route w"Ould avoid public attention
to the problEm. !·ir. Price '·rcls apprehensive Over the p'llblic reaction to
such an ACP~ letter. rr. Tno~pson ~otion that the Co~,ittee's cor~ents
on prkary circuit failure be handled in tris su."'.r:'".ary letter fashion l-laS
passed. Ir. Kouts referred to a 1962 SWi,mary letter. as 'h-ell as others,
as a precedent for tr..i.s mode o~ COI:"J!'.i.ttee advice with no public attention•
Mr.

P~~ce jbi~0d

....----F.~gu1atori

Staff (RS)

,..

With Dr. Kava.ni.augh present, ~.:r. Price said that tr. l-=orris ~s
relieving D:-. rPan,' \ino w:i.ll stay lnth the as for a while as a consultant.
lIre Price had no ;p.J.rtiC".l1ar .col."'.l'1ents on the proposed draft of th9 primary
circuit letter at the tine; his questions concerned raquirements for
approved reactors and sites and additional req'\lirec:ents for future suburban
and city sit~s. !.~. Price noted that few rural or remote reactors are
being proposed. Mr. Price desires a~ letter to mako it clear as to what
1s a rural or a re::lote site.

no. !pan said that the Virginia ~ectr1c Pow"'er Co:n~n:r Reactor will
ha.ye about three Miles of relative isolation. but perhaps 50,000 people
vill b3 at a sOwewhat further distance; this is an exa:~ple of the difficUlty
in idcnti1)~ng a site as reMote or rural. 11r. Price sugGested circulating
the proposed info~ation on pr.L~ar.Y circuit requirements, and related other
AertS letters such as on pressure vessels and e~ineering safeguards. to
the industry as a f;Uide. To :.:r. Price, two years is a short tir.1e for any
research development pro~r~ tOw~rds'those difficulties.

•
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We shall see in a succeeding section that there was an insignificant
effort expended by the AEC (and NRC) in the decade following 1966 on
safety research and development on core melt or on measures intended
to ameliorate the consequences of core melt.
However, a major program on LOCA-ECCS and on primary system integrity
was initiated as a result of the ACRS action in 1966. A new regulatory
approach of great emphasis on preventing core melt, from any cause,
rapidly evolved. And the MCA lost much of its meaning, although the
prescription of Part 100 continued to be used in site evaluation.
The next month, at the October 1966 meeting, the ACRS wrote a safety re
search letter, in which it palced great emphasis on studying phenomena
related to large molten core masses, and on an improved ECCS. However,
the letter did not include a specific-recommendation that some newen
gineered safety feature be developed for use a few years hence in light
water reactors. About a year later the task force came out with a re
port the end result of which was to provide a mechanism whereby any
further work aimed toward the development of a means to reduce the ef
fects of core meltdown could be put aside as unnecessary by those who
wished to argue against such efforts.
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2.10 REACTOR SITING:

1966-68

Had the pressure vessel issue not arisen in 1965, it is likely that the
Dresden 2, Brookwood, and Millstone 1 construction permit reviews would
have adhered to emphasis on Part 100 in the manner previously develoPed
in 1963-64, namely the substitution of engineered safeguards for distance.
As a result of the pressure vessel letter on November 24, 1965, the ques
tion of how to implement the letter became part of the Brookwood and
Millstone Point 1 reviews.
A difference in philosophic approach between the Regulatory Staff and
the ACRS clearly emerged during the 69th A~ meeting, January 6-8, 1966,
when Harold Price, the Director of Regulation, said that if any applicant
is forced to protect against pressure vessel failure, all other commercial
reactors rust comply, regardless of location. Clearly, the A~ thinking
differentiated among sites with regard to the possible requirements for
such protection or other additional safety features (besides those dictated
by the ritual of meeting Part 100). Then, the emergency of the "China
Syndrome" problem and its resolution produced a revolutionary change in
regulatory review practices, with an ever-increasing emphasis on measures
to prevent core melt. As we shall see, it also made much less likely a
favorable recommendation for a large L~R at a site substantially more
populated than Indian Point. And, within ACRS, it built up an increasing
emphasis on still greater measures to prevent core melt for reactors at
"borderline" sites, like Indian point, although the Indian Point 2 reactor
itself was accepted. Indian Point 2 never seemed to be a strong candidate
for rejection based on considerations of site characteristics, despite its
relatively large surrounding population density and the fact it was about
25 miles from New York City.
From bits and pieces of discussion in the minutes of various A~ meetings,
one can deduce that the like!~hood of a serious accident was estimated to
be in the neighborhood of 10 per reactor year. In fact, ACRS member
Etherington, back around 1965 or 1966, esti~ted the possibility of pressure
vessel failure to be in the vicinity of 10 per vessel year, an estimate
which was remarkably close to that published after considerable study some
eight years later. In any event the thinking was that the probability of
a serious accident was likely to be small.
The comparison of rural versus suburban versus metropolitan sites with
regard to the risk imposed on society was complex. For relatively smaller
radioactivity releases, the rural or remote site clearly had large
advantages. For the postulated accident involving very large releases
of radioactivity outside the containment, there was a considerable body
of thinking (though not unanimous) that there might not be that big a
difference between a rural site and a relatively more urban site,
at least in terms of the total effects, even if the early mortalities
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were larger for the urban site. This thinking was without the benefit
of the more elegant studies done six or eight years later for the
Reactor Safety Study, but had the benefit of studies like those done
by the Brookhaven group for WASH-740.
When faced with the clear identification that core melt would lead to
containment failue for the Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2 reactors, the
Regulatory Staff proposed to continue with approval of those two reactor
designs on the basis originally advanced by the applicant. The ACRS on
the other hand, chose to look very intensively at what improvements in
engineered safeguards were possible, and sought to establish whether
they could find improvements that would make these two reactors accept
able.
Looking back at the situation some dozen years later, it's not obvious
why more time wasn't taken in trying to fully develop the new regulatory
approach. Nevertheless, an approach was developed during the summer of
1966 which, in essence, created a major change in the engineered safety
requirements for light water reactors, and really set light water reactor
safety on a new path. It had become important to make the probability of
core melt nuch lower than it was, whatever it had been; and the first
two major steps, which were taken in connection with Indian Point 2 and
Dresden 3, were: 1) to require nuch improved quality in the primary system,
much more inspection and nuch more leak detection in order to reduce the
probability of a 1055 of coolant accident; and 2) to require a much im
proved emergency core cooling system in order to reduce the probability
that a LOCA W'Ould lead to core melting. This was the beginning of a
continuing series of efforts, looking in ever-expanding directions for
possible causes of initiating events that could lead to core melt, and
seeking out measures to reduce the probability of such events. Pressure
vessel failure had become one of many possible sources of containment
failure, and it had to take its place with other possible sources of
large radioactivity release.
During the months following the August 1966 decisions on Dresden 3 and
Indian Point 2, the ACRS devoted considerable effort to reactor siting.
At the 77th meeting in September 1966, the ACRS requested one of its
subcommittees to prepare a draft of possible design requirement criteria
for use in future construction permit reviews, and a first draft was
discussed at the 78th meeting, October 6-8, 1966. At the same meeting
the Committee also discussed at some length the matter of emergency
evacuation capabilities in the event of a serious nuclear accident.
As member Joseph Hendrie put it in the discussion on design criteria,
the ACRS was fundamentally enlarging the scope of credible accidents.
And this was to show clearly in the next reviews. During the next few
months Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, Quad Cities Units 1 and 2, and the
Palisades reactor were all reviewed for construction permits. In
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addition to examinaing an improved ECCS, a nuch broader and deeper
look at possible accident sources other than the LOCA was undertaken.
A special ACRS meeting was held December 2-3, 1966, particularly to
provide time for discussion of reactor design criteria and similar
matters. At this meeting the Conmittee adopted the following rootion:
That it be recognized that there are differences in reactor
sites which justified differences in safeguards provisions.
In view of this, for the Committees' use in delineating re
actor sites, three types should be recognized:
City - roughly characterized by Edgar and Ravenswood;
Rural - roughly characterized by Dresden and San Onofre;
Intermediate - roughly characterized by Indian Point and
Millstone.
The Committee decided to try to develop design requirements as a function
of site type for several safety concerns, inclUding emergency power,
tornado and hurricane protection, earthquake protection, decay heat
rerooval, reactor scram, turbine orientation, primary system integrity,
instrumentation, emergency core cooling systems, and containment require
ments. Although the Committee never issued a report in which it recom
mended differences in design and engineered safeguards as a function
of site types, the existence of this effort is, in itself, interesting.
And the act of working on such possible requirements generated ideas
as to different levels of safety, and led to a deeper examination of
the adequacy of previously accepted measures.
At the special meeting in December 1966, the ACRS also discussed the
slow pace at which improvements in pressure vessel quality were being
initiated by industry code groups and adopted the following motion:
The ACRS Chairman shall ask Mr. Price and Mr. Shaw whether
members of their groups can and will work with one or more
ACRS members to develop additional requirements for
section III prssure vessels; these are to be considered
by the ACRS within two or three roonths.
The ACRS discussed pressure vessel inspectability* at the special
December meeting and at the 80th meeting, December 8-10, 1966. At
the latter meeting, the Commitee adopted the following position:
*Access for insPectability was a particularly awkward problem for BWR's.
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With regard to the inspectability of reactor pressure vessels
for pressurized and boiling water reactors, the following is
the position of the ACRS.
1. The interior of the vessel, including the bottom head,
should be accessible for general visual observation on a
scheduled periodic basis. Such observation has as its
objective detection of mechanical damage or structural
failure of reactor internals.
2.

Practical means of access should be provided to essentially
100% of a reactor pressure vessel surface, either from the
inside or outside or a combination thereof; the purpose
of this access 1s to permnt thorough inspection of the
vessel at appropriate intervals by visual means and ultra
sonic or other suitable methods .

. 3. The ACRS realizes that it may take time to achieve these
aims, but expects to see them fully achieved in plants for
which construction permit applications are filed more than
one year after announcement of this position.
4. The foregoing should be announced formally to the nuclear
. industry within the next several months. The target data
for the announcement should be selected at the February,
1967 ACRS Meeting.

The two positions adopted on pressure vessels represented one aspect of
the new emphasis on accident prevention.
On December 13, 1966 the Public Service Electric and Gas Company of
New Jersey submitted an application for a construction permit and
operating license for its proposed Burlington Nuclear Generating Station
Unit tl. The proposed site was located on the east bank of the Delaware
River estuary, adjacent to the city of Burlington, approximately 17
miles northeast of downtown Philadelphia and 11 miles southwest of Trenton,
New Jersey. The population surrounding the Burlington site represented
a significant increase compared to previously licensed sites for reactors.
It was proposed to build a 3083 MWt PflR, which represented an increase
of 12% over the Indian Point 2 reactor. The containment system and
engineered safety systems were proposed to be basically those of Indian
Point 2. The following table compares the surrounding population distri
bution for several reactor sites.
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Distance in Miles

Burlington

Indian Point 2 Turkey Point .Oyster Creek

0-1

4,700

1.080

-0-

200

0-2

18,600

10,800

-0-

1,600

0-5

119,400

53,000

-0-

4,600

0-10

536,200

155,500

42,000

32,800

0-20

3,904,000

232,000

136,000

0-25

4,502,000

1,393,000

The application for the Burlington reactor site, coupled with the knowledge
that plans were under way for proposing a reactor for the Bolsa Island site
off a heavily populated coastal area of California, made it clear that the
pressure was still on from the industry and from the developmental side of
the Atomic Energy Commission to move reactors into more populated areas.
At the 8lst meeting, January 12-14, 1967, the A~ held its first meeting
on the proposed Browns Ferry BWR' s, which at 3300 MWt had a power 46%
higher than Quad Cities, and about five times larger than arrj operating
BWR. So, the trend to~ard still larger reactors was continuing. And,
while the Browns Ferry site was one having a low surrounding population
density, experience told one that similar reactors would soon be proposed
for roch more heavily populated sites.
.
The Browns Ferry Review occupied a major portion of the 82nd meeting held
February 8-11, 1967, a special meeting held February 28, 1967, and the 83rd
meeting held March 9-11, 1967. At the March meeting, the A~ finally
arrived at a decision and wrote a letter report to Chairman Seaberg which
included many Committee reservations* and dissenting remarks by ACRS member
Hanauer. The Browns Ferry letter is reproduced on the following pages.

*The Browns Ferry report represented the birth of the so-called Rasterisked
items R, later to become the ACRS generic items.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C.

Harch

14, 1967

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Co~mission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON BROHKS FERRY NUCLEAR pm\t:R STATION

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its eighty-third meeting, March 9-11, 1967, the Advisory Co~~ittee
on Reactor Safeguards completed its review of the application of the
Tennessee Valley Authority for authorization to construct Bro'~s Fe~ry
Nuclear Power Station Vnits No. 1 and No.2. This project was previ
ously considered at the eighty-first and eighty~second meetings of the
Committee, January 12-14, 1967 and February 9-11. 1967, respectively,
at a special meeting on February 28, 1967, and at subcommittee meetings
on November 26, 1966, January 4-5, and January 28, 1967. Representa
tives of the Committee visited the site on February 27, 1967. During
its review, the Committee had the benefit of discussions with represent
atives of the Tennessee Valley Authority, General Electric Company, and
the AEC Regulatory Staff. The Committee also had the benefit of the
docu~ents listed.
The Browns Ferry Units are to:~e located in Limestone County, Alabama,
on the shore of ~~ee1er Lake approximately 30 miles west of Huntsville.
Each Unit includes a boiling water reactor to be operated at a maximum
power level of 3293 MWt, the highest power level for any reactor
reviewed for a construction permit to date. The average core power
density 1s about 40 percent higher than for the previously reviewed
Quad-Cities boiling water reactors. The increase is achieved by
flattening the power density distribution and employing an approxi
mate1y'20 percent higher fuel element maximum linear heat rate. The
margins between thermal operating limits and fuel element dama~e limits
are thereby reduced. In relation to margin on critical heat ~l~x, the
applicant uses new heat transfer correlations developed from recent
experimental data.

..

The complex of emergency core cooling systems for Browns Ferry is
similar to that proposed for the Quad-Cities rea~tors. Each reactor
1s provided with a high pressure coolant injection system; a low
pressure coolant injection, or flooding, system; and two core spray
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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg

- 2 -

Har 14, 1967

systems. Because of the higher core power density and power level.
substantial increases have been made in the flooding system and core
spray systpm capacities. The Co~mittee feels that the emergency core
cooling systems proposed have a high probability of preventing core
~el tdo,m in the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant accident.
It notes.
ho~ever, that although calculated peak fuel tereperatures in such an
accident are similar to those for the Quad-Cities reactors, the calcu
lated number of fuel .elements reaching undesirably high temperatures
is greater. Also, the time ~argin available for actuation of the
systems is less. Because of these factors and the importance of the
effective functioning of energency core cooling systems, the Committee
believes the adequacy of these systems should be further corroborated
by the following two measures:
1.

Analysis indicates that a large fraction of the reactor fuel
elements may be expected to fail in certain loss-of-coolant
accidents. The applicant states that the principal mode of
failure is expected to be by localized perforation of the
clad, and that damage within the fuel assembly of such nature
or extent as to interfere with heat renoval sufficiently to
cause clad melting would not occur. The Co~nittee believes
that additional evidence, both analytical and experimental.
is needed and should be obtnined to "demonstrate-that this
reodel is adequately conservative for the power density arid
fuel burnup proposed.*

2.

In a loss-of-coolant ~ccident, the core spray systems are
required to function effectively under circumstances in which
some areas of fuel clad cay have attained"temperatures consid
erably higher" than the maximum at which such sprays have been
tested experimentally to date. The Con~ittee understands that
the applicant is conducting additional experiments, and urges
that these be extended to temperatures as high as practicable.
Use of stainless steel in these tests for simulation of the
Zircaloy clad appears suitable, but some corroborating tests
employing Zircaloy should be included.

The applicant stated that the control systems for emergency power will
be designed and tested in accordance with standards for reactor protec
tion systems. "AlSO, he will explore further possibilities for improve
ment. particularly by diversification, of the instrumentation that
initiates emergency core cooling, to provide additional assurance
against delay .of this vital function •

•.

Steam line isolation valves are provided which constitute an important
safeguard in the event of failure of a steam line external to the contain
ment. One or more valves identical to these will be tested under simulated
accident conditions prior to a request for an operating license.
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Operation with a fuel asse..bly having an improper angular orientation
could result in local thermal conditions that exceed by a substantial
margin the design thermal operating limits. The applicant stated that
he is continuing to investigate more positive means for precluding
possible misorientation of fuel assemblies.
The applicant considers the possibility of melting and subsequent
disintegration of a portion of a fuel assembly by inlet coolant ori
fice block~ge or by other means, to be remote. Ho~ever» the resulting
effects in terms of fission product release, local high pressure
production, and possible initiation of failure in adjacent fuel
elements are not well kno~~. Information £hould be developed to show
that such an incident will not lead to unacceptable conditions.*
A linear heat generation rate of 28 KW/ft is used by the applicant
as a fuel ele~ent darr.age limit. Experimental verification of this
criterion is incomplete» and the applicant plans to conduct addi
tional tests. The Co~mittee reconmends that such tests include
heat generation rates in excess of those calculated for the worst
anticipated transient and fuel burnups comparable to the Maxioum
expected in the reactor.*
The Rod Block Monitor system should be designed so that If bypassing
is employed for purposes other than brief testing no single failure
will impair the safety function.
The diesel-generator sets for emergency power appear to be fully
loaded with little or no margin (on the design basis of one of three
failing to start). They are required to start, synchronize, and carry
load within less than thirty seconds. The applicant stated that tests
will be conducted by the diesel manufacturer to demonstrate capability
of meeting these requirements. Any previously untried features. such
as the method of synchronization, will be included in the tests. The
results should be evaluated carefully by the AEC Regulatory Staff. In
addition, the installed emergency generating system should be tested
thoroughly under simulated emergency conditions prior to a request for
an operating license.
The Committee continues to emphasize the importance of quality assurance
in fabrication" of the primary system and of inspection during service
life. Because of the higher power level and advanced thermal conditions
in the Browns Ferry Dnits, these matters assume ev~ greater importance.
The Committee recommends that the applicant implement those improve
ments in primary system quality which are practical with current
technology. * "
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The Bro~~s Ferry Units have been designed to provide the same accessibility
for inspection of the primary systere as for the Quad-Cities plants. A
detailed inspection program has not yet been formulated by the applicant.
The Co~nittee will wish to review the detailed in-service inspection
program at the time of request for an operating license.
Considerable information should be available from operation of previously
revie~ed lar£e boiling water reactors prior to operation of the Browns
Ferry reactors. Ho~ever, because the nrow~s Ferry Units are to operate
at substantially higher pOwer level and po~er density than those on
which such experience wi1l be obtained, an especially extensive and
careful start-up program will be required. If the start-up program
or the additional information on fuel behavior referred to earlier
should fail to confirm adequately the designer's expectations, system
modifications or restrictions on operation may be appropriate.
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believe that the items
mentioned above can be resolved during construction of the reactors.
On the basis of the foregoing cO~Ecnts, and in view of the favorable.
characteristics of the proposed site, the Co~~ittee believes that the
proposed reactors can be constructed at the Brow~s Ferry site with
reasonable assurance that they can be operated without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public.

(

The following are additional renarks by Dr. Stephen H. Hanauer. "It
is my belief that the substantial increase in power and power density
of the Browns Ferry reactors over boiling water reactors previously
approved should be accompanied by increased safeguard system margins
for the unexpected. The emergency core· cooling system proposed should
in my opinion be redesigned to provide additional time margin and to
reduce the severe requirements for starting of large equipment in a
few seconds. The dependence on immediate availability of a large
amount of emergency electrical power, using diesel generators operating
fully loaded in a previously untried starting mode, is of special concern,
as are the hiSh temperatures and numerous fuel-element failures pre
dicted even for successful operation of the emergency core cooling
system in a large loss-of-coolant accident."
Sincerely yours,

•

lsi N. J. Palladino

N. J. Palladino
Chairman

* The

Committee believes that these matters are of significance for all
large water-cooled power reactors, and warrant careful attention.

Refe=ences Attached

..
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During the very intense discussions on Browns Ferry, at least two other
ACRS members besides Hanauer had serious reservations about the review.
The minutes of the special February meeting record the following:

Acceptability of the Browns Ferry Proposal
Mr. Palladino observed, with respect to Dr. Zabel's comments,
that he had been assuming that the Committee would approve the
proposal, with appropriate reservations. At Dr. Hendrie's
suggestion, he called for a soft vote on the feasibility of the
proposal.
Nine members felt the proposal could be approved, four abstained
from voting and two did not feel they were able to approve the
proposal, even with reservations.
The Committee voted to ask Dr. Hanauer and Dr. Zabel to discuss
their conclusion that the facility should not be built.
Dr. Zabel pointed out that there has been a gradule escalation
in reactor systems and that his feeling was that there was some
point beyond which it would not be prudent to go. There were
many questions about this proposal for which there will not be
answers for a long time, even assuming an extensive research
program. He could also forsesee other systems of the same type
being proposed at much worse sites.

Dr. Zabel felt that at times the Committee has been willing to
accept some uncertainty on the basis that enough leeway had
been provided, but he had the uncomfortable feeling that such
. was not the case for this particular machine. In addition,
attempts at alleviating the situation have only made it worse
by forcing the use of unproven systems such as the large diesel
generators. Simply stated, Dr. Zabel felt that this was the
place at which he would like to call a halt.

Dr. Hanauer told the Committee that his feelings about the pro
posal were largely related to his experience with the ACRS with
in the past year. First, on Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2 the
Committee wrote letters approving construction and had intended
to write a general letter on core cooling. Instead the Task
Force was convened. The Committee is now treating these as
proven types and others of the general class get approval with
little difficulty. Dr. H.nauer objected that he finds himself
·stuck" with such systems regardless of the prudence of the
initial approvals.
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Secondly. the first of the bigger power reactors are presently
being reviewed for operating licenses. In none of these are
the problems which were of concern during the construction
permit review even close to being solved. Dr. Hanauer has.
therefore. concluded that it is no longer appropriate to assume
that serious problems can be resolved between the construction
and operating license reviews.
Finally, the nuclear industry has grown to the point where the
Committee is not only concerned with Browns Ferry. but with
many similar systems. and Dr. Hanauer felt that future similar
proposals would be approved. based on experience with Dresden 3.
He also commented that an industry with a two billion dollar
backlog of profitable business has different responsibilities
for demonstrating the adequacy of its hardware than does one
existing on an AEC dole.
Yn view of the continued lack of resolution of problems identi
fied on Dresden 3, 1n view of the departure represented by the
proposal, and in view of the apparent reluctance of the ACRS to
put teeth into its construction permit recommendations at the
operating license stage. Dr. Hanauer did not feel that he could
approve of the Browns Ferry proposal on the basis of existing
technology.
Later in the meeting. Dr. Zabel stated that while he did not
feel able to approve of the Browns Ferry proposal. he would
not dissent to a Committee letter with appropriate reservations.
Dr. Hanauer. however. indicated that he would dissent and
agreed to put this dissent in writing.
The Committee agreed to tell TVA. through the Regulatory Staff.
that the Committee would like to inform them of its reservations.
The Committee also agreed that the applicant would be allowed
time to caucus following the discussion. The Committee would
also caucus. discuss its reservations with the Staff in order
to attempt resolution of any disagreement. and finally inform
the applicant of its decision.
T~e minutes of the March 1966 meeting record a tentative dissent of a
d1fferent nature, as follows:

Acceptability of the Double-Ended Pipe Break MeA
Duri~g the discussion on the Browns Ferry letter. Dr. Bush
subm1tted the following paragraph for the Committee's considera
tion and suggested that it Ilight fom the basis of a dissent
to the letter. on his part.
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Dr. S. H. Bush expresses a general concern that the acceptance
of a double-ended pipe break, common to all water reactors,
may lead to inherently less safe Emergency Core Cooling Systems.
Such a pipe break is an admittedly incredible event in large
austenitic stainless steel piping when the normal failure is
by limited circumferential or longitudinal cracking. The
acceptance of the double-ended pipe break determines the time
of blowdown and the sizing of pumps, valves and, more signifi
cantly, the diesel-driven emergency power generators. This
break leads to severe requirements for short startup times of
very large diesel-generators, representing a yet-undeveloped
technology. A more realistic failure model, based on smaller
break sizes, should permit a more rational sizing of ECCS
equipment.
The Committee decided to study the matter of the double-ended pipe break
on a generic basis, and member Bush did not attach the remarks to the
Browns Ferry report.
The minutes of the 83rd meeting also record that the ACRS discussed the
matter of emergency plans with the AEC Commissioners.

Mr. Palladino observed that, at present, emergency plans were
usually geared to the individual needs of existing facilities
and were not adequate for wide application. Several factors
have brought this to the Comm1ssion's attent1Dn, including the
recent trend of power reactors toward population centers, the
tendency toward multi-reactor siting, the recent large increases
in design power, the increase in the handling of radioactive
material which will result from the growth of the nuclear
industry, and actions with local officials because of the possi
bility of public relations problems. Mr. Palladino concluded by
saying that the Committee was not suggesting that off-site
drills be held, but rather that the situation be studied; the
study perhaps going beyond evacuation capabilities to include
the need for development of a wide-range stack monitor, cloud
tracing techniques, training programs for local fire and police
departments and the development of widespread hospital capability
.for treating irradiated patients. The Committee's feeling is
that in some sense evacuation 1s being depended upon and the
AEC should-be made lWare that a study might be indicated.

------_._-----------~~~~~~
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At the 84th meeting, April 6-8, 1967, and the 85th meeting, May 11-13, 1967,
the ACRS again discussed metropolitan siting. It was proposed that a limit
on acceptable population density for the next five years be recommended to
the AEC which, in effect, closely enveloped the existing sites for LWR's. At
the 85th meeting, the ACRS agreed to tell Mr. Price, the Director of Regulation,
that the Committee was considering such a limit in the form
PTOT(R) i 4000(R 2) using current population

i 5000(R 2 ) using population projected 25 years hence
5 < R < 25 in miles
where PTOT(R)is the total population within a distance R miles of the
reactor.
The minutes of the Subcommittee meeting on Metropolitan Siting of Reactors held
May 30, 1967 indicate that both the Subcommittee members and the Regulatory
Staff were favorable toward proposing some such interim criterion, to be
applicable for about five years, by which time some operating experience should
be ava'ilable with the larger reactors under construction. Also, this would have
provided time for safety research and the development of improved safety systems.
Appropriate population limits would also apply for distances less Shan 5 miles,
and consideration was given to rejection of the site if any 22 1/2 sector
exceeded the average limit significantly.
The minutes of the 86th meeting, June 8-10, 1967, state that ACRS Chairman
Palladino reported to the Committee on a discussion which he had held with
Chairman Seaborg of the Atomic Energy Commission concerning the issue of
metropolitan siting. Chairman Seaborg expressed concern over the use of a
simple formula to establish a criterion for siting of reactors for several
reasons, one of which was apparently its effect on the proposed Metropolitan
Water District reactor on Bolsa Island. Dr. Glenn Seaborg had raised several
pertinent questions such as how one handles a large population very close to
a site. He indicated that one must consider situations in which a site has
particularly favorable meteorology or a relatively large, unpopulated area
close to the site with a large population center further out. Dr. Seaborg
felt that such situations should be covered by any criterion established.
In short, Dr. Sea borg had encouraged the Committee to proceed slowly and be
kept informed. The minutes indicate that the Committee discussed the matter
considerably in the executive session without arriving at any agreement.
It then met with Mr. Price and senior members of the Regulatory Staff. Mr.
Price reported that he had met with the Commissioners and had gotten the
idea that they were generally unhappy with the idea of a fixed threshold
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limit line and with an arbitrary formula. They would prefer a more
flexible approach and were influenced by several considerations. First of
course, the Metropolitan Water District site at Bolsa Island was beyond
any of the threshold limits considered. There had already been a great
deal of publicity given this project in obtaining Congressional approval.
In addition, the proposed criterion did not credit sites that were very
good within less than 5 miles. Mr. Price felt that, based on these
meetings, it would be difficult to convince the Commissioners to promulgate
such a criterion any time soon.
Following Mr. Frice's report, there ensued considerable discussion between
the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff. The meeting finally terminated with
the position of continuing to proceed, as before, on a case-by-case basis.
During the discussion one point which was made was that recent testimony
before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) had, in effect, imposed
a moratorium on metropolitan siting.
In fact, in the ACRS testimony presented by Palladino and Ok rent to the
JCAE in April 1967, the Committee stated:

The ACRS believes that placing large nuclear reactors close
to population centers will require considerable further improve
ments in safety, and that none of the large power reactors now
under construction is considered suitable for location in
metropolitan areas. The Committee believes that, in addition
to favorable experience with reactor construction and with
operation of reactor systems, components and safeguards in
these reactors now under construction, further improvements in
design are required to make accidents, large and small, still
more unlikely; and the consequences limiting safeguardS'must
be made more fool-proof, and provide protection from the conse
quences of accidents of still lower probability.

Testimony by the AEC at the JCAE hearings also indicated that the time was
not ripe for metropolitan siting. But, no quantitative definition was
given of a metropolitan site.
In July 1967, the ACRS actively began reviewing the proposed Burlington
site. The minutes of the 87th meeting, July 6-8, 1967 give some insight
into the course of events.
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87th

Meetin~,

July 6-8, 1967

~ur'fngtontation7MetroDOlitan

Siting

Mr. Palladino reported on a conversation with Mr. Price. There
has been a great deal of interest in the Burlington project,
including a letter to Chairman Seaborg from the governor of
New Jersey asking why the ACRS had not yet reviewed the project.
Mr. Price asked that the Committee make every effort to have
the project on its August, 1967 agenda. He noted, however, that
Mr. Price' would be reluctant to have the Regulatory Staff's
conclusions in writing since such documents have been difficult
to keep private. It could prove embarrassing if a controversy
should arise between the ACRS and the Staff.

Or. Monson observed that Mr. Price had made similar statements
to the Committee's staff. He noted that, as Subcommittee
Chairman, he had several points to raise with the Committee.
Firstly, this Will not be a normal review since the Committee
has been asked to perform a site review after submission of
a complete application. Also, the question being put to the
ACRS is actually one of the acceptability of the site on the
basis of population distribution, alone.
Mr. Palladino and Or. Hanauer thought that a complete site
review had been requested. Dr. McKee noted that there are
many site-related questions, e.g., the supply of Delaware
River oysters and the Philadelphia municipal water supply.

Dr. Monson observed, however, that the only reason for a review
of the site at this time is the population distribution, which
is the only thing of significance in the kind of partial review
which is being considered. If a complete site review were to
be done, the entire facility would have to be considered.
Dr. Monson posed two questions:
.
1.

.

Is a Subcommittee meeting necessary or is this properly
a question for the full Committee?

2. Should there be a site visit?

Or. Hanauer thought that if .11 sites such as Burlington were
to be ruled out, a Subcommittee meeting was not needed. if
.are information is required about Burlington, then the Sub
committee should meet.
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Dr. Monson thought there was no point to a site visit if only
the population question was of importance. Mr. Mangelsdorf felt
that the Committee would be criticized for reporting unfavor
ably on a site it had not visited, if the application were to
be rejected. Dr. Hendrie and Mr. Palladino agreed.
Dr. Monson posed a third question. If the Subcommittee meets,
should the Staff be asked for a prior report with a statement
of position. Dr. Monson thought that the reasons forwarded by
Mr. Price for not doing this applied equally well to all projects.
At present, the Committee has only a descriptive report which
says that, while the questions raised by the high population
density nearby should be resolved, the Regulatory Staff has
not decided to consider the Burlington site a metropolitan area.
Under these conditions, it seemed clear to Dr. Monson that
it will be an ACRS decision which puts a moratorium on sites
in high population-density areas.
Dr. Hendrie felt he could understand the Staff's quandary,
however, Mr. Palladino recalled that the Committee and the
Regulatory Staff had agreed to discuss differences before
issuing formal statements.

Dr. Okrent moved the following:
The Burlington Subcommittee hold a meeting at the site to
determine the validity of the population distribution
figures which have been presented and such other site
information as is appropriate. The Regulatory Staff
need not have a written position concerning the
Burlington site prior to the August 1967 ACRS meeting,
although the Committee would like an oral statement of
position from the Regulatory Staff at that meeting.

Dr. Isbin seconded the motion and it was passed without

disse~t.

Dr. Monson then proceded with his statement. The Burlington
site is located on the Delaware River, in New Jersey. It
is 17 miles from the Philadelphia-Camden area with about 2
million people. There are 16 communities of more than 25,000
people each within less than 25 miles. Trenton, New Jersey,
containing-about 125,000 people is 12 miles away. The appli
cant has stated that due to the cost of transmission, there are
no other suitable sites. In addition, air pollution problems
hive ruled out the construction of a fossite-fuel plant It the
Burlington site.
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Dr. Monson then quoted from a series of newspaper articles and
public statements by Commissioner Ramey, Chairman Seaborg, etc.,
which indicated that the Bolsa Island project was very highly
favored. In Dr. Monson's view the Bolsa Island site, which
essentially duplicates Burlington with respect to total popula
tion density, is even worse than 8urlington because of the
concentration of people to the landward side and the continuous,
daytime on-shore winds. Since the wind direction frequency is
more randomly distributed with respect to the people at the
Burlington site, it has a lower effective population density.

Dr. Monson also recalled for the Committee many recent state
ments by the Director of Regulation and the Chairman to the
effect that AEC policy is to not site power reactors in metro
politan areas and not to allow them to encroach on such areas
until there have been significant offsetting improvements in
reactor technology. Dr. Monson thought that the inconsistency
of this statement with ·the apparent predetermined approval of
the Bolsa Island site made it difficult to reject the Burlington
site on a population basis. He suggested that this matter be
discussed with the Commissioners.
Dr. !sbin felt that there were significant differences between
the two projects. The Burlington proposal includes conventional
reactors under private ownership. Since the Bolsa Island
facility will be heavily supported by the AEC, it might be a
good starting point for establishing requirements which will
allow the use of high population density sites.
Dr. Okrent thought'that the ACRS should formulate its opinions
on the Burlington project before any discussion with the
Commission. Since the Bolsa Island design has not been completed
. there may be some willingness to go quite far on other features
to allow the use of the site. Dr. Okrent did not agree with
the conclusion that since a decision has already been made
. on Bolsa Island, if indeed it has, then the Committee must
accept it and therefore accept the equally undesirable
Burlington site.
Dr. Hendrie agreed that the Committee should decide its position
on Burlington before any discussions with the AEC. Dr. O'Kelly
thought the same.
Mr. Palladino obtained agreement that the general opinion was
not to discuss the question wit. the Commission during the
August meeting.
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Mr. J. E. McKee did not participate in the discussion concerning the
Bolsa Island project.
As noted in the meeting minutes, a letter dated July 3, 1967 was
written by the Governor of New Jersey to Chairman Seaberg of the
AEC, expressing concern about the prolonged schedule for the
regualatory review of Burlington 1. The Governor in his letter
pointed out the need for power in his state from this facility and
that this had a bearing on the public health and safety. He
endorsed construction of nuclear plants as opposed to fossil fuel
burning plants as a solution step to the problem of the air pollu
tion in the area.
The ACRS SUbcornrrdttee on Burlington visited the site and held a
meeting on August 9, 1967. The topics discussed included population
distribution and evacuation capability. Public Service of New Jersey
stated that they had no site better than Burlington, that no sites
with, say, half the population density of Burlington existed except
in the pine woods of central New Jersey where no cooling water was
available. Public Service also stated they were proposing no special
design or operating features to compensate for the high popUlation
density.
The Regultory Staff had submitted a report to the ACRS in late July
which estimated parametrically the off-site doses in terms of the
classical Part 100 recipe, namely 100% of the noble gases and 50%
of the iodine released to an intact containment, with various assump
tions on iodine rerooval within the containment, etc. The report said
that unless significant removal of radioiodine is achieved in the
containment, doses could exceed Part 100 guidelines within a matter
of a few hours for several thousand PeOple. But the report contained
no conclusions concerning the acceptability of the site.
However, at the 88th meeting, August 10-12, -1967, Mr. Price told
the ACRS that the Regulatory Staff thought Burlington was a poor
site.
The minutes of this discussion follow:

Regulatory Staff
The Committee was joined by Mr. Price, Drs. Beck and Mann, Mr.
CIse and Dr. Morris. Mr. CIse noted that there was agreement
among all those present from the Regulatory Staff as to the
position which he would report to the Committee on the Burling
ton proposa1.
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Generally, the Staff thinks that the proposed site is a bad one.
If it is not in fact a metropolitan site it is so close as to
be indistinguishable. In view of the Committee's statements,
both written and in testimony before the JCAE over the past
two years, and in view of positions taken bv the AEC during
the same period, the industry generally should have been
aware that the Burlington site represented a poor choice.
Mr. Price felt that the applicant will say that no other sites
are available within their service area. There is a need for
power and in particular for nuclear power. Mr. Price noted,
however, that in February· 1966 Public Service Company officials
talked with Dr. Mann concerning siting of nuclear power reactors.
Two sites were discussed, one at Burlington and an alternate
site in Delaware. At that time they were told plainly that
the Burlington site was bad and indications were that the
decision would be to apply for a permit to construct a power
reactor at the site in Delaware. In December of 1966, and
without further discussion, the company publicly announced its
intent to construct a reactor on the Burlington site and
followed this announcement with a formal application.
In February 1967, Mr. Price met with Mr. Baker and Mr. Smith,
the Vice President and General Manager, respectively, of Public
Service Company. Drs. Beck, Mann and Morris were present.
While an attempt was made not to prejudge the case, Mr. Price
did what he could at that time to inform them that the site
would probably be considered a poor choice. Mr. Price urged
that if the Committee reaches a different conclusion this
matter be discussed until either the Committee or the Staff
have been convinced of the other's view.
Mr. Price also noted that he had had a telephone call from
Mr. Ramey. Mr. Ramey was concerned as to how the application
had found itself in this condition and why the situation had
not been handled in the same way as the Boston Edison appli
cation with respect to the Edgar Site. Mr. Price informed
the Commissioner that the situation had arisen because the
company elected not to follow the approach taken by Boston Edison.

Mr. Beck a~ed that ;n the view of the Regulatory Staff it seems
as though, during the past three years, there has been substan
tial progress in improving the safety of large reactors, at
least so far as paper studies are concerned. The Public Service
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Company is. in addition. proposing something which may improve
the situation still further.
However. their proposal represents a long step without substan
tial operating experience in any of the larger power reactors.
This represents a considerable jump beyond the Indian Point site
and Or. Beck concluded this site should not be approved. Mr.
Price made one last point with respect to the argument that
no appropriate sites are available within the Public Service
Company service area. He pointed out that there is nothing
preventing them from building outside their service area.
While efficiency might be hurt by such an approach. only conven
tional engineering and money would be involved. He pointed out
as an example that the site in Delaware originally proposed as
an alternate and on which the Peach Bottom reactor has been
constructed is not in the Public Service Company's service area.
They are involved in Peach Bottom in conjunction with several
other utilities.

Or. Isbin asked. with respect to the lack of operating experience.
if negative results come in during the next four years on some
of the items identified as potential problems in recent Committee
letters. are not the companies who have engaged in the projects
taking the risk. Dr. Morris replied that they are taking the
risk but predicted that considerable "pressure will be put on
the AEC to approve plants in any case. Mr. Price added that
after 15. 20 or 30 such large power reactors come into operation
the country would be heavily dependent on their power production
capabil ity.
Dr. Beck felt that there should be some reasonable assurance in
each case that the project can go forward as proposed.
Dr. O'Kelly asked if the Staff's conclusion had been based on
the type of reactor proposed for Burlington. Mr. Price replied
that any reactor in an area of similar population density would
probably not be suitable. Those things which the ACRS. Commis
sioner Ramey. he himself and others have been saying repeatedly
were necessary to construction close to metropolitan areas have
not yet been done.
Mr. Mangelsdorf asked if this case bore any relation to the
Bolsa Island project. Mr. Price replied that at least the
Bolsa Island site is a good one for approximately 1-1/2 miles
from the reactor. The Burlington site is bad after 500 feet.
He noted also that the present schedule proposed for the Bolsa
Island project 1s absolutely impossible and that some additional
time will be available.
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Or. Zabel observed that no opinion was expressed in the Staff
evaluation. Mr. Price replied that that had been deliberate.
The Staff's opinion had just been presented orally to the
Committee.
Dr. Monson noted that the schedule for the Burlington plant

called for power generation by May, 1971. He asked if any large
power reactors other than Turkey Point 3 and 4, Indian Point 2
and Palisades would be in operation, particularly PWR's. Dr.
Beck thought there would not be others which had been opera
tional for a long enough period by May of 1971 to assist in
reaching any conclusions on the Burlington proposal.

Or. Beck felt that the applicant was amenable to thinking in
other te~s. Mr. Price agreed and had suggested that only an
amendment for a new site would be necessary if this site proved
unsuitable. This would mean that all of the time so far expended
in the review of the Burlington proposal would not have been
wasted.
Mr. Palladino stated that the Committee had agreed that the
applicant should be told at this time that the site is not
considered appropriate. Mr. Price agreed with this position
but suggested that some consideration be given to how answers
which would be necessary to future public inquiries. He
suggested that it would be preferable not to have to say in
the future that the applicant had been flatly turned down. He
did note that both the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff have decided
the site is no good and that someone must tell the applicant.
He suggested, however, that he would be in a more "livable"
position if the applicant was told that the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards sees no way that the proposed site could
be approved. He pointed out that he was thinking in terms of
future public announcements.
After discussion with the applicant, the ACRS· met in executive session and
adopted the following position:

*The ACRS .embers at the 88th meeting were the following: N. J. Palladino,
Chairman, S. H. Bush, H. Etherington, W. L.Faith, F. A. Gifford, S. H.
Hanauer, J. M. Hendrie, H. S. lsbin, H. 6. Mangelsdorf, H. O. Monson,
A. A. O'Kelly, D. Okrent, W. R. Stratton and C. W. label.
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The Committee believes that it has now received essentially all
of the information necessary to evaluate the Burlington site
and has given careful consideration to this information. It is
the unanimous opinion of the Committee that it does not see
how the site can be approved.
The Committee met with the applicant and advised the applicant orally
of its position. Mr. Price noted that a public response from the ACRS
and the Regulatory Staff could be avoided. Mr. Bake of Public Service
replied he perferred that there be no letter and noted that the company
would have to reconsider its position.
The
its
the
the

ACRS recorded its position, as stated to Public Service of N.J., in
monthly summary letter to the Chairman of the AEC. At that time,
summary letters were not routinely made public by the AEC. However,
fact that the Burlington site had been rejected became generally known.

Public Service withdrew its application for the Burlington site. The
Bolsa Island site, which was similar to Burlington regarding population
distribution, except for the first 1 1/2 to 2 miles, still remained for
consideration soon. Interestingly, in the testimony by AEC Commissioner
Ramey to the JCAE on April 4, 1967, and in the testimony by Mr. Price
and Dr. Beck, no mention was made of Bolsa Island as a site which presented
problems arising from the large surrounding population density, although
the seismlc design aspects of the proposed project were discussed. The one
exception arises in a comment by Congressman Hosmer.
Back in my mind I have the question of the Bolsa Island reactors,
two reactors, wh1ch will be in the same general location (the
Los Angeles basin).· I would believe that every effort would
be made to make these compatible with their intended locality.
To~hich

Mr. Price replied Uthat is right."

At the same hearings, Congressman Hosmer asked 1100 you think you could
really justify building reactors with lower safety standards in remote
areas thaRwol d be requi red in metropol itan areas anyway?1I To which
Dr. Beck replied,

we are not, in fact, suggesting that reactors be bunt to any

different standards at one place or another. We are building
reactors to the best standards we know, at Iny location. We
SlY that there are still some residual uncertainties in reactors.
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The actual experience with reactors in general is still Quite
limited and with large reactors of the type. now being considered,
it is non-existant. Therefore, because there would be a large
number of people close by and because of lack of experience,
it is not a matter of difference of standards; it is a matter
of judgment and prudence at present to locate reactors where
the protection of distance will be present.
During part 2 of the 1967 hearings by the JCAE on Licensing and Regulation
of Nuclear Reactors (September 12-14, 1967), statements supporting metro
politan siting of reactors were made by several representatives of the
nuclear industry. Mr. Jack Horton, speaking on behalf of the Edison
Electric Institute testified,
The siting of nuclear power plants in metropolitan areas is
important to the electric utility industry and the public
which it serves. Utilities serving metropolitan areas must
have th~ir sources of generation close to the load they serve
if they are to continue giving reliable service. Therefore,
siting of nuclear power plants in metropolitan areas must be
a key factor in the design of our future electric power systems.
We believe the AEC is moving toward this goal.
A. E. Schubert of General Electric responded,
We agree that requirements for metropolitan siting need to be
defined. To this end, we believe it would be helpful for the
AEC to establish a government-industry task force, which would
include appropriate ACRS and Regulatory Staff membership, to
make recommendations for metropolitan siting criteria.
And J. C. Rengel of Westinghouse testified,
. We believe that a change is called for in AEC policy on siting
of nuclear power reactors in or near metropolitan areas. We
believe that utility groups can make an economic case for such
locations and plants can be designed which can be constructed
• and operated safely in metropolitan areas.
When asked by Congressman Hosmer, "Are you talking about, say, Queens, in
New York City"? Mr. Stern of Westinghouse said "We are talking Queens.
Mr. Stern went on to discuss "tne importance of eliminating the possibility
of out-l eakage beyond the boundary of the contai nment itsel f" for metro
politan sites, but did not discuss the potential for accidents which could
lead to containment failure.
II
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The year or so following the 88th A~ meeting in August 1967 involved
a variety of complex matters relating to the siting of reactors in
populated areas. The A~ attempted to provide guidance on what might
make sites more populated than Indian Point acceptable for reactors;
and also, an effort was made to develop some relatively simple basis
for comparative site evaluation, particularly with regard to surrounding
population. The probable need to review the Bolsa Island site was always
present. Construction of the Zion reactors north of Chicago had been
proposed. And Consolidated Edison had proposed for consideration three
somewhat more populated sites than the Indian Point 2 site, as possible
locations for large boiling water reactors.
Further down the road would be Newbold Island site which Public Service
of New Jersey would propose as its alternate to Burlington.
At the 89th meeting, September 7-9, 1967 the A~ decided that the
Metropolitan Siting Subcommittee should continue its efforts toward
the development of criteria for more populated sites. At the 90th
meeting, October 5-7, 1967, Mr. Price, Director of Regulation, informed
the A~ that the Jersey Central Power and Light Company had proposed
the location of a reactor at its Union Beach site. Jersey Central was
so nuch in favor of this that they had suggested approaches such as
double contairunent, etc. They had also requested some informal reaction
from the Regulatory Staff. Mr. Price observed that Union Beach seemed
to be a better site than Burlington for the first few miles out, but
then it becomes nuch worse. Later during the 90th meeting the AffiS voted
to have its Chairman inform Mr. Price that "if the proposed Union Beach
facility is similar in design to those now being reviewed, the COImlittee
would have great difficulty reaching a favorable conclusion," as was the
case with the original Burlington proposal. The adopted motion also
expressed the COImlittee's willingness to consider new departures, in
connection with densely populated reactor sites.
The minutes of the 90th A~ meeting take note that in testimony before
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy representatives of the nuclear in
dustry had suggested that a panel be established to determine metropolitan
siting criteria.
At the 94th meeting February 8-10, 1968, the AffiS decided that, in view
of the negative attitude of the Commissioners, further efforts to try to
develop quantitative population limits on site acceptability would be
de-emphasized and that the Metropolitan Siting SUbcoImlittee would be
asked to develop for full CoIlllli ttee consideration means, methods and
techniques for studying the entire metropolitan siting question. The
effort to set up a "hardware table" which defined greater safety require
ments for !OOre densely populated sites was discontinued at that time.
And the Subcommittee concentrated first on a method of comparing sites.
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At the 95th meeting, March 7-9, 1968, the ACRS discussed with Consolidated
Edison certain aspects of the Indian Point 2 reactor, including the core
catcher, which the Applicant had proposed in the middle of the construction
permi t review and which the ACRS had not accepted as being adequate, but
which had been left in the design. The question implicit in the discussion
during this particular meeting with the ACRS was whether the Applicant could
remove the core catcher. We will come back to this controversial and frequently
emotional matter in considerable detail in the Section "China Syndrome, Part 2. II
What is important is that there had been no further technical development by
Westinghouse of a core catcher system, and there was no IOOre assurance in
1968 than there had been in 1966 that the design proposed could cope with
core melt and prevent containment failure. In effect, it was a take-it or
leave-i t kind of core catcher that was still in the construction permi t
application.
At the 96th meeting, April 4-6, 1968, the ACRS again reviewed the question
of the core catcher.for Indian Point 2; and it began its review of the
application for two large PWR's at Zion, a site having roughly similar
population characteristics to the Indian Point site. In his discussions
with the A~S, Mr. Price took the approach that, if a core catcher was
going to be required, or to be left, in Indian Point 2, then it would be
required for Zion 1 and 2. This difficult subject was discussed in con
siderable detail during the 96th meeting. The ACRS decided to defer
making a decision on Indian Point 2, until after the Committee had further
benefit of a report from the Metropolitan Siting Subcommittee which was
to provide a comparison of the Zion and Indian Point 2 sites.
As if life were not already complicated enough, durirg the winter and spring

of 1968, the A~ was completing a long, very difficult and controversial
(within the A~) review of the first, large, high-temperature gas-eooled
reactor (HTGR), the Fort St. Vrain reactor, which was at a relatively remote
site. The Committee did not reach a unanimous position, and the A~
letter to Chairman Seaborg dated May 15, 1968 on Fort St. Vrain included
a dissent by member Hendrie, who did not approve of this reactor without a
containment building, and additional remarks by member Okrent not opposing
contruction of this reactor rot expressing concern for the construction
of large reactors of the Fort St. Vrain type at IOOre populated sites without
additional features to cope with major accidents including various modes
of failure of the reactor vessel.
The ACRS report on Fort St. Vrain is included for persepctive.
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UNITED STATES ATOM Ie ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. Z0545

May 15, 1968

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy COtIU!"ission
Washington, D. C. 20545
Sub j ect :

FORT ST. VRAIN NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

Dear Dr. Seaborg:

-

At its ninety-seventh meeting, May 9-11, 1968, the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards completed a review of the application by the
Public Service Company of Colorado (PSC) to construct a nuclear unit
at its Fort St. Vrain site in Weld County, Colorado. Previous consid
eration had been given to this project during the Committee's eighty
seventh meeting, July 6-8, 1967, eighty-ninth meeting, September 7-9,
1967, ninety-first meeting, November 2-4, 1967, ninety-fifth meeting,
!~rch 7-9, 1968, ninety-sixth meeting, April 4-6, 1968, and special
meeting, April 27, 1968. Subcommittee meetings were held ¥~y 25, 1967
at the site, June 12, 1967 at La Jolla, California to review General
Atomic's research and development pro~ra~, and August e, 1967, Septem
ber 6, 1967, November 1, 1967, December 6, 1967, and March 6, 1968.
During its review, the Committee had the benefit of discussions with
representatives of the Public Service Company of Colorado, General
Atomic Division of Gulf Oil Corporation (GGA), and the AEC Regulatory
Staff and their consultants. The Committee also reviewed the documents
listed.
The Forst St. Vrain unit will be located about 35 miles north of Denver.
Colorado between the South Platte River and St. Vrain Creek. It is a
High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR) cooled with helium and designed
to produce 842 l~~t (330 MWe) with an ultimate capacity of 879 MWt. The
prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV) proposed for this plant is
the first in the United States. This PCRV is to contain not only the
core, but the.entire primary coolant system. The plant utilizes a con
finement building equipped with ventilation filters for removing partic
ulates and iodine from the building exhaust.
The PCRV has inside dimensions of about 31 feet in diameter and 75 feet
in height with walls ranging from 8 to 18 feet in thickness. A 3/4 inch
thick carbon steel liner is to provide a leak tight barrier. This liner
is covered with a thermal insulation which, in combination with water
cooled coils behind the liner, limits the temperature in the concrete.
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This vessel contains the 740 F to 1470 F. 700 psi helium coolant. The
pressures are contained by the PCRV which is strengthened by reinforcing
bars and a series of axial and circumferential prestressing tendons. The
penetrations in bottom and top heads each contain two steel closures
designed to Section III of the ASME Code. A system of strong-backs is
designed to prevent the possibility of a blowout of the closures on the
larger penetrations.
Since this is a first-of-a-kind reactor. the Committee believes that
particular attention must be paid to final design. construction t and
quality control. Specifically. the Committee believes the following
are critical:
(1)

Careful attention to good construction procedures is
essential during construction of the PCRV in light of
its vital function in this plant.

(2)

There should be quality control groups representing PSC
and GGA. These groups should be staffed with well quali
fied persor~e1 not responsible to the construction organi
zation. Clear channels of authority should exist that
will insure continuing attention to meeting rigorous
quality standards.

There are several items of safety oriented research and development that
the applicant has underway that are critical to the safety of this system:
(1)

It is essential that the integrity of the prestressing
tendon system be maintained throughout the life of the
plant. The Committee recommends that the AEC Regulatory
Staff follow research and development programs on corro
sion protection for this system and evaluate the proposed
method prior to installation. Before the beginning of
operation. a systematic program of surveillance should
be developed appropriate to the method of corrosion
protection used.

(2)

Since forced circulation is essential in cooling the
HTGR t the gas circulators perform a vital function.
Assurance must be obtained through appropriate research.
deve10pment t and analytic studies that these circulators
will perform satisfactorily.

(3)

The applicant has indicated that additional information
is to be developed on the thermal insulation as a function
of time. temperature. f1uence. vibration. and impurity
levels.
~f1,1':.,-;0.
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The steam generators are made up of modular units, placed
within the PCRV. Leakage in conventional steam generators
is not uncommon. In the Fort St. Vrain steam generators,
leakage night have the undesirable effect of introducing
water into the reactor; therefore, the design, testing
and construction programs necessary to establish the
reliability of these units require increased and special
attention.

In certain low probability accidents leading to injection of water into
the PCRV, there is a possibility of a substantial increase in PCRV pres
sure. The Committee recognizes that the steam generator dump systems and
the. proposed pressure relief valve both serve to control this overpres
surization. However, the Committee believes that a second pressure relief
valve is required.
A system of instrumentation is to be installed in the concrete walls to
monitor the response of the PCRV during operation. The Committee concurs
with this approach and suggests that suitable attention be given to loca
tion and redundancy of instruments to insure continued monitoring of all
critical regions throughout the life of the PCRV.
Because of the nature of the liner and thermal insulation design, the
liner is not accessible for inspection after startup. The Committee
believes particular attention must be paid to the inspection of the
liner during construction. and that the applicant should continue to
investigate possible methods of detecting incipient failure of the
liner.
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the above
items can be resolved by the applicant and the AEC Regulatory Staff
during construction. The Fort St. Vrain site provides an acceptable
degree of isolation when considered in relation to the proposed high
integrity PCRV. Based on these factors, the Committee concludes that
the Fort St. Vrain unit can be constructed at this site with reasonable
assurance that it can be operated without undue risk to the health and
safety of the public.
.
Additional remarks of Drs. Okrent and Hendrie are attached.
Sincerely yours,

/s/
Carroll W. Zabel
Chairman
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Dr. David Okrent makes the following additional remarks:
"The Fort St. Vrain Station will have the first prestressed
concrete reactor vessel designed and constructed in the United
States, although such vessels have been built abroad. However,
even abroad, only limited experience exists with these vessels.
Not all of that experience has been favorable, and none of the
existing experience covers more than a fraction of the opera
tional life of the vessels. Only a limited amount of safety
research work has beer. done in cOknection with various failure
modes of these vessels, or on the effects of anomalies and
errors in design, construction, or operation. History teaches
us that errors and misjudgements have been and will be made
in the design and construction of vital components. The chance
of such errors is increased when a long experience with design,
construction, and operation is not available. At this time,
it is not clear to me ~hat significant faUlts in a PCRV would
necessar1~y be ~etected prior to the loss of integrity of the
vessel. The inaccessibility of the vessel liner, cooling tubes,
and thermal insulation compound this difficulty.
"From the standpoint of reactor safety, the Fort St. Vrain design
is especially vulnerable to vessel failure because a single struc
ture serves as both reactor vessel and secondary containment. I
believe it acceptable to construct the Fort St. Vrain station, in
view of the remote character of the site, the moderate power of
the reactor, the apparent great conservatism in the design of
the reactor vessel, and the fact that only one unit is involved.
However, I believe that it would not be prudent at this time to
construct larger reactors of the Fort St. Vrain type at more
populated sites without additional safety features to cope with
major accidents involving various modes of failure of the reactor
vessel."
Dr. Joseph Hendrie makes the following additional remarks:
"I believe the Fort St. Vrain reactor should be contained in
a building of such design pressure and leakage characteristics
as to protect the public in the event of a major failure of
the reactor vessel. I do not agree with the applicant's argu
ment that the present design of the reactor vessel provides
both primary and secondary containment of the reactor in an
adequate manner. The great merit of the traditional secondary
containment building is that it is a separate and independent
barrier to protect the public from the effects of failures of
the primary system. In the Fort St. Vrain design, this essen
tial separation is lost, and the safety of the public depends
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upon the integrity of a single structure. The applicant
concludes that a significant loss of integrity of the
reactor vessel is impossible, due to the reinforced, pre
stressed concrete construction. This may be a correct
conclusion, but in a matter as important as the public
safety I believe it should be supported by a substantial
amount of favorable experience in the construction and
operation of high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors with
concrete vessels. In the absence of such experience, I
believe the Fort St. Vrain reactor, and any similar units
that might be proposed in the near future should have
secondary containrilent buildings."
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It is of interest also to note that in meetings between the ACRS and
the AEC Commissioners in March, 1968, Chairman Seaborg expressed his
concern over the costs and economics of safety. He cautioned against
going to extremes without consideration of costs. It was noted
that some utilities had said they did not dare to discuss cost features
with the ACRS. Dr. Seaborg expressed his concern about piling one
safeguard on to back up another. He referred to the core catcher
crucible at Indian Point 2. And the Commissioners suggested an improved
dialogue between industry, the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS, and that
it would be helpful if general problems could be solved on a non-case-by
case basis.
Actually, a rather considerable number of light water reactors had received
favorable construction permit reviews in 1967 and early 1968, including
H. B. Robinson 2, Browns Ferry 1 and 2, Monticello, Point Beach Unit No.1,
Vermont Yankee, Peach Bottom 2 and 3, Three Mile Island Unit 1, Fort Calhoun
Unit No.1, and Oconee Units 1,2 and 3, among others. All of these had
sites with surrounding population densities far smaller than Zion or
Indian Point.
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2.11 ZION
In the summer of 1967 Commonwealth Edison filed an application for
construction of two 3250 MWt PWR's at Zion, Illinois, (population 14,000)
between Chicago and Milwaukee, six miles north-northwest of Waukegan,
Illinois (population 55,719 at the time). The preliminary report on Zion
by the Regulatory Staff to the ACRS, dated September 13, 1967, notes "Our
review of the site will emphasize population distribution in the vicinity.
A preliminary comparison reveals a definite similarity to the distribution
around the Indian Point site." The Regulatory Staff basically completed
its review of Zion and issued a report to the ACRS, dated March 18, 1968,
which was favorable to construction with a few (typical) minor reserva
tions, including one requiring charcoal filters in the containment to
further reduce the idoine inventory during an MCA. Although the first
ACRS Subcommittee meeting on Zion was not held until March 21, 1968, the
proposed reactors were the focus of discussion within the Committee prior
to that time. For example, at the 93rdmeeting, January 11-13, 1968 the
ACRS discussd in executive session the progress (or 1act thereof) in
resolution of the growing list of asterisked items, initiated with the
Browns Ferry review, a year earlier. Member Okrent urged Committee ac
tion to obtain resolution of these items and moved that their resolution
be accomplished (if possible) prior to completion of review of the next
site like Indian Point 2, that is, Zion. Member Mangelsdorf moved that a
Subcommittee be set up to review the progress of the asterisked items,
and this compromise position was adopted, including urging that resolu
tion be pursued.
At the first meeting of the Zion Subcommittee, a major interest of
the ACRS members related to what addtional measures they might recommend
for the Zion reactors which were essentially a replica of the recently
approved Diablo Canyon reactor, the latter being at a very remote site.
Various potential topics for improvement were identified, including part
ial protection against pressure vessel failure, improved protection
against sabotage, increased margins in engineered safeguards, pressure
vessel cavity flooding {to cope with the recently identified potential
for reactor vessel failure from the thermal stresses (at low pressure)
due to injection of cold water following a LOCA). It was questioned by
member Hanauer whether it was appropriate to use Part 100 as a basis for
designing such a plant.
According to the analysis of the Regulatory Staff, there was no
meaningful difference in population distribution between Zion and Indian
Point. Zion was on a lakefront and its average population distribution
was similar to Indian Point 2; however, in some directions it had signi
ficantly higher population densities (4 times) e.g., if one considered
the sector which encompassed Waukegan. The ACRS asked its Metropolitan
Siting Subcommittee to provide an independent assessment of the relative
population characteristics of the Zion and Indian Point sites.
Zion recieved an initial hearing by the full ACRS at the 96th
meeting, April 4-6, 1968. Excerpts from the minutes provide some insight
into the thinking.
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Member O'Kelly asked if the Committee's philosophy would be some
thing like this: that the Zion site is about the same as the Indian
Point site and therefore should be approved. Member Joseph Hendrie said he
felt that if the Zion site was acceptable for some undefined reactor, then
the Committee should determine what additions must be made to the Diablo
Canyon reactor to make it acceptable at the Zion site.
Although the ACRS was still waiting for a report from its siting
subcommittee, the general consensus seemed to be along the lines of the
comments by O'Kelly and Hendrie. However, the seemingly strong trend
toward improvements in safety for Zion was undercut by frequent references
by some members to .the core-catcher proposal made for Indian Point 2 by
the applicant (which had not been accepted by the ACRS as an adequate
means, as proposed, to cope with a large LOCA followed by core melt).
These members stated that the Committee's desire for something more
might force the Applicant into something which was i1l-considered.* This
entire matter was somewhat of a sore point within the Committee, since
other members felt 1I1 et-down by the ACRS decision to accept the Task
Force recommended by the AEC, instead of issuing a general letter back
in September, 1966. Now this feeling was reinforced by the Task Force
report which came out in early 1978, and 1) endorsed the existing approach
to safety as adequate, and 2) weakly supported any research and development
on means to cope with core melt.
ll

II

ll

Chairman Zabel advised the Regulatory Staff that the present ACRS
feeling was that the Diablo Canyon reactor at the Zion site was not adequate,
and it would not be approved without additional safeguards. The ACRS
identified several areas of interest to be discussed at the next Zion
Subcommittee meeting.
During March, April, and May, 1968, the Metropolitan Siting Subcommit
tee, chaired by Dr. Monson, held three meetings during which the primary
emphasis was on the development of a basis for comparing the population
characteristics of sites, and the determination of the relative population
characteristics of Zion and Indian Point 2, although Bo1sa Island ws also
a recurring consideration. The bases considered did not place much
emphasis on the MCA. Rather, more serious accidents involving lethal
doses beyond the site boundary were postulated, and alternative methodo
logies for estimating the integrated consequences considered.
There were a wide range of approaches considered and a wide range of
opinions expressed. For example, at the meeting on March 29, 1968, member
Hendrie pointed out that the concern regarding metropolitan siting was the
subjecting of a large number of persons to a small probability of a severe
accident. He believed that this concern leads to the need to consider
the population distribution in angular sections. It was his opinion that
a site with a certain population density per square mile equally gistributed
around the site is not significantly different from one with a 45 sector
with the same population 0 density per square mile and few or no persons
located in the other 315 sector. On the other hand, Dr. Monson thought
*See appendix for additional discussion
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the site with persons located only in a 45 0 sector would be eight times
better than a site with the same population density all around the site.
There was considerable discussion on whether to include meteorology
into the comparative site evaluation, and the consensus was not to.
The minutes of the Subcommittee meeting on April 18, 1968, show a
difference of opinion between consultant Ergen and member Monson. Ergen
saw little difference between the more populated Burlington site and
Indian Point, if one postulated a massive release of radioactivity. Monson
thought there would be a definite difference in this regard.
When comparisons were made of Indian Point and Zion, on an integrated
population basis, Zion appeared to be slightly better. If only the worst
sector was used, Zi on was better than Indi an Poi nt from 1 to 4 mil es, but
worse between 4 to 20 miles.
ll

II

By the May 8 1968 Subcommittee meeting, a methodology which weighted
persons close in more importantly, and looked at both sectors and inte
grated population, had been chosen for interim purposes. The Subcom
mittee concluded that Zion was slightly better than Indian Point from the
population point-of-view (and hence acceptable).
The strong precedent set by the original acceptance of Indian Point 1
in 1956 and Indian Point 2 in 1966 was clear. Only now and then do the
minutes record an opinion by a member expressing unhappiness with the
earlier acceptance of Indian Point 2. And rarely does there appear the
opinion that there should be a re-examination of the acceptability of the
Zion site, even if it is equivalent to or "better" than Indian Point 2.
Although major accidents were postulated for use in making compari
sons of different sites, no quantitative estimate of the probability of
such large accidents or of the risk (a summation of the product of prob
ability and consequences over all accidents) was available. Nor did
there exist a quantitative risk acceptance criterion (except that
indirect one that might be derived from the AEC Commissioners opinion on
Malibu, that even though a fault had not moved in the last 14,000 years,
displacement along the fault should be considered in the design of that
proposed reactor).
At the 98th meeting, June 5-8, 1968, the Siting Subcommittee
reported its findings to the full Committee, and the ACRS concluded that
the Zion site ws comparable to Indian Point and acceptable. Consider
able discussion was held with the Applicant concerning various safety
matters, with emphasis on the possible need for a system to cope with
vessel failure from thermal shock. The Applicant agreed to include
provisions in the design which would make it feasible, at a later date,
to add a slow flooding capability for the vessel cavity. Whether Zion
included substantive additional safety features compared to Diablo
Canyon is difficult to ascertain.
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The ACRS agreed at the June 1968 meeting that it would prepare a letter
favorable to construction of the Zion Station, with one member indicating he
would have additional remarks which were aimed primarily at future reactors
proposed for populated sites similar to or worse than Zion.
Extensive and controversial discussion ensured within the Committee,
including a) the propriety of adding remarks concerning future reactors and
b) the possibility that the Committee would adopt a position similar to the
remarks with regard to more populated sites than Zion-Indian Point, and write
a general letter on the subject.
Discussion of the matter was carried over to the 99th meeting, July 11,
12, 13, and 21, 1968, at which time the Committee decided to agree on issuing
only a repott on the Zion reactor, which is duplicated on the following pages.
Also duplicated on the following pages is a personal letter from member Hendrie
to member Okrent.
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

July 24, 1968

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
Subject:

REPORT ON ZION STATION UNITS 1 AND 2

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its ninety-ninth meeting, July 11-13 and 21, 1968, the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards completed its review of the appli
cation by the Commonwealth Edison Company for authorization to con
struct nuclear generating Units 1 and 2 at its Zion Station in Zion,
Illinois. This application was considered also at the ninety-sixth,
ninety-seventh, and ninety-eighth meetings, on April 4-6, 1968,
May 9-11, 1968, and June 5-8, 1968, respectively. Members of the ACRS
visited the site on June 6, 1967, and Subcommittee meetings were held
at the Argonne National Laboratory on March 21, 1968, and in Washing
ton, D. C., on April 17 and May 29, 1968. During its review, the Com
mittee had the benefit of discussions with representatives of the Com
monwealth Edison Company and their consultants, with the Westinghouse .
Electric Corporation, and with the AEC Regulatory Staff and their con
sultants. The Committee also had the benefit of the documents refer
enced in this report.
The Zion Station is located on the west shore of Lake Michigan in Zion,
Illinois. Zion has a population of 14,000, and Waukegan, Illinois, with
a population of 65,000, has its nearest boundary 3.6 miles from the site.
The site comprises 250 acres.
Each of the two 3250 MWt pressurized water reactors is similar in design
to the Diablo Canyon reactor. The containment for each reactor is a
prestressed concrete vessel similar to previously approved designs (e.g.,
Turkey Point, Palisades, and Point Beach). The reactors to be built at
the Zion Station are the largest reactors reviewed to date for construc
tion in a region of relatively high population density.
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The applicant has considered the possibility of reactor vessel failure
as a-result of thermal shock caused by emergency core cooling system
action in the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant accident during the
later portions of vessel life. He has conducted engineering studies
which have established the feasibility of a cavity flooding system that
could flood to a level above the top of the 'core and thereby provide ad
ditional protection in the event of such failure. He stated that this
system would be installed at a future time if studies now under way in
dicated that vessel failure as a result of thermal shock could occur.
The present design provides for reactor cavity flooding to about two feet
above the bottom of the core. Additionally, the reactor cavity has been
designed, as at Indian Point 2, to limit vessel movement in the highly un
likely event of failure of the reactor vessel by longitudinal splitting
during operation. The Committee continues to favor such protection for
large reactors in regions of relatively high population density.
The applicant has proposed using signals from the protection system for
control and override purposes. The Committee reiterates its belief that
control and protection instrumentation should be as nearly independent
of common failure modes as possible, so that the protection will not be
impaired by the same fault that initiates a transient requiring protec
tion. The applicant and the AEC Regulatory Staff should review the pro
posed design for common failure modes, taking into account the possi
bility of systematic, non-random, concurrent failures of redundant de
vices, not considered in the single-failure criterion. In cases where
hypothesized control or override failure could lead to the need for ac
tion by interconnected protection instrumentation, separate protection
instrumentation channels should be provided or some other design approach
be used to provide equivalent safety.
. ':
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The applicant described programs for development and utilization of instru
mentation for prompt detection of gross fuel failure and for detection of
primary coolant leakage.
The Committee continues to emphasize the need for quality 1n the manufac
ture, storage, and installation of the reactor and primary system compo
nents. The applicant described the quality assurance program that he and
his contractors intend to carry out for this purpose. In this connection,
the applicant described the testing program for engineered safety features,
including a full flow test of the emergency core cooling system delivering
water to the reactor vessel. The Committee recommends that the applicant
give further consideration to testing the containment spray systems with
full flow to the spray nozzles at least once at an appropriate time during.
construct ion.
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The applicant described his emergency plans for the Zion Station, which
are based partly on experience acquired in developing plans for the
Dresden Nuclear Station.
The Committee continues to call attention to matters that warrant care
ful consideration with regard to reactors of high power density and
other matters of significance for all large, water-cooled power reactors.
In addition, attention is called to safety-related questions specifically
identified for the Diablo Canyon reactor class. The applicant reviewed
his research and development program designed to resolve safety-related
problems and stated that he expects resolution of these problems before
operation of the reactors. System modifications or restrictions on
operation may be appropriate if the startup program, additional opera
ting experience, or the research and development should fail to confirm
adequately the proposed safety margins.
The Committee believes that the items mentioned can be resolved during
construction and that, if due consideration is given to the foregoing,
the nuclear Units 1 and 2 proposed for the Zion Station can be con
structed with reasonable assurance that they can be operated without un
due risk to the health and safety of the public.
Additional remarks
cussed by him were
Committee believes
the Zion units, is

by Dr. David Okrent are appended. The matters dis
considered by the Committee during its meetings. The
that the status of these matters, as they pertain to
satisfactory.
Sincerely yours,

lsI
Carroll W. Zabel
Chairman
Attachments:
1. References
2. Additional Remarks of
Member David Okrent
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References - Zion Station
1.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated July 12, 1967;
Application for Construction Permit and Operating License;
Volumes I and II of Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, Zion
Station

2.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated August 15, 1967;
Amendment No. 1 to Application

3.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated November 28, 1967;
Amendment ~. 2 to Application; Volumes III and IV of PSAR

4.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated December 20, 1967;
Amendment No. 3 to Application.

5.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated January 29, 1968;
Amendment No.4 to Application; Volume V of PSAR

6.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated March I, 1968;
Amendment No.5 to Application

7.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated April 4, 1968;
Amendment No. 6 to Application

8.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated April 17, 1968;
Amendment No.7 to Application

9.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated May 3, 1968;
Amendment No. 8 to Application

10.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated June 6, 1968;
Amendment No. 9 to Application

11.

Letter from Commonwealth Edison Company, dated June 27, 1968;
Amendment No. 10 to Application
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July 24, 1968
Additional Remarks of Member David Okrent

While; am not objecting to a construction permit for the Zion reactors,·
I am suggesting that in connection with its issuance there are certain
matters that warrant consideration and resolution before construction is
completed.
In its report of November 24, 1965, on reactor pressure vessels, the ACRS
recommended that further attention be given "to methods and details of
stress analysis, to the development and implementation of improved methods
of inspection during fabrication and vessel service life, and to the im
provement of means for evaluating the factors that may affect the nil
ductility transition temperature and the propagation of flaws during vessel
life". The ACRS also reconmended that "means be developed to ameliorate the
consequences of a major pressure vessel rupture" and suggested as a possible
approach the provision of "adequate core cooling or flooding which will func
tion reliably in spite of vessel movement and rupture". The ACRS went on to
state that "the orderly growth of the industry, with concomitant increase in
number, size, power level and proximity of nuclear power reactors to large
population centers will in the future make desirable, even prudent, incor
porating in many reactors the design approaches whose development is rec
ommended above".
Since November, 1965, considerable additional emphasis has been placed by
the nuclear industry and the AEC on providing still greater quality in
pressure vessel fabrication. An important research program is under way
by the AEC to provide a better understanding of the behavior of thick
walled, steel pressure vessels. Our reactor vessel operating experience,
although limited, has been good.
On the other hand, some questions have arisen in connection with specific
design and fabrication aspects of pressure vessels. Resolution is required
concerning the potentially adverse effect on vessel integrity of thermal
shock arising from operation of the emergency core cooling system in the
unlikely event of a sizable primary system leak, and questions exist with
regard to the behavior of highly irradiated, thick section, pressure vessel
walls in the presence" of flaws and at significant vessel pressure.

Increasing attention has been given to the development of in-service inspec
tion techniques and to the provision during reactor design of the necessary
accessibility for thorough in-service inspection. Both industry and AEC
regulatory groups are currently working on access and periodic inspection
requirements for water reactor primary systems, including the pressure vessel.
Means of remote, volumetric inspection of pressure vessels in service are
/
under development by the nuclear industry, as are other flaw detection devices.
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I believe that, with regard to water reactors of current design to be
sited in less populated areas, the efforts under way to provide improved
vessel~uality and adequate, thorough, in-service inspection, in conjunc-·
tion with satisfactory resolution of the thermal shock matter, with accept
able results from safety research programs on irradiation effects, sub
critical flaw growth, etc., in thick-walled vessels, and with deliberate
conservatism and thoroughness in pressure vessel design and fabrication
practice, should provide an acceptable basis for dealing with safety ques
tions arising from pressure vessel integrity.
The Zion site has a relatively large surrounding population density. For
large water reactors proposed for such a site, I believe that, in addition
to the above steps, careful consideration should be given in the initial
engineering design to provision of the capability to cope with a loss in
primary system integrity arising from a leak or split.in the pressure vessel
wall. Such provisions should include necessary steps to maintain the con
tainment integrity. It appears likely that means to maintain the general
core geometry and to provide the necessary emergency cooling water would be
required. It is important that such provisions, if they are to be imple
mented, provide a significant degree of additional protection, albeit not
perfect or complete, and that they should not, of themselves, provide a
means of detracting from the integrity of the pressure vessel. It is to be
expected that the development of means to deal with a loss of primary system
integrity arising with the pressure vessel will be a process of evolution.
Careful and thorough study should lead to a definition of those potential
areas of degradation in pressure vessel integrity for which protective meausres
are practical and appropriate. In view of the very low probability of a pres
sure vessel rupture, the design of these protective features could be based
on fairly realistic rather than highly conservative analyses. A reliance on
off-site power sources in connection with these protective features may be
acceptable, if the capability of the external power system to withstand sudden,
unexpected shutdown of the reactor can be clearly demonstrated and periodically
verified.

...

(

.'.

For the Zion reactors, where the engineering design is now well along and
could not be readily modified without major delays and significant additional
costs, I believe that the applicant should study what provisions could be
made, within the limitations of the existing design, to provide further pro
tection against a loss in primary system integrity arising from a limited
size leak or split in the pressure vessel wall, particularly in the region
that receives the highest neutron irradiation dose during reactor lifetime.

...:
.'"

.. ~.:."

I also believe that, at this time, additional conservatism in design, con
struction and operation is desirable for the Zion reactors, as compared to
similar reactors at less populated sites. To be most effective, this addi- 
tional conservatism should be part of the applicant's basic philosophic
approach. The following aspects might be included:
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1.

Both for the primary coolant system and for other features of
vital importance to the protection of the health and safety
of the public, additional conservatism in design and further
steps to assure quality of construction and continued integrity
and reliability during operation should be used, where practical.

2.

Safety issues remaining to be resolved between the start of con
struction and the initiation of operation at power should be
minimized; well-defined research and development programs, ade
quate to clearly resolve the issues in timely fashion, should be
committed. Where questions remain to be resolved, and where com
plete resolution may not be accomplished by the time of reactor
operation, the reactor design should proceed on the basis of in
corporating the appropriate safety provisions.

3.

Since it is highly unlikely that a clear demonstration of the
efficacy of the several engineered safety systems and other pro
tective features under representative accident conditions will
occur as a consequence of actual accident experience in the reason
ably near future, it is desirable that extra margins be provided
in the design of the usual engineered safety systems, particularly
those for which some degree of uncertainty or some problem requiring
resolution remains.

4.

Additional, detailed examination of potential accidents leading to
moderate releases of radioactivity to the environment (small acci
dents) should be made, and steps be taken to reduce still further
the probability of occurrence of such accidents.

In my opinion, additional steps such as these, which are taken to protect the
health and safety of the public with regard to reactors to be sited close to
population centers, need not necessarily be applied to reactors in less popu
lated sites.

.'
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES. INC.
UPTON. L.I.. N. Y. 11973

REFER:

TEL. AREA CODE S16 YAPHANK 4·6262

July 16, 1968

Dr. David Okrent
Senior Physicist
Laboratory Director's Office
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois
60439
Dear Dave:
Since everybody else is giving you advice
matter, I don1t see why you should be spared my
worth. live been trying to answer, for myself,
about your additional remarks on Zion. I think
the answers may be of interest to you.

on the Zion
two centis
three questions
I have, and

I ask myself:
a) Do I now qpprove of, or object to your additional
remarks?
b) What is the reason for the answer to a), and why,
since I strongly support your position in general,
do I refuse to join you in these additional remarks?
c) What position do I take on Zabel's move to prevent
your (and Mangeldorf's) additional remarks from
being attached to the Zion letter?
The answer to a) is that I object, in a very mild way,
to your additional remarks as they now stand. The answer to
b), the reasons for objecting, and for not joining you in
the remarks go as follows. First of all, the remarks as
written seem to have a very limited applicability to the Zion
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application itself. I know you don't agree, and the fact
that we differ on this matter is a principal reason for this
lengthy discourse.
As I read the additional remarks, they say for Zion,
1) do what is practicable (and reasonable?) within
the limits of the existing design to deal with
vessel leaks and ruptures, and
2) take the steps #1 through #5 listed on pages 6-7
of Draft 2 (attached to letter Draft 7).
But since you do ~ oppose the Zion application, which your
first paragraph specifically says, and since the application
does not now include these items, I must conclude that these
items do not really apply to Zion in your view. (AS a side
note, the steps 1-5 you list are only inferred to be appro
priate for Zion through the reference, middle of page 6, to
sites with population densities equal to, etc., 7.ion. I
think some, maybe most, people would conclude the steps 1-5
do not apply specifically to Zion.)
Now I know the syllogism above will be offensive to
you (note Webster's alternate definition of syllogism as a
" ••• specious or crafty argument."), but it is a difficulty
for me, and for others too, I am sure.
From my standpoint,
the additional remarks would be much clearer and would
squarely meet the test of applicability to Zion i f they
said something like:
ItI believe that the applicant should, in addition to
the matters cited in the ACRS report, 1) do what is practi
cable within the limits of the existing design to deal with
pressure vessel leaks and ruptures, ~tc.), 2) take the steps
enumerated below (steps 1-5, etc.)."
In this form the additional remarks would be a clear
dissent on the Zion application approval.
They might be
tempered by a remark that these matters are resolvable
during construction, in your view.
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I know the above introduces an "app1icabi1ity criterion
for additional remarks with which you may disagree. But I
do think some of the Committee reaction to your remarks is
brought on by such feelings about applicability.
(Later on,
in discussing the answer to my third question, I will tell
you what I think of such a criterion.)
ll

There remains the question of how to treat the matters
in your additional remarks pertaining to future reactors,
and this raises the second reason for my objection to the
remarks as they now stand. Basically this is that you are
preempting the Committee in two important areas: first in
the area of requiring protection against vessel failure, and
second, in the area of Metropolitan Siting, where you suggest
that steps along the lines you suggest might open the way to
sites in high population areas. I don't think I am being
completely rational with this Objection, because you have
given the committee ample time to consider your point of
view, and if they will not agree with it, you have a right
and a duty to express it individually. But I am frustrated
by a) agreeing with you, b) being personally unwilling to
join in these remarks on the Zion letter, and therefore,
c) being unable to participate in the expression of views on
vessel failure protection. So, rational or not, I wish you
were not going to put the non-Zion sections of your remarks
into the additional remarks on Zion.
(I think Palladino and
some others share this feeling.) Furthermore, I have the
feeling that the presenc~ of these remarks, appended to the
Zion letter over the protests of many Committee members, may
really hamper future acceptance by the majority of the posi
tion that protection against vessel failure should be pro
vided at poor sites.
II

ll

If you were to ask what I suggest doing (obviously I
am going to tell you whether you want to know or not), it is
as follows:
A) Confine additional remarks for the Zion letter to
those areas listed as 1) and 2) above~ and consider
whether they should not have the more direct dissent
form suggested above.
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B) Work with the Committee toward incorporating the
"non-Zion" portions of the present remarks in a
general letter.
Since this is unlikely to pro
duce the desired general letter in the near future,
I suggest it only as a prelude to an individual
letter to Seaborg on vessel failure in which I
would join you, and in which some others might
join, notably Palladino. Your current drafts of
such a letter would suit me just fine, and we
could allow the rest of the Committee to make
"additional remarks" if they wanted to.
Now as to the answer to my third question to myself,
about Zabel's attempt to deny your additional remarks a
place 'with the Zion letter. I have been trying to think of
a reasonable basis for limiting the scope of individual re
marks on ~ letters. I conclude there is none. Even the
test of applicability of the remarks to the case at hand,
which I do apply for myself and which is the central reason
I do not join with you on the Zion remarks, I would not want
as a general rule for the Committee. The problem with such
a general rule, or any general rules related to individual
remarks, is that the majority will have to decide how to
apply the rule in each specific case, and the nature of the
situation is that the majority is automatically prejudiced
against the individual remarks. So I am against Zabel's
move, and I will try hard to prevent anything along that line.
I have tried to think what I might do, if I were in
your position and were denied the Zion letter as a vehicle
for my individual views. Being unfortunately inclined to
emotional outbursts when frustrated, I expect I would resign
with a fiery letter to Seaborg, and would subsequently regret
it. I judge you to be considerably more self-possessed than
I am, and if Sunday's meeting goes badly, I will count on you
to fall back on the general letter approach and on a joint
individual letter on the vessel failure subject if necessary.
Best regards,

~
JMH:ecd

Joseph M. Hendrie
Associate Head, Engineering Division
Nuclear Engineering Department
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APPENDIX
On the Removal of the Core-Catcher from Indian Point 2
A very detailed description of the difficult and very controversial
discussion within the ACRS concerning core-catchers in general, and their
potential applicability to Indian Point 2 and Zion 1 and 2, in pa~icu1ar,
can be found in the minutes of the 95th meeting, March 7-9; 1969, 96th
meeting, April 4-6, 1968; 97th meeting, May 9-11, 1968; and 98th meeting,
June 5-8, 1968.
At the 95th meeting, AEC Chairman Seaborg expressed his concern to
the ACRS about piling one safeguard on to back up another, referring to
the core crucible at Indian Point 2. At the same meeting, Consolidated
Edison came to see the Committee, nominally to report on its ECCS in
accordance with the August 16, 1966 ACRS letter, but more specifically
to get ACRS approval of removal of the core catcher which was formally
included in the plant in June-July, 1966.
A very complex discussion ~nsued. The applicant stated they had
done only one to two man years of work on the core-catcher, and some
members expressed disappointment that so little effort had been made to
examine its possibilities, despite the admittedly difficult problems
involved. Some members felt that a decision on the core-cathcer should
be related to how effective the new ECCS really was, a matter not yet
evaluated. Others were' in favor of dropping the core catcher as having
no value, independent of other considerations.
The applicant first said he planned to drop the core-catcher, but
then said it was not his intent at that time to request ACRS approval
for such action.
The Regulatory Staff basically treated the core-catcher as if it
did not exist, even on paper.
The ACRS finally took no action at the March meeting.
At the April meeting, both Zion and Indian Point 2 were discussed.
Mr. Price said that the Regulatory Staff did not know how to design a
core-catcher and so he did not see any need for it. Dr. Morris of the
Staff stated the Zion site was acceptable without a core-catcher;
however, if a core-catcher ws required for Indian Point 2, then it
would have to be included for Zion.
In preliminary vote in Executive Session, one member favored a
core-catcher for Zion, eight did not, while six abstained.
At the same meeting, Mr. Price reported that he had received a
phone call from Consolidated Edison Company repo~ing that they had
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decided to include a core-catcher for Indian Point 2. The reasons for
the decision were complex. Apparently, the applicant was reluctant to
initiate a formal request for its removal. Some ACRS members thought
that the tone of the questions in the March meeting may have suggested
an ACRS position in favor of the proposed device.
The discussion and arguments over a core-catcher for Zion and
Indian Point occupied much of the May meeting. Three members felt so
strongly about the issue that they implied they would write their own
letters that month against a core-catcher for Indian Point 2, if the
Full Committee failed to act. The deadline for action was later with
drawn when it was agreed that the matter would be given priority at the
June meeting and resolved for both Indian Point and Zion.
At the June meeting, the issues discussed on Zion were not related
to a core-catcher, which the ACRS agreed they would not recommend, but
on the measures included in the design to enable a later addition of a
cavity flooding device intended to assist in keeping the core cool,
should thermal shock lead to a reactor vessel leak following a LOCA,
and on additional remarks by one member dealing with other matters. In
effect, the Applicant, by provision of the capability for cavity flood
ing, had added a special site-related safety feature, albeit nothing
approaching a core-catcher in its objective.
With regard to Indian Point 2, the ACRS reached the position (with
one negative vote) that lithe core-catcher was not an essential engineered
safety feature for this rector", but did not request that it be removed
from the design. The Regulatory Staff and Applicant were advised orally
of this decision. The Applicant indicated that construction of the core
catcher would be terminated and that it did not need a letter report from
the ACRS on the matters discussed.
During the series of meetings, there had been indications to the
Applicant that, were the ACRS to write a report, it might have to include
consideration of the asterisked (or generic) items which had arisen since
its August, 1966 report on Indian Point 2. Hence, for this and other
reasons, the Applicant's final decision to ask that no ACRS letter be
written at that time was understandable.
The ACRS asked that the Final Safety Analysis Report be submitted
as soon as possible, so that the Applicant's final decision to remove
the core-catcher would be made public as soon as possible, since there
was to be no letter on the matter, and at that time ACRS meetings were
not publ i c.
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At the June~ 1968 meeting in which the ACRS reached a consensus on
the accepabi1ity of Zion the Committee also decided it would advise
Consolidated Edison that the ACRS saw no need for the core-catcher to
be kept in the Indian Point 2 reactor design (and~ implicitly, was there
fore avoiding the Regulatory Staff requiring it for Zion). This rather
difficult decision was clearly based on different reasons for the various
Committee members. Some felt it was unnecessary. Some would have liked
a core-catcher (or some other means to maintain containment integrity
or mitigate the effects of core melt), if they had thought that a practical
design was available. However~ the applicant had done essentially no
further analysis or development beyond the very modest amount performed
in 1966, and the AEC had not pursued an independent R&D program.
t

At the same June 1968 meeting the ACRS heard a first presentation
by Consolidated Edison for some proposed sites for 2 large BWR's, the
sites being somewhat more densely populated than Indian Point ••
t

At the 99th meeting, July 11-13, 21, 1968, there was some discussion
between the ACRS and Mr. Price concerning the Bo1sa Island review. In
addition to population density questions, seismic design was a major
question for this proposed facility, and the Bolsa Island Project had
taken the somewhat unusual step of appointing a "blue ribbon panel" to
make recommendations as to what constituted adequate seismic design.
During the same time period the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS had
worked on the development of seismic and geological siting criteria, and
a draft had been agreed to by the ACRS some months earlier. Its release
in the Federal Register for public comment had been held up by Mr. Price,
however, wh"ile awaiting convnents from Mr. Milton Shaw, Director of the
Division of Reactor Development, AEC.
At the 99th meeting, Mr. Price was asked if the seismic criteria
would be put out for public comment in the near future. Member Okrent
pointed out that these criteria may be connected with Bo1sa Island,
although the review could probably be carried out without them. Mr.
Price felt that it would not be wise to judge this or any other
facility on the basis of criteria which had not yet been issued. He
stated frankly that the delay in issuing the criteria was partly due
to the fact he wanted to know whether or not they would rule out the
Bo1sa Island site.
The Regulatory Staff had submitted a non-commita1 report on Bo1sa
Island to the ACRS dated July 8, 1968 just before the 99th meeting.
It summarized the recommendations of the "Blue Ribbon Panel" and gave
some population comparisons with Indian Point, Zion and Burlington.
There was no discussion of this report at the July, 1968 ACRS
meeting. At the 100th meeting, August 8-10, 1968, ACRS Chairman Carroll
Zabel advised the Committee that Mr. Price had called him to advise
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the Committee that the Bolsa Island project had been terminated
because of rising project costs.
Interestingly, a year earlier, Dr. Donald Hornig, the Science Assis
tant to the President, had sent the following letter on the next page
to Chairman Seaborg of the AEC, and received the response indicated.
However, no request was made by the AEC to the ACRS for an early
recommendation concerning the suitability of the Bolsa Island site,
although the population information existed. And the Regulatory Staff
refrained from completing any position on its suitability in this
regard.
At the 100th meeting, August 8-10, 1968, the ACRS reviewed Consoli
dated Edison1s proposed Trap Rock, Montrose, and Bowline sites, all in
the general vicinity of Indian Point but each having its own demographic
characteristics. The Metropolitan Siting Subcommittee had reviewed
the three sites for population considerations at a meeting held August 7,
1968 and, using a comparative approach based on estimating off-site
casualties and latent cancer effects on an average, rather than worst
sector basis, concluded that the Trap Rock site was fairly similar to
Indian Point. The Subcommittee recommended to the full Committee that
the Trap Rock site was not unacceptable on the basis of population alone,
and that the ACRS not take a position on Montrose or Bowline which were
both less desirable than Trap Rock.
Consolidated Edison had proposed a secondary containment having a
design pressure of 10 or 15 psi, instead of the normal, II no- strength
containment building placed around the pressure suppression contain
ment system of a BWR. A cryogenic off-gas system to trap and store
noble gas fission products normally released from routine effluents
was also proposed.
ll

In its report to the ACRS of May 31, 1968, the Regulatory Staff
stated IIThese sites are somewhat worse demographically than Indian
Point 2; however, we believe they are in the Indian Point 2 class of
sites. We do not consider them in the Burlington class of sites.
The Staff went on to say, II we antic i pate the app1i ca nt wou 1d need to
put more emphasis on design and performance adequacy of the containment
and engineered safety features than, for example, was required at Peach
Bottom. II Presumably, this Staff emphasis was in terms of meeting the
guidelines of Part 100 for the MCA and other IIdesign b"asis accidents. II
1I

The Committee discussion at the 100th meeting shows a very con
siderable divergence of opinion. Some members felt the three sites
were relatively indistinguishable, in contrast to the Subcommittee
conclusion. Some felt all might be acceptable for a PWR like Indian
Point 2, although there was concern for a BWR with the primary system
extending outside containment. At least one member stated that he
did not like the Indian Point 2 site, fel~ he had been taken in when

j 
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he approved it, and felt the ACRS should be more demanding now.
The Committee had available to it a long list of safety matters
related to BWR's and these rather than the site characteristics, served
as the principal focus for the discussion with the Applicant.
From the minutes of the Committee caucus, it is not clear that all
members agreed that the Trap Rock site was acceptable. However, a Com
mittee position was adopted, and subsequent to the Committee caucus, the
ACRS Chairman read the following statement to the representatives of Con
solidated Edison.
The ACRS feels that the Trap Rock site is not unacceptable on
the basis of population alone for a reactor of the a~proximate
size proposed. The Montrose and Bowline sites seem less desir
able than Trap Rock, but the Committee makes no statement now
as to their acceptability. The Committee feels that consider
able attention should be given to emergency plans, including
evacuation, particularly in view of the high close-in
population. With regard to the reactor desiqn matters discussed
thus far, the Committee continues to be concerned with the fact
that a part of the primary system is outside containment, and
will watch the detailing of the steam line break accident and
associated matters with great interest. The Committee empha
sizes the importance of in-service primary system inspections
and of the provisions for adequate access for such inspections.
The Committee feels that at difficult sites such as these, more
careful study and evaluation of the problems associated with
possible reactor vessel splitting are needed. Other items
noted in previous Committee letters will be of even greater
interest in this case, in view of the difficulties of the
site. The Committee feels that a more conservative approach
on the part of the applicant, leading to fewer items to be
resolved after the construction permit stage, is appropriate
for a plant at this kind of site. The Committee believes
that the double containment and the off-gas systems are useful
approaches.
Not too long after the lOOth ACRS meeting, Consolidated Edison
advised the Regulatory Staff that their schedule for these two proposed
BWR's had become somewhat indefinite, and, in fact, a construction permit
review was never completed.
However, at Trap Rock, as at Indian Point and Zion before, the ACRS
was continuing its emphasis on trying to get a higher level of safety at
poor sites, either by decreasing the probability of accidents or by improv
ing the measures to deal with accidents. This was in contrast with the
Regulatory Staff which continued to make adherence to Part 100 the only
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aspect of safety which was dependent on population density for an accepted
site.
As it turned out, by its lOOth meeting the ACRS had dealt with all
but one of the most populated sites it would review through the end of 1977.
namely Newbold Island, although Midland and Limerick would als,o pose some
population-density-related questions.
In the months following the site review of the Trap Rock, Bowline
and Montrose sites for Consolidated Edison in August, 1968, the ACRS
Metropolitan Siting-Site Evaluation Subcommittee continued to work on an
improved comparative site population index and on possible criteria for
reactors at sites worse than Indian Point - Zion. At a meeting on
December 4, 1968, the Site Evaluation Subcommittee heard a presentation
by representatives of the Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF) concerning their
viewpoint that there was a need for metropolitan sites for nuclear
reactors. In particular, the AIF representatives emphasized the very
high cost of transmission lines.
With regard to the development and choice of a site population
index, the Subcommittee examined a host of potential approaches and
finally adopted a relatively simple, arbitrary method of comparing
other sites to a synthetic site having the average characteristics of
Indian Point and Zion; and the ACRS used the method to provide itself
with a rough comparative population index for all sites.
The site population index (SPI) changed somewhat over the period of
time it was used. A later version was described by ACRS consultant (and
former member) W. Ergen in a memorandum to file, as follows:
The Site Population (or SPI) index considers the number of
people who have to be evacuated as a consequence of the postulated
accidents, and the exposures resulting from these accidents. It
is understood that other protective measures might be substituted
for evacuation. An individual is assumed to have to be evacuated
if he otherwise would receive more than 25 R. In counting the
man. rem of exposure, the index does not include the man. rem
that would be received by evacuees and the doses below 1 R
per person.
The smallest accident considered causes 25 R at 0.5 miles, the
largest accident considered 25 R at 6 miles. Between these two
limiting accidents, there is a continuance of accidents, the
probability of an accident being independent of the size of
the release. The dose decreases proportionally to r- l .5m where
r is the distance from the reactor. In the largest accident
considered, the dose at SO miles is 2S·(SO/6)-1.5 = 1.039 R.
This was chosen as the cut-off point, see above, so that people
outside the 50 mile circle do not have to be considered.
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The reference site has a population density, which is, at
every point, equal to the arithmetic mean of the population
densities at the corresponsing points of the Indian Point and
Zion sites.
For each accident considered, the number of evacuees is found
for the site under study, and for the reference site. The
ratio of these two numbers is averaged over all accidents
considered. Likewise for each of these accidents, the exposures
are found for the site under study and the reference site, and
the ratio between these two numbers are averaged. The arith
metic mean of the two averages is 1 if the reference site is
taken as the site under study. For any other site, the devia
tion of the mean from 1 is a measure of the population distri
bution; a number much less than unity would correspond to a
relatively low population density.
t

The index originally postulated 500 R at 1 mile and successive
distances up to 6 miles; this was changed to the 25 R limit
in Part 100 by introducing a scaling factor of 20.
The method uses average rather than worst sectors and
leads to the following relative weighting factors:
Distance from Reactor, miles
0.75
0.75-1
1-2
3-4
5-7
10-15
"20-25
30-35
40-45

Wp;ghting Factor
4600
2400
1250
535
100
24
7
2.3
0.6

Compared with recent studies by the Reactor Safety Study Group (WASH
1400, 1974) the SPI weighting factor described in the Ergen memo falls off
very rapidly at large distances, and possibly places more emphasis on near
by population.
The Site Evaluation Subcommittee also continued to work on a possible
set of general criteria or requirements for reactors to be considered for
sites having population densities somewhat greater than Indian Point - Zion.
At the lllth meeting, July 10-12, 1969, the full Committee decided to
forward a proposed ACRS report on this subject to Mr. Price and the AEC
Commissioners. The draft report, which included additional remarks by
ACRS member Hanauer and was never formally sent to the AEC, is reproduced
on the following page.
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ADVISORY COMM ITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 205.5

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
20545
Subject:

LOCATION OF POWER REACTORS AT SITES OF POPUlATION DENSITY
GREATER THAN INDIAN POINT-ZION

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
As the use of nuclear power has grown, water-cooled power reactors
of progressively larger size and reactor sites of increasingly
higher population density have come to be employed. Simultaneously,
progress has been made in improving the design and construction of
such reactors so as to reduce the already low probability of occur
rence of accidents and mitigate further any potential accident con
sequences. Although this progress has been reasonably commensurate
with the increases in reactor size and population density, the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that additional
steps are necessary to justify the use of sites more densely
populated than the Indian Point-Zion type of site. The Committee
believes that operation of large water-cooled power reactors at
sites of somewhat greater population density may be appropriate if:
(a)

Prior to the time of receiving a construction permit,
at least one year of satisfactory operating experience
has been obtained with a reactor of generally similar
design, power density, and power rating;

(b)

Prior to the ttme of starting power operation, at least
ten reactor-years of satisfactory operating experience
have been obtained with reactors of essentially the same
design, power density, and power rating;

and if the measures described below, additional to those required
for the Indian Point-Zion type of site, are adequately effected.
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1.

The containment system should be designed to reduce to
substantially lower levels the off-site radiation doses
in the unlikely event of a major reactor accident, and
~hould be capable of maintaining this level of protection
even with substantial degradation of the system. These
more stringent requirements for the containment system are
appropriate for higher population density sites, because
the present guidelines assume that in an emergency members
of the public in the low population zone can be evacuated
or otherwise protected in ttmely fashion. For sites of
higher population density, evacuation or other effective
protective measures for the close-in population are less
certain to be achieved in the short times required, and it
is necessary that the containment system provide a greater
degree of protection.

2.

Increased emphasis should be placed on detailed consideration
of possible accidents leading to small or moderate releases
of radioactivity to the environment, and means should be
provided to reduce still further the probability of occurrence
of, and the consequences of, such accidents. In particular,
increased attention should be given to potential radwaste
accidents. Similarly, current practices related to fuel han
dling, storage, and shipping should be re-evaluated and changes
tmplemented wherever found appropriate to increased safety.

3.

Further reduction in the already small releases of radioactiv
ity from routine plant operation should be effected.

4.

The number of safety issues remaining to be resolved between
the start of construction and initiation of operation at power
should be minimized. Where it appears that resolution of a
safety issue may not be accomplished by the time of start 'of
reactor operation, the plant design should incorporate whatever
alternative features are necessary to provide adequate protection.
An example of such a feature is the provision of permanent in-core
instrumentation for use in the event that out-of-core instrumenta
tion should not prove adequate •

5.

Because of the small likelihood that proof of the efficacy of
engineered safety systems under accident conditions will be
obtained as a consequence of actual accident experience, extra
margtn should be provided in the design of these systems wherever
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such prov1S10n is practical and will clearly improve safety.
As an example of extra margin, additional emergency core
flooding capability might be appropriate.
6.

Steps should be taken during the design of the reactor plant
to provide further protection in areas related to possible
degradation of reactor vessel integrity, such as leaks and
vessel wall ruptures. The protective features provided should
be of such design as to preclude their jeopardizing vessel
integrity.

7.

Additional consideration should be given in the design of the
plant to protection against damage by missiles.

8.

Greater assurance of maintenance of integrity of any portions
of the primary system outside the containment, and appropriate
additional means for coping with possible loss of their
integrity, should be proviqed.

The ACRS emphasizes again the vital importance of quality assurance,
and the necessity for adequate consideration of diverse and indepen
dent means of protection against common failure modes in safety systems.
The Committee believes that realization of item (a) and demonstration
of reasonable assurance of realization of item (b), together with
adequate implementation of items 1 - 8, could provide a basis for
considering applications for construction permits for large water
cooled power reactors at sites of somewhat greater population density
than that of the Indian Point-Zion type of site (e.g., approximating
that of the Burlington site). The Committee also believes that the
additional protective features eventually resulting from these
measures need not necessarily be incorporated in reactor plants either
existing or yet to be constructed at sites of population density. equal
to or less than that of Indian Point-Zion.
Additional remarks of Dr. Stephen H. Hanauer are attached.
Sincerely yours,

/s/
Joseph M. Hendrie
Acting Cba irman
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ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY DR. STEPHEN H. HANAUER

In my op1n1on, approval of sites more densely populated than
Indian Point-Zion for large water-cooled reactors should be
based on verified facts, rather than reasonable assurance
regarding the outcome of work not yet completed, as is appro
priate for present sites, where evacuation of the surrounding
population is feasible in an unforeseen emergency. For this
reason, I cannot agree with the conclusion of this report,
even though I concur with many of its recommendations. I do
not believe that the necessary knowledge and experience are
now available to support such a conclusion. It is my hope and
expectation that the needed knowledge and experience will be
obtained; that would be the appropriate time to consider the use
of more densely populated sites, and suitable criteria for such
use.
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The draft letter was discussed with Mr. Price at the l12th meeting,
August 7-9, 1969 and both with Mr. Price and the AEC Commissioners at the
113th meeting, September 4-6, 1969.
The summary minutes of these discussions follow below.
Summary, 112th ACRS Meeting
Meeting with The Director of Regulation
ACRS Report on Siting of Reactors at Population Densities
Greater than Indian Point - Zion - Mr. Price stated that he
would not be in a position to provide considered comments until
the September ACRS meeting since he has not had an opportunity
to discuss the subject with the Commissioners.
Some informal comments on the report were:
a.

The report implies that the approval of reactor sites will
be by increments rather than a step function until the
Burlington type site is reached.

b.

Mr. Price believes that the requirement for ten years of
satisfactory operation associated with the·issuance of an
operating license will be difficult to implement if opera
tion is not completely satisfactory but a large number of
reactors are already built. Perhaps ten years of operation
should be required for a construction permit.

c.

Mr. Price stated the AEC will have to consider reducing
routine release limits, a current hot issue; the AEC is
vulnerable if the release limit is handled on a case-by
case basis. Since the Part 20 values are already very low,
based on the best technical judgment, and the industry is
already keeping releases below 1% of the permissible limit,
the Regulatory Staff is considering possible alternatives.
One alternative is for the plants to reduce release limits
on their own, and another is to impose some design or
operational restrictions on individual plants, leaving
Part 20 at its current, biologically established values.
It becomes complicated by the involvement of other govern
ment agencies.

d.

Mr. Price believes the additional requirements for engineering
safety features for metropolitan sites should not leave the
impression that the safeguards for presently approved
reactors are not safe. This impression could create a diffi
cult public relations problem.
Dr. Hanauer noted that there does appear to be a difference
of philosophy between the ACRS and the AEC Staff with respect
to the requirements for engineered safety features vs site
features.
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e.

Mr. Case noted the ACRS repcrt identified "gadgets" required
but not much on operation and nothing on R&D. He believes
that several significant safety research tests should be
completed before approval of construction permits at more
densely populated sites.

f.

Dr. Morris added that industry will ask for the eight items
identified in the report to be quantitative in nature rather
than qualitative.

Summary, ll3th ACRS Meeting Sept. 4-6, 1969
Meeting with the Director of Regulation
Proposed ACRS Report on Siting of Reactors at Population Densities
Greater Than Indian Point - Zion - Mr. Price reported the status
of discussion with the Commissioners on this ACRS Report. Both
the Staff and the Commissioners support the intent of the letter.
In fact, there is strong support for some of the requirements
mentioned in the Report, and it has been suggested that the
ACRS work with the Staff and nuclear industry to achieve the
improvements required in these areas.
Some comments on the Report are:
a.

Mr. Price believes the Report should not be issued at this
time. He thinks that releasing such a report at this time
would aggravate and worsen the public relations problem.
He does not object to the contents of the Report as advice
but does not feel it should be made public. Mr. Price
does not feel that industry is placing any great pressure
on the AEC to approve more densely populated sites, e.g.,
he does not consider the Newbold Island site as being
worse than the Indian Point - Zion sites.

b.

The public relations, as well as polit.ical, problem is one
of convincing people near the presently approved sites that
the nuclear units are adequately safe, as compared to those
which could be approved at more densely populated sites if
more engineering safety features, etc., are provided.
Dr. Hanauer noted there seemed to be an apparent incon
sistency in this point of view. He noted that, if industry
comes forward with improved designs for more populous sites
and it is required to backfit these requirements to presently
approved sites, the industry will shy away from coming forth
with improvements.
Dr. Okrent noted that the principle of greater safeguards
for heavily populated areas has been accepted in the location
of ABM sites. Mr. Price replied that he does accept this
principle, but noted that it is difficult to explain to
the public.
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c.

The Regulatory Staff prefers meetings with the nuclear
industry to have intensive discussions of the subjects
which need resolution before more densely populated sites
can be used for nuclear plants. From these discussions
AEC criteria can be formulated for publication and public
input.
Mr. Price stated, when asked, that he believes the emphasis
of the meetings between AEC and industry should be on
industry's input and participation to arrive at the level
of design mentioned in the ACRS Report rather than on develop
ing additional AEC criteria. Such meetings might be able
to start in one month's time and would probably require a
year's effort. Mr. Price stated that he felt the ACRS
Report could be written after these meetings were held.
The Committee decided to establish a working group to
formulate a plan for the series of meetings with industry
suggested by Mr. Price. (Dr. Hanauer has assigned this
task to the Subcommittee on Siting Evaluation.)

d.

Some Staff members believe the Report does not require
enough operating experience and does not require any
safety research programs (e.g., LOFT) to be completed before
more populous sites are approved.

e.

Some staff members have difficulties with the requirements
attached to transportation of spent fuel elements. This
is believed to be a separate issue from the Report.

f.

Mr. Price stated that there is some difficulty related to
requiring lower radioactivity levels for routine releases.
The AEC is now considering this issue. Mr. Price noted he
is being prodded by the Commission to develop possible alter
nate solutions for consideration. He added it is difficult
to reduce the release limits which are already considered
by ICRP and MCRP to be extremely low levels. One possible
solution is to require certain hardware systems which
provide better means to keep the releases at the present
low levels without actually reducing Part 20 limits. Mr.
Price is not sure if the Commission is willing to accept
this approach as a solution.

g.

Mr. Price commented that he is not sure how to resolve the
Committee's statements in the Report where it mentions
that "more" must be done in specific areas. He is not
- sure the Staff can tel' when the "more has been accom
plished. This is an "open-ended statement. He added
~t would be difficult to tell the public when industry has
done enough to meet the added requirements for the more
densely populated sites.
ll

II
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Meeting with Commissioners
Attendance was limited to the Commissioners (Seaborg, Ramey,
Johnson, Thompson, and Larson), Mr. Price and ACRS Members
(R. F. Fraley and W. B. McCool attended as observers.) The
following items were discussed:
Proposed ACRS RetOrt on Location of Power Reactors at
Sites of Populat on Density Greater Than Indian pOTnf - Zion 
The Commissioners indicated that they would prefer not to
receive this report at this time. Individual Commissioners
noted that most of the items mentioned are already under
active consideration by the Commission and/or the Staff
and suggested that several, particularly those relating
to radwaste release levels and the increased level of
safety required for "city" reactors, could create difficult
public relations problems.
Individual ACRS Members suggested that the Report was
intended to:
a.

provide guidance as requested by the AEC, JCAE, and
the nuclear industry with respect to the requirements
for siting reactors in more populous areas;

b.

indicate that the ACRS and the regulatory procedures
are not inflexible with respect to siting;

c.

indicate that "backfitting" will not be required at
"good sites" of the devices developed for "poorer sites".
This would encourage development of improved safety
devices that is now inhibited by the industry's
concern of "backfitting" of new features to plants at
all sites.

It was suggested that Committee representatives work with
the nuclear industry and the Staff in establishing an
acceptable level of safety for those items mentioned in
the draft report as requiring improvement.
The minutes of these meetings and the November 5, 1969 meeting of the
Siting Evaluation Subcommittee show that the draft.letter receive~ ~ess
than an enthusiastic response. Comments were recelved that the tlmlng of
the letter was unfortunate, and that some elements of the letter would
create more of a problem now than they would have a year ago. The situa
tion regarding timing was not likely to improve in the near future, how
ever. There were also comments that the provisions ofthe letter were
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too generals and that too little operating experience was required.
The Commissioners indicated strongly that they would prefer not to
receive the letter and inquired whether the ACRS could accomplish the
desired purpose of the letter by other means. It was still the Com
mittee's option to send the letters if it so wished. However s as noted
in the minutes of the l14th meetings October 9-11 t 1969 s and the November
5s 1969 Siting Subcommittee meetings the ACRS decided to accept the
suggestion of the Commissioners to set up joint meetings of the Regula
tory Staff and ACRS with representatives of industry.
t

A brief excerpt from the minutes of the November 5s 1969 Subcom
mittee meeting illustrates some of the considerations involved.

Dr. Monson stated that s if the Committee wishes to develop
criteriasthere is a question as to how the criteria would be
made public and used. Dr. Hanauer said that the Committee had
undertaken to draft a letter to provide guidance. He stated
that the Committee wished to inform the nuclear industry that
considerably better designs and considerable operating
experience will be required before worse sites are approved.
Dr. Kaufman inquired as to whether the Committee had qone on
record as being opposed to construction of present type reactors
at sites worse than Indian Point and Zion. Dr. Hanauer replied
that it had at a JCAE Hearing. The Committee said that none
of the reactors presently proposed is suitable for urban
siting. Dr. Hanauar indicated that industry representatives
have stated that the Indian Point and Zion sites are the worst
sites that are likely to be approved for some time. Dr. Bush
commented that this was on the basis of the withdrawal of the
Burlington Application.
Mr. Mangelsdorf thought it might be useful to meet with industry
representatives regarding the Committee's letter. If the letter
is issued s it might be a better letter as a result. Also s industry
could feel that it had a part in the writing of the letter.
Mr. Mange1sdorf said that industry has stated that the AEC does
not listen to its comments.
Dr. Hanauer said that s from industry point of views it would be
desirable to have a document which sets forth what has to be
done at ~orse sites. Dr. Bush thought that criteria might bring
forth a negative response from industry. Dr. Hanauer stated
that at least one manufacturers GE has already taken the
position that their present day reactors are what they developed
for locating at sites involving higher population densities.
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Dr. Monson indicated that he would feel uncomfortable if ACRS
representatives achieved an understanding with industry regard
ing siting in more densely populated areas without having
informed the public regarding this matter. Dr. Hanauer stated
that it was his understanding that the Committee was to get
industry input so that whatever is necessary can be published.
He indicated, however, that if the Committee should develop a
negative position it is not clear what should be done to
publish the fact.
Dr. Monson said that industry cooperation was dependent upon
the ACRS not requiring backfitting. Dr. Kaufman stated that
he did not see how the Committee could guarantee this. Dr.
Monson said that the Committee's draft letter stated that
backfitting would not necessarily be required. Dr. Bush
thought that, if the Committee cannot say this, it should
not hold the meetings with industry representatives. Dr. Bush
stated that history shows that the Regulatory Staff requires
improvements in safety features to be added to all plants.
The question was raised regarding how one can explain provid
ing better protection for persons located near reactors in more
densely populated areas. Dr. Hanauer indicated that one reason
that can be given is because of evacuability. Dr. Monson
thought that it is logical and appropriate to protect a large
number of people better than a small number.
Dr. Hanauer suggested that industry might be asked:
(1)

Do they really want to locate reactors closer to
large metropolitan centers.

(2)

What industry believes is required before reactors
can be located at such sites.

(3) Are any of the items suggested in response to (2) not
appropriate for reactors in less densely populated
areas.
During the discussions with the Regulatory Staff at the November 5,
1969 Subcommittee meeting, it was decided that Mr. Price would issue
letters of invitation to various representatives of the nuclear industry
to present their views on a range of matters related to metropolitan
siting (the details of the letter to be mutually agreeable to the ACRS
and the Regulatory Staff). This was done, and on March 4, 1970, the Site
Evaluation Subcommittee and the Regulatory Staff met with representatives
of the Atomic Industrial Forum and 10 utilities in the first of several
such meetings. In his letter of invitation Mr. Price said
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Commission believes that before the sitinq of power reactors
in closer proximity to metropolitan centers can be favorably
considered further advances are needed in reactor plant design
and the capability of safety systems and engineered safety
features, in adapting critical component~ ~nd syste~s to
accomodate reactor inspection and testab,11ty, and ln the
practical demonstration of dependability of performance of
vital systems.

And a list of specific items for discussion was included.
At the March 4 meeting, Dr. Monson of the ACRS said that he would
like to secure the opinions of the industry representatives present, rela
tive to what R&D and improvements they believe could be made in order.
to use worse sites. He stated that the ACRS was not interested in promot
ing nuclear power, but was interested in assuring adequate safety for
whatever sites were used. He indicated that the Committee was under the
impression that new techniques could be proposed, but may not be because
of fear that the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS could require that any
new improvements be incorporated for reactors, no matter what site was
involved. ACRS member Monson said that, judging on a technical basis,
developments for reactors to be located at worse sites need not neces
sarily be required for reactors at better sites. He thought, however,
that a public policy question arises relative to whether it is advisable
to provide a greater level cf safety at one site than at another solely
because of population density differences. An associated question was
whether improvements developed for more populated sites would then be
required for remote sites.
Mr. Brush of the Nuclear Reactor Safety Committee of the AIF pre
sented a statement in which he said that there are at least two large
utilities, one on the East coast and one on the West coast, where there
;s a pressing need to use worse sites than Indian Point - Zion. He
stated that the use of metropolitan sites would alleviate the problem
of obtaining right of ways for overhead transmission lines, might miti
gate problems with environmentalists arising from industrial plants in
non-urban areas, and would provide additional taxes in metropolitan
areas where such money is badly needed. Brush said that a record of
trouble-free operation over the short term would have little or no
relevancy to reactor safety, per see . Brush went on to say that,
although his group would readily agree that a number of outstanding
issues should be resolved, there was little evidence at hand to suggest
that urban siting must await the result·s of further research and develop
ment. Rather, he said that what they believe is needed is more compre
hensive review and analysis of the data already on hand, and assessment
and application of the data to revising and updating the outmoded
assumptions used in such criteria as 110-14844, and a meaningful inter
pretation of how the AEC will permit the data to be applied to licensing
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problems. When Mr. Case of the Regulatory Staff asked Mr. Brush what he
considered to be an acceptable level of safety, Brush replied that many
in a nuclear industry believe that present plants have an acceptable risk
for urban siting.
Mr. Wascher, another AIF spokesman, was quoted as stating that he
felt that the industry should not find that there are new research and
development requirements, after the appropriate operating experience is
secured. He believed that the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff should
determine what research and development is needed and undertake to obtain
the necessary data.
Mr. Cahill of Consolidated Edison stated that there was a precedent
for additional safety features for reactors in more densely populated
areas. He pointed out that Consolidated Edison reactor sites, which
involved higher population densities than others, had required the use
of additional safeguards. Mr. Cahill said that he thought that plants
could be adequately designed for a site like Ravenswood. He stated that
industry did not design plants in terms of probability, and that the
reliability of equipment was not known. Mr. Cahill said that industry
could design for accidents which were considered credible, and that it
was ultimately the responsibility of the Regulatory groups to make a
judgment as to what is credible.
When members of the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff pointed out that
there was a value of operating experience that could be obtained from the
unfavorable aspects, the lessons that could be learned, and the mistakes
that would be rectified in the next reactors, the general response from
the industry representatives was that operation of large power reactors
during the next two years would not be meaningful witn regard to safety
evaluation and design.
In summary, two utilities expressed a need to use worse sites than
Indian Point - Zion, Consolidated Edison and Southern California Edison.
Consolidated Edison wanted to use sites having population densities
equivalent to or not far different from Ravenswood, while Southern
California Edison desired to use sites like Bolsa Island or Burlington.
The positions of the various industry representatives present varied
widely regarding the protective features which would be necessary at
various types of sites. Some believed it would be difficult not to make
the same safety provisions for reactors located in the country as were
provided at urban locations. Mr. Case concluded that the industry rep
resentatives seemed to be asking what was needed in order to locate
reactors in more densely populated areas.
In the next months similar meetings were held with each of the light
water reactor vendors, Babcock and Wilcox, Combustion Engineering,
General Electric and Westinghouse. Only Mr. J. M. West of Combustion
Engineering made specific recommendations for engineered safety improvements
that he thought would be appropriate in connection with metropolitan siting.
Some excerpts from the statement by West at the meeting of May 5, 1970 follow:
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- A fracture of the reactor pressure vessel or any other part of
the primary system must be accommodated.
- An additional zero leakage barrier must be imposed to prevent
the escape of fission products from the containment building.
This leakage barrier must be effective over long periods of time
without operator attention and without power.
- Containment building leakage must be continuously monitored.
- Discharges of radioactive materials to the atmosphere or to
waterways must be further reduced.
- A large heat sink must be provided such that residual and
decay heat can be accommodated for many hours without a source
of electrical power and without any operator action.
- The plant must be designed against any credible natural forces
such as earthquakes and hurricanes, and against external
missiles such as aircraft.
None of the safety criteria which I visualize for a metro
politan nuclear power plant appear to be impossible to satisfy.
A fracture of the reactor pressure vessel could be accommodated
by having a double pressure vessel or by having a restraining
envelope outside the reactor pressure vessel. This would cost
several million dollars. We have a conceptual design of a
Passive Reactor Containment System (and associated auxiliaries)
which would go a long way toward eliminating concern about
leakage of radioactivity to the environs following an accident.
This would also cost several million dollars. Even the
"China Syndrome could probably be accolllT1odated at a finite cost.
Radioactive discharges during normal operation could be reduced
by a large factor at additional cost.
.
ll

No problem has occurred to me which could not be handled, if it
must be, in order to locate a nuclear plant in a populated area.
The cost of safety features to handle these problems would be
high. Utilities could not afford the cost of these features
added to the already high cost disadvantage of transmission lines
from remote sites. However, we must remember that several tens
of millions of dollars can be spent, if necessary, on safety
items in order to qualify a 1000 Mwe nuclear plant for a highly
populated zone. There is at least a fair chance that safety
requirements can be met at a cost which is tolerable. I
recommend that we attempt to identify what will be required,
develop these designs to the point where cost estimates can be
made, and assess whether metropolitan siting appears to be
economically and technologically feasible. If so, a strong
Government industry program should be initiated.
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To make any substantial progress in resolving the dilemma which
now exists, we must make a clear distinction between the safety
requirements for nuclear plants in metropolitan areas versus the
requirements for rural locations. These requirements cannot
be the same. I do not believe for one minute that after a reason
able amount of satisfactory operating experience is obtained on
the present generation of light water reactors, an identical
reactor will be licensed for a site in the heart of New York
City or Los Angeles. If that were to occur I would feel that
the safety requirements for non-populated sites had been too
stringent.
Starting with satisfactory operating experience from essen
tially identical reactors, what additional requirements are
likely to be imposed for metropolitan siting? In my opinion
the answer does not lie in further ratcheting toward the items
listed under Item 0 of this agenda (increased attention to
quality assurance, further protection against common failure
modes, increased margins, etc.). Instead I believe there
should be a fresh look at the whole safety matter with an
objective of defining what is desired and then attempting
to meet the criteria for metropolitan nuclear plants by
radical changes in design if necessary. Let's face it-
we arrived where we are today on safety requirements for
non-metropolitan plants by a torturous path which in retrospect
does not appear too logical. Rather than add safety pins to
the belt and suspenders already required to support the trousers,
perhaps we should change the basic garment to something which
is inherently more suitable--say coveralls.

~

\

One utility company has recently estimated that just in the
past five years the cost of an 800 MWe nuclear power plant has
increased by 20 to 30 million dollars solely due to additional
licensing requirements. Even so, nobody would conclude that
the plants licensed five years ago are unsafe--nor conversely
that the present plants are necessarily overdesigned. We still
assume, as we did then, that the fuel melts, major fractions
of the fission products mix with air and steam in the containment
building, that some of these fission products leak out under
adverse meteorological conditions, etc •

.

What 1s a metropolitan nuclear.plant likely to need that a
rural plant does not have? To catalyze discussion I will
mention the following things which have occurred to me:
- Engineered safeguards must be much less dependent upon correct
sequential operation of "active" devices such as detectors,
switches, valves and motors. Our safeguards systems should
be passive to the maximum practical extent.
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Mr. Storrs of Combustion Engineering discussed a core-catcher, but
Mr. West stated that the core meltthrough accident was not on his list of
items requiring resolution" for metropolitan siting, and stated that he
hoped it was not on the ACRS list. This was almost the only mention of
the "China Syndrome" problem throughout the meetings with the representa
tives of industry.
Two conclusions drawn by the ACRS and Regulatory Staff from the
series of meetings were that~ except for 2 or 3 utilities, there was
generally no urgent need for sites in densely populated areas and that,
with the exception of Combustion Engineering~ the industry had contr"ib
uted no suggestions for specific design criteria for poorer sites.
In a subsequent series of Subcommittee meetings and full Committee
discussions, the ACRS decided it would prepare a written report to the
Atomic Energy Commission concerning the outcome of the meetings which
had been held with members of industry that would review the opinions
of the ACRS concerning the possible use of sites worse than Indian
Point and Zion. A tentative final letter was adopted by the Committee
at its 127th meeting~ November 12-14~ 1970 with the provision that the
Comittee talk to the Commission at the December~ 1970 ACRS meeting prior
to transmission of the letter. There was the understanding in the Com
mittee that the letter could be revised after the discussion, if the Com
mittee so chose. The subject was discussed between the ACRS and the
Commissioners at the 128th meeting, December 10-12~ 1970. The ACRS
approved the draft report after this discussion~ but then, at the
request of the Commission, the Committee agreed to rlefer dispatch of the
letter pending further discussion with the Commissioners at the l29th
meeting, January 7-9, 1971. After this second discussion, the Committee
concluded it would not send the letter which it had adopted at the 128th
meeting. A copy of the letter, which was never formally sent, is repro
duced on the following page, together with the minutes of discussion
on the subject at the l28th and l29th meetings.
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11/13/70
Dr~ Glenn T. Seaborg
ChAirman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington. D. C. 20545

Subject:, REPORT ON USE OF WATER-COOLED PO\o.TER REACTORS AT SITES MORE
DENSELY POPULATED THAN THOSE EMPLOYED TO DATE

-----

._ ....

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
A series of meetings has been held to consider the general subject

.....,
.~

.

of location of water-cooled power reactors at sites more densely populated
than those employed to date.

The meetings were conducted jointly by

representatives of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and the
AEC Regulatory Staff.

·c,

Six meetings were held:

one with representatives

of the Atomic Industrial Forum. ten utilities, 'and eight architect
engineers; one each with Babcock and Wilcox. Combustion Engineering,
General Electric Company. and Westinghouse Electric Company; and,
one with the AEC Division of Reactor Development and Technology.
The principal items of discussion were the same for all meetings.

..
~

These included:

.,

;.'\'.

.. . "

population density; the potential significance of operating experience

:~.

..... ,:
..: .
'

the extent of the need for use of sites of higher

~"

.~

to be acquired before locating power

react~rs

at such sites; and, the

·areas of improvements, principally new or improved reactor plant design
features, appropriate to the use of such sites.

..•.

..•.",.';::

The meetings have been concluded, and the Committee wishes to
..

• '4"

:.:.~.:'~

."!.'

....

.. - .

,.

(.l;;)

make the following comments:
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Based on

dis~ussion
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at the meetings, it appears that, except

1n the case of a small number of utilities, a critical need for the use
of sites having a significantly greater population density than those

-. -

approved to date is not expected to develop before the late 19705 or
early 19805.
-·.C

A few utilities indicated critical need for earlier use

of such sites.
2.

The participants expressed a wide range of views as to the

necessity for obtaining extensive operating experience with a given
type of plant before locating such a plant at a more densely populated
site.

(

Some felt such experience to be of major benefit.

,

.....

Others

questioned the relevance of operating experience to safety.

It

remains the Committee's opinion that valuable experience is being
accumulated with operating plants, and that this experience is 1ead

.. .
.'

ing to improved reliability and greater safety.

The Committee

continues to believe that reactor power plants as currently designed

oC

-.

... ,.'

~

;.~.

~

should not be employed at sites more densely populated than those
approved to date until substantial further evidence of satisfactory
operation has been obtained.

I,' ~ .' l:-'i..
1"

3.

There were noted and discussed with the participants a number

of general areas in which safety provisions might potentially be improved.
These are listed below.

{

,".'

",;

'~ ,~.:;

r

..
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.....

.!.~~ A
- •• w

••

a.

More thorough implementation of quality assurance in
'

design, construction, test, operation, and maintenance.

....

.' ..

'.

.

.
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b.

.. Additional
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improvement in containment design to effect further

reduction in potential off-site doses in the unlikely event of
a major reactor accident.
;

,

.

"

c.

Further reduction in the already low probability of occurrence
and the consequences of smaller accidental releases.

d.

..... .;, .

Additional protection against damage by missiles generated

.

~tthinthe plant.
e.

Additional protection against common failure modes in safety

.

"

.~

systems.

f.

Increase in design margins of engineered safety features.

g.

Minimization of the number of potentially significant safety
issue's left for resolution between star, of construction and

" .i

/

,\:..:'

,

-"

start of power operation.

,

,

h.

Reduction in probability of occurrence and consequences of loss
of integrity of the primary coolant system outside the containment.

i.
·

reactor vessel integrity.

"

:::'~.
~.

·

Additional protection in areas related to possible degradation of

':.,
~.

The Committee'believes that these are the principal general areas in

S.:,

.....,.'."

....
.......
:....

which improvements are reqUired for use of sites having population densities

.

~.

between those of sites for which construction permits have been issued and
.. .
'~

. '.~ ..

that of the Burlington site.
4.

...,

.- ...'

general areas listed have not been identified, and little new information

,"

..•.
: -:;
.

,,::, [-7:':.
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"
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More specific requirements related to the improvements needed in the

...

was brought,to light during the subject meetings wh:'ch would aid appreciably

,-:~.'.~
.,

in the establishment of such specific requirements •
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5.

The Committee believestbat the AEC should continue to pursue the
delineation of specific requirements for improvements in water-cooled
-power reactors appropriate to the use of more densely populated sites
on a time scale commensurate with the national needs for power.

The

Committee also believes that applications for construction'permits
for more densely populated sites should continue to be considered
on a case-by-case basis, and anticipates that the information
developed in this process will be of considerable importance in the
eventual establishment of specific requirements.
Sincerely yours,

Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman "

'.

(:":
.-:
",

.'.

\'.~'
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128th ACRS Meeting Summary - Dec. 10-12, 1970
Meeting with the Commissioners
Commissioners Seaborg, Johnson, and Larson participated.
1.

Use of LWRs at Sites with More Dense Population - The Commis
sioners were provided a draft report by the 'Committee on
Use of Water Cooled Power Reactors at Sites More Densely
Populated Than Those Employed to Date. Dr. Monson reviewed
the results of meetings held between the ACRS/Regulatory
Staff and representatives of the nuclear industry. (The
meetings were held as a result of a suggestion by the
Commission.) He noted that the ACRS has undertaken the
use of a population index for site evaluation. This index
is to be made available to the Regulatory Staff and the
nuclear Industry. Dr. Monson added that industry was con
cerned that two design standards would be developed - one
for presently acceptable sites and one for worse sites.
Commissioner Johnson agreed with this industry concern.
He was interested as to how the Committee arrived at
practical design standards for highly populated areas, e.g.,
what should the requirement be for prevention of pressure
vessel fail ure.
Dr. Hendrie pointed out that the Committee had asked for
improvement of means to mitigate the effects of reactor
vessel failure at Indian Point 3, e.g., improved vessel
cavity design to withstand certain failures. He expressed
his personal belief that for presently acceptable sites,
in which evacuation of the populace would have a reasonable
possibility of success in an emergency combined with the
low probability of vessel rupture, the requirements are
acceptable. As more densely populated sites are selected,
more consideration should be given to pressure vessel failure
and its ,effects.
Dr. Okrent added that he is on record as recommending that
careful consideration be given to make provision for coping
with a leak or split in the pressure vessel wall of the
Zion units. He noted that a probability of vessel failure
has been identified by the Britis'h as being in the 10- 4 to
10- 5 range.
Commissioner Larsen was informed that Con Ed has stated
that they are desirous of locating nuclear facilities in
very highly populated areas in the relatively near future,
e.g., David's Island which has eight times the Indian Point
population at close-in-to-site locations.
Dr. Beck indicated that he saw no reason why the Committee
report should not be received by the AEC. He noted that
parts of the last paragraph were unclear regarding review
on a case basis. Dr. Hendrie commented that the intent was
to have the Regulatory body consider the cases. (This
section was reworded in Executive Session.) Commissioner
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Johnson suggested that review of a specific case might be
encouraged to provide explicit direction to the industry.
He also questioned the need for including the list of
areas which need improvement without a more specific
indication of what is desired.
The Committee approved the draft report following the
discussion with the Commissioners.
(Note:

Following this meeting the Commission requested
that the ACRS defer this report until it could be
discussed further. The Committee agreed to this
request. Discussion of this item during the
January ACRS Meeting has been tentatively scheduled.)

Summary, 129th ACRS Meeting, Wash. D.C. January 7-9, 1971
Meeting with the Commissioners
Commissioners Ramey, Larson, and Johnson participated.
Siting Letter - Commissioner Ramey stated that there was some
doubt in the AECls mind if the Committee letter on the use of
reactors at more densely populated sites than employed to
date would serve any useful purpose at this time, e.g., the
same matters are covered in the Newbold Island letter.
Commissioner Johnson added that the letter would hurt in that
it would provide information to strengthen intervention regard
ing nuclear plants at currently acceptable sites. He saw no
difficulty imposing specific requirements mentioned in the
siting letter for a specific case.
Commissioner Ramey noted that it would probably be possible to
prepare a transmittal letter which tells the public that the
AEC/ACRS have had discussions with industry about siting of
plants near dense populations.
Mr. Mangelsdorf suggested that, even though members of the
ACRS have met with industry, the impact of ideas expressed
by Committee members does not have the same weight as would
be the case if the Committee wrote the AEC a letter. (In
Executive Session the Committee decided to "file" the siting
report it had drafted.)
Executive Session
Siting Report - The Committee decided to "file" the report
on iiUse of Water-Cooled Power Reactors at Sites More Densely
Populated Than Those Employed to Date." This was based primarily
on the desire of the Commission not to receive such a report.
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This was the last effort by the ACRS to write a "general letter on
safety requirements for the use of sites more populated than Indian Point
Zion. The upcoming Newbold Island construction permit review first
opened the door toward the use of a somewhat more populated site, and
then, with the Regulatory Staff decision that. under NEPA considerations,
a less populated site should be used by the applicant. a rather firm line
was drawn, at least for the interim, at Indian Point-Zion.
ll
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2.13 THE CHINA SYNDROME - PART 2

. As discussed in the section "China Syndrome - Part 1", at. its 77th
September 8-10, 1966, the ACRS met with the AEC Commissioners
concermng the proposed ACRS report on "problems Arising from Primary
System Rupture." The Comm~ss~on proposed delay of any report; they pro
posed rathe~ that the Commlss1on would establish a task force to study
and report 1n a few ITIC?nths on questi ons ari 5 i ng from the "Chi na Syndrome"
matter: The A~RS re~lewed the AEC recommendation during a ve~ difficult
exe~u~lve SeSS1?n WhlCh left the Committee very much divided. The
pos1tl~n tak~n. 1n August had been that a general letter would be written,
and th~s Pos~~10n was part of the Committee treaty by which the letters
?n Indlan POllnt 2 and Dresden 3 were agreed to. This position changed
ln September when it was decided to accept the AEC suggestion of a task
force.
meetlng~

Excerpt from Summary Letter September 14, 1966
The Committee met'with the Commission and discussed several
items related to ACRS activities. The Committee devoted
considerable attention during this meeting to problems associated
with the low probability accidents involving primary system
rupture followed by functional failure of the emergency core
cooling system. During the. discussion between the Committee
and the Comnission and members of the Commission staff on this
SUbject, the Commission suggested that a technically competent
task force, including personnel from the AEC staff, Commission
laboratories, industry, universities, etc., be formed to
gather pertinent information.
The Committee endorsed this suggestion, urged rapid convening
of such a task force, and recommended that the topics to be
assigned to the task force include the following:
The degree to which core cooling systems could.be augmented
for additional assurance that substantial meltdown does not
take place; the potential history of large molten masses
of fuel following a hypothetical accident; the engineering
problems associated with possible "core catcher" systems;
and the build-up of excessive pressure or an explosive
atmosphere in the containment.
At the meeting, the Commission s~9gested to the Committee that a
review of existing information bearing on these problems might be
available within approximately two months. The Committee has
stated that early completion of such a review would be of consider
able use in connection with current license applications. The
Committee also suggested that the task force propose a course of
action to assure development of any additional information needed.
The Committee has expressed its willingness to cooperate with this
task force.
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Failure of the Committee to maintain the agreement taken in August
remained a sore point within the ACRS for manYt many months. Several
members felt let down because they had agreed to the position taken in
August strictly as a package. More importantlYt it probably delayed
development of useful and even desirable safety improvements.
ChronologicallYt the next development related to the "China Syndrome"
came with preparation of a report on Reactor Safety Research by the ACRS
at the 78th meeting t October 6-8 t 1966. In its report of October 12 t
1966 the ACRS attached special imprtance to several safety research areas t
and identified others as also having significance. First on the Com
mittee's list was the following:
1) A vigorous research program sh~uld be initi~ted promptly
on the potential modes of interactl0n between s1~eab1e.masses
of molten mixtures of fuel, clad and other materlals.wlth water
and steam particularly with respect to steam exp10s10ns,
hydrogen generation and possible explosive atmospheres. Work
should be directed to understanding the mechanisms ~f heat
transfer connected with such molten masses of materlal, the
kinds of layers formed at cooled surfaces, the nature and con
sequences of any boiling of the fuel, and the manne~ and forms
in which fission products escape from molten fuel mlxtures.
Further studies should be initiated by industry to develop nuclear
reactor design concepts with additional i~h:rent s~fety f:atures
of new safeguards to deal with low probabll1ty accldents lnvo1v
ing primary system rupture followed by a functional failure of
the emergency core cooling system.
Second on the ACRS list of emphasis was increased work on emergency
core cooling systems. Third was the development of practical methods for
extensive periodic inspection of pressure vessels. And fourth was a
strong program on the behavior of thick walled pressure vessels, includ
ing a thorough study of potential failure modes under pneumatic loading
and the significance of neutron irradiation on pressure vessel integrity.
The Atomic Energy Commission announced establishment of a Task Force
on October 27, 1966, per the press release on the following page.
Of the task force members, six came' directly from the nuclear
industry while five worked at national laboratories or non-profit research
institutions under contract to the AEC.
Actually, the Task Force had its first meeting October 14, 1966.
Member Louis Baker wrote a memorandum on this meeting dated October 17,
1966 to R. C. Vogel, his Division Director at Argonne. The letter from
the AEC confirming Baker1s willingness to serve on the task force first
notes that the ACRS reports on Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2 contain the
suggestion that the Staff and the ACRS should review the design, fabri
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No.
Tel.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

IN-727
973-3335 or
973-3446

(Thursday, October 27, 1966)

AEC ESTABLISHES TASK FORCE TO STUDY
FUEL COOLING SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The Atomic Energy Commission has established a task force
of persons from the nuclear industry and the AEC's national
laboratories to review power reactor emergency core cooling
systems and the phenomena associated with core meltdown. Rep
resentatives of the Commission's Regulatory Staff and the
AEC's Division of Reactor Development and Technology will par
ticipate in task force meetings. The Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards has participated in discussions with the
Commission leading to the establishment of the task force.
The task force will consider the following topics:
1. The degree to which core cooling systems could be
augmented, by way of design modifications and/or new design
concepts, for additional assurance that a substantial melt
down is prevented.
2. The potential history of large molten masses of fuel
following a hypothetical accident.

3. The possible interactions of molten fuel with mate
rials or atmospheres in containments, and phenomena associated
with such interactions.
4. The design and development problems associated with
systems whose objective is to cope with large molten masses
of fuel.
Members of the task force are:
Dr. Louis Baker, Jr., Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois;
~:.

Eric Stephen Beckjord, Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;

(more)
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Mr. A. Philip Bray, General Electric Company, San Jose,
California;

Dr. William Krasny Ergen, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee;
Dr. Salomon Levy, General Electric Company, San Jose,
California;

Mr. I. Harry Mandil, MPR Associates, Washington, D. C.;
Mr. David L. Morrison, Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus, Ohio;

Mr. Warren E. Nyer, Phillips Petroleum Company, Idaho
Falls, Idaho;

.

Mr. Michael F. Valerino ,. Combustion Engineering, Inc'.,
Windsor, Connecticut;
Mr. Robert E. Wascher, Babcock and Wilcox, Lynchburg,
Virginia, and

Mr. T. R. Wilson, Phillips Petroleum Company, Idaho
Falls, Idaho.
Dr. Ergen will serve as chairman of the task force.

#

10/27/66

--...

-
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cation procedures, plans for in-service inspection and analyses pertain
ing to the ECCS "prior to irrevocable construction commitments pertaining
thereto." The letter then gi ves the task force charter. Baker notes
that, at the first meeting, work on ECCS was identified as the major
subject for consideration, rather than possible means to cope with core
meltdown. The task force members set up problem areas and appointed
leaders, with the industry members working on LOCA prevention or the LOCA
EeeS area, not core melt.
Baker also notes that the Task Force report was to be an appraisal
of the situation and a recommended course of action. The document would
not state "how to design" or "how to license."
Another document of some interest is a memorandum by W. K. Ergen to
the ACRS office (received September 16, 1966). Ergen, a former ACRS
member, had been serving as an ACRS consultant during the Dresden 3 and
Indian Point 2 reviews. The memorandum is duplicated below (the last page
appears to be missing).
Enclosed is a copy of the notes I wrote at the recent ACRS
meeting representing what I believe to be the ACRS Dresent
~osition on primary-system rupture.
No attempt has been made
ln the notes to edit them for general publication, and for this
reason they may be more concise and easier to understand than
the draft letter. Of course we canlt be sure that they represent
the Committee correctly unless the Committee had a chance to
review them. Use them as you see fit.
1) With the increase in total power, power density and fuel
exposure, the afterheat has become so large that it will violate
the containment in the event that normal and emergency cooling
be lost.
2)

Such violation may occur
a) by overheating, cladding or other metal to the point of
the containment by hydrogen generated and heating of
the gases inside the containment.
b) short over-pressurization by steam or hydrogen explosions.
c) melting of the afterheat-generatinq remains of the core
through the bottom of the containment. This violation
will occur with certainty in the above postulated event
in presently designed reactors because the afterheat is
not removed sufficiently prior to such a meltthrough.
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3) There are three lines of defense against this violation of
the containment, which are listed below with their inherent
difficulties:
a) Extreme care in design, fabrication, inspection and
operation of the primary system and all components
the failure of which might lead to a loss of the normal
cooling.
Difficulty: There are limits on how far one can go in
this direction in a price-competitive industry. Also,
the possibilities of inspection are limited and the
effect of the radiation is unknown.
b) The same care with respect to the emergency cooling
system. The same difficulties apply here. In addition,
the presently designed emergency cooling systems have
the following problems:
(1) There is only a short time interval between the
moment in which emergency coolant can be injected
against the pressure in the core, and the moment
when the emergency cooling has to operate.
(2)

Essential parts of the emergency cooling system
have to be close to the core, which is postulated
to have undergone the violent accident of loss of
normal coolant. It is difficult to insure that
the same accident won't impair the emergency
cooling system, even if this system is redundant.

(3) The emergency cooling system is complex, as it has
to handle high-pressure, low-flow situations as
well as low-pressure, high flow situations; and
as the heat is removed from the core to the inside
of the containment and from there, in a second step,
to the containment outside.
(4)

The condition or even location of the core-remains
after the loss of normal cooling are somewhat
uncertain.

(5) The test of emergency cooling systems under operating
conditions and inspection of such systems in operating
power reactors have not been reassuring.
c) Attempt to cope with the consequences of the event postu
lated above. The long and short time over-pressurization
might be handled by strengthening the containment or
increase in its volume or possibly filtered release to
the outside. Whether the afterheat generating remains of
the core could be caught short of melting through the con
tainment is not known.
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4) In the face of the above facts, the Committee has a short
term policy, to which it intends to adhere during a transi
tion period, and a long term policy to which it intends to
adhere after this period. The length of the transition
period is estimated at two years, but it will be adjusted
to fit developments. The short-term policy is less stringent
than the long-term policy. This is admittedly inconsistent.
However, it is preferable to either of the two other alter
natives. One of these alternatives is to impose the conditions
of the long-term policy right away. The exact details of the
measures required to meet these conditions are not known at
present and hence this alternative would be, in effect,
a moratorium on reactors. The other alternative would be to
disregard for all future time the risk inherent in the event
postulated above, in spite of the fact that means to cope
with the event could be developed.
The number of reactorsto be brought before the Committee in
the transition period is low compared to the number to
appear later, and the Committee believes that the short
term policy offers adequate protection for this relatively
low number of reactors.
5) The short-term policy consists in
a)

approving reactors of the "present boiling water design"
only for rural, or more remote, sites. A reactor of
the "present boiling-water design" is typified by
Dresden 3, and a "rura l site" is typified by the Dresden
site.

At the special ACRS meeting,
brief review of the status of the
Some excerpts from the minutes of
insight into the way matters were

December 2-3, 1966, Ergen presented a
effort of the effort of the Task Force.
this meeting are included for their
developing.
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One "of Task Force Members, Mr. Mandil, has been urging a parti
cular approach which has some merit, although it is not clear
that it falls within the original objectives of the group.
Mr. Mandil feels that, if the quality assurance requirements
imposed on the pressure vessel are met by the other primary
system components, their failure probabilities should be
assumed to be equally low. Mr. Mandil has undertaken to
draft primary system requirements which, if met, would allow
this approach. He has opposed the use of high-pressure
accumulators as passive emergency core cooling systems on the
grounds that they are designed only to protect the core in the
event of an extremely unlikely accident and themselves
represent a hazard. Mr. Mandil is of the opinion that the
required assurance can be achieved by upgradinq the primary
system.
Dr. Ergen, on the other hand, along with most Task Force
members, feels that piping failures can not be completely ruled
out and that the accumulators do not represent a significant
hazard. It is not clear what the outcome will be as far as
the Task Force is concerned.
The Task Force has reached the following tentative conclusions:
During blowdown, the core heats up rapidly to about 2200°F at
which point metal-water reaction rates become rapid and energy
is being released at a rate which makes the successful injection
of sufficient water to recover the core doubtful.
Approximately one minute, is available until this point is
reached. Accumulators and other high-speed systems operate in
about 20 sees., providing a safety factor of three. If water
can not be injected before rapid and extensive metal-water
reactions occur, it is uncertain if core cooling will be
effective.
It is fairly clear that containment integrity can be assured
up to the point at which the molten mass of fuel and structural
material melts through the pressure vessel. After this, however,
the uncertainties are so significant that the containment can
not be considered a barrier. The possibility exists of violent
steam explosions resulting from the blowdown. Water trapped
beneath the molten material would produce a relatively minor
steam explosion resultinq in the dispersal of the mass through
out the water and a subsequent rapid heat input into the watet,
causing a second, violent steam explosion.
The Task Force will not provide answers to all of the problems.
Some potential solutions have suggested themselves, however,
and seem to be worth investigating. For example, venting the
containment through filters or after spray-cleaning the air,
could result in a much reduced accident when the containment
finally is breached.
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Based on the Task Force meetings so far, there is no agreement
concerning the containment response or its requirement. It is
not at all clear that anything will be said about containment
in the final report of the Task Force. Most members are agreed
that containment is required in the event of lesser accidents.
However, there is a body of opinion within the Task Force which
says that the containment design pressure should be reduced to
reflect the reduction in probability of major accidents due to
recent improvements in cooling system design. If a major
accident should occur, the containment will not offer protec
tion anyway.
A second group within the Task Force is of the opinion that,
since containment can not be considered sure protection against
very large accidents, one need not be concerned with assuring
the very low leak rates required following such accidents .
.
Dr. Ergen remarked that he had been concerned that the conclusions
of the Task Force might be overly influenced by its more opti
mistic members. He has urged that the Task Force not necessarily
reach agreement in every area. If differences of opinion or
major uncertainties exist, these should be made explicit in
the final report.
Dr. Okrent commented that , if the Task Force were to make
judgements concerning the suitability of present design approaches,
the effect would be that of the industry judging itself.
Dr. Ergen replied that at the last Task Force meeting, there
were some signs that such conclusions might be attempted in the
final report. He felt that some effort would be required to
keep such conclusions from appearing under the aegis of the
Task Force.

On February 8, 1967 there was a meeting of the Engineered Safeguards/
Primary System Subcommittee of the ACRS with the AEC Task Force on Emer
gency Core Cooling Systems. In the executive ~ess;on, on~ of the ACRS
staff engineers noted that the task force was lndustry orlented and had
taken the approach that reliance can be placed on a good emergency core
cooling system. Several excerpts from the minutes of ~his meeting follow
to give an idea of the points ofview that were developlng among task
force members and some of the technical opinions that they were adopting.

Meeting with Task Force
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Dr. Ergen stated that large reactors are capable of generating
afterheat such that, if normal and emergency core cooling systems
are both-violated, it is almost certain that containment will
be violated, most likely by melting through the containment at
the bottom. He indicated that there is not much hope of
guaranteeing the integrity of containment, should meltdown
occur.
In addition to behavior of the large molten fuel mass, Dr.
Ergen noted that two additional problems were not well understood:
1.

A steam explosion from the molten mass plus water could
break the containment.

2.

If the UO heats to the meltina point, a substantial frac
tion of t~e core might redistribute, vaporize, and lead to
an indeterminate situation.

The Task Force therefore gave up guaranteeing that the contain
ment will not be violated. It looked instead at two barriers:
primary system integrity and the emergency core cooling system.
The Task Force confined its studies to reactors of present
designs and locations. A large failure of the pressure vessel
was deemed to be sufficiently unlikely that it represented an
acceptable risk.
.
The Task Force did not propose giving up considering the con
sequences of a meltdown. It believes that it is probable that
containment breakage can be delayed for about one hour or maybe
longer. If cleanup systems can be devised to take advantage of
this hour, this could be a deserving effort. Although contain
ment integrity beyond one hour cannot be guaranteed, the Task
Force does recommend a small and deliberate effort on seeing
what happens in the event of a meltdown. This is not to be a
"crash-like" effort, however.
Mr. Mandil stated his belief that the first line of defense
should be the integrity of the primary system. He indicated
that much has been done already, but the large number of plants
to be built makes it prudent that even greater assurance can
be provided for here on.
T. R. Wilson discussed the ability to predict the loss of coolant
accident and stated that current technology was sufficient to enable pre
diction with reasonable assurance, although further experiments and
analyses were required.
A. Philip Bray indicatged that the current interpretation of "no
clad melt" in the core during a LOCA was to maintain a definable geometry
and to maintain flow paths. All melting was not to be precluded. Bray
believed that emergency core cooling systems could be practical. The
technology was known or could be bounded.
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In a Subcommittee caucus, ACRS member Harry Monson read the charter
of the Task Force, then observed that the ACRS had presented the problem
but the Task Force had restated it. There was discussion about the need
for a harder look at those topics the Task Force was supposed to examine.
When the Subcommittee reconvened with the Task Force, there was
discussion on the degree of augmentinq the ECCS by new design
concepts. Aside from accumulators (there was disagreement
about the timing and place of their oriqin). Dr. Ergen said
the Task Force had come up with no new ideas on this and hadn't
given it much attention. He indicated that, by choice of a
majority of the Task Force and "their bosses", the Task Force
<assignment was escalated to considerations of emergency core
cooling systems, the primary system and judqement. Mr.
Beckjord commented that, after a meltdown accident, the Task
Force had looked and found it couldn't be sure of maintaining
containment integrity. Instead of charging in many directions,
it elected to try to do something about primary system integrity
and ECCS.
Member Hanauer observed that people had thought they under
stood things like reactivity excursions before and there were
some surprises. He wondered where the acknowledgement was
that there may be some things we haven't thought about for real
loss of coolant accidents in real, large power reactors. Mr.
Mandi' stated that you can always postulate things from "blue
heaven" and attach a lot of safety features which are not
really helpful. Dr. Hanauer expressed his personal dissent
that all the problems have been identified.

The work of the Task Force took considerably longer than the two
months originally proposed by the Atomic Energy Commission. In late 1977
an un-numbered report became available under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission entitled "Report of the Advisory Task Force on
Power Reactor Emergency Coo1ing. The Task Force report included 12
principal conclusions and began with a summary of the conclusions which
is duplicated below, together with the conclusions themselves.
1I

Conclusions
Within the context of the above Introduction and Scope, the
results of the Task Force deliberations are presented as a set
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of conclusions followed "by supporting discussions. Additional
information, where appropriate, is given in appendices.
These conclusions are quite specific in some instances and neces
sarily broad in others; application in all cases requires judgment.
The principal findings can be summarized as follows:
a. Core Cooling. The Task Force has concluded that within the
framework of existing types of syst~ms, sufficient reliance can
be placed on emergency core cooling following the 10ss-of-coolant
and additional steps can be taken to provide "additional
assurance that substantial meltdown is prevented."
The Task Force reached the above conclusion on the basis of the
findings in the report that the events associated with b10wdown
and core heatup are definable within existing technology (Con
clusion 1); that core structural response can be evaluated
within conservative bounds (Conclusion 2); that appropriate
requirements can be placed on core-cooling system design (Con
clusion 3); and that the phenomena associated with the currently
incorporated concepts represent satisfactory approaches to
emergency core cooling (Conclusion 4).
The effectiveness and adequacy of cooling systems requires
that the core be maintained in place and essentially intact.
Failure to preserve heat transfer area and coolant flow geometry,
results in a major increase in the uncertainty of prediction of
core behavior. Recommendations are made with respect to general
design conditions thaL must be met to maintain this geometry.
Additional assurance as to the adequacy of the techniques
employed can be obtained by carrying out certain recommended
tests.
A systematized approach to emergency core-cooling system design
and evaluation (Conclusion 5) would provide further assurance
that these systems will be capable of performing their intended
function. The Task Force offers some suggestions for imple
menting such an approach. The use of reliability techniques
(Conclusion 6) could well be a part of this effort.
Any assessment of emergency core cooling and core meltdown
problems requires consideration of primary system integrity.
The reliability of the system is a key point in our judgment
of the overall reactor safety against loss-of-coolant accidents.
In line with the framework of safety design and evaluation,
referred to above, we consider that further improvements in
primary system integrity can be achieved by upgrading components
of the primary system to the same level as that of the reactor
vessel (Conclusion 7). Improvements are recommended which serve
to decrease the likelihood of failure in the primary systems
as well as in emergency cooling systems and which provide
additional assurance that these systems will function properly
(Conclusions 7 and 8).
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The above conclusions and recommendations relative to emergency
core-cooling systems follow the practice of assuming the initiat
ing event in the 10ss-of-coolant accident to be a rupture in
the primary system.
b. Core Meltdown. The Task Force reviewed the potential history
of large molten masses· of fuel following a hypothetical accident
in which all emergency coo1inq was assumed to have failed .. The
role of containment in such an accident was also considered.
It was concluded that the description of the events that could
take place subsequent to a postulated meltdown of large
portions of a core is at present indeterminate and quite specula
tive (Conclusion 10). Reliable and practical methods of contain
ing the large molten masses of fuel that would probably result
from such a meltdown do not exist today (Conclusion 12).
Accordingly, it is not considered possible to assure the
integrity of the containment if meltdown of large portions of
the core were to occur. Thus, the containment with resoect
to its objective and relation to other safeguards should not
be viewed as an independent barrier, but it still represents a
substantial safeguard system (Conclusions 9 and 10).
While with present technolo9Y the integrity of the containment
cannot be assured in the event of a postulated core meltdown,
there is likelihood that a length of time will elapse before
breachment of the containment might occur. It may be possible
to develop preventive measures which are effective during this
period and which could significantly reduce the hazards result
ing from subsequent failure of the containment (Conclusion 11).
The desirability of utilizing such systems and the merits of
requiring containments to be designed to assure such time
availability should be evaluated after the effectiveness of
these systems has been established through necessary development
work. The use of such safeguards will depend on weighing
their merits with those of other safety features to obtain
the desired objectives in overall reactor safety.
The Task Force considered also the design and development
problems associated with systems whose objective is to cope
with the consequences of core meltdown, such as large molten
masses of fuel, and releases of energy and fission products.
We recommend for the near future a small-scale, tempered effort
on these problems. The reason for this are as follows:
(a) if such systems could be developed and their reliability
established, they would have certain advantages. They would
probably not have to be connected to the primary system. In
that case, the likelihood that they would be incapacitated
coincident with the primary-system break would be still smaller.
Any increase in confidence obtained from these systems could be
used to reduce emphasis on other safety related features.
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(b) to produce effective designs, if indeed feasible, might
require both considerable fundamental research and practical
engineering application. Both laboratory investigations and
large-scale meltdown tests might be required, as scale-model
tests or single-fuel-assembly tests might not be adequate. Core
meltdown tests would require a large expenditure of funds,
manpower, and an extended schedule to complete the design,
fabrication, testing and evaluation. Important aspects which
could be included in the scope of such a basic development
program are discussed in this report, but before any large
effort ;s started, the necessary contents of the program would
have to be defined.
(c) for the time being, assurance can be placed on existing
types of reactor safeguards, principally emergency core-cooling.
The purpose of the small-scale effort would be an improved
understanding of the related phenomena and possibly a defini
tion of the content of a larger program. A larger program should
be undertaken only if it can be shown to have adequate prospect
of success.
CONCLUSION 1 - PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH LOSS-OF-COOLANT
Current technology is sufficient to enable predicting with
reasonable assurance the key phenomena associated with the loss
of-coolant; for quantitative understanding of the accident,
the analysis of such an event requires that the core be main
tained in place and essentially intact to preserve the heat
transfer area and coolant-flow geometry. Without preservation
of heat-transfer area and coolant-flow geometry, fuel-element
melting and core disassembly would be expected. With the
start of core disassembly there would be a major increase in
the uncertainty of prediction of core behavior, and degenera
tion of the core to a meltdown situation could not be ruled out.
Although basic analytical .techniques are available to adequately
predict the complex behavior characteristics of a 10ss-of-coo1ant,
further assurance of the understanding of the event would result
from additional experimental and analytical information. Hence,
experiments in geometries representative of reactor coolant
systems should be conducted, and more precise, analytical
representations should also be developed.
CONCLUSION 2 - STRUCTURAL RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS TO SLOWDOWN
The mechanical or structural response to blowdown of key primary
system components must be such that the extent of deformations
which could occur do not interfere with effective cooling of
the core, do not preclude reactor shutdown, and do not cause
further consequential primary system damage. The structural
integrity of emergency core-cooling systems themselves must
also be such that emergency core cooling can be accomplished.
As discussed in Conclusion 1, it is within the state of tech
nology to predict, within conservative bounds, the hydraulic
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forces associated with blowdown. Methods are available for pre
dicting the structural response to these forces, including
prediction in the region of limited plastic deformation 1 ,2.
The magnitude of these forces is within the range that can be
handled with practicable engineering design. Designs involv
ing more extensive plastic deformation should not a priori be
excluded, but the extend of deformation is currently difficult
to predict.

CONCLUSION 3 - REQUIREMENTS OF EMERGENCY CORE-COOLING SYSTEM
The design requirements for the emergency core-coolinq system
must be:
a.

First, to terminate in a loss-of-coolant accident core
temperature transients which could otherwise result in
the loss of a definable core heat-transfer and coolant
flow geometry;

b.

Then, to reduce the core to emergency core-coolant
temoeratures; and,

c.

Finally, to maintain the core in this condition until full
recovery from the loss-of-coolant accident is achieved.

It is important to recognize that fulfillment of the first
requirement necessitates the prevention of bulk melting of the
clad. At the present time and in the context of present
peaking factors, a conservative interpretation of this require
ment would be that the emergency core-cooling system be designed
to prevent clad melt. Currently, the accepted procedure for
fulfillment of the above requirement is to analytically demon
strate by means of a conservatively bounded evaluation that
the core cladding in its normal geometry does not melt.
This procedure is considered to be sufficient. However, it
must be emphasized that this interpretation of "no clad melt"
is not a requirement in itself since it may be possible to
demonstrate that temperature transients can still be terminated
in the presence of some clad melting; and that therefore, the
overall objective for emergency core cooling would be satisfied.

CONCLUSION 4 - TECHNOLOGY OF EMERGENCY CORE COOLING
Sufficient test data are available to indicate that the phenomena
of spray cooling and flooding represent satisfactory approaches
to emergency core cooling. The implementation of these phenomena
as cooling techniques is amenable to experimental verification.
While there has been considerable effort exoended in such experi
mental verification of core-cooling techniques, further testinq
at higher temperatures and degenerated conditions as well as
general evaluations should be conducted. These are identified
in the following discussion.

CONCLUSION 5 - PRACTICABILITY OF EMERGENCY CORE-COOLING SYSTEMS
The requirements for emergency core cooling are such that it is
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practical to design adequate emergency core-cooling systems
within the current engineering technology.
'
The determination that the emergency core-cooling system used
on a particular plant will be adequate required detailed systems
engineering evaluation. It is suggested that the elements of
this evaluation be developed into a standardized procedure to
insure that the evaluation is complete in all cases.

CONCLUSION 6 - RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
The concept of reliability analysis has proven a useful and
effective tool for systems evaluation in other industries.
It is concluded that this concept can likewise be used to
similar advantage in the assessment of emergency core-cooling
. systems. It would be of particular use in the relative comparison
of systems and would also serve to aid in the identification of
areas within a system network which are critical to its relia
bility. It is, therefore, recommended that the necessary
reliability discipline and techniques be established within the
nuclear industry and that this be placed on a formal basis to
facilitate its implementation.

CONCLUSION 7 - PRIMARY SYSTEM INTEGRITY
A main line of defense against the possibility of a core melt
down is the integrity of the primary system boundary. Much has
been done already to assure an acceptable level of integrity;
however the large number of plants now being constructed and
planned for the future makes it prudent that even greater
assurance be provided henceforth. Accordingly, we recommend
that improvements, of the types suggested below, be made both
from a short-range and long-range standpoint.
t

Short Range
a.

As a minimum, those parts of the primary 'system whose failure
could lead to large breaks should be designed, manufactured,
and inspected to the high degree of reliability comparable
to that presently used for reactor vesse1s t and to the
additional requirements enumerated below. The present
efforts on preparation of nuclear piping and nuclear valve
and pump codes should be expedited and these codes put
into effect without delay to reflect these high standards.
These standards should also be applied to those components
critical to emergency core cooling. Thorough reviews of
-the design of each component and subsystem making up the
entire primary coolant system should be made by a qualified
group separate from the one that has responsibility for the
design. This separate group could be within or without the
same organization. These design reviews should also
include systems and components other than the primary
system which are critical to the problem of core cooling.
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b. Adequate allowance should be made in the design and operation
of components and systems for the effects on materials
resulting from neutron irradiation, such as the shifts which
occur in the nil-ductility transition temperature 1 • In
addition, reactor vessel material, weldment, and heat
affected zone samples, should be included in the reactor
vessel for periodically monitoring changes in reactor
vessel-material and weldment properties during the life of
the vessel. These considerations should be included in an
appropriate standard or code. It should be noted that
safety limits and conditions to assure that a plant is
operated within approved dp.sign limits have to be specified
in Plant Technical Specifications as required for obtaining
AEC operating licenses.
c.

Further emphasis should be placed on using overlapping inspec
tion techniques, on greater quality control, and on the train
ing of inspectors and test personnel. Areas suggested for
consideration include:
(1) Apply more than one nondestructive-test method in order
to increase the assurance of flaw detection where special
considerations such as geometry, accessibility, or varia
tion in test technique warrant. This overlapping in
inspection could include, for example, the ultrasonic
testing of weld joints as well as their radiography.
In this connection it is urged that standards and pro
cedures be established to further the use of ultrasonic
testing in the inspection of primary components.
(2)

Establish qualification standards for all nondestructive
test inspectors and test personnel. (It is understood
that the ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Committee is
presently working on establishing such standards.)
Such personnel should be required to formally pass
these standards before they can be used to inspect any
primary coolant component or system. Further, the .
personnel should be re-examined periodically (every
two years) to assure that they are fully knowledgeable
and up-to-date with all latest testing techniques and
requirements.

(3) Have a formal quality-assurance plan, prepared by the
primary-component manufacturer and approved by the organi
zation responsible for the plant design, which delineates
the quality control that will be used in the manufacture
of the component.
(4) Establish a separate monitoring system to assure that
all phases of the quality-assurance program for the
manufacture of each component are fully implemented.
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d.

Review and upgrading of Section III of the ASME Code, other
appropriate codes, and inspection standards should be performed
frequently to keep pace with improvements 1n technology, design
techniques, inspection methods, and test equipment. Require
that such codes and standards be used by all fabricators of
primary coolant components and systems. (Ultrasonic testing of
plates and forgings is an example where the development of
tighter inspection standards is underway.)

e.

Prepare and keep on file accurate manufacturing and inspection
records of primary system components signed by a responsible
company representative.

f.

Require a leak detection system (such as air-activity detectors)
external to the primary system and not connected to it so as to
provide early warning if a leak develops in the primary system.
(Experience as summarized in Appendix 3 indicates that leaks
occurring in the primary systems are small and any propagation
would be very gradual.)

Long Range
In addition to the relatively short-range action outlined
above, effort should proceed toward the development of reliable
and repeatable in-service techniques and associated standards
for detecting flaws in primary system components, especially
reactor vessels, during plant shutdowns. It should be noted
that effective utilization of such shutdown inspections will
require a reference inspection before the component is placed
in service. The purpose of the periodic inspections is to
determine whether any change has occurred since the previous
inspection. It is understood that a program on this subject is
being initiated by the Pressure Vessel Research Committee
together with fundamental work on pressure vessel materials.
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CONCLUSION 8 - BREAK SIZE FOR EMERGENCY CORE COOLING DESIGN
a.

We consider it unnecessary to assume that large and rapid
failures will occur in any component or system which is
designed, manufactured, inspected, protected against
missiles, and operated in accordance with the requirements
given in Conclusion 7 or their equivalent.

b.

Because the record of conventional as well as nuclear plant
performance to date clearly indicates that small leaks from
a pressurized system can occur, we consider it necessary
that back-up means be provided for introducinq water into
the primary system to assure continued core cooling.

c.

In addition to a. and b., the emergency core-cooling
system should also be capable of handling a large and rapid
failure of those components and systems which are not
designed, fabricated, inspected, protected against missiles,
and operated in accordance wtih Conclusion 7 or its equivalent.

d.

We expect that, as recommend herein, more and more elements
of the primary system will be designed, manufactured, and
inspected to the same degree of high standards as required
by Section III of the ASHE Code, its revisions in process,
and additional requirements such as those recommended in
this report, to give the same reliability as reactor vessels.
This evolution, which will further assure primary system
integrity, should make it possible to design emergency
core-cooling systems for reduced break sizes, because
large and rapid failure of components meeting the recommended
standards will not have to be considered. Eventually, a
minimum in the reduced break size would still have to be
specified as an acceptable basis for designing emergency
core-cooling systems. In establishing such a minimum, a
prudent safety factor based on engineering experience and
- judgment should be used. We consider that even with this
safety factor the minimum acceptable break size eventually
will be considerably smaller than the current design basis.

CONCLUSION 9 - SAFEGUARDS ROLE OF CONTAINMENT
The present concepts of containment, with their cooling systems,
can provide an adequate barrier to the release of fission products
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to the environs when emergency core-cooling syst~ms fulfill their
design objectives. Both energy release and fission product
release can be effectively contained.
Since the performance of the containment as a safeguard system
is related to the performance of the other safeguard systems t
we recommend that its desiqn basis be chosen accordinq1y.
Containment design should be based upon the energy reieased by
the coo1ant decay heat and metal-water reactions consistent
with functioning of emergency core-cooling systems and a prudent
safety margin.
t

t

CONCLUSION 10 - CORE MELTDOWN
If emergency core-cooling systems do not function and meltdown
of a substantial part of an irradiated core occurs, the current
state of knowledge regarding the sequence of events and the
consequences of the meltdown is insufficient to conclude with
certainty that integrity of containments of present designs,
with their cooling systems, will be maintained.

CONCLUSION 11 - COUNTERMEASURES PRIOR TO LOSS OF CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY
Although containment integrity cannot be assured in the event
of a postulated core meltdown a significant period of time may
elapse before breachment of the containment occurs. It may
be possible to develop preventive measures which are effective
during this period and which could reduce the hazards result
ing from subsequent failure of the containment. The desira
bility of utilizing such systems and the merits of requiring
containments to be designed to assure such time availability
should be evaluated after the effectiveness of these systems
has been established through necessary development work. The
use of such safeguards will depend on weighing their merits with
those of other safety features to obtain the desired objectives
in overall reactor safety.
t

CONCLUSION 12 - HANDLING OF LARGE MOLTEN MASSES
Reliable and practical methods of handling large molten masses
of fuel for long periods of time do not exist today. The
desirability of seeking such methods in order to improve the
independence of the containment as an engineered safeguard
should be considered in the light of primary system integrity
and emergency core cooling effectiveness. It should be recog
nized that effective means of holding the molten core are not
in themselves adequate to prevent containment violation from
overpressure.
A report dated December 4, 1967 from the Regulatory Staff to the

ACRS provided the Staff conclusions concerning the Task Force report.
Reproduced below is the summary from the Regulatory Staff report.
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SUMMARY OF REGULATORY STAFF CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING ADVISORY TASK
FORCE REPORT ON EMERGENCY CORE COOLING
Conclusions 1-6 - Emeraency Core Cooling
We are in general agreement with the Task Force conclusions on
the technology and practicability of presently designed emergency
core cooling systems. We are, however, encoura~inQ efforts
directed to develo~ing improved concepts for these systems. We
believe that the present R&D effort and rate of development of
analytical techniques are generally adequate to resolve the
questions remaining in this area. We will continue workin~ with
R&D and industry to insure that the safety research projects
continually reflect our needs in this respect.
The Task Force recommendation on design requirements of emer
gency core cooling in general terms spells out a reasonable
set of objectives for these systems. We believe, however, that
an additional requirement should be to reduce the core temperature
quickly enough to prevent excessive metal-water reactions. We
further believe the concept of providing a greater margin for
smaller, higher probability breaks should be included in the
requirements of these systems.
We agree that the use of reliability analysis techniques, in
conjunction with engineering judgment, may prove to be a useful
tool in the design and evaluation process. We have supported
effort under the AECls safety research and development pr09ram
to develop data and techniques applicable to these methods and
are working within the staff to increase our understanding of
this approach. We believe, however, that at the present time
the development of these techniques and the availability of
necessary input data is inadequate to rely solely upon this
approach.
Conclusion 7 and 8 - System Integrity
We believe that the recommendations made by the Task Force to
improve reactor coolant and emergency core system integrity
are worthwhile. For the most part these recommendations
have been incorporated in existing codes by way of revisions
or are at advanced levels of consideration by code committees
for future revisions; or either have been developed by the
regulatory staff or are under preparation by the regulatory
staff in the form of supplementary criteria.
The Task Force concluded that it should not be necessary to
design emergency core cooling systems with the capability to
handle large and rapid failures of those reactor coolant
system components which meet the requirements to achieve
increased integrity recommended by the Task Force. Hence,
the Task Force argues that it will be possible in the future
to design emergency core cooling systems for a reduced reactor
coolant system break size. In considering the arguments
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presented with this conclusion, we note that (1) the recommen
dations for upgrading reactor coolant system components presented
in the Report do not represent a major difference from that
already proposed or planned; in short, there are no suggestions
which are expected to have a major unexpected impact upon the
integrity of these systems, and (2) the logic presented in
support of a reduced break size is based upon the assumption
that piping, pumps, and valves and other equipment of primary
systems can achieve the same level of integrity of pressure
vessels by applying similar methods of design, manufacture and
inspection. Actually, from certain postulated external causes,
as, for example, seismic loads, it may be that the less massive
piping systems are inherently more vulnerable to damage than the
reactor vessel. Our conclusion, therefore, is that although it
may eventually be possible for piping systems to achieve equi
valent levels of integrity as that of the reactor vessel, until
substantial operating and testing experience and the results
of in-service inspection have been accrued, the design basis
for the emergency core cooling system should continue to be
the same as now, even at the upgraded integrity levels for
the reactor coolant system .
.,

The Task Force recommended a design basis for containment
which would be based upon the energy released by the coolant,
decay heat, and metal-water reactions consistent with function
ing of emergency core cooling systems and a "prudent" safety
margin. The present staff approach to containment design
includes the elements suggested in the Task Force Report but
adds (in what might be considered a safety margin) an energy and
mass input at a prescribed rate and for a prescribed time. These
inputs can be related to metal-water reactions (assuming·no
emergency core cooling) or to other sources as, for example, a
steam generator break. The staff feels that the basis for
containment design should continue to reflect the need for
accommodatioA of large energy and mass inputs, in addition to
those recommended by the Task Force, until the time that
experience can verify the confidence reflected in the Report
that a loss-of-coolant accident will not progress to the point
at which these allowances would be needed.
Conclusions 9-12 - Containment
In connection with core meltdown problem, the Task Force
recommends that although a long-range basic research effort
should be considered, the level and scope should be defined
only after a more detailed study of the applicable research
techniques. The Report lists several phenomena recommended for
study. We agree that the suggested phenomena are worthy of
some exploration and are planning to discuss with ROT personnel,
the initiation of new projects within the safety research
program to incorporate the topics suggested. We be1ieve,
however, that such experiments would be better directed and
more productive if conducted in parallel with a design study
effort aimed at developing, in concept at least, reliable
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and practical methods of containing large
masses. We are not as pessimistic as the
regard to the possibilities of developing
this problem has not yet received careful
study.

heat generating molten
Task Force with
such methods, since
and considered

In another approach to this problem, the Task Force notes
that, since the radioactive fission products and not the
molten mass constitute the hazard, it might be possible, in
the time expected to be available prior to a melt-through
situation, to remove fission products from the molten mass
and thereby reduce the hazards resulting from the subsequent
failure of the containment. Some of the preventative methods
suggested with this recommendation may be usefully applied
in conjunction with developing methods for handling large
molten masses. It is our opinion, however, that this approach
does not constitute a satisfactory substitute for developing
methods for handling large molten masses and should be
resorted to as a primary effort only if the development of
such methods is not successful.
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At the 94th meeting, February 8-10, 1968, the ACRS completed a
letter report to the AEC Chairman Seaborg on the report of the Task
Force; the letter is also duplicated on the following page.
Of particular interest from the point of view of the IIChina Syndrome
are the last three paragraphs of the ACRS report, in which the Committee
strongly recommends that a positive approach be adopted towards studying
the workability of protective measures to cope with core meltdown. In
the next to the last paragraph, the Committee notes that, while the Task
Force report presents considerable information on phenomena associated
with large scale core meltdown, there is little examination or discus
sion of the degree to which the efficacy of core cooling systems might
be augmented by way of design modifications, and similarly the report
does not provide recommendations on design approaches to cope with large
molten masses of fuel, or on the particular research and development
problems related to these approaches. And, finally, the Committee rec
ommends that additional design and development effort be aimed at means
of providing protection against the extremely low probability type of
loss-of-coolant accident in which emergency core cooling systems of
current design may not be effective.
To be more blunt, the ACRS was saying that the Task Force had not
provided any answers to the issue of ameliorating the effects of core
meltdown or coping with core meltdown. Also the Task Force had not
defined a research and development program which could provide answers
in this regard, and the Committee was reiterating its previous stated
recommendations that this be done.
In effect, eighteen months had passed with no new effort toward
coping with core meltdown; and, in effect, there had been a negation of
the recommendation in the draft ACRS letter of August/September, 1966,
namely
that still greater protection of the public by some independent
means be provided, particularly for reactor sites near the popula
tion centers--that progress for this objective would require an
evolutionary process of design and a vigorous program of
research, both of which should begin immediately and should
be aimed at reaching a high state of development in approxi
mately 2 years.
What is perhaps unfortunate is that lack of study of the problem
left the nuclear industry, the regulatory 9roups, and society in general,
in a poor position to judge whether significant improvements in safety
were feasible, and hence, in no position to make an educated decision
on whether such additional measures should be considered. On the other
hand, there was considerable school of thought that LWR's were already
adequately safe, if not more safe than necessary when compared to other
existing societal risks.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. Z05.5

February 26, 1968

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

~':',

-,'

REPORT OF ADVISORY TASK FORCE ON POWER REACTOR EMERGENCY COOLING

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards offers the following comments
on the recently issued Report of the Advisory Task Force on Power Reactor
Emergency Cooling.

-': .(
".:

(

Certain of the report's conclusions and recommendations appear to consti
tute expressions ~f judgment as to the adequacy or sufficiency of particular
reactor safety provisions in respect to their capability for providing
assurance against undue risk to the health and safety of the public. No
attempt 1s made to comment on these. There are, however, a number of other
conclusions 10 the report concerning which the Committee wishes to recommend
emphasis, supplementation, or a differing viewpoint. Comments on these are
given below.

... :....:
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In Conclusion 1, the report states in connection with the loss-of-coolant
accident: " ••• for quantitative understanding of the accident, the analysis'
of such an event requires that the core be maintained in place and essen
tially intact to preserve the heat-transfer area and coolant-flow geometry.
Without preservation of heat-transfer area and coolant-flow geometry, fuel
element melting and core disassembly would be expected. With the start of
core disassembly there would be a major increase in the uncertainty of
prediction of core behavior, and degeneration of the core to a meltdown .*
situation could not be ruled out." fhe ACRS is in substantial agreement
with this observation.
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The Committee believes that the Task Force has performed a valuable service
by assembling in a single document discussions covering many of the problems
associated with postulated loss-of-coolant accidents and the phenomena impor- :.'
tant to proper functioning of emergency core cooling systems. Also, the
.
Task Force has reviewed in a useful manner the many phenomena involved in
the course of a postulated large-scale core meltdown.
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February 26, 1968

With respect to assuring that the core remains essentially intact during
a loss-of-coolant accident, the report emphasizes the importance of prop
erly assessing and designing for the hydraulic effects incurred, and lists
several important specific aspects of the problem that must be recognized
and dealt with in designing to cope with such effects. The ACRS agrees
with this emphasis.
The possibility of fuel element failure from high internal pressure and
high clad temperature during a loss-of-coolant accident is mentioned.
In this connection, the Committee notes that present license applications
show that a large fraction of fuel rods may fail in such accidents even
though the emergency core cooling system works as designed. The Committee
believes that, in addition to the work proposed by the Task Force, further
research is needed to ascertain the modes of fuel rod failure and to deter
mine that failures will not propagate or tend to block coolant flow exces
sively.
Conclusion 2 discusses further the importance of controlled and acceptable
structural deformation during reactor blowdown in a loss-of-coolant acci
dent. The ACRS agrees with this and calls attention to the need for con
sidering deterioration during the life of the reactor and the role that
periodic inspection could play in alleviating this potential difficulty.
Also, more conservatism in design and fabrication may be needed where
structural member response to accident-induced hydraulic forces is not
testable. Further, the Committee continues to be concerned with the
possibility of thermal shock effects on the pressure vessel, or other
parts of the primary system, as a consequence of the rapid introduction
of emergency cooling water in the unlikely event of a large primary
system rupture.
The Committee endorses Conclusion 4 which recommends further testing of
emergency core cooling at higher temperatures and for degenerated condi
tions such as core distortion.
The systematized approach to the design and evaluation of emergency core
cooling systems described in Conclusion 5 appears potentially useful.
However, deliberate allowance should be made for the possibility of aggra
vated accident conditions introducea by possible design errors, by weak
nesses common to redundant components, or by other unexpected conditions,
and full attention should be given to the potential advantage of diverse
approaches to the design of emergency core cooling subsystems. It should
be recognized, also, that new design features may introduce new potential ._
safety issues in specific reactor designs.
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The Committee endorses the recommendation of Conclusion 7 for improvements
in prtmary system integrity to reduce still further the already low proba
bi~ity of primary system boundary failure.
The ACRS agrees with the statement of Conclusion 10 that: "If emergency
core-cooling systems do not function ••• the current state of knowledge
regarding the sequence of events and the consequences of the meltdown is
insufficient to conclude with certainty that integrity of containments
of present designs, with their cooling systems, will be maintained."
Recognizing that absolute certainty cannot exist concerning any facet of
safety, the Committee strongly recommends that a positive approach be
adopted toward studying the workability of protective measures to cope
with core meltdown. Basic safety research experiments would provide
valuable insight and, possibly, direct attention to potentially profitable
avenues of design which eventually could lead to substantial additional
protection in this area. The proposal in Conclusion 11 for study of preven
tive measures to be made effective prior to loss of containment integrity
to minimize the ultimate hazard is a helpful step in this direction.
In summary, the Task Force Report presents considerable information of
interest on primary system integrity, key phenomena effective during loss
of coolant and core heatup, functional considerations for emergency core
cooling systems, and phenomena and effects associated with large-scale
core meltdown. However, there is provided little examination or discus
sion of the degree to which the efficacy of core cooling systems might be
augmented by way of design modifications or new design concepts. Similarly,
the report does not provide recommendations on design approaches to cope
with large molten masses of fuel, or on the particular research and develop
ment problems related to these appraoches.

f

The ACRS endorses the Task Force recommendations for improvement in primary
system boundary integrity and for additional research and development work
on emergency core cooling systems. The Committee further recommends, as
it did in its 1966 report on safety research, that a Vigorous program be
aimed at gaining better understanding of the phenomena and mechaniS1llS
important to the course of large-scale core meltdown. It also recommends
that additional design and development effort be aimed at means for providing
protection against the extremely low probability type of loss-of-coolant
accident in which emergency core cooling systems of current design may not
be effective. The ACRS urges that these matters be pursued vigorously by
manufacturers of nuclear equipment, the electric utilities, and the AlC,
as appropriate.
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Sincerely yours,

lsI
.

... :

....

Carroll W. zabel
Chairman
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The report by the Task Force on Power Reactor ~me~gency ~ooling was
used for policy decisions by the At?mic Energ~ Comm~sslon dur1ng.the en
suing years in that the AEC place~ 1tS emphasls on lmpr?Vements 1n *
quality control and improvements ln emergency core coo11n9 systems, both
of which had been recommended by the ACRS in its letters of August 16,
1966 on Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2.
That the judgments reached by the task force were subject to tech
nical flaws ws already clear by early 1968. For example, the Task Force
had missed the fact that the clad might embrittle at temperatures far
below its melting point, thus requiring peak clad temperatures far below
the melting point. With time other flaws developed. For example,
consider Task Force conclusion 1 which states that current technology
is sufficient to enable predicting with reasonable ass~rance th 7 ke~
phenomena associated with the loss of coolant, to prov1de quant1tat1ve
understanding of the accident, etc. Actually, our knowledge ?f LOCA~
ECCS in 1967 did not include the very important effect~ assoclated.wl~h
steam binding and ECCS water bypass. in PWR's, and had 1mportant om1SS10ns

*On April 24, 1968, in a memorandum from Beck to Shaw the Regulatory Staff
re-iterated strong suoport (perhaps for the last time) of an R&D program
on means of handling large masses of molten fuel. The relevant paragraoh
is excerpted below.
As a parallel effort, we again recommend that the handling of
molten fuel be investigated. As indicated by the Emergency Core
Cooling Task Force Report, methods are not currently available
for handling the large masses of molten fuel which ~iqht resul+
from an extensive core meltdown; however, we believe that with
careful study and a vigorous engineering approach such methods
can be developed. As we indicated in our report to the ACRS
on this subject,* in view of the gaps that still exist in
verifying the effectiveness of emergency core cooling systems
and the absolute dependence currently placed on these systems,
we believe work to develop such methods should be initiated.
We also· note that the ACRS in its letter on the Advisory Task
Force Report** stated the Committee strongly recommends that
a positive approach be adopted toward studying the workability
of protective measures to cope with core meltdown. We are
most willing to work with you closely on this matter, includ
ing providing additional information and assisting you in
developing your study effort and any associated safety research
programs.
On the other hand, in a report from the Director of Regulation,
Mr. Price to the Commissioners dated February 20, 1969, it is soecifica1ly
noted "there are no current plans to study events following large-scale
core meltdown".

-

-

--------------
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with regard to the behavior of ECCS for BWR's. Similarly, problems with
dynamic forces, both in PWR sub-compartments and in pressure suppression
systems for BWRls were not foreseen by the Task Force. Nevertheless, this
report was called on to support policy decisions which led to little or
no work on the examination of possible measures for ameliorating or
coping with core meltdown, from whatever cause.
In vari ous ways, .over the next few years the ACRS attempted to get
additional information developed on the phenomena associated with large
scale meltdown and the possible design measures that could be taken to
ameliorate large core meltdown. For example~ in a letter dated April
14, 1967 to Mr. Milton Shaw of the AEC from ACRS Chairman Palladino
concerni n9 the water reactor safety program summary description, the
Committee says
It is not clear that substantial early effort will be devoted to
gaining an understanding of the various mechanisms of Dotentia1
importance in describing the course of events following large
scale core melting, including steam explosions and hydrogen
generation. Information should be gained which would provide
a better foundation for assessing the possibilities of coping
with large-scale core melting.
.
In a report dated March 20, 1969 from Acting Chairman Hendrie to AEC
Chairman Seaborg, the Committee forwarded comments on the water reactor
safety research program. On page 6 of these comments, which were also
sent to AEC General Manager Hollingsworth, the ACRS says
With regard to containment of molten cores, no AEC work is
currently planned. Interest in this work continues, however
and the problem may be a more critical concern for larger '
reactors and much more populated locations than are used at
present. Some work in this area in the nature of scoping
studies and possible solutions is appropriate. Also, research
aimed at prOViding a better understanding of the more important
phenomena involved should be undertaken.
In a letter dated November 12, 1969, from ACRS Chairman Hendrie to
AEC Chairman Seaborg, the Committee reiterates its statement made in the
previous letter of March 20, 1969, and notes that the ACRS had strongly
recommended safety research of this kind several times during the last
3 years. The Regulatory Staff had also strongly supported such work,
however, only smaller modest efforts had been initiated at that point.
The ACRS goes on in the letter of November 12, 1969 to say
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The Committee further recommends in its comments .of March 20,
1969 that consideration be given to research and development
specifically aimed to improving the potential for siting of
large water reactors in more populated areas than currently
being utilized. For example, studies should be undertaken to
develop reactor design concepts providing additional inherent
safety or possibly new safety features to deal with very low
probability accidents involving primary system rupture followed
by a functional failure of the emer.gency core cooling system.
It appears that because of funding limitations and for other
reasons the recommendations of the ACRS will not be implemented
at this time.
In 1970 a draft report, concerning the various phenomena important
in consideration of core meltdown and the possible design of features to
prevent loss of containment integrity in the presence of core meltdown,
was prepared by Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, under the auspices
of the Atomic Energy Commission. This report represented a very good
collection ofthe information available up to that time. It did not in
clude much in the way of design approaches, although there were some
considerations of that sort. Shortly after this draft became available,
the ACRS arranged, through the AEC Division of Production, to have a
short study done on its behalf by members of the Savannah River Research
Laboratory, which was operated by the du Pont Company. On September 16,
1970, a presentation entitled "Concepts for Mitigation of Postulated
Power Reactor Core Meldown Accident," was given by representatives of du
Pont at a meeting of the Reactor Research Safety Subcommittee of the
ACRS. The summary of this meeting says that
Dupont believes it is feasible to control the situation in
molten uranium. All of the tentative concepts du Pont
has devised depend upon active components and require both power
and a cooling water supply. One system considered by du Pont
includes the possible use of steel troughs having a 4" width,
a depth of 2 and a length of 4'; the troughs will be under
water and provide a large heat transfer area.

volvin~

1

,

The summary goes on to say
du Pont believes that further design studies would require an
intimate knowledge of modern power reactors. Because of this
and a reduction in engineering staff, du Pont appeared reluctant
to perform additional studies themselves but recommended that
as the next (or second) step, three years of research and
development be carried on 1) properties and molten material,
2) reaction of molten material with water and 3) methods of
dose reduction with vented gases. Du Pont believes that these
studies would cost one to two million dollars. They recommend
that, if a third step were to be carried out later, it should
be an engineering effort to provide a specific design concept
for a specific reactor. They believe that this would cost a
factor of ten more than the above research and development
effort.
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It1s not completely clear whether, by the performance of this study,
friction was generated within the Atomic Energy Commission. The Director
of the Division of Reactor Development and Technology, Milton Shaw, was
positively against any such efforts; and this, in effect had been a short
end run around his position. In any event there was great difficulty in
getting any such further work performed in this way for the ACRS.
The ACRS met with Shaw and members of his staff, and with represen
tatives of the Battelle Memorial Institute and du Pont during the 129th
meeting, January 7-9, 1971. to discuss the matter of postulated core
meltdown accidents. Following this meeting, in a memorandum from R. F.
Fraley, the ACRS Executive Secretary, to Shaw, dated January 11,1971,
the ACRS presented its recommendations. The memorandum is duplicated
on the following page.
In summary, the ACRS found that both Battelle and du Pont had
separately concluded that it appears technically feasible to mitigate
the consequences of a core meltdown accident. The Committee stated that
it believes that even though a core retention system may not be effective
for all causes and modes of core meltdown, it could, as an independent
backup, decrease the probability of an untenable fission product release
to the environment by at least an order of magnitude, a result that
becomes increasingly difficult to achieve by refinement of systems de
signed to preserve core integrity within the reactor vessel.
Shaw responded a year later in a letter dated February 3, 1972 to
Fraley. He effectively refused to follow the recommendations of the
ACRS with regard to studies concerning core meltdown. A copy of this
rather lengthy letter is i,ncluded, since it rather clearly indicates
another point of view concerning this situation. And perhaps it gives
some insight into why it was essentially impossible to get any effort
by the AEC on this problem over a number of years.
The ACRS chose not to respond directly to this letter from Mr. Shaw,
but in a letter dated February 10, 1972 from ACRS Chairman Seiss to AEC
Chairman James Schlesinger, the Committee notes that "although the ACRS
has recommended that research and design studies be undertaken on systems
which might be capable of coping with a largely molten core, little such
work appears to be underway." There appears to have been no change in
the reactor safety program with regard to this matter under AEC Chairman
Schlesinger.

r
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UNI1ED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D,C.

20545

Janunry H, 1971

Milton Sha~, Director
Division of Reactor Development
and Technology

ACRS CO:WENTS O;i A CORE
OF A CORE HELTDmlN

RETE~~ION

SYSTEM TO MITIGATE THE CONSEQUENCES

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards appreciates the meeting
~lth you, m~mb~rs of your staff, and representatives of Battelle
Memorial Institute and E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, on
January 8, 1971, to discuss the matter of postulated core meltdo~n
accidents. As you know the Com~ittee has had a continuing interest
in this matter.
Following its meeting with you, the ACRS further reviewed the use
fulness and feasibility of a core retention system to mitigate the
consequences of a cere meltdown. The Committee agrees with you that
quality assurance, including assur3nce of proper functional perfor
mance, of present systems haVing safety functions is of primary
importance. The Co~mittee believes that the probability of meltdown
with present systems is very low, and that more stringent application
of principles of quality assurance will make the probability still
lower. However, improve~ents to systems and system quality cannot
lead to continued significant increase of safety without limit;
external phenomena, unforeseen events of very low prohability,
common mode failures, and human error will set a practical limit
to system reliability.
The Committee believes that even though a core retention system may
not be effective for all causes and modes of core meltdown, it could,
as an independent backup, decrease the probability of an untenable
fission-product release to the environment by at least an order of
magnitude, a result that becomes increasingly difficult to achieve by
refinement of systems designed to preserve core integrity within the
reactor vessel.
The Committee has found the work by Battelle and du Pont to be v~ry
helpful in its considerations. Both groups have ser3rately concluded
that it a?pears technic~lly feasible to miti~3te th~ consequ~nces of
a corE' meltdo\1n accident. Both groups have reco!11GC'nded th~t, if \~crk

---

.

--
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Milton Shaw

• 2 -

January 11, 1971

in this areD i~ to ~e continued, the logical next step i~ to choose
ont or possibly two u('sign ClpP~·0aC'hc:s 1.1hich appC31" to h;'ivC the best
potenti~l of success, to ev~luatc this desirn in greater depth, and
to pursue ~n assocj~ted research and dcvclop~ent program organized
so as to obtain inform~tion vital tc the succcs~ or failure of the
particulnr design ~pproach. The ACRS believes that the results of
the: studic5 thus far ~rc cnco~raEinc.
The Committee recognizes that physical and physicochemical properties
of tLf:' moltE:'n fuel and structural matcri2ls ,,':>uld be required before
a g~od conceptual design could be made. but it is believed that present
kn~~lcdge of these pr0parties may be sufficient to establish basic
fe~sibility. H8wever, there 3P?ear t~ be other m3jor uncert?intics
that do affect basic fca~ibility. For e~am:l~, sudden ad~ission of
a strc~m of molten fuel intc ~ater (even hot ~ater), especially in
a ~~nner that can trap water under th~ fuel. as in steel retaining
ch~nnels, could lend to a stcam explosion of such violence as to make
thc· entire scheme imprac:tic~l. The Committee: belie'Je~ that, early in
the program. such problems sLould be e>:?lorec qualitatively; for
exar.:plc. \,/ith r:'\aterial that can be rC';1dily r.Jclted in conve:ntional
fu~~aces, but using q~antities th3t are large en~~gh to give confidence
in the results.
The Cowmittee believes that a progra~ of conceptual design studies
and analyses fer a core retention system, coupled with the kind of
exploratory ~xperiments cited above, should be undertaken. One to
two million dollars over a period of two to three years mibht be a
reasonable estimate of the effort and time scale to accomplish this
step. The Committee recommends that a program of this type be under
taken with a completion goal of 1973-1974 for this phase. The
Committee believes it important that the group undertaking the task
have considerable b3ckground anJ resources in practical engineering
and metallurgy, as well as a strong res0arch and development capability.

Executive Secretary
cc:

R.-E. Hollingsworth, G1
H. L. Price, Director, REG
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Dear H,... Fraley:
cpy~·E:.::.ate

toe c":'m'lents cmd recocnenc.3t'ions of the Advisory Co,;",li,rtee
on Re::c7C!' £afe:uat'ds c~ntcd"le.d in yOU!' letter of .'2~luary ll~ 1~71 on

lo:e

~ .~\
" .....

~~!'e ~~~,:!"-:50~ ~~.'~!':~".~ to ~i't:'~a"~~ the C":'·!':::cc;~e~=.:~ ~;.: a cere !:":clt~O'\·~.
Pe r:.lsc ai'?!"fci~~cc' t~c opportur.it'y 'to cis cuss our Thoughts en this mat
ts:, vi th the CO::'.r:i t'~E:e. As "e incicCltE;d, this renJ.~· is intence':1 to
SU~:l:iie:,..ize Cll:' co;r.~;E..:l·':S durin~ tho~e disc\1s~ions an~ in subseouent discu~

=ic:,:::" ~'ith t~e Sr:.::"'::'t:,r Resear:::l:;; £ubco~.itt:G. Thc~e C!iSC~lSsio::ls have her::r:
I 4:"~fre"t" 't'hP.t we hn'-Ia b'!en ~() late in r!'~T11yin;; officielly to

L:11pfu.' co d

you:" ll::t;:.:;;r.
a;::TC':: lo,:th the C':;:7:'.,itte'2 that OCCUl"rl'Once~ which~'::'("":-jt De mitii!atec by
er. a~dh:5_onal e!l: i:,~e!"cd safety feature. ~uch as a core ca'tch'!r, are cf
very lOt·~ p!"cbc.biEty. We ~lso tend to v~ree ,..ith ~hf! CO::!l!li'tt~e's =urther
o];,scr-lc·tio•• tilat there is a -pr'actical Hi!lit OIl how j-rlr it is lJ~)~~ihle 'to
!'C' in r-~'cv:t:Hn:. I";-:--;::-.:ection a~;:iir.st very =ericus anC: l.tnlikely la:-f;e scale
accident s, ~ut note. that this ~O'eement per't:e.ins pd -.,arily to ~:oec:'al
add-on s;::ft:.t:" S)'StC"7;~S to: cover various ~'?E.:~ of poZ''tulated evp.~ts, and
r.:::t necc::s~rily to c~:.€r means of pro,·ic:5.n~ r.~a!1in:f\ll protection such as
·h:.l hc:sic ?lant desi;::r; chanf,e::; ~ stren::.t!~cnin:"' standf;!'·js and cr5. .:r.!"ia and
...,
. J.;::p:..
. . . f!!!''.?n t
"
1
. hs~on!."
'
. . . , vc pr~eecur'es
.•
.....e~r
'C':1:2~~1 ~ a onp.; \11 t
aanUtl1strat.:.
:.0 pro
"ide ~1djticn::ll C::~C;;;''''C!~ces 0: C'b'tainirl~ the full b(;=-!~fits of pl"'act5 ces
i.mpcsed D)T Levels (:::t' ar;d Tt~o* cle:dpn c::nd ~:aiety m~-:-.sures. Thu::;) 'ole
cannot cO\!t::luGe tha-:.: such a limi.t has nece.ssarily b~~n reached in 'the

We

4

::'In p'T.'€'.·i?tls disc1.1C":o::lons with the CO!!l!!litt-ee and ot!.~:,s, Three Levels of
safety h~"e bef~:'1 (~~:fi.nl'!d; th'i S elnd S\!DseqUl!'nt refc:~~nces are consistent
with the def~itionG of the$~ previous ~iscussions.
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light water r~actor industry, based on 'the current record of design, eons'b.'Uc
tion and early o?er?tion of light ~ater reacto~ r~7er plants, on the e~rrent
end po<:entic.l types of ~:c'l"ors, fle-.::;. discrepancioes and other proble~s and
con::crns, and on the po~itive st!!rc: th"t cat'! t'~ Tak'!n to ir::prove such l'rot~... 
tio~if an u~d~sirable limit is bei~g reached.
~~~eover, if conce~s cr
evid~nce availaL~e to tr.e Committee indic~te t~at an Ul,desirable limit is
beins reach~d :!or any s?ccific pl",nt or gJ'ClU!, (',f r'lants > !,oI~ urge thc:t th~
C~ittee w~ke such detailed inforrnoLlon kno~ a:d also that the Co;~~ttee,
in that event, rc:omzr.end more strir.r£::1t desi:r., ~st, or c:d:ninistrative
r·cquir.!>men~s l·p. placed C'.~ ~?e:::ific ;o?tllica:11"s S~, as to reduce further' the
~rob~ility ( I f a ~p.rie~ ~f event~ c~ntr5~utir~ t~ the po~t~)atp.d la~~A-~cele
~cdo~r.ts of CC'~·'~'!rn.
l!ost ~pcci=;ealjy. we cznT-.~t afU'cc with the Ct"':I~ittce:::
};eli.e~ tha't thif; concern can be c,,:~~p.iis::lted fc'!" ~ nC'r 'th~t 'Dr'otection cc:.n bf!
si~n:ficc;ntly i\1creasp.d 5 by the At.::. I ~ undertoJ:jn~ a resc<!rch prop.,ran- on molter:
C~!'i.: retE:.. ~ic=".
C'Ur Vi~101S in suppuj,"~ of the~~ !iC'shions a-re still e-~sen"[ial1)·
tho~e that ""ere discussed with the Cor···mittee previously and a!"e sur.a,~.ri7..ed
belot~ •
0:1 l.'r,u:·!-gency CaToe Coolinf, c\: ..cluded th~ t the first line
major ~c~ident~ in wate~ r~~c~:~~ is the r€liabili~~ mld
i:.t(;r~it}· of 'the plant ~: i'r.c.ry s:.,.~t~17.~ achie... ".n t~.To\.·?h Cl~surance of hi~h
qu~li~y in d~s5~r., eerj~truction and ope:-ation.
\.o( agree "'ith this eo~,:)u
t:ion end no-t- th'::''t relath~ to J.e'\l!l Three cl~d r::-. and s'.1rv~illance
c.f,certainties ~r.d diffiC"~1~5.es it i::: s'traip.:r.tf("!!'i;~d to a~sure pr~~sions
_ f::.·"!' s:tste!"' in"t<.'grl"ty lr,o.... itcr-ing and f~.ilure d~t~·':~~on c;nd to require eff.-=c
tot.,·_, cor!'c:;ti':c- .:ic'::cr~ "7~:!:n dE'fec·:c. occur. I~ :::.:t, ro'!.~tir.e Ol'er2ti.:m of
tLe I'ri:n~' ~~iS'tf:M with concurrent C70a;~pssment of .:.-,'teprity by direct 01'
iT:stru~:'Iente.:i nbs !! r-..r at ions ~f lea\::s i~ c: ti:ne-tcste-d method of a~suranc!:: of
"the ir.t~~rit}- of syste'lr.!. of the specific· hirl'. PY'~.'·sure co"lant type ,dth
~bich we are deoling.
rurtr.e!'~ th~ causes an= ~f=ects of pri~~ry sy~tem
boundary fa5.1;;'"'t:~ ,..hile ~;till undc!' !':tudy, are f~irly well l.muerstoo'i~
pw"'ticularly fer those I&l~t(>~"ials which have he~n :;~ed for the~e syst~'!!I~ for
~~nv ye~rs. ond have he~n de~onstrated to be S"~~!~tiblc to ~atisfactct~·
hilnal':ug by )mo..:n des;.sm, fc:l::ricCiticl'"l~ operu.'tic..~·. aad inspf:c'tior. techniques~
gnd relaten disci?li~ed ~~~li~r assurnnce pr~ctices. The r~cord of industry
in this ~gQrd mu~t be cons5dered. To 'the extent ~hat the causes and efff'!cts
~f such fail~r~~ may uct be s~fficicntJ~ well und~'tood increased efforts
should b-e id"~ll1:ified a1'16 p,iven suffic5en't pl'i(,)ri~:: to p~~lmntly provide ~d
as~~e the us~ of the infc~ation reauired for T~~sundc~~tcndir.g. 10 the
extC'nt 'that. "thE: ri"C!u:!.T-e!"<!'n~s are not h~i!'g imp:i. e:~~)ted 17-!'n~et'ly .for a riveT:
1"<: :!ctt't' pl~!lt ~ or ior a rroup 0= plc;:~~~, .increcscr efforts should he fe cl1sed
diloectly en ~+."'~'3 defi~i·~mc;~s and C"O!'lc~rn!:'_

The E,:"gen Task force
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de~~ns£ a~ni~~t
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r:c-<;t importaJ.tly, the backup systems., t>a.r'ticularly 'these 'fhich use water
c!; a cool~t, ara likely subject 1"0 si:nilar tyr,;:::;. e= qualiry assurance
u!'lcer'ta.tr.tie:!'" cr failuN.:s to which the {Jri1'lla,..y Sjr..'l:em is ~l1);,:iec:t. Further.
SO.•,C of. them i::ir-~ rIot u~ well under~t·",oc consic~~~:r:~ the ahr:-:-r:.iel or
~:.~:::=th:.:ti("~~ ~cr'di~ion3 bein~ postt.·~_::-::e~ for '!!~:7.ir c.csir'n C'::~ opcratic:J.
Hc-ren'fe:-, the~! 1:~nd 'to de~uct in a !'It'rrJ:.er of \:c)'s :from ~h;? r-.·obabi15 to; of
p:-eGictable !/~!'formance: of other in'teT'related rnti IDc>:£'e vit""l plant sy::'tJ;'r.:s.
At the s~~ ~i~e, cuch backup syst~~s ~enerally ha~e the basic limit~tio~~
of a~suranc... cf 'tlrr.ely a'vailability and the fc:i!.ur! detecti::m uncertd.r:ti('s
nOl':n8.11y aZ~'.~:~i 'lted with quiescent ~~..ste:Js whi.:~ ar~ ir~-reql:cntly callee
upon ~o o!,e~·ate ev~n thou~~h they t 01' ?ar1:s thp.:!"'~of, may b~ tested :rc~lti~el~,.
agl'e-e!:len~ w1-.:h 'the Ergen report c-:mclusion3 ~ th·: AEC 'lnd t1'>e indu5't:":'
h~V'E: Mounted la:-[';e a!1d costly prot!t'C!!tI~'to p:ocv .:C~ -:ee.'mclcg:f t stand~6~ C:lQ

In

c;'l'!:h,"\=i~ rele:~~':

to obtair;.inl: initj.:,l a.,d con'tir"vin:! aSSl'!';,l1ce of

pr:i·!!,~r~'

~...,-:.::.:: int;,::,~ ty.
~'12~il~ enc-:'ura!!in •.·. !'f'!s~,onse~~ :'lV":-; ~'~esi -::!r!':l'~ and sUT'!' .15.e!'~
cf key r~act~~ sys'tems and e~pon~n-::: :n;iica't~ -,:!'.r.~ thl! indl:s~ry i~ mcdr.~

in the right Ciireetion, the T".1ch-too rL'e~. .,.en't c.::..:-::::=ulti~s en,:oun1"erc·d in
o),--.,.!.p ing tht'" q'J::.15:ty s?~cified ar-o: ~.n ~'::tti!'!,; r::.i:-.::: t€s":,,:d end 0!1 T}!~ ~ irle
cl(;~':"'l}" show ~ha-.: rurtile:r- i '!l:?!'ovem~ •• '"C!'. ;.n the ~1::-.;: ~f-~ement "i aC<:~uQ.to:·
cpC'lity ~e :;ti11 needed cmd ca., 2!4.G :r.·~~t be o~,·r;l:~::. Si!;~:: t~,ere is
C(":':~Clr;lb;~ ~;··b~·.tit~lt~ fe.r such c;,ual':':ry, effor"C'" :.... '..-~. co':':tir.,~':"~ ar.d e~E
cC'~t i·i)....l in;:. t'e, ?rovide: ~i ccmce, er.C'c~'!'.::!~~n:e!1·. r:.n:-·. ~up:'cr\: in 2 st.:bs·Ci;4rrti ve
w~y ~c assur~ tna~ adequa~~ly ~eliabl~ ~)ste~~ ~~ :eing builT a~d o~erct~d.
Mor'eC"ver ~ Whe-TO such efroT'ts may not ye-:: be sa~.:isfEttO!"y, ti.e!'"~; ;noe t1Cmy
com~"lelling; rN!se-ns to insist: on more Tl~~r.ai!e!:e:lt: 2"t·i.::a:.tion: mO~"e effc!'t 9
special ad::drci ";'tra'tive and tps't prc';~<mres, 0::" c!t'~~i "".. cha:1"(,'~ te ass,-~r2
er.:?,~.asis on these iJasic req'.1irarnents rather the';r) i3t-:er::ptiJ1~ to enccuc·c:.!e
reliar.ce upon special ne... s?~ety s~'~t~m~. In i:i"',~,: these ~:ill also r:ave to
he exposed ~o th~ same type cf quentioni~g re~?~~i~r proba1!1:ty of r-~r.niet
&l~e T,,;;,rfomer.llc,:: fer vc;.ri"u::; postulated events_

."0

On the basic til<!'t"ter of pri!.'lary sys'te:r. integri-:y ~ ";ll:co eve:'~;one ar.r~e$ is
t'H~ fil~~'t and m:,s1: basic t:l~n:c.nt of thi~ eoncerr. ~ f\ tlajO!' cffol."t has 1;.. tm
untkm.rC\y for Ef:ve!"ill yel;~:; 1'('- de·:elo!:l ur.~erstc:-,c35.n~. of the !'~t!nti~l feilurE:
rned'l~n;,sms in h~a'\'Y ~ee1:ion pipin~ an<:' cn::l~OneI~t3 'l:::cd in 1:i.:;.ht 'O"a'ter

SignificrJ.11 t progress is be:'::~ l.',~d~ i.n eS1:..c·l~.shing r.!"oc~::;z
t~· iucrease a~::;u:oance tL:-:i: -.:l:e hii::'''''''' probab.li:t:.
Sl::::~ll fail~:"~~ C!'.'n be identified by r.:c:1i'to7."i!!~ ~ncl t!?stin~ 'tccr.niqu~~, ar.~
m~j~r failures can ~ o.. oid~c1.
r-o.1rtl1~r'tr,e:,·(:~ co~::;::'~':..-Clbl~ .. ~di1:io:Ull ...n c:t.!'
str-:ding has 1'!".en s:aineG a~ 1:0 dashr:, l!li!nlJf~ct.:.···\,; L:~d o~,~~:~ticr. cf:_p5~,;::::
sY':~'''::;l~ contcir.i::lJ: tee~, ,-a)ves, pu:np '\~ol.'.lte ca~~in,s and th~ HI,eo i;(. t..ktcct
dd <,:"S ard t:(,/ ffi.vid severe failuzor:. F~.r::- ~p;,.li';;Qt..icl!l c.;- t;"lC' a·.:.:itioua:
l'Ccact(,;:·

plants.
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insiehts thus gained ean, we believ9, r~dut:e d.gnificantly 'the already low
prohahili ty 'th~t these severe types of ~ccidEn'tS, !'''~sulting in the poten
tial cO:.:C:"D for COI'e meltdc)\m, can occur.
As ~ ha"e fre~u~~tly noted, He \i~cld app=-eeiate ar.y C~~'jer.ts o:! current
d("velor':'le~t O!' i~lc::l(:n~ation !,rc~:-~:lS ro::latec to lJ:'irna:-y syster.: inte~lT"Y
"!bieh ,:=uld scrve to i~.t>rove cr e~editc tl,c~. £ucn CCI,e:-lts ""mile: permit
us a!1d t>tbe1"'s to T'eali~ our r(".!:c:.:!'ces to b~'tte:" cl~se in on this imL'ortl"ll~:
.
problen. <".)··~a and at'tnin the z:.dditi onal confidence in s~ps4.:em in'terTity to
provide th~ necessary level of ~ss~ance cf plant pcrfo~ance ar.~ public
safety.
~

B~eause ;~~~tio~~ O~ ~~~~ance

0=

?~irn~ry syst~m intc~~i~f

will

con~inue

to arist:, anc. in r~co~niticn cf t~e Co:!::.itt'!e's pobt that it is r.o-o=
possible -':0 E:li!!lna'~'~ all de:fic:iencic:s ir. Material ;md 111.r.'zn factors e'1'en
at'ter di:>d.plined T.1~!Ji toring an~ t·:-stinlj pr~~:'a:!!s b~ve ):;e'2!J estnb:ishe:i ~
".-Ie I'a:c;:I~i:':e that it .i.". -pruden,: "!:~ r-ro"':id~ bachlp ~C'fi:'ty r.::aturc:; which
~·riJ.l ciet':-ct and a.rrf'.::'~ tne C'ouro~e of aceide:2ts at a toler~blc l'~"'l~l cf
consl:C!u~nc: and/Qr mitifate se:-ious ,onsequences.
Al~o, it is ~s~~n-:-ial
to obta:'?' aQ.'!1nis':'ra'th-e prcc,:>j-":~'e~, inelt.~cinf: inC:,=;>e::'5~,.t audit~;, that
'Provide ~SS\!I·C:.nCE: tlf ~m:h coverar:e. r.er'~ of-Zlin. ,:e ha"~ r:lour.t.::': a larg-e
e'£fcr".; r.!} atl2d pri:lcipc:.l~~' to understand.i.ni' the ~E\'-::re los~ of C::t)~li'l"l't
ace; cen'!:,,; ~nd er.!~l"'~ enc:~ ccre oo~l ir.~ ~,,:d ce. nt c.i!!1'i,el. 1: r~!:~o~~'!: as ..:ell e.s
cnco'.l:"~.:,::.!·~? thp. ajc,;·'tic:J of ~n·o... e:: test a:.c c:drnird.~·~rr.'!.i\·e proce{\l:rc~~oo
'l'bese P~'ci~:,a!T':', likc the ones r~latE:d to s~,·~,·;:~~ relia.."ility ana il1tc~rity.
are cont:b~i.ne. Technical deficiencies and \..'ncertain"dcs in 'the::::c. area,;
shoUld, in ~ractic~, :ontinue to b~ comp~nsate~ fo~ ~y c~nservet~~m in
ratinr-s c>nd T>~ssiT'!ism in 'the l3IJ::.ll::sis of th,. !'es?~::~ ,...= ~l:E: 'I"eac~-::.::· !}lSlr.'t
to fauJ.t co~diticns, or hy apprc~riate ad~inistretive ~r~~~durec. It
should Lc j;oted tne:t recent concerns abe-ut, and ~.~h~s:r. oP1 ~ th,:; ~~t:ur'ancc
that tee ~;stem~ ~ill, functic~ as desired and ,~ill !J~~ eov~rsely i~t.er~ct
~ith the s~ret> of pcrform&nce of other systP.~s ~~d ~ompone~'t~ ~Jso irn?or
tant to pJant safc~/ il1ustrat~ the diffieulties of r~~~hi~~ an~ s~~~ainin~
definitive conclusions in ~uch technical ~reas. Th~~~ c~p~nd on cO:ltinuins
researc-h and devc]op::;emt pr01!'ams ,lith theh' ;:~n ... 1~~5eaj, !!It.-eels hC!~ed on
s!!'.all f.cnle eA~ri~t'nts to atteY!l?t to undf:;r!:~anc th~ CCiar~~ oi= hic:1:1~· C:>7;!!»~:~
and i-r:rpr('l~able ev~mts in real e-.nd indi'\"'idu~l Y'cc:ctoro sy~t(!t!".s, over 'the life
of each plw~too

It is cl~;<::!' that e. reduction cf l'e~~eIl Oll~ c:md twt> r.'l"Cier~ of map.;r.ltue1e in
'the p'!'oli~ili1:y of oec·':1.~ence c= a lc.rf,t! rahttse of fhsion ProCluct~ t:~ 'the
erl" iron:n~r:~, as rJ~ted hy 'i:he Co7.':"'1i 'tte~, i ~ a r CIie!", .'. goaJ· Kh ien "e could
agr-ee w01.tici repre~ent c::ddi tional O;t~su:-c-.ncc, of j',ubJ..i c ~~,i'l!ty. Hot:ev(:!", ther"~
-

4~
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£!>Pf:U'~ 1:0 b~ 1~\J:':' than C'r.!; 'Ji~y 'to aehie\Te1:his ~o::l p~tie~lar'l'V weI. f;,sce':

wi'::h ':ho incr.. ar:i.ll& ciif.fi··t:l'ty of oht.~.ini;1~ ~J!r'!'~:::~nt on d:!fining the loIor-rh
of the: ilT.prove:M:·:lts n'J\l b'.!ir.~ tiade, and the cxte~T to which otners of thi~
type C:~~ 31:111 rr.·quh"ed. H"'T'eover, in vie;: cf t'hi!: uncertainty~ 'there ~tlso
appei;.!'$ tc be Sli~~j:i.:fic;mt diffE'1'ences in how tc e:.;:.imate 7hf: po"tentia.l \·aJu~
of ,·cdl~iC:1a.l '~::':·<..d·:: on aC::';iE:ving :::::.Jcr: X'E:c1uctic-,r>~ in each p~an'c as w~ll as
'th€ !'C'·i:c;:;tie.l pC;'l::.:!.'ties Cl::'.-.ciated tdt.h such ap!"r·:;c:~e:;. ;'t~ the Committe"!
!'J3t! r~o~:c, l:.:\ a~d.'::::'onal H~:.i:1eering 52fe~ fea'turt: such a& a jju=lt~d (.o:....e
reteni:::'c,n sYST('~l r..;1~ht b~ C,J\-"t:1Clped. (';1 'the (Ithc:" :.:md, it is 1i.r.ely th::l't
~t:.b:::~z;.~-:ially :I:'~ h..;,r del!r·~r~$ or assurz:nce of Sy~1 ':"' il.. tegri~:,,· and effi cc:.cy
,·f r,r·(;ser.'t e:nginep.T't-d safet.<,r sy~tems r.:."'D be dev!.l~:::,'!!c tcore ez:=ily anc lIit!i
grC.1t:~:- c:·1\fidc:~c-= by iucr'c~sing the m":lba~il~t) ~~ :.t desif'l'l!: ?~f'forr:1 ;;~
pli,;, :...:-:~" 'l'ne p"ilh'::J,Jal fn~tClr~ J.l0tent ic.lly affec'tin;r 1:he o~ti.ons a~pei;t' as
follc~m :
El.

n:"'l!

r~:oeee:iinr:

130"::'" H~'ths a't Po. 11~CeS3Cl!'i h· ;'~duced "i~'t~ \.Gule
t:~;':1r~ut '!b~ ;!'og'.{'~-:-;s b:lated tt< .i l:Z~l:.:·eir.~ ~ ::~!:g:-i ty m,o (::::~.!'gc:n~~1
~;:::-.:. coolinr.:.
In ad"; i:t.: :'::-4, we ~.~,::: CL-..ce:r:.· ~ '.:hat ths co~d derablc

d'fnr't to<'l.t ".;mld be !"f:o.uit"~d fot:' a ~,roltI'·c.~1 t~ develc.? ~ !'eCllis';:ic
... elt-::~ co!'e }'·~·~~T,ti('n :,:y:}"tem, ev::,: L'" it cc:13.::! be ClCV..,.-::,.loacn.co
""''''-n
"'·"-~la····"
... , -;.._e,,)l,
~
""d c{~
.....'rrQ,C
- t L........ --ntl·on
r.
'O'~ r"""·n-l"
\,,_
•.•••
...
.. :::J ...'...
• •.:... .. re...,ou.
W..,tiJ>.
~..
.&. i...
\,,; . ~ .. ~
in;:er..sifi&:':1 ~·fforts ',',"1 '·l:·~·uh·e t}~.:~ ~".·m~inj:-,~ ~;lecticti;O; m-.~
ur~::::.rta:'n"'~! . i:s l'elatE:~ -cr;;t ~~~e"·~~:j~i:1~ C'~ a=~';"~.:;.~~ thE .'!f:.:F("· ~.eole
loo::::. of cv·:..;J."':lt acci~"'ll't .:It Bl' p,'r)icr arlrl ;-':-.'f" PN:C~r:;'~hlc ~1'~(,:.
fh:-;e the:.;~ <1:'S -::h& e:'>·5..o.;~inb ar.-as of ~P?h1·':,:-".: :md ide~t:!:fiahlc
"~eo!:~:ness-:g :'~'ectly c~:,,:y·ibu'tino. to -::he CC·l~: :;.... r;: we c~:mot a~e
.dth an ai)!;~'ooch thAt ~ei:rnct5 from ~ffo!'ts t(. p.lir.;in~'tt~ '\"nese
\0.:'

,,'~;;J·!"1essc!.:

•

b.

'j'h!:' l"l:ltet ~"1"e retain'!r c'!')'.)ro<lt;il recmiref': Si,::lficafl't l.echn:'c~l
cf:(.rts :in lin ereCt of tmch'" iess ':~ll ·es'tME.:~:;!?~ tecr.::(.lo£:.r than
P:"::'::·u~· syst-en• .inte$;!'i~· or emerr,enc::" core c'.)·)lirg.
'Thus ~ 4!ffc.!'te
T
!'t"~ated 'to ~'::~t~d C(.;':"~ l'eten1:iOli eN: le:::s J;::,.h 1:0 be ~:;~ccessfu1
?n~ ~cceI-'~'.:~ in a 1:i;.::'!ly fashiC''!:. thc.n those i~':olvini;! r-r'!!s91't' COl'C
r'et~ntic:'! !:ystE-m~, Le., l:ri'l.a1'j· ~~·~'tel~ ir.·i.·(·~it)· and (:;il(;r[ency
core cooli.ng.

c.

The melted Cc,!'<! retalner r.:onc~'Pt ,.oT..lld, ill an') ikeln~ood.~ ~
l-2!:~d on an enalysi:o sU~,v:'"t~d on).:' i.y sm~.11 ~:=ale eXT'E;rit!l~n~s ano
could prob,:hly not i-e: ':,::s·t:eci for' ad~uacy 0:' G~sign nor for eoequi.lcy
of pe::,forzc:nce in E.i:1C~ r,!(llnt a·ft~:::· i!t~tall~t;tm. Morl:!cve'I', thi~
cO:Jcept W~Uld prClbablY reo'..1ire the !'eliablc f·Il.,C'tionin~ of acti"c
t:y~·tC:;fl:> tt' ().?;,~y.iD1crt.el.·" the same '?:'~tent as E.t.~~cncy cClrc- cooH.1"I~
t'y~t~IIlS, a TH1 therefC'l'." 'WC'..11d be ·st.:bject to si!:':ilar res£r-:Clt5.r.ns
rcle.tec to .'Drt-C~i(~tah:(' Cifld succe:~~.iu':" .t.erfo.;~.'·'·j(=e und.er mar~7
. 1)OE'~..!'"
.
lati:!d cl7'ndh:ir.n1S sirni}iJr ~o thA 't.YtH~ that· 8.1"':: nov apparCTi~'ly
c't'::'r.:ulat.i.n~ 'the searc..:'l'- fC'o~ C".'n '~ndi -;:; "r.al 1!ll'ta~...· re of sufe-::y"
. "

.•_ ••
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CO~ltractor'~

'-1ho recent.ly reave l"oh:(; r.;ost closely at C01'e
have esti..::::ted the R:~D r-Togr£:: to C03t bet~cen 15 and 20
1ii111101~ !:r,:lars E:':c... L:~ivc of ir:':~:~l"ated ~c~t~.
Based on !'Ast
h!9tC~' \i:lth thi S l}';·r: t)f ~st L-;:,,: ;n~t ti'!":::; ':-~:111ar f!~:j:~C:::C!l 'W'ot'ld
mest li.~"':l~· ?rCWe !<, '.(; CXl,;:"'_";";'~;' 10\1. 'ii: ..'" {."o..;;cdttee'E ~~t1!Jlatc
of one to =='70 miill:,:" .lo11ars \7':U':'r.! sitl?l~' r~·;>1·esent .. C:'I;;;'O pa)'i!lent
011 an :!!!def:'nite tn:>j~':" Cc::r..il"":lI:.
S~·.l~::: 7'~!i3arks ~jlpl:,' tCl t.he
J:lroje("tt~ll ~dl~dul(>..
C~I:: cu::r.~::t Ju:l8et.!o c}~. ;·LL.: pt'o\·':_~... ior a,y,'oen;
near t~li.!~ t~'?e tof ;;.(~~it~onal hir,~:il~~s ev~" ~:·.·i.nS cc:=z::i.c!::!'::.r:iO:l lO
pos£iblt: a~~.~en:.. I·:: ('. '!'Ie iu<.il:~::::'· :;uppo~t.
~te.91tion

C'f there :"·~n!'i.dc...~ .. ~c.::~ t '\o;'~ ::C\:: r.v alterrA~ti'le but te·
\oTir.h ::': ::'f:!~t:i'i(: !:a",!'t~ te, a<la!'~:;;s ~u'::3!i"":·ls x-el:;'cd tc pri!:;;ir;:
flI~r.u.iJ )~tP.E:l'ir~· ...~Q f:j:~:,;-(~,-rIC:; CQr£ ~o:lling .g~ r:,: ~·rlorit~· np.!;:ds alO:
i~e"t~ified ill tj.~ \oatcr 1.l'~c:-or f'~~ct~- !':-o;;:::-, L':::l
i:. ::~~.J~·lct.-.::.::.:::.:
more ci·~taile~ ·:~lJC~l'l... eDtr. \;E: sug&e!;t ti~r.t the ('.;' _-:'ttc(: cm~~;: ~~("vi~~'
sih"..!iric.:t'!lt a.::~i.!'"tOlCC :.~ t.!'i~ \olorl~ t.:,ro;J~h !'E;::"'':. Ld a.,C ~.rtC::·~:~l;e:i """,!:i:;vls
on all of tho~e a.:3;:;ectr; (.·l (:.::d~n c::i: c,.nstruc~>·: wiliC".h <;~l:~~~;s th~~'"
a~·E:": par1:ic:.,j ::,~~y t.hl.·Ct·.:~~~ ~~!~.:~~_~ O~ ~::':'.!.!ot/ :: ~llran~~ ;.~~". · :'Sl::;lS C:.Jld
the. !,r~viGic~!': :':c': t~!e rn'i-'~~r di.sdulfl' of t!W ?!!"·li.<.:~r.t'''' ·.:;::nl1r:ec.~:l:
~e.:;:· ; ,r:.~j 1; ili.:- l,~o ~ ! .~-: ~U:.~~ i ~'j'" a::i Sl'.~ c.l~ ce 1:1 Ges::' ;'... , C QDE:: IU': ti~):·.,. te~1.: JI
OiJ(.'rctLion~ i~:zr··~=~; .. '.JL: c.~~ •.:;;i:-.. tcr.. an(;fo i6c.t.i'\"ietj.-..;~·.

Ao; a

cn;ls~<!u~!\~('

cr·i.lt..ir.~le

a..,n

the If';::1"::_~f;ntativ~$ of th~ .~CT~ s
t;a1.c·.'.:; ::··:-thf::r~ !'ue.crni::inz
that the d.e~<:ilr:ci ~cs1~n:: ;1:1:: ::elat.:'u 1;'.lQ.li:':y c.:: r·~~·i:.;,lce p;'nc~ic'as are
r~<;ll.y a ~~ey tv the r.~soll~ti.. ~ (;1 th.~~.: i':1.~tter, c..::-;i·'">'}lh 11O~i~.? that SO;;1:.":
veri U5cful T:'oc-li::.c.:lt~.c~:-o C'~l: r€ori(;j~t<;.tior. c,f n:T1.ln:; hE;I> ~:~·of.r~ms ::,..:..y
be: C:cri\"~d fIO~ ~.;;;ch s sy~tE:.:,atic rE'·l~C:"'·. Penc~'i~l:: ::;uch a l'cvie,~) \o7e ar(.
ccni::Lnuing to ~t:o:c'n~then t;,~ r.-elc',·cmt HLD p;-C':.:'~:-~ ;'l~C enc~.;"iC(:;ing an':
guiding othcrs 1.0 ~c3cl:-f's~ t:'e~e C~T',("~!r.z.

We "i1:" he

~on: t:l~n ple~... ~d

REG C:!nd the

\'l<..:iUt;:~tur~T'';

to 1:',e(:t. ....· l.th
t!' t·a=s\;~ t:;i(.~t!

In c.dciition to otJr diSCtl-:;!:in:~s c! these tJatters t·~!.~~e..l to (;v1:' =ei:e.ltion
s>'sl:e:-:: fo:: li:;hi.: water l"-:·,-tor:> t \o!i.' r!~va had l'W.. ·-=L".... CiS~··l"H~~.ons v7itJl
t.ht: f.Ci'S t~d p.'.:;~:uJ c.t.Ciry ·st a~: on core: r~tentior. s,·stcns ior 1:.n«:= l.."tE?R.
t:ec.:er.tly, we .r::c.:ei"ed tl:::: l~C::E P.epor:.: ('~ the r~~;l :1~"!: Test r~cility
da[·~il 1/13/72.
Ir. c.g1"C:~1I;~ -.'ith· pro'::~:cdiag l~itb .:.:-r,sl:ruCliU'l, t.ile 1.CR~
rec\,',u':;;E:i'&Jeu an inr~r..sive cicv210pI:lent. prozra:n on C~ e:..",,-ve~£el, ?ost
~~cit!...nt core rete.ntion crd cc~ling' f-y~1.~L~ for tlJc f'J''TF t shonld tile ~yst!.lr:
be ueeJcd. M has beel~ ?rc.:-~cntf...d~ 0'.1::' :!'Iajor e£f~!t on the trel!4.er is to
ee/n c·:m t: ra.t e our li&;i ted resources on ;>I~ r<; t·a~i c .'1~ ~ r.e~listi c .:-·!'!IT.ozc'hc:s _
tr: ach~.e\le safety, ~r:cl Cc i.t~ iu C'! po::tt;~~ tl'" 9n·(··."'i.l·C ~ o~c~:.~,,: ~;;:;'E:'5.1j.t· ....
~
'~_
it ,(?ed~d~ to as~urc t~.r::n;~;;:. u r~:;lC.:· «:::! Cll~:.L.'.·,,= l:~~··.~l'Jpm~n:; tJro~rCl:n tn~t
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pro'videa over the ney.t two year period tha~ such efforts will enable us
to acn:i.eve sClt1~ l~~tory resolution of the:;e matters prior to FFIF
stc.::t:..p, sh"ulJ SUCH a bac~~\;l' cc.pabilit)· be needed. In 2:1y event, we
co~a~~.:r i;fi': u..:~i.~r of molten core rete"t'on i!' nTF ne a sepa::,o-.te subject
fro:r. th~ ;.b,,·,re r~~ponse or:. l::.:;nt wate: re"ictcr core- retentior, and "'ill
2dd:"c::;~ ::;cp<lrc:::c corrEspon,:,::,l.ce to this T:1Cltter as rE:quired in the futurt:.
Since::)'"t::ly,

c

t:"'\A.
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M~!:ou S~aws
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cc:

L. ::':~nning r::..tllt':>:ir,g, Dir. t)~ R~g.
I:. ~. !:o).l.i.:~;.:;.,..:n=th, G,;,,:~. i·~gr •.
f. G. Cas ~ , :' ':... :'.. D?..r.
oJ. J. Flciw rc:y s AGi'£i:.u

Chnint::.n (2)
'-alt~.. RatleY
('0::-=.. Johns 0'"1
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.
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Actually, a meeting of the Reactor Safety Research Subcommittee was
held on AprilS, 1972, part of which was devoted to discussion of the
February 3, 1972 letter from Mr. Shaw, although the principal topic of
discussion was the manner in which the AEC reactor safety research program
had been organized, administered and managed, and whether the ACRS should
recommend changes.
.

Exam~le~ fro~

the

min~tes

of the AprilS, 1972 Subcommittee meeting

91 ve some lnslght lnto Commlttee member thinking concerning the letter

from Shaw.

Dr. Monson referenced the February 3, 1972 letter from DRD&T
which responded to ACRS comments relative to the development
of a molten core retention system. Dr. Monson indicated he
believed that two major issues should be addressed by the
Committee. The first of these is to what extent DRD&T should
decide Regulatory needs regarding reactor safety research. He
thought the AEC Commissioners should make the decision as
to what safety research should be performed by the AEC. He
said that, if the Committee decides that not proceeding with
work regarding a core catcher could lead to a failure of
reactors to be acceptable to the Committee in the future, the
ACRS should inform the Commission regarding this. Dr. Monson
stated that the above DRD&T letter indicates that the Committee
has said that a limit has been reached regarding improvement
in primary system integrity but that the Committee has not
done so. The DRD&T letter states that research should not be
undertaken regarding the core catcher because reliance would
have to be placed on analysis and on small experlments. On
the previous page, the letter indicates that the problems of
EeCS are being resolved by analysis and small experiments. In
one place, it is stated that industry's record indicates that
a large break can always be detected prior to rupture, and later
in the letter there is discussion of how much is being done to
increase assurance that small failures can be detected suffi
ciently early.
Dr. Monson said that a second issue is whether the ACRS still
believes that research and development should be performed on
a core catcher. He indicated that. approximately 75 reactors
have been approved without such a device. The Committee might,
however, say that larger or higher power density reactors or
reactors located closer to metropolitan areas cannot be built
without core catchers installed.
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Dr. Monson said that the February 3, 1972 letter from DRD&T
indicates that the ACRS is not an advocate of quality assurance.
He said that the Committee has been worrying about quality assur
ance and the effectiveness of ECCS for a long time. Dr. Monson
thought that the basic difference between the DRD&T position
and that of the Committee is that DRD&T believes that as
much as practicable should be done regarding improving primary
system integrity, and, if that is not enough, a very good job
should be done regarding the ECCS, and then nothing additional
would be needed. Dr. Monson said that the Committee agrees with
this position except for the last part. The Committee has
never suggested that a reduction be made in the effort to
improve QA or the ECCS, but the Committee wanted additional
money spent regarding the development of a molten core retention
system.
In a letter dated November 20, 1974 from ACRS Chainman Stratton to
Honorable Dixie Lee Ray. the new Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission,
the Committee reiterated "its previous recommendations for research into
phenomena involved in core melt down, including the mechanisms, rate and
magnitude of radioactive releases, and the study of means of retaining
molten cores or ameliorating the consequences. In this connection more
knowledge of the possibility and extent of steam explosions in the
presence of large quantities of molten fuel and steel is of particular
importance. By the time this report had been issued, the draft version
of WASH-1400, Reactor Safety Study (AEC, 1974) was available with its
rather interesting analyses of the various possible paths, in addition
to LOCA, that could lead to core melt, arid also its estimates of the
average consequences of accidents in light water reactors.
II

Finally, as a last bit of chronology. in a letter dated June 12,
1975 from ACRS Chairman William Kerr, to Mr. Ralph V. Carlone, Assistant
Director of the U. S. General Accounting Office, the Committee commented
once again on its recommendations for research into phenomena involving
core meltdown as follows on the next page.
In summary, what we see is that there was roughly a decade between
the time that very strong recommendations were made for not only research
into means to understand what goes on with regard to an accident involv
ing the full scale meltdown of the large core in the light water re~tor
but the actual recommendation that, if ~ossible, a means to ameliorate
or cope with this event be developed. Nearly a decade went by· ~th
essentially no response from the nuclear industry or the Atomic Energy
Commission, and almost no response from the Nuc~ear Regulatory Com
mission until the very latter part of this era, when segments of
research into phenomena were initiated, but no conceptual design
studies were included. We will come back to this subject in connection
with a look at the Reactor Safety Study and related matters.

.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON' REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

June 12 t 1975

'Mr. Ralph V. Carlone

AsBistant Director
Rasources and Econor.1lc Development Division
united States General l.ccounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Mr. carlone:
This letter is in response to your l~tters of t1ay 7, 1975 and June 3,
19·/~· "1hlch transmitted certain qll~stion:; on \\'hich you so~qht the Vi~lS
of the Advisory Conmittee on ~actor Safe<;JUards. '!he ~ittee e:tr.'l?leted
its respon~~ to your que:ations at its 182nd l~eeting, Jun~ 5-7, 1975.
'nlc Corrmittee had the benefit of a SU'x:omm.ittee Hcetim in tos Angeles
on May 30, 1915, at which re!,resentatives of the t\1RC St"ff and of l-..ero
jet Nuclear Corporation (~~), the co:'\tractor responsible for I!E'T
construction, experiments and analysis, discussed the status of toF!'
p.no other a~cts of light \-rater reactor safety research. P.epresenta
tives of ERD.~, EPRI, Nestinghouse and Holifield National Laboratory
\-..ere also present at the Subcoillni ttee fJ'Jeeting.
'!be Ccmmittee response to your questions is attached.
Sincerely,

William Kerr
Olairman

Attachment:
ACRS- Response to t:uestions

cc: Honorable

~ii1l lam

O1airman, NRC

.

.~

A. Anders,

-
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o..testion 1

"In its l~vember 20, 1974, letter report on ~'1ater Reactor safety
Research, the ~ittep. rec~n~ed more work on emer~ency core
cooling systems, inclucinq conceotua1 desiqn work, analytical
st~Jies, investi~ations of ways ECCS perfor~ance miaht he opti
mized, and asses~nts of the overall reliabilitv of BCCS.
Within th~ SaMe report, the ~ittee reiterated-previous rec
or.mendations for research into phenocena involved in core
rreltno\'l!1, includim the rnechanis:1s, rate and MaanitU':~e of ranio
active releases, ways to retain T~lten cores, or ameliorating
their conse~uences,'~nd the posnil)ility ann extent of steam
explosions in the presence of large quantities of molten fuel
and steel.
was the basis of the Cor:!nittee's rec~ndation in its
November 20, 1974, report as to the i~rtance of conducting
research into the phen~na involved in a core rne1td""m?
"\'~at

nl'bich of these two areas, ECCS am core rneltciO'm, is rore
important, ana why? Shou1n LOrT he used for research on the
core rneltdo\m phenCY.:lE'na described above?"
Answer

In its August 16, 1Q6G, r~rts on the Indian Point 2 ancl Dre&~en 3
reactors, the 1\CRS first recocrnenoed major improvements in ~rgcncv
core cool ing systei.l~, and strong ~asures to renuce t.l-te ,?rohabil i ty
of loss-of-eoo13nt accidents includi~ L~~roved pri~ary system quality,
e).-pance<1 innervice in!':~ction, an~ iTlTf?roved lea~~ detection. In its
October 12, '1966, report on the reactor safety research ~oqrarn the ~~
first reco~nded a vi(jorous research program on ?Otential :rodes of
interaction bet\'1een siz~able nasses of molten mixtures of fuel, clad
and other materials \-lith '-later ann stet!'n, on the Trechani~s oE heat
transfer connected with such ~lten masses, ann other related
mechal'1isr.-.s and phen~na. '!he 1\~S also rec~nded that studies
be initiated to- develop reactor conce?ts with 'ne~ safeguards to neal
with 10\11 probability accinents involving primary system rupture followed
~ a functional failure of the emergency core cooling system.
,
'!he second major recor.-mendation of ti1e Q::toher
related to the need for ~)roved und!rstanding
accident (LOCA) an.~ the ph~~Oi':lena btPOrtant to
of ECCS. '1lle third and fourth reco,"':'.;:endations
of better assuring pressure vessel integrity.
•

_""'C..

12, 1966, r.eport
of the ~oss-of-eoolant
a pr()l')er functioning
related to T:2thods
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'!be ACRS has reiterated its reeomnendations for safety research
in these ar~as on many occasions, rrost recently in its November 20,
1974, report on water Reactor safety Research •
.In effect, these actions by the AcnS represented an effort 1) to
r~duce the probability of occurrence of an accident 2) to assure the
presence of reliable, conservatively design~d BCCS to keep core
temperatures within acce~table limits, should a LOCA occur and 3) to
obtain knowledge concerning core meltdown ann possible design steps
to cope with or ameliorc.te the consequences of this unlikely event
as a possible means of providing still greater protection of the public
health and safety. '!'he 1\crs beli~ves that the i'ft!X)rtance of the itc;:,\s
is in the order stated: that is, first in importance is the prevention
of accidents, and second in importance is the mitigation of consequences,
should an accident occur.
Core meltdO\-m can arise from a variety of initiating events: hence,
if measures could be develo~ to cope with core melt, accidents other
than IJX:A might also be T:litigated.
'n1e ACRS view has been that the ECCS must be desiqned to C01:)l! 'dth
a complete snectrum of pontulated pipe breaks, including sudden gross
rupture of the largest pipe. TO attain assurance in this reaard, the
Corrmittee has persistently given the matter much attention, both in
licensing reviews and in reccr.nmendations for safety research. Th!!
expected perfo~ance of currently designed syst~s satisfies existing
criteria: the ~CRS, nevartheless, has uraed that still more reliable
and capable ECCS be developed (see ACRS re?Qrts on Interim Acceptance
Criteria of January 7, 1972, and on Acceptance Criteria of september 10,
1973).
.
With regard to safety r:!search on core meltda.-m for U'1R's, very
little has been done in the ensuing years since 1966. '!he absence
of adequate knowledge of relevant pheno:nena and of any ser ious desiqn
efforts on plant changes to cope with or mitigate core meltdown has
handicapped evaluation of the t:rue potential for enhancing protection
of the public health and safety in this regard.
.
The ACRS has been advised that; the Peactor safety Research Division
(RSR) of NRC will initiate a new program on core meltdown phenomena at
a funding level of $500,000 in FY-76. The ACRS believes that rese!rch
on both ECCS and core meltd~..Js. ~rtant, and that the effort on the
latter should be expanded.

.
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2.14

1967 IAEA SYMPOSIUM ON CONI'AI~NI' AND SITIN::i

Several papers discussed engineered safeguards for I¥lR I S from
various points of view. I2vy (IArA, 1967) argued for a systems approach
to containment design. He reeognized that containment is only part of
a total system, which prevents and limits the consequences of a release
of fission products. Levy argued that containment performance require
ments should be determined by looking at the overall system, rather than
by making arbitrary assumptions about the source of the accident and
the effectiveness of some of the provided features.
Levy called attention to the previously oversimplified interpre
tation of the role of containment as a last-ditch barrier. Interes
tingly, he suggested consideration of a controlled venting capability
(through a containment fission product removal system) to prevent over
pressurization, an idea which was re-emphasized by the American
Physical Society Study Group ~eport on Light Water Reactor (Lewis, 1975)
and is receiving oonsidera~le attention currently.
Levy's estimate of 0.99999 as the reliability of the ECCS was
perhaps overly optimistic by today's standards.
Levy did rot explicitly mention the "China Syndrome" but, as a
lead engineer for General Electric and as a member of the Ergen Task
Force on Emergency Core Cooling, he was very knowledgeable about the
SUbject. 'lhe paper by Vinck and Maurer (Vinck, 1967), on the other
hand, said

The present stage of development is such - and it looks like
this may last for so~e time to come - that one has to live with
the potential of core meltdown, be it partial or complete.
Therefore, the emphasis which is placed on secondary contain
ment against fission product release and on the demonstration
that it will be maintained under all circumstances is still
justified.
Kellerman and Seipel (IAFA, 1967), presented a paper concerning
containment reliability, and identified a large number of ways in which
containment integrity might be lost in a I.CX::l\, but they allowed the
possibility of maintaining containment integrity, given a LOCA and a
failure of the ECCS (and hence a molten core).
'lhese papers are an illustration that·~t least at the time that
the manuscripts were prepared, the inevi table loss of containment
integrity with core melt (the loss of the "last-ditch independent
barrier") was not universally recognized.
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P. A. Morris and R. L. waterfield of the tEAEC Regulatory Staff
presented a paper entitled, -Si te Evaluation and Diffusion calculation
Procedures in the l5A. - (IAFA, 1967) It gave the most recent
assumptions and typical results obtained in the application of 10 CPR
Part 100. 'It discussed dose reduction factors required for various sites
using the MCA release to an intact contaillDent, never mentioning the
-China Syndrome- problem.
Davis and Robb (IAFA, 1967) included a look at siting practice in
the U. S. and decided that population cednter distance and population
distribution have, had little to do with nuclear plant siting; at least
outside metropo l i tan areas. Table 1 fran thei r paper is reproduced on
the following page.
Three very interesting papers fran the United Kingdom dealt with
siting. Charlesworth and Gronow (IAEA, 1967) of the British Inspectorate
for Nuclear Installations, provided -A Sunlnary of Experience in the
Practical Application of Siting Policy in the United Kingdom.- They
described the system of site classification, which compared the effects
of postulated iodine release in terms of the most populated 100 sector
and of the entire surroungind population density, using weightiB} factors
for the expected dispersion with distance. {'ft1e United Kingdom was
maintaining the requirements of a zone having limited population close
to the plant, but was tending at that time to move fram a policy of
relatively remote siting (for the U.K.) to more populated siteS).

Charlesworth and Gronow had the following conclusions:
The time has not'yet come when it can be pretended t~at decisions
on the safety of a nuclear plant can be based more f1rm1y on
objective assessment than on judgement.•.•
When the consequences of a fault or accident cannot be se~ure1y
limited or contained, then the chance of ~he !ault o~ accldent
occurring must be sufficiently remote to Just1fy tak,ng the
risk. To attempt to quantify this ~tatement, it might be stated
that the probability of such an acc1dent ~ust be such as ~o
give an acceptable margin of safety.over ,t occurring dur~ng the
lifetime of the plant, and of course the margin must be w'd~ .
enough to take into account the uncertainties of the ~robab'l'ty
figure. Before any decision can ~e.ta~en as to the ~1sdom of '
expressing policy in such terms due regard mu~t.be g~ven to the
possible consequences which follow from ensh~,~,ng !lgure~ of
this nature often to the detriment of.the.or~glnal.lntent10n.
One point is that if a certain, probab,lity f1g~re 15 approved,
anv improvement required will be seen as 111091ca1. Over the
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whole range of releases, effort must still be made to reduce the
uncertainties which must enshroud the fiqures, while in the
range of possible releases where results are very serious, and
too serious to be allowed to occur, broader logic demands that
improvements should continue to be made in the liqht of an
assessment of what is worthwhile in terms of cost and advantage.
Another point is that a number of aspects of des;qn are not
amenable to a statistical assessment of failure, and due reQard
must be paid to these, otherwise attention will be focused on
matters which can more readily be treated statistically to the
detriment of a balanced judqement.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of a number of existing and prospective sites for
nuclear power reactors in terms of potential population risk
reveals that there is no unique classification of the sites in
order of merit. Orders of merit will vary dependin~ on whether
the criterion is the risk to the population as a whole or only
that part resident in the most densely populated sector. If the
exposure of individuals living close to the site is considered
then a further merit order would be obtained. Some sites can
be distinguished that are low in the merit order on all counts
and clearly a special case would have to be made to justify their
use in the immediate future. Moreover, there are too few
practical sites high in the merit order on all three counts to
form an adequate basis for the substantial development programme
which is envisaged for nuclear energy in the UK.
An examination of the practical sites demonstrates that sitinq
alone is an inadequate means of providing proper safeguards
for the public. Therefore greater emphasis must be placed on
the safety aspects of the design, construction and operation of
a nuclear plant. Criteria proposed for doin~ this have been
mentioned in this paper and are further discussed elsewhere in
the Symposium. At present no conclusions have been reached
although work is in hand to define standards which will meet
the immediately foreseeable siting requirements.
Adams and Stone of the Central Electricity Generating Board (IA~,
1967) proposed that the parameter determining acceptable siting be taken
as individual ris~S and presented arguments why a constant, incremental,
annual risk of 10 would be acceptable. In particular, they calculated
an average decrement in life of only 3 to 6 days from such a risk
(although, of course, a few would suffer much larger decrements and
almost all others none).
Adams and Stone arrived at a siting policy Which requires an ex
clusion area; a controlled area, where development that would prevent
emergency action would not be allowed; and then an area of unrestricted
population.
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This paper drew considerable comment. For example, Ilari suggested
that "community risk" must also be considered. Adams countered in two
way. First, he argued it would be difficult to tell thousands of people
they were being exposed to a risk that would not be permitted, if they
were a much large group. Perhaps more importantly, he argued that if a
criterion is based on the total potential number of casualties, the
uncertainty in that number due to conditions and magnitude of the radio
active release is far greater than the difference that the choice of any
site could make.
Adams did concede that quantitative risk assessment would not be
possible when construction of a plant began, and would be subject to
large uncertainties in any event.
F. R. Farmer presented a much-to-be" quoted paper, "Siting Criteria
A New Approach," wherein he proposed that a probabilistic approach be
employed in reactor safety assessment, and wherein he proposed a risk
acceptance criterion (or limit line) in which the acceptable frequency
of occurrence of an accident fell off as the consequences increased (with
a rate such that the expected contribution to risk (frequency times con
sequences) was less for very large accidents than for smaller ones (a
negative slope of -1.5 on a log-log plot). The famous Farmer limit line
plot is reprodced below.
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Farmer proposed this line as dividing acceptable and non-acceptable
events, and suggested that only a relatively few events would be near the
line for a reactor; these would lead to the principal contribution to risk,
for which he suggested a criterion of less than 0.01 premature deaths per
reactor year.
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In later papers by British workers (Beattie, Bell and Edwards, 1969),
the Farmer line was usually given a slope of unity; and risk assessments
were made with an arbitrary assumption that one event would lie in each
decade of frequency or consequences.
Additional insight into Farmer's thinking is available from the
following summary by an ACRS staff engineer of some remarks he made to
the Risk Assessment Review Panel (a group established by the USNRC, in
November, 1977, and chaired by Professor H. Lewis, to review aspects of
WASH-1400) •

PRESENTATION BY MR. F.R. FARMER TO THE RISK ASSESSMENT REVIEW
GROUP. NOVEMBER 10, 1977.
Mr. Farmer, former director of the Safety and Reliability
Directorate, UKAEA, made a short but very interesting and infor
mative presentation to the Risk Assessment ~eview Grouo. He
emphasized several times that his remarks were personal viewpoints
and were not necessarily the official position of the UKAEA.
Initially, in the UK it was hoped that absolute safety could be
achieved by insurinq that a system could tolerate the worst
accident that could be devised, or by insuring that any transient
proceedinq toward a danqerous state would be self correcting.
Unfortunately, those ideas were too idealistic since new acci
dents were always found which could defeat the safety design.
When it was realized that a maximum credible accident could not
be usefully defined and that a 100% safe plant could not be
designed. the use of simple criteria was investigated. Eventually,
these simple criteria, such as ability to withstand two coinci
dent faults, were superceded by requirements for redundancy and
diversity.
During the early 1960's an ambitious attempt was made to develop
codes of practice. However, Mr. Farmer feels that this period
was too early to standardize, and the standards as developed
were not useful during development stages of nuclear plants.
By the mid 1960's, general procedure was for the principal
(groups) involved to make a joint Go~~lusion as to the safety
of new designs. At this time Mr. Farmer became concerned that
these decisions were based too strongly on a case-by-case
judgment. He felt that he, at least, needed some yardstick or
target on which to base his opinion on safety of proposals
brought to him.
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As a result the following proposal was made, "that within the
foreseeable program of gas cooled reactors, the chance of an
accidental release of fission products causing one death to the
public should be less than one." Mr. Farmer indicated that this
target objective was set years ago (1967) and it will take
several years to determine if it can be met.
The foreseeable program was assumed to be about 1000 reactor
years (30 reactors operating for 30 years). It was further
assumed that the release of fission products which might cause
one casualty on a typical reactor site was about 10 4 curies
Of 131 1. A target objective that the release of 103 curies of
131 1 should have a probability of occurrence of less than 10- 3
per reactor year was set. It-was further QroPYjed that an acci
dent having ten times the consequences (10~ Ci 11) should have
a lower probability of occurrence by at least a factor of ten.
This proposal was first published at an IAEA conference in 1967.
Although the proposal relates consequences in terms of 13 11,
Mr. Farmer said that the basis is equally applicable to chemical
plants. It was recognized at the time (and is still true) that
there was insufficient data available, and the chemical industry
was enlisted to obtain data.
Mr. Farmer went on to say that he thinks a probability of occur
rence of 10- 4 (of an accident leading to serious casualties) is
the borderline of acceptability; he didn't appear to have much
confidence that 10-4 is being met (universally). He stated
that chemical plants are not within that value now, but efforts
to improve are ongoing.
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2.15 SOME SPEECHES 1966 -1969
An except from the trade journal Nuclear Industry, April, 1966,
reports a meeting which gives a rather clear picture of the then current
AEC Regulatory Staff position on the siting of LWRls in big cities.
AEC RESTATES ITS POSITION:

NO CITY SITES FOR BIG UNITS

As an educational venture, the Symposium on Locating Nuclear
Power Plants in Cities", held March 22 by the metropolitan New
York section of the American Nuclear Society, was an unquestioned
success.
A maximum of 60 persons was expected; 122 actually attended,
including Norman Cousins, editor of the Saturday Review, who
has been appointed by New York's Mayor John V. Lindsay to head
his Task Force on Air Pollution.
For all,the sophisticated as well as the uninitiated, the
meeting was siqnificant for it served as the occasion for what
was perhaps the clearest statement of AEC policy on urban siting
that anyone has made so far. At the same time, it qave industry
representatives a chance which they did not neqlect to state
their case.
The spokesman for the AECls regulatory staff was Clifford K.
Beck, deputy director of regulation. What he had to say left
little question about the AEC's basic position on the building
of big power reactors in urban centers. Barring a drastic
change of attitudes and policies, which does not seem to be in
the cards, there is little chance that the AEC will soon permit
any utility to build a big nuclear plant in a big city. .
Essentially, Beck said, what is needed is experience in design
ing, building and operating big plants, a very high deqree of
assurance that adequate engineered safeguards can be designed,
and equal assurance that all crucial systems, including engineered
safeguards, will perform with great reliability. Deciding
when these conditions have been satisfied will be "a matter of
judgment," but "Up to the present and as of now, taking into
account the status of all these matters, it appears that 'adequate
experience' has not as yet been accumulated."
Beck identified three well-recognized trends in nuclear power
planning and construction:
• The growing size of plants and the tendency to go to ever
higher burnups, which means that in-reactor fission product
inventories are large.
• The tendency to standardize design, which he found hopeful.
He stressed, however, that so far this is "a paper trend only,"
for none of the big 'standardized' plants has been operated.
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• The increasingly strong incentives to build nuclear plants
close to major load centers. The effects of this tendency, he
said, "could be to add a disproportionately large increase in
the potential hazard to people."
Elaborating, he stated a point of view which few in industry
accept, at least in the sense that the AEC seems to have accepted
it:

"If a given reactor, presently operating, should be moved closer
to people than it now is with all other factors remaining un
changed, there would be an increase, first in the risk per
individual ... and, second, in the risk to the population as a
whole .... If the reactor should be increased in size at the
same .time, the increment in risk would be still larger. Thus,
just to maintain the level or risk to individuals and to the
population where it now is, a movement of reactors closer to
population centers would require improvements in the safety
status of the faci 1ity. "
Listing the improvements that will be necessary, he mentioned:
• The need to set reactor design, construction and operating
standards "at the high quality level required." The problem,
he said, is that "for many systems and components, the quality
standards are better defined and more clearly satisfactory than
for others."
• The need to resolve "any residual technical areas of uncer
tainty.1I Under this heading he mentioned metal-water reactions,
and "certain problems concerning the "design, codes, construc
tion practices and testing of steel pressure vessels. 1I Specifi
cally, he said, lithe relationship between technology available
and actual practice in construction of vessels, the factors
affecting rate of defect growth ... and feasible methods for
periodic inspection or otherwise verifying continued accept
ability of the vessel are among the problems requiring further
clarification.
ll

• The need to establish the adequacy of accident-prevention and
consequences-limiting safeguards. Here he gave three criteria:
each system must be capable of performing as it is designed to
perform at any time under any conditions; each must be proven
highly reliable, and appropriate techniques must be developed
for testing each system after it has been installed. Meeting
these conditions would, he noted, sometimes call for lIimagina
tion and clever design and engineering.
1I

• The need for sufficient experience with large reactors "to
assure a high level of confidence. II Noting that while lIexperi
ence with the specific type of reactors proposed for urban
siting is highly desirable, he maintained that lIif such
experience consists of steady, uneventful operation .•. this
ll
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would have quite limited usefulness in indicating the effective
ness of protective safeguard systems. Hence, the need for
experimental work and, beyond that, for 0 bservation and periodic
in-situ testing of safeguards systems. Such a program, carried
out over a period of time on a full-size, full power prototype
would give valuable indications of the reliability and readiness
of such systems. 1I
1I

1I

Thus, by implication,
of metropolitan sites
he made it clear that
plants in the largest

Beck told his audience that the approval
for big reactors is years off. Moreover,
he was not talking only of the biggest
cities:

IIBefore large power reactors are moved into areas where substan
tial increases in magnitude of potential hazard would result,
and as a means of assuring that the present low levels of risks
to individuals and the overall population at least do not
increase, these matters must be established at the highe6t
pO.6.6..i.ble level 06 c.on61dence [italics added] . .
Speaking for the Consolidated Edison Co., W. Donham Crawford
stressed that the utility plans to continue to press for the
aoproval of city sites, not only because it is convinced that
they will be safe but because it must. Describing Con Edison's
problem, he pointed out that nuclear power offers the answer to
air pollution problems--an issue of increasing sensitivity in
New York, and that usually it is not practical to build plants,
nuclear or conventional, outside of the city because of
resistance to constructing overhead transmission lines and
the high cost of installing underground lines.
Crawford told his audience that before committing itself to
build its second nuclear plant at its Indian Point site, Con
Edison had discussed the possibility of a site in the city with
the AEC and had concluded that "approval for a metropolitan
site to pennit 1969 operation was quite unlikely.1I
Looking ahead to the ultimate solution, Crawford foresaw IIthat
a large part of the answer may be simply the passage of time,
during which the public can observe the successful operation of
more remote nuclear plants and the coming and going of nuclear
powered vessels in and out of busy harbors."
From what Beck said, it will take considerably more than this
to satisfy the AEC.
Beck's basic line of reasoning was indirectly challenged by

J. C. Rengel, general manager of Westinghouse's Atomic Power

Division. Repeatedly, he stressed that reactor manufacturers
must build reliable, safe plants at any sites and he asserted
that there has been too much emphasis on engineered safeguards
designed to limit the consequences of an accident. As he put
it, to the manufacturer IIthey are only last-resort systems."
Making the point another way, he stressed that IIbasically,
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safety is no less important in a remotely located plant than in
the city," and he devoted most of his talk to describing pro
cedures for designing and building plants that can be counted
on to operate safely and reliably anywhere.
Acknowledging that an urban site does involve some "special
considerations," he outlined safety criteria Westinghouse has
adopted for plants designed to be built in cities, and he left
no doubt that the company believes it can meet those criteria
now.
After listening to Beck, Crawford and Rengel, and to S. A.
Szawlewicz, who reviewed the AECIs nuclear safety R&D program,
Cousins said he was convinced that all that it is humanly possible
to do to make nuclear power plants safe is being done. "But,"
he asked, "is all that is humanly possible enough?" He con
cluded that on the siting question the positions of the AECls
regulatory staff, as expressed by Beck, and the city's Task
Force on Air Pollution were essentially the same.
Also in 1966, Congressman Aspinall included some remarks on reactor
safety in an address to the American Nuclear Society in Denver, Colorado.
These are reproduced below:
Need for Continued Safety Emphasis in Nuclear Power Industry
At the same time, however, I do feel that a few words of caution
would not be inappropriate. Lest the successes that nuclear
power is now enjoying should turn to euphoria, I would echo some
remarks delivered a fortnight ago by my colleague Chet Holifield,
Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. In speaking
before tne Edison Electric Institute he reminded the utility
companies that the large, so-called "conventional" reactors being
sold today involve extrapolations from operational reactors that
are three to five times smaller in size, and that these larger
reactors are new and in fact pioneering efforts. It is there
fore necessary that we ramain ever vigilant of the safety
aspects of nuclear plants. If we should relax our efforts
to maintain the nuclear industry·s remarkable safety record
and a significant nuclear incident were to result, the conse
quences to the public--not to mention the industry itself-
could be most unfortunate.
I therefore say, "Make haste slowly." If the Atomic Energy
Commission's regulatory program is marked by "unparalleled
conservatism," as some pundits have observed, then I say: So
be it. Another commentator has remarked, perhaps with some
exaggeration, that the safety features required by the Commission
to be built into a reactor are somewhat akin to a man wearing
three belts and two pairs of suspenders. My retort to this
comment is simply this: Caution is the parent of safety.
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Safety
terion
AEC to
to the

consciousness is and should remain the number one cri
in the atomic energy field. Therefore, I want- the
continue to rigorously apply its high safety standards
construction and operation of nuclear reactors.

I want the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to continue
to insist that multiple engineered safeguards be built into
each reactor.
And I want the reactor manufacturers, utility companies, and
others-,n-the nuclear industry to continue to take as seriously
as they have their obligation to guard the safety of the public,.
If they do-- and I can assure you no stone will be left un turned
by the Joint Conmittee to see that its will will be done in
this regard-- I think we can look forward toat'hrivinq atomic
power program whose record for safety will not only ensure its
public acceptance but serve as a model for other industries.
On the other hand, Congressman Craig Hosmer, who for many years was
the ranking Republican member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
made three speeches in 1968-69 which included a different type of reference
to the ACRS.
At the Conference on "Nuclear Fuel-Exploration to Power Reactors"
in Oklahoma City, May 23, 1968, Representative Hosmer spoke on liThe
Nuclear Industry Today:

The Way I See It".

There follows a short excerpt

from this speech:
This distortion of nuclear plant prices-- first low, then high -
obscures a key element in assessing the true economics of nuclear
power generation. Its present high side of the price scale
threatens to discourage some future nuclear plant sales. It
even may kill off some plants already announced. Specifically,
I have in mind the Bolsa Island Nuclear Power and Desalting
project in my own California Congressional district. Planning
costs have skyrocketed from $444 million in 1965 to $765 million
today. Some of that cost increase responds to unrelated circum
stances, but a large portion comes from a boost in installed
nuclear capacity costs from $132 per kilowatt to $250 per kilo
watt, and a jump in the cost of power delivered at the load center
from 6.2 to 7.9 mills per kilowatt hour. A I go or no go'
decision must be made by project partners before June 30th,
and I am very pessimistic about it -- very pessimistic indeed."
"Practica1 Value" and the ACRS
It is things like this that lead me to believe that we can forget
for a long time about the AEC making any "practica1 value"
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determination on Light Water Reactors. Possibly, the Joint
Committee ought to fulfill the commission's not-too-secret
wish that its responsibilities for such a finding be eliminated.
And if the Joint Committee moves in that direction, it might also
take a good hard look at the proposition of eliminating the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. AEC already has
asked relief from the mandatory ACRS review of every license
application. That could provide a good opportunity to evaluate
the organization's future.
ACRS has no responsibility for the economics of the nuclear
business and apparently could care less. The reactor manufacturers
are afraid to approach it with many new safety improvements,
particularly in the area of an integrated, systems approach to
safety. With good reason, they are afraid ACRS will act as an
Advisory Committee on Reactor Redundancy, and simply order them .
to add the new features to the existing safeguards, thus increas
ing costs further. I cannot help b~t wonder if ACRS had out
lived its usefulness -- if it now serves less as a protective
boon than it does as an anachronistic burden."
At the Joint"Winter Meeting of the American Nuclear Society and
Atomic Industrial Forum, Congressman Hosmer gave a speech which included
the following comments:
Licensing and Requlation
Now, at just about this point in one of these intramural
exercises I usually strike out with forked tongue at the
'deplorable regulatory mess,' whatever that is. I'll refrain
tonight simply because in the past it has proved largely fruit
less to do so. Not entirely, however. Six months ago I called
for burning the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards at the
stake. Since then it has moved slightly off cloud #9 and we
have had a couple of interesting off-the-record chats. So
tonight I'm going to recommend that we temporarily forego the
burning, but instead of letting ACRS itself pick and choose
what it wants to create fear and trepidation about, that in
the future the Commission designate to it the matters which AEC
believes important enough for specific ACRS review. After all,
ACRS is an advisory set up. So it seems appropriate that the
Comnission tell it what it wants to be advised about instead
of ACRS telling AEC what advice it is going to get.
Frankly, I am concerned that if ACRS cannot somehow speed up
doing its homework at the operating license stage, this country
may be in for some serious brownouts. Some 72,000 megawatts of
nuclear electricity is scheduled to come on the line in the
period 1971-1973. It is required for the utilities' basic load
growth. If ACRS cannot do its job with considerable dispatch
as to the operating licenses involved, the delay will run us
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into drastic power shortages, and severe public censure of the
whole idea of nuclear kilowatts would be inevitable.
Finally, Representative Hosmer addressed the Nuclear Safety Program
Information Meeting at ORNL, February 17, 1969.

Several excerpts from this

speech follow:
Reactor safety is a deep concern and a serious obligation to all
of us here tonight. It is only one element of our overall
nuclear safety program, but it is by far the largest in terms
of its potential impact on the public at large. I imagine that
collectively you devote more of your working hours to this one
topic than to all other areas of reactor design and operation
put together. And that is how it should be.
Safety always has been -- and always will be--the Number One
item on the nuclear power priority list. Without this concern
on the part of the reactor manufacturers, the operators, the
Atomic Energy Commission and the Joint Committee, there pro
bably wouldn't be a nuclear power program today. And without
a nuclear power program today, there might be many dark cities
in 10 or 20 years.
The Fact & Fiction of Reactor Safety
Because of this before-the-fact emphasis on reactor safety, the
nuclear power industry has largely solved the public acceptance
dilemma it faced just a few short years ago. We're still not
technologically ready for 1000 megawatt nuclear plants in up
town Manhattan--or even in Queens--but I believe that most
people today are confident that the peaceful uses of atomic
energy are being developed with their best interests in mind,
and that their personal health and safety are being skillfully
protected by highly trained and competent individuals.
Achieving this high level of public confidence has not been
easy. There are, of course, still some critics who like to
get their names in the paper by making muckraking charges or
fabricating half-truths about careless atoms and the alleged
dangers of atomic anything. We're obliquely accused of plotting
the grossest kinds of sins-spewing death into the atmosphere,
fouling rivers and streams irradiating mothers' milk, poisoning
babies and so on. Lately, these kinds of things have been spiced
and laced with emotion packed allegations regarding massive
fish-kills and other ecological retrogressions, despoiling the
esthetics of landscapes and even architectural immorality in
the design of power stations. To hear these charges made, you
would think that the entire atomic energy program is some sort
of sinister plot against mankind in general and the Sierra Club's
shibboleths in particular. But for the life of me, I can't
think what possible motive the United States government would
Rave for the callous disregard for human welfare of which we
are accused. I still believe our objective is simply to get
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kilowatts to the people, safely and reliably, in adequate amounts
and at the lowest possible cost.
All this is reminiscent of the ACjDC furor in New York City back
in the 1880's. The city was in the process of adopting a
revolutionary form of electric power called alternating current.
The fear-mongers, ignorant of the facts and deaf to the expla
nations of the experts, shrieked that the whole concept was a
death trap and that thousands would be killed. Fortunately,
George Westinghouse persevered with his plan, and showed up his
critics for what they were.
Some of our critics today like to point with alarm to certain
of the technical problems we have had in some of our first
reactors, but they constantly confuse reliability with safety.
They overlook the fact that these were demonstration plants
whose economics and operational characteristics were open to
question from the outset. That's why we built them. I'll be
among the first to admit that the reliability of the first
generation nuclear power plants has been nothing to write home
about. But we have every confidence that additional experience
in design and quality control during fabrication will improve
that record.
Now, when a reactor shuts down safety during an emergency or
malfunction, this is evidence that the reactor has been properly
designed to safely take care of such eventualities. The reason
for the shutdown may indicate some sort of design deficiency
relating to reliability for normal operation, but the matter of
ultimate safety can hardly be questioned as long as the shutdown
procedure is effective. From my vantagepoint, the safety record
of the civilian nuclear power industry still looks good because
no member of the public has ever been injured because of the
operation of a civilian nuclear power plant.
This is a record in which we all can take pride, but it is a
special tribute to those who make reactor safety a profession.
Here, I'm thinking about the reactor designers and operators,
and the men on the regulatory side--those in Harold Price's
operation at the AEC, the licensing boards and even the beloved
Advisory Conmittee on Reactor Safeguards. They have done a
remarkable job under trying circumstances, for which all
Americans can be grateful.
A Review of Reactor Red-Tape
Now, despite all this intramural back-slapping, and if, indeed,
the safety record of the civilian nuclear power industry is so
good, why, then, is there so much pressure for changing the
regulatory groundru1es? The answer often given is that while
present reactor licensing procedures have proved satisfactory
in the past for a low volume of licensing business, there is
reason for concern that they may not prove adequate for the
future as we move toward annual licensing of large numbers of
nuclear power stations, or at least larger size stations.
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The handwriting is on the wall. Already in a couple of instances,
utilities seem to have backed away from nuclear plants and gone
back to fossil fuel in order to avoid the delay and uncertainty
involved in getting a plant on the line. Much of this delay
has no connection to the licensing process; but much of it
does. Further, the utilities obviously can see such obstacles
as esthetics, scenic preservation and anti-trust problems on
the nuclear road. logically, these are as pertinent to conven
tional plants as nuclear ones, but, in fact, the existing
machinery of bureaucracy is more efficient in raising them in
the nuclear case.
Things like this bother me, just as they bother other members
of the Joint Committee. The development of the peaceful uses
of atomic energy has been a national objective for almost two
decades now. If we are going to sustain the level of progress
we have achieved in the past few years, and if we are going to
make sure that America's electric power supply keeps up with
her demand, we are going to have to make sure that our power
industry does not strangle on red tape. We have too much at
stake as a nation to do otherwise.
Reactor Safety and Public Policy
Another apparent reason for all the discussion about reactor
licensing is philosophical. Safety, after all, is relative.
It is not an absolute. There is no such thing as absolute
safety any more than there is such a thing as partial pregnancy.
Right now, there is an infinitesimal chance that the roof will
fallon our heads. Now, whenever you deal with something like
this, you are going to wind up with different estimates Qf the
degree of safety to be required--the old question of how safe
is safe enough?
To most of you in this audience, reactor safety is a technical
problem, and you'll discuss it in those terms for the next two
days. But it also is a public policy question--a political
problem, to use a more familiar term. Traditionally, it has
been up to the Atomic Energy Commission and the Congress-
specifically the Joint Committee--to answer the "how safe is
safe" question. Put another way, it is a determination of what
level of public risk is acceptable in order to achieve the
benefits of cheap nuclear electricity in large loads.
This has been done. A balance was struck which fully protected
the health and safety of the public, but still permitted the
orderly, economic development of atomic power as a national
objective. However, today many people rightfully or wrongly
feel that the balance is becoming lopsided, not by deliberate
reassessment, but simply by the sheer inertia of regulatory
bureaucracy.
By way of extreme contrast, the automobile industry developed
almost totally without formal decision of the deqree of risk
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acceptable to society. We have, in fact, acceeded to a price
of some 50,000 highway deaths annually for the convenience of
the automobile. A few efforts are being made by the govern
ment at various levels to reduce this price, but it is in no
way comparable to the constant, comprehensive attention given
by the government to nuclear safety.
How Safe is Safe Enough
I do not suggest that we relax by one iota the necessary safety
requirements which have been added to plant designs or other
wise in recent years. But what I am suggesting is that we
recognize in practice that everything done in the interest of
safety doesn't necessarily make things safe. We must consider
the whole system, and avoid rushing every new safety device
into production just because someone calls it a safety device.
Our objective is added safety, and I believe that is best
achieved by a systems approach based on a realistic estimate
of the possibility of an accident, rather than carelessly
adding new control and protection devices on top of existing
safeguards.
It also is necessary to recognize that the licensing and
regulation functions are not aimed at safety alone. Safety
perhaps is only incidental. The actual focus is on economics.
Before you accuse me of a careless disregard for human life,
let us see just what our traditional answer in the United
States has been to the question of "how safe is safe enough?"
Studies recently made by Dr. Chauncey Starr, Dean of Engineering
at UCLA, show that in the design and operation of conventional
--coal, gas and oil-fired--electric power stations, we have come
to accept a public risk limit of about one death per year per?
one million installed kilowatts of generating capacity.
In the nuclear power area, technical studies of statistical
but unlikely catastrophes which would spread radioactivity in
populated areas, indicate that about 10 lethal cancers per
million population might result.
On this basis, if the conventional power plant risk limit were
applied to nuclear plants, each 1,000 megawatts statistically
could be allowed one such accident every 10 years.
However, such a catastrophe would completely destroy the
nuclear site of the plant and require complete dismantling
and years of costly reconstruction. Because power companies
expect nuclear generating stations to last 30 years, the economic
consequences of such a catastrophe every 10 years would be
totally unacceptable. In fact, even one such failure either on
a statistical or actual basis during the nuclear plant life
would be unacceptable.
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Therefore, to meet economic performance requirements of the
power companies the catastrophe rate of less than one in over
100 plant years would be needed, or 1/10 the rate currently
associated with conventional plants. All this simply means that
nuclear plants are 100 times as safe as conventional plants,
because we design and build them ten times more conservative
than that. .
The Sources of the Problem
Now, it is apparent that no one is particularly enamoured with
the way the reactor licensing process is working today. We all
recognize that things are changing--the raoid acceptance of
nuclear power, bigger sizes, new designs, changes in old designs,
new companies, and so forth. These changes obviously raise
new questions requiring new answers, which may range from very
conservative to very liberal. The Commission recoqnizes this
as much as either the utilities or the manufacturers. Evidence
of this is the AECls internal review of its licensing mechanism
which is currently underway. The report will be completed
sometime in the Spring and I am sure that it will address it
self concisely to some of the problems at hand.
Recently, I conducted a review among some of the knowledgeable
people in this field. I wanted their views on the problems in
reactor licensing and what they thought we might do about them.
And if I could summarize their comments, I would say they are
concerned primarily about the lead-time, in the name of safety
and licensinq, that it takes to receive a construction permit.
But that is by no means the only problem.
They are also very concerned about the continual changing of
regulatory requirements. Maybe this is necessary in a rapidly
changing field, but every application seems to bring new require
ments, and more often than not, the requirements seem to change
during the processing of a particular application. This, they
contend, makes it impossible to file a satisfactory construction
permit application, and the long lead-times make orderly load
growth planntng unreasonably difficult.
Additionally, many of those polled--again, rightly or wrongly-
complained about what they regard as overly strict requirements
for design detail at the construction permit stage of the
licensing process. This results, they say, in a premature
freeze on design, and a trade-off of progress for safety
objectives which they believe may be ill-defined or even non
existent.
Three Proposals for Improving the System
In this polling effort to find out how others view the problems,
I also asked for and received suggestions for improving the
reactor licensing process--some good, others not so good.
There were three suggestions most frequently made.

One is to
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revamp the functions of the ACRS. The second is a proposal
that the manufacturers be licensed as well as the utilities;
what has become known as the Good Housekeeping Seal concept.
And the third, of course, is that the Regulatory Staff should
be spun off and organized as an independent government agency.
I would like to treat each of these subjects briefly and give
you some idea of my thinking.
First, the ACRS. Half in jest, I suggested last summer during
a speech out in Oklahoma City that the ACRS be abolished and
got a standing ovation. I certainly don't expect that kind of
a reaction here tonight. I didn't even expect it then. My
purpose simply was to get some discussion going about ACRS
roles and missions, and it seems to have succeeded.
There is no question in my mind that these men perform a valuable
service to the nation by providing some independent expertise
on reactor safety. The questions I have are two. One is
whether or not ACRS members worry more about keeping their
personal records clean against all contingencies by striving
for absolute safety rather than th~ high relative safety
society and progress require. My second concern is whether the
functions we have presently assigned to the committee are the
proper ones.
As you are probably aware, a bill to relieve ACRS of its respon
sibility for reviewing each and every construction permit appli
cation was introduced in Congress last year at AEC's request,
although no action was taken. I am hopeful that when the
Joint Committee gets around to taking up this matter, we might
broaden our vision and consider some alternatives.
One particular frequent suggestion has been to re-establish
ACRS as a general advisory committee on reactor safety. I
have a feeling that such an approach would be more consistent
with the original objectives when ACRS was established. The
idea here, obviously, is to remove ACRS from the regulatory
mainstream and let it devote its time to the major safety
questions affecting all reactors. The nuts-and-bolts review of
specific applications would then be left to the Regulatory
Staff with the continued safeguard of a public hearing. It
seems to me that the important question is whether today's
reactors would be any less safe without a specific ACRS re
view. I'm not prepared to answer that tonight .. I only suggest
that we take a good look at it.
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2.16 MIDLAND
On OCtober 30, 1968, the Consumers Power Co. submitted a Preliminary
Safety Analysis Report for two PWR's, each having a power rating of 2552
MWt to be located on the southern boundary of Midland, Michigan. Accord
ing to the report to the ACRS from the Regulatory Staff dated January 23,
1969,

"The applicant does not now propose to include any iodine removal
system (i.e., containment reagent spray or charcoal filters) which would
help to decrese offsite doses from accidents. FUrthermore, a contain
ment vessel leakage rate of 0.2% per day is proposed."
"The applicant proposed to include the Dow Chemical Company complex
(in which a maximum of 10,175 people work during the day shift) within
the exclusion area. In addition, it proposes to include the City of
Midland (population of 27,779) within the low population zone."
The Regulatory Staff report states that the population at the Mid
land site exceeds that of Zion and Indian Point to distances of about
5.5 miles. Beyond that distance, Midland is more typical of a site in
an agricultural community.
The Staff report estimated that thyroid doses on the site and in
Midland, using the assumptions of Part 100, would exceed the guideline
limit of 300 rem, and that rapid evacuation and/or dose reduction
features will be required.
An early review of the acceptability of the site was requested.

The Midland Subcommittee met on February 4, 1969. A large portion
of the minutes of the Executive Session are reproduced below to provide
insight.

SUlTIllary
This meeting was held with the Midland applicant and the Regula
tory Staff to discuss population related questions in an attempt
to evaluate the proDosed site. Conclusions of the meeting are
as follows:
1.

Post-accident doses, when evaluated by the Ergen-Monson
method, are no worse than for the reference site.

2.

All Regulatory people and consultants ap~ear to disagree
with the Applicant's meteorological assumptiDns.

3.

Evacuation plans for the site and Midland require further
discussion.
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4.

Addition of iodine removing safety features and reducing the
containment leak rate will reduce the post-accident doses.

5.

The applicant is willing to have further discourse on the
subject of adding or improving the plant safety features.

6.

The Exclusion Area and Low Population Zone size can probably
be reduced considerably by adding safety features.

7.

The cooling pond for heat dissipation and steam from reactor
steam generators used in the Dow processes represent new
features.

8.

The Midland project should be reviewed at the February 1969
ACRS meeting.

Executive Session
Dr. Monson opened the meeting by stating that Dr. Thompson
is on board to give continuity of thinking with regard to
siting policies. The purpose of the day's review is to
determine acceptability of the Midland population distribution.
Mr. Price is to give DRL conclusions orally at full ACRS as
has been more and more his current philosophy.
The site is different from most for the following rea~ons: The
exclusion area radius is 1170 m. and contains 353 people and the
Low Population Zone radius is 3 miles and contains 28,000-48,000
people. The 28,000 number is the ~ermanent population plus
1/4 of the temporary population, and the second number includes
all temporary people. There was some question about the
validity of the 48,000 number. The Population Center Distance
is about 700 feet.
According to Dr. Monson, all definitions of exclusion area, etc.,
can be altered to meet the intent and requirements of 10 CFR 100.
This can be done by reducing these distances. At Indian Point,
for example, the exclusion area and LPZ radii are 0.22 and 0.67
miles and the Population Center Distance is 0.63 miles. This
is with a 3025 MWt reactor. Ziori has an LPZ of about 1 mile.
If Midland would improve the containment leak rate and iodine
scavenging, they might get arouno'the legal problems. So, the
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question becomes; does this site meet the intent of 10 CFR 100?
This city boundary itself is not too meaningful here since the
city includes the entire Dow plant.
Mr. Squires asked the following question; if the Dow plant is
not considered in determining peD, what happens? The PCD becomes
approximately 1 1/2 miles in this case and, in Squires' opinion,
the Committee may want to decide whether or not to include this
population. The words in 10 CFR 100 refer to city boundary but
the intent is something different.
Population tables were handed out (Attachment 1) which showed
comparisons with Indian Point, Zion, Trap Rock, and Burlington.
The max imum" numbers on page 1 include people which may be
counted twice, both as a resident and working at the plant.
However, there are people who work at the plant who live out
side the 3-mi1e radius. A concentration of approximately 4000
people is located in the corporate offices in the NW part of
the Dow plant. Looking at the (p + 1/4 T)* column in Attachment
1, Midland looks acceptable. In the maximum" column,
II

II

Midland

oo-

1
2
o- 3
o- 4
o- 5

mile
miles
miles
miles
miles

- No apparent problem
- Lesthan Zion, no apparent problem
- A little worse than other sites
- A little worse than other sites
- Same as accepted sites

So, even if one includes 100% of people who miqht be there, the
site compares favorably in terms of total population.
Di scuss i on of Worst 22!20 Sector table, page 2, Attachment 1.
Looking at "maximum" column,
: Midland is

oooo-

1
2
3
4

mile
miles
miles
miles

-

Better than Trap Rock
Worse than any previously approved sites
Similar to Indian Point
Similar to Indian Point

Dr. Gifford (a former ACRS member) asked what kind of population
criteria are being considered in view of the amount of popula
tion data generated. This led to a discussion of page 3 of
Attachment 1; comparisons of deviations from the reference
site. The bases for these were reviewed for the benefit of
Dr. Thompson. The Midland index looks better than the reference
site with regard to injuries as shown but not as favorable as
the reference site on fatalities. Using the "maximum" numbers,
Dr. Monson's conclusion is that ther is no question that this
site ;s acceptable when talking about the large accident. Six
*Permanent population plus 1/4 the temporary population.
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accidents have been calculated for the worst 22~o sector and are
listed on page 3 of Attachment 1. In this, Midland appears to
be better than the reference site. So, it seems to Dr. Monson,
looking at this population data, that the site is acceptable
even with the maximum people possible present.

Dr. Monson then read excerpts from ACRS reports on:
Reactor Siting Criteria - 12/13/61 - 10 CFR 100 should be a guide,
and TID 14844 and 10 CRF 100 should be flexible and change
able. One purpose of the guides is to limit exposures to large
populations.
Letter of 12/13/60 - refers to using reactors of proven design.
This letter refers to limiting the number of people killed to
less than a catastrophic number. The reactor should be sited
such that if the incredible accident occurs with no safeguards,
people in a city> 15-25,000 people should not receive> 300 Rem.
October 22, 1960 - Another reference is included here on catas
trophic numbers of fatalities. There is also a discussion of
exclusion area, LPZ, and peD. peD doese would be limited to
200 Rem with the incredible accident. This concept has already
been violated in some approved sites.
With these examples, it is clear that reactor operating
experience was lacking, that the incredible type accident was
assumed credible and, if it did happen, the number of people
killed would be minimized. Dr. Monson observed that popula
tion matters are more important with the larger reactors and,
if nothing else is done, the reactor must be moved farther
away. With adequate improvements, the larger reactor might be
moved closer.
Dr. Zabel asked the old hands if adequate operating experience
had been gained since 1960-61. Dr. Thompson felt that the
experience is running behind the rate of size increase. The
amount of operating time is not significant and, at the same
time~ no serious accidents have occurred.
But, the absence of
bad experience may be considered good experience, per Dr. O'Kelly.
Dr. Monson noted that the people far from the site become more
important with larger reactors and the bad accidents.
Dr. Gifford felt that some discussion of safety improvements
of the last few years would be useful. Dr. Thompson stated
that there was considerable emphasis on PV's at the expense of
other things such as post-accident cooling in the 1960 era.
There have been some changes in philosophy such as Section III
which are hard to evaluate from the safety viewpoint. Accord
ing to Dr. Thompson, depending on which side you look at, you
can paint a dark or light picture. Dr. Monson felt that there
is not an abundance of experience to justify significant
changes in criteria now; e.g., the recent Swiss reactor melt
down of the past few weeks is a bit of bad experience.
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Dr. Gifford brought up the interrelation of plant design aspects
with the population aspects. This plant design has certain
changes from previous designs; e.g., steam system. Dr. Monson
observed that there is a danger of ruling out site reviews if
the plant design must be reviewed, too.
Or. Thompson's comments on 10 CFR 100 pointed out that there
were two considerations: the close-in population which iodine
was the main concern and the far-out people for whom man-rem
was the consideration. People then were looking at sites
farther away from cities so that very large populations wouldn't
be badly affected. The basic intent of 10CFR 100 was to limit
doses in the event of severe accidents.
At the 106th meeting, February 6-8, 1969, the ACRS completed its
preliminary site review of the application.

The minutes of the meeting,

which are reproduced below, succinctly summarize the Committee's action.
Specific Projects - Midland Plant
The Committee completed its preliminary site review of the
application by the Consumers Power Company for authorization to
construct the Midland Plant. The Committee concluded and
reported orally to the applicant that: "The Committee has
reviewed the proposed Midland site primarily from the stand
point of population and population density. The following
remarks therefore refelct Committee conclusions based primarily
on that one aspect of site evaluation.
"The Committee considers the site proposed to be unacceptable
for use with reactor plants designed and analyzed as presently
described in the PSAR. However, it believes that the site
may be acceptable for use with reactor plants of the proposed
power rating if: (1) The facility is equipped with adequate
engineered safety features and protective systems; (2) the
facility is analyzed sufficiently conservatively - particularly
in respect to: determination of exclusion area and low popula
tion zone; assurance of low potential doses at short distances
from the reactor in the unlikely event of a serious accident;
evaluation of the number and location of people who could be
safely and quickly evacuated in such an event; and, use of
assumptions, for example those related to meterology, in dose
calculations; (3) the facility is designed, constructed, and
utilized sufficiently conservatively; and (4) the facility is
provided with thoroughly structured, effective emergency plans,
including evacuation plans."
Significant factors in the Committee's considerations were the
high population within four miles of the site, the minimal
engineered safeguards proposed in the application, and the use
of less than conservative assumptions in the dose calculations.
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ACRS review of the construction penni t application for Midland
continued in 1970. This was the first Babcock and Wilcox plant in a
"populated" site, and the review was conducted in considerably greater
depth and breadth than usual, involving several Subcommittee and full
Committee meetings. Resolution of several generic safety items was
required or the provision of flexibility to accommodate future re
quirements was sought. The Committee asked that the Regulatory Staff
review detailed criteria for the protection and emergency power
systems prior to installation of these sytems, rather than rely on a
commitment to meet the appropriate general design criteria, etc.
In a sense, the very considerable length of the ACRS report on
Midland, which is reproduced on the following pages, was an indication
that the site was "a more populated one."
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFE:GUARDS
UNITED STATes ATOMIC ENI::RGY COMMISSION
WA5HINr.TON. D.C.

2054~

June 18, 1970

1I0nor.:lh}c Clenn T. Senhorr,
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Em'rgy Commission
Washi.ngton, D. C. 20545
SUhjl~ct:

REPORT ON

NIDLAND PLANT UNITS 1 & 2

Denr Dr. 'Seaborg:
During its 122nd meeting, June 11-13, 1970, the Advisory Committee on
RcactorSaf<>guarc}s c.ompleted its review of thE.: application by the Consumers
Power Comp.:lny for a permit to con~truct the Midland Plant Units 1 and 2.
During thi~: reYic,'I1, the project also vlaS considered at Subcontl11ittee meetings
held on Jilflunt"y 22, 1969, at the plant site, on April 24, 1970, at Chicago,
Illinois, on February 4, 1969, March 2 /., 1970, and June 10, 1970, at
Washi.ngton, D. C. and at the ACRS meetings of February 6, 1969, April 9, and
May 8, 1970, in Washington, D. C. In the course of these meetings, the·
COl!lmittC'(: had the! benefi.t of discussions with representatives and consultants
of the Consumt.:rs Power Company, Babcock and Wilcox Company, Bechtel Corporation,
Do\'I1 Chemic:1-l Company, and the AEC Regulatory Staff. The Committee abo had
th~ benefit of the documents listed.
The }lidland Plant site is on the south bank of the Tittubawassee River
adjacent to the southern city limits of Midland, Michigan. The main
industri.al complex of the Dow Chemical Company lies within the city limits
directly across the river from the site and provides an area of controlled
access about two miles wide between the reactor site and the Midland busi
ness and residential districts. The exclusion area of the plant site has
a radius of 0.31 miles and includes a small segment of the Dow plant; no
Dow employees are permanently assigned in this segment, and the applicant
has the right to remove any persons from this segment if conditions warrant.
The low population zone has a radius of 1.0 miles and contains 38 permanent
residents and about 2,000 industrial workers, mainly employees of Dow
Chemical Company. The number of permanent residents within five miles of
the plant site was estimated to be 41,000 in 1968) mainly in the city of
Midland and its environs.
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.1ulIe' Hi,

l~IO

'1'11,' :11'1') i (';l1Il It;!!; ('!;! ;,1,) i ~~lINl C)"j l('ria for, anti 1I1l!: !l('!'.ll1l L1'l' fOl"l1l1l1:'11 jOll
of ;l cn,,'p"(~h(:nl;-jvc' ('lIll:)I',I'I)CY (:vaClI:1i":i(lll pl:lll. This plan is heinf'. <:()()nl:illilt(~<1
,,"'j 111 t Ill' vc:J.l-(,~:t:ll)l-i l:hcu pJ ~11 of the' DOH Clwmic31 COli'pnny for CI:'C'J"g('ney

cv;:c·l1 . . t Uon of the Hiell<lncl chcm:.ic~l plant and portions of the City of 1'1jell:lllr]
in C:l!H' (If major emC:.l.·r..c:ncics at the chcmic:lI planL. Close coonlinntion with
C1prl.'oprL~te nll1ni.cipal :md stale authorities is also h~inc estahlished.
'l'bl' Midland l1ldtf: \-lill ('nch include a t\oJo-loop pn~ss\ll.'izcd \};;lt~r reactor
clv~::i;~llhl ftlr initi::tl corE: pm'Jer levl:l~ up to ?['52 H\·Jl"..
'1'11(> nllcl0.ar ~tcam
supply !';yst~ni::; and the.: emercency cor.e cooling system~; of these units arc~
e~:~;(;:1L:i.ally idelltical \o1ith those for the previously r.cvi(~Hec1 Ocone,", Units
I, 2 nn~ 3 anel Runcho Seco Unit 1 (ACRS reports of July ]1, 1967 and July 19,
1~6S, l·('~pectiv(:ly). The:.> combined electrical Olltput of CliO tylO units will
be 1300 M~. In n~djtion, 4,050,000 Ibs per hour of sccon~ary st~om will be
cxpor(:('(l to the adjncc:nt DO\-J plant to supply thermal energy fol' chemi.cal
proc(:f;li'ing operations.
'l']w pre,s l1~(,~w('d, post ··tc:ns ianed conC' ret· e rc~c tor cont.1.iruneu t hui. ld in~s ar~'
!'limi 1:1.1: to those appl·ovecl for thc Oconee Units 1, 2 :mel 3. The clesi[n will
illd\lde 1J('netr.ation~, \olhich can be pre~;surizcd, and isolnt:icJn valve seal
'~~IL(,l~ sy:~tc:l11S to r!'uucc lcakDf,c.
C1I,'1n\)(,ls \·Jill be \vc]d(>d over the seam
'-lcltls of the cU1'l.tnimwnt liner plnte,s to permit leal; tc:sting of the SE':lm
\"c'lds.
CooHn~ \\':lter for the Midl:lnd reactors is supplied from a diked pond t!ith a
capacity of 12,600 acre-feet. Make-up \-later is taken from the Tittabav]assee
River. The cooling water supply is sufficient for 100 days of full power
operation without make-up during periods of low river flmv. In the unlikcly
event of a gr.oss leak through the dikes of the cooling pond, a supplemental
S0111'<.;(: of water will be available.
The supplemental source is provided within
th~ O1:1.in pond by excavating a 24 acre area to a depth of six feet below tll0.
bottom of the.: m.3,i.n pond. This source can supply shut-down cooling capability
for 30 dnys without m:1.ke-up.

,

The applicant wi.ll conduct an on-site meteorological monitoring program to
verify lhc applicability of the meteorological models used for accident
evaluotion and routine release limits as well as to determine any metcoro
lOBical effect of the cooling pond. This program shotlid be completed during
construction.
Midlaud is the first dunl purpose rp.actor plant to be licensed for construc
tion. 'rhe export steam originates from the secondary side of the steam
generators and mny contain trnces of radioactive leakage from the primary
system. The demineralized condensate from 60 to /5 percent of the export
steam i~ rc>t\.lrned by Dow to the feed \-later supply of the reactor plant.
Tile cond~nsute from the remaining stenm is either chemically contaminated
or c.:tnn('>t practically be returned to the nuclear plant. It is collected in
the Dtm \\'~stc treatm~nt system for dilution and processing \o7ith other st1:cams
before e:.>vC'nt1.lal d-ischnrge to the rivc,r. Thus, the unreturned portion of the
concJlmsate rc!prescnts an effluent frum the reactor pbnt to \o1hich the rcquire
m~nts of 10 CFR Part 20 must apply.
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l'hir. m;ltter may be considered in t,>!o parts: (1) the' steps taken by the
npplicant to c.n:;ure that any radioaclivity in the <:xpor.t t;lcam is '~ithin
the liIIlH:; S(:t by 10 CFR P.:lrt 20 and as 10\'1 as prl'lCtic olJ Ie .md (2) th(
rncnSl!rc~ taken by the' Dow Chcmical Compnny to ensure that the export steam
can be u:-a.:d in c!H':lllicai operatiuns without product contflmillation and thnt
the unn·tllrnl'd ~;ll'n.1I1 condensate is properly tn~nae~cl [or safe disposaL
In COIll/l'ctiOll \-lith jt~11\ (1), the applicant propOl':es to monitor and control
radin;lcUvity in \·hc: c):port steam. A rcprer-;entat:ivl', conl:ill\luu~ s;}ll\pl~
of 1]lc' (:::port :-:team \.;ill be condenr:erl for monitorjne anc1 leth(lratolY al1alyf:jl'i.
Thc ~~lmna activity of this flOWing HAmple will be continuously monilor~d
hy on-linc.' nll:tlyzers anu un alarnl actu~tL:d if the :tctivity exceeds An
.1pprnp)··j ate limiting value.
Thc a1nrm will serve to indicate nny ch:mgc
in the inLcgli.ty of thc ~team generators or fucl (:lnddil1g. Samples of:
thi~; (.;01ll1(:nS:lt!: stn:am will be analy<::(:d at approprj.iltc intervnlsby sensitive
lml-lcvel beta courtting for detcrminntion of gross b~tn activity ann
concclltrtltion of ~el('ctp.d rncliollucli.dcs. Thc applicant El.gree:s to limit,
by ~nintaininG high integrity of the Iteam generators and fuel clRddinn,
th" yearly average gross beta activity in the export steam to one-tenth or
1C'~~; of the limits specified by 10 CPR Part 20 for the selected rae.1ionuclides.
Thl' yearly average will include Rny periods of short duration when the
conccntrnlions Olay approach but not exceed the 10 eFR Part 20 limits. The
applicant states thRt in his judgement it is practical to opernte.' the pl~nt
'"itllin these' 1imits. 1 f these limit~ Rrc excc·eded, corrective measures
will be t.<ll~en i'l the plant or tb<:: ell'livery of export stearn to Do,: '·.'ill be
lc)·min:ltcd. lIe also ncrccfl to denlon~trate the analytical equipment and
prOCl"dul'l'S in develop!Tlcnt programs to Lc carried forward and completed
during construction of the Midland PInnt. In connection with item (2) >
D~l~~ h~s stated that they '''i 11 apply for Cl 10 eFR Pnrt 30 Naterial.<; License
to r('ceive, possess,aud use the export (second.:lry) steam as a source of
thermol <l.nd mech.:lnicnl energy. No export steam or conuensatc will be
intcntionally introduced into any product. Isolation of the export steall\
[rom cont:lct with prod",1 cts will be nccomplished by the use of heat exchange
devices ~lich will prOVide suitable physical barriers. Programs will be
cstab1i:-:lwcl to provide for detection of l~al{s in the heat exchanee devices
by nnalyses, moni.tors. and other means; for repair of leaks when detected;
and for appropriate administrative control of the programs.
Dow has stated that accumulation of radioactivity from the export steam
and r~1r.3se of radioactivc materials in the effluent will be in accordance
with 10 CFR Part 20. The unretunlcd condensate will represent less than
1070 of the total liquid effluent disposed of throur,h the Dow waste treat
mr.nt plant and thE' nnrmal average concentration in the total effluent is
expected to he less than 1% of the 10 CFR Part 20 limits.
The Committec believes that the criteria proposed by the applicant and
Dow rOT. th~ control of radioactivity in the export steam are necessary
and ndl'qu.:ll"e. The de~tai.lcd procedl1res for implem£~l1tation should be
dcvelopeu during construction in a mnnncr satisfactory to the Regulatory
S t af f • Th e Cl':l':ni r tee wi$hcs to be kept informed.

llollorahle Glenn '1'.

To

mJ.nl.11lJ.%e

SC'~hoI:r,
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tilt'

appl:i cant"

~nd

Dm·] hnvc~ nerN:C! to prohihit future sal t mini.n~~ operat"ionr. within one-half

mile from the center of the rCClctor plant. No new wells will be drillc'd
within thi£: distcmce il1lrl all p.xisting wc-l1s \-7i11 be abandoned and pluljgcd.
Tht: Committec believe!;; these arr;Jngemc:nLs are satisfactC'ry.
A large volu~~ of liquid chlorine is rn~;ntained in a refriRer~ted storage
vessel nbput nl1C~ milc from the Hid1n.nd pl.:mt control room. The applicant
is con:.:inuin 0 hi S stt1Cly of the c()ns(~YI10.nces of a major accidC'ntal release
of clllorinc.: £l'olll thi~ vessC'l. IJe has i.nclud0d in his cri tcria for the
d('~;i.l~n of the ('ont'r01 room the objcctive of finding a practical method of
nli1inLainLng the: concent.rntion of chlorine in the control room atrnosphf're
h(·10\v 1"11,· d~·.lJ! hour thn,f,ho1d 1imi tine value (TLV) of 1 ppm for the mas t
~c'r1 ous concci vah] C' cll10rinc accident.
The Cornmi ttee believc!'; that
a<1"fj11;II(' air purificat.ion fclcilities should be provicled in the control
roo!'; vC'nH InHon systrm to reduce chlorine concentration to the' eight hour
TLV of 1 ppm S() th.!1t open1.tors can \-]ork without respiratory ~quipm('nt
during an extended cl110rln(' emergency. This matter should be resolved
clurinc construction in a manncr satisfactory to the Regulatory Staff.
The reactor ves~cl cavity will be designed to withstand mechanical forces
anel pn.>s~~LtrC transients compara.hle to those consi.dered in the design of
the Zion Dnd InJian Po1nt-3 plants.
The appli cant has stat'ed that he will provide addi tional evidence obtained
by improved multi-node all<11ytic::'.1 techniques to assure that the eme.rgency
core coolinR system is capab1~ of limiting core temperatures to the limits
('stah] isllcc1 at pres~nt. He vyill als(. make appropriate plant changeR if
the' further analysis clclI10nstrlltes that such changes al~e required. This
mattC'r ~;hould be resolved duri.ng construction in a manner satisfactory to
the RC'gt11ntory Staff. The Comnlittec~ \vishes to he kept' informed.
The safety injection system for the Midland plant is actuated by ei.ther
] Cltv rl.!:l(' tor pl.t:::::sure or high contni nnwnt pressure signals. Ho,,,ever, of
th~sc twcl,thc reactor is tripped only by the low reactor pressure &ignal.
Thc Commi.ttee helieves that provision also should be made to trip the
reactor hy thc high contai.nment pressurc signal.
TIle applicant plans to develop more d~taiied criteria for the installation
of protec ti.on and cloergenc:y power sys tems together wi th appropriate
procedures to malntlJin the phyzica1 and electrical indcpendcnce of the
rc~dund~lt1t portion~ of these system5. The Committee believes that these
critcria and procedures should be reviewcd and approved by the Staff prior
to actual install~tion.
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Thl' nppJi.c:.-1Il1 c()Jl~i c]c,rs the po"silJiJ i ty of mel tinf; ;Jnu r-;uh~,cqu(·n·t
dj :;j,1I1 cj','<t' 1011 of ., pOI'l ion of H fu~l a~;sembl)' ue:cause of £1('\\,; st'arv.1l ion,
f.rc,:;r; C'lIridlllll'lIt ('l-rOr, or from other C~<htS",r: to he rCnlotL:.
Ho.. ., cver, the
'rr:;"'tin:, "fJ"c:!s in t-crrnr: of locnl hjL~11 tClllpvnttl1re or pressul.-C And
po:;:;ih)(· )ni.li.1tjon of failure in ndj'.H;C,'t fucJ el.:.:mcnls are not well
b,CI\'/Il.
"pproprio.,! (: f:tudics ShGlllc be 1II:1l1c to ::;l-,o\" tll:l.t such :10 incident
will noL JC:lc1 lCl ulIOlcC'-'l'luhle cOl1cJil"inns.

1'11(> Conllnil'tee helieves tli.::t. ccn~;ic1~r.:;tion shou]cJ h; given to the utili
znl.i.on of ill~t:nllr.C'ntati.Ol1 for prompt ,kn,ct:lon of gross failure of a
f

\lr"

c' L·!I1'.·,ll.

TIH' Cmltl1i ttcP. h:ls c-OtmllE'ilted in pre"l.ous reports on the development of

syst'cms to control the huildup o[ hydrogen in ene conl<'!inment t...hich
mi.ght foJ lm'l in the unli.kely c;;,v:nt of .:l majol: <lcd dent
The applicnnt
propo"r.c·f, to m:ll<.c use of a techr,iquc of purgint; t:-.rouSh fil tcrs after a
sui.t{\bl(: time de>lay subncquent to the ::ccident, I-Towevflr, the Committee
rC'COllUTIellds that the priTI1'1:-y p:-otcctici: in lh~,s r'2[ard 5hould utilize a
hycll.'ugC'n con Lro) me thod vJlIich ~~.eev· ('1. t:.; ~. ~'~.E"
~r: 'Olt, a' '~:m ,:i thin
snfc limits by means other then >uq;ingo Lv. ~""p:J.billry fo~: purging
should n] so he:> provi clcd. The hyc1rogcl: cor.trol system and provisions
for conLainmC'nl ntlllospliC.:re mixing and sa:.'plin..; ~~iOuld havE.: redundancy
nnd in::;t:l~ll...,enlation suitable rOi.· a", engil~c('rr~d safety fe:at1.lre. The
COillntit'tec wishes to be kept in~o=nic.d of tile, t'cs,-lh~:5<m of this matter.
0

'l'he Cocmni ttec rccol1nllend~ that th~ nppli\:n.· ': ac-ce:lerate the study of means
of preventing common failure lI1C'dcs from llcg:Itlng sc:ralll [;l~tion and of
desien features to make tolerc1hl~ the C0113cqUC'llCC;S of feilure to scram
dllrin~ anticipated transiCi1tS.
Th\;! c:!p:)!-:":"llt st.-ted that the engin<>cring
design would maintain flexi bili ty wi th r(:::garc' to relief cap.2d ty of the
primary system and to a diverse means of re~ucing reacti_ity. This
malt~r should be resolved in a m-:.mie1.' satisfac 'ory to the Reg'.tlatory
Staff during constructior... Th:: (;,:,mmitte~ 't,,:"~i1.les to be kept informed.
Other problems related to large wu!~t' r",actors helve be~ll identified
by the Regulatory Staff &nd the .1I.rr..~ and <..ic.er: in ?'~evious I:CRS reports.
The Committee believes that resclut1cu of '~:'~5-; i c~m~ should apply
equally to the Midland Plant Units 1 & 2~
The Committee beli.eves that the above items can be resolved during con
slruction and that, if due consideration is given to these items, the
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2.17 M!W8OLD
ISlAND
I::
,~

~-

~

By letter--dlat"-'-y 6, 1969, the Public Bervice Electric 8nd Gas Campany

of New Jersey tequested an informal review of their proposed Newbold
Island aite by the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS. !he proposed Newbold
Island site consisted of 530 acres located on Newbold Island on the
Delaware River in Mansfield Township, New Jersey. It vas 4 1/2 miles
south of Trenton, New Jersey and 11 miles northeast of Philadelphia, Pa.
CUmulative population within the first 4 miles of Newbold Island was
siqnifieantly lower than the cumulative population of Zion, Indian Point,
or Burlington. At 4 miles the effect of Levi ttovl -.d Trenton becee
1Jnportant, and the projected CDUlative population ebout Newbold Island
exceeded that at Indian Point and Zion beyond 4 end 3/4 miles. 'lbe CWIIJ
lathe population about Newbold Islend aiqnificantly exceeded that of
Indian Point or Zion frCllll 5 to 33 1I11es. Beyond 34 Idles, the projected
Cl.III1lative population for Inaian Point exceeded that of Nett>old Island.
1'he ACRS Newbold Island Subc<mnittee met on July 1, 1969. IJhe population
distribution was eanpered with that of Indian Point, Zion, Trap Roek
and Burlington using the ,rather simple, arbitrary Site Population Index
(SPI) described above. 'lbe minutes of the July 1 meeting show that the
Subcomnittee members concluded that Newbold Island had a similar BPI index
to Trap Rock, 1Ibieh the Ccnnittee had decided was -not waacceptable- at
its lOOth meeting in Auqust 1968. Ole of the SUbcclmdttee IIBftbers vas Dr.
Hanauer, who dissented fran the draft AOS letter of July 1969 on WLocation
of Power Reactors at Sites of Population Density Greater than Indian Point
- Zion w , mich reinforces the idea that the Subcamdttee felt Newbold
Island was similar.
In a written report
qave no conclusions
site. At the 112th
September 4-6, 1969

to the ACRS dated July 22, 1969, the Requlatory Staff
concerning the acceptability of the Newbold Island
meeting, Auqust 7-9, 1969 and the l13th meeting,
the ACRS considered the Newbold Island site proposal.

As shown in the ACRS report of Septenber 10, 1969, 1Ibich Is reproduced as
follows, the CoaIftittee decided the site was not \l\aCCeptable. Ibwever, the

ACRS called attention to several _tters as requiring attention, including
measures to cope with pcessure vessel leaks and rupture, as practical. In
effect, many of the coaments in the Newbold Island list wre similar to those
previously included in the draft letter of July 1969 on the use of aites
tlIOcse than Indian Point - Zion (W\ich was never .nt (see Section 2.12).
'n1e ACRS consciously withheld. approval of the proposed Newbold Island c0n
tainment -.t the 51 te review stage.
For purposes of information, the population distributions for aJrlington,
Indian Point, Zion and Newbold Island are canpared in riqures 1 8nd 2.
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Ql hbruan'.27, 1970 Public Service Electric Ind Gas CcJrpmy filed a
fOrMl 1IPP1ic!ItJ..on for the licenses required for the contruction me!

operation t# tfii proposed Newbold Island Nuclear Generating Station.
!he 1PP11Catlt proposed Clltrtain ~di tional features for these plants
ccmpared to those being incorporated in similar boilirIJ water reactors
in much less populated sites. '!hese included an additional .in steam
line stop valve; enclosure of the _in atean line and isolation valves
within a tunnel dulnber which is evacuated to the reactor building;
charcoal adsorbers in the gaseous radwaste ~ ~ for holdup of noble
qases; and a system to reduce turbine seal ·releases of radioactivity.
lftle ~oposed secondary containnent was a lew-leakage building (10' per
day), held at negative pressure to provide controlled and filtered
venting and having a 2 psig design pressure capability. '!bese additional
features were aimed at reducing releases frcal routine operation or re
lated to the .istirJ1 design basis accidents for BWR ·s.
.

en May 15, 1970,

the AD: Regulatory Staff issued a preliminary report to
the ACRS which· indicated ...., major problems with Newbold Island.

The ACRS began its review of Newbold Island very early, rather than
waitiD3 for the Staff to have essentially canpleted its own review. A
first Subcanmittee IIleeting was held June 3, 1970, and discussion was
initiated on the topics listed in the Sept8llber 10, 1969 site letter,
plus others. '!he meeting minutes note that General Electric was very
reluctant to discuss capability to withstand postulated pressure vessel
ruptures of various sizes, including rupture of a large nozzle, but
agreed to discuss these matters Wlder pressure by the SubCClIIIllittee.
This topic was discussed at considerable length in ensuing SUbcamlittee
and full Canmittee meetings. General Electric concluded that the vessel
internals and the fX:CS were such that a break area up to four IItJ,Jare feet
anywhere in the vessel could be wi thstood and the core cooled acceptably,
and that the concrete shield wall around the vessel could be strengthened
80 that it would maintain its basic integrity and not generate a.n8Cceptably
1aIge .issiles.
A _tter that _s forced to a partial decision on Newbold IslaneS _s the
issue of anticipated transients without .cram (A'lWS). General Electric
had previously reported in generic studies and ciJrirJ1 the review of
other projects that an autcmatic JUIIP trip 1IIOuld resolve short term ccn
siderations in A'lWS (leaving lon;-tel1ll coolil'lJ still to be reviewed) tlut
had never taken positive steps to include the feature. 'lbe Regulatory
Staff had taken...., position on lIlat _s required or acceptable, if anythin:J.
1he ACRS advised General Electric that, for HeWold Island, a cenm1tment
on the p.-p trip (or some other method for dealing with A'lWS) would be
required prior to canpletion of the construction permit review. 'lbe
ConInittee took a similar position with regard to the need for resolution.
of hydrcgen centrol following a LCX:A.
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!here _s :-lIpCh-di8CUSSion of the a!equacy of the ECS and the potential
for Sncr. .l ~ fmctional e8pability or Rliability. General Electric
uintained thaf the syst_ fWlctlon _s well W\derstood InC! that the ~o
~sed s::cs Was adequate (General Electric .id it h8d ~ 8000, _rgin for
the design basis pipe break) and could not be significantly iq)roved fram
a fmlctional or reliability viewpoint. lIbe Regulatory Staff officially
remained aloof fran such discussions. At a Subccmnittee . .ting en April 26,
1971, they indicated they wre dividec;J concerning the desirability of im
proved 8XS for the Newbold Island site. 1he Staff favored illprcw.ents
in consequence-limiting devices as they arose fram the Part 100 approach.
!here _s also considerable di8CUSSion on the relative advanUges of the
proposed secondary containnent versus the higher pressUre (10-15 peig)
buildin; in the prelilDinary proposal by Consolidated Edison for Trap Rock.
'!he memorand\lll of March 15, 1971, as follows, fram M:RS -.ber Ckrent to am
cammittee OUIirman Siess, illustrates some of the thinking which entered into
the Newbold Island review.

Actually at about the same time that application was made for a construction
permit for Newbold Island, Philadelphia Electric applied for a construction
permi t for a BWR at the Limerick ai te west of Philadelphia. 1I1is te. also
a highly ~pulated site. kcordin; to the rough aite population inCIex used
by the ACRS, Newbold Island was tIll)rse than the everage Indian Point-Zion
ai te, tld1ile Limer lck was SCImttlat better. 'Ibis index did not include _teo
rology.
However, the local meteorology for Limberick was tIll)rse, am the prevailing
winds were generally easterly, that is towards Philadelphia frCJD LiMrick.
Also, the population around Limerick exceeded that at Newbold Island for the
first four miles. In the eyes of the Regulatory Staff this made the -Lime
rick site equivalent to Newbold Island, or worse.· The Regulatory Staff
stated that tltlat.ever requirements wre to be made for Newbold Island Ihould
also apply to Limerick. However, in practice, they did not require stcm;atb
enine; of the lIhield wall around the reactor vessel, as teS done at ~ d
Island. Nlat the Staff did consider were features to cope with the MCA or
lesser accidents. "!bey did not consider Class 9 accidents, or accidents
not lXeviously reviewed for BWR·. at less Jq)Ulated si tes.
Q'le . .11 sidelight of the review of the Newbold Island reactor _s that the
Regulatory Staff _s asked bt the ACRS to take a new independent look at the
~ssible sources and possible effects of fire.
However, the ~ QJbcamd ttee
minutes indicate that the Staff did no addi tonal review in this regard, and
the matter _s not pusued. 'Ibis _8 in 1971, roughly 4 years before the
BrCM'lS Perry fire. Also, the minutes of the April 26, 1971 Subcoan1ttee
. .ting record that the Regulatory Staff thought that there wt>uld be no
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dlaqnostlc:lnstrtlnentation 1M11lable without the ~ vital bus. ICRS
-.nber Moniol\.oJ:hought that the Jr syst_ should be such that there
"Oule! be assud!lftce of safe lIbutdown if all Ie power _s lost. ('!'his
_s to becCiiae irt active, generic safety ccncern eweral years later.)
At the June 3, 1971 SubcclIIInittee meeting there _s an inconclusive
discussion of the proposed seismic design basis. ICRS consultant
Philbrick had suggested that a nu:h larger earthquake could occur, and
ACRS consultant Wilson had estimated that the recurrMCe interval for the
proposed safe shutdown earthquake (0.2g) _s about 2500 years. Ift1e Regu
latory Staff had no response concerning an acceptable recurrence interval.
'!be Applicant stated he had no probabilistic basis in ptQP)sing the
seismic design basis.
.
At the June 3, 1971 Subcanmittee, there wre also ane inconclusive dis
cussions about the reliability of various engineered safety syst-.s. Nlen
_ked how the Appl icant knew that this plant had the rwcessary safety
related reliability, Mr. SChneider replied that it . s based on experience
and on making logical improvements. He also rx>ted that If the 1tE 905
much further in requiring the expenditure of time and money for extremely
conservative designs, it may stop the construciton of nuclear p:»Wer plants.
In its report to the ACRS of June 30, 1971 the Regulatory Staff concluded
that -the Newbold Island facility can be built and operated at the pr'oposed
location without lrldue risk to the health and safety of the public.- At
the 136th meeting, Au9ust 5-7, 1971, the ACRS canpleted its review and re
ported favorably concerning the proposed construction permit application.
However, the recanmendation was not unan~us; there were -Sdit1onal cemments
by three members of the ACRS, Messrs. Monson, Okrent and Palladino, to the
effect that a construction permit should not be issued lmless there were a
major change in the contairnent design, and the hi9h pressure coolant in
jection system (which was intended to deal with snall breaks in the primary
system) was made redundant.
'l'he Newbold Island letter is· reproduced on the following pages toC)ether wi th
the ACRS report on Limerick, ~ich was completed at the ume meeting.
'1'he ACRS again reported favorably on Newbold Island on July 17, 1973 follow
ing a re-review of the increased close-in population estimates.

After the favorable ACRS letter, the construction pemi t application for
Newbold Island proceeded to a hearing before Cl Atanic Safety and Licensing
Board (ASIB). 'lbe ease had becane a very controversial one, with SOllIe
mEl1\bers of state goverrment and some Congressmen frern the region expressing
concern or outri9ht opposition.
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RODorahle Glenn T. leaborg
Chait'Q&u
u. S. Atomic EDeraY COIDi.alOD
Wa.hin3ton, D. C.
20545
SubJect:

IEPOEl' ON DVBOLD ISLAND 1UCtEA1l CEN!IATINC ftATION URItS
ROS. 1 AND 2

Deal' Dr. SUboI'l:

At lta l36th _eting, blult 5-7, 1971, the AdYilory COIIIIlittee em
leactor Safeguards co=pleted ita nview of the .ppllcatiOD by the
Public Service Eleetric and Gal CO':!p&ny for. pemit to CODltlUCt
.he du~l·unit Ne~~old Island Nuclear Generating St~tlon. This
troj~ct was allo considered at the L30th, 133rd, 134th, aDd 135th
aeetln;:s of the CO!D1.ttee on Tebzuary 4-6. May 6-S. JUDe 10-12, ad
July 8-10, 1971, rPGpectivelYi and at Subc~ttee meetias_ on
June 3, 1970 at Arnonne Rational Laboratory, aDd on February 3,
.:arch 29, April 26, JUDe 3, July 7, and August 4, 1971 in t~ashlnstaD,
D. C. During ite review the C~tte. bad the benafit of discu.siODS
vit~ T'C!!'resentativea and cOllsultantl of the appliclLDt, the Ceneral
Electric C~any, and the AEC Regulatory Staff. The CGalDittee also
had the benefit of the documents li.ted belove the CCIICID1ttee reported
the results of itl pre-applicatiOD alte review to JOU tD • letter dated
Septe~~er 10. 1969.
The Itatin vlll be located 1ft Rev Jer••y OIl 530-acre Bewbold X.land
which is near tbe U5t bank of the Delavan 11.,er about 4-1/2 mle•
• outh of Trenton, new Jersey (1970 populetiOli • 105,000) ad 11 aile.
Dortheast of Phil~~.lphia. Penn.ylvanta (1970 populatloa • 2.000,000).
'1'h~ Decreet population center i. a ~oupln~ of .uburbs ill !iucka ~ty.
'cftDLylv3nla, kDv~ collectively •• LevittOWD (1970 populatloll - 72,000).
with lts nearest b:nsndary 3.4 milel from the alte. ne applicant hal
.pecified a rAdius of one mile for the low populatiOll _ , which bac!
in 1t 69 a troandent p~u.1atiOD associated with bdultry of .ppro,..taately
1200, and e ~lsll relldent populetloll vhich il expected to be .bout 100
by U·8~. The Iftinlmu:n exclusion dinaDce is 700 meter., which exteDds to
the we.t bank of the Delnware ntver. AI pointed out III the Cor.rnltt. .••
reporot of September 10, 1969,. nlativ,ly biah populatloa 4.alty i..
e.lociated witb thi. aita.
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~U Include. a NilS.1lI .ater nactor to .. operated .t 3~93 Hilt.
WitbnlpCt to con de.ilD, ,over 1.".1, aM other f.atur•• of the
. .ci.r~te.. tnlPply .,.t.., the Jevbolel I.laud _it••re ••••Ilti.ll'
.uplicate. of the Irowns Ferry Unit. I, 2 and 3, aDei Peach lottom
hit. 2 alld 3. Wa.te heat fro~ the .tatiem will be reject.d to the
.tmo.ph.re by Datural draft cooling ~over••

til it. nport of September 10, 1969, th. CGIID!ttee li.ted .everal utterl
which it beHeved w.rrallted Il..cial attentioo in the ...ign of • plant
for the Hewbold ll1and lite. III nsponl. to thel. nccmmendations, the
. applicant hal included 1n the • .-bold l.land de.lID .everal feature., in
.ddltioo to tho.e DOmally provicled for boiling vater nector unit., to
reduce .till further the potential for nl.a.e of radioactivity to the
.avirolllDlnt. The principal addiU.nal future. are ••cribeeS below:

Joeactor .uUdin;. For .ach Dit, the cOIlventicmal It.el 4ryw11 aeS
auppre••lon chamber primary cOIlta1nment, the fuel haDcSlin8 area ad
apent fuel pool, and the priDeipa1 compODent. of the .Dliraeered .afety
features are contained in an ~JiDed reinforced concrete bUilding of
cylindrical shape with a domed roof. This building il de.iened to
Clan I .eismic .tandard' and to re.lIt the .tanclard tornado, &Dd
.lle. frClll thil or other .ource.. the kilc!inS can ra.t.t an iDternal
preslure of 2 plig, and inleakage at a differential pre.lun of 1/4-inch
of water viii be limited to 10 percent of the building volume per day.
A filtration. recirculation. aud ventilation 'yltem (FRVS) i. provided
to recirculate and filter ~he react~r building atmosphere and ..iDtain
the building at a aegative pre••ure relative to the outaide eDviroament.

ai.

Main Steam Lines. It. low-l.akale. alow-actins, atop .alve hal ben added
do,,"~stream of the two fast-acting valve. in each _in .team liDe, and a
.eal air .ystem ha. been provided to further reduce leakage of radio
activity after main .team line ilolation. The portiOD of tbe _in .te.
line. containing the isolation valve. i. enclosed in a Seismic Cia•• I
tunnel chamber connected to the reactor buildins '0 that any out-l.akate
follovinl the unlikely e••nt of a de.teD ba.i. 101.-of-coolant eccident
viii be treated by the reftct~r building Favs before release to the at=o.
pbere. The entire len:th of the lIIIliD .team line. up to and iDcludiD8 the
turbine Itop valve w11l be de.igne,t to Clas. 1 aeinaic atandard.. The
maiD ateam lines from tbe third isolation valve to the turbine .top valve
will be designed aDd fabricated til .ubstantial accordance with the require
. .ntl for Ate quality assurance Clftl.ification Group I. III addition,
881ective inspection of critical a~eas of thia pipina viii be performed
.uriq refuel~DI outages.
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"'dlo~tlS •••te Dispo.al. !he nelio.etl.e • • eli.polat .,.teml tDcluda-.
• everal·. feature I "yoDel tho•• DOrMlly prcwlded tD 'oiU.ng _tel' nactor .
'laut•••· !'he liquid valte aylt. . pezmitl the ncycliDg of equl~llt ad
floor 4rain valtel and the .vaporaU,_ of chemic.l and laundry va.tel
before di.ch.rge to the envlrODlDeDt. fbe .a••oul va.te .,.tem ,rovid.,
for the reccnbinin& of hydrogen ad oxygen. condenling the "POl'. hold-up
for 'ecay of ahort-lived ilotopel. and cryogenic .eparation of tbe Doble
p.... CryptOD and _DOD . , be .tored for period, Rffici.tly 10111 th.t
krypton-IS bec~, the only .t;lllflcat nma1DiDg ndioilotope. hcwilions
Will be ..de to utilize DOD-rldioactive .teas in the turbiDe Sland ...11
ae! to proce•• cont.imDent ,urae B.... ¥heD deinertiftg. fte CGlllldtt..
• U.eve. that the.e vaste . .nagem&nt ayltema are capable of limitinl
nl••••• of radioactivity to the avil'OllM1lt to leftl. Chat an .. 1011
a. practicable.
kactor Velie! tl\tegrl.,U. the appllcat h•• de.cribed lmpl'cwe.-at. b the
'eaip aDd fabrication of the nactor ....e1. The.e include nde.ien of
the large Dozzle. to reduce .tre•• concentratlODs; redeslr;n of the 'ottca
~~"I\d to reduce the number of velds and t2:1prove the capabUity for In
...nice inspection, ad improved ,rocedurel ald Itandards for iD81>ection
eluring fabrication. The applicant has .tadied the ,rob10lIl. nlated to
,olsible degradation of relctor~e••el lDtegrity and b•• coacluded that
. a nozzle failure or • small break vould not impai.r ~e integrity of tbe
biological Ihield, tt.e pr1nary cont.iD:Dent. or the reactor iDtemall. and
would Dot affect the abUity to cool the core. III addition. the biological
.hl.1d bas been rede.igned to iIlcr.... aub.tantially ita .bUity to with
.tIDd iDt.mal prellure I • jet force I • 01' 1I1.,:l.1e••
!,mcr,eency Core CooHnl System. !'he _rlency core cooling .,..tea (lCCS)
baa been modified in two vays. the high-pressure coolant injection O~I)
'yltem h.. been chansed to inject vater directly to the core throuBh the
core .pny aparter I'.ther than iDto the dCNDcomer region via the f••cJvater
aparaer. In addition. the .pplicant h.. .t.ted th.t the .t.~turbtne
'riveD HPCI pump viII be D>dified to the extent f•••ible to bcn••• the
volume of vater delivered to tbe core. 'the low-pre.lure cootat injectioD
(LPCI) .ystem ba. been chuged ~o inj.ct vater inside the con .bnud
through four .epar.te .e.se1 penetrations. rather than throu;h the ncb··
eulat::011 linel. The applicant ba. atlted that the•• change. provide
Dcre••ed reli.biU,ty of the.e .yctl1U .nd reductioD. in the , ••k clad
teapel~turel attaiDee! iD the unlikely event of • lo••-of-cool.nt accident.

ft. eu-tttee ..Ii•••• that the d.lip cb.Dge. de.cribed .bove are nit.bly
relpon.lve to the concerns .tlted in it. latter of September 10. 1969
regardlns .dditional utterl which .bould be cODsidered for a ,lant at
the Bevbold Islud .ite•
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of a. . .l.olabl. 'nat of an lDlt~.t line 01' a ,rocels
li.De • .uctor coolant vtll be dbcharsed to tbe nactor buildlDs. Since
the i.strumant ItDes wl11 contain • 3/S-iDch flow-re.tricting orifice ta
aide the primary containment. failure of a. uny a. eib!1t .ucb lines viii
Dot lead to preuures ludd. the reactor bulldinS greater tl,an the 2 pl1.g
at Which it relieve. to the enviroDmeDt. Bowever. failure of a procell
line. if .ot tlolated 1D a ~ery .hort time. could l.ad to p:-e.sures in
exce•• of this relief pres lure and Itgnlflcant amounts of r.actor coolant
would be di.ch.racd to the .nYir~ent. Although the off-,ite doses from
.uch an accident would be . . 11 vtthiD the 10 CFlt 'art 100 f,uldel1nea. they
would be c01:a?at-able to or lnater thAD the do.e. calculated for other le'l
probable accidents. The C~ittee believe•• therefore. that the applicant
.hould ulte dellgn provid.on. for reduciDa the quantity of reactor coolant
'ilcharged to the·reactor buildlDg til the event of a proce•• liDe break.

L

'l'he applicant haa .tud1ed de.11D feature. to _1-.0 tolerable the conse
quences of failure to acrao during anticipated traDsients, and baa concluded
tbat automatic tripping of the recirculation p~. and injection of boron
could provide a lultnblc backup to the control rod Iystam ~~r this type of
event. The Comaittee believes that this recirculation p~ ~rip reprelent•
• lubstantial ~rovement and Ihould 'e provided for the N~bold Xllend
renctor3. l:crJever, further cv31U:lticm of the sufficiency of this approach
&1'1d the speel£ic =eans of it::.plementing the proposed pu=p trip .hould be
_de. This matter should be resolved in a manner latt.factory to the Ate
legulctory Staff aDd the ACRS during co~~truction of the plant.
appllcant ha. Itated that a Iystem vil1 be provided to control the
concentration of bydrogen in tbe prtmary containment that might follow
in the unlikely event of a losl-of-coolant accident. The proposed
."tem il Dot capable of coping vith hydrogen teneration rate. in
accordance with curraat AEC criteria unles. the primary contaiam-Dt ia
inerted. Therefore, the Committee believel that the contaiament Ihould
be inerted and that the hydrogen control Iystem sbould be del1gDed to
_intain the hydrogen co~centration vithiD acceptable lbits uling the
&ssu~tion. listed In A:C S£fety Guide 7. '~ontrol of Co=bu.tible Ga.
CoDcentratlolu: In Containment Foll.:oviq a Lol. of Coolant Accident. II
1118

Other problems related to larte water reactora bave 'een identified by
tile Regulatory Staff anc! the Aer.s and cited in prevloWl ACRS repot-ta.
The Cc:nmittee believes that rc:.olutiOll of these items ahould appl,
equally to tbe Jlewbold Island Station.

{

....

'the Con:m:ittee b.lievel that the itemJI mentioned above caD be n.olved
duriua cOQstr~ctioQ and that. if due consideration i. given to the••
ite... the Hevhold leland Ruclear Generatillg Station Unit. BOl. 1 aacI
2 can be constructed with reasonable a.surance that they caD \e
o~erated vithout undue risk to tbe bealth aDd lafety of tbe public•
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MdltJ.... l eDllll8llt. '-7 Dr. B. O. ".OIl, Dr. D. Okreat _d Dean B. J.
'al1ad1Do~ attached.
'".

'4"

.incantJ JOUr••
OrielDal Signea by

Ip_Dcer H. B\lsh

'peDcer B. lueb
Cbalma
lefere12cea - .ewhold I.laftc! Nuclear GeneratiDI Station Unit. Ro.. 1 aDc! 2

1. fubllc Service Electric aad Ga. Campaay letter dated Februar,y 27,
1970i LiceD.e Applicati_; fnlia1Dar, kfetJ . .1,.i. "port (nAIl),
YolUIMI 1 tbrouab 5

2. AmeD_"t. Bo.. 1 throuah 5 84 Bo.. ., throup 9 to tsA1t

-,
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A1:liouJtbe large, lov ,rei lure , high In-l.lkal:;e leconury "actor
.ulldiug propolad by the app~icaDt for Newbold I.land Unit. I and 2
"presentl an tmproveaent over reactor buildings currently employed
for Dlr.'P..s at lites with lover lurrounding population denlitiel, ve
believe that further iaprove'Jlent 1. appropriate. The relAtively
l1li811 volume of the Iteel pressure-Ioppression type priJ:lary cODtaln
_nt Introduces lo:ae crowdirg of equip1:lent and lome attendant problems
In the limultaneous a:cocpl~£r~nt of full protection against viola
tion of primary containment by possible .18111e., Jet force., and
,ipe whi~, and accOM?lishment of full accell for tn-Iervica tn.pection.
lome further protection would be provided asaln.t ext~ly low
,rob.hillty accidents tnvolvtng a concurrent lOll of primary .ystem
integrity and a limited violation of prtmary contAlument by the use
of • large, relatively high-pressure (of the order of 10 pli, as hal
"en proposed for. a IWR at another lite baving a comparable .urrouad
IDg population density), lc·:-lp.akage. secondary cODtaia=ent building.
Such a bigh-pressure, seconda~y containment, coupled with a pressure
.uppression primary containment, provides a combination which can
tolerate a fairly tubstant1al violation of prtmary contai~ent arictns
from the .ame event vhich caused a loss of coolant, a. wall a. furttaer
protection against unforeseen events. We believe that this improvement
in safety capGbi11ty i8 warranted for a core densely populated site
like Nuwbold Island. and rec~end that the issuance of a construction
pe~it be contingent on tho use of a high-pre••u~. lov-leakage aecOGel
ary conta i:ament •
For postulated loss-of-coolant accident. lDvolving .mall break aise.,
the hi~h-pressure coolant injection .ystem OlPCI) arranged ao as to
Inject into one of the core spray loop. is predicted by the applicant
to be highly effective In ltmitln~ peak clad temperatura. to aoderate
levelo. ~e believe that for a bigh pover, bigh-p~,r·den.ity reactor
at a ,ite a. deanely populated a. Newbold I.land, the a?pllcant Ihould
li,~ further consideration to the use of An HPCI tyltem OD the .ocond
core spray loop. The purpose would be to provide redundancy of thia
.an. of protection in the event that tbe .tn~le !PCI .ystem beca.
ineffective because of failure of _ EreI co-....ponent or because the
accident arose fro:n rupture of th! core apray line into which the
BPCI injects. The automatic depressurization .ystem which together
With the low-pressure emarsellcy coolin; systems constitutes aD
alternste mean. for coping w1th small b~aks, albeit by lntroductDa
• Jaraor opening, would continue to aerve a. a backup •
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Subjec.t:

JtEPOU ON .1.IME:nCK GENERAnNG SunON UNID 1 AND 2

Dear Dr. Seabors:
At its ·136th meetina, August 5-7, 1971, the Advisory COftlnlittee on
&aactor Safeguards completed its zeview of the application from
. &be Philadelphia Electr:1c Company for a permit to construct the
two-unit Limerick Generatbs Station. %be ,roject va. considered ....
at Subcommittee meetings on November 10, 1970 at the ,lant site,
and on Harc.h 31 aDd July 29, 1971, in Washington, D. C. During its
review the Committee had the benefit of discussions with represen
tatives and consultants of the applicant, the General Electric Com
pany. and the AEe Regulatory Staff. The Coumittee also bad the
benefit of the clocmMnts luted below.
"

-.

-

The L~erick Station will be located in Pennsylvania on a 587-acre
.ite on the Schuylkill River about midway between Philadelphia and
&aadina.· !be nearest population center is Pottstown (19~0 popula
tion - 26,000; year 2000 predicted population - 55,000) with its
Dearest boundary 1.7 miles to the northvest. :the low population
&one TacJiua is 1.3 miles. The e.~imated population in 1968 vas 500
persons vithin one mile and S,200 persons within two miles. The
.
• ip~ exclusion distance is about 2,500 feet, which extends to the
"est baak of the Schuylkill lliver and include. a s. .ll uninhabited .
island Glmecl by the State of Pennsylvania. tbe City of Philadelphia·
U 20.7 ailes to the .~the..t with a 1910 census population of about.
2,000.000.
.. .
.
"
"".0

·0

••

•

Each unlt: of the Limerick StatloD inclucle. identical bollinl vater re
actnrs to be operated at • pewer level of 3293 !Qt. !'be core designs,
,ower densities, and other features of the nucl.ar .team supply systems
are essentlally ielentical totbe Browns Ferry unit. of the tenne••ee
Valley Authorit: .nd Peach Bottom Unlt. 2 and ! currently under con. truc
tior. by the Philadelphia Electric Company. Waste. heat is rejected to the
9
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a~ph&re by ~ DAtural draft coo1inl towers. fte Dormal coolinl
_tu' nqu1rement of 74 cfs, lDcluelilll ~ cfs ofor con.umptive .u.e,

'

0• •

• .

the 'CODtaiDment is of th~ ov.r-under'pre•• ur~ auppr.s.ion type a1milar
"to that of the Shoreh_ Ifu~lear Power Station. %be clrywell is a rein·
forced concretes ateel-liDed truncated cone; the . .~ll i. a cyi1nder
,of a1milar construction•. !be: drywall and vetwell are .ep.r.ted by a '
'-1/2'foot thick reinforced concrete floor penetrated ~y 8S vent pipes.
A leN-leakage, Class I reactor building .unoWlds both units which .bare
a a!sagle compartment above the lavel of the refuelinl floor aDd oc'cuPY
. aepa:rate compartments below this level. The building is elesigned to
reUe~e throulh blow-out puaau at aD iDtemal pre.aure of 7 1Dche. of
. watK. _ &rraDIemeAt vbic:b the applicant Jau .tated aene. to protect
'·angin.ered aafety equipment frcr.:l excessive ateam exposure vhile .till
aaintaining offaite close. from postulated proce•••teamline failure.
ofar "low -10 erR )tart ,100 I'--" Qelines. '
'

e·

..

..

.;,,.

....:,
•

....~~4 fra the Schuylkill tiver. To provide another aource
.uiial 'lrouaht penoels arrDsement.'are Mini _cle to obtai.Zl vater
f~,tJaA· Delaware liver.
'
. .
"
"
'
..

o

~.

.

•

The nactor building in-leakage .t • differential pressure of 1/4 inch
,. of vater will be limited to 50t of the buildinl vol~ per, day. On
, .I.0 lation of the buildina a %ecirculation-flltration system atarts
~utCD&tically, continuous 11 process ing about' 60, 000 cfm through BEPA
and charcoal filters. A small fraction of the discharge of this .ystem
,°is ezbausted to the outside euvironment through the' .tandby .as tre.t·
..ent ~Item which includes deep-bed, chucoal filters.

~l'
"

...
'

'

"

....

.'.. ...
:
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%he entire leng~ of the, .ain ateat line.. up to and including the tur
biDe atop valns, vill be designed to Clas.' I .eumic .tandards. !he
main ateam lines from the clo.-ustream isolation v.lve to the turbine Itop
··v.lve viII be desilned anel fabricated in aubst.nti.l .ccordance vith the
requfDmenta for MC qu.lity a ••urance ClaSsification Group J., In acldi
~iOD. the Committee beli.ves it .ppropri.te to de.ian and install all
ocoDDeCted piptDi clown 'to 2-1/2 inches in diameter to Class I .eiamic
·.t&Ddards out to and including the first v.lve. The .pplicant bas Itated
o . that 'lie will iutall • third stem line bolation v.lve down,tream of the
two fast-actina valve, or develop aD equiv.lent v.ter·•••l ayste. accept
able to the haul.tory St.ff. '
.,.
,
o

The lttolopcal abi.eld is to be constructed of IIUlgnetite concrete placeel
between .teel pl.tes. The shield ¥ill be reinforc!ed near openinls to
insura integrity for postulated ruptures in the vicinity of Dozzles. the
Co~.e believes that the entire biological abielcl should be desianed
~o bDe reasonable ability to withstand intemal pressure .nd jet forces•.
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core coo11Da system (IceS) 1au "en chmaeeS in several
-,
-Uab p,;...ure coolaAt: I.DJeet:ioll (B?CI) .Yltem Iiu ken
-.oc!ifiacl 'to inject vater 4iractly into the cor•. throuab the .pray
.puler rather than into the dovncomar region by the f ••clwau.r aparler.
III adcU.ttoh, the applicant has atatecl that the turb:iDe driven BrCI pump
°v1U also be mod:l.£ied to the eztent fe..ible to here... the vo1.ulDe of
water cleliver.cI to the cor.. the low pres.ure coolant injeet:l.on (UCl)
qstem bas been cbanled to 1z!.ject vater lD.icSe tile core ahroud tbroup
four ft•• el penatratiou. Each of two pas.rl of LPCI pumps .feed a
"adar aerviDa t:vo. nozzle.. %be appliC&Dt b.. Itated that the.e cbaDaes
provide iDcr...ecl nl1&!»1Uty of thas. systems _d r.ductiou in the
peak clad temperatures atubac! lD the unlikely event of a lo••-of
coolant acci4ant.
.
.
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~e rac!~oactive waste .lapelal qat.. !DCl• • aeveral fa.ture. "yODd.
diose DO%1ll&lly provicled i.D boilinl water reactor plaDtS. the liquid
...aste 87ltem peDd.ts· the ncyc11DI of equipment and floor dralD . .tes

o'

and the evaporation of chemical anel laundry vutes before ducharae to
~ envirOmHnt.
:rbe lue011! vaste system provides for the reeOlllbin1D&
·of hydrogen and oxygen, condersiDa the vapor, bo1d-up'for cleeay of
,"
ahort-l~v.d iaotopes. and c~o&eD1c leparat10D of tbe DOble ......
EzyptOD and anem . .y be stored for per1oc!5 .~fic.l.lItly 1o1lg that Uyp-.
ton-8S becomes the only slgni:fi.cant remain1Dg radio1aotope. Itrov1aions· ,
W'1ll be . .de to uti1ue DOD-radioactive Iteam in the turbine aland ••als
act. to procels contaf!IIDent purle aases vhen cIe:bartilla. lfhe Coaaitcee
believes tbat these wa.te m.a:agement systems are capable of l1mitlD. re
laue. o£ ralU.o~t1vity to ~ aI1VirOD:DtU1t to lavell that are .. low as' .
practicable.
.
.

.

".

.

.

:

%be applicant has studied design features to make tolerable the conae
• •ne•• of failure to .cram durlDa anticipated transiants, end bU COD ..
elucled that automatic tripp1.q of the recirculation pumpa and lDJectlon
of borcm could prcrd.cle a .uitab1e backup to the' control rod a1~telD for
,"
this t7Pe of event. 'rhe Coadttee be1ievas that th:b recirculation pUmp
.aip represents '. aubatantW improvement anel ahoulel be provided for the
LiJDezick reactoD. 'Bowaver. f1ather evaluetloD of the lufficiency of
·th1s approach an4 the specific. mens of .lmplement1Da the propo'-eel"., .
trip ahould be ...se. rbU 1!t&tter should be r.ao1veel ill a -.nner aatta-· '
factory ~o the BaplatoZ7 Staff ad t:he ACIS 4url.D& cOnstruction of tile r.actor.
. .
".
.
.

. . .

fte appllcaDt hu atatec! that a alstea 'will be prOvided.' to control tIae
collcentr.tion of hydroaen :l.D the primary contaiNDent that -&ht follow '
b the aDl1kely event of a loas-of-coolant accident. !'be· proposed .,..
t . . la DOt capable of coP:l.D& nth hydrolen pDei~t:l.on rate. in acc.orduce
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Aulust 10, 1971

•
wi'~~~eDt jEe crit~ia unl.s. the primary containment is inerted.
!bet.fofS~ the_e~ttee believes that ~he containment Ihould be
tDerted~nd that the hydroien control Iystem should be designed to

saiDtain the hydrogen concentration within acceptable limits using
the assumptions listed in A!C Safety Cuide 7, "Control :>f Com
bus~.ble Cas Concentrations in Containment Following a Loss of.
CoolaDt Accident."
The applicant: bas selected & value of 0.12 I for the ac.celeration
representing the maximu= ground cotion at the site and on which
Class I .eilmic design is to be based. The Committe~ -ecommends a
sdDfmum acceleration of 0.15 I be used for the design basis earth
quake for this site.
.
Other proble=s related to large vater reactors have been identified by
the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS and cited in previous ACRS reports.
The Committee believes that resolution of these items should apply
equally to the Limerick Statio~.

.

.

The Com=ittee believes that the ite~s mentioned above CLn be resolved
during construction and that, if due consideration is liven to these
iteMS, the Limerick Generating Station.Units 1 and 2 can be constructed
with reasonable assurance that they can be operated without undue risk
to the health and safety of the pu?lie.
.
Sincerely

'

..

y~~~
Bush

References
. 1. Philadelphia Electric Cc:pany Preliminary Safety Ansl)'sis Report
(Volumes I through S), for Ltcerick ~eneratinl Station ruits 1

a42
2. Amendments 1, 2, 3. 4, 6. 7, 9 & 10 to· the License Application of
Philadelphia Electric Co:pany for the Limerick Generatins Station
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O'l OCtober ", 1973, Dr. Ralph 1:. Lapp, appearing before the ASIB on

behalf of~ee-nrwealthof Pennsylvania, testified ~ainst issLBnce
of • con8tr)lCtton penait. Bis tastllony is interesting in -..eral
ways. He stated his belief that the ACRS request for extra-conservatism
in plant design, and its requlr-.ent for 8lSditlonal safeguards, 15 a
reflection of the need for insuriJ¥;J a higher degreee of PJblic protec
tion because of the high population at risk at the site. Be stated that,
in his opinion, the ACRS letter of July 17, 1973 is a conditional approval
of the station 8nd that the Atomic Inergy Ccmnission lIhould resolve this
condition now before the cantruction permit Is approved. 'WIen three
bighly (JJ8lified lICientists on the ACRS express reservations about a
reactor installation, I believe that their recc.lDendation should be
given the most serious consideration.· 1hen he went on to note that
the ACRS recognized an LWWSUll populatin risk. Be called attention to
the fact that the CcIIInittae believed that plms for appropriate -.sura
to _tend several IIdles beyond the prop:>sed LPZ radius of one aUe were
necessary. Dr. lapp states -To the best of my knowledge this is the
first time that ACRS has ecpressed a specific requlranent for eergency
plans to treat a Class 9 accident situation.· Dr. Lapp concludes -I
believe that the Board is faced wi th a problem that 1s greater than that
of a sin;le welear ~r site. If Newbold Island is approved, then the
WIly Is open for utUities to site future plants in locations of equal or
higher population-at-risk situations.·

Excerpts

'1"011 Dr.

Lapp's testimny follow.

TestilOny of Dr. blph £. LIPP
In the Matter of the Newbold Island Nuclear Generating
Station, Units 1 • 2
Docket Nos. SO-354.·50~355. Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, UASEC.
Trenton, New Jersey, October 3. 1973.
I appear here on behalf of the Conmonwealth of Pennsyl
vania to testify as to ~ concern about the siting of
twin nuclear power reactors at the proposed Newbold
Island stte.
The siting of high power nuclear reactors involves the
mst careful judgment as to the adequacy and Nl1abl1ity
of engineered safeguards which are designed to prevent
. the Nlease of dangerous quantities of radioactive ..ter
til to the environment where it .y pose I threat to the
public health and safety. When the population It risk
to such .. potential radioactive release is as great as in
the Newbold lsland situation.· I believe that the engineered
sifeguards should be subject to the ~st detailed public
UUlinatfon.
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that the _Hcant has .aft~ I detailed
'relftljury saf.t,y AnAlysis Ieport together with Iddi
tienat technical supplements in the public docket and
that' the Regulatory Staff has carried out I safety
evaluation (Dec. 17. 1971) together with Supplement No.
1 (May 17. 1973) and s.Appl.-nt 10. 2 (August 30. 1973).
loth Applicant and the AEC legulltory Staff have carried
out analyses of various design basis accidents up through
Class 8 on the AEC's accident seale which ranges from
Class 1 for trivial .vents and up to Class 9 for accidents
fnvolving core ..'tdown.
The Advi sory Conni ttee on Reactor safeguards (ACRS) has
conducted its own slfety evaluations of the proposed New
bold Island nuclear station and in its Sept. 10, 1969
. l.tter to AfC ChaiMlin Glenn T. seaborg ft defined the
population fn the Newbold Island area and stated:

'The Committee believes that, for this site, addi
tional study of the problems related to possible
degradation of reactor vessel integrity, such as
leaks and vessel wall ruptures, is needed. Mea",
sures that will ameliorate these problems should
be implemented to the extent that they are prac
tical and significant to public safety. The fea
tures provided should be of such design as to
prevent their interference with other engineered
safety features.
Other matters noted in previous ACRS letters
pertaining to large water reactors should re
,ceive appropriately greater attention in the
design of the plant. The Committee believes
that a IIIOre conservative approach in the design
of the plant at this site, with regard to the
margins in the engineered safety systems, pro
tection against possible internally-generated
1I1ssiles, and the n.,er of items to be resolved
after the construction permit review.'
I believe that the extra conservatism in plant design and
in a requirement for additional safeguards is a reflection
of the need for insuring a higher degree of public protec
tion because of the high population at risk at this site.
Some of these safeguards were detailed in the ACRS letter
to Chainaan Seaborg dated Aug. 10, 1971.
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features t.cluded:

_~t. ~-JGW-l .. tage secondary contai..ent

(reactor ....nding)
of withstanding 2 psig and equipped with a
,. 'filtration, recirculation and ventilation system (FRVS).
2. Additional _in steam 11ne protection.
3. Reactor vessel il1Provements to insure its integrity.
•• Modification of the emergency core cooling system
(ECCS).
.
De COIIIIIfttee expressed the belief _t these design changes
and others not specified above were suitably responsive to
the concerns expressed in its Sept. 10. 1969 letter~ However.
Dr. H. O. IIonson. Dr. D. Okrent and Deln N• .1. Palladino added
ea-ents to the letter; they NCOIIIIended that the 2 psig
secondary containment capability be increased to 10 psig
(sianlr to that for the Verplanck reactors) and luted:
.

~

~pable

'We believe that this improvement in safety capa
bility is warranted for a 11)" densely populated
site like Newbold Island, and recommend that the
issuance of a construction permit be contingent
on the use of a high-pressure, low-leakage secon
dary containment.'
The three ACRS members also recommended HPCI (high pressure
coolant injection system) modifications to provide redundant
protection in the ECCS. In the July 17. 1973 ACRS letter
on Newbold Island Station the penultimate paragraph reads:
'Dr. H. O. Monson. Dr. D. Okrent, and Dean N. J. Palla
dino, whose additional conments were appended to the
Committee's letter of August 10. 1971. believe that
those additional comments are still applicable to the
Newbold Island Station.'
I submit that the ACRS letter of July 17, 1973 is a condi
tional approval of the station and that the Atomic Energy
Commission should resolve this conditionality before a
construction permit is approved. When three highly quali
fied scientists on ACRS express reservations about a reactor
installation I believe that their recommendations should be
given the most serious consideration.
The ACRS letter of July 17. 1973 recognizes the unusual
population risk involved in the Newbold Island s~ting and
stipulates:
''"he applicant has prepared a preliminary emergency
plan which considers. among other things. the feasi
bility of evacuating the population within the Low
Population Zone (LPZ) in the unlikely event of a

-,
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.-IJDr accidental· relelse of radioactivity from the
'. )'Int. .The Ippl1unt ltas 1150 described felsibility
~.;.- of evaculti ng an lrel extendi ng IS IlIch IS three
miles from the plant, Issuming the projected popula
tion that would result from the full development
envisioned by the WRIC, and has concluded that such
evacuation is feasible. Detailed emergency plans,
to be developed by the State of New Jersey and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, have not yet been com
pleted.

_< ::-:

The Committee concludes that a suitable emergency
plan can be developed for the Newbold I$land site.
The Committee believes also that plans for Ippropri
ate protective leasures should extend several miles
beyond the proposed LPZ radius of one mile. It is
essential also that plant personnel be provided with
those instruments, indicators, Ind ...surements that
will define clearly the nature and course of an acci
dent 50 that off-site emergency plans can be initiated
at a level and on a time scale consistent with the
severity or potential severity of the accident.'
Insight may be gained into the thinking of the ACRS by
referring to their meeting in Washington, D.C. of June 6,
1973. There was lengthy discuss10n of the population den
sity and distribution near Newbold Island indicating the
evident concern of ACRSmembers over the population problem.
The following excerpts are taken from the transcript begin
ning on page 39:
Dr. Monson.
'I would like to ask the applicant whether
he is giving any consideration to formulating plans or see- .
1ng to it that plans are formulated by the appropriate bodies
in respect to evacuating population or taking other protective
measures in the event of a serious accident or cases where the
accident might be more than a Part 100 type accident, in
other words, a Class 91'
Mr. Krishna.
'As far as the feasibility of our plan is
concerned, whether people can be evacuated, we have looked
at transportation routes available within one mile and also
up to 3 miles and we see no problem in evacuating the people,
even if the hypothetical accident were to take place through
out the entire area.'
Dr. Monson.
'I just want to be sure that I am right in
thinking that the applicant believes that even though the
probability of a Class 9 accident-is considered to be
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• low, that he does ftOt It.1t his fnterest fn
.., .•xt....ly
~. S :lcuation. or the taking of other effective protective
:.
lures in tM event of Iccident is lillited to Class 8 or
···lower accidents Ind does not include in any way plans for
such protection in the event of a Class 9 accident.'

The distinction between a Class 8 and 9 accident was raised
and Dr. Siess stated:
'There 1s one .ay in which you could distinguish, and that
is if the evacuation plans that are ultimately developed
by the States consider evacuation only of the low popula
t10n zone. then you would have to think that they were
considering only Class 8 accidents.
But if those plans are also looked beyond Ind sa1d we have
plans for 2 or 3 1I11es, or whatever, then I think that you
Ire looking beyond the Class 8 acc1dent.' •
To the best of ~ knowledge this is the first time that ACRS
has expressed a specific requirement for emergency plans to
treat I Class 9 accident situation. This is clear from
the wording of its July 17th, 1973 letter, already quoted,
put 1n the frame of reference of the June 6, 1973 ACRS
.eeting. I submit that this introduces quite new factors
into reckoning the acceptability of I reactor site, especi
ally when the development of an adequate emergency
evacuation plan is made mandatory.
The Applicant may contend that an adequate emergency plan
beyond the LPZ area is feasible, but I believe that this
should be a State responsibility. The Applicant has not
presented in its Preliminary Safety Analysis or in its
Environmental Impact Statement or in any document placed
in the Public Docket 50-354/355 any technical estimates
of a Class 9 accident consequence. Since ACRS has brought
the Class 9 accident out into the open, presumably because
of the h1gh population at risk in the instance of Newbold
Island, I believe that the Atomic Safety Licensing Board
should require that the Applicant or the Atomic Energy
Commission provide data on the character of the radiation
hazards anticipated beyond the Low Population Zone so that
emergency plans may be formulated for the protection of
the public.

I1Y understanding of the risk situation is that States,

Ire the risk-takers, hive not received gUidelines
IS to the character of this class of radioactive release

~ich

-,
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There is I need to tnow the
endlngeringpeople beyond the
- lpt- Is ~is rldioiodine? Or the noble gases? Or
Pt'uthen1um? - Or telluri&ll1?

~ ~.,.. nuclear power pllnts.
~< ~ble lead-rldionuclide

Dr. F. R. Farmer, the noted reactor safety expert of England,
stated in his paper MReactor Safety and Sit;n9: A Proposed
Risk Criterion" (Nuclear Safety, !' 539, ·1967):
'It is generallY agreed that the isotopes of iodine, and
particularly 131 1. carry a greater threat to health than
any of the other fission products that might be released
in a reactor accident, and the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has published findings
of the risk of developing thyroid cancer through the in
halation of radioactive iodine.'
No doubt the British view of reactor effluent risks is

influenced by the 20,000 curie accidental release of
radioiodine that occurred in 1975. However. the radia
tion threat potential of iodine-13l is explicit in AEC
publications on reactor safety, particularly in TI0-14844
·Calculation ofMDistance Flctors for Power Ind Test
Reactor Sites. (March 23, 1962) Ind in 10 tFR 100.

After discussing possible thyroid doses IS a function of distance, magnitude
of release. and meterology, Dr. Lapp continued as follows:
Obviously the problem of planning for In upper limit Class
9 accident assumes dimensions beyond the capability of a
metropolitan area to cope with the radiological consequences.
Nonetheless, the significance of the ACRS conwnents, already
specified as to Class 9 accidents in the instance of Newbold
Island, is that communities must prepare emergency plans for
what may be called a lower limit Class 9 situation.
If one assumes that the significance of the ACRS recommenda
tion for emergency preparedness several miles beyond the LPZ
is that one may have to plan for 300 rem doses to the adult
thyroid in this zone, then this is tantamount to projecting
infant thyroid doses in the range of 1,000 rem 4 or 5 miles
from the reactor site, depending on how the word "several"
is interpreted.
If a 1,000 rem dose to the infant thyroid is assll'lled for a
4 mile downwind distance, then Fig. 1 would predict that a
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30 rem dose would be sustained out to 42 .11es from the acci
. ~ s.dent site. I bel feve that tilts is a straightfol'Wlrd extrapo
.' : llnon of the ACRS COIIIIIentary. I beHeve that the problem
. ::o'pllnning for such a large lrea evacuation or even i~le
..nting other protective leasures within the lrea poses an
ilmense challenge to the affected coamunfties, the ~re so
because of I lick of adequate planning data. Even with the
best possible predictive data, it will be difficult in the
.xtreme to selectively evacuate communities when one con
siders that in Pennsylvania they are contiguous with zones
of high population density. It should be emphasized that
the Philadelphia metropolitan area has a population approach
ing 5 million. The distribution of this population is quite
different from that radiating out from the Indian Point and
Zion sites that have been approved by the Atomic Energy
Commission for reactor siting and operation.
In presenting this line of argument to the Board, I wish
to point out the importance of providing States with
authoritative information on which to base plans for
emergency procedures to be implemented in the event of
• serious reactor accident. For ~ part, I believe that
it is not a prudent policy to site two high power nuclear
reactors at Newbold Island and I would argue that the con
struction of these plants be disapproved.
If it is the decision of the Board to rec:onmend construc
tion of the plants, I would then urge that special pre
cautions be taken to insure against the accidental re
'.ase of any large quantity of radioactivity to the
encironment. As noted, three lIIeII1bers of the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards hive recommended addi
tional safeguards and I agree with their recommendation.
Assuming that the Newbold Island reactors are authorized
for construction I recommend that the Applicant be re
quired to instrument the reactor complex with accident
diagnostic equipment so as to pennit prompt acquisition of
info,.tfon about the _gnftude and nature of any acci
dental accumulation of radioactivity within containment
and its rate of release from containment, together with
accurate dati on the prevailing _teorology. The Appli
cant should be required to develop models for prediction
of the patterns of radioactive fallout and envelopment of
downwi nd sectors.
I call attention of the Board to AEC docwnent ORNl-NSIC-27
-Review of Methods of Mitigating Spread of radioactivity
From I Faned Containment System" (Sept. 1968). I would

-,
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:

~ recOlllftend that
;~~ized lades

the Applicant be required to review the 15
of activity control and esti..te their
", ." ~i"cy for the IIIwbold Island instillation. In particu
·~·lAr. I would stress the importance of considering sodium
hydroxide sprays as a lelns of trapping elemental iodine
within containment.

<:

Rather than allow ground or low level release of radio
activity from a failed containment structure, I would
urge that the Applicant be required to analyze the effi
cacy of a trap-stick for engineered release of radioac
tivity. This is a tall stack equipped with devices for
trapping radioactive effluents or Maximizing plate-out
of radioiodine. Such a trap-stack serves a double pur
pose. One, it reduces the release of such emitters as
radioiodine to the atmosphere. Two. the stack serves to
inject the effluents at a sufficiently high altitude so
that the concentration of radioactivity in the immediate
vicinity of the plant, i.e. the LPZ and the region con
tiguous to it. is reduced by perhaps two orders of magni
tude or more. Admittedly, certain atmospheric conditions
can cause stack-released effluents to come to earth be
yond this LPZ and contiguous zone, but such radioactivity
will be markedly reduced in concentration due to dilu
tion effects.
Prompt acquisition of reliable information about the
time-rate of activity release is critically important
to countermeasures within the LPZ and outlying zones.
It will be hazardous in the extreme to undertake evacua
tion procedures that might catch people out in the open
fully exposed to radioactivity; it would be preferable
to keep people in a sheltered, buttoned-up. condition
or to provide them with masks.
In conclusion, I believe that the Board 15 faced with a
problem that is greater than that of a singular nuclear
power site. If Newbold Island is approved,- then the
.y is open for utilities to site future plants in loca
tions of equal or higher population-at-risk situations.
The logic of lAY argwnent is substantiated by reference
to Figure 2 (taken from AEC Regulator.Y Supplement No. 1
to the Safety Evaluation. "Docket No.s 50-354,355) in which
the population at risk in the annular zones~ 5-10. 10-15 .
and .1:5..20 lliles. cl.arly exceeds any AEC approved reactor
site. The May 17, 1173 Supplement No.1. Regulatory Safety
[vlluation. states on page 3: ·Comparison ~th the popula
tion distribution characteristics of previously approved
sites is a part of the review of population characteristics
of the site environs in determining the Icceptabt1i~ of a
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• tte.~. . . . .-.. ef ..11 Suppl_nt
't"~! .tuched, ItateS: , , . these ft

felTing to
s. ft can be
Men that the IIwbold Isl.nd cu"e Ues within or ftry
close to the population distribution curves for reactor
plant sites that have been judged to be accepable for
other facilities, departing from those curves at distances
between 5 and 30 1I11es. - It is not clear from this state
.nt as to what criterion the AEe Regulatory Staff uses
to judge site acceptability. but the inference is that
lince Newbold Island is close to Zion and Indian Point
risk curves.

-,

I Contend that the ad hoc Clse by case reactor siting
policy of the Atoarlc Energy CoIInissfon is a stairway to
close-in .tropol1tan siting. Iewbold Island fs another
ltep up on this escal.tory policy .nd, ff approved, it
will open the ••y to Burlington-type sites once disfav
ored by the AEC. .

In an lmusual step, the Regulatory Staff on October 5, 1973, issued an
opinion that, 'ihile the Newbold Island site '8S acceptable, the-". bad
applied considerations of the National Invironnental Protection Act
(NEPA) and conclUded that the Applicant h8d other significantly less
p:>pulated sites available.'1bey, therefore, had concluded that the reac
tors Ihould not be built 8t Newbold Island, but elseMlere. Ebortly there
after, Public Service announced it had decided to move the Newbold Islmd
station to the relatively rural Salem site.
'lbe Regulatory Staff did not take a similar position on the LilDeric:k Sta
tion, however, and these reactors received a construction penait and were
constructed. 'DIe Staff had previously ar9ued to the ACRS that L1Iftedck
was -equivalent or worse- than Newbold Island when they cCllbined popu
lation and meteorol09ical canslderatlons. Yet, the Staff did not lIPP1y
NEPA; nor did they supply any rationale for the difference in actions
taken on ~ld Island and Lu-rick.
'1'he ReCjulatory Staff letter to the Applicant conc:erning Newbold Island
Is presented on the following pages, together with the response of Public

service.
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An important requirement in the: prepa;~ti~~ of' an enviro~ental
lznpact statement for a·nuclear power p~a.ntis. of course,' a con
•
aideration of alternative aite.. On the basis of balancing all the ..:
Tarious factors which must be considered at this 10catioD., mcludinl,
particularly, population distribution, the sta!! concludes that the
.
alternative locationo! theae facUities at Artificial Island. adjacent
'to Salem ynits I and 2., which are presently under construction, b
a more desirable alternative from an enviromnental standpoint.
This c~lu.ion will be incorporated in the Final Environmental ..
Statement for the ~ewbold Island zmc1ea:t: power pla:ats. .
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The principal factor leading to this "conclusion is the fact ~t the'
.
population density at
Newbold .tte is .ianificantly larler than . .; ,.
.' at the Salem locat·ion.· For instance, 'our projections for 1980 ahow' ::.
'that within five m.i1es' distance. the Salem location will have a .
.~ .
population of about 4,100 persons, and the Newbold Island alte wUl .,~,'
bave approximately
12.5,000 persona. . Within a SO-mUe radius m
,
1980, Salem ,vUl have about 1.000;000 persons wllerea. !{ewbolc! .
I.land wUl have over .,500.000•. L " :~ ',:.' .
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We are Worming you of this conclusion prior to the issuance of a-/'~'.
Fial Environmental Statement so that if you should decide to accept!· :,.
tbe staff'. position. an amendment to the application to chaDae the .
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, ~.'" 7·ov. shOulel teclde to 'amenel.the:aPPU'catiOD to "use 'the Sal'eai' alte, .' ,;'" . ,:".:~' ,:~:
_ ,~the abU. ~~~.....prepared: '~C?"be ~'acly.~~r.·a ~.arlDi within ,four ~ .~ ": : :~. '. '. '. f":
onths after receiving the amendment- . This ta possible because ':..:-,;" ~.: .
.of the FiDal Environmental StatemeDt laaued for Salem 1 ~ Z em'· '.
, .April 4, 1973, 'as "e11 a. the fact ~tba~ the Newbold plant bas been
' , .. ..
• ubjected to a safety review. A. change in the desip of the Newbole!
.. p1~t, boWeve~, 'would require, additi~Da1 time for oUr I'eriew. If
.. ~ou elect to continue to pursue the Newbold location. please let
bow promptly .0 that we can then complete the FiDal EnvirODmental.
SWement aDd proceed to a ileaI'm, em it.',, ..
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Your letter ot Octob.r I. 1115 at.tea tb.t tb
l.torr
•
• t.tt bal cODc}uded'that Artltlcial,Illand,·.d~acentt~,8al•• VDltl
;1 pd I, la • aore' de.irabl.e 10catioD tor the'two Ducl.ar 1lJlltl .,
.reaent17 planned ~or .,wbold Ialand;. hrther, 70U explained that'
tbe ataft had reached this conclusion during tbe cODsideration o~
alternative altes, whlcb.ll an tmportantrequlrement in the prepara
~10D o~ tbe ~iDal Environment.l Impact St.tement.
I.
-;..
•
.
.. ... '.. .
,
.... .. . . '.
..
.
.
11aculsiona with 70u'and 70ur' Itaft Iub.equent to the
r.ceipt of your October 5th letter have brou~ht out the tact th.t
•••bold,Illand ia Dot .n unacceptable aite tor. Duclear pover pl&Dt
1nat .erelr that Arti~lci.l Ialand 11 a aC?re acceptable .1te. Aa 70';
· are well aware, ~he Adviaor7 Committee on Beactor Safeluarda h&a ,
_ ••ued three lettera during tbe paat tour 7.arl, .11.ot whlcb have· .
••ported tavbrab17 on the 5ewbold Illand lit••. the .rir.t letter, "
aated Kay 9, 1969, atated that -the Bevbold Ialand 11te 11 Dot UD
':
. acceptable with respect to the health anel a.ret, or tbe publlc. -,
~e laat letter, dated JU~l 17, 1.7S, Itated thai the Committee :'. "
.eli.Yea that -the .e'!bold I.laDd 5uclear GeneratiDe StatioD Unlta 1 ,.
aDd I caD be coftatructed wlth reaaonabl. aaauraace that ~h., caD~. .
operated witbout unelue.r1ak to tbe bealth aDd ••ret7 or the public.
It val on tbe baala of tbeae lettera iaaue4 b1 the Aelvlaor7 .Cocalt
· . ~ee OD •• ac~or 8at.lu~rdl, tosetller vith • l.ck or.' aD7 Op'O.1DI ..'
· .Ieva 'b1 the aembera ot 70UJ: atatt,' tbat. ve proceeded ~lth plaDI
.'
ror cODatructloD of 10.0 Duclear 1lDlta OD 5evboll Illud'. '1011 CaD .:. ,..: .
· .ppreciate tbat vlthtbl1 background ot approval 70111' IUIC.ltioll·: ~ :', .
~bat we relocate to Artlficlal taland. cue a. 10aethiDI .ot a ahock~' .":
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.urlAe tbe paat two veeta; "e bav. be.n· .Y.lll~tIA&''b. :..' : .
• roa and CODa ~r relocatlD& the _e.'boll t.land 1l1l1t. and bave co••. ,' .
the reluctant'coDclu.loD tbat ve ahou14 ameDd our Appllcation ~o
locate tbea...n1ta al3acent to 8al•• Unit. 1 anA I. 'ftia reloca- ". •
~loD vl11 1.poae aD .eonoaic penalt7 becau•• or the ,hl,he,. plant '.
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lullSY&D .tat.4 tbat.· It tla.· ••vbo14 tal'&IIa . .It. are reloca'ea too
t.be lal•••St.••· tob•. It.ate of .e" .ler.e7 .lll.aoye ~o'loiD wit:b
the _.cuIatorJ' .tat.tID ••,port of the AppllcatloD.
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SITE CC»t;IIERATIOO:

1973-PR!SEtll'

Mewbold Island _s the aite havin.:J the highest surrounding p:>pulation den
sity to be 8(Jproved t7J the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS. 'lbe decision
by the St,1fJ to .apply NEPA considerations to Newbold Island C3ne as a sur
prise. ~year erlier, the Regulatory Staff had subni tted to the ACRS for
discussion .a . .ctor site index, RSI, that the Staff had developed. 'Ibis
draft Staff' aPproach Was discussed with the ACRS Subcanmittee on Siting
Evaluation at a meeting on January, 1973.
'ftle reactor site index was the product of a site p'PUlation factor (SPF)
and a plant design factor (PDF). 'lbe site P'PUlation fagtor was propor
tional to p:>Pu1ation, weighted t7J a factor-(distance) • -to allow for
meteorological dispersion, using a sector approach in a fairly convention
al way. 'lbe plant design factor took into account the differences in plant
releases by ccmparing doses at the low P:>PUlation zone boundary, using the
traditional approach of Part 100, allowing for engineered safeguards.
N1at 1s somewhat surpr ising is that, as late as OCtober, 1972, the Regula
tory Staff . s still canpletely ignoring considerations of Class 9 acci
dents in the developnent of a reactor site index. In fact, the prop:>sed
_thod gave a high (bad) plant design factor to some plants having a large
exclusion area and low popUlation zone distance. 'lbe curious result was
that on a scale Wlere Indian Point 2 had a rating of ~ity, Newbold Island
had a lower (substantially better) RSI, \4lhile relatively remote sites like
Peach Bottom and McGuire were much worse than Indian Point 2.
'ft1e SUbcanmi ttee ser iously questioned the Proposed Staff RSI. Some ex
cerpts from the meeting minutes and the Staff proposal are on the following
pages.

SITING EVALUATION SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
DES 'PLA1NES. ILLIf«lIS
JANUARY 5, 1973

..:.:f. aeting of the Siting EVlluation Subcc.nittee was held
_-- lnZes Plaines, Illinois, on Jlnulry 5, 1973. to discuss
" :the Regulatory Staff' 5 proposed reactor site index, RSI,
transmitted to the Committee by letter dated October 4,
1972 (see Attachment 1). Present It this .eeting were
the fo 11 owi n9 :
ACRS

Regulatory Staff

H. O. Monson

H. Denton, Dl
8. Grimes, DL
A. Kenneke, DL
J. Kohler, DL

M. Bender
H. M. Hill

H. B. Piper, Consultant
M. C. Gaske, Staff
Executive Session

Dr. Monson pointed out that the Regulatory Staff hiS proposed
a site index (Attachment 1) and has requested comments regard
ing this index.
Dr. Monson reviewed the three specific requirements regarding
Part 100 doses--the requirements regarding the exclusion area,
the low population zone, and the population center distance.
The low population zone distance can be increased through use
of a better evaculation plan. In a sense, the Part 100 guide
line values would permit any number of PeOple to receive a
whole body dose of up to 2SR but not even one individual to
receive as much as 26R whole body dose; in other words, 111
emphasis is on dose to the individual IS compared to total
dose to the population. Dr. Monson thought that the three
Part 100 guidelines are such that a reactor could be made
acceptable for almost Iny site if no other aelns of assess
ment were used. He stated that it is clear to reactor ven
dors and utilities that the regulatory bodies in the U.S.
hive refused to accept construction of relctors It some sites
even though they met the three specific criteria in Part 100.
It was reported that the British ..intain control over all
construction out to some distance from the site, but that
they would approve the use of a site generally equivalent to
Burlington on the basis of population.
Dr. Monson explained the general features and the history of
. the deveJopment of the SPI computational .tbod. The Regull
tory Staff was provided with I written description of the
.thod of calculating SPI values in December. 1970. The SPI
calculations do not include consideration of the effect of
wind direction. Dr. Monson believed thlt. if meteorology
is to be considered. not only wind direction. but 11so wind

..
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speed and stability conditions should be included on a
probabilistic basis; Sufficient infonmation regarding all
of these parameters is ordinarily not available.
In calculating the Regulatory Staff's Site Population Factor
a man-Rem type value 1s calculated out to various dis
'E ",taii'ces from each site and coq>ared with that for a reference
:;.sfte (see, Attachment 1 for description of the method). What
ever distance results 1n the worst SPF is the one used in
determining the maximum Factor. Dr. Monson thought that this
tended to make the degree of conservation of the SPF differ
ent for each site. He pointed out that the Site Population
Factor is multiplied by the Plant Design Factor (PDF) to ob
tain the Reactor Site Index (RIS), as indicated in Attach
ment 1. If the efficiency of the containment gas filter
system is assumed to be .995 vs .990, this might tend to
allow twice as many persons in the area surrounding a site
to be present and the Reactor Site Index still be the same.
Dr. Monson thought that there should not be such reciprocity
allowed between calculated dose and population density. Mr.
Bender indicated concern that, with this approach, there is
a tendency to give credit for engineered safeguards that may
not function.

~:~JSPF),

Regulatory Staff
A series of viewgraphs was presented by the Regulatory Staff,
Attachment 2. The Regulatory Staff indicated that their pro
posed Reactor Site Index represents a departure from previous
indices in allowing engineered safety feature effectiveness
to be quantitatively substituted for distance. The third
figure, "Cumulative Population as a Function of Distance" con
tains a population vs distance curve for the assumed "standard
site" having a population density of 1000 persons per square
mile.
Dr. Monson pointed out that use of the maximum Site Popula
tion Factor would result in there not being the same degree
of conservatism involved in the calculation of the Reactor
Site Index for each site. Mr. Bender stated that the Reactor
Site Index calculated by the Regulatory Staff indicates that
the Diablo Canyon Facility is overdesigned relative to safety.
Mr. Grimes stated that Part 100 requirements would still have
to be met, and indicated that one advantage of the proposed
method of rating sites is that the Regulatory Staff might be
able to tell applicants not to bother to propose facilities
where the Reactor Site Index would be greater than 1.0.
The last page of Attachment 2 lists the Regulatory Staff's
conclusions. Mr. Denton said that there is an inclination
in the Staff's present thinking to rule out the use of any
sites whose population is greater than that of the standard
site at any distance. Mr. Denton thought that reactor sites
should be as remote as practical. He said that there is no
evident trend toward utilities wanting to use high density

sites. Dr. Monson pointed out that Consolidated Edison and
Southern California Edison both have indicated reasons for
strongly wanting close-in sites.
-~ ~ DI;.

Denton thought that it was difficult to justify and
. c:etttenance the differences in the RSI for Oconee 2 and 3
;·-('f.4) vs Diablo Canyon CO.l). Dr. Monson said that, if
adequate safety has been provided for both facilities, then
there should not be a problem. Mr. Bender was concerned
that the use of the RSI might cause applicants to lose incen
tive to use remote sites. Mr. Bender inquired whether the
Regulatory Staff prefers distance in preference to safeguards,
and Mr. Denton indicated that they do. Mr. Denton stated that
the general mood 1s not to allow anything less conservative
relative to reactor safety.
Dr. Monson said he believes the Commission needs more.complete
siting policy and that Part 100 is not sufficient. In particu
lar, the Commission needs a policy that ~re specifically takes
into account the remote possibility of accidents greater than
Part 100. Mr. Denton reported that the -Ras..ssen Group" has
been asked to concentrate on probabilities and not consequences
of accidents. He said that, 'if Class 9 accidents are considered
credible this may preclude the construction of reactors in
the Northeast United States. Dr. Monson indicated he believed
that the number of man-Rem that might be sustained from I very
wide range of magnitudes of accidents is an important considera
tion and is not adequately taken into account in the Regulatory
Staff's proposed method of calculation.
•
II

ll

,

Dr. Monson pointed out that the Committee had at one time con
sidered a limit line which corresponds to an acceptable popu
lation as being one that. out of all distances (to a specified
maximum distance), was less than 4000 RZ, where R 1s the dis
tance from the reactor in miles. That is very close to the
Regulatory Staff's proposal mentioned of a limit of about 1000
persons per square mile.
The Commission has stated 1n a number of places that Class 9
accidents need not be considered in environmental analyses be
cause their probability of occurrence is so low (and, therefore,
the risks). Dr. Monson stated that he questions whether that
view can be SUbstantiated.
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REPORT·ON A PROPOSED REACTOR SITING INDEX

October 5. 1972
I.

By A. P. Kenneke
and J. E. Kohler

Introduction

The paper discusses an approach to reactor siting which
utilizes a relative index for taking into account population
distribution as well as plant and site characteristics. The
index could be used to supplement existing site evaluation
methods in the case of relatively more populous sites.
II.

Need for Siting Index

The basic regulation governing AEC siting policy is 10
CFR Part 100. "Reactor Site Criteria". Part 100 governs
siting through the use of the concepts of exclusion area (EA).
low population zone (LPZ). and population center distance
(PCD). With respect to individuals and populations in the
immediate vicinity. Part 100 provides that calculated doses
at the EA and LPZ boundaries due to a design basis accident
(DBA) be less than specified values. However, Part 100 ex
presses limitations with respect to total population dose only
in qualitative terms.
Cases where the need for quantitative population criteria have
been more acute include Ravenswood (1964), Burlington (1966),
and, more recently, Limerick and Newbold Island. As a result
of concern about population, the first two sites were withdrawn
from consideration. Although the staff has proposed granting
construction permits in the latter two. it has nevertheless
placed more stringent design requirements on the applicant.
Without a generally accepted siting index, judgments about the
adequacy of the added requirements have been largely qualitative.
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111. The Proposed Reactor Site Index
A useful siting index has been developed which includes
these characteristics:
It does not supplant the present individual dose approach,
but complements it, .
2. It accounts for: a) population distribution, b) plant
characteristics, including engineered safety features
(dose-mitigating), and c) site characteristics, especi
ally meteorology.

1.

The proposed Reactor Site Index (RSI) is the normalized pro
duct of a site population factor (SPF) and a plant design
factor (PDF). The factors are normalized to a given si\e.
As defined, lower RSI values correspond to more favorable
plant-site combinations.
The site population factor takes into account the fact that
the risk to the population a) decreases with distance from the
source. and b) is not the same in all directions. The first
can be accounted for by means of a simple (distance)-1.5 fac
tor in statistically weighting the population at various dis
tances. and the second by use of calculated annual average
dilution factors by wind direction or, more approximately, by

.,
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wind direction frequency' in statistically weighting the popu
lation in each direction.
The plant design factor takes into account the difference in

.~:.plant releases by comparing the calculated DBA doses at the
~:Lp'z., and adjusting for differences in the LPZ distances. The

.:. d4$es, both whole body and thyroid, are summed as fractions
"of their Part 100 dose criteria. The doses are adjusted for
the difference in LPZ distances by means of d- 1 • 5 relation.

The overall reactor site index is a relative measure of total
population impact as limited by plant design. A mathematical
expression of the index is defined as follows.
RSI = SPF • PDF
where:
RSI = Reactor Site Index
SPF = Site Population Factor
PDF = Plant Design Factor
SPF = ~ ~ weI) • weJ) • P(I,J)

L L wo(l)
I J

• wo(J) • Po(I,J)

where:
weI) = weighting factor for sector I
w(J) = weighting factor for distance J
P(I,J) = population contained in sector I between the (J-l)st
and the Jth distance
(The subscript, 0, denoted the reference site values.)
PDF = Q/Q
15
= (8/d ) •
o
where:
Q • activity released
d = distance to outer boundary of the LPZ
F = W/25 + T/300
where:
W= Whole body dose (rems) for the LOCA at the LPZ distance
T • Thyroid dose (rems) for the LOCA at the LPZ distance
IV.

Discussion of Results
A. Site Population Factor

Distance Weighting. Site population factors were.
calculated using a number of distance-weighting curves, and
as shown in Table I, the differences between factors calcu
lated by different curves for a given site are about ±25S.
The Indian Point site has been used as the reference site.
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TABLE I

SPF FOR DIFFERENT DISTANCE WEIGHTING CURVES
<
-"

.r

-

.,,:
Jaftnswood

fltr!i
.
....

Burlington
Indian Point
Limerick
Zion
Newbo1d Is land
Midland
Surry
Diablo Prairie Island
where:
Colurm
Column
Column
Column

A

...L

27.9
2.34
1.0

.1...

10.4
1.30



JL

1.0

1.0

1.0

.75
.63
1.t9
.35
.11
.019
.069

.56
.49
.80
.16
.11
.017
.10

.55
.49
.76
.26
.11
.018

-,

.55
.48
.93
.25
.11
.017

A: Weighting curve suggested- by ACRS
8: d- 1•5 curve
C: IIRealistic" accident curve
0: Rogers and Gamertsfelder curve for annual average
B.

Plant Design Factor

Up to this point the calculated site population
factors are independent of the plant design, and are com
parable as a reactor site index only on the assumption that
the source term is the same from plant to plant. whereas,
fn point of fact, the source term will vary depending on
plant design. Plant factors considered in calculating the
Part 100 doses include reactor power level, primary contain
.nt leak rate, and other dose-mitigating engineered safety
features such as chemical sprays, charcoal filters, recircu
lation systems. and ice condenser systems. Consequently.
population impact should be measured by correcting the SPF
by a Plant Design Factor (PDF). Because of differences in
their PDF's, different plants on the same site would have
different RSI's.
For present purposes the calculated DBA Loss-of-Coolant Acci
dent (LOCA) doses at the LPZ distance were chosen as a measure
of plant release. Since dose depends on source and distance,
the relative release between plants can be measured by ad
justing the doses to a common distance and accounting for
initial dose differences .
. The dose at the EA boundary was not used because it is lim
ited to 2 hours; if it were more limiting than the LPZ close,
this would be reflected in the LPZ close.
Since the Part 100 dose criteria tmply comparability 1n
risk between 25 rams whole body and 300 rams thyroid, the
dose adjustment can be based on the relative importance of

c

•

each dose expressed as a fraction of its corresponding dose
criterion.
The calculated PDF values are listed in descending order
,- in Table IV. Indian Point 2 was used as the reference
-./'-1
- :. P an t .
_c.. . . . .

,..

"

TABLE IV
PLANT DESIGN FACTORS
Plant

PDF

Oconee 2 &3
Hutchinson Island
McGuire
Peach Bottom 2 &3
Pilgrim
Prairie Island
Diablo Canyon
Fermi 2
Three Mile Island
Mi 11 stone 2
Limerick
Zion
Indian Point 2
Surry
Midland
Newbold Island

15.6
8.60
7.99
6.52
5.74
5.50
2.94

2.84

2.35
1.99
1.36
1. 31
1.00
.93
.63
.50

Note that the PDF is given for a specific plant, and that two
plants on a given site may differ in design and have differ
ent values of PDF. All plants are normalized in Indian Point 2,
which has chemical sprays and containment charcoal filters.
Oconee, for example, has borated sprays which are not credited
in reducing LOCA doses and its design leak rate is 2.5 times
that for Indian Point 2. To Part 100 dose criteria, some plants,
because of site size or other site parameters, have needed
little in the way of additional safeguards.
For the plants with a low PDF, the whole body dose 1s typically
more si9nificant than 1s the thyroid with respect to Part 100
values (25 and 300 rems, respectively). Therefore, achievement
of PDF's below about 0.5 will be dependent upon design that
provide further reduction of noble gas releases.
C. Reactor Site Index
The values of SPF and PDF given in Tables II and IV,
respectively, are multiplied to give an RSI. Values for 16
plants are arranged in descending order in Table V.
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. TABLE V

MAXI"" RS I VALUES FOR EACH SITE
.~.:~
'.

.,;:.

-.

"'.t:
.

. :t'c6uire
Pl1grim
Peach Bottom 2 &3
Oconee 2 &3
Zion
Fermi 2
Three Mile Island
Limerick
Indian Point 2
Hutchinson Island
Millstone 2
Newbold Island
Prairie Island
Midland
Surry
Diablo Canyon

Max •

~

.27 .
.36
.30
.092
1.03
.41
.48
.81
1.00
.11
.47
1.57
.11
.60

.16
.035

PDF·
7.99
5.74
6.52
15.56
1.31
2.84
2.35
1.36
1.00
8.60
1.99
.50
5.50
.63
.93
2.94

RSI
-!

2.16
2.07
1.96
1.43
1.35
1.16
1.13
1.10

1.00
.95
.94
.78
.61
.38
.15
.10

In calculating these values directional weighting was not used;
correcting might increase or decrease these values by about 50%.
As indicated the PDF is a major factor in determining the RSI.
The top four on the RSI list are among the top five on the PDF
list. For these plants the use of additional credited safe
guards would lower their values of RSI.
The RSI's include the maximum calculated SPF wherever it oc
curred. In the case of Pilgrim, this was at one mile, whereas
the Pilgrim RSI was significantly smaller at all other dis
tances. On the other hand, the Zion SPF also peaked at one
mile but is within a factor of two of the one mile index at
all other distances.
An objection to using an SPF which is maximized at close-in
distance (say, less than the LPZ) is that it does not include
a sufficiently large population to be representative of the
site. On the other hand, choosing the MxillUll SPF assures a
conservative approach in considering the need for additional
safeguards, as the RSI would also be considered the Mxinun.
V. Conclusions
The paper has described an approach to developing a
rational and easily applied index, which could provide a con
servative rating of reactor sites which takes into account .
both population distribution and plant design. Work is con
tinuing to apply the approach described to additional sites.

~
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"

The results thus far obtained indicate that the index may pro
Y1d~ an objective .eans for ascertaining plant acceptability
wi~'respect to population considerations under the require
Ie~ o~ 10 eFR 100.
' ,.
';r .. ,

.~

,

•

The Regulalo~ Staff UReactor S1teIndex· was dropped. .In a press release
dated April 9, 1974 the ALC made public an internal working paper on siting
in response to several requests for release of the document. This document
dealt with a site population factor (without any plant design factor) and
proposed the possible issuance of population guidelines which would limit
or make difficult the use of sites whose projected cumulative population ex
ceeded about 1000 R2 (R in miles) and whose low population zone distance
was less than two miles.
The intent of the draft guide was to encourage siting in areas of low popu
lation density. Under the proposed guide
-the applicant would need to show that the high population density
site offers significant advantages from the standpoint of environ
mental, economic or other factors. In addition, engineered safety
features would be provided, above those required to meet the guide
line doses of Part 100, so that there would be additional assurance
that the risk had been minimized. Such engineered safety features
would probably include the use of containment sprays with chemical
additives and a secondary confinement system (sometimes referred to
as a fuel containment) to hold up and filter fission products re
leased in a postulated dersign basis accident."
The proposed guide was not adopted in 1973. In October, 1974, the Regula
tory Staff issued WASH-1235, "A Technique for Consideration of Population
in Site Comparison". This merely fonnally recorded a possible method of
comparing sites and gave results using it.
However, in 1975 in Section 2.1.3 of the USNRC Standard Review Plan (NUREG
75/087) the Staff defined a quantitative approach to acceptability of popu
lation distribution, as follows:
If, at the CP stage, the population density, includirtg weighted
transient population, proejcted at the time of initial plant

-.
~
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The Regulatofy Staff 8Reactor Site Index· was dropped. ,In a press release
dated April 9. 1974 the AEC made public an internal working paper on siting
in response to several requests for release of the document. This document
dealt with a site population factor (without any plant design factor) and
proposed the possible issuance of population guidelines which would limit
or make difficult the use of sites whose projected cumulative population ex
ceeded about 1000 R2 (R in miles) and whose low population zone distance
was less than two miles.
The intent of the draft guide was to encourage siting in areas of low popu
lation density. Under the proposed guide
Nthe applicant would need to show that the high population density
site offers significant advantages from the standpoint of environ
mental. economic or other factors. In addition. engineered safety
features would be provided. above those required to meet the guide
line doses of Part 100. so that there would be additional assurance
that the risk had been minimized. Such engineered safety features
would probably include the use of containment sprays with chemical
additives and a secondary confinement system (sometimes referred to
as a fuel containment) to hold up and filter fission products re
leased in a postulated dersign basis accident."
The proposed guide was not adopted in 1973. In October. 1974. the Regula
tory Staff issued WASH~l235. "A Technique for Consideration of Population
in Site Comparison". This merely formally recorded a possible method of
comparing sites and gave results using it.
However. in 1975 in Section 2.1.3 of the USNRC Standard Review Plan (NUREG
75/087) the Staff defined a quantitative approach to acceptability of popu
lation distribution. as follows:
If. at the CP stage. the population density. includi~g weighted
transient population. proejcted at the time of initial plant

,
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Dece8ber I, 1'77)
NRC STAFF RECOMMENDS EARLY SITE REVIEw OF PERRYMAN,
MARYLAND, PROPERTY IE DISCONTINUED
The Nuclear Re,ulatory Co. .i.sion stafr has notified lalti
MOre Ga. , Electric Co.pany that, based on an initial reviev,
it reco...nds that the Early Site Review of the co.pany's
Perry..n, Maryland, property should be discontinued.
laltiaore Gas , Electric aDplied to the NRC for sn Early
Site Reviev of the Perryaan property seekin, a deteralnation
.s to its suitability as • potential nuclear ~ower ,lant site.
The 701-acre site i. iaHarford County aear the town of Perry
... on the east bank of the lush liver, about 16 ailes northeaat
of laltiMOre. The site lie. between the Consolidated Railroad
Corporation rail line and the Aberdeen Provinl Ground ailitary
reservation.

Due ,to the relatively hi,h population density in the
vicinity of the proposed Site, the staff's initial reviev
effort focused on a comparison of the si,nifielnt sa(ety
rellted and environmental characteristics of Ilternative loca
tions. The reviev consisted of (I) an eVIluation of the com
pany's site selection ..thodololY and (2) a co.parltive
evaluation of the atrits of the identified candidlte sites
to deter.ine if there vere obviously superior alternative sites.
The staff of the ~Iryland Power Plant Sitinl Prolrl. assisted
in the reviev. The results of the review have been published
in a staff report entitled "Evaluation of Alternative Sites 
Perry.an Early Site Revie",."
lased on its review, the staff has concluded that there
Ire'sftes which are obviously sUDerior to the Perryaan aite
froa the standpoint of po~ulation density, risks posed by
the proxi.ity of potentially hlzardous activities and the
overall project costa and which are aporoxiaately equivalent
to the Perry.an aite fro. the standpoint of other environatntal
considerations. Therefore, the staff reco...nda that the
balance of the Elrly Site Review not be carried out and that
the application be denied. This would be the staff position
on the alternative siu question ahould the application pro,'eed
to II hearin,.
So. . of the considerations leadinR to the adverse con
clusion on the Perryaan site include the availability of
·aites with less oopulation density; the presence of the
Aberdeen Provin, Ground coaplex with its activities of trans
portation, testin~ and use of .ilitary explosives and toxic
aaterials; and the nresence nearby of the Penn Central .ain
line railroad track on which hazardous aaterials are re~ularly
transported. The staff also 'oak into account the fact that
.ilitary aissions at Aberdeen could chanae substantially in
the future.

The reviev of Perry..n and other sites considered by
the .pplicant failed to identify any environaental considera·
tions to sUllest that Perryaan offers si,nificant advanta.es
over the alternative sites. In addition, the sUff raised
questions as to whether the submitted candidate sites repre
sented the realistic sitinl resources available to the
applicant.
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2.19

ASPECTS OF SITING
....
The draft ¥e.iton of the Reactor safety Study, WASH-1400, .5 released
in the summer~of 1974; the final report was published in late 1975. The
authors of WASH-1400 conclude that such risk as lay ensue from accidents
in light water reactors clearly arise from -WOrse than Part lOa· accidents
in which core melt and a loss of containment integrity are involved. Re
view of WASH-1400 results by Cave (1977) had led him to conclude that the
containment as currently designed reduces the overall risk by about a fac
tor of ten from what it would be for the uncontained reactor, this on the
assumption that the accident probabilities and consequences 1n VASH-1400
are correct. The actual factor lIlY, of course, be different. Neverthel ess
there is reason to doubt that the reduced containment leak rates and safety
features added to .ake reactors fit Part 100 at sites having a small ex
clusion areas and/or low population zone distance have that IUch effect on
the actual ri sk.
~~LEGALISTIC
~

The continued existence of Part 100 and the legal fnterpretations of its
words by ASLB hearing boards and other judicial bodies has resulted 1n
situations which are seemingly anomalous from the public safety point of
view. The matter is well illustrated by reviewing the decision of April 7,
1977 of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board in the .atter of New
England Power Company, et al. (NEP Units 1 and 2) and Public Service Com
pany of New Hampshire, et al. (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2). Large
sections of the decision are excerpted below.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARDS
Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Dr. John H. Buck

-1

Michael C. Farrar
Richard S. Salzman
Dr. W. Reed Johnson
~'

In the Matter of

~:

... ~. :NEV ENGlAND POWER COMPANY, ET AL.
":JJi£P Units 1 and 2) ..

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, ET Al.
(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2)
Opinion of the Board by Mr. Rosenthal, Dr. Buck and
Dr. Johnson:
These two construction permit proceedings involving proposed
nuclear power facilities in New England have brought before
us a common question: whether, under existing Commission
regulations, consideration is to be given in a licensing
proceeding to the feasibility of devising an emergency plan
for the protection (in the event of an accident) of persons
located outside of the low population zone for the particu
lar facility (hereinafter "emergency plan issue"). As will
be seen, this' is not a question of first impression. To the
contrary, it has been squarely presented, and answered in the
negative by us, in several earlier cases. For the reasons set
forth below, we adhere to our prior rulings on the point.
The low population zone concept is firmly rooted in the pro
visions of 10 CFR Part 100, the portion of the Commission's
radiological health and safety regulations which is concerned
with reactor site criteria.* Three sections of Part 100 are
of particular relevance to our inquiry here. Section 100.3b)
defines the low population zone in terms of that
area immediately surrounding the exclusion area
which contains residents, the total number and
density of which are such that there is a reason
able probability that appropriate protective mea
sures could be taken in their behalf in the event
of a serious accident. These guides do not specify
a permissible population density or total popula
tion within this zone because the situation may
vary from case to case. Whether a specific number
of people can, for example, be evacuated from a
specific area, or instructed to take shelter, on
a tjmely basis will depend on many factors such as

*Part 100 was adopted by the Commission in April 1962.

27 Fed. Reg. 3509. In no respect material to the issue
before us have the terms of the Part been altered since
their original' promulgation.
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location, mlllber and size of laighways. scope and
extent of advance planning, and actual distribu
tion of residents wfthin the area.
.
<

JEmphasiS supplied.] Section 100.11(a)(2) requires that the
·O\IOPulltion zone be

~':
r

.~

~

.

.

'of such size that an individual located at any
point on its outer boundary who is exposed to
the radioactive cloud resulting from the postu
lated fission product release (during the entire
period of its passage) would not receive a total
radiation dose to the whole body in excess of 25
rem or a total radiation dose in excess of 300
rem to the thyroid from iodine exposure.'

Finally, Section lOO.11(a)(3) stipulates that -the distance
from the reactor to the nearest boundary of a densely popu
lated center containing .are than about 25.000 residents"*
be 'at least one and one-third tt.s the distance from the
reactor to the outer boundary of the low population zone'.
A. In Southern C.'ifornia Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station, Units 2 and j~AB-268, 1 NRC 383.
404-05 (1975), we explained how, in light of those provi
sions, 'the low population zone concept operates to en
hance safety':
'A low population zone must be of such size that a
person located at its outer boundary who is exposed
to the post-accident radioactive cloud during the
whole period of its passage overhead would not re
ceive a radiation dosage in excess of certain 'refer
ence' levels. Additionally, the situation in the
interior of the zone must tie such that ersons lo
cate there n a re at ve
ow num er can
ro
tected. by evacuation or otherwise. from recelvlng
a larger radiation dosage in the event of an acc;
dent. F1nally, of course, there must be no ·popula
non center" reaching to within one-third again the
distance from the reactor to the zone's outer
boundary. '
'In other words. the maximum possible size of the
LPZ for any particular reactor is inflexible being
set by the proxiarfty of that reactor to the nearest
population center. It may not be permissible to
utilize an LPZ of that size, however. for it may
include more people than can be protected by evacu
ation or other measures following an accident. An
(PZ of smaller radius may thus have to be selected.

*I.e.!

·population center distance" as defined in 10 CFR l00.3(c) •

~
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'In that connectlfon. the .x111U1t permissible size of
an LPZ depends on the "nature of the engi neered safe
guards designed into the particular facility to limit
radioactive emissions. That,~inimum size is, there
fore, flexible and can be reduced as the extent of
the engineered safety features is increased.

-;·;And much the same analysis had been set forth in our opinion
rendered several months earlier in the same case (ALAB-248,
8 AEC 957, 961 (1974)):
.
'the des; n of an facilit must be such as to avoid
1n the event 0 an aCC1 ent exceSS1ve ra 1at10n
~es to persons beyond the ow ~opulation zone
6OUfldary, even if those ~ersons take no steps to pro
tect themselves. Inside the low population zone,
however rotective measures mi ht 6e necessar .
or this reason, the suitabi ity of the ow ~oPulation
zone depends upon the feasibility of protect n9 per
sons located there. Specifically. the Commission
requires that the total number and density of residents
within the low population zone be such that "there is
a reasonable probability that appropriate protective
measures could be taken in their behalf in the event
of a serious accident.' 10 CFR 100.3(b). The regula
tion makes it plain that "many factors", which "vary
from case to case", must be considered in ascertaining
whether, for example, "a specific nlJllber of people
can •.. be evacuated from a specific area, or instruc
ted to take shelter, on a timely basis •••• '
[Emphasis supplied.]
These were :not just passing observations, unnecessarily to
the disposition of the matter there at hand. To the contrary,
our analysis had clear operative significance. One of the
principal questions litigated before the Licensing Board in
san Onofre related to the feasibility of evacuating persons
from within the low population zone which had been proposed
by the applicants--the outer boundary of which was to be
three miles from the reactor. Because of the requirements
of 10 CFR 100.11(a)(3), we directed, however, that the low
population zone be substantially reduced in size, with the
result that its outer boundary would be only 1.95 miles
from the reactor. AlAB-248, sU¥f" 8 AEC at 959-61. This
action we found to provide a su 1cient response to the con
cerns expressed with respect to evacuation: 'the reduction
in size of the low population zone which must take place
will make it necessary to evacuate ~rsons in areas formerly
Within, but now outside that zone.s a consequence, evacua
tion 0 persons who find themselves within the reduced low
population zone would be more readily achievable.' Id. at
962-63; emphasis supplied.

Midland, ALA8-123. !!m,1nvolved a proposed reactor to be
located adjacent to~co~.te 1111its of the City of
Midland, (a .unicipaltty of SOle 35,000 persons), in an area
of highly developed commercial and industrial activity.* On
their appeal from the initial decision authorizing the issu
-:.: (I~e of construction permits, the intervenors c.'ained,
.< :-i Mer a' 1a. of the Licens1ng Boa rei I S acceptance of the
:~PI'l1canti.s proposed eRergency evacuation plan. As sunmar
tzed by us, one of their claims 1n this regard was that the
Board had "erroneously disregarded testimonyH'*that 1t was
impossible to evacuate either the low population zone or
the City of Midland in the time required by the regulations".
Our rejection of this assertion was short and direct:

6 AEC at 343 (emphasis supplied; footnotes omitted).
Thus. San Onofre was no more than a reiteration of prior
holdings. Beyond that, it does not stand as our f1nal
word on the subject. Within the last year. in response to
an assertion by an intervenor that the St. Lucie 2 pro
posed site did not confirm to the population standards
established by 10 CFR Part 100. we had this to say:

see Final Environmental
*and
50-330. at p. II-2.

Statement in Dickets No. 50-329
It there also .ppears that the
resident population within five miles of the site was
approximately 41,000; in addition 34,000 persons were
enployed or transacted business within the same area.

~
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accident, radiation dosages at the respective zone
perimeters will not exceed certain levels. What
this means (all other things being equal) 1s that
the smaller these two areas are drawn, the greater
~!~
the efficacy of the safety devices built into the
~ :a-plant IlUst be in order to retain post-accident radi
p;... etion.dosages below the guideline l.evels.
The population standards contain the additional
requirement that no "population center larger than
25,000 persons may be closer to the reactor than
one and one-third times the distance from the reac
tor to the outer boundary of the low population zone.
If that requirement is not met, however, a proposed
reactor does not necessarily have to be relocated nor
an existing one abandoned. Instead, a smaller low
population zone may be selected so long as the plant
has the capability, or can be redesigned, to limit
further the potential radiation dosages that could be
encountered at the boundary of that zone.
ll

The intervenor's arguments, as well as the evidence
adduced below, had as their starting point the appli
cant's proposal that the low population zone would
have a five-mile radius. As it had the authority
to do, however, the Licensin~ Board imposed a condi
tion upon the applicant whic had the effect of re
quiring it to utilize only a one-mile low population
zone. This had a most significant effect, for the
controversy below was concerned almost exclusively
with popUlation Trowth at Treater distances. In
contrast to the and areaying between one and five
miles from the plant, virtually all the land within·
a one-mile radius of the reactor is owned by the
applicant. AccordinglY, there is no longer any room
for an ar ument that the 0 ulation within the [St.
UCle ow 0 u atlon zone ma ecome too ar e to
permit protective steps, such as evacuation, to e
taken in the event of an accident. Nor is there any
evidence that projected nearby "population centers"
will come too close, i.e., to within one and a third
ones of the reactor. ----
Florida Power &Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit No. 2), ALAB-335, NRCI -76/6 830, 833-34 (June 29,
1976), modified on other grounds, sub nom. Hodder v. NRC
(D.C. Cir. No. 76-1709, October 21~9~(emphasis sup
plied; footnotes omitted).

III.
It is clear from the foregoing that the staff and the inter
venors are here asking us to overturn a line of appeal board

.

authority which, at· the very "n111111. 15 .11-entrench~d.*
Although we do not suggest that the doctrine of state de
cision admits 10 exception, in the present circumstances
there are compelling reasons why we should be slow to
-;: ~ccept
that invitation. .
.
~

..r

~r" are still

other considerations which .nitate in
favor of leaving the staff and the intervenors to their
rule-making remedy. From the tenor of IlUch of the argu
lllent presented to us, it appears that the att_t to have
us overturn our prior holdings on the issue here-involved
has been prompted in large measure by a current belief that,
in some situations at least, there .y be good reason to
include persons outside the low population zone within the
scope of the emergency planning requirement, notwithstanding
the provisions of 10 CFR 100.11(a)(2) establishing radiation
dose limits for the low population zone boundary. But whether
or not this belief is .ritorious is a question IIOre appropri
ately explored in rule-_king where (1) an info...tion bear
ing upon the .tter can be received and evalulted (IS it should
be) on a generic basis; Ind (2) be it then concluded that emer
gency plans shOUld not always be restricted in ambit to the
exclusion lrea Ind low population zone, specffi~ standards
can be prescribed for determining, with respect to each pro
posed reactor site, whether and to what extent the applicant
must concern himself with devising protective measures for
persons outside the low population zone. **
as has been seen in the case of the staff we are
*Moreover,
being called upon now to reject an interpretation of un

altered Commission regulations which the staff ftself
pressed upon the adjudicatory boards Many years ago and in
the adoption of which the staff apparently acquiesced for
a considerable period of time.
**Although the staff insists that in some (albeit not all)
instances such measures must be devised. it points to
nothing in Part 100 or elsewhere in the regulations which
l11ght be taken to indicate. even in broad outline, what
those instances might be. The absence of standards is a
still III)re serious IIIItter when viewed in the context of the
Coalition's argument that population density or distribution
outside of the low population zone might be reason enough
for a licensing board to find the site unacceptable. Surely,
in assessing the acceptability of a site which it hiS under
consideration, a utility should have some basis--derived
from the content of Commission regulations--for forecasting
whether the situation obtaining in the area beyond the low
population zone (an area which, unlike the LPZ, has no fixed
boundaries) might occasion the outright rejection of that site.
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Insofar as the area ~ithin the low population zone is con
cerned. section 100.l0(b) clearly does carry the message-
at least when read 1n conjunction ~th Section l00.3(b)-
that the site's acceptability will hinge upon the population
~ density and use characteristics not being such as to preclude
·~~the taking of appropriate measures to protect persons within
":_'. tht--area in the event of an accident.* But with respect to
"~-the area outside of the low population zone, no similar mess
age is conveyed. Indeed, the quite different import of the
reference in Section 100.lO(b) to the population center dis
tance becomes readily understandable when one focuses upon how
Part 100 defines that term and then utilizes it in the ascer
tainment of site suitability. As previously noted, (1) the
population center distance 1s Uthe distance from the reactor
to the nearest boundary of a densely populated center contain
ing more than about 25,000 residents" (Section 100.3(c); and
(2) that distance must be "at least one and one-third times
the distance from the reactor to the outer boundary of the low
population zone" (Section 100.11(a)(3)). The population center
boundary being ascertained "upon consideration of population
distribution" (ibid.), the significance of the population den
sity of the "site environs" in terms of the population center
distance is thus manifest. The closer the population center,
the smaller the permissible low population zone. The smaller
the low population zone, the larger the possibility that the
site will not be acceptable for the reason that the appli
cant will not be able to provide sufficient engineered safe
guards to insure observance, in the event of an accident, of
the dose limitations applicable to the low population zone
boundary (Section 100.11(a)(2)). See San Onofre, ALAB-242~
supra, 8 AEC at 959-61; ALAS-268, supra, 1 NRC at 404-06.

* In this connection, as early seen Section 100.3(b) provides

that no "permissible population density or tital population
within [the low population] zone" is being specified "be
cause the situation may vary from case to case". It adds
that: Whether a specific number of people can, for example,
be evacuated from a specific area, or instructed to take
shelter, on a timely basis will depend on many factors such
as location, number and size of highways. scope and extent of
advance planning, and actual distribution of residents within
the area.
** It is argued to us that the use of the word "includingl' in
Section lOO.lO(b) implies that.the Commission there had in
mind more than just the exclusion area, low population zone
and population center distance. Perhaps so; perhaps not.
In any event, there is no room for the still further infer
ence that the Commission was making site acceptability hinge
upon the feasibility of protecting persons 1n some unspeci
fied area.

-.~

'.~
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r.tstderation of Accidents in IlIIPlementation of the National
.~ ~.
Environmental Policy Act of 1969
<~

The Atomic Energy Commission has under consideration amendments

to Appendix 0 of its regulation 10 CFR Part 50. Licensing and
Production and Utilization Facilities. an -Interim Statement
of General Policy and Procedure: Implementation of the Nationa'
Envirorvnental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-190)." The
proposed amendments would. by the addition of an annex to Ap
pendix D. specify certain standardized accident assumptions
to be used 1n Envi ronmenta 1 Reports submi tted by app 1i cants
for construction permits or operating licenses for nuclear
power reactors pursuant to Appendix D.* The accident assump
tions and other provisions of the proposed amendments would
.150 be applicable to AfC draft and f1nal Detailed Statements.

The Commission invites written comments or suggestions from
all interested persons on the proposed amendments set forth
below as well as on the treatment of the probabilities of the
accidents.
Further insight into the Regulatory Staff approach to the role of Cl~ss ~
events in reactor licensing comes out of the record of the ASlB hear1ng 1n
1977 on the Black Fox reactors. During a pre-hearing conference. a member
of the ASLB ra~sed a question of the extent to which Class 9 accidents can
be dealt with in a hearing.
The Counsel for the NRC Staff filed a IemOrandum (as did the applicant).
following which the ASLB reached a decision. The NRC memorandum and the
ASLB memoranqum and order are reproduced below.

*

'
i i
f Appendix 0 on September 9. 1971
In conjunction with the rev s on ~tted to applicants for licenses to
(36 F.R. 18071). there was transm, 1ants and made available to the
construct or operate nucl;:r pow~r ~ 1971 enti tled -Scope of Appl i
public, a document d,aRted rt~t~thrRe;pect to Transportation, Trans
_
d
t was a supplement to the
cant's Environmentl epo
.iss1ons Lines and Accidents. 1~1S t~C~~e .Oraft AEC Guide to the
~1da~~;1~:~dE:vr~~~t ;:~r~:nfor Nuclear power Plants,- dated
,:::." 19. 1971. also _de avanable to the public.
.
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BEfORE THE ATOHIC SAFETY A1~D LICENSInG BOARD
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In the

of

PUBLI C SEPoY I CE cOttPANY or
OKLAHm-t!\, ASSOCIATED ELEC
TRIC COOPER4TIVE, INC. AND
WESTERt: FAF.r-1ERS ELECTRIC
COO~ERATIVE, INC.
(Black Fox, Units 1 and 2)

I

I

Docket Nos. 5TN 50-556
SUI 50-557

~'ENOPAflDUf1 RH'.ARDI NG TREA Tf1EfIT or EXTREfoIELY
LARGE ACCIDENTS IN THE HEALTH AHD SAFETY HEARING

STArr

.

~

I.

INTRODUCTION

.A third

prehe~ring

conference in the above captioned prbceeding was

held on February 15, 1977, in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

During this conference.

Mr. Shon, a member of the Atomic .Safety and Licensing Board (Board)
raised a question ·of the extent to which they (Class 9 accidents) can
be dealt with in the safety phase of the hearing. u This question was
disrussed during the prehearing conference.{Ti. 215-220).
In the Order dated March 9, 1977, following the third prehearing con
ference,

th~

Board indicated that it has taken

th~

matter of treatment

of extremely large accidents under advisement since such matters would
be addt'essed "in the health and safety hearing, if at all." However,
the Board stated that it "is not convinced that treating such accidents
.'

is generically excluded irrespective of the hypothesized mechanism
r~

pressure vessel failure or

EeeS

fai1ure].a

_.
•
-'

;

.

/.

/

..,. ...

I

1
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The IL\rd gave the Stiff Ind Applfclnts an opportunity to introduce

.~iut;:~1ty S"o~ing I

generic exclusion- of the treatllent of such

accidents in the health and safety phase of the hearing. This
memorandum

i~

.~



submitted in response to that opportunity.

11. DISCUSSION
The question pt'escnted here is ",hether accidents with consequences
greater than the design basis accidents addressed in an
Prelimina~

Applica~t's

Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) And Staff·s Safety Evaluation

Repqrt (SER) may

be'·g~nerically

excluded from consideration during the

health and safety hearin9 irrespective of the hypothesized mechanism for
-such accidents.

,

For the reasons indicated below. it is the Staff's po

sition that such accidents may not be generically excluded from consider
Ition in COlII1Iission

,

proce~dings

••

.

This question arose during a discussion of Class 9 accidents. The
Class 9 accident, a tenm developed to facilitate analysis of the
enviro~ntal i~cts

.

.~

of nuclear power plants. is an accident which
\

-involvers] sequences of postulated successive failures
~re severe than those postulated for the design basis
for prot~ctive systems Ind engineered safety features.
Propose~ Annex to Appendix D to 10 efR Part SO, 36 ~
Reg 22051 (Dec. 1. 1971). '

•

.. 
•
•••••._

e.

---------------------
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~

-.l

,·.;t.
The Cor.rnission
characterhed
;;..--.
.

I

I
I

Class 9 accident"' IS an accident which.

.~~ ....·'ufficiently
remote in probability that the environmental risk is
.

:
-"

...

I

~......!

extremely low.- and indicated that such an accident need not be ad
dressed further in envi ronmental reports and statements.

As a result of these two aspects of the original definition, the term
Class 9 has been used to mean either:

.

an accident with massive offsite

consequences regardless of how improbable it may be; or, events leading
to an accident.with consequences

~reater

than those of the largest design

basi; accident where" such events are asserted to have a sufficiently
high probability that it should properly be considered,in evaluating a
f(lei 1 ity.

It is this latter aspect of the ·term Class 9 which is proper for con
sideration in the safety hearing as the Board may need to consider
whether the design basis accident has been appropriately determined.

..

The focus of the safety phase of the hearing is on whether the facility
conforms to the Commission's safety regulations (principally 10 erR
Parts 20, SO, and 100).

In order to satisfy the Commission regulations.

a facility must be designed to protect against a range of transient

.

and1accident events d~>cribed in 10 eFR Part 50, includin~ Appendix A
The·fac~

to Part SO.

.

adequate cooling in
in 10

erR

~ty

t~c

must have an

EeeS system capable of providing

event of a loss of coolant accident. as defined

§SO.46 and Appendix A.

The facility must also be designed to

'.

....
...

a;j._

""'--,.,;;;,:=-0-;.:,:0•.;::-::.;.:=-:....:.,:.-:':"-=_:..;..'-:;.;.;••

~_.;;.:;."_ ~:.;..;;;;-;;.:.';;;.-;.;;.~;...:;..~~ -:::""-

'.

"

.....

,

"

.

....

--..

~-

--......

.....
.-

J'

•
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,

•
"--4

~thstlnd

naturel phena.ena tn accordance with General Design Criteria (GOC)

.V~ ~dfx A to Put 50 and Appendix A to 'art 100. In addi tion.

.
!

the:r.l1uy IIIlSt be *sfgned to withstand anticipated occurrences and

':

-~

accidents, even
though offsite or .onsite power 15 lost. (GDC 17) Onsite
.
~ithstand

power must

a single failure. ('OC"35) The primary coolant

pressure boundary cOl1lponcnts lDust conform to the Code requirements which
cover various upset. emergency and faulted condition loadings. 10 eFR

iSO.5Sa.
In ad~ition to the Part 50 an.'yses. the adequacy of facility design
IDUst .'so be tested by aoplication of the requirements of Part 100.
I

Part 100 reQui res the identHi cation of a
major accident, hypothesized for purooses of site
analysis or poltulated for consideration of possible
accident.l events, that will result in potential
hazards not e~ceeded by those from any accident
considered tredible.- 10 CFR 1100.11 (a). footnote 1•

..

The cDhsequenccs of this accident are analyzed to detenafne the radia

tion doses at the
lone.

bounda~

of the exclusion arel and law population

A reactor must be designed and located such that the doses at

the boundary of the low population zone for the entire course of the

.

1

accident do not exteed 25 rem wholebody Ind 300 rem thyroid for Iny

cre~i~le
~

Iccident.

11

•

.

sets forth requi~ements for' the exclusion area
boundary Ind for populltion center distance. etc•

Y "r!

lOQ

IISO

. . .--.---_.
. . .r---.. . . . - . ,; ; ,; ;. . . __..... _._-_
. ..

~

.

..

:

:

.."

."

.'

1'. . . . . .

'"

.

_... _.,

- .... -- .. _----

. .....

----..
"

,,

.L'Jll

/.

I
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.~ .echanis. or accident event results in consequences which exceed

-'

--:.'.~

th.·5pecified
boundary doses Ind is shown by the evidence to be credible •
......
the facility cannot be licensed unless it is modified to conform to Part
100. Stated another way, if an¥ credible mechanism or accident event
results in consequ~nccs larger than those of the design basis accidents
addressed in the PSAR and Staff SER. that event must become a design
basis for the faeilit,)' and the facility design must be modified to·
satisfy Part 100

Conseq~tly,

the facility may be licensed.

b~fore

with respect to Part 100 considerations. it is always

relevant to determine 't:hether a given postulated large accident evant
I

is credible.

If it is not, it need not be considered in determining

compliance with Part 100.

If it is credible. it must be considered.

Consideration of consequer.ces of "credible accidents may be limited to
the analysis of the doses at the exclusion area and low population
zone bounrlaries.
There is no need to consider such consequences further
, .
because the facility design must be modified or the site changed if the
Part 100 boundary doses are exceeded.
Notwithstanding the general !ight to
dents.

'~0l1l('

is sues may not be rai sed.

questi~

the credibility of acci

For example. challenges to the

Commission's regulations are not permitted in absence of a waiver based
"

upon:a showing of special circumstances.

10 efR 52.758.

Similarly,

evidence" concerning the consequences of failure of the pressure vessel.

-

.

.. ..,

... ;

~.

...-

.

.... .....



..
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;

.

.

.~.': ..
,-.
".. l......
,... :.

<<(

~..

. .. '

.

•

.

.

~S.1J'\.~i"'1ance' of spectal safety significance is

t

_~'=_n

~.-'

.L~

...

n!W

COnsolIdated Edison r~ant of

.

not Ichissible•


York (Indian Point. Unit 2),

~

ClI-72-29. S AfC 20, 21 (1972).
CONClUS lor:

11 I.

COnsideration or .ccidents with consequences greater than those of the
largest design basis accident are not per !t excluded

.

in I health Ind safety. hearing..

f~

consideration

Such .ccidents .NY be considered

to

determine whether the pppropri.te maximum credible .ccident was analyzed
in Iccotaanee with 10 CrR Part 100.
Respectfu1'y subl:litte~•.

~7,,_~LL~~
ames Liebennln
• unse' for NRC Staff

..
OIted at 8eth~sda. ~~ry1and
this 24th day of Harch •. 1977.
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T1Y'~c ma\t~rs

Docket Nos" S'IN
~

50-556
50-557

1M MID ORDER

r:'enorandurn and Order 1s for the Atrr.J.c

1nclud€' thl:' contentions relat1r.c; to Class

cr:.n1e:1U"n rcl:lI.LJ1I."!; to the:

hand]j~.

tiisposal and en'l1romlf"ntal

crrc":s tT rnd1oactlvt:' w::lr.tes (Th1rd Frehel'U"ing Conference Order,
1~).

p.

In

ad,~11.1on.

Int"'rve~o:'z

the

ClaSS Nine

~1'\:<~ U:Y~C'l'

trJ

+.h('

flr>:::U~j

tas under adv1scrnPnt a

~ot~on

Gi\::;E and l1crK' YOUJ'lb,he1n to cCJl1)el d2scovery w1th

~cc~up.nts

Ql'\v1:;-.nt:.-.Jt '.he: matt"'r

or

admissIb1lity

or

cvn('eJ"!1~r.r: "'~J"y l~"'r;e (luosp.ly, "Clft5s Nine") accidents.

.'

I.

. '.

',l

~

":."

..

.-...

~. ~

by

.

..".

'.

-:

"

....

~" .... '::':'

'. ~

.-

..' . .

'.~~: f/\:~' ~.~:~ ~:

cmtenUons

'1lle Board

::.~ ... .". ~ .

1'~ ~...

•

.~;;~J:,::; i-~~::/~i\~iJ.L;'tt2· .

-, .

•

L.

•
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2

."

.;D-h).Q'1Ill.tt&18 bJ tho p...U .. ~ th1JI SUbJect.
(t~ starr) am Applicants were

to

!he l1li: Stott

~ss whether IUCb ccntenUane

were Generically excluded by regulat1m or case law, reprdless

Or

mechanism. _ Int~l"Venors "''ere to address postulated nectan1sns tor
sucb accidents.

Start

sutm1tted 1ts

Starr Menorand\Jn Reogardq Treatment or

Extremely large Accjdents 1n the Health and Safety Hear1ng (Statf'
MemcrandID).

Appl1canta aubn1ttecS Applicants' MeIIm'arDII WIth

.

Respe!t to Class Nine Accidents (Appllc:ants' Melzx)randl.lll).

Inter

nene ~1n,

venors sutm1tted two doe\JDl!nts, Intervenors CASE,

"Lawrence &Jrrell. and Clark Cl~re Response to Board's Request For

Cred1ble Mechanisns (Intervenors' Response),

am

Intervenors CASE,

Ilene YOW1ghelrl. 'lawrence ~ll·. and Clark G ~ Supplemental
SUbmission Re:

The

Class N1ne Accidents (Supplemental Sutm1ss1m).

Board has

now evaluated the material set forth In those

submittals and 1a prepared to I'\.\le an the aatter.
. hold question,

!!!.

Aa to the th1'es

whether such accidents are generically excluded.

it appears to the Board that the)' are nat." Both the Start

.

ancs

the

."

~l1cants agree that

no sucb blanket "exclu81an ex1ata (Starr Memo

randlD, p. 2; Applicants' Merorand&ID. pess1m).

Both the Starr .xl

.. the Appl1ants, tDlever, poSnt out that such accidents can be cen
s1dered

CI11Y 11' their potent1al tor occun-ence passes

8CIIIe

test

or

..~

.

-

.

.. .. --.....
,

--• ...

.. ;

. '

~

•
_.

-

- .. _

._.

. .... . ... - .. 
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.

-

_
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.."

"credib1~ ~1" Jt
cants aSsCtt

'l'he Board

agrees. Both

the Staff and the Appl1

that certain specific' IleCtsnI:l111S (~.

apan~~

pressure ve:;scl failure and failure of a properly analyzed
systc:n) are

excl~ed by

regulaUon and case law.

a::cs

I
.~}

The Board agrees

. I

with this proposition.
It tbJs renalns fo:' the Board to determ1ne whjch. If any J of

the mechan1sms proposed by the Intervenors might pass the test of
cred1bllity and m1ght also yield accidents larger than those prev1

.

,

~

ously" analYzed.
I

'The mechanisms mentioned in InterveJ'X)I's' Response seem to the
Boan1 to fall for the lTOst part into four general categories:

[lJ Spontaneous pressure vessel fallw:e (7. 26. 27);
[2) Control rod drop or ejection concarrn1tant with scram failure
#

or other independent fU1ure (1. 2. 3. II.

6~

18. 19. 21. 22)j

The Starf states:

."

••• If any credible mectanlsm or accident event results 1n
consequenc,es larger than those of the design basis accldents
addressed in the PSAR and Stafr SER, that event lILIst becane
a des1r1l basis •••• , (Staff I>1cJnorand\lll. p. 5)
The Applicant states:
••• the consequences of accidents larger than des1m basls
acc1dents need only be cons1dered 1f a part1cular type of
such large accident 18 shown to be reasonably possible.
(Applicants' Memoran:1um. pp. 1-2)
.

,.

~

r ,'.

•
.

-... :- ..-

.. -...

I..

"

.. ~. ~ .. _.. ~_ ..... ~

.

;

f..•

•-

~

,.•'

!
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.

I:
··..:t
. ...

'1'r8nsienlS w1th:lut

-<':

SCl'811

(5. 8, 9, 11, 14);

S1JnuJtanc.oous WLopendent wetlFU11cal ta1lures ClO, 12, 16, 17,
20. 2).
One' of Ur. rnt-.::1.J.1I1:J:lS 15 fl.:>l" d~fjJ"ll.ad at all (25); \lllClther 1s ('1e11J'ly

in'1prl1c;lblc to the reactor at h3rd (24);
s~botagt'

(20); one ajJrply repeats

othe~

a"le

raise's the issue or
operat~ CQ'l

under varied

d1t1ons (3); a.""ld one aU\llles spontaneous fuel

cnlTbl1~

Intervenors' ~lemental'Su~ss1cn ccnslsts

r:i

US).

three partS:

Parts I and II attempt 1.0 establish the credib1l1ty or spontaneous

,

'prt':>sure ve'ssd fa1JW"c;

Part III suggests th1t all accidents

..

treat.ed 1n the Rt:actor Safety Study, WASH-lIlOO,
in th1s hl:ar1n&,

hc:l;.o~er rEnIOte their

~h.:>1I1d

probab1lity of

be t.reated

OCCW"l"el'lCe •

. In the &:oard's View, mect.an1sms based upon the failure of a
properly

des1ga~"Ci

pressure vessel 1lI.lSt be excluded 1'1"CIll coosidera

Uon because of the Ccmr.1ss1on dec1:oion 1n
Car~

~sol1dated

Ed1l!!L

of New Ynrk (Indian Point Un1t No.2). 5 Att 20, 21. tn. 5

(Oct. 26, 1912), where, as in the case at two, no spec1al cons1dC!ra

Uons 1mohrhlS the .... ,"t1.·1l1ar

In effect, l'Iuch a lrot.."Ch1nl
not

be~

"credIble" or

Starr MemorandLID ard

..

,

...... .' ....

3D

tas

r.. rlllly h~V~ bet'n :e~JOWr'I
t'~'efl

"~aSOMbly

dcfS.....' d by the

to r:dst.

"'''I!1T'.~ 1"~2 en

as

possible" 1n the sense or the

the Appl1canta t McnaorandUlll.

Further,

the Baen:S

.-

~

-..... -._, " ..... 0. .'
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.

5

~
.~

J ......
'

.

...

~~

will. t&ke~tbis ~lr1c fa!lure as represeJ1t1n& a parad~ for a
t.est

or cN:d1b1l1t)'.

Usl~ such a er1t.erlon of crecUb111ty. the

Board is led to the conclusion that

'.'

mechanisms which deperrl upon

,.I

Wepcndent s1multaneous failure of rrore than one piece of safety
grade equl~nt. also fail the test.
criterion enbodied in 10

em

I

Indeed. the single fall~e

Part SO. Appendix A. supports the view

t.hat the Ccmn1ss1on does not 1nterd such meehanisms to be exardned.

In this regard. the Board gives no weight wh:1tever to the fact that
a study such as that reported 1n WASH-1400 may have considered

am

~

evaluated such mechanisms; we do not vIew "credible" 1n the present
sense as beine synonymous with "worth lOOking at" for
of the Fleactor safety Study.

Weed. the fact that

~he

purposes

WASH-l~OO

.

examined pressure vessel fallure J a mech1nisn exc luded fran our
proceedings by Carm1ss1on decision. suggests that the Reactor safety
Stucly

surely reviewed things we may regaro as 1ncredlblc for our

purposes.
We are thus led to reject as rau1rig the "credlbiUty" cri

terion the general nechanlsms mentioned in categories [1], [2) and
[4]. supra.

category
(3). A'rto'S, has alrea4Y
.
, been assumed credible.

: sn:l a contention has been admitted with it as a basis.

A cmtention

concem1n& sabotage has also been admitted.
,.

•
.

.

........

:

.. -

-.....

f
I
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"~

.

As

-

.IP~ Kale

to

.

~

..'

.

"I-

fUel CI'\Ilt)lq, the Beard teell

Ws matter 1s eqijlvalC!nt 111 credlbll1t7 to IUltlple tallures 1ft

.,
I

safety grade equjpnent.

We therefore exclude It.

f
"

We are thUs led to the ccnclus1cn that the .&21t1cnal conten

tions already acnitted 1n our 1b1rd Prehearq Ccnterence Order at

A>. 5-6 adequately penn1t exploration or extremely large accidents
We have rurther reviewed the centen-

Y'lller the Ccmn1ss1on's rules.

Ucna tId\1ch Applicants asked ua to reject as Claas N1ne acclcSents

•

(Applicants' klsF to flevlsed Pet1t1ons to Intervene, dated Pebu
.81"')'

8, 1977, p. 23) and we conclucSe that these ccntenticns either
I

(1) involve mechanlsns p.xcludable by our cred1b1l1ty crlterSon, (2)
"

do not 8\ltEest a 1pe\:1flc mechanism, or (3) are effectively covered
by the two

•

contentions d1tted 111 our 'l'h1r4 Prehear1ng CcnCerence

cnler.

n.

waste D1SJ?0$8l
This particular 1ssue was raised b, the Petitioner Roberta Am

Pans J\mell and It relates to the handl1nS, disposal and env1rcn
-1IIeI1tal effects

or l'8d1oactlve

In pert,1nent part, the

wastell.

CCI1
.;

tentlon ~ as tollows:

....

...

~ consideration III be~ civen to the h1gh
cost and WlCerta1n1ty[s1c) or wate cUsposal and
the IIlCIra1 and env1rcnnental danIIses are not beinS

~.

....'

,.

.
".

.

"

.

.'

. 4. '4_"'..... _.... .. .. ....... __....., ...
~

..

..
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7
8,1eql1at ply c(\n~1dcrC'd. F.lght B1111o[ sic) alone' (per
!:lID" cstinete) for hll1HaJ")' waste 1s Gt~l!r1118 and
abSUl '(1.
F\u'vl<.' 11 A~I1d1 ~ Pet j tJ nn , p. 5.

• • • •

2.

Aprl~c':tnt.s fni]Cl.1 to pl'operly a.nalyze and saff'ly
rr-~dh: the st.O!".\Sc and <i1spo:-"",1 of \oo""lst,c:s.
P.Jnnell

Pet,1thm. p. 1.

• • • •
~.

Applicants have l.l1Y.1el'E'st1mated the env11"O:1.'!1cntal
effects of rddionctlve \oo'astes !'ran Black Fox. &

The Board deferred ruling on this contention since the Ccmnls

sion had before It cCI161deraUQl
sal.

or an

1nter:1Jn rule on waste dispo

That interim rule \-:as subsequently on March lll, 1977 pranulga
.

~

ted by the Ccr.r.11zs10n 1n its "Uranium FUel Cycle Impacts Fran Spent
Puel RE'p),o:E'ss1J~ r:.."'ld R:1dloact,ive WastE' r'1aIlao~ntll 42 F'R 13803.

.

Pw't.her, in a foicmol'andum and Order of April], 1977 ccvE'rjng var1rus
proce:d111Gs. the

C,:.r.!ln~~·~1(ln

be used 111 con'lectlon
ular procced1J'lgs.
act to resolve

~dth

indicated that the interim rule should

the tF.PA cust-Leneflt balan=jng in partic

The C'.Qlrnisslon noted that the interjrn rule shOuld

Pl"oceed~

in which the issue of env1romental

of the w"3J1illlT: rt~~l cycle is ra1sed.Y

0J"d~:1' da~~i

y

;prll 1, 197'/.

Vermont Yankee. Power Cor,e.

The contention at issue,

~:;;;,.;evf;>r,

do.:':; lIot

Although this CO!rn1ss1on Memorardum and O:"der ...a s d1.""CCtPd to
the Appeal Board, it 1s equally appl1cable to Llcens1ng !card
cases ~ wh1ch the env1ronnental 1npact of waste d1sposal is
sOUWlt to be raj sed.

•

".

"I.'

~acts

f

.,. .

•

!

...

-.-

..

,:

--

•
"
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8
'.

",late to

ui 1nt.E.'r':n rulf'. The cont.cnUa1, theJ"eforc, r.oJst

be

reJ ectE'd as not t.l'1nc surfJc1entl, parUcubr, 3S rt'Qu!red by
10 eFR 2. 'll~(a),

Abo. the Arnt-Ided PeUt.1on attc.~ts t.o l'a1se

the hlsue of the hundl1rls. disposal and e:lv1rcnnental effC'Cts of

radjoacUve
P~t1t~on.

"'7'l~t..es

th~

on a

~enc;r1c

bas1s.

conlent!on 1s more

ceed1n&S relat1ng 1.0

~

particular procHd1ng.

As t'ra;ned 1n t.hc Amendt'Ci

PJ'OpE:!']'

a subjE"Ct for f:rlY

1nter1m rule Uael1" ratbe:r

':han

pr~

to th1s

'!he Board. therefore, excludes this cm

tent100 re13t1~ to rad10active waste d1sposal.
Ill.

,

lntcr-.'cn")'s' !';C'lt10n to Cct:'!,cl D1sccvcF...l
Int.ervenors CASE

am

Ilene Y0Wl&h'!11'I Unterveoors) :r.oved to

.

JntC:';r~tory

carpel d1::cc'VC:1J' frcr:J the Applicants with regard to
No, 105 which states:

[)escr1be each inst.ance 1n which Applicant disagrees with
the evaluation perfomecl by the U.S. Qlv1re~ntal Pr0
tection Acency on the Rasnussen Report. Reference 1s
made to t.he U.S. EPA Report datt'Ci A\.0Jst 1975 a.rd June
1976 (EPA 520/3-7~012 and EPA 520/3-76-009).

Appl1cants ClbJeet to the 1nten-ogatory ,en the basis that it

..

does not relate to any of the issues 11'1 controversy.

J.pp11eams

aclmowledge that 1t could relate to the Class N1ne accident c:cn

tenUon wh1ch the. Board

~ad

under adVisement at t.he tiJ:le the Appl1

eants rUed the1r response to the moUm to c:cnpel.

Appl1c:ants
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also suggest that the responses

to

0:'

the interroGatory MOUld represent

an undue bl:U"den Sn that 1t requests a fomulation of an an."11)'sis

.

rather t.t"an a disclosure of facts in the AppUcants' possession •

~

In the Board's view. this interrogatory does not have a proper

found:ltlon.

It has not been established that the Applicants per

fanned aI\Y analysis of the EPA evaluation of the Rasnussen RepoIJt
and Applicant.s f response 1n11cates that they have not da'le so,
~
. .
Since t.he Appl1cants have apparently not perfonned any such analy
.'

s1s, it 1s not the proper function of discovery to require the
I

AppUcants to take such action in response

to' an interrogatory.

'lherefore. the rrotlon to cc:mpel 1s denied,

,
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, AND UCElJSING IDAHO
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Thus, the opinion is that Class 9 accidents are not generally excluded.
No-yer, Class 9 accidents need not be considered if they are not -cred
ible-. No, the finding of -credibility· is to be ..de. howeYer, is 111
defi ~ • ·all, in the .C .-orandum. The reason1 ng used by the ASLB
was somewhJ.t
specific. but highly qualitative.

pre

-~

The Commissioners. themselves. appeared to pursue a qualitative approach
similar to that of the Regulatory Staff in a ruling on Indian Point Unit
No.2 in 1972. which is reproduced below.

".
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MEMORANDUM ANIl ORUER
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Ii

!

0" ~rlemhe, 27. IIJ7:!. (he Alomit' ~fely amI I.ic'en~ill~ Arreal Bllilrll (AI'r<'al Bn;.,II) iSSlK'II a
nJellJlIamlu11l (AI ,\14·71. WAS"·I~IX(Sul'rl I) all'. 4l!1l1 cJeillin(! wilh il qllC'~1t"1I cerlilie,t hy Ihe
r'c\i,lilll! Alnllll, S.• h'ty :tlld l.kC'II'il1l! 11,,;11,1. 0" Cklllhcr I~. 1·'7~. 'he ('lIl1l1l1i"'II" C''\'I',,,kd 'hI' 1"'1111,1
,,,/ rn'l'\< IIf 110,' c1":j'h'lI lI"d," IllClR ~.71l(1 III N.. velll!>'·' I. 1·17~. II~ Il'flel ,!:tt ... 1 (1llllhe, lh. 1"72.
Ih,' App,.. ,,1 11"",,1 iliad.' a ,nne,ti"" In il~ ue.:islllIl.' I'u15113nl I" 10 (TK 2.711(,. we nnw revtl·w lhe
L1e"~I"" il~ ~,'rrl"II..L1.
The celti'ieLl queslion is as follo\\'s:
•
Is il the position of the Commission that the measures t.ken to IStUre the integrity of the prlSSllfe
Yes",l, lor li!!ht water reilctor\ have been demonstrated .lIet documented suffteientlY th.t prolection
a'l~1I1S1 Ihp. '~onSl'Qu"n~l!s of I~ilure of lhe relictor yesSt!1 nl"'C'l nOI 1M' included in the etesi!!" of Ihe
Illanl and l!V.drnr.e concerning the integrity of till' pressure vessel should not be adduced in the
licensing IJroceeding!o'
The Arr<',,1 Bna" I "",dlllle,1 Ihal sudt prolee1inn nee,1 nnl he includeu in rl:rnl de~ittn. and Ih~1
ev..lclKe runLl"m,"\: vessel inlcll,il)' V":I~ ~l1ll11s~ihle IInlv 10 lhl' elllelll ne~'t')Silr) IfI dcmllnsll.lle c:umrlian.:e
1II'llh "1'l'h";11I1o- "'flll"linns
TIll' I''''S''''I'' w"sel is;' '·)'111111...·.11. suun!!.walkLl·...nnl:'iuel hllll"in(! Ih., ,eaelnr ,·nll·. which i~ cmnl",,,'<1
nf fa"'1 demcnls allll,,",uni r"tl>. 1 he rea.:lm wswl h;os in lei allli ",.. let ri1'" ,'nnllc"linlls whit-h ,nnw)' Ihe
re;ldlll cI,,,lanl int .. illld uut Ill' I hI'" reac'"r yes\el. Vessels a,·e dl"~i!tned III a"muan,e wilh arr1i,ahle ASML
.....Ies. In Ihe pres~U1i/.ed Wil'er leilt'l", :II har. Ihe sl!"el Yessel. Iwer 40 feet hillh. is ,"OfI~lilllteu nf 1II'111s ,"'er
II" Ihi'k. and is designcd lu c:'lt'llain "';1111' ill all (1fIC!ralin!! 'emp.!I·;lIure ur 2485!22.l5 psi, with inlel and
IInlll't 1"lIIl'\'ratllre' III' appr""irll:rll"ly 5'i!i"t= and ftl .l"F. ~'·li1lC1)'.
''1'''''1;1111 h' its "Yareh ami dl'velnrlllenl re"punsihililie". I'le (·.,nmtissinnlias ellmnin.... Ihl' IIlhi«I nf
Wl\selllllel!rilY _"111 C:lIIl'"I11t'S hi dc, 511 in all dlnll hI ilS.Sllle 1I1111.,sl rl:rnl ~1"ly.J AU" 1l'1t"'aliun" la~'
11....·11 \Im:l slm,";o"I, I.. assule: illll"l!lily "f Ihe YI'Slil·1. 1II.. rq:llli1lnry slalf as-serlS 'hal in all C;tk'S eYal..a'e,1
hV i' 'he Ilrnh:tlllhl~ nf Yessel laihue: has heen '''''1Il1 I.. he "", I.. w" as "OIl 'ulI"I"ile: "e,,"\i"elali'"1 ..I tht'
c..nw'Iuenn'S Ill' such laillll" ill Ihe allilllllpliuns clIIrlllved in ,k-terlllinin!! 'iiI.' suilahilily" (Sian Brief,
AII..".~1 21. 1"71.1'.71. 'n e\IlIl',.,1i1l1t nlllfJdc:n..:r lIS 'uthe .. Iw·......hili'y "hessel hlilrlll:. lhe slallrelcrml
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The tQBmission ruled that compliance with the standards is not automati
cally sufficient to foreclose further inquiry into the Etter of vessel
failure- in tM course of a licensing proceeding.' However. they supported
the Staff· position that protection against the consequences of vessel fail
ure need 'not be required for a particular facility ~unlessit has been de
termined that for such facility there are special considerations that make
it necessary that potential vessel failure be considered. However. no basis
for deciding that the matter need be considered for a particular facility
was given in the decision. Nevertheless. the Statement of Consideration
which accompanied publication of a proposed version of 10CFR 100 on Febru
ary 11.1961. indicated that one of the proposed Part's basic objective
was to assure that "even if a more serious accident (not normally considered
credible) should occur. the number of people killed should not be catastro
phic". This stated objective was modified in the Statement of Considerat 
ions which accompanied publication of the effective Part on April 12. 1962.
It was there stated that an underlying objective was to assure that ·the
cumulative exposure dose to large numbers of people as a consequence of
!nl nuclear accident should be low•• • Furthermore. the ·population center
GIStance" criterion was included in 10 CFR 100.11)2)(3) "to provide for
protection against excessive exposure doses to people in large centers.
where effective protective measures might not be feasible" in recognition
of the fact that "accidents of gre~er potential hazard than those convnonly
postulated as representing an uppet limit (i.e •• the "maximum credible acci
dent") are conceivable. although highly improbable"· In addition. the
effective Part that (where very large cities are involved. a ~reater dist
ance (than that required by the population center distance criterion) may
be necessary because of total integrated population dose consideration."
10 CFR 100.11)a)(3). Related to this was the indication 1n the Statement
of Considerations that the Part was "intended to reflect past practice and
current policy of the Commission of keeping stationary power and test re
actors away from densely populated centers."

Thus a possible legal view would be that where such "very large cities" are
involved. consideration of the "total integrated population dose" would be
appropriate. and that this dose should include "non-credible accident" do
ses in light of the underlying purpose of the population center distance
criterion to protect people in large centers from non-credible accidents.
The Staff does not routinely include such consideration of "non-credible"

*It is not clear from the Part how it was expected that this population
center distance criterion. which was dependent upon calculated doses
from a limiting "credible" accident. should in practice afford pro
tection to people in large centers against "non-credible" accidents.
Indeed in practice the population center distance criterion can easily
be met even for large nuclear power reactors near very large population
centers by addition of engineered safety features. The net result is
that the Commission's regulations provide no effective quantitative
limits on siting of nuclear power reactor~ near very densely populated sites.
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acc1dents "e"'arge cities are involved.* Thus, an accident seems to be
regarde(~"red1ble- for . . . purposes and -non-credible- for others.
Plrt 100 coritltns _ definition of the tenn -credible-. However, CoIIIIfs
s10n ,...ceder,t indicates ttlat the tena is intended as a .asure of the
probability of the aCcident tn question • .!.!.h Long Island Li9htfn~conany
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station). ALAB-15~I-13-10 at 846 (Octo er ,
1973).** The Commission itself has never specified the probability of
occurrence which separates -credible- accidents from -non-credible- acci
dents, but the Commission's staff has tlken the position that the figure
10-7 per reactor per year should generally be used for this purpose. (See
WASH-1270, -Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Water-Cooled Power
Reactors,- September, 1973.) However, in actual 1~l ...ntation of Part 100
the Staff does not routinely evaluate the consequences of certain accidents
where the occurrence of the accident wuld indicate clefective design of a
system or component notwithstanding CQlPliance that .,stem or CQIpOnent
with a C-mssion Regulation .-bodying a design requi,...nt. In such cases
the accident is dismissed as a -non-credible- accident without consideration
of the probability of its occurrence.
One of the conclusions of WASH-1400 was that the probability of certain re
actor accidents was higher than was previously assumed to be the case. In
the past, the staff had considered that the probability of some of these
accidents including core . ' t followed by containment failure was consider
ably lower--in the range of 10-6 per reactor year or lower. For this rea
son, core melt accidents followed by containment failures have not been
regarded in the past as -credible- accidents within the meaning of Part 100.
Thus the report raises a question whether these accidents should continue
to be regarded as outside the plant design basis or ·non-credible-.

*However, since the prOll.llgation of Part 100 in 1962, suppl_ntal _thodo
logies involving implicit and general consideration of -non-credible- acci
dent consequences have always been used by the Commission in site suitabi
lity evaluations from the radiological safety standpoint. The ..thodology
WlS evolved from the Commission's so-called ·poli~ against metropolitan
siting- in the early to late 1960's, to the population envelope- of Indian
Point and Zion that was used in the late 1960's and early 1970's. More
recently. the issue has become integrated with NEPA review of alternative
sites.
* * In one Clse prior to prOllUlgation of Part lOa, the COIIIIrission held that
the possible consequences of In ·extremely remote- Iccident that ws
·b~ond a~ known accident possibility· should still not be ignored.
Power Reactor Devel0ff!nt CompanY. 1 AfC 65, 74 (December 10, 1958).
Onder this hOlding,twas unclear whether ·conceivability· IS opposed
to ·probabf1it,y· ws to be the detel'lllining factor in Iccident ....lyses•

.
:.
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Thus it can be argued that present St.ff f..,l_ntatfon of 'art 100 lias
certain~ficiencies--deficienc1es Issociated .rtth failure to consider ·non
credible-:~c~,fdent consequences ....ere very large cities are in,olved, and
the fal1uft to .,alulte routinely certa1n core .1t ICcidents.

Second, because of the limited range of possible accidents evaluated by the
Staff under Part 100, the trend toward reducing ·conservatisllS- in both the
definition of accident source terms and the calculation of accident conse
quences under Part 100, and the increasing reliance on engineered safety
features to accomplish reductions 1n calculated accident doses, Part 100 no
longer serves as an effective criterion for reactor site suitability from
the standpoint of radi 010gica1 accident risk. Indeed, as presently 111Pl e
.nted by the Staff, Pa~ 100 .auld pennit location of a large nuclear power
reactor in Central Park, New York City. Since Part 100 is the only written
Ca-mission regulation which addresses the subject of reactor site suitabi
lity criteria. the net effect 1s that site suitability 1s addressed by the
Staff on a case-by-case judgment basis. using standard rev1ew plans. regu
latory guides, etc.
In 1977 and 1978, the question of a potentially explicit role of Class 9
accidents in reactor siting received increasing emphasis within various
sectors of the NRC, including the licensing Staff, the ACRS and the Com
.issioners themselves. The outcome of this study Ind e,alultion cannot be
predicted. However, I potential trend tOWlrd some expl icit use of Cllss 9
events is indicated.

-

3.

SOME ASPECTS OF THE REGULATORY PROCESSS

3.1

General Design Criteria

The Regulato~.5Staff
plants in thcpring
with the expeCtation
planned, to recommend

began developing general criteria for nuclear power
of 1965 under pressure from the Conmissioners and
or knowledge that the AEC Regulatory Review Panel
considerable emphasis on the development of criteria.

The first (rough) draft sent to the ACRS for information was entitled
"Design and Operating Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." On May 26, 1965
Mr. Price, the Director of Regulation, fowarded Draft IV dated May 20,
1965, which was entitled "Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Construction
Permits." It was explained by the Staff that design criteria were needed
more urgently than criteria for the operating stage; hence, priority was
being given to criteria for construction.
At the first subcommittee meeting on the subject, held June 5, 1965, Mr.
Price indicated that the reasons for development of guides at that time
were as follows:
(a)

Continued pressure from the nuclear industry for better
definition of the information required at the various
stages of review. The Jersey Central/Niagara Mohawk
Hearing Board decisions had emphasized the need for
clarification.

(b)

The desire of the Commission to clarify its position by
a redefinition of the rules rather than a policy
statement.

(c)

The increased workload anticipated in the future which
would require'a set of standards against which proposals
can be judged. In addition, they would help to identify
important areas so that submission by applicants could
be more to the point with a reduced amount of extraneous
material which must be reviewed.

Actually, design criteria had been evolving over the previous several
years. Typically, with each new construction permit review (and ~ith
the review of some difficult sites, such as Corral Canyon for the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power) •. new design criteria were intro
duced as the result of something specific to a site or reactor, from
questions concerning possible low-probability events not previousl~ con
sidered, and from unusual operating experience which had generic impli
cations. .
A simple example of the development of a site-related criterion relates
to tornadoes. When the General Electric Company proposed to build the
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Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR) in Arkansas, the need to
provide suitable protection against tornadoes came into focus. It was
necessary to establish design basis tornadic wind speeds and to consider
other possible effects such as tornado-induced missiles. As a result of
this review and additional reviews of the matter in the ensuing months,
it became clear that there was a "tornado belt" in the U.S. which included
Arkansas. But for almost all regions east of the Rockies tornadoes
occurred at a smaller frequency, but not radically so. Very destructive
tornadoes had occurred in Massachusetts and other places far from the
Thus, tornado requirements were applied to all future
"tornado belt.
power reactors east of the Rockies.*
II

Floods were taken into account in the reactors constructed in the early
1960's; however, such criteria became much more stringent with the
evolution of the Probable Maximum Flood approach in the late sixties and
early 1970's.
Hurricanes became one focus of the site-related phenomena for the Turkey
Point site in Florida during its construction permit review in 1966.
Afterwards, hurricanes began to receive increased emphasis for all East
Coast and Gulf Coast sites; they were also considered as a possibly
serious cause of inland flooding at many sites.
Seismic criteria evolved in a more complex way. There was little if any
seismic requirement beyond the uniform building code for reactors east of
the rockies in the 1950's. The matter received considerable attention
for sites in California, of course, beginning with the site reviews for
the Los Angeles Dept. of Water and Power for Southern California Edison,
and progressed rapidly with San Onofre, Bodega Bay and Corral Canyon
(Malibu).
In the Eastern U.S., seismicity was not given much emphasis, and, in fact,
the proposed seismic design basis for the Connecticut Yankee reactor of
0.17g peak horizontal acceleration was thought by some to be unnecessarily
high. We shall treat seismic matters in Chapter 5 in some detail, and
hence not dwell on it here.
Engineered safety features also evolved considerably during the period
1960-65. Dresden, for example, a 1950's vintage reactor, had as many
as six off-site power lines feeding the plant, but no on-site emergency
AC power source. (In the 1960's a swath of tornadoes knocked out all
lines concurrently, but no accident ensued). With the passage of time,
first one small on-site diesel, then a larger diesel to run containment
cooling systems, then redundant diesels to drive containment-related
safeguards became the standard. And in 1966, redundant on-site power had
to be available to power the ECCS, requiring still larger diesels (or
their equivalent).
In any event, design criteria had been evolving and no effort was under
way to generate an AEC Regu 1at i on. The genera 1 statement precedi ng "Draft
*and later west of the Rockies.
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rv W of the general criteria began
Attached hereto are a number of proposed criteria for the
design of a nuclear power facility which, upon the supplying
by an appl icant ot aaequate information ,to permit a cone I usion
that the criteria are fulfilled, would by definition justify
a finding of reasonable assurance that the facility can be
built and operated without undue risk to the health and
~afety of the public.
The ACRS had a number of problems with this philosophy. 'Ihey generally
felt the criteria, after they had been worked over and found acceptable,
might represent necessary but not sufficient design requirements, and that
there would be a continuing need for engineering judgment.
Reactors had been receiving construction pennits based on a commitment to
meet rather general criteria, but the criteria had been rapidly increas
ing in number and in detail. And, as the passing of time would soon show,
the regulatory process was on the verge of shifting from the requirement
of general criteria and the plausibility of their being met, to a contin
ually increasing interest in specific'design information prior to
'
issuance of the construction permit.
At the Special ACRS meeting, June 18, 1965, the Committee had divided
opinion as to the need for such criteria. Some believed the criteria
would be of use to the Hearing Boards but not particularly to applicants.
Others believed that the criteria were worthwhile. ACRS member Thompson
thought that the time was too early for issuance of such design criteria.
And at the next Subcormnittee meeting, July 15, 1965, ACRS member Rogers
was concerned that the existing list may be insufficient, and that the
criteria should not be completed until four or five reactors situated
near cities had been reviewed and analyzed.
Nevertheless, the
Silverman, worked
Regulatory Staff;
July 21-22, 1965,

Subcorrmittee, which was chaired by Dr. Leslie
actively on detailed formulation of criteria with the
a two day Subcommittee meeting was held the same month,
to continue the reviertli, discussion and revision.

At the July 15 Subcommittee meeting, Mr. Price was asked by ACRS member
Okrent how the criteria handled the problem of different requirements for
sites in the country, near to cities, and in cities. Mr. Price stated
that the only i tern related to this matter was the amount of credit to be
allowed for engineered safety features !no reducing the calculated off
site doses (in the arbitrarily postulated MCA which assumes an intact
containment) •

-.

~

~

The minutes of the July 21-22, 1965 Subcormnittee meeting record consider
able discussion on the criterion dealing with containment design basis.
Dr. Doan, Director of the Division of Reactor Licensing, wated to define
the MCA as the accident involving complete loss'of coolant, followed by
melt-down of the enitre core and the occurrence of a metal-water reaction.
It was noted that in the Staff Analysis for san Q'lofre 1, the Staff gave
credit for the EX:CS preventing IOOre than 6% of the core from melting.
Nevertheless, Dr. Doan believed that reactors should be designed to
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prevent accidents but that the containment should be designed to
withstand the worst consequence of any credible accident, should the
other engineered safeguards fail.
At the end of the discussion it was decided to reword the particular
criterion approximately as follows:

Provisions must be made for the removal of heat from within
the containment structure to maintain the structure within
design limitations. The containment must be designed on the
basis of complete depressurization of the primary system,
melt-down uninhibited by core protective systems, and the
occurrence of a metal-water or other chemical reaction. If
engineered safeguards are needed to prevent containment
vessel rupture due to heat release by an accident including
these assumptions or by decay heat, at least two independent,
differently designed systems which can accomplish the
necessary functions must be provided. Each of these systems
must be redundant in vital components so that no credible
failure of a single component could prevent either of the
systems from functioning properly.
An example of the kind of metamorphosis which took place on some of the
proposed criteria is illustrated by the following:
In the early draft forwarded to the ACRS on May 26, 1965, there was
criterion which stated:

a

The design goal for instrumentation and control systems includ
ing all electronic and mechanical devices, should be that all
safety systems are fail-safe, including consideration of effects
of fire, steam and other possible environments.
At the July 21-22, 1965 meeting, ACRS member Hanauer suggested the follow
ing wording, which was accepted as a basis to be used in rewriting the
cr i tet"ion:

The vital instrumentation systems must be designed so that no
credible combination of circumstances can interfere with the
performance of a safety function when it is needed. In parti
cular, the effect of influences common to redundant channels .
which are intended to be independen~~ust not negate the oper
ability-of a safety system. The effects of gross disconnection
of the system, loss of energy (electric power, instrument air),
and adverse environment (heat from loss of instrument cooling,
extreme cold, fire, steam, water, etc.) must cause the system to
go into its safest state (fail-safe) or be demonstrably tolerable
on some other basis.
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. The Staff's early draft. GP.np.ral ne~ion Criteria, reflected what appeared
to be the then accepted'practice of the Regulatory Staff. As the criteria
went through hard review and evaluation in successive drafts, they were
made, more and more, to reflect what the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS
thought should be employed as general criteria for upcoming plants. The
process of trying to write the criteria led to rethinking of the adequacy
of wha~ had been accepted on past plants.
On August 4, 1965 the Regulatory Staff issued draft IX of the Principal
Design Criteria, and these were reviewed at the 65th ACRS meeting, August
5-7, 1965. The minutes of the Executive Session of the Committee reflect
some of the mixed opinions among ACRS members.

REACTOR DESIGN CRITERIA
Executive Session
Dr. Silverman reported on three subcomnittee meetings at which
the drafts of the "Compilation of Principal Design Criteria
for Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" were reviewed.
To Dr. Silverman the preamble, or philosophy of the criteria,
appears to merit the most attention from the ACRS now; this
preamble might be considered general overall criteria.
Although several considered the criteria premature and not in
sufficient detail for guidance to the industry, it was recognized
that the newcomers to the reactor field might benefit from these
guides. Application of the criteria to the Dresden II Reactor
as a trial was suggested by Dr. Okrent.
The evolution of the reactor site criteria was recounted by
Dr. Thompson, who believed the proposed design criteria so
general as to be of little use; specific requirements, e.g.,
engineering numbers, are not yet available. To him, the design
guidance is too specific and may not be in the proper direc
tion, e.g., no credit was given for active engineering safe
guards such as core sprays; this could discourage the develop
ment of engineering safeguards. He also pointed out the illusion
that these criteria are sufficient to insure safety. The
checklist arrangement tried by the RS sometime ago was reviewed;
its limited application may have resulted from the lack of
sophistication of the applicant.
A need for reasonable criteria was seen by Dr. Kouts, who doubted
if sufficient attention had been given to the guidance implicit
in past RS and ACRS reports and conclusions. Much has probably
been learned in the last few years from the criteria attempts.
Dr. Hanauer was inclined against too much delay in facing this
criteria issue. Several believed that AEC issuance of the
criteria, formally or informally, was certain; hence contri
butions from the ACRS appeared desirable. Col. Stratton
was disturbed over the imperative nature of the criteria,
which seems to make them into a restrictive code. Most of
the effort towards these criteria have probably been at a
relatively high level of the RS; soliciting comments nearer
the working level was suggested. To some the criteria appeared
formulated around water reactors; however, nothing was included
on metal water reactions.
Some conjectured that the design criteria attempt stems directly
from the Commission and the Regulatory Review Panel pressure
on Mr. Price and the RS; perhaps, the existance of criteria
rather than their content, is important to the RS.
Dr. Kouts recommended modifying the present criteria, checking
this formulation with action on previously approved cases, and
finally trying the criteria on a current case.
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ACRS discussion of the proposed criteria continued at a Subcommittee
meeting held September 2, 1965.

Excerpts from the meeting minutes follow:

Executive Session
Dr. Silverman reported that he had received several suggestions
regarding revision of the introduction but no suggested changes
to specific criteria.
Mr. Etherington suggested several tests for the criteria to
try and identify their real purpose.
Test

Conclusion

1.

Will they really help knowledge
able applicants/vendors.

Not much

2.

Will they help less sophisti
cated applicants/vendors.

Probably yes - depends
on applicants competence
in nuclear matters

3.

Will they form a framework for
review and the eventual develop
ment of more detailed criteria.

Yes

In connection with 3 above, Mr. Etherington suggested that
the AEC and ACRS should try to decide what each criteria
really means in terms of plant design before they are promul
gated. For example, what are the codes that are really
acceptable under Criterion l.a.
Mr. Rogers noted that the criteria are in part to tell the
public what factors are considered in an AEC review and also
to satisfy Mr. Price's desire for a legalized regulatory
process where licenses can be issued with little engineering
judgment.
Dr. ·rhompson maintained, however, that the criteria are pre
mature at this time and may force the nuclear industry into
a mold that is not necessarily optimum. He also maintained
that several important criteria are not included. For example
limits related to small local critical masses in large cores
are not included. Other Subcommittee members strongly encour
aged Dr. Thompson to identify these areas.
It was agreed by a majority of the members that approach
number 3 should be pursued. Dr. Silverman suggested that a
document similar to TID-l4844 be developed to support the
criteria. Dr. Thompson agreed that this would provide for a
more thoughtful development of the criteria and noted that it
might well result in several changes.
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At the 67th meeting, October 7-9, 1965, the ACRS reviewed a comparison of
the design criteria to the design bases for the upcoming Dresden 2 BWR,
and then gave a favorable Committee opinion concerning the pUblication of
the latest draft of the criteria in the Federal Register for pUblic com
ment.
(Parenthetically, the minutes of the 67th meeting note that Dr. Swartout,
the AEC Assistant General Manager for reactors, had been appointed Chair
man of the AEC Steering Committee for Reactor Research, and that, broadly,
the purpose of the Steering Committee is to arrive at designs for making
reactors suitable for metropolitan locations).
At the 68th meeting, November 10-12, 1965, the ACRS again reviewed a
revised draft, and on November 22, 1965, the Atomic Energy Commission
issued a press release announcing the proposed criteria and requesting
public comment.
The complete criteria, as first published, are reproduced on the follow
ing pages.
The criteria were left flexible, quite deliberately, thereby allowing
many individuals holding a wide range of opinion, to agree on them. The
same flexibility was eXPected to be necessary in their application.
There was continuing discussion on a proposed "backup" document, which
was to explain and elaborate on the published draft criteria. The act
of trying to write a more specific explanation provided benefits,
frequently in the form of new matters to be studied. An example is
available in the minutes of the January 26, 1966 Subcommittee meeting.
An ACRS member questioned the extent of the review which had been made
in the past to consider the effects of a fire on the control system.
The minutes go on, "The review has not been extensive; however, some
consideration has been given to use of separate cable runs, redundant
channels in separate cabinets, etc." Another member noted that vi tal
buses often were not redundant, and that a requirement for duplication
should be added.

\
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AEC S::::EKING PUBLIC COIvIMENT Oh ROPOSED DESIGN CRITERIA
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS
I

.

The Atomic Energy Commission is seey.ing comment from the
nuclear ind~stry and other interested persons on proposed
general design criteria which have been developed to assist
in the evaluatior. of applications for nuclear power plant
cons~ruction permits.
T~e proposed criteria have bee~ developed by the AEC
regulatory staff and discussed with the Commission's Advisory
Committee on Reactor SafeguardS (ACRS). They represent an
effort to set forth design and performance criteria for
reactor systems, components and structures which have evolved
over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by the
AEC. As such, they reflect the predominating experience to
date with water reactors but most of them are generally appli
cable to other reactors as well.

It is recognized that further efforts by the AEC regu
latory staf~ and the ACRS will be necessary to fully develop
these criteria. However, the criteria as now proposed are
sufficiently advanced to submit for public comment. Also,
they are intended to give interim guidance to applicants and
reactor equipment manufacturers.
,
The development and publication of criteria for nuclear
power plants was one of the key recommendations of the special
Regulatory Review Panel which studied ways of streamlining
the Commission's reactor licensing procedures.
In the further development of these criteria, the AEC
intends ~6 hold discussions with organizations in the nuclear
industry and to issue from time to time explanatory informa
tion on each criterion. Following such discussions with
industry and receipt of other public comment, the AEC expects
to develop and publish criteria that will serve as a basis
for evaluation of applications for nuclear power plant con
struction permits.
(more)

. I
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It is recognized that additional criteria may also be
needed, particularly for reactors other than water reactors,
and that there may be instances where one or more of the
presently proposed criteria may not be applicable. Applica
tion of the criteria to a specific design continues to involve
a considerable amount of engineering judgment.

,

These proposed criteria are part of a longer-range CC~
mission program to develop criteria, standards and codes for
n~clear reactors, including iden~ification of codes and
standards that industry will be encouraged to undertake.
The ultimate goal is the evolution of industry codes based
on accumulated knowledge and experience, as has occurred in
various fields of engineering and cons~ruction.
.~

A copy of the proposed "General Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Perffiits" is attached. Corr.
ments should be sent to th~ Director of Regulation, U. S.
Atomic Energy Corr~ission, Washington, D. C. 20545, by
February 15, 1966.

#

11/22/65
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GE:\ERAL

JESJG~

CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR POI\F.R

PL.AJ"~T CO~STRIICTIO~

PERt-1ITS

Attached hereto are general design criteria used by the AEC in judging
whether, a

proro~ed

nuclear rower facility can be built and operated without

undue risk to the health and safety

o~:'

the public.

They represent design

and performance criteria for reactor systems, components and structures
which have evolved over the years in licensing of nuclear power plants by
:he AEC.

As 5uch they reflect the

~~:er re~c~o~~ ~ut ~os:

as

predorninatin~

experience to date with

of tncn: are generally applicahle to other reactors

~'ell.

It should be recognized that additional criteria will be needed for
evaluation of a detailed design, particularly for unusual sites and
environ~ental

conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors.

Moreover, there may be instances in which it can be demonstrated that one
or more of the criteria need not be fUlfilled.

It should also be recognized

that the application of these criteria to a specific design involves a
considerable amount of engineering judgment.

An applicant for a construction permit should present a design approach
together with data and analysis sufficient to give assurance that the design
can reasonably be expected to fulfill the criteria.
FACILITY
CRITERIOt-: 1

Those features of reactor facilities which are essential to the
prevention of accidents or to the mitibation of their consequences
must be designed, fabricated, anc 'erected to:
(a)

Quality standards that reflect the importance of the

.

.~..

.

safety function to be performed.

It should be

recognized, in this respect, that design codes commonly
used for nonnuclear applications may not be adequate.

I
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(b)

rerformance
~ithstand,

sta~dards

that will enable the facility to

without loss of the capabi lity to protect the

public, the additional forces imposeci by the most severe
earthquakes, flooding conditions, winds, ice, and other
natural phenomena anticipated at the proposed site.
CRITE~IOt.;

2

Frovisi~~s

must be included to

li~it

the extent and the

consequence~

of credible chemical reactions that could cause or materially augment the
release of significant amounts of fission products

fro~the

facility.-

CRITERIOt\ 3

Protection must be provided against possibilities for damage of the
safeguarding features of the facility by missiles generated through
equipment failures inside the containment.
REACTOR
CRITERION 4

The reactor must be designed to accommodate, without fuel failure or
primary system damage, deviations from steady state norm that might be
occasioned by abnormal yet anticipated transient events such as tripping
of the turbine-generator and loss of power to the reactor recirculation
system pumps.
CRITERION 5

-The reactor must be designed· so' that power or process variable
oscillations or transients that could cause fuel failure or primary system
damage are not possible or can be readi ly suppressed.

CRITERION 6
. Clad fuel must be designed to accommodate throughout its design
lifetime all normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor operation,
including the design overpower condition. without experiencing significant
claddin~

failures.

Unclad or vented fuels must be designed with the

similar objective of prOViding control over fission products.

For unclad

and vented Solid fuels •. normal and abnormal modes of anticipated reactor
operation must be achieved without exceeding design release rates of
fission products from the fuel over core lifetime.
CRITERION 7
The maximum reactivity worth of control rods or elements and the rates
with which reactivity can be inserted must be held to values such that no
single credible mechanical or electrical control system malfunction could
cause a reactivity transient capable of damaging the primary system or
causing significant fuel failure.
CRITERION 8

Reactivity shutdown capability must be provided to make and hold the
core subcritical from any credible operating condition with anyone eontrol
element at its position of highest reactiVity.
CRITERION 9

Backup

re~ctivity

shutdown capability must be provided
...

_1.



independent of normal reactivity control provisions.

tha~

is

Thi. system must ha"e

the capability to shut down the reactor frpm any operating condition •
.... ' .
.
"

." .

I
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CRITERION 10

Heat removal systems must be provided which are capable of accom
modating core decay heat under all anticipated "abnormal and credible
accident conditions, such as isolation from the main condenser and
complete or partial loss of primary coolant from the reactor.
CRITERION 11
,

Components of the primary coolant and containment systems must be
designed and operated so that no substantial pressure or thermal stress
will be imposed on the structural materials unless the temperatures are
well above the nil-ductility temperatures.

For ferritic materials of

the coolant envelope and the containment, minimum temperatures are
NOT

+

0

60 F and NDT

+

0

30 F, respectively.

CRITERION 12

Capability for control rod insertion under abnormal conditions must
be provi ded.
CRITERION 13

The reactor facility must be provided with a control room from
which all actions can be controlled or monitored as necessary to maintain
safe operational status of the plant at all times.

The control room
.' must

be provided with adequate protection to permit occupancy under the condi
tions described in Criterion 17 below, and with the means to shut down the
plant and mai'ntai nit ina safe cpn~.ition if such accident were to be

..'

experienced.

.

.;'

,

.,

-.

.I
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CRITERION 14
Heans must be included in the cantrol room to show the relative
r~actlvlty

status of the reactor .uch as position indication of mechanical

rods or concentrations of chemical poisons.
CRITERION 15

A reliable reactor protection system must be provided to automatically
initiate appropriate action to prevent safety limits from beinl exceeded.
Capability must be prOVided for testing functional operability of the system
and for determining that no component or circuit failure ha. occurred.

For

instruments and control systems in vital areas where the potential conse
quences of failure require redundancy. the redundant channels must be
independent and must be capable of beinl tested to
independent.

det.~ine

that they remain

Sufficient redundancy must be provided that failure or

removal from service of a si nile component or channel wi 11 not .inhibi-c
necessary safety action when reqUired.

These criteria should, where

applicable. be satisfied by the instrumentation associated with containment
closure and isolation systems, afterheat removal and core coolinl aystem.,
systems to prevent coid-slul accidents, and other vital sy.tems, as well

a.

the reactor nuclear and process .afety system.

CRITERION 16

The vital instrumentation systems of Criterion 15 must be
80

de.l~ed

that no credible combination ot·circumstances can tntefere with the

performance of a safety function ,!hen it is needed.

. ......



In parti-eular, the

effect' of infl~enc~s Common to.redundant channels vhich"-re intended- -CO.
,
~

r
...•
."

... ,.
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~ndepcndent

be
"h~

effects of

must not negate the operability of a safety system.
~ro~s

di sconnection of the system,

lo~~

of enerr,y

(electric power, .instrument air), and adverse environment (heat
ftoe loss of

~nstrllmcnt

coolins:, extreme cold, fire, steam, water,

etc.) I::ust cause the system to go into its

S3 fest

state (fail-safe)

.

or be cemonstrably tolerahle on some other hasis .
ENG I NEERED SAFEGUARDS

CRIT::RI01\ 17
The containment structure, including access openings and penetra
tions, ~ust be designed and fabricated to accommodate or dissipate
wi thout failure the pressures and temperatures associated with the
largest credible ener~y release including the effects of credible
metal-water or other chemical reactions uninhibited hy. active quenching
systems. I f part of the primary coolant system is olltside the
primary reactor containment, appropriate safeguards must be provided
for that part if necessary, to protect the health and safety of the
public, in case of an accidental rupture in that part of the system.
The appropriateness of safeguards such as isolation valves, additional
containment, ·etc., wi 11 depend on "environmental and population
conditions surroundin~ the site.
CRITEHIOS 18
Provisions must be made for the removal of heat from within the
containment structure as necessary to maintain the integrity of the
structure under the conditions described in Criterion 17 above. If
engineered safeguards are needed to prevent containment vessel
failure due to heat released under such conditions, at least two
independent systems must be provided, preferably of different
principles. Backup equipment (e. g., water and power systems)__to
such engineered safeguards Must alsQ-ei>e redundant.

..

'.

...

. .....

I.
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CRITERION 19

The maximum integrated leakage from the containment structure'under
the conditions described 1n Criterion 17 above must meet the 8ite exposure
criteria set forth in 10 CFR 100.

The containment

s~ructure ~at

be

desigfled so that the containment· can be leak tested at least to duiln
pressure condi tions after completion "Dd Instanation of all penetrations,
and the leakage rate measured over a.8uitable period to verify its con
fo~mance

with required performance.

The plant must be designed for later

tests at suitable pressures.
CRITERION 20

All containment structure penetrations subject to failure such as
resilient seals and expansion bellows must be designed and constructed
so that

leak-t'!~tness

can be demonstrated at design' pressure at any

time throughout 9nerating life of the reactor.
CRITEF.ION 21

Sufficient normal and emergency sources of elect.fical·power· must
be proVided to assure a capability for prompt shutdown and continued
maintenance of the reactor faCility in a safe condition under all
credible circumstances.
CRITERION 22

V3lves and their associated .,par4tus ·that;are

....

esse~~ial

containment function. must be redund.-nt
and:
so arranged' that
.


.

.

combination of circumstances can:interfere

no~edible

..

~ith their'nec~~sary function~':

/.

ing.

to the

.

Such redundant, v.alves and a~SDciated~appsratus must ?e ind~pendent

. ,,- 
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of each other.
ability

~f

Capability must be provided for testing functional oper

these valves and associated equipment to determine that no

fanure has occurred and that leakage is wi thi n acceptable limi ts.
Redundant valves and auxiliaries must be independent.

Containment

closure valves must be actuated by instrumentation, control circuits
and energy sources which satisfy Criterion 15 and 16 above.
CRITERION 23

In determining the suitability of a facility for a proposed site the
acceptance of the inherent and engineered safety afforded by the systems,
materials and components, and the associated engineered safeguards built
into the facility, will depend on their demonstrated performance capability
and reliability and the extent to which the operability of such systems,
materials, components, and engineered safeguards can be tested and inspected
during the life of the plant.
RADIOACTIVITY CONTROL
CRITERION 24

All fuel storage and waste handling systems must be contained if
necessary to prevent the accidental release of radioactivity in amounts'
~hich

could affect the health and safety of the public.

CRITERION 25

The fuel handling and
~riticality

6nd to maintain

sto~ag~

tacilities must be designed to prevent

adequ~te shi~lding
•

_""Coo

and cooling fOT_spent fuel

..

"'~jder all antiCil'at~d nOnllal a.rvi abnormal condi tions, atld. credible accid~nt..
i

•

.

conditions.
m~st

be

Variables upon which

rnoni~ored

...

•

.

healt.h>a~cr

#

~

,

;

safety of the public

de~nd

""

I
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CIUTERION 26

Where

unf~orable

environmental conditions can be expected to require

limitations upon the release of operational radioactive effluents to the
environment, appropriate hold-up capacity .must be provided for retention
of gaseous, liquid, or solid effluents.
CRITERION 27

The plant must be provided with systems capable of monitoring the
release of radioactivity under accident conditions.

-

.~



.
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The AEC received a considerable number of responses to its request for
comment on the proposed criteria, largely from representatives of the
nuclear industry and fr~m members of national laboratories. Looking
back, more than ten years later, we excerpt a few comments, in random
order.

Wm. Cottrell (ORNL): "The ramifications of sabotage was
evidently not considered when preparing the criteria.
Should they be? Criteria 2 and 3 address themselves to
two specific situations namely, chemical reactions and
missiles, respectively. Althoug~ it is obvious that
these two situations are of concern, other situations of
comparable concern have apparently been omitted. These
might include fires, floods, major electrical bus fail
ures, recoil forces from water ~ammer, pressure vessel
failure, etc. 1I
Peter Morris (AEC): The repeated use of the terms 'an
ticipated' and 'credible' yield a document of minimal
value to design engineers. Criteria, to be useful,
should specify what contigencies are 'credible' or 'to
be anticipated' or, lacking that,-SOould at least say to
whom these contingencies must appear credible.
R. J. Rickert (Combustion Engineering): Part (b) of Criterion 1
should consider the past history of the site for design purposes
and not attempt to 'anticipate' future natural phenomena.
R. L. Junkins (Battelle Northwest): Part (b) of Criterion 1
is deficient in that while no one is likely to disagree with
the principle expressed, the criterion does nothing to either ,
provide a standard for.judging, or at least some guidance as
to determining what is meant by 'most severe natural phenomena
.anticipated'. It is suggested that an arbitrary judgment be
exercised, i.e. the loadings of the Uniform Building Code be
increased by some minimum factor; say 1.5, for example.
D. L. Crook (U.S. Dept. of Cammerce): Criterion 1 (a).
.'
It would be interesting to see some examples of what is meant
by ~ommonly used design codes are not adequate'. Our experience
is that most existing codes are adeguate. Any inadequacy more
likely lies in the application and enforcement of the code.
We feel that nuclear power should not be set up as something
infinitely mo're dangerous than other i~dustrial processes, and
that it should be determined that·exlsting codes are inade
quate before new'codes ar~ inauBurated.
R. J. Rickert: As' it stands, .crtterion. ~~leaves to the appl i
cant the decision of what is a 'credible' 'reactloA, and how
much will 'materially' augment the release of 'significant'
amounts of fission products.
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J. B. McCarty (U.s:. Coast Guard): Criterion 13 - No mention
is made of fire, which we believe is a most serious hazard.
We would recommend certain minimums in structural fire pro
tection and in fire fighting equipment be specified.
E. P. Epler (ORNL): Criterion 15 - This very excellent cri
terion does not include two very vital points: a) We have
found that failure to identify all portions of a protective
system has led to failure. b} Separation of safety and control
was omitted from Criterion 15.
C. Starr (Atomics International): Criterion 17 - This criterion
is the most important one in assuming protection of the public
health and safety. It might be pointed out that the signifi
cant problem is overpressurization rather than overheating.
Stone and Webster: Criterion 17 - We take issue with the
premise that engineered safeguards are not or cannot be given
credit for limiting the credible energy release.
We take issue with the premise that two independent cooling
systems of different principles are preferable to two similar
systems selected on the basis of greatest reliability and
effectiveness. We, therefore, suggest that the words
'preferably of different principles' be deleted.
Following receipt of the public coaments on the proposed design criteria
of November 22, 1965, consi':Jerable effort on redrafting the criteria ensued
by the Regulatory Staff, with frequent interaction with the ACRS.
Other events ,also transpired. Q'l November 24, 1965, two days after
issuance of the draft cdterion, the ACRS sent a letter report to Chair
man seaborg of the AEC concerning pressure vessels, ~ich initiated major
efforts by the AEC and the mJc1ear industry on improved pressure vessel
design, fabrication, and in-service inspection. And, in the SUIlIDer of
1966, the -China Syndrcme- question arose during the construction permit
review of Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2, leading to ACRS recoamendations
for major new efforts on improved primary system integrity and major
eqX\asis on greatly improved !X:CS, all as part of the recognition that,·'
contairlDent was not an independent barrier.
Bence, there were several major chanqes'in the revised set of proposed
General Design Criteria issued for a:maent on July 10, 1967, .which are
reproduced on the· following pages.
'
.. ~...c. ..
'rhat the or'iginal 27 'cdteria bad 9~own 'to seventy, of itsell, ,.vas not
especially significant, since some separation.~ the original 'criteria
took place. However, there ngw was a.'sepa~t:e cluster o~ criteria on
D:CS (criteria 45-48). 'ft1ere were a large nuntier ..relc\ted to primary
system integirty (5, 9, 33-36). 'ft1e containment design basis (49) did
not explicitly include copiRJ with full ~lt down of the core; however,
there 1s a vague term - -including a considerable margin for effects

. ....
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AEC PUBLISHES GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION PERMITS
The AEC is pUblishing for public comment a revised set of
proposed General Design Criteria which have been developed to
assist in the preparation of applications for nuclear power
plant construction permits.
In November 1965, the AEC issued an announcement request
ing comments on General Design Criteria developed by its regu~
latory staff. These criteria were statements of design princi
ples and objectives which have evolved over the years in licens
ing nuclear pow~r plants by the AEC.
It was recognized at the time the criteria were first
issued for comment that further efforts were needed to develop
them more fully. The revision being published today reflects
extensive pUblic comments received from twenty groups or in
dividuals, suggestions made at meetings with the Atomic
Industrial Forum, and review within the AEC.
The regulatory staff has worked closely with the Com
mission's Advisory Committee on Reactor ~afeguards on the de
'velopment of the criteria and the revision of the proposed
criteria reflects ACRS review and comment.
The General Design Criteria reflect the predominating
experience to date with water reactors, but they are considered
to be generally applicable to all power reactors. The proposed
criteria are intended to be used as guidance to an applicant in
establishing the principal design criteria for a nuclear power
plant. The framework within which the criteria are presented
provides sufficient flexibility to permit applicant~ to es
tablis9 design requirements u!tng alternate and/or additional
cri teria. In particular" addi tional criteria wi,ll be nee.deft:
for unusual sites and env1ronmental conditions and for new or
<.'

..

.;

(more)

,
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advanced types of reactors. In each case an applicant will be
required to identify its principal design criteria and provide
assurance that they encompass all those facility design features
required in the .interest of public health and safety.
The cri t.~ria are designated as "General Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" to emphasize the key
role they assume at this stage of the licensing process. The
crixeria have been categorized as Category A or Category B.
Experience-has shown that more definitive information has been
needed at the construction permit stage for certain of the
criteria; these have been designated as Category A.
Development of these criteria is part of a longer-range
Commission program to develop criteria, standards, and codes
for nuclear reactor plants. This includes codes and standards
that industry is developing with AEC participation. The ultimate
goal is the evolution of industry codes and standards based on
accumulated knowledge and experience as has occurred in various
fields of engineering and construction.
The provisions of the proposed amendment relating to
General Design Criteria are expected to be useful as interim
gUidance until such time as the Commission takes further action
on them.
The proposed criteria, which would become Appendix A to
Part 50 of the AEC's regulations, will be published in the
Federal Register on July 11, 1961. Interested persons may
submit written comments or suggestions to the Secretary., U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D. C. 20545, within 60
days. A copy of the proposed "General Design Criterie for
Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" 1s attached.

1/10/67
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GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR
NUCLEAR POWEP PLANT C'ONSTFUCTION PERMITS
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INTRODUCTION
Every aprlicant for a construction permit 1s required by the provisions
of §·SO.34 to include the principal design criteria for the proposed facility
in the application.

These General Design Criteria are intended to be used as

gUidance in establishing the principal design criteria for a nuclear power
plant.

The General Design Criteria reflect the predominating experience with

water power reactors as designed and located to date, but their applicability
is not limited to these reactors.

They are considered generally applicable

to all power reactors.
Under the Commission's regulations, an applicant must provide assurance
that its principal design criteria encompass all those facility design features
required in the

i~terest

of public health and safety.

There may be some power

reactor cases for which fulfillment of some of the General Design Criteria may
not be necessary or approFriate.

There will be other cases in which these

criteria are insufficient, and additional criteria must be identified and
satisfied by the design in the interest of public safety.

It is expected that

additional criteria will be needed particularly for unusual sites and environ
~ental

conditions, and for new and advanced types of reactors.

Within this

context, the General Design Criteria should be used as a reference allowing
addi ti ons or deletions as an individual case may warrant.

Departures from

the General Design Criteria should be justified.
The criteria are designated as "General Design

Crit~ria

for Nuclear

Power Plant Construction Permi ts" to emphasize the key role tt:ae.,assume at
.......
this stage of the "Ii

censing·proc~ss.

The criteria have bOe.en categoriZeci

Category A or Category B.Experience

has'$~oWn' tha t
.

more definitive -i-i'tforma

~

tion is needed at the construction"permit stage for the items listed in
Category A than fo r tl',:;ie in Category B.

- 5 ...

·~s
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1.

OVERALL PLANT REQUIREMENTS

CRITERION 1 - QUALITY STANDARDS (Category A)
Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential to
the prevention of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or
to mitigation of their consequences shall be identified and then designed,
fabricated, and erected to quality standards that reflect the importance of the
safety function to be performed.

Where generally recognized codes or standards

on deSign, materials, fabrication, and inspection are used, they shall be
identified.

Where adherence to such codes or standards does not suffice to

assure a quality product in keeping with the safety function, they shall be
supplemented or modified as necessary.

Quality assurance

programs~

test

procedures, and inspection acceptance levels to be used shall be identified.
A showing of sufficiency and applicability of codes, standards, quality·
assurance programs, test procedures, and inspection acceptance levels used is
required.

CRITERION 2 - PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Category A)
Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential
to the prevention of aCCidents which could affect the public health and safety
or to mitigation of their consequences shall be designed,

fabricat~.,

and

erected to performance standards that will enable the facility to withstand,
without loss of the capability to protect the public, the additional forces
that might be imposed by natural phenQ~na'such as ear~hquakes~-tornadoes,
flooding conditions, winds, lce,·and other local site effects.
..

.. 6 ..

~

The des'ign
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bases so established shall reflect: (a) appropriate consideration of the most
severe of these natural phenomena that have been recorded for the site and
the surrounding area and (b) an appropriate margin for withstanding forces
greater than those recorded to reflect uncertainties about the historical data
and therr suitability as a basis for design.
CRITERION 3 - FIRE PROTECTION (Category A)
The reactor facility shall be designed (1) to minimize the probability of
events such as fires and explosions and (2) to minimize the potential effects
of such events to safety.

Noncombustible and fire resistant materials shall be

used whenever practical throughout the facility, particularly in areas con
taining critical portions of the facility such as containment, control room,
and components of engineered safety features.
CRITERION 4 - SHARING OF SYSTEMS (Category A)
Reactor facilities shall not share systems or components unless it is
shown safety is not impaired by the sharing.
CRITERION 5 - RECORDS REQUIREMENTS (Category A)
Records of the design, fabrication, and construction of essential com
ponents of the plant shall be maintained by the reactor operator or under its
control throughout the life of the reactor.
II.

PROTECTION BY MULTIPLE FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS

CRITERION 6 - REACTOR CORE DESIGN (Category A)
The reactor core shall be designed ~ ~unction throughout it$ design
lifetime, without exceeding acceptaDle fuel damag~ limits which have beeri '
.>..

.

- 7 
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stipulated and justified.

The core deaign, together with reliable process and

decay heat removal systems, shall provide for this capability under all expected
conditions of normal operation with appropriate margins for uncertainties and
for transient situations which can be anticipated, including the effects of
the loss of power to recirculation pumps, tripping out of a turbine generator
set, isolation of the reactor from its primary heat sink, and loss of all offsite power.
CRITERION 7 - SUPPRESSION OF POWER OSCILLATIONS (Category B)
The core design, together with reliable controls, shall ensure that power
oscillations which could cause damage in excess of acceptable fuel damage
limits are not

possibl~

or can be readily suppressed.

CRITERION 8 - OVERALL POWER COEFFICIENT (Category B)
The reactor shall be designed so that the overall power coefficient in the
power operating range shall not be positive.
CRITERION 9 - REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY (Category A)
The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed and constructed so
as to have an exceedingly low probability of gross rupture or significant
leakage throughout its design lifetime.
CRITERION 10 - CONTAINMENT (Category A)
Containment shall be prOVided.

The containment structure shall be designed

to sustain the initial effects of gross-equipment failures, such as a large
coolant boundary break, without loss of

requir~d

..

~

-

integrity and, tog&ther with

other engineered safety features. as may be necessary, to retain. for as long aa
. #-

the situation requires the functional

..

eapabil~ty

to protect the public •
. .;

.8 ..

.

~

..
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III.

NUCLEAR AND RADIATION CONTROLS

CRITERION 11 - CONTROL ROOM (Category B)
The facility shall be provided with a control room from which actions to
maintain safe operational status of the plant can be controlled.

Adequate

radiation protection shall be provided to permit access, even under accident
conditions, to equipment in

th~

control room or other areas as necessary to

shut down and maintain safe control of the facility without radiation exposures
of personnel in excess of 10 CFR 20 limits.

It shall be possible to shut the

reactor down and maintain it in a safe condition if access to the control room
is lost due to fire or other cause.
CRITERION 12 -

INSTRUME~7ATION

AND CONTROL SYSTEMS (Category B)

Instrumentation and controls shall be provided as required to monitor and
maintain variables within prescribed operating ranges.
CRITERION 13 - FISSION PROCESS MONITORS AND CONTROLS (Category B)
Means shall be provided for monitoring and maintaining control over the
fission process throughout core life and for all conditions that can reasonably
be anticipated to cause variations in reactivity of the core, such as indica
tion of position of control rods and concentration of soluble reactivity
control poisons.
CRITERION 14 - CORE PROTECTION SYSTEMS (Category B)
Core protection systems, together with associated equipment, shall be
designed. to at::t automatically to p~eV""'ent or to suppress conditions that eouid

, ..
,

result in exceeding acceptable fuel damage
.""

..

l~mits •
..

• 9 •

~

/
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CRITERION 15 - ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES PROTECTION SYSTEMS (Category B)
Protection systems shall be provided for sensing accident situations and
initiating the operation of necessary engineered safety features.
CRlTE~ION

16 - MOSITORING REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY (Categorv B)

Means shall be provided for monitoring the reactor coolant pressure
boundary to detect leakage.
CRITERIO~

17 - MONITORING RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES (Category B)

Means shall be provided for monitoring the containment atmosphere, the
facility effluent discharge paths, and the facility environs for radioactivity
that could be released frorr nonnal operations, from anticipated transients,
and from accident conditions.
CRITERION 18 - MONITORING FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE (Categorv B)
Monitoring and alarm instrumentation shall be provided for fuel and waste
storage and handling areas for conditions that might contribute to loss of
continuity in decay heat removal and to radiation exposures.
IV.

RELIABILITY AID TESTABILITY OF PROTECTION SYSTEMS

CRITERION 19 - PROTECTION SYSTEMS RELIABILITY (Category B)
Protection systems shall be designed for high functional reliabi 11 ty and
in-service testability commensurate with the safety functions to be performed.
CRITERION 20 - PROTECTION SYSTEMS REDUNDANCY AND INDEPENDENCE (Category B)

"

Redundancy and independence des~ned into protection systems shall be
sufficient to assure that no single failure or removal from service of~any

- 10 
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c~ponent

or channel of a system will result In loss of the protection function.

The redundancy provided. shall include, as a minimum, two channels of protection
for each protection function to be served.

Differet'lt principles shl'lll be used

where necessary to achieve true independence of redundant instrumentation
components.
CRITERION 21 - SINGLE FAILURE DEFINITION (Category B)
Multiple failures resulting from a single event shall be treated as

8

single failure.
CRITERION 22 - SEPARATION OF PROTECTION AND CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
(Category B)
Protection systems shall be separated from control instrumentation systems
to the extent that failure or removal from service of any control instrumenta
tion system component or channel, or of those common to control instrumentation
and protection ci rcui try. leaves intact a sy.stem satisfying all requirements
for the protection channels.
CRITERION 23 - PROTECTION AGAINST MULTIPLE DISABILITY FOR PROTECTION SYSTEMS
(Category B)
The effects of adverse conditions to which redundant channels or protec
tion systems might be exposed in common, either under

no~al

conditions or

those of an accident, shall not result in 10.s of the protection
CRITERION

2~

functi~.

- EMERGENCY POWER FOR PROTECTION SYSTEMS (Category B)

In the event of loss of all offsite power, sufficient alternate sources
--:

.

of power shall be prOVided to permit the '~quired functioning'~f the protec~

. '.

t i on systems.

.,..r

..
- J

-11
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CRITERION 2S - OEM>NSTRATION OF FUNCnONAL OPERABILITY OF PROTECTION SYSTEMS

(Category B)
Means shall be included for testing protection systems while the reactor
is in operation to demonstrate that no failure or loss of redundancy has
occurred.
CRITERION 26 - PROTECTION SYSTEMS FAIL-SAFE DESIGN (Category B)
The protection systems shall be designed to fail into a safe state or into
8

state established as tolerable on a defined basis if conditions such as dis

connection of the system, loss of energy (e.g., electriC power, instrument air),
or adverse environments (e.g., extreme heat or cold, fire, steam, or water) are
experienced.
V.

REACTIVITY OJNTIIl L

CRITERION 27 - REDUNDANCY OF REACTIVITY CONTROL (Category A)
At least two independent

reactivit~

control systems, preferably of

different principles, shall be provided.
CRITERION 28 • REACTIVITY

11)1'

SHUTDOWN CAPABILITY (Category A)

At least two of the reactivity control systems provided shall independently
be capable of making and holding the core subcritical from any hot standby or
hot operating condition, including those resulting from power

changes,.~uffl-

clently fast to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits.

-

CRITERION 29 • REACTIVITY SHUTDOWN CAPABILITY (Category A)

At least one of ·the reactivity co"nt~f systems provided. shan be capable
of making the core subcritical under aqy cond!ti~n (including· anticipated -.
0;_-

•

.._

operational transients) sufficlentiy fast to p~~verit exceeding .cceptable fue~

- 12 
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damage limits.

Shutdown margins greater than the maximum worth of the most

effecti~e control 'rod when fully withdrawn shall be provided.

CRITERION 30 - REACTIVITY HOLDDOWN CAPABILITY (Category B)
At least one of the reactivity control systems provided shall be capable
of making and holding the core subcritical under any conditions with appropriate
,

margins for contingencies.
CRITERION 11 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS MALFUNCTION (Category B)
The reactivi ty control systems shall be capable of sustai ni ng any single
malfunction. such as, unplanned continu~us withdrawal (not ejection) of a
control rod, without causing a reactivity transient which could result in
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits.
CRITERION 32 - MAXIMUM REACTIVITY W)RTH OF CONTROL RODS (Category A)

Limits, which include considerable margin, shall be placed on the maximum
reactivity worth of control rods or elements and on rates at which reactivity
can be increased to ensure that the potential effects of a sudden or large
change of reactivity can~ot (a) rupture the reactor coolant pressure boundary
or (b) disrupt the core, its support structures, or other vessel internals
suffiCiently to impair the effectiveness of emergency core cooling.
VI.

REACTOR COO LANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY

CRITERION 33 - REAClOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY CAPABILITY (Category A)
The reactor coolant

pressure.D~~nqar-y

shall be capable

of-..a~commodating

.

Without rupture, and with only'limited allowance for en~s.Y absorption through
,

plastic deformation, the stati-c and ·dyrwatirt~, "ioads imposed on any bo;nda~

- 13 
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component as a result of any inadvertent and sudden release of energy to the
coolant.

As a design reference. this sudden release shall be taken as that

which would result from a sudden reactivity insertion such as rod ejection
.
(unless prevented by positive mechanical means). rod dropout. or cold water
addition.
CRITERION 14 - REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY RAPID PROPAGATION FAILURE
PREVENTION (Category A)

•

The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be deSigned to minimize the
probability of rapidly propagating type failures.

Consideration shall be

,iven (a) to the notch-toughness properties of materials extending to the
upper shelf of the Charpy transition curve. (b) to the state of stress of
materials under static and transient loadings. (e) to the quality control
specified for materials and component fabrication to limit flaw sizes. and
(d) to the provisions for control over service temperature and irradiation
effects which may require operational restrictions.
CRITERION 35 - REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY BRITTLE FRACTURE PREVENTION
(Category A)
Under conditions where reactor coolant pressure boundary system components
constructed of ferritic materials may be subjected to potential loadings. such
as a reactiVity-induced loading, service temperatures shall

be at least 120oF

above the nil ductility transition (NOT) temperature of the

compo~ent

material

if the resul ting energy release is expected to be absorbed by plastic deforma

tion or 60°F above the NOT temperature of the component material i£ the
resulting energy release Is
energy range.

expec~~o- be

..

"

absorbed within the elastic strain

,J

.'

.

/..

/./

.'-.

. '9,.- .
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CRITEPION 36 - REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY SURVEILLANCE (Category A)
Reactor coolant pressure boundary components shall have provisions for
inspection, testing, and surveillance by appropriate means to assess the
structural and leaktight integrity of the boundary components during their
service lifetime.

For the reactor vessel, a material surveillance program

conforming with ASTM-E-185-66 shall be provided.
VII.
CRITERION 37 -

E~INEERED

E~INEERED

SAFETY FEATURES

SAFETY FEATURES BASI S FOR DESIGN (Category A)

Engineered safety features shall be prOVided in the facility to back up the
safety prOVided by the core design, the reactor coolant pressure boundary, and
their protection systems.

As a minimum, such engineered safety features shall

be designed to cope with any size reactor coolant pressure boundary break up to
and including the Circumferential rupture of any pipe in that boundary assuming
unobstructed discharge from both ends.
CRITERION 38 - RELIABILITY AND TESTABILITY OF ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES
(Category A)
All engineered safety features shall be designed to prOVide high functional
reliability and ready testability.

In determining the suitability of a facility

for a proposed site, the degree of reliance upon and acceptance of the inherent
and'engineered safety afforded by the systems, including

engineered~$afety

features, wi 11 be inf luenced by the known and the, demonstrated performance
capability and reliability of the systems, and by the extent to which the
operability of such systems can be
during the life of the plant.

,

~sted-and

inspected

~

. .
~

- 15 -

wh~re

appropriate

,

,
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CRITERION 39 - EMERGENCY POWER FOR ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES (Category A)
Alternate power systems shall be provided and designed with adequate
independency, redundancy, capacity, and testability to
required of the engineered safety features.

As

pe~it

the functioning

a minimum, the onsite power

system' and the offsite power system shall each, independently, provide this
capacity assuming a failure of a single active component in each power system.
CRITERION 40 - MISSILE PROTECTION (Category A)
Protection for engineered safety features shall be provided against
dynamic effects and missiles that might result from plant equipment failures.
CRITERION 41 - ENGINEERED SAFET'{ FEATURES PERFORMANCE CAPABILI'IY (Category A)
Engineered safety features such as emergency core cooling and containment
heat removal systems shall prOVide sufficient performance capability to accom
modate partial loss of installed capacity and still fulfill the required safety
function.

As

a minimum, each engineered safety feature shall provide thiS

reqUired safety function assuming a. failure of a single active component.
CRITERION 42 - ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES COMPONENTS CAPABILITY (Category A)
Engineered safety features shall be deSigned so that the capability of
each component and system to perform its required function Is not impaired by
the effects of a loss-of-coolant accident.
.-

CRITERION 43 - ACCIDENT AGGRAVATION PREVENTION (Category A)

.

Engineered safety features shall be designed so that any action of the



engineered safety features which might accentuate the adverse after-effects
•

-10

-

of the loss of normal cooli~g is aVOided.
" .,'

- 16 

.
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CRITERION 44 - EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS CAPABILITY (Category A)
At least two emergency core cooling systems, preferably of different design
principles, each with a capability for accomplishing abundant emergency core
cooling, shall be provided.

Each emergency core cooling system and the Core

shall be designed to prevent fuel and clad damage that would interfere with the
emergency core cooling function and to limit the clad metal-water reaction to
negligible amounts for all sizes of breaks in the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, including the double-ended rupture of the largest pipe.

The perform

ance of each emergency core cooling system shall be evaluated conservatively in
each area of uncertainty.

The systems shall not share active components and

shall not share other features or components unless it can be demonstrated that
(a) the capability of the shared feature or component to perform its required
function can be readily ascertained during reactor operation, (b) failure of
the shared feature or component does not initiate a loss-of-coalant

accident~

and (c) capability of the shared feature or component to perform its required
function is not impaired by the effects of a loss-of-coolant accident and is
not lost during the entire period this function is required following the
accident.
CRITER ION 45 - INSPECTION OF EMER:;ENCY CORE

COOLI~

SYSTEMS (Category A)

Design provi sions shall be made to faci Ii tate physi cal ins pect ion 'of all
critical parts of the emergency core cooling systems, including reactor vessel
internals and water injection nozzles.

"...,

..
• 17

~

.

..
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CRITERION 46 - TESTING OF EMERGENCY CORE ·COOLING SYSTEMS COMPONENTS (Category A)
Design'provisions,shall be made so that active components of the emergency
core 'cooling

5yst~,

such as pumps and valves, cag be tested periodically for

operability and required functional performance.
CRITERION 47 - TESTING OF EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (Category A)
A capability shall be provided to test periodically the delivery capability
of the emergency core cooling systems at a location as close to the core as is
pract ical.
CRITERION 48 - TEST11'(; OF OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE OF EMERGENCY CORE COOLING
SYSTEMS (Category A)
A capability shall be provided to test under conditions as close to design.
as practical the full operational sequence that would bring the emergency core
cooling systems into action, including the transfer to alternate power sources.
CRITERION 49 • CONTAINMENT DESIGN BASIS (Category A)
The containment structure, including access openings and penetrations, 'and
any necessary containment heat removal systems shall be designed so that the
containment structure can accommodate without exceeding the design leakage rate
the

pressu~es

and temperatures resulting from the largest credible energy

release following a loss-of-coolant accident, including a considerable
for effects from metal-water or other chemical reactions that could
consequence of failure of emergency

~ore

~argin

~ccur

as a

cooling systems.

CRITERION 50 - .NOT REQUIREMENT FOR CONTAll+1ENT MATERIAL (Category..A)

.

.""",



Principal load ~arrying ~omponents of ferritic material~ exposed to. th~
•

•

~

' . l

external environment shall be selected

.SO

~~

their
.,

temperatul~.

4/11

..

under_normal
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operating and testing conditions are not less than 30°F above nil ductility
transition (NOT)

t~perature.

r

,

CRITERION 51 - ReACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY· OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT
(Category A)
If part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary is outside the containment,
appropriate features as necessary shall be provided to protect the health and
safety of the public in case of an accidental rupture in that part.

Determine

tion of the appropriateness of features such as isolation valves and additional
containment shall include consideration of the environmental and population
conditions surrounding the site.
CRITERION 52 - CONTAINMENT HEAT REM)V AL

$V Sf EMS

(Category A)

Where active heat removal systems are needed under accident conditions to
prevent exceeding containment design pressure, at least two systems, preferably
of different principles, each with full capacity, shall be provided.
CRITERION 53 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES (Category A)
Penetrations that require closure for the containment function shall be
protected by redundant valving and associated apparatus.
CRITERION 54 - CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE RATE TESTING (Category A)
Containment shall be designed so that an integrated leakage rate"testing
can be conducted at design pressure after completion and installation of all
penetrations and the leakage rate measured over a sufficient period of time to
verify its conformance with required perf9rmance •
.

. ....

~

."
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CRITERION 55 - CONTAINMENT PERIODIC LEAKAGE RATE TESTING (Category A)
The containment shall be designed so that integrated leakage rate testing
can be done periodically at design pressure during plant lifetime.
CRITERION 56 - PROVISIONS FOR TESTING OF PENETRATIONS (Categorv A)

.

Provisions shall be made for testing penetrations
seals or expansion

bello~s

~hich

have resilient

to permit leaktightness to be demonstrated at

deSign pressure at any time.
CRITERIQN 57 - PROVISIONS FOR TESTING OF lSOLATIDN VALVES (Category A)
Capability shall be provided for
and
~hat

a;~ociatcd

testi~g

functional operability of valves

apparatus essential to the containment function for establishing

no failure has occurred and for determining that valve leakage does not

exceed acceptable limits.
CRITERION 58 - INSPECTION OF CONTAINMENT PRESSURE-REDUCING SYSTEMS (Category A)
Design provisions shall be made to facilitate the periodic physical
inspection of all important components of the containment pressure-reducing
systems, such as, pumps, valves, spray nozzles, torus, and sumps.
CRITERION 59 - TESTING OF CONTAINMENT PRESSURE-REDUC'tN; SY3'i'EMS COMPONENTS
(Category A)
The containment pressure-reducing systems shall be designed

~o

lost active

Components, such as pumps and valves, can be tested periodically for operability
and reqUired functional performance.
CRITERION 60 - TESTIN:i OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEMS (Category A)

.

..;.

...

A capability shall be prOVided to test periodically the delivery capa
.
bility of the containment spray system at a position as close to the spray

...

- 20 

,
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nozzles as is ?ractical.
CRITERION 61 - TESTING OF OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE OF CONTAINMENT PRESSURE-REDUCING
SYSTEMS (Category A)
A capability shall be prOVided to test under conditions as close to the
desi~n

as practical the full operatiorial sequence that would bring the contain

ment pressure-reducing systems into action, including the transfer to alternate
power sources.
CRITERION 62 - INSPECTION OF AIR ClEANUP SYSTEMS (Category A)
Design provisions shall be made to facilitate physical inspection of all
critical parts of containment air cleanup systems, such as, ducts, filters,
fans, and dampers.
CRITERION 63 - TESTING OF AIr CLEANUP SYSTEMS COMPONENTS (Category A)
D~sign

~leanup

provisions shall be made so that active components of the air

systems, such as fans and dampers, can be tested periodically for

operabi 1ity and required functional .performance.

en TERTON 64 - TESTING OF AIR CLEANUP SYSTEMS (Category A)
A capability shall be provided for in situ periodic testing and surveilItmce of the air cleanup systems to ensure (a) filter bypass paths have not'

developed and (b) fil ter and trappi ng materi ais have not deteriorated beyond
acceptable limits.
CRITERION 65 - TESTING OF OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE OF AIR CLEANUP SYSTEMS
(Category A)
A capabi Ii ty shall be provided. -tA. t.est under conditi.ons a~--'c1ose to design
. .
.
.
as practical the full operationsr sequence that would bring the air cleanup
..

• 21 •

.,;

.

.
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systems into action, including the transfer to alternate power sources and the
design air flow delivery capability.
VIle..;;;,l..;;....~FUEL A~D

WASTE STORACE

SYST~S

CRITERION 66 - PREVENTION OF FUEL STORAGE CRITICALITY (Category B)
Criticality in new and spent fuel storage shall be prevented by physical
systems or orocesses.

Such means as geometrically safe' configurations shall

be emphasized over procedural controls.
CRITERION 67 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE DECAY HEAT (Category B)
Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to prevent damage
to the fuel in storage facilities that could result in radioactivity release
to plant operating areas or the public environs.
CRITERION 68 - FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE RADIATION SHIELDING (Category B)
Shielding for radiation protection shall be provided in the design of
spent fuel and waste storage facilities as required to meet the requirements
of 10 CFR 20.
CRITERlDN 69 - PROTECTION AGAINST RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE FROM SPENT FUEL AND
WASTE STORAGE (Category B)
Containment of fuel and waste storage shall be provided if accidents
could lead to release of undue amounts of radioactivity to the

pu~liC

environs.

.
.

...
.

~

.
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IX.

PLANT EFFLUENTS

CRITERION 70 - CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVITY TO THE ENVIRONMENr

(Category B)
The facility design shall include those means necessary to maintain control
over the plant radioactive effluents, whether gaseous, liquid, or solid.

Apprc

priate holdup capacity shall be provided for retention of gaseous, liquid, or
solid effluents, particularly where unfavorable environmental conditions can be
expected to require operational limitations upon the release of radioactive
effluents to the environment.

In all cases, the design for radioactivity

control shall be justified (a) on the basis of 10 CFR 20 requirements for
normal operations and for any transient situation that might reasonably be
anticipated to occur and (b) on the basis of 10 CFR 100 dosage level gUide
lines for potential reactor accidents of exceedingly low probability of
occurrence except that reduction of the recommended dosage levels may be
required where high population densities or very large cities can be affected
by the radioactive effluents.

..

..

_

-.....,
~

,.

. . .,
.
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from metal-water or other chemical reactions that could occur as a conse
quence of failure of emergency core cooling systems. 1I
Criterion 44 calls for lIat least two emergency core cooling systems, pre
ferably of different design principles, each with a capability for
accomplishing abundant emergency core coo1ing. 1I
The single failure criterion, which had appeared earlier in slightly
different wording, was prominent in the July, 1977 proposed General
Des i gn Cri eri a.
The press release stated that the design criteria were intended to provide
flexibility, and, with few exceptions, they did. Hence, they still served
primarily to callout the general safety areas which needed to be addres
sed. They did not provide a quantitative safety goal to be reached, or
some other quantitative basis for establishing the adequacy of any partic
ular specific design. Hence, a commitment by an applicant to meet the
. General Design Criteria provided no basis for assessing the safety level
he would seek to provide •. Nor did the criteria, for the most part,
establish the safety level that the Regulatory Staff required in order to
approve construction and operation of a reactor. Not that this was good
or bad. Quite consciously, the General Design Criteria left most matters
up to lI engi neeri ng judgment. II
Except for the qualitative reference to a margin for chemical reactions
in containment design (criterion 49), the General Design Criteria make no
reference to problems arising from core melt or to methods of coping with
or ameliorating the consequences of core melt.
The IIproposedll criteria of July 10, 1967 provided lIinterim guidance ll to
the Regulatory Staff and the nuclear industry for several years, even
though they were not formally adopted as an AEC Regulation.
On February 20, 1971 the AEC published a revised set of General Design
Criteria which became Appendix A to Part 50 of the AECls regulations 90
days thereafter. The press release and criteria are on the following
pages.
The 1971 criteria, now 64 in number, were generally drafted to conform
with the design features of LWR plants receiving construction permits
during the previous few years. They still remained general in nature.
The word lIappropriatell is used very often, e.g., IIAppropriate consider
ation of the most severe of the natural phenomena that have been
historically reported" and "Fire detection and fighting systems of
appropriate capacity and capability shall be provided,1I etc.}.
Under Criterion 35, no longer are two ECCS's, each capable of providing
abundant cooling called for; rather, the criterion now says II A system
to provide abundant emergency core cooling shall be provided,1I and
further on, the single failure criterion is imposed. This represented
a weakening of the equivalent criterion (No. 44) in the 1967 version;
it represented an acceptance of what was the actual situation on the
reactors which were being approved.

No.
Tel.

0-23
973-3446 (Info.)
973;5371 (Copies)

FOR IJ.fMED(ATE RELEASE·
~/

r
AEC PUBLISHES GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
POR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
The AEC is publishing a revised' set of general design
criteria for use in establishing the principal design
criteria for nuclear power plants.
In July 1967 AEC published in the Federal Register
for public comment "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plant Construction Permits" developed by its regulatory staff.
The revision published today reflects extensive comment
received from 21 groups'or individuals, review within the
AEC, and developments that have occurred in the nuclear
industry since publication of the criteria in 1967.
The regulatory staff has worked closely with the Com
mission's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safcguards in develop
ing the revised criteria.
The amendment 1:0 Part 50 of the Commission's regulations
fixes minimum requirements for the principal design criteria
for water-cooled nuclear power units similar in design and
location to units previously approved by the Commission for
construction. It provides guidance, also, for establishing
the principal design criteria for other types of nuclear
power p~ants. Additional or different criteria are expected
to be needed for unusual sites and environmental cond~tions,
and for nuclear power plants of advanced design.
Development of these criteria is part of .a longer range
Commission program to develop criteria, codes, and standards
applicable to nuclear power plants. This includes.·~riteria,
codes, and standards that ihdUStry is devcloping with AEC
.
participation. 'The ultimate goal is the evolution of indusfry
criteria, codes, and standards based Dn accumulated knowledge
and experience in variou~ fields ,·:6'f.. en~ineerinF. and indunry •
• J<
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Th~ criteria will become Appendix A to Part SO of ABC's
regulations 90 days after being published in the Federal
Register on February 20, 1971. Interes~ed persons may sub
mit comments to the Secretary of the Commission, U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Washington, D. C. 20545, Attention: Chief,
Pub~ic Proceedings Branch, within 45 days.
The comments
will be given consideration with the view to possible further
amendments. A copy of the proposed "General Design Criteria
for Nuclear Power Plants" may be obtained by writing to
the Director, Division of Reactor Standards, U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Washington, D. C. 20545.
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TITLE 10 - ATOMIC ENERGY

CHAPTER 1 - ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
PART 50 - LICENSING OF PROOOC'l'ION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES

General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants

The Atomic Energy Commiss1on has adopted an amendment to its
·~icensing

regulations, 10 CrR Part SO,

of Production and Utilization

Facilities," which adds an Appendix A, ·'General Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants."
Paragraph 50.34(a) of Part 50 requires that each application
for a construction permit include the preliminary design of the
facility.

The following information is specified for inclusioa

as part of the preliminary design of the facility:
(i)

The principal design criteria for the facility

(ii)

The desigD bases and the relation of the design
bases to the principal d••ip criteria

(iii)

Information relative to materials of construction,
seneral arransement, and the approximate dimensioas,
sufficient to provide reasonable'assurance that the
final design viII coafom to the design ba.es with
adequate ursin for safety.

The "General Desip Criteria for Nuclear Pover Plants" added ••
Appendix A to Part SO establish the minimum requirements for the
principal design criteria for

~ter-cooled

"
....

.- 1

nuclear power plants
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ataUar 1n cI.alan aDd lOcatlon to planca for which ccmacncUon

\

auidance ln eatabliahiDI tb. principal d.alan critaria for other
. types of nuclear pover planta.

Principal deslln crt taria eatablisbed

by an a.ppllC&Dt and accepted by tbe Co~.sion will be incorporatecl

by reference ln the conatruction perait.

1D canaielering the iasuance

of aD operatiDI licenae UDder Part SO. the Commi•• ion vl11 require
assurance that theae criter1& have ben satisfied ln the detailed
de81ga aDd construction of the facility aDd that any chanaes in
auch criteria are juatified.
A proposecl AppeDd1:z A, "Ceural Desilft Criteria for Ruclur
Pover Plant Conatruction Permits" to 10
ill the FEDERAL IEGISTD (32 PI. 10213)

en. ParC 50 vas published

OIl

.July 11, 1967.

The co-enta

acd sUllestiona received 1n reaponae to the notice of propoaed rule
. .king and aubaequent developments in the teclmololY and 1Jl the

lic.ailll procea. haye beeD cOG.idered in developi. the reviaed
criteria which follow.
The

reYi~ed

criteria eatablish aint.uD requirementa for vater

cooled nuclear power pluta a1a1.1ar in de.illl &1ld location to planta
for which cOlUltruct101l

pe~ta

ba.e b_ ianed by the Cama1a.ion.

wher.. s the prev10U81y proposed criteria would have proVided

.

.

luldance for applicant. fOf conatruction
Rucl_r power plane..

pe~it.

for all type. of

The revi.ecl criteria ha~ be&1l reduced to

-J

. ....
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55 in number, include definitions of important term8, and have been
rearranged to increase their usefulness in the licensing process.
Additional criteria describing specific requirements on matters
covered 1n more general terms in the previously proposed criteria
have been added to the criteria.

The Categories A and

B

used to

characterize the amount of information needed in Safety Analysis
Reports concerning each criterion have been deleted since additional
guidance on the amount and detail of information required to be
submitted by applicants for facility licenses at the construction
permit stage i. now included in S 50.34 of Part 50.

The term

"engineered aafety features" has been eliminated from the revised
criteria and the requirements for "engineered safety features"
incorporated in the criteria for individual systems.
Further revisions of these General Design Criteria are to be
expected.

In the course of the development of the revised criteria,

important safety considerations were identified, but specific require
ments related to 80me of these considerations have not as yet been
Bufficiently developed snd uniformly applied in the licensing process
to warrant their inclusion in the criteria at this time.

Their

omission does not relieve any applicant from considering these
matters in the des1gn of a specific facility and satisfying the
necesaary safety requirements.
(i)

These matters include:

Consideration of ~he need to design against siAgle
failures of passiVe~uponents in fluid~yste~s
i~portant to safety.
.
.

.
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Consideration of redundancy and dtverRity roquirements
for fluid syste.s !.aportant to .. fety. A ...y.t....
could consist of a number of subsystems"each of vhlch
1s aeparately capable of performing the specified ayste.
aafety function. The minimum acceptable redundancy and
diveraity of Bubsystems and components within a subsyste.
and the required interconnection and independence of the
subsystems have not yet been developed or defined.

(iii)

Consideration of the type, size, and orientation of
possible breaks in the componenta of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary in determining design requirements to
suitably protect a.ainst postulated 108S of coolant
accidents.

(iv)

Consideration of the possibility of systematic, non
random, concurrent failures of redundant elements in tbe
desigD of the p~otection systems and reactivity control
systems.

In addition, the Commiss1on Is giving consideration to the need for
developaent of criteria relating to protection again8t industrial
sabotage and protection against cam.on

~de

failures in systems, other

than the protection and reactivity control systems, that are important
to safety and have extremely high reliability requirements.
It is expected that tbese criteria vill be augmented or changed vba
specific requirements related to these and other considerations are
suitably identified and developed.
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following amendment to 10 CFR Part, 50 18 published as a document
subject' to codification to be effective 90 days after publication
in the

FEDERAL~lSTER.

The Commission

iDVit~s

all interested

persons who desire to submit written comments or suggestions in

---

connection with the amendment to send them to the Secretary, U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission,Washington, D. C. A

20545, Attention:

Chief, Public Proceedings Branch, within '45 day. after publica
.......... ~

.. -.

tion of this notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER.

Such submissions

will be given consideration with the view to possible further
amendments.

Copies of comment. may be exaained in the Commission's

Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
1.
§

Subdivision 50.34(a) (3)(i) is amended to read as follows:

50.34 Contents of applications; technical information.
(a)

Preliminary safety analysis report.

Each application

for a construction permit shall include a preliminary safety
analysis report.

The minimum information to be included shall

consist of the following:

*

*\

*

*

(3)

The preliminary design of the facility including:

(i)

The principal design

cr~ter1a

for the facility.

AppendiX

A. General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, establishes
~

:

.. .

:<. -

.

mintmum_ requirements for the prin~ipal design criteria f~r water
0"

J, '

cooled nuclear power plants similar in d~ig~ and location to
.'

#

_

111"-""'. •

~
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plante

(OT

whtch conatTuct1on peralta have previoual, beea

issued by the Commission and provides guidance to applicanta
pe~its

for construction

in establishing principal design

criteria for other types of nuclear power units:

*

*
2.

Footnote
2

2

to

§

*

*

*

50.34 is amended to read as follows:
.

General design criteria for chemical proce•• ing

facilities are being developed.

*
3.

*

*

*

*

A new Appendix A 18 added to read a. followa:
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APPENDIX A

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA POR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
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INTRODUCTION
, Pursuant to the provisions'of

§

50.34, an application for a

constructiDn permit must include the principal design criteria for
a proposed facility.

The principal design criteria establish the

necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing. and
performance requirements for structures, systaus, and components
important to safety; that. is,

.t~ctures,

systems, and

co~onents

that provide reasonable a.surance. that the facility can be operated
without undue risk to the health and aafety of the public.
Theae General Design Criteria eatablish minimum requirements for
the principal design criteria for water-cooled nuclear power plants
similar in

de~ign

and location to plant. for which construction

pend ts have been issued by the CoDImi•• ion.

The GeDeral Design

Criteria are also considered to be lenerally applicable to other
types of nuclear pover units and are intended to provide guidance
iD establishing the principal design criteria for such other units.
The development of these General Design Criteria is not yet
complete.

For example, .ome of the definitions need further

amplification.

Also,.alle of the specific dedgn requirements for

structures, syst. .s, and components important to safety have Dot
as yet been suitably defined.

Their omission does DOt relieve any

applicant from considering these"matters in the design of a specific
facility

~nd

-

satisfying the necessary safety requirements.

matters include:

.,"",,",

..

oj .

.. .;

~ese

(1)
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Consideration of cbe need Co

deal~n a~a1n.t

\

,-.

alngle

failures of passive components 1n fluid .y.tema
important to .. fety.
(2)

(See Definition of Single Failure.)

Consideration of redundancy and diversity requirements
for fluid systems important t,o safety.

A tlsystem" could

consist of a number of subsystems each of which 18
separately capable of performing the specified system
safety function.

The minimum acceptable redundancy and

diversity of subsystems and component. within a subsystem,
and the required interconnection and independence of the
subsystems have not yet been developed or defined.

(See

Criteria 34, 35, 38, 41, and 44.)
(3)

Consideration of the type, size, and orientation of possible
breaks in components of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary 1n deteraining design requirements to suitably
protect against postulated loss-of-coolant accidente.

(See

Definition of Loss of Coolant Accidents.)
(4)

Consideration of the possibility of systematic, nonrandom,
concurrent failures of ,redundant elements in the desigu
of protection systems and reactivity control syste1llS.

(See

Criteria 22, 24, 26 and 29.)

.'

It is expected that the
~ime

to ttme as important
.,
features are developed.
from

,

cri~er1a

"

will be augmented and changed

n~r~quirements for

these and other
,

'

11

-.

,;

.

.,

\
vblch the

r~.ral

DeaiRQ erie.ria are not 8ufflcl.nt and for which

additioaal criteria must be idelltified and satisfied ill the
.interese of lNblic .afety.

ID particular, it 18 expected that

additional or differellt criteria will be needed to take into
account unusual sites and environmental cODditions, and for
vater-cooled nuclear power uniu of adftDced desip.

Also.

there may be vater-cooled nuclear power uDits for which fulfill
_Dt of soae of the General Desip Cneeria .., not be necessary
or appropria te •

Por planes such as the.e. depareures frOll the

GeIleral Design Criteria .uat be. identified and juatified.
DEFINITIONS AlfD EXPLANATIONS
NUCLEAR. PalER. UNIT

A nucle.r power unit . . ._ a nucle.r power reactor aDd
..sociated equlpmeDt Dec•••• ry for elecerical power leneration and
iDclude. those .tructures. .yst_. .d cOllpOnellts required to
provide reasonable ..surace the f.cility

Ca1l

be operated without

uzuIue ri.k. to the .alth aDd ..feCy of the public.
LOSS OF OOOLAHT ACCIDENTS

Loa. of coolant aceiaene. . . . those postulated accidelleB that
.
result frca the 10.. of reactor coolant at a rate in .xc••s of the
capability of the reactor coolant makeup .ystea fro. breaks in the
reactor coolet pressure boUQda1Y..~ up to _d iDcludinl a bruk.
equi"aleut in 81ze

to

tb.

doqbl.~Dded

rupture of the largest pipe'

.,-:;,' ......

. ,.
~

•

-~12
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01 the reactor cool.at

.,.t_.

1

SINGLE PAIWRE

A.aingle failure Deana an occurrence which reault. in the loa.
of

ca~ab1lity

of a coaponeot

t.o

perfora ita intended aafety functi0D8.

Multiple failures resulting from a single occurrence are coasidered

to be a aiog1e failure.

Fluid and electrical systems are considered

to be designed against an uSUMd aingle failure if neither (1)
a single failure of any active component (aasu.1DI p..aive ca-ponents
function properly) nor (2) a single failure of a pa.sive component
(as.uming active componenu function properly). reaulta in a 10••
of the capability of the .yat_ to perforll ita ••fety functions.

2

ANTICIPATED OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES
Anticipated operational occurrences m.an those conditions of
normal operation which are expected to occur one or aore timea during
the life of the nuclear power U11it and iDclude but are not limited

1

Further details relating to the type. siae. ~d orientation of
postulated breaks in specific componenta of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary are under development.

2

Single failures of passive co.ponenta iD electrical aystems should
be ..su.ad in designing againat a sinlle failure. 'ftle conditions .
under which a sinlle failure of 'a passive cGaponent in a fluid
.yet.. should be considered in designing the system against a sIngle
failure are under d..,.lopaent. '

.
'1-

-

-"",

.

13
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.
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to loaa of power to all recirculation pumpa,

trip~inR

of the

-

turbine generator set, 1eolat1on of the .ain cODdenaer, and loes
of all offeite power.

CRITERIA
I.

OVERALL REQUIREMENTS

CRITERION I - QUALITY STANDARDS AND RECORDS

Structures, syste_, IIDd COIIIPoneDts 1aportant to aafety shall
be designed, fabricated, erected, and teated to qual1tyatandards
C01lllll!DSurate with the importance of the aafety functiona to be
perfor.d.

Where generally recognized codes and standards are used,

they shall be identified and evaluated to determine their applicability,
adequacy, and sufficiency and shall be supplemented or mdified u
necessary to usure a quality product in keeping with the required
safety function.

A quality assurance program shall be established

and implemented in order to provide adequate 8S.urance that theae
structures, systems, aDd. components will satisfactorily perform
their safety functio..

Appropriate records of the dee1gD, fabrication,

erection, and testinR of atructures, aystems, and C01IIponenu important
to Afety ahall be u1nta1Ded by or _der tbe control of the nuclear
power unit licenaee throusbout th. 11fe of the unit.
~RITE~!..ON

L-

DESIGN BASES FOR PRMBC1'ION AGAINST NArUlW.

Struct~re.,

.
PI!.~OMENA

systems, and components important to safety..!hall

-

he des.J~ed to withstaad the effects of natural phen~~ such u

--14

• #

-

.

\
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earthquakes. tornadoes. hurricanes. floocla. tBun&. aDd aeiches
without loss of capability to perform their aafety functions.

The

design bases for these structures. systems. and components shall
reflect:

(1) appropriate consideration of the most severe of the

natural phenomena that have been historically reported for the
site and surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited
accuracy, quantity, and period of time in which the historical
data have been accumulated, (2) appropriate combinations of the
effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of the
natural phenomena and (3) the importance of the safety functions
to be performed.

CRITERION 3 - FIRE PROTECTION
Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall
be designed and located to minimize, consistent with other aafety
requirements. the probability and effect of fires and explosions.
Noncombustible and heat resistant _terials shall be uaed wherever
practical throughout the unit. particularly in locatioas such as the
containment and control rooa.

!'ire detection and fighting systems of

appropriate capacity and capability ahall be provided ad designed to
1I1n1m1ze the adverse effects of fires on structures, systema, aDd
components important to safety.

Fire fightinl systems shall be /

designed to ..aure that their rupture or inadvertent operation does
!lOt aignificantly impair the saff!ty capability of these structures,
systems. ad components.

. .-....
15

..

\
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-

Structures. systems, and components

i.~orLant

I

to safety shall

be designed to accommodate the effects of and to be compatible with
. the environment31 conditions associated with normal operation. main
tenance. testing, and postulated accidents,
accidents.

These structures. systems. and

appropriately

~rotected

includ1n~
co~ponents

loss-of-coolant
shall be

.against dynamic effects. including the

effects of missiles. pipe whipping, and

dischargin~

fluids, that

may result from equipment failure. and from events and conditions
outside the nuclear power unit.
CRITERION 5 - SHARING 01 STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS t AND COMPONENTS

Structures, systems, and components

~portant

to safety shall not

be shared between nuclear power units unless it is shown that their
ability to

~rform

their safety functions is not siRnificantly

impaired by the sharing.
II.
CRITERION

PROTECTION BY MDLTIPLE FISSION PRODUCT BARRIERS

lL-

REACTOR DESIGN

The reactor core and ...ociated coolant. control. and protection
systems shall he designed with appropriate marK1n to assure that
specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded dur1Ds-any
OODdit1on of normal operation. iDcluding the effects of anticipated
operational occurrences.



.......
,

I·
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J'y

.
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·.
The reactor core ADd ..socacad coolant Mystems ahall be
desigued

80

that in

~he

power operating range me net: effect of the

prompt iuherentDuclear feedback characteristics tauda to compansate
for a rapid increase in reactivity.

CRITERION 12 - SUPPRESSION OF REACTOR POWER OSCILLATIONS
The reactor core and associated coolant, control, and protection
systems shall be designed to assure that power oscillations which caD
result in conditioDs exceeding specified acceptable fuel desigc limits
are not possible or can be reliably and readily detected and
suppressed.

CRITERION 13 - INSTRUMENTATION AND OOh1rROL
Inatruaentation and control shall be provided to mom tor vari
abIes and aystems over their anticipated range for normal operation
aDd accident condi tions, and to ma1ntaiu them wi thin prescribed
operating ranges, including those variables and .,ste1l8 which can
affect the fission process, the :1Dtegrit)' of the reactor core,

~e

reactor coolant pressure boundary, and the containment and ita
..aoclated sya telllS •
CRITERION 14 - REAcrOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY

.

.

The reactor coolant pressure bOUDdary ahall be designed, fabricated,
erected, and teated

80

as to have an extremely low probability of

'

abnormal leakage. of rapidly propaga.t4.n'g failure, and of _gro.s rupture •

.,

17 -

/?

~
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.
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,
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caITEUOlI IS - REAcrOk COOLAH'f'SYSTEM DISICN

'!'be reactor coolaat .,.teaad ...ociated auxiliary, coDtrol, _d
protection systeu shall be designed with
t~at

suff~cier.~

. .rain to _sure

the design cbDdition8 of the reactor coolant pressure boundary

.

are not exceed'eo during aDy eondidOll of IAOrmal operation, includ1D.&
~tie1pated

operational occurrences.

CRITERION 16 - CONTAINMENT DESIGN
Reactor cODtainDent and associated syste. shall be provided to
estabUsh aD essentially leaktight barrier agaiut the . .controlled

rel.ase of radioactivity to the eanl'ODaat &Dd to ...ure tbat the
containmeat design conditions tmportaDt to safety are not exceeded
for as long as postulated aeddent condit10D8 require.
CRITERION 17 - nEcrJUCAL POWER SYSTEMS

An onaite electrical power .,at•• aDd an offaite electrical power
system shall be provided to pem1t naDct101l.1Dg of structures, SYlt_,
ad cOllpODents importaDt to safaty.

'Dle s.fety fuDct1ao for each

system (assumiag the other sYltem is Dot fUDctioa1aa) shall be to
provide sufficient capacity aDd capability to u.ure that (1) specified
acceptable fuel design limite and elu1ga cODditi0D8 of the reactor
coolant pre.sure boundary are DOt exceeded .. a result of atic1patecl
operational occurrences aDd (2) the core i.e cooled and coataim.'li-t
integrity and other vital functions are _iata1ned ia the eVeIlt of
postulated accidents.

.
~!18

.~

. ,
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The ouite electrical power sourc•• , belwlinl the batteriea,
ad the ou1te electrical d1atributioa ayst••, aball have sufficient
independence, redundancy, ad teatabil1ty to perform their .afety
functions ..suminC a single failure.
Electrical power fro. the transmission network to tbe sv1 tchyard
sh811 be supplied by two physically independent trasnasion linea
(n~t

necesaarily on aeparate rights of v-r) designed ad located so as

to suitably II1nim1ze the l1kelihctod of their simultaneous failure UDder
o

operating IIDd postulated acc1detat and environmental coad1tiOl18.

Two

physically independent e1rcuita from the svitchyard to the OI18ite
electrical d18tributioa system shall be provided.

Each of theae

circuits sball be designed to be available in sufficient time
following a loss of all oDsite alternating current power sources and
the other offaite electrical power circuit, to assure that specified
acceptable fuel design limits and design conditions of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary are Dot ,.exceeded.

One of these circuits

shall be designed to be available' within a few aeconds following a
loss-of-coolant accident to assure that core cooling, containment
".

integrity, and other vital ssfety functions are maintained.
Provisions shall be included to 1II1nitlize the probability of 108iOl
electrical power frOlll any of the remaining sources as a result of~ or
coincident with, the los. of power generated by the nuclear power
unit, the loss of power from the transmssion network, or the loss
of powe~ from the onaite electrie&l·~wer 80urces.
r'o

-,19' ....

<,.. . . .
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Electrical power .ystems important to a.fetv shall be daRiRned
to pet'1llit periodic inspection a1\d testinlt of important areas and
.features, such all wirin~. insulation,connectiDns. and switchboards,
to aS8ess the continuity of the systems and the condition of their
components.

The systems shall be designed with a capability to test

periodically (I) the operability and functional performance of the
components of the systems, such as onsite power sources,

rela~s,

switches, and buses. and (2) the operabUity of the systems as a
whole and, under conditions as close to design aa practical, the

full operational sequence that

br1n~s

the systems into operation,

including operation of applicable portions of the protection
system, and the transfer of power 8II1ong the nuclear pover unit,
the offeite power system, and the onaite power system.
CRITERION 19 - CONTROL ROOM

A control room shall be provided from which actions can be
taken to operate the nuclear pover unit safely under normal conditions
and to maintain it in a safe condition under accident conditions,
includinR loss-of-eoolant accidents.
shall be provided to permit access and

Adequate radiation protection
occup~c:y

of the control room·

under accident conditions wit.hout personDel receiving radiation

exposures in excess of 5 rem

whol~

body, or ita equivalent to any

part of the body, for the duration of the accident •
...

~

_:4.,

-J .
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r.qufpaltnt

Itt

1I"propr1at. In,-.' Inn. n .. , •• tI..

tla.

rnntrol rnma

of the reactor, including necessary instrumentation and controls to
maintain the unit in • •afe condition during hot .hutdown, and (2)
"

with a potential capability for

subse~uent

cold shutdown of the

reactor through the use of suitable procedures.

III.

PROTECTION AND REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CRITERION 20 - PROTECTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
The protection system shall be designed (1) to initiate
automatically

th~

operation of appropriate systems including the

reactivity control systems, to assure that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational
occurrences and (2) to sense accident conditions and to initiate the
operation of systems and components important to safety.

CRITERION 21 - PROTECTION SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND TESTABILITY
The protection system shall be designed for high functional
reliability and inservice testability commensurate with the safety

-'.

functions to be performed.

Redundancy and independence designed into

the orotection system shall be sufficient to assure that (1) no
single failure results in 10s8 of the protection function and

(2~.-

removal from service of any component or channel does not result in
108s of the required minimum redundancy unless the acceptable

'J '
0"

h' , -

J'9...

-

·.

- , .... ,
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demonstrated.

n,e protection s,stem

~nal1

be

~e.lgn.d

to perMtt

periodic testing of ita function1ng when the reactor 1.a in operation,
including a capability to test channels independently to determine
failures and 10a8es of reciuna&Ucy that DUly have occurred.
CRITERION 22 - PROTECTION SYSTEM INDEPENDENCE

The protection system shall be designed to assure that the
effects of natural pheno_na, and of normal operating, . .intenance,
testing, and postulated accident conditions

011

ndundant channels

do not result in los. of the protection function, or shall be
demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined buis.

Design

tech1l1ques, such as functional diveraicy or diveraicy in component
design and principles of operation, sball be used to the extent
practical to prevent loas of the protection function.
CRITERION 23 - PROTECTION SYSTEM FAILURE JoI)DES

The protection syatem ahall be designed to fa11 into a safe
state or into a atate demonstrated to be acceptable on some other
defined baaia 1 f conditiOfts such as disconnection of the systelll, 1oa8
of energy (e. C., electric power, iastrument air), or postulated
adverse env1ron. .nts (e.g., extre.e heat or cold, fire, pre••ure,
ateam, water. and radiation) are experienced.
CRITERION 24 - SEPARATION OF PROTECTION AND <XlNTROL SYSTEMS

The protection systea shalJ. oN .. eparated from control .yste.

-. .;'

..
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to the extent that f.11urt" of

£.;).

81ngle control

aYlltdlD

cOlllponent or

chaDDel, or failure or relDOval from service of any 81ngle protection
system component or channel which is common
. protection sys tems leaves intact a

8)'8 teu.

requiremen~s

redundancy, and independence

~o ~he

control and

satia tying all reliability,
of the protection system.

·Interconnection of the protection and control system& shall be
limited so as to assure

~bat

safety is not significaDtly impaired.

CRlTERION 25 - PROTECT10N SYSTEM IEQUIREMENTS FOR REACTIVITY CONTROL
MA.I.FUNCTIONS

The protection system shall be designed to assure tbat specified
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded for any single aal
flmction of the react! vi ty control sy. tems. such as accidental
withdrawal (not ejection or dropout) of control rods or unplanned
dilution of soluble poison.
CRITERION 26 - REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM REDUNDANCY

Ju~D

CAPABILITY

Two independent reactivity control systems of different design
principles and preferably including a positive lllec:hauic:al
inserting control: rod.. , shall be provided.

.lIU..

for

Each .ystem ahall have

tbe capability to control the rate ,of reactivity changes resulting
from planned, normal power change~ ,(including xenon burnout) to
assure acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded.

One of

#0

the systems shall be capable of reliably controlling reactivity
changes to assure that under conditions of DOnlal operations,
. . . .!"'IC.-.

"c 23 -

..

"

•
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lsac1udisal aac1c1pated operational occ\arreaeaa, ad Vith ap,roprt
ate .. rain for _lfUDeti... auch _
fuel desip lia1ta are

1lO~

esceaded.

atuck roda, .pec1fiec1 acceptable
OR. of the aysce. ahall be

capable of holcl1na Cbe reactor core eubcritical under cold

caad1 tiODS.
CRITERION 27 - COMBINED KEACTIVIn OONTROL SYSTEMS CAPABILITY

The nactirit)' COIltrol q.ta. aball be duipecl to have.
e::e-biD8cl capabiUty, ill cOIlj\IDct1cm rith po18011 aclditiClil by
the emergency core cooling ayste1l, of reU8bly COIltrolUllg re

.cUnty dUlDgee co ...ure that _der poa tulated accidellC
concl1tioDa ed vith appropriate _raill for atuck rods the
capability to cool the core 18 _1Ilta1laed.
ClUTEUON 28 - UAC'l'IVITT LIMITS

The reactivity control .yste. shall be de.igned vith appropriate
limes

OIl

the potential . .OUllt and rate of reactivity hera..e to

..sure tbat tbe effecta of postulated reactint)' acc1dallte

call

Raither

(1) ruu1t ill a. . .ge to the reactor eoolaat pr..aure DOwadazy areatar
".

the Uld.tecl local yield11l1 Ilor (2) euffid_tly eli.turb the core, ita
aupport etrueturu or other
a1p1ficaatly

Qe

raac~or

prea.ure .... el htemala to illpair

cap_ility to c:ool the core.

Th. .e poatulated

reactivity aecieSeuta ehall iDclude couidaratiaa of rod eject1"
(_1••• prevented by po.itive _&De), roel dropout, . t e . 11M ruptU'e,

chace- in reactor coolet temperature and preaeure, aael cold vater·
additiOll.
....' '

.

~
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CRITERION 29 - PROTECTION AGAIN.ST

AHi...!£!!~ OJ'''~T10NAL OGCURKF.NCt'.S

The protection and reactivity control systems ahall be designed
~

assure an extremely nigh probability of accomplishing their safety

functions in the 'event of anticipated operational occurrences.
IV.

FLUID SYSTEMS

CRITERION 30 - QUALITY OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY

Components which are part of the reactor coolant presaure boundary
shall be designed. fabricated, erected. and tested to tite highest
quality standards practical.

Means shall be provided for detecting

and, to the extent practical, identifying the location of the source
of reactor coolant

lea~age.

CRITERION 31 - FRACTURE PREVENTION OF REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY

The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed with
sufficient margin to assure that when stressed under operating,
maintenance, testing, and postul_ted accident conditions (1) the
boundary behaves in a nonbrittle manner and (2) the probability of
rapidly

propagatirig~~acture i8

minimized.

The design shall reflect

consideration of service temperatures and other conditions of the
boundary material under operating, maintenanc£, testing, and postulated
accident conditions and the uncertainties in determining (1)

mat~r1a1
#

properties, (2) the effects of irradiation on material properties,
(3) residual, steady-state and transient stresses, and (4) size of
flevs.

•

_-4-
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te8t1ng of im?ortant areas and features to asse•• their structural
and

leakt1~ht

p'ro~ram

inte~r1ty,

and (2) an ap?ropriate material surveillance

for the reactor pressure

ve~sel.

CRITERION 33 - REACTOR COOLANT MAKEUP

A system to 8U?oly reactor coolant makeuo for orotect1on
small breaks 1n
vided.

~he

a~a1nst

reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be pro

The system safety function shall be to assure that specified

acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded as a result of reactor
coolant loss dua to leakage from the reactor coolant pre&9Ure
boundary and rupture of

~all

piping or other small components

which are part of the boundary.

The system shall be designed to

&Ssure that for onsite electrical power system operation (assuming
offaite power is not available) and for offeite electrical power
system operation (assuming ousite power 1s Dot available) the
system safety function can be accomplished usinR the piping.
pumpe, and valves used to maintain coolant inventory during
normal reactor operation.
CRITERION 34 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL

A .yates to remove residual heat shall be provided.

The Byatea

safety function shall be to transfer fission produce decay heat and
othe~

residual heat from the reactbr core at a rate such that

- 26 
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specified

~ccp.ptAh]~

of the reactor

fuel

de.i~n

~OO)ant pr~86ure

1 Lmite nnd th~ deR1Rn conditions

bounGary are not exceeded.

Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable
interconnectlon~,

be provided to

:eaK

aS8ur~

cetect~on. ~r.d iSv~ation

that for

operation (assuming offaite

capabilities shall

onB~te e~~c:rical ?~er sY8te~

p~er

1s not available) and for off

site electrical ?OWer system operation (assuming ons1te power 18
not available) the system safety function can be accomplished,

assuming a single failure.

CRITERION 35 - EMERGENCY CORE COOLING
A system to provide abundant emergency core cooling shall be

provided.

The system safety function shall be to transfer heat from

the reactor core following any loss of coolant accident at a rate
such that (1) fuel and clad damage that could interfere with continued
effective core

~Qollng

1s prevented and (2) clad metal-water reaction

1s limited to negligible amounts.
Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable
1sola~10n,

interconnections, leak detection,

and containment

capabilities shall be provided to assure that for onsite electrical
power system operation (assuming offsite power is not available) and
for offsite electrical power system operation (assuming one1te power
is

not available) the system safety function can be accomplished,

assuming a

sin~le

CRITERlm; 36 -

..

failure.

rNSPECT10~

Or

~

~~~GE~~:

CORE

COO~ING

SYSTEM

The emergency core cool~ng sys~~e shall be designed to permit

periodic inspection of

t:por~ant

cOQ?onents. such as spray rings in
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CRlTERIOt-i 37 - TES7ING ot'

The

I",.,.cl"" ""•• 1••.

waC.,

emer~ency

a~propriate

E~RGENCY

a""

1,I,el,,!!.

th.IIY.&ISIIl.

CORE COOLING SYSTEM

core cooling system shall be designed to permit

periodic ?ressure anG func:ional

testln~

to assure (1)

the structural ana leakt1ght integrity of its components, (2) the
operability and performance of the active

co~ponent6

of the system,

and (3) the operability of the systeD a. a whole and, under conditions
as close to design as practical, the performance of the full operational
sequence that brings the systea into operation, including operation of
applicable portions of the protection systea, the transfer between
normal and emergency power sources, and the operation of the associated
cooling water system.
CRITERIO~

38 - CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL

A system to remove heat from the reactor containment shall be
provided.

The system safety function shall be to reduce rapidly,

consistent with the functioning of other associated systems, the
containment presaure .and

te~erature

following any loss-af-coolant

accident and maintain them at acceptably low levels.
Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable
interconnections,

leak detection, isolation, and containment

capabilities shall be provided to assure that for onsite

.

power

~y.tem

ele~rical

..;.

operation (assuming
.
. offsite power is not available)

and for offsite electrical power system.
(assuming on.ite .
. operation
.
.
power is not available) the sys~e: s~fety function can be
accocplished, assuming a sir.gl£

fa11~re.

- 28 
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CRITERION 39 -

INSPi::C:::i.O~

OF

C()~T ·\H:~U::NT

HEA:-

Rr:~1()\'AL

The containment he.. :. re:I:lova ... syste!!. shall be
periodic inspect Lon of important
sumps, spray no%zles, and
capability of the
CRI7ERIO~

The

co~?onents,

~i?ingto

SYSTE~

de5i~ned

to perr,i t

such as the torus.

assure the integrity and

sY6te~.

40 - TESTING OF

contain~ent he~t

~ON7AI~~~

P£AT REMOVAL SYSTEM

removal syAtem shall be

appropriate periodic pressure and functional

des1~ned

testin~

to permit

to assure (1)

the structural and lea j(tifl;ht integrity of its components, (2) the
operability and

perfo~~nce

of the active components of the system,

and (3) the operability of the system as a whole, and, under conditions
as close to the design as practical, the performance of the full
operational sequence that brings the system into operation,

includin~

operation of applicable portions of the protection system, the transfer
between normal and emergency power sources, and the operation of the
associated cooling water system.

CRITERION 41 -

CO~7AI~~~i ATMOSPHEP~

CLEANUP

Systems to control fission products, hydrogen, oxygen, and other
substances which may be released into the reactor containment shall
be provided as necessary to reduce, consistent with the functioning
of other associated systems, the concentration ana quantity of fission
products released to the

envirq~~~nt

folloving postulated accidents,

and to control the concentra;!ion of hydrozen or oxygen and other

29
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substances 1n the containment atmosphere following postulated accidents
to assure that containment integrity 18 ..intained.
Each system shall have suitable redundancy in components and
features, aDC suitable interconnections, leak cetect1on, isolation,
and containaent capabilities to
power system operation

assur~ tt~t

(aB~ing

off lit.

for on&ite electrical

po~er

i. not available)

and for off8ite electrical power system operation (assuming onsite

power Is not available) Itl safety function can be accocplished,
assuming a aingle failure.
CRI~ERIO};

42 - INSPECTIOJo: OF

CON!.AINl-:E~"r

A.lrfOSPHERE CLU.NUP SYSTEMS

The containment atmosphere cleanup systems shall be designed to
permit periodic inspection of important

co~onents,

such as filter

frames, ducts, and piping to assure the integrity and eapability of
the systems.

CRITERION 43 - TESTING OF CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE CLEANUP SYSTEMS
The containment atmosphere cleanup system. shall be designed
to permit appropriate periodic pressure and functional testing to
assure (1) the structural and leaktight integrity of ita component.,
(2) the operability and performance of the active components of

the systems sueh a8 fana, filter., dampers, pumps, and valves and
(3) the operability of the systems &8 • whole and, under conditions

a8 close to design aa practical, the performance of the full 4perational
sequence that brings the

syste~

into operation,

applicable portions of the protection

~,s~eiD,

lnclud1n~

operation of·

the transfer between ..

normal and emergency ?ower sources, and the o?eration of associated
systems.

- 30 
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A system to transfer heat from structures, systems. and componrnts
important to safety, to an ultimate heat sink shall be provided.

The

system safety function shall be to transfer the combined heat load
of these structures, systems. and components under normal

operatin~

anG accident conditions.
Suitable redundancy in components and features. and suitable
interconnections. leak detection. and isolation capabilities shall
be provided to assure that for onsite electrical power system opera
tion (assuming offsite power is not available) and for offsite
electrical power system operation (assuming onsite power is not avail
able) the system safety function can be accomplished. assuming a
single failure.
CRITERION 45 - INSPECTION OF OOOLING WATER SYSTEM

The cooling water system shall be designed to permit periodic
inspection of important components. such as -heat exchangers and piping.
to assure the integrity and capability of the system.
CRITERION 46 - TESTING OF COOLING WATER SYSTEM

The cooling water system shall be designed to permit appropriate
periodic pressure and functional testing to assure (1) the structural
and leaktight integrity of its components. (2) the operability and the
performance of the active components of the system. and (3) the

.

operability of the system as a whole
. . ;.. and. under conditions

as

close

to design as practical. the performance of the full operational sequence
that brings the system into operation -for-reactor shutdown and for 

- 31 
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loee-of-coolant accidente, including operation of applicable
'por~1ons

of the protect ion .yet_ and the transfer between nOI"lllal

and emergency power sources.
v.

CONTAI~'MENr

REAcrOR

The reactor containcent structure, including access openings,
penetrations. and the
designed
part~ents

80

contai~~ent

heat removal system shall be

that the containcent structure and its internal com

can

acco~odat6,

exc~eding

without

the design leakage

rate and, with sufficient margin, the calculated pressure and
teO?erature conditions r6sulting from any loss-of-coolant accident.
This margin shall reflect consideration of (1) the effects of
potential energy sources which have not been included in the deter
mination of the peak conditions, such as energy in steam generators
and energy from metal-water and other chemical reactions that may
result from degraded emergency core cooling functioning, (2) the
limited experience and experimental data available for defining
accident phenomena' and containment responses, and (3) the conservatism
of the calculational model aDd input parameters.
CRITERION 51 - FRACfURE PREVENTION OF

CONTAI~EN"l'

PRESSURE BOUNDARY

The reactor containment boundary shall be designed with
sufficient margin to assure that under oper&ting, maintenance, testing,
and postulated accident conditions
- (1) its ferritic material' behave

...

~

,

in a DOnbrittle manner aad (2) the probability of rapidly propagating

32
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fracture 1.

Bdni~zed.

Tbe design .hall reflect consideration of

-

service temperature. and other condit1ons of the containlMlnt boundary
material during operation, maintenance. testing, and postulated
accident conditions. and the uncertainties in determining (1)
material properties, (2) residual, steaciy-state, and transient stresses,
and (3) size of flaW8.
CRITERION 52 - CAPABILITY POi OJNTAIl\'MDrr LEAKAGE RATE TESTING

The reactor containment and other equipment which may be
subjected to containment test conditions shall be designed

80

that

periodic integrated leakage rate testing can be conducted at
containment design pressure.
CRITERION 53 - PROVISIONS FOR CONTAINMENT TESTING AND INSPECfION

The reactor containment shall be designed to permi t (1)
inspection of all important areas. sueh as penetrations. (2) an
appropriate surveillance program. and (3) period!: testing at
containment design pressure of the leakt!ghtness .of penetrations
which have resilient seals and expansion bellows.

CRITERION 54 - PIPING SYSTEMS PENETRATING CONTAIh"MENT

Piping systems penetrating primary reactor coctainment shall be
provided with leak detection, isolation, and containment capabilities
having redundancy. reliability, and performance capabilities which
reflect the importance to safety of isolating these piping sy'stems.

. ..

:..

Such pIping

BYB~ems

shall be designed with a capability to test

- 33 
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periodically the opernbU ity of the uoht l.on valve.. and
appararua and to detenll1ne tf v"l••

1.ak4~c

\-\
",AoC'iatpd

1M withIn accppt"h]p

limit ••
CRI7ER:ON 55 - R.EACTOP. ~OO~A.."'i'" P?..ESSUPJ: BOL.~1)ARY PL~~":'';tATING CONTAIWfE~
~ch

line that is

- -.-. ,., of
:-.~

th~ =eact~~

anc :hat penetrates primary reactc:,

coolant

corl~c.inIi.ent

pres&~re

boundary

shall be provided

with containment isolation valves as follows, unless it can be
de~nstrated

that the containment isolation provisions for a specific

class of lines. such as instrwment lines, are acceptable on some
other defined basis:
(1)

One locked closed isolation valve inside and one locked
closed isolation valve outside containment.

(2)

or

One automatic isolation valve inside and one locked closed
isolation valve outside containment. or

(3)

One locked closed isolation valve inside and one automatic
isolation valve outside containment.

A simple check valve

may not be used as the automatic isolation valve outside
containment. or
(4)

One autocatic isolation valve inside and one automatic
isolation valve outside cClDtainment.
1Il&y

A simple check valve

not be used as the automatic isolation valve outside

containment.
IsolatiDn valves outside containment shall be located as close to

- 34
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containment as practical and upon 1088 of actuatinK power. automatic
isolat 10n val vea ahal] be designed to take the pos it ion that provides
greater safety.
Other appropriate

~equircments

to

connected to therr. shal: be provicea as
safety.

the probability or

~e~es5ary

to assure aaequate

Deterreination of the ap?ropriAtencss of these requirements.

such as higher
provisioos
natural

~inirnize

fo~

Gun1i~y

in

desi~l, :abricat~on.

inservice inspection.

pheno::l~ma,

and testing, additional

pro:~ction

against more severe

valv~ and

ana additional isolation

containment,

shall L,elude consideration 0; the population density, use character
iaties.

ana

physical characteristics of the site environs.

CRITERION 56 - PRIHf..P.Y CONTAINJiENT ISOLATION

Each I ine that connects directly to the contai!'.ment atmosphere
and penetrates

pr~mary

reactor

cont~ir~ent

shall be provided with

containment isolation valves as follows, unless it can be demonstrated
that the containrn'!,nt isolat ion provisions for a specific clas8 of lines,
such as
(1)

instr~ent

lines, are acceptable on some other defined basis:

One locked Closed isolation valve inside and one locked
closed isolation valve

(2)

out~ide

containment. or

One automatic isolation valve inside anG one locked closed
isolation valve outside containment. or

........
-.35 
..
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One locked closed 1solation valve 1na1de and one automatic
1~olat1on

may not

valve outside containment.

b~ u~ed

conto1nrr~nt.

(4)

aft the

A simple check valve

automatic iBolation valve out.ide

or

One automatic isolation valve inside and one automatic

isolation valve outside
may not be used as the

conta~~ent.

aut~tic

A sicple check valve

isolation valve outside

containment.
Isolation valves outside

contair~ent

shall be located as close to the

containment as practical and upon loss of actuating power, automatic
isolation

valve~

shall be

desi~ed

to take the position that provides

greater safety.
CRITERION 57 - CLOSED SYSTEM ISOLATION VALVES
Each line that penetrates primary reactor containment and is
neither part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary nor connected
directly to the containment atmosphere shall have at least one contain
ment isolation valve which shall be either automatic, or locked closed,
or capable of

re~ote

manual operation.

This valve shall be outside

containment and located as close to the containnent as practical.
A simple check valve may not be used as the automatic isolation
valve.

\

\
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VI.

FUEL AND RADIOACTIVITY CONTROL

CRITERIOloi 60 - CONTROL OF RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS TO THE
EN\' I RO~'Y.El\'T

The nuclear power unit design shall include meane to control
suitably the release of radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid
effluents and to handle radioactive solid wastes produced during
normal reactor operation, including anticipated operational
occurrences.

Sufficient holdup capacity shall be provided for

retention of gaseous and liquid effluents containing radioactive
materials, particularly where unfavorable site environmental condi
tions can be expected to impose unusual operational limitations
upon the release of such effluents to the

environ~ent.

CRITERION 61 - FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING AND RADIOACTIVITY CONTROL

The fuel storage and handling, radioactive waste, and other
systems which cay contain radioactivity shall be designed to assure
adequate safety under normal and postulated accident conditions.
These systems shall be designed (1) with a capability to permit
inspection and testing of components important to safety, (2) with
suitable shielding for radiation protection, (3) with appropriate
containment, confinement, and filtering systems, (4) with a residual
heat removal capability haVing reliability and testability that
reflects the importance to safety of decay heat and other residual

. - ... 37. 
~

\
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heat removal. And (5) to prevent .iRn1ficant reduction in fuel
atorage coolant inventory under accident condition ••

CRITERION 62 - PREvENrlON OF CRITICALITY IN pun STORAGE M'1>
Criticality in the fuel storage and

handlin~

HA.~LING

system shall be

pzevented by physical system. or processes t preferably by use of
geometrically safe configurations.

CRITERION 63 - MONITORING FUEL AND WASTE STORAGE
Appropriate systems shall be provided in fuel atorage and radio
active waste systeas and associated handling areas (1) to detect
conditions that may result in 10•• of residual heat removal
capability and excessive radiation levels and (2) to initiate
appropriate safety actions.

CRITERION 64 - MONITORING RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES
Means shall be provided for monitoring the reactor containment
atmosphere. spaces containing components for recirculation of loss-of
coolant accident flaids, effluent diecharge paths, and the plant
environs for radioactivity that . ., be released fra. normal operations,
including anticipated operstional occurrences, and from postulated
accidents.

.

..

:,.
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(Sees. 161. 182, 68 Stat. 948, 953; 42 U.S.C. 2201. 2232.)
·LJated at
day

of

Washington, D. C.

---~~"""'~IIW+-~""""------

this

lOth

Fe_b_!"U_a_ry-"'-_____ 1971.
FOB. THE ATOMIC E.il::RGY COMMISSION

w. J:l. McCool
Secretary of the Commission
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None of the criteria related to accidents involving large scale core melt.
A good example of the detailed evolution of a specific general design
criterion (GOC) is provided by GOC 17 "Electrical Power Systems."
A memorandum prepared by ACRS Staff Engineer, M. C. Gaske, dated January
28, 1972, gives a brief summary of the chronology of the development of
GOC 17 ~equirements relative to separate incoming transmission lines.
The summary follows:
GENERAL DESIGN CRITERION 17
CHRONOLOGY REGARDING SEPARATE INCOMING TRANSMISSION LINES
July 11, 1967

- AEC published the proposed General Design
Criteria for public comment. Criterion 39
(later numbered 17) stated:
"Alternate power systems shall be provided
and designed with adequate independency,
redundancy, capacity, and testability to
permit the functioning required of the
engineered safety features. As a minimum,
the onsite power system and the offsite
power system shall each, independently, pro
vide this capacity assumin9 a failure of
a single active component in each power
system.
II

April 24, 1968 - ACRS and Regulatory Staff representatives
met. It was reported that the oriqinal
intent of Criterion 39 was to require two
independent paths but that recent interore
tations have qualified this intent to permit
one path to be available 30 seconds, 1 hour,
or 8 hours after shutdown of the plant.
March 28, 1969

- New Draft of the General Design Criteria
made available.

May 26, 1969

- At the May 26, 1969 meetinq, the above
draft was discussed. DRS indicated that
there was a question as to whether the
ACRS wished to require two physically
indeoendent transmission lines for offsite power.
' •.:,.

June 5-7, 1969

- It was agreed by the Committee that the
Electrical Systems, Control and Instrumen
tation Subcommittee would assist in review
.
of Criterion 17.
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August 7-9, 1969 - The ACRS considered a July 15, 1969 dratt
of Criterion 17 which stated in part "0ffsite
electrical power shall be provided to the
site preferably by two physically inde~en
dent transmission 1ines". The Committee
discussed deletion of the word "preferably"
and decided not to propose such a revision.
October 9-11, 1969-At the full Committee meeting, Mr. Case
presented the majority and minority Staff
positions reqarding the Criterion 17 require
ment regarding offsite power II •.• preferably
by two independent transmission 1ines
The
majority of the Regulatory Staff believed
that one offsite transmission line was
sufficient. (This was apparently based
primarily on a Staff study which indicated
that incoming power lines are two orders of
magnitude more reliable than the offsite
power grid.) Mr. Case stated that a change
in Criterion 17 was planned to require at
least one separate incoming line at each
facility in addition to the line exporting
power. The Committee decided to refer the
matter of Criterion 17 to Subcommittee for
further review.
ll

•

November 5, 1969 - The Codes, Standards, and Criteria Sub
committee met and made a number of sugges
tions regarding Criterion 17.
November 6-8, 1969-The Committee considered, and approved,
except for a minor comment, a draft Criterion
17 that stated in part:
IITwo physically independent transmission
lines, each with the capability of supply
ing electrical power from the transmission
network to the switchyard and two physically
independent circuits from the switchyard
to the onsite electrical distribution
system, shall be provided. Each of these
circuits sha1~ be available in sufficient
time fo110wina a loss of electrical power
from all other a1ternatina current sources
including onsite electrical sources, to
assure that specified acceptable fuel damage
limits and design conditions of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded.
One of these circuits shall be available
immediately following a loss-of-coolant
accident to assure that core cooling, con
tainment integrity, and other vital safety
functions are maintained. II
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October 27, 1970 - The Regulatory Staff provided a new draft
of the General Design Criteria, based on
industry comments. This version included
a number of changes in Criterion 17 including
rewording to require II •.. two transmission
lines designed and located so as to suitably
minimize the likelihood of their simultaneous
fa i 1ure •.. II The cri teri a were referred
to the Codes, Standards, and Criteria Sub
committee for review.
December 4, 1970 - At the ensuinQ Subcommittee meetinQ to review
the criteria,-Mr. Etherington evidenced
concern re~arding the erosion of the require
ments that had occurred relative to Criterion
17.
December 10-12, 1970 - The Committee recommended, and the
Regulatory Staff agreed, that Criterion 17
be modified to require two physically indepen
dent transmission lines.
December 21, 1970 -As a result of the Subcommittee and Committee
comments, Criterion 17 was revised to state
in part:
IIE1ectrical power from the transmission net
work to the switchyard shall be supplied by
two physically independent transmission
lines (not necessarily on separate rights
of way) designed and located so as to suit
ably minimize the likelihood of their simul
taneous failure under operating and postulated
accident and environmental conditions. Two
physically independent circuits from the
switchyard to the onsite electrical distri
bution system shall be provided. Each of
these circuits shall be desianed to be avail
able in sufficient time following a loss of
all onsite alternating current power sources
and the other offsite electrical power
circuit, to assure that specified accep
table fuel design limits and design condi
tions of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary are not exceeded. One of these
circuits sh~l'~be desiqned to be available
within a few seconds following a 10ss-of
coolant accident to assure that core
cooling, containment integrity, and other
vital safety functions are maintained.
1I

February 19, 1971 -The Commission adopted the General Design
Criteria as Appendix A to Part 50.
July 15, 1971

-Appendix A to Part 50 was reissued with
.Criterion 17 essentially as stated on
February 19, 1971.
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Actually, discussion of the reliability of off-site power supplies (and AC
power in general) remained a continuing matter of discussion. At the 144th
meeting, April 6-8, 1972, ACRS Member Palladino expressed concern that GDC
17 did not clearly substantiate the bases for non-redundance of the con
necting lines (e.g., the lines could be run on the same right-of-way). On
the other hand, an ACRS subcommittee at a meeting on April 5, 1972 had
estimateQ that the probability of failure of the entire off-site grid was
at least one order of magnitude greater than that of the lines leading
into the plant. Hence, improvment of these lines appeared to yield only
marginal benefit.
The matter of actual versus required re1aibi1ity of power supplies
remained an issue, open or just below the surface, in the years that
followed, until in 1977 the ACRS requested that the Regulatory Staff
formally evaluate the probability of loss of AC power as a function of
length of loss, and examine the adequacy of systems- that must work to keep
the core acceptably cool in the absence of AC power.
One other interesting sidelight of the discussion on GDC 17 is that it
represented one of the few times (prior to 1977) when opposing viewpoints
from within the Regulatory Staff were formally presented to the ACRS.
The brief minutes of the discussion are reproduced below:

Meeting with the Division of Reactor Standards
Genera1 Des i gn Criteria - Criterion 17 (GDC-17)
Mr. Case presented the majority and minority Staff positions on
the GOC-17 statement regarding off-site power requirements,
preferably by two physically independent transmission
lines.
DRS has determined that most power stations have two
transmission lines, but it was not clear whether these were
importing or exporting power. An examination of the relia
bility qained by having two versus one off-site transmission
line results in a reliability improvement factor of two.
However, the unreliability of the off-site power grid is
10- 4/time; the unreliability of the incoming power lines is
10- 6/time; therefore, the majority of the Staff believes that
one off-site transmission line is sufficient.
II • • •

1I

Mr. Levine, speaking as the minority, stated that he believes
the loss of all AC power for several hours can result in worse
core melting than could occur from a (design basis accident)
DBA. He questioned the on-site AC power capability. His
survey reveals that 90% of the Slnuc1ear power plants have
more than twq off-site power Jines, and 70% have more than two
rights-of-way. He mentioned, as examples, that Commonwealth
Edison and Philadelphia Electric beli~ve that there should
be two transmission lines,· two rights-of-way, and two start
up transformers. He believes "that, if the off-site power
reliability of 10-4 obtained by the Staff is valid, this is
unacceptable to the utilities.
Mr. Case noted that a change in Criterion 17 is planned to
require at least one, separate incomin~ power line at each
facility in addition to the line that 15 exporting power.
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It is somewhat ironical that the majority viewpoint used probabilistic
argtunents to indicate that there was only a slight gain in reliability
from the presence of an additional line, while the minority view, in
favor of at least two incoming lines, was presented by Saul Levine,
later to become Staff Director of the Reactor Safety Study, which was
based on probabilistic techniques, including COItIOOn cause failures.
An example of the problems in going from the General Design Criteria to

specific tmp1ementation is available from Criterion 3 - Fire Protection.
All of the reactors approved in the few years preceeding 1971, and for a
few years after 1971, were evaluated by the Regulatory Staff as having
met this criterion. However, when the Browns Ferry Fire occurred in
1975, a full-blown technical review of the adequacy of protection
against fire ensued, and major, specific lOOdifications were required,
even on existing plants, without any change in the wording of Criterion 3.
The Statement of Considerations (or introduction) to the 1971 criteria
calls out several safetgy considerations for which specific requirements
-have not as yet been sufficiently developed and uniformly applied in the
licensing process to warrant their inclusion in the criteria at this time.·
Most of that list, inclUding all those related to redundancy, cOll1OOn mode
failures, systematic, non-random failures and passive failures have
remained open issues for the ensuring years. In 1977, three years after
publication of the Reactor Safety Study ~SH-1400), the Regulatory Staff
did acknowledge a need to review the single failure criterion. (E. case,
1977)
The development of detailed regulatory positions with regard to the
matters covered in the General Design Criteria (and other safety matters)
began rather actively around 1967-68. There was a considerable, contin
uing growth in size of the Regulatory Staff, and with this came increased
breadth and depth of knowledge in specific technical areas. The less-than
satisfactory experience with operating license reviews for reactors where
only general design information bad been available at the construction
permit stage, and the difficulty in implementing major design changes
in an already constructed plant, automatically led to growing emphasis
on getting more design detail at the construction permit stage.
Since a process of promulgating new AEC Re9Ulations covering specific
design criteria was expected to be slow and cumbersome, a more flexible
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approach was sought for the documentation of specific approaches accept
able to the Regulatory Staff (and the ACRS). The Regulatory Staff began
to develop internal documents which specified acceptably detailed design
approaches to specific problems. In 1970 the Regulatory Guide approach
to public documentation was initiated with the issuance of the first such
guide (which dealt with the requirements for net positive suction head for
ECCS pumps, and arose as a way of implementation of a philosophic safety
concern tha~ the function of the ECCS not be compromised because of a loss
in containment integrity which, were it to occur, could change a relatively
moderate accident to one having severe effects).
The Regulatory Guide approach has flourished so that by 1977 more than a
hundred such guides had been published.
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PRESSURE VESSELS: INSPECTABILITY, INSPECTIOO AND INTEXiRITY
of November 24, 1965 on
As was discu ssed in Chapter 2, the ACRS repor t
ar indus try
Press ure,V essel s produced sharp verba l react ions from the nucle
and
Point
and the AEC. With the next few cases , Broo k~, Mills tone
quest ion
the
with
India n Point 2, the ACRS estab lishe d a patte rn of dealin guncha
the
in
nged
of "coping with failu re" which has remained essen tially
the
ted
ACRS accep
u.S. More speci fical ly, for the more rural sites , the
while for Newbold
re,
failu
l
vesse
with
deal
react ors witho ut measures to
2, the ACRS
Islan d, which was somewhat more populated than India nofPoint
ed exten t.
l~it
re
failu
l
vesse
ure
asked for prote ction again st press
3.2

r, with the re
To some exten t, the advent of the "China Syndrane" matte
any reason)
(for
melt
core
en
cogni tion of the direc t corre lation betwe
ure vesse l
press
on
asis
emph
ed
and a loss of containment integ rity, lessen
or
react
large
a
of
e
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Mr. Palladino suggested that for the immediate future the
Committee might have to make some arbitrary decisions.
Dr. Okrent proposed that the Committee suggest to Mr. Price
and Mr. Shaw that the Committee would like to develop a set of
acceptable standards for pressure vessel fabrication within
three or four months. The ORNL study has been going on for
about a year under the auspices of DRD&T so that background
material should be readily available.
Dr. Hendrie commented that considerable work has already been
done for the ACRS in formulating such standards. He suggested
having Dr. Bush discuss his recommendations with personnel in
DRD&T and the Regulatory Staff and produce ACRS criteria in
that way. He felt that if a group is assembled including
vendors and fabricators; it would not produce requirements
for anything in excess of Section III of the ASME Code.
The following motion was passed:
The Chairman shall ,ask Mr. Price and Mr. Shaw whether members
of their groups can and will work with one or more ACRS
Members to develop additional requirements for Section III
pressure vessels; these are to be considered by the ACRS
within two or three months.
There was also considerable discussion on inspectability of pressure
vessels, and the lack of access for inspection in BWR's at the Special
Meeting in December, ·1966. The ACRS was agreed that such access needed
to be provided in future reactors. The question was, "How soon could and
should new requi rements in this regard be imposed." The Browns Ferry
BWR's were coming up for review for a construction permi t shortly, and
their major preliminary design features were fairly well established.
The Committee finally adopted the following motion:

The ACRS considers access for inspection by visual or ultra
sonic means or other suitable methods, to the inside or outside
of 100% of the vessel to be highly desirable.
The Committee realizes that gradual achievement of this aim
is necessary, but hopes to see it fully achieved by January
1, 1968.

These matters were discussed further at the regular ACRS meeting on-
December 8-10, 1966 (the 80th). For B\ttR's~ there was also some concern
about access to the bottom interior of the reactor vessel for inspec
tion (a thing that was very difficult in existing designs). The follow
ing ACRS posi tion was adopted at th~ 80th meeting.
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With regard to the inspectability of reactor pressure vessels
for pressurized and boiling water reactors, the following is
the position of the ACRS.
1.

The interior of the vessel, including the bottom head,
should be accessible for general visual observation on a
scheduled periodic basis. Such observation has as its
objective detection of mechanical damage or structural
failure of reactor internals.

2.

Practical means of access should be provided to essentially
100% of a reactor pressure vessel surface, either from the
inside or outside or a combination thereof; the purpose
of this access is to permit thorough inspection of the
vessel at appropriate intervals by visual means and ultra
sonic or other suitable methods.

3.

The ACRS realizes that it may take time to achieve these
aims, but expects to see them fully achieved in plants
for which construction permit applications are filed more
than one year after announcement of this ~osition.

4.

The foregoing should be announced formally to the nuclear
industry within the next several months. The target date
for the announcement should be selected at the February, 1967
ACRS Meeting.
In the interim, the ACRS Chairman is to discuss this Dosition
with Mr. Price, and to explore with him possible means for
informally advising the industry in advance of the date to be
selected.

The minutes of the 8lst meeting, January 12-14, 1967 and the 82nd
meeting, February 8-11, 1967, record discussion and/or progress on
pressure vessel research, or additional requirements and on inspectability.
I.

Executive Session

A.

Proposed PVRC Research Program
.
Dr. Bush noted that some months ago the PVRC had proposed to
the AEC that a long-range experimental program be carried out
to investigate heavy-walled steel sections used in pressure
vessels. DRD&T has decided to take responsibility for eight
of the subjects to be investigated, PVRC for the remaining
three or four. Expenditures will total 8 million dollars
over the next five years. The Committee had expressed its
interest and Mr. Shaw has asked for ACRS comments on the
proposal.
..~
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ORNL has been selected to administer the AEC part of the program
and ACRS comments should be provided by next week at the
latest, since a meeting has been planned to consider comments
on the proposal.
The comments submitted by Dr. Bush and Dr. Okrent were discussed.
It was decided that these should be provided as individual
comments, with the information that the Committee has discussed
them.
B.

Special Working Group on Pressure Vessel Requirements

Dr. Okrent recalled that, at its December meeting, the Committee
voted to ask Mr. Kavanagh and Mr. Price if they would be will
ing to work with the ACRS in forming a group to decide what
should be required in pressure vessel fabrication, over and
above Section 8 of the AS ME Code.
Dr. Bush reported that the Working Group's first meeting had
been held starting on January 10, 1967. The Group is comprised
of Dr. Bush, Mr. Booth and Mr. Case. They have been provided
with the services of several technical experts in DRD&T and
DRL for consultation.
Four sub groups were established in the areas of design,
materials, fabrication, and quality assurance, including
inspecti0n. The subgroups were to have prepared drafts in code
language by March. In addition, longer-range goals were estab
lished for valve, pump, piping and pressurizer codes.
The group also heard a talk by Compliance personnel on the
differences between field and shop fabrication and between
various shop practices. There seemed to be areas which could
be highlighted in field fabrication. Dr. Bush thought that a
draft might be developed for use in connection with the
Monticello review.
II.

Meeting with Commissioner Ramey and the Director
of ReQulation

B.

Inspectabi1ity of Reactor Pressure Vessels

Mr. Price thought that the idea of the Committee as embodie~ in
the Committee's draft standard-on·;,.inspectabi1ity was a good one
but also that .the best way o~ promulgating it needed considera
tion. He thought this might be partly included in the work of
the special group which has been formed to consider pressure
vessel requirements in addition to those imposed by the ASME
Code.
He also thoUght that issuing a guide or a requirement which
will not be made effective for some time would raise questions
among the uninitiated.
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Mr. Case said that the Department also had specific comments
which it would like to make in the event a letter was written
by the ACRS.
Mr. Palladino pointed out that there is a problem in too much
delay. BWR's will have difficulty in meeting this requirement
as presently designed, but they are not working toward increased
inspectability and future plants will have the same lack in
this regard unless the position is made known.
Mr. Price suggested that one way might be to include this item
in the general design criteria and put them out for industry
comment.
Mr. Palladino closed by saying that the Committee would have to
consider the suggestions and arrive at a position.

D.

ection

The Committee discussed the Regulatory Staff proposal on pro
mulgation of the proposed criterion. The Committee agreed to
change the reference to access for "periodic" inspection to
inspection at "appropriate intervals" in order to avoid the
implication that annual inspections were being contemplated.
The Comittee also agreed to include an additional paragraph
stating the Commission's intention to effect the rule as soon as
possible.
T~e Committee the~ unanimously voted to adopt the Staff proposal,
w1th such other m1nor changes as the Chairman might care to make.

Mr. Palladino thought that no acceotable definition could be
a~rived at ~~diate~y.and suggested that the original draft,
w1th Mr. Pr1ce s reV1S1on, be sent. The Commission would have
to be consulted, because of the reference to them.
The Committee adopted this suggestion.
Mr. Plaine was asked to conti~ue .to attempt a draft of a defini
tion of undue risk, for the use·oT the Committee.
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D.

Promulgation of ACRS Pressure Vessel
Inspectability Criterion

Mr. Palladino opened the discussion by noting that Mr. Price
had suggested, during his discussion with the Committee, that
the criterion be promulgated through the AECls normal rule
making process.
Dr. Hanauer thought that he had not been particularly concerned
about the time involved, however.
Dr. Okrent asked if Mr. Plaine shared Mr. Price's concern over
issuance of a criterion which was not to be applied until after
a stated interval.
Mr. Plaine did not. He pointed out that the whole system
established for promulgating regulations is just such a system.
Dr. Zabel felt that Mr. Price was opposed to the issuance of
formal requirements to the industry outside of the machinery
of the Department of Regulation.
Dr. Hanauer observed that ACRS letters are final as they
are issued, but that the regulations issued by the Department
of Regulation are commented on by industrial groups and the
ACRS before they become final. He felt that the criterion
should be made known, but thought the Committee should recog
nize the usefulness of the lengthier procedure.
Mr. Mangelsdorf thought there were two reasons for issuing a
regulation for comment, (l) the process might be educational
and (2) industry resistance would be reduced thereby.
The Committee voted to have the Chairman find out, from Mr.
Price, what specific comments he had on the draft criterion
and to get from him a specific proposal for an appropriate
method of promulgation, including timing.
Dr. Bush agreed that access provision would be included in the
dra:t.standards.of the three~man Working Group considering
addltlonal requlrements to those imposed by the ASME Code
(See I.b).
,

.~
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Both initiatives, on more stringent fabrication requirements and on pro
vision for inspectability moved surprisingly rapidly through the regula
tory system; * and the code conmi ttee responded quickly, and began to
develop similar though not identical requirements in the nuclear pressure
vessel code. (Later, a new portion of the pressure vessel code, Section
XI on Inservice Inspection, was develoPed.**
Another relatively prompt response to the November 24, 1965 ACRS report
on pressure vessels lay in the initiation of new research and development
programs. The AEC initiated a major safety research program on heavy
section steels, which was to continue for more than a decade. And the
Pressure Vessel Research Council took various initiatives to improve
knowledge and eventually codes and standards relating to pressure vessel
behavior.
One of the ACRS consultants, Dr. Paul Paris, had expressed reservations
about the state of knowledge concerning the ductility after extensive
irradiation of thick~alled pressure vessel sections, in the absence of
good experimental informaiton. Considerable theoretical and experimental
effort was devoted to this subject, and, while Paris' worst fears were
not confirmed, a considerable effect of wall thickness on the fracture
toughness (or nil-ductility transition temperature) was found, leading
to a significant change in the requirements concerning an acceptable
relationship between pressure and metal temperature. The minutes of the
l03rd meeting, OCtober 3-5, 1968 record this discussion.
Generally speaking, most of the results arising from the Heavy Section
Steel Test Program indicated that at operating temperatures, pressure
vessel steels were very tough, and not inclined to undergo rapid
fracture.
Within the U.S., there was only one modest effort reported to the ACRS
on efforts to cope with the possibility of gross pressure vessel failure.
The Consolidated Edison Company informally submitted a report on a double
steel walled pressure vessel design prepared by Combustion Engineering.
Consolidated Edison had previously indicated it thought it would need to
be able to cope with pressure vessel failure in order to obtain approval
for constructing a reactor at a site much more POPUlated than Indian
.Point 2. The concept was revie'w'ed only briefly by the Regulatory Staff.
The proposal was not part of a formal application. And the Staff did
* In August, 1967 the AEC issued tentative regulatory supplementary
criteria of ASME nuclear pressure vessels for comment by code groups and
the nuclear industry. In early 1968, the AEC formally requested public
cOl'll'llent on such supplementary criteria. This prompt action not only
improved pressure vessel integrity, it established the principle that the
ABC could and would impose requirements over and above the code, if
deemed necessary.
** The AEC-ACRS Primary System Review Group had develoPed draft require
ments on pre-operational and in-service inspection by OCtober, 1967.
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not choose to try to examine the potential merits of the preliminary
design in great detail to see if it offered significant promise of
enhanced safety. Nothing ever came of this proposal.
Outside the U.S., at least two approaches to protection against pressure
vessel failure have been considered. In Sweden, a fairly detailed con
ceptual design study was performed on an undergound reactor design in
tended for a possible urban site (the so-called Vartan reactor). However,
this proposal was not pursued.
In Germany, a proposal was made to build a large PWR in the center of a
heavily populated industrial complex, the so-called BASF reactor. After
considerable review, the German safety groups accepted in principle the
possibility of constructing a reactor at the site, but with very consider
able additional safety features, going far beyond any proposed for Newbold
Island, for example. The intent was to reduce the probability of a
serious accident by at least a factor of ten, to balance against the in
creased numbers of people at risk and the fact that the larger popUlation
densities made evacuation much less feasible. One of the proposed re
quirements was a pre-stressed concrete, burst-proof container for the
reactor pressure vessel. Considerable research and development effort
was devoted to this new engineered safety feature. About the time final
evaluation of the acceptability of this and other new features was to be
made, the application for construction of the BASF facility was with
drawn.
In early 1971, the ACRS initiated a detailed re-eva1uation of the reactor
pressure vessel matter. It was initially proposed by some Committee
members that the study consider both the status of pressure vessel re
liability and the matter of possible measures to cope with vessel failure.
However, it was decided to restrict the study to an evaluation of pressure
vessel reliability. A fairly large Subcommittee was established with
H. Etherington as its· Chairman, and the subcommittee obtained the services
of several consultants who were expert in specific facets of vessel integ
rity. '!he Subcommittee labored hard and long. After very many meetings
the Subcommittee completed a rather long report in late 1973, which the
full ACRS adopted as a Committee report and forwarded to AEC Chairman
Dixy Lee Ray in a letter dated January 14, 1974. '!he principal conclu
sions of the report, which the AEC pUblished soon thereafter as ~H-1285.
"Report on Integrity of Reactor Vessels for Light Water Reactors" were
the following:
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WASH-1285, "Report on Integrity of Reactor Vessels for Light Water Reactors"
were the following:
6.

CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOK~ENDATIONS

The report reviews current reactor vessel construction ~ractices,
possible mode of failure, and operating practices oertinent to
vessel integrity. It also reviews failure statistics of non
nuclear pressure vessels and gives an assessment of the disruptive
failure probability of reactor vessels. Important conclusions
and recommendations are recapitulated in this section.
6.1

Some Limitations in Scope of Report

Two important limitations have been placed by the Committee on
the scope of the report:
6.1.1 Accident Conditions. The disruptive failure probability
determined for reactor vessels is for vessels designed, constructed
and oDerated in accordance with Code Sections III and XI. For
reasons stated in Sec. 4.1, the probability does not include any
contribution attributable to failures which conceivably could
result from overstressing of the vessel by system accidents not
contemplated in design.
6.1.2 Radiation Damage. The effect of irradiation is a matter
requiring continuing attention. The Committee believes that,
during the next few years, no large reactor vessel constructed
. to Section III of the Code will have been sufficiently
irradiated for this matter to become a problem. The effects of
irradiation will require careful review when larger f1uences have
been accrued and more data have become available. The material
surveillance programs and research programs now being carried
out should provide such data (Sec. 1.3, Sec. 3.3, Sec. 3.4,
Sec. 5. 8 . 4).
6.2 Current Practice
The technology of reactor vessels has been advanced greatly in
recent years by marked improvement in steel quality, design
methods, inspection techniques, and quality assurance programs.
Some of these improvements are summarized here as background
for recommendations recapitulated in Sec. 6.4.
6.2.1 Materials. The properties of steels used for the reactor
vessel pressure boundary, SA-533 and SA-508, have been intensively
studied for thick sections in the HSST programs. These steels
provide a good balance of strength and toughness properties,
with good metallurgical stability against changes occurring
in service, including resistance to irradiation embrittlement
(Sec. 2. 1).
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6.2.2 Design. Design rules under Section III of the Code differ
substantially from those applied to conventional pressure vessels.
The design requirements for nuclear vessels include extensive
analytical stress calculations as well as fatigue analyses for
combined mechanical and thermal stresses. Assurance of safe
design of nuclear vessels does not rely primarily upon empirical
design conservatisms, simple code rules, and established
design details as does that of non-nuclear code vessels (sec. 2.2).
On the other hand, higher design stress levels are permitted,
thereby allowing thinner sections for the same application.
Fatigue analyses and inservice examinations give reasonable
assurance that a fatigue induced crack developing during the
service lifetime will not grow to a size sufficient to propa
gate rapidly, and that it will be detected and monitored if
growth occurs (Sec. 2.2.1).
Section III rules impose design control measures on both the
Owner and Manufacturer of the reactor vessel by requiring a
Vessel Design Specification prepared by the Owner or his agent,
a Stress Report prepared by the Manufacturer, and certification
of these documents (Sec. 2.2.3).
6.2.3 Fabri'cation. Section III of the Code provides fabri
cation rules that are directed primarily toward controls, non
destructive examinations, and inspections performed during each
stage of each of the major fabrication processes (forming,
welding, heat treating, etc.) (Sec. 2.3).
The nondestructive examination requirements of Section I and
Section III are compared in Table 2-1.
6.2.4 Preservice and Inservice Inspection. Section XI of the
Code requires an enhanced program of preservice inspection,
over and above the inspection programs required for fossil-fueled
steam boilers, including ultrasonic mapping of all areas subject
to periodic volumetric examination over the service lifetime,
i.e., essentially 100 percent of the pressure-retaining
welds. The preservice examinations also serve as a final con
firmation of the structural quality of the vessel before it is
placed in service (Sec. 4.3.1).
Section XI specifies periodic inservice examination requirements,
including volumetric inspection of representative portions of
pressure retaining welds. These examinations, in conjunction
with the preservice mapping are intended to monitor extension
during service of flaws in areas examined (Sec. 4.3.4).
6.3 Probability of Disruptive Failure
A disruptive vessel failure is defined for purposes of this report
as a breaching of the vessel by failure of the shell, head,
nozzles, or bolting, accompanied by rapid release of a large
volume of the contained pressurized fluid (Sec. 5.1).
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As assessment of the disruptive failure probability of nuclear
reactor vessels has been made, based on:
(1) Consideration of the available failure data for non-nuclear
types of vessels, such as boiler drums and unfired pressure
vessels, and determination of the disruptive failure probability
for such vessels; and,
(2) Comparison of the design, fabrication, materials, operating
conditions, and inspection practices used for non-nuclear
vessels with those used for reactor vessels, and estimation of
the effect of the differences on the relative probability of
disruptive failure of the two classes of vessels.
6.3.1 Probabi1it of Disru tive Failure of Non-Nuclear Vessels.
The Committee has revlewed avai1ab e statistics of bOller drums
and other non-nuclear pressure vessels and concludes that
99 percent confidence upper bound for the probability of dis
ruptive failure (pertinent to reactor vessels) of such vessels
is less than lxlO- 5 per vessel-year (Sec. 5.7).
6.3.2 Probabi1it~ of Disruptive Failure of a Reactor Vessel.
The Committee belleves that the disruptive failure probability
of reactor vessels designed, constructed, and operated in
accordance with Code Sections III and XI is at least one order
of magnitude lower than that of the non-nuclear vessels evaluated.
Accordingly, the Committee concludes that there is reasonable
assurance that the disruptive failure probability of such
reactor vessels is less than 1x10- 6 per vessel-year (Sec. 5.9).
6.3.3 Probability of Disruptive Failure Beyond the Capability
of the Engineered Safety Features. As defined, disruptive
failures of reactor vessels include failures of various magni
tudes and descriptions, not all of which would exceed the
capability of the engineered safety features. Accordingly,
the probability of reactor vessel disruptive failure beyond
the capability of Engineered Safety Features is lower than the
probability for disruptive failures of all kinds addressed in
Sec. 6.3.2 (Sec. 5.10).
6.4 Recommended Supplementary Requirements for Reactor
Vessels
Current practice gives a high degree of assurance against nuclear
vessel failure. However, the Committee believes that reactor
vessels, because of their greater importance to safety, should
be considered in a class above other Class 1 vessels. The
following recommendations are made.
6.4.1
1.

Materials.

Explicit requirements for limits on residual elements, such
as copper and phosphorous, which are believed to increase
irradiation embrittlement, should be set forth for
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materials subject to neutron f1uences exceeding 1018 nvt
(Sec. 2.1.3, Sec. 2.7, Item 3).
2.

Maximum strength levels should be included in specifications
of all materials, including SA-508 (Sec. 2.1.3).

3.

New and high strength materials permitted by the Code
such as SA-542 and SA-543 should not be used until their
predicted behavior in nuclear service is well understood
and documented and the ability to control their oroperties
has been fully established by extensive test programs
(sec. 2.1.4).

4.

The Co~nittee recommends that an investigation be made in
the US into sensitivity of SA-533 and SA-508 welds to
hydrogen damage as a result of deviation from optimum
conditions (Sec. 3.1.2).

6.4.2

Design.

1.

More definitive material toughness requirements for emergency
and faulted conditions should be stated in the Code rules,
taking account of the variable relationship between vessel
temperature, level of stress, and fracture toughness
(Sec. 2.7, Item 1).

2.

First-of-a-kind vessel designs should be subject to con
firmatory design review by the owner or his agent (Sec.
2.7, Item 5).

3.

Present Code requirements for the Ves~e1 Design Specifi
cation, Vessel Stress Report, and Certification of Stress
Report for Compatibility with Design Specification should
be interpreted as involving at least two independent
organizations in the preparation or review of documents
(Sec. 2.7, Item 4).

4.

For a vessel that may be exposed to a neutron fluence of
10 18 or more (> 1 r'1ev), the owner should assure himself
that the system design permits a practical procedure for
annealing the vessel in service in case this should
become necessary (Sec. 3.4).

5.

The Committee recommends that the biological shield
(reactor cavity walls in PWR's) and other structures be
designed to withstand the effects of a failure of the
thin-walled part of the nozzle adjacent to the safe-end
(Sec. 3. 6 . 4) .

6.4.3 Nondestructive Examination. The potential exists for
further improvement in vessel defect characterization by the
application of newly developed techniques, such as acoustic
emission, acoustic holography, and acoustic spectroscopy.
These techniques should provide a basic tool for determining,
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more precisely, flaw locations and growth characteristics in
reactor vessels and may make an important additional contribution
to vessel reliability. Attention has recently turned to supple
menting current practice by acoustic emission techniques capable
of showing the location of flaws by acoustic response during
structural loading. These methods, when developed to the stage
where they can quantify defect location and significance,
should be applied to the manufacturing and preoperational test
ing phases, and possibly to the operating phase (Sec. 2.7,
Item 6 and Sec. 4.3.4).
6.4.4 Inservice Inspection and Surveillance. Periodic visual
inspection and timely repair of cracks has contributed much to
the good safety record of fossil-fueled boilers. Although most
of the cracks in bailer drums have resulted from thermal cycl
ing and peak stresses that would not be permitted by Section
III, it is important that good inservice inspectability be main
tained for reactor vessels. Section XI of the Code requires visual
examination of some critical areas, and lOa percent volumetric
examination of other reoresentative areas. Sensitive leak
detection systems are aiso installed to monitor leakage from the
primar-y pressure boundary, including the vessel.
The Committee offers the following additional observations and
recommendations with respect to inservice inspection and surveil
lance.
1.

The Committee believes that reactor designers should give
greater attention to providing accessibility for inservice
inspection. This applies to vOlumetric inspection and to
visual inspection by optical means (of both interior and
exterior surfaces), esoecially at regions of severe
constraint (Sec. 5.8.4).

2.

The Committee believes that experience and further develop
ment will show that inservice ultrasonic examination of
welds is not a very time consuming or difficult operation.
If this is demonstrated, consideration should be given to
requiring more extensive vessel inservice ultrasonic
examination than presently required by Section XI (Sec.
4.3.3).

3.

The Committee believes that, although the uleak-before
break u criterion cannot be relied on, a potential failure
might be averted by advance warning of leakage through a
crack of subcritical size. More sensitive systems for
detection and location of possible reactor vessel leaks
should, therefore, be provided (Sec. 3.3.4).

4.

Periodic overpressure testing is not required for reactor
vessels; however, the Committee believes elimination of
periodic tests should not be regarded as a firMly estab
lished practice and that further consideration should be
given to this matter (Sec. 4.3.6).
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5.

The Committee recommends that periodic bolting examination
required by Section XI be interpreted as requiring surface
examination of both threaded ends of main closure studbolts
(Sec. 3.6.5).

6.4.5 Operation •. The Committee recommends that Technical
Specifications specify heatup and cool down pressure-temperature
limits that can be shown to be as conservative as practical
with respect to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G (Sec. 3.3.3).
6.4.6 Research and Development. The adequacy of the Research
and Development (R&D) pertaining to reactor pressure vessels
has not been examined fully by the Committee as part of this
review. The information provided from the HSST, EEI-TVS, and
other programs has been valuable in assessing vessel reliability;
however, the data have not yet been analyzed completely. The
status of the R&D effort requires further study to determine
what work should be extended, modified, or initiated to support
the reliability requirements of nuclear reactor vessels. The
necessary work may include further investigation of vessel
failure modes, material properties, and inservice acoustic
emission techniques. Sufficient work should be carried on to
assure the continuing availability of expert current knowledge
of reactor vessel technology to the AEC.
6.4.7 General.
1.

In order to increase the assurance that QA programs are
adequate, and thereby to minimize the probability that
defects will remain undetected, the Committee recommends
that the individual resPQnsibilities of the principal
organizations that establish QA procedures and controls
be subject to audit by the owner and by the AEC (Sec.
2.7, Item 7).

2.

Where owner1s or manufacturer1s quality requirements
ordinarily exceed minimum Code requirements, consideration
should be given to upgrading the Code to conform to practice
(Sec. 2.7,.Item 2).

3. The Committee believes further study of possible design
changes to protect against vessel failure should be per
formed (Sec. 4.4.4).
6.5 Reactor Vessels Not Covered by Report
This report applied primarily to vessels construted of SA-533
and SA-SOB steels, designed and constructed to Section III of
the Code, and operated in accordance with Section XI. The
report further stipulates that future consideration should be
given to the effect of increasing irradiation.
The Committee recognizes that some older vessels are constructed
of other steels, that they were designed to Sections I and/or
VIII of the Code, and that only limited conformance to Section XI
is practical.
V53
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Moreover, the belt zones of some of these vessels have been
significantly irradiated. The provisions of Appendix G to 10
CFR 50 should give reasonable assurance against failure, but
it may become increasingly difficult to apply the conservatism
recommended by the Committee (Sec. 3.3.2) in applying Appendix G.
The Committee recognizes that these older vessels are under
continuing surveillance by AEC, but recommends that a documented
review be made of their present status and of the Commission's
rules governing their operation.
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Not too long after issuance of WASH-1285, the Regulatory Staff issued its
own report on pressure vessel integiry, (USAEC, 1974) in which it basically
agreed with the ACRS conclusions. And in WASH-1400L7 the median failure
probability of pressure vessels was taken to be 10 per reactor year with
resulting conclusion being drawn that pressure vessel failure was not a
principal contributor to risk from LWR's.
.
However, there have remained a number of events and situations which have
kept the matter of pressure vessel integrity from disappearing from sight.
The ACRS report did not conclude what the effects of transients might be
on pressure vessel integrity. The matter of Anticipated Transients with
out Scram (ATWS) remained to be resolved and ATWS provided a possible
mechansim for vessel failure. In 1973, when WASH-1285 was completed,
there had been a few incidents of reactor overpressurization while the
primary system was cold. By 1977, this had grown to be a large number of
incidents (approx. 20), and the Regulatory Staff took generic action with
all PWR operators, requesting that short-term measures be taken to correct
the breakdown in administrative controls (and other human errors) which
was leading to overpressure events, and that longer term measures be con
sidered to reduce the reliance on administrative controls.

w.

Vesely, et al., of the NRC Safety.Research Staff presented a paper in
1978 (Vesely, 1978) in which they estimated the probability that such
overpressurization might lead to vessel failure. In a new vessel which
had the originally specified fracture toughness they calculated the
probability to be small. But, near the end of life, when some Pr-/R's
have received a substantial integrated neutron dose to the reactor vessel
belt, they estimated a substantial ES0bability of vessel failure due to
cold overpressurization, roughly 10 per reactor year.

A concern raised in the ACRS report related to older vessels, for which
no provision for in-service inspection had been made and for which many
parts of the vessel might be inaccessible. Also, there was poorer knowl
ege of the original status of the vessel quality.
The Regulatory Staff reviewed this matter and in 1976 issued a report,
NUREG-008l (NRC 1976) which basically stated the existing situation was
acceptable (with the exception possibly of one reactor). This conclu
sion was largely a matter of judgment, since a quantitative estimate of
the vessel reliability is difficult to obtain.
Among the other matters which have kept the matter of pressure vessels
in sight was the controversy in the United Kingdom. Professor Alan
Cottrell questioned that pressure vessels for DNR's could be made with
acceptable integrity. After some considerable argument and study, a
report was issued on OCtober 1, 1976 by a Committee headed by Dr. D. W.
Marshall (Marshall, 1976), which generally endorsed the integrity of DNR
pressure vessels, although it made several recommendations for improved
quality assurance.
Other questions which hae arisen include the finding of multiple small
cracks in nozzle weld regions by one of the German research groups, and
the potential for multiple concurrent failure in the large number of
small instrument lines entering the bottom of a PWR.
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reactor might be located. Another item which received much scrutiny
and comment was the definition of a ·capab1e fault,· meaning a fault
having surface expression and which was deemed capable of exhibiting
permanent relative displacement on the two sides of the fault as the
result of an earthquake.

A very large number of meetings were held between the ACRS and the Regula
tory Staff, and many revised drafts were prepared. In the latter half of
the 1960's, the Regulatory Staff seemed to have the requirement that it
obtain comment and preferably concurrence from the AEC Division of Reactor
Development and Technology on such criteria, although the latter repre
sented the AEC ·promotiona1 side.·· And, during the period when the Bo1sa
Island project was active, the seismic criteria were held in a state of
abeyance by Mr. Price while their potential impact on Bo1sa Island (a
project important to the AEC) was assessed •

• See following excerpt from the 98th meeting, June 5-8, 1968, and the
l05th meeting, January 1969.
~8th

Meeting, June 5-8, 1968 - Seismic Design Criteria

Dr. Okrent inquired into the status of the seismic design
criteria. Mr. Price reported that a draft of the proposed
criteria had been sent to DRD&T. A copy of the draft had been
reviewed with Dr. lieberman, and then it had been sent to
Mr. Shaw about six weeks ago. Mr. Price said that he did not
want any more unmanageable comments. He stated that a couple of
days prior to this meeting he received a draft memo and comments,
however the date established for that meeting was the day prior
to this meeting, however it did not materialize. Mr. Price
said that he expected such a meeting to be held within the next
week or so. He said his present mood was to submit a draft seismic
design criteria to the Commissioners with or without Mr. Shaw's
input, however he said he was trying to reach agreement with
DRD&T so as to approach the Commission without conflict.
Dr. Okrent noted that even if Mr. Shaw didn1t have ~ conf1ic~ of.
interest that DRD&T should not control the regu1atl0n of crlterla.
Dr Okre~t said that he would like a copy of the draft that Mr.
Sh~w is looking at now. He suggested that if there ;s a serious
disagreement between the Division of Regulation and ROT that the
disagreement should b~ tak~n.to the Commission. ~e p~inted out
that it was a Committee prlvllege to recommend crlterla. Mr.
Price said that he would like to know the areas of disagreement
between Regulation and RO&T, and he would be pleased to provide
Dr. Okrent with a copy of the present draft. He pointed out
that there seemed to be some technical difficulties between
Regulation and ORO&T. and he is not sure how this criteria would

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . _ - - _.._ . _ - - - - - - - - - -
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3. 3

OYSTER CREEK: QUALITY CONTROL AND BACKFITTIN:i

By letter dated March 26, 1964, the Jersey Central Power and Light Company
submitted an application for authorization to construct a 1600 MW 8WR at
the Oyster Creek, New Jersey site. Within five months, the Regulatory
Staff and the ACRS had completed the construction permit review, and on
August 25, 1964 the Committee issued a report favorable to construction
of the reactor, as is reproduced below.
The Subcommittee minutes for the Constrution Permit review note that the
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report for Oyster Creek was about "the
simpiest" the ACRS had been asked to review, and the Committee letter
notes that many details of the design had not been completed.
On January 25, 1967, Jersey Central subumitted a final safety analysis

report in support of its request for an operating license. It also re
quested a priority review of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS),
this in response to a letter sent to the utility by the Regulatory Staff
on October 20, 1966 which outlined the problem of "backfitting" for
improved core cooling capability. The following excerpt from the minutes
of the 8lst meeting, January 12-14, 1967 provides a little background.
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ADVISORY COMMlTTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20,.5

,
August 28, 1964

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
CbairI:lan
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
WashiIlgton, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON OYSTER CREEK NUCIEAR POWER PIAN'!'
OF JERSEY CEIIT?.AL POOER AND LIGm' COMPANY

Dear Dr. Seaborg :
At its fifty-seventh meet1Dg~ on August 24-26, 1964, the Advisory
Com::'.ittee OIl Reactor Safeguards considered the proposal of the
Jerse-:;' Central Power and. Light CotIpany to construct and. operate a
nuclear power plant on Oyster Creek in New Jersey. This will be a
l6o~ }~(t) boiling-water type reactor with pressure absorption conThe Committee had the bene!'it of an oral presentation by representa
tives of the applicant and. consultants and. contractors, advice by
the AEC Staff, and. the reports cited. A Subcommittee meeting was
held at the site on May 1, 1964, and. a further Subcommittee meetiDg
was held in Washington, D. C. on August 7, 1964.
Many details of the proposed design have not yet been completed. The
applicant 1s continuing to study the limitation of maximum reactivity
of 1ndividual control rods and the design of the reactor protection
system. The following additional points should be given e x em1 M.tion
and. consideration:

(1)

Under some credible accident conditions, the
dry well and absorption pool may require pro
visions for additional heat removal.

(2)

In the unlikely event of a melt-down accident I
a zirconium-water reaction may produce hydro-
gen. Provision SbaUid be made to prevent any
·hydrogen-oXJ·ge~ reaction that would disrupt
the conta1ment.

----------,-----------------------------:;;--------------------.

•
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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg

(3)

August 28, 1964

- 2 -

Tne adequacy of the reactor protection sys
tem when operating at part~al recirculation
flow rates should be establis:r~d.

Esticates made by the applicant on halogen retentioL by absorption
in water and by plate-out are based on limited data, end the con
sequences of the unlikely accident may be more severe than estimated.
However, the Committee believes that more cor~ervative assumptions
would not ma~e the proposal unacceptable.
With due regard to the above comments" the ACRS believes that the
proposed reactor can be constructed at the proposed location with'
reasonable assurance that it can be operated without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours"

lsi

Herbert Kouts

Herbert Kouts
Chairman
References:
1. Part B" Preliminary Safeguards Si.Il'lll!lal7 Report"
Application to the United. States Atomic Energy
Commission for Construction Permit aDd Operating
License, Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant Unit
No.1, Jersey Central Power and Light Company,
undated" received. April 2, 1964.
2.

Amendment No.2, Application Reactor Construction
Permit and Operating License, Oyster Creek Nuclea.r
Power Plant Unit No.1, Jersey Central Power and
Light Compa.IJy, dated June 26" 1964" w:Lth enclosures.

.

..;..
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81st Meeting, January 12-14, 1967
Backfitting
Mr. Price stated that letters had been sent to all companies with
operating reactors, or reactors under construction, with power
levels in excess of 50 MW. The letters asked for a review of
the core cooling question. Because of the response it became
evident that the Commissioner should first have been informed.
The reaction was generally one of concern over the costs which
might be involved. Mr. Price suggested that the present standards
be articulated so that one has an idea of what backfittinq would
involve.
Dr. Morris observed that in the case of ECCS, at least an
industry/advisory group has been established to provide quidance.
In other areas, the ACRS, DRL and their consultants could
determine present criteria. The operating plants can then be
reviewed to see what could be done by way of improvement.
Commissioner Ramey advised the Committee that during the past
few months, utilities and equipment manufacturers have held
discussions with the Commission and have expressed their concern
over snowballing safeguards requirements leading to increased
costs. They have also indicated their feeling that increasing
redundancy leads to the point where overall safety is degraded.
They feel some balance is necessary.
The concern of the Commission was with the sense of urgency
in the letters, which indicated that it was a matter of the
highest priority that the information be gathered. This
indicated to some people that major changes were to be instituted
with some urgency.
Dr. Hanauer observed that in the case of plants in the early
stages of construction, there might well be some cause for
urgency ..
In Report No.1 to the ACRS, dated June 16, 1967, the Regulatory
Staff reviewed the background of the problem, provided several

concl~sions

on required changes in ECCS, and identified several areas needing further
study.

We excerpt from this report below.
2.0 Background

..

.-:.,

The Oyster Creek (DC) plant utilizes the non-jet pump type
reactor vessel design which is significantly different from,
and predecessor to, the current class of GE-BWR jet pump plants.
There are five (5) external recirculation loops (26" dia.
piping) with "below corell vessel penetrations. Thus, core
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flooding capability following a major loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) is not inherent in the design as it is with the jet pump
plants; i.e., on jet pump plants the two recirculation lines
do not enter the vessel below the core. A low pressure flood
ing system has been proposed for all the current GE-BWR plants
reviewed at the construction permit stage. Jersey Central has
not proposed such a system for Oyster Creek.
At the time OC was reviewed for a construction permit the
emphasis was placed on the primary containment with the assump
tion that it represented the "true final boundary." Since
that time, consideration of the "core melt problem" caused a
shift in emphasis to include core cooling capability. This
has created a sizable gap in the equipment provided for the OC
ECCS as compared to present standards.
The ECCS proposed for the OC plant at the construction permit
stage consisted of two single core spray loops (with no internal
active component redundancy) and the feedwater system. Since
then, 100% redundancy as well as booster pumps for higher
pressure operation in each core sp'ray loop have been added.
In addition, a semi-automatic depressurization system (ADS)
was incorporated to protect the core for small breaks in the
event off-site power was lost. This system reduces reactor
pressure to that level to allow the low pressure core spray
system to operate and cool the core. These changes have been
made voluntarily by Jersey Central.
These additions, however, do not update the ECCS capability to
that now proposed for Dresden 2 class (jet pump) reactor plants.
This raises the question of "backfitting." Other areas, includ
ing earthquake criterion, missile and pipe whiplash problems,
tornado design basis, to mention a few, have been recognized
as critical design areas and will be considered during our
evaluation of the entire plant.
The interactions of the ECCS with the remainder of the plant
are discussed in section 7.0 of this report.
We have addressed the problem of ECCS backfitting in our review.
The positions stated in section 6.0, when implemented, would,
in our opinion, be a significant advance toward backfittirfg
the OC plant. Further study and evaluation are, however,
required to establish the extent of backfitting necessary for
OC-ECCS.
A comparison of the ECCS equipment proposed for OC wit" current
GE-BWR's(at the construction permit stage) is shown in the
table below.
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TABLE 2.0
ECCS COMPARISON OF OYSTER CREEK AND CURRENT GE-BWR PLANTS
System

Oyster
Creek

Feedwater

Yes

Yes

High Pressure Injection
System

No

Yes (HPCIS)

Semi-Automatic
Depressurization System

Yes

Yes

Low Pressure Injection
System

No

Yes (LPCIS)

Core Spray

Yes

Yes

Redundant On-site Power

No

Yes

3.0

~va1uation

Current GE-BWR (Jet Pump)
CP Application

Approach

Our review of the functional aspects of the OC-ECCS was directed
towards the performance capability to maintain the core in a
geometry which will ensure continuous core cooling following a
design basis loss-of-coo1ant accident. Meeting this objective
requires that the core remain in an intact and definable geo
metry such that the ECCS would reverse any temperature transients
before exceeding the melting temperature of the fuel cladding,
and further to limit any metal-water reaction to the order of
1%. We consider that the ECCS redundancy should be such that
a single failure of any active component will not decrease the
ECCS performance below minimum requirements. In addition,
failure of any ECCS sub-system or component (active or passive)
should not result in a loss of core cooling and the ECCS minimum
performance should not be affected by any single failure in the
on-site electrical systems, AC or DC.
8.0 Conclusions
On the basis of our review of. the proposed OC-ECCS (in terms of
the functional performance) we have reached the following con
elusions:
8. 1 ECCS Changes Regui red:·" .
- provisions necessary for redundant on-site AC and DC
power sources
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- multiple core spray system initiation and actuation
of ECCS
- addition of a high pressure injection system
- ECCS capability to be immune from passive element
failures
- program all four relief valves to open on initiation
signal.
8.2 Areas Requiring Further Study:
- containment flooding
- diversification in ECCS initiation signals
- pressure relief capability for reactor vessel
- low pressure flooding or alternate cooling system
The Regulatory Staff pursued the ECCS matter with high priority,
and in their second report, dated April 18, 1967, were able to make fairly
specific findings, as shown in the report abstract which is reproduced
below.
This is the second report to the Committee concerning our review
of the Oyster Creek reactor plant. The review and evaluation
of the emergency core cooling system presented in this report
supersedes that given in our first report and represents our
evaluation of all aspects of the system necessary to approve it
for the operating license.
The functional aspects were reviewed in terms of the ECCS capa
bility to cope with any design basis coolant loss accident over
the entire primary system piping break spectrum. The mechanical
aspects of the core spray system components located inside and
outside the reactor vessel were investigated to determine the
effects of seismic and blowdown forces and thermal shock OD
mechanical integrity. Our review of the instrumentation,
control and emergency power systems has resulted in numerous
changes and modifications that need to be made before plant
operation. These would increase the protection against the
effects of single failures •

.

.

~

On the basis of our review, we make the following findings:
- Additional emergency core cooling protection is required for
the small break region to prevent reactor vessel blowdown via
the auto relief system for very small breaks in the primary
system. This added protection would provide greater assurance
of preventing fuel clad heat up and fuel rod perforations in
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the event of such breaks.' The additional protection required
need not be implemented before initial plant operation, however,
we believe that the preliminary design must be provided for our
evaluation prior to issuance of a provisional operational license.
- With additional emergency core cooling protection for the
small break region, the results of our evaluation of the ECCS
proposed for Oyster Creek provides reasonable assurance that
the ECCS would prevent a core meltdown in the unlikely event
of a loss-of-coolant accident.
- Adequate protection has been provided by the applicant to
prevent loss of core cooling capability in the unlikely event
of excessive water leakage from the ECCS ring header complex.
- There is reasonable assurance that the core spray and sparger
inside the reactor pressure vessel will withstand design basis
accident loads. Our review of the ECCS piping system external
to the reactor vessel is pending receipt of the analysis on
this portion of the pip"ing system from the appl icant.
- Provisions have been incorporated in the ECCS design that
provide a basis for a reasonable testing and surveillance program.
Details of the program will be developed during our review of
the Technical Specifications.
- Sufficient redundancy has been provided so that no single
failure of an active or passive component will decrease the
ECCS performance below design requirements.
- The instrumentation, control and emergency power systems are
acceptable pending resolution of fuse coordination test and
level sensor error to our satisfaction.
- The three day on-site diesel fuel storage capacity in con
junction with the available off-site make-up sources is accept
able for the Oyster Creek Plant.
- An interlock should be provided to prevent blowdown whenever
there is a complete loss of AC power.
We are attempting, by means of extraordinary effort to complete our
safety evaluation of the entire facility by the December 1967 ACRS
meeting. Achieving this objective is dependent upon the adequacy
of the additional information provided by the applicant and the
acceptability of the proposed Technical Specifications.
,

..

~
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The ACRS supported the Staff position on ECCS, and after considerable
prodding the reactor vendor proposed additional high pressure emergency
cooling adequate to meet the Staff requirements. It was impractical to
provide an ECC system to reflood the core in addition to core sprays,
as was done for Dresden 2 and the succeeding BWRs, because of the differ
ent reactor design of Oyster Creek in which "bottom" piping breaks could
empty the reactor vessel. However, redundant on-site D.C. and A.C. power
sources were possible and were backfitted.
Many other safety aspects differed in Oyster Creek from what the Regula
tory Staff was requesting of new plants under consideration for construc
tion in 1967. The following is a partia~ list of items which were re
viewed but not "backfitted" to meet the new criteria:
1)
The two isolation valves in each steam line were both outside con
tainment, instead of one in and one out, creating the possibility of a
non-isolable steam line rupture outside containment.
2)

Tornado protection was much less than the 1967 requirement.

3)
Whipping of large pipes within the drywell under certain postulated
rupture conditions could damage containment integrity.
4)
Access for periodic inspection of the pressure vessel and primary
system was limited.
Thus, while many backfitting questions arose during the review, it was
found to be impractical to make major hardware changes. And even changes
in electrical circuitry were required only when a very strong safety
connotation was involved.
The experience with backfitting questions during the Oyster Creek review
was similar, though probably more difficult, to that encountered with the
other operating license reviews undertaken after the summer of 1966. Be
tween the new emphasis on ECCS and the development of draft General Design
Criteria, many differences were apparent between as-built plants and the
new requirements. The problem remained a very thorny one, with decisions
made on each reactor on a judgmental basis which involved both the safety
significance and the ease of making modifications. The experience led
the Regulatory Groups to require more detailed design information at the
construction permi t stage. It also brought large protests from the
nuclear industry which eventually resulted in the adoption in 1970 of the
so-called "Backfitting Rule" which required that, in order to require a
backfit, the Regulatory Staff had to make a finding that "such action
will provide substantial, additional protection which is required for
the p.lblic health and safety or the common defense and security." The
"Backfitting Rule" unquestionably exercised an inhibiting effect on the
Regulatory Staff in this regard, and perhaps led to a tendency for
several years for the Staff not to "look" for backfit questions on older
plants.
The first ACRS Subcommittee meeting during its operating license review
for Oyster Creek was held on July 28, 1967, and included a tour of the
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facility, as usual. During that meeting various site-related safety issues,
as well as matters pertaining to EX:CS, were discussed. But the most signifi
cant thing to arise from the Subconunittee vist, however, was a consider
able concern about the quality of the field construction and fabrication.
'nle minutes of the 9lst meeting, November 2-3, 1967, record the ACRS con
cern with the quality control of welding, wi th the sloppiness of the con
struction site, and with the lack of an adequate quality assurance program,
in general. In fact, between the July Subcommittee visit and the November
meeting, a SPecific major quality control problem had turned up. During a
hydrostatic test of the reactor pressure vessel (prior to reactor operation)
on September 29, 1967, a small leak was noted near one of the control rod
drive housings. Examination revealed that the vast majority of all the .
control rod housings, over one hundred, had suffered cracks in certain
welds, and that there was a generic deficiency in the combination of de
sign and welding. A major program was required to define an acceptable
repair procedure and to reweld all the deficient joints.
'nlis very major set of flaws turned out to be only a part of a long story.
'Ihe Regulatory Staff, on being made aware of the ACRS concern wi th the
overall quality assurance picture, decided to focus SPecial inspection
attention on Oyster Creek. The problem of inadequate quality assurance
turned out to be so severe that startup of the reactor was delayed for at
least a year beyond the date which the utility had been insisting was
vital.
In a report to the ACRS dated November 29, 1968, (a year later), the
Regulatory Staff documented a large number of deficiencies in the quality
assurance program, 'some of which still remained to be resvlved. The same
report lists many deficiencies in the installation of circuits for in
strumentation and power, involving violation of the criterion requiring
separation of redundant circuits, most of which could be remedied in a
practical fashion, fortunately.
Further deficiencies in quality assurance turned up in 1969, when some
cracked valves were investigated, and it was found that at one point the
quality assurance program had lapsed sufficiently to pennit the purchase
and installation of second-hand valves of unknown condition.
The findings on Oyster Creek provided a very great Lmpetus for the
generation of a structured quality assurance program and for a greater
amount of inspection audit by the Staff. High priority was given both
to the developnent and adoption of an AEC Rule on Quality Assurance, and
to pressing the industry, partiCUlarly the utilities, to see to it that
improved quali ty assurance programs were insti tuted. The Commissioners
decided that the Regulatory Staff (and oot the ACRS) would have the
responsibility for detennining that adequate quality assurance was
actually employed on each reactor.
The question of quality assurance has remained troublesome. The Browns
Ferry Fire (Hanauer, S. H., 1976) and the fabrication problems arising
at North Anna (USNRC) are two examples from a rather long list.
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The Browns Ferry fire illustrates a failure of the utility to institute
adequate quality assurance practices, the Staff or the industry to develop
adequate fire protection codes or regulations, and the Regulatory Staff to
act in timely fashion on an identified problem. It is a perfect example
of the thorny decision-making process which enters where backfitting is
involved.
A small sidelight on the history of the evolution of quality assurance
dates back to 1963. '!he minutes of the 46th meeting, January 31, February
1, 2, 1963 record a meeting between the ACRS and the Commission as follows:

Chairman Seaborg, Commissioners Palfrey, Ramey, Haworth and
Wilson joined the Committee with members of the AEC Staff.
Dr. Hall (ACRS Chairman) presented a draft of a letter to
the Commission recommending improvement in the quality and
reliability of materials, equipment and fabricated facilities
toward better engineering safeguards for reactors; Mr. Price,
who had not seen the draft, preferred not to comment. Dr.
Hall pointed to the review of reactors at the site approval,
construction permit, and operating stage, and he noted that
surveillance to insure continued vigilance toward satisfactory
condition of the plant and safety is difficult.

Although some

of the Commissioners be]ieved such a formal letter might be
useful, it was concluded, following Dr. Wilson's comments,
that bringing the matter to the attention of the Commission
orally was sufficient; he feared the letter might be misunder
stood by the public and reflect unfavorably on the reactor
program.

Six years after Oyster Creek, quality assurance became a major aspect of
the AEC's effort to Unprove both the reliability and safety of reactors.
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3.4

PRAIRIE ISLAND AND mE STEAMLINE BREAK ACCIDENT

The ACRS had completed its review of the construction permit for Prairie
Island Units 1 and 2 (1650 rowt PNRs) at its 95th meeting, March 7-9,1968.
That review was known most for the so-called "Prairie Island position" on
separation of control and protection instrumentation, which is discussed
in Chapter 4 in the section entitled "Separation of Protection and Control."
The construction permit review of the Kewaunee reactors, which were very
similar to those at Prairie Island, was completed by the ACRS at its 97th
meeting, May 9-11, 1968.
The Regulatory Staff report to the ACRS of February 27, 1968, on Prairie
Island included the usual analysis of the off-site consequences of a
postulated steamline break accident, and with a transmittal memorandum
dated September 28, 1972, the Regulatory Staff forwarded to the ACRS
its Safety Evaluation Report concerning the proposed operation of the
Prairie Island plant.
The Staff report pointed out no major problems or controversies between
it and the applicant, and it appeared it would be a relatively routine
ACRS review. 'lbe Staff report stated that Prairie Island was designed
and constructed to meet the AEC's General Design Criteria, as proposed
in July, 1967. 'lbe applicant had not been asked to reanalyze the plant
against the General Design Criteria adopted in 1971; however, the Staff
said "our technical review did assess the plant against the General
Design Criteria now in effect and we are satisfied that the plant design
generally conforms to the intent of these criteria."
The Staff report includes short sections on the steam and feedwater lines
and an analyses of the off-site consequences of a main steamline break.
The ACRS Subcommittee on Prairie Island met on OCtober 24, 1972, and the
case was scheduled for full Committee review at a special ACRS meeting
held OCtober 26-28, 1972.
On OCtober 25, 1972, the ACRS office provided to ACRS members the follow
ing two pages received from sources unknown, in a letter postmarked

Philadelphia, Pa.
'lbere are several safety related unresolved items between
DRL and the applicant on both Kewaunee and Prairie Island
Projects. Some of these are:
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1.

Non-fulfillment of old criterion 20,

~l,

40, 41 and 42.

2. A rupture anywhere teverywhere) outside the containment in
in the steam line including the rupture of a relief header
produces intolerable consequences in tnat the wal Is, floors
and ceilings will col lapse in less than 60 mili seconds with
loss of all electrical and mechanical equipment. A massive
destruction of the Aux Building or the control room will
result and, therefore, safe shutdown of the reactor is
jeopardized.
3.

Containment over power protection systems are very different
from other two loop plants and indeed reduce the safety of
the plant in the event of a LUCA or steam line break inside the
containment.

4.

DRL has not done any independent containment pressure tran
sient analysis nor have they performed any compartment press
ure analysis.

5.

Several Electrical and Instrument &Control Changes
affecting safety systems have not been received by DRL e.g ..
Accumulator &RHR Valve interlocks
Boric Acid System which is full of holes

6.

Loss of a station ~attery (Single Failure) past LUCA wil I
prevent both diesels from startup and also prevent several
2 out of 3 logic from performing properly.

7.

Turbine overs peed missile will go right through the con
tainment dome, the Aux Bldg. Roof, Spent Fuel Pool Roof etc ..

8.

Changes in the Westinghouse ECCS Model especially Reflood
and Blowdown have not been reviewed extensively by the Staff.

9.

Seismic Analysis of Critical components have not been
satisfactorily completed.

lu.

Primary ~ontainment leakage of O.l%/day is very easily
attainable from present day technology and, therefore there
is no need to allow higher leak rate and thereby expose the
pUblic to a higher off-site dose.

11.

Several potenti all eak paths have no lodi ne Fi I·trati on and go
directly to the atmosph'ere. These paths should be modified to
fall within the Secondary Containment boundary. This path alone
contributes to more than 50% of the total off-site dose.

~

.-;.
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12.

Containment pressures of 60 psig (75 psia) are very real in an
accident situation and, therefore, over pressure test at 80
.or 85 psia Should be performed to assure containment integrity .

13.

The Containment Free Volume has never been verified by DRL and
is definitely well below the assumed values.

With just these many items alone it is not in the public interest
to al low further actions until complete review by DHL.

The anonYJOOus memorandum was discussed briefly following the ACRS Subcom
mittee report, both in Executive session, and it was decided that members
would try to interpret the significance of the listed items and explore
them during the upcoming discussions with the Regulatory Staff and the
Applicant.
Some of the items listed, such as the effect of a turbine overspeed mis
sile, represented known effects or phenomena which were already under
study on a generic basis as to their potential for causing serious
accidents and the possibility of requiring changes in current or future
plants. Some appeared to have been met acceptably, or represented areas
where it was reasonable to expect the Regulatory Staff to handle the
matter prior to their actual issuance of an operating license; and this
was confirmed by questions to the Staff or the Applicant.
ACRS member Etherington made some crude calculations concerning the
possible pressure buildup in the auxiliary building from a gross steam
line rupture, and judged that the point raised in the anonyroous memorandum
might have some validity. Wlen this issue was raised with the Regulatory
Staff and Applicant, it quickly became clear that the Applicant had not
evaluated such a rupture in his safety design, nor had the Regulatory
Staff reported on the issue in their review. It also confirmed that a
potentially serious safety problem could be associated with the rupture
of steam lines and other high energy process line outside containment.
The ACRS decided not to complete action on its operating license review
for Prairie Island, and forwarded the anonyroous memorandum to the RegUla
tory Staff for review and COItIrlent. The Staff met wi th the Applicant- on
November 3, 1972, and on November 8, 1972:- the Staff forwarded an
information report to 'the ACRS in wh~ch they concluded that the overall
matter of steam and feedwater line breaks required.further evaluation
and advised that they were requesti~ considerSb,le additional infor
mation from the Applicant.
.
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At the l5lst meeting, November 9-11, 1972, the Regulatory Staff reported
to the ACRS on the steam line break matter for Prairie Island, as follows:

"Many modifications to the existing Auxiliary Building will be
required to provide pressure relief in the event of steam line failure,
and the Applicant, Northern States Power Company, has not yet completed
the evaluation of the consequences of a doubled ended break of the
main steam line in the building as requested by the Regulatory Staff.
His current analysis identifies a single-ended rupt~re of the largest
(6 inch) main steam line branch connection as the design basis accident.
The Committee was informed that engineered safety features and other
critical equipment in compartments exposed to the steam atmosphere
following a break would have to be qualified for service in such an
environment.
11

When other PWRs besides Prairie Island and Kewaunee were examined wi th
regard to this safety issue, the concern was found to apply to most of
the reactors under construction or in operation to a greater or lesser
degree. Each reactor was, therefore, reviewed and evaluated specifically
and in detail for adverse effects from pressure, forces, and the high
temperature steam environment which would accompany large ruptures of
such lines.
The event itself should be one of fairly low probability; however, the
probability was not thought to be so low that the potential effects could
be neglected. Some of the reactors required large changes at considerable
expense in money and time in order to reach an acceptable level of protec
tion against such breaks.
Why the matter had slipped through the regulatory process is obscure. The
ACRS assumed that the General Design Criteria required consideration of
such postulated failures. Apparently, the architect-engineers had been
using a design basis for such postulated ruptures which had been accepted
prior to 1966. And, while the Regulatory Staff was reviewing in increas
ing depth the effects of postulated ruptures of the largest pipe in the-·
primary system, they had oot extrapolated this approach to the secondary
system of a PNR.
By March, 1973, the Prairie Island Applicant had established what design
changes and other measures were needed to cope with process line bre~ks
outside containment. Another Subcommittie'- meeting was held March 31, 1973,
and at its 156th meeting, April 12-14, 1973, the ACRS wrote a report favor- _.
able to the operation of the Prairie Island Reactors.
All in all, the main steam line break issue was confronted and resolved
in a relatively expeditious manner, even though some refinements in the
Regulatory Staff position took time to evolve.
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4. ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT
4.1

SC~'

SOME EXCERPTS FROM WASH-1270 "ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS

~lITHOUT

SCRAr1

FOR WATER-COOLED POWER REACTORS", SEPTEMBER, 1973

"ATHS" is an acronym for "anticipated transients without scram."
It is a subject that has been mentioned in reports of the regula
tory staff and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)
on nuclear power plants. This report by the regulatory staff
is intended to provide a general explanation of the nature of
ATWS, to outline the results of the staff evaluations, and to
provide guidance for applicants and licensees.
The first part of ATWS, "anticipated transients," is concerned
with various events that may hap?en during the operation of a
water-cooled reactor power plant. These deviations from normal
operating conditions are called "anticipated transients," and
might occur one or more times during the service life of a plant.
They are thus distinguished from "accidents," which have a much
lower likelihood of occurrence. There are a number of antici
pated transients, some of quite trivial nature and others that
are more significant in terms of the demands imoosed on plant
equipment. Anticipated transients include such events as a
loss of electrical load that leads to closinQ of the turbine
stop valves, a load increase such as the opening of a condenser
bypass valve, a loss of feedwater flow, and a loss of reactor
coolant flow. Nuclear power plants are designed with various
safety and control systems to preclude adverse effects from
these and other anticipated transients.
The other part of ATWS, "without scram", is "concerned with the
reactor protection system. The rractor protection system, or
shutdown system, involves numerous instruments, cables, ampli
fiers, switching devices, alarms, trips, control rods and drive
mechanisms, etc. The protection system is arranqed to detect off
normal conditions in the plant and to institute automatically
whatever safety action is needed. If plant conditions indicate
there is a potentially damaging situation, the automatic reaction
of the protection system is to cause the control rods to move
rapidly into the reactor core to shut down the nuclear reaction.
This most drastic form of automatic response of the protection
system, which results in a very "rapid shuttinQ down of the
reactor, is called the "scram." In some of the anticipa-ted
~ransients, shutting down the'~uclear reaction and hence rapidly
reducing the amount of heat beinq generated by the reactor core,
is an important step in assuring that no damage to the plant or
risk of accident occurs. If such a transient should occur
and if, in spite of all the care built into the reactor shutdown
system, a scram should not result, then an ATWS event would have
occurred.
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The background of ATWS as a possible source of concern in
nuclear power plants goes back some years to discussions of the.
ACRS, the regulatory staff, and reactor instrument designers about
the safety implications of interactions between normal control
system circuitry and protection system circuitry in the instru
ment systems of Dower plants. After considerable discussion,
and some design changes, it was determined that separation
of control and protection functions was being achieved to a
reasonable degree, either by physical seoaration or by electrical
isolation. The focus of interest with reaard to instrument systems
then shifted to the ability of the shutdown system to function
with the needed reliability. Reactor instrument desiqners
carried out analyses of various kinds of failures. Reoorts on
these analyses have been published and are available in the
Commission's Public Document Room (1717 H Street, N.W., Washington,

D.C.).

1,2,3,4,5,6*

It became clear that failures caused by equipment wear-out or
failure occurring on a random basis in protection systems,
would not cause appreciable deterioration of reliability because
of the redundancy of the systems. The staff concluded that for
random component failures or malfunctions, protection systems
of current desian were adequate. It was not so clear, however,
that these systems were sufficiently invulnerable to what are
called "colTmon mode failures.
1I

In the simplest form, common mode failures could be a result of
environmental conditions that affect all of the instruments of
a particular type. More subtle forms of common mode failure
have to do with desiqn or maintenance errors that miqht be made
for similar redundant independent portions of a protection
system. One of the difficult aspects of deciding whether or
not common mode failures were being adequately accounted for in
shutdown system design was that techniques to analyze a system
for common mode failures were not as well-developed as techniques
to analyze a system for random failures.
In February 1969, an ACRS consultant pointed out that if common
mode failures could reduce the reliability of orotection systems
in such a way that the system might not function properly in
the event of an anticipated transient, there was the poss'ibility
of a safety problem with current designs. Since early 1969,
the ACRS and the regulatory staff have continued their discussions
and analyses of possible ATWS events. These efforts have taken
two general directions. The first was concerned with attempt
ing to evaluate the likelihood of common mode or other f9 ilures
of reactor protection system~.that might lead to ATWS events if
the appropriate transients should occur. The second was to
assume, si"mply as a basis for discussion, that ATWS was possible·
and to examine the consequences of various postulated An4S even~s.

* References are from the WASH-1270 Study and given at the end of
this section.
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The staff's preliminary results on ATWS were discussed with
the ACRS in September 1970, and possible new requirements for
instrument system designs were disclJssed. Analyses of the con
sequences of postulated ATWS events were requested of reactor
designers after the September 1970 discussions, and all of the
designers made these analyses. Reports of this work have been
published and are available in the Commission's Public Document
Room. 7,8,9,10,11 Some ana1 sees submitted to the staff contain
proprietary information. 12,13,14
After reviewing these analyses of postulated ATWS events, the
staff concluded that several anticipated transients in boiling
water reactors would require prompt action to shut down the
reactor in order to avoid serious plant damage and possible
offsite effects. In pressurized water reactors, several antici
pated transients would require rapid shutdown of the reactor to
avoid pressure surges in the primary system that might, in some
cases, exceed allowable limits. The staff found that the
great majority of postulated ATWS events did not lead to
serious consequences, but that design changes to improve protec
tion against ATWS would be appropriate in anticipation of the
large numbers of plants expected in the future.
In August 1971, the ACRS and the regulatory staff concluded
that a design change to the proposed Newbold Island boilin~
water reactor units was appropriate to limit the possible
consequences of ATWS. The same design change has been made for
a number of boiling water reactor plants.
in April 1972, the staff transmitted to the ACRS a proposed set
of positions and actions to be taken to implement the conclusions
of the staff and ACRS studies on ATWS.lS The ACRS replied in
May 1972, 16 noting that:
liThe ACRS recognizes ATWS as a low probability event. Neverthe
less, it believes that, in consideration of the large number of
water-cooled power reactors expected eventually to be in
operation, and in view of the expected occurrence rate of antici
pated transients (collectively, on the order of one per reactor
year), experience with scram systems of current design is
insufficient to give assurance of an adequately low probability
of occurrence of an ATWS event of possibly serious consequence.
Accordingly, the Committee agrees with the intent of the An4S
position recommended ....
11

In January 1973, as a result of further review and discussion
of the various aspects of A~, the staff transmitted to the
ACRS an amended proposed.position on the need for orotection
against ATWS for water-cooled power reactors. 17 The amended
position extended and elaborated the earlier staff position
forwarded to the Committee~ The ACRS responded in April 1973,
agreeing with the ~mended position. 18 This double exchange
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of letters between the regulatory staff and ACRS has been made
public and is available in the Commission's Public Document Room.
The thrust of the staff's amended position is that in view of
the difficulty of verifying the needed reliability of reactor
shutdown systems, and since larger safety margins are approp
riate as increasing numbers of power reactors are built and
operated, design improvements should be made to reduce the
probability of An~S in new plants to a negligible level, and to
make the consequences of ATWS acceptable in plants now being
constructed and placed in operation. It is fair to note that
reactor instrument designers and plant operators believe that
current designs of reactor shutdown systems are adequate for the
purpose and that no upgrading in design needs to be done to deal
with possible ATWS events.
The staff intends to implement the amended licensing position set
forth in its January 1973 letter, setting October 1, 1973~ as
the effective date of the position. Analyses for older operat
ing plants should be provided by October 1, 1974, and the need
for any changes will be considered by the staff on a case-by
case basis. Plants recently started in operation, now under
construction, or for which applications for construction permits
are filed before October 1, 1976, should have any equipment
provided and any changes made that are necessary to make the
consequences of ATWS acceptable. Analyses of the effects of
ATWS and plans and schedules for any changes found necessary
should be provided for these plants by October 1, 1974, or at
the time of submission of an aoplication for a construction
permit, whichever is later. Plants for which applications for
construction permits are filed after October 1, 1976, should
have improvements in the protection system design that make
the chance of an AnlS event neg1ig"ibly small.
The staff believes that the measures indicated for protection
ag~inst ATWS and the schedule for implementing them take reason
able account of present and future needs for adequate safety
margins, and that these measures would provide substantial
additional protection of the public health and safety. The
present likelihood of a severe ATWS event is considered by
the staff to be acceptably small, in view of the 1imited number
of plants now in operation, the reliability of current protection
system designs, and the expected occurrence rate of anticipated
transients of potential safety significance. As more plants
are built, however, the overall chance of ATWS will increase and
the_staff believes that design improvements are appropriate
to maintain and to improve 'further the safety margins provided
for the protection of the public.
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II.

General Safety Basis
In establishing the boundary between accident sequences that are
to be within the design basis envelope, and hence for which
engineered safety features are provided, and accidents that
reasonably may be assigned to that small residuum for which no
further protective features are considered necessary, the regula
tory staff uses the safety objective that the risk to the public
from all reactor accidents should be very small comoared to
other risks of life such as disease or natural catastrophes.
The staff believes this safety objective is m~t by requiring a
design basis accident envelope that extends to very unlikely
postulated accidents, and by establishing the further objective
that accidents not included in the design basis envelope should
have an average recurrence interval of at least a thousand
years for all nuclear plants combined.
For an anticipated population of about one thousand nuclear
plants in the United States by the end of the century, the
safety objective will require that there be no greater than one
chance in one million per year for an individual plant of an
accident with potential consequences greater than the Part 100
guidelines. Since plants now being designed and constructed are
expected to have service lives approaching 40 years, and may
thus be part of the century-end population, the staff believes
it appropriate to consider their desi2ns in the light of this
future requirement. In view of the difficulty of determininq
such a low probability, the staff regards this number as an
"aiming point", or design objective, rather than as a fixed
number that must be demonstrated for a given plant design.

III.

Reliability Requirements, Failure Rates, and Test Intervals
The essential questions with regard to ATWS are the possibility
of occurrence of ATWS and the nature of the consequences if it
should occur. This section deals with part of the possibility
question, namely the reliability required of the protection or
shutdown system to reduce ATWS to an acceptable risk, and the
relations between protection system reliability, failure rate,
and testing interval. Subsequent sections discuss desiqn
aspects of protection systems and the failure analyses that
have been made, the available experience record, and the various
anticipated transients and their consequences if the protection
system does not respond adequately.
The design objective for Atw~.~vents that have significant
consequences is to achieve a probability of occurrence consistent
with the overall safety objective for an individual plant,
considered on the basis of the larg~ number of nuclear plants
anticipated to be in operation in a few decades, of less than one
chance in one million per year of a serious accident. The

probability of an ATWS event is equal, for all practical purposes,
to the product of two other probabilities. The first of these
is the probability of an anticioated transient that may have
serious consequences if the reactor is not shut down promptly.
The second factor of the product is the conditional probability
that the protection system will not respond adequately if challenged.
The conditional probability that the protection system will not
respond if challenged, i.e., that the protection system is in a
failed condition at the moment of challenge, is also called the
"unreliability" of the system. Letting A be the probability per
year of the ATWS event, PA the probability per year of an antici
pated transient of potentially serious consequences, and U the
unreliability of the protection system, we have

A = PA U.

The safety objective is that the likelihood of all accidents with
significant consequences not included in the design basis
envelope should not be greater than one chance in one million
per year, i.e., should not occur with a failure rate greater than
10- 6 per year. For the particular potential failure path of
ATWS, the staff believes that a failure rate of the order of one
tenth of the overall safety objective is an approoriate objective.
Thus,
-7
A",10,
so we require
P U'" 10 -7 .

A

The probability per year of anticipated transients varies with
the type of nuclear plant and with the tyoe of transient. For
. pressurized water reactor plants the transients havina the great
est apparent potential for severe consequences are loss of all
feedwater flow and, in some plants, loss of condenser vacuum.
The staff believes these transients may be expected to occur
once in five to ten years for a plant. For boiling water
reactor plants, turbine trip, or other events causing the main
steam line valves to close, may be expected to occur once in two
to four years. In net, the annual likelihood of an anticipated
transient of significance for ATWS is believed to be in the
range 0.1 to 0.5, and it appears prudent to assign unit annual
probability for such occurrences.
VI.

ATWS Analyses
At the request of the staff, the designers of water-cooled
nuclear plants have performed analyses of various anticipated
transients with the arbitrary assumption that control and safety
rods do not move into the core·~urina or after the transients.
No prejudgment was made as to the likelihood of these events;
rather, the aim was to determine whether the consequences of
ATWS were potentially severe enough to require further measures
should the reliability of reactor shutdown systems be judged
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to be less than the design objective. In analyzing each transient,
the designers were asked to assume that all other systems would
react normally unless the consequences of the transient would
make them inoperative. The reactor operating conditions and
parameters of the transient, e.g., power level, flow rate,
pressure, power distributions, and feedback coefficients,
were to be those normally anticipated for the reactor state
under consideration. The course of each transient was to be
followed in the analysis until terminated, a condition defined
as one with the reactor at essentially zero power in a cool able
geometry, with normal afterheat removal systems in operation and
containment pressure within design l;mi~s.
The anticipated transients analyzed for pressurized water reactor
plants were as follows.
1. Loss of Electrical Load. These transients included Qenerator
tri p, turbi ne tri p, and loss" of condenser vacuum.

2. load Increase. These transients covered the accidental open
ing of the largest secondary valve that could increase steam flow,
i.g .• a turbine bypass valve.
3. Loss of Feedwater. These transients included loss of one
feedwater pump or the closing of one feedwater valve, and loss
of all feedwater pumps or the closing of all feedwater system
va 1ves.
4. Loss of Primary Flow. These transients included the loss of
one primary coolant pump and the loss of all pumps.
5. Loss of Normal Electrical Power. This transient covered
the simultaneous loss of power from the unit generator and from
the offsite transmission grid, leaving the reactor with the
onsite emergency diesel generator sets functioning as the only
source of electrical power.
6. Inactive Primary Loop Start-Up. This transient was to be
analyzed unless start-up of an inactive loop was ~recluded by
protection syste~grade interlocks.
7. Rod Withdrawal. These transients included control rod with
drawal from zero power, hot critical condition, and from full
power.
8. Primary System Depressurization. This transient covered the
opening of the largest single"safety or relief valve in the
primary system or any combination of such valves that could open
together due to a single fault.
9. Boron Dilution. This transient involved malfunction of the
boron concentration control system, with the most rapid possible
dilution of boron in the primary system.
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Small Line Break. This transient covered the failure of an
instrument, drain, or sampling line connected to the primary
system.

10.

The corresponding list of transients considered for boiling
water reactor plants is as follows.
Primary Pressure Increase. These transients included loss
of load events such as generator trip, turbine trip, and loss of
condenser vacuum. Also considered were such transients as
closure of one or all of the main steam line isolation valves,
and malfunction of the reactor primary system pressure regulator
causing increasing pressure.

1.

2. Reactor Water Inventory Decrease. These transients included
events leading to a decrease in the inventory of reactor primary
coolant such as loss of auxiliary power, loss of feedwater,
pressure regulator failure in a direction to cause decreasing
reactor system pressure, inadvertent opening of a safety or
relief valve, and opening of condenser bypass valves.
3. Reactor Coolant Flow Increase. These transients included
events that miqht increase the recirculation flow and thus induce
a positive reactivity increment. They included a malfunction of
the recirculation flow controller in a manner to cause increasing
primary coolant flow and the start-up of a recirculation pump
that had been on standby.

4. Reactor Water Temperature Decrease. These transients included
events that might cause a power surge by reduction of the reactor
primary coolant water temperature. They included malfunction of
the feedwater control in a direction to increase feedwater flow,
loss of a feedwater heater, shutdown cooling malfunction, and
inadvertent activation of auxiliary cold water systems.
5. Reactivity insertions. These transients included rod with
drawal transients from zero reactor power, hot critical condition,
and from full power; fuel assembly insertion, control rod removal
and control curtain removal errors during refueling.
6. Primary Coolant Flow Decrease. These transients included
failure of one or more recirculation pumps or malfunction of
the recirculation flow control in a direction to cause decreas
ing flow.
-

The analyses performed by the.reactor designers show that for
transient~ in which the heat removal systems of the plant are not
greatly affected, the consequences of the transients without
scram occurring are not particularly severe.7,8,9,10,11,12,13,1~
After some period of off-normal operation, the plant stabilizes
and can be shut down without damage. For those transients where
the heat removal systems are affected, however, the potential
exists for significant damage. This is not a very surprising
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conclusion. The primary assumption of the analysis, that the
rods do not move into the core in the event of the transient,
means that if the reactor is at full power, it will continue to
generate substantial power during the transient. If the trans
ient involves the interruption of the normal process of energy
removal from the reactor, then the energy being generated in
the core must appear as increased temperature and pressure in
the reactor coolant system. In some cases the pressure increase
may be great enough to raise questions as to the integrity of
the reactor coolant system.
For pressurized water reactor plants the transients with the
greatest potential for damage are the loss of feedwater and
certain loss of load transients occurring with the reactor at
full power. Loss of feedwater flow could occur as the result
of malfunctions of the interlock and supervisory circuitry
controlling the feedwater or condensate pumps or valves. The
sequence of events for a typical pressurized water reactor
plant in the event of a loss of feedwater transient without
reactor scram may be summarized as follows. An accidental trip
of the feedwater or condensate pumps or valves would cause a
rapid reduction of feedwater flow. Low feedwater flow compared
to steam flow, in coincidence with low steam generator water
level, would initiate a reactor scram signal. This scram signal
is ignored as part of the assumptions in these analyses, as are
three or more subsequent reactor scram signals generated as the
transient proceeds. 'rhe loss of feedwater flow to the steam
generator secondary side would result in a drop in water level
in the steam generator. A falling water level in the stearn
generator results in reduced heat transfer from the primary
system. The primary coolant temperature would begin to increase
since reactor power would remain high, and this, in turn, would
cause the primary pressure to increase. The auxiliary feedwater
pumps would be started automatically after the main feedwater
pumps or condensate pumps were tripped. However, the auxiliary
feedwater pump capacity is not large enough to remove all of the
heat being generated in the core; consequently, the steam gene
rator would boil dry. The primary system temperature and
pressure would continue to increase and the primary safety
valves in the surge volume of the pressurizer vessel would open
and discharge steam. The increasing temperature of the primary
coolant causes expansion of the coolant and the water level
would rise in the pressurizer. When the pressurizer vessel
became filled completely with water, the safety valves would
discharge water instead of steam, but at a rate less than
required to keep the primary system pressure from rising sharply.
The reactor power would decrease throughout the transient because
of the negative reactivi~y feedback arising from increased water.
temperature and reduced density. This effect, combined with
heat removal by the auxiliary feedwater system and with the
discharge of water through -the pressurizer safety valves would
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reduce the pressure. The pressurizer safety valves would then
close and steam would reappear in the pressurizer dome. If
the primary system survives the pressure peak, which is esti
mated by the various analyses of the designers to reach values
between 3000 and 7000 psi, heat generation in the core would be
reduced and the heat removal capacity of the auxiliary feedwater
system on the secondary side of the plant would cool the core and
prevent further pressure increase. Lower pressure in the primary
system would allow boron solution injection into the primary
system initiated by a safety injection signal generated by low
pressure 'in the secondary steam line or by manual actuation.
When boron solution reaches the core, enough negative reactivity
is provided to shut the plant down.
The loss of electrical load transient could occur from a generator
trip, a turbine trip, or loss of the turbine condenser vacuum.
Generally, the most severe transient would be caused by the loss
of condenser vacuum. ·The main feedwater pumps in many plants
are steam turbine-driven and exhaust to the main condenser.
Thus, loss of condenser vacuum also could cause a loss of the
main feedwater pumps. In this case the sequence of events would
be similar to the loss of feedwater transient. The severest
effect of the' transient, the pressure surge in the primary system,
would be of about the same magnitude as in the loss of feedwater
flow transient.
For boiling water reactor plants, the transients having the
greatest potential for significant damage are those leading to
a reactor primary coolant system pressure increase. The most
severe of these are the loss of condenser vacuum and the closure
of all main steam1ine isolation valves. A loss of condenser
vacuum causes automatic closure of the turbine stop valves and
the turbine bypass valves. The turbine stop valves are fast
acting valves., so that there is an abrupt interruption of steam
flow from the reactor. The main steam1ine isolation valves are
slower in closing, but in this case the large steamline volume
is not ava1iab1e to buffer the pressure rise. The result in
either case would be an increase in primary system pressure and
temperature. The pressure increase would decrease the volume of
steam bubbles in the reactor core and this, in turn, would
increase the reactivity and cause a surge in reactor power.
The power surge would cause a further increase in system tempera
ture and pressure, with the pressure rising to values above
acceptable limits. The other transients that lead to primary
system pressure increase are less severe. Generator or turbine
trips are less severe because the turbine bypass valves ~an be
~ssumed to open and the co~d~er to be operative. Although
the transi€ n t proceeds mQre slowly in these cases, the result
still would be an excessively high reactor coolant system pressure.
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4.2 SEPARATION OF PROTECTION &CONTROL
S. H. Hanauer, who became an ACRS member in 1965, was the first member to
have·a strong personal background of experience in reactor instrumentation
and control. He had worked in the subject for many years at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), prior to becoming a Professor at the University
of Tennessee, and brought to the ACRS not only much practical knowledge
about the difficulty of getting reliability from components like motors
and valves which are actuated by instrumentation, but also a strong per
sonal conviction that in good reactor design the safety systems which
were provided to shut the reactor down should not be interconnected to
the systems used to control the reactor. This was a philosophic approach,
like "separation of chruch and stateU, which Hanauer and others at ORNL*
had developed as the sound way to avoid unexpected, hidden interactions
which might negate safe reactor shutdown, if some common usage or inter
connection between the control instrumentation and safety instrumentation
was part of the design approach. There existed a history of failures to
support this point of view, and hanauer began raising the matter in con
nection with specific reactor projects under review by the ACRS in 1966
and 1967. The ACRS specifically identified the issue in its report on
Point Beach in May, 1967.
The four light water reactor vendors each had adopted their own approach
to instrumentation design, and it was especially the Westinghouse practice
of using the same sensors and subsystems for both control and protection
(safety) purposes that troubled Hanauer.
It had been customary on many of the earlier reactors for the reactor
instrumentation design to be unavailable for review at the construction
permit stage, and the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS had accepted this
pract ice.
In connection with revlew of the Diablo Canyon Unit 1 PWR in the fall of
1967, Hanauer noted that Westinghouse had still not submitted an instru
mentation design, although they proposed to submit reports giving some
details by the end of 1967. He felt it would not be wise to approve
still another reactor on this basis. Westinghouse was therefore prompted
to provide partial information on the design during the ACRS review of
Diablo Canyon. At the 92nd meeting, December 7-9, 1967, the ACRS tried
to complete its construction permit review for Diablo Canyon. The site
was relatively remote, and, at that time there were no known nearby
large faults, so that the seismic design basis was not a matter of contro
versy. The Diablo Canyon reactor was to be one of the first of the
highest power PWRs built, however, which made it a logical reactor on
which not only to look for new, previously unanticipated issues, but to
resolve some that had been ongoing.

*Epler remarked to this effect in his comments on the proposed General
Desi gn Criteri a.
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At the 92nd meeting, Dr. Hanauer noted that Westinghouse did not meet the
General Design Criterion which asked for two emergency cooling systems,
preferably diverse. More importantly, he also noted that the control and
safety instrumentation were intermingled. Westinghouse claimed their de
sign met the proposed new IEEE - 279 standard criteria for Nuclear Power
Plant Protection Systems; but Hanauer had major reservations concerning
the ade~uacy of the proposed Westinghouse protection system design, and
in the Committee caucus did not think a letter favorable to construction
of Diablo Canyon could be written.
The matter received considerable discussion at the 92nd meeting, and the
ACRS finally wrote a report (dated Dec. 7-9, 1967) which included the
following paragraph:
The Committee believes that control and protection instrumen
tation should be separated to the fullest extent practicable.
The Committee believes that the present design is unsatisfactory
in this regard, but that a satisfactory protection system can
be designed during the construction of the reactor. The Committee
wishes to review an improved design prior to installation of the
protection system.
The Prairie Island case represented the next Westinghouse PWRs to be re
viewed for a construction permit. The Regulatory Staff, who had pre
viously accepted the proposed Westinghouse design, asked the Pririe
Island Applicant to respond to the ACRS paragraph on Diablo Canyon. Only
one minor design change was proposed by Westinghouse.
In their safety evaluation report to the ACRS on Prairie Island, the
Regulatory Staff proposed the following criterion.
As an absolute minimum, each variable monitored for protection
should be instrumented by sufficient channels independent of
control to meet the single failure criterion (generally this
means three channels connected in two of three coincidence).
Furthermore, the applicant may elect to provide additional channels
of protection which are not independent of control. If he elects
to. follow this rout~, the applicant should provide a rigorous
fa1lure mode analys1s to show that there can be no interaction
between the control system and the independent protection channels
through the shared channel(s).

-

There was considerable discussion with tae Staff and Westinghouse about
the matter; following which the ACRS provided the following comment in
its report of March 12, 1968 on Prairie Island.
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The applicant has proposed using signals from protection instru
ments for control purposes. The Committee continues to believe
that control and protection instrumentation should be separated
to the fullest extent practicable. The Committee believes that
th 7 ~roposed protection system can and should be modified to
ellmlnate or reduce to a minimum the interconnection of control
and protection instrumentation. The modified system should be
reviewed by the Regulatory Staff. .
In the next few months, the ACRS wrote construction pennit reports on
other Westinghouse reactors, including Surry and Kewaunee, with a similar
recommendation on separation of protection and control.
In the meantime, Westinghouse continued to argue that their design met
the proposed IEEE criteria and was adequate. However, they prepared a
somewhat modified design which they posed as a possible alternate at a
meeting with the Regulatory Staff on May 3, 1968. '!bey said they \l«)uld
offer their customers a choice of the original design and the modified
design, but they \l«)uld recommend the original as providing better control.
In a letter dated May 30, 1968 to the ACRS, Committee consultant Epler
found the modified westinghouse design to still pose problems of inter
connection of safety and control, and recommended further steps to reduce
such interconnection. He appended a draft article entitled "Identical
Systems for Protection and Control" in which he reviewed a bad previous
history with such systems.
On May 8, 1968 the ACRS held a briefing on Control and Safety Instru
mentation, at which experts from Argonne, Brookhaven, Los Alamos and
oak Ridge National Laboratories gave their opinions. The ORNL represen
tatives explained their reasons for feeling that separation of control
and protection was ~rtant, particularly in the neutron flux (power)
systems. '!bey acknowledged, nevertheless, that some mixing was toler
ated under certain conditions even in the ORNL designs.
All the experts agreed that system designs which purposely intennix
control and protection must be carefully designed and analyZed. However,
there ws not a unanimous position in favor of full separation; nor was
there agreement that adequate analysis of a mixed design could be
accomplished.
One problem facing the ACRS was the implied threat by Westinghouse that
if forced to go to complete separation, they \l«)uld go to a single
channel for control, which would lead to less reliable control and more
plant transients with possibly adverse safety connotations.
In a memorandum to ACRS members dated May 22, 1968, Hanauer tried to
present the problem as he saw it in swrina·r=y fashion. '!be memo is
reproduced on the following pages.
At its May, 1968 meeting, on the urging of member Mangelsdorf, the ACRS
requested the Regulatory Staff to provide the Committee with a back
ground paper on the overall subject, including the Staff point of view.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.c. . . . .

May 22, 1968

Ma10RANDUM

A~

To

ACRS Members

From

S. H. Hanauer

Sub j ect:

INTERAC'l'ION OF PROTEcrION INSTRIJMENTATION WITH CONTROL

.~~

In this paper, I have tried to set down concisely my reasoning in
the current discussions on Westinghouse designs.
1. The basic problem is to avoid having an event requiring
prote".tion action somehow inhibit the needed protection. In the
classic example (HTRE-3), design defects in the neutron-flux in
~truments prevented an increase in current when the reactor power
increased; the too-small current both told the servo to withdraw
the rods and blinded the protection system to the resulting power
increase. The core was destroyed.
It is for this reason that common use of a detector sig
nal for both control and protection is automatically suspect.
2. The situation is complicated by the fact that three or
four channels of instrumentation are provided for each protection
variable, rather than just one. Random single failures do not
fail such a system, because of the redundancy. However, such
Juplication does not prevent system failure due to design defi
cienci:s~ since all can be expected to fail for such a reason.
The use for control of signals from one, or two, or all
the redundant protection channels is the point at issue.
3. If the only postulated faults are random component failures,
it is easy to show, using statistical analysis, that control use of
protection signals won't hurt you. A single failed channel causes
an excursion; the other channels.. ,-assumed unaffected by the-fault,
provide the needed protection. The channels must be truly independ
ent for this assumption to be valid.
This reasoning is the origin of the IEEE criterion (Section
4.7) that for such a failure the unfailed channels must meet the
single-failure criterion. (The present Westinghouse designs do not
meet Section 4.7 1n every respect.)
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4. In my opinion, random component failures are not the only
postulated faults against which a protection Iyst~m should have a
defense. We learn from the history of various accidents. incidents,
aDd near-misses that mis~akes are ...de in design, execution. and
operation of instrumentation systems. Such non-random (systematic)'
.failures are not amenable to statistical analysis. They are the
reason for employing diversity in protection-system design; one
hopes that if a mistake is ..de, it will not involve dissimilar
types of equipment.
The use of redundancy doesn't reduce the probability of
occurrence of systematic failures, 10 the redundant nature of the
protection signals does not in thil inltance jUltify their use for
control.
5. As a minilllUlll po'ition, the reBulatory Itaff has proposed
requiring enough protection channell completely independent of con
trol to satisfy the single-failure criterion; usually. this number
is three. Additional channels in which control and protection could
be mixed would also be allowed, provided they could be demonstrated
independent of the lac red three.
This is a strict interpretation of the meaning of IEEE
Section 4.7. Westinghouse does not agree that the staff position
is the correct interpretation.
My own feeling is that aixinB control and protection by uiing
the same signal for both functions ts vrong in principle, but that the
proposed staff position il probably a, far •• one can go in requiring
separation of a recalcitrant applicant.
6. "Protective overrides" are control functions, not protection.
put in for the 1audab.1e purpose of fore' taIling the protection action
by initiating a milder action first. Examples are (a) blocking rod
withdrawal on high flux to inhibit a potential increase which, if con
tinued. wo~ld require a ,cram;' (b) Ibutting off feedwater on bigh
boiler water level to avoid carrying a Ilug of water to the turbine,
which could cause a turbine trip and Icrem. Overrides fall into two
classes: blocking rod wlthdrawa1 can't caule an excursion requiring
protection-system function, but Ibuttinl off tbe feedwater surely can.
Thus it should be allowed to use redundant .ignals from the protection
system to block rod with~raw.l, but Dot to .hut off feedwa~er.
. 7. Let there be DO illu~iOD; tbe protection .ystem cannot be
made "completely indepen~ent" of cODtrol. The two syltems related
to the laIDe reactor plant, are locate~ in the lame control Toom, are
watched and manipulated by the .ame operator, are .ervlced by the
same maintenance men, h~ve cablel in the I'" containment. What I
am objecting to il the deliberate ule of 11ansl' from protection
instruments for cootrol purpole" leadina to the potential that
faults could initiate an excursion and conlequantially cripple the
Deeded protection for that excur8ion, to the detrilDeot to health
and lafety of the public.
..
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8. As a postscript. it seems worth pointing out that concern
should also exist where identical devices. albeit independent, are
used for both protection and control. A design, maintenance, or
operating error in such identical components, or their exposure to
a deleterious, unusual environment, would have the same effect as
thetr interconnection. Thus, diversity as well as independence
should be required of protection and control instrumentation. This
matter is in urgent need of further study.
cc:

R. F. Fraley

E. P. Epler
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Such a paper was prepared and the subject was discussed in some consider
able length at the 98th meeting, June 5-8, 1968. * The Staff report,
which provided an excellent review of the matter, concluded as follows:

In $ummary, we believe the determination of which approach is
preferable depends on a judgment as to whether protection channels
independent of control are required to orotect against subtle
control and protection system interactions.
We have been asked what the DRL Dosition on control and orotec
tion interaction would now be if" the ACRS comment on Diablo
Canyon had not been made. Since we recommended approval of a
number of designs based on the IEEE criterion durinq the year
before the Diablo Canyon letter, we would orobably still be
usin~ the IEEE criterion.
Our deliberations since the Diablo
Canyon letter have, however, made us question one of our
recommendations on Diablo Canyon. ~e recommended acceptance of
certain scram channels which did not meetIEEE-279 based on
their not being required Tor safety. This gives rise to what
have been called first class and second class scrams. This
could cause confusion as to which protection channels should be
relied on for safety and which should not be relied on. The
present DRL criterion takes care of this situation. If however,
we returned to using IEEE-279, we would attem~t to develop
criteria for channels used for equipment protection rather than
safety. We also will have to develop criteria for 9rotective
Subsequent to the meeting with the Regulatory Staff, the ACRS considered
three alternative positions.
1.

The IEEE single failure position plus overrides.

2.

The Regulatory Staff position on Prairie Island where some
channels are permitted to be interconnected while others
are independent.

3.

separation to the maximum extent practical.

Interestingly, members Hanauer, Hendrie and Zabel, who had the most exper
ience with such systems, all indicated they would prefer position 3, that
is separation to the maximum extent practical if starting anew, but that
due to other· considerations, they did riot' "i"ecommend that choice for the
Committee position.
The ACRS finally agreed to a modified position," as follows:

*It was noted that the British and Canadians require separation of pro
tection and control, also, that General Electric employs it.
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The Committee believes that systematic, non-random, concurrent
failure of redundant elements should be considered in the desion
and review of reactor instrumentation system. Systematic failure
of a. protection system and, particularly, cOl11Tlon failure mo~es
of control and protection system, are of concern. The Comm,ttee
suggests that the Staff consider supplementation of the IEEE
criteria for use in review of instrumentation, and propose
criteria which take the possibility of systematic failure
into account.
On July 5, 1968 the Regulatory Staff provided a short discussion paper in
which they agreed that additional design objectives needed to be developed
which treat the design of protection systems in regard to potential sources
of systematic failures more adequately than IEEE-279. The Staff outlined
an approach they planned to follow in order to pursue the matter.

At the 100th meeting, August 8-10, 1968, the Regulatory Staff provided
another status report with some specific proposed courses of action. ACRS
members Hanauer and Mangelsdorf took strongly opposing views on the Staff
proposals, and the minutes of the lOath meeting record the following Com
mittee action (Note that DRL refers to the Division of Reactor Licensing
in the AEC).

EXCERPT FROM SUMMARY OF lOOTH ACRS MEETING
AUGUST 8-10, 1968
EXECUTIVE SESSIONS
4.

Separation of Protection and Control Functions of the
Instrumentation and Control Systems
DRL requested ACRS endorsement or comments on their status
report, received August 7, 1968. The Committee agreed that
at this time it could only endorse that portion which says,
"The basis of the approach proposed in our (DRL) July 1968
report is that the potential for systematic failures should
be considered in protecting against all accidents and tran
sients, not just those arising from control system action.
Thus we (DRL) plan to examine the benefits of functional
diversity for all accidents and- transients.
II

Dr. Morris was informed of thls ACRS conclusion by telecon
on August 12, 1968.
.
An ad hoc Subcommittee consisting of a neutral Chairman,
both protagonists and such other members as the Chairman
of the ACRS may select will be appointed to review the
CRL position and make a recommendation to the full
Committee. This item will appear again on the September
agenda.
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An Ad-Hoc Subcommittee consisting of Hanauer, Mangelsdorf and Hendrie
(serving as Chairman) met on September 4, 1968 to review the matter. The
Russelville plant was on the ACRS agenda for September, so the discussion
was undertaken with that in mind.
The minutes record that several possible alternative
identified, as follows:

p0~itions

were

ALTERNATE ACRS POSITIONS REGARDING SEPARATION OF CONTROL AND SAFETY
Russellville

Tell Staff

1.

l-a.

Interconnection oer IEEE
279 is all right~

l-b.

B&W interconnection is all
riqht; still studyin~ the
more comolicated ~ system.

Accept applicant's proposal

2.

Repeat indecisive paragraph 2. Committee still considering
the problem.

3.

State that flux instruments 3-a.
must be separated at least
as far as Prairie Island DRL
position.

4.

State that separate flux
4.
instruments are required for
control and protection.

B&W must separate; still
studyin~ the ~ system.

Seoarate instruments must
be provided.

Mr. Mangelsdorf inquired if interconnected systems, with reQuired
redundancy, would improve or detract from overall plant safety.
Dr. Hanauer replied that there are advantages and disadvantages
which must be evaluated for interconnected or separated systems.
He noted that one arrangement (Figure 1) (proposed by the Regula
tory Staff for Prairie Island) improves plant operability. Its
effect on safety is not clear however. Other interconnections
(Figure 2) however actually reduce olant safety.
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As one example of an interconnection that has reduced safety he
described an incident at trrR where two diverse and independent
liquid level indications were orovided for the head tank level.
A head tank position indicator and a "bubbler" were provided
with one controllinq the plant pumos and the other providing
reactor scram. When one indicator failed, both the control
feature and the safety feature were connected to the same
indicator. '~hen this indicator subsequently failed, the safety
and control functions were both disabled simultaneously.
The minutes record that the personal oreferences of the Ad-Hoc
Subcommittee members was as follows:
Member

Favored Position

r-1angel sdorf

1

Hanauer

3

., Hendri e

4

The summa ry mi nutes of the 101 st meet i ng, September 5-7, 1968, s~ow that
with regard to Russelvil1e, the Committee recollllle~ded that lithe lnstru
mentation system should be reviewed for common fal1ure modes not con
sidered in the single failure criteria. The applicant should s~ow t~at
the proposed interconnection of control and safety instrumentat~on ~1ll
not adversely affect plant safety in a significant manner, conslderlng
the possibility of systematic component failure.
1I

The minutes also record adoption of the following compromise recommen
dation to the Regulatory Staff.

JOlst Meeting, Seotember 5-7, 1968
Separation of Protection and Control Functions
of the Instrumentation and Control Systems
The Ad-Hoc Subcommittee prese~ted several alternate positions
representing the various,schools of thouqht within the Committee
with respect to separation of protection and control functions
of the instrumentation and control systems. Dr. Okrent offered
a compromise statement that was discussed and eventually adopted.
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The Committee advised the Reaulatory Staff:
a.

For reactors under construction, and apDroved nrior to
Diablo Canyon, the ACRS believes it reasonable to accept
designs in accordance with IEEE-279, modified as necessary
for protective overrides and channels used only for equip
ment orotection. In view of the desirability of havina
similar instrumentation systems in the units' of a mUlt1
reactor plant, Point Beach No. 2 may be considered on the
above basis.

b.

For Diablo Canyon, and reactors apDroved subsequently, the
applicant should be required to show that any interconnec
tion of control and safety instrumentation will not adversely
affect plant safety in a significant manner when consider
ing the possibility of systematic component failure.

c.

The Committee reiterates its belief that systematic, non
random, concurrent failure of redundant elements should be
considered in the desian and review of reactor instrumenta
tion systems. Systematic failure of a protection system
and, particularly, common failure modes of control and
protection systems are of concern. The Committee suggests
that the Staff continue its program to suoplement the IEEF.
criteria for use in review of instrumentation, and to
develop criteria which take the Dossibility of systematic
failure into account.

This remained the position of the ACRS for the next sev~ral meetings •. The
emphasis had shifted from a request for as much separatlon of protec~10n
and control as practical to conscious effort to account for systematlc
(common mode or common cause) failures by appropriate design approaches
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Dear Sir:
It has recently been disclosed that the public is in jeopardy but for
the protection ai'iorded by the reactor shutdown systern. I am con
vinced that this single line of defens e is inadequate and therefore
r~quest that you bring this to the attention of the Committee.
At one time it was reasonable to consider that a serious rea.ctor acci
dent, occurring simultaneously with a breach in containment, would
l"equir~ a series of highly improbable events. This is no longer true;
it is necessary only, in a BWR, that loss of electric load, a routine
operating event, be followed by failure to scram.
G.E. told us in an Oyster Creek subcommittee meeting that loss of
electric load occurs approximately once per year. Failure to s cr~m
had not been analyzad as such an analysis wouldbe too "hairy, " i. e. ,
containment would not be pos::ible. G. E. spokesmen furthel' agreed
that once per year the public is placed in jeopardy but for the prompt
intervention of the reactor shutdown system.
In defens e G. E. cited BWR ope rating experience which turned out to
be no more than 20 reactor years or 20 successful operations of the
shutdown system when challenged. G. E. had not considered whether
20 successes constituted a large enough number to demonstrate
adequacy.
The AEC has not adopted a nu:nber for an acceptabLe uncontained failure
rate. The accompanying paper t .however, shows that the public is
otherwise being led to believe that tl)e rate will be 10- 6 to 10- 7 per
year. To -support this belief we shoulCi-experience 10 6 to 107 success!'..:.1
interventiqns to demonstrate adeq,uacy.
The industry by not attempting to mi~igate the "China Syndrome" has ._
placed the .entire burden of protecting the public on the reactor shutdown
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•
Mr. Fraley

.£

January 16, 1969

.ystem .• An informed .~gment of protection' system specialists believes
that in. this area the very best practice would fall short by a factor of
10 2 to 10 3 .
Ergen has stated. however. that in his opinion, the containment of a
.lumped core is "not entirely hopeless."
The attached paper, which was prepared as part of another program,
leads to the conclusion that if conditions continue unchanged. we will
experience an uncontained meltdown once per year or. at best, once per
10 years should 1000 reactors be placed in operC!tion.

.'

Very truly yours,
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E. P. Epler
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4.3 ATWS - Part 1
In a letter dated January 21, 1969 to R. F. Fraley, Executive Secretary of
the ACRS, Conunittee consultant E. P. Epler advanced the thesis that the
reliance being placed on reactor safety systems in BWRs provides inadequate
protection for the health qpd safety of the public. More specifically,
Epler argued that reactor scram was needed to prevent core meltdown and a
loss of containment. integrity following a routine operating event such as
loss of electric load, which might occur about on£~ a year. Epler argued
that a scram system unreliability of less than 10 per demand could not
be expected because of systematic failures.
Epler's letter is reproduced on the following pages.
In the attachment to the letter, Epler mentions that public figures (Alvin
Weinberg, Director of ORNL and Chauncey Starr, then Dean of Engineering at
UC~ and former President of Atomics International) had publically indi
cated that the probability of a serious reactor accident was similar to
that of a jet airliner plunging into Yan~7e Stadium during a World Series
game, which Epler estimates s roughly 10 /year. However, because of the
lack of measures to cope with the "China Syndrome," and because of his
own estimate of a relatively high scram failure rate, Epler feels that the
actual probability of a serious accident may be a factor of 1000 higher.
He refers to a recent article authored by himself for the journal Nuclear
Safety (Epler, 1968) and two papers by well known Canadian and English
engineers in the field of reliability.
The matter raised by consultant Epler was placed on the agenda of the next
ACRS meeting, the 106th held February 6-8, 1969, and Epler was present to
discuss his concern. The Conunittee decided to refer the matter to a Sub
conunittee and provided copies of Epler's letter to the Regulatory Staff.
At the 108th meeting, April 10-12, 1969, the ACRS reviewed the construc
tion permit applications for the Hatch Unit 1 BWR. The Conunittee took
advantage of the occasion to have General Electric make a presentation
on the matter of anticipated transients without sc:ram (A'IWS). The meet
ing summary does little more than record that a discussion took place and
that General Electric felt their design was acceptable but that they had
not factored systematic errors into a reliability analysis.
The ACRS did not complete action on Hatch Unit 1 at its April, 1969 meet
ing. At a Special Meeting, May 2, 1969 various matters on the Hatch
application were discussed, and an Ad-Hoc Subconunittee Meeting on ATWS
was arranged to be held with General Electric on May 7, 1969, immediately
prior to the regular May full Conuni ttee meeting. The summary of the Sub
conunittee meeting, together with excerpts from the minutes are reproduced
below:
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Purpose
The Subcommittee met to hear GE's story on the consequences of a
failure to scram and possible fixes if the consequences are
unacceptable.
Summary
Gt presented some preliminary information on their evaluation of
present BWR designs and alternate desiqns, with reoard to the
consequences of expected transients and a failure.of the reactor
to scram. GE has not yet reached a conclusion on these matters
and will continue their study and present the results in a
topical report.
GE described the events that would ensue from a turbine trio if
the reactor failed to scram for the present designs, with and
without bypass, and then describe the events that would occur if;
(1) the safety valve capacity was increased, (2) the bypass flow
was increased, (3) the recirculation pumps were tripped, (4) the
relief valves are opened in time to augment the bypass system.
In all cases it was assumed that the turbine valve closed in
1/10 of a second. GE pointed out that scram of the reactor rods
is initiated by, first, a 10% closure of the turbine valves,
second, by 120% power level, and third, by high reactor pressure.
To reach the condition of no scram, all three of these scrams
must fail. In most cases the neutron flux went up over 600%
immediately following the turbine trip, but was turned around by
doppler broad~ning, and the power leveled out at some value
higher than 100%. For each of these cases GE displayed curves
showing the neutron flux, peak fuel temperature, fuel surface
heat flux, water level, steam line pressure, vessel pressure,
safety valve flow, and relief valve flow, all with respect to
time. However, these were preliminary values and GE refused
to leave copies for the Committee to review.
Mr. Levy assured the Regulatory Staff and the Ad Hoc Group that
this information would be available as a topical report in a
couple of weeks.
Executive Session
Dr. Okrent opened by stating the purpose of this discussion, and
Dointing out that in the current draft of the Hatch letter the~e
is a paragraph referring to the need~for action in the case of
a turbine trip. He said that studies were needed to see if the
reliability of these plants cou1d be improved. He noted that
common-mode failures or system failures have occurred that would
prevent the reactor from scramming if called upon to do so. He
also pointed out that there are known transients that result in
a need to scram in order to prevent the release of fission
products. He said that he felt the probability of an accident
that released fission products in the ran~e of Part 100 limits
should be down to 10-6 or 10~7 in accordance with ~r. Farmer's
views in the United Kingdom.
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Dr. Hanauer stated that the turbine trip question was only an
example. The main question was that of an anticipated initiatinq
event that reQuires a scram to protect the public. He was look
ing at a class of events and the potential for a control failure.
Until recently he had never considered bypassinq as a safety
function.
Meeting with the Regulatory Staff
Dr. Morris reported that the Regulatory Staff had planned and had
scheduled a meeting with GE to discuss this problem on May 12.
He agreed that it needed study and that the designer ought to
look at the consequences and potential fixes for this type of
accident. He said that GE felt that they should concentrate on
improving the reliability of the scram system, however, GE
has started to look at the consequences of a failure to scram.
Dr. Morris stated that Mr. Price had advised GE that orotection
agains't failure to scram would not be required on the Hatch
and Brunswick plants, that is, the current ~lants being considered.
Dr. Okrent asked if this would not be a bypassing of the intent
of the Atomic Energy Act when the Regulatory Staff knew of a
condition that could present a hazard to the health and safety
of the public and did not require the applicant and designer to
correct it.
Dr. Beck said that a rigorous interpretation of this would mean
shutting down a number of operating reactors.
Dr. Okrent said that the Committee frequently identified oroblem
areas but permitted the reactors to continue to operate.
Dr. Hanauer asked if there was a middle ground between oiving
this applicant a construction permit and not identifying this
turbine trip failure to scram problem, or if the oroblem was
identified would that preclude the issuance of a construction
oermit.
Dr. Morris said that there should be some middle ground in this
area. Dr. Morris reported that GE was currently estimating the
cost of backfit items at approximately $50 million ~er plant.
At the l09th meeting, May 8-10, 1969, the ACRS completed action and wrote
letter reports on the Hatch Unit 1 8WR and on the application to build two
BWRs at the Brunswick Station. In each report the ACRS included a para
graph as follows:
"A study should be- made by the applicant 6e further means of preventing
common failure modes from negating scram action and of design features to
make tolerable the consequences of failure to scram during anticipated
transients."
Also, at the May, 1969 meeting the ACRS began asking questions concern
ing the effects of a ATWS on the PWR that happened to be in for review
(Ginna, formelry called Brookwood). '!bus, Epler's original question had
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broadened into a class of transients for BWRs, and was furthennore being
examined for PWRs.
The broadening of the ATWS matter is illustrated by the results of the
lUth meeting, July 10-12, 1969. '!he ACRS reviewed the construction
pennit application for Three Mile Island 2, a PWR. '!he Committee report
of July 17, 1969, includes the "customary" paragraph with regard to
common mode failures in protection systems; however, it also requests
that a study be made of the possible consequences of anticipated transients
wi thout scram for the PWR.
The Regulatory Staff had been engaged for almost a year in studies of
systematic failures in reactor protection systems, in response to the
issue of separation of protection and control first brought into full
view with the ACRS Diablo Canyon letter of December, 1967 (which later
evolved into the concern with systematic failure as enunciated in the
letter on Russelville of September, 1968). In a letter to ACRS Chairman
Hanauer,' dated August 4, 1969, Peter Morris, the Director of the Division
of Reactor Licensing of the Regulatory Staff, provided a status report
on the Staff studies of systematic fail res. He indicated a preference
for separating the study of systematic failures from that of ATWS in order
to not delay the fonner, but noted that at a Subcommi ttee meeting some
ACRS members and consultants indicated that they saw the two matters as
strongly connected. Morris requested comment on his proposed plan of
action, which involved having each vendor do separate (but related)
studies on the two topics.
In a memorandum from Fraley to Harold Price, dated December 15, 1969,
(reproduced on the following page) the ACRS accepted Morris' proposal
but expr~ssed concern with the "time required to resolve the safety
questions."
We shall see that this memorandum was prophetic, and that time stretched
out to roughly a decade without resolution of the matter.
While the Regulatory Staff began its study of A'OO, the ACRS continued
to conduct relatively short reviews of the matter with each applicant
and to insert a paragraph concerning the matter in each ACRS case letter.
Thus, at the l13th meeting, September 4-6, 1969, the Dresden 2 operating
license review included a comment to the effect that the Applicant was
studying "further means of preventing common mode failures from negat
ing scram action and of design features to make tolerable the conse
quences of failure to scram during anticipated transients."
At the 119th meeting, March 5-7, 1970, Combustion Engineering, the vendor
for the Hutchinson Island (St. Lucie) reactor, promised to report to the
AEC on cormoon failure modes by June, 1970 and on ATWS by November, 1970.
At the l2lst meeting, May 7-9, 1970, Babcock and Wilcox, the vendor for
the Midland reactor, stated that "they had recently discussed with the
RegUlatory Staff the results of the B&W studies of various systematic
failures. B&W added that the Staff had additional requirements regard
ing the studies, and, therefore, B&W would have to wait for a clarifi
cation of these requirements before continuing the studies. B&W had not
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At the D'::cember 1969 ACRS meeting, the COlnmittee adopted the folloW'ing

rosition relative to the matters of systematic failures in reactor
y(otection systems and failure to scram following anticirnted transients:

.

./

"The ACRS dgreQS with the future direction of lhc study
re~arrling systematic failures in reactor protection systems
and failure to scram following anticipated tr3nsi~nts, as
outlined in the August 4, 196.9 DRL rc:port, "Systematic
Failures Study Status Report." The Committee is concerned,
however, regarding the a~aunt of time w~ich will be required
to resolve the safety qULstions -,}hich-.ay be ;,llvolved. The
problem of available m~npower is recognized, and the Cuu"uittee
suggests that it "dy be necessary to o~)to1.in assict,;nce [l'om
out~;ide the regu1..3t . ~ry group,although the best i~,nner in
which to obtc.!in fe;ch ;.J,:,s::',;t,'nce has not D(','n d'.'L"ul,ined."

---/

~Of--~ /:t,f,y
R. F. Fraley
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analyzed a number of anticipated transeints, e.g., loss of primary pumps
or loss of off-site power. The poss"ib1e benefit of additional safety
valves and of rapid injection of boron into the reactor moderator were
mentioned by. the Committee."
This unwillingness by B&W to exercise initiative in deciding what transi
ents needed study and to rapidly develop the relevant information was
generally characteristic of all the vendors, and contributed greatly to
delay in the first few years of consideration of the ATWS.
At the l22nd meeting, June 11-13, 1970, during the review of Midland 1 and
2, B&W stated they would have a report on their analysis of failure to
scram on anticipated transients in early 1971. The ACRS recolTll1ended in
its report that lithe applicant accelerate his study of means of preventing
common failure modes from negating scram action and of design features to
make tolerable the consequences of failure to scram during anticipated
transients." The Committee also noted that the applicant stated that the
engineering design would maintain flexibility with regard to relief
capacity of the pri mary system and .of a di verse means of reduc·i ng reac
t i vi ty.
At the l22nd meeting, the ACRS also held a general discussion of ATWS.
The summary minutes are excerpted below.
Failure to Scram DurinQ Anticipated Transients
Dr. Hanauer summarized the information presented by the four NSSS
vendors to the Instrumentation and Control Subcommittee on June 3,
1970. He stated that the consequences of a failure to scram on
anticioated transients aooears to be as follows for each of
the NSSS vendors: (a) Westinghouse already has more pressure
relieving capacity than is reouired by the pressure vessel code.
It appears they can resolve this problem by addin9 slightly more
relieving capacity. Another possibility is to provide a boron
injection system; (b) B &Wmay have to provide more siqnificant
measures than Westinghouse because of features such as sinole
pass boilers vs. multi-pass boilers; (c) CE has not provided
any information which can be evaluated as possible fixes; (d) ~
GE has only a few seconds in which to mitigate a failure to scram.
(GE believes that tripping out the recirculation pumps, when the
anticipated transient occurs, would solve their problem.)
The COlTlT1ittee decided to accept the "guide" (list of transients
and associated conditions to be GOnsidered) proposed by DRL on
anticipated transients for P~Rs, dated June 1,1970).
Discussion was held of the following JJtOtion: "It is the Committee.l.s
position that failure of the single rod~scram-system, as presently
provided, to scram on anticipated transients should not result in
an accident worse than Part 100 for light water-cooled power
reactors.
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The Committee decided to consider the question of Anticipated
Transients ltJithout Scram (ATWS) with high priority ("case-like"
review). To this end, the Committee intends to schedule discussion
of the subject with the Regulatory Staff at the July meetinq
(one hour). Accordingly, the Regulatory Staff was requested to
furnish a report to the Committee on this matter before the July
meeting. Subjects should include:
1.

Whether protection is required for ATWS.

2.

Status and schedules of studies underway.

3.

Scram reliability required for ATWS protection not to be
necessary.

4.

Estimate of reliability of scram systems oresently installed
or under ~onstruction (expected reliability of current rod
sa fety sys terns) .

5.

Possible fixes if ATWS protection is necessary; likelihood
of success of fixes; advantages and disadvantages of fixes.
(Discussion of possible measures which mig~t make such
transients lead to conditions not exceedinq Part laO under
realistic, though conservative, assumntions of activity
release; also the likelihood of success of such measures,
and Dossib1e advantaaes and disadvantaaes.)

(P\..JRs and BHRs)

It is perhaps of interest to note that on May 4, 1970, ACRS consultant
Epler, who had first raised the question for BWRs, wrote a letter to the
ACRS in which he concluded that the PWR may also have a safety problem
with ATWS. In this letter he recommended that criteria be developed for
an additional reactor shutdown system for both BWRs and PWRs.
At the 123rd meeting, July 9-11, 1970, during the operating license review
for Dresden 3, General Electric stated that they "need AEC criteria if
more is required of them regarding ATWS." They found it "a problem to
have to document their studies in the public record."
At the same meeting, during the Trojan construction permit review,
Westinghouse stated that they "will issue a report which contains the
results of their studies of ATWS before the end of the year. The Appli
cant can provide flexibility in his design into 1971 to accommodate fixes
for ATWS.
The Committee report noted that the design would maintain flexibility re
garding fixes for AT.~.
..
Dr. S. Hanauer, who had been an ACRS member for about five years while on
the faculty of the University of Tennessee, was aSked by Mr. Price, the
Director of Regulation, to join the AEC Regulatory Staff on a full-time
basis in rnid-1970. Thus, the minutes of the July, 1970 meeting show
Dr. Hanauer reporting on behalf of the Regulatory Staff to the ACRS of
.:,.
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whi ch he was no longer a member. Dr. Hanauer commented that some i nfor
mation which is needed to resolve the ATWS matter is still lacking, but
it is questionable hO\'I much more will be forthcoming.
He stated that
Westinghouse believes they need no fix and General Electric believes they
have a fix (turn off recirculation pumps).
II

1I

At the 124th meeting, August·13-15, 1970, during the construction permit
review for North Anna, the ACRS expressed its concern over the slow pace
of the common mode failure study and of the ATWS study. Westinghouse
stated they did not believe that additional measures will be required;
they agreed to incorporate plant changes, however, if the requirements
were established by early 1971.
At the same meeting, during the Davis Besse review, B&W again said they
were awaiting further guidance from the Regulatory Staff as to the tran
sients to be considered.
At the 125th meeting, September 17-19, 1970 the ACRS discussed ATWS with
the Regulatory Staff. The Staff had submitted a report in September on
ATWS. which included the following, recorrmendations:

(a) The reliability of scram systems of current desiQn demon
strat~d to date and the occurrence rate of anticipated
~rans,e~ts leads to the.conclusion that anticioated trans
lents wlthout scram havlng serious consequences will occur
at an unacceptably high rate when there are a laroe number
of reactors in operation.
(b)

The consequences of anticipated transients without scram
should be shown to be acceptable or desion chanaes should
be made.
'.


(c) Where changes are needed, they can be provided by improving
the reactivity reduction systems or by modifying the plant
so the consequences of not reducing reactivity are acceptable.
The Staff also recommended that:
(a) Applicants should be required either (1) to demonstrate that
with their present designs the consequences of anticioated
transients without scram are a~ce~table, or (2) to make desion
changes to improve significantli the rel iabil ity of the
"
scram system.'
(b) The BWR and PWR manufacturers should be informed of this
decision.

II
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(c) The analysis of ATWS in accordance with the guide (Appendix
D) originally prepared for use by the reactor designers
should be pursued with applicants. This should be done with
applicants on current and future construction oermit cases
and with holders of construction oermits for which the AEC
safety evaluation and the ACRS letter identified this problem.
Backfitting of other cases should be considered on a case
by case basis.
However, at the September, 1970 meeting, the Committee apparently was not
ready to endorse the Regulatory Staff recommendations, and decided it
needed more discussion on the subject.
At the l26th meeting, OCtober 27, 1970 there was a long discussion with
representatives of North Anna, Trojon and westinghouse, in which they
"clarified" what they had meant by maintaining flexibility. Specifically,
they said they were not maintaining flexibility for hardware changes; that
were these to be required, the AEC would have to make a finding that such
changes will provide substantial additional protection which is required
for the public health and safety, in accordance with the AEC Regulation
10 CFR 50.109 - Backfitting. So that, except for possible changes
which affect the reliability of the instrumentation and control system,
the reactors were being proposed (and implicitly or explicitly accepted)
as is, despite the lack of resolution of ATWS.
At the l26th meeting, the ACRS had available written comments from
several consultants in the field of reliability who had attended an
earlier Subcommittee meeting on scram system reliability. The oo~~~nts
were varied; when specific, they tended to support Epler's original
thesis.
By this time, at least some ACRS members were getting concerned about the
delay in resolving ATWS and the apparent loss of real flexibility to make
future changes on plants currently receiving favorable construction
permit reports. The minutes of the l27th meeting, November 12-14, 1970
record a Committee discussion on how to accelerate the pace. As of that
time the Regulatory Staff had still not sent the list of questions to be
answered to the four reactor vendors.
At the request of the Committee, ACRS member David Okrent prepared a
short discussion paper on ATWS, which is reproduced on the following
pages.
The minutes of the l27th meeting also note that member Okrent attached
additional remarks to an ACRS report concerning a power level increase
in the Oyster Creek BWR, one of them .relating to ATWS. (The Committee
had discussed this and some other "backfit-type" matters and chose to
omit any reference to the matter in its report)~

ADVISORY COMMIITEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.c:. 20.4.

November 30, 1970

ACRS Members
A DISCUSSION OF ATWS*, PER REQUEST OF THE COMMITTEE AT THE NOVEMBER, 1970
MEETING
1.

Safety Objective - The objective of a total probability of less than
10- 7 per reactor year for a very bad accident (an accident much worse
than Part 100) is postulated. For
1,000 reactors, this yields a
probability of 1 in a 100 each century, and the U.S. now anticipates
about 1,000 reactors by the year 2000. If this objective is missed
by a factor of 100, there wi 11 probably be several very bad accidents
in the world during the next century.
There are a variety of ways (more than 1a) whereby a very bad accident
may occur. Therefore each of these must have a probability much less
than 10- 7 (say 10- 8) per reactor year, if the combined probability is
not to exceed the objective of
10-7.
Thus, an objective of 10- 8 per reactor year for a very bad accident
from ATWS is suggested, with a need to meet this objective within a
factor of ten.

2.

The Staff report references various experts who have estimated an
·unreliability of scram between 10- 3 and 4 X 10- 4 per demand. At the
ACRS Subcommittee meeting of August 26, 1970, General Electric stated
that experience with GE reactors led to a failure probability of
8 X 10- 4 with a 95% probability. It was stated that to demonstrate
empirically an unreliability of 10-7~ approximately 300,000 reactor
years with a zero failure history wocld be reqcired.
Frequent testing can improve the failure probability somewhat, say
a factor of ten, for some common mode failures, but not all can be
or have been detected by testing.

*The Staff report of September, 1970 on ATWS merits re-reading. This memo's
major function is to call it (and the subject) again to your attention.
,

(

..

:,.
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November 30, 1970

The Regulatory Staff concludes that the failure probability is much
larger than 10- 7 •
All of the ACRS consultants offering oplnlons agreed with the Staff
and with the previously published opinions that the unreliability
of current systems probably falls in the range of 10- 3 to 10- 4 •
3.

Historically, this is now an old issue which represents, in part,
the evolution of the issue of separation of safety and control which
was first raised in an ACRS letter in December, 1967. The question
of common mode failures followed, and ATWS, per se, was called directly
to ACRS attention about two years ago in a letter from Dr. Epler,
and soon thereafter in a publication in the Nuclear Safety journal.
The first Subcommittee meeting with GE on ATWS was held 18 months
ago.
On or around June, 1970 the ACRS took the position that ATWS was a
high priority ,item requiring resolution and asked the Staff for a
report with recommendations. A draft Staff report was provided in
early July. At that time questions were raised concerning how the
Staff was handling probabilities - so a Committee decision was put
off, and a Subcommittee meeting held in August.
In September a formal Staff analysis was received, reaffirming the
July draft. It concludes that scram reliability is far from adequate
and that positive steps should be taken.
The Committee took no action in September. In October the Committee
approved the Staff's sending out a list of questions to vendors, but
took no decisfon. The matter was referred to the vendor subcommittees
to continue work on the ATWS question.

4.

What information does the ACRS seek? Is each vendor subcommittee
supposed to get new information which will provide a different basis
on which to judge scram unreliability? If so, how? For example,
what empirical information is there on which to judge B&W or CE power
reactors, neither of which have yet operated?
It appears that no vital source of new information which can contradict
the Staff position on reliability has been identified. In fact, during
the recent past, another failure has actually been experienced at Hanford
and a partial failure at SEfO~.~tbereby reenforcing the 'Staff position.
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ACRS Members
5.

November 30, 1970

1 would like to propose the following course of action to achieve
what can b~ accomplished in a practical manner on a reasonable time
scale:

A)

Xhe ACRS vendor subcommittees should not spend any significant
amount of time in discussion of the reliability or unreliability
of scram systems. Instead their efforts should be directed toward:
1)

Establishing requirements for and possible improvements in
the methods for initial and periodic testing of safety systems.

2)

Establishing procedures for maintenance and periodic adjustment
of safety systems that will minimize the introduction of common
mode failures (e.g., adjust only a limited number of channels
during any single shutdown, replace componenrs in a limited
fraction of installed channels until performance of the new
components is demonstrated).*

3)

Consid~ration

..

of improvements in systems design that will
further reduce the possibility of common mode failures such as:

a)

Use of diverse components, functional signals, physical
separation, etc. (Note: Westinghouse, B&W and GE reports
regarding signal diversity have already been received. A
report by CE has been promised).

b)

Separation of control and safety systems.

B)

In addition to A above, the vendors should be required to (1)
demonstrate that with their present designs the consequences of
anticipated transients without scram are acceptable or (2) describe
design changes which render the consequences of ATWS acceptable.

C)

The ACRS vendor subcommittees should plan to report to the full
Committee within 6 months with respect to A & B above and the
Committee should then recommend implementation of appropriate
procedures and design changes as are considered necessary.

{!!:~
*This matter should also be revieweG with representative utilities.
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At the 128th meeting, December 10-12, 1970, the ACRS discussed the ATWS
matter further in Executive Session. The minutes of this discussion are
reproduced below.

EXCERPTS FROM 128TH ACRS MTG. SUMMARY - 12/10-12/70
Executive Session
ATWS - The Committee discussed various ways to attemot to resolve
the outstanding concerns about ATWS. The Committee did not
believe it was necessary at this time to make plant chanoes to
reduce the orobability of failure to scram in the event of antici
oated transients and to increase significantly, when aoprooriate,
the probability that the consequences of AT14S will be tolerable.
The Committee decided to send a memo to Mr. Price which indicated
the Committee position reqardinq ATWS:
1)

Reliability of present protection (scram) systems cannot
be accurately established at this time.

2)

The Staff is urged to send out the ATHS questions to
vendors and get answers expeditiously.

3)

The Committee and Regulatory Staff should maintain a
.
detailed and continuinq review of present plants, includ1nq
exploration of what fixes are possible if they are needed.

At the l29th meeting, January 7-9, 1971, the ACRS decided that an Ad hoc
group should be formed to pursue the ATWS matter. The Committee also
decided that the ATWS matter should be considered generically by the
Regulatory Staff but that the Staff should attempt to get reasonable
assurance that the critical areas of ATWS can be answered for Newbold
Island prior to completing its construction permit review.
At the l30th meeting, February 4-6, 1971, during the first full Committee
meeting on Newbold Island, General Electric proposed implementation of a
recirculating pump trip as a backup to reactor scram. However, at the
l3lst meeting, March 4-6, 1971, Commonwealth Edison and General Electric
maintained that no modification (such as pump trip) was needed for Quad
Cities 1 and 2, which were receiving an operating license review.
In May, 1971, the ACRS received copies of a General Electric report,
NEDO-10349 entitled "Analysis of Anticipated Transients without Scram,"
which showed the calculated behavior o~a.~WR with pump trip in the 
event of an ATWS.
July 30, 1971, the Regulatory Staff forwarded a report to the ACRS
in which they concluded that, specifically with-Newbold Island in mind,
the recirculation pump trip provides a substantial increase in the prob
ability that the facility could withstand an ATWS event. The Staff
noted that further analyses were required concerning the diversity of
components in the pump trip, and criteria were required with regard to
On
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provision of a poison injection capabilit~ such that the suppression pool
temperature is maintained below about 170 F. At the 136th ACRS meeting,
August 5-7, 1971, both the Newbold Island and Limerick Stations are listed
as committed to the use of the pump trip.
Beginning' in early 1971, the A'IWS Subcommittee, chaired by H. Monson, met
frequently. First a series of meetings were scheduled with each of the
four Lh'R vendors. All of the vendors argued that their scram systems were
much more reliable th~g Ep1eE70r the Regulatory Staff suggested. Unre1ia
bilities less than 10 orlO per demand were obtained by the vendors
on perfonning reliability analysis of their respective systems. The
matter of how to include systematic or common mode failures in such
analyses was admittedly troublesome.
It turned out that each of the PWR vendors had to develop new computer
code models and systems in order to analyze ATWS events with the high
degree of sophistication required. "Bounding" calculations led to un
acceptably high pressures for some transients. And the different vendors
exhibited varying degrees of cooperation and speed in analyzing the set
of anticipated transients agreed upon as appropriate by the Regulatory
Staff and the ACRS.
During the Executive Session of
Combustion Engineering on March
results of the previous meeting
that Westinghouse would be able
use of one of the following:

the Subcommittee meeting held with
30, 1971, Chairman Monson reviewed the
with Westinghouse. He said it appeared
to cope with ATWS through the possible

1.

Enough safety valves to prevent excessively high pressure.

2.

The removal of power from some or all of the primary system
pumps.

3.

Use of a fast-acting injection system.

At the Subconunittee meeting held May 5, 1971 wi th Babcock and Wilcox (B&W),
it was noted that both B&W and Combustion Engineering were still develop
ing the needed analytical tools; also, both seemed to have reactor designs
which might get to higher pressures than Westinghouse in the more severe
ATWS events because of differences in system design.
The A'IWS Subcommittee met again on september 8, 1971.
the meeting minutes follow:
'"

..

Some excerpts from

;.

The ATWS Subcommittee met on September 8, 1971 to continue discus
sions regarding resolution of the ATWS pr.ob1em. There appeared
to be agreement between the Regulatory Staff and the Subcommittee
that an improvement in reliability of approximately 10 2 to 104
is needed either in scram reliability or the ability to cope with
an ATWS situation or that a combination of these two is needed
to improve the ATWS situation by a factor of 102 to 104.
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Dr. Monson said that the vendors appear to have been draaqing
their feet regarding the An~s problem. The Reoulatory Staff
had also been slow in taking action. They have not been able
to assign sufficient manpower to the problem. Dr. Monson said
that he had wanted to have a Subcommittee meeting two months
previous but that the Regulatory Staff was not ready at that
time. He a1so stated that the Regulatory Staff was reportedly
not ready for the present Subcommittee meeting but that he desired
to proceed with the Subcommittee meeting anyway. '~estinghouse
and GE are the only two reactor vendors that have oerformed a
significant amount of work regarding analysis of the ATWS problem.
B&W and CE reactors have relatively less relief capacity and
less room for level swell in the pressurizer than Westinghouse
reactors. Dr. Monson stated that the Committee has not accepted
GEls proposed solution as a final resolution of the ATWS oroblem
for GE reactors, but the Committee noted with satisfaction that
GE is incorporating a pump trip for the Newbold Island reactor.
It was stated that the proposed GE and Westinghouse changes
involving tripping of pumps are inexpensive.
Dr. Monson said that the ACRS has been talking in terms of an
acceptable frequency of a very severe accident of aoproximately
10-6 to 10-1/reactor-year. He believed the Regulatory Staff
was earlier stating a value of 10- 7 to 10-8/year but is now
saying a value of lO-l/year. There would be an average of less
than 200 large Dower reactors in operation in the U.S.
durinq the next 20 years, with a minimum total of
approximately 3300 reactor-years of operation occurrinq during
this 20-year period. With a orobabi1ity of a severe accident
of 10- 6/reactor-year, there would be a probability of .003 that
a severe accident would occur within the next 20 years. He
thought that this was an acceotable risk in the light of other
hazards, such as a 10- 5 probability of death each time a person
takes a commercial airplane flight. The probability of an antici
pated transient is being assumed to be once per reactor-year;
however the actual value miqht be hiaher. A value between 10- 3
and lo-4/reactor-yearis the-range thit has been considered as
the probability of failure to scram during an ATWS event. Dr.
Monson said that, considering the number of types of scram systems
and different ooeratina and maintenance oersonnel at the various
reactor sites, he favors using the value' of 4 x 10- 4 which has
been proposed by the Regulatory Staff. In any event, based on
an assumed acceptable severe accident probability of 10- 6 or
lO-7/year and a failure to scram frequency of 10- 3 or lO-4/demand,
improvement by a factor of 10 2 to 104 appears needed elther in
. scram reliability or the ability to cope with an AT'4S situation,
or a combination of the. two.
The
psi
may
Dr.

normal operating pressure of·a Ijlestinghouse reactor is 2250
and the design pressure 2500 psi. An ATWS event reoortedly
result in a pressure of 4391 psi in a Westinghouse reactor.
Monson said that he was not certain that the reactor pressure
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vessel would fail at 4391 psi, but that he did not think that the
probability of failure is as low as 10-3 for that pressure. Dr.
Monson stated that there is obviously some peak pressure that
would be acceptable for an ATWS event for a given reactor type
and indicated the desirability of determining this value.
Mr. Epler said he believes there is a need to improve the scram
system as well as a need to provide greater ability to cope
with the consequences of an ATWS event.
Dr. Monson inquired as to what degree of improvement mi~ht be
obtained in the reliability of the scram system. Mr. Epler
replied that his associates at Oak Ridge believe that reliability
could be increased by a factor of approximately 10. He thinks
thclt changes could be made to improve the reliability by as
much as a factor of 10 3. Westinahouse calculates a random failure
rate of 2 x 10- 7/reactor-year. The common mode rate is an order
of magnitude higher. Westinghouse feels confident that there
is a probability of approximately 10-6 for failure of the scram
breakers to open on scram demand. Mr. Epler thought that the
probability of failure to scram on demand is approximately 10- 3
for present day water cooled power reactors and that this might
be improved to lO-4/demand as experience is gained. Dr. Monson
pointed out that 2/3rds of the control rods could fail to scram
and the situation may still be acceptable. Mr. Epler thought that
it is more likely that all of the rods will fail to scram than it
is that one-half will fail to be inserted. Dr. Monson said that
there may be common mode failures that are not common to all
control rods and that the fact that only a portion of the rods
need to be inserted to avoid a catastroohic situation is a
significant advantage.
.
~~~latory

Staff

Mr. Moore reported he understood from conversations with Westing
house representatives that they have now changed their position
from one of attempting to drag out the ATWS review to one of
wanting to settle the matter with the Regulatory authorities.
This is a result of a paragraph in the ACRS letter regarding
the Newbold Island construction permit. Westinqhouse construes
this paragraph as possibly indicating that the GE proposal of
tripping pumps has been accepted as a resolution of the ATWS
question for GE reactors. Dr. Honson quoted the paragraph from
the Newbold Island letter, which does not indicate that the
GE proposal has been accepted as a final resolution to the
ATWS question regarding GE·r~actors. Dr. Lipinski stated that,
if the same parameters are used to scram a reactor and trip re
circulation pumps, he is not sure how much reliability is improved.
Mr. Moore stated that W,stinghouse has calculated that random
failures have a 2 x 10- probability of preventing the trio 15
breakers from opening on scram demand. GE obtained a 2 x 10
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value for failure to initiate scram based on a.similar.study.
Mr. Moore said he believes that common mode fa, lures w,ll ~re
domiDate over random failures. Mr. Moore stated tryat West,~g:
house had omitted manufacturer deficiencies in the,r probab,l,ty
considerations. There have been two examples where such
deficiencies have caused instrumentation failure. These
were at the San Onofre and the Monticello reactors.
When the ATWS Subcommittee met on March 1, 1972, it had available a draft
report of A'IWS for Westinghouse A-JRs which had been prepared. by Voss Moore
of the Regulatory Staff and had not been reviewed by Staff management.
The report summarized the previous history of technical submissions by
Westinghouse, noting that they had not provided recommendations for design
changes although this had been requested on more than one occasion by the
Staff.
After considerable discussion of various technical aspects, the draft
report concluded that
(1)

westinghouse be informed that for future designs the conse
quence of ATWS should be shown to be acceptable or design
changes should be made.

(2)

That "emergency" conditions as SPecified in the ASME code,
rather than "faulted" conditions as proposed by some vendors
be acceptable limit for ATWS.

(3)

and that other appropriate limits be put on fuel damage and
containment conditions.

Excerpts from the minutes of this subcommittee meeting follow:

Executive Session
Dr. r10nson stated that the matter of ATWS has been discussed for
the last two or three years without much specific action bein[
taken. It was not apparent, howQve~t that action needed to be
taken rapidly. BWRs seemed to be significantly worse regarding
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ATWS than PWRs. Dr. Monson pointed out that the ACRS had gotten
the applicants to perform analyses and suggest design changes
relative to ATWS in the case of Newbold Island and of Limerick.
In its letters regarding these reactors, the Committee recognizes
the fact that design changes were being made but indicated that
the ACRS did not think that these will necessarily be sufficient.
Mr. Mangelsdorf inquired regarding the effect of tripoinq the
pumps for BWRs. Dr. Monson stated that shutting off of pumps
slows the coolant flow and increases the voids in the core,
thereby tending to shut the reactor down. Dr. Lipinski said
that there may be a stability question with natural circulation
and' that there is a possibility that chugging might occur. Dr.
Monson thought that the Committee would probably not want to take
further action regarding changes to cope with ATWS situations
. until they are convinced that the existing situation is not
adequate and that feasible solutions are available. Mr.
Mangelsdorf inquired whether Dr. Monson believed it is possible
that the ATWS problem is being overemphasized. Dr. Monson
replied he believes it is possible both to overemphasize and
underemphasize the problem. He indicated that the unreliability
of scram systems is a debatable matter, but it apoears that it
is approximately 10- 3 to 10-4 per demand. Mr. Epler pointed
out that situations have existed where reactors were incapable
of scramming at HTRE-3, at a Savannah River reactor, at a Hanford
reactor, and at KAHL. Mr. Mangelsdorf indicated that he did
not believe it credible that the unreliability is as high as 10- 3
oer demand for commercial water reactors. He wondered if the
unreliability might not be smaller than 10- 4 per demand. Dr.
Monson believed that no system as complicated as reactor scram
systems and which require maintenance and testing will have an
unreliability much less than 10-4 per demand. It was pointed
out that difficulty had been encountered with the Monticello scram
system and the wrong thing was fixed three or four times. Mr.
Epler said that, at the Hanford N-Reactor, three common-mode fail
ures occurred. Filters failed, diodes failed, and all 88 rods
failed to scram when one failed to scram. The Regulatory Staff
is currently saying it is unacceptable to have a probability of
occurrence greater than 10-7 per reactor-year for accidents
worse than Part 100. Dr. Monson indicated he personally felt
that this probability is a little on the low side and that-he
might be willing to accept a probability as high as 10- 6 per
reactor-year. Dr. Monson indicated that the Regulatory Staff
believes that improvement is needed regarding the ATWS situation.
Re9.ul~t0'X Staff

.

..:,.

Mr. Moore of DRS stated that the draft ATWS reoort which had
been provided for use in conjunction with the Subcommittee
meeting represented his own views." He said that Westinghouse'·
had been asked to recommend a fix regarding ATWS, and they choose .
not to make such a recommendation. They were asked to provide
details regarding the sequence of events during ATWS occurrences,
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and they have provided somewhat more information than had pre
viously been submitted re~arding this. The orevious assumptions
used by Westinghouse involved unfavorable conditions which may
exist for only a small portion of time. Westinghouse was asked
to provide additional information relative to this but choose not
to do so. At Westinghouse's request, they were asked to discuss
possible scram system improvements and then, for some reason,
they choose not to answer the question.
Mr. Mangelsdorf inquired as to what Westinqhouse claims is the
unreliability of their scram system. Mr. Moore replied that
they have indicated a value of 2 x 10- 7 per demand but that
they do not include common mode failures in their considerations.
Dr. Monson pointed out that there have now been two clear cases
where the scram systems of power reactors were inoperable, the
scram systems for the KAHL and the Hanford-N reactors. At
KAHL, the scram relays were replaced and were later found to
have all failed simultaneously.
Mr. Moore said he believes the pressure vessel and not the
primary system piping is more likely to be the limiting factor
regardinQ resistance to oressure. The stresses for the DBE
and the DBA are limited to the ASME emergency conditions and
the stresses from a combination of the two are limited to the
ASME faulted conditions. Mr. Moore indicated he believed that
An,S events should not result in situations worse than the ASME
emergency conditions, unless the probability of an ATWS event
resulting in catastrophic results has a probability of less than
that of the simultaneous occurrence of the DBE and the DBA. The
question was raised as to whether a single small break would
be considered a faulted condition.
Mr. Moore presented Figure 1 entitled "Paths to Failure as a
Result of An~S." In this figure, the probability of failure
to scram is assumed to be 10-4/anticipated transient. In
order to achieve a 10-7/year probability that there will not
be a catastrophic consequence from an ATWS occurrence, there
needs to be a probability of approximately 10-3/ATI4S event
that the primary system will not fail. Mr. Moore indicated
that pressure vessel experts are not willing to state a
probability for pressure vessel failure at faulted conditions.
Mr. Moore said that he is inclined to believe that the pressure
should not be allowed to exceed the ASME emergency value for
ATWS events.
Another AnlS Subcommittee meeting was held with Combustion

·

on March 16, 1972.

Eng;neerin~

..;..

Excerpts from the meeting follow:

The ATWS Subcommittee met to continue discussions, particularly
regarding C.E. reactors. C.E. has provided less safety valve
capacity for their reactors than Westinghouse. C.E. calculated
a maximum pressure of 6000 psi for an AnlS event {loss of feedwater
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flow). They believe that this is an acceptable situation since
6000 psi would not result in more than 80% of the ultimate
tensile strength being reached. The Regulatory Staff thought that
a pressure as high as 6000 psi might damage valves which would
later need to operate (e.g., ECCS values) and that the fuel clad
ding would collapse and possibly result in greater than Part 100
doses through leakage to the secondary system. Dr. Monson
suggested that C.E. pursue investigation of possible fixes
relative to the ATWS situation. He thought that their effort
should be directed toward obtaining a substantial reduction in
the peak pressure and peak fuel temperature for ATWS events.
Mr. Maccary indicated that the allowable stress is approxi
mately 1/3 the ultimate strength. Upset conditions represent
a stress which is approximately 110% of the design value.
Emergency conditions correspond to the yield stress, and faulted
conditions (as viewed by the Regulatory Staff) are those that
result in stresses equal to the yield stress plus 1/3 the
difference between the ultimate stress and the yield stress.
The order of probability of failure due to high pressure was
listed by Mr. Maccary as being (1) piping components, (2) valves,
(3) pumps, and (4) pressure vessels. He thought that the proba
bility of failure of the primary system is less than 10- 3 for
emergency conditions.
At the 144th meeting, April 6-8, 1972 the full Committee was briefed
on the then current status of ATWS.

The minutes follow:

Subcommittee Report on ATWS
Dr. Monson reviewed for the Committee in considerable detail the
general status of ATWS knowledge in relation to water reactors,
including the effects of various "fixes" on the magnitude of
pressure and temperature transients accompanying the event
in each type of plant.
In addition, he presented information to aid the Committee 1n
forming opinions in regard to lIacceptab1e" risk of a catas
trophic accident.
In brief, all of the analyzed transients extend into or approach
the regions of lIemergencyll or IIfaulted ll condition allowances for
the materials 3f construction. There is a spread of approximately
a factor of 10 between the probability of ATWS per re~ctor
year (10- 4 ) and the Staff preposed "acceptab1ell probability of
a catastrophic acciden~ per reactor year (10- 7). (The Sub
committee considers a probability of 10- 6 to 10-7 for a catas
trophic accident .to be an acceptable figure.)
Apparent solutions would be:
• increase the reliability of scram systems by a factor
of 10- 3 , or
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• ensure that the consequences of ATWS will be not
greater than a Part 100 event.
Dr. Monson stated that the Committee needs to establish a
position on the following considerations and that as many
members as possible should plan to attend the April ATWS
Subcommittee meeting in Denver, at which time these items
will be taken up by the Subcommittee.
(1)

Is ATWS a problem?

(2)

Should the Committee write a letter?

(3)

Does the Committee agree with the basic Staff
position (see below)?

(4)

What should be the criteria to make a non
protection system "fix" acceptable?

(5)

Part 100 releases?

(a)

<

(b)

pressure peak

(c)

no melting of fuel?

(d)

peak clad temperature

<

emergency cr?

< de~ign?

What should be the requirements for an acceptable
protection system fix?
(a)

increase reliability by factor of (?)?

(b)

separate, diverse system?

(c)

apply requirements to "warned" plants (ACRS reports)?

(d)

supply backfitting provisions?

REGULATORY STAFF POSITION ON ATWS
(Essentially unchanged since Sept. 16, 1970)
Applicants should be required either (1) to demonstrate that
with their present designs the consequences of anticipated
transients without scram are acceptable, or (2) to make design
changes which render the consequences of anticipated transients
without scram acceptable, or.(3) to make design changes to
improve significantly the reliability of the scram system.
The BWR and PWR manufacturers should be informed of this decision.
The analysis of ATWS in accordance with the guide (Appendix A
or B) originally prepared for use by the reactor designers
should be pursued with applicants. This should be done with
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applicants on current and future construction permit cases and
with holders of construction permits for which the AEC safety
evaluation and the ACRS letter identified this problem. Back
fitting of other cases should be considered on a case-by-case basis. 1I
Still another ATWS Subcommittee meeting was held April 21 t 1972 (the
twelfth on the subject t to date).

And on April 28 t 1972 t L. Manning

Muntzing t the Director of Regu1ation t
tory Staff Position on ATWS.

transmi~ted

to the ACRS the Regula

This was reviewed by the full Committee at

the 145th ACRS meeting t May 4-6 t 1972 t and on May lOt 1972 t an ACRS
letter giving general approval was dispatched to Mr. Muntzing.
Both Staff position and ACRS letter are reproduced below:
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Dr. Chester P. Siess
Chairma~, AdvisOD' Co~~ittee on
Reactor Safeguarc5
U. S. Atomic ~ner~' Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

"
~

~

Dear Dr. Siess:

••

I am enclosing eightee~ copies of the requirements for protection against
anticipated transients without scram (AT\~) which we plan to impose on
applicants for construction pe~its.

•S

In February 1969, ~r. E. P. Epler, an ACRS consultant, suggested that pro
tection systems designed for highly unlikely events might not have the
required reliability to protect against anticipated transients. Our revi~~
found that several anticipated transients require protection syste.n action
(scram) to prevent unacceptable consequences. We also investigated the
reli~bility required of scram systems for these transients and have con
cluded that protaction against AT~~ sho~ld be provided in accorda~ce with
the enclosed requirements. Our conclusions were based on an investigation
of scram system experience in power reactors Which considered common mode
failura~ as well as random failures.
We reported the results of our
studies to the cOIr.jnittee in September 1970 with the recommendation for
new requirements .. It should ~e noted that the reactor manufacturers
believe that the reliability of scram systems is so high that protection
against ATW~ should not be required. The staff disagrees on the basis
of its studies referred to above, and believes in addition that informa
tion on scram reliability obtained since September 1970 reinforces its
earlier conclusion.
Since our September 1970 recommendation, we have continued to study antici
pated transients with the ~ater reactor designers. In December 1970, the
staff requested the four water reactor manufacturers to furnish detailed
information regarding the consequences of ATWS and possible remedial meas
ures. The st~ff has revi~~ed the information presented in response to this
inquiry, and finds that its earli~r' conclusions are unchanged. An ACRS
subcommittee has held meetings with the reanufacturers and has been kept
fully informed by the staff d~ring its review.
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In August 1971, tho ACRS concurred in the staff recommendation that a design
change (recirculation pump trip) was required to make the consequences of
anticipated transi~nts without scram &cceptable for the Newbald Island reac
-tors. The same design change has been required for subsequent boiling water
reat;:tors.
Based on the foregoing, we have concluded that it is advisable at this time
to impose requirements on construction permit aprlicants for all water reac
tors in order to make further progress on the problem of anticipated trans
ients without scram. The enclosed regulatory requirements are consistent
with our recommendation of September 1970. More specific information, how
ever, is provided to define acceptable consequences and to assist in imple
menting design changes. Studies are continuing to develop lists of required
transients and assumptions, and acceptable evaluation models for the various
designs.
ACRS comments on the proposed requirements that we receive soon after the
May meeting would be most timely in our considerations.
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~GULATORY
ANTICIPATED

;
STAFF POSITION ON

TRANSIE:~TS

WITHOUT SCRk'f

April 28, 1972
I.

Recommended Position
Applicants should be required to: (1) demonstrate that with their present
designs the consequences of anticipated transients without scram (An~S)
are acceptable, or (2) make de:sign changes which render the consequences
of anticipated transients without scra~ acceptable. or (3) ~ke design
changes to im?rvve significantly the reliability of the scram system.

II.

Imnlementation
.
A.

Definition of Acceptable Consequences
It is necessary to establis~ acceptable consequences of ATI~S in
order to icple~ent either optio~ 1 or option 2 of the recommended
p·osition. Acceptable conditions are defined as follows:
1.

Radiological consequences
The radiological consequences shall be within the guideline
values set forth in 10 CFR Part 100.

2.

Primary System Pressure
The n~xirnum acceptable transient primary system pressure shall
be based on the primary system pressure boundary li;:rit or the
fuel element limit whichever is more restrictive:
a.

Pri~~ry

Pressure Boundary Licits

The transient pressure shall be limited to less than that
resulting in a u4:dmu~ stress anTwnere in the rE:~ctor cool
ant pressure boundary of the "emergency conditions" as
defined in the AS~~ Section III Nuclear Power Plant Com
ponents Code.
b.

Fuel Pressure Limits
The transient pressure shall not exceed a value for Which
test and/or analysis demonstrate that there is no substan
tial safety proble~ with the fuel. The safety considerations
include radiological consequences as well as hydraulic
effects.

.
3.

Fuel Thermal and Hydraulic Effects
a.

.

The average enthalpy of the peak pellet shall not exceed 280
calories per gram.

o

C)
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b.

b.

t

A calculated critical heat flux event will not be acceptable
unless the peak cladding te~erature can be shown not to
result in significant cladding degradation.

Containment Conditions
Calculated containment pressures shall not exceed the design
pressure of the contair~ent structure. Equip~ent which is
located within the contain~ent and which is relied u?on to miti
gate the conseque~ces of A~~S shall be qualified by testing in
the combined pres~ure, temperature and humidity environment con
servatively predicted to occur during the course of the event.

I

I
i

B.

Analyses of Possible Detrimental Effects of Required Modifications

Any modifications made to comply with option 2 of the recommended posi
tion shall be sho~~ not to result in violations of safety criteria for
steady state, transient, or accident conditions and shall not substan
tially affect the operation of safety related systems.

C.

Design changes to make the consequences of ATI~S acceptable should not
rely on equip~ent or system designs Nhich have a failure ~ode co~on
with the scram system. Lie equipment involved in the design change
shall, to the extent practic~l, operate on a different principle fro~
equipment in :he scram system. As an absolute minimum, the equipcent
relied on to render acceptable the consequences of the A~\S event shall
not include ~quip~ent identical to equipnent in the associated scram
sysi.em.

i

J

i

4

D.

I1
I

I
I
I

Diversity Requirement for Implementing Option 2 of the Reco~~ended Positior

Diversity Requirement for Implementing Option 3 of the Recommended
Position
Improvements must reduce considerably the potential for common mode
failure of the scram system. Failures of identical equipment from
a co~~on mode should not disable sensing circuits. logic, actuator
circuits or control rods to the extent that scram is ineffective. The
addition of a separate protection system utilizing principles diverse
{rom the primary protection system is indicated in order to meet this
requirement.

.
..

~

,
I
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ADV1S0?:Y COM:/dTTLC Ohl REACTOR S/·.F'EGU.~Ri)S

Hay 10, lY72

Mr. L. M2nnin~ ~un~2ing
·Direct.cr of R2gd':itio;i
U. S. ;.::or.ic :;;~rf\ CO~·lu~.issio:~
1·:.1shin~ton, D. C.
20545
Deilr 1-1::. Euntziq;:
Your lc~~~r of ~pril 2~, 1972, d~scribcr rc~uirEnents for pr~tection
against anticipat;:c nailsif;.'lU, ,:itncul scr.::n (AT\;S) ,·!hich the Rerula
tory St.a.ff piE,':, CC' i~pose Oi1 2.~~?licant~ f,:,:L' construccion pen:its,
~nd noles tna;: ACnS CO:;'771ents on the pro?os.::d req ... ircrr.cnts r.::ccivcd
soor. after tl-.:.o ACT'S Ea.y nectint; iJOt11e be ti':lely. TIle Co~ii:tc.:: Hishes
to Iiiakc thC' fol.lo·.:inf COITUil8ncs.
1.

it

1'11'=

l~Ci<S

J:eca,:;':.i:::e:o

b::~liL\~(::; ~!.c.~,

ir~

P''j~':S

c,s 2 1m:

C('71:;i.(L::r~t:';':";':1

of

V~0L:::b::'1ity ~vent.

Nc:\'erLhele~'.,

t~jC'

,.~atcl·-cotll£:.tj·

1~r6'~ ;-iu'i.OCr

vi:

pO'.:,:r rcc:.CL'::>::~ e.:·:p(C:::'e.:: cV2i,Lu,"'1:i.:' to te ir: 0i-'Cr'c..:l:i0Tl, .:;nd iL ,,';'t::\; of
the expected OCCG~~cnca rate of ar.ticipated t:an5ic~~~ (col1cct~vely,
on L~s order of on( per reaccor par yc~r), experience with scr~J sys
te~s of cu~rent dcsi~n is insufficient to £ive ZSSU:L'~nce of an ada
qu.:t'c·l:' 10·.... p·cu:1hili.ty of occurrenCE:: of c:r. AT\·:S e\C;it of pc.,r,sibly

scriou:; conr.el;;;snct'. Accorc.li!1~:l)', tl'c Cor..~:ittec aerccs \olitr:
tent of tho;; i~T'.~S position r2corr..~!c7'ldcd, viz:

tj~c

in

"Applicants should be required to:
(1) der',onstratc th.::t \,'it.;'
their present c1csir,:i' tlw cor.scqu("r,ccs of anticiratcd trc::nsi.:::nts
llithout ser;:::-:. (t,TI·1S) arc .:Jcc",p::abJc, or (2) r.;ClJ~e design c1J<'T!~es
\o.Thich render th.; CO,1S.:-q\l'...-.~c" of c:;...... ticip.1t:eci trat.Dients ,,'itr!('ut
scram accepta-ol"" , or (3) ma;.e design changes to imprOVE: sig!1i.ii
ccmtly the relic..bi1ity 0f the serarol Eyr-tcm."

II. ThE Co:::;r.5.tte~ has the f011o·.dnS con:.~::::nts on ::he criteria p:-oposed
to be: used in i.;IlJ.<·:::<:nt.::.tio~'1 ( I : the: basic po£iticn.
If! rcspV( t to th2 pro]J0sed dcfinitio~ of "acceptable consequences"
fCIr" 1iupLm2nt.:::L:m c-i ci t:"s:r: 0lJtion 1 or Opti0Tl 2:

A.

1. Cc' ncc:':1i""Z radioll'o;;:i.cc 1 L:OnSe~U0nC8S, l.;e agree with the pro
pOi>ed cc.';",:.] it iDr::
"l:h0 r<::'(iiC:\o~i_c:ll {'o;I:~et'jut::nces shall be \:ithin
U~e. gtlid".lir.t:: V<:1111':;5 sC't forth in 10 CFR Part 100".

-,
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2.

l-1:~nrdTl~!·1untzinr.

- 2 -

Nay 10, 1972

Concerning pril7lary system pressure:
a. H(> agree with the intent of th0 proposed condition: "The
trOlnsient pressure shall bE' 1 ir'lited to less than that resultin c
in a rnuximum stress any~h~re in the r~~ctor cool~nt pressure
boundary of the 'em~.:~ency conditio:l:' I as dE:~in0d in the AS:'::
Sectio:l III Nucle~r Power PI~nt Co~po:lcnts Cod:". However, we
belicv~ th~ wording should b~ chang~d S0 as to rea~ along the
follo\dli£ li.nes: liThe transier.t pref;S'ure shall not be greater
thOln that which results in reactor coolant pr~ssure boundary
stress conditions corresponding to tho~e of 'emerg~ncy condi
tions' as defined in AS~~ Section. III ~;u('lcar PO\·}~r Pls:lt Ccm
pOI"I1nls, 1971". He beli£.ve i t should be noted that the int~ni:
of this provision is to obviate the ne~cl to consider a loss-of
coolant accident (LOCA) in conj~nction with an ATI~S event.
b.

WE: agree with the intent of the: proposed condition as ex
in the first senten,e: "Th€: transic:lt pressure shOlll
not excee~ a V.:llue for which te~t ancl/or analysiH d~mon~trate
that ti:::re is .. 0 st,bstantid S2:~ty ;Jrot:'em i·:ith the fuel 1'
Hrn:~ver, He reco~:'..::nd that t~~ s.::cc·nd sC:1'lt,=nce be delet(:<!.
pr~ssed

3.

Concerning fuel thermal and hydraulic effects:
~.
The Co~nitte€ believes tt~t the p~opo~ed li~it on enthalpy
of the peak pellet of 280 cal0ries per tram should not be
~dopted at ~his ti~e.
A single limit for all cases may not
ever: b(.; desirable. It is reco:T:::-,enoE:d th3.t the criterion be.
ch~nged to indicate that. in an A~~S involving a power excursiou,
th£ effectF of rapid increase in fuel enthalpy shall not result
in ~igni£icant cl~dding degradation or in significant ~8lting of
fuel ev~n in the hottest fuel zones.

b. 1oJ'e 3.eree ..~ith the intent of the proposed condition: "A
calculated initial h~at flux event will not be acceptabl~ un
less tht: peak claddinb ter"~erature can be ShOw'll not to result
in significant cl~~ding degradation':.
4. Concerninb containment conditions. we agree with the intent of
the proposed condition: "Calculated cO:1tainment pressure shGll not
exce:ed the design pressure of the contai::;';lc:nt structure. F.qcipm~nt
which is located within the contair.~ent and which is relie~ upon to
mitigc.te the consequences of- AT\'~S shall bc qualified by testing in
the co~bined pressure, temperaturc: ana hU::lidity environn:?rJt conser
vatively predicted to occur ~uring the course of the cvc.nt".
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B.

l-lc agree \-lith the intent of the: proposed

rc~uircmcnt

B:

"Any moc1ificCl.tior.: made to co~ply \:ith option 2 of the' rcco::rr.endcd
position shall b~ shown not to result in violations of safety cri
teria for ~te~dy state, tran~ient, or accident conditions and shall
not substantially affect the operation of safety r~lated syste~s."

C.

We agree with the intent of the proposed

re~uirement

c:

"D<:sig:1 di3.n;;es to r.:3.ke the cO:J.seq'Jcnces of AT.'1S Acceptable shoul(:
not rely on cql1ip:nr;nt or syster:l designs Hhich have 2. failure mode
CO:~10n '.·:it;. the.: scr~~;;-; sys te':.
Tile cquip"lcnt involved in the des i~'L
chan&e sha11, to th~ extent practical, op~r~tc on a dLfferent prir
ciple frc~" cquip::lcnt in th~ scr.cm syst£;:l. As.:.n absolute minimu,.:,
the eqt:i;;7',~.:.nt reli.ec on to rend=or acceptable the coas('(juences (If ti~"
AT.:S ever;t shall not include (;:(r;it·,.:li~nt ickntic;;.l to eq'.lip;:.·.mt in
the associated scrG:TI systen:."

n.

He afr.::.::: \::t11 the

in~cnt

of the: proposed requirem2Dt

D:

rrI:-:prc'\'C .. :21~ts T::'.lst r",J'..lcc

CO:1S i(.~:.n:.'.,l:' the potent i2J. for CO:::.....;1Uii
failure of t~e scra~ syst~m. F3ilur~s of identical equip
ment frC's a cm:Jr::on inode shculd not dis5ble sensing c..i.rcuitb, logic,
act~ct0r circuits or control rods to the extent th~~ scra~ is in
ef:ec~ive.
The addition of a separate protection ~yst0m utilizin~
principles diverse from th~ pri~ary protection ~ystern is indi~ate~
in order to l::<2Ct this rcqu:;'rcmcnt. I.

m~de

III.

In

uddi~ic~

to the above

C07',....liittC(o m':;,E;S the folloHing

co~ments

on the proposed

rcquire~ents, th~

reco~.TLendations:

In any .cnnouncement of the basic position reco;r.::l(.n~cd, as \·:ell as
in its irr:r1e::::::r:tatioa, c<:re sI.o·Jl.d be taKen to make cl~.:lr thc~ fact
that availability of options I and 2 is not to ~ .. conSrTUCG as preju
dicing in c:.ny \o;,ay the importance of continuing (".fiort to iTT,prove e,:i~t
~n~ scn~m ~ysteUls to the extent pr.s.cti~al, irrespective of A',TI·!S con
sid.::rations.

A.

B.

As

incicated in your letter, Regulatory Staff studies are contint:ipf

fOT th~ purpose of developing lists of transients to be consid~red) ~s·

DUldptions to be u5ea, and acceptable evaluation mode Is. i-Je reco:!'.mend
thnt this effort be eccelerat~d to the extent practical; in order tn~L
a I:la:>:imum of guidance: be. avail?blc to the applicants upon. COi11nlE'nCe!1~,?!,t
of imple:nentation. It is uho·rv·,)·... ;,icndec that tht: li.ft of Lr<l!1s1c'1t's
to be tr.:oated be dCSC1"ibed. ;>~; e minir.:.:rJ bu~ not neccss<lr;ly sl:.£.f.i.C"L;nt
li~t, ~lith the .:lpplica:1L r"cE;->ol'.sibL· f0r L'c·"rifying .:<1::. r"ll:vant tr:'l'
~;i0nts.
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M=. L.

M~nninc

May 10, 1972

- 4 -

Muntzing

C. The CO!:'..:litte~ rc:com-nends that the proposed position, modified as
above, also be imp] l:T'lcnted on a reasonable ti~~- scale in respect to
tllos€- \-;.. ter-cooled Po\·.'e:r reactors under construction for which the
ACR~ letter and the Rc~ulatory Staff safety evaluation associated
\oilth the construction permit identified the Al";·lS problem. The Com
mittee aSSUles that, in due course, the Regulatory $t<:!ff \;ill propose
an approp~i~te cour~c of action in conn~ction ~ith earlier plants.
IV. Thr:: CC:"t':littt'i. intends to continue \':orkinS clozely l<ith the R(;gu
latur::: ~LC.ff in t;J~ further study and dc.vclov-:(;r.:: oi criteria and
procedures to be applied in the:: A1I']S area.

SincerclJ yours,
Original Signed by
C. P. Siess

C. P.

Sies~

Chairm.::.n

.

..;..
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After more than three years, the matter appeared to have been resolved.
Reactor designers would have to demonstrate an ability to tolerate ATWS,
unless by changes in design they could provide convincing arguments that
the scram systems were 100-1000 times more reliable. The anticipated al
ternative was to make the designs such that the consequences of ATWS would
be tolerable.
However, the Regulatory Staff continued to hold internal discussions with
regard to their position on ATWS. In a draft dated November 30, 1972, they
reversed their stance with regard to the recommended fix for ATWS, namely,
for reactors whose construction permit applications were to be filed a few
years in the future. Improved reliability in the shutdown system (i.e.,
two independent systems) would be required, rather than an ability to
tolerate the consequences of ATWS.
The ATWS Subcommittee met with ~e Regulatory Staff to discuss this revised
position on January 10, 1973. The problem of how and whether to "backfit"
ATWS to plants in operation or under construction was a particularly
difficult one, in view of the considerable problems involved in making
changes in valves, piping, etc. in an existing plant. This problem had
been aggravated by the increased number of plants now in this situation,
vis-a-vis 1969.
The Subcommittee questioned the proposed use of "faulted
conditions" as an acceptable pressure limit for backfitting.
On January 22, 1973, Mr. Muntzing formally forwarded a new recommended
licensing position on ATotJS to the ACRS. The Muntzing letter makes it
appear that Newbold Island adopted the recirculation pump trip as a
result of Staff initiative, rather than that of the ACRS. The letter and
its attachment are reproduced (in large part) on the following pages.
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U"'~jT:':D

S'j'-"TES

i''\T07\~ Ie Fl'~EF~I-:»v
W"·":.HI:·~,:;TO!\:

COH ',~ :~Slor~
':>.':.

?O~.I~

,.

f~r.

Earcld G, ::....'·~el~;(lori t Chairr::.~m
AC:'lisory COT:".:"Y:.tt::~ en ?·:2cto~ Safeguards
U. S •.\tol'\ic Enersy C.o~:li£si.o!l
~2shin;tQn,

D.C.

20545

liceasini pcsitio~ C~ t~~ u~~d
t,'itr.out serf.":": (·.T:S) ::;:
wat.t7··coo}~d yo\·~.:!'!.' r.!~ctcrs.
T;lis positjl,n is c:. re~ult of t.b~, l\.egulutC'ry
stair I;, c!j:l~inl\i;'1 rr~v~,e" :J.nd of Cl.i::;Ct3Sior:'3 \'lith the ACRS f"l1otdng our
C'···c}.c:n.i:C;:; of ].':::1:t:-t's on AT~:S i.:l .:\pr:i.l !U!j !'iE:y 1972.
I nn cnc10sing
for prvtectic.•<

~S

-.

coVies of a

reco~ne~~ed

".~air.::.t anU.eipat~C

t~at.;:ie!';ts

~""s 110t~j i~1 ~../

eClrli(!s' lettt".(~, it hal'; bn.en 21J'!.ge3t~cl that r,rotecticn sys
tc~s d~s; l,;neri ::: or l.i~:-::ly ·.mlib:ly c\':'.nc£ i"i.;ht not ha-:e the L(~liab:'lit:·
to prote.~t a;f!ins:. a!l'~icirc;,t-=.i tr:il~&::.<r.ts t!lBt i£ re'1uit'cd. in u,iE'\" of tlla
la~i:e r:.ln:'.C'L cf \·~.:.te:'-,-cclelj p.:-ttv':!' -:-t:::ct:ors an::jci~-.:;,teci tC' b~ in o!'e1ation
in tt~ ft::'.lre. 0urreviE',' fO'.md t~~t ~ev",r.:.:i. a!1tic~,;:~t~d tra:-isj.er:.tl'; !' ...~
quir<=: p:,c;tc.::ti0n systC;-:l 'l.~ti<m (~~cr,,::!) ~o P! e·Jer.t \."10cc\~p·c<.!-.le cu:l~equu.·:~s,
\Ie nlsa :i_l1';::.sti::;'l~'~ the r<-~.Li"bi1~ty l·c::;a:i....·:ci. of F.:raT:l syst:,:,s for. th:':,:c
tral1siE:t"1~s an~ h~ve ccr-eluded l:nat ~'r(;t=ct:'on r.~;i::linst .~:;:;:!r:. sho:;ld be> 1-[0
v=.d ec:. Cur c~ncl~sicna w~r!:: o!'.~ "a on .:5r. i;'-lC\;,:t:;_~~ction \'''If s.:r~~ !;~·ster.l
expE''''iencE: in l'l('Jt,ler re:ac::ors '.]l'rich .. (;nsi.:\~,u,d CC:-,,::10..1 L:!:)dc fail,!\-:?s 55 \o.-"c!.l
as rcndc~ [ail~res. ~~ :'er~rted the re~ults of our studies t, c~e
CC;'!'l.\ait1:er~ in Septe~ber 1970.
It sboulu b", netd that the re::l.cto:, mar.u
fac-tL'rers believe te.,:;,- tb; reli.Clbilit? of sc-;:,a.'l. syz'::t;.:;,s i::> SC' h1.gh ti1at
protection ~gaiust Al1\S shculd not b~ r~qu~re~. The R~~u1ar.ory staff di~
agr~es on the basis cf its stiJci~s refe:rr~d to above, and l-eli.<:!ve,:; that
adcitional i •.for:1ation on scram re1i&i:dlity obtai:lEd &inc,~ S'~pte..ilber 15,0
supports its e';'l'lier conclu5icn. T:1e staff 1~as !'~vie\-leci ~et<:.i1\::c. :tnfOl"l:l~-
tio~ re~'-"·:!~tc;': cf th': fa,,\'..: \,·ater-cool:=.d pmvzr rcnctor l:l".m'f;.ct"~e}:'!=i in
Dec€mb~r 1970 on the co~spquences of A1\o;5 and t'o~i::ible. relr.~ci~l rleasures,
and found that its carli€.= co~clcsions wer~ unchanged. A~ ACR3 s'-"bcom
miUp.g held meetings ~;itr. t"E: manafact:lr(':r~ ana t,'as 1':eJ,.,t fully infor.;:o:~ci
by the Regulatory sta:.:~ dU1:iug its r~-·7iE:w. I~ .~u::-;...t~t lS,1 t the AeRS
concurr('d in th~ ::>taff ::ecom=endation til" t a clt-!::i~l~ char,:.;e (re~ireu1atior.
pump trip) ,vas required to t'1~ke the·c-o;"s'l,:~~nce::;
ArES Cl,cceptable for
the !~t?,wbold Isl~"'lj reiicto:'S. Ttle sar:e design ch.::mtie has been required
for ~ubsequent h~iliug ~~teL ~e~ctor5.
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~·:r.

Harold G.

~kr:~,elsdorf

2 r' 19"7","j

2

• l

We contuiue to believe, based on th~ fore~oing, that it is advisable to
begin to in·~o~c requite:nc!1ts on consr"'uction per,.,it applicants for .111
\'later-cooled I'en~er reac:tvrs in ord,"r tv u.air.tain a'1 a';crropriate level of
safety with rcg.:1rcl to possible .~T'.::~ ev(nt~ and the incrc<'.sing numbc:r of
pm'ler ;:'(~H~t:Jl·S.
'Lhe enclosed n:·ccn:;Jcr.~ed li:ensi.ni~ positl(ln is consistent
with our rr€~lJ~S rscor~end~tio~s. Scudies are continuing to develop
lists of ~~suir21 trEnsie~t9 and absu,lpticus, and acceptable evaluation
modelt; for !.:!f: \;ario'.1S (:esj0~1::'.
I "10U] d Clppr,=,ci r.'~C
enclosen licensing

hav~.n,,;

a,y

c·:J:"'~ent

the .t.CRS

.:~isht

like to make on thE:

po£itio~,

Sir.ccrely,
i
. '- \,

....

".' I.

..

I

." " I

I

.

i

.,
L. 1-1:1 nnint, l·lu n t~ L,g
Di~ector of Re;ulation

EY'c}osure:
Licblsir.g PosHiarl em /..T1'!S (18)
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RECOMMENDED LICENSING POSITION ON
ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM (ATWS)
FOR WATER-COOLED PO\t.'ER REACTORS

I.

II.

Recommended Position
A.

Applicants for construction permits. where application is made
after
*, should be required to incorporate design
changes that improve significantly the reliability of the reactor
shutdown systems, as compared with current designs.

B.

Applicants and licensees 'with plants for which the need for pro
visions for ATWS is noted in the AEC construction permit-stage
Safety Evaluation Report or Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe
guards Report, and applicants for construction permits, where
application is made before
* and where the construc
tion permit review has not been completed, should be required to
incorporate any design changes necessary to assure that the
consequences of anticipated transients would be acceptable in
the event of a postulated failure to scram.

C.

The need for backf~tting of plant changes to mitigate the conse
quences of ATWS in plants for which neither the AEC construction
permit-stage Safety Evaluation Report nor the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards Report identify ATWS as a continuing area
of review should be considered on an individual case basis.

Implementation
A.

Req~irements

for Improved Reactor Shutdown Systems. Applicable
to plants for which constructi~n permit applications are made
after
*

1.

Protection Against Common Mode Failures.
The required improvements in reactor shutdown systems must
reduce significantly the potential for common mode failure
of the shutdown system. Postulated common mode failures
of identical equipment should not disable sensing circuits,
logic circuits, actuator circuits, control rod mechanisms,
or other shutdown system components to the extent that
shutdown is ineffective. In order to meet this requirement,
the provision of two separate shutdown systems ut±lizing
diverse principles and equipment seems under present circum
stances to be indicated.
RECEIVED

*Date to be 3 years after promulgation of· po·sition.

ADVISORY Ci>MMlHEE Oil
REACTOR SAFEGUARDS U.S. A.E.C.

JAN 221973
AU

PM

7,8.9,1011112.11213.41516

'1
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2.

Program for Implementation.
A comprehensive program leading to the design, manufacture,
and installation of reactor shutdown systems improved sig
nificantly over present systems in reliability and freedom
from COmmon mode failures is required, together with such
research and development as is needed to support the program.
The research and development needed for this purpose must be
accomplished in a time consistent with the requirements of
Paragraph I.A. The Regulatory staff will require each
reactor manufacturer to submit periodic reports of the prog
ress of its program to develop an improved system and will
review such progress reports with the manufacturers to assure
that a program consistent with the new requirements is being
pursued expeditiously. It is expected that the improved sys
tems will be included in the design of plants for which
applications for construction permits are made after

B.

Requirements to Make ATWS Consequences Acceptable. Applicable to:
(a) plants for which the need for provision for ATIiS is noted in
the AEC Safety Evaluation Report or the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards Report at the construction permit stage; and
(b) plants for which construction permit applications are or have
been made prior to
*, and for which the AEC Safety
Evaluation Report is not yet issued.
1.

Calculation of Consequences.
The caltulated radiological consequences should be within the
guideline values set forth in 10 CFR Part 100. In addition,
the limits listed below on calculated system pressure, fuel
performance, and containment conditions should be required.
a.

Reactor Coolant System Pressure.
The maximum acceptable calculated transient reactor coolant
system pressure should be based on the system boundary
pressure limit or the fuel pressure limit, whichever is
more restrictive:

*Date to

~e

3 years after

promulga~~~n

of position.

*
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(i)

Reactor Coolant System Boundary Pressure Limit.
The calculated reactor coolant system transient
pressure should be limited such that the maximum
primary stress anywhere in the system boundary is
less than that of the "emergency conditions" as
defined in the ASME Nuclear Power Plant Components
Code, Section III.

(ii)

Fuel Pressure Limit.
The calculated reactor coolant system transient
pressure should not exceed a value for which tests
and analyses demonstrate that there is no significant
safety problem with the fuel.

b.

c.

Fue~

Thermal and Hydraulic Performance.

(i)

The calculated average enthalpy of the hottest fuel
pellet should not result in significant cladding
degradation or significant fuel melting.

(ii)

A calculated critical heat flux event will not be
acceptable unless the calculated peak cladding tem
perature can be shown not to result in significant
. "cladding degradation.

Containment Conditions.
Calculated maximum containment pressure should not exceed
the design pressure of the containment structure. Equip
ment located within the containment that "is reiied upon to
mitigate the consequences of ATIvS should be qualified by
testing in the combined pressure, temperature, and humidity
environment conservatively predicted to occur during the
course of ~he event.

2.

Evaluation Techniques.
Analysis models and techniques, including computer codes, used
for conservative evaluations of the consequences of postulated
ATWS events, together Wfth associated assumptions and param
eters, should be described and justified in topical reports.

..

'.
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3.

Review of Reactor Shutdown System Design.
I!

A review of the reactor shutdown system design should be made
with the aim of identifying and correcting areas that might
be particularly vulnerable to common mode failures.
4.

Diversity Requirements.
Design changes to make the calculated consequences of a pos
tulated ATWS acceptable should not rely on equipment which
has a failure mode common with the anticipated transient or
the shutdown system. To the extent practical, the equipment
involved in the design should operate on a different principle
from equipment in the shutdown system. As a minimum, the
equipment relied on to make the consequences of a postulated
ATWS event acceptable should not include equipment identical
to equipment in the associated shutdown system. Such designs
should be shown not to result in violations of safety criteria
for steady state, transient, or accident conditions and should
not adversely affect the operation of any safety-related
systems.

5.

Program for Implementation.
For plants already under construction, or for which construc
tion permit applications are made prior to
**,
applicants should submit by
** evaluations of the
consequences of ATWS, plans for any proposed plant changes
required to make the cpnsequences acceptable, and a schedule
for implementation of the proposed changes. Applications for
construction permits made after
** should include
analyses to show that the consequences of ATWS are acceptable
with the proposed plant design. The regulatory staff will
require each applicant or his reactor manufacturer to submit
periodic reports of the progress of his program to make ATWS
consequences acceptable and will review such progress reports
with applicants and manufacturers to assure that a program
consistent with the above schedule is being pursued. The
program for topical reports of evaluation models (Paragraph
II.B.2) and the experimental basis for the models will be re
viewed for consistency Wi~h the above schedule.

**Date to be 1 year after promuigation of .po~ition.
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Requirements for Backfitting of Plant Changes. Applicable to
plants for which neither the AEC construction permit-sta6e Safety
Evaluation Report nor the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
Report identifies ATWS as a continuing area of review.
1.

Analysis of ATWS Consequences.

\

An analysis should be made of the consequences of anticipated

plant transients in the event of a postulated failure to scram.
The analysis should show whether

2.

a.

calculated reactor coolant system transient pressure
exceeds a value such that the maximum primary stress in
the system boundary is equal to that of the "emergency
conditions" as defined in the ASME Nuclear Power Plant
Components Code, Section III, or

b.

effects of the ATWS event result in significant fuel
cladding degradation or significant fuel melting, or

c.

calculated containment pressure exceeds the design
pressure of the containment structure.

Review of Reactor Shutdown System Design.
A review of the reactor shutdown system design should be made
with the aim of identifying areas that might be particularly
vulnerable to common mode failures.

3.

Program for Implementation.
The analysis of ATWS consequences and the reactor shutdown
system design review should be submitted by
**
for review by the regulatory staff. The staff will evaluate
the need for plant changes with the objective of achieving
an appropriate resolution of the ATWS issue on an indLvidual
case basis.

.

**Date to be 1 year after

..

~

promu~gation

of position.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC H!ERGY COMMISSION
WASHINf3TON, D.C. 2~~4S

April 11, 1973

HIGHl.IGHTS OF
ATWS-RELlABILITY

A.~AL'.:SIS

SunCOH:·IT.TTEE }lLETING

APRIL 7, 1973
The combined AT'i~S and Reliability Analysis Subcommittees r.1et in
Washington, D. C., cn ~?=~l 7, 1~73, tv discuss reciunciancy-diversity
and ATWS. Tnis was an internal ~~ct~n~; the attendees were limi~ed
to ACRS members, ACRS Staff, and ACRS Consultants.
Epler feels that the unreliability of current scram systems is
about 10- 3 to lO-4/demand. Lipinski and Vesely agree.

1)

Honson suggests ·the possible use of 10- 7 /reactor year as the
acceptable probability of AT'i~S.

2)

3)

The vendors report that they mE::et thit 10- 7 requirement.

4)

The ATWS is assumed to yield a major accident; that is, result in
offsite whole body or thyroid doses of 25~ and 300 Rc~ respectively.
Vesely feels that CODmon mode failures in id~ntical systems may
increase the unreliab~lity by a factor of 103 to 104 •

5)

Assuming 1., 2., and 5. above, redundant fast acting scram systems
diverse in design may be required. This could mean that extra rods,as
compared to the current designs, would be necessary.
6)

Several consultants noted that a good data base is required in order
to develop better reliability nurr.bers. Reetho! stated the recently des
cribed EEl data ~ollection program does not meet the needs.
7)

8) Kerr feels that the designer should be provided the reliability
criteria and then it would be his option as to how to meet the critaTi~.

9) Kerr.notes that diverse systems infer two sets of spare parts,
maintenance procedures, and installation of one system inferior to
On balance, it is not clear to him that diversity is good.

se~ara~e
th~ oth~r.

10) The 10-7/reactor year value·discussed above app~ars to result in a
probability of affecting a person o££site several orders of r~~~itude
less probable than that person dying from accidents such as lightnins)
electrocution, etc.

,.

.

.~

I

.,. ,.

\ ,.
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APPENDIX F

AOVISC~':' CO~~~~!1IEE ON R=:,~CTOR SAFEGUARDS
UN:TEi:>

:iT.~T::3 ATO~IC ~:-';ERG"( cO.... ~JSS107~

W;'SHINGTON.

o.c.

':O~"5

April 16, 1973

Y1!'. L.

:~a!'l~ :'ng ~~u.,;:: i:; 1

Dire~tor

of

Regula~io~

U. S. At0~ic En~:g! C~~~ission
Washin6ton, D. C. 205~5
Dear Mr.

I

!I

M~ntzing:

Your letter of :ar.~)ry ~2, 1973, trans~:tted co~ies of a revised
recommenjed 1ice~sing position on the ~aed for protection against
anticip3tc~ transie~ts ~ith~ut scra~ (ATwS) for water-cooled power
r('ac~o:-s, end invite::: AC?S co:n;71e:1t.
The C,,::-:.:ittec conside:'s this
position to ~e ge~Erally co~sistent with your earlier prop~scd
position favorably co-rt.-:'\ente:'. on by C.:>-:rni-ttee letter of ~13Y 10, 1972,
and supports the p~sition.
It is s'Jggested that, in th:sc cases of "backfit l l plants for w:1ich
an OL stage or post-OL st~gE ACRS report or AEC Safety Evaluation
identifies ATWS as a continuing area of review, the p~ilosop~y
used in cvalu~tin; the ?os$ible nee~ for plant de~ign ch~n~es
should be similar to that ior plants in Class I.B, recobnizing th~
need for sp~cial consideration ~f the proble~s that may result if
extensive m0difications ap?ear to be required.
The C~~nitte~ also c0ntin~es to belie~e th3t it is timely to begin
implCliilentation of the p:'op:>sej ATI-lS position.

cc:

J.
J.
P.
A.

M. Hendrie, L
F. OIL~ary, L
C. Bender, 5ECY

•

.....

Giambusso, L

.. 51

..
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In September, 1973 the Regulatory Staff issued WASH-1270, "Technical
Report on Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Water-Cooled Power
Reactors,"
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4.4

ATWS - Part 2

With the issuance of WASH-1270 in September, 1973, the Regulatory Staff
had taken a position on the matter and it was seemingly resolved except
for implementation. The ACRS letter of February 13, 1974 on the status
of generic items moved the ATWS matter into the resolved column on
exactly this basis. In the period 1974-1975 all the reactor vendors
submitted analyses on ATWS in general response to the requirements set
forth in ~H-1270.
On July 3, 1974 an ACRS Subcormlittee meeting was held with representatives
of the Regulatory Staff to discuss the status of ATWS, and to permi t a
discussion of the ATWS criteria/guidelines being developed by the Staff
for Class A, Band C plants. The Staff advised that no firm proposals
had been submitted by the reactor vendors for Class A plants (those for
which a construction permit application would be filed after OCtober 1,
1976 and for which diverse shutdown systems of high reliability would be
required.) Dr. Hanauer of the Regulatory Staff stated that several
vendors had already submitted analys!~ which showed protection system
unreliabili ty values smaller than 10 , but that these were not con
sidered acceptable by the Staff because they did not satisfy the intent
of ~H-1270 or the Staff guidelines/criteria. The Staff agreed that the
vendors did not consider the Staff guidelines/criteria to provide adequate
guidance for the initiation of new designs.

A brief excerpt from the meeting minutes illustrates a small portion of
the complex problems involved for "Class A" reactors.

ATWS Working Group Meeting
Class A Criteria/Guidelines - Supplemental Comments/Questions
1.

With respect to the criteria/guidelines presented on Attach
IT1P.nts ATWS "A" 3 and 4. DRL admitted the vendors do not
consider this to be 'adequate guidance for the initiation of
new designs.

2.

Dr. Hanauer of DRL stated that several vendors have already
submitted analyses which show ~rotection system unrelia
bility values smaller than 10- 7, but these are not considered
acceptable by DRL because they do not satisfy the intent of
the WASH-1270 requirements or the guidelines/criteria given
on Attachments ATWS "A" 3 & 4.· ,;.

3.

With respect to boron injection as an alternate backup
shutdown mechanism, there was much comment to the effect that
it would be impractical to activate boron injection on every
transient, particularly in BWRs, because of the difficul~y
of cleaning up the systems. Feed-and-bleed can be used 1n
PWRs -- apparently there is no analogous simple routine
procedure for BWR.
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4.

Dr. Monson raised the question of status of Prompt Relief Trip
(PRT) in connection with Pump Trip fix proposal by GE, as
indicated on Attachment ATWS IlAIl_s. He had observed in
documentation forwarded to ACRS within recent months that
an unanticipated shift in scram curves (reactivity addition
vs. rod insertion), had been noted recently in tests follow
ing refuelings at some BWRs. Apparently consideration of
void distribution in the BWR core and the anomalous shift
in the scram curve indicate the possibility of overpressure
following Pump Trip - GE had proposed PRT as a fix for this
potential problem. DRL indicated that the Monticello docket
will be the lead case for evaluation of the adequacy of PRT.
Preliminary indications are that PRT will be an acceptable
fix, but DRL has not yet seen the detailed analysis.

5.

With respect to use of rods as an alternate type of backup
shutdown system as indicated on Attachments ATWS IIA Il _6 and
ATWS IlA Il _8, Dr. Monson expressed concern regarding the DRL
position that diversity only need apply to the drive release
mechanism (not to the rod itself). He felt that the diver
sity requirement should apply to the rods as well, at
least to the extent that the clearances between rod and
guide should be greater in one set/group of rods. (For
information, it was noted that CE also shares the view that
diversity should apply to the shutdown mechanism itself). In
support of this view, he postulated a crud release as a
possible common-mode failure mechanism for identical control
rods.
In this context Dr. Kerr cautioned that diversity itself
could produce problems (e.g., in maintenance, spare parts,
etc.). He considered it possible that thorough evaluation
might show that some set of undetected non-common mode
failures in diverse protection systems might be as bad
(or worse) than undetected common-mode failures in redun
dant protection systems. He would support a requirement
for diversity, only if an improvement in reliability can be
demonstrated as a direct result.
.
DRl admitted that Dr. Kerr's question/comment could not be
properly addressed at this time •.. A strong feeling was
expressed, however, that although it has not to date been
analytically/definitively demonstrated, present knowledge
and experience seem to indicate that diverse shutdown system
design is the optimum ap.proach.
DRL.expressed a feeling of disquiet regarding any significant 
des1gn change (e.g., additional/changed penetrations in the
reactor vessel to accommodate bottom/top/side rods) for ATWS
in consideration of all the associated as-yet-unknown proble~s
which would likely result from such modifications.
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Dr. Monson reiterated and emphasized during these discussions
his concern that, in providing a diverse protection system
for ATWS, extreme care should be exercised that the relia
bility of the existing reactor protection system should not
be degraded.
6.

DRL noted candidly that reactor vendors are not enthusiastic
in their approach to solving the ATWS problem, because they
feel that a problem does not exist. Further, they fear
ratcheting [sic] if they do serious analysis and pronose solutions.
Apparently their approach is to await DRL criteria (licens
ing requirements), and will design to meet them when they
are issued. In this context, DRL paraphrased a Westinghouse
comment to the effect that one very effective protection
against ATWS is a reactor design which can withstand ATWS -
in that sense the existing scram system is already a backup
protection system.

There was also considerable discussion concerning the guidelines to
be proposed for Class B plants (those whose desiqn was such that the
consequences of ATWS were tolerable as were reliability requirements for
systems which must work in the event of an ATWS.)
The minutes show that the following summary was given by the Staff.
ATWS Working Group Meeting

July 3, 1974

DRL supplemented the Class A/Class B status for the four major
vendors as given in the Attachments as follows:
a.

Westinghouse -- existing plants are amenable to ATWS solution
for Class B because of large steam generator volumes and
more relief capacity. This vendor seems to feel that may
"go away" for Class A.
CE -- current designs are not amenable to solution for

crass B -- This vendor appears to be concentrating current·
efforts on solution for Class A plants.
B&W -- this vendor appears to feel that their design is
already optimized for all con~tderations by the rod runback
feature.
GE -- this vendor has been relatively uncommunicative
recently -- ATWS plus PRT plus reactivity scram curve shifts
appear to be making engineering a solution difficult-to
impossible (to the extent that DRL considers it a possibility
that GE may choose to fight WASH-1270 on the basis that it
is not a bonafide licensing requirement, but only an
"interesting technical document").
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In September of 1975, the Regulatory Staff asked to meet with the ACRS
concerning a possible major change in the approach to ATWS adopted in
WASH-1270 for "Class A" plants. At a Subommittee meeting held October 8,
1975, the Staff listed four alternatives, as follows:
1.

Implement the original
in philosophy).

2.

Make a re-evaluation of the positions in WASH-1270.

3.

Accept partial conformance with the WASH-1270 position.

4.

Apply the Class B position to Class A plants, namely that
the consequences of an ATWS be tolerable.

~H-1270

position (i.e., no change

According to the Staff, Alternative 1 had as an objective the elimination
of ATWS as a design basis accident. The rationale is based on reduction
of the probability of an ATWS to an acceptably low value. The Staff
noted that if this were accomplished for Class A plants, Class B plants
would become a controlling factor on risk, since there would be a large
number of Class B plants, roughly 300.
Mr. Minners of the Staff, in discussing Alternative 2, said the objective
here would be to determine if any new information changes the conclusions
of WASH-1270; the Staff did not expect that a re-evaluation would reveal
that the probability of an ATWS in plants of current design was signifi
cantly ditferent than assigned in WASH-1270.
With regard to Alternative 3, Mr. Minners said that the PWR vendors had
proposed additional shutdown systems which practically conform to the
independence and diversity requested in WASH-1270. Such systems could
reduce the probability that the system would not de-energize the control
rods but would not assure scram, and the safety objective might not be
satisfied.
.
The Staff was recomending Alternative 4, namely making the consequences
of ATWS acceptable (also working on improving the reliability of the
existing protection system). Mr. Minners said that this alternative
was based partly on the argument that if the safety of Class B plants
could be made adequate, additional requirements for Clss A plants were
unwarranted, and, in fact, the provisions for Class B plants might be
better able to cope with situations which were currently unrecognized.
Implicitly, there appeared to be doubt among the Staff that diverse
shutdown systems could or would be proposed and developed to the point
where the Staff could concur that the probability of ATWS was accept
ably low.
The ACRS concurred with the Staff proposal to revise the criteria for
"Class A" plants, along the lines of Alternative 4, in a letter to
Mr. Lee Gossick (NRC Director of Operations) dated October 17, 1975.
Effectively the Staff had reverted to their original approach, that
proposed prior to WASH-1270 (and the one favored by the ACRS).
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In documents dated December 9. 1975 the Regulatory Staff prepared status
reports on ATWS for each of the four LWR reactor vendors. In these
documents the Staff took positions with regard to "acceptable fixes" for
Class B plants and identified outstanding issues. The ACRS held three
days of subcommittee meetings and an extensive discussion with the Staff
and the reactor vendors (who disagreed with many Staff positions) at the
189th meeting. January 8-10. 1976. The minutes of this meeting give some
of the flavor of the controversy which continued to exist.
Mr. Kerr. Subcommittee Chairman, reviewed the history of the
identification of the probability of unreliability of shutdown
systems. If the appropriate unreliability probability is 10- 4
to 10- 5 per demand, then the NRC Staff concludes that there will
be a shutdown failure in PWRs once every 5 to 10 years. (The
NRC Staff, in trying to establish overall plant reliability of
10- 6 per year, believes that ATWS should contribute no more than
10% to this unreliab"ility. leadinq to the conclusion that the
probability of an ATWS should be 10- 7 or less. Mr. Kerr noted
that there is a wide difference of opinion between the NRC
Staff and the NSSS vendors regarding the following matters:
• Moderator coefficient of reactivity used "in calculations 
vendors wish to use values covering 95% of core life;
NRC Staff wants to require 99%.
• NRC Staff has not decided on the unreliability it will accept
regarding fixes for the An~S problems; the vendors are unable
to demonstrate how this unreliability will be determined.
• NRC Staff and the vendors have not agreed on the definitions
of diverse systems.
• Vendors do not believe that diversity of shutdown systems
is a universal fix while NRC Staff is ·inclined to assume
that it is. Both sides desire ACRS backing.
A.

Status of NRC Staff Review

w.

Minners. NRC Staff, recalled that in its 1973 report on
ATWS, "Technical Report on Anticipated Transients Without
Scram for Water-Cooled Power Reactors" (WASH-1270), the NRC
classified power reactors into three classes: Class A,
Class B, and Class C. In action taken in October 1975 with
ACRS agreement, the NRC Staff decided to handle Class A and
Class B reactors in the same manRer; Class C reactors will
be handled on a case-by-case basis. The discussions at this
meeting will relate to solutions for the problems of Class B
plants. He noted that the current NRC Staff safety goal is
to reach th, probability of exceeding the WASH-1270 goal of
10- 6 to 10- per reactor year. The anticipated transients
are listed in WASH-1270.
He said that agreement has been reached with PWR vendors
regarding which transients will be analyzed, and noted that
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the analyses are complete. Such agreement has not been reached
with the BWR vendor, but an analysis for the spurious main
steam line isolation valve (MSLIV) closure has been received;
this transient is believed to be the most limiting.
With regard to PWRs, agreement has been reached with the PWR
vendors over most of the parameters to be used in the analyses,
but there is disagreement over the moderator coefficient of
reactivity which will be used. The NRC Staff wants to use
the moderator for 99% of the cycle, vendors 95%.
Initial conditions at the start of ATWS were discussed. He
noted the loss of offsite power will be used as the initiating
event only. The NRC Staff is insisting that the single failure
criterion be applied; vendors want to use a single system
failure only.
Agreement has not been. reached over the probabilities of
unreliability to be used in the analyses, especially for
failure of control rod drive mechanisms.
The NRC Staff is requiring that either diverse systems be
provided or that the vendors demonstrate that the NRC Staff's
goals can be met without the diverse systems. Emergency
stress limits must be met during the pressure transient.
Fuel limits set in WASH-1270 must be met. Pressure in
containment shall not exceed design pressure. In BWRs the
suppression pool temperature is also limited.
NRC Staff believes that it is in a position to implement
their review of individual plants.
B.

Comments by Vendors
1.

Babtock and Wilcox Company (B&W)

J. Penland discussed the B&W position and reviewed the

results of the B&W analysis to show the adequacy of the B&W
design. He presented an event probability approach for ATWS
and concluded that B&W plants now meet the WASH-1270 goals.
He concluded that the 95% moderator coefficient of reactivity
assures conservative compliance with the safety objectives.
He recontnended:
• that the NRC Staff report be withdrawn for re-evaluation.
• that the safety objective of WASH-1270 be reaffirmed, and
that formal reliability methods be applied.
• that ANSI standard N661 be used to formulate definitive
ATWS criteria.
D. LaBelle, B&W, stated that the Babcock &Wilcox calcula
tions were made on "worst case events" and concluded that:
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• there is no undue risk to the public.
• there are beneficial PWR design features which mitigate
the consequences of ATWS.
• B&W PWR designs are adequate.
2.

~esti~house

Corporation (W)

K. Paulsen, W, discussed some of the transients used in the
WATWS analyses.
He concluded that:
• statistical conservatisms in the Westinghouse analysis
are consistent with the requirements of WASH-1270.
• peak system pressures for ATWS transients show approxi- .
mate1y 100 to 200 psi margins for emergency stress limits.
• cladding or fuel damage is not anticipated, therefore
10 CFR 100 dose limits will not be exceeded.
• containment peak pressure is calculated to be lower than
the design pressure.
• Westinghouse calculations are conservative.
K. Paulsen commended on some of the items addressed in the
NRC Staff Status Report. D. Peacock, W, stated that Westing
house views the NRC Staff's review of ATWS to be incomplete,
and that this matter should not be before the ACRS at this time.
He requested a supplement to the NRC Staff evaluation. Westing
house believes some of the NRC Staff positions are both tech
nica11yunsupportab1e and are therefore unacceptable.
In particular, he challenged the NRC Staff's position on:
• 99% moderator coefficient of reactivity.
• NRC Staff's concept of diversity is not well defined,
nor have they suggested how such diversification can be
implemented.
He stated that Westinghouse is willing to work with the NRC
Staff to resolve these matters, and believed that resolution
might be achieved in six to seven months.
T. Novak, NRC Staff, stated his belief that the issues are
clear, and that the NRC Staff position will get the ATWS
problem moving to completion. The issue of the moderator
coefficient is not fundamental to the solution.
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3. Combustion Engineering, Inc. (CE)
P. Coppersmith, CE, used a simple block diagram to indicate
how rules, regulations, and standards are factored into
plant design. He said that if an ATWS solution is to be
factored into plant design, there is a need to clarify the
requirements before hardware can be specified. He
discussed the relationship between the moderator tempera
ture coefficient and the peak pressurizer pressure, and
between the fraction percent of plant operating lifetime,
and the peak pressurizer pressure.
J. Herbst, CE, stated that the An-IS analyses utilizes
probabilistic methods and considers failure early in plant
life.
E. Scherer, CE, said that Combustion Engineering would want
to evaluate any required design changes so that special
recommendations can be made to their customers. He said
that CE disagrees with the NRC Staff approach.

4. General Electric Company (CE)
R. Nelson, GE, described the proposed General Electric
short-term and long-term design changes. He concluded
that the proposed ATWS mitigating system will
provide a diverse shutdown system.
impact on current systems.
be suitable for Category "B" plants.
• will meet conventional criteria.
I. Jacobs, GE, discussed common mode failure analysis
methodology, urging the use of probabilistic analysis for
the solution of ATWS. He objected to the NRC Staff's
arbitrary use of 10- 4 and 10- 3 for the reactor protection
system and the diverse system failures respectively. He
concluded that:
• common mode failure analysis supplies a discipline for
seeking out potential failures.
• quantitative assessment of common mode failure proba
bilities is not absolute.
• credit must be awarded for common mode failure improve
ments in the reactor protection system.
there is low common mode failure potential in control
rod drives.
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• electrical actuation logic is a major contributor to the
common mode failure potential.
Improvements are possible to reduce common mode failure
potential in the reactor protection system to acceptable
levels.

c.

Statement from Public
T.W.T. Burnett, representing the Anticipated Transients
Without Trip (ATWT) Working Group of the American Nuclear
Society, discussed the work which has been done in develop
ing the proposed standard, ANSI-N661. He stated his aware
ness that all view points may not be represented in the
ATWT Working Group, but that ANS actively encourages the
participation of all interested parties in the develop
ment of standards. In particular help is sought from the
universities and the national laboratories. He believed
that the NRC Staff evaluations of the vendor's ATWS
analyses go beyond the scope of ANSI-N661, although the
NRC Staff did approve of the drafts of the standard at
each stage of development. He offered the opinion that
the American public is due a cost-benefit analysis of the
NRC Staff's position on ATWS to justify the higher cost of
power that will result from the Staff's current requirements
for the solution of ATWS. He proposed that the time has
come to place monetary value on life, property, life
expectancy, neighbor risk, etc."

Following the l89th meeting, the ACRS issued a report to NRC Chair
man Anders (reproduced below) which endorsed the general approach and
safety objectives adopted by the Staff, including the use of a goal of
10- 7 per reactor year as the maximum probability from all causes of an
ATWS with unacceptable consequences.*
*The minutes of the 192nd meeting, April 8-10, 1976 record an ACRS _
position on acceptable risk taken in connection with preparation of a
letter responding to ten questions posed by G. Murphy, Executive Director
of the JCAE Staff. The position was as follows:
The ~robabi1ity of an accident having serious consequences to
pub1,c health and safety sho~ld be less than 10-6 per reactor
year. A serious accident is one having consequences similar
to that of the crash of a mid-sized jet airliner (approximately
150 p~s~engers). It was generally agreed that simply exceeding
.
the ~lmlts of part 100 would not necessarily constitute
I serlO_US consequences I • "
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS ,"
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C, 20555

January 14, 1976

Honorable Hilliam A. Anders
O1airman
u. S. Nuclear F~ulatory Commission
20555
Washington, DC
SUBJECT:
~ar

TIlI'EIffi1 P.EPORr 00 ANTICIPATED TRANSIE!'."TS

l'lrIfiour

SClW-t (AilS)

r·k'. Anders:

At its 189th meeting, January 8-10, 1976, the 1'.avisory Corrrnittee on P.eactor
safeguards reviewed the Nuclear R-ogul~tory Co~ission Staff's status reports
on A'n']s in water reactors and th~ analyses and pro~sals of four reactor
veneors, 'IDe Babcock and Wilcox COIT?any, Corr:b:.lstion Engineer ing, Inc.,
lfestinghouse Electric Coq:oration, and General Electric Corrpany, on this
matter. Stlbcoli~!littee rrr-etings n'ere held \<lith representatives of the
vendors, and \vith NRC Staff in Washington, OC, on December 11-12, 1975,
and on January 7, 1976. 'IDe Corranittee had the benefit of the documents
listed.
The Committee commented on the ~mc Staff's proposal to revise the criteria
for ·Class A" plants, as categorized in l'JASS-1270 "1~ticipated Transients
\-Ii thout Seram for l'Jater Cooled ft)\';er Reactors, If in a letter to Hr. lee V.
Gossick dated Q::tober 17, 1975. 'l11e Committee had previously cOII1fIEntcd on
the regulatory position eventually published in ~'U\SH-1270, in letters to
Me. L. Hanning l-1untzing dated April 16, 1973, and Nay 10, 1972.
'lhe ACRS endorses the general approach and safety objectives adopted by the
NRC Staff including the. use of a goal of 10-·7 per reactor year as the maxi
mum proOObility, from all causes, of A'n'iS with unacceptable consequences.
Implicit in the use of a probabilistic goal is the application of proba
bilistic ~thods in the analysis of the reactor systems. Although vIt"\SH-1400
provides assistance in this area, data for some systems are still suffi
ciently sp.:lrse that engineering juagrrent must be used, both in synthesizing
the analytical r.x:>dels and in choosing appropriate input data. Under the
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fbnorable William A. Anders

-2-

January 14, 1976

circumstunces there is a need for some conservatism in the choice of models
Even so, there are a number· of appro~ches to the
modelling that may prove to have equal validity and the ACRS suggests that
both the ~mc Staff and the vendors give further consideration to various
alternatives. For cx~~ple it may be feasible to treat the time-varying
moderato~ temperature coefficient probabilistically.
and the selection of datu.

'!he Corr:nittee also recorm!ends that vendors be encouraged to continue to
make design chcmges that decrease the prcoobility of transients that are
likely to cnuse difficulty and to make ~rovem~nts that ameliorate the
consequences. As ap?ropriate these should be taken into account in the
A'n1S analy:ds. Continuing attention should be given to improving the
reliability of the reactor shutdo~m systems.
IlJring the course of these meetings CO!'!lIT'ents ,,;ere made which indicated
that in SClaO? cases the Nrc Staff needed further infonnation frem vencors
in order to conclude its revievl of A-n-iS. '!he COiT:T\ittce urges that '"P9ro
priate action be taken to obtain this inforrr.ation as soon as feasible.
'lhe ACPS expects to C<Y.r.?lete its review of A'n1S after further infor;nation
has been developed and the Staff has cOli1?leted its evaluation. '!he
Committee urges that the ~~ Staff and the vendors e~~ite efforts in
this regard.
Sincerely yours,

rade 1'1. Zv!oeller
Qlairman

"

.
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However, the ACRS indicated a need for resolution of the arguments out
standing between vendors and Staff concerning what constituted an accept
able way of meeting the criterion.
So, A'IWS was "almost resolved." However, there remained many complicat
ing factors. Many representatives of the nuclear utilities and the
reactor vendors turned to the results of draft WASH-1400 issued in
August, 1974 and the final version issued in 1975, as a strong demon
stration that A'IWS was not a major contributor to risk from LWRs, and
that hence the existing situation was satisfactory with no modifications,
either in reliability of scram system or in the ability of the reactors
to accept an ATWS without intolerable consequences.
General Electric concluded that implementation of the mitigating require
ments defined in the Staff Status Report of December 9, 1975 would be
very eXPensive,* and in a document dated September '30, 1976, proposed a
different recommended solution to A'IWS, namely incorporating a proposed
Alternative Reactor Scram System ~, backup to the existing system so that
NRC's A~~ safety objective of 10 /reactor year could be met.
In a memorandum dated November 24, 1976, ACRS consultant Epler discusses
the General Electric proposal and remains unconvinced that the claimed
reliability can be achieved thereby. And apparently, the Regulatory
Staff also remained unconvinced.
A'IWS remained a very controversial issue between the NRC and the industry,
as is clearly illustrated in the exceprt on the following page from
Nucleonics Week of October 7, 1976.
In the fall of 1976, a series of reports entitled "ATWS: A Reappraisal"
was published by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In
summary, the EPRI report re-evaluated the probability of failure to
scram and estimated the risk to the public from A'IWS. Using their
assumptions and choice of data, the authors of the reports conc!~ded
that the probability of failure to scram was much lower than 10 /demand
(by decades) and that ATWS posed insignificant risk to the health
and safety of the public. 'lhe article reproduced from the EPRI Journal,
March, 1977 summarizes the EPRI viewpoint.

*In a letter to the NRC dated September 29, 1976, the Long Island Light
ing Company state that "an expenditure of approximately $50 million would
be required for the total installed cost of additional equipment and logic,
but excludes costs of financing, outages or delays.
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TWS -Impact of a Nonproblem
Jerald Lellouche

to be hoped that by the time this
cle appears in print. the ATWS
troversy will have been resolved.
doubtful, however, that a
blem (or as we shall show, a
problem) already eight years in
making will resolve itself so
ckly. c An EPRI technical article

AT\NS is an initialism for anticipated transient
without scram In Nuclear Regulatory Com
missionese it refers to a scenario in which an
anticipated incident causes the reactor to
undergo a transient. Such a transient would
require the reactor protection system (RPS)
to initiate a scram (rapid insertion) of the con
trol rods to shut down the reactor, but for
some reason the scram does not occur. The
transient proceeds to a natural termination;
potentially, the core is damaged and radia
tion may be released onto and beyond the
plant site, resulting in property damage and
personal injuries.
Several questions arise that affect this sce
nario. Scenarios are useful tools. They are
used effectively by writers of fiction, the me
dia, and others to guide the thinking process.
Before passing from the scenario to reality,
however, the question of how likely it is must
be answered Before insisting that plant de
sign must be altered to effectively eliminate
the problems in the scenario, questions con
cerning cost-benefit-risk reduction should
be raised.
Dollar cost already in millions

d Lellouche is Program Manager of Statistical
nvironmental Analysis in the Nuclear Power

on. EPRl.

Although the ATWS question has been with
us with increasing impact since the late
1960s and in terms of manpower and com
puter time has probably exceeded a cost
of $10-$20 million, an accepted answer
to whether ATWS is real enough to require
regulation has not yet been reached. In
the important 1973 regulatory document
WASH-1270, "Technical Report on An
ticipated Transients Without Scram for
Water-Cooled Power Reactors," the AEC
attempted to deal with the question of "how
likely" as well as most other aspects of the
ATWS. In many ways, the effort was less than
successful.
WASH-1270 was particularly important
in that it seemed to try to use rational meth
ods (probabilistic/statistical) to determine
whether an accident scenario was indeed
worth regulating.
Unfortunately, WASH-1270 was a mixed
bag. It applied elementary statistics to a
situation that required a much higher degree
of mathematical sophistication. It did not

consider all the extant information and so
ended with an incomplete data base. It con
cluded that the likelihood of the RPS failing
to respond to a demand was less than 16 in
100,000 (1 .6 x 10- 4 per demand) with 95%
statistical confidence (S-confidence) (1). It
"picked" a value of 1/yr as the frequency
of incidents that would lead to transients re
quiring scram, although it also stated that
the actual frequency was more likely to be
between 0.1 /yr and OS/yr.
WASH-1270 identified a number of antici
pated transient initiators that would strongly
challenge the integrity of the system (if the
RPS failed to act), but did not address the
question whether any of them would indeed
lead to consequences that would violate any
of the out-of-plant radiation limits, such as
1OCFR-1 00. It concluded that it was desir
able that the probability for ATWS violating
1OCFR-1 00 be less than about 1 in 10 mil
lion/yr (10- 7jyr). It also concluded that the
total probability for all accidents (including
ATWS) violating 1OCFR-1 00 should be less
than about 1 in 1 million/yr (1 0-6/yr). But, it
did not supply a basis for the choice of these
numbers.
Since WASH-1270, these numbers
(1 0-7/ yr for ATWS and 1O- 6/yr for all acci
dents) have been repeatedly introduced by
members of the NRC staff in NRC meetings,
at the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe
guards, and in testimony at various hearings
of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.
The numbers have gradually achieved a stat
ure that is largely undeserved because they
bear no clear relationship to any underlying
reality. We shall show, however, that reac
tors already have achieved most of this strin
gent requirement by considering a document
that did not exist when NRC was writing
WASH-1270 This newer document is WASH
1400, the reactor safety study.
The process by which the NRC staff identi
fied serious potential transients was to re
quire each of the vendors to perform various
accident analyses. After reviewing these
analyses of postulated ATWS events, the
staff concluded that several anticipated tran
sients in boiling water reactors would require
prompt action to shut down the reactor in
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order to avoid serious plant damage and Is ATWS real?
possible off-site effects. In PWRs, several an
ticipated transients would require rapid shut How rational is any of this? Is ATWS real
down of the reactor to avoid pressure surges enough to warrant so much time and effort?
In October 1975 EPRI undertook the task
in the primary system that in some cases
of reappraising the entire rationale for mak
might exceed allowable limits.
The NRC staff found that the great ma ing ATWS important enough to require regu
jority of postulated ATWS events did not lead lation. The basic conclusions of the group
to serious consequences. but that design doing the reappraisal can be stated to be that
changes to improve protection against ATWS ATWS does not require regulation, with the
would be appropriate in anticipation of the possible exception of requiring an overpres
large numbers of plants-expected-;n the fu- sure recirculation pump trip on BWRs. In De
ture.:.-The point of importance here is twof~~ember 1976 EPRI published the first two
~
..
Pa[ts of this study: a definitive analysis of
NO transient has been identified where the WASH- 1270 (NP251) and an evalualion of
calculated off-site effects would exceed sotietal risks due to RPS failure (NP265).
/Two other parts of this study will be published
1OCFR- 100.

Ci§

-

o Most anti~ipated transie~t:lave no-seri
ous consequence'--- - 

Much time has passed since WASH- 1270.
Since 1974 the reaclor vendors have been
preparing increasingly sophisticated analy,
ses of their particular systems. They have
identified design changes that could lead to
greatly increased RPS reliability; but NRC,
while encouraging such endeavors. has
tailed to agree that any such changes would
alter any of the values appearing in the now
three-year-old WASH- 1270. During this pe
riod the vendors have also identified system
modifications that would tend to mitigate the
consequences of an A TWS fo lhe point where
nothing significant would occur. The cost of
making such changes was. however. not
publicly C1udressed. Finally, in December
1975. the AEC regulatory staff issued a se
ries. "Status Reports on ATWS," one report
for each vendor. These reports identified a
large number of significant differences be
tween the NRC staff and each vendor. All
these differences are based on the scenario
method and have little to do with answering
the question, How likely? Therefore, on the
question of which values of lifetime varying
parameters should be used, NRC requires
that a value should be the worst during 99%
of the cycle. A statistically valid procedure
would be to repeat the analysis as a function
of the variables and then average over the
cycle. Thus, NRC requires that the initialcon
ditions should be essentially at their worst
(e.g .. for PWRs the ATWSshould be assumed
to occur during a boron dilution procedure).
Again, a statistically valid procedure would
be to consider all the likely initial conditions.
weight them with their expected time inter
vals, and average them. Thus, in performing
the analysis, it must now be assumed that not
only must the RPS fail, but other mitigating
systems as well: that one relief valve does not
open. and one of those that does open. does
not close.
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.
Reality shows us that the world IS less than
perfect and that we cannot control, with per
fect reliability, all things all the time. (A. lin
coln put it a little differently.) This implies that
during the life of any power plant. events that
are undesired from an operational viewpoint
can be expected to occur with greater or
lesser frequency. Statistically, we can be
quite reasonably sure that some will occur on
an average of once a year, while others may
be as rare as only once in 30-40 years. The
total number of such events in BWRs, for ex

ample. can be shown to depend on how c
the plant is (Figure 1) and will vary (again (
average) from about 23/yr the first year
about 2/yr after five years of operation.
Some of these events will lead to transien
that will not require the intervention of It
RPS. Others would call for the RPS to sh
down the system. but if no scram occurre
nothing of a serious nature would result. F
nally. some few events may call for a scra
that if greatly delayed. would result in dar
age to the core and potential radiation rt
lease to the off-site ecology.
What is the frequency of Incidents?
The first question is. What is the frequenc
of those anticipated events that would rE
quire scram to prevent core damage (antic
pated events of consequence)? The tOl,
expected number of events per year the
would require scram is precisely found fraT
the data for BWRs in Figure 1. Thus. afte
about five years of operation we expect tho
upper limit to the frequency per year c
all events to be about 2 for BWRs. Due to Ih'
difficulty of collecting the necessary data, '
more complete discrimination of this fre
quency is not complete at this time. For tht
purposes of this article, the number of inci
dents leading to transients of potential sign,f
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Figure 1 The learning curve with an average BWR shows sharp dependence on the length of
time the plant has been in service: the number of scrams per year decreases with unit maturity.
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nce is ils5umed as this total number of
ram init:ators, a clear upper bound.
Given that in the long run one can expect
e or two events a year that call for a scram,
en though most of them will not cause
blcms it the scram did not occur, the sec
d question of importance is, What is the
bability that the RPS will fail to operate
rreclly?
his question is more difficult to answer
cause so few events have occurred and
cause of the difficulty in correctly treating
data. This latter point is important be
use we wish a realistic evaluation of the
babilistics, not one that is merely conser
ive. Two cases where the RPS was in
rative have been documented. The first
urred in 1963 in the Kahl reactor in Ger
ny; the second, in 1970 in the N-reactor
anford. The N-reactor instance is usually
regarded because the N-reactor does not
emble any commercial power reactor. In
Kahl instance (a U.S.-designed 15-MWe
R that became operational in 1960), it
s di~covered on test that a scram signal
uld not have been initiated if required be
se of a common-mode failure (CMF) in
scram relays.
he N-reactor instance should not be in
ed in the data because of the extreme
ign disparity between the N-reactor (a
phite-moderated. cartridge configuration
led dual purpose unit) and any commerLWR. The German BWR instance like
should not be included because of the
cept of rectifiability. That is, any CMF
is discovered is not expected to occur
in (certainly not with the same frequency)
e redesign, test and maintenance. and/
ther quality assurance methods will be
sted to eliminate that particular failure
e. Thus rectification eliminates potential
re modes and produces a better-than
inaI condition.
the purpose is to secure a realistic view
ystem failure, one must be very careful in
ning a CMF. Of interest is the class of ini
rs that will lead to a failure of all or nearly
he control rods in the RPS in such a way
the scram activation mechanism ap
rs to fail in a time interval that on average
ss than half of the test interval. There are
ditions that will affect the entire APS, but
ause of time considerations, they are not
ible as CMF i'nitiators in that they are obable before failure.
this class belongs the thermal stress ini
r, which leads to collet cracking. The
period for actual failure of a single collet
eater than one year for this mode, and in
no drive failure by collet cracking has
n observed. A second class of CMF initi
s that statistically should not be included

in A1WS probabilistics are those which would
be discovered during startup testing or ear
lier. Thus, the initial inability of any single rod
or bank to scram would be discovered during
the hot zero- and low-power testing that is
required of each reactor.
One is left then with a reduced class of po
tential CMF initiators that either take a num
ber of months of actual reactor operation to
develop (longer than the startup period) or,
beca use of maintenance or RPS modification
subsequent to startup, are externally intro
duced. In this latter class is the only known
case of inability to scram in a commercial
power reactor (the Kahl instance), where the
replacement for a set of contacts (2) was
faulty and they stuck closed. Quality assur
ance (QA) modifications were made in LWRs
so that such incidents would not go undis
covered again.
Note that we do not have to assume that
such a fault will not occur to remove it from
the class of credible CMF initiators, but only
that it will be discovered by special testing as
it·occurs. Thus, the fact that 4 of about 200
contacts were discovered to be faulted sev
eral years later during startup testing of an
other reactor does not imply the failure of QA
administrative methods (3) It actually vali
dates them (in that particular case) because
the special testing of the new system did in
fact bring the failures to light. Thus, rectifica
tion is a valid concept to use in eliminating
certain types of known CMF initiators from
consideration.

Statistical confidence concepts
Another point of interest is the use of high
level S-confidence bounds. Conceptually,
the ideas of statistical confidence are most
meaningful in sampling theory where one
wishes to have information about a popula
tion (or lot) by sampling a relatively small por
tion. Here also the basis is that the underlying
phenomena remain the same from sample to

sample. If this were not true, any fixed sam
pling procedure would be invalid. It also has
little meaning when one is sampling every
member of the population (as one does with
scrams). For this reason, the choice of any
very high S-confidence level based only on
previous failures that have been rectified is
highly conservative.
The quantification of this discussion in
Table 1 illustrates what a realistic treatment
of the data implies.
The use of a median S-confidence limit of
50% is not arbitrary on our part but is consis
tent with RegUlatory Guide 1.108, which de
scribes an accep1able statistical scheme for
testing diesel generators. The implications
of the above calculation are that on the basis
of data alone. WASH-1270 was conservative
by a factor of 50 in its calculation of the RPS
unavailability per demand.
One need not rely on data alone to make
an estimate of the statistical properties of
the RPS. Obviously, before the first RPS is
'installed we have almost no data, and for
systems with great reliability, (due to redun
dancy, for example) it may be many years or
even centuries before sufficient data to yield
"good" statistics are accumulated. Nor
mally, we make use of engineering judg
ment, heavy over-design, modeling studies,
and so on, to give us confidence that the sys
tem will do its job. It is possible to incorporate
such information into a more elaborate statis
tical treatment by means of Bayesian estima
tion. We shall return to this later.
The upperbound number 3 X ~ 0- 6 per de
mand for RPS unavailability is quite low, and
if we multiply it by 1 or 2 for the upperbound
on total event yearly frequencies, we still
have a low number. But not yet 10- 7 • Let us
now ask a few more questions. Whatever the
A1WS number may be - does that imply that
we should expend time and effort to make the
number smaller? What about priorities? What
benefit accrues to the public if we wipe out

Table 1

RPS UPPERBOUND UNAVAILABILITY
(per demand. based on data alone)

50% S·confidence

95% S-confidence

WASH-1270

3.8 X 10- 5

1.6

x

10-'

WASH·1270 (update to 1976)

2.1 X 10- 5

a.9

x

10- 5

EPRI (1976 evaluation)

30 x 10-1

13 X 10-5
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ATWS? How do we get a handle on these
. questions?
WASH- 1400 contains all the information
needed to answer Ihese questions. WASH
1400 considered all the possible ways (or as
many as the authors could think of) that a
reactor could undergo a trauma of sufficient
magnitude for extensive core damage to re
sult with a greater or lesser release of radia
tion, and it incorporated meteorological ef
fects to carry the radiation into the off-site
ecosystem. Since the authors also included
ATWSevents in their analysis. in WASH-1400
we have a basis for establishing what portion
of the total risk (expressed. for example, as
a 30-day whole-body dose in rem at the ex
clusion boundary) is attributable to ATWS.
We can also determine the probability of vio
lating 1OCFA-l 00.
To be able to defend the ATWS results
of such an editing of WASH-1400. the re
appraisal group reconstructed all the fault
trees considered important. No significant
changes were discovered to be needed dur
ing this reconstruction. It was found that up
dating the data and modifying one statistical
model were all that was necessary. The re
sults of this work show that the percentage
of risk attributable to ATWS (based on WASH
1400 updated) is, for PWAs. only 0 5%; for
BWRs, 5.0%.
Risk studies of this type yield information
on whether a particular component, sub
system, or system should perhaps be rede
signed or backfilted to increase reliability.
From the viewpoint of cost-benefit-risk con
siderations, it would seem that a situation
responsible for less than 5% of the total po
tential risk (measured in man-rems. 30-day
whole-body dose) would not be an early
candidate for either redesign or backfitting
unless the costs were low enough to make it
an incidental expense.
One might conclude that BWRs have 10
times the AlWS risk of PWAs, but careful ex
amination of the data input to the tault trees
from areas where we were unable (because
of the need to preserve a balanced estimate)
(4) to alter data input shows sufficient con
servatism to smooth out this difference.
Probabilities determined
In a second edit of the WASH-1400 data, we
determined the probability of violation of
1OCFA-1 00. For this study we were no longer
interested in comparing one portion of the
risk traction with another; hence we could
consider updating more of the data than in
the risk comparison. For example, WASH
1400 assumes 10 transients per year with a
range of 5-20. Figure 1 shows that these
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Figure 2 The learning curve with an average PWR also shows a tall in scram initiators per
year, but distinction must be made between those that involve a loss of feedwater and those
that do not.
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numbers should be closer to 2.5jyr with a
range at 0-5 for BWRs Figure 2 shows that
PWRs exhibit the same sharp fall in scram
initiators per year as BWAs. but here we have
to discriminate between scram initiators in
volving loss of teedwater and no loss of feed
water. The former have a long-term expected
average ot about 1 jyr, while the latter have
an average of about 4 jyr and the ranges are
about 0-2 and 0-8.
Another type of update has to do with the
RPS failure probability for the two types of
reactors. In each case. WASH-1400 used
schematic diagrams to construct a fault tree
that models the RPS system. We corrobo
rated these trees.
In quantifying the trees further, modeling
of such phenomena as common-mode mis
calibration of instruments and test and main
tenance errors had to be made. In both cases
(instrument miscalibration tor BWRs and
testing and maintenance for PWRs), the
quantifications are strongly conservative
so much so that the RPS unavailability is
completely dominated by these items (93%
for PWRs and 98% for BWRs). The hardware
and electronics are resPOnsible for essen
tially none or the unavailability. h is not diffi

cult to attack these aspects of the input data.
but it is not terribly important to do so at the
present time. The BWR modeling yields re
sults consistent with the EPAI (rectified) case
in Table 1, while the PWR yields unavailabili
ties that are a factor of 6 or more larger than
the scram data alone would imply. In any
event, jf we incorporate the latest values for
the expected number of transients and the
modeled estimates for Scram unavailability,
we can use the WASH-1400 consequence
model and determine the median upper
bound probabilities of exceeding 10CFR
100. For PWAs, this probability per year is
1.7 X 10-'; for BWRs, 7 X 10-'.
These are.J)oth for exceeding the 25-rem .
two-tlour iodir.e thyroid dose If we considered
the other aspects of 1OCFR-l 00 we should in
all cases find much lower values. One sees
here that based on a common quantified con
sideration, the PWR and BWR achieve a
closer comparison. Since the input to these
calculations is, in our estimation, quite con
servative, we would expect both these num
bers to drop and perhaps still show a differ
ence between reactor types, but at this low
level of probability, further pencil-sharpening
seems wasted.
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Table 2
SUMMARY OF MEDIAN RPS UNAVAILABILITIES PER DEMAND
AND THE EFFECT ON 10CFR·100 VIOLATION

EPRI

EPRI
Bayesian
Estimate

EPRI
Bayesian
Probability of
10CFR-100
Violafion
(per year)

23 X 10-

3 X 10--

3.4 X 10- 7

3.3 X 10- 1

5.1 X 10- 5

3

10- 6

90 X 10-6

7.7 X 10-'

WA$H·1270

WASH-1400
(updated)

\VA

3.8 X 10- 5

WR

3.8 X 10- 5

ClOT

One further aspect should be considered.
fault tree models for RPS unavailability
ed in the WASH- 1400 studies are based on
sma" fraction of the information used
establish Table 1. Because of this we can
fold the two results through use of the
yes equation to produce a more sophisti
ted estimation of scram unreliability (5). If
do this, we obtain the results shown in

b1e 2.

5 is a non problem
results of these studies indicate to the
Ie who did them, as they do to the writer,
t except for assurances that the WASH
00 analysis applies to other reactors (the
had a recirculation pump trip. for exam
, which does not appear in some of the
er BWRs) ATINS is a nonproblem with a
obability of occurring that is terribly small
d an even smaller probability of signifi
ntty affecting the health and welfare of the

bIic.
Still, one might reasonably ask, How diffi
It and expensive would it be to eliminate
apart from any other considerations?
as a corollary, ask, What benefits can
expected to accrue to the public (who in
end must pay for any such design modifi
tio(ls)? For a number Of years, members of
NRC staff have estimated that a complete
"fix" would cost only a few hundred
ousand dollars, while vendors have felt
at it would cost a few million dollars. This
terence was due to the fact that no one had
together an actual cost estimate of back
ting a plant. Because NRC has required
ch plant to submit proposed plant design
visions, it is now possible to establish ac
at cost estimates. These range from $20
illion to $50 million per plant. The dollar
IS, then, are very high.

...

X

If the purpose of WASH· 1270 was to estab
lish that ATWS is indeed real enough to re
quire regulation, it arrived at an erroneous
conclusion because the results presented
here, insofar as they demonstrate probabilis
tics in the neighborhood of 10-7 /yr, contra
dict WASH- 1270. Further, the technical basis
fdr arriving at these results is much more ex
tensive and better documented than that in
WASH-1270.
There are, however, those who maintain
a "hang the cost" attitude and would require
elimination of ATWS, no matter what. If their
view prevails, then the public will pay 10 elimi
nate a non problem.
Noles and relerences

1. S-confidence is a mathematical term meaning
the probability that the value of a parameter (in this
case, a failure rate) is less than some specified
amount. One can write it in this case as P (rate is
less than 1.6 X 10-4 per demand) == 0.95. The ac
tual. value of the rate may lie anywhere between
zero and 1.6 X 10- 4 per demand without altering
the value of the right side of the equation.

2. Such replacements are made on a scheduled
basis.
3. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. "Instances of
Relay Failure in Reactor Protection Systems."
Reactor safety Operating Experiences. ROE
71-16, AEC 1971.
4. Since a comparison was being made between
the ATWS portion of risk and the total risk estimate
in WASH- 1400, it was not possible to alter values
in the ATWS calculation that would induce al1era
tions in the rest of the risk calculation (funds, man
power, and time available provide constraints).
5. The Bayesian approach is based on the concept
of conditional probability (given that A is true, what
is the probability of B occurring). Thus it is possible
to incorporate different types of probability esti
mates of the same phenomena to produce a single
overall estimate. The ease of such incorporation is
enhanced by the independence of the original esti
mates.
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'!be Regulatory Staff held meetings with EPRI on February 16 and February
22, 1977 to discuss the EPRI reports. '!be Staff conments (as given in
a memo dated June 2, 1977) included the following:

The Staff met with EPRJ on February 16, 1977 and February 22,
1977 to discuss the EPRI studies on ATWS.
At the February 16th meeting the Staff presented their esti
mates of the scram system unreliability and comments on EPRJ
evaluations (Enclosures 2 and 3). In summary, the staff noted
that the probability of scram system failure due to a common
mode failure is approximately 10- 4 per reactor year based on
experience. The Navy data were included to confirm the Staff
judgment that protection from ATWS events was required. The
Staff further noted that the probability of unacceptable
consequences from ATWS events is also approximately 10- 4 per
reactor year.
The Staff comments on EPRJ methodology were (See Enclosure 3
for details):
.
(a)

EPRJ treatment of rectification could lead to biased
estimates.

(b) The EPRJ expression misused statistical confidence
limits, probability percentiles, and Bayesian posterior
probability percentiles.
(c)

Expression for Prob (ATWS) in the case of an assumed
constant failure probability was in error by a factor
of 2.

(d)

EPRJ model for multiple control rod failures yields
results which are inconsistent with EPRJ data. The
sources of the discrepancy were their binomial assump
tions and their square root model for the prob~bility
of multiple failures.

'!be EPRI representatives did not agree with all the Staff ccmnents, need
less to say.
However, consultants to the ACRS also supplied comments critical of
specific aspects of the statistical treatment in the EPRI reports ana the
ass~tions concerning treatment of data: "-And ACRS consultant Epler, in
a memorandum to the ACRS dated November 26, 1976, recalled that in a
letter to the ACRS dated OCtober 28, "1974, he had pointed out a basic
fallacy in draft WASH-1400 in the determination· of scram unreliability as
it applied to A'IWS, and noted that this error had carried over to the
final version of ~H-1400 and had been missed in the EPRI-SAI study on
A'IWS. In effect, Epler argued that the EPRI study had devoted consider
able effort to ~ re--evaluation of scram unreliability as it applied in
the case of a LOCA, not A'l'WS, and that the study was not relevant to A'l'WS.
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In March, 1977 the NRC FOUND A TASK FORCE ON ATWS in an effort to finally
resolve the matter. Meetings were held with the twR vendors. And in
July, 1977 the Staff reported once again to the ACRS, reiterating their
general position of December, 1975 that scram unreliability could not
be shown to be acceptably low and that measures were required to
mitigate the consequences of ATWS.
It is, in a sense curious, that with this relatively unchanged position
by the Staff over a period of many years, little was done to implement
any actual changes with regard to ATWS. For boiling water reactors, for
which the question first arose, and for which at least one mitigating
design ,change, the recirculating pump trip, was included as a partial
backup to scram in all 8WRs receiving construction pennits after the
Newbold Island - Limerick reviews in 1971, many, if not most of the
operating 8WRs had not incorporated this feature by 1976. On learning
of this situation in early 1976, the ACRS sent a memorandum to Lee
Gossick dated March 12, 1976 advising that steps be taken immediately
to include this change in operating BWRs, unless it was not needed to
make the consequences of ATWS intolerable. And the Regulatory Staff
shortly thereafter issued letters to all operators of BWRs asking for
their specific plans to incorporate this feature. However, by mid
1978 most of the operating 8WRs had not implemented pump trip.
Also, the year 1977 passed without issuance of a new Regulatory Staff
position on ATWS, and this generic item remained unresolved eight years
after its inception.* Much had been learned about the subject. There
obviously remained wide differences of opinion concerning the safety
significance of the matter. And, reactors continued to be designed
and receive construction permits without incorporation of mitigating
features.
In April, 1978 the Regulatory Staff issued a new report, NUREG-0460,
entitled "Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Light Water
Reactors." Excerpts from the summary follow below:

Based on the occurrence of transients in currently operating
nuclear power plants, the Staff now concludes that transients
that would result in serious consequences if accompanied by
scram failure could be expected to occur in the future popula
tion of plants at a rate of five to eight per reactor-year.
We also estimate that the probabilit~of scram failure, based
on nearly 700 reactor years of operating experience in foreign
and domestic commercial power reactors with one observed poten
tial scram failure, is in the range of 10- 4 to 10- 5 per demand.
*Although it was listed as resolved on the ACRS Generic Items list
after ~H-1270.
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Thus, the expected frequency of ATWS events that could result
in serious consequences is approximately 2 x 10- 4 per reactor
year. We recommend that a safety objective of 10-6 unacceptable
ATWS events per reactor-year is more appropriate, and therefore,
that some corrective measures to reduce the probability or con
sequences of ATWS are required.
Although reducing the frequency of anticipated transients might
be a means of reducing the probability of ATWS events, the
difficulty in accomplishing the necessarily large reduction
appears to make this approach impractical. Alternatively,
improvement of the reliability of scram systems, particularly
with regard to potential for common mode failures, by providing
a second independent, separate and diverse scram system has
been considered, but no completely acceptable design has been
proposed. These considerations lead us to recommend that the
provision of systems to mitigate the consequences of ATWS events,
should they occur, is the most promising alternative for meet
ing the safety objective. This approach has been the principal
subject of the development, analysis and staff review presented
in this report.
We have developed a set of requirements for the design and
performance of systems provided to reduce the consequences or
probability of ATWS events. Acceptance criteria are stated
that address radiological dose limits; reactor coolant system,
fuel and Lo~+ainment integrity; core cooling capability; and
mitigating system design and performance. Requirements are
given for the analysis of postulated ATWS events. The require
ments would provide reasonable assurance that, considering the
frequency of ATWS events, the probability of additional system
failures, and the uncertainty and variation in initial condi
tions and parameters, the acceptance criteria are not violated.
We have also considered the value and impact of these require
ments. Estimates of the impact, primarily the costs associated
with implementing the requirements, range from I to 43 million
dollars per plant, depending on the type of plant and its stage
of construction or operation. The direct value consists of the
cost of the averted radiological and economic consequences.
Estimates of the value range from approximately 1 to 47 million
dollars per plant and are generally larger than the correspond
ing impact for anyone type of design. The averted potential
for shutdown of a number of operating reactors, should an ATWS
with severe offsite consequences occur.~has been estimated to
translate into an additional indirect value ranging from 1.5
.
to 23 million dollars.
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We have found that, considering the expected frequency of occur
rence of transients, the" reliability of current reactor scram
systems necessary to w.~et the safety objectives has not been
demonstrated and may well have not been attained. Therefore,
we recommend that means of reducing the probability or conse
quences of ATWS events should be proVided. Furthe~~re, we
envision that the initiation of rulemaking to incorporate ATWS
requirements in the Commission's regulations would fairly and
clearly resolve the long standing uncertainty in the status of
regulatory requirements in this area.
From the early reactions to the Staff position of April, 1978 it
appeared difficult to asce:tain whether ATWS was finally headed toward early
resolution.

The reactor vendors, the utilities and the Electric Power Re

search Institute vigorously opposed the Staff proposals.
In early 1979 after issuance of tne report of the Risk Assessment Re
view Group concerning WASH-1400 lNUREG1CR-0400), the Regulatory Staff issued
a revised

po~ition

on ATWS, one which strongly reflected the difficulties

in backfitting an operating plant or even a plant under construction.

That

is, for such plants, emphas1s was placed on those changes in circuitry that
might provide increased scram reliability, while for plants to be construc
ted, the emphasis was shifted to hardware changes to mitigate the conse
quences of an ATWS shOUld it occur, that is to keep pressures and tempera
. tures below acceptable limits.
As of the spring of 1979, however, the matter remained unresolved.
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5.

SEISMIC RISK

5.1

SYNOPSIS OF SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC SITING CRITERIA

General Design Criterion 2 of Appendix A to Part 50 of Title 10, Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR) requires that nuclear power plant structures,
systems, and components important to safety be designed to withstand the
effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, etc., with
out loss of capability to perform their safety functions. Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 100 sets forth the criteria pertaining to the effects of
earthquakes and other geologic phenomena. These criteria also describe
the nature of investigations and determinations required to determine site
suitability and to provide reasonable assurance that a nuclear power plant
can be constructed and operated at a proposed site without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public.
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 requires that each applicant for a construc
tion permit investigate all seismic and geologic factors that may affect
the design and operation of the proposed nuclear power plant irrespective
of whether such factors are explicitely included in the criteria. For
sites located in areas having complex geology or in areas of high
seismicity, the siting criteria provide for additional and/or more conser
vative design determinations than those specified in the regulation. Pro
visions are made in the regulation to also allow an applicant to depart
from satisfying specific sections of the criteria if he provides support
ing data whcih clearly justify such departures.
The detail and scope of the required investigations are such that the
geologic, seismic, and engineering characteristics of a site and its
environs are well enough understood to permit an adequate evaluation of
the proposed site.
There are four major considerations required by the regulation. These
are: (1) investigations for determining potential ground shaking due
to earthquakes for design purposes; (2) analysis of possible surface
fault movement at the site; (3) evaluation of the possibility for flood
ing at coastal, lake, and river sites due to earthquake disturbances;
and (4) a consideration of the effects on the site of other adverse
geologic conditions such as landsliding, subsidence, cavernous collapse,
and liquefaction. The requirements of Appendix A are discussed below.
1. Ground Motion Due to Earthquakes
The design basis of safety features for each power plant facility must
take into account the potential effects of two levels of earthquake
motion. The greater motion represents a maximum earthquake potential
and is designated the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The lesser
motion represents an earthquake event expected during the life of the
plant and is named the Operting Basis Earthquake (OBE). Concerning the
size of the region to be investigated and the type of data pertinent
to the investigation, Appendix A to Part 100 indicates that it will be
based on the nature of the region surroundiw the site. It is further
stipulated in the siting criteria that the investigations will be
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carried out by both reviewing pertinent literature and doing field investi
gations.
The design bases for the earthquakes must be determined through evaluation
of the geology, and the geologic and seismic history of the site and the
surrounding region. A determination is required, in this evaluation, of
influences due to man's activities and local site soil conditions. To
carry out these determinations the types of soils and/or rocks present at
the site and in the region surrounding the site must be determined. This
type of information is required in order to describe the geologic condi
tions at the site and the surrounding region and establish their geologic
history. In addition, an evaluation of the soil characteristics of the
site are required since these materials can affect the transmission of
earthquake induced rootions to the proposed plant's foundations as well as
their stability. Earthquakes which may cause ground shaking accelera
tion of at" least one-tenth the acceleration of gravity at the site's
power plant foundations must be considered. These considerations include
the application of appropriate empirical relationships between the size
of earthqukes and ground motion. In addition, a campa.rison is made
between the soil characteristics at a power plant site and at the epicenter
of the controlling earthquake relative to the transmission of earthquake
rootion.
The largest earthquakes occurring in the site region must be assessed for
their impact on design. This must be carried out through a determination
of whether or not those earthquakes, within 200 miles of the site, can
possibley be correlated with geologic structure. Those earthquakes which
cannot be correlated with geologic structure must be associated with
regions containing similar geologic structural features (tectonic prov
inces). An evaluation is required to determine whether faults in the
site region could generate earthquakes and be of significance to the
earthquake design bases.
After the above-described required investigations have been completed,
a determination of the nuclear power plant's earthquake shaking design
bases must be carried out. The determination should be made by an
evaluation of the resultant ground rootion at the site resulting fram
the earthquakes that are associated with geologic structures, faults,
and tectonic provinces (regions of similar geologic structure).
compensate for the limited data on the distribution, occurrence and
causes of earthquakes, the safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) must be
derived in a conservative manner. As a minimum, the maximum accele
ration of the SSE is reuired to be one-tenth the acceleration of gravity.
The maximum acceleration of the Operating Basis Earthquake is required
to be at least one-half the SSE.

To

2.

Surface Fault Movement

Appendix A requires a determination to be made as to whether and to what
extent a nuclear power plant need be designed to withstand differential
ground displacement due to movement of a fault. To make this evalua
tion, the regulation requires the following:
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(a) For faults greater than 1,000 feet long and within 5 miles of a
site, a reasonable investigation must be made as to whether faults are cap
able faults. Appendix A defines a capable fault as a fault which has
exhibited certain characteristics. These are fault movement within the
last 35,000 years or multiple movement within the last 500,000 years, macro
seismicity, or relationship to another capable fault such that movement on
one could reasonably be expected to result in movement on the other. The
regulation specifies a number of geologic and seismic investigations, which
are essentially like those required for ground shaking, to be performed to
determine if a fault is capable.
(b) For a fault identified as capable an analysis is required of
faul t geometry, past movement and histor ic earthquake activi ty associated
with the fault, to assess the potential for causing surface displacement
at or near the site. The largest magnitude earthquake related to the fault
is used to determine the width of the zone which must be investigated.
(c) To determine finally whether a plant should be designed to with
stand fault movement, the regulation requires consideration of the location
of the plant wi th respect to the fault. If the plant must be designed to
withstand fault movement the regulation stipulates the specific safety
features which are required to be designed for such movement. Appendix A
requires that the design of these features provide reasonable assurance
that they will remain functional if such an event occurs.
3.

Seismically Induced Floods

For nuclear power plants near bodies of water, investigations are required
. to determine whether seismically induced floods could affect the site.
Included in the required assessment of such sites is the gathering of
geologic and seismic data appropriate to establish the design basis for
flooding due to local offshore earthquakes, onshore seismic events, or
coastal subsidence. The data needed for this assessment are determined by
procedures similar to those for determining ground motion and the potential
for surface faulting discussed above.
At sites located near lakes and rivers, investigations similar to those
for coastal areas are required. In addition, the consideration of possible
effects of upstream dam failure and landslides is required.
4.

Other Adverse Geologic Conditions

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 give guidance of a general nature concern
ing investigations and considerations to be given to other geologic hazards
which may bear on the safety of the plant, such as sudden collapse of
foundation material in areas susceptable to solutioning by ground water,
landslides, liquefaction, subsidence (natural or man induced), etc.

5.2

FARLY IEVELOPMENTS IN SEISMIC SM'E"lY

One of the first mentions of seismic matters in the minutes of the statu
tory ACRS occurred at its 12th meeting, December 11-13, 1958. In connec
tion with discussion of the site for the caroling-Virginia Tube Reactor
(CVl'R) 25 miles northwest of Columbia, South carolina, mention is made of
the sever:e Charleston, South carolina earthquake of 1886. No seismic
design basis for the proposed reactor is mentioned.
The minutes of the 19th meeting, September 10-12, 1959, report that the
proposed site for the Humboldt Bay reactor is in a moderate to heavy earth
quake region and that seismic safety factors are slightly more conservative
than used for conventional power plants.
According to the ·Survey on Reactor Safety for Nuclear Po\\ler Stations,·
prepared by a study group on nuclear safety for the Japan Atomic Industrial
Forum, stUdies and investigations on ·nuclear reactors and earthquakes·
were underway in the u.s. in 1959; however, aseismic design was hardly
studied in the construction of four nuclear power plants in the eastern
part of the United States, because earthquakes in the region were con
sidered to be small (Shibata, 1970).
At a special meeting, March 5, 1960, the ACRS prepared a hurried response
to a letter from General Manager A. R. Luedecke of the AEC concerning the
suitability of sites in southern california. Excerpts concerning seis
mology follow below.

Seismology. Holmes &Narver personnel were present for the
discussions relative to earthquake hazards. Mr. Booth reviewed
briefly the earthquake features of the California area as to
location, frequency, and the scale for expressing the i~tensity.
The larger shocks have given an acceleration in the hor1zontal
direction of about one-third of gravity, "g", (measurements
are such that this might be in error by a factor of two); the
vertical component has always been less than the horizontal.

.

·:.,
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At the 25th meeting, May 5-7, 1960, the ACRS considered the 40 MWt Experi
mental Low Process Heat Reactor for a site at Point Mugu, near Oxnard,
California. The minutes record no discussion of earthquakes beyond the
statement that no known faults are in the immediate area. Tidal waves
(tsunamis) are described as occurring every five to ten years with heights
of the order of five feet, due to distant earthquakes.
At the 40th meeting, March 29-31, 1962 the ACRS reviewed the Haynes Point
site, near Long Beach, california and the Corral Beach site in Malibu.
Both were relatively highly populated sites, Haynes Point being much more
so. '!be minutes report the following presentation by Dr. George W.
Housner, a consultant to the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power:
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The problem of vertical shock has not been considered in
structures to date, because they are, of course, designed to
resist one "g
About 2,000 square miles might be affected with
a 77-year frequency by such a large shock. The probability of
quakes is about constant over California, except in the extreme
northeast portion and the upper part of the San Joaquin Valley.
ll.

There are four seismic design codes for structures, namely: (a)
An overall State Building Code, passed in 1933 after the Long
Beach shocks, requires a minimum of design for 2 percent of g
in the horizontal direction for all structures, which is a low
figure that does not much change normal building practices;
(b) Uniform Building Code requires 13 1/3 percent of g"
(certain structures must provide for 100 percent of "~t);
(c) The San Francisco Code requires only 7 1/2 percent g
but with special calculations required showing the effects of
resonances and the like; (d) The Los Angeles Code is much like
the Uniform Building Code, but with more stringent features
for certain buildings. The basis for all codes is the protec
tion of the public against damage to "1ife and limb", and the
experience has been fairly satisfactory.
II

ll

II

II

ll

Several possible results of reactor accidents from earthquakes
were outlined, and the release of radioactive material was
the most important. Mr. Booth concluded that simple construc
tion precautions should eliminate the possibility of release of
radioactivity by earthquakes. However, although the frequency
is less, earthquakes have been known to occur in nearly all
parts of the United States, and since special seismic design
features are not usually included in reactors, earthquake
damage to these other reactors might lead to more serious
consequences than would a shock in California.
Bechtel described the method of including seismic design factors.
The geology of the area and seismic history is used to set the
horizontal acceleration requirements. Sites are chosen at
least a mile from a known fault. The heavy construction around
the region for shielding is adequate for seismic forces. The
design of any tanks for the reactor facility would be conven
tional; however, the requirements for containment vessels
might be eased somewhat, because these are shells while most
tanks are build to contain liquids. The seismic design factors
for plants are about the same as for wind load.
Bechtel includes seismic design factors for all power plants
build in the West, and somewhat higher values for plants in
California. A common figure is 20 percent of "g" for horizontal
acceleration. Most of the California coast construction is
with values of 10 to 15 percent. The value for a conventional
tank and a one-story building might be 10 percent and 13 per
cent, respectively. Bechtel's seismic horizontal design figure
would be 25 percent for the containment sphere and about 20
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percent for the balance of the plant for the 360 MWe.
With respect to earthquakes, the heavy concrete structure
required for the Humboldt Bay plant to sink the suppression
chambers, because of the high water table, are such that little
additional design is required for earthquakes. However, at
other sites seismic factors may have to be included. Waves
caused in the suppression pool by an earthquake could be
minimized by baffling to prevent water loss.
In its letter March 6, 1960 the ACRS said the following:
In reply to the request for an advisory report from the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards on the feasibility and accepta
bility of locating the proposed reactors in the Los Angeles area
and in an area within a fifty-mile radius of San Francisco in
terms of the possible hazards associated with inversion and
earthquake conditions, the following advice is given.'
With respect to seismic considerations, we understand that it
is present utility industry practice in California to locate
generating stations at least one mile from known surface faults;
and to design and construct these stations using local codes
supplemented by special analyses and increased seismic design
factors for those critical plant components necessary to main
tain the station on the line. In addition, in the case of a
nuclear reactor facility, special analyses and increased
seismic design factors are needed for those reactor plant systems
whose failure could result in a release of radioactive material.
With these precautions, the Committee believes the reactor
facility would be adequately protected against seismic di turbance.
At the 25th meeting, May 5-7, 1960, the ACRS considered the 4 MWt
Experimental Low Process Heat Reactor for a site at Point Mugu, nea Oxnard,
California.

The minutes record no discussion of earthquakes beyond

statement that no known faults are in the immediate area.

Tidal wa

(tsunamis) are described as occurring every five to ten years with
of the order of five feet, due to distant earthquakes.
At the 40th meeting, March 29-31,1962 the ACRS reviewed the
Point site, near Long Beach, California and the Corral Beach site i Malibu.
Both were relatively highly populated sites, Haynes Point being muc more
so.

The minutes report the following presentation by Dr. George W. Housner,

a consultant to the Los Angeles Departlnent of Water and Power:
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Dr. Hausner [sic] went into detail about the California seis
mology and concluded that reactor designs could be made to with
stand any earthquake shocks expected in the area. He sketched
a map showing the major and minor faults; the major faults are
the preferred loci for earthquakes. New faults are not expected
but many old faults may be covered and their location is unknown
which indicates it is better for a reactor to be a reasonable
distance from a known fault. The western part of the State is
moving northwest relative to the eastern part of the State at
about 2 inches per year. and a main fault is the San Andreas
[sic]. The active earthquake zone is near the coast and extends
inland in lower California. Strain surveys have been made
for thirty years; recent measurements indicate a fairly large
shock is due. A formula with an intensity factor was given for
the earthquake energy release in ergs. The San Francisco
earthquake (intensity 8.3) involved a release of strain energy
over a distance of about 200 miles. The recent Chile and Long
Beach quake had intensities of B.5 and 6.2. respectively. This
latter involved a minor fault, not far from Haynes Point
Dr. Housner [sic] said the high frequency components of an earth
quake are damped out by distance so that a quake in the San
Andreas [si~] fault would result in only the lower frequency
energy reaching Haynes Point; he estimated that only equipment
at Haynes Point with a period of over 1 second would be effected.
A local earthquake would have additional effects. A plot of
the spectrum intensity of vibrations from a quake against
period peaked at a .3 or .4 seconds. Figures were given for
the acceleration and the duration of the recent El Centro
earthquake in the Imperial Valley.
The local geology determines the ground motions. and Corral
Beach is probably better from this point of view because the
Haynes site has more alluvium. Sometimes the soils consolidate
and sink as at Long Beach, but Dr. Hausner [sic] does not
believe this would be very serious for Haynes Point.

.

.~
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In its report of April 4, 1962 on these sites (which was primarily con
cerned with population densities), the ACRS stated '''Ihe Comrni ttee
believes that it is possible with present engineering technology to over
come the potential danger from serious consequences of a major earthquake."
In the spring of 1963, the ACRS completed a first review of the proposed
Bodega Bay BWR, at a site less than 1/4 mile from the edge of the San
Andreas fault. This landmark case is discussed in very considerable detail
in the following section.
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5.3

BODEGA BAY

In the early spring of 1963, the ACRS completed (for the first time) its
review of the application by Pacific Gas and Electric Company to construct
a 1008 MWt BWR at a remote site on Bodega Bay, Sonoma County, California.
The unique aspect of the review lay in the fact that the site was only
about 1000 feet west of the San Andreas fault Zone.
The minutes of the ACRS Subcommittee meeting held concerning Bodega Bay
on March 20, 1963, report briefly on seismic matters, as one of seventeen
items discussed at the meeting. It was reported that
The plant is designed for motion in all directions. rhe same
design criteria will be used at Bode~a Bay as have been used
at other (non-nuclear) plants which have satisfactorily with
stood fairly severe earthquakes in this region.
In its report to the ACRS on Bodega Bay dated April 2, 1963, the Regulatory
Staff approved the proposed design basis acceleration of 0.3 g subject to
the qualification that no faults existed under the plant. Their total
discussion of seismic matters was rather brief, as shown by the relevant
excerpt from the staff report:
The two outstanding geographical features of the site area are
the San Andreas Fault zone immediately to the east, and the
two,rocky hills each over 200 feet high which make up Bodeqa
Head. The reactor will be located between these hills approxi
mately 1000 feet from the western limit of the fault zone. The
1.5 mile wide fault zone extends eastward from the site to the
mainland, and· has reduced the northern portion of Bodega Head
to crushed rock and sand dunes due to extensive movement over
the past few thousand years.
The hills of Bodega Head consist of quartz-diorite rock covered
by a shallow layer of sands and silts. The quartz-diorite forma
tion is reported to be extensively fractured due to earthquake
action, and evidence of old minor faults in the formation is
reported.
With respect to minor faults, the application states "no active
faulting exists on Bodega Head and particularly under the power
plant site." The applicant amplified this statement during i

·
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meeting with the subcommittee and the staff on March 20th by
stating that no faults have been located under the proposed
location of the reactor power plant structures as a result of
evaluations of several borings at the plant site. The applicant
has described the geologic nature of the foundation materials
(the fractured quartz-diorite) and has concluded that structures
can be adequately anchored into this rock material and designed
to withstand earthquake accelerations amounting to 0.3 of the
acceleration of gravity (0.3G) unless a formation failure
(faulting) occurs under the plant.
The staff believes that the applicant is aware of the safety
and design problems associated with earthquakes, and is proceed
ing with the development of an adequate design based upon the
predicted earthquake loadings. It should be recoqnized that
acceptance of this site would imply agreement that the likeli
hood of the occurrence of an earthquake which would cause fault
ing under the structures and, consequently, possible failure of
the engineered safety components of the reactor facility is
acceptably small. The applicant claims that slippage is more
likely to occur in existing faults and that development of new
faults would not be expected to occur.
The staff does not know of any basis for disagreement with the
applicant's assertions as to the existence or likelihood of
development of faults. We believe, however, that further infor
mation should be developed on the existence of faults under the
site through explorations made in the course of excavation.
This information will be reviewed to determine whether or not
the assumption that no such faults exist is factual; and if
evidence of faults is found, the basis for approval will be
re-examined.
Bodega Bay was reviewed by the full Committee at the 47th ACRS
meeting, April 11-13, 1963.

The minutes of the meeting indicate that

while there was considerable discussion concerning seismic aspects of the
proposed plant, this was not the principal focus of the ACRS review.
Some portions of the meeting minutes related to seismic matters are
excerpted below.
Executive Session
The plant will be designed to withstand an acceleration of as
much as .3 that of gravity from an earthquake; this would be
sufficient to resist the largest quake recorded in California.
The containment valving arrangements needed to resist earthquake
damage were discussed. Mr. Osborn said he had examined several
plants following earthquakes; there was considerable damage to
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the masonry and the concrete but very little to the piping.
Regulatory Staff (RS)
The representative of the Coast and Geodetic Survey said there
is always some uncertainty in the distance from a fault. The
center of the active San Andreas fault zone is about 1 1/2
miles away. The reactor will be within about a thousand feet
of the edge of the San Andreas fault zone; the RS deems this
to satisfy the 1300-feet requirement of the Site Criteria. No
faults under the proposed plant site have been identified by
drill holes; the search will continue during the excavation,
the reactor location would have to be reassessed. Unfaulted
gravels from the Pleistocene era indicate no seismic activity
at the site for many thousands of years. Measuring the fault
changes [sic] would be interesting scientifically, but the data
would probably be of little value for this reactor design. The
RSbe1ieves the reactor can be designed to withstand earthQuake
shocks.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (PG&E)
The power plant is to be on hard rock, a quartz diorite material,
and no earth movement is expected. A consultant from California
Institute of Technology confirmed the conclusions regarding
earthquakes; these recommendations of experts are the design
basis for the plant. Conventional PG&E power plants are designed
to resist earthquake forces of .2 of the acceleration of gravity.
A PG&E plant was subjected to an earthquake; the plant withstood
the shock, but there was other local damage, e.g., tunnels gave
away.
The possibility of tidal waves in the area was evaluated by the
Corps of Engineers when a nearby jetty was designed to protect
the harbor. The jetty height was set at 15 feet above sea level
because of the maximum predicted wave height. There is no record
of the jetty or the nearby sand bar being topped by a tidal wave.
The base of the reactor plant will be 25 feet above sea level.
The accidents analyzed included loss of coolant accident by
recirculation line rupture, fuel being dropped into the reactor,
rupture of the main line outside the containment, and a rod
falling from the reactor after it is critical.
The ACRS reported favorably on construction of Bodega Bay in a letter
dated April 18, 1963 to AEC Chairman Seaborg.

Much of the letter related

to engineered safety features in a general fashion.

The paragraph on

seisnlic-related matters is reproduced below.
The requirements that are imposed on plant design because of
location in an active seismic area have been considered by the
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applicant, and the referenced documents contain the recommen
dations of seismologists who have been consulted on this question.
Tentative exploration indicates that the reactor and turbine
buildings will not be located on an active fault line. The
Committee believes that if this point is established, the design
criteria for the plant are adequate from the standooint of
hazards associated with earthquakes. Careful examination of
the quartz-diorite rock below should be made during building
excavation, to confirm this point. Furthermore, the Committee
suggests that, during design, careful attention should be given
to the ability of emergency shutdown systems to operate properly
during and subsequent to violent earth shocks, and to the stress
effects that might be introduced because the reactor building
and the turbine building are to be anchored in different geo
logical formations. The need for earthquake-induced shutdown
and isolation of the primary system can be considered at a later
time.

.

.~
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With hindsight, both the ACRS review and that of the Regulatory Staff
appear to have been relatively limited, in view of the nearness of the
proposed site to the San Andreas fault. In effect, this site represented
one where there was a high probability that the ability of the reactor
to accomplish safe shutdown in the face of a major earthquake would be
challenged during the lifetime of the plant.
Although fG&E projected schedule for approval of construction for Bodega
Bay showed issuance of a construction permit by July, 1963, this schedule
slipped. 'Ibe foundation excavation for the Bodega Bay reactor contain
ment proceeded, and in the process of examining the exposed surfaces,
several small faults lIt'ere found, one of wflich received the most attention
and was labeled the Saft fault (named for the shaft which was dug for the
reactor). Since the original review was predicated on the assumption
that the reactor and turbine plant would not be located on an active
fault, the entire matter was opened for re-review.
The minutes of the Executive Session of the ACRS at the 48th meeting,
July 11-13, 1963 provide a status report:

Bodega Bay Reactor
Dr. Kouts commented on the geological developments. The completed
U.S. Geological Survey report is not yet formally available; it
is believed to support the conclusions of Pacific Gas & Electric
(PG&E). Excavations show no recent faults; the latest was at
least 35,000 years ago. The faults in the diorite granite.rock
are very ancient. Faults 10 miles to the south may be from the
1906 earthquake; there is still a question as to how this earth
quake affected the Bodega Bay area. The Johnson fault, which
has been mentioned by the intervenors, has not been found on the
Bodega Bay head. The unconsolidated rock sediments are more
firm than believed; consequently the turbine to be located on
these materials should have about the same stability as the
reactor located on the rigid rock.
There were comments on the appropriate desiqn measures for
earthquake stresses; designing for forces of .45 of the accelera
tion gravity is now planned. The Regulatory Staff has been
concerned over the quake effects on small components of the
reactor system, e.g., switches in the controls, etc. Dr.
Thompson suggested that the emergency power facilities be
mounted on the same kind of base as the facilities served. It
was noted that most of the damage in the San Francisco earth-.
quake resulted from fires which went uncontrolled because of
damage to the water lines.
'lbe Regulatory Staff asked the U. s. Geological Survey to review the Shaft
fault, attempt to evaluate its past history as a function of geologic time,
and to provide guidance regarding its potential for future movement. 'Ihey
also asked the ". S. Coast and Geodetic SUrvey to advise them on seismo
logical matters and on possible tsunamd effects from off-shore or distant
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marine earthquakes. Additionally, they had Prof. Nathan M. Newmark and Dr.
Robert A. Williamson of Holmes and Narver to advise them on seismic
engineering design. The ACRS obtained the consulting services of a
seismic engineer, Mr. Karl V. Steinbrugge.
Messrs. Julius Schlocker and M. G. Bonilla (1964) studied the matter of
faulting on behalf of the Geological Survey and concluded that the Shaft
fault had displaced sediments that are more than 42,000 but less than
400,000 years old; and that the last movement on the fault took place
during the last 400,000 years. This report goes on to say that, because
the possibility exists that the faulting occurred during the past few
hundred years, it is prudent to predict that fUlting is a possibility
at the site during the next 50 to 200 years (which means that differential
permanent displacement of the foundation might occur under the plant. In
the report, Bonilla and Schlocker also discuss the past history of "sympa
thetic" faulting, or the creation of new faults, close to the San Andreas
fault and concluded that this possibility should be considered for any
site close to the San Andreas.
The report concludes that the possibility of a 2 to 3 foot offset at the
site should not be ruled out.
Other interpretations of the available geological information also
existed. At a meeting with the Regulatory Staff on January 30, 1964,
Prof. Hugo Benioff, a consultant to PG&E, stated that auxiliary faults
would slip only a matter of inches when the main San Andreas fault
ruptured. Dr. Don Tocher, another PG&E consultant, estimated that differ
ential motion on the Shaft fault would be less than an inch, given a major
earthquake on the San Andreas. Benioff, Tocher and Mr. E. Marliave,
another PG&E consultant, all concluded the Bodega Bay site was accept
able.
Also in the Bodega Bay file are letters from several other geologists to
AEC Chairman Seaberg concerning the Shaft fault. Professor Clyde
Wahrhaftig of the University of California, Berkeley, voiced the follow
ing opinion in a letter dated April 29, 1964:

Thus the only geological evidence that we have to go on is that
there have been several episodes of displacement on this fault,
and that the last one occurred within the last 200,000 years.
This is a totally inadequate sample on which to base an estimate
of the probability of recurrence. However, keeping this in
mind, the best guess one can make for the probability of a
reoetition in the next 200 years (the life of the reactor) is 
200/200,000 or one in a thousand. ~he probability is not less
than 1/50,000 and not more than 1/50.
Professor Wahrhaftig contrasted this with:
A probability of 1 in 300 that thousands of people will be in
the University of California Stadium the next time there is a
strong earthquake on the "Hayward Fault" [which would directly
affect the stadium, and many other important structures, possibly
including large dams].
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Professor Wahrhaftig voiced a final opinion:
As a citizen concerned with my own health and safety and with
the welfare of the community in which I live, I can speak further.
This average likelihood is greater than the risks we individually
take each time we take an automobile drive or an airplane trip*
(which, I, personally, consider hazardous enough). In my mind,
it, is high enough to justify requiring that the engineers desiqn
a reactor that cannot possibly release significant radioactivity
to the atmosphere, in the event of a displacement of as much as
5 feet through the plant. (A displacement twice that which we
know took place). If such design specifications cannot be met,
then the site should be abandoned.
In another letter dated April 25, 1964, Professors Garniss H. Curtis
and Jack F. Evernden of the University of California, Berkeley state:
... we believe that the total amount of displacement of any faults
passing through the reactor shaft that has occurred since the
Pleistocene sedimentary beds were deposited is of the order of
one foot ... The age of the sedimentary beds is certainly greater
than 42,000 years and more likely between 200,000 and 600,000
years ... The displacement in the sediments was probably the
result of more than one displacement ...
... If, as Schlocker and Bonilla believe and as we believe, the
Shaft Fault has moved more than once during this time interval
with displacements of, say, 4 inches each time, then the chances
are about 1/500 for disruption of the site during the next 200
years ... It seems worthwhile noting that since all controversy
about the seismic hazards of the site localizes on the Shaft
Fault and possi'ble displacement along it, a simple solution
would be to move the hole so that the Shaft Fault does not
intersect it.
On March 27, 1964, the large intensity Alaskan earthquake occurred. In
addi tion to very considerable damage in Alaska, particularly due to land
slides, this earthquke produced an appreciable tsunami wave at Crescent_
City, california, providing further empirical evidence of this li'1enomenon.
How much impact this earthquake had on the Bodega Bay review is difficult
to assess. However, it seemed to have entered into the overall considera
tions, as shown from the ACRS Sl.ml'Rary minutes (reproduced on the following
pages) of a meeting between the Regulatory Staff and the Applicant fQr
'.
Bodega Bay on April 14, 1964.

*Prof. Wahrhaftig did not quantify the risks he was comparing, or discuss
other risks in Berkeley and throughout california due to large earthquakes,
etc.
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ADVISORY COMMITrEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

April 24, 1964

To

File (Bodega Ba.;y)

From

R. F.
ACRS

Subject:

DL&R MEETING ON APRIL 14, 1964 BE BODEXl~ BAY
A'roMIC PARK, UNIT NO. 1

FraleY~~Executive Secretary

This meeting was set up by DL&R to discuss seismic design criteria,
especially Amendments 6 and 7, for the Bodega Bay Plant with their
consultants. ACRS members were invited to pa..-ticipate.
Attendees:
ACRS
D. A.
K. R.
H. J.
R. F.

DL&R
Rogers
Osborn
C. Kouts (morning only)
Fraley (Staff)

J. Newell
E. G. Case
R. B:tye.n

N. Watson
C. K. Beck

DL&R Consultants

M. M. Ms.nn
L. !-furphy

N. M. Newmark

R. A. Williamson
L. Murphy

Dr. NeWllJl,.rk expressed concern about the damping factors and naxjmnm
ground acceleration proposed by Pa&E, especially at the high fre
quency end (below 0.2 sec period) of the desiBO sl?ectr..lJD.. B'e noted
that it is difficult to l?redict frequency acc,u-atcly in this range
and since damping factors are frequency and stress dependent a
conservative design curve should be used. He suggested a max1mum
ground acceleration value of 1.0 g vs the 0.66 g ]?roposed for high
frequency components and no attenuation of IDa.ximum coml?onent acceler
ation (Sa.) for lightly damped ccm:POnents as the high frequency end
of the spectrum is a]?]?roached (Refer
to Figure 100545 of Amendment 6) •
.:.,

.
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lie DOted that this was the same position that he had previously sug
gested. in meetings with PilE. Dr. Marm inquired as to how one designs
a system With interccmnected components of dif1eren~ natural. frequencies.
Dr. NeWlark explained that it is colll!lOn practice to use the "worst com
ponent" (max. acceleration) aDd design the w'~ole system to this value.
Differential movement between compo:lents lIl'.lst, of course ~ be taken into
account.

Mr. Murphy stated that t,he Coast

& Geodetic Survey bad rea.ched about
the same conclusic:'1 regarding maximum ground acceleration. Before the
recent Alaskan disturbance a value of 0.9 g looked rE~sonable to C&C~~
but they Will probably revise this u"f&rd to 1.0 G as a result of the
Alaskan quake. He noted, however, that a t1nal conclusion 1s not likely
for several weeks since the C&CS wants to review the AlAskan data in
more detail before transmitting a recoDlllendation to the AEC. SollIe di:1't'i
culty may be experienced, however, in correlating the two areas since low
frequency waves did DIOst of the damage in AJaska be~c.use of the alluvium
foundation material while high frequency demag'! would be expected at
Bodega Bay because of the rock foundation.

Dr. Beck summarized the Bodega Bay study which indicates ths.t a 2-inch
differential fault movement could be accollClO2ted with no Camage to the
CO:ltainment and a 2-foot differential movalUE'!lt could be ec~oZlllllOd.s.ted
vith some damage but no impet.irment of th~ C(''1t3.i.lJj;~ent fun-:ticn. Dr.
Newmark see1!1ed inclined to agree that a diffe~~'nt:l.fl.:!. ll".o,·e::'::l"t of one or
two feet could be accommodated oy t~~ contai~~nt in ~ dC3~~~ si~1lar
to the one proposed. He ditl suggest, however, that COl!lC d~;:l~ cbange$
might be required, for exaup:Le, use of vermiculite c~ncrctc rather than
sand as the pad for the containment. Afpal'€Oltly, tUs Ir.aterial has been
used in bomb tests to protect b~ed structures from differential earth
movements up to one foot. ~e did caution, howe·rer, that the probability
of satisfa,ctory compone:lt operation might be sericusly reduced. by this
degree 01' movement. Mr. Will~amson seemed hss incl1r.ed to agree that
the contaimnent and the associated syetems and components could be de
signed with any certainty that they woul.d be able to withstand a differ
ential movement of two feet. He questioned specificall:r the ability of
isolation valves to close after lines were twisted or bent by movement
of the conta1D1111!nt through a "two-foot displaceme:lt. He also DOted that
the decay heat removal system is not self contained t.nd re~111res con
nection to the power source, pumps~ etc. which are :lot integral with
the containment. It was generally concluded that t~s area would re
quire a caref'ul engineering evaluation.
Mr. Osborn inquired 11' the Alaska quake would result 1n the revision
01' any existing building codes or criteria used on the West Coast. Dr.
Newmark stated that codes specify m:jn1DDlm requirements and that a more
elaborate dynamic aDalysis is usually made for unusual structures (e.g.
tall bulldings). A more vigorous earthquake tban the nominal value- is

·
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also considered. He did not anticipate I therefo::."e I that any code
requirements would be changed. J. rTevrell noted th'J.t exlsting building
codes are based on prevention of significant damage to structures
whereas the AEC requires no damage to structures at least as fir as
containment integr1ty is concerned.
Mr. Case requested that Dr. NeWlark and Mr. Williamson submit their

conclusions concerning amendments

6 and 7 as soon as possible.

******

...

,~
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The ACRS met wi th the Regulatory Staff and Pacific Gas & Electric concern
ing Bodega Bay at the 53rd meeting, February 13-15, 1964. '!'he minutes of
the Executive Session indicate sentiment among some Committee members to
the effect that large displacement on the Shaft Fault was very unlikely.
Also, as indicated in the excerpt reproduced below, the top management on
the Regulatory Staff was having difficulty resolving the wide divergence
in expert opinion.
•

Later, Mr. Price, Mr. Case, Mr. Lowenstein and Dr. Mann joined
an Executive session of the Committee and reoorted their dilemma
over the apparent conflict in testimony from'Mr. Schlocker and
Mr. Bonilla of the USGS and that of Dr. Benioff and Mr. Marliave,
PG&E consultants. Further definition of the problem and more
data seems needed. Mr .. Price noted that Mr. Anderson and Mr.
Schlocker, both of the USGS, had somewhat different opinions
regarding the possibility of quakes at this site. Later Mr.
Price complained about the Department of Interior trying to
hold a hearing on this reactor case in the newspapers. Recently,
the Secretary of the Interior requested all the reports on geology
be channeled through his office.
Mr. Price said that other reactors, e.g., those at Los Angeles
and at Haddam, Connecticut are involved; preliminary USGS reports
on these had conclusions indicating prejudice of the Department
of the Interior. Some of the comments could be taken as establish
ino site criteria. The early information on the USGS Connecticut
Yankee report is that a fault at the Connecticut River near the
plant site may make Haddam as serious a seismology risk as is
Bodega Bay; little was made of the fact that the fault is un
likely to move as indicated by the long stability of the New
England region. Recent discussions are hoped to clarify the
situation so that the AEC receives solely technical advice from
the USGS. The Commission now supports the USGS and the USC&GS
for geological consultation; this includes work at a number of
Commission sites. The USGS has been asked by the RS for
advice on geology only, but of late the Secretary's office has
included seismic information.
It should be noted that at a Special Meeting the same month (February 24,
1964), the ACRS wrote a letter report to AEC Olairman Seaborg s\X3gesting
that over conservatism was being employed for seismic design in zones of
relative seismic quiet in the eastern United States. we shall return to
this point later.
.:.,.

.

On April 30, 1964 the Regulatory Sta~f sul:Jnitted a report on Bodega Bay
to the ACRS for consideration at its 55th meeting, May 6-8, 1964. several

excerpts from this report follow below.

.
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Vibrational Effects
PG&E has proposed to use a ground response spectrum derived from
the El Centro earthquake of 1940 for seismic design of critical
structures and components. A value of maximum ground accelera
tion of 0.33 g would be used for the design of these structures
and systems at normal working stress. PG&E has also proposed to
design all structures and components important to safe shutdown
of the facility so that yield stress would not be exceeded or
their functioning would not be impaired due to a maximum ground
motion of twice this value (0.66 g). Where appropriate,
dynamic analyses of individual systems or components would be
performed to assure that the design would satisfy these criteria.
Based on advice from our consultants, we believe that the method
of design and the procedures proposed by PG&E would be suitable,
and that the damping factors are acce~table although not parti
cularly conservative. However, in our opinion, an earthquake
occurring at or near Bodega Head with a magnitude equal to that
of the 1906 earthquake could result in a maximum ground accelera
tion in basement rock of about 1.0 g at the site. Thus, the
value of maximum ground acceleration proposed as a design
criterion by PG&E is approximately 40% too low. Nevertheless,
it appears that the potential effects of ground vibration could
be adequately handled by well understood design measures which
could be modified to accomodate any ground acceleration forces
that might be deemed necessary. This is a matter of structural
engineering design practice widely utilized in California, and
we are satisfied that the plant and all important components
could be adequately designed and build to take care of the
vibrational effects of a major earthquake on the San Andreas
fault.
Effects of Tsunamis
The PG&E application does not discuss the probability, magni
tude or potential consequences of seismically induced tidal
waves which might follow an earthquake of 1906 magnitude some
where along the San Andreas fault. The Coast and Geodetic
Survey has informed us that a serious tsunami might resuJt from
landsliding caused by an eartpguake of magnitude 7.0 or greater
on the Richter scale at locations within about 10 miles of the
coast, or from an earthquake of this magnitude on the under
water portion of the San Andreas fault north of the site.
The Coast and Geodetic Survey has not completed its evaluation
of the potential seriousness of this problem. Based on present
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information, it is not clear to the staff that we could rule out
the possibility that the reactor facility would not be damaged
or at least inundated by a seismically induced tidal wave. An
investigation of the off-shore contours in the vicinity of
Bodega Head would be necessary to resolve this matter. An
analysis of the potential effects on the reactor facility of
a tsunami would also be required. Despite the present lack of
information, it seems likely that even if a tsunami were to
sweep across Bodega Head design measures could be taken in
order to prevent loss of containment integrity from such an
occurrence. However, it is not clear at this time that adequate
protection could be provided for cooling and power lines
exterior to the containment system. Our calculations indicate
that access to a heat sink within about 12 hours is necessary
in order to prevent over-pressurization of the containment
system due to release of decay heat.
Effects of Differential Ground Motion
The Company estimates that it [the Shaft fault] is over 42,000
years old and perhaps up to 400,000 years old. The geological
support for this position is impressive. On the other hand,
since geologists from the Geological Survey believe that the
absence of traces of the Shaft fault in sediments younger than
42,000 years could also be due to its dying out upward and
laterally, the fault in the sediments may have occurred more
recently than 42,000 years ago, but not earlier than a few
centuries ago. Regardless of its age, the existence of the
Shaft fault does show that ruptures did occur in the basement
rock on Bodega Head outside of the main San Andreas fault zone.
The Geological Survey has stated that the Shaft fault in the
sediments probably had a total displacement in a single move
ment of between 1 and 3 feet.
Because surface rupturing by tectonic faulting occurred outside
the main San Andreas fault zone in 1906 on terrain geologically
similar to that of the Bodega site, the geologists from the
Geological Survey believe that the possibility should not be
ruled out that there might also be a sympathetic movement of
several (2-3) feet on Bodega Head in the event of a large
earthquake on the San Andreas fault. They say that the possi
bility of such movement is low, but not low enough to be
ignored in the design of this facility. The basis for this
opinion is principally derived from observations of surface
faulting outside the San Andreas fault zone which occurred
in 1906.
The question then becomes, can a reactor facility of this power
level be designed and built which would safely accommodate the
differential ground movements of the magnitude that could be
expected. The company has proposed a design concept which would
accommodate some relative displacement. They plan to fill the
annular space between the sides and bottom of the containment
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structure and adjacent rock with a layer of frangible material
of a type yet to be selected. Theoretically, displacements of
several feet might be accommodated by such a design concept.
Tests have been conducted for the Defense Department in which
polyurethane foam was successfully used to accommodate relative
displacements of experimental structures of this magnitude.
However, such an engineering safeguard has not been used in
practice, nor has it been proven for structures ap~roachinq
the size and complexity of the Bodega reactor facility with
its complicated and sensitive components.
One of the more serious considerations involved in the use of
frangible materials to protect against earthquake-induced
displacements would be the vibrational effects on the structure
from aftershocks which would be likely to follow the major
earthquake. The deformations of these materials in the yield
range are irreversible. Consequently, oscillations or displace
ments of the containment structure causing lateral pressures
sufficiently intense to compress the material would leave an
annular void. In such a situation the facility would then
be vulnerable to additional damage from vibrational effects of
the aftershocks. At the very least, it would appear that a
large scale research and development program would be necessary
in order to determine the feasibility of designing against large
displacements. Since we must assume the possibility of large
differential ground movement, we believe that we should not
depend upon the integrity and reliability of unproven engineered
safeguards to protect against such movements and the aftershocks
that might ensue.
CONCLUSIONS
Although the design criteria proposed by PG&E are not in agree
ment with criteria suggested by our consultants to protect
against vibrational effects and possibly the effects of tsunamis
resulting from a large earthquake occurring on the San Andreas
fault at or near Bodega Head, it appears that these problems
might be adequately resolved by changes in design criteria and
more complete analyses. However, despite the fact that the
risk could be effectively eliminated by moving the plant to a
location a couple of miles distant from a main fault lone. On
this basis, we have concluded that the site proposed by PG&E is
not suitable for a reactor of the general type and parler level
proposed.
The conclusions expressed in this report are subject to ~e
consideration in light of anY.Qew information which may be
received at the ACRS meeting, and the recommendations of the ACRS.
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Thus, on April 30, 1964 the Regulatory Staff conclusion was that the
Bodega Bay site was not sui table, sayin; despi te the fact that the risk
of large differential ground movement on Bodega Bay is low, we do not
. believe that unproven design measures should be depended upon to solve
this problem.
In passing, it is noted that, in the section on tsunamis, the staff was
not yet aware of the "China Syndrome" matter, and wrote that a twelve
hour delay was acceptable in providing a sink for decay heat.
The minutes of the 55th ACRS meeting in May, 1964, record large differences
in opinion among experts concerning the probability of displacement along
the Shaft fault in the past and in the future. The Regulatory Staff was
inclined to consider it impossible to guarantee engineerin; safeguards for
earth movements of two to three feet. PG&E consultant, Housner, stated
that al though no structure such as the one now planned had been ooil t to
wi thstand large earth movements, he believed that this design was satis
factory for significant earth movement. He went on to discuss how the design
could accommodate one foot of relative displacement, and Mr. Whelchel of
PG&E said it might be possible to design for three feet. PG&E noted that
no steam line pipes had failed in the recent Alaskan earthquake. And
Professor Housner described how much larger the vibratory motion require
ments for Bodega Bay would be, compared to the San Francisco Building code.
Dr. Benioff said there is no evidence of any acceleration as high as 1.0 g
earthquake, and cited how only 18% g was recorded on rock by the Japanese
for a magnitude 7.7 quake.

The meeting minutes conclude as follows:
A summary late in the meeting indicated: the chances of earth
quake shear at the site are low; with proper design~ displacement
up to two feet would cause no building damage, a displacement
of five feet would break the primary system and might violate
containment; finally, the engineered safeguards, e.g., core
quench sprays, must be available.
Although a letter on this case was drafted, it was not dispatched
because of the wishes of the Regulatory Staff.
A copy of this letter, which was never sent, is reoroduced below:
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 205.5

FINAL DRAFT
DAR:vb

5-9-64

SUBJEC"1':

REPORT ON OODEGA BAY ATOMIC PARK -- UNIT NO. 1

Dear Dr. seaborg:
At its fifty-fifth meeting on May 7-9, 1964 at Argonne National
Laboratory, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards again considered
the proposal of Pacific Gas & Electric Company to build and operate a
1008 MW( t) boili.rig vater reactor on Bodega Head north of San Francisco,

California.

The Committee had the benefit of oral discussions vi th the

applicant and its consultants, vi th the AEC Staff and its consultants,
including staff of the U.S. Geological Survey; reports cited below; attend
ance at Regulatory Staff meetings vith the applicant and i t8 consultants j
and loterim discussions nth the staff and its consultants includiDg staff
of the U. S. Coast Guard and Geodetic Survey.
'nlis proposal vas considered at the CoIllmittee's 47th meeting,
reported 10 its letter of April 18, 1963 which stated
"Tentative exploration indicates that the reactor and turbine
buildings vill not be located on an active fault line. The
Committee believes that if this point is established, the
design criteria for the plant are adequate from the stand
point of hazards associated with earthquakes. Careful ex
amination of the quartz-diorite rock below should be made
during building excavation, to confirm this point. Further
more, the Committee suggests that, during design, careful
attention should be given to the ability of emergency shut
down systems to operate properly during and. subsequent to_

.

..

' ~
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violent earth shocks, and to the stress ~ects that might
be 1ntroduced because the reactor building and the turbine
bu1ld.1l2g are to be anchored 1n dif'ferent geological forma
tions. The need for earthquake-induced shutdovn and iso
lation of the primary system can be considered at a later
t1me."
The exploration S1J8gested in the above cClllDent bas been done,
and the geologie features discovered have made necessary a turther con

sideration of the des1gn.

These features include frac'tures in the under

lying rock and sed1lllent.

The Comm1ttee has been advised that during the l11'e of the pro

posed reactor there is a high probab1l1ty that i t will experience at least
one maJor earth shock.

There is associated with such an earthquake a re

DX:)te probabll1ty that the plant will be subJected to the effect of a shear
1ng DX:)tion in the rock on which it is built.

ion that

~Signs

The Committee is of the opin

of the nature proposed can be made to withstand the effects

of the anticipated earthquakes such that at the worst the reactor can be
shutdown and cooled witbout undue release of fission products.
Result of 1Dv'est1pt1on of the probable magnitude of tsunamis
at the site has not been received.

This investigation may show the need

of added protection of plant and emergency coolant system.
The Committee recognizes the presence of earthquake hazards at

this s1te aDd believes that spec1&l measures W1ll be necessary.

The

CcIIIm1ttee wuld like to be kept informed regularly as to the develot::ments
in areas closely related to the safety considerations arising from these
hazards.

Among others these should

~lude:
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(1)

Provisions to accommodate possible earth movements and

effects of displacement along the fault.

The applicant has proposed

orally to design the building to withstand up to two feet displacement
along the discovered fault.

The Committee believes tbat the engineer1..Dg

principles are sound and, if extended to take into account the possibil
i ty of the same motion in any direction, will afford the degree at assur
ance required for protection of the reactor.
(2)

Consideration of lIIOdel testing or other experimental veri

fication of novel design features associated With earthquake protection.

(3)

Redundant provisions to assure emergency cooling water in

case of damage to normal and emergency supply systems by earthquakes or
tsunamies.

(4)

Design and tests of critical plant components such as in

strumentation and control rod operating mechanisms to withstand earthquake
dalIlage.

(5)
of components.

Further cl~rification in specific areas of seismic design
Although the criteria proposed by the applicant appear to

be generally acceptable, amplification of some areas is needed.
among these are criteria regarding:
a.

Design amplitudes to be used for high
frequency oscillations.

b.

Design basis to be used where the response
of the building itself1s a factor in modi
fying the response of equipment items within•

.

...•

Included

•
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2058

May 13, 1964

MEMORANDUM

TO

or

:

H. L. PRICE, DIRECTOR

:

Dil. B. J. C. KOOTS. CRAIBIWf - ACBS

SUBJECT:

BOOEGA BAY A'lOne

'ARK,

RECULATION

UNIT NO. 1

At the ACRS Meetina Oft June 12-13, 1964, we Ibould like to consider in <letail
the following questions, on which the .tatements tbat have been presented to
us are still not clear:
1.

We wish to be aure we understand the specific methods to be used to
analyze the ability of atructures to withstaDd earthquake oscillationa.
Some new features of the analysis were introduced at our 55th aaeetiDa.

2.

Will the applicant modify the frequency spectrum used (11 Centro, 1936)
to account for the rock foundation of the Bodega reactor Itructure?

3.

What measures are proposec:l to assure that the reactor can be maintained
8afely in a shutdown condition indeftnitely if all vital lines to the
reactor building are aevered-i

4.

What ia the degree of d8lll&ge to the reactor bul1diDg ad the reactor to
be expected -from shear displacement a1o111 . y l1ll.e crolliDg the reactor
building sbaft~ this analysil abould DOt "lome a lize of displacement.
What 18 delired is damage .. a fuDctiOll of dilplacemeDt. What dilplace
aent leads to fracture of the coocrete structure, What clisplacemeet
would rupture th. ccmtaiament? What dilplae.ent would lead to rup
ture of the primary reactor Iyst.? It:La vital that thes. Judgementl
be based OIl feature. of the Iystem . . it is to he built. eel DOt he
supported only in general tel'lDl. !he effectl of both shear aDd muile
stralns should be considered.

5.

What measurea- will be taken to protect against tlunam18 creater ill d.ze
tbau the breakwater at Bodega Bay wou1cl suppresl',

we should al.o like to be able to discusl with your cOllsultaots these quea
tiODl mel the aMlers of the .pplicat, as va. the practice ill previous
meetings. But to avoid having the pre.sure of time contribute to aDY \IIl
certainty AI to poaitiOils taken or their . .niDls, we are p18lllliaa a twoclay meet1D& to be devoteeS entirely to the Iodega Bay reactor.
.

-
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The letter would have been favorable toward construction of the
Bodega Bay plant, with provision in the design for surface displacement.
Following the 56th meeting, the ACRS dispatched the following
memorandum to Harold Price, the Director of Regulation.
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On May

l~,

1964, the Regulatory Staff forwarded a set of questions

to PG&E which included the ACRS questions.

And a meeting was held by the

Regulatory Staff with the ACRS Subcommittee on May 22, 1964 to review the
matter.

Excerpts from the minutes of this meeting follow.
Mr. Price opened the meeting by noting that it is especially
important in this case, because of the opposition of intervenors,
that he have a clear understanding of the position of the various
parties involved and that all understand and agree on a set of
design requirements which can be defended at the hearing.
Mr. Case reported orally on the position that the U.S. Geological
Survey will maintain, namely that: (1) a total fault differen
tial movement up to 3 feet in any direction should be considered
in design of this plant. The possibility of movements greater
than 3 feet is considered remote enough so that it can be
neglected. Messrs. Case and Price reported further that the U.S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey will maintain that (1) a 2.5 ft.
differential movement should be considered at this site, (2)
a shaking with a ground acceleration of 0.66 g and peaks up to
1 g max. in the frequency range of 0.3 to 0.7 sec. is likely
(DRL therefore feels that a 1 g acceleration should be used
in the design of critical components), and (3) a 25 ft. high
seismic sea wave should be considered. A wave this size is
apparently considered comparable in conservatism to an earth
quake with an 0.66 g max. acceleration. A preliminary report
to this effect is being revised for editorial changes and should
be available before June 12, 1964.
Mr. Osborn pointed out that the tsunami situation at San Onofre
appears to be much worse than Bodega Bay and will have to be
considered for San Onofre as well. Mr. Osborn questioned the
conclusions of the U.S.G.S. and U.S.C.&G.S. regarding differen
tion movement when compared to reputable PG&E consultants who
maintain that only a fraction of an inch is likely. Mr. Price
maintained that he would like to discuss the engineering
aspects of design based on a 3 ft. movement, however, to deter
mine if it is feasible to design a plant to this criteria with
reasonable assurance of its reliability.
Dr. Newmark eventually concluded that major modifications are
required to withstand a 3 ft. movement with little plant damage.
The major change would probably require enlarging the excavation
to provide for building oscillation and differential fault move
ment. If crushable materials are to be used to fill the annular
space around the containment, a gap of from 4-8 1 is considered
reasonable depending on the credit to be given for symmetry of
fault/plant slippage. If a crushable material is not to be used
1.5 - 3 ft. ,gap is considered necessary. Dr. Newmark noted

_.. _ - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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To:

R. L. Price

May 13, 1964

We furtlrer believe that the applicant should be made aware that shear dis
placements of from one to two feet are considered credible by some. and that
the primary question we now face concerns the ability of the plant to with
stand such displacements without undue hazard to the health and safety of
the public.

-
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The proximity of the San Andreas fault is not, in itself, an
adequate reason for prohibiting the construction of the proposed
Bodega Head facility.
The provisions for 3-foot radial clearance around the walls of
the containment structure is satisfactory, in the writer's
opinion, for any credible fault displacement beneath the
structure.
The sand base beneath the containment structure probably can
be designed to act as a horizontal shear limiting mechanism
within reasonable limits. The effect of vertical accelerations
make this type of foundation somewhat unreliable with respect
to exact values of the horizontal force at incipient sliding.
The horizontal displacement of the bedrock beneath the contain
ment structure at the time of a design earthquake with faulting
on the San Andreas fault complicates the problem by tending to
shift the containment structure on its sand base. If the Dames
and Moore study is successful, then ACRS can conclude that the
sand base foundation will be acceptable.
The containment ring for the sand base is necessary, and probably
should be wider than presently planned. This is neither a
design nor cost factor.
Structural isolation of the plant structures as proposed by the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, is adequate when used with
judgment which is experienced in earthquake engineering.
It is recommended that the low end of the spectrum be increased
from 0.33 G to a higher value, possibly not less than 0.50 G
for all ductile or ductile acting members and structures. It
must be stressed that this is a judgment decision based on
extensive experience plus some instrumental data.
It would be reasonable to request that the detailed earthquake
design be left in the hands of a firm specializing in earthquake
engineering.
The foregoing conclusions and recommendations have been directed
towards specific problems at Bodega Head. The findings are
believed to be conservative, and are consistent with the present
knowledge regarding the state of the art of earthquake engineering.
On October 6, 1964, the Regulatory Staff issued a report to the ACRS
concerning seismic considerations for Bodega Bay.
below.

The Report is reproduced
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that use of a crushable material would require consideration of
its effect on building oscillations during and after the major
shock. If crushable material is used its support would be
changed for aftershock considerations and this point has not been
discussed by PG&E. If the gap is left empty however Dr. Newmark
expressed concern over the possible impingement of rocks locally
on the containment and the resultant high localized stresses.
Tapering of the excavation to prevent impingement was discussed
as a possible solution to this second problem. Mr. Williamson
noted that practically no information has been provided concern
ing the frangible material proposed even though this is a very
important item. The use of sand as a sliding foundation pad
was also questioned since it acts about like a solid under high
compressive loadings.
Mr. Price asked if a building can be designed with as much
reliability to withstand a 3 ft. movement as to withstand a
smaller movement. After some discussion it appeared that known
factors could be adequately taken into account by conventional
design and construction techniques, however, some unknown
factors may become more significant for movements of large
magnitude.
Dr. Newmark also expressed concern pver thelack of sophistication
in the single degree of freedom, shock spectrum technique proposed
for design of the plant to resist shaking. The use of a static
analysis rather than a dynamic study for plant/fault slippage
is also considered very elementary. He noted that more elaborate
computer techniques have been developed and used for buildings
to analyze 3 degree of freedom systems for different input pulses.
At a Regulatory Staff-arranged meeting on June 17, 1964, Mr. Whelchel
of PG&E agreed to design the plant for a movement of three feet, including
the necessary engineered safeguards.

At the same meeting PG&E consultant

Housner stated that he would recommend against construction at this site if
he felt that a 3 ft. differential movement were a possibility.

"Mr. Price

pursued his reasons for this position which are apparently economics and
reputation rather than concern over the ability to construct a safe plant
for these extreme

conditions~1I

On August 17, 1964, the ACRS received a written report from its
consultant Karl Steinbrugge.

His conclusions were as follows:

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
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BODEGA HEAD NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
SE~SKIC

CONSIDERATIONS

A 325 Hwe Boiling Water Nuclear Power Plant with pressure absorption
containment is proposed for .construction by the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company on Bodega Head sixty miles northwest of San Francisco.

The plant

site is located roughly 1000 feet west of the western edge of the San Andreas
fault zone, a band of frequent earthquake activity running generally north
and south along most of the State of California.

The choice of this particular

location has necessitated prolonged and intensive study of factors affecting
the safety of the installation in the event of the occurrence of a severe earth
quake at or near the location of the plant.
Since the field of earthquake structural design is highly specialized,
it has been necessary to call upon the services of reputable expert consul
tants for help. in analyzing the various problems involved, and to rely heavily
on their advice in arriVing at a decision on the technical feasibility of
building the Bodega plant at the proposed location with reasonable assurance
that it will safely withstand the maximum earthquake that might credibly occur
during the life of the plant.

The design consultants employed by the applicant,

PG&E, include Dr. George W. Housner. Professor of Civil Engineering and Applied
Mechanics at the California Institute of Technology, Dr. Hugo Benioff, Engineer
ing Seismologist also of Caltech, and Mr. E. C. Marliave, Consulting Geologist.
The AEC Regulatory Staff has retained the services of Dr. N. M. Newmark, Pro
fessor of Civil Engineering at the University of Illinois and Mr. Robert A.
Williamson of Holmes & Narver.

.

.-
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
DIVISION OF REACTOR LICENSING
REPORT TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
ON
BODEGA HEAD NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ••• SEISMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Note by Director, Division of Reactor Licensing
The attached report has been prepared by the
staff of the Division of Reactor Licensing for
consideration by the AdVisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards at its October 1964 meeting.
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maintained in a safe condition in the event of the occurrence of an earthquake
of the severity postulated by the USC&GS and USGS.

The technical basis for

their conclusion was also requested.
While continuing to disagree strongly with the credibility of such an
extreme earthquake, the applicant has nevertheless proposed a design which
the company and its consultants feel confident will safely ride through a
2/3g earthquake, with peak ground acceleration up to 1.Og, which is accompa
nied by differential shear ground displacement under the reactor containment
of up to 3 feet either horizontal or vertical.

If such an earthquake should

in fact occur, the containment might be tipped or rotated slightly, but there
would be no breach in its leak-tightness and no release of fission products,
in the opinion of the applicant.
The general description of the postulated earthquake involves a pattern
of ground motions similar to that recorded by the Coast and Geodetie Survey
in the El Centro Earthquake of Hay 18, 1940, but with approximately twice the
intensity, corresponding to a maximum acceleration of two-thirds gravity, a
maximum velocity of 2.5 ft/sec, and a maximum ground displacement of 3 feet,
and with occasional intermittent pulses of acceleration up to 1.Og.

The

structures are considered to be subjected to simultaneous shear displacements
ranging up to 3 feet, along lines extending under the containment structure
or other parts of the plant, with motions in either horizontal or vertical
directions along the fault.

It is also assumed that aftershocks of intensity

equal to the El Centro quake might be suffered before remedial action could
be taken.
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There is a substantial difference between the viewpoint of the applicant
'and that of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and U. S. Geological Survey
with respect to the maximum credible earthquake that should be taken as the
design basis for the Bodega Head plant.

The PC&E earthquake consultants feel

strongly that the maximum ground acceleration to be expected during any cred
ible earthquake at or near the plant site is 0.33g, and they consider it
incredible that there should ever be more than a few inches of differential
ground motion under the site.

The USC&GS, ,on the other hand, has recommended

that the reactor and its containment structure be designed to withstand a
ground response spectrum of 2/3g, with peak accelerations up to 1.Og together
with possible differential shear ground motion of up to 2-1/2 feet, whlle the
USGS goes even further in recommending consideration of shear dlsplacement of
up to 3 feet.

There is also a wide difference of opinion respecting the size

of the tsunamis that may be expected to result from offsi.ure earthquakes.
Consultants to the'applicant are firm in their opinion, based on all available
records along the West Coast, that no tsunami will ever push water more than
15 feet above mean water level at the plant site.

However, the USC&GS has

recommended that protection against 50-foot tsunamis be provided in the design
of the plant.
The applicant was made aware of the recommendations of the USC&GS and
USGS almost a year ago, and has been asked a number of questions designed to
determine whether the applicant considered it feasible to design the Bodega
plant so as to provide reasonable assurance that the integrity of the reactor
containment would be preserved and

th~t~the

reactor would be shut down and
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-73 feet to yard elevation at +25 feet.

The walls of the reactor containment

pit will be lined with reinforced concrete to prevent possible spalling of
material into the pit.

The annular space will be permitted to fill with water.

The reactor containment structure will be founded on a layer of carefully
selected sand of known characteristics which will permit horizontal movements
up to 3 feet without impairing the function of the containment structure, al

though the structure might be shifted or rotated.

Differential vertical

motions up to 3 feet may cause the containment structure to tilt or shift, but.
in the opinion of the applicant. in

DO

case will the containment function be

impaired.
The plant will be designed with no rigid structural interconnection
between any major components.

The reactor containment structure will be struc

turally independent of the turbine generator foundation, the plant control
building. the radwaste facility, the stack, and the plant service buildings.
Piping and wiring interconnections important to safety between the reactor
containment structure. the control building and the turbine generator will
have sufficient flexibility to accommodate 3 feet of relative movement.

In

order to prevent overstress at points of penetration for piping connecting
the dry well with the turbine. tbe company proposes to provide adequate ancbors
and bracing adjacent to the containment shell and beyond the· double isolation
valves.

These anchors will be adequate to withstand all piping loads due-to

differential motion in

aDy

direct10n up to 3 feet between the reactor contain

ment structure and the turbine generator foundation •

.

.

:.
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There are two major problems posed by the postulated earthquake.

The

most unusual one is that of providing for a shear ground displacement of as
much as three feet underneath the reactor building.

The other is that of

vibrational stresses.
Although there is a substantial design effort involved in computing the
vibrational stresses. and judgment has to be exercised as to the proper vi
brational spectrum and structural damping factors to use in assuring that the
reactor containment structure and all the equipment inside it will safely
withstand the vibrational aspects of the earthquake, the technology is well
understood.

The critical area here is the ability of vital structural com

ponents to withstand the stresses put on them by the simultaneous occurrence
of the maximum postulated accident (rupture of reactor coolant system) and
maximum postulated earthquake.

Under these extreme conditions the question

focuses on the maximum allowable stresses that should be used in the design
computation relative to the yield stress of the various materials under con
sideration.

While many of these details have not yet been resolved, there

appears to be no reason to believe that anything of a fundamental nature will
arise that cannot be successfully handled.
Building the reactor structure and its foundation in such a way that it
will safely survive a shear ground movement underneath it of as much as 3 feet
poses a more troublesome problem.

The applicant proposes to accomplish this

by a design which provides for a 3 foot unobstructed radial clearance between
the outside of the reinforced concrete containment structure and the inside

..

of a containment pit. completely around the circumference, from elevation
~
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in the difficult position of having to arrive at ·a technical evaluation of
the public safety risks in an area where there is little or no experience
background.

Other reactor installations have presented seismic design

. problems, but not in the extreme form presented by Bodega Read under the
earthquake postulated by the Coaat and Geodetic Survey and the Geological
. Survey.

One problem which the Bodega plant has in common with all other

nuclear power plants subject to special seismic design consideratioDS is
the inability to conduct any sort of performance test on the finished struc
ture that will demonstrate that the design objectives have been achieved.
The uncertainty presented by this situation has been accepted as a reasonable
risk at all of the other nuclear reactor installtions meeting specified
seismic design criteria.

There would be no difficulty in applying the same

philosophy at Bodega Head were it not for the extreme earthquake postulated
by the Coast and Geodetic Survey and Geological Survey.
Even so, we believe with our consultants that, with proper attention to
several specific items still in the discussion stage, the earthquake design
proposed by the applicant, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, is technically
feasible for
USGS.

earth~uakes

up to the magnitude postulated by the USC&GS and

Although the likelihood of earthquakes is high, the seismic design of

the plant is commensurate with the proposed dimensions of those possible earth
quakes, so that the probability that

~Ie

to the plant of sufficient magnitude

to cause fission product ralease appears to be quite low.

Even if the plant

were to be severely damaged there are many safeguard systems of different types
that also would have to fail before any damaRe to the public would result.
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Although the foregoing proposal for safeguarding the Bodega Reactor
an.d its containment structure against the postulated differential ground
motion embodies concepts which are in many respects novel and for which
littie or no precedent exists, the Regulatory Staff Consultant, Dr. N. M.
Newmark, has come to the conclusion after carefully studying the baSiS of
the proposal that the structural integrity and leak-tightness of the con
tainment bUilding can be maintained under the conditions postulated.

He

points out, however, several items that will have to be given special
attention during the design phase in order to achieve the desired objective.
Perhaps the most important of these items is the main piping system leading
from the reactor pressure vessel to the turbine and other equipment outside
the containment building.

The piping would have to be made sufficiently

flexible to accommodate a relative movement of 3 feet without failure. and
at the same time be damped to reduce its dynamic response to earthquake
oscillations.

Adequate provisions would also have to be made to have enough

emergency power available locally to operate the emergency cooling system
and other engineered safeguards in the event of earthquake damage to over
head power lines from outside power sources.

Protection of the plant against

the possible occurrence of large tsunamis has not yet been satisfactorily
resolved but does not appear to offer any unsurmountable design barriers,
Both Dr. Housner, who prepared the design proposal for safeguarding the
Bodega Reactor Installation against the postulated earthquake, and Dr. Newmark
who has reviewed and concurred in it, have excellent professional reputations
in the field of earthquake structural d!!$.ign.

The Atomic Energy C01IIIDission is
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expected to consider and answer within its own top management echelon.

The

fact that the company haa not proposed an alternate location despite the vig
orous opposition which the proposed location has generated in certain sectors
of the public, may mean that there is no suitable alternate.

If this is the

cue, the question of justification still remains but might conceivably be
answered in the affirmative on the basis that: (1) suitable locations for
nuclear power plants in California are quite limited; (2) there is a rapidly
increasing demand for electric power from "smog-free" sources in this most
populous state in the unioni and (3) the Bodega Bead site has fairly good
isolation and 1s otherwise satisfactory for the proposed plant.
Since the decision on whether or not to grant a construction permit
involves both technical and policy considerations, both aspects of the problem
will have to be given careful consideration in arriVing at recommendations
pertinent to th:: decision.
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There are, nevertheless, policy considerations as well as technical con
siderations which must be weighed in arriving at a decision" as to whether or
not to grant a construction permit for the proposed reactor.

The fact that

the proposed site is adjacent to the San Andreas fault zone makes it almost
certain that it will be subjected to one or more severe seismic disturbances
during the lifetime of the plant.

While there is a high probability that the

plant under the proposed design can survive even a very large earthquake with
out damage, there is no way of being certain that this will be so.

It is

possible to have all seismic design criteria, computations and structural pro
cedures checked by competent outside experts, but this will not necessarily
prevent design and construction errors from creeping in unnoticed ,by anyone.
Nor will it provide absolute assurance that all important parameters have been
taken into consideration in the seismic design of the plant.

These kinds of

uncertainties are present in the protective systems of other reactors, but
would probably exist to a higher degree in this plant.
The question then arises as to whether the public benefits to be gained
from operation of the Bodega Nuclear Power Plant are high enough to justify
building the reactor in close proximity to an active fault zone, which appears
to involve somewhat "greater problems than for other reactor locations.

Stated

differently, the question is, "Should a reactor be located where there is a
relatively high probability of its being subjected to severe earthquake
stresses, even though designs are provided which, in the opinion of experts,
are adequate to counteract those stresses, if there is a possibility of placing
the reactor at another location with less probability of earthquakes?" - This
is a question which the Pacific Gas and Electric Company might reasonably be
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Mr. Steinbrugge predicts the confinement would hold whether on
sand or not. Added safety is seen if both the turbine and the
reactor are located on sand; however, both located on bedrock
is preferred by him. The Committee concluded that even though
there is divided opinion as to whether the rock or the proposed
sand foundation is better, the applicant has proposed the sand
design for a large movement; and, consequently, the Committee
must consider this.
Mr. Price and Dr. Dcan joined the Committee briefly during this
Executive session; some of the Committee professed a lack of
understanding of the RS report on the reactor. It was pointed
out to Mr. Price that if the applicant complies with the design
precautions for the largest quake possible, even though he
sees this quake as incredi-ble, there is no reason left for RS
concern over the magnitude of quakes.
Regulatory Staff (RS)
The Regulatory Staff has had an increasing number of questions
to the Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) Bodega Bay ~eactor Group.
Dr. Doan reviewed the position of the Regulatory Staff; although
novel designs to resist a large earthquake of perhaps three feet
movement can be realized, these are untestable. The quakes are
deemed likely because of the history of the San Andreas fault.
Te him, the public benefits from such a reactor must be balanced
against the hazards. Mr. Osborn pointed to the inability to test
other reactor arrangements, e.g., the pressure suppression
systems. Mr. Rogers said that other structures, e.g., bridges
and dams, have been built to resist earthquakes without testing;
consequently these present plans for the Bodega Reactor do not
seem to him to be a very great extension in existing engineer
ing practice. Dr. Williams recounted the change in RS position
as to the amount of quake movement possible. Dr. Thompson
recalled the contradictory statement about a reactor being
safer close to a fault (as claime<1 earlier) than further away;
he noted that any requirement of reactor sites away from faults,
coupled with the need for cooling water, could lead to decisions
against reactors in California, and rejection of the Bodega
site might generate questions from utilities which would be
difficult for the RS to answer. Dr. Beck also commented that
if this site is excluded it will be difficult to approve other
California reactors. Mr. Price reported that the large earth
movement was mentioned relatively late in the review and at a
time not allowing changes in the procedures. If the excavation
fault had been known earlier, past actions of the Regulatory
Staff would have been different; however, Mr. Price said he
must act on the situation as it now stands.
There was a review of the site criteria as applied to Bodega
location. According to Dr. Silverman, the site had been
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The Staff report was accompanied or followed by opinions from its
various advisors.

The U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey recommended that

the plant be designed for a maximum ground accelaration on rock of 2/3 g
and that ground accelerations as high as 1 g should be taken into account.
They also recomnlended design for 50 feet tsunamis from nearby severe
marine earthquakes and 30 feet tsunamis from distant generating areas.
Consultant Newmark wrote a fairly lengthy report in which he concluded
that:
The structural integrity and leak tightness of the containment
building can be maintained under the conditions postulated.
However, certain precautions must be considered, especially in
the design of umbilicals and of penetrations to the contain
ment building.
The ACRS completed its re-review of the construction permit appli
cation for Bodega Bay at the 58th meeting, October 7-10, 1964.

A few

excerpts from the meeting minutes follow:
Mr. Steinbrugge considers the site suitable for a reactor,
from a seismic point of view. According to him, reactors can
be safely build near a fault (but not on it) if the foundations
are good; this is preferable to being away from a fault on a
poor structure, e.g., on a mud flat.
Mr. Steinbrugge acknowledged the large amount of judgment in
designing for seismic forces; however, he believes that designs
to resist earthquakes are feasible. He sees .33 to .5 g as
the seismic forces which the design should resist.
The Bodega Bay rock is a granite, which Mr. Steinbrugge considers
as ideal foundation; he prefers building on the Bodega rock
rather than on the proposed sand since the latter entails many
design features that may not necessarily make the plant more
reliable. Although he has not analyzed the design in detail,
e.g., the connections, he predicts that the containment
structure anchored in granite would move with the granite.
Mr. Steinbrugge does not prefer the three foot annular space
around the confinement, although possible from an engineering
point of view; allowing the reactor structure to move with
respect to the rock adds many engineering problems. If he
really believed a three foot movement was possible, he would
recommend another location to avoid the design complications.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 10545

OCtober 20, 1964

Booorable Gleim ~. SeaborS
Cbau-D
u. S. AtoId,c IDergy ee.nSS1OD
Wub1qtoD, D. C.

Subject:
Dear Dr.

JIBIlORT OR IOJBJA MY A1Q4IC M1IC - lJIII!

11). 1

Beabors:

At its f1tty-f1ttb _etiJJ8 on May 7-9, 1964 at ArsoDDe, I111Do1B, aDd
a't 11'.8 t1f't7--1Pth meet1DB OD October 1-10, 1964, tbe A4v180r,. CaI
1I1'tt.ee OD Beac:'tor sateguarde &pin coD81dered the proposal ot Pacific
(]as • Electric CoIlpaDy to coutruct &lid opera'te a 1008 W( t) bo1l1aB
_'ter reac'tor OD
Bead DCrtIl ot 81m J'ranc1sco, Calltorma. 1!Ie
Coaa:1ttee bad the benefi't ot oral 41SCUSa1OD With repreeeDtatives ot
the appUC&D.t aDl1 its CODeultaDts, with the AEC Regulator,. Statt aDd
11'.8 coD8UltaDts, 1Dclud1Dg s'taft -.ber. ot the U. S. Geological
Suney (usas) &Dd the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (USCIGS) aDd
ot the report. cited belovo Su'bcom1ttee a.et1JJBs were beld July 31,
1962 aDd March 20, 1963 aDd -=ers ot the Cc:mI1ttee . .in v181ted
the exca_ted &ite OD .rUDe 3, 1964. llullerous 1DtonatiOD .eet1Dgs
were held With the appl1caDt, the A'l'JJ Bqulatory S'taft, aDd With
couultaDts.

Bod.

'Dl1,s propoll&1 ba4 been c0D81dered at the CoIIIIIl1ttee 'a torty-aeftllth
. .tiDe aDd reported on in its letter ot ApZ'1l 18, 1963 vb1ch stated:

"Tentat1ft exploratiOD 1Dd1cates that the re&C'tor aDd
turb1De bu1ld1JJ8a Will aot be located OD an active
fault l1De. '!be ea-1ttee bellnes that it this poiDt
is e&'tabUsbed, the dea1p criteria tor the p1aDt are
adequate traa the ataDdpo1zlt ot buarda uaoc1&ted vith
-.rthq1akes. C&retul exam1IW,UOD ot the q1a1'ts-41or1te
rock below 8hould be __ 4ur1Dg b1l1 1dh'l aca_UOD, to
cODtira this po1Jrt. Purthenl)re, the COIIID1 ttee IU8Psta
that, 4ur1DB de81p, caretul atteDti01l should be pftn
to the ab1l1ty ot emerseocy shutdowu syste1ll8 to operate
proptr17 clur1J'8 aDd suba.quent to violent earth shocks,
aDd to the stress ertects tbat II1ght be iDtroduced because
the reactor bu1141Dg and the turbiDe bn1 ]d1Dg are to be
anchored in 41rterent geolOS1C&l tonatiODS. 'DIe need tor
earthqtake-1Dduced shutdown and 1.olat1OD ot the pr1ar:y
878te11 C&I1 be cooa1dered at a later t1lle."
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considered a very good one originally and, to hiln, the important
question is can the plant withstand three feet of earth mo~ement
and still be shut down safely to protect the public.
Dr. Newmark (RS consultant) commented on the reactor design to
resist quake forces; although expensive, he conceives no tech
nical problems in designing the reactor to resist large quake
movements. Although major structures, e.g., bridges, have not
been subject to planned testing with earth shocks, earthquakes
have given much information. Bridge failures have added know
ledge and there is much information on dynamic behavior of
structures from the nuclear weapon tests. Dams have moved a
matter of feet in quakes and earth dams have failed. All this
leads Dr. Newmark to be confident about the integrity of the
proposed reactor structure. However, Dr. Doan stated that
none of these tests had involved ground shear motion. The
sand pad is to damp the pulses from an earthquake, and, even
if compacted, Dr. Newmark believes it should still shear easily;
he prefers the sand rather than the reactor structure on the
granite. As a parallel to the behavior of concrete structures
under dynamic forces, Dr. Newmark pointed to the concrete
ships, which have successfully withstood acceleration and
explosive forces at sea (these ships contained about 70% as
much steel as an all steel vessel of the same size, but the
steel is of a cheaper variety).
The ACRS completed and issued a letter report on Bodega Bay at its
58th meeting.

The letter, dated October 20, 1964, is reproduced below.

followed by a public announcement released by the AEC on October 26, 1964.
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October 20) l~

ot testiD@ or other experimeDtal venf'1cation ot structural desiID
teatures associated with earthquake protectionj provisions to assure
adequate cooling water in ease of aamage to nonal and emergency
supply systems j core behavior during earthquakes; design aDd tests
of critical plant components, such &s instrumentation, isolation val....,
and control rod operating mechanisms to withstand earthquaJr.e csamase;
adJ.1 tional considerations which my be Deeded it z1rcon1wa clad fuel
is to be used.
The Co1llD1ttee recognizes that the applicant hal accepted vel')' conserva
tive values for earth shear 1IIOVeDlent, earthquake magnitudes, and
tsunami heights as des:!.gn criteria. These criteria should not be con
strued as prec~d~nts for use elsewhere.
With due conside"'8.tion being given to the items discussed above, tbe
Advisol')' Committee on Reactor Sateguards is of the opinion that the
power reactor facility as proposed may be constructed at this site
With reasonable assurance that it lII&y be operated Without undue hazard
to the health and safety of' the public.
Sincerely yours,
/ s/ Herbert Kouts
Herbert Kouts
Chairman
Refe!'ences Attached.
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explOl'at1on 8U88ested in the abeve COIIIDI!D't bas beeD ccaapleted,

and the seolog1c features discovered bave led to turth41r structural

cOllS1derat10ns in the des1gD. These seologic features include frac
tures in the UDderlyiDg rock. ODe bas been identified as the 10
called "sbatt fault". The cbar&cter, extent, and age of the IIOst
recent activity ot this tracture are controversial. JJevertheless,
the applicaD't has considered its significance in the proposed struc
tural protection.
Prox:1m1ty of the s1te to the San Andreas fault system bas been gl.ven
careful consideration. 'lhe ColllD1ttee has been advised by seve~
consultants that, duriD8 the lite ot the Foposed reactor, there 1,
a high probability that the reactor site will experience at least
one _jor earth shock. 'lhere 1s associated with such an earthquake
a relllCte possib"..lity that the plant v.Ul be sl.1.b.1ected to the etfect
of a ehearing motion in the rock on which it 'WOuld bebu1lt. The
USGS and USC&GS have proposed values tor the intensity and accompany
ing earth motions, including shear, which could be anticipated during
the worst eartbquake. Determination ot these values has been bampered
by lack ot auth:)ritative historical records and reliable measurements.
'lhe applicant and his consultants believe that lower values are more
realistic. The Collllll1ttee considers that the USC&GS and USGS values
are conservative.
'!be applicant has proposed methods for mechanical and structural

design to :neet the predicted seismic occurrences. '!he applicant &lao
bas proposed to design the buildiD8 to Withstand up to three teet ot
shear displacement along any plane at the site. The CClDIlII1ttee believes
tbat the engineering principles and general design proposed to incorpo
rate them are sound. These considerations afford tbat degree of assur
ance requi:red tor protection of the reactor 1n the UDl1kely event of the
predicted maxirc'.::n earthquake.
The USCW3 has recommended a des1gn height tor tsums.m1 run-up at Bodega
The 3.pplicant stated tbat the fac1lity design and sateg\8l'd pro
cedures will be such the plant would wi tbstaDi such a tsUJ:lfUll1 safely.

Bead.

1be Coamlttee is of the opinion tbat the applicant's deS1gD ob.1ect1ftl
ay be accomplished Within the scope of present engineering knowledp.

MaD,. details of the proposed design have not yet been completed.

It
15 1mderstood tbat the applicant will continue to give careful attention
to the following items duri!'~ design and construction: limitat10ns on
the meximum reactivity ot 11l"i.:tvidual control rrxis; provisions to accOlllllO
date possible seismic earth movements and shear displacement; conaideration
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reactor at the south end of Bodega Head, a peninsula separating
Bodega harbor from the Pacific Ocean.

The proposed reactor site

is apprOXimately 1000 feet west of the western edge of the San Andreas
fault zone.
The application for a provisional construction permit was made
on December 28, 1962.
received.

Nine amendments to the application have been

In addition to information provided by the company and its

consultants, the ACRS and the Staff have received data from a number
of AEC consultants, including the U. S. Geological Survey, the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Dr. Nathan M. Newmark, Professor of
Civil Engineering at the University of Illinois.
Copies of the report of the ACRS and the analysis by the AEC
Regulatory Staff are attached.

Copies of PG&E's application and

amendments to the application, and copies of the reports of the
Geological Survey, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and Dr. Newmark are
available for inspection in the Commission's Public Document Room,
1717 H Street. N.W., Washington. D. C•• and at the Commission's office
at 2111 Bancroft Way. Berkeley, California.
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PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
AEC RELEASES TWO REPORTS ON PROPOSED REACTOR AT
BODEGA HEAD, CALIFORNIA

The Atomic Energy Commission today is making public two reports
concerning the safety aspects of a nuclear power plant proposed by
Pacific Gas and Electric Company at Bodega Head, approximately 50
miles north of San Francisco.
One report is from the Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards, a group established by law to advise the AEC on safety
matters involved in reactor construction and operation.

The ACRS has

concluded that there is reasonable assurance that the proposed reactor
can be constructed and operated at the Bodega Head site without undue
hazard to the health and safety of the public.
The other report, by the Division of Reactor Licensing, has been
issued by the AEC Director of Regulation, whose staff makes safety
reviews of reactor licensing applications.

The Regulatory Staff has

concluded that "Bodega Head is not a suitable location for the pro
posed nuclear power plant at the present state of our knowledge."
Under AEC regulatory procedures, a decision by the Commission on
PG&E's application will not be made until after the holding of a public
hearing and issuance of an initial decision by a three-member atomic
safety and licensing board.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company has applied to the Commission
for a permit to construct a 325,000 electrical kilowatt boiling water
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emergency equipment designed to assure the safety of the reactor.
The fact that a novel method is proposed for safeguarding the
Bodega Head reactor against differential ground movement of its
foundation rock is not in itself a cause for concern. The nuclear
power industry is replete with new methods of coping with a
large variety of problems never previously encountered until
the arrival of the atomic age. What is of concern is the lack
of any experimental or experience proof-test of the proposed
novel method that could form an acceptable basis for the
required safety evaluation.
The pressure-suppression concept of reactor containment was
completely novel when it was first proposed for use at the
Humboldt Bay Nuclear Power Plant. In many respects it was
much simpler than the pedestal concept for safeguarding against
shear movement of foundation rock proposed for the Bodega Head
reactor. But it was not approved for use as reactor contain
ment until after the successful conclusion of a long series of
engineering tests at the PG&E's Moss Landing power generation
plant which proved beyond reasonable doubt that the concept
could be utilized safely for boiling water reactors. Similar
proof-test standards have consistently been applied to other
new and previously untried features incorporated from time to
time in nuclear power plants.
The fact that meaningful proof tests are difficult to achieve
in the case of seismic safeguards does not, in our opinion,
constitute a valid reason for accepting these safeguards in
critical areas on the basis of theoretical reasons along. Nor
does it justify relying on opinions as to the feasibility of
the proposed seismic safeguards unless these are are supported
by somewhere near the same kind of experimental evidence
required of:all other safeguards. We do not see such evidence
in support of the pedestal concept for safeguarding the Bodega
Reactor against differential ground motion.
Whether the public benefits to be gained from operation of
the Bodega Nuclear Power Plant are high enough to justify
acceptance of the added uncertainties involved in the seismic
design of the plant to withstand several feet of shear ground
movement is, of course, a matter of judgment.
The regulatory requirement that there be "reasonable assurance"
that any licensed nuclear reactor can be built and operated
without undue risk to the health and safety of the public
recognizes that there is no way of eliminating all of the
uncertainties; experienced judgment is therefore required.
The standard of "reasonable assurance ll is mor'~ difficult to
meet when it becomes necessary to take into consideration
external forces having the potential of invalidating some of
the safeguards build into the reactor installation. The
difficulty is enlarged when there are uncertainites in the
design measures intended to counteract the external forces.
Somewhere along the line enough uncertainties will create
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Some excerpts from the Summary Analyses of the Regulatory Staff

follow:
The foregoing proposal for safeguarding the Bodega Reactor and
its containment structure against the postulated shear differen
tial ground motion embodies concepts which are in many respects
novel and for which little or no precedent exists. The Regula
tory Staff Consultants t Dr. N. M. Newmark and Mr. Robert
Williamson have come to the conclusion after carefully studying
the basis of the proposal. that the structural integrity and
leak-tightness of the containment building can be maintained
under the earthquake conditions postualted.
They point out t however, that certain precautions must be
considered, especially in the design of umbilicals and of
penetrations to the containment building.
It is difficult to evaluate the public safety risks involved
in a new type of construction for which there is little or no
experience background. Other reactor installations have presented
seismic design problems t but not in the extreme form presented by
Bodega Head under the earthquake postulated by the Coast and
Geodetic Survey and the Geological Survey. One problem which
the Bodega plant has in common with all other nuclear power
plants subject to special seismic design considerations is the
inability to conduct any sort of performance test on the
finished structure that will demonstrate that the design objec
tives have been achieved. The uncertainty presented by this
situation has been accepted as a reasonable risk in the seismic
design at other locations where the only problem involved is
the ability to withstand vibrational stresses, since this
aspect of earthquake design is well understood and has a
considerable amount of experience background. There is difficulty
in applying the same philosophy at Bodega Head, however, because
of the necessity of considering the additional problem of design
ing the reactor structure to safely withstand differential
ground motion as well as high vibrational stresses, and because
there is no realistic way of evaluating the proposed solution
to the problem.
The fact that the proposed site is adjacent to the San Andreas
fault zone makes it almost certain that it will be subjected
to one or more severe seismic disturbances during the lifetime
of the plant. While there is a high probability that the plant
under the proposed design could survive the vibrations from
even a very large earthquake without damage, it must be recog
nized that if such an earthquake should also involve several
feet of shear ground movement as well as ground accelerations
as high as 2/3g to 1.Og there is presently no sound experimental
or experience basis for predicting the extent of damage that
might be incurred by the reactor containment structure and
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safety of the public. We have carefully considered the views of
the ACRS. We have the highest respect for those views and we
do not lightly reach an opposite conclusion. This is a kind of
case, however, on which reasonable men may differ. In our view,
the proposal to rely on unproven and perhaps unprovable design
measure to cope with forces as great as would be produced by
several feet of shear ground movement under a large reactor
building in a severe earthquake raises a substantial safety
question.
In all respects except one the proposed design of the Bodega
Nuclear Power Plant provides reasonable assurance that the
plant can be built and operated without undue risk to the health
and safety of the public. However, the single exce~tion is quite
important if one accepts the credibility of an earthquake of
sufficient magnitude to cause a major displacement of foundation
rock underneath the plant. Although there is a wide difference
of expert opinion on the credibility of such an earthquake,
prudent judgment favors accepting the conservative recommen
dations of the USC&GS and the USGS. On this basis and for reasons
given above, it is our conclusion that Bodega Head is not a suit
able location for the proposed nuclear power plant at the present
stage of our knowledge.
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a situation in which the "assurance" can no longer be said to be
"reaso.1able." We believe that this situation would exist if
the proposed pedestal concept of seismic design were to be
approved without more convincing evidence of its validity than
is afforded by presently available information.
Conclusions
The containment and all of the emergency equipment for shutting
down the Bodega reactor and maintaining it indefinitely in a
safe condition in the absence of seismic disturbances are designed
on the basis of well-established engineering principles. They
can also be tested to ascertain that the design objectives have
been achieved. Consequently, there is a high degree of assurance
that the reactor can be built and operated without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public in the absence of seismic
disturbances.
The seismic design of the reactor structure to withstand purely
vibrational effects is alsobased on well-established engineering
principles which in some cases at least have been verified in
the presence of earthquakes. Thus, while it is not poss"ible to
carry out any measurements on the finished structure to assure
that the seismic design objectives have been accomplished, there
is sufficient experience background to justify a conclusion
that the specified seismic vibrational criteria can be achieved
and that the plant can therefore be safeguarded against any
credible earthquake that does not rupture the foundation rock.
We believe there is room for reasonable doubt, however, that a
comparable situation exists with respect to that particular
aspect of the proposed seismic design of the Bodega reactor
structure intended to assure that the containment and reactor
shutdown functions will remain intact in the event of a shear
displacement of its foundation bedrock as great as three feet
in any direction. While the proposed engineering principles
appear reasonable, experimental verification and experience
background on the proposed novel construction method are lacking.
If approved, this would, to the best of our knowledge, be the
first attempt on record to design a building structure and its
associated vital equipment to withstand the effects of substan
tial movement in its foundation simultaneously with the vibration
accompanying a severe earthquake. Because of the magnitude of
the possible consequences of a major rupture in the reactor
containment accompanied by a failure of emergency equipment,
we do not believe that a large nuclear power reactor should be
the subject of a pioneering construction effort based on
unverified engineering principles, however sound they may appear
to be.
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has reached the
conclusion that the reactor can be constructed and operated at
the proposed location without undue risk to the health and
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5.4

THE MALIBU NUCLEAR PLANT

The Malibu (or Corral Canyon) reactor site and reactor had received pre
liminary consideration by the ACRS and Regulatory Staff "as part of the
review of potential reactor sites and reactor concepts which was con
ducted for the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) in 1962.
By mid-1964, when a construction permit review was reaching its culmina
tion, additional seismic questions had arisen, partly from matters
directly related to the site, such as landslides, and partly from the
increased consideration of seismic matters in California arising from the
Bodega Bay review and the Alaskan earthquake of 1964.
The ACRS Subcommittee meeting of June 18, 1964, on Malibu considered
several seismic design questions, but no very difficult obstacles seemed
to arise. At the 56th meeting, July 9-11, 1964, there was considerable
discussion of seismic matters, particularly the potential height of
tsunami waves at the site. The ACRS concluded it could write a letter
favorable to construction of the Malibu reactor, subject to certain
reservations, as shown in the ACRS report which is reproduced on the
following pages.
The Regulatory Staff had brought the U.S. Geological Survey and the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey into the case as advisors, and the Staff report
to the ACRS which was received on July 1, 1964 concluded that a seismic
design acceleration of 0.3 was acceptable and that the probability of
potential hazard to"the public from differential ground movement due to
an earthquake at the site was low enough to be disregarded.
In the months following July, 1964 there was a very considerable discus
sion between the applicant and the Regulatory Staff and its consultants
concerning the actual seismic engineering criteria, stress limits, and
analytical methods to be used. This was probably the first reactor to
receive such detailed evaluation of seismic engineering considerations,
and out of this review evolved much of the approach which was generally
adopted for upcoming reactors. Among other matters, the capability of
the containment to withstand concurrent loads from a postulated LOCA
and SSE was required and examined in detail.
By December, 1964 the Regulatory Staff had satisfied itself with the
seismic engineering approach which had been developed, and in that
month the USGS issued a report which accepted the proposed seismic
des i gn bases and concluded that lithe probabi 1ity of permanent ground
displacement by faulting in the Corral Canyon site in the next 50 years
is negligible," although faulted deposits, probably less than 100,000
years old, had been exposed in a recently opened test trench at the
site.
At the 60th meeting, December 10-12, 1964, and the 51st meeting,
January 14-16, 1965, the ACRS reviewed the Malibu reactor, and in a
letter dated January 25, 1965 concluded that the seismic engineering
approach was adequate and that, subject to previous reservations, the
reactor could be constructed with reasonable assurance that it could be
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Thus, the final positions of the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff disagreed
with regard to the acceptability of the Bodega Bay site. Such a disagree
ment had not occurred previously and it created a considerable stir when
it occurred.
Although the Regulatory Staff position of April 30, 1964 had been to
reject the Bodega Bay site, the Regulatory Staff position in their report
to the ACRS for the October, 1964 ACRS meeting had been less definite.
The latter report acknowledged that reputable seismic engineers stated
that a design for surface offset of 2 feet could be made; it also acknowl
edged there were policy considerations involved. However, no final con
clusion was drawn in the report; and in their discussions with the ACRS
at the October meeting, the Regulatory Staff did not state that their
final position was to reject the site.
UndOUbtedly, the ACRS thought that its recommendation was going to
become that of the Regulatory Staff. 'l11e ACRS appeared to be rather
skeptical that displacements as large as 2-3 feet were an appropriate
design basis; and when Housner, Newmark and Steinbrugge all said that a
design could be accomplished, the Committee accepted this as adequate.
PG&E withdrew its application in the face of the Regulatory Staff
decision. Looking back with roughly 15 years of hindsight, it appears
likely that the proposed design bases for vibratory motion might not
have been acceptable, after the experience obtained from the 1971 San
Fernando earthquake. As more strong motion accelerograms were obtained
from locations near the source of major earthquakes, and as increased
knowledge of earthquake generation dev~loped, the specification of
accelerations much larger than 2/3g for sites so close to a major
faul t has occurred. The Bodega Bay reactor, as proposed in 1964,
might have difficulty in satisfying today's increased vibratory motion
requirements. Additionally, since the probability of a large earth
quake at the site is close to unity over the reactor lifetime, this
could have posed very difficult problems for an already constructed
reactor.
The difference in final opinion between the ACRS and the Regulatory
Staff came as a surprise to the ACRS, and there was considerable
discussion concerning the procedural and technical aspects of the
matter. It was agreed that, in the future, steps would be taken so
~~at the final positions of each group were known to both groups
prior to issuance of final reports.
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or tbe bu1ld1Dg 18 to be ach1eved by
ccaplete steel l.1Den aeparated by a layer ot porous
concrete. 'DIe space between the J.1IJers v1ll be ma1nta1Ded at a sub
a~1c pressure by COIlt:1JluD\w~ pump1Dg back au to tbe CODta1n
me!It vo11lDe. AD air rec1rculat1.l:ls aDd cool.1D8 ay8'tem 1. requ1reCl to
remove ~ heat tbat 18 geaerated W1tb1n tbe cont.a1zmput TOl.UIIIe. Power
and va'ter to assure operation ot these systems UDler all CODd1tloDS
'DIe total CODt&1meJ:lt teature

prov141J1s two

JllU8t be provided.

Deta1.led des1p ot the reactor core has DOt been establ1abed yet, but
the general features W1ll be s1m1l&r to tbon or other nuclear plauts
proposed tor cons'truction by the . . . auclear contractor, aDl1 expected
to be te8'ted 10 operation prior to ~tion ot the Mal1bu plant.
Nuclear reactivity coefficients are expected to be negative 1D this
reactor. 'l'he probability and effects or control rod ejection requ1re
f'urther evaluation. :lbe applicant bas suggested seve~~ possible meaDS
of l1m1ting the consequences of such an aCCident, and the CoDm1.ttee
believes that this question can be resolved satisfactor~ dur1l:lS the
design stage.
Although stainless steel cladding is plA1:med for the first core, it is
anticipated that zirconium alloys my be used in future cores. Complete
1Df'o:mat1on on the effect of a possible zirconium-water reaction on the
course of accidents is not available. Bence, f'urtber review V1ll be
needed prior to use ot zirconium alloy clad cores.

The Ccmm1ttee vas 1nf'omed that the geology of the site V&8 suitable
for the proposed construction. It V&8 reported that no active geologi
cal fault. are present at the site. Grad1ag of the ~ slopes is
proposed to ensure that poteutial 1a:Jdsl1de motion does not present a
baza.rd to the plant. It is proposed that entical structures be des1ped
for a sui table response spectrum ..soc1ated with an earthquake vh1ch bas
a mx1mm acceleration ot 0.3 g. occurr1nl ¥beD the COI1't&1.z:IIDe 18 UI:Ider
tbe pre.1Ur8 ...oc1a'ted W1th an acc1dent. The resutting .'tre.... v1ll
DOt exceed ~ or the m1n1npm yield ftlue. OcIIIpoaents within the 'bujld1,.
v1ll be de.igned to v1thstaDd 0.3 g. acceleration act1J2g s:1multaaeous~ 1n
horizontal aDd wrtical p1aDes.

9le ab1l1ty or the plaDt to 111that&1:ld the enects or a ts\mam1 tollav1J:l&
a ajor earthquake has been discussed with the applicant. There bas DOt
been asreement among consultant. about the height of vater to be upeC'ted
abould a tauDam1 occur 1D this area. '!be CQm1 ttee 18 DOt prepared to
resolve the cODtlicting opinions, and sucgests that 1n'tens1ve etrorts be
JD8de to e.tablish rational. and consisteut parame'ters tor this phenaneaon.
1be applicant baa stated that the conta1DlDeut structure v1ll DOt be ~
paired by 1mllxlat1on to • height or tuty feet above mean sea level. 'Dw
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 205.5

July 15, 1964

Honorable Gleim T. Seaborg
Cba1rman
U. S. Atomic Energy Coma1ssion
Wash1Dgton, D. C.
SubJect:

REPORT ON CITY OF LOS ANGEI.ES - MAUl3t1 NUCIEAR PLANT 
UNIT NO. 1

Dear Dr. 8eaborg:

At its tif'ty-sixth meeting at Brookhaven National Laboratory on
JUly 9-11, 1964, the Advisory Committee on Reactor sateguards
reviewed the proposal of the City ot IDs Angeles to construct and
operate a 1473 W(t) pressurized vater reactor, MU1bu Nuclear Plant 
Unit No.1, at Corral C&%lyon, twenty-nine miles west ot IDs Angeles.
' b Coma1ttee had the benefit ot discussions with representatives or
the Department of Water & Power of the City of Los Angeles, WestiJIg
house Electric Corporation, StOlle & Webster EIlg1neer1ng Corporation,
the AEC Statf, their consultants, and or a SubcOJlllll1ttee meeting on
June 18, 1964. The Comm1ttee also had the beJ2efit ot the documents
listed below.
The prox1m1ty ot large population centers and the probable growth
of population in the vicinity of the proposed reactor s1te require
dependence on engineered sateguards to llm1t the consequences in the
unlikely event of a maJor credible accident. For t.his reason, sate
guard provisions IIIOre extensive tban those DOZ'JlI&lly employed in zmclear
power reactor plants must be provided in lieu of the distance factor to

protect the public.
applicant has proposed as engaeered sareguarda a DOVel CODta1maent
structure intended to prevent any leakage to the enviromaent I and addi
tional teatures consisting or:
b

1.

A re1Dforced concrete conta1J::lment structure.

2.

A conta1.nment volU1D8 spray system, and

3.

An emergency borated-water injection system.
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operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Construction of the Malibu reactor was contested at the hearing of the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) where the adequacy of the
seismic design was one of the major points of contention. The inter
venors in the case had the benefit of several well qualified consultants
in the field, and a considerable technical discussion ensued.
The unfolding developments in the next several months are summarized in
an interesting way by several documents which are listed and reproduced
below.
1• Memorandum from R. F. Fraley to ACRS members dated March 18, 1965.
2.

Letter from Thomas B. Nolan {Director, (USGS) to Harold Price dated
March 19, 1965.

3.

Memorandum from M. C. Gaske (an ACRS Staff Engineer) dated July 26,
1965.

4.

Memorandum from R. F. Fraley to ACRS members dated September 28, 1965.

On March 28, 1967, the Atomic Energy Commission issued a final decision
(USAEC, 1967) in which they upheld the decision of the ASLB. The landmark
decision, in which an intervenor against a nuclear plant won his case, is
reproduced on the following pages. Of some general interest is that, by
not accepting, as having established an acceptable risk, the data that
movement had not occurred in the last 10,000 years and possibly for
180,000 years, the AEC was establishing, in a crude way, a benchmark on
"How Safe is Safe Enough?"
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integrity of emergency in-house power supplies should also be assured
by location at a suitable height and by using water-proof techn1ques
for the vital pover system. The emergency pawr system should be sized
to allow simultaneous operation of the containment building spray system
and the recirculation and. cooling system. Ability to remove shutdown
core heat under conditions of total loss of normal electrical supply
should be assured. If these provisions are made, the ComClittee believes
that the plant v111 be adequately protected.
The applicant has proposed to deny entrance to the containment while the
reactor is operating. This mode of operation does not permit frequent
surveillance of equipment and prompt detection of incipient defects.
Operating experience at other paver plants has demonstrated the value of
accessibility for inspection. The Committee suggests that the applicant
reconsider this question ano. explore design modifications which vill allow
entrance without violating the containment integrity.
As the Committee has commented in its earlier letters, the bold-up of

routine gaseous and. liquid releases may be necessary during unfavorable
conditions. In this connection, it vill be necessary to conduct addi
tional pre-operational meteorological and oceanographic survey programs.
The AdvisorJ Co~1ttee or. Reactor Safeguards believes that the items
mentioned above can be suitably dealt with during construction, and that
the proposed Malibu Nuclear Plant can be constructed 'With reasonable
assurance tlBt it can be operated at the site 'Without undue :-isk to the
health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours,
/ s / Herbert Kouts
Herbert Kouts
Cbairman

References Attached.
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,.. MPLY

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF "rHE INTERIOR

~"1O:

212

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 10242

MAR 191965.

Mr. Harold L. Price

Director of. Regulation
U. S. Atcm1c Energy CClIIIII1ssion
4915 S"t. Elmo Avenue
Bethesda" Maryland
Dear Mr. Price:

The enclosed report eatitled "Geologic InvestigatioDs" December 1964
to March 1965 at the Proposed. Nuclear Power Plant S1 te" .Corral Canyon
Los Angeles County" Cali:fOrnia,," by C. M. Wentworth and R. F. Yerkes
is the result of the investigatioDs we have carried OD at the Corral
C8D1OD site in the last few months. '!'be pr1mary purpose of these
inve8't1gationB was to determine the &Be of the youneest faulting that
has occurred in this area. From study ot the soils and the :faulted
8w~icial dep.~sita" it has been determined that faulting occurred more
than 10,,000 years ago. In addition" we have estimated the probability
of pe1"JllaDent surface ground displacement in the Corral Canyon area from
. an earthquake of "gl'd tude 7 to 7.5, occurr:l.ng in the vicinity of the
si1;e as postula1;ecl recesrtl¥ b7 JC&mb and Benioff. We bave concJ.udecl t1:Iat
permanent surface ground displacement would occur but that the IIIIDUDt of
displacement could DOt be p-ed1cted trwl the polosic evidence•

.

We CIo DOt obJect to -king this report a part of the public ncord.
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ADVISORY COMMI1lEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON 15. D. c:.

March

18, 1965

To
From

Subject:

MALIBU NUCIEAR PI.Am', HEARING TESTIMONY

The hearing testimony of the IADWP consultants has been
developed for the Malibu hearing which begins on March 23,
1965~

The testimony of Hugo Benioff has raised a serious question
regarding the magnitude of an earthquake which could occur
on faults in the vicinity of the site. He predicts a magni
tude not greater than 7.25 in contrast with the USC & OS
conclusions that at 5.5 magnitude quake is the largest that
could occur on the Malibu fault at the site. '!he IAI:MP con
sultants conclude that the plant design is adequate to with
stand this situation (e.g. O.3g maximum acceleration and no
ground surface displacement). I understand, however, that
the USC&GS does not agree with these conclusions if one
accepts a 7.25 quake at the site. They apparently feel
that an acceleration as high as o.6g could occur and surface
displacement is a possibility for this size disturbance.
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L. Silverman
W. D. Manly
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July 26, 1965

center near Corral Canyon will occur during the next 50 years is very
low.
• •• the probability of permanent displacement of the ground sur
face by faulting at Corral Canyon during the next 50 years is very. low ••• ".
It is not clear whether the above report is favo~able or not to the
granting of a construction permit for the Malibu reactor. No ACRS
action regarding the above appears warranted.

Attachments:
1. USGS letter dated 7/14/65
2. USGS Report dated July 1965

cc:

Remainder of ACRS, w/o encs.
D. Duffey, wlo encs.
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lJNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

L. Silverman, City of L.A. (Malibu) Subcte Chmn
D. Manly

w.

DATE:

July 26, 1965

,l),..c:,~

FROM

M. C. Gaske, ACRS Staff

SUBJECT:

CATEGORY B REPORTS - CITY OF L. A. (MALIBU) - USGS REPORT, DATED
JULY 1965, AND TRANSMITTAL LETTER, DATED JULY 14, 1965.

At the request of the Commission, the U•. S. Geological Survey made a
geologic study of the mouth of Corral Canyon and the adjoining area
near the proposed Malibu reactor site. Results of this study are con
tained in the USGS report, "Structure, Quaternary History, and General
·Geology of the Corral Canyon Area, Los Angeles County, California,"
. dated July 19650 This report was forwarded by the USGS to the Director
of Regulation by letter dated July 14, 1965, and copies were then trans
mitted by the Regul~tory Staff to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
by letter of the same date. The report is accomPanied by detailed maps
and sections of the proposed Malibu reactor site. It contains data ob
tained from exploratory trenches and laboratory analyses subsequent to
recess of the public hearing on April 1, 1965 as well as previously re
ported information regarding the site.
The recess of the public hearing on April 1 was to permit excavation at
the site to obtain further information regarding the geology and seis
mology of the site area. The public hearing was originally scheduled to
reconvene on June 21, 1965 but was postponed until July 19, 1965 to per
mit the USGS to complete the report on the results of their study.
Faults of several magnitudes have been found to be present in bedrock at
the proposed reactor site. All demonstrable fault movement at the site
is reported to be more than 10,000 years of age. Eighty feet of a 270
foot long exploratory trench exposed mudstone and sandstone that is with
in a landslide. A fault crosses one of the excavated trenches at a point
approximately 35 feet from the center of the proposed reactor location.
The USGS report states that "Because surface faulting has commonly
accompanied earthquakes of Richter Magnitude 600. or greater in Nevada and
California, and because estimates of the largest earthquake ever to be
expected along the Santa Monica fault system range as high as M.7t, the
probability of future surface faulting at Corral Canyon must be based in
part on the location of any future large-magnitude shocks in the Santa
Monica fault system.
• •• the recurrence interval for large-magnitude
faults in this system••• is greater than 200 years ••• and may exceed •••
10,000 years....
• •• the probability that a large-magnitude shock with
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within the site but the displacements have not been detected because of
ge~erally poor exposures.
On the basis of this record the probability
of ground displacement at Corral Canyon in the next 50 years is very low."
Th2 Com~ittee in its letter of July 15, 1964 interpreted this report and
Qiscussions at the meeting as follows:
"The Committee was informed that the geology of the site was suitable
for the proposed construction. It was reported that no active geological
faults are present at the site."
The USC&GS report considered by the Committee at the 60th meeting (January
1965) included the following summary:
"The Corral Canyon site is bisected by the east-trending Malibu Coa:H
fault, which is part of a wide, east-trending zone of north-dipping faults,
asymmetric folds and shears, the Malibu Coast Zone." "Evidence indicates
that the zone is active ('In a regional scale."
"Based on available g€~l.:>gical evidence the probability of permanent
displacement on the gr0~~d surface by faulting in the Corral Canyon site
during the next 50 years is negligible. Seismic shocks can be expected at
the Corral Canyon site; ~~re than 54 seismic events of magnitude 4 to 6.3
have been recarded ~it~l: 62 miles of the site in the past 112 years."
The Committee, in
that the proposed
assurance that it
health and safety

it; letter of January 25, 1965, "reiterates its belief
Malibu Nuclear Plant can be constructed with reasonable
car. be operated at the site without undue risk to the
af the public."

Exp10ratory trenches were dug at the site during April 1965, at the sugges
ti0~ of the ASLB and a subsequent USC&GS report was issued in July 1965.
lhree copies w~re pro~ided to th~ ACRS as a Categury 5 Report. (This
rep2rt was SUM:.,arized in a mern0 by M. C. Caske Ivhieh was distributed to
all ACRS Me~bers Or! .Tuly 26, 1963.) The fo11('\ving cO'llments \vere includ"d
i" thlS :ep0rt:
"Faults of several magnitudes are present ir. bedrock cf the Corral
Canyon site. The Malibu Coast fault, about 800 feet north of the reactor
location is cf regional significance and large magnitude of displacement;
where well exposed, its trace is marked by a zone of brecciated and sheared
rock as much as 75 feet wide. Faults of lesser magnitude such as fault
A near the north boundary of the plant, separate different formational
units and are characterized by zones of sheared and brecciated rock up to
several feet wide. Such faults can be traced for or.ly hundreds to thou
sands of feet: they probably have displacements of hundreds of feet.
Intrafor~ativnal faults, such as fault F, exposed in C0rral Creek a~d
trench 3 (Lhe ~eactor-location trench), are characterized by local trunCd
ti0':1 <)i st:-;,icture and are commenly marked by thin, b'lt recc'g:1izable ZO:les
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

September 28, 1965
MEMORANDUM

-IX

To

ACRS Member s

From

R. F.
ACRS

Subject:

MALIBU NUCLEAR PLk~T, UNIT NO. 1 - QUESTIONS RELATING TO
SEISMIC DESIGN RAISED BY THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING
BOARD

Fraley~~::cutive Secretary

The Atcmic Safety and Licensing Board has recessed the Malibu Hearing until
October 19th with an 0utline of some of the matters that have occupied the
Board's concern. This cutline, summarized in the attached list, was sub
mitted to the participants "for consideration, comment or submission of
evidence, if they deem it necessary, in the October session." E. G. Case
has indicated that he would like to discuss item 4 with the Committee during
the October ACRS Meeting to determine if the absence of an active fault at
the Malibu site was an ACRS requirement, as interpreted by the Hearing Board,
or merely a state~er.t of the information presented to the Committee at the
56th ACRS Meeting (July 1964).
It should be noted that the draft USC&GS report considered at the 56th meet
ing included the following statement:
"All of the known surface ground displacement on the Malibu Coast fault
zone is prehistoric - that is, more than 200 years old. If the band of
deformed rocks just south of the Malibu Coast fault trail is considered
to be part of this fault zone, the most recent ground displacement occurred
sometime between about 200 and (,00,000 years ago.
"The likelihood of ground displacement at the site due to earthquakes
depends on the frequency and severity of earthquakes along the Malibu Coast
and related Faults.
"The Mali.bu Coast fault is considered to be part of an active system
that includes the Newport-Inglewood zone. Only 3 to 5 magpitude shocks
have been associated with the Malibu Coast fault; none of these has resulted
in known displacement at the ground surface in historic time. However, in
prehistoric time faulting at eight known localities along the general trend
of the Ma libu Coast fault has displaced rocks no older than 400,000 years.
It can be inferred from these data tha~ similar faulting may have occurred
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Summary of Matters Identified by the Malibu ASLB

1.

Since the containment building is not specifically.:csigr...i to
withstand ground displacement, has it been establishc. ant on
what basis: (a) what is the ground displacement that it can
Withstand; (b) what would be the amount of fission !-ro(l.\Icts re
leased if a displacement greater than that identifieci in (a)
occurred; and (c) what would have to be provided in the ~esign
to give such resistance?
The Board suggests that experience with relative ground movement
be used as the basis in the Southern California area for the
selection of useful values in these parameters.

2.

Is it acceptable to grant approval on the basis that the structural
requirements are "\vithin the range of accepted practice and estab
lished knowledge" evt:<n though the detailed design has not been
presented?

3.

What is the meaning ·:)f the phrase "without undue risk to the health
and safety of the public" as understood by all participants,
especially the word "undue"? References to appropriate authority
are requested.

4.

The Board interprets the ACRS Report of July 15, 1964 as carrying
lithe admonition that this reactor should not be located over an
active fault." The Board requests standards or suggestive standards
to measure an active fault.

September 27, 1965

"
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of sheared rock or breccia. Such features can be traced tens to hundreds
of feet; their displacements are probably on the order of tens of feet.
Finally, innumerable shears, locally continuous or concentrated in narrow
bands, pervade the mudstone of the Corral Canyon site. Minor displacement
has occurred on these features, as indicated by disrupted sandstone beds
and slickensides. Aggregate displacement across several feet of such
sheared rock may amount to several feet. All demonstrable fault movement
in the Corral Canyon site is pre-Recent (more than about 10,000 years) in
age."
"Comparisons of degree and time of deformation in different parts of
the fault system indicate that future faulting is at least as likely to
occur in the Malibu Coast zone as in any other part. The available
seismic record is not sufficient to establish the recurrence interval for
large-magnitude faults in the system; this interval is greater than the
apprOXimately 200 years of historic time and it may exceed the apprOXi
mately 10,000 years of Recent time. As this recurrence interval is large
compared to 50 years, the probability that a large-magnitude shock with
center near Corral Canyon will occur during the next 50 years is very low.
This very low probability, coupled with the lack of evidence for surface
faulting in the Malibu C,'ast zone during Recent time, indicates that the
probability of permanent displacement of the ground surface by faulting
at Corral Canyon during the next 50 years is very low (this same very low
probability was described in the U. S. Geological Survey report of 1964
as negligible, which was used there in the sense of very low). This
assessment implies nc, i,.. dgment of public risk; it is not intended as a
judgment of the c~nsequences of surface faulting in any particular utili
zation c:f the Corral Ca'1yon site."
It should be noted that fault F is about 35 feet northeast uf the center
of the reactor building which means that it passes under the reactor con
tainment structure.
E. Case will be prepared to discuss this information in more detail.
Attachment:
Summary of Matters IdentifLed by the
Malibu ASLB dtd. 9/27/65
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i'M::; !-'Cs;:rnIlITY £!: !. CO:lGRESS ICH~ n~VE5TIGli!!Q!! was raised by Sen. l~urphy in a
1l3-ttc:' ~o the ;,EC, wherein he G\;cs"iont::l •. Le's site selection criteria and tho bc.
::~·.. i~:" of Af,C Rogulatory St",ff in connecticn with reactor proposed by th~ los Ar.C.:-1efi
De~a~~~~nt or Water & Power at Malibu, Calif.
S~n. Murphy stated that going
p~blict3 confidence in the nuclear

any furT.her with the project would undermine the
power indus~J.

Poe recolTJllended to the Commission that ABC "Staff should be candid with the ap
that its site selection program be reVised, and that the ltEC take a "verJ
elofie look" at its starr procedures.

plican~n,

The Senator questioned whether AEC starr had I'IlClde a "hasty" and Ifill conceived"
jUd~ent in favor of cons~ruction of the Malibu reactor and now desired to "savo
faca" by taking exception (See our V.12, :-1.36) to 'the decision of the Atonic Safety
& Licensing Board which recommended plant ccnstruction '-lith the condition that de
sig» criteria provide tor permanent groum displacement (See our V.12, t;.29).
Responding, Dr. Glerm '1'. Seaborg, AEC Chairman, told Sen. l-turphy in a Dec. 6
l;;;tter:
- 
"Your letter of November 21, 1966, raises substantive issues conc~rning th~
application of the City of los Angeles for a construeticn permit for a nuclear re
actcr near ~~libu, California. The initial decision dated JU~ lU, 1966, by the
~tomie Safety and Licensing Board appointed to hear ~his case is now urAar revia1
by the Commission. You will understand that tor this reascn it would be ir.pprcpri
a~9 for :ne to discuss the merits of the matter at this tiI:1£.

"In your letter you object to the right of the Cor.ndssinn's regulator" star!
to file exceptions to the initial decision of the licensin~ board. The Cor.~~ssion1s
r~es eonstitute its rectilntory starf as a p~rty to proceedings such as the instant
one :'n order that tho star:!' m<1Y participate ful~ the:rein. In this respect, our
rul£s follow these of other regulator,y agencies tor adjudications under the Admini
strative Procedure Act. The Co~§sionls regulator,r stat! ha~ the eame right to
ap?eZil a preliminary decision or a licensins board 4S a:trf other partYe
"Your letter also suggests that the Cor.:missicnts 'site selection prcgram' ~hould
be ~6visad to prevent consideraticn of a site which you consider un3ui~ble fran a
s.2!'ety standpoint and ,.,bicb also lies outside the service area of the applicantoJ
Ur.deT the licensing procedures established by the ~to~c Energy ~ct, ~he Co~~ssion
is obliged to consider the issuance of a construction permit for a proposed facility
at the site selected by the applicant."
On NOVe 21, the Senator had written

~r.

Seabcrg:

"~bout two years ago some of rt\Y constituents called to ~ attention probl8l:lS
which were arising because of a prcposal to build a nuclear power generator at
corral CG~on 1n the l-7alibu community. These proble::;s arose becr.uses
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On July 14, 1966, the ASLB issued a ruling that it would be necessary
for the plant to be designed to withstand differential ground displacement
if it were to be constructed but without specifying a quantitative figure;
the ASLB thereby sided with the intervenors and against LADWP and the
Regulatory Staff.

The Regulatory Staff appealed the decision of the ASLB

to the Atomic Energy Commissioners themselves. An interesting exchange of
correspondence occurred between the United States Senator George Murphy
of California and AEC Chairman Seaborg.

The exchange is reproduced below

in an excerpt from the Atomic Energy Clearing House dated December 12, 1966.

5-7.6

"i:Y view ot the Staft's attitude and activities might be leore charitable \-lere it
not for the tact that during the course ot the hearings it was proved that the St~fr
h&d c~used the wording of a key conclusion of the United 'States Geological Survey to
be changed against the wishes of the authors of the report. Thi~ chang~ uould Iliak~
it appear that the U.S.O.S. had concluded that the risk of per~anent ground di=pl~cc
~ent at the site '~s 'negligible', i.e., could be disregarded.
The involved ~nd ~..
convincing eA~lanations produced b.Y the Staff to j~stify what seems to ~e to te hi~h
ly i::.proper conduct boiled amm to the point that the Staff seemed to ui~h to avoid
:onparisons with the report of the U.~.G.S. in the Bodega Head case, where the
U.S.G.S. had noted, as here, that the risk of permaner.t ground displace:-:ent nas 'low'
~ut not 'negligible.
'
"In the Bodega Head matter, as I am sure you recal~, P. G. &. E. proposed a dE!
si~n of t:le facility that specifically took ground displace:nent into consideration.
The P. G. & E. design, however, was rejected b,y the ?ecul~tory Staff on the grounds
that the design was untested.
O

"1 realize that factually each case must be considered separately, but it also
see~s clear to me that there must be a hi~h degree of consis~encJ in the safety
ztauoards applied to each case. S~relYJ it would be strange J to say tta least, for
"the Staff to reac;l one jud@r.;ent on Bodega F.ead J and the opposite jLld~me::t on Corral
C:;.:::,..:::;,n, ~:hen the U. S. Q. S. had found in each ease that the ris!c ot !'E:.ruo=-t.ont ~o~u~
di:ipla.ce:-:cnt is 'low' but cannot be laeglectcd. An addi tit)lI~l fl1rluClat of the prohle~
o! cc;r.s'i:;tel.t .Pl~lit:at1ora of COll!li s t.elat er11'.4Itl"1a is this:

can a BodAea Head facility 3poc:'.fically desiBned to rcsi:;t the effp.cts of
cround displncement be rejected on the ~rollnds th::t it is untcste'l, :-.nd a
~nrral C3nyon facilitYJ even if siroilar~y rcdesiened, not meet the sa~e f~t~ on
:ex;\ctl~" t.!18 sai::C grounds?
"BOli

'PC':-~,'nent

•

"YOll relOlc:rked recently in a pre:is conference in California that toLe ALe only

Sfems to encounter these problems in C~li~orr.ia. I believe your refere~ce ferhaps
ran more to the determined oppositiou w~ich has been manifested to both Eodega Head
and Corral Canyon in Malibu, but your re~1rk was also true in another ~ense: I don't
~~ow of a~~here else in the countrJ where applicunts have tried to locate nuclear
r~actors in close proximity to faults in a state which has an unparalleled history
of tectonic activity.
"Bearing all this in mind, it becomes easier to understand ~o;hy the Staff secr:s
so anxious to absolve the Corral Canyon site of any geological taints, why it is
'~illing to force crucial change in wording in a key conclusion in a report by an
independent government agency, why it blandly accepts all the evidence uhich s~?-?orts
its position, and blithely rejects a.ll the evidence 'Hhieh disagrees with that posi
tion, and l«,y it takes exception to a findu1g of the ASLB which the ap?licant itself
is willing to accept.
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"(1)

It HoRS con::;idC'red that the lanti might be subject to aarthquakes beca::::o of
fault;

~n rx~~ting
II

(~)

l':mJj i1:~
II

The site is cl(')~o to a \·:ell developed cO/'l'.J!lunitj" Hhich appeC'r:; to be e7o
into one of tho r::ost attractive uaach communities in the area, ar.d,

(3)

In the event tr.ere ever Has an unfortunate experience conr.ected ~"ith this
radioactive material was re

eo~struction, the prevailing winds woul~ carry whatever
lca~cd directly to the adjacent city of los An[eles.

nOne of the constituents involved has been knor:n to me for many years as one of
the top l;eologists on the i·;est Coast. Because of t!1is information, I have ,·:atched
,~i th l::l"eat interest subsequent developm:=nts a••d hearings.
nIn my opinion, the important point for decision ~as whether or not the risk of
. permar.ent ground displacement exists at this site ~hich would preclude the construc
tion and o:",eration of a plant specifically not designed to ,~ithstc?_id the effects of
pcrrna~ent ground displace~ent and whether or not this condition ~ould create ur.due
h~.zard to the public health, safety and uelfare.
It l-!ould seem that the i~tervonors
have prevailed before the ASLB on this central point of controversy,
IIIt has nOH come to my att.ention that the Regulatory Staff has filed exceptions

to the initial decision of the ASLB, a3~~inJ, in effect that the ASLB cc rcvcr~cd on
~he very point to which the vast bulk of testimony in the 41 days of hearings was
cevoted, to which the ASLB obviously attaches great ~~portance, and to which the
Bo~rd ~embers plain~ gave the most careful consideration.
"It seems to me proper to inqui:e just what point the ASLB is competent to decide.
if not this one. Is it the position of the Staff that if the ASLB (after more th~n a
month of hearings, visits ~o the site, the opportunity to cross examine all the ex
pe:~t uitnes'ses involved, and an intimate first hand knouledge of the entire case)
disagrees 'tnth the Staff, the ASLB has to be.. "Trong?
ItOr do we have ,here in fact a situation in l-1hich the Staff, having r.:ade a hasty
snd possibly ill considered judgment in the first place, based on incomplete and
erroneous information, now finds itself backed into a corner, its infallibility
s~ccessfully challenged, its 'facts' controverted and its conclusions found wanti~g,
is trying to save face? May I remind you that the applicant in this matter did no+.
appeal the initial decision and that following that decision Kayor Sau.uel ~. Yorty
or the City of Los Angeles announced that the D~~ was going to attempt to redesign
the proposed plant to meet the objections of the ASLB. ~my, i f the applicant itself
was lnllin5 to ac~ept an unfavorable decision of the ASLB, did the Staff find it
necessar,y to object to the decision?
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"2. Your site selection program could easily be revised, as was suggested
during the course of the ASLB hearings by a number of prominent geologists, to
the end that thorough assessment of the geological factors involved, and other
important considerations of acceptability of this type of construction in the
areas, all precede the initial application, and not follow it.
"3. The AEC itself might take a very close look at its Staff procedures
in regard to these applications. To my mind, the Corral Canyon case raises
serious questions concerning your criteria and procedures for licensing nuclear
facilities as well as questions regarding the competency and objectivity of~e
Regulatory Staff in making judgments to the public health and safety.
"These questions are so serious that I have been urged by some of the in
terested parties to consider whether a Congressional investigation into this
whole field may not be necessary. I would be reluctant to ask f~r such a hear
ing when such simple, corrective measures seem to be so available."
On March 28, 1967, the Atomic Energy Commission issued a final decision (USAEC,
1967) in which they upheld the decision of the ASLB. The landmark decision,
in which an intervenor against a nuclear plant won his case, is reproduced be
low. Of some general interest is that, by not accepting, as having established
an acceptable risk, the data that movement had not occurred in the last 10,000
years and possibly for 180,000 years, the AEC was establishing, in a crude way,
a benchmark on "How Safe is Safe Enough?1I

·

- ._- . __ ._....

------------------------.
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liThe fact is, Dr. Seaborg, that as far as California is concerned at lC:lst.,
there seems to be something seriouslY "Trong ,·lith your site selection procedure.
"It seems to me to be quite obvious that the geological risks involved in build
ing this pl~nt at Corral Canyon should not have been forced to emerge only through
a protracted and costly adversary proceeding after the rn'~ has selected a site which;
in addition to the fact that it is geolorrically and seismically unsound, also lie~
in territory not under its jurisdiction and for which the D\iP has been twice refused
a zoning variance by the goVerTmlent body having jurisdiction, i.e., the Los Anseles
County Board of Supf:!rvisors. The Corral Canyon site lies in the heart of one of
California's finest residential ~~d recreational corr~unities and the D~~fS choice of
~alibu for a major industrial facility flies in the face of the Los kn~eles County
master plan for the development of this beautiful beach community for residential
and recreational purposes.
.

"A much sounder approach, it seems to me, is the one taken by the State of Cal
ifornia, uhich in contemplation of future develop~~nt of nuclear facilities~ beg~n
with an independent evaluation of a number of possible coastal sites. I am ini'or;r;cd
that of all those surveyed by the State, j·~alibu was regarded as tile uorst. If you
have not already been informed of the details of this avaluation, I a~ sure that the
California State Department of '\:Jater Resources ~'!ould be :;lad to supply it to you.
"I am convinced that to go any furthEr Hith the I~alibu project ~lill only lead
to further bitterness, and controver~r and cost that will undermir.e public confidence
in the entire nuclear pOl-rer industry and danage the development of nuclc·~r pC~-'er in
California llhich is so necessary to our development. I am afraid th~t ~vc:o if l.r.c
I~C ultimately issues a license for-the construction of this facilit7, protr~ct~d
litication ~rill inevitabl~ follow in the state courts on questions involvinf, the
legal authority of the D~'~ to ac~uire the l~d a~d use it for a nuclear po~er plant,
including among other thinp.s, the question of ~mether or not t~e D~~ tas the rictt
to r~ rOiJghs!'.:od over the zoning la~-ls of t~e County cf Los Angeles. It seer;:s th~t
the~e is a much more practical ~~y to achi~ve our goa~.
UIn sur-mary, to my mind the co~trcversj over tr.e Corral Ca~on site has gone ~n
long enou~h. Extensive public hearir.crs have ceen held, ~~th the res~lt that the D~P
ar.d t~e Stafr have lost on the central question cefore the ASLB -- ~hEttar the hnz~d
of permanent ground displacement can be r.e~lected in the design of the facility. The
matter should not be dragged out aqy longer.
1t\o1hat should be done nOt;', in my opinion, is the follol':ing:
"l. The Staff should be candid "lith t.he applicant, and point ~ut to the DHP
that once the risk of permanent gl'o~nd displace~ent has been established, it will be
no:Jt difficult -- indeed, impossible ~1ith al1;}r consistency -- for the Staff to at):)rove
any ~ntestcd design in view of the possibility of public d~~ger ar~ the preceds~t of
t~.Q e3rlicr Staft decision .on Bodega Head. . The r·JP should be assured that reappli
c~~ion tor another and sounder site will not ental1-1o~s of federal subsidies and
tt.a Il'1P should be encouraeed to r~appl:r on this basis. - .
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for design against permanent ground displacement but, like the staff,
takes exception to the issuance of 8. provisional construction permit
with the design condition. Marblehead's position has been endorsed
~y The Malibu Citizens for Conservation, Inc., and Lester T. (Bob)
Hope, also intervenors in this matter. The applicant filed no exception
to the initial decision but did submit 8. brief in support of the staff's
exception to the need for design against permanent ground displace
ment and, should this staff exception be denied, in support of the
present issuance of a provisional construction permit with the design
.
condition, as ordered by the board.
A~plication for a construction permit and a license pursuant to
SectIOn 104(b) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and
Part so of our regulations was filed by the Department of Water and
Power on November 22,1963. The application and eight amendments,
the last of which was filed on January 8, 1965, were reviewed by the
regulatory staff and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards,
both of which concluded that there is reasonable assurance the pro
posed facility can be constructed and operated at the proposed site
without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
A "Notice of Hearing" was ~published in the Federal Register on
February 9, 1965. This was followed by a prehearing conference on
February 26, 196'S, and 41 days of hearings held in intermittent
sessions thereafter, commencing on March 23, 1965. A posthearing
conference on :May 19, 1966, concluded this phase of the proceedings.
~farblehead Land Company, The Malibu Citizens for ConserYation,
Inc., and Lester T. (Bob) Hope, intervened in the proceedings and
opposed construction of the proposed facility. The County of Los
Angeles also intervened in opposition to the application. The State of
California, while it intervened and introduced two geological witnesses,
did not formally take a position. In addition to the intervenors, there
were 62 limited appearances, 11 of these fa\oring and the balance
opposing the application.
The proposed 310-llcre site is located in Los Angeles County, but
outside the territorial limits of the City of Los Angeles. It is situated
at the mouth of Corral Canyon along a stretch of east-west Pacific
Ocean coastline, approximately 10 'miles west of Santa Monica and
30 miles northwest of the cellter of Los Angeles. The south side of the
site abuts 'C.S. Highway Alternate 101 which separates the site from
Corral Beach, the proposed nuclear containment structure to be
located approximately 550 feet from Corral Beach. The Santa Monica
~10untains lie immediately north of the site and rise to about 2,500
feet, separating the site from the San Fernando Valley. The area
surrounding the site is used primarily for residential and recreational
purposes.
The facility would utilize a closed cycle pressurized light water
reactor, designed to operate at 1,473 megawatts thermal and to pro
duce 490 megawatts electrical. The reactor would be similar in sub
stantial respects to the Yankee, Connecticut Y wee, Saxton, and
San Onofre re'8.Ctors. .A. significant safeguard feature of the facility
is the proposed housing of the primary system in a massive contain
ment structure, designed so that-there would be essentially no leakage
to the environment. The ccrntainment would consist of an exterior
shell of about four feet of reinforced concrete, with two steel liners
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IX THE 1fATTER OF DEPART11ENT OF WATER AND
PO'YER OF THE CITY OF LOS AKGELES (~fALIBU KU
CLEAR PLAXT UKIT KO. 1)

188ued Jiarch 27, 1967
CO:\DJISSIO:"ERS:
tiLE:"'" T. f:'EABORG, Chairll/an.
J .-\:\Il:': sT. R .-\:\1 E y.
C;ERALD F. TAPE.
S.UIT'EL :\L :;\ ABRIT.
\YlLFRII> E. JOH:"SO:".

DECISlO);

This matter comes before the Commission for final decision upon
exceptions filed by the regulatory staff and by three intervenors to an
initial decision of an atomic safety and licensing board dated July 14,
1966. In its initial decision, the board ordered that a provisional con
struction permit be issued to the Department of 'Yater and Power of
the City of Los Angeles (hereinafter the applicant) to build a pres
surized water reactor to be located at Corral Canyon, :Malibu, Cali
fornia. The board, while finding that the proposed facility in all other
respects met the safety requirements of 10 CFR § 50.35(a), imposed
the condition that the design criteria be modified and supplemented
to include adequate provision for permanent ground displacement
(ground rupture) from earthquake acthity. The initial decision directs
that the modified and supplemented design criteria be made available
for such review procedures as the Commission may provide.
The regulatory staff has filed exceptions to the initial decision on
t \\'0 grounds. The staff ('on tends, first, t·hat the board erred in its
holding that the probtlbility of permanent ground displacement at the
Corral Canyon site is suffieientlv hiO'h that the proposed design must
be modified and supplemented t<; incYude criteria for such displacement
before there is reasonable assurance the facility can be constructed
and operated at that site ,,-ithout undue risk to public health and
safety. The staff contends, further, that if the Commission decides the
facility must be designed to withstand permanent ground displace
ment, the criteria for such design accommodation are "principal
fil'('hitectural and engineering criteria" ,,-ithin the meaning of § 50.35
(a) (l) of our regula tions and the initial decision should be set aside
and the proceeding remanded to the atomic safety and licensing
board to determine: (l) the amollnt of permanent ground displace
ment which the facility must be designed to ,dthstand; and (2) the
adequacy of the design criteria which may be proposed by the appli
cant to accommodate the permanent ground displacement.
~Iarblehead Land Company, an interYenor in this proceeding, sup
ports the board's findings and conclusions with respect to the need
179
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upon the request of the board. There was considerable dispute during
the course of the hearings on the question of whether or not fault F
is in fact a fault and then on how large fault F might be. The initial
decision states that fault F extends eastward from the containment
site about 2,000 feet and that it may extend westward under a land
slide as far as Solstice Canyon (an additional 2,000 feet), in which
eyent it may be truncated by another fault. Each of these faults, as
well as the ~falibu Coast fault, is associated 'with a band of sheared
or fractured rock of varying width.
According tc the int'erpretation of the "United States Geological
Survey (USGS). formation of faults A and F could have been sympa
thetic or secondary to the movement on the ~J alibu Coast fault. In
any event, it is the view of the VSGS that faults A and F cannot be
discussed in isolation from the ~Ialibu Coast fault.
~Iuch time at the hearings was spent in dispute over the origin of
the deformation of the ruck underlying the proposed facilit:y. The
initial decision describes the rock materials as ha,-ing been folded,
faulted, and sheared, and concludes that. a tectonic origin is supported
by the ,,-eight of the evidence. In this c~mnection, th~ rS9s has
stated: "The intensel~' deformed bedrock m the plantslte mIght be
a locus for III ture disphwement along the general trend of the ~Ialibu
Coast zone."
The ~I~llibu Coast zone lies \\-ithin an arrangement kllown as the
Santa ~Ionica fault system. The area of the system wherein this zone
is located is described by the initial decision as being tectonically
acth-e at depth. ""hile there are no actual measurements of the cur
rent amount or rate of local strain accumulation in the ~falibu Coast
zone, the initial decision recites that the general structural and tec
tonic environment that produced the strong faulting, folding and
shearing in the zone probably still exists.
I t was established to the' board's satisfaction that "the youngest
known displacements at the proposed reacto~ site most probably oc
curred more than 10,000 years ago, and pOSSIbly as much as 180,000
year:; ago." The board adds: "There is no kno,,-n evidence for mo"e
iuent of the rock in Recent time (younger than 10,000 years) on the
faults in the ~Ialibu Coast zone."
As the initial decision indicates, the central attention of the board
in the proceedings below was diree-ted to the assessment of geological
and seIsmological data and opinion bearin~ on the need for design
against ground displacement. The extensn-e presentations of the
parties in this regard-which we ha,-e summarized in part-reflect
numerous areas of disagreement \\-ith respect to both regional and
local geological and sei~mological considerations. In the exceptions and
briefs filed ,dth us, however, these areas of dispute have been greatly
reduced and the positions of the parties brought into sharper focus.
:K either the applicant nor the intervenors take exception to the geo
logical and seismological findings of the board, and the staff, in fram
ing its first exception, has accepted all (\f the board's findings in this
res~ect and disputed only the board's conclusion therefrom under 10
CFR § 50.35(a). 110reoYer, as the staff presents this exception, it
has narrowed the safety issue to the problem of assessin~ the signifi
cance, with respect to the probability of future ground displacement,
of the accepted fact that there has been no surface faulting at or in
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separated by two and one-half feet of pervious, upopcorn", concrete.
The pervious concrete zone would be maintained at a slightly negative
pressure with respect to the atmosphere by a pump-back system.
The facility design contains several other important safeguard
systems, including: (l) a safety injection system to inject borated
water into the core; (2) a seal water injection system; (3) an internal
air recirculation and cooling system to decrease the pressure within
the containment structure; and (4) a containment spray system to
decrease pressure.
The proposed facility is specifically designed' to withstand the
effects of ground shaking resulting from earthquake activity. It has
not been specifically designed to withstand ground displacement
(ground rupture) resulting from earthquake activity.
While the lengthy proceedings before the board involved consid
eration of a number of safety questions raised with respect to the
Malibu facility, the board's initial decision and the parties' exceptions
reflect that all of these questions save that relating to the probability
of ground displacement from earthquake activity were satisfactorily
dealt with to the extent required at the construction permit stage by
10 CFR § 50.35. The board specifically found that the applicant's
design criteria for accommodation of the shakin~ caused by earth
quake activity met the requirements of § 50.35. Our own review of
the record leads us to agree that the only present outstanding safety
question is the one relating to design for ground displacement which
the parties ha'l:e submitted to us on this appeal. It is to that question
we now turn.
To facilitate understanding of the basis for our decision today,
a brief discussion of the gp-ology and seismicity of the site is appro
priate at the voltset. Sinc~ the parties have not excepted to any of the
board's geological and seismological findings, our summary is drawn
substantiallY from the contents of the initial decision.
As is well known, California and other sections of the western
United States have a number of areas in which there is earthquake
activity. The Corral Canyon site is located in the ~1alibu Coast zone.
This is an east-west trending zone of tectonic deformations, about a
mile wide, which runs along the California c-oastlin'e and includes a
number of roughly parallel faults of Yarying size. On the northern
ede:e of the 1falibu Coast zone lies the 1\falibu Coast fault. This fault
bisects the site area about 800 feet north of the proposed reactor con
tainment building. The initial decision recites that the Malibu Coast
fault separates two quite different kinds of basement rock, which
suggests that it is one of California's major crustal boundary faults.
Among the other faults in the :Malibu Coast zone, two warrant
specific mention: fault A, which crosses Corral Canyon about 150 to
200 feet north of the proposed containment location and extends
eastward therefrom about 8,000 feet, with a westerly extension which
is not well defined; and fault F which lies directly bene ~h the pro
posed reactor. 1 Fault F had not been discovered at the time of the
ACRS and initial staff considerations. It was uncovered during the
hearings when a trench was dug across the proposed reactor location
1 The designations of these features correspond to those used hy the board In its Initial decision. For pur·
poses of more graphic description, we are appending to our decision the maps of the site which were included
in the Initial decISion.
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It might be noted, parenthetically, that this same eyidence appears
to be the basis for the opinion in the l:"SGS report that the probabil
ity of surface displacement through faulting at the site during the
.,
.
nex t 50 years is very low.
".e see no need here for an extended semantIc dIScussIon of whether
this eYidence should be characterized as "negative" or "positiye".
In our vie,,', evidenee indicating the absence of an occurrence of this
type plainly has some probat-h'e value. This evidence, however,
cannot mark the end of our inquiry, since we must proceed to ascertain
its significance in the light of geological and seismological knowledge
a"ailab-Ie to us in the record.
rnfortunately, the expert witnesses at the hearing could not, in
the light of the evidence, speak with much assurance regarding future
surfHce faulting during the life of the proposed facility. The initial
decision notes that all of the seismologists in the proceeding implied
or stated that more data were needed before worthwhile predictions
could be made and the board cites similar uncertainties with respect
to the present state of the art of geology. Thus, while the board accepts
that the probability of surface faulting during the lifetime of the
facility may be "low", uncertainties in ~he data available lead it to
find ultimatelY "that· reasonable certamtv or assurance does not
exist. regarding all pertinent phases of earthquake acth-ity."
The foregoing are necessarily considerations to be taken into
account in making the judgment required by Section 50.35(a).
These con""ic1pratiolls. morem'er, must be Yie,,-ed in the light of the
followin~ nHttter::; of recllrd: that the general structural and tectonic
em'ironment which produced the strong faultin~, folding and shearing
in the ~falibu Coast zone probably still exists; that future fault moye
menL if any, is likely to occur along existing breaks; that fault F
pll~ses directly through the ground upon which the proposed reactor
is to stand; and that. aside from fault F, the intenseh· deformed
bedrock in the plant site might. be a locus for future displacement
along the trend of the ~f alibu Coast zone.
In the proceedings before the board, the applicant attempted to
provide a basis for the inference which it draws from the lack of sur
face faulting for 10,000 or more years, in its interpretation of the
"recurrence interYal theory". It assumes that the earthquake phenom
enon can be described by a model in which there takes place a series
of cycles invoh'ing a slow accumulation of strain followed by a sudden
release of energy and that these cycles will ha"e a roughlv constant
recurrence interval. The applicant reasons that the average i;robability
of an earthquake occurring in a year will be the inverse of the average
recurrence inten'al and that the longer the time since the last disQ!ace
ment the more likely it is that the recurrence interyai is large. How
eyer,as the testimony of the "Cnited States Geological Survey indicates,
it is not known whether the recurrence interval concept has Yalidity.
".,.e note, further, the response to this argument by the inten'enors
that, even assuming the validity of the theory, the regular repetition
of eYents which it envisages implies instead that the probability of
earthquake events increases progressively as the time since the last
e"ent passes and we approach the next eYent.
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the v;cinity of the site for at least 10,000 years and possibly as long
as 180,000 years.
In reachin~ our decision in this matter, we are called upon to apply
the standara enunciated in § 50.35(a)(4) of our regulations, i.e.,
whether there is "reasonable assurance" that:
"(ii) taking into consideration the site criteria contained in Part 100, the
proposed facility can be constructed and operated at the proposed location
without undue risk to the health and safety of the public".

The only elements of our regulations bearing specifically on this
design-siting problem are to be found in 10 CFR § 100.10(c)(1) and
(d):
"(c) * * * (1) The design for the facility should conform to accepted build
ing codes or standards for areas having equivalent earthquake histories. X 0
facility should be located closer than one-fourth mile from the surface location
of a kilown active earthquake fault."

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"(d; Where unfavorable physical characteristics of the site exist, the pro
posed si:e may nevertheless be found to be acceptable if the design of the
facility includes appropriate and adequate compensating engineering safe
guards."

'Yhile the second sentence in subsection (e)(1), aboYe, was the sub
ject of much discussion during the hearings, the initial decision states
the board's view-with ,,-hich we are in accord-that "[n1o standard
for decision can be deriyed from this section of the rule" as presently
formulated. Thus, the Commission at this time must apply the more
general standard of "reasonable assurance" of no "undue risk to the
health and safety of the public", as broadly expressed in § 50.35(a).
Because of the importance and novelty of the questions raised by
this appeal and the complexity of the material to be considered
in reaching our Jecision, ,ve have deycted considerable time to the
evaluation of the voluminous record (over 13,000 pages of testimony
and exhibits) which these proeeedings have generated. Our evaluation
has, of conrse, taken appropriate account of the findings and con
clusions of the board. A board's assessment of record evidence and
the conclusions it dra,,'s therefrom are entitled to respect on our
part. In the present case this respect is necessarily enhanced in con
sequence of the board's lengthy and direct involyement with the data
and expert analyses (much of it. conflicting) relating to the critical
geological and seismological questions. Our assessment of the record
evidence and opinion, within the foregoing framework, leads us to
the same conclusion as that of the board in that we are not afforded
the assurance required under Section 50.35(a) for a determination
that the proposed facility need not be designed to withstand ground
displacement from earthquake activity.
As indicated, in support of its position that the probability of
ground displacement is so low the facility need not be designed to
,,-i.thstand such displacement, the staff places principal reliance on
the record evidence indicating absence of surface faulting at the site
for at least 10,000 years and perhaps as long as 180,000 years. This
evidence, the staff urges, is the best ~uide for estimating what might
reasonably be expected to occur durmg the lifetime of the facility. 2
2 The maximum period for which a license may be issued under our regulations is 40 years. 10 eFR '50.51
In the proceedings below, the parties assumed a phYsicalliCetime for the facility of 50 years.
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for establishing new Part 100 criteria. The record here-massh·e
though it is-is hardly of the scope required for this task. Kor do
we here haye access to the ,-ariety of Yie,,-s from wit,hin our own agency,
from industry, from the scientific community and from the public,
which are essential to our reaching an informed judgment with respect
to the necessary criteria. These are matters which lend themseh-es to
our rule makin2' function.
Our regulatory staff has been deYoting efforts toward the deYelop
ment of reyised criteria for Commission considemtion ,,-ithin the
rulemaking framework. \Ye haye not reached any conclusion as to the
approach new criteria should take, but our experience' with this
proceeding indicates that such criteria might well coyer the need for
design against ground di~placement from earthquake acth-ity and
might nbo address themseh-es to the amounts of displacement fur
whieh prodsion must be made.
III a related conneetinn, accelerating research on earthquake predic
tion and the nature of surface faulting lllay offer a better opportunity
in the future to plan ne,,- facilities 011 a more calculable basis with
respect to seismic risk. \Yhile hopes in this regard lllust be tempered
by an apprecil1tion of the task, the fruntiers of knowledge concerning
tilese matters haye been UlHlergoing expl1nsion filld effurts are pre:-.
enth- llIHlen';ln- on ~eYe1'l11 fro'llls fmther to inl'reH~e lhat kno,,-led!!e.
The" CommiSSIon ,,-ill folluw deq~lupments in thi:-; area with great
interest.
Since we uphold the determination of the atomic safety and lil'ensing
bOl1rd that the design criteria for the proposed fucility must be
modified and supplemented to include adequl1te pl'()\-ision fur ground
displllcement from enrthquake acth-ity, we must no,,- con~ider the
l>ropriety of the board's iSSllllll<.'e uf a prodsiontll cunstruction permit
before a determination has been mnde on the mntter of design ade
qUlley in this respect. This ('um'se is di~puted here by both the staft'
and the inten-enors as not meeting the requirements uf 10 CFR
§50.35.
Section 50.35(a)(1) of our regullltions requires that before a pro
yisional construction permit may be issued, the Commission must
find that:
.

"* * * the applicant has d('scrib('r] the proposed design of the facility, including,
but 110t limited to, the principal urchittc'ctural and engineering criteria for the
design * * *."
In Yiew of our earlier determination toda)· as to the need for design
against groHnd displncement. to safeguard the integrit) of the facility
and in view of the relationship of such design accommodation to the
basic structure of the facility, we thi.. . 1t it clear that design criteria in
this respect. must be considered to be among "the prineipal architec
tural and engineering criteria. fur the design". Such criteria, therefore,
must be appropulitely described by the applicant and reYie" ed in
accordance with our procedures before a proyisional construction
permit may be issued.
It is plain from the record, and the initial decision itself demon
strates, that the requisite criteria hale not been submitted for con
sideration. 1foreover, to be meaningful, any such consideration of
design adequacy must be preceded by a determination of the amount
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A different approach to this matter, indicated in a 1965 article by
Allen, St. Amand, Richter and Nordquist,3 involves correlations be
t"-een earthquake magnitude and frequency of occurrence. Further
study of this method may indeed prove prof.table, but as used in the
record it would not appear to offer support for the applicant's position
that the probability of ground displacement at the proposed site can
be disregarded.
As the f ore~oing discussion would indicate, we are not persuaded by
the record that because there has been no surface faulting at the site
fur 10,000 or more years the probability of ground displacement during
the lifetime of the facility can be disregarded in its desi~n. The geol
ogy and seismicity of the proposed site bespeak some rIsk in t.his re
gard. The time factor relied upon to demonstrate a sufficiently Iv\v risk
is not, in our view of the record, adequate for this purpose and does
not, we conclude, satisfy the standard of reasonable assurances which
underlies Section 50.35(a).
Our determination in the above respect has necessarily taken into
account the proposed placement of the facility within Corral Canyon.
Particular concern arises from the fact that fault F cuts across the
ground upon which the intended reactor ',"ould stand. Should the ap
plicant propose a different location for the facility at Corral Canyon,
it may ,,-ell be that the relevant geology and seismicity would still
req uire design for ground displacement from earthquake acth-ity.
Ho,,-ever, the location of the facility in relationship to faults in the
area could ha,-e a bearing on the amount of displacement for which
design accommodation must be made. These are matters which we
cannot pass upon here in the abstract but rather are ones to be con
sidered by the board should a relocation of the facility on the site be
put fon,-ard by the applicant.
A further comment is in order before we leave this aspect of the
case. Both the staff and the applicant have expressed concern that
the board, in reaching its determination, has converted our standard
of "reasonable assurance" of no "undue risk" into one of assurance of
absolute safety. ";e do not take the board's decision to mean this and,
if there be a residue of doubt on this point, we wish to make clear that
no sueh implications should be drawn from our action today. As we
have stated in the past, both our statute and implementing regu
lations show that such an absolute guarantee was never contemplated,
and that "the concept of reasonable assurances of safety must be
sensibly, though severely applied". (In the Mat.ter oj Pou:er Reactor
IJe·/'elopment ('ompany, 1 AEC 65,73; see also, 1 AEC 128, 147.)
Turning now to a matter of which earlier mention was made, we
note that the applicant in its brief to us expresses concern as to the
adequacy of the J>Iesent Part 100 criteria to deal v.-ith the problem of
reactof siting in seismically actiYe areas and urges further Commission
guidance. ·While these criteria may, in the light of knowledge existing
at the time of their issuance, have marked the outer limits for possible
guidance in this respect, we agree that Part 100 calls for reexamination
and elaboration in the light of present-day needs and knowledge.
This ajudicatory proceeding is not, of course, the appropriate forum
I Relation,hip Pdwem Sei,midtl/ and Geol,gie StrUdttre in the SotJthtm Cali/ornia Rtgion, Bulletin of the
Seismological Society of Amt'rica, Vol. 55, pp. 763-797 (August, 1965).
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3. The matter be remanded to the atomic safety and licensing
board where, upon submission by the applicant of appropriate
amendment to its application and after redew by the regulatory
staff a.nd the Ad,YisurY Committee on Reactor Safeguards, there
be further proceedings~pursuantto Parts 2 and 50 of our regulations
to determine:
.(a) The amount of differential ~ro\lnd displacement which the
facility must be designed to withstand; and
(b) .The adequacy of the design t'riteria which may be proposed
by the applicant to permit the facility to accommodate the
amount of differential ground displacement determined in accord
ance with (a), abo,·e.
By THE COMMISSIOX,
W. B. l\IcCooL, Secretary.
ApPE1IODIX "A"
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MAP OF A PORTION OF THE PROPOSED SITE SHOWING FAULTS MENTIONED IN THE
TEXT AND TRENCHES Dt'G BY THE DEPARTMENT, TOGETHER WITH THE ApPROX
IMATE LOCATION OF A PORTION OF THE INNER PLANT SITE AND OF THE REACTOR
COJ>\TAI1IOMENT Bt:ILDll'G

This map i8 a reproduction of Fill;urc Id (rom the Department's rebuttal testi
mony of October 19, 1965, as supplemcnh'd by Staff Exhibit 14, which latter
portrays the inferred extension and connections of Fault F to the east. The map
also shows Fault B, which is believed by the Department's geologists to truncate
Fault F, and if it does so, may interrupt the latter's extension westward to Solstice
Canyon. A landslide between the reactor site and Solstice Canyon prevents
ceortain identifiration of Fault F westward.
Fault X is not shown on the map because its exposure was too ~hort and its
extension difficult to infer. A number of smaller faults with displacements of a
few feet are recognized throughout the plant site but are not projected on this
map. A solid line apparently to designate a fault, which, however, was not identi
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of ground displacement the proposed facility need be designed to
withstand-and the record is clearly not sufficient for this purpose.
Accordingly, further proceedings to deal with these matters will be
necessary.
.
While our holding on this aspect of the initial decision fixes a differ
ent procedural course than that deemed appropriate by the board,
it does not signif~~ any lessening of Commission reliance on atomic
safety and licensmg boards for effecting appropriate resolution of
safety issues in proceedings of this type; nor does it mark a curtail
ment of the procedural latitude which we haxe left to boards for this
purpose. (See, e.g., J.Jatter oj Jersey Centra'! Power & Light Company,
3 AEC 28, 1fay 6, 1965.) That reliance, as indicated in the discus
sion attendant our earlier holding, and that latitude, continue. The
scope accorded to boards, however, must be exercised within the limits
defined by our regulations. The descriptive requirement of § 50.35
(a)(l)-specifying a cardinal element for consideration at the con
struction permit stage-is such a limit and, accordingly, must be
obsenred here.
Because of the furth~r proceedings which our holding today makes
necessary, some comment is here warranted ,,-ith respect to deter
mining the charadeI' and amount of ground displacement the proposed
facility must be designed to withstand and the adequary of design
criteria which may be proposed in that regard. The initilll decision
and the presentations to us by the parties have used the phrnse
"permanent ground displacemeIlt" to characterize the rupture of the
ground ,,-hich may result from earthquake aetiyit~-. 'Ye belie.,-e,
h()\\-ever, that the matters yet to be considered ,dth respect to deSIgn
accommodation are better described in terms of "differential s;rround
displacement", which more aptly denotes that the relath-e mm":ement
of the two sides of a fault (horizontal, vertical, or both) is of signifi
cance. Accordingly, in our Order we have used the term "differential
ground displacen)ent" to describe the matters to be taken up in the
proceedings to follow. We would expect, of course, that any factors
which properly bear on the matter of design accommodation receh-e
appropriate attention.
It is anticipated that at some time in the future, determinations
as to the amount of differential ground displacement a facility must
b~ de~igned to withstand ~dll be aided by more specific CO~lmiss~on
crltena of the type to whIch we made reference m connectIon WIth
possible re,·ision of Part 100. The proceedings to date on the instant
application have not dealt with this determination, so ,,-e cannot
assess whether the present lack of such criteria will gh-e rise to diffi
culties in the further proceedin~s which are required. This being the
case, and because we do not w1sh to impose unnecessary delay in a
matter which has already consumed much time, we leaye it to the
parties to go forward under our regulations as they presently exist.
In this connection, it may be that information generated in the course
of developing revised criteria will be of assistance to the parties and
board.
It is therefore ORDERED, that:
1. Exception "A" filed by the regulatory staff be denied;
2. The order of the atomIC safety and licensing board authorizing
issuance of a provisional construction permit be set aside; and
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SEISMIC SAFETY - LATE 1963 to 1977

In the second half of 1963, the San Onofre Unit 1 reactor on the Camp Pendelton
Marine Corps Base near san Clemente, California was reviewed for a construction
permit. At the 48th ACRS meeting, July 11-13, 1963, representatives of Southern
California Edison described their planned approach to seismic design in terms of
an acceleration of about 0.29 as shown in the excerpt from the meeting minutes.

July 11-13, 1963 - 48th ACRS Meeting
The earthquake characteristics of the area were discussed in
detail. There was a map showing the location of faults near the
plant. The Newport-Inglewood fault is to the north. Another
fault goes through San Diego to the south and there is an Elsinore
fault inland to the northeast; one eastern seismologist attempted
to connect these two known coastal faults, which would bring the
projected fault to 10 to 12 miles off shore from the site. How
ever, there seems to be little evidence supporting this extension.
There are no measurable strains or surface ruptures in the near
est fault.
There were comments on the consultation from seismologists
engaged; one is a non-Californian. Hindsight is the only basis
for earthquake predictions. The San Diego Gas &Electric Company
has built conventional power plants south of the Camp Pendleton
site using .2 of the acceleration of gravity (g) for an earth
quake safety factor, and SCE has built a number of plants north
of the site using the same factor. At the present time, the
plan is to design the nuclear plant for forces of about 0.2 the
acceleration of gravity. There were comments on the earthquake
damage to a steam plant operating in the 1933 Long Beach earth
quake; this experience formed the basis for much of the later
design precautions. The E1 Centro earthquake intensity was .33 g
in one direction; there were seismographs at San Die~o, Santa
Ana, and three at Long Beach to record this intensity. The E1
Centro quake area was over water soaked sediments which is believed
to have aggravated the intensities felt. It is not believed that
forces of .33 g would exceed the yield strength of the nuclear
plant.
For an earthquake analysis, or so-called ground response spectrum,
the experts assign intensities expected in different rock types,
which are mainly rigid materials in the area; this is then related
to the center of the earthquake to predict the forces on the
plant. Such studies indicate forces corresponding to .07 9 are
expected in the underlying sandstone material with a value of
.15 g in the overlying earth where structures such as switchyards
might be anchored; this is the basis for .2 g figure. There was
further information on the method of earthquake analysis as re
lated.to ty~ical quak~s, kinds of earth, and the geographic
10catlon WhlCh determlne the natural frequencies expected.
Southern California Edison does not feel that a nuclear plant
need be designed with any more attention toward earthquakes than
a conventional steam plant with the exception of the critical
sections, e.g., safety injection systems. Mr. Gould said the
design ~ould consJder the .2 g factor as a minimum with a
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tied by any alphabetical designation, is located above Fault A, just easterly of
Corral Canyon and within the plant site.
The trenches dug by the Department are Fhown by numbered designations.
The Xo. 5 trench was dug after the April 1965 re :ess of the hparings.
The certainty of location of faults is roughly indicated by the continuity of
the lines representing them.
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Konorable Glenn T. seaborg
Cba1rman

U. S. Atom1c Energy ComD1ssion
Vash1ngton, Do C.
SlJb.1ect:

WcrEAR

SEISMIC DESIGN OF

PaJER PWll'S

Dear Dt- seaberg:
0

The question of appropriate seismc design of nuclear power pl.an'ts
has recently occupied the atten"tion ot the Advisory Committee OD
Reactor 5e.feguards M:>s"t ot this study has been call~i tor becE.·.u~e
ot proposals to cons"truc"t nuclear power plants 1n seism1calJ.y active
zones. There have, hovever, also been questions relative to plants
to be bu1J,t 1n regions 17'.1ere seismic activity is law or where th~
seismic history is based on uncertain documen'2tion ot earth ~ n t
tba:t teak place loDg ago.
0

.

'lhe r.omm:1.t'tee believes that, especially in Cases of th~ latter kind..
uncerta1Irties in the geology or the seismicity my c&use a "tre:n
toward choosing des1gn methods or design pSlopJlI!I!ters, with more con
servatism than is necessary .Adequate seismic c.esign suide3 that
provide protection comparable With that provided by other satety
teat\w.-ea r.rt nuclea':'" plants are needed.
0

Before seismic design guides or parameters are adopted . tor zones of
relative seismic quiet, the Ccmmt'ttee sugses'ts t'ur'ther cons1.derat:!.on
ot the question ot ear+..bq~~;e probabU1ty am. l'I'gn1 t'.1de tor these
zones.. azx1 of the question ot adequate cg1nee~ tor amen, earth
movements.

S1Dcerely yours ..

lsI S!rbert Kouts
Berbert ltouts
Cba1rman

--
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However, by the 49th meeting, September 5-6, 1963, the seismic design
approach was more specific and more conservative. Southern California
Edison stated that the plant would be designed for a safe shutdown earth
quake of 0.5g. During this same time period, the proposed seismic design
basis for Bodega Bay was also being increased from 0.3g to about double
that figure for safe shutdown.
In late 1963 - early 1964, the question of seismic design basis for an
eastern reactor (Connecticut Yankee) introduced some relatively modest
controversy. At the ACRS Subcommittee meeting held December 13, 1963,
Mr. L. E. Minnick, speaking for the applicant, pointed out that earth
quakes are generally not considered in New England. '!here had been
minor earthquakes in Connecticut in the last 150 years, and the site
was stated to lie on the boundary between seismic zones 1 and 2. He,
therefore, suggested that a O.lg design basis for safe shutdown would be
appropriate.
The Regulatory Staff obtained the advice of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey (USC&GS) who recommended that a larger peak acceleration be used
for the SSE, namely O.17g. '!his contrasted to the recommendation in a
letter sent by Father John J.Lynch, a consultant to the applicant, who
stated that 0.03g was a suitable safety factor for the design.
Mr. Roger Coe agreed to the design basis recommended by the Regulatory
Staff on behalf of the applicant, but complained about the extensive and
costly engineering necessary to study seismic safety for the staff's
recommended value. The Committee did not disagree with the Staff in its
report of February 19, 1964 on Connecticut Yankee. However, at least
some of the ACRS members qppeared to question the need for as high an
acceleration as proposed by the Staff. And, at the Special Meeting
held on February 24, 1964, the Committee wrote a letter suggesting this
point of view. '!he letter is reproduced on the following page.
The ACRS also requested advice from an independent consultant concern
ing a suitable seismic design basis for the Haddam Neck (Connecticut
Yankee) site.
The consultant, Dr. Perry Byerly, in a letter dated August 12, 1964,
stated "the design factor of 0.17g is reasonable and just. I would not
accept a lower factor."
Thus, Dr. Byerly supported the recommendation of the USC&GS, and
differed widely from Father Lynch. Connecticut Yankee had introduced
a wide variation in expert opinion on seismic events for the eastern
U. S.; and it brought the need for increased attention to seismic
design for eastern sites into focus.
In May, 1964, Dr. R. A. Williamson prepared a report for the Regula
tory Staff in response to ACRS interest in two questions:
1)

To what extent do seismic considerations influence reactor
costs?
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lO/'Zl/64
MEETING OF
SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA SUBCOMMl1'rEE
Washington, D. C.

september 28, 1964

This meet1IJg was called to determine what course of action should be fol
lowed in establishing seismic desi&n cr1 tena for nuclear power plarrt8.
Attendees:

-

General Counsel

DiVision of Reactor LicensiDg

A. Clebsch

ACRS

C. R. Williams" SUbcommittee Chairman G. F. Hadlock
W. D. MImly
D. A. Rogers
R. C. Stratton
K. V. Steinbrugge, Consultant
P. Byerly, Consultant
W. G. Van Dorn, Consultant
R. F. Fraley, Staff
lEGS

C.
E.
S.
J.

K. Beck
G. Case
JAv1De

F. Rewell

L. Kornbl1th

R. R. Maccary
R. H. Bryan

USC&GS

D. Knuth

B. D. Zetler
A. M1ller

R. A. W1ll1amson, Consultant

R. J. Br'azee

(Holmes'" Narver)

Executive Session - Dr. Williams opened the meeting by
over the policy ot DRL to accept st.andards recommended
agencies without any substantive technical backup. He
cern over the tact that many reactors in the pas1; have
little review ot seismic ettects and that points which
by DRL appear to be determined by 'the intervenors.

expressiDg concem
by other government

also expressed

COD

been approved with

get maJor emphasis
_
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2)

How much seismic resistance is available in facilities not
designed to withstand seismic forces?

Dr. Williamson estimated that seismic engineering might add 20 to 50% to
the engineering costs but only 2 to 4% of the total construction costs.
He also estimated that the effects of seismic design on actual construction
costs ~uld be very small, except for a reactor like Bodega Bay, wilere
there might be an increase of 5 to 15%. He advised that containment
vessels would have a considerable inherent degree of seismic resistance,
but that equipment items and related systems tend to be vulnerable and
are not normally supported for seismic forces. Dr. Williamson concluded,

It is strongly recommended that no projected power reactor
facilities for location in areas currently regarded as seismi
cally inactive be designed without complying with certain minimum
standards for earthquake resistance.
September 28, 1964, the ACRS held a meeting of a newly formed Seismic
Design Criteria Subcommittee, tne complete minutes of wilich are reproduced
on the following pages.

On

In retrospect, this was a very important meeting. Not only was there a
general concensus on the need for seismic design of reactors and the
establishment of seismic criteria or guidelines; it was a beginning of the
development of criteria for all natural phenomena such as floods, wind
waves (seiches), etc. The minutes record some rather different, possible,
philosophic approaches among the participants with regard to the establish
ment of appropriate seismic design bases.
The Regulatory Staff initiated work with its consultants to develop more
specific seismic engineering criteria in 1965. And in a letter to Chair
man seaberg dated March 31, 1965, the ACRS recommended the formation of a
specially qualified panel to recommend a long range research program on
seismic phenomena. In that letter the ACRS also recommended that all power
reactors be equipped with strong motion monitoring instrumentation.
In a letter dated May 22, 1967, Edson case, then Director of Reactor
Standards in the M£ Regulatory Staff, forwarded to the ACRS a draft
document entitled "Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants", and requested ACRS review and conment, initially via an
appropriate subcommittee. To assist it in accomplishing this task, as
well as to enable an independent review of sites having difficult seismic
questions (such as the proposed Balsa Island site in California), the
ACRS obtained the services of several well qualified consultants in
se i smology and geology.
The draft criteria (dated May 11, 1967) represented a considerable effort
by the Regulatory Staff and their consultants, and provided a very good
starting basis for the development of criteria. The criteria included a
minimum design basis earthquake (or floor) of 0.1g. The seismic engineer
ing criteria were not included in -the draft and were stated to be under
development.
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3. Provisions must

be adequate to ma1nta1n containment.

Mr. Case agreed that 2 aDd 3 are redundant but indicated that he consider
ed this a necessary and reasonable conservatism.

Criteria making use of appropriate intensity zones ~'ras discussed.
Mr.
Williamson cautioned that the establishment of appropriate zones will be
difficult since neither Richter zone maps or Uniform :&1ilding Code (UBC)
maps are necessarily applicable. 'n1e ~ maps are based pr1mar1l.y' on
the worst recorded event but are decreased with time if no repetitiona
occur. Mr. Case noted that a zone concept apPears adequate for general
guidance but that a "finer" structure or method of evaluation is needed
to settle on a specific site. Dr. Byerly again recommended use of the
maximnm recorded event at a spec1f1c site as the basis for design. Dr.
Beck DOted that this presents a problem at locations where there is DO
recorded. history. Since records concentrate on loss of life am money,
bad. shocks in remote areas often are um-ecorded. In addition I there have
occasionally been "bad" shocks in areas of previously recorded low in
tensity.
.,
Mr. Brazee explained the USC&GS rationale behind their recommended
figures for a specific site. The maximum quake of record on tl:le appro
priate fault is translated to the location of the fault closest to the

site. The intensity of shaking at the site from this quake at this loca
tion is then predicted. A vibration spectrum assuming rock as the fOUDia
tion material is used. Mr. Brazee DOted that engineering Judgment is used
in selecting the appropriate fault and the maximum quake of record (e.g.,
unconfirmed reports are discounted). The assumption that future quakes
can be predicted by the maximum recorded is in itself an assU1llPtion since
they might in fact be larger. Mr. Steinbrugge aM Dr. ~rly stated that
too much emphasis is being placed on which faults are active and w~ch are
not since this is d11'ficult to predict. Dr. Van Dom DOted that new faults
frequently develop from most major quakes. Of'ten they occur as far as
10 to 100 mUes from causative fauJ.ts. He suggested that the 1/4 mUe
criteria is real.J.y meaningless. ~s introduced the possibl1ty that
design for differential fault movemen1; as well as ground shak1ng might be
required.

It appeared generally agreed tbat the definition of a "fault" must be
improvedl however, since many small cracks which could be called "faults"
are of small consequence. Dr. Beck noted that the USGS is doing a st~
of fault systems in the United States.
Col. Stratton proposed that the t1I:1e aspect should be considered 1n
establishing criteria since the lUe ot a plant is smaJ.l compared. to the
interval between maJor disturbances.

-
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A brief' per10d vas devoted. to a discussion directed toward the development
ot a better appreciation of the competence of the 40 seismologists I geolo
gists, seismic engineers, etc. who have been involved recently in several
reactor cases.
The need for design standards was then discussed. Mr. Steinbrugge recom
meDded that a set of seismic design standards be developed for reactors
as soon as possible. Tbis would provide guidance badly needed by appli
cants and woul.d establish a basis for consistent and comprehensive evalua
tion of plant design. Mr. Steinbrugge expressed concern over the fact that
maIJy of the studies and designs today consider only major systems and com
ponents. ·'smaller'systems are constructed by cOIIV'entional practice (e.g. ,
piping runs laid out by pipefitters rather than designers) with no appre
ciation o£ their importance to plant safety.

Dr. l\Yerly noted that the AEC must decide i f it is willing to gamble (prob
ab111ty approach) or take into account the worst disturbance which could
occur. He recommended use of the worst recorded event in an area as the
basis for design. He noted that Richters seismic maps are based on the
geologic foundation and therefore predict wba.t might happen in an area
rather than what has happened.
Mr. Steinbrugge noted that many deficiencies in plant earthquake resistance
result from a lack of coordination between the various professions involved

(e .g., structural vs systems vs electrical engineers). The necessary co
ordiDation to provide adequate design would add little to plant costs. It
was generaJ.ly agreed" however" that cost is not an important factor to be
considered where safety is involved. MI:'. Rogers noted that limits tor
safety should be adequate but not "impossible" however.

Dr. WiJJ1ems inquired i f there is a m1ninrom level of activity where seismic
considerations can be ignored. It was generally agreed that there is 130
level at which a design review for seismic adequacy can be neglected (e.g.,
minim]]]) design criteria should be developed for all reactors).
This re
-new may" of course, indicate that no special provisions are required 1n a
specific plant at a specific site.
MeetiDg with Regulatory Staff' - E. Case reported on the interDal guides
used by DRL in the evaluation of seismic design. These are basicalJ.y that:
1.

A plant is not required to operate normally during aDd

atter a disturbance.
2.

Provisions must be adequate for shutting down the reactor

am removing decay heat.

-
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2.
All plants west of 'the Rockies should have a strong motion seismo
graph 1nstalled.

3.

De.ma.ge studies and investigations should be supported by the AEC.

w.

G. Van Iklrn: A 50 foot tsunami is arbitrarily large but a smaller
wave cannot be defended as a general I worst case wave. Smaller waves
can be accepted on a case basis.
P. Byerly:
event.

Seismc parameters shOuld be based on the worst recorded

W. D. JIimly: The possible generation of new faults by seismic d1stur
bances is a question which appears to need resolution.
The followiDg general conclusions were reached:

Nominal guidelines would be very belpf'ul and. would reduce delayI uncer
tainty aIld paperwork involved in .rev1ew of reactor proposals. A deta1led
review would be required to adjust the nomi nB' values for each spec1t1c
site. Development of these guidelines should begin as soon as possible.

***

-
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There vas a brief discussion of the situation for plants already built
and those under construction. E. Case reported. that design parameters
tor plants reviewed recently (e. g., San Onofre, Connecticut-Yankee) are
considered adequate. The design of plants approved some time ago (e.g.,
Humboldt Bay, YaDkee) will require review. Dr. Bryan indicated that a
set of criteria would be very helpful in a review of plants already built.
The question

of tsunamis was then discussed. It was suggested that DRL
should also consider, in the development of criteria, other natural phe
DOmeDa such as forest fires, wind waves, land slides, floods, etc.
Mr. zetler, in respoose to a question from Dr. Williams, stated. that tsu
namis are a problem on the west coast but not on the east coast because
of the larger width of the continental shelf on the east coast. storm
driven waves on the East and Gulf coast of 14 to 15 feet must be consider
ed, however.
storm waves on the west coast would be on the order of
2 feet. He reviewed the record of tsunamis on the west coast and noted
that, in general, they are on the order of 10 to 15 feet. There is a
report of a 50 foot wave near los ADgeles in 1812 but this figure has
not been confirmed. In 1946, however, a lighthouse with a base of 50
feet above sea level was washed away by a tsunami. l'f!r. zetler noted that
most tsunamis recorded on the east coast have been from distant earth
quakes and that those resulting from nearby earth movement can be much
bigher (50 feet). Dr. Van Dorn stated that tsunami damage is often very
local (e.g., at H11.0, Hawaii a distance of 60 feet along the beach made
the difference between no damage and complete destruction). Prediction
of the exact point at which a high point will occur is difficult. Dr.
Van Dorn cautioned that a local fault movement will generate a wave only
if a vertical displacement occurs. He has suggested a.ddi tional study of
the San .A:Ddreas fault to determine i f it can, in. fact, ac. t as a tstmami
generator, since movement along this fault is primarily llorizontal. He
also suggested that at sane sites, (e.g., wide, flat, level plains) the
predicted height can, even now, be reduced considerably (e.g., to a height
of 10 feet) below the nominal 50 foot value.
Executive Session:
Various participants made specific comnents which are noted below:

D. A. Rogers: Maximum quake requirements should be used aDd specified
from the start. Itt s the delays and stepwise development of criteria
which cost the applicant money.
K. V. Steinbrugge:
1.
The start of guidelines is mandatory.
Applicants would be much
"happier" with specified guidelines I even i f severe at first.
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One important potential difference of opinion between the ACRS and the
Regulatory Staff was discussed by the Committee at its 94th meeting,
February 8-10, 1968. It was reported in the Executive Session that all
the consultants to the Seismic SUbcommittee had expressed concern over
whether the approach being taken to earthquake acceleration (SSE) east
of the Rocky fok>untains was sufficiently conservative. It was reported
that Mr. Case of the Regulatory Staff had agreed to examine the possibi
lity of defining a higher, base-level (or minimum) acceleration east of
the Rockies.
In discussions wi th the Regulatory Staff, Mr. case was asked if he had a
basis for comparing the cost of construction employing a min~um value
of 0.2g compared to a minimum of O.lg. He replied he did not know how to
make a comparison (although Mr. Williamson had responded to this question
in a memorandum to Mr. Case some years earlier and estimated that only
small differences in cost would ordinarily occur, and later estimates
tended to confirm Williamson's early report).
'ftle matter of what "floor" on seismic design should be used remained an
open question for a long time; it was .eventually resolved by accepting
the original Staff position of O.lg, without benefit of a comprehensive
study of the matter.
It was in November, 1971, after very many major redrafts, that the
Atomic Energy Commission fian11y issued a Notice of Proposed Rule-Making
to amend the Commission's regulations, 10 crn Part 100, to add a new
appendix, Appendix A "Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants." The proposed criteria reflected the practice which had
been followed in actual construction permit reviews and were reasonably
specific in their definition of a "capable" fault. 'ftley also gave
guidance as to the general extent of the geologic and seismic investi
gation required. However, they did not provide a quantitative criterion
for establishment of the design basis (or safe shutdown) earthquake, and
as time went on, the wording used proved to provide great flexibility,
i.e., required the exercise of judgment wherein seismic experts could
and would continue to differ greatly.

effect the Bolsa Island project. In summary, Mr. Price reported
that he was still awaiting DRD&T comments on the draft seismic
criteria dated May 6, 1968. Mr. Price said that he was tryino
to arrange a meeting with Mr. Shaw to attempt to resolve the'
DRD&T comments. Mr. Price further stated that he was orepared
to submit the draft criteria to the Commission with or'without
DRD&T input. It was noted that DRD&T may have a conflict of
interest between the seismic design criteria and tentative
RD&T comments were forwarded to ACRS members on June 10, 1968.
Seismic Design Criteria - Mr. Price reported that DRS had finally
been able to meet with DRD&T and that the January 8, 1969 draft
of the "Seismic and Geologic Siting and Desiqn Criteria" re
flected the resolution of the DRD&T comments. The Committee was
advised that the Regulatory Staff would like to schedule a

-

-------------

-----
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One of the most controversial aspects of the first draft related to a
curve, based on a report under preparation by M.G. Bonilla, of the U. S.
Geological Survey, which related surface displacement to magnitude of
earthquake on a surface fault. Also controversial was the choice of
the minimum distance from the center line of a fault beyond which a
reactor might be located. Another item which received much scrutiny
and comment was the definition of a "capable fault," meaning a fault
having surface expression and which was deemed capable of exhibiting
permanent relative displacement on the two sides of the fault as the
result of an earthquake.
A very large number of meetings were held between the ACRS and the Regula
tory Staff, and many revised drafts were prepared. In the latter half of
the 1960's, the Regulatory Staff seemed to have the requirement that it
obtain comment and preferably concurrence from the AEC Division of Reactor
Development and Technology on such criteria, although the latter repre
sented the AEC "promotional side."* And, during the period when the Bolsa
Island project was active, the seismic criteria were held in a state of
abeyance by Mr. Price while their potential impact on Bolsa Island (a
project important to the ABC) was assessed.

*See following excerpt from the 98th meeting, June 5-8, 1968, and the
l05th rneeting, January 1969.
~8th

Meeting, June 5-8, 1968 - Seismic Design Criteria

Dr. Okrent inquired into the status of the seismic design
criteria. Mr. Price reported that a draft of the proposed
criteria had been sent to DRD&T. A copy of the draft had been
reviewed with Dr. Lieberman, and then it had been sent to
Mr. Shaw about six weeks ago. Mr. Price said that he did not
want any more unmanageable comments. He stated that a couple of
days pri or to thi s meeti ng he rece-i ved a" draft memo and comments,
however the date established for that meeting was the day prior
to this meeting, however it did not materialize. Mr. Price
said that he expected such a meeting to be held within the next
week or so. He said his present mood was to submit a draft seismic
design criteria to the Commissioners with or without Mr. Shaw's
input, however he said he was trying to reach agreement with
DRD&T so as to approach the Commission without conflict.
Dr. Okrent noted that even if Mr. Shaw didn't have a conf'ic~ of.
interest, that DRD&T should not control the regulation of crlterla.
Dr. Okrent said that he would like a copy of the draft that Mr.
Shaw is looking at now. He suggested that if there is a serious
disagreement between the Division of Reg~la~ion and RD~ that the
disagreement should be taken to the CommlsSlon. He p01nted out
that it was a Committee privilege to recommend criteria. Mr.
Price said that he would like to know the areas of disagreement
between Regulation and RD&T t and he would be pleased to provide
Dr. Okrent with a copy of the present draft. He pointed out
that there seemed to be some technical difficulties between
Regulation and DRD&T. and he is not sure how this criteria would
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Project:

10/17/72

Vireil Summer

Statu,:. C.P. review, aeo10gy-seismicity, letter requested

-

Chronology:

9/8/72
9/14/72
10/6/72

Site visit, Subcommittee meeting
ACRS review
Subcommittee meeting, geology-seismicity

Background:
Immediately prior to the September ACRS meeting~ a question was brought
u~ regarding the adequacy of the O.lSg DBE for the Summer site.
The
question was based on the proximity of this site to Charleston (lZS
miles) and on a recent paper by Bollinger, VPI, from which some had
concluded that he felt that "structure" extended from Charleston to
the northwest and through the aTea which includes the Summer site.
The inference here is that perhaps one might have to assume that the
1886 Charleston event (Int. XI) could occur at the site. A special
Subcommittee meeting was held on October 6, 1972, with ACRS consultants
present, to revie~ thiS aspect of the project.
Results of October 6 Meeting:
The Regulatory Staff is satisfied with the 0.15g. They feel that this
is consistent with values being applied to other sites, and that to
require moving the Charleston event violates their seismic siting
criteria. The Staff's consultants from USGS and NOAA, and the appli
cant feel that the event was a local one and that there is no justifi
cation for moving it away from Charleston.
The ACRS consultants are not so optimistic, however, and are unanimous
in their feeling that a research or investigation ~rogram should be
initiated to help explain the cause of the event, and therefore give
more confidence in the conclusion that what happened in 1886 cannot
occur elsewhere. The problem is that 2 years might pass before any
real conclusion can be drawn. and· what does one do about nuelear plant
licensing in the interim? (The plants in this general area include
•
Farley, Hatch, Oconee. Robinson. McGuire.
Brunswick, Harris. etc., and
could include those all the way to N. Jersey). Some po.sibilities were
explored by the Subcommittee. and included: stop licensins plants on
the east coast for 2 year., increase the DBE for Summer while the ex
ploration prosram is in progress, tell the Summer applicant that they
are proceeding at their own risk, assume the Charleston earthquake
ean occur anywhere.
Meanwhile, there ia DO obvious source of funding for an investigation
prosram though there was a s~&ge.tion that the Ale .iaht fund one. A
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In 1972, seismic design basis again became a ...tter of 8Dme controversy
in connection with review of the Virgil &Imler plant. An ACRS Staff
engineer prepared the following status report prior to the Special ACRS
meeting, OCtober 26-28,1972, 1It1ich 1s reproduced an the following pages
together wi th an excerpt from the _eting ID1nutes (which .....r1zes ~
review action on the matter) and excerpts fram the ACRS report on St.mner.

conference with industry representatives to review these criteria
as soon as possible and possibly before the ACRS review was
complete. Members of the Committee expressed a concern about
requesting industry comments on the proposed criteria before the
ACRS has made its comments.
Subsequent to this meeting a Subcommittee meeting was scheduled
to review the changes made as I result of the ORO&T comments.
Seismic Engineering Design Criteria - Mr. CIse reported that a
document was being developed that would set forth the engineering
that would be required for the design of a plant that would with
stand the accelerations and displacement specified in the site
criteria. He hopes to have comments of the most recent draft
from his consultants in the next several II)nths.
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({GIL C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION. UNIT NO. 1 (C.P.)

.

Executive Session
Dean Palladino reviewed the history and design of t~e Summer
plant. It is a three loop, 2775 MWt Westinghouse reactor.
The project was initially considered at the September, 1972
ACRS meeting at which most of the outstanding issues were
discussed. The primary issue for consideration at this meeting
was the zero frequency ground acceleration for the safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE). The SSE was put in question based in part
on a paper by Dr. G. A. Bollinger that suggested the earthquakes
in the Charleston area might lie on a NW trending line that
could extend near the Summer site. The ACRS called in its
seismic consultants and the Subcommittee met with them and the
applicant on October 6, 1972. The general feeling as a result
of that meeting was that it would be well to have the same
margin of conservatism in seismic design throughout the U.S.
and that further information was needed to decide if the
Charleston earthquake of 1886 should be moved closer to the
site. There is nothing particularly alarming about the Su~~er
site but the consultants felt there was little evidence to
prove that the Charleston earthquake could not occur at places
other than at Charleston, including locations nearer the site.
One problem is that the Regulatory Staff is convinced that the
Charleston quakes are a local phenomena and the seismic design
value of 0.15g is adequate •. The Committee's consultants believed
that additional work needs to be done to explain the Charle~ton
events and suggested values ~r the site ranging from 0.2 to
0.3g with a tendency toward 0.2g.
The applicant was asked to evaluate the changes in plant design
that would result from adoption of 0.2g.
The Committee's consultants, Page, Philbrick, and Wilson, were
present and Dr. Allen had sent in his written comments.
Dr. Philbrick thought the Charleston earthquake could be moved
anyplace on the eastern face of the Appalachian mountains and
as far north as New Jersey. Dr. Wilson estimated the ground
"acceleration at Charleston at 0.4-0.5g. If it had occurred in
California it would have been on a fault about 100 km long.
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Virgil Summer
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6
$2-3 x 10 program seemed to be the scope visualized by one of the
ACRS consultants.

For the October Special Meeting:
The applicant has been asked to be present to discuss the site seismi
city. He was told that the Subcommittee was leaning toward some in
crease in g value, and that he should be ready to discuss how this
affects the plant. The economic breakover point was of particular
interest. Other areas in which there might be questions were identi
fied. They included: ECCS, in-core monitoring, pipe whip, Class I
dam design. The applicant is also to bring certain information re
quested by Dr. Isbin.

*****
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The Staff consultants studied the earth's magnetic field and
gravity field in the vicinity of the site. They also looked'
at geothermal manifestations (hot spring.) to try to ~stablish
some correlation with the geology and seismology of the region.
The basement rock in the Charleston area is overlain with
several thousand feet of coastal sediments. ~eisudc profiles
show what may be a fault south of Charleston and there is a
sharp magnetic anomaly in that region. Seismic refraction
studies suggest a ridge in the basement rock (called Yamacraw
Ridge) in the vicinity of Charleston. The northern extension
of this ridge appears to end about Charleston while the southern
extension is not clearly defined.

Mr. Devine claimed that, even without the 1886 earthquake, other
evidence would indicate the Charleston area as one of high
seismic activity.
In response to a question by Dr. Okrent, Mr. Devine said that,
in the presence of a fault 60,000,000 years old with magnetic
anomalies and some seismic activity, one would have to consider
a quake as severe as the 1886 Charleston event~ It was a180
noted that there is no place in the U.S. where the absence of
earthquakes can be guaranteed.
No one had a good explanation of a geologic structure that
would be essentially a point source for earthquakes.
In response to Dean Palladino's question, Mr. DeYoung (L) stated
that the applicant had studied the full range of break sizes
in his ECCS analysis.

Mr. DeYoung also Itated that It

~ the S~&ff'. intent to require
fixed incare neutron detector\ in cores where the flux peaking
factors are required to be below 2.5. The applicant claims
the peaking factor in Summer is 2.4 so, although no fixed incor••
are being required, the Staff will require added surveillance.
The applicant i. retaining some flexibility to install·fixed
.incore monitors if that becames necess.ry.

Mr. DeYoung ,aid that he expected the applicant to come in with
• completely new core design by the time of the operating
licenae review. He recommended & meeting of the We,clnghouse
Subcommittee to di,cus. the new core design. (A We'tlnghouse
Subcommittee meeting has been sche4uled for November 18, 1972) •

.'
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Since there was no surface rupture, the deep fault would be
about 40 km long and would produce a shock with a higher
frequency than those observed 1n California •.
Dr." Siess told the Committee that the Staff's NOAA consultants
would show a map plotting the frequency of occurrence of
earthquakes of greater than a given magnitude in the eastern
U.S. It will show a bullseye around the Charleston ~rea.
Dr. Wilson tended to question the value of such a plot and
said that in California, where the frequency of earthquakes
is much higher, if one made a similar plot for a 50 year
record one would get similar bullseyes but if one took data
from a 200 year record the bullseyes would be smeared out
somewhat.
The Committee and its consultants discussed the value and
delay of a more detailed seismic and geological study by the
applicant. It was decided that this applicant could do
little more on his own that would be useful on a reasonable
time scale. Dr. Wilson pointed out that there is a finite
possibility that the Charleston quake is tied to a NW trending
geologic structure and not until the applicant can come in
with an extremely strong case can the possibility be ruled out.
The probability of the Charleston quake moving to the NE is
greater than of its movement to the NW. There is also a
possibility that it won't move at all.
The Regulatory Staff
and its consultants believe that it won't move.
Dr. Siess noted that the seismic design basis proposed by this
applicant provides the same degree of conservatism as exists
at other plants in this regi~n.
MEETING WITH THE REGULATORY STAFF

Mr. Devine (NOAA) presented the Staff's case for considering
the Charleston earthquakes as local phenomena. He showed a
plot of eastern U.S. earthquakes for which there is high
confidence in their occurrence. He pointed out some seismic
patterns that include a NEtrend with specific concentration
areas and some lineations. He had prepared a contour map
using seismic events with an Intensity of V and above. The
contours were based on a geometrical progression (2, 4, 8, 16,
32, 64) of frequency of occurrence per 10,000 sq km. He noted
that there has been a strong earthquake near the center of
each of the 64 contours and not outside of the closed 64 contour.
Mr. Coulter (USGS) confirmed that ~here had not been a major
earthquake on a totally new structure. Some have occurred on
previously unrecognized structures however •

..

/
I

/
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The applicant reviewed the status of research and development
being done in support of this application (See Section 1.8
of the PSAR). The applicant is monitoring Westinghouse's
tests in support of the ECCS analysis. The applicant doesn't
plan to perform any tests himself and doesn't believe any
R&D beyond the Westinghouse effort is required.
The applicant has been exploring with Westinghouse a system
for detecting vibrations or loose parts in the primary system.
Westinghouse claims there is not yet a system to do this.
The applicant is pursuing the matter with other manufacturers
and is keeping up with the technology. If such a system is
developed in the next five years the applicant will look at
it to see if he would want to install it at Summer.
The applicant described his three leak detection systems;
each of which will be able to detect leaks as small as 1 gpm.
Caucus with ACRS Consultants
Dr. Page stated that he was aware of the Savannah River
drilling data and he thought that it ruled out the possibility
o£ a great fault running ~~-SE. He doubted the existance
of a NW trending fault.
Dr. Wilson did not feel that the relatively shallc. geology
{several thousand feet} was significant for the deep earthquakes
that occur in this area.
All three consultants present thought that a ground acceleration
of 0.2g would provide about the same level of conservatism at
this site as was finally obtained for S~n Onofre Units 2 and 3.
Neither Page nor Wilson wer~ particularly distressed at the
prospect of the Committee accepting a design value of 0.15g but
Dr. Wilson was afraid that it would become a precedent for
future plants. Dr. Philbrick, however, thought that 0.2g was
at the low end of acceptable values.
Everyone agreed that more information about the Charleston
earthquakes would be very desirable.
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MEETING WITH SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
Mr. Fischer presented the applicants analysis of the basis
for the proposed seismic design values. He pointed out
that the site is located in a different geologic province
(Piedmont) than is Charleston. The applicant took the largest
earthquake that had occurred in the Piedmont province (Intensity VII)
and transferred it to the site. He also considered the
largest Charleston quake (at Charleston) and attenuated it to
obtain accelerations at the site. On this basis he had proposed
a design value of 0.12g Dut the Regulatory Staff had asked for
more and they finally agreed on a value of 0.15g.
I

Because of the questions raised by Dr. Bollinger's paper, the
applicant wrote a letter inquiring into his studies.
Dr. Bollinger replied and a copy of his letter is available
in the ACRS files. Dr. Bollinger said that the nature of the
fault system in the South Carolina-Georgia Seismic Zone is
unclear. Mr. Fischer noted that Dr. Bollinger's paper reports
a NW trending zone of seismic activity; he does not conclude,
however, that there is a NW trending tectonic fault.
In addition, the AEC's Savannah River Laboratory made a
detailed geologic study of a region around the Savannah River
site in connection with a radioactive waste storage proposal.
The area covered lies across the proposed ~~ trend line. The
study included many bore holes that confirmed the presence of
buried triassic basins that had been implied from aeromagnetic
data. No evidence of faulting was observed from the data taken
from bore holes drilled into bedrock on two mile centers. The
lineations in the triassic basins are oriented in the NE-SW
direction.
'

•

Mr. Fischer pointed out that, geologically speaking, things
change when you get to Charleston. There is a lump in the
basement rock, called the Yamacraw Ridge. It is believed to
be a fault that was active between 14 and 20 million years
ago. Here one sees geologic structure that i8 different from
anyplace else and may be the source of the over 400 earthquakes
felt in the Charleston area since 1698. The basement rock is
brittle and will not deform in a ductile manner.
The applicant stated that he was maintaining the flexibility
to install four strands of fixed incore monitors consisting .
of seven detectors per strand. More strands could be installed
if some of the moving inc ore monitors were replaced with fixed
units.

~ ell?
Honorable James R. Schlesinger
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November 15, 1972

Additional Remarks by D. Okrent
Significant uncertainties exist concerning the probable cause of the
major 1886 Charleston eerthquake, and the ACRS has received conflicting
opinions rezarding the probability that a major related earthquake
zight occur closer t~ the applicant's site. Severs1 geologic and
seismic experts recoo:cended that use of a higher Safe S':lUtdo"","tl Earthciual:.e
bedrock acceleration of 0.2 g would be prudent unless the applicant
CAn confiro by field studies his theory that the Yaoacraw rid&e is a
fault r~sponsible for the 1886 Charleston earthquake a~d that there
are no structures ~hich might lead to extension of the Ch3rlcston
earthquake activity tO~1ard the site, or confirm the existence of some
other source of the Charleston earthquake which permits the same
conclusion with reg~rd to the Su~er site. I agree uith these recom
JDendations.
Refercnees
1.

South Carolina"Electric and Gas· Company letter dated June 30,1971;
Application for Licen5eSj Pre~iminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR),
.:..
....
Volumes I through VI
.



"

2.

Amendments I, 3-14, 16 and 17 to PSAR

3.

Safety Evaluation by Directorate of Licensing, dated August 29, 1912

References - ACRS:OFFICE COPIES ONLY
1.

DL Preliminary Report dated August 25, 1971

2.

Fish and Wildlife Service letter dated June 22, 1972

3.

3. A. Blume Report, dated September 29, 1972
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Caucus (ACRS Members Only)
The Committee agreed to accept the applicant's and Staff's
propos~d seismic design value of 0.15g on the basis of the
work that was presented and th~ stated intent for the ACRS
to write a letter to the Commissioners urging that additional
seismic research be performed in ~he Charleston area.
Dr. Okrent could not agree with this position and indicated
that he would append additional remarks to the Committee's
letter on Summer.
The Committee agreed that a letter favorable to the construction
of the Summer plant could be written and that there will
probably be additional remarks attached.
The consultants were advised of the Committee's aecision.
Conclusion
The Chairman informed Mr. Virgil C. Summer that the Committee
believes it can write a letter favorable to construction of
the Summer station with the seismic design values proposed
by the applicant. There probably will be additional remarks
appended to the letter th~t will relate to the seismic design
values.
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This ACRS request was acknowledged in a response by Lester Rogers of the
Staff to ACRS Chairman Mangelsdorf, dated July 3, 1973. A study as re
quested was promised; however, the results of any such study by the Staff
did not surface in the next several years.
Seismic engineering criteria had been developed and were being applied on
construction penni t reviews during this period. However, rather than being
incorporated into the AEC Rules and RegUlations via a rule-making procedure,
they were made public and implemented via a simpler procedure, namely,
Regulatory Guides.
Thus, the need for seismic criteria was recognized relatively early in the
Regulatory process, and with time such criteria were developed. For rea
sons which are obscure, however, only a very roodest, seismic safety re
search program was funded by the AEC during this time period. In a report
dated January 17, 1968, the N:RS noted the formative stage of the AEC seis
mic safety research program and reconmended work in several areas, includ
ing soil-liquefaction and soil-structure interaction. It also recommended
development of a detailed program of earthquake engineering research al
though there apparently did not exist strong support for such a program
wi thin the AEC.
In a letter to Mr. Price dated May 17, 1971, the ACRS noted that its geo
logical and seismological consultants had expressed concern that seismic
conditions in the eastern u.S. were poorly understood and had recomnended
that emphasis be placed on the early development of information that would
aid the AEC Regulatory groups in the detennination of conservative para
meters for the SSE. The latter identified the Charleston earthquake as
requiring accelerated study, and made some other specific recommendations.
The thoughts in this memorandum were repeated in an N:RS report to AFJ:
Chairman Dixie Lee Ray, dated May 16, 1973, which discussed the entire
eastern U.S., and called out areas warranting special attention, including
South Carolina, the St. Lawrence Valley, southeastern Missouri, western
Ohio and the Cape Ann region of Massachusetts. lXIring the review of the
Greenwood Energy Center at the 172nd meeting, August 8-10, 1974, Dr. Carl
Stepp of the Staff gave an estimate of the SSE return frequency which led
to an ACRS memorandum to Mr. "amtzing, the Director of Regulation, as is
reproduced on the following page.

.......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Appendix A to 10 crn Part 100 was adopted by the AEC in 1973. In giving
its assent to pUblication of the seismic criteria as a proposed rule, the
ACRS again raised the question of using a higher minimum design basis ac
celeration in its memo to Mr. Muntzing which is reproduced below.

June lIt 1973

L. Manning Muntzing
Director of Regulation
PROPOSED SEISMIC AND ·GEOLOGIC SITING CRITERIA, APPENDIX A TO

10 CER PART 100
The Committee believes it acceptable to publish the draft Seismic
and Geologic Siting Criteria, dated June 7, 1973. However, the
Committee notes that the minimum acceptable accleeration currently
in use (0.1 g SSE) frequently leads to considerable debate among
seismic experts concerning an acceptable seismic design basis, even
in regions of low seismicity. The Committee recommends that a study
be initiated to detenaine the practicality and cost of raising the
minimum design basis acceleration to 0.15 or 0.2 g for future
reactors, except where foundation conditions and geological and
seismic information are recognized by a clear consensus of expert
opinion to warrant a lesser value. The Committee expects that an
increased minimum design 'basis acceleration would assist in standard
ization, would provide increased margin to cover uncertainty, and
would facilitate seismic aspects of regulatory review for many sites,
without involving an important increase in cost, if factored into the
original design.

lsI
H. G. Mangelsdorf
Chairman
cc:

L. Rogers, RS
R. Minogue, RS
P. Bender, SECY
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The Regulatory Staff response to this memorandum was twofold. First,
they argued that the use of Appendix A did oot introduce any require
ment for a quantitative criterion on return frequency for the SSE.
Secondly, they argued (qualitatively) that there were many large safety
factors inherent in the seismic engineering design so that, overall,
serious reactor accidents due to earthquakes should have a very low
probability per year of occurrence.
More details are to be found in the letter from Muntzing to Stratton
which is reproduced on the following pages.
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g-values selected for given sites. The estimated probability of 10- 5
per year for the Greenwood site noted in your letter was one such staff
judgment. Other experts might have different judgments about this
probability for Greenwood and other sites. We believe that ~hile such
judg~ents are interesting. they do not yet rest on a sufficiently
devclooed technological base to be used in making licensing decisions.
The difficulty of ~aking probatility estimates results from the short
sample of available earthquake data, the inco~pleteness of the data
resulting in an inhomogeneous s!~ole, the lack of kno~ledge about earth
quake source regions, and the lack of information regarding maximum
earthquakes in most regions.
We wish to emphasize that the selection of the SSE and the geological
and seis~ological bases fOI" the design of all nuclear plants are determi ned by the cri ted a and procedUl~es prescri bed by the Commi ssi on IS ru1 es
as set forth in 10 CFR 100, a~dn0t on the basis of the above or any other
quantified probability estimates not contained in those rules.
It is worth noting that conservatisms in the establishment of the safe
shutdown earthqu~ke acceler~tion spectrum and in the design of structures
to \'!iH,st?,nd thE: s(;f~ shutdo.il1 earthquakes provide substantial margins
of safety. Th~ rcslIHs of c!n E'Clni;~l:Jke -';a;;::ige study that /las h::11
compl eted for the Febl'uc:ry 1971 San Fernando !:Jrthquuke (Ref. 5) sho',',
that ~any seismically designed conventional buildings experienced little
damage. despite the fact that the ~ajority of these buildings were
designed in accordance with much less strin~ent seismic design require
ments (UCC lateral force design requit"e::;C"n~s) than those appjicabl~ to
seismic design of Cate901~y I stt"uctures in nuclear plants. FOI' example,
the fol1o~ing significant additional conservatisms are inherent in the
seismic design bases required for all Category I structures, systems,
and components:
a.

An elastic dynamic analysis is performed using, as input,
wide·band response spectra with conservative amplification
factors. The use of wide-band spectra is conservative
since the response spectra of recorded earthquake motions
do not normally exhi bi t sll,:h \'!i de-band characteri sti cs.
The amplification factors Jsed are, in general, greater by
one standard deviation than the mean amplification factors
of actually recorded strong motion earthquake spectra.

b.

Damping values, that are used in seismic analysis. are con
sidcl"ably slilaller than those indicated by currently available
test results. This tends to increase seismic responses
significantly and thus provide a large margin of safety.

. .
"/.'

,
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Dr. W. R. Stratton, Chairman
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
U.S. Atomic Energy Com~ission
Wa~hington, D.C.
20545
Dear 'Dr. Stratton:
Your letter dated August 12, 1974, request.ed that the Regulatory staff
address what the ACRS termed an apparent lnconsistency between the
staffls long-term safety objectives and cor.ments made by the staff
during the ACRS review of the Greenwood Energy Center regarding the
probability of exceeding the safe shutdown earthquake.
As y)u noted, in discussions of anticipated transients without scram
(AThS) and elsewhere, the staff has identified as a desirable safety
objective for a large population of reactors that the probability of
an accident with consequences that would significantly exceed the
Part 100 guidelines from one accident source should be 10-] per re~ctor
year or less. For postulatEd accidents where we have been able to
quantify or bound +he probabilities (for examJj'e, in the AT~'IS case,
and in considering aircraft crashes), we have used probability assess
ments in making licensing decisions (i.e., jn the selection of design
criteria) .
.
In the case of seismic design, however, we are faced with very limited
historical data on, earthquake frequencies as a function of intensit··.
Rather than set design criteria on the ba:is of probability analyses,
the Commission has chosen to develop the methodology given in 10 CFR
Part 100, Appendix A, for selection of saf~ shutdown earthquakes (SSE)
for proposed sites. We recognize that attempts have been and are being
made (REfs. 1, 2, 3, 4) to define site seismicity quantitatively by ,
probabilistic approaches. Although these app,'oaches are of interest,
much work remains to be done to achieve sufficient confidence in the
methods to permit their use as a basis for specifying seismic design
criteria.
Nevertheless, in response to persistent questioning in various forums
(including ASLB hearings and ACRS meetings), knowledgeable members of
the Regulatory staff have from time to time expressed their personal
judgments as to the probability of equaling or exceeding the SSE
,
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c.

Use of state-of-the-art soil structure interaction analysis
procedures accounts for the defor~ability and compliance of
plant foundation media and provides conserv5tive system seismic
response. In the soil structure interaction analysis, variations
of soil properties are considered in order to assure conservative
responses.

d.

Seismic responses are determined by eccounting for three con
servatively defined input conpon£nts (i.e., the naxinum accelera
tion amplitude is assumed for both horizontal co~ponents and
t\'lo-thirds of the r.:axir:lum hodzontal acceleration ar:iplitude is
assumed for the vertical co~ponent, at near rigid frequencies).

e.

Either the time-history analysis nethod or the response
method of analysis is used for seis~ic analysis of
Category I strLJctures, sys terns and co;:;ponents, acco'Jnti ng
for all significant modal responses. This is significantly
more conservative than the essentially single-~o~e response
and one-directional input consideration usually employed in
the design of conventional structures.
spectru~

f.

The allowable stresses and strains used in design of all
safety-related stru:tures, systcns and c(j~·,pol1ents are s~lected
such that the structures, systeGs and co~ponents are capable
of withstanding, without failure, the design loadings with
margin beyond the specified loads.

On the basis of such considerations, individual staff members and consult
ants have on occasicn expressed tl1eir jud(1!1ients as to the probable margins
inherent in Category I structures, syste:'ls, and components. Hm'/ever, as
your letter notes, the margins of safety inherent in use of our seisr.l;c
design requireIrJents are not currently quantified, nor do \'!e belie'le that
they can be, at this ti~e, with sufficient rigor to be used in making
specific licensing decisions.
Sincerely,
.
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l. Manning Muntzing
Director of Regulation
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The Seabrook Station site is near what is generally recognized
as the Cape Ann-to-Ottawa Trend. Mechanisms for earthquake
generation in the New England area are not well understood,
and expert opinion differs concerning the potential for and
probability of relatively large earthquakes at or near the
site.
The Regulatory Staff have ultimately based their judgment as
to an acceptable safe shutdown earthquake on the application
of 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, rather than a probabilistic
estimate of earthquake size versus recurrence interval. It is
of interest to note that Appendix A provides only general
guidance; furthermore, it specifically refers to the possible
choice of a safe shutdown earthquake larger than that found in
the historical record for a tectonic structure or province.
During the ACRS review the Regulatory Staff did
state that
the seismicity of the tectonic region applicable to the Seabrook
site could be interpreted to be about an order of magnitude
larger than other tectonic provinces having a similar maximum
historical seismic event. Furthermore, a member of the Regula
tory Staff stated that his estimate of the probability per year
of occurrence of an earthquake of intensity ~~ VIII at the Sea
brook site is about 10- 4 , and the Staff did not rule out the
possibility of a larger earthquake occurring within the re~ion
under consideration. They stated that conservatisms in analysis,
stress limits, and other factors decrease the overall probability
of a seismically induced accident exceeding 10 CFR Part 100
would be acceptably low. However, earthquakes are almost
unique in their ability to fail each and every structure, system,
component, or instrument important or vital to safety, and,
in my opinion, the Staff evaluation of additional margin avail
able from stress limits, methods of analysis, etc., did not
consider all such systems, e.g., D.C. power or emergency A.C.
power.
It is clear that the capability of a reactor to achieve safe
shutdown, assuming its SSE occurs, cannot be fully demonstrated
by test. Those limited, detailed and independent audits of
seismic design of actual plants that have been published indicate
that some inadequacies in design and construction exist. Equally
or more important, it appears to be unlikely that the plant
could survive safely, with a high degree of assurance, a larger
earthquake having one or two orders of magnitude lower probability
than the proposed SSE.
Given this background, and recognizing the substantial surround
ing year-round population density and the very high nearby
population during the summer months at Seabrook, I am left un
easy and believe it would be prudent to auqment the proposed SSE
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Since Appendix A did not provide any real guidance on how to allow for
the very limited empirical data which was available (i.e., the short
history of earthquake records) the matter was left to the judgment of
the individual reviewer when small return frequencies were sought,
and differences of opinion continued to exist.
As more return frequency estimates were provided by the Staff or the

applicants for construction permit reviews following Greenwo~, the
estimates tended to become larger, and values larger than 10- per
year for the probability of exceeding the SSE were introduced into the
record.
Some seismic engineers began to provide their estimates of a rough
quantification of the risk from earthquakes. For example, Professor
Whitman of MIT, speaking for the Atomic Industrial Forum Ad Hoc Commi t
tee on seismic Design Bases at a meeting held september 19, 1974-, dis
cussed conservatism in seismic design and listed the chain of steps and
associated probabilities that combined to give the overall probability
of an accident, as follows:

Structure (probability of failure due to an
overstress)

PF/ = 10- 1 - 10- 2
O

Analysis (probability of overstress occurring

POts = 10- 4 - 10- 5

Response (response/intensity)

?

Seismic risk (intensity for earthquake and
probability of earthquake)

p

Overa" ri sk
In 1974, the review of the seabrook reactors again provided a focal point
for the question of seismic design adequacy. Additional comments by
member Okrent to the ACRS letter of December 10, 1974 are on the follCYlliing
pages.
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considerable body of information which suggests that its
seismic risk, and that of Whitman, may be much too low.

est~te

of

At a meeting of the ACRS seismic SUbcorrmittee held March 22-23, 1976
on Seismic Activity in the Eastern United States, a large body of new
information appeared, as did a continuing wide disparity of expert opin
ion on the adequacy of 200 years of history to predict future low prob
ability seismic events. At a next meeting of the Seismic Subcommittee
on February 8-9, 1977, which dealt primarily with matters related to
the soil-structure interaction part of seismic engineering, many dif
ferences of opinion concerning the adequacy of previously accepted
practice were expressed.
Papers were published which disagreed with the methods and the results
concerning seismic risk which had been given in WASH-1400 (NRC, 1975)
including differences of a few orders of magnitude. (Hsieh, 1977).
Seismic risk estimates performed for Diablo Canyon 1 and 2 (Brunot,
K., 1977) and for the proposed Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBRP-l,
1977) both disagreed wi~ the conclusion in WASH-1400.

w.

The controversy over what constitutes an adequate design basis appeared
directly within the framework of the regulatory process. In connection
with the operating license review for North Anna Units 1 and 2, the ACRS
noted that its consultants favored a higher minimum seismic design basis
(0.2 g) for future reactors in the eastern U.S., and recommended that
the Regulatory Staff assure itself that there was considerable margin
in the existing seismic design (SSE = 0.12 g on rock) with regard to
equit:ment needed for safe shutdown of the reactor. 'lhe ACRS also made
a similar recommendation in connection with an operating license
review of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Station, as shown below:

Excerot from letter of January 14, 1977 on Davis-Besse
The structures and components of Davis-Besse, Unit 1, were
designed for a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) acceleration of
0.159 at the foundation level. Because of changes in the regula
tory approach to selection of seismic design bases, the Committee
believes that an acceleration of 0.20g would be more appropriate
for the SSE acceleration at a site such as this in the Central
Stable Region. The Applicant presented the results of prelimi
nary calculations concerning the safety margins of the plant for
an SSE acceleration of 0.20g. The Committee recommends that the
NRC Staff review this aspect of the design in detail and assure
itself that significant margins exist in all systems required to
accomplish safe shutdown of the reactor and continued shutdown
heat removal, in the event of an SSE at this higher level. The
Committee believes that such an evaluation need not delay the
start of operation of Davis-Besse, Unit 1. The Committee wishes
to be kept informed.
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acceleration of 0.25 g.
I also wish to reiterate my conclusion previously stated in con
nection with the review of Grand Gulf Units 1 and 2, namely that
it would be prudent to provide some additional margin in the
seismic design bases for most future nuclear plants sited east
of the Rockies.
The Reactor Safety Study, ~H-1400 in 1975 provided support to those who
estimated a low risk of a serious reactor accident from seismic causes.
The estimate given ~ere was that seismically induced core melt has a
frequen 7y of 5 x 10 per re~9tor year for a reactor on an average
foundatlon, and less than 10 per reactor year for a reactor on a
rock foundation.
In a preliminary evaluation of ~H-1400 issued November 15, 1975 by a
Review Group from the NRC Regulatory Staff, the conclusions on seismic
risk in WASH-1400 were generally endorsed, as follows:

Seismic Considerations
Comments on the WASH-1400 draft report identified large earth
quakes as a potential mechanism for causing multiple system
failures and questioned the probabilities given for seismic
failure modes. The Study has revised its treatment of this issue
to include explicit recognition of the observational data regard
ing the distribution of earthquakes with respect to intensity.
Also examined were the safety margins in a facility when sub
jected to earthquakes larger than used for desiqn purposes. The
calculations refelct the views of acknowledged authorities and
current information.
The Study provides a significant perspective on the relationship
between basic ground motions, the energy absorption capacity of
a structure, and the probability of exceeding design limits.
The Study conclusions relating to the probability of failure
may be open to question in view of the differing seismic margins
in the design of electrical, mechanical, and structural com
ponents and the potential for common mode failures. While a
more detailed application of the Study's methodology would be
needed to definitively establish the meltdown probabilities,
it does not appear that seismic events are strong contributors
to risk.
However, since issuance of the Reactor Safety Study, there has been a
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And in connection with ACRS review construction permit application for
the Cherokee-Perkins reactors in 1977, there were additional remarks
which questioned the adequacy of the proposed SSE and the correctness
of the treatment of seismic risk in WASH-l400. Excerpts from the ACRS
letter on Cherokee-Perkins follow:

ACRS letter on Cherokee-Perkins, April

14, 1977

For the safe shutdown earthquake for both the Perkins and
Cherokee Stations, an acceleration of O. 15g will be applied at
the foundation level of rock-supported structures. For struc
tures not supported on rock, the design ground motion will be
applied at the level of continuous rock and propagated upward
to the foundation level. The operating basis earthquake acceler
ation will be 0.08g, similarly applied.
Additi ona1 rema'rks by ACRS member D. Okrent
I believe that the philosophy and criteria of Appendix A of 10
CFR 100, and their application by the NRC Staff in setting SSE
values, should be re-eva1uated as part of an early overall re
assessment of the current approach to seismic safety design.
I believe that the estimates of the contribution of earthquakes
to overall nuclear reactor safety risk, as given in the Reactor
Safety Study (WASH-1400) are not without fault, and that seismic
contribution to risk is underestimated in that study.
I find the Applicant's estimate of the return frequency of the
SSE at the Cherokee and Perkins sites of greater than 10- 4 per
year to be unsatisfactorily large, particularly in view of his
arbitrary cutoff at MM VII of the earthquakes permitted to
contribute to this probabilistic assessment. For Cherokee/
Perkins, I find the proposed SSE of 0.15g marginally accept
able and would prefer that a value of 0.2g be employed at the
foundation level on rock.

In 1977, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission initiated a major new research
program in seismic safety including the possible application of probabilis
tic techniques.
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IV.
A.

BKOWNS FERRY

Executive Session

The Committee considered the format for dlScusslon with the
applicant, wnich Dr. Monson had prepared.
During the discussion, Ur. McKee indicated his concern over
leaving any items of significance to the operating license
review, in view of the Committee's present difficulties with
the Connecticut Yankee project.
Dr. O'Kelly thought that the approach which cal led for proving
out the diesel generator startup mode prior to operating license
was a good one.
Dr. Okrent, however, was in sympathy with Dr. McKee. He an
ticipated overwhelming pressure at the time of operating
license review when the Committee might be faced with as many
as 20 Browns Ferry type reactors. Dr. Okrent was skeptical
that all of the reservations could be satisfactorilY answered
and felt that the Committee should consider carefully the
wisdom of proceeding in this way.
Or. Gifford did not think that there was any alternative.
Ur. Ukrent observed that answers to such questions as the mode
of fuel failure are in fact necessary to an adequate ACRS
review. He pointed out that the Committee would be told by
the ~onnecticut Yankee group that over a wide range of accidents
40 - 50 - 75% of the fuel fails. Their picture is ot the clad
ding ballooning out and finally rupturing and of fairlY un
desirable results for a large number of accidents. In addition,
the meltdown!meltthrough Task Force has concluded that the
course of a loss-of-coolant-accident is uncertain after many
fuel fai 1ures.
Mr. Palladino commented that he had realized in the course of
the Connecticut Yankee SUbcommittee meeting that all of the
larger power reactors sustain considerable fuel damage after
loss of coolant and there is no information about what follOWS.
Dr. Bush felt that definitive answers to the questions should
be postponed and that if they were not forthcoming the app
licant would simply have wasted 200 million dollars. Dr.
Hanauer thought that that was not a realistic appraisal of what
the situation would actually be.
B.

Kegulatory Staff

Or. Morris reported that the Committee's reservations had been
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6.1

GENERIC ITEMS

Although matters of generic importance either to a class of LWRs or to all
LWRs had been previously identified, for example the recommendation for
improved primary system integrity in the Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3
letters, the ACRS review of a construction permit application for Browns
Ferry Units 1 and 2 early in 1967 can probably be considered to be the
genesis of the generic items list. This was a very difficult and contro
versial ACRS review. While the Browns Ferry site was quite remote, these
BWRs represented a large increment in power level over those BWRs pre
viously approved for construction and were a very large factor in power
above any operational BWRs. They carne after the pressure vessel letter
in late 1965 and the "China Syndrome" matter of 1966, wherein major
safety issues had been raised and had been either resolved in only a pre
liminary (conceptual way) or where only limited steps had been taken by
the industry to improve the situation. Furthermore, a higher power
density was being proposed for Browns Ferry, bringing fuel performance
limits and potential safety concerns related tofeul melting more into
focus. And finally, Browns Ferry was expected to be the prototype of
similar reactors soon to be proposed for much more populated sites.
By the time of the 83rd meeting, March 9-11, 1967, the ACRS had prepared
a draft position which included a very considerable number of specific
matters on which more information was required. The applicant had been
advised of the specific nature of each, and had been requested to be pre
pared to discuss these in detail. The Committee members had mixed
opinions about the proper course to follow. The summary of the
Executive Session, reproduced on the following pages, illustrates some
of the thinking.
Also included is the- brief session with the Regulatory Staff.

nature or extent as to interfere with heat
removal sufficiently to cause clad melting
would not occur. The Committee believes
that additional evidence, both analytical
and experimental, is needed and Should be
obtained to demonstrate that this model is ade
quately conservative for the power density
and fuel burnup proposed.*
The applicant considers the possibility of melting and sub
sequent disintegration of a portion of a fuel assembly, by
inlet coolant orifice blockage or by other means, to be re
mote. However, the resulting effects in terms of fission
product release, local high pressure production, and
possible initiation of failure in adjacent fuel elements
are not well known. Information should be developed to show
that such an incident will not lead to unacceptable con
ditions.*
A linear heat generation rate of 28 KW/ft is used by the app
licant as a fuel element damage limit. Experimental verif
ication of this criterion is incomplete, and the applicant
plans to conduct additional tests. The Committee reconmends
that such tests include heat generation rates in excess
of those calculated for the worst anticipated transient and
fuel burnups comparable to the maximum expected in the reactor.*
The Committee continues to emphasize the importance of
quality assurance in fabrication of the primary system and
of inspection during service life. Because of the higher
power level and advanced thennal conditions in the Browns
Ferry Units, these matters assume even greater importance.
The Committee recommends that the applicant implement those
improvements in primary system quality which are practical
with current technology.*

* The Committee believes that these matters are of significance for
all large water-cooled power reactors, and warrant careful attention.

---------------------------

transmitted to the applicant. TVA has requested that, if a
letter is written, items which are not specific to the Browns
Ferry system but are rather industry-wide problems, should be
so identified. Such things as the fuel damage limit, mode of
cladding failure, effects of flow blockage, etc., would be
included.
The Regulatory Staff feels that a construction permit can
be issued. The reservations on fuel element failure mode,
adequacy of the core spray system and results of meltdown of a
subassembly wi 11 require that more information be developed
between now and the time of review for a provisional operating
license. The rest of the Committee's concerns can be resolved
by further Regulatory Staff works or appropriate limits in
the Technical Specifications.
Following the discussion with the applicant, the ACKS decided it could
issue a letter having many reservations. And it asterisked those items that were
properly identified as industry-wide problems and not specific to Browns Ferry.
The asterisked items from the Browns Ferry letter of March 14, 1967, are re
produced below.
EXCE~PT

FROM ACRS LETTER 3{14{67 - BROWNS FEKRY ITEMS
WHICH HAVE BEEN NOTED WITH *

complex of emergency core cooling systems for Browns
Ferry is similar to that proposed for the Quad-Cities reactors.
Each reactor is provided with a high pressure coolant inject
ion system; a low pressure coolant injection, or flooding,
system; and two core spray systems, Because of the higher
core power density and power level, substantial increases have
been made in the flooding system and core spray system
capacities. The Committee feels that the emergency core
cooling systems proposed have a high probability of pre
venting core meltdown in the unlikely event of a loss-of
coolant accident. It notes, however, that although cal
CUlated peak fuel temperatures in such an accident are sim
ilar to those for tne Quad-Cities reactors, the calculated
number of fuel elements reaching undesirably high temper
atures is greater. AlSO, the time margin available for
actuation of the systems is less. Because of these factors
and the importance of the effective functioning Of emergency
core cooling systems, the Committee believes the adequacy
of these systems should be further corroborated by the
following two measures:
Th~

1. Analysis indicates that a large fraction of the
reactor fuel elements may be expected to fail in
certain loss-of-coolant accidents. The applicant
states that the principal mode of failure is
expected to be by localized perforation of the clad,
and that damage within the fuel assembly of such
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II.

Meeting with the AEC

The ~ommittee was joined by Commissioners Ramey, lape and
Johnson, and by the General Manager, the Director of Reg
ulation, and members of their staffs.
Safety Research Programs
Mr. Palladino noted that he wished to discuss with the
Commissioners the implementation of work necessary to the
solution of technical problems identified in recent
ACRS letters as common to the nuclear industry. It is
the opinion of the Committee that these matters need
early attention so that they may be resolved in a time
ly fashion. Mr. Palladino thought, in particular, that
it would be most helpful if the industry were informed
of what could be expected in the way of solutions to
such problems from AEC-sponsored research programs.
He cited the example of the Oconee Nuclear Power Station
review during which the applicant had indicated his
dependence on AEC research programs for the solution of
his problems. Mr. Palladino pointed out that the Comm
ittee was not aware of programs specifically aimed at
providing such solutions, noting that he did not intend
to imply whether or not the AEC should be sponsoring
such research.
Commissioner Ramey thought that the Steering Committee
should provide a mechanism for making such identifications.
Mr. Hollingsworth agreed that the directi~n of AEC
sponsored research should be identified for industry. He
suggested that he and Mr. Price discuss a mechanism for
doing this. Mr. Price agreed, but added that it was
really necessary to indicate to the applicants that they
alone must carry the burden of proposing a mechanism for
solution of such problems. This mechanism could be their
own research programs, AEC-sponsored research, research
programs funded by other industrial concerns, etc ..
Mr, Kavanaugh agreed that there was room for a better under
standing of what is now being done.
Commissioner Johnson asked if the Committee had identified
the problems of concern, specifically. Mr. Palladino replied
that this had been done beginning with the Committee's
letter on the TVA proposal. At that time, it was rec
ognized that some of the outstanding problems were industry
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When the ACRS completed its review of the Vermont Yankee BWR in June, 1967,
it repeated several of the items from the Browns Ferry letter, once again
labeling them with asterisks. And in July, 1967, when the ACRS wrote a
report on the OConee PWRs (supplied by Babcock and Wilcox), it tagged
several reservations with asterisks, including two new ones, one concern
ing the possible effect ofthermal shock from ECCS operation on pressure
vessel integrity and a second relating to the effects of blowdown forces
from a large LOCA on core and other primary system components.
At its 89th meeting, September 7-9, 1967, the ACRS discussed the matter
of resolution of asterisked items with the Commissioners, as per the
excerpt from the minutes on the following pages.
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After the meeting with the Commissioners, the ACRS discussed the matter
further. 'Ibere was some general unease about how to get the asterisked
items dealt with on a timely basis. It was decided to send letters to
Mr. Price, the Director of Regulation, and to Mr. Hollingsworth, the
General Manager, asking how each was addressing matters raised by the
ACRS as significant to all large UWRs. A copy of the letter to Mr. Price
is reproduced on the following page.
At its December, 1967 meeting, the ACRS completed a construction permit
report on the Diablo canyon Unit 1 FWR (Westinghouse) which included
several asterisked items, including one on separation of protection and
control. At its 93rd meeting, January 11-13, 1968, the ACRS discussed
how to proceed further with the matter of asterisked i terns, both proced
urally and technically. 'Ibere was sentiment among some COI11nittee members
not to continue repeating the items on all future letters. It was decided
to include a detailed list on the upcoming Fort Calhoun report (a Combus
tion Engineering PWR), so that each LWR Reactor vendor had received at
least one such list. It was also decided that a Subcoavnittee should be
appointed to attempt to resolve the items, and that the Subcommittee
should try to complete its work before completion of ACRS action on
another reactor at a site which was similar, population-wise, to Indian
Point 2. (The Zion Station was on the horizon for ACRS review.)
The ACRS began using a brief paragraph in succeeding letter reports on
LWRs in the form "other problems related to large water reactors have
been identified by the Regulatory Staff and ACRS and cited in previous
ACRS reports. 'Ibe Cormtittee believes that resolution vf these items
should apply equally to the (
) reactor. w
New items continued to be identified in specific letters, and at least
initially, were asterisked if they were deemed generic; and sometimes
an old item was specifically emphasized in the report on a particular
case.
The Regulatory Staff responded in several IOOnths to the ACRS request of
September 22, 1967, with a status report on the various asterisked or
other generic items. And on July 28, 1968, the General Manager wrote the
ACRS and provided a brief evaluation of how and to what extent the AEC
Reactor safety Research Program was responding to ACRS concern.
By the time that ACRS action was completed on the construction permit
application for Zion Station Units 1 and 2, it was clear that progress
was slow and was going to remain slow on most of the asterisked items.
The Zion letter is reprocuded in Chapter 2. '!he list of items was
continuing to grow (for example, the question of anticipated transients
without scram, A'IWS, was raised in 1969. see Chapter 4).
By joint effort of the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS, acceptable regula
tory positions were developed on many of the open or unresolved topics
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wide and these were identified in the letter by
asterisks. Mr. Palladino noted that he had been
specifically addressing himself to those questions.
Mr. Shaw felt that the AEC had identified its R&D
programs and the time scale on wnich they will be carried
out. He suggested that even in the case of cooperative
undertakings with industry, the Commission could not
be put in the position of fUlfilling license requirements
for specific 'applications.
Dr. Okrent felt that, if the approach of making indiv
idual applicants responsible for indicating mechanisms
of resolving the outstanding safety problems is followed
strictly, the question will come to a head at the
Committee's next meeting. Mr. Price agreed that that
might well be the case and added that the Committee
should get assurance from the applicants involved that
there exists some R&D program which has a reasonable
chance of providing solutions. He suggested that the
feeling seems to be that the asterisked items in Comm
ittee letters call for information which is beyond, or
which will be needed before, that to be derived from
AEC programs. If this is, indeed, the case, the appl
icants'should be made aware of it as soon as possible.
Dr. Zabel noted that while the asterisks referred to a
footnote on industry-wide problems, the content of the
paragraphs was addressed to the applicant specifically.
Mr. Kavanagh noted that he had been trying to determine
whether the total program was adequate based on the
COrmtittee's letter of October 1966, and other needs. He
has been having some difficulty doing this.
Dr. Okrent pointed out that with two new reactor types
either under construction or planned and with the in
dication that there are continuing safety problems in
water reactor designs, more money might be needed for the
research program. He pointed out that new reactor types
bring with them whole new classes of problems. Mr.
Kavanagh felt that it would not be possible to go much
further in terms of additional funds. In answer to a '
question by Commissioner Ramey, Mr. Shaw noted that the
1968 budget has 60% of the safety research funds
allocated for water reactor problems, about 15% for fast
breeders, and about 1% for high temperature gas cooled
reactors. Mr. Shaw pointed out that the present high
temperature gas cooled reactor proposal carries with it
its own funds for safety research. There is no way to
obtain funds and solve problems on a short time scale.
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and some of the asterisked, or generic items began to be resolved with
the issuance of Safety (or Regulatory) Guides.*
And by late 1972, the ACRS wrote its first formal report on the status of
generic items. 'Ihe letter is reproduced on the following pages.
As noted in the letter, the Committee employed a limited definition of

the term "resolved", namely that a specific conclusion or policy decision
had been reached by the Regulatory Staff and ACRS. ~st of the time, this
meant that a modification acceptable to the Regulatory groups should be
employed in future plants. 'Ihe problem of 00'11 to backfit, if changes
were desi rable or necessary, was frequently a thorny one, and ended up a
matter of engineering judgment.
Clearly, in 1972, many of the asterisked items identified in Browns Ferry
and succeeding plants were still not resolved, even though these reactors
were requesting operating licenses. 'Ibe Regulatory Staff and the ACRS had
to arrive at a judgment as to whether power operation was acceptable while
a large number of generic items remained unresolved. 'Ihe judgment made
was that such operation would not pose undue risk to the public health and
safety, and that when these items were resolved, a backfit decision would
have to be made.
In a 1975 paper entitled, "The ACRS - Generic Issues and Standardization",
(Bush, 1976) long-time ACRS member Spencer Bush, who devoted a consider
~ble effort to the resolution of many such issues by the development of
safety guides, provided conments on the question of generic issues re
solved by that time. 'lVenty-one had been resolved by means of a Regula
tory Guide, seven by the ¢levelopment of acceptable codes and standards,

* The first safety guides were issued in the Fall of 1Y70. A letter

dated December 8, 1971, from L. M. Muntzing to E. J. Bauser, Exec
utive Director, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy gives a definition
of "Safety Guides".
"Safety guides are not regulations nor are they intended
as a substitute for regulations; therefore, compliance
with safety guides is not required. These guides are used
to describe solutions to safety issues in facility licensing
cases where it has not yet been determined that a particular
solution to a specific safety question should be made a
Commrission requirement and included in the regulations.
Specifically, the guides serve to identify safety issues
that should be considered in the design and in the eval
uation of nuclear power plants and to describe a set of
principles and specifications Which, if satisfied, represent
a solution of these iSsues acceptable to the regulatory
staff and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.
Solutions other than those set out in the guides will be
acceptable if they provide a sufficient basis for the findings
requisite to the issuance of a construction permit or
operating license by the Commission."
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ADVISORY COMM ITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASH INGTON. C.C. 20545

September 22, 1967

Mr. Robert E. Hollingsworth
General Manager
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Hollingsworth:
During the eighty-ninth ACRS meeting, there was some discussion of the
Commission's reactor safety research program and the contribution it
will make to the resolution of· items identified in recent ACRS reports
as matters which are significant for all large water-cooled power reac
tors.
As a follow-up to this discussion, the Committee has asked me to request,
for use by the ACRS, a summary of the work related to these topics which
the Commission is currently carrying on or has planned as part of its
safety research program and an indication of the dates by which signifi
cant results on each item can be expected. The Committee would also be
interested in a summary of the bases used in deciding what work is to be
included in the Commission's safety research program for water-cooled
reactors.
In this connection, it should be noted that the Committee plans to continue
its investigation of each of these items in its review of specific reactor
projects.
Sincerely yours,

/s/
N. J. Palladino
Chairman

·
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Honorable James R. Schlesinger
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December 18, 1972

possibly, implemented. In fact, requirements may differ for
specific plants because of such factors as site characteristics
and construction authorization dates, especially as they apply
to backfit requirements.
Group I of the attachment includes generic problems that have
been resolved together with the specific action that resulted
in the resolution. Group II includes those items for which
resolution on a generic basis is still pending. The ACRS and
the Regulatory Staff will continue to consider Group II items
and their significance to safety on a case-by-case basis until
generic resolution is reached. Formal actions, such as issuance
of Regulations or Safety Guides, are anticipated for many of
the Group II items.
The ACRS expects to report to you from time to time on the
status of generic items.
Sincerely yours,

lsI

(

C. P. Siess
Chairmcm
Attachment:
Generic Items

(
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

December 18. 1972

Honorable James R. Schlesinger
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington. D. C. 20545
Subject:

STATUS OF GENERIC

ITE~ffi

RELATING TO LIGHT-WATER REACTORS

Dear Dr. Schlesinger:

(

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and the Regulatory
Staff have identified a number of safety problems during recent
years that are common to a specific type of light-water reactor
or to all light-'vater reactors (U1Rs). The "generic items"
discussed herein have been cited in Committee reports pertaining
to the construction or operation of LWRs; additional generic
items not cited in the report have been identified by the
Directorate of Licensing. The ACRS customarily has used a
general paragraph to c~ver those generic items noted in its
previous reports. This paragraph reads: "Other problems
relating to large water reactors. which have been identified by
the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS and cited in previous reports,
s~ould be dealt with appropriately by the Regulatory Staff and
the applicant as suitable approaches are developed". The use of
such a paragraph has permitted the ACRS to emphasize either new
or particularly significant generic problems without listing in
detail those problems cited in the past.
The Committee believes that many of the generic items cited in
its reports have been resolved by actions of the applicants or
decisions of the Regulatory Staff, in cooperation with the ACRS.
Resolution of the remaining items are pending.
The Committee defines "resolved" to mean that a specific
conclusion or policy decision has been reached by t~e Directorate
of Licensing and the ACRS. Resolution of an item indicates that
the Committee is satisfied in a generic sense; however. this does
not mean that improvements should not be investigated and.

{
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Generic Items
Group I (Cont'd)
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15.

Pressure Vessel Surveillance of Fluence and NOT Shift:
Covered by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A and proposed Appendix H;
and ASTM Standard E-185-70

16.

Nil Ductility Properties of Pressure Vessel Materials:
Covered by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A and proposed Appendix G;
and ASME BPV Code, Section III

17.

Operation of Reactor With Less Than All Loops in Service:
Covered by ACRS-Regulatory Staff position that manual
resetting of several set points on the control room
instruments under specific conditions and procedures is
acceptable in taking one primary loop out of service.
This position is based on the expectation that this mode of
operation will be infrequent.

18.

Criteria for Preoperational Testing:
Covered by Operational Guide for the Planning of Initial
Startup Programs, December 7, 1970

19.

Diesel Fuel Capacity:
Covered by ACRS-Regulatory Staff position requiring 7 days fuel

20.

Capability of Biological Shield Withstanding Double-Ended Pipe
Break at Safe Ends:
Covered by ACRS-Regulatory Staff position cited in several
letters that such a failure should have no unacceptable
consequences. ACRS-Regulatory Staff position document will
be prepared.

21.

Operating One Plant While Other(s) is/are Under Construction:
Specific requirements have been established by ACRS
Regulatory Staff. Position will be prepared.

22.

Seismic Design of Steam Lines:
Covered by Safety Guide 29

23.

Quality Group Classifications for Pressure Retaining Components:
Covered by Safety Guide 26

24.

Ultimate Heat Sink:
Covered by Safety Guide 27

25.

Instrumentation to Detect Stresses in Containment Walls:
Covered by Safety Guide 18
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(

Group I - Resolved Generic Items

(

1.

Net Positive Suction Head for ECCS Pumps:
Covered by Safety Guide 1

2.

Emergency Power:
Covered by Safety Guides 6 and 9 and portions of IEEE-308 (1971)

3.

Hydrogen Control After a Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA):
Covered by Safety Guide 7 and Supplement

4.

Instrument Lines Penetrating Containment:
Covered by Safety Guide 11 and Supplement

5.

Strong Motion Seismic Instrumentation:
Covered by Safety Guide 12

6.

Fuel Pool Design Bases:
Covered by Safety Guide 13

7.

Protection of Primary System and Engineered Safety Features
Against Pump Flywheel Missiles:
Covered by Safety Guide 14

8.

Protection Against Industrial Sabotage:
Covered by Safety Guide 17

9.

Vibration Monitoring of Reactor Internals and Primary System:
Covered by Safety Guide 20

10.

Inservice Inspection of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary:
Covered by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel (BPV) Code, Section XI

11.

Quality Assurance During Design, Construction, and Operation:
Covered by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B; AS}m BPV Code, Section III;
ANSI N-45.2-1971; Safety Guide 28; and Proposed Standard ANS-3.2

12.

Inspection of BWR Steam Lines Beyond Isolation Valves:
Covered by ASME BPV Code, Section XI

13.

Independent Check of Primary Sytem Stress Analysis:
Covered by ASME BPV Coce, Section III

14.

Operational Stability of Jet Pumps:
Tests and operating experience at Dresden 2 and 3 and other
jet pump BWRs have satisfied the ACRS concerns for this
generation plant.

./.1'". 'J."
"
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Generic Items
Group II (Cont'd)

10.

- 4 

Anticipated Transients Without Scram:
Data provided by applicants. Evaluation is required to permit
a decision to cover BWRs and PWRs operating and under construction.

11.

Radwaste Management:
10 CFR 50, Appendix It covers in part:
required to implement fully.

12.

Formal rulemaking decision

Possible Failure of Pressure Vessel Post-LOCA by Thermal Shock:
Safety Guide 2 covers current information. Ultimate position
as to significance of thermal shock requires input of fracture
mechanics data on irradiated steels from the Heavy Section
Steel Technology Program.

13.

Instruments to Detect Fuel Failures:
Instrumentation exists to detect fuel failures: ACRS-Regu1atory
Staff believes progress is satisfactory; however, continuing work
is required.

(
14.

Monitoring for Excessive Vibration or Loose Parts Inside the
Pressure Vessel:
State-of-the-Art results appear promising. MOre work may be
required prior to decision as to installation of equipment.

15.

Common Mode Failures:
·Requirements for diverse components should be established.

16.

Emergency Core Cooling System Capability:
Need for improvement cited by Regulatory Staff and stated in
ACRS report of January 7, 1972. Further studies and evalua
tions are in progress.

17.

Behavior of Reactor Fuel Under Abnormal Conditions:
This includes: flow blockage; partial melting of fuel
assemblies as it affects reactor safety; and transient effects
on fuel integrity. The PDF program will address some of these
items.

(

I

, '1
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Generic Items

- 3 

Group II - Resolution Pending
1.

Adequacy of Primary System Leak Detection and Location:
ACRS-Regu1atory Staff position requires systems in addition to
sump measurements.

2.

Positive Moderator Coefficient:
One solution is use of fixed burnable poison in core.

3.

Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel:
ACRS-Regulatory Staff position is to minimize use. *

4.

Protection Against Pipe Whip:
Ultimate decision will depend on review of available information
on pipe br~ak probabi1ities.*

5.

(

Turbine Missiles:
Turbine failures for past 16 years have been evaluated and a
statistical probability analysis has been completed.

6.

Fixed In-Core Detectors on High Power PWRs:
Some information is available.

7.

Performance of Critical Components (pumps, cables, etc.) in
Post-LOCA Environment:
Substantial information available in topical reports. Evalua
tion is required to determine if all necessary information is
on hand.*

8.

Effective Operation of Containment Sprays in a LOCA:
Extensive documentation in topical reports.
evaluation are required.

9.

Relief Valves Controlling Bypass Paths on BWRPressure Suppression
Containments:
Analyses made in topical reports.
Regulatory Staff.

(

Review and

* A Safety Guide is in yreparation.

Evaluation required by ACRS
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and twelve by the adoption of a staff position or other means. In a few
cases, information coming from safety research programs provided the
basis whereby a new requirement was developed or an item was judged to be
a non-problem. On occasion, particularly A'IWS, an item has been placed
in the "resolved" category prematurely, because what was thought to be a
regulatory position became "unstuck" and was not implemented.
The ACRS has reported periodically on the status of generic items 'in
letters to the Chairman of the Commission. Reproduced on the following
pages are portions of Report No.6.
The attachment to this report includes a brief description of each unre
solved item and a priority listing. A few descriptions are included for
information purposes.
An examination of the generic items covered in the ACRS report of November

15, 1977, both resolved and unresolved, shows that they cover a wide range
of topics, that they vary considerably in their specificity, and they vary
considerably in their potential or probable impact on reactor safety.
They varied as well in the way they arose.
Item 1 in Group I of resovled generic items relates to net positive
suction head from ECCS pumps. This matter arose from philosophic con
siderations. During ACRS review of one or two specific BWRs during the
late 1960's, it was ascertained that the designers assumed containment
integrity in assessing the containment pressure head available to prevent
cavitation of ECCS pumps. '!he containment is very much a safety-related
structure and its ability to withstand LOCA forces is carefully analyzed.
Hence, this assumption by designers ws not unreasonable. On the other
hand, it could be argued that it was desirable that ECCS function not
depend on containment integrity, so that some low probability event
involving a major loss of containment integrity in a LOCA, e.g., gross
failure of a large containment penetration, not lead automatically to
core melt. Furtherroore, it was clear that reactor design could equally
well proceed without relying on containment integrity for adequate pump
head, if the approach was adopted from the beginning. '!he ACRE flagged
the matter as a desirable change, and it was adopted after not too long
a time had passed.
Item 7 in Group 1 related primarily to the integrity of flywheels on
primary system pumps in PWRs. '!he potential for missile generation
from various sources had received review from time to time. DJring the
ACRS construction permit review of Indian Point 3, the matter of the
possible failure of pump flywheels and the potentially adverse affects
on steam generator integrity and other safety-related components was
raised. Experience with flywheels of that type had been good, and it was
judged that with proper care in design, fabriacation and inspection, the
probability of unacceptable affects from gross flywheels failure should
be acceptably low. Wli1e the existing quality assurance efforts in the

-, .'\', I'
-)
j
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Generic Items
Group II (Cont'd)

18.
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Emergency Power for Two or More Reactors at the Same Site:
Additional work is required on protection systems for
multiple units.

19.

Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage of BWRs:
A definitive position is required of ACRS-Regulatory Staff
in the light of continuing experience.

20.

Instrumentation to Follow the Course of an Accident:
Some equipment exists; further analyses are required to
establish equipment requirements.

21.

BWR Recirculation Pump Overspeed During LOCA:
Topical reports prepared.
Regulatory Staff.

(

22.

Decision required by ACRS

The Advisability of Seismic Scram:
Further studies required to establish need.
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,a.

Honor able Joseph M. Hendr ie

- 2-

November 15, 1977

"Resolved" as used in the Generic Items reports refers to the following:
In sane cases an i tell has been resolved in an administrative sense, recog
nizing that technical evaluation "and satisfactory tmplementation are yet
to be completed. Anticipated Transients Without Scram represents an ex
anple of this category. In other instances, the resolution has been ac
c~lished in a narrow or sPeCific sense, recognizing that fur~~er steps
are desirable, as practical, or that different aspects of ~,e problQ~ re
quire further investigation. Exa~les are the possibility of ~roved
met.l1ods of locating leaks in the prL1Io3.ry system, and of .i.rrproved nethods
or augmented scope to inservice inspection of reactor pressure vessels.
Sincerely yours,

em.

M. Bender
Chairman

Attadmlents:
(1) Group I; (2) Group IA; (3) Group IB; (4) Group IC; (5) Group 10;
(6) Group IE; (7) Group II; (8) Group IIA; (9) Group lIB; (10) Group
IIC; (11) Group 110; (12) Group lIE; and (13) Table 1, Priorities For
Resolution of ACRS Generic Items.
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UNITED STATES

,

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

Nova~r

15, 1977

Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Corrrnission
Washington, DC 20555
Subject:

STAWS OF GENERIC ITEMS

RELATI~

10

LIQIT-~'U\TER

REAcroRS:

REPORI' NO. 6

Dear Dr. Hendrie:
The Advisory Comnittee on Reactor Safeguards has previously reported on
the "Status of Generic ItellS Relating to Light-Water Reactors" in its
letters of Deca~er 18, 1972, February 13, 1974, March 12, 1975, April 16,
1976 and February 24, 1977. Since the Committee lL~ts its definition of
generic it~~ to those cited specifically in its letters pertaining to
projects and related matters, the atta~~ed listing is not all-inclusive;
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff has additional generic items.
Groups I through ID of the atta~T~nts are a reiteration of the generic
it~~ considered resolved at the t~~ the Committee issued its Report
No.5 on February 24, 1977. Group IE includes those items resolved siuce
February 1977. Following each resolved i tern is a brief staterrent of the
specific action that resulted in the resolution. Groups II through 110
include itaTs previously listed as those for which resolution on a generic
basis is still pending. Group lIE includes those added in the p~esent
report. The ACRS and the NRC Staff will continue to consider the safety
significanc~ of items in Groups II through lIE on a case-by-ease basis
until generic resolution is reached. Fornal actions, such as issuance of
Regulations or Regulatory Guides, are anticipated for many of these items.
Owing to questions raised concerning the scope and intent of various
generic issues, the.Committee has incorporated into the atta~~nts a
brief description for all unresolved items cited in this report.
With regard to the status of generic issues, as they apply to each plant,
the NRC Staff addresses the status of the pertinent issues in the appli
cable Safety Evaluation Report. The ACRS identifies those that it believes
relevant in its reports on individual projects.
The ACRS has received requests concerning the priorities to be placed
on the resolution of outsta~ding generic issues. Such priorities are
shown in Table I, attached.

.

-"
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Group I Continued
15.

Pressure Vessel Surveillance of Fluence and NOT Shift: Covered by
10 CFR 50, Apflendix A and Appendix H: and ASTM Standard E-185.

16. Nil Ductility properties of Pressure Vessel Materials: Covered
by 10 eFR 50, Appendix A and Appendix G: ASME BPV Code, Section III:
"Report on the Integrity of Reactor Vessels for Light-Water Power
Reactors," (WASH-1285) by the Advisory Cornmcittee on Reactor Safe
guards dated January 1974.
17. Operation of Reactor With Less Than All Loops In Service: Covered
by ACRS-Regulatory Staff position that rr~nual resetting of several
set points on the control room instruments under specific conditions
and procedures is acceptable in taking one primary loop out of service.
This position is based on the expectation that this mode of operation
will be infrequent. Cited in Standard Review Plan Appendix 7-A,
Branch Technical position EICSB 12.
18.

Criteria for Preoperational Testing:

Covered by Regulatory Guide 1.68.

19.

Diesel Fuel Capacity: Covered by ACRS-Regulatory Staff position
requiring 7 days fuel (Standard Review Plan 9.5.4) •

20.

Capability of Biological Shield Withstarrling Double-Ended Pipe Break
at Safe Ends: Covered by ACRS-Regulatory Staff position cited in
several letters that such a failure snould have no unacceptable
consequences.

21. Operating One Plant While Other (s) is/are Under Construction:
Specific require~nts have been established by ACRS-Regulatory Staff.
Covered in Regulatory Guide 1.17, 1.70 Section 13.6.2: 1.101: ANSI
N 18.17 and Standard Review Plan 13.3 Appendix A and 13.6.
22.

Seismic Design of Steam Lines:

Covered by Regulatory Guide 1.29.

23.

Quality Group Classifications for Pressure Retaining Components:
Covered by Regulatory Guide 1.26.

24.

UltiJ".ate Heat Sink:

25.

Instrumentation to Detect Stresses in Containrrent Walls:
by Regulatory Guide 1.18.

Covered by Regulatory Guide 1.27.
Covered

i

,..

GENERIC ITEMS
Group I - Resolved Generic

Ite~

P~~s:

R~;u1atory

1.

Net Positive Suction Head for ECCS
Guide 1.1.

Covered by

2.

~1€rgency

3.

Hydrogen Control After a Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LCX:A): ACRS
concurred in proposed Staff position, covered by NRC Standard
Review Plan for Nuclear Power Plants.
.

4.

Instrument Lines Penetrating Contain7ent:
Guide 1.11 and Suppl~2nt.

5.

Strong Motion Seismic Instrumentation:
Guide 1.12.

6.

Fuel Storage Pool Design Bases:

7.

Protection of Prir.ary Syst~~ and Engineered Safety Features Against
Pump Flywh~l Missiles: Covered by Regulatory Guide 1.14.

8.

Protection Against Industrial Sabotage:
Guide 1.17.

9.

Vibration Monitoring of Reactor Internals and
Covered by Regulatory Guide 1.20.

Power: Covered by Re3ulatory Guides 1.6, 1.9, and 1.32
and portions of lEEE-308 (1971).

Covered by Regulatory

Covered by Regulatory

Covered by

R~~ulatory

Guide 1.13.

Covered by Regulatory
PrL~ry

System:

10.

Inservice Inspection of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary: Covered
by ASME Boller and Pressure Vessel (BPV) Code, Section XI and
Regulatory Guide 1.65.

11.

Quality Assurance During Design, Construction and Operation:
Covered by lU CFR 50, Appendix B; ASME BPV Code, Section III;
ANSI N-4S.2-1971, Regulatory Guides 1.28, 1.33, 1.64, 1.70.6
and Proposed Sta'1dard A.t~&-3.2.

12.

Inspection of Bh"R Steam Lines Beyond Isolation Valves:
by ASHE BPV Code, Section XI.

13.

Independent Check of Primary System Stress Analysis:
ASME BPV Code, Sect ion I I I.

14.

Operational Stability of Jet PL1ii1?s: Test and operating experience
at Dresden 2 and 3 and other jet p~~ B~~ have satisfied the ACRS
concerns.

Covered
Covered by

I

'
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Group IB - Generic Items Resolved Since February 13, 1974
1.

positive Moderator Coefficient: Pwrt5 presently have or expect to have
zero or negative coefficients. Where some Tec~nical Specifications
allow a slightly positive coefficient, the accident ~td stability
analyses take this into account. Burnable poison provisions have been
designed into Pw~ to reduce otherwise excessive positive coefficients
to allowable values.

2.

Fixed Incore Detectors on High PC1,o/er P"wRs: Fixed incore detectors are
not required for F~rts since reviews of potential power distribution
ano.ualies have not revealed a clear need for continuous incore
oonitoring.

3.

Perforrrance of Critical Components (p~~s, cables, etc.) in post-LOCA
Enviro~~nt:
Qualification requira~nts of critical components are
now covered by Regulatory Guides 1.40, 1.63, 1.73 and 1.89 and IEEE
Standards 382-1972, 383-1974, 317-1972, 323-1974.

4.

Vacuum Relief Valves Controlling Byl'ass Paths on Bi';R Pressure
Suppression Containments: On designs prior to GE ~~rk III con
tai~~nt, resolution lies in surveillance and testing of vacuum
relief valves. For ~ark III containments, an additional require
ment is that the design be capaole of accoIITilOdating a bypass
equivalent to one square foot for a given flow condition.

5.

Emergency Power for Two or More ~eactors at the Same Site:
by issue of Regulatory Guide 1.81.

6.

Effluents from Light-Water-Coo1ed-Nuclear Power Reactors:
by issue of Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.

7.

Control Rod Ejection Accident:
Guide 1.77.

Resolved
Resolved

Resolved for PWRs by Regulatory

•
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Group IA - Generic Items Resolved Since

D2Ca~r

18, 1972

1.

Use of Furnace Sensitized Stainless Steel:
Guide 1.44.

2.

Primary System Detection and Location of Leaks:
Regulatory Guide 1.45.

3.

Protection Against pipe

4.

Anticipated Transients Without Scram: Covered by Regulatory position
Document, "Tec..l-mical Report on Anticipated Tra'1Sients Without Scram
for Water-Cooled Power Reactors," WASH-1270, September 1973.

5.

ECCS Capability of Current and Older Plants: Covered by Rule.-raking
as a general policy decision, although acceptable detailed
imple.:lentation re.mains to be developed. Docket R..~50-l, "Acceptance
Criteria for Emergency Core Cool~ng Systa~ for Light-Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Reactors," Deca~r 28, 1973.

~nip:

Covered by Regulatory
Covered by

Covered by Regulatory Guide 1.46.
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Group 1D - Generic Items Resolved Since April 16, 1976

1.

Instruments to Detect (limited) Fuel Failures - NK: docu-nent, "Fuel
Failure Detection in Operating Reactors," B. L. Siegel and H. H. Hagen,
June, 1976 resolves issue for limited fuel failures, but not for severe
failures (See 11-4).

2.

"Instru"ip-ntation to Follow the Course of an Accident" Regulatory Guide
1.97 Revision 1 resolves ACRS concerns.

3.

Pressure in Containment following LOCA - NRC document, "Containrrent
Subcompartment Analysis" Septerrber 1976.

4.

Fire Protection. Resolved by Branch Technical Position 9.5.1, and
Regulatory Guide 1.120.
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Generic Items Resolved Since March 12, 1975

1.

Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage of Bw"R's:
Guide 1.96.

Covered by Regulatory

2.

Fuel Densification: Covered by 10 CFR 50 Appendix K plus case-by
case review of vendor fuel models.

3.

Rod Sequence Control Systems: Covered by NRC Staff Review and
Approval of NEDO-I0527 and Presentation to ACRS.

4.

Seismic Category I Require.rnents for Auxiliary Syste:',s:
by Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29.

Covered
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Group 11,- Resolution Pending
1.

Turbine Missiles: Turbine failures for past 16 years have been
evaluated and a statistical probability analysis has been completed.
An ACRS letter (April 18, 1973) disc~sses the proble~.*

2.

Effective Operation of Contairm=nt Sprays in a UX'A: Extensive
dOaL~ntation in topical reports.
Review and evaluation are r~-uired.

3.

Possible Failure of Pressure Vessel Post-LCCA By Thermal Shock:
R~ulatory Guide 1.2 covers current inforrration.
UltL~te position
as to significance of the~l shock requires input of fracture
mec"!"1anics data from the Heavy Section Steel Technology Pr03ram.

**4.

Instnm-.ents to detect (severe) fuel failures - NOC dOCl.1i,=nt, "Fuel
Failure Detection in Operating Reactors," 8. L. Siegel and H. H.
Hagen. 1te~ ID covers limited failures. More work is required for
~1e severe failure case to eStablish instrurrentation criteria.

iSA.

Monitoring for Loose Parts Inside the Reactor Pressure Vessel:
State-of-the-Art results appear prorr~sing and so~ equirrnent
has been ir.stalled.

i53.

~onitoring for Excessive Vibration Inside the Reactor Pressure
Vessel: Neutron Noise Analysis has been successful in detecting
vibration of sorre CJrrtponents, however, additional work may be
required concerning systems for detecting vibration in other
components within the Reactor Pressure Vessel.

~6.

C~TImOn Mode Failures:
This neading covers a multiplicity of
diverse co~onents for which requirQuents should be established.
Due to their diversity the ACRS feels that specific items should
be separated into subsets under the general heading of common
mode failures;
6A - Reactor Scram System
68 - Alternating Current Sources onsite and offsite
6C - Direct Current Systems
The above it~~ are easily identified, other specific items may be
added to this listing in the future.

*Regulatory Guide is in preparation.
**Identified in L~e Commdttee's Report of April 16, 1976 as "Instruments
to Detect Fuel Failures."
#These are a separation of
previous reports.

it~s

included under

~~e

same numbers in

-
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Group IE - Generic Items Resolved Since February 24, 1977

1.

Control Rod Drop Accident (Bw~s): Resolved through NRC review and
documentation establishing such an event as not having severe con
sequences U-le.rror andum for 1-1. Bender, Chairman ACRS, from Der.wood
F. Ross, Jr., Assistant Director for Reactor Safety, DSS, dated
February 11, 1977.)

2.

Rupture of High Pressure Ljnes Outside Containment:
positions in Standard RevieW Plan 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.

3.

Isolation of Low Pressure from High Pressure Systems:
positions in Standard Review Plan 5.4.7.

Resolved by
Resolved by
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Group lIA' - Resolution Pending - Items Since December 18, 1972

1.

Pressure in Contairnlent FollO',r1ing I£CA: Further criteria and methods
are needed to better evaluate local dynamic pressures in a I£CA to
establish more cafinitive design margins.

,2.

Control r.:id ~cp A~cid~nt (£"::7;3): Calculations indicate that the
reactivity rc~pc~g ~iffers fr~ earlier values. New analyses are
required, ir.cluding L'1ree-dLTcensional effects.

3.

Ice Cor.c.::1Ser Coritain7,~nts: r-3ditional analyc'".x!s are required to
establish resI,:X)nse during a UX'A, and to est01ish design margins.

,

. 4.

aJpture of High Pressure Lir.;;s Outside Ccnta~nt: 'lhe possibility
exists that f~i1ure of a high pressure lim! such as a steam pipe
can prevent o?~r~ticn of critical safety cc~nents.

s.

PHR Pll"~p OJerspeed DJr ing a LOCA: Problem arises in similar manner
to that of E::':?s (It~ll 8 Group II).

6.

Is:)latic:l of lew Pressure Fra High Pre.:::mre Systerr.s: Assurance
required ti'.at lew Fresscre sj:,r;tcs ~d'lot inadvertently be inter
co:-_~c::tcd \1it1:l a hiSh ~rC:::;~lZe systc:n leading to failure.
'!here
are !X'te:ltial inte;:~ction Frcbl€.1S beb.-een Class I and Class 2 or
Class 3 pressure connections.

7.

Steam Qmerator 'l\Jbe Leakage: Partially resolved by issue of
Regula tory Guide 1. 83 ",tdch ad1resses the concern fran a pre
ventative I;X)int of vie'~.

8.

ACRS/t':r.c p~ri~ic

lo-Year

~Vie-d

of all rc-.:er Reactors: A more
effectb:~·, CO:1tinuous alternative c??ro==h to periodic reviews
is bein3 prc.,;x>sed. Pending ACPS rC'lie',oI, this itan is still
considered unresolved.
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Group II Continued

7.

Behavior of Reactor Fuel Under Abnormal Conditions: This includes:
flow blockage; partial melting of fuel assQ~lies as it affects
reactor safety; and transient effects on fuel integrity. The PBF
program will address same of these ite~.

8.

B~~"R Recirculation Purrp Overspeed During LOCA:
by ACRS-NRC Staff.

9.

The Advisability of
establish need.

10.

~ergency Core Cooling System Capability for Future Plants:
Partially resolved by amendments to 10 CFR 50 [50.34(a) (4),
50.34(b) (4), 50.46, and Appendix K]. LOCA evaluation model
complete. ACRS feels new cooling approaches should be explored.

Sei~uic

Scram:

Decision required

Further studies required to

Group IIC - Resolution Pending - Itens Added Since March 12, 1975
1.

IDcking QJt of ECCS R)wer ~rated valves: 'Ihe CO:!:l1ittee su;gests
that further attention be given to procedures involving locking out
electrical so~rCGS to specific r.otor-o~rated valves r~-uired in the
engineered safety ft='\cticns of ECCS.

2.

Fire Protectioil-: 'Ihe CO!r.nittee recomnends review of design features
intended to prevent the occurrence of ca":'.aging fires and to minimize
the con~~nccs to safety-related egui~ent should a fire occur.

3.

Design Features to Control ~b:>t.age: Atte&,tic~ should be given to
aspects'-of design that could i-r.prove plant security.

4.

~co::::U.ssionir.3 of F\ec::ctors:
Specific plans
t:-~ C:~·:21~:.::::, including C;~f::.nitive cOC~s and standards
covering pl~")t ceccr..rniss ion ing • Also ex~rience sho:.lld be gained
in reactcr C:?Con~-.:ninaticn so t.hat such information is available

oecontznination .c.~d

sh:):.:ld

when

nce'':~.

5.

Vessel SUF?Jrt [~ructures: eu~:stioas that have arisen concerning
the lo;:~s Cl p:c~511re vessel sL::?Jrt structures du~ to certain
p:>stulated lcss-of-<oolcmt .;:ccicents s~~ould ~ resolved.

6.

water Hammer: Several cases of water slugging or -water harmter
have occurred in both P;VRs and 5·lRs. Corrective measures should
be taken to minimize such events.

7.

r~inten:mce and Inspxtion of PI~ts: Provisions should be included
in th~ design of future ple..,ts \i~ic.' anticipate the r..aintenance,
insp2Ction and o~rilticnal n~s of the plant throughout its service

life.
8.

~havior

of E~·:P. ::":trk I Contai.."'t:ients: Various aspects relevant to the
B:';'R ::Jrk I Conti::i:'.:;~::mt ~11ould b~ rC:3ol-;2d. IncluG~ are such ite:ns
as relief valve rc:;traint, cO:1trol of local dync:nic loz.~ in the
torus, vent clc::r-in3 und ezt.blisl-:7..::nt of torus \:::ter te..perature
limits during a LO:.J\. '!his is an extension of Item 1 in Group lIA.
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Group lIB - Resolution
1.

~nding

- Items Added Since February 13, 1974

ft'brid R:?actor Protecticn Syste:n:

Systems should be qualified for
in situ tests and und2r various
enviromental cc.-:ditions, prior to use in ree)ctor system.
relia~i1ity, parti=~urly L;roL~h

2.

l)Ja1i.ficatic:l of r.ew fu~l geo:retries: 'lhe 16:<16, 17x17 p;'m and
8x8 r: 3. ft.:~ls s~ould ~c~=go testing to m~et Itan 2 in Group Ie
and Item 7 in Group II.

3.

B2havior of E::rt r::'rk III Contairrr:ents: Various asFeCts, including
vent clearir_J, vent coolc.nt interaction, pool s\:'~ll, pool strati
fication, p:c.::sure 10.:: os and flo',v bYf~sS sr.ould be resolved. ~is
is an e;o:tensicn of ItSll 1 in Group IIA.
'

4.

Stress Corrcsicn Cr2=king in F;':'R Pi;:~>i..T19: Several failures have
occurred in c~rc.ting r::s. rn-;e ;.w';3 letter of February 8, 1975,
discU5~::-S p:.:sib10 z::::tic::3 th~t SD(>uld 1('.:d to g2n~ric resolution
and extensive rrogr.:.:•.s are wiC::.:['\;ay by i..I~ustry, E72..;, ar..:3 :~.
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11-3 - Possible Failure Of Pressure Vessel Post-LOCA By Thermal Shock

Earlier nuclear reactor pressure vessels subjected to fluences of
19
1-4 x 10 nvt, which are anticipated in the last 20 years of a 40-year
life, may suffer severe radiation damage denoted by a pronounced shift
in impact transition
d~Tage

ta~erature

at the inner surface.

There will be a

gradient which decreases sharply, so that the properties halfway

through the wall are essentially those of the as-fabricated material.
If a LOCA occurs near end-of-life, the injection of cold water on the
region of degraded properties rray initiate and propagate a crack because
of high local' stresses near the surface.

Analytic procedures indicate

the stresses drop r'apidly with distw.,ce through the wall so the flaw
should not propagate beyond some limiting point.
evidence and

~~e

The lack of experimental

relative width of the error band in the analytic results

are such that some eX?eriments are required to validate the analytic
model.

These are planned under the HSST program.

r.
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11-1 - Turbine Missiles

Turbine failures for the past 16 years have been evaluated and a
statistical probaoility analysis has been completed.

An ACRS letter

(April 18, 1973) discuses the problem.
Three issues require answers to resolve the turbine missile problem:
(1)

The first relates to the appropriate failure probability value:
-4
based on historical failures the probability is about 10.
Industry'
predicts a much lower failure probability based on
materials and design.
value; (2)

improv~~nts

in

To date the ACRS has accepted the more conservative

The second issue is strongly dependent on turbine orienta

tion with respect to critical safety structures.

Strike probabilities

from high angle missiles are acceptably low for single units and may be
acceptable for multi-unit plants, depending on plant layout; however,
lower angle missiles with non-optimum (tangential) turbine orientation
have unacceptably high strike probabilities; (3)

The third issue is one

of penetration and damage of structures housed in the containment.
lLuited

experL~ntal

The

data pertaining to penetration of large irregularly

shaped missiles are not sufficient to determine structural response to
impingo~nt

of turbine disc segments.

are not relevant to this case.
~ight

Most missile penetration formulas

Some experiments with irregular missiles

resolve this issue, particularly for older plants with

turbine orientations.

,

non-optL~um
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IIC~7

Recent

t~sts

- Behavior Of BWR Mark I Containuents

aWR Mark I ContaiDEent design revealed phenomena not

on the

anticipated on

~~e

basis of earlier tests where pressure loads were LTiposed

oy insertion of air.
review for the

~1ark

Specific
III

Contai~ent,

restraints in the torus, local
and influence of torus

Ongoing experLTents are

probl~~5

e~pected

co~ar~le

to

L~ose

under

include relief valve discharge, pipe

Gi~anic

te~erature

somewnat

loads on the torus, vent clearing,

on the LOCA.

to develop the necessary data to confirm

the adequacy of the existing design or to permit necessary rrcdifications.
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11C-2 - Design Features 'ro Control Saootage

Considerable attention has been devoted to control of industrial
sabotage of nuclear power plants, particularly with regard to control
of unauthorized access, and potential modes of sabotage by individuals
or groups

exter~al

to

L~e

operating organization.

The

ACqs

believes

that deliberate attention should be given to aspects of design that
could improve plant security.

With the

~~hasis

standardized plant designs, it becomes especially

being placed on
il~ortant

to

introduce design ITP.asures that could protect against incustrial
sabotage, or mitigate

~~e

consequences

~~ereof.

,
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industry seemed to be adequate for the most part, there did not exist a
code of accepted practice. Hence, the matter was identified as a generic
item which again was to be resolved by issuance of a regulatory guide.
Item 14 of Group I on operational stability of jet pumps represented
nothing more than a possible operational problem for BWRs with jet pumps.
The question was raised when the first jet pump BWR (Dresden 2) was
reviewed for construction. 'lhe designer was confident that no such
difficultis would arise. However, to be conservative, the ACRS flagged
the possibility as one to be alert for. Operational eXPerience proved the
designers to be correct.
Item 4 in Group ID, fire protection, was made a generic item after occur
rence of the fire at Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2. Actually, the matter of
how to deal with protection against fires had been a thorny issue for many
years. A significant cable tray fire had occurred earlier at San Onofre
1, due to thermal overload (a design deficiency ~ich was corrected at
San Onofre and watched for routinely at all reactors thereafter). 'lhe
difficulties in postulating the causes of realistic serious fires and in
assessing their consequences left the subject in an i11-defined state.
And while progress had been made in improving protection against fires via
criteria on separation of redundant systems, progress had been Slow.
Opinions varied as to the adequacy of existing approaches, as the minutes
of an ACRS Subcommittee meeting on Fire Protection, held on January 19,
1973, show. Ironically, representatives of ~ came to that meeting and
discussed Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2 to provide background as to the
adequacy of existing practice.
After the Browns Ferry fire, the Regulatory Staff mobilized a major ef
fort on the matter of fires and fire protection. Identification of the
matter as a generic item was "proforma". And its "resolution" came about
wi th agreement on the pertinent Regulatory Guide. Actual implementation
of the guide proceeded its adoption, in part. However, in this matter as
in many, there are various possible approaches, each having its pros and
cons, and differences of opinion have continued to arise with regard to
acceptable detailed practice.
Item 1 in Group II on turbine missiles is a safety issue which was raised
many times, beginning in 1965 or 1966, before it was identified as a
generic issue. In some of the initial discussions on the subject, it
was argued by reactor vendors that the existing design provided protection
against missiles. Continued consideration indicated that this was not
necessarily so for missiles generated at the design overspeed condition,
and less so if higher energy missiles were generated by rutpure of the
turbine at much higher speeds. A statistical analysis of existing turbine
experience by ACRS member Bush ind!iated that historically the failure
rate of turbines had been about 10 per turbine year. Reactor vendors
argued that new turbines were of much higher quali ty and predicted very
much lower failure rates.
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lID-I - Safety Related Interfaces Between R£actor Island
And Balance-0f-Plant

~.

I

Questions have been raised concerning both standardized balance-of-plant
and nuclear steam supply

syst~~

on the one hand and custom-designed site-

related structures and components on the other hand.

The depth of detail

required at the stage of preliminary Design Approval may not be adequate
for construction approval.
progr~~

covering design,

ewphasis on

.

t~~ly

Procedures for instituting quality assurance
procurQ~nt,

construction, and startup with

and appropriate interdisciplinary

systa~

analyses to

assure functional compatibility across the interfaces as well as for other
syst~5,

are necessary to assure functional coW??tioility for b,e postulated

design basis accident conditions.
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Analytical studies indicated that the probability of serious damage to
the reactor from turbine failure was reduced markedly if a "peninsular"
arrangement, rather than a "tangential" geometric relationship existed
between the turbine axis and the containment. With continued pressure
by the ACRS, most new construction permit applicatons adopted the
-peninsular" approach. Hence, while the matter has not been completely
resolved, nor is there agreement that the 'tangential' layout used in
earlier reactors poses a significant risk, this design change, as well as
some improvements in turbine overspeed control, have taken place.
The generic items on ATdS and steamline breaks outside containment are
discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 3. They represent items which
arose by other paths, and whose resolution (or lack thereof for A'lWS) pro
vide still other examples.
The Regulatory Staff, as a consequence of their more detailed review,
developed a much longer list of safety related issues to be settled (NRC,
1978). In fact, it is a continuing list. As some matters are resolved,
new ones arise, partly as a result of operating experience, partly from
changes in design approach, and partly from the surfacing or resurfacing
of questions about existing criteria, designs, etc.
An interesting perspective on generic items as their resolution relates to
standardization of nuclear power plants was provided in 1978 by ACRS
member Bender. (Bender, 1978). He distributed the unresolv~ generic
items into five groups according to the nature of the item and the action
needed to resolve it, and then discussed the different needs for reso
lution of each group and the possible impact of reactor standardization.
Excerpts from this paper follow below.

For the first group, the reqUirement is primarily to analyze.
the existing Situation and sometimes perform supporting ex
perimental work in order to establish whether the concerns
arising from undefined consequences deserve attention. Final
judgment is not available until the work is completed.
For the second group, the interest is in prOViding warning of
impending difficulty in order to allow opportunity for circum
venting safety problems. This may require diagnostic capability
through instrumentation or perhaps separate exp~rimenta~;on to.
provide a basis for using existing instrumentatlon as d1agnostlc
too 1s.
A third group applies to matters correctable by appropriate de
finition of operational limits intended to assure that the
safety integrity of the system is not challenged excessively.
Resolution of these may come through technical specifications
or relatively minor design changes involving electrical interlocks
and operational trips.
The fourth group addresses materials degradation where the ul
timate life of the installation is uncertain be~ause
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degradation controls are not wel I understood, Since the de
gradation is sensitive.to lapsed time. the corrective measures
are not normally of immediate concern. but continuing
effort is anticipated to establish an understanding of the
problem in order that safety controls can be exercised be
fore public safety becomes jeopardized by the potential con
sequences of aCCidents related to the degradation.
The fifth group is associated with plant configuration includ
ing eqUipment arrangements, redundancy prOVisions, control
schemes. physical separation of vulnerable safety features,
and structural strength of the physical plant. The matters
in this fifth category usually must be preestabliShed during
design if they are not to cause costly backfit actions~
These five groupings provide a characterization different from
that which the ACRS has used to address the progress toward
resolution of safety issues. You can jUdge the resolution
status from the most recent ACRS report on generic safety
matters dated November 15. 1977. What I will attempt to do
here is consider how each of these groupings interacts with
standardization.
Engineering Analysis
The fact that a generic safety issue has been listed is
evidence that one or more knowledgeable people are uncertain as
to whether attention is needed to minimize threats to public
safety. It often turns out that the uncertainty is a matter
of risk judgment influenced by the state of knowledge. Hence,
improvement in the understanding can eliminate the concern.
A number of matters have been dealt with in this way, including
fuel densification. ECCS capability. control rod ejection acci
dents, and containment resistance to LOcA loads. The issue may
arise because procedures for analyzing the events have an in
adequate relation to the safety circumstances and do not pro
vide sufficient basis for safety jUdgment. The result of re
fined analysis in some cases leads to engineering changes, but
in most cases affirms that practices selected arbitrarily
have sufficient margin to satisfy the design needs.
Accident Diagnostics
The second grouping is directed to accident diagnostics. The
interest is 1n determining whether a safety problem exists and
making certain that there is enough information provided to
address the problem. Two types of diagnostic capability are
_involved. The first type is directed to matters where damaging
conditions exist or have occurred and there is a need to know
the extent of the damage. The Vibration detection devices for
measuring in-core vibration of loose parts and the physical
movement of the core structure are representative of this type.
Provision of strong motion seismic instrumentation, in-service
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inspection capability for the coolant system pressure
boundary and leak detectian features of operating plants are
similarly of interest. They indicate whether the install
ation is performing as intended by design and provide a
basis for affirming the effectiveness of the quality assur
ance program.
The second type is intended to address the unknown elements
of public safety, No one can say with absolute assurance that
all accidents are known and there is a need to determine the
nature of unexpected occurrences, The need for instrumentation
to diagnose accident symptoms 1n order to follow the course of
an unexpected accident has been identified by the ACRS as a
generic safety issue prOViding confidence that contingent
public safety actions to deal with unexpected events can be
implemented promptly. In order to make such provision, some
diagnostic approach must be identified. For example, the
extent of fuel melting, if it occurs, might be determined
by measuring the energy spectrum of radioactivity at one
or more points within the coolant system so that specific
radionuclides peculiar to such accidents could be detected.
If the same activity were released to the containment system,
detection devices within the containment might serve a com
parable purpose, The need for such devices has not been
adequately evaluated. A notable circumstance of the Browns
Ferry fire was that the almost complete loss of instrumentation
in the late stages of the fire left the operator with the un
comfortable obligation to guess at the safety adequacy of the
installation. In a comparable circumstance at Ft, St. Vrain,
the nature of the instrumentation made it impractical fnr the
operator to distinguish the level of difficulty associated with
a minor coolant system leak, causing unnecessary national pub
lic alarm, The actual public safety need for such diagnostics
is not likely to be frequent and hopefUlly, is infrequent
enough to justify some arguments that the capability is unnecess
. ary. Nevertheless, the two cited incidents indicate the appropri~
atness of requiring such capability for public safety purposes.
No standardized designs yet inclUde complete treatment of these
generic safety matters and the implementation actions associated
with the resolution of the issue remains in doubt. The fault
;s not attributable to the standardization process but only
to the lethargy of those promulgating standardized design
approaches,
Materia 1s Degradat'ion
-_.

--~~-

One of the bugabOOS of nuclear power plant safety ;s materials
degradation that may ultimately lead to operational demands on
the engineered safety features. Of the matters which have
drawn public attention, this is the dominant category. The
defense-in-depth principle was advanced mainly in response to
the anticipation that degradation may not be wholly predictable
and that safety can be best assured by multiple lines of
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lines of defense. Ihe principle is v~lid, however, only
if the degradation rates are controllable and difficulties
are anticipated. We are not expecting nuclear power plants to
match the perfonnance of the "one horse shay". Some portions
of the system will degrade at different rates from others and
degradation may occur in ways which we do not anticipate.
In recent years, questions have been raised about radiation
damage to pressure vessels and its effect on gross rupture,
to stress corrosion of stainless steel components, to en
vironmental damage to important instrumentation and power supplies
by LOCA environments, and to the general problems of aging
and related deterioration factors from the steady state
working environment of safety related portions of the plant.
Thus, many of the generic safety issues involve an understanding
and control of materials degradation that neither analysis
nor short range experimental work will prOVide. In relating
such matters to standardization practice, one concern is that
the standardization action will establish a position based on
status quo conditions that may not allow for longer term
difficulties.
If, for example, the selection of newer materials would eliminate
problems of stress corrosion in boiling water reactor systems, it
would hardly be good regulatory practice or even good engineering
judgment to preclude the use of new materials by standardization
restrictions. The evolution of pressure vessel materials practice
has finally reached a stage where there is no longer concern
in newer plants about pressure vessel radiation damage as a cause
of pressure vessel rupture. If the thrust of standardization ~
had begun prior to the implementation of this improved pressure
vessel materials practice and applicants had been inhibited by
standardization from making materials improvements, the value of
the standardization process would be doubtfUl. Many people are
still concerned about whether standardization will create such
inhibitions since many manufacturing organizations would find
difficulty in obtaining management support for materials improve
ments once the current practices were accepted if there were no
. profit incentive.
Using the recent experience with steam generator tubing as an
example, one must conclude that not all of the materials degrad
ation questions are known for nuclear power systems. The in
teractive effects of aging, radiation, temperature, humidity,
chemistry, and intrusive containments all suggest caution in
allowing standardization to interfere with improving the ability
of nuclear power systems to face adverse circumstances. The
standardization mode of regulation is certain to foster preference
for the status quo and to the degree that it is overly restrict
ive, the standardization process could interfere with the
resolution of such generic sAfety matters.
Configuration Changes
I

Undoubtedly, the most difficult group of generic matters to be
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treated during standardization are those requiring redesign.
Some organizations have chosen to be innovative in selecting
the standard design for which a PDA would be sought. It is re
assuring to see that the concepts pursued by the TVA and
Duke groups have both incorporated provisions for better sep
aration of redundant safety related features contributing to
both improved fire protection and sabotage resistance .. The
SWESSAR concept appears to be equally creative in providing
a design that eases the problem of safety feature separation.
Although innovative design decisions are not without peril
because what appears straightforward during initial design
may prove to be complex when the design detail is ultimately
developed, deliberate decisions to improve safety features in
the standardized designs will goa long way toward resolving
generic safety concerns.
Bender went on to discuss the differing points of view on how to
address, if at al I, the long-standing ACRS recommendation for improvements
in ECCS system performance and reliability.

He also directly addressed

the question of Class nine accidents, as follows:
Ever since the completion of the WASH-1400 study, the arguments
have ceased about whether core melts are pOSsible. The discussion
has shifted to the question of acceptable public consequences
from core melt. Studies within the regUlatory organization
are addressing alternatives such as filtered containment as a
means of providing ultimate containment pressure relief or other
ways of limiting pUblic exposure from radionuclides if the
loss-of-cooling features should prove less effective than
anticipated. None of these approaches negate the argument that
the likelihood of a core melt is low and may for most purposes
be ignored as a public safety issue. lhe question is only
whether there are important values in further improVing the
ability to handle the ultimate low probability accident. If
standardization interferes with the opportunities for such
improvement, it would be hard to defend its value.
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GENERIC SAFETY MATTERS
RELATED TO PLANT CONFIGURATION CHANGES*
l.

FUEL STORAGE POOL DESIGN

1-6

2.

PROTECTION AGAINST PUMP FLY WHEEL MISSILES

1-7

3.

INSERVICE INSPECTION OR REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM BOUNDARY

1-10

4.

SEISMIC DESIGN OF STEAM LINES

1..22

5.

PROTECTION AGAINST PIPE WHIP

1A.. 3

6. ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM

1A..4

7.

EMERGENCY POWER FOR TWO OR MORE REACTORS

1BooS

8.

ROD SEQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEMS

1C-3

9.

FIRE PROTECTION

10-4

10. RUPTURE OF HIGH PRESSURE LINES OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

1E-2

1l. TURBINE MISSILES

11-1

12.

COMMON MODE FAILURES

11 ..6

13.

BWR RECIRCULATING PUMP OVERSPEED DURING LOCA

11-8

14.

ECCS CAPABILITY FOR FUTURE PLANTS

11 ..10

15.

PWR PUMP OVERSPEED DURING LOCA

llA-2

16. BEHAVIOR OF BWR MARK III CONTAINMENTS

l1B-3

17.

11 C..2

DESIGN FEATURES TO CONTROL SABOTAGE

18. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF PLANTS
*Roman numerals indicate ACRS Designation (11/77 Report)

llC..6

·.
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GENERIC SAFETY PROBLEMS
POTENTIALLY RESOLVABLE BY ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTATION

ITEM

ACRS DESIGNATION
(11{77 REPORT)

l.

TURBINE MISSILES

11-1

2.

POST LOCA VESSEL THERMAL SHOCK

11-3

3.

REACTOR FUEL BEHAVIOR UNDER ABNORMAL
CONDITIONS

11-7

4.

NON-RANDOM FAILURES

11-6

5.

BWR PUMP OVERSPEED

11-8

6. ADVISABILITY OF SEISMIC SCRAM

11-9

7.

PWR PUMP OVERS PEED

11A-2

8.

ICE CONDENSER CONTAINMENT

11 A-1

9.

COMPUTER REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

116-1

10.

BEHAVIOR OF MARK III CONTAINMENT

11 B-3

11.

LOCKING OUT OF ECCS POWER OPERATED VALVES

11 C-I

12.

DECONTAMINATION OF REACTORS

11 C-3A

13.

VESSEL SUPPORT STRUCTURES

11 C-4

14. BEHAVIOR OF MARK I CONTAINMENTS

11 C-7

15. SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION

11 E-l

16.

11B-2

QUALIFICATION OF NEW FUEL GEOMETRIES
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ACTIONS TO RESOLVE GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES
1.

PERFORM ANALYTICAL AND/OR EXPERIMENTAL
INVESTIGATIONS TO ESTABLISH SAFETY MARGINS.

2. PROVIDE FOR ACCIDENT DIAGNOSTICS TO WARN
OF SAFETY JEOPARDY AND EVALUATE ACCIDENT
PROGRESSION.
3. APPLY OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS THROUGH TECH.
SPECS. TO ASSURE ACCEPTABLE PUBLIC SAFETY.
4.

ESTABLISH MATERIALS DEGRADATION RATES BY
OPERATIONAL SURVEILLANCE INCLUDING TESTS
AND INSPECTION.

5.

MODIFY OR ALTER DESIGN CONFIGURATIONS TO
ATTAIN SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS.

GENERIC SAFETY PROBLEMS
ADDRESSED BY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS*
l.

A-C SYSTEMS lPARTIAL)

11-6B

2.

DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEMS lPARTIAL)

11-6C

3.

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE LEAKAGE
(PARTIAL)

ll-A3

4.

ISOLATION OF HIGH PRESSURE
FROM LOW PRESSURE SYSTEMS
l PARTIAL)
*Roman numerals indicate ACRS Designation
(11/77 Report)

1-E3

---_._------------------~
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GENERIC SAFETY PRUBLlMS
REQUIRING UIAGNOSTIC CAPABILIIY*
1.

INSTKUMtNTS TO UETECT SEVtRE
FUEL FAILURE
11-4

2.

LOOSE PARTS MONITORING

3.

EXCESSIVE VIBRATION MONITORING 11-5B

4.

INSTRUMtNTATIUN TU FOLLUW THE
COURSE OF ACCIDENTS
nD-2

11-5A

*Roman numerals indicate ACRS designatl0n
(11 /77 report).

GENERIC SAFETY MATTERS
RELATEU TO MATERIALS DEGRADATIUN*
l.

STtAM GENERATOR TUBE LEAKAGE

11A-3

2.

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
IN BWR PIPING

11 B-4

3.

WATI:::R HAMMER

11C-5

4.

DECONTAMINATION UF REACTORS

11 C-3A

5.

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION
OF PLANTS

llC-b

6. ASSURANCE UF CONTINUUUS
LONG TERM CAPABILITY OF
HERMETIC SEALS UN INSTRUMENTATIUN
AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMtNT
110-2
*Roman numerals indicate ACRs Designation
III /77 Keport)
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6.2

Some Sidelights on

~-ECCS

The matter of loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) and emergency core cooling
systems (ECCS) has probably been the major topic of public discussion
in regard to light water reactor safety. And it is probably the topic
which has received the greatest attention in licensing reviews. It has
certainly received the bulk of the resources expended in nuclear reactor
safety research. And it was the subject of a very long PUblic hearing
conducted by the Atomic Energy Commission in connection with the establish
ment of Acceptance Criteria for ECCS in 1972-73.
We shall not try to examine in detail this long and extensive history of
LOCA-ECCS or even to cover all major developnents up to the present time.
Rather, we shall emphasize some of the earlier developnents, provide a
few selected sidelights, and look at some of the trends.
The first colIltlercial LWRs, such as the Indian Point 1 PNR and the
Dresden 1 8WR had very limited ECCS capability by current standards. As
originally built, Dresden 1 had a low capacity, diesel-driven, emergency
feed pump that took water from the condensate storage tank to the primary
system steam dnun (at full system pressure).
Indian Point 1 had its three normal makeup feed pumps. Analysis indicated
that these three pumps could handle up to a two inch diameter break below
the core or a four inch diameter break above the core.
The Connecticut Yankee and San Onofre PNRs, approved for construction in
1963-64, included substantially augmented ECCS, intended to cope wi th
rupture of the largest pipe connected to the primary cooling system.
On-site AC power was not adequate to power the ECCS in the originally
designed plants. Oyster Creek, Nine Mile Point and Dresden 2, large BWRs
approved for construction about 1965, each had an ECCS compr ised of two
core spray systems, with on-site AC power capable of operating at least
one core spray. And the Brookwood PNR and Millstone Point Unit 1 BWR,
approved in early 1966, were similar to their Unmediate predecessors
with regard to ECCS design.
During the period through early 1966, the Applicants for UtJR construction
permits presented rather limited information pertaining to the perfor
mance capability of the proposed ECCS or the methods employed for perfor
mance analysis. The AEC Regualtory Staff itself did not possess the
capability to evaluate the claimed performance. While the Regulatory
Staff and ACRS were beginning to request that some experimental confir
mation of ECCS be obtained, as is recorded in the ACRS minutes of the
review of Oyster Creek in 1964, ECCS was not treated as a vi tal safeguard.
The ACRS letter report to AEC Chairman Seaborg of November 18, 1964 on
Engineered Safeguards summarizes the regulatory attitude of that era.
This letter, which was prepared in response to a Conmission request for
a review of how engineered safety features were being substituted for
distance in the siting of reactors, places prLmary emphasis on contain
ment and on features to clean up the containment atmosphere, assuming
the postulated fission product release of 10 CFR Part 100. While not
crediting ECCS with preventing core melt, and hence the occurrence of so
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large a fission product release, the ACRS report of November 18 did not
dismiss OCCS as unnecessary. '!he ACRS surrmary on OCCS are reproduced
below.

Core spray and safety injection systems cannot
be relied upon as the sole engineered safeguards
in a nuclear power plant. Nevertheless, prevention
of core melting after an unlikely loss of primary
coolant would greatly reduce the exposure of the
public. Thus, the inclusion of a reactor core
fission product heat removal system as an engineer
ed safeguard is usually essential.
Another example of
available from the
for COImlent by the
cernng OCCS design

the relatively modest emphasis on OCCS in this period is
proposed "General Design Crieria for Reactors," published
AEC in November, 1965. Relatively little is stated con
in the 1965 Draft.

Then a revolution in LWR safety occurred in 1966. As has been discussed in
detail in Section 2.8 entitled "Pressure Vessels, ECCS and the "China
Syndrome" and Section 2.9, "China Syndrome, Part 1," the diret correlation
between core melt and a loss of containment integrity was recognized and
strongly influenced ACRS review of construction permit applications for
Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2 in 1966. Emphasis shifted from containment
to the prevention of core melt; and the LOCA received primary attention as
the most probable source of an accident which might lead to core melt.
The ACRS reports of August 16, 1966, on Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2
recommended much greater emphasis on the prevention of a LOCA, and greatly
imprOVed capability of the OCCS. Actually, wben the core melt issue came
to a head, General Electric modified its previously proposed ECCS for
Dresden 3 and added a separate core flooding system to the two core spray
systems. General Electric argued it also had redundant and diverse
systems for small breaks in that its single high-pressure core injection
system was backed up by an automatic depressurization system, wbich could
open a set of valves, thereby reducing the primary system pressure
sufficiently to permit the core spray or core flooding systems to function.
Westinghouse had not proposed an improved OCC ~ystem at the time of the
August 16, 1966 ACRS report on Indian Point 2 and Dresden 3, and only
preliminary examination of the newly proposed General Electric system
had been possible. Hence, the ACRS had recormnended that both the ACRS
and the Regulatory Staff review the OCCS designs for these two plants
before irrevocable commitments were made in fabrication and construction.
Actually, Turkey Point Nuclear Units 3 and 4 were the Westinghouse FWRs
next in line in the regulatory review process, and in the fall of 1966,
Westinghouse proposed a modified ECCS, employing accumulators containing
large amounts of water under gas pressure, plus a system of pumps. '!his
new ECC system, while not employing diverse principles (flooding and core
spray as in the BWR), was supposed to be redundant, and was to meet the
criterion of no clad melt for the rupture of any primary system pipe.
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can be seen from the excerpts from meeting minutes and the ACRS letter
on 'I\Jrkey Point, this approach was judged to be generally acceptable, and
was implemented in similar although not identical fashion on all succeed
ing PNRs including those sold by Babcock and Wilcox and Combusiton Engi
neering.
As

Mr. Beckjord reported regarding the engineered safeguards.
Air coolers and containment sprays are to be provided to cool
the containment building. Core cooling will be provided by the
high head and low head safety injection systems and an accumu
lator system. The containment spray systems for Units 3 and 4
are not interconnected. The high head system is similar to that
for recent Westinghouse reactors, except that three high head
safety injection pumps are shared by Units 3 and 4. The contain
ment spray pumps are not shared. Mr. Palladino inquired re
garding Westinghouse's philosophy concerning sharing of com
ponents. Westinghouse representatives reported that two con
tainment spray pumps had been provided for each of the Turkey
Point reactors because of convenience in layout of the
facility. They stated, however, that three shared containment
spray pumps might wel I be acceptable. Westinghouse believes
that the shared high head safety injection system is adequate
for any interaction which might occur between the two facilities,
The containment is not, however, being designed for simul
taneous accidents of the same type. The low head safety in
jection pumps function for shutdown heat removal and may be
required by both facilities at the same time, whereas operation
of the high head safety injection system is anticipated for
use only durjng accident conditions and for a short period of
time.
Westinghouse described a new accumUlator core flooding system
that was being contemplated for addition to the Turkey Point
reactors. Tnis system would consist of three large storage
tanks which would inject water into each of the three main
coolant loops. The system would act SUfficiently fast and
would have sufficient flow rate to prevent significant melting
of the fuel cladding in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident.
The system would actuate if reactor pressure decreased to the
range of 400 to 600 psi. There would be approximately 800
cubic feet of water in each acc~mu1ator. In the event of
rupture of a main coolant loop, water would begin to be in
jected within 10 seconds following the rupture, and injection
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of water into the vessel ·would be completed in 40 seconds.
At the end of that time, the pressure vessel would be refilled.
The flow rate of this new system would be approximately five
times the flow rate of the low head safety injection system.
Mr. Beckjord indicated he believed that the main issue re
lative to the adequacy of core cooling is not whether there
will be some clad melting but whether the core will remain in
place and intact so that it can be adequately cooled.
The refueling water storage tank has approximately a 20
minute storage capacity. The low head safety injection
system pumps are connected to the containment sump through
a heat removal system. An operator must be present in the
control room to shift the system from the refueling water
storage tank to the containment sump source of water.
Mr. Beckjord stated that additional core cooling was needed
on a previous Westinghouse reactor (Indian Point 2). He
said that an accumulator system would be added to this previous
reactor as well as to the Turkey point reactors. Although
the design is not complete, the design objective (i.e., to
hold the core intact in the event of the maximum size break)
has been established. Mr. Beckjord indicated he believed there
would be no problem in meeting the design objective if less
than 1% of the core were to melt.
It was pointed out that tnere is a single line through the
containment wall from the residual heat exchangers, and the
system is vulnerable to a single component fai lure at this
point. There is also a single line from the high he~d
safety injection system pumps through the containment wall.
If there were a hole in the reactor pressure vessel, approx
imately 20 minutes would be required to flood the bottom
of the containment and raise the water level to the height
of the center of the core. Westinghouse believes that, even
if the core were to melt and fall to the bottom of the pressure
level, the core would not melt through the bottom of the vessel,
Mr, Beckjord stated that he knew no reason why the core would
melt through but that he could not guarantee that it would not.
Dr, Okrent inquired as to what design consideration led to the
proposed degree of flooding of the containment. Mr. Beckjord
stated that consideration is being given to revising the
plant layout in future facilities to provide for flooding of
the pressure vessel to a greater height.
Mr. Beckjord stated that the proposed accumulator system is
to be installed in response to a new problem, i.e., main
taining the core in place following the occurrence of a double
ended pipe break. He said that it is a static system and
that nothing should go wrong with the system. There would be a
small, insignificant amount of core melting and metal-water
reaction during the 30-40 seconds after a main coolant line
break before the core can be recovered.
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After operation of the accumulator tanks has re-covered the
reactor core following a pipe break, boil-off can be made
up with the residual heat removal pumps, which can operate
at 150 psig. One of these is expected to more than account
for decay heat boil-off and the water level in the pressure
vessel will continue to rise until the entire core is
covered,
The cooling system has been modified so that the residual
heat removal pumps now discharge into the coolant loop
cold legs. The high pressure injection system discharges
into two of the coolant loop hot legs and two of the
cold legs. The charging pump outlet is connected with
the third hot and cold leg. This modification allows the
cooling system to keep water flowing through the core in
the direction of any small break which might occur.
The latest information is that in the event of a 29-inch
break the accumulators will cover the core mid-plane in 16
seconds and that the low-head pumps will completely submerge
the core in 78 seconds.
3.3 Emergency Core Cooling System
The applicant has provided a complex of emergency core
cooling engineered safeguards in order to mitigate the
course of the thermal transient following a loss of coolant
accident and to prevent the occurrence of a subsequent
core meltdown. These are the accumulator system (discussed
in section 2 of this report) and the high head and low head
safety injection system (discussed in detail in section 4.1 of
Report No.1). These systems with a brief description of their
capabilities are listed in Table 3.5.
Because of the rapidity of the thermal transient as presented
above, the sole use of a pump system, especially with an extra
built-in delay when operated by auxiliary diesel power, is
undesirable. The applicant has consequently proposed the
passive accumulator system which is capable of very rapid
additions of borated coolant to the cold leg of each coolant
loop. In the case of the 29" double-ended break all the water
is discharged in the time period of 5 to 19 seconds after in
itiation of the break. For this break size the accumulators
have dtscharged their contents completely before a pump system
operating on auxiliary power could be started. For a 3 square
foot break the accumulators discharge in the period 17 to 34
seconds after the break.
The accumulators are sized to re-cover half the core
column with one of three units discharging through the break,
Some uncertainty that the remaining flow will reach the core
remains. It is conceivable that in the case of a cold leg
break significant flow from the two remaining accumulators could
be led out of the vessel through the inlet plenum. Analysis
is continuing in this area.
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One interesting aspect of these records

from

1966 is that

the Regulatory Staff at that time stated "It is conceivable that, in
the case of a cold leg break, significant flOW from the two remaining
accumulators could be led out of the vessel through the inlet plenum".
This slight concern rose with a vengeance some years later following
a series of experiments on the Semi Scale Facility in Idaho in 1971.
Florida Power and Light
Engineered Safeguards
The modifications to the emergency cooling system were
described. Westinghouse had been concerned aboutmetnods
of preventing any significant amount of fuel melting over
the entire spectrum of break sizes. The prime necessity was
a large amount of flow in the first few seconds following a
break. The accumulator tanks are now considered to be
reliable way of achieving this. There are to be three
tanks (one per coolant loop) which discharge into the
reactor cold le9stactually, the residual heat removal system
discharge lines). The remainder of tne system is relatively
unchanged.
The criterion to wnich the accumulator tanks have been
designed is that a sufficient volume of water be delivered
into the two unruptured loops in a short enough time after
a break that no "significant number of rods" will melt.
The fuel would then be kept in place and only a small amount
of molten fuel would fall to the bottom of the vessel and
would not coalesce. There was not a specific limitation
on the amount of metal-water reaction, but this accrues as
a result of meeting the objectives outlined, In fact, for
Turkey Point, calculations indicate that no clad melting
occurs and the Zr-H 20 reaction is limited to less than 1%.
The size of the accumulator tanks was fixed by determining
the amount of water necessary; the pressure at which they
are charged by deciding the flow rate required to re-cover
the core. The tanks will be statically charged with gas at
about 600 psig and thus represent a passive engineered
safeguard. The gas pressure is used to drive the coolant in...
to the core.
The line connecting the accumulators with the coolant loop
cold legs will be about 10 inches in diameter and will
contain a check valve in series with the already existing
check valve in the residual heat removal lines. There will
be two isolation valves, also in series, available to is ...
olate each tank when the reactor is depressurized, These
will be normally open during operation.
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In conclusion, we believe the proposed emergency core
cooling system can be designed to perform its intended
function. There are four areas for which additional
information and analysis are necessary. These include:

.

1)

Thermal~mechanical stability of the core
during the temperature transient.

2)

Mechanical stability of the reactor internals
during the blowdown transient.
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Late in 1966, the Quad Cities BWRs were reviewed for construction permits
and the ECCS approach previously outlined for Dresden 3 (and backfitted to
Dresden 2 and Millstone Point 1) was judged to be generally acceptable.
The revised draft General Design Criteria published for comment in 1967
reflected the greatly increased emphasis on ECCS. Criterion No. 44
specifically stated:

At least two emergency core cooling systems, preferably of
different design principles, each with a capability for
accomplishing abundant emergency core cooling shall be
provided. Each ECCS and the core shall be designed to
prevent fuel and clad damage that would interfere with the
emergency core cooling function and to limit the clad
metal water reaction to negligible amounts for all sizes of
breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary, including
the double-ended rupture of the largest pipe.
Some side effects potentially associated with the sudden, complete break
(and possible offset) of a large pipe included pressure waves leading to
blowdown forces inside the pressure vessel, and dynamic forces in those
sub-compartments within the containment which house major components such
as the steam generator. (The latter effect received renewed attention
after safety studies on the subject were reported by German research
groups in the late 1960's.)
.
The matter of whether large primary system pipes of high quality had a
significant probability of gross rupture, and especially of essentially
instantaneous rupture, has been controversial. Although some simulated
tests involving large pre-existing cracks have led to complete piping
failure, and there is some history from the past of the gross failure of
large pipes in non-nuclear systems, there existed a school of thought
that the sudden "double-ended guillotine break was an inappropriate basis
for sizing ECCS and the other safety features associated with this postu
lated break. In connection with the review of the Browns Ferry 1 and 2
BWRs, which represented a large increase in power over the previously
reviewed Dresden and Quad City reactors, the double-ended pipe break
controversy arose within the ACRS. After a long, difficult review
which saw many issues, new and old, discussed at great length, the ACRS
report of March 14, 1967 on Browns Ferry not only saw the bi rth of the
"asterisked items," (the forerunner of the "generic items"); the letter
also included a dissent by member Hanauer, who was dissatisfied with the
proposed emergency AC power, among other things. And, during Commi ttee
preparation of the report, ACRS member Bush at one point indicated he
would also have additional remarks to the effect that the use of the
double-ended pipe break was inappropriate and was leading to less safety.
Bush did not actually attach his remarks to the final letter, when the
ACRS agreed to initiate a generic, study of the double-ended pipe break
question. This matter was pursued by a special Subcommittee over the
next year, with the conclusion that the double-ended pipe break should
remain among the spectrum of pipe breaks to be analyzed for ECCS per
formance. Actually, the "dominating" break in EX:CS analysis was not

o
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. ZOS'S

January 18, 1967

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
u. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON TURKEY POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNITS

:~O.

3 AND NO. 4

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its eighty-first maeting, January 12-14, 1967, the Advisory Co~ittee
on' Reactor Safeguards co~pleted its review of the application of Florida
Power and Light Company for authoriz~tion to construct Turkey Point Nu
clear Generating Units No. 3 and ~o. 4. This project had previously been
considered at the sev~nty-ninth rneetiI?S of the Committee, ~·',N·~mber 10-12,
1966, and at Subco~ittee meetings on September 7, November 3, and Decem
ber 7, 1966, and January 7, 1967. Representatives of the Committee visited
the ~ite on Dec~mber 16, 1966. During its revie~, the Co~ittee had the
benefit of discussions with representatives of Florida Power and Licht
Company, Uestin;;house Electric Corporation, Bechtel Corporation, and the
ABC Regulatory Staff and its consultants. The Committee also had the bene
fit of the documents listed.
The Turkey Point Units are to be located in.Dade County, Florida, on the
west shore of Biscayne Bay approximately 25 miles south of Hiami. Each
unit includes a pressurized water reactor to be operated at an initial
maximum power level of 2097 ~n~t but designed to operate ultimately at a
maximum pOlo1er level of 2300 ~r.lt.
The containment structure "for each unit consists of a steel-lined concrete
shell with shallow spherical dome and flat slab base. The shell and dome
are fully prestressed, ~ith steel tendon systems carrying the principal
loads. Provisions arc made for in-service inspectability, repliceability,
and corrosion control of the tendons over the lifetime of the structure.
The complex of emergency core cooling systems provided for each unit in
cludes a high head safety injection system and a low head residual heat
removal sy~tem with an accumulator subsystem. The accumulators are cap
able of very r"pid addition of bor~ted water to the reactor in the unlikely
event of a large scale 10ss-of-coolant accident, and increase the time
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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg

January 18, 1967
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margin available for initiation of emergency cooling flow by pumping.
The high head safety injection system pumps (three) are shared by Units
3 and 4. These systems appear to be adequate for the Turkey Point re
actors. The AEC Regulatory Staff should review carefully the final de
sign of the emergency core cooling systems, including the analyses of
system characteristics and the effects of blo"~own on reactor internals.
The reactor is calculated to have a positive moderator coefficient during
a portion of core life. TIle applicant will give careful attention to the
influence of positive coefficients on reactor transients, including the
loss-of-coolant accident, rapid control rod motion, and "xenon oscillations.
If necessary, the moderator coefficient will be modified ty the addition
of solid burnable poison to the core. The Cor.~~ittee feels that the Regu
latory Staff should follo\1 closely the status of this aspect of design.
The ACRSwould like to be kept informed \Iith respect to both the emergency
c~re cooling and the moderator coefficient studies.
The frequency and intensity of .hurricanes at the Turkey Point site present
problems of potential flooding und wind damage. TIle applicant has made
preliminary estimates. of Hind forces, \·later levels, and \·7c-.::C'. heights asso
ciated \-lith the maxiwurn pro.bable hurricane against \vhich vhal components
of the plant are to be protected. Rem3ining questions on the appropriate
degree of protection will be resolved between the applicant and the AEe
Regulatory Staff.
The applicant desires to ~ontinue uninterrupted operation of the reactor
in the event one of t\vO or more redundant ac t ive components in an engineered
safeguard system becomes temporarily inoperable. The associated operable.
components Hould be maintained in continuous operation~ however, until the
inoperable component is again ready for service. The Committee feels that
this matter may require review at the time of application for an operating
license.
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believes that the various items
mentioned can be resolved during construction and that the proposed reactors
can be built at the Turkey Point site with reasonable assurance that they
can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Mr. Harold Etherington did not participate in review of the Turl:ey Point
Nuclear Cenerating Units No. 3 and No.4.
Sincerely yours.,
lsI

by

N. J. Palladino

N. 3. Palladino
Chairman
References Attached.
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always the largest break. And interestingly, during the subcommittee re
view, representatives of industry generally agreed that the double-ended
pipe break was applicable (although thre were differences of opinion con
cerning the time for actual rupture which influences blowdown forces in
the reactor vessel for a PWR).
'!be ACRS report on Browns Ferry 1 and 2 are reproduced on the following
pages.
Among other things, the ACRS raised questions concerning the potential con
sequences of fuel melting at power, and indicated strong reservations con
cerning the high fuel damage threshold l~it proposed by General Electric.
And the ACRS specifically identified the possibility that derating of the
reactors might be necessary if important matters were not resolved satis
factorily. OJring the same time period .in which the ACRS was completing
its review of Browns Ferry, the final report of the Task Force on Emer
gency Core Cooling was received. (The detailed conclusions given in that
report are presented in sectrion 2.13 entitled "Chinese Syndrome Part 2".)
To a considerable extent, the Task Force report states the nuclear industry
position of that time with regard to LOCA-ECCS. It was relatively opti
mistic that methods and knowledge were in hand for design and analysis of
ECCS to cope with the full spectrum of pipe break sizes, and that suitable
criteria existed.
However, with the passing m::mths and years a variety of matters not antici
pated in the Task Force report arose. One of the first was the observ
ations by Ivins, et ale at Argonne that Zircaloy clad exposed to LOCAlike conditions and reaching peak temperatures in the vicinity of 25000 F
(well below the Zircaloy melting point of 33l00 F) embrittled and
ruptured, or even shattered 00 cooling down. '!his threatened the integ
rity of the core geometry and hence its continued coolability. 'Iberefore,
instead of the criterion: of no (or very little) clad melt, which had been
proposed by the vendors and had been accepted for some months, a much
lower limit on peak clad temperature was indicated, somewhere around 2200
25000 F. 'Ibis change was formally recogniZed in the ACRS letter of
April 29, 1968, on Surry Units 1 and 2, cuoong others.
Prior to 1966, the Regulatory Staff had essentially no in-house (or
consultant) capability to analyze the LOCA. Following the Dresden 3 and
Indian Point 2 cases in 1966 and the ACRS safety research letter of
October 12, 1966, the AEC began to institute a strong safety research
program on LOCA-ECCS experiment and analysis, and a beginning was made
on forming a LOCA analysis group aroong the Staff. '!he vendors all
instituted substantial efforts on the development of LOCA-ECCS codes for
their individual reactors, as well as limited eXPeriments.
When Indian Point 2 was reviewed for an operating license by the ACRS in
September, 1970, fairly detailed discussions of the anticipated ECCS
behavior were held. '!he reactor vendor and the Regulatory Staff each
expressed confidence in the acceptability of EX:CS performance and their
understanding of ECCS function. Following blow-down of the primary
system from a postulated large pipe break, core reflooding rates of 5-10
inches per second were predicted, and peak clad temperatures of about
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ADVISORY COM M ITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C.

March

14, 1967

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
Subject:

REPORT ON BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR

POw~R

STATION

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its eighty-third meeting, March 9-11, 1967, the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards completed its review of the application of the
Tennessee Valley Authority for authorization to construct Browns Ferry
Nuclear Power Station Units No. 1 and No.2. This project was previ
ously considered at the eighty-first and eighty-second meetings of the
Committee, January 12-14, 1967 and February 9-11, 1967, respectively,
at a special meeting on February 28, 1967, and at subcommittee meetings
on November 26, 1966, January 4-5, and January 28, 1967. Representa
tives of the Committee visited the site on February 27, 1967. During
its review, the Committee had the benefit of discussions with represent
atives of the Tennessee Valley Authority, C~ncral Electric Company, and
the AEC Regulatory Staff. The Committee also had the benefit of the
documents listed.
The Browns Ferry Units are to be located in Limestone County, Alabama,
on the shore of ~~eeler Lake approximately 30 miles west of Huntsville.
Each Unit includes a boiling water reactor to be operated at a maximum
power level of 3293 MWt, the highest power level for any reactor
reviewed for a construction permit to date. The average core power
density is about 40 percent higher than for the previously reviewed
Quad-Cities boiling water reactors. The increase is achieved by
flattening the power density distribution and employing an approxi
mate1y20 percent higher fuel element maximum linear heat rate. The
margins between thermal operating limits and fuel element damage limits
are thereby reduced. In relation to margin on critical heat flux, the
applicant uses new heat transfer correlations developed from recent
experimental data.
The complex of emergency core cooling systems for Browns Ferry is
similar to that proposed for the Quad-Cities reactors. Each reactor
is provided with a high pressure coolant injection system; a low
pressure coolant injection, or flooding, system; and two core spray
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systems. Because of the higher core power density and power level, ,
substantial increases have been made in the flooding system and core
spray system capacities. The Committee feels that the emergency core
cooling systems proposed have a high probability of preventing core
meltdown in the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant accident. It notes,
however, that although calculated peak fuel temperatures in such an
accident are similar to those for the Quad-Cities reactors, the calcu
lated number of fuel elements reaching undesirably high temperatures
is greater. Also, the time margin available for actuation of the
systems is less. Because of these factors and the importance of the
effective functioning of emergency core cooling systems, the Committee
believes the adequacy of these systems should be further corroborated
by the following two measures:
1.

Analysis indicates that a large fraction of the reactor fuel
elements may be expected to fail in certain loss-of-coolant
accidents. The applicant states that the principal mode of
failure is expected to be by localized perforation of the
clad, and that damage within the fuel assembly of such nature
or extent as to interfere with heat removal sufficiently to
cause clad melting would not occur. The Committee believes
that additional evidence, both analytical and experimental,
is needed and should be obtained to demonstrate that this
model is adequately conservative for the power density and
fuel burnup proposed.*

2.

In a loss-of-coolant accident, the core spray systems are
required to function effectively under circumstances in which
some areas of fuel clad may have attained temperatures consid
erably higher than the maximum at which such sprays have been
tested experimentally to date. The Committee understands that
the applicant is conducting additional experiments, and urges
that these be extended to temperatures as high as practicable.
Use of stainless steel in these tests for simulation of the
Zircaloy clad appears suitable, but some corroborating tests
employing Zirca10y should be included.

The applicant stated that the control systems for emergency power will
be designed and tested in accordance with standards for reactor protec
tion systems. Also, he will explore further possibilities for improve
ment, particularly by diversi:ication, of the instrumentation that
initiates emergency core cooling, to provide additional assurance
against delay of this vital function.
Steam line isolation valves are provided which constitute an important
safeguard in the event of failure of a steam line external to the contain
ment. One or more valves identical to these will be tested under simulated
accident conditions prior'to a request for an operating license.
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Operation with a fuel assembly having an improper angular orientation
could result in local thermal conditions that exceed by a substantial
margin the design thermal operating limits. The applicant stated that
he is continuing to investigate more positive means for precluding
possible misorientation of fuel assemblies.
The applicant considers the possibility of melting and subsequent
disintegration of a portion of a fuel assembly by inlet coolant ori
fice blockage or by other means t to be remote. However t the resulting
effects in terms of fission product release t local high pressure
production t and possible initiation of failure in adjacent fuel
elements are not well known. Information should be developed to show
that such an incident will not lead to unacceptable conditions.*
A linear heat generation rate of 28 KW/ft is used by the applicant
as a fuel element damage limit. Experimental verification of this
criterion is incomplete t and the applicant plans to conduct addi
tional tests. The Committee recommends that such tests include
heat generation rates in excess of those calculated for the worst
anticipated transient and fuel burnups comparable to the maximum
expected in the reactor.*
The Rod Block Monitor system should be designed so that if bypassing
is employed for purposes other than brief testing no single failure
will impair the safety function.
The diesel-generator sets for emergency power ~?pear to be fully
loaded with little or no margin (on the design basis of one of three
failing to start). They are required to start t synchronize t and carry
load within less than thirty seconds. The applicant stated that tests
will be conducted by the diesel manufacturer to demonstrate capability
of meeting these requirements. Any previously untried features t such
as the method of synchronization, will be included in the tests. The
results should be evaluated carefully by the AEC Regulatory Staff. In
addition, the installed emergency generating system should be tested
thoroughly under simulated emergency conditions prior to a request for
an operating license.
The Committee continues to emphasize the importance of quality assurance
in fabrication of the primary system and of inspection during service
life. Because of the higher power level and advanced thermal conditions
in the Browns Ferry Units t these matters assume even greater importance.
The Committee recommends that the applicant implement those improve
ments in primary system quality which are practical with current
technology.*
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The Browns Ferry Units have been designed to provide the same accessibility
for inspection of the primary system as for the Quad-Cities plants. A
detailed inspection program has not yet been formulated by the applicant.
The Committee will wish to review the detailed in-service inspection
program at the time of request for an operating license.
Considerable information should be available from operation of previously
reviewed large boiling water reactors prior to operation of the Browns
Ferry reactors. However, because the Browns Ferry Units are to operate
at substantially higher power level and power density than those on
which such experience will be obtained, an especially extensive and
careful start-up program will be required. If the start-up program
or the additional information on fuel behavior referred to earlier
should fail to confirm adequately the designer's expectations, system
modifications or restrictions on operation may be appropriate.
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards believe that the items
mentioned above can be resolved during construction of the reactors.
On the basis of the foregoing comments, and in view of the favorable
characteristics of the proposed site, the Committee believes that the
proposed reactors can be constructed at the Browns Ferry site with
reasonable assurance that they can be operated without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public.
The following are additional remarks by Dr. Stephen H. Hanauer. lilt
is my belief that the substantial increase in power and power density
of the Browns Ferry reactors over boiling water reactors previously
approved should be accompanied by increased safeguard system margins
for the u~~xpected. The emergency core cooling system proposed should
in my opinion be redesigned to provide additional time margin and to
reduce the severe requirements for starting of large equipment in a
few seconds. The dependence on immediate availability of a large
amount of emergency electrical power, using diesel generators operating
fully loaded in a previously untried starting mode, is of special concern,
as are the high temperatures and numerous fuel-element failures pre
dicted even for successful operation of the emergency core cooling .
system in a large loss-of-coolant accident."
Sincerely yours,

/s/ N. J. Palladino
N. J. Palladino
Chairman

*

The Committee believes that these matters are of significance for all
large water-cooled power reactors, and warrant careful attention.

References Attached
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2000 0 F were calculated for a proposed power level of 2758 MWT.
Unfortunately, the physical modeling of ECCS performance for both PWRs and
BWRs in the mid and late 1960's was deficient, and even wrong, in many
significant areas. Fortunately, there appears to have been enough margin
in other areas to roughly compensate for the deficiencies.
In early 1971, some tests in the Semi-scale Facility at the Idaho National
Reactor Testing Station showed that the modeling of water flow from the
accumulators in a PWR ECCS had been deficient, and that much of this
water would leave the reactor vessel during blowdown following a cold leg
break, rather than reflood the core immediately.
During roughly the same time period it also became clear that previous
analysis of core reflooding in PWRs had failed to allow properly for the
backpressure in the core built up by the resistance to the escape of
steam through the intact loops on the way to the broken pipe. 'Ibis latter
phenomenon had a very large effect of the rate of core reflooding, which
now dropped to the vicinity of 1 inch per second (or less). '!his resulted
in a much longer time during which the fuel elements were uncovered (and
poorly cooled) and during which fission product decay heat raised the
temperature of both fuel and clad more than had been previously allowed
for during this regime.
Similarly, a very different concept of how the core spray system in a BWR
actually behaves, compared to the traditionally proposed picture, evolved;
and there were other significant deficiencies uncovered in the physical
modeling of LOCA-ECCS for both the 8WR and PWR.
In late 1970 an ACRS Subcommittee initiated a review of LOCA-ECCS for BWRs
and in March, 1971, Mr. :Price, the Director of Regulation, asked a Task
Force under Dr. Hanauer to review the status of LOCA-ECCS for &lRs and
PNRs.

'!be ACRS meeting sUl'llIlaries from February, 1971 thru June 1971, provide
some background on the development of the Interim Acceptance Criteria
by the Regulatory Staff.

Meeting with the

Chairma~

of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Trend of Interveners" uestions at PUblic Hearings - Dr. Buck
revlewed t e trend of interveners' questions at public hearings.
Prior to 1967, intervention was based primarily on matters re
lated t~ anti-trust issues. Some questions on iodine releases
were also raised. During the 1967-1969 era, questions related to
radiological monitoring and QA began to appear. In 1970, quest
ions related to safety aspects of the reactor started to appear
even though the major interventions were by environmentalists.
The recent (1970-1971) Monticello hearing COL} was the first
of such major cases to challenge "as low as practicable" limits,
the QA program and the redundancy of the ECCS. Division of
Compliance reports were also requested.
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AS&LB hearings of the Palisades plant (Ol) are still being con
ducted. The intervenor has produced an ln~depth cross examination and
has raised questions regarding QA, Compliance reports and daily work
logs at the plant. The objective is to obtain a zero radiological
release plant and to eliminate any thermal increase into Lake
Michigan. He does not really expect to stop plant operation·, in the
final analysis but has a sincere concern regarding environmental effects.
At Shoreham (CP hearing) the intervenor apparently is making an all-out
effort to prevent the plant from being constructed or operated. A major
attack has been made on the adequacy of the ECCS. The intervenor has
referred to the ACRS LWR reactor safety research letter of 1969,
WASH 740, LOFT scheduling, etc. to supplement in his argument.
An effort is being made to find a credibility gap. Other questions
have been raised regarding the containment, industrial sabotage, pipe
Whip, safe ends, metal-water reaction, hydrogen generation and other
major concerns raised during the last five years. The intervenor has
stated that he does not expect to win with the ACRS; AEC, AS&LB stacked
against him.
Dr. Buck noted that the Dresden 3 and Midland interventions are taking
on the same approach as has occurred at Shoreham.
The AS&LB is now having to ask for ROT witnesses to address R&D
efforts in areas of concern.
Mr. Wells stated that he does not believe an early site review would
be helpful unless a specific reactor was identified for use and the
technical concerns were understood. Otherwise, another hearing would
have to be held to address technical questions.
Mr. Wells did not know if such things as benefits versus risks could
be admissible evidence.
Dr. Buck felt the best way to go was to recognize where the intervenors
are heading and be prepared to answer their concerns. The AEC and
industry have to be candid enough to place in the record any risks that
exist.
Dr. Bush noted that the Committee was considering having a "classified"
discussion on industrial sabotage and invited Mr. Wells and Dr. Buck
to attend if a meeting is arranged~ (They expressed interest in
attendi ng. )
Turkey Point Nuclear Generation Plant Units 3 &4 - The Committee
reviewed the proposed repairs' of the Unit 3 containment dome. The
Committee informed the applicant orally that the proposed repairs
appear to be a reasonable basis for initialing dome repairs and that
the remaining unresolved matters for an O.L. will be considered at a
Subcommittee and full Committee meeting in the near future (probably
theApril ACRS meeting).
The applicant was asked by Dr. Okrent to consider the results of
recent INC experiments on ECCS.
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ECCS - The Staff reported that they have arrived at an
agreement with the applicant regarding adequacy of the
ECCS. The core peaking factors will be 1imited to values
which would limit the maximum estimated peak clad temperature
to 2100 0F. This provides a margin until the remaining uncer
tainties are cleared up to the Staff's satisfaction.
Mr. Zane, Inc. reviewed results obtained from experiments using
the "semisca1e PWR" at INC to investigate the effects of flask
injection water bypassing the core during blowdown. A sig
nificant fraction of the water bypassed the core and was blown
out of the break.
Regulatory "Task Force"- Mr. Price noted that the task force,
established to review generic matters, has asked INC to provide
assistance in the review of issues related to ECCS. The task
force will develop a position paper and provide the paper to the
ACRS for its comments at the next ACRS meeting.
ECCS Mr. Price stated that he has informed the AEC that he
the Staff not to say anything in public on PWR ECCS
system until the Staff can agree where it stands on the issues
raised. He hoped the ACRS would not write a report on Turkey
Point this month (a PWR) unless the Committee can state the
reasons why it believes ECCS is satisfactory for PWRs. It would
be no help to state that the matter should be resolved by the
Staff. He wanted another 30 days for the Staff to work on this
matter. He did not think it was necessary to take any action
at present on operating PWRs. He will convey the problems to
FPL (Turkey Point) before the ACRS review if this is found
agreeable to the Committee.

~asked

(In executive session, the Committee decided to ask Mr. Price to
convey to FPL the message that the Committee would listen to the
FPL position but that the committee could not write a report at
this meeting because the Staff had not completed its review of ECCS.)
Meeting with Working Group on ECCS
Dr. Hanauer reviewed the status of the Working Group on ECCS. They
have found no major questions for BWRs which need answers at the
present.
Obtaining some suitable heat transfer coefficients is the tenure
of concern for BWRs.
He identified three areas of concern for PWRs in the order of concern:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Fate of accumUlator water during blowdown.
Cooiing by core flow during b10wdown.
Steam binding after blowdown.
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SteamDinding calculations should satisfy this.
to cool the core may be longe~ than before.

This time

Core Flow Cooling: More tests will be necessary to answer
this concern.
Accumulator Water Fate: This is intractable. The concern is
whether enough water will flow down the downcomer to provide
cooling. There is some probability that a large portion of
the water will flow around the ring header and out the break.
The net result is that some hardware may be needed to solve
this problem.
The basic concern of the Regulatory Staff is that they are
now not able to testify with reasonable assurance that the
ECCS is adequate for Palisades, Midland, or Turkey Point. The
Staff is working with INC to try and establish an interim pos
ition, e.g., derate the" plants, install hardware. Mr. Price
indicated that the Staff will reach a position hopefully within
a month.
Meeting with the Regulatory Staff
of ECCS for PWRs - Dr. Hanauer reviewed the status
ofCCS for PWRs. Westinghouse has calculated peak clad tem
peratures using a number of "best estimate" parameters (e.g.,
C of 0.8 versus 1.0). This calculation indicates that for
TBrkey Point (2200 MWT) a peak clad temperature of 19l70 F would
be reached. If all accumulator water were dumped on the floor
(during the blowdown phase), the peak clad temperature would be
2333 0 F. The Staff is evaluating the validity of these best
estimate values.

Ade~UaCy

Dr. Hanauer indicated that B&W has a number of sensitivity stUdies
to complete. cE is apparently not planning to conduct any further
studies. He indicated that Westinghouse has requested that the
Committee hold a special meeting on Turkey Point as soon as
this matter is resolved within the AEC. He believes a position
can be reached for Westinghouse plants in about two weeks.
Emergency Core Cooling System
I.

REG Task For~e Recommendations - The Committee was informed
that the Commissioners had met with each of tne reactor ven
dors to discuss the REG Task Force's recommendations, which had
been prOVided to the Committee in draft. The Director of
Regulation indicated that REG was considering issuing the
final evaluation techni~ues as an appendix to 10 CFR Part ~O
in order to "stabilize the licensing process.
1I

The current REG position included acceptable evaluation
models, and prescriptions for their use, for GE and West
inghouse and an AEC model based on INC-developed codes
(RELAP 3 and THETA lB) which could be used generally. No
satisfactory models have been developed by Combustion
Engineering or Babcock and Wilcox. The Task Force estimated
that B&W could have an acceptable evaluation model within
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2 or 3 montnsJ but CE n~d only begun work which hqd even the pot~
enti~l for a satisf~ctory conclu~iQn,
For perhaps the next year,
CE designs would have to be evaluated using the AEC model with
the result that Palisades, for example, might not be licensable
at more than half-power during that time.
The Task Force also recommended that plants currently in operation

wi thout !'modern II EGGS and una b1e to meet the Tas k Force Gri teri a

(Dresden 1, Big Rock Point, Indian Point 1, San Onofre, Yankee
Rowe, etc.), be required to accelerate their schedules for the
design and installation of adequate ECGS systems, and to per
form increased in-service inspection, etc., in the interim,

Dr. M. Rosen presented a "minority report" in which he contended
that the codes used in the evaluation models were developmental
enough, and the recommended prescriptions for their use were
arbitrary enough, that the evaluation models should not be used
as the sole basis for licensing plants. Instead, he suggested:
1. A limit on peak linear heat generator rate to
be applied to all plants.

2.

2.

A moratorium (short-term) on further increases in
peak heat generation rate.

3.

Cooperative AEC-Industry funding and utilization of
resources leading to long-term solutions.

Meeting with the Commissioners - Commissioners Seaborg,
Ramey and Johnson attended. After a brief summary of the
current status of the commission review, Dr. Bush expressed
the Committee position as follows:
'IThe Committee would like to emphasize that the following
opinions are an initial reaction to the proposal, as presented
orally by the Staff, because of the limited time we have had
the draft paper, the limited discussion with the Staff, and
the lack of substantiating documents. With" these provisos, the
following represents suggested positions concerning the
specific regulatory problem with ECGS systems as well as longer
term suggestions with regard to emergency core cooling:
(1) The Committee does not feel the document in its
present form should be released as a part of 10
CFR 50 regulations.
(2)

The Committee suggests that a preferred mechanism
would be a two stage approach.
(a)

The current paper, with appropriate
modifications such as those suggested
below, could be used as an interim
staff position. This could be publicized as
appropriate.
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(b)

Adesirable

second step would be to release the
position as a safety guide after sufficient
additional information and other appropriate mod~
iflcations and clarifications are made. This second
step might require several months, as was the case
with problems of comparable magnitude such as
hydrogen generation and anticipated transients
without scram.

(3) Alternates to the suggestion of the Staff regarding
reductions in power should be explored lfor example,
with respect to Palisades consider peaking factors,
probability considerations, etc.). The Committee
feels that increased levels of inspection and fixed
deadlines to complete necessary system changes re
present preferred routes.
(4) The Committee reiterates its belief that the ECCS
problem is a very real one requiring substantially more
analytic and experimental work by the AEC and industry.
The ultimate solution ~y require revisions in hardware
or in cooling concepts and too little attention appears
to be dir.ected in this direction, compared to analytic
studies,
(5)

Some reservations concerning the suggested AEC approach
particularly with regard to publication as a 10 CFR
Part 50 rule include:
(a) The acceptance of the AEC Codes Theta 16 and
RELAP-3 as a benchmark is questioned on the basjs
of the limited number of test runs made.
(b) The approach suggested in the document appears
to be conservative; however, past experience
leads us to believe that this may not be the case
over the spectrum of breaks. Alternatively, the
approach may be excessively conservative.
tc) The approach is a "cookbook" one and does not
really attack the basic problems. Regulation may
require this but its a problem to the Committee.
(d)

Plants having no or inadequate ECC systems should
be given a fixed period to complete acceptable
designs and a definite time schedule for install"
ation.

(e)

The document is not clear as to the times of im
plementation of the alternate proposals.

(f)

Some criteria are mixed in the statement of
objectives.

Mr. Price strongly supported the publication of the AEC position
on ECCS as a 10 CFR Part 50 rule although the Commissioners did not
seem as committed to this course of action.
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Mr. Price maintained that it was neceSSqry that a position on
ECCS have Comm; ss ion endorsement in order to stabil i ze the
licensing process, He ~intatned that a Staff position on this
matter would have little effect on AS&LBs who would decide
matters on an ad-hoc basis without a policy or guidance from the
Corrmission.
Various committee members expressed the following thoughts.
(1)

The adequacy of the INC codes (RELAP and THETA-1B) ,
used in the AEC Evaluation model has not been
established.

(2)

The degree of conservatism in the proposed
prescriptions for evaluation models is not clear.

(3)

It is disturbing that this ECCS review was not
handled in a manner similar to the way in which
ATWS and hydrogen generation were handled (e.g"
without stopping the licensing process and the pub
licity which has accompanied this review).

(4)

The derating of CE plants which may result is of
concern. Plants that are already built (but not yet
licensed) might be considered "grandfathers" as well
as plants that are already operating.

(0)

The instability in what is considered an adequate
code is of concern (e.g., in 6 weeks the Staff has
changed its position regarding the adequacy of CE low
pressure injection flasks with respect to the large
pi pe break).

(6)

The high degree of sensitivity of the analysis to
small changes in assumptions and parameters is of concern.

(7)

The use of a long list of conservative assumptions
in the model may result in a conclusion that is
unnecessarily restrictive,

Commissioner Johnson noted that the Commission must have a pos
ition on ECCS before the JCAE hearings begin on June 22, 1971.
Or. Hanauer noted that it is necessary for the Staff and the
ACRS to agree on the mechanical aspects of the proposed position
otherwise there will be disagreement regarding the adequacy of
proposed plants.
It was noted that the ACRS is not necessarily in disagreement with
the technical position proposed but believes that it has not
received the review and consideration appropriate for a Commission
rule.
The Commissioners noted that they would very much like to
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develop a position by June 19,1971, which the ACRS can support,
The Committee agreed to continue tts consideration of this matter.
3. Meeting wtth the Regulator, Staff .. Or, Isbin gave a detailed
report on his view of the' ~sk Force tecommendations. In
particular he questioned the acceptance of the CE model without
an independent evaluation since independent analyses of
portions of the CE model have led to significant changes being
required. He also questioned the AEC model as a basis for
licensing plants-(and that is all that is now available for
use with B&W and CE designs) since the codes involved have not
been used widely in the way now required. Consequently,
there is no way to predict what the outcome would be when this
model was applied. It 1s not even possible to predict that an
evaluation of a Westinghouse designs which would be found acceptable
under the approved Westinghouse code, would also be acceptable
using the AEC model.
After a detailed technical discussion of current Regulatory
Staff approaches to BWRs and PWRs and a caucus, the Committee
informed the Regulatory Staff that many members were par
ticularly troubled by the suggestion that the draft Task Force
proposal ,be pUblished as a Commission regulation.
Dr. Hanauer noted that a statement of Commission policy is
needed but not necessarily a rule. The aim is to have each
hearing board use an "identical yardstick" to measure emergency
core cooling systems.
With respect to currently operating plants, several members
noted the inconsistency in allowing continued operation of
plants which are currently licensed, but which have no adequate
core cooling systems s while simultaneously prohibiting or severely
limiting the operation of a plant such as Palisades with a
much more complete ~ore cooling system.
In closing, the Committee asked the Regulatory Staff to
provide the following for its special meeting on June 16-17,
1971 :
(1)

As much information as possible on the plugging
phenomenon, particularly as it applies to Combustion
Engineering reactors.

(2)

A written support paper with all technical material
available, over and above what has already been
provided by the Committee.

(3)

What the application of the draft task force recomm
endation wil I mean in terms of Combustion Engineering
and Babcock and Wilcox plants which will be reviewed
shortly as well as ice-condenser systems, to the
extent that this is known.
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(4)

The degree of fflergin in power density between a
calculated 2300 p pe~k clad temper~ture and clad
melting following a LOCA for designs other than
Westinghouse. (It had been noted preViously that an
8% increase above the 15.8 kw/ft limit established
for Turkey Point under the Task Force proposal would
lead to calculated clad melting following a double
ended, cold leg break using the calculational
methods of that proposal).

(5)

Whatever RELAP 3/THETA 1B computer runs are available.

(6)

The rationale behind the various choices which were
made in establishing the prescribed assumptions for the
Westinghouse calculations.

A discussion, to the extent possible, of the rationale under which
systems which have no emergency core cooling are allowed to con
tinue operation· was also requested.
The detaiTed comments on the draft recommendati-on were al so to be
incorporated in a new draft in time for the Special ACRSn~eting.
SPECIAL ACRS MEETING
JUNE 16-17, 1971
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Executive Session
Independent Evaluation of ECCS for Boiling Water Keactors
The Committee considered recommending to the Regulatory Staff
than an independent evaluation be provided of the efficacy of
ECCS for all classes of BWRs.
Comments by members included:
1. Additional consideration is also needed of the current
AEC evaluation model for PWRs.
2.

The Safety Research Subcommittee should have meetings on
this subject so that the ACRS can have more effective input
into the development of the model.

3.

Independent analyses of systems important to safety could
go a great deal beyond ECCS.

4.

While this might be a desirable action, the Committee
should consider whether it would be using the (always)
limited available resources in the most effective way.

The SUbject was tabled until the l35th ACRS meeting. Members
were urged to provide opinions, points of view, etc., in writing
if possible.
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Emergency

Cpr~ Cop)jr~ ~ls~~msi

Review

The Committee had been provided wfth a new draft policy statement,
dated June 16,1971, incorporating the suggestions and comments
made during the 134th ACR5 meeting, a listing of reactor plants
indicating the effect of various effective dates for implementation
of the interim policy, and was later given a further revised draft
of the policy statement dated June 17, 1971.
ACRS Consultants' Discussions
During the course of the meeting, the Committee held several
discussions with its consultants in this area. Some of the points
made included:
Dr. Yba rrondo
1.

The blowdown and heatup codes used by the reactor vendors
have been improved substantially during the past year, but
since a substantial amount of technical judgment is still
involved, they should be used with caution.

2. All of the codes currently in use are in a state of flux.
Detailed and accurate system representation has only been
attempted during the past year or so, and not all of the
vendors have done this yet.
3.

It is necessary to assure that solutions to the various
equations being used are being approximated closely enough
to assure stability of the codes.

4.

The resulting programs are extremely complex (12,000
cards are used in RELAP) and must be checked very
carefully.

5. Standard problems should be worked out as checkpoints for
all the codes.
6.

Simplified equations are solved 1n the codes and this
requires the use of many simplified or empirical correlations.
For example:
critical heat flux
post-critical heat flux
reflooding heat transfer
spray cooling lGE only)
two-phase pressure drop
critical flow at break (and orifice coefficient)
pump coastdown representation
phase separation
fuel-cladding gap coefficient
metal-water reaction rate (usually Baker-Just)
thermal properties
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In using these and others, it is necessary to compare
their range of applicability with the range over which they
are to be used, the geometry, and the aptness of extrapolations.
Dr. Ybarrondo thought that the application of safety factors
to the results was appropriate because of the current insufficiency
of data.
Dr. Ybarrondo also noted that the recent series of semi-scale
blowdown and injection tests had been intended only ~o compare the
code-calculated decompression with measurements, check on appropr
iate orifice coefficients, the amount of water left in the vessel,
the nature of the initial core flow reversal, etc ..
In general, Dr. Ybarrondo did not feel that the assumptions
currently being used in the PWR calculations were too conservative;
in some specific cases, they might not be conservative enough.
Dr. Carbiener
Dr. Carbiener felt that the Draft AEC Policy Statement reflected
his feelings well. The approach is adequate, and may even be
overly conservative, although this could not be proven now.
Given a double-ended cold leg break, an emergency core cooling
system which met the criteria laid out in the policy statement would
only have a one-in-a-thousand chance of failing. (Dr. Ybarrondo
agreed with this conclusion of BWRs, but was not so confident of
the situation for PWRs.)
Meetings with the Regulatory Staff
The Committee met with REG representatives several times during the
meeting to discuss the revised draft of 6/16/71, the Commissioners'
comments on the draft, the effective date of the proposed policy
statement and its effect on operating and soon-to-be operating plants,
the final revised draft of 6/17/71, etc •. Detailed, page-by-page
technical comments were offered and, in many cases, incorporated
into the final draft. Some of the items which were discussed at
length or about which Committee members seemed to feel most strongly were:
1.

Form of Policy Statement - With respect to the Committee's
previous comments, Mr. Price indicated that the Commissioners
felt that a statement of Commission policy, in the Federal
Register, was necessary. It would not be an appendix to
Part 50, however.

2.

Criteria - The section on "Criteria for Specific Reactors"
was too inflexible in the 6/16/71 version of the draft. It
was later rewritten to indicate that the specific evaluation
models listed were "examples" of acceptable approaches,
allowing appropriate changes, additions, etc., without
Commission approval and a notice in the Federal Register.
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3~

·Ef{ec,t1ye D~t~ - The altern~t1ye$ which had originally
been presented were to a~ply the policy to plants for which
operating 1i censes were lssued on or before either January
1,1968 or July 1,1972. Later in the meeting, it was reported
that the Commissioners did not feel they could support any
approach beyond exempting, for some interim period, plants
with operating licenses issued prior to January 1, 1968. (This
would include only .eight reactors of relatively low power
1evel. )
Several members felt that extending the exemption date to
July, 1972 would only mean exempting a few plants from any
real requirements (such as reducing power or peaking factors)
since most plants scheduled to be licensed for operation by
that time are expected to be acceptable even under the new
policy. Also, it seemed inconsistent to permit operation of
older plants with essentially no emergency core cooling,
albeit with augmented inspection and surveillance programs,
while restricting operation of plants (e.g., Palisades)
with a much more complete emergency core cooling system.

4.

Margin Between an Acceptable System and Calculated Clad
Melting
Several members noted that, as the REG prescription is now
written, there is aomargin between a calculated peak clad
temperature of 2300 F and clad melting of only 8% in the peak
linear heat generation rate {in Turkey Point, for examp1el~
The REG representatives indicated that they had been driven
to the conservative prescriptions in the calculations largely
through an inability to define a "realistic ll computation.

5.

Fraction-of-Clad-Reacted Criterion - Objections were raised
to the inclusion of a 1% metal-water reaction limit in the
criteria for acceptability. The Regulatory Staff agreed that
an average of 1% of the core reacted implies a degree of
local reaction which is clearly unacceptable. The suggestion
of extending the criteria·to·include a. limit on the length
of time during which cladding can remain at high temperatures
was made.
In the 6/17/71 draft the implication that an average limit
of 1% precludes local clad embrittlement had been softened
and the limited-time concept included, but the criteria re
mained at least partly objectionable to some members.

6.

Improvement for Future Reactors - Some members, and at least
one ACRS consultant, were concerned over the possibility that
a detailed prescription leading to regulatory approval would
tend to "freeze" the technology at its current level.
Others felt that, while the policy statement did not provide
the maximum incentive for improvement, it did not preclude
progress. REG felt that the policy statement was not the
appropriate place to urge additional improvements.
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7.

Lack of an Accepted Eva1uat1 on Model for BWR LPCIS .. Ob
jection was raised to the lack, in the accepted GE model,
of an evaluation model for the LPCI system, The Regulatory
Staff felt that if evaluations for two different systems
were required for BWRs, they could not license BWRs with
only a single type of ECC system.

8.

Requirement to Evaluate Effect of Nitrogen Gas in BWR
Accumulators - The requirement, under both the AEC and
Westinghouse evaluation models, to evaluate the effects
of the nitrogen in the accumulators was objected to on
the basis that such a calculation had never been done,
and it was not clear that one could be done with any
precision within a reasonable time. The requirement was
modified in the later draft to indicate that only the
effect on steam binding during ref100ding need be considered.

Executive Session
The Committee held several discussions to arrive at a statement of
Committee position for presentation to the Commission later in the
meeting. Items which were of importance were:
1.

Public Statement of AEC Policy - The Committee agreed to
approve handling the interim policy statement as described
by Mr. Price, i. e., publication, as Commission policy, in the
Federal Register, but not as part of an AEC Regulation.

2.

Effective Date of AEC Polic~ - Several members felt that
to adopt an approach which 1mplied derating Palisades by a
large amount ("Alternate A" of the 6/16/71 draft) was not
defensibl e without more justi fi cation than had been given;
others felt as strongly about any approach which would
exempt upwards of 50 plants for three years.
Other comments included:
a.

It is not compatible with derating Palisades by 50%
to allpw operation of essentially unprotected plants
for three years.

b.

There is no reason why CE can not do more on ECCS
analyses and avoid the need to derate Palisades.

The Committee voted to approve the appl ication of the
interim AEC Policy on ECeS to all plants for which operating
licenses are issued after January 1, 1968.
3.

Evaluation Model for GE LPC! System - Some members felt that,
since the LPCIS was the basis, in part, of favorable con
clusions concerning BWRs (e.g., on Shoreham), the Committee
should advise the AEC that an independant evaluation model
is necessary for LPCIS. Others could not defend requiring
two diverse systems for BWRs, but only one for PWRs. It was
also noted that silence on a point, in the policy statement,
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does not mean it is not included in reviews of individual
projects.
The Committee agreed that the GE evaluation model in the
interim pOlicy statement (6/17/71 draft) was acceptable.
4.

5.

Inclusion of Evaluation for Small and Hot Leg ~reaks - It
seemed to be the consensus of Committee opinion that mention
of smaller breaks and hot leg breaks was desirable, but the
Committee would not insist on it. The later draft of the
policy statement covered this point by reference to analysis
of "a spectrum of breaks."
Use of a Conservative Rather than Best-Estimate Fit for De
privation of FlECHT Heat Transfer Coefficient - Some members
were troubled because they had originally been led to believe that
every choice in the evaluation models was the most conservative
one possible, but had since learned some of the prescriptions
were less conservative than was possible.

The Committee adopted the following statement of position on ECCS,
for presentation to the Commission:
ACRS STATEMENT REGARDING ECCS
The ACRS believes that the draft, "Interim Acceptance
Criteria for ECCS for Light-Water Power Reactors," dated
June 17,1971, is satisfactory for release subject to some
clarification of the language.
The Committee concurs with the suggested appruach of pUblishing
the criteria in the Federal Register as an interim policy
statement by the Commission. It agrees that Alternate A
setting January 1, 1968, as a cut-off date is reasonable.
It agrees with the relaxation in the criteria in Section IV B
as promoting greater fiexibility without freezing design and
codes.
The Committee believes that the document represents an interim
solution only, and that more work is required in code development,
safety research oriented to LOCA-ECCS, and work on improved
ECCS. The Committee is prepared to work closely with Staff
and vendors through appropriate Subcommittees. We believe;
this approach may lead to an orderly solution of the outstanding
problems.
With regard to the course of events of the last few months, the
Committee now feels that there has been an over-all gain in
that the level of work on ECCS evaluation has increased and more
specific goals and objectives have been established. However,
the Committee believes that more experimental work is needed
to supplement the further analytical development of the evaluation
models.
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The Committee reempha~izes that the Commission should
indicate publicly the need for continuing work on new
ECC systems Qr significant modifications to current de~
signs. It should be.indtcated that increases in power
or pOWi!r density will require larger margins.
The Committee believes its oral concurrence in the policy
statement is the preferred mechanism of communication
rather than a letter. We believe our approval of pending
cases is the best mechanism for publicly indicating our
approval of current designs of EeCS.
Some members wish to comment personally on this
matter.
Meeting with Commissioners
Commissioners Seaborg and Larson attended.
Dr. Bush read the statement of ACRS position on ECCS.
Dr. Stratton added a personal comment to the effect that he had
seen no evidence which supported a requirement to derate any
plant, particularly Palisades. Mr. Price commented that he, too,
did not want to require derating of any plant, but that it was
difficult to defend the technical basis which CE and Consumers
have so far provided in support of their request for a full-power
operating license.
Dr. Okrent noted a potential omission in the interim policy in
that it ignores any requirement for evaluating the adequacy for
BWR LPCI systems. He also noted that he, personally, was less
certain of the conservatism of the accepted evaluation models
than the Regulatory Staff seemed to be~ His own conclusion
that plants could be permitted to operate was based not only
on a hi gh probabil Tty that ECC systems wou1,d cool the core after
a large pipe break, but on the very low probability of such a
break occurring. He suggested that the latter approach should
form at least part of the basis for allowing continued operation
of plants with little or no ECCS.
Chairman Seaborn expressed interest in the Committee's feeling
that there had been an over-all gain through the events of the
last few months. The added effort on ECCS evaluation was mentioned
in response.
During the 134th meeting, the ACRS heard from Dr. Hanauer concerning
the tentative Staff position on Interim Acceptance Criteria.
a dissent from Regulatory Staff member Dr. Morris Rosen.

It also heard

In Dr. Rosen's

opinion, computer codes should not form the sole criterion for licensing
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nuclear power stations, particularly with the
in use.

kin~s

of assumptions

He discussed the sensitivity of the calculated results to

more or less arbitrary assumptions inherent in the Task Force recomm
endations.

He suggested for the short term on arbitrary limit on peak

linear heat generation rate of 15-16 KW/ft.
The ACRS did not endorse either position.

Rather the Committee

gave only limited approval to the Interim Acceptance Criteria, and
emphasized the need to work both on improved evaluation models and on
improved emergency core cooling systems.
At the 139th meeting, November 11-13,1971, the ACRS discussed
at some length the matter of how to develop and implement improvements
on ECCS, as the excerpts below indicate.
1.1.2.8 Leadership in ECCS Research and Implementation of
Improved ECCS Designs

Shortcomings of the AEC interim evaluation model for
ECCS, urgency of need for improvement of both the
criteria and systems based thereon and alternate
means for achieving desired ACRS objectives were
discussed at length. Dr. Isbin expressed the op
inion that priority attention should be given to
improvement of the interim evaluation model and that
two to six months would be a reasonable time for
completing this.
Dr. Okrent pr9Posed a possible approach regarding im
proved ECCS (see attachment 2) and the Committee
approved a motion by Dr. Okrent that the Chairman
initiate early action to accomplish the desired ob
jective by assigning appropriate tasks to suitable
existing or new ACRS groups or subcommittees.
(Note: Dr. Bush has appointed an ECCS Subcommittee
to handle this matter).
1.1.2.11 Publication of Paper on the "Cal cul ated" Loss-of
Coolant Accident - A Review! L. Ybarrondo! C. W.
Sol brig! and H. S. Isbin
Dr. Isbin reported on recent developments regarding
AEC release of the subject paper for publication.
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DRD&T has turned over responsibility for release
of this paper to Aerojet Nuclear with stipulations
which, in Or~ Isb1n 1 s opinion t made it difficult for
Aerojet management to actually approve release.
2.0 MEETING WITH THE REGULATORY STAFF
2.1

PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED ECCS DESIGN
Mr. McEwen (DRD &T) reported on AEC accomplishments on
ECCS projects since adoption of the AEC interim ECCS
criteria. The following items were noted.
New FLECHT tests
GE Blow Down Heat Transfer (BDHT) Program
. 1-1/2 Loop Semi-Scale modification and issuance
of a Preliminary System Design Description for the
facil ity.
RELAP AND THETA-1B improvements
M.u'Ltiple injection capability included in LOFT
and Semi-Scale
Preliminary PWR BDHT program initiated at ORNL
Design modification of the PBF initiated.
ROT bases and plans for future programs and the scope of
contemplated EeeS studies were also described.
Mr. McEwen noted that ROT has initiated only those programs
which are considered adequately defined; that funding is a
problem; that water reactor safety should be the concern of
those who are building the plants; that ROT has entered into
a joint program with industrYt which is funded by AEC at a
level of 25 percent; that none of the programs are directed
toward development or testing of advanced ECCS concepts or
investigation of metal/water reactions; and that the program
includes attention to BWRs through code modifications.
Although the approach t scope and progress of the RDT program
was viewed with disappointment by many members of both the
Committee and Regulatory Staff t there was no unanimity of
opinion. Major points of disagreement revolved around the
issues of ECCS shortcomings and organizational responsibility
for implementing pro~rams for improvement of either the eval
uation criteria or the systems. Viewpoints were too divergent
to permit either resolution of the matter or adoption of a
solution-seeking course of action agreeable to both ACRS and the
Regulatory Staff at this meeting. (An ACRS Subcommittee has
been assigned to consider this matter).
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Dr. Hanauer referenced the DROIT report by Mr. McEwen.
which reflected lack of AEC progress in implementing
programs and achieving timely results in this area.
and he expressed the opinion that although it is
possible that things may not be as bad as they seem.
indications are that performance of DROIT in this
area could be improved. During discussion of alternate
approaches to ensure maintenance of a viable water re
actor safety program. Mr. Squires informed the Director
of Regulation that the Committee had previously
recommended that the Regulatory Staff should have its
own budget for independent work in this important area.
In response, Mr. Muntzing stated that he felt the recomm
endation had considerable merit. and that it would be
particularly desirable for the Regulatory Staff to
have such funds, particularly if separation of regulatory
and promotion activities of the AEC should become a
reality.
The following specific points were noted: .
Neitner the AlC nor the NSSS vendors understand
the problems of ECCS well enough to know what 1s an
improvement in system design.
• Problems associated with the interim evaluation model
must be cleaned up.
. The adequacy of existing ECC systems must be confirmed.
It is not entirely reasonable to require NSSS
vendors to comply with the interim criteria model
and at the same time require them to improve the
model and their systems.
At the 140th meeting, December 9-11,1971. the ACRS heard extensive
presentations on proposed amendments to the Interim Acceptance Criteria
and prepared a report on this matter for use by the Commission in the
upcoming rulemaking hearing on Acceptance Criteria for ECCS. This
version of the letter was not sent in order to take into account comments
by the Commissioners regarding: (1) the desirability of including a more
positive statement with regard to the safeguards adequac~ of reactors
designed in accordance with the Interim Criteria, and (2) the possi
bility of greater exposure of minority commenters to subpoena during
rulemaking hearings.
1.2 SUBCOMMITTEE AND OTHER REPORTS
l.~.l

Report of Subcommittees on ECCS Analysis for CE and B&W Reactors
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The Committee heard presentations by the respective
Subcommittee Chairmen in preparation for joint meetings
to be held with the Staff and each vendor on Friday,
December lO? 1971, The purpose of the meetings was to
evaluate vendor~proposed ECCS analytical methods and
models against the requirements of the AEC Interim
Acceptance Criteria for ECCS. Dr. Bush indicated that the
Committee should be prepared to inform the Staff of
its conclusions regarding the acceptability of the vendor
proposals, but that a letter might not be required.
1.2.1.1

CE Subcommittee Report
Dr. O'Kelly reviewed the information developed by the
Subcommittee concerning CE progress in achieving a
satisfactory method and model for analyZing EeeS
performance for their nuclear plants. In discussion,
the Commission was informed that its consultant was not
much impressed by CEls lIS-scale experimental work in
the sense that he did not think the model accurately
reflected ECeS phenomena to be expected in the full
scale reactor plant. It was pointed out, however,
that the work to date was directed toward achieving event
ual solution of the problems, and that the possibility
for existence of imperfections was recognized. It
appeared that most of CEls effort since last June had
been devoted to improving the model.

1.2.1.2

B&W Subcommittee Report
Dr. Hendrie reviewed the status of B&W's work in this
area and observed that their proposed evaluation code
applies only to the vent-valve plant, For these plants
the accumulators inject directly into the reactor vessel
annulus.
There was considerable inconclusive discussion among
Committee members regarding 1) variations in PWR plant
design among Westinghouse, B&W, and CE, and reasons for
same, 2) shortcomings of the AEC Interim acceptance
Criteria for ECCS, 3) differences in blowdown/injection
phenomena among the plants of the various PWR NSSS
vendors, and 4) B&W interest in continuing participation
in the joint AEC/industry ECCS R&D program.

1.2.1.3 Meeting with Regulatory Staff

During the subsequent meeting with the Regulatory Staff, the
following information was provided in the form of indiv
idual opinions regarding ECCS problems and uncertainties
associated with the current evaluation criteria and the
models, techniques and designs used by NSSS vendors.
The proposed rule change will grant equal
acceptability status to GE, B&W, CE, and Wmodels.
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, A standard is needed for determining the
acceptab11it¥ of ECCS evaluqti9n codes~
There can be more than one type of ECCS
fix, but ~ design fix is required for every
plant, ECCS fix problems are generic in nature.
The Regulatory Branch is guided by a desire
to avoid establishing obstacles to the licensing
of plants.
The reduction of data from the FLECHT program
made no allowance for radiant heat transfer
to the walls. Corrections are being made.
The principal ECCS problem for PWRs is steam
binding.
Present reflooding rates are considered marginal.
Better definition of PWR blowdown heat transfer
characteristics is needed.
A crash program to achieve the optimum resolution
of all . ECCS problems is not warranted in
view of the extremely low probability of the LOCA.
• Some consideration should be given to the need for
avoiding excessive margins of conservatism.
1.2.1.4 Meeting witn CE
Spokesmen fOr CE reviewed their analytical and experimental
work on ECCS in considerable detail. lhe presentations
included information on their past and future experimental
programs and on the essential features and uses of:
• The CE FLASH 4, STRIKIN, RELBOT, and PERC
codes and hand calculations
• the lIS-scale model tests
brittle fracture tests of Zircaloy cladding
• tube-bundle flow and burst tests.
On the basis of CE studies and experience, Mr. West ex
pressed the opinion that ~he AEC Interim Criteria peak clad
temperature limit of 2300 F was too conservative; that
emergency coolant injection would not be blocked by steam;
that the present trend of the regulatory process was in
the direction of licensing methods rather than plants;
and that the objective of the presentations would be to
show that injection blockage would not occur in CE systems.
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The following major points of info~mation were provided
by vendor representatives in discussions with Committee
members;
CE injection tests showed no flow blockage
indications and no pressure fluctuations.
Test results will be exploited to the maximum
practical extent for ECCS improvement.
Important vendor incentives would be the potential
for safe operation at higher core power densities
or confirmation of greater safety margins in
current designs.
CE bundle-blockage tests resulted in only about
twice the original (pre-blockage)A P.
Bundle distortion is expected to have only a
minor effect on peak clad temperature.
External surfaces of cladding can be exposed
to steam of 23000 F for 130 seconds without
embrittlement exceeding the CE standard.

1.2.1.5

Meeting with B&W

B&W representatives presented a summary of their activities
related to emergency core cooling, including their accom
plishments and future plans related to code and model im
provement.
Mr. Montgomery stated that B&W's evaluations are based on the
equilibrium model of the CRAFT code, which was capable of
following the entire course of the accident in one calculational
sequency. Their analyses of ECCS show peak clad temperatures
o
of less than 2300 F and less than 1% metal/water reaction.
Although they feel that an improved CRAFT will become a major
analytical tool of the future, their work on the non-equilibrium
version of CRAFT has been suspended, because of B&W's feeling
that the time required to obtain Regulatory approval would be
too long to avoid plant licensing problems. In order to ex
pedite code acceptance by AEC, they are working on the dev
elopment of a code similar to RELAP by adaptation and modification
of published codes.
Other vendor spokesmen provided the following information in
discussion with Committee members,
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For B&W plants, assumption of a locked
primary pump rotor during blowdown is not
conservative, but the assumption is conservative
during reflood.
The B&W method of analysis correlates satisfactorily
with results of the early semi-scale tests (through
test 859).
(Note: The Committee position with respect to acceptability
of the ECCS evaluation models, codes, program and plans proposed
by these vendors was formalized in its letter report* to the
Commissioners on the proposed public rule-making hearing regarding
1) the AEC Interim Acceptance Criteria for ECCS, and 2) the
addition of the CE and B&W evaluation models to the present list
of acceptable models.
1.2.2

Report of Subcommittee on
Interim Criteria on ECCS

~CCS

- ACRS Position Regarding AED

Dr. Bush referred to the November 26, 1971 AEC public notice of an
ECCS rule-making hearing to be held on January 27, 1972, and
reviewed the chronology of past events and the projected schedule
of future events with regard to this announcement. He pointed out
areas of possible Committee concern and emphasized the need for
prompt action by the Committee to establish a position on the total
matter and to provide guidance with respect to implementing
whatever actions might be required by that position. He stated
that he had discussed the matter with the Director of Regulation
and had advised him of a possible Committee dissent. There was
considerable discussion among Committee members regarding:
the poor timing of related past events and lack
of sufficient advance notice.
extent of AEC understanding and appreciation of the
Committee position of last June on the AEC Interim
Acceptance Criteria for ECCS.
whether ACRS opinion or comment was desired and, if so,
the proper form of ·comment.
ways and means for conveying Committee comment if
comments should b~ deemed appropriate.
possible misinterpretation of phraseology of the
announcement in regard to ACRS participation in the
review of the interim Criteria.
The general consensus was that comments/recommendations should be
made, and Dr. Okrent· expressed the opinion that Committee advice on
*Letter, Spencer H. Bush to Dr. Schlesinger, REPORT ON INTERIM
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR ECCS FOR LIGHT-WATER POWER REACTORS,
dated 1/70/72.
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significant matters should be in writing to avoid misunderstanding.
During a meeting with the Regulatory Staff on the following day
(December 10), Dr. Hanauer indicated that a letter would avoid
any possibility of a misunderstanding of the Committee position.
Subsequent deliberations of the Committee resulted in a fourth
and final draft of a letter* to the Commission which would
correctly reflect the position and recommendation of the
ACRS with regard to the ECCS criteria and the proposed adoption
of evaluation models. A motion for acceptance of the final
draft was unopposed.
With regard to the manner of transmittal, the Committee approved
a motion by Dean Palladino which would require hand delivery
of the letter to the Commissioners prior to December 20, with
opportunity for discussion. If: this could not be accomplished
the letter should be sent. The motion was not opposed, but
one member abstained. Dr. Bush noted that if the Commissioners
identified serious problems with the ACRS report: he would refer
it back to the Committee for further consideration.
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ADVISOI,Y COMMITTEE ON REACTOR S~,·EGUAROS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.Co %0545

January 7, 1972

Honorable James R~ Schlesinger
Chainr.an
u. S. Atomic Energy Co~~ission
~ashin8ton, D. C.
20545
Subject:

REPORT ON INTERn1 ACCEPIAl~CE CRITERIA 1:'OR u-tERGENCY C.ORE
COOLING SYS~~ FOR LIGHT-WATER POWER REACTOr~

Dear Dr. Schlesinger:
At ;.ts l40th meeting, December 9-11, 1971, the Advisory Committee
ou Reactor Safeguards completed a rcvie"7 of proposed amendments to
the Illterim Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems
for Li£ht-Water Power Reactors, published as an AEe Interim Policy
Statement on June 29, 1971. The ·proposal was considered at a
Subcol':rnittee uleeting held on December 4, 1971~ in :rashingtoo, D. C."
Fl1rther consideration was given to the interim criteria at the
Committee's 141st meeting, Janua~7 6-8, 1972. The proposed amend
ments add new evaluation models by Co~bustion Engineering) Inc. and
the Babcock and Wilcox Company to the existing list of acceptable
evaluation models.
The Committee concluded that the proposed amendments w~re accept
able~ on the same basis as the original Policy Statement evaluation
models. Both the original and the amF.:r.ued criteria in-"olve a
number of provisions Which are clearly conservative as well as some
Yhich may not be conservative, but on b~l~nce reflect adeqnate
conservatism for interim use with plant.s similar in design to those
w~ich have been reviewed for construction ~~rmits. The Comaittee
believes that each plant should ba reviewed on a case by cnse basis
to determine the extent to which these criteria ar~ satisfied or
r~oc1ificaticns to tbe dcs:ten 0;7 ()?(:ratl.d~ of tho? r:"!.ant are n:ql~ired.

0

i,._
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January 7, 1972

At th~ time adoption of the Interim Acceptance Criteria was under
consideration, the Committee had opportunity to discuss the draft
Criteria with the AEC Regulatory Staff,aod the Commission, and
to offer comments. The Committee comments, made orally_to the
_Commission on June 17, 1971 included the following:
'~he

ACRS believ~s~hat the draft, 'Interim Acceptance Criteria
for ECCS for Light-Water Power Reactors', dated June 17, 1971
is satisfactory for release subject to some clarification of the
language.
liThe Committee concurs lnth'the suggested approach of publishing
the criteria in the Federal Register as an interim policy state
ment by the Commission. It agrees that Alternate A setting
January 1, 1968 as a cut-off date is reasonable. It agxees with
. the relaxation in the criteria in Section IV B as promoting greater
fleXibility without freezing design and codes.
I~e Committee believes that the document represents an inter~
solution only, and that more work is required in code develop
ment, safety research oriented to LOeA-ECCS, and work on improved
ECCS. The Committee is prepared to work closely with Staff and
vendors through appropriate Subcommittees. We believe this
approach may lead to an orderly solution of the outstanding
problems.

'~ith

regard to the course of events' of the last few months) the
Committee now feels that there has been an over-all gain in that
the level of work on ECCS evaluation has increased and more specific
goals and objectives have been established. However, the
Cormnittee believes that more expcriI:lental 't'10rl~ is needed to
supplement the further analytical development of the evaluation
models.
'~he Committee reemphasizes that the Commission should indicate
publicly the need for continuing ,.·ort~ on ne,.; ECC systems or
significant modifications to current designs. It should be
indicat~d that increases in power or power density will require
larger margins."

..

"
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January 7,' 1972

Some of the restrictive assumptions imposed by the Interim Criteria
have been introduced because of uncertainties in the behavior of the
ECCS. The Committee believes such restrictions should be removed,
as_possible, either by design changes, or by demonstration that they
arc unnecessary. The Committee believes that it is timely for further
implementation of the statement in the Commission's Policy Statement
of June 29, 1971, that "in connection with the water power reactors yet
to be designed and constructed the possibility of accomplishing by
changes in design ~urther improvements in the capability of emergency
core cooling systems should be considered." Although the Interim kcept-.
ance Criteria should be useful and helpful in the licensing process, the
evaluation models prescribed in these criteria are recognized to have
only limited usefulness as design tools for improving emergency core
cooling systems. The nuclear industry should respond in a more direct
fashion with realistic design methods, based upon additional scaled ex
periments and analytical studies. Design changes which would clearly
eliminate any potential steam binding problem during a loss-of-coolant
accident represent an example of the type of improvement considered to
be of particular importance. The Committee reco~~ends that design
changes to improve ECCS capability should be sought and, to the extent
practical, employed in plants for which construction permit applications
are received in the future, irrespective of whether the plant design
Without such changes appears to meet the provisions of the Interim Accept
ance Criteria.
"
The Committee believes that there is reasonable assurance that, with
appropriate use of the Interim Acceptance Criteria and other applicable
design and evaluati.on criteria, water reactors of current design can be
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours,

~
~
c. P. Siess
Chairman
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The ACRS reconsidered its letter at its 141st meeting, January 6-8,
1972, and arrived at a new consensus which incorporated the bulk of
the minority opinions which had been appended to the December letter.
The letter of January 7, 1972, and excerpts from the meeting minutes
follow:
SUMMARY
141ST ACRS MEETING
WASHINGTON, D.C.
JANUARY 6-8, 1972
1.0 EXECUTIVE SESSIONS
1.1.2

Chairman's Report: Status of ACRS Report on the AEC Interim
Acceptance Criteria for Emergency CoreCooling Systems.
~-::Jreport=d_ont.tleDecemJ:.er 15, 1971, meeting of ACRS
I

1

represen atives )
.:l
with Chairman
Schlesinger and other members of the CommIssion for the PUtI)
po~e of tr~~~i~ting and discussing the ACRS letter report
from the 140th meeting.

The ACRS representatives agreed to withhold the report in
order that the Committee might consider Commissioners'
suggestions regarding (1) the desirability of including a
more positive statement with regard to the safeguards
adequacy of reactors designed in ~ccord~nce with
the Interim Criteria, and (2) the possibility of
greater exposure of minority commenters to subpoena during
ru1emaking hearings.
Although it had since been determined that ru1emaking hearing
procedures would not include the right of subpoena, it was
the consensus of the committee that an attempt should be made
to prepare a revised draft of the letter to accommodate
the considerations of Item (1) above for presentation to
the Co~~,sioners during the 141st meeting. A revised
report
was drafted by the Committee and approved without
opposing vote in Executive Session on January 7, 1972.
This report represented a consensus of opinion so that no
additional remarks by minority members were required (as
was the case in the previous report).

..I
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3.0 MEETING WITH THE COMMISSIONERS
3.1

Certificate of Appreciation
Chairman Schlesinger presented to Dr. Bush a Certificate
of Appreciation in recognition of his service as Chairman
of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards during 1971.

3.2

ACRS Position on,Interim Acceptance Criteria for ECCS
Copies of the ACRS report were distributed to the Commission
and others at the meeting, including the General Manager,
General Counsel, Directors of Regulation, Licensing and
Standards and members of their staffs.
Dr.Hanauer and Mr. Muntzfng noted that it indicated that
the ACRS feels the Interim Criteria are inadequate to protect
the public health and safety and that improved systems must
be considered on a case-by-case basis, which is inconsistent
with the implementation of criteria. Commissioner Johnson
raised a question about proceeding with the rulemaking
hearing with this ACRS position, and there was considerable
discussion directed toward clarifying the philosophy of the
ACRS with respect to ECCS and the Interim Criteria.
The following major points were covered in the discussion.
The report does not negate the Interim Criteria
The interim Criteria are not, per se, sufficient determinants
of the adequacy of all safeguards required to protect the
public health and safety.
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The Inte~im C~ite~ia are mini~um requirements and are
not? per ~e? sufficient determinants of the suitability
of ECCS design. Interpretive application of the
Criteria is required to be made on a case-by-case basis.
Programs for improvement of the Criteria and, where
indicated, any designs based thereon should be
accelerated.
Apparent redundancies in the report were necessary to
achieve a sufficient degree of consonance with the
views of Committee members to eliminate the need for
additional clarifying or dissenting comments by members.
Although report statements in reference to future
matters apparently go beyond what the Commissioners
intended for the Committee to include in the letter,
and while the Committee was previously unaware of
the precise requirements of the Commissioners in regard
to content, the Committee feels that these statements
are not inconsistent with ACRS responsibilities.
It is improbable that any attempts by the Committee to
revise the report would be fruitful.
Although the Committee report has emphasized the
importance of ECCS R&D, the Committee also fully
recognizes the importance of all other factors critical
to the design and operation of plants for elimination
of undue risk to the public health and safety. The
Committee's concern for these other criteria is intended
to be reflected in certain statements of the report,
such as those referring to "case-by-case review" and
"other applicable design and evaluation criteria."
The Committee's recommendation that ECCS design improvements
should be sought and employed, to the extent practical,
for future plants, irrespective of whether the proposed
plant design appears to meet the Interim Criteria,is
based upon awareness of the uncertainties and weaknesses
of the Interim Criteria and an appreciation of the
statistical relationship between accumulated reactor
years and the expectation of a LOCA.
Chairman Schlesinger accepted the Committee's report
and indicated that the documentation of the Committee's
views on the subject would be useful and helpful and of
value in the rulemaking hearing.
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ADVISOI':Y COMMITTEE ON REACTOR S~,·EGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 10545

January 7, 1972

Honorable James R. Schlesinger
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
Subject:

REPORI ON INTERl}1 ACCEPrANCE CRITERIA l:'OR EMERGENCY CORE
COOLING SYS~~ FOR LIGHT-WATER POWER REACTOr~

Dear Dr. Schlesinger:
At its 140th meeting, December 9-11, 1971, the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards completed a review of proposed amendments to
the Interim Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems
for Light-Water Power Reactors, published as an ABC Interim Policy
Statement on June 29, 1971. The pro~osal was considered at a
Subcor.rnittee meeting held on December 4, 1971, in :iashington, D. C.·
Further consideration 'Vlas given to the interim criteria at the
Committee's 14lst meeting, Janua1.-Y 6-8, 1972. The proposed amend
ments add new evaluation models by Co~bustion Engineering, Inc. and
the Babcock and Wilcox Company to the existing list of acceptable
evaluation models.
The Committee concluded that the proposed amendments w~re accept
able, on the same basis as the original Policy Statement evaluation
models. Both the original and the amr::l",ued criteria involve a
number of provisions which are clearly conservative as well as some
which may not be conservative, but on 11~l<lnce r.eflect adequate
conservatism for interim use with plants similar in design to those
~~ich have been reviewed for construction ~~rmits. The COmDitte~
believes that each plant should b~ reviewed on a case by case basis
to determine the extent to which these criteria arc satisfied or .
modifications to the desien Oi7 operatL"n of the. r-lant are l:eqt~ire<1.

· '."

(
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At th~ time adoption of the' Interim Acceptance Criteria was under
consideration, the Committee had opportunity to discuss the draft
Criteria with the AEC Regulatory Staff.aod the Commission, and
to offer comments. The Committee comments, made orally_.to the
Commission on June 17, 1971 included the following:
'~heACRS

believes that the draft, 'Interim Acceptance Criteria
for ECCS for Light-Water Power Reactors', dated June 17, 1971
is satisfactory for release subject to some clarification of the
language.

"The Committee concurs lnth .the suggested approach of publishing
the criteria in the Federal Register as an interim policy state
ment by the Commission. It agrees that Alternat~ A setting
January 1, 1968 as a cut-off date is reasonable. It agxees with
- the relaxation in the criteria in Section IV B as promoting greater
flexibility without freezing design and codes.
'~he

Committee believes that the document represents an intertm
solution only, and that more work is required in code develop
ment, safety research oriented to LOCA-ECCS, and work on improved
ECCS. The Committee is prepared to work closely with Staff and
vendors through ~ppropriate Subcommittees. We believe this
approach may. lead to an orderly solution of the outstanding
problems.
'~~ith regard to the course of events of the last few months) the
Committee now feels that there has been an over-all gain in that
the level of work on ECCS evaluation has increased and more specific
goals and objectives have been established. However~ the
Committee believes that more experi~enta1 work is needed to
supplement the further analytical development of the evaluation
models.
'~he Committee reemphasizes that the Commission should indicate
publicly the need for continuing ,·:or1: on ne" ECC systems or
significant modifications to current designs. It should be
indicated that increases in power or power density will require
larger margins. 1I

.

'
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Some of the restrictive assumptions imposed by the Interim Criteria
have been introduced because of uncertainties in the behavior of the
ECCS. The Committee believes such restrictions should be removed,
as possible, either by design changes, or by demonstration. that they
are unnecessary. The Committee believes that it is timely for further
implementation of the statement in the Commission's Policy Statement
of June 29, 1971, that "in connection with the water power reactors yet
to be designed and constructed the possibility of accomplishing by
changes in design further improvements in the capability of emergency
core cooling systems should be considered." Although the Interim Ac.cept-.
ance Criteria should be useful a~d helpful in the licensing process, the
evaluation models prescribed in these criteria are recognized to have
only limited usefulness as design tools for improving emergency core
cooling systems. The nuclear industry should respond in a more direct
fashion with realistic design methods, based upon additional scaled ex
periments and analytical studies. Design changes which would clearly
eliminate any potential steam binding problem during a loss-of-coolant
accident represent an example of the type of improvement considered to
be of particular importance. The Committee recommends that design
changes to improve ECCS capability should be sought and) to the extent
practical, employed in plants for which construction permit applications
are received in the future, irrespective of whether the plant design
without such changes appears to meet the provisions of the Interim Accept
ance Criteria.
.
The Committee believes that there is reasonable as~urance that, with
appropriate use of the Interim Acceptance Criteria and other applicable
design and evaluati.on criteria, water reactors of cur;ent design can be
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Sincerely yours,

~~
C. P. Siess
Chairman

(
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In its letter of January 7, 1972, the ACRS reiterated the statements made
orally on June 17, 1971; the Committee also recommended that design
changes to improve ECCS capability be sought and employed in plants for
which construction permit applications are received in the future, even
If the plants appear to meet the Interim Acceptance Criteria without such
changes.
A long and controversial rule-making hearing on acceptance criteria for
ECCS was held during 1972-1973. In August, 1973, the Atomic Energy Com
missioners requested the ACRS to comment on the matter, and at its 16lst
meeting, the Committee prepared the following response.
The Committee generally supported the new position taken by the Regulatory
Staff in their "ConclUding Statement of Position" (April 16, 1973). How
ever, the ACRS reaffirmed its position that
"in the future, design changes to improve capability
should be sought and to the extent practical, employed~
irrespective of whether plant design without such changes
appears to meet the provisions of the Interim Acceptance
Criteria and the proposed changes in these criteria."

In its decision on the Acceptance Criteria for ECCS for LWRs, the AEC made
relatively modest modifications in the final Staff position. In an
accompanying statement, the AEC included a recommendation for work on
improved ECCS.
However, the reactor designs proposed for construction in the period 1973
1977 show rather 1i ttle change in this regard, except for a general trend
toward smaller diameter fuel pins, which permitted the same or higher
power densities with lower peak linear heat generation ratings, and hence
somewhat lower calculated peak clad temperatures in a LOCA.
Despite a rather considerable experimental and analytical effort in the
ensuing five year period, the basis by which performance of an ECCS is .
determined has remained imperfectly defined; and for the PWR, for example,
it has remained a controversial matter whether the possible effects of
water carryover to the steam generator, with a resultant increase in
steam binding, might not lead to a worsening of performance, if both cold
and hot leg injection of ECCS water were used,' as in the German LWRs.
In addition,
sive pursuit
that the law
the Electric
chose not to

the NRC Safety Research Program refrained from any aggres
of possibly improved ECCS features, taking the position
required that the NRC do only "confirmatory" research. And
Power Research Institute, the research arm of the utilities,
pursue such possible improvements.

What changes will be produced by Congressional action in 1977 requiring
that the NRC develop a safety res~arch program on new and improved
safety concepts and features remains to be seen.
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In the meantime, the Regulatory Staff has been applying the Acceptance
Criteria as if they were "the law." It has permitted relaxation in
restrictive features included in the evaluation models first accepted
following the AEC decision in 1973, as SPecific experiments indicate
a basis for such relaxation of an individual (or piecemeal) basis. It
can be argued that the NRC safety research program or LOCA-ECCS,
rather than "quantifying" the safety margins in·the existing LOCA-ECCS,
is being used to reduce these margins where the Staff believes such reduc
tion is justified.

(-
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. Z0545

September 10, 1973

Honorable Dixy Lee Ray
Chairman
u. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
Subject:

REPORT ON ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR EMERGENCY CORE COOLING
SYSTEMS FOR LIGHT-WATER-COOLED NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS

Dear Dr. Ray:
In response to your August 30, 1973, letter, the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards at its 16lst meeting, held on September 6-8, 1973,
submits the following comments lv.ith regard to Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
Power Reactors. The Committee previously commented on the Interim
Acceptance Criteria for ECCS in its report of January i, 1972. The ~
Committee has also addressed matters related to the Interim Acceptance
Criteria in its reports on various reactor applications during the past
two years and in its response to a set of questions addressed to it by
the Hearing Board on Docket No. RM-50-l.
The ACRS believes that the Concluding Statement of Position of the
Regulatory Staff's Public Rulemaking Hearing on Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light-Water-Co01ed Nuclear Power Re
actors (April 16, 1973) represents an improvement over the Interim
Acceptance Criteria. The Committee notes that some sections still re
ouire interpretation. The Committee believes that the Position should
represent a living document which will be responsive to added inputs of
substantive information acquired through both analytical and experimental
studies. The Committee believes also that it is essential that the
Position provide flexibility for changes on a reasonable time scale.
In ge~eral, the Position retains previous re.strictive assumptions, anc
several others have been added. Although there is evidence to support
less restrictive evaluations, the Committee believes that a more sub
stantial demonstration in terms of analyses and experimental data is
required before relaxation of the restrictions can be effected. In
achieving these goals, the development of the needed technical bases
would be considerably enhanced if the proprietary aspects could be
minimized.
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the Committee continues to believe that more work is Tp.ouired on code
development, safety research oriented to LOCA-ECCS, and improved ECCS.
The Committee wishes to emphasize its opinion that a major portion of
current and future research on LOCA-ECCS should be oriented toward the
development of significant improvements in ECCS.
The Committee reaffirms its position that, in the future, design changes
to improve ECCS capability should be sought and, to the extent practical,
employed, irrespective of whether the plant design without such changes
appears to meet the provisions of the Interim Acceptance Criteria and the
proposed changes in these criteria. In its approach to nuclear safety,
the Committee has sought to make allowances for the state-of-the-art know
ledge on issues, to encourage further acquisition of background knowledge,
to determine whether added safety improvements or margins are achievable,
and then to encourage incorporation of practical improvements. It is the
Committee's judgment, that for an expanding nuclear industry, the cumulative
effects of the added improvements represent prudent goals. In 'particular,
reactors proposed for standardized units should incorporate design improve
ments.
The Committee views the following as examples of measures which contribute
to design improveme~ts: 1) improvea reliability of the ECCS and system
components, including approaches intended to minimize the potential fo~
common failure modes; 2) reactor core designs and operating modes which re
duce the potential for high temperatures, clad swelling or perforation in
postulated toCAs; 3) ECCS whose proper functioning is relatively insensitive
to reactor or ECCS design parameters and to proper functioning of other com
ponents such as steaM generators o~ reactor containment; 4) ECCS having re
dundancy, diversity and abundance of flow such that its adequacy is subject
to evaluation without undue requirement for complex evaluation techniques; and
5) other measures which further reduce the probabil;ties.and consequences of

a

LOCA.

For existing ECCS designs, the ACRS encourages the ongoing efforts to de
velop evaluation methods, which are subjected to rigorous quality assurance
measures, which are validated by experi.ment and theory, and which receive
independent confimation by the Regulatory Staff.
Acceptance Criteria for ECCS are not viewed by the Committee 'in isolation
from other applicable design and evaluation criteri& and guides. The
Committee seeks to identify and to evaluate all pert,inent factors for each
case reviewed, as well as to be responsive to new tnformation and experience.
As noted in the Committee's December 18, 1972, report, Status of Generic
Items Relating to Light-Water Reactors, resolution of some items on a generic
basis is still pending. Other items which have been identified, studied or

(
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are under study, include pressure vessel integrity, steam generator
tube integrity, reactor coolant pump overspeed, independent capability
to analyze the ECCS, evaluations of containment pressures, independent
analysis of the ice-condenser containment time-pressure history, and
structural responses to a LOCA. All such items are taken into account
in arriving at Committee positions.
For those plants Which are licensed to operate under acceptance criteria
such as those of the Regulatory Staff's Position, the Committee recommends
con~inued study of means to improve ECCS reliability and performance by
such design and operational measures as appear practical and significant.
When such studies indicate that a significant safety improvement can be
achieved, it should be considered for backfitting on a timely basis in
accordance with the Commission's backfitting policy.
The evaluation of ECCS capabilities must, of course, include the possible
effects arising from fuel densification. Several restrictive assumption~
have been introduced by the Regulatory Staff in their densification evalua
tion models that, when combined with the Interim Acceptance Criteria, re
sult in more severe limitations being placed on maximum linear heat genera
tion rates for PURs and maximum average planar (bundle) linear heat genera··
tion rates for Bt{Rs. These restrictions result in the requirements for more
intensive incore monitoring. In some cases, such restrictions have also l~d
to lower initial power ratings for reactors having operating licenses. In
this new phase of bringing into operation reactors having both higher power
and higher power density, the Committee agrees that some initial limits on
power may be appropriate in achieving the following objectives:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

prudent approach for gaining operating experience
more thorough demonstration of fuel behavior
more detailed measurements of maximum linear heat generation
rates and peaking factors for PWRs, and maXimum ~verage planar
(bundle) linear heat generation rates for Bt{Rs
resolution of more generic items, and
implementation of the proposed new requirements for the accept
ance criteria, including evaluation of analytical and experi
mental data relating to model and code developments.

The initial restriction on power ratings and/or on flexibility for power
operations and the duration of these restrictions sho~ld be ev~luated on
a case-by-case basis until a standardized approach has evolved through
implementation of the Position.

(
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The Committee believes that the Concluding Statement of the Regulatory
Staff represents an acceptable Position, that possible ECCS design im
provements should be pursued for plants in operation or under construc
tion, and that reactors filing for construction permits after January 7,
1972, should have significantly improved ECCS capability.
Sincerely yours,

5V ~. f;e:::::IJ:f~i
Chairman

. References:
1) Concluding Statement of the Regulatory Staff entitled "Acceptance
Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light-Water~Cooled
Reactors~'April 16, 1973
2)

Final Environmental Statement concerning the Proposed Rulemaking
Action: Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems
for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors, dated May 9, 1973
(Volumes 1 and 2)

3)

Supplementary Concluding Statement of· Position of the Regulatory .
Staff's Public Rulemaking Hearing on Acceptance Criteria for ECCS
for Ligbt-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors, dated August 9,
1973
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twR SAFETY RESEARCH

Reactor safety research, in a general sense, began essentially as soon as
nuclear reactors began. safety studies were done by many of the groups
working on reactor development. At the third meeting of the statutory
ACRS in December, 1957, there was a major presentation made on a new,
fairly comprehensive program on the safety of fast reactors. And prior
to this time, there had been major experiments performed relating to the
behavior of light water reactors during severe reactivity transients, for
example, the BORAX 1 destructive experiment and the subsequent series of
SPERT experiments (Thompson, 1964).
At the 11th ACRS meeting, November 6-8, 1958, Mr. Hembree of the Division
of Reactor Development reported the total dollar volume of the Experimental
Reactor Safety Program as being $7 million in fiscal year 1958, $8 million
in fiscal year 1959, and $11 million in fiscal year 1960. This program
covered three areas, namely rector kinetics and control, chemical re
actions, and containment. During the meeting, a presentation wa's given
on the work at ORNL on fission product release fractions (and behavior
thereafter) from molten fuels.
At the 12th meeting, December 11-13, 1958, the representatives of Atomics
International reviewed their safety research work on the development of a
fuse (for backup shutdown of reactors).
At its 21st meeting, November 12-14, 1959, the ACRS wrote a letter report
to AEC Chairman McCone in which it recommended that a comprehensive review
be prepared of the available information on reactor safety. (This recom
mendation culminated several years later in publication of the book
"The Technology of Nuclear Reactor Safety.")
At its 34th meeting, May 18-20, 1961, the ACRS wrote a letter report to
AEC Chairman Seaberg calling attention to problems of reactor vessel
embrittlement which could arise with high neutron irradiation doses.
In 1961 the post of Assistant Director for Reactor Safety Research was
established within the AEC Division of Reactor Development, and at the
45th meeting, December 13-15, 1962, the ACRS sent a letter report to
AEC General Manager Leudecke concerning aspects of the AEC safety
research program. '!be letter is reproduced on the following pages.
The letter of December 31, 1962 shows the strong interest of the ACRS
at that time in incresed knowledge concerning large destructive re
activity transients. Such transients were not a "design basis" or
"maximum credible accident" for the light water power reactors then
under regulatory review. However, a damaging reactivity transient
had occurred in the small, experimental boiling water power reactor,
SL 1, the previous year (Thompson, 1964); and reactivity transients
had probably been the major safety issue during the 1950's.
At its 48th meeting, July 11-13, 1963, the ACRS completed a second
report on reactor safety research to General Luedecke, as is repro
duced on the following pages.
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON 25. D.C.

•
December 31, 1962

A. R. Luedecke
General Hanager
u. s. At~ic Energy Commission
~1ashington,

Subject:

D. C.

REVIEW OF REACTOR. SAFETY RESEARCH PROORAM

Dcar General Luedecke:
The Advisory Caornittee on Reactor Safe&uards has completed the following
stages of a review of the program in reactor safety research that 18
supported by the Division of Reactor Development:
1.

A complete summary of the program by Dr. J. A. Lieberman and his
branch chiefs. (Summary Report, Nuclear Safety Research ~ Develop
ment Program, Division of Reactor Development, June 1962, by I. E.
Jackson, Jr.)

2.

Review of the Spert and Step programs at the National Reactor Testing
Station presented by the Phillips Petroleum Company's research group
and others.

In addition, a number of reports on the Spert program have been made
available to the Committee. Recently, information on tests of fi5510n
product relea~e and transport has been received but 'this has not yet
been studied by the Committee.
~

.

The Committee comcented on the safety aspects of the Spert I destructive
tests in our letter to Chairman Seaborg dated August 30, 1962. The pres
ent letter presents further opinions on the conduc~of individual testa
at the NRTS, and provides the initial response to a request from th~'
Director, Division of Reactor Dcvelop~ent, for Committee comments on
the enUre reactor safety research program •..

..
,,"

.., ..
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General Remarks on the Spert Program

The Committee believes that the present series of Spert destructive tests,
which are carried out with small fission-fragment inventories, cannot con
stitute a serious hazard to the health and safety of the public. Such
experiments provide information very useful to the understanding of re
actor accidents, and any 4elay of such experiments increases the proba
bility that safety evaluations of other reactor projects may be erroneous
due to lack of the new information. It is therefore recommended that re
view of such experiments by the ACRS, and possibly by other safety groups
within the AEC, be eliminated if the operotor of the experiment files with
the AEC a document showing that the radiationlUDits specified in 10 CFR
Part 20 will not be exceeded for the general public, even in case of dis
persion to the atmosphere of the whole fission fragment inventory of the
reactor at any time throughout the test. This simple procedure should be
modified at the request of the AEC, the ACRS, or the contractor, if unusual
circ~stances so warrant.
The Co~ittee also suggests that a planned program of press releases be
instituted to educate the 8¢neral public that releases of fission products
from tests of the Spert t)~e will not constitute an undue hazard to anyone
either on or off the site. The publicity should emphasize the point that
such releases are an inte6ral part of a reactor-safety research program
whoce objective is to protect the health and safety of the public.

Specific

~ecommendations

on the Spert Program

The Spert group has built up experience and skill. There are many results
which give a good basis for~plannlng future tests of this type and this part
of the \nlole pr06rac should grow. The analytical part of the work is making
progress, but it would profit from further strengthening. For example, more
adequate computer facilities sho~ld be provided.
The Committee recommends that destructive tests be perfo~ed as soon as pos
sible on low-enrichment oxide cores, since such cor~s are used in th~ ma
jority of power reactors. The tests on highly enriched metal cores'have to
be relatively widely spaced to allow adequate analysis between tests. Since
oxide fuel for about two cores is available .Bt the Spert facility, consid
eration might be given to performine destructive tests on oxide cores while
the analysis of a metal-cor~ test is underway.

·
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The Committee suggests that the following areas be studied:
1.

The influence of slow acting, small, positive temperature and void
coefficients (in particular positive coefficients extending over a
limited range of temperature and voids) on destructive or other
severe transients. Such limited positive coefficients ~~y prove
to be lJithout much influence on these transients; and, if this is
the case, they may be used to reduce the reactivity change from
cold to hot-operating. Such reduction would improve the reactivity
lifetime and economics of the reactor, or it could be used to re
duce the excess reactivity that has to be controlled.

2.

The possible
disturbances
actors could
than 8 small

existence of mechanisms by which catastrophic local
in a large reactor can propagate. ?erhaps large re
be built in such a manner that destruction of more
part of the reactor 1s demonstrably icpossible.

The CorJiilittee wishes to encourage a program consisting of destructive
testing of fuel assemblies, and employing a re-usable reactor as source
of the neutron burst in order to supplement the whole core destructive
tests. Such a program for the. testing of small fuel assemblies is in
progress at the KEWB facility. The Fast Burst Facility, proposed by
Phillips Petroleum Company, would allow testing of somewhat larger aSSeM
blies. The fuel assembly destructive testing program would have the
following advantages:
a.

It would save the cost of loss of material and cleanup involved
in tests of whole-reactor destructions.

b.

It could provide answers more rapidly than can be obtained in
the case of ~lole-reactor destructive tests.

c.

If tests were performed with "dirty" fuel, only a small amount
of radioactivity would be disper&ed.

,.

d.

It would extend the ranBe of available reactor periods into the
important region of fast transients by more than an order of
magnitude beyond that available at the transient facilities which
are now in operation and could accommodate large sample8~

The recent Spert I destructive test seems to indicate that the destructive
effect is separate froQ the reactivity-feedback effects, and it is essen-_
tially this feedback which requires whole-reactor tests •

..

"- .

.. .
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The Step

Pro~ra!!!

The Step program is in the formative stage. It is our understanding that
the loss of coolant accident will figure prominently in these tests. The
COllDittee recoi'ilmcnds that the investigation of this potential accident be
carried out in two steps:
(a) Coolant loss from the reactor, at a controlled rate and correlation
of this rate of losn 'dth quantitative information on the behavior
of the core;
(b) Study of the nature of piping failures and their effects on the
rate of coolant; this study should tclke full advantage of and
should not duplicate work done outside the Step ~roup.
Iriasmuch as accident analyses usually assume that the pressure vessel con
taining the reactor lyill not fail, and since brittle failure of this vessel
may lead to catastrophies far in excess of the "maximum credible accident",
the Committee recommends that additional support be given to the groups now
investigating brittle failure starting at dcfects in pressure vessels. Of
particular interest would be tests using pressurization by gases rather than
liquids and the effect of cnvironment on crack pr9pagation. Continued attcn
tion should be given to radiation damage on pressure vcsscls and the study of
t~c eEfects of the significant variables on radiation damage specimens.
The results of the Reactor Safety Research Program are inportant in the work
of the ACRS. Quantitative data of general applicability are req~lred to
permit precise evaluation of reactor safety and for design and ope~atlon of
economic nuclear pO\Jer systems. The re.vicvs to date have been extremely
valuaille to us.
Sincerely yours,
• I'

,

lsI

F. A. Gifford, Jr.
F. A. Gifford, Jr.
Chairman

..
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON

25. D. C.

August 1, 1963

A. Ro Luedecke
General Manager
U. So Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Dear General Luedecke:
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has been reviewing the
safety research program of the Atomic Energy Commission for several
months. This review, undertaken at the request of the Division of
Reactor Development, has been very timely because it has come during
a period when engineered safeguards are increasingly used to justify
sites that would otherwise be unacceptable. At the outset, the
Committee wishes to thank the Division of Reactor Development for
the opportunity to hear of the progress being made in reactor safety
research and to comment on it. In a previous letter to you, dated
December 31, 1962, some views of the Committee on the Spert and STEP
projects were transmitted. In this letter additional comments are
offered only on those portions of the program designed to provide
further information on the release of fission products from fuel
elements and the place and extent of their removal in passing through
successive spaces and barriers.
The Committee would like to stress that dependence on engineered safe
guards to reduce the effects of credible reactor accidents must be
supported by confidence that the safeguards would act as expected.
There must be assurance that the conditions to which the devices would
be exposed are correctly foreseen. The effectiveness of the devices
under these conditions must be established.
The safety research program devotes much of its attention to questions
about the nature and magnitude of fission product releases by various
mechanisms. Most of the research concerns the release of fission
products by fuel that has been melted by afterheat. In most instances,
the fission product heating is simulated by other means: plasma torches,
electrical heating, induction heating. Several kinds of fuel are being
investigated. Those being studied and proposed for study include the
principal reactor fuels for the converter reactors.

"
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In the spirit of the statement made above, that confidence in per
formance as planned is essential, the Committee would like to comment
on aspects of these fission product release studies. Most of the
comments simply reiterate views on which the research has been based,
and these are stated again here only for completeness.
The two basic questions to be answered by fission product release
studies are: (1) how much of what fission product of significance
is released, and (2) in what form are the fission products released?
There are no simple answers to these questions, because the answers
depend on a variety of environmental conditions. These include:
(1) the chemical composition of the fuel (e.g., uranium metal, uranium
oxide, uranium carbide, alloying constituents), (2) the physical nature
of the fuel (for instance, sintered oxide or vibratory compacted oxide),
(3) the degree of burnup, (4) the temperature history of the melt,
(5) the kind of cladding, (6) the kind of atmosphere in which the melt
takes place (air, steam, air-steam mixture, noble gas). Amplification
of the basic questions in the light of the environmental effects leads
to such questions as: What fraction of the release of volatile fission
products, particularly halogens, is in elemental form? What is the
particle size distribution of released nonvolatiles? What is the
expected degree of adsorption of volatiles on these particles? What
chemical compounds are formed? What is the size distribution of the
particles with which these are associated? The answers as functions
of the environmental conditions must be known if the behavior of the
engineered safeguar=s is to be assured.
In addition, the. Committee would like to draw attention to the presence
of large amounts of plutonium and other transuranic species near the
end of reactor core life. The possible release of these, the effect
of their release, and their effect on fission product release should
be studied.
Throughout, care must be taken to assure that the history of signi
ficant fission products is followed. In circumstances where halogens
are released in easily removable form, the effectiveness of the
engineered safeguards will probably depend on other fission products.
It appears that some increase in the Atomic Energy Commission's safety
research program will be needed if satisfactory answers to the above
questions on fission product release are to be available for inter
preting the consequences of integral experiments such as LOFT.
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The release of fission products from fast reactor fuels should also
receive growong attention. The fission product distribution curve
differs somewhat with fission neutron energy. Fission product !!Slds
from plutonium fission are somewhat different from those from U
fission. The fuels themselves will differ from those used in thermal
converter reactors.
Before leaving the subject of fission product release research, the
Committee would like to comment on the proposed studies of fission
product release by methods other than simple fuel melting. The
releases associated with nuclear excursions or chemical reactions
(such as those between water and metals) will differ from the ones
discussed above. The series of Spert destructive tests will shed
some early light on the nature of such releases as well as on other
questions. But the basic physical understanding of the releases will
depend on research such as is projected for the Power Burst Facility.
The Committee wishes to emphasize the need for the PBF, and to support
its early construction and use.
The retention of released fission products on the inner walls and
internals of the reactor vessel will reduce the magnitude of the re
lease by an amount that is so far unpredictable. This reduction
factor will depend on complicated circumstances: The geometry and
composition of the surfaces, the form of the fission products (gaseous,
elemental, particulate), the temperatures of surfaces, the size of
the reactor vessel or pipe rupture, and the atmosphere in the reactor
vessel. It will be necessary to identify the cause of the reduction,
to establish the dependability of results. The Nuclear Safety Pilot
Plant should help to answer a number of the questions influencing
the expected retention of fission products in the reactor vessel, but
it may be that the complication of structural members and fuel element
surfaces will only lead to a lower limit on the advantage to be gained
from vessel retention. The need for careful control in these experi
ments is stressed. It is noted that a plasma torch will be used to
melt the fuel. This torch will be located in a separate chamber out
side the simulated reactor vessel. Attention has been given to assuring
that the release into the simulated vessel resembles that from an after
heat meltdown: this must be assured. The variable nature of the re
lease as influences by features of the melting, discussed earlier,
should be taken into account. The course of the deposition in the
vessel should become well enough understood on purely physical and
chemical grounds to permit mathematical justification of vessel
retention factors that might be assumed in reactor plants.
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Beyond the escape from the vessel, released fission products to be
a major hazard must still escape whatever containment or confinement
is provided. The tests of retention by containment or confinement,
and the effectiveness of air cleanup devices under actual conditions,
are planned for the LOFT facility. Releated test facilities have also
been proposed: the Pressure Suppression Facility, and more recently,
Spert-II.
It is difficult to specify the features important in finding the
degree of retention in the containment or confinement building
except by reiterating the need to justify whatever retention factors
may be claimed in the future. This justification must rest on a
foundation.of physical and chemical understanding. The same sources
of complication as pertain to vessel retention factors will also apply
here.
In view of the recent finding of almost total release of several
significant fission products, transport effects assume very great
importance. The various engineered safeguards that have been proposed
to reduce further the extent of final release should be tested under
conditions under which they must be expected to perform. These engi
neered safeguards include spray washdown systems in the vessel and in the
reactor building, building air recirculation systems, and final air
cleanup systems. The variability of possible fission product releases
will affect the performance of all of these. The temperature and
steam content of the atmosphere will affect the performance of recircu
lating and final air cleanup systems. The possibility of saturation
of air cleanup systems should be investigated. The rate of re-evaporation
of halogens washed down by spray systems should be known.
The pressure suppression scheme that has been designed for some re
actors bears further testing over a somewhat larger range of variables.
In relation to the ~ission product retention problem, however, it would
be useful to establish experimentally to what degree this scheme can
be relied on for reduction of fission prod~ct escape.
The proposed Pressure Suppression Facility seems to be the one device
that has been proposed for systematic study of the effectiveness of
engineered safeguards such as building spray systems, air recirculation
cleanup systems, and pressure suppression. The Committee wishes to
encourage further development of this proposal, with emphasis on the
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goal of physical justification of the reduction factors to be assigned
such engineered safeguards.
The Committee views the LOFT experiments as being in the nature of
necessary full system tests. These would establish whether the more
specific research on the individual and successive aspects of the core
meltdown and fission product release have made it possible to predict
accurately the complete sequence of events, and whether any effects
of importance have been overlooked. As corollaries to this view, the
Committee believes that the research that is to be correlated on a
full system basis must be at an adequate stage for this test when it
is performed, and that the LOFT experiment must be well instrumented
to establish quantitatively the physical and chemical nature of the
release from the fuel, the vessel, and the building, and the environ
mental features influencing the release. It is doubtful that a
single LOFT meltdown will be adequate to provide the confidence in
predictability of the magnitude and kind of fission product releases
after core meltdown.
The proposed use of Spert-II to provide some information prior to
the LOFT experiments would be of questionable value. Because the
basic experiments needed for interpretation would almost surely not
be finished in the ~WO ytdrS before a Spert-II meltdown can be done,
this test could not be considered as a systems test of the nature of
LOFT. Without the physical understanding of the more elementary
processes, any results achieved could not be depended on as guides
to predicting fission product releases following meltdown of other re
actors. It seems that at best a Spert-II meltdown might give some
further guidance to the conduct of the later LOFT tests.
The Committee has been favorably impressed by the emphasis that the
Division of Reactor Development gives to research on nuclear reactor
safety. This rese~rch should be of real value in helping to ease the
problems of reactor siting and the assured performance of engineered
safeguards.
The Committee will forward further comments on research aimed at re
ducing or clarifying the possibility of serious accidents when the
review of these portions of the research program has been finished.
It is clear that some facets of reactor safety are more important than
others, and the degree of urgency in attaining useful results varies.
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In the near future, the Committee will forward to you their views
on the coverage of these facets, on the general scope of the pro
gram, and the relative emphasis that should be placed on various
aspects of the program. This critique will be based on our opin
ion of the relative importance of safety problems being faced in the
siting, design and construction of large power and test reactors.
Sincerely yours,

lsI
D. B. Hall

Chairman

--_.'_.--------------------------
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S~S

A. R. Luedecke
General l-a.zugc:r
U. S. Atom c Ener(tf Co:::!:lission

tashingtoD, D. C.
Subject:

REVID.[ OF REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH PROGRAH

Dear C.ent:ral Luedeske:
In its letter of A~13t 1, 1963, the Advisory Co~ttee on Reactor
Safeguards stated an intent to co~~nt furth~r on the Reactor
Safety Research FrorT.a::l. Some adelltional cOI:!!lents, owl- i ch are DOV
transw~tted, represent views of the Co~ittee on thc ar~a of
research that requires the &~eatest eqpr.asis, with so~e discussion
of the bases for these views.

The Co~tt~e believet teat it is of prim?-rJ importance to determine
to 'What e:::te11t c1"'.gincered safegu~rds can be relic:d on in relaxing
reactor site restrictions •

•

In the light of present kno,"ledge} it seems unlikely that general
principles viII reujer incredible the possibility that high power
nuclear reactors can have large ~ower excursions, or that they can
have substantial core m'1ltdo'm. Therefore, it must be e>:pe\. ted
that the safety analysis for locating and desiBni~g nuclear reactors
will continue to assume such accidents to be possible, even if only
remotely so.

Reactor accidents leading to te~ratures and pressures representa
tive of l!uclear \lce-pons can b~ considered incredible on physical
grounds. Also, reu~cing the,dircct'raaiation effects of nuclear
excursions to tolerable levels seems to Dose no insuperable design
problems. Prima..-y attention will have to be given to potential
release of fission products to the environment.·

..
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proof tests such as 10FT may ra.1{e a contribution. It is doubtful
that experiments done \1i th the nuclear Safety rilot P~ant will
by th~~~elYes ~rovide the ~p~r limits relevant to large scale
core ~ltd~wns in real reactor vessels.
ft~ indicated in our letter o~ August I, 1963, the dete~iDation of
decont~ination factors

for air cle~~ng syste~ ~d similar. devices
t"\T..der actual cor:diticr:s of.' release to the c:t.;}osj,J~~ere is an 1:!1por-cant
research area.

Some of t~e other r~jor studies that Yi11 eluci~~te the probability
ar...d s€ v eri t" of accidents and hence the chances of fission product
release are the follc'ring:
1. Research on th~ ~roba~ility of g~oss ruptt~e of prioary
prezsure vessels a~d ot1~~' ~r~ssurized co~or.ents is r:eeced. Infor
1:2tion is needed on oct:lods to pr.:;,tect the containme~t or confineI:lent
fro~ possiblc·rdssiles.
2. Further studies of the b~ittle-ductile tra~sition of steels
are n~eded. The effects o~ radiation, ra~ation r~tesJ raQiation
under stress, and IJelding variaL1es on the brittle-ductile transition
!lhenor.;er,on need further c~::,?lol"ir..g. The results need (,0 be anal'yzed
both in ten:.s of fract\~e stress ~nd. ene~gy absorption. l!':>re infor
ration on the char~e of eup.rgJ- absorption a-~d crack propagation with
irradiation rate would be u3eful.

3. The S:F"'~-I destructive test on !~ove!:'lber 5, 1962, shO".{o d
evidence of an Ul1c)~ected threshold phenomenon that increased the
destructiveness of a nuclear ex~ursion. The nature of t~~s ~henom
enon should be clarified. The £:;:istence of other threshold phenomena
should be vatched for in sl.losequent SPEll.T-t:>rpe destructive tests on
Yater cooled syste~s.
Recent rer.cwed emph~sis on t~e 1~ ranee role of large fast breeder
reactors points up the need for a yell dcvc:!.op~d,J long tenll, compre
hensive rezearch proar~~ on the safety o~ such rc~ctors. A strong
re8~a.rch progr:J1I1 started T'..DY should develop inrortlB.tion very useful ~
the first generation of very larce f~st reactors. Sorne of the matters
carrying special safety implication are as fo110\1s: The Ik>ppler coef
ficient; reactivity effects due to coolant voids and fuel movement;

a.

•
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At its S2nd meeting, January 9-10, 1964, the ACRS heard encouraging re
sults concerning the ability of the 10w-enrichment uranium oxide fuel
and SPERT reactor to withstand a severe reactivity transient with
essentially no damage. As expected, the transient was terminated by
the Doppler reactivity effect; and the experience was directly
applicable to the PWRs and EIVRs under consideration in the regula
tory process.
In a letter to ABC General Manager HOllingsworth dated september 17,
1965, the ACRS provided some detailed suggestions concerning the pro
posed LOFT core melt experiment, as well as coornents concerning the
developnent of improved containers for the shipnent of highly
irradiated fuel, improved methods of inspecting pressure vessels,
and improved reliability for a large number of reactor cOmponents,
including containment penetration seals and emergency power supplies.
In the SUJtl'ner of 1965, the AEC had formed a Steering Committee on
Reactor safety Research, canposed of the members of the Regulatory and
the reactor development sides of the commission with the charter (in
part) of developing information and criteria pertaining to metropolitan
siting of reactors. 'Ibis group met with the ACRS at the 70th meeting,
February 10-12, 1966 and the 72nd meeting, April 4-6, 1966, to discuss
implementation by the ABC of recoJl'lDendations made by the ACRS in its
letter of November 25, 1965, on reactor pressure vessels. 'Ibe ABC
stated they ~re initiating a very considerable program in the pressure
vessel area, aimed principally at gaining improved integrity, am that
discussion papers on missiles, metal-water reactions, emergency core
cooling, air cleaning systems, containment, and seismic effects were
under preparation by ORNL.
At its 78th meeting, October 6-8, 1966, the ACRS canpleted a very
significant letter rept to ABC Chairman 5eaborg on reactor safety
research. 'Ibis letter, which was prepared after "resolution" of the
"China Syndrome" issue for Dresden 3 and Indian Point 2, am agreement
to the establishment of a task force (as discussed in previous chapter
placed major emphasis on research on core melt phenomena, on LOCA-ECCS,
and on improved primary system integrity. 'Ibe letter is reproduced on
the following pages.
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2. Because of the importance of emergency core cooling as an engi
neered safeguard, studies on core cooling processes already underway with
in the AEC and industry should receive continued attention. Coolant dis
tribution and heat transfer phenomena which could influence emergency cool
ing significantly should be examined to remove existing uncertainties, in
cluding those related to an assumed course of events where cooling is mar
ginal or inadequate in sections of the core. Tests of actual spray cool
ing and core flooding systems under accident conditions warrant careful
consideration.
3. Development of practical, effective methods for extensive periodic
inspection of pressure vessels is of great importance. The current pro
gram in AEC and industry should be augmented, as necessary, to assure this.
One or more practical systems for such inspection should be developed as
soon as possible.
4. A strong program on the properties, homogeneity, and behavior of
thick steel pressure vessel sections, including research areas described
in the recently proposed program of the Pressure Vessel Research Committee.
should be implemented by industry and the AEC. The work on thick-walled
vessels should include a thorough study of potential failure modes under
pneumatic loading for various flaw sizes and types, and the significance
of the reduction in the energy absorption shelf as a function of neutron
irradiation.
5. Because the Commission may be called upon to consider proposals
to construct reactors utilizing prestressed concrete pressure vessels,
the nuclear industry and the AEC should promptly institute a very active
safety research program into such vessels, including their design for
seismic effects. This program should include research into anomalous
failure modes of such vessels, particularly under pneumatic loading.
This work should encompass effects of potential structural defects or
overloads and problems associated with closures, penetrations, and anchors.
6. The further development of advanced methods of calculating de
structive reactivity transients in water-cooled reactors, including pre
dictions of damage to the primary system, is recommended. Important
phenomena, such as the mode, time-sequence, and effect of fuel element
failure, should be identified and studied so that the phenomena are
dealt with adequately in the over-all analyses. Also, the role of space
dependent kinetic effects should be fully identified.
When it reaches the operational stage, the planned PBF program
should play an important part in identifying fuel failure modes. The
large transient experiments in the Spert program have already been very
useful. Further experiments with low-enrichment-fuel water reactors
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Some computational methods are already being developed in con
nection with various safety research programs. Others could be developed •
.In expanding this program, the Division of Reactor Development and Tech
nology should work closely with the Regulatory Staff to establish an
appropriate series of standard methods or reference problems.
5. In view of the large amounts of recycled plutonium fuel that
will probably be used in thermal reactors in the future, potential
safety problems arising from the use of such fuel should be identified
and appropriate information developed in timely fashion.
6. Since early detection of small leaks in primary coolant systems
of reactors can provide considerable protection against more serious
difficulties, existing leak detection methods should be evaluated from
the safety standpoint and new techniques developed, if appropriate.
7. The dilution, dispersion, and transport of liquid radioactive
wastes in surface waters (rivers, lakes, estuaries, bays and open ocean)
are important factors in the siting of nuclear reactors. In addition to
these phenomena, attention frequently needs to be directed toward bio
logical concentration of radionuclides in aquatic life. It may be desir
able to review previous work on this subject, including related reaearch
on discharge of municipal and industrial liquid wastes. Preparation of
a state of the art review of current knowledge, and delineation of areas
where further research is needed, would be useful. A special evaluation
of the impact of siting many reactors on the shores of the Great Lakes,
in relation to retention and flushing characteristics and to accumulation
of radionuclides in aquatic organisms, may also be desirable.
It should be noted that information developed in connection with several
items listed above would not only help to enhance public safety, but
would also contribute toward a more expeditious review of the large
number of reactor projects anticipated for the future.
Sincerely yours,
Original signed by
David Okrent
Chairman
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ADVISORY COMM ITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

April 14, 1967

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington. D. C.
Subj ect:

COMMENTS ON WATER REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH
PROGRAM

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
In response to a request from the Director, Division of
Reactor Development and Technology, the ACRS has reviewed
the draft document entitled '~ater Reactor Safety Research
Program, Summary Description" and has transmitted comments
on this program in a letter to the Director, DRD&T. dated
April 14, 1967.
A copy of this letter is attached.
Sincerely yours,
/s/
N. J. Palladino
Chairman
Attachment:
Letter from N. J. Palladino, Chairman, ACRS to Mr. Milton
Shaw, Director, DRO&T, dated April 14, 1967.
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The ACRS recommend's that all of the above areas of safety research be
prosecuted vigorously.
Sincerely yours,

/s/
N. J. Palladino
Chairman

6-127

Dr. Beck (REG) pointed out that at no time in the last 20 years
has the AEC been able to answer all safety questions. He stated that
in the past we have assumed pessimistic conditions that we felt
would not occur. He asked the participants to identify the
urgent problems that are amenable to resolution. He said that
if the AEC must have all of the answers then we must stop building
reactor plants.
Mr. Case (DRS) asked if the R&D proposal was required to assure
sa fety or was it to determi ne the de,gree of safety.
The representatives of the reactor designers asked what the
AEC wanted in the way of safety margin. They expressed their
opinion that they have sufficient information for current
designs and plan no major changes in the immediate future.
They expressed their opinions that their designs are adequately
safe without further major R&D. They said that if the AEC did
not agree, then the AEC should provide information as to what
it considered to be adequate safety.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20US

March 20. 1969

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
Subj ect :

COMMENTS ON WATER REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
During the past year the ACRS has been reviewing various aspects of water
reactor safety research, including the January. 1969 draft document from
the WRSPO entitled "Preliminary Water-Reactor Safety Program Plan". Com
mittee comments on the water-reactor safety research program have been
transmitted to the General Manager in a letter dated March, 1969, a copy
of which is attached.
The Committee wishes to take this opportunity to emphasize the continued
great importance to the health and safety of the public of the Commissionts
Nuclear Safety Research Programs on water reactors and on other power re
actor types, and urges conti~ued vigorous support of this work.
Sincerely yours,
/5/
Joseph M. Hendrie
Acting Chairman
Attachment:
ACRS Letter to Mr. Robert E.
Hollingsworth, dated March,
1969
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Consideration should also be given to research aimed specifically atim
proving the potential for siting of large water reactors in more popu
lated areas than currently being utilized. For example, studies should
be undertaken to develop reactor design concepts providing additional
inherent safety or, possibly, new safety features to deal with very low
probability accidents involving primary system rupture followed by a
functional failure of the emergency core cooling system.
The ACRS agrees with much of the general emphasis placed by the Plan on
various facets of water reactor safety research. However, the Committee
believes that, in view of overall funding limitations, the considerable
expenditures projected for the LOFT facility and its nuclear experimental
program warrant re-evaluation with the benefit of a careful review of the
specific objectives and anticipated accomplishments of this portion of
the program. The Committee also believes that more effort should be de
voted to gaining an understanding of modes and mechanisms of fuel failure,
possible propagation of fuel failure, and generation of locally high pres
sures if hot fuel and coolant are mixed, and that effort should commence
on gaining an understanding of the various mechanisms of potential impor
tance in describing the course of events following partial or large scale
core melting, either at power or in the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant
accident.
The Committee urges that increasingly strong direct support be given the
Regulatory Staff by capable, experienced personnel working in the AEC's
safety research program. Quantitative evaluation of safety questions
arising in construction permit applications will not only help ease the
current workload problem of the Regulatory Staff but should make for more
meaningful research efforts.
Comments on specific sections of the draft Program Plan follow:
Section 1.

Accident Prevention

The ACRS believes accident prevention to be an important matter and gener
ally supports the high priorities placed by the Plan on most parts of this
section. Specific attention and considerable emphasis should be placed on
questions relating to the integrity of core structural support members in
operation or under accident conditions.
1.1.1

Material Properties

The current strong programs in industry indicate that the lead role in
l.l.la, band c probably should be shared by AEC and industry. Topic
l.l.l.d on the effects of cleaning agents warrants careful pursuit.

"..~ ·- ~ ~ ;.u.7"
Mr. Robert E. Hollingsworth
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important that improved means be developed for testing and assuring the
workability of these systems in the unlikely event of a serious accident.
The safety research program should continue to probe for unexpected
phenomena and to attack gaps in our knowledge, such as the possibly rapid
mechanical interaction between molten fuel and water.
New means of assuring adequate core cooling under still more severe
postulated accident conditions, such as large pressure vessel leaks or
severe core deformation, should also be studied.
2.1 Decompression and Heattip Prior to ECCS Initiation
2.1.1

Behavior of Coolant

The Committee supports a priority of A to studies of coolant behavior,
since such knowledge is essential to prediction of blowdown forces, heat
removal, and other phenomena. Mechods of predicting flow behavior in the
unlikely event of large pressure vessel leaks should be considered for
potential future use.
2.1.2.2

Temperature of the Primary System and its Internals

Experiments which assure conservatism rather than precise prediction are
needed.
Although there is a limit to the amount of detail that should be incorpo
rated in the Program Plan, it seems advisable in 2.l.2.2b to indicate at
least the approximate maximum temperatures, power densities, kw per foot
values, and similar conditions to be investigated within the experimental
efforts described. This would help to make clearer the intended extent
of validation of analytical models anticipated, and would amplify recogni
tion of the assertioL that the need for improved predictions of thermal
transients during blowdown and heatup arises from the sensitivity of ECCS
performance to the potential for higher power densities in future reactors
(bottom p. 11-2-14 and top of p. 11-2-15).
2.1.3

Mechanical Response of the Primary System and its Internals

The question of fuel rod response (both prior to initiation of and during
ECCS injection) in respect to distortion, ballooning, perforation, etc. is
one of the more critical questions still requiring resolution. The experi
mental work being undertaken to provide such resolution, as described in
2.l.3.1b (and 2.2.2.lb), appears inadequate in extent and urgency. Also,
the lead role is assigned to industry. The AEC should at least share the
lead role in this vital area.

.,
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Structural Design

No AEC safety research effort appears to be warranted with regard to
current license applications.
3.4

Antiseismic Design

The Committee continues to support the need for research in support of
antiseismic design.
3.5

Leak Tightness

The Committee believes that industry efforts are warranted to assure leak
tightness under accident conditions, particularly to assure acceptable
behavior of penetrations in the presence of steam and of accident tempera
tures.
3.6

Containment of Molten Core

No AEC work is currently planned on containment of a molten core. Interest
in this question continues t however, and the problem may be of more criti
cal concern for large reactors in much more populated locations than are
used at present. Some work in this area in the nature of scoping studies
of possible solutions, is appropriate. Also, research aimed at providing
a better understanding of the more important phenomena involved should be
undertaken. A priority of B is warranted.
t

Section 4.
4.1

Behavior and Control of Fission Products

Release of Fission Products from Overheated Fuel

The Committee concurs in the D priority.
4.2

Prompt Release of Fission Products

Some scoping effort may be of
bounding release fractions to
rated fuel which is likely in
diction quantitative does not
4.3

value, especially if the effort is aimed at
be anticipated for the higher burnup, higher
the future. A major AEC effort to make pre
seem justified.

Transport and Deposition of Fission Products

A priority of C is generally appropriate for the AEC program.
4.4

Fission Product Trapping in Emergency Core Coolant

A priority of C is generally appropriate for the AEC program.

~-.
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Finally, in connection with fission product transport, the Committee
wishes to call attention to the possible long-range need for improve
ments in knowledge of and methods for controlling the routine release
of radioactivity to the environment and suggests that consideration be
given to possible research bearing on this matter.
Section 5.
5.1

Power Excursion Accidents

Reactivity Insertions

Current LWR's are designed to limit the reactivity and reactivity inser
tion rates which might be inserted in the unlikely event of a rod dropout
or rod expulsion accident. Analytical studies might be devoted to a
preliminary investigation of reactivity insertion accidents in future,
larger LWR's, also to other potential mechanisms of rapid reactivity in
sertion, such as positive pressure or void coefficients of reactivity.
5.2

Reactor Kinetics

The theoretical study outlined on p.·,II-5-l5 appears to be worthwhile.
It should be performed partly in direct support of the Regulatory Staff
with regard to current reactors, and partly to assess potential problems
of future larger tWR's. Other space-time kinetic effects having safety
significance for larger LWR's, such as the potential for large distortions
in power distribution, should also be given preliminary study.
Studies of this kind, coupled with an assessment of uncertainties in avail
able calculational methods of the margins likely to exist to core damage
thresholds in future reactors, should provide a basis for determining the
need for an experimental program in space-time kinetics.
5.3

Transient Fuel Failure Phenomena

Work should be scoping or semi-quantitative in nature, except where needs
for a more extensive, quantitative program have been demonstrated. Experi
ments should be aimed primarily at previously unexplored or poorly explored
effects, such as h1gh-burnup fuel and fuel-coolant interactions. These
studies should be coordinated with those recommended in 6.1 below.
5.4

System Damage Effects

Work on this task should depend on previous assessment of the nature of
a severe reactivity excursion, including its source (5.1). In connection
with evaluations of the capability of the primary system of larger, higher
power density reactors to withstand pressure pulses, etc., preliminary
study of accidents involving considerable fuel melting at power is war
ranted.

I
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The letter reflects the general emphasis on primary system integrity am
LOCA-ECCS, and again asks for work on core melt. It also recommends work
on new safety features to deal with the very low probability events. A
low priority is placed on fission product release and transport under ac
cidental conditions, in contrast to the pre-l966 days. The letter recom
mends the availability of increasingly strong support to the Regulatory
Staff by experienced personnel working in the safety research program.
Actually there had been a beginning of the Regulatory Staff's Technical
Assistance Program in 1968, following earlier ACRS recommendations to
this effect.
In a letter to Chairman Seaborg several months later, the ACRS expressed
considerable concern about a reduction in reactor safety funding for
FY 1970 and 1971. This letter is of historical interest also in that
it provides a pro and con discussion of the continuation of the LOFT
program under conditions of financial exigency, and indicates a major
division of opinion among the ACRS members themselves.
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In its comments of March 20, 1969, the Committee also recommended that
It • • •
considerable attention be given now to the potential safety ques
tions related to large water reactors likely to be proposed for construc
tion during the next decade. Larger cores, higher power densities, and
new materials of fabrication are some of the departures from present
practice likely to introduce new safety research needs or major changes
in emphasis in existing needs. 1t
The Committee further recommended that consideration be given to " • • •
research aimed specifically at improving the potential for siting of
large water reactors in more populated areas than currently being utilized.
For example, studies should be undertaken to develop reactor design con~
cepts providing additional inherent safety or, possibly, new safety fea
tures to deal with very low probability accidents involving primary system
rupture followed by a functional failure of the emergency core cooling sys
tem. It
It appears that, because of funding limitations and for other reasons, the
recommendations of the ACRS will not be implemented at this time.
Liquid-Metal-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactors (lJrrBRs):
The ACRS, in its report on safety research of November 19, 1963, stated that
"Recent renewed emphasis on the long range role of large fast breeder reac
tors points up the need for a well developed, long term, comprehensive re
search program on the safety of such reactors. A strong research program
started now should develop inf~rmation very useful to the first generation
of very large fast reactors". The Regulatory Staff and the ACRS have re
cently undertaken a preliminary review of a proposed site to be used for
construction of a 500 MWe LMFBR. Construction permit reviews of one or
more L}ITERs are anticipated in the next few years.
While an extensive LMFBR safety program plan has been formulated, and a
growing program in LMFBR safety has been started, many safety-related de
sign decisions will have to be made by applicants and the regulatory groups
without the benefit of needed safety research, in part, because of a lag in
the implementation of studies of high priority matters.
High Temperature Gas-Cooled Graphite Reactors (HTGRs):
In its safety research report of October 12, 1966, the ACRS recommended that
"Becuase the Commission may be called upon to consider proposals to construct
reactors utilizing prestressed concrete pressure vessels, the nuclear indus
try and the AEC should promptly institute a very active safety research pro
gram into such vessels, including their design for seismic effects. This
program should include research into anomalous failure modes of such vessels,
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Representatives of DRDT stated that the current LOFT integral test schedule
provides for completing the reactor and facility by the end of calendar 1973
and shows the first experiments involving reasonably high fuel temperatures
in 1975. This program will require a very substantial proportion of the
limited funds currently available for reactor safety research. The ACRS be
lieves that relevant arguments can be made both for and against continuation
of the LOFT integral experiment program with the current budget limitations,
and that a straightforward decision regarding implementation of this program
is difficult.
Some of the arguments that favor the continuation of LOFT under current bud
get exigencies are as follows:
1.

While the components of the LOFT integral facility are different
from those employed in large water power reactors, and while there
are large differences in scale that will be difficult to account
for, the importance of proper function of emergency core cooling
systems to the saf~ty of large water-cooled reactors is suffi
ciently great that a full test through the entire accident sequence
is important enough to warrant the considerable expenditures in
volved.

2.

Confirmation of many out-of-pile, single and multiple effect meas
urements can be obtained; many effects, including nuclear heating,
are simultaneously combined in the integral experiments, and some
previously unanticipated events may be observed in this way. Also,
the entire emergency core cooling system wo~ld be called upon to
function in an accident environment.

Arguments against the continuation of LOFT under the current circumstances
include the following:
1.

Whereas the LOFT integral tests will provide some confirmatory re
sults for the emergency core cooling system, no design-related or
operation-related regulatory decisions for large water reactors
have been identified that the LOFT integral experiments will re
solve.

2.

Reactor vendors have stated they will still have to rely primarily
and directly on analysis to demonstrate the efficacy of their emer
gency core cooling system designs in large water reactors, even
should the LOFT integral series be performed. The single- or few
effect, out-of-pile experiments concerning phenomena important to
a loss-of-coolant accident have been stated to be more directly
useful in confirmation of the analytical methods.

~~.
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The period 1970-71 saw renewed examination and recommendations con
cerning possible measures to cope with core melt, as is discussed in
Section 2.13, "China Syndrome Part 2".
During this period there was discussion with the ACRS of possible
recommendations for changes in administration of LWR safety research in·
order to make it more responsive to regulatory needs.

For example, the

following memorandum was submitted by an ACRS member for Committee con
sideration at the 122nd meeting, June 11-13, 1970.
AN ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF DIVERSE SUPPORT
OF SAFETY RESEARCH
The reactor safety research programs of the Commission
have traditionally been administrated by the Division
of of Reactor Development and Technology. In recent
years, with the great increase in the number of reactors
being reviewed for licenses, there has been an increasing
need for technical support of the Regulatory Staff.
To date, the Regulatory Staff has employed consultants for
this purpose, with some help on reactor physics and loss-of
coolant accident calculations from ROT contractors.
The use of consultants is not effective on some of the
major Regulatory problems in reactor safety where a
substantial and sustained technical effort is needed to
define the problem fully and to examine the ramifications
of possible solutions.

On the other hand, the use of ROT contractors, supported
by the ROT safety research program, suffers from the cumber
some administrative procedures that are required to
establish a study effort and to maintain its direction in
response to Regulatory Staff needs. This difficulty in
the present arrangement arises because the ROT safety re
search funds, always in short supply, are fully assigned
each year. The introduction of a new effort in response to
Regulatory needs then means that some portion of the ex
isting program has to be terminated to make funds available
for the new effort. More often than not, the best contractor to
do the new work is different from the terminated contractor,
and all the time and dollar consuming difficulties of contract
phase-out must be endured, together with the disrupting
effects of the termination on the over-all ROT program.
There is, therefore, a very strong and understandable re
luctance on RDTls part to respond rapidly to a Regulatory
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on May 27, 1961 .
REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
O'HARE FIELD, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
May 27, 1971
The Reactor Safety Research Subcommittee met at O'Hare Field
on May 27 t 1971, to discuss the AEC water reactor safety research
program. Present at this meeting were the following:
ACRS
D. Okrent
J.M. Hendrie
H.G. Mangelsdorf
H.O. Monson
A.A. O'Kelly
M.C. Gaske, ACRS Staff
Regulatory Staff
B.
S.
R.
J.
M.

Grimes
H. Hanauer
B. Minogue
A. Norberg
Rosen

DRD&T
G. Bright
G.M. Kavanagh
W. H. Layman
J. E. McEwen
J. L. Mershon
A. J. Pressesky
s. A. Szawlewicz
G. F. Brockett, Inc.
W. A. Carbiener, BMI
L. Ybarrondo, Inc.

Meeting with Regulatory Staff Representatives
Mr. Minogue said that some of the areas of safety research
relate to reactors to be proposed in the future for difficult sites.
Some safety problems can be resolved through use of acceptably
conservative design approaches. Dr. O'Kelly inquired regarding the
ACRS and Regulatory Staff's influence relative to the priority
for reactor safety research by the AEC. Dr. Hanauer stated that
the two groups have an influence and are listened to but that the
safety research program has a certain amount of momentum and takes
some time for changes to be brought about. Dr. Hanauer indicated
that the Commission is short of safety research funds and that the
situation is going to become worse. He said the Bureau of the
Budget sees the large water reactor industry, and they question
the need for the AEC to provide funds for water reactor safety
research. Dr. Kavanagh stated at a recent Joint Committee Hearing
that an additional $30 million/year is needed for reactor safety
research. DRD&T has been attempting to obtain industry partic
ipation in a joint reactor safety research effort.
Dr. Hanauer thought that some difficult decisions may have to be
made regarding water reactor safety research. He felt that people
will really have to mean what they say if industry is to be told
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addition. Mr. Pressesky stated he believed that this would
be a reasonable value, since in his opinion, the number of
changes in water reactors will peak and there will only be
a small number of changes from year to year. Mr. Pressesky
stated he believes that government spending for water reactor
safety research should be decreased and industry spending
increased. Or. Okrent inquired whether the total amount being
spent will decrease. Mr. Pressesky replied that, if the LOFT
and PBF capita costs are neglected, the amount spent should
remain about constant.
At the 139th meeting, November 11-13, 1971, the ACRS had considerable dis
cussion on how to get improved ECCS.

The excerpt below from the minutes

indicates dissatisfaction with the approach taken by the Division of
Reactor Development and Technology, as well as divergent points of view
among the ACRS members and the Regulatory Staff on how to proceed in this
rega rd.
EXCERPT FROM SUMMARY
139th ACRS MEETING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
NOVEMBER 11-13, 1971
MEETING WITH THE REGULATORY STAFF
2.1

PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED ECCS DESIGN
Mr. McEwen (DRD &T) reported on AEC accomplishments on ECCS
projects since adoption of the AEC interim Eces criteria. The
following items were noted.
• New FLECHT tests
GE Blow Down Heat Transfer (BDHT) Program
• 1-1/2 Loop Semi-Scale modification and issuance of a
Preliminary System Design Description for the facility.
RELAP AND THETA-1B improvements
• Multiple injection capability included in LOFT and
Semi-Scale
Preliminary PWR BOHT program initiated at ORNL
• Design modification of the PBF initiated.
ROT bases and plans for future programs and the scope of con
templated EeeS studies were also described.
Mr. McEwen noted that ROT has initiated only those programs which
are considered adequately defined; that funding is a problem; that
water reactor safety should be the concern of those who are build
ing the plants; that ROT has entered into a joint program with
industry, which is funded by AEC at a level of 25%; that none of the
programs are directed toward development or testing of advanced
ECeS concepts or investigation of metal/water reactions; and
that the program includes attention to BWRs through code
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 205.5

February 10, 1972
Honorable James R. Schlesinger
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
Subject:

REPORT ON WATER REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH

Dear Dr. Schlesinger:
In several previous reports the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe
guards has emphasized the need for high priority for safety research
work aimed at gaining a better understanding of the phenomena impor
tant to the course of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA).
In connection with its review of the Interim Acceptance Criteria, the
Committee has stated its belief that more work is required on code
development, on improved emergency core cooling systems (ECCS), and
on safety research oriented to LOCA-ECCS.
The Committee has recently reviewed the general plans of the AEC and
the nuclear industry for water reactor safety research. In this re
view, the Committee had the benefit of a Subcommittee meeting held on
Decemb~r 7-8, 1971, with representatives of the Division of Reactor
Development and Techn~logy, the AEC Regulatory Staff, and the nuclear
industry.
In this report, the Committee confines its attention primarily to safety
research pertinent to LOCA-ECCS. Continuing progress must be made in
improving our knowledge in these areas because of the increased number
of reactors soon to be operating and because some of these reactors are
to operate at higher power densities.
1.

The Committee finds that a desirable increase in ECCS-related re
search by reactor vendors and the AEC has occurred during the past
year. Also, it appears that the electric utility industry may in
the future take an active role in funding, directing, and applying
such research.
However, the Committee finds that the relative roles and respon
sibilities of the utilities, the reactor vendors, and the AEC with
regard to safety research have not been clearly defined. Further,
the Committee finds that, while a Water Reactor Safety Program Plan
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document has been published by the AEC, and there are activities
in process or planned for modification and augmentation of the
plan, there has not yet been formulated a sufficiently specific
definition of the national safety research needs for water re
actors, including the means and schedules to be used in resolving
problems.
The AEC has frequently stated that the ultimate responsibility for
safety rests in the hands of the owner, the utility. However, cer
tain safety questions are generic, applying to a class of light
water reactors, or to all light-water reactors. The ACRS believes
that responsibility for the solution of such generic questions
should be assumed by the nuclear industry. The Committee recommends
that the Regulatory Staff assure itself that the overall industrial
program is well delineated, is funded and implemented, and is ade
quate to provide proper assurance of public safety. The ACRS be
lieves also that ~he AEC should continue to support at a high funding
level a continuing light-water reactor safety research program de
signed to provide independent confirmation of the adequacy of solu
tions of identified problems and improved engineered safety features.
This program would also provide a valuable and important source of
expert consultants to the Regulatory groups.
The ACRS recommends that, in the future, the AEC safety research
program ~hould reflect more directly in extent and in detail the
recommendations and needs of the Regulatory Staff and the ACRS.
2.

While the current programs give attention to
lated to ECCS,: including those which seek to
the conservative nature of the design bases,
that special emphasis should be given to the

many problem areas re
substantiate more fully
the Committee believes
following areas:

a.

Flow phenomena during system depressurization and emergency
coolant injection. Particular attention must be given to the
interaction of the injected coolant with the primary coolant
in hot and cold legs, in the downcomer annulus and lower
plenum, and in the upper plenum. Model tests of suitable size
should define the phenomena involved and should provide improved
criteria for design and evaluation.

b.

Reflooding rates as affected by steam binding. Model tests of
suitable scale should bound system and component flow resistances
important to steam binding. Experiments should also characterize
designs which enable high reflooding rates.
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c.

Flow and heat transfer during blowdown. New AEe-funded programs
are underway in this area. System effects should be given care
ful attention.

d.

Improved ECCS computer codes. The mathematical modeling of the
reactor system should include both improvement in current capa
bilities and the development of new and improved integrated com
puter codes which better represent the actual phenomena involved.

e.

Fuel rod failure. Experimental programs should be continued to
better establish margins of safety related to time-temperature
exposures of cladding to steam environments. Experimental
programs with bundles of fuel pins, heated electrically or,
preferably, with fission heat, should be started to investigate:
(1) the effectiveness with which extreme fuel rod temperature
transients can be quenched, including transients in which clad
ding temperatures approa.ch the melting point; and. (2) the ex
tent of Zircaloy-water reactions during such extreme conditions.
Additional understanding should be sought of the possible types
and magnitudes of loadings that potentially could be imposed
upon the cladding during the course of the tOCA. Further defi
nition of the potential effects of extensive flow blockage re
sulting from rod damage should also be sought.

The Committee has in several reports recommended safety research on
interactions between water and molten fuel in experiments which
simulate the range of accident situations of interest. This matter
has not been pursued in recent out-of-pile studies and, while the
Power Burst Facility (PBF) may be used to perform some experiments
relevant to this matter, the current PBF program is unclear as to
the scope or scheduling of such work. Out-of-pile experimental
bases should be established for interpretation of the more diffi
cult in-pile experiments; a capability for theoretical analysis of
such events should also be developed.
Although the ACRS has recommended that research and design studies
be undertaken on systems which might be capable of coping with a
largely molten core, little such work appears to be underway.

4.

The Regulatory Staff has need for independent analyses of the various
accident conditions considered in safety reviews, including ECCS per
formance and accident loads on containments and other vital structures.

("
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Implementation requires a stronger program, which would permit
an accelerated development of computer codes for use by the AEC.
The ACRS recommends that a substantial increase in funds be made
available for regulatory support of these activities and for re
actor safety experiments which can be initiated in prompt response
to items identified in regulatory reviews.
Sincerely yours,

/sl
C. P. Siess
Chairman
References:
1. Water Reactor Safety Research Program Plan, dated February 1970
(WASH-1146)
2.

Augmentation Plan for Water Reactor Safety Research Program,
dated November 1971

3.

Preliminary System Design Description 1-1/2 Loop Semiscale
System, dated September 24, 1971
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The ACRS made several

import~nt

general recommendations in the

above letter, including the following:
(1)

The AEC safety research program should reflect the needs of the
Regulatory Staff and the ACRS.

(2)

The AEC should continue LWR research at a high funding level to
"provide independent confirmation of the adequacy of solutions of
identified problems and (to provide) improved engineered safety
features" .

(3) There was need for a national program of research in which the role
of the reactor vendors and utilities was broad and well-defined.

An independent comment on the AEC's water reactor safety program
during the late 1960's and early 1970's was given by Ralph Lapp in
testimony to the AEC Rule Making Hearing in Interim Acceptance Criteria,
which is reproduced below.
STATEMENT OF RALPH E. LAPP, Jan. 27, 1972
AEC RULE MAKING HEARING ON INTERIM ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Nuclear Power Safety and Emergency Core Cooling

MY

name is Ralph E. Lapp. A Statement of Qualification was
filed with this Board on Jan. 7, 1972.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear as a participant in
discussing an issue of serious concern to the future growth
of nuclear-electric power in this country. MY studies in
the fossil fuel sector of our energy economy convince me
that new power sources are essential to the nation's
well-being and that uranium-based power represents the only
available option for the United States in the near·decades.
Thus I appear before this Board as an advocate of nuclear
energy. However, I am deeply concerned that the present
light water generation of nuclear power reactors may not
employ an adequate margin of safety to create public confid
ence in them.
As of Jan. 1, 1972, a total of 23 nuclear generating units,
rated at 10 mill kilowatts of electrical power, are in operation.
Industry has accumulated about 100 reactor-years of ex
perience with power reactors. It might be thought that this record,
laudable as it is, should instill confidence in the safety of
this new power source. However, this experience has been primarily
with reactors of modest power; Shippingport (90 Mw), Yankee (175 Mw)
and Dresden-l (200 MW) for which emergency core cooling is less
of a challenge than, in the 500-800 Mw class, for which about
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a fifth of the experience applies. Of course, there is no
experience with the 1,000 Mw and larger nuclear units.
If we reckon reactor experience in 1,000 Mw units, then we
have about 18 reactor-years of record, i.e. 18 years of
operation of all reactors normalized to a 1,000 Mw level.
The fact that there has been no major thermal emergency (ECC
accident or LOCA, loss~of-coolant accident) in the past is
of little statistical significance. An accident probability
of 0.01 per reactor per year or one chance that a reactor will
exhibit an ECC accident in 100 years' operation is not accept
as a public risk. This would mean a 25% chance of accident
over the 25 year life of the power unit. Life time operation
of four such units would obviously be hazardous in the extreme.
Deployment of large numbers of reactors requires that the
individual reactor risk must be extremely small since the total
risk is summed.
The ECC challenge is greatest in reactors exhibiting the
highest power densities and I believe it is instructive to
reproduce here the AEC charts displaying the time sequenc~
growth of power plant size.
The dramatic increase in power levels imposed upon reactor
design and concomitant rise in power density and this, in turn,
posed an emergency core cooling problem which, apparently, pre
sented itself to the AECIs Regulatory Staff with the Consolidated
Edison application for a construction permit (Indian Point 2
application of Dec. 1965, awarded Oct. 14, 1966, for an 873
Mew PWR).
It was on October 12, 1966, the Director of Regulation appointed
a task force "to conduct a review of power reactor emergency
core cooling systems and core protection." A year later, the
Ergen task force fi1 ed its first report "Emergency Core Cool ing"
containing 12 conclusions. The Ergen report defines a large
number of technical unknowns in the ECC field and makes many
recommendations. The report could scarcely be regarded as
a confidence builder for the nuclear industry. It is significant
ACRS (letter of Feb. 26, 1968) found itself in "substantial
agreement" with some conclusions of the Ergen report. It
is even more significant that, thereafter, in letters dated
March 20 and Nov. 12, 1969, ACRS reemphasized its recommendations
on additional safeguards and research on ECCS. This repeated
emphasis, including reiteration on June 22, 1971, in testimony
before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, supports my view
that safety research in the ECC sector is lagging behind time
goals consonant with the safe deployment of large power reactors.
This safety gap which has opened up between the accomplishments of
AEC-industry research and development and the reality of the AECls
Regulatory approval of nuclear-electric stations appears to me
as most significant and for this reason I would like to direct
my testimony to it.
As a specific example, I call attention to the long-time delays
which have been occasioned in the LOFT, loss-of-f1uid test
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facility at the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS). I
wish to emphasize this particular facility since LOFT essent
ia11ty to reactor safety is described by the AEC as follows:
"LOFT is the only integral test in the world planned to
carry out a major 10ss-of-coolant accident experiment
which integrates all of the accident initiation, response,
and consequence phenomena into a single test with engin
eered safety systems in operation.
Additionally, it can be noted that
1) LOFT is the focal point which provides a fundamental
sense of direction to water reactor safety investigations.
2) as a 'live reactor in an accident mode, it makes
investigators face reality and
3) it provides a central vehicle to build and hold a
competent technical staff in a vital national program."
(source: Joint Committee on Atomic Energy hearings,
FY70, pt 2. p. 957.)
The conceptual design of LOFT was completed in 1963 and Kaiser
Engineers was the firm selected as architect engineer for the
facility. AEC testimony in 1964 stated: "This experiment is
scheduled for test operation in late 1966." (JCAE Authorization
FY65 , p. 764.) Testimony last year (JCAE Au. FY72 Pt. 2, p. 855)
stated that LOFT was 60 percent complete in its construction
and that initial operation was scheduled for late 1973.
Thus it appears that LOFT is seven years behind schedule and that
high temperature operations will be delayed until 1975. Given
the present timetable for deployment of nuclear stations, the
LOFT experiments take on the character of a post facto safety
program.
LOFT is not an isolated example of slippage in time-framing of
the reactor safety research program. If we look at the AEC's
WASH-1146 "Wa ter Reactor Safety Program P1 an (Feb. 1970) we
find a tabulation of 50 individual programs in reactor safety,
15 of which are classified as Class A Priority defined (p. 1-14):
"A: This is applied to very urgent, key problem areas, the
solution of which would clearly have great impact, either
directly or indirectly, on a major critical aspect of reactor
safety.
(Emphasis as in original document). In addition, 20
of the programs are stipulated as Class B Priority meaning, "Tbis
is applied to problem areas which are demonstrably of high interest
due to their potential effect on reactor safety." Many of these
programs relate to the ECC issue, yet the document shows them
extending over a 4 to 5 year time span, beginning in fiscal year
1970.
II

II

It is difficult for me to reconcile the fact that much AEC safety
research is in the future tense, whereas power reactors are in
operation. It seems to me that this situation places the AEC's
Regulatory Staff in an awkward positdon..when it is called upon
to approve new plant construction and operation. The position
will be very much more awkward when utilities come in with re
actor designs employing higher power densities. It is pertinent
to note that the ACRS (JCAE au Hrg FY7l Pt. 1 p. 133) stated:
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"Whi1 e the re,sol ution of the ECCS issue is believed
acceptable for most present reactors at listed powers
and power densities, the Committee is not now prepared
to advise on the acceptability of ECC systems for
higher power density cores. Experimental work is re
quired to provide a bsis for evaluation of operating and
accident behavior at higher power densities. The ACRS
also notes that more experimental work is required to
establish the degree of safety and conservatism in
current ECC systems."
I note that the Dec. 28, 1971, statement of Aerojet Nuclear
Corporation (pg. 11-22) states:
"The development of analytical models used to analyze
and predict the events of loss-of-coolant accidents
in water-cooled reactor systems should be complemented
with experimental tests which provide data to evaluate
and verify the solutions of the analytical models.
Without such experimental tests and resultant data,
meaningful confidence limits cannot be established for
the analytical models."
When, over a year 'ago, LOFT semisca1e tests indicated a
deviation of experiment from the predictions of calculational
codes, the Regulatory arm of the AEC established a task
force to review the data and in June, 1971, Interim Criteria
for ECCS were stipulated. In a number of public statements
(New Republic, Jan. 23, 1971) I proposed application of
limits to reactor power levels and conservative siting
policy to r.educe the population at risk to the radioactive
consequences of a thermal catastrophe. The AEC Regulatory
Staff {po 1-32 of its January 27, 1972 testimony} rejected
such proposals in favor of the evaluation model approach.
But how good is such a model when it lacks experimental
verification?LOFT experiments later in this decade will test
the predictive capabilities of analytical models but com
plete verification may not be attained since LOFT is a 55
Mwt reactor and application of the results involves a scale
up of more than a factor of 60. Furthermore, a limited
series of LOFT experiments can test only certain ECCS
efficacies. Indeed, a full-scale test with an operating
power reactor would provide only a single set of results
applicable only to the specific accident mode and core
history of the reactor. There will always remain unresolved
aspects of verification and for this reason the AEC will have
to exercise conservatism in its regulatory role. This is
tantamount to saying that reactors can not be made ab
solutely safe and that there will always be some element
of risk for people living in the vicinity of a power re
actor.
The siting of nuclear electric stations adjacent to large
populations imposes extraordinary responsibilities on
the regulatory agency which must license these plants. A
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nuclear power plant constitutes a unique metropolitan
hazard both in nature and in potential magnitude. I can
think of only one parallel of comparable risk, namely,
siting a large population in a valley directly below a
high dam. In such a case, there.is direct, 1ine-of-vision
perception of the threat and graphic comprehension of the
consequences of a dam failure. It is, of course, a low
probability event. Given no earth disturbance, such as
a seismic shock, people could put confidence in the engin
eering record of the dam builders but rare events, such as
earthquakes, can have high consequences and this is
precisely the statistical situation posed by siting
nuclear plants near metropolitan populations.
However, the layman is not apt to have line-of-sight per
ception of the nuclear risk. If he objects to the siting
of a nuclear plant in his vicinity, he is at a disadvantage
in intervening to oppose the nuclear action. In order to
match wits with the nuclear utility, the intervenor needs
time, money and availability of competent technical
authority. I would estimate that perhaps $500,000 1s the
sum needed to fund an adequate intervention. Very often
an intervenor finds it almost impossible to obtain the
services of qualified persons to serve as experts. Too
often, the intervenor has felt that he was in contest with
not only the utility and the nuclear vendors, but also
with the Atomic Energy Commission. If local intervention is to
serve as a check on deployment of unsafe reactors or on
unsafe siting, then intervenors must have access to some
independent authority with which to challenge the organized
technical resources of the utility.
As an example of the problem of democratic application of
checks and balances in a nuclear issue, I cite the 163 page
statement submitted here today by the AEC Regulatory Staff.
On Page 2 of~the forward it is stated:
"As the testimony indicates, the technical data
available today have been combined with complementary
conservative assumptions and procedures in the eval
models. Together, these give reasonable assurance
that a design meeting the criteria will provide
adequate protection to the health and safety of the pub1i c. "
But if we were to turn back the clock to the days before the
Semiscale tests 845-851, and assume that the Regulatory Staff
had then been required to prepare a statement like the 163
page testimony submitted today, would it not have been
quite different in its character? Would "reasonable assurance"
as now posited have been as conservative as today's? We are not
given a definition of what the Regulatory Staff means by
"reasonable
In any event the health and safety of a large
population is being decided by a small population of experts who
ll

•
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their trust in evaluation models whose predictive capabilities
are subject to future verification. It is significant that
neither the statement of Aerojet Nuclear Company nor the testimony
of Milton Shaw defines the time scale for LOFT. The long delays
in bringing the LOFT reactor into operation constitute a serious
deficiency in the AECls reactor safety research program and
point to a need for examination of the mechanisms by which the
AEC Regulatory Staff coordinates its research needs with the
AECls Division of Reactor Development and Technology. It would
be pertinent to know how the Regulatory arm of the AEC has
expressed its concern over the long delays in the LOFT and other
safety programs.
In his testimony (p.3) Mr. Shaw states:
liThe background and pertinent information pertaining to
our safety R&D program and its relationship to other
ongoing R&D programs and to the U.S. civilian pOl-lEY
program nave been presented in many official A~C ~utlice~
tions and covered in depth in annual testimony before the
Congress (
7,10,11)."
I submit that the AEC's safety program is defident in publication
of up-to-date and critical evaluations. I admit that this
deficiency is being corrected and the situation is improving.
But I have taken the time to recheck the literature references
cited by Mr. Shaw and I find that the AEC's safety program has
been inadequately dealt with in Congressional hearings. In some
years the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy glossed over the
issue with no critical examination of the program. The most
recent literature cited by Mr. Shaw (AEC Licensing Proceedure
and Related Legislation, Hearings before the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy, 4 parts,209'pages.) is almost exclusively devoted
to regulatory matters with only little attention given to reactor
safety. One would have thought that the Idaho Semiscale Experiments
would have been treated in detail by the Joint Committee. Instead,
the issue was dealt with by calling Mr. Shaw from the audience
during a hearing to testify briefly on the problem. The Joint
Committee concerned itself with studying means of expediting the
licensing procedures. There exists an urgent need for the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy to hold public hearings on
the vital issue of reactor safety.
I do not wish to appear to be unduly critical of the Atomic
Energy Commission, but the nature and magnitude of potential
nuclear risks demand a public accountability which imposes
unusual responsibilities upon the AEC. Our democracy must invent
mechanisms for dealing with technological risk so that checks
and balances are applied to the decision making of the AEC.
The emergency core cooling issue involves such complex technology,
as illustrated by the technical details of the 163 page AEC
Regulatory Staff tesimony, that I doubt if we have arrayed here
today adequate talent to challenge the testimony. I note that
a total of ten Regulatory Staff personnel sponsor the testimony.
We have almost a full score of AEC or AEC contractor personnel of
high technical qualification to back up the AEC's presentations
before this Board.
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Summarizing my position, I believe that the Atomic Energy
Con1nission has allowed reactor safety research to lag so that
its Regulatory Staff is called upon to judge reactor applic
ations without an adequate experimental base which verifies
the evaluation models and checks out the calculational codes
of the .safety statements submitted by the utilities. Further
more, it is my opinion that new mechanisms are required to
provide independent checks and balances for the protection
of the pub1i c health and sa fety inareas where hi gh power
reactors are sited.
It appears to me that part of the explanation for the
faltering AEC safety program in ECCS may be ascribed to the
undefined role of the nuclear industry in this area. There
was apparently a belief within the Atomic Energy Commission
that it had fulfilled its promotional aspects of reactor
development during the late 1960's and that it was up to
industry to assume responsibility for the reactors which were
being marketed. In this connection, the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards (JCAE Au. Hrg. FY7l Pt'l p. 115) cOlllllented.
"We are unable to determine what factors determine
industry vs. AEC funding of reactor safety research
programs, other than in those cases where the AEC dis
continues support. Then the decision is clearly up to
industry. "
It is my own impression that interest within the AEC shifted
from safety research on water reactors to programs oriented
toward the power-breeder and that this also accounts, in part,
fo~ deficiencies in the present water reactor safety program.
The proprietary nature of certain reactor safety information
developed by nuclear vendors may be tantamount to a class
ification of data which denies intervenors access to information
vital to their efforts. I believe that this point will be
amplified by attorneys who are participating in this hearing.
In conclusion, I wish to summarize some suggestions and
recommendations which may be constructive in increasing public
confidence in nuclear power safety:
1. Require the Atomic Energy Commission to submit an annual
report on progress in nuclear reactor safety programs.
I would suggest that this report include the separate
comments of the Regulatory Staff and of the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards.
2. Amend the Atomic Energy Act to require biennial public
hearings of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy for the
purpose of investigating the current status and adequacy
of the AEC-Nuclear industry safety programs.
3. Direct the Atomic Energy Commission to issue specific
criteria for the siting of power reactors, defining the
allowable population of risk as a function of distance
from the reactor site. (The absence of specific criteria
has allowed escalation of the population at risk to a point
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where the Newbold Island facility would, if approved,
"see" 0.75 million people within a radius of 10 miles.)
4. Encourage the nuclear industry to redesign reactor
cores to effect a reduction in power densities so as to
ease the burden on the ECC system in the event of a coolant
accident.
5. Require power derating of the 1,000 Mwe class reactors
of the pressurized water type which are sited so as to
have more than 10,000 persons at risk within a radius
of 10 miles from the reactor.
6. Direct the Atomic Energy Commission to initiate a
program to develop core restraint systems (i.e. "core-catchers")
as part of a defense in-depth safety system to insure the
public safety and protect the environment. (I would add that
such a safeguard becomes essential for offshore reactors
since a melthrough could result in extensive marine con
tamination).
7. Consider type certification of power reactors, treating
the reactor core and primary coolant system with ECC systems
as a unit, so as to facilitate licensing of nuclear reactors.
A very considerable controversy swirled around the management of LWR
safety research under Milton Shaw during the early 1970's. Some of this was
aired in a series of articles by Robert Gillette in Science (Gillette, 1971-75).
Among other things, Gillette reported allegations that:
1) Between 1968 and 1971, the Division of Reactor Development
and Technology bootlegged money from water reactor safety
to accelerate the breeder, and in the process killed or
cut back a number of key research projects that had begun
to raise questions about nuclear plants coming up for
l1cen~ing.

2) Shaw had shown considerable indifference toward urgent needs
of the regulatory branch for technical help during this period,
and for several years forbade direct contact between safety
researchers and AEC's regulatory staff.
Gillette discussed major delays 1n the LWR safety research program and
their controversial causes, as well as the trend to reduce the AEC program
on LWR safety research.

Gillette reported that the AEC under Chairman
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Schlesinger had considered and rejected removing the water reactor safety
program from the development side of the AEC and placing it under the wing
of the regulatory and licensing authorities.
In 1973, Dixie Lee Ray, the new Chairman of the AEC, reorganized
the safety research program, taking the LWR safety program away from
Shaw and placing it in the hands of a new Division Director, Herbert
a former ACRS member.
for LWR safety.

~uts,

There was also a major expansion in the funding level

The ACRS letter of November 20, 1974, to Chairman Ray

reflected satisfaction with this change, which led to an LWR safety
research program which was much more
Regulatory Staff.

~sponsive

to the requests of the

,.
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ATOM:C n:ERGY COMM ISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 10545

November 20, 1974
Honorahle Dixy Lee Ray
Chairman
u. S. Atomic Energy Cotn:':lission
Washin~ton, D. C. 20545
Subj ec t:

REPORT

O~~

WATER REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH

Dear Dr. Ray:
At its 17.5th meeting on November 14-16, 1974, the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards conpleted a report on' certain aspects of the water
reactor safety research programs and r.eeds. In its review the Committee
had the benefit o[ Cl Reactor Safety Research Subcommittee Heeting on
July 23-24, 1974, of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Subconmittee
on Septe.r.lb("~r 28, 1974, anJ of Subcotmlittee meetings on g,eneric matters
and applications, and of an Information Meeting held by the Reactor Safety
RE;seaTci. f;ivision (P.SR.) on September 19-20, 1974. The ACRS has most
recently reForted O~ facets of water reactor safety research in its lett~~~
of February 10, 1972, and Marct 20, 1969, in its letters on ECCS Acceptance
Criteria of January 7, 1972, ar.d Scrt~mb~r 10, 1973, and in its testimony
to the Joint Comnittee on Ato~ic Energy of September 27, 1973, June 22~
1971, and April 5, 1967. In this repert, the Committee 'YiLt. go into some
detA.:'.l on matters pertaining to the loss of c:')olant accident (LOCA) and take
up some other subjects more generally.
LOCA-E~CS

In its pr.evious reports ~he ACRS has consistently emphasized safety research
oriented to LOCA-ECCS arLd hilS strongly encouraged the understanding all.:!
dE:.velop:nent of improved cmerg.:!ncy cc.re cooling systems. In the period
fo11o~li~g our Renort en Wat2r Reactor Safety Research of February 10, 1972,
the AEC r~actor s~fcty res~~rch pTogrST. i!as been reorganized, r.edire~t~d
alld atlCT(1en;;eo, and a substar.tial industry-spt:'rJ.sored program through the
Electric Power R~se~=cn Institute (ErRI) hc~ been initiated. Vendor ;ponsored
research ~nd developMent progrc~s have been continued. Prob1err, a~e~s ~nd
needs in safety resea::-ch have been ml)r(~ effectively definf:d by the Re;;ubtfl1.:Y
SUiff and RSR. Progra:ns being 'JnGc:rtak;:~ ~re responsive to such needs t
though some, b(;C3USe of their corr.plexity and exp.:mded requi1.c'll(·nls, It:'';;
appGar to h.:!.ve significar;.,:1y extended schedules for ccrr;pJ.edon. Othe ..
pr.ogramj, sc~n as t~sti~b a larger scale reactor coo1auc pU8p, have b~~~
discussed, ~~t n0t yet funded. The programs for LOF~, Semisca1~ arid Po~er
BULse Facility (f~"F) nC:;\ie .mcountcl",::d si8niflc~nt delays, and the plenum
fi 11 experiment ,-,ill require A su1Jst~ntial increase in funding to achlcle
the curr~nt objec~ivcs.
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A balance between research seeking basic understanding of the phenomena
involved and research directed toward empirical correlations suitable for
application in nuclear reactor power plants is being sought by RSR. It
appears to the Committee that in the future greater emphasis on gaining a
basic understanding would be appropriate. The Committee finds the progr~s
of RSR to be well conceived and is impressed with the influx of technical
expp.rts into the management and programmatic work. The varied experirr.ental
programs will reqUire periodic reviews so as to ensure that they ar.e
structured to obtain compatible and mutally supportive goals. The Committee
supports the RSR requests for its expanding programs.
As noted in its February 10, 19i2 report, the Committee finds that the
relative roles and responsibilities of the utilities, the reactor vendors,
and the AEC with regard to safety research have not yet been sufficien~ly
clearly defined. More specifically, it is not clear that industry, as an
entity, has devel~ped a comprehensive progr~~ of scope and schedule
commensurate with the need. The role of architect-engineers in safety
research warrants examination. Clarification of the roles and responsibilities
should be pursued to insure that needed progra~s will have the appropriate
attention and funding priorities.
RSR has throueh its review groups and throubh its coordinators, a good
representation of the expertise from the ALC, industry, national laboratorie:;,
and the univa~sities. Since the ACRS has not seen report~ of the rcvietv
groups and coordinators, it is at this tirr.e unable to comment on the
effectiveness of these bodies in shaping meaningful prog~ams. For some of
the progr~n~, more attention should be given to assuring that a proper mix
of analytical and experimental efforts will be brought to bear on specific.
problems, that the working groups will not be isolated from one &notner,
and that the influence of personnal experience~ in reactor systems will be
il1cluded. The Committee ~phasizes the importance of strong analytical
support of complicated experiments.
The Committee also notes the progress being made by th~ AEC in furthering
international exchange and partic~pation programs. These are significant
steps in advancing re&ctor safety and are to b~ encouraged.
The ~£C safety progranLs include st~dies of al~ernate and advancedECCS concepcs.
The flexibility of the LOFT and sauiscale facilities provides some opp~rtuniti~~
for ~-perimental investigatiol1s. The CorLl!r.ittee believes t.hat much mor~
should be done on improved ECCS conc~pts, including conc.eptual clesign work
and anal)'tical studies ~sing inopro'icd codes, and tile :i.np".It of the experir::en!:ai
studies Lo investigate how ECCS p~rfvrmance might be opciraized. The ~tu1ies
should ~lso include asse~scents on th~ overall rEliability of the ECCS and
what additioncl mea~~res, if any, ne:eci to ba taken.

()
' ....
Honorable Dixy Lee F.ay
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The RSR advanced code development program has been extended from one to
three contractors. The COmITLittee coccurs in obtaining a broader-based
particip~tion for technical inp'Jt into the AEC's ad7anced code, Reactor
System Trans5ent (i\ST). The RST code is to have the capability of utilizing
inputs based up0n r~elistic estimates, as ~ell as conservative estioates,
so that safety Qarg~ns can be more quantitatively detcrmined. Special
effort is needed to develop analytical predictive methods fo~ realistic
evaluations. ~ajor benefits from a successful RST code would be in resolving
questions relating to the significance of modeling techniques and parameters,
and in allowing the use of scaled experiments in place of full-scale tasts.
The Committee emphasizes the need to assure the adequacy of the current
LOCA-·ECCS research plans in the following areas:
a.

syst~n ~rfcct£

b.

P\·lR pump overspeed for a postulated downstream break

c.

heat transf~r and flow during reflooding
processes involving counter flow of different phases

d.

inblowdown of BWR's

Also, the effects that ~tea~ generator tubes with degrnded properties have
on the course of events in a LOCA-ECCS ::equire further att€lltion.
A-:idi _ ..81.
'J'cni.cs
--_
_---.....,-
til)~;
....

0,1 s~veral occasions in the past reco!:i.-r.cndcd a vigorr:-,us
researct: progra:n ttJ investigatE; va.r.i0US fC'cets of fuel element behavior,
incluc:ing F-0....; er-flo,,' misr;\.:ltches, the potential for fuel-failure p~:opag3tion~
and 'the better establishment of acceptable liwits. The Power Burst Facility
has long been intended as a major ir·.-reactor tool for such 'I-:ork and it~
pr~per use should receive priority.
A necessary program of development of
tools for theoretical analysis of fuel elemcnt behavior in transierts and
accidents has been initiated, but much addition~l progress is required to
obtain the needed prediction capability. Out-or-reactor tests such as
fuel-coolant interaction experim~nts snould receive. careful cOIlsid~ration
as possible means of facilitatiIlg ~nder~tandi~g of PPF experiments. Also,
addition~l Ex?~=iocntal and theoretic~l kn~vle~ge of th~ micro$c~pic
behavio~ and effects of fission gases in trz~sients should be sou~,t so
that the unde:c~tanding ,,[ the behavior of irradiated fueJ. in tran~::'ente
can be placed on a sounder ~ooting. .

The C0:Tmi.tt€:e L3.O

The Co~ittee supports. the RSr, prograM of cont{nu:'ng ?:co:'abilistic accider.t
stlldi €:o;. Cor,:ider&Lion SilOUld bC' giVen to those risk assessm~nts ,d'ich may
need fu:rtber experimental and <l!l3.1ytical st... dy to mor.(;; fi=raly est3l::li~'r-, .<J.
better und::,r::;tandiH~ and to reduce uncE:'.ctaintie::;. 'rh,,: C<:·r:'!11i ttee: rei te:'", ::;;:s
its prc':iou5 rccorr:n;nd:> ti'Jn~ [or research io 1:0 phc!'!of!'.cna :!.!1vcl y~d i.n ('.or ~
mel tdown, including the mcdl.:,-Li~:ns, rate and m.::.gni tude of radioac i~j ve .
releases and the study of means of retaining molten cores or <:meb.or.atuLg

("\

.~
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the consequences. In this connection, more knowledge of the possibility
extent of ste~~ e~losions in the presence of large quantitl~s of
moltE"n fuel and steel is of particular importance.
an~

The COT:::littee reco§:;l1i~es the value of the RSR programs in IIHctallu:q;y 311d
!o1ateria.ls," "Fuel Behavior, II and "En-.'1ron.'1lcntal a.:.d S1 ting." The Comnitt0..~
ackno,·!l ed~es ::l1e co.~"i:riljutions fror:\ the AEC Heavy Section Steel Technology
Progra:n in Fracture:. HechE;nics, Fatigue, Irradiation Effects al:d Inspection
and ~':<mi toring. In this regard, the CC!r:;~i ttee r1ot€S i ts recon~nendations
ar,o interest il: ir.provcd mea,lS for nondest.ructive lesting, in incrE:ased
understaiidlng c£ pncll:"natic failure, in the acie~uacy or experimental inforr:... : den
in all cat€ . g,cries r~.i.~vant to the safety of new pressure v~sse1. st~els, and
in the study of concepts of withstanding or ~.m~lior...'l.ting the effect.s of
pressure v~ssel rupture.
With re;;ard to "Em·i~7on. n enta1. and Siting," the Committee particularly wishes
to emphasize the need [or ii,~proved understar.ding of carthqt':::;.kc causcs,
probabili ties, rn~;nitudp.s, and etiects.
The Corr~ni ttee ret:c;nizes there are three principal sources cf fundin~ fo·:
reactm: safc:ty !:esearch: The AEC, E.lectric PO~'lC= Rese.arch Institut~, and
the rCClctor vendors. H:'tc:in the frar.1c.....ork of total co.vailab]t: funds, it is
ess~~tiol t1j~l prog~~~s be opti~ized.
Further cfforts are clesirable to
ClS<;llTe rh.1: pri or! t::_Cf on the use of oy.:.ilal.lle M:D H.sourCE;S arc ~ppropriatel;
assfgnc:c: ~:;dto \;.;:Lablish 't-:h;;thcl· additioL:.;l ['J;,d';.~g is neecit;;d.
A fina.t C0m:c:nc ":r::latt:s to thc :iv3ilablli ty of s.:·fety·.relate:d infn~:::ation.
At'..; and i:·r~-'l pr,':';rc7~~ are in the pui;Uc rJ()f.\lin. 1'~l' t.GRS lccorri1C:':.ds a policy
of L1C'::eas(;.i cii.5cL:,:,:;t:re of saiety··re.1 atc<i in.~\:!n~tic:;) a71d sU6ge~~s that
rEa~to~ vcndcr~ r~~val~at~ their prop~iet~ry catc~ori~s i~ an att~~pt to
pl~ce as mu~~ infor~atio~ as p~&sihle in th~ pl1blic domain.

Sincerely
)
I' I,
.', . ,.' ./- . . .
/' I ,
:..
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7.

SOME FINAL

CCM.~NTS

7.1 ON WASH-l400:

SCME EFFECTS AND IMPLICATIONS

The Reactor Safety Study, ~H-1400, may have had part of its genesis in a
letter from Senator Pastore to AEC Chairman Schlesinger dated October 7,
1971, which is reproduced on the following page.
It seems that one formal report produced by the AEC in response to this
letter was a report entitled "The Safety of Nuclear Power Reactors (Light
Water-Coled) and Related Facilities,· ~SH-1250 (FINAL DRAFT) dated July,
1973, an earlier draft version of which was circulated for comment in late
1972. However, this report did not provide a quantitative assessment of
risk in a probabilistic fashion as discussed in the enclosure to Senator
Pastore's letter.
In the summer of 1972, the AEC initiated a major study on UNR risk assess
ment with Professor Norman C. Rasmussen of MIT serving (half-time) as the
study director. Mr. Saul Levine, a former member of the Regulatory Staff,
served as full-time staff director. A separate group was established
within the AEC which performed the study with the aid of many contractors
and consultants.

The first draft report
by the AEC for comment
75/014), was issued by
and was comprised of a

(Draft, ~H-1400, Reactor Safety Study) was issued
in August 1974; the final report, ~H-1400 (NUREG
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in OCtober, 1975
main report and eleven appendices.

When draft WASH-1400, Reactor Safety Study, was issued by the ABC for
comment in August of 1974, it drew a very substantial response from many
quarters of industry, government and the public. The principal architects
of the study, Messrs. Rasmussen and Levine, sometimes slJlmlarized the
results by noting that, while the probability of core melt was estimated
to be higher than many people had expected,· the magnitude of the

*For example, E.G. Case of the ~EC Directorate of Licensing, in testi
mony at the Public Hearing for Operating Licenses for Prairie Island Units 1
and 2 and in an article in Nuclear Safety, Vol. 15, No.3, May - June, 1974,
prese~ted the Staff concl usion that the "11 kel i hood of a- sudden major LOCA
accompanied by failure of the ECCS to cool the core to the degrees necessary
to prevent breach of the containment is so extremely small - i.e., less than
one chance in ten million per reactor year - that the environmental risk of
such an accident can be considered to be negligible".
-3
This probability appears to be the product of a~ estimale of 10 to .
10- 5 per reactor year of a sudden major LOCA, and 10- to 10- of the like1,
hOOG of ECCS failure severe enough to lead to containment breach.
Core melt associated with LOeA was estimated to have a much higher
probability per reactor year in WASH-1400.

..", .
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October 7, t97l

.
Honorable James R. Schlesinger
Chainnan
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington,D.C. 20545

.,

Dear Dr. Schlesinger:
I understand that when you met with Congressmen Price, Holifield, Hosmer,
Hansen, and Senator Bennett, at the Geneva Conference in September, one
of the subjects you discussed was nuclear power plant safety. I under
stand the members suggested that a comprehensive assessment of the safety
aspects of nuclear reactors be made with the intent of setting down for
the industry and public a clear-cut summary of what the facts are in
this matter.
This idea has always appealed to me. It is my view that a basic docu
ment of a type similar to the 1962 Report to the President on Civilian
Nuclear Power could be developed which would be just as valuable in pro
viding the industry and public a basic understanding of our status and
objectives in this critical field as the 1962 Report was to the fonnula
tion of the civilian power program. Accordingly, I join my colleagues
in their suggestion and, as they promised, I hereby forward to you more
specific suggestions prepared by the Committee staff.
If you think the Committee can be of assistance in this matter, please
1et me know.
Sincerely yours,

John O. Pastore
Chairman
Enclosure:
"Status of Nuclear
Pm't'er Pl ant Safetyll

.'

••

.
t'

..
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STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY

AND ASSOCIATED SAFETY RESEARCH

There appears to be growing concarn in. the public arena,
~nd certainly in AEC public hearings related to reactor licensing,
regarding the sa.!ety of nuclcllr power plants a.nd their as socia.ted
safety research programs. The recent activities in regard to
nuclea.r power plant emergency core cooling systems are an ex
c.mple of this type of development.
It is important for the AEC to be able to document in a.s clear
terms as is possible tho levels of sa!ety it deems necessary in
nuclear power plante ae well as the levels of safety tha.t arc n.ctually
being provided in current designee One way of a.ccomplishing thia
objective would be to prepare a report which, by nddreesing the
probability of occurrence and consequences of the spectrum of
<lccidcnts which could befall a nuclear power plant, would represent
an assessment of the risko involved in. the use of nuclear plantl'J.
or course, it would aho be ne'ccssary to compare these risks with
those involved in other fiolds of enden.vor in our society in ordor
to put them into proper perspective.
Such a report could o.leo address the safety margins that t\re
ce!3igned and built into plantD, both in. terms of engineering mllrtins
and in terms of specific sa.fety features provided. For instance,
".1le roport could discuss in quantitative term8 the probability of
occurrence ot a loss of coolant accident. the probability of tll0
emergency core cooling system fuliilling its intended function and
t~le consequencee of the loss of coolant accident ,~n.th and without
emergency core cooling functioning proporly. As another exan'lple,
it could consider, under a number of o.ppropriate conditions. the
probability and. related,consequences of the failure of both normal
and emergency electric po'wer supplies •.

Ot couree. any sa!?t.,Y a,ee,e11]cnt !Such as this should addroA8
e'lC adcqu~cy of the technical 8ubsbntiation being provided by the
industrial a.nd AEC water reactor en.!ety research programs. This
will require an examination of the adequacy ol-tho progrees being
mo.de as woll as tho rea.s·ons for bck of progreso should it be '
l~etermined to bo inadequo.te. It should alao include an examination·
or the relationship beh..,ecn the iudu:stdal and AEC t"Jater reactor
D:\!ety research pro:r:uns and of the relationship between divioiona
in t~e AEC that are involved in the establishment and approvol of,
t:-'le directian ol, and ~e use of the resulto of t.'J.,.ese programs.
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U:-':iiEO SiAT£S
COMM1SSIO~

ATOMIC ENERGY

WASHING"l"ON,O.C. iO!4S

Honorable John O. Pastore
Chairman. Joint Com~ittee
on Atomic Energy
Congress of the United States
Dear Senator Pastore:
Thank ·you for your letter of October 7, 1971 on nuclear power
plant safety. As requested, we have taken steps to initiate
a comprehensive aS6essment of the safety aspects of civilian
nuclear reactors and a 6u6=ary report wi:l be prepared based
on the outcome of this asses~ment. In this regard. we
appreciate the suggestions by the Co~ittee Staff enclosed
with your let~er and your offer of assistance on this matter.
Since an assessment of the seope suggestec by your letter
will undoubtedly require a considerable effort, we would plan,
a6 we have done in the pa8t, to lummarize the status and ,lana
for conducting ·it during the it 1973 Hearing6 and to keep
you informed thereafter of significant progress.
Sincerely.
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potential consequences of core melt has a wide range of values, and the
probability is high that the consequences will be modest compared to
other risks, and small in absolute value.
Appendix XI of the final version WASH-l400 is devoted to a discussion of
what the authors of the report considered to be the principal comments on
the draft report, and their response to these conunents.
In April, 1975, the ACRS sent a relatively concise letter report on WASH
1400 to NRC Chairman Anders, in which it noted it was giving primary
attention to the implications of the report on the reactor licensing
process. In July, 1976 and in December, 1976 the ACRS sent letters to
Congressman Udall in response ot his request for comment on eleven issues.
The letters to Anders and Udall are reproduced on the followil'¥J pages.
One opinion given by the ACRS, which was common among mariy of those
reviewing WASH-1400, was that the uncertainty in the results was larger
than that assigned in the report •
.,

The report of the American Physical Society Study Group on Light Water
Reactor Safety (APS, 1975) and the comments by the Environmental Pro
tection Agency are among the most interesting on draft WASH-1400. The
record of the Oversight Hearing before the Subcommittee on Energy and
Environment, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of
Representatives, June. II, 1976 provides a good crosssection of comment
on the final report.
The following paragraphs provide some of the effects, implications and
issues arising from WASH-1400.
To the extent that WASH-l400 is correct, it appears that the large
emphais placed upon improved primary system integrity and on improved
ECCS from 1966 on, was effective, both in that the large LOCA was
found not to be the dominate source of risk and that the oveall risk was
low. In fact, the results of the study suggested that, if more effort
was needed on reactor safety, reactor transients requiring reliable shut
down (residual) heat removal for extended periods of time were a strong
candidate for attention. And the equipnent needed for residual heat
removal might be the focus of such attention.

1.

Another candidate from the results of WASH-1400 for emphasis in any
effort to reduce the probability of core melt lay in the removal of un
anticipated adverse interactions between separate systems, a topic
which the ACRS had earlier flagged as requiring attention. Also, as
noted in the chapter on seismic safety, earthquakes appear to be a
potentially significant contributor to the total risk, contrary to the
results of WASH-1400. And as had been argued by Levine many years
earlier in discussions of General Design Criterion No. 17, an extended
loss of all H:, power appeared to be an important contributor to overall
risk.
2.
WASH-1400 illustrated clearly that there are many different individ
ual accident paths having the potential to cause core melt, only some of
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON. D.

c.

20555

December 16, 1976
".

The Honorable Morris K. Udall, Olairman
Subconuni.ttee on Energy and the Environment
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Washington, OC 20515
Dear Congressnan Udall:
At its 200th meeting, December 9-11, 1976, the Advisory Committee on Re
actor Safeguards (ACRS) continued its consideration of the points raised
in your June 14, 1976, letter on the Reactor Safety Study (RSS, "lASH-1400,
NUREG 75/0l4). The ACRS had previously considered these matters at its
196th and 199th meetings and had· responded to issues 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9
and 10 in its letter to you dated July 14, 1976. In its further con
sideration of the remaining four issues, the Committee had the benefit of
meetings of its Reactor Safety Study WOrking Group with the Nuclear Reg
ulatory Commission Staff in Washington, OC, on October 12, 1976, and
November 10, 1976.
The ACRS is continuing to evaluate the considerable body of information
presented in the RSS report, its appendices, and the conrrents received on
it, giving primary attention to the potential implications of the report
for the reactor licensing process. This letter provides the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs a brief resume of current ACRS thought on
issues 2, 5, 7 and 11.
"2. Adequacy and appropriateness of analysis used in NUREG 75/014 for
purposes of esti..n atinq the likelihood of low probability, high con
sequence events. n
.
The ACRS believes that the methodology of NUREG 75/014 is useful for
purposes of identifying important accident sequences and for attecrpting
to develop conparative and quantitative risk assessments for low prob
ability, high-consequence accidents. However, the ACRS believes that.
considerable effort by rore than a single group over an extended period
of time will be required to evaluate the validity of the results in NUREG
75/014 in absolute terms. Among the matters \·,hich \iill warrant emphasis
in such an evaluation are the following: improved quantification of acci
dent initiators; the identification and evaluation of atypical reactors;
the influence of design errors; improved quantification of the role of
operator errors; improved quantification of consequence modeling; and the
developnent of improved data for systems, components and·instrt.tnents under
normal and accident-related environmental conditions in a nuclear reactor.

The

I1onorablf~

4.

"Sensitivity of ·NUREG 75/014 conclusions to differences in reactor
design, in site chara~teristics, in local ~ncteorological conditions
and in p:>pulation distributions."

;

Horris K. OOall

-2-

July

l4~

1976

All of the factors noted ~ve will have 5O~e effect on the probability or
con~equences of : serious accid~nt. The Committee has reco~ended that the
ffi2tho::]olo3Y of the Study be applied to other types and de.:.;igns of reactors,
other site conditions ond otlJer accident initiators and sequences. If this
is done, it will provide greater insight into the sensitivity of differing
reactor designs and safety features.
.
6.

"A-:1equacy of I-f0H.S. G 75/014 methodOlogy to take account of gradual
degradation of plant safety over plant l~fetime."

The Committee believes ~le J~ethodology is capable of taklllg lllto account
\o:ear out of components and degradation of equipTlent over the lifetime of
·the plant but. an appro.t:>riate d'.lta base needs to be de'J;~lo?-od.
8.

"Need for periodic

The Committee believes

~p.:iating
~lat

of

NIJR1:.~

75/014 to take account'of nc\'t' data."

a continuing effor.t is desirable in the application

of t~e !ne~lodology developed by L~e Reactor Safety Study not only to factor
in new data but also t.o consider design variations ~,d new concepts.
9.

"Need

for continuing analysis of

'NUREG 75/014

for 'purposes of delineating

are:s of research and data collection."

The Cornrnittee believes that the NUREG 75/014 methodology should be used to
aid in delL~e~ti~g areas for furtl1er research. Special emphasis should be
given to quantification of the initiators, probabilities, and consequences
of core Joel ting.
10.

"The extent to which NUREG 75/014 can 00 used to aid developnent of
regulatory policies concerning design, construction, and operations."

'Toe COllimittee has recommended to. the NRC that many of the techniques used
irl the Study can a,d should be used by the reactor designers to improve
safety and by tile NRC Staff as a'supplement to their safety assessment.
Sincerely Y0U!s,

B-cuh 70' '7'J1J»(
Dade

l'1.

Hoeller

ChaiL1Dan

1\tti'lchnent:
. Ltr. to Hon. W. Anders from D. W.
Mo~lll)r, dtd 4/8/75 re: i"ASH-1400
.0

~:
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ADVISORY' COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

April 8, 1975

Honor.'lb1e Hilliac A. Anders
Chairnan
U. S. ,;:uclear Re3\llatory Co;'nis~ion
Uashinston, D. C. 20555
Subject:

REACTOR SAFi:.TY STuny, UASH-1400

Since the relcC'lse of the dr<!ft neactor S:lfety Study, \1AS11-1400
(RSS) in AUGust 1974, the Advisory Conl"littee 'on Reactor Saxegilat\':;
has been revie\1in3 the considerable body of infotTtiation presented
in the report, its aprendice~, and the connents received on it,
~i"iue prir:'lary attention to the potential it~?licatlons of t1.e draft
report on the reactor 1icensins process. In its revie\!, the CO::l!.littee
h~s had the benefit of Subco:'l.i"littee ;tleetin~s il/~ld on October 9,
Uovenber 22, and DeceTlbe~ 20, 1974, and :::lrch 5, 1975, and of full
CO::1'nittee necti:1;s helG on October 10-12, October 31-~!ovenber 2,
Hovenber 14-16, Decenber 5~7, 197 /1, and January 9-11, February
6-8, liarch 6-8, April 3-5, 1975.
The ACRS believes that the R~S represents a valuable contribution
to the understanding of light vater reactor safety in its categorizC'ltion
of hypothetical accidel'1ts, identification of potential \~ea!~ links
for the tyO reactors studied, and, its efforts to develop cOlJparative
and quantitntive risk assess~ents for accident sequences examined.
The Connittee believes that a continuin~ effort and better data
\'ill be required to evaluate the validity of the quantitative results
in absolute teU:ls·. Special eophasis should be given to quantification
of the initiators, probabilities, and consequences of core nelting.
The COL~itt~e believes thae the methodology of the RSS should
he applied to other types and ~esizns of' reactors, other site c~nditions
and other accirlant· init1~tors'and sequences, and that tlle current
efforts to compile, cate&orize,,?n~ev~lu~te nuclear experience
should be extcuded in breadth and depth to ioprove the data base
for future studies of this type.
1'he COT1l~ittce believes, further, that the RSS can serve as a model,
for similar studies of the failure probnbilities, consequences,
and resultin~ risks of other hazards (both nuclenr and non-nuclear)
to the health nnd 5~fety of the public;
The Connittee believes that mnny of the techniques used in the
RSS can nnd sho,lIler be used by reactor desicners to improve safety
and by the m~c Staff as a sUl'plcment to safety assessnlent.
I

•
.0

- ,.
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Honorable Hilliam A. Anders

April 8 t 1975

The CO::lnitt(>e's revie\1 of the RSS has not caused the Committee
to alter its judgencnt that reactors now under construction or
in oper<1tion do not represent undue risks to. the health ann safety
of the public.
The COi.1!littce Hill CClntinue to review the
furth~r on it in the future.

I~SS ~nd

,·7111 con;"1ent

Sincerely,
01~ :;11~ a1 ~=·Lr6Y:!
I

~V.

J.\.e..4 .~

Hilliam Kerr

·
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WAS~INGTON. D.

. .

C. 20555

December 16 J 1976

The Honorable Horris K. Udall, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy and the Enviro~uent
Comr.dttee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman Udall:
At its 200th meeting, December ~-11, 1976, the Advisory Com.'t\i.ttee on Re

actor Safeguards (ACRS) continued its consideration of the points rais~
. in your June 14, 1976, letter on the Reactor Safety Study (RSS, ¥~H-1400,
~G 75/014).
The ACRS had previously considered. these matters at its
196th and 199th ffieetings' and had responded to issues 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9
and 10 in its letter to you dated July'14, 1976. In its further con
sideration of the r~~ining four issues, the Co~ttee had the benefit of
meetings of its Reactor'Safety St~~y ~~rking Group with the Nuclear Reg
ulatory Com:ni.ssion Staff in \iashington, DC, on October 12, 1976, and
Nove:nber 10, 1976.
'.
The ACRS is continuing to evaluate the considerable bod-j of infomation
presented in the PSS report, its appendices, and the comrrents received on
it, giving pri~ary attention to the potential implications of the report
fot the reactor 1icensL~g process. This letter provides the Co~ttee on
Interior and Insular Affairs a brief reSUii:e of current ACRS thought on
issues 2, 5, 7 and 11.

I
I

-2. Adequacy and appropriateness of analysis used in NUREG 75/014 for
purposes of estimating the likelihood of low probability, high con
sequence events."
:

The ACRS believes that the methodology of NORm 75/014 is useful for
purposes of identifying important accident sequences and for attempting
to develop co~arative and quanbitative pisk assessments for low prob
ability, high-cons~u~nce accidents. However, the ACRS believes that
considerable effort by more than a single group over an extended period
of time will be required to cvaluute the validity'of the results }h ~1lREG
75/014 in absolute terms. hnong the w~tters which will warrant emphasis
in such ~n evaluation are the following: .~roved quantification of acci
dent initiators; the ioentification and evaluation of atypical reactors;
the influence of design errors; irnproved:quantificatiqn of tile role of
operator errors; improved qu~ntification of con~equence modeling; and the
develorment of improved data .for systems, components and inztn1;~nts under
nor~l and accident-related cnviron~ntal conditions in a nuclear reactor •

..
,
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The Honorable Morris K. Udall

-2-

December 16, 1976
.'

The ACRS believes that NUREG 75/014 represents a very considerable con
tribution to the understa~ding of reactor safety Dnd provides a point
of departure for quantitative assessment.
"5. Adequacy of NUREG 75/014 methodology to take DCCOunt of multiple,
correlated errors in procedures, design, jL~gment, and construction
such as those leading to the Bro'..ms Ferry fire." "

°

The ACRS believes that the methodology of NlJREG 75/014 is useful in ac
counting for that portion of t~e risk resulting from identifiable potential
"common raode or dependent failures, and can be used to search out the pos
sibility of multiple correlated error"s. However, the r:1ethodology car.not
guarantee t~at all ~jor contributors to risk will be identified, ~id a
considerable el~ent of subjective jUdgment is involved in assigning ~any
of the quantitative input parai~ters. Both for nuclear and non-nuclear
applications, for complex syst=~, where 2ultiple, correlated failures or
co~on cause failures ~4Y be significant, the record Sh~dS that investi
gators \o,lQrking independently· \vill frequently J!'I4ke estil1~ates of system
unreliability \.;hich differ from one another by a large factor. At this
sta.ge of its revie;." the ACPS believes that a substantial effort may be
required to develop and apply dependable rr.ethods for quanti~~tively ac
counting for the very large n~~ber of multiple correlated or dependent
failure paths and to obtain the necessary failure rate data bases.
~1hether multiple, correlated errors will do~nate the overall risk, how

ever, is subject to question, particularly if si~ler postulated accident
sequences are generally the dominant contributors to the likelihood of
system failure.
·7. Extent to which the final version of NtJREG 75/014 takes into account
comments on the draft varsion."

The ACRS is in the process of revie'",ing the dispOsition of selected con:nents
received by the Reactor Safety StUdy Group, particularly as they have i-npli~
cations for short or long-term i'1lpr~WeInents in reactor safety. The ACRS
plans to continue this type of activity; however, it is beyond the scope
or Dvailable working ti~e of the ACRS to review in detail the extent to
which the final version of NUnEG 75/014 takes into ac~ount the comrrents
received.
"11. Validity of NU'REG 75/014 conclusions regarding accident consequences.·
As stated in its" report to you of July 14, 1976 and.as indicated in its
response to other questions in this group, the ACRS believes that consi
dcr~bly more effort·on the part of v~rious contributors is needed to

..
",

.'

~.

•

-
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The Honorable Horris K. Udall

December 16, 1976 _.
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evaluate the quantitative validity of NUREG 75/014 conclusions reg~rding
accident consequences. Based on information currently available, the ACPS
would assign a greater uncertainty to the results than that given in h11REG
75/014.

The ACRS believes that the past and current practice of trying both to r.ake
accidents very LTt?rob~le and to provide ~eans to cope with or ~eliorate
the effects of accidents has been the correct approach to n~clear reactor
safety.
The ACPS revie''''' of the Reactor Safety Study has not caused the ACRS to alter
its judgment that operation of reactors now under construction or in oper
ation does not represent a~ undu~ risk to the health a~~ safety of the p~lic.
The ACRS believes t.~at HUREG 75/014 has suggested r.any fruitful areas for
. study and evaluation for potential Lloprovements in light water po\Var reactor
safety. The ACRS also believes that the extension of such risk asses~ent
methojology to the total spectrt=n of activities involved in the oroduction
of nuclear poher and in the production of electric po~er ~ o~,e~ rr.ea~s, as •
\vell as to other technological aspects of society, could add significantly
to our overall understantUng of risk.
.
Sincerely yours,

....

"

9~'V")1A~~

Dade W. 1-1Oeller
Chairman

••

."
o

,

•

..
o

..
,

•
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which are peculiar to the design of a specific reactor. Hence, it becomes
difficult to reduce the risk by a large factor, say 100, by trying to
reduce the probability of those few events most likely to cause core melt
for a particular reactor. If the few leading accident initiators are made
far less probable by design changes, a large number of other initiators
become candidates for importance. Also, because of the uncertainties
arising from failures due to common or related causes, it is frequently
difficult to accomplish major reductions in accident probability with high
confidence, once the probability is already low.
3. WASH-1400 demonstrates fairly unequivocally that accident risks from
reactors arise from Class 9 accidents, even though the AEC-NRC environ
mental assessment of radiological risks includes only accidents up to
Class 8 on the basis that the probability of Class 9 accidents is suffi
ciently low to render their effect negligible and even though Class 9
events are, with rare exception, not treated in Safety Analysis Reports
or Staff Safety Evaluations.
4. WASH-1400 vividly illustrates the inconsistencies in the methodology
of the 10 CFR Part 100 Site Criteria, and suggests the possible use of
probabilistic risk criteria. However, the potentially large uncertain
ties inherent in most estimates of low probability hazards makes it
difficult to devise a workable and defensible quantitative probabilistic
risk acceptance criterion which, in practice, would not require large
elements of judgment. Some examples of the kinds of questions which
arise are as follows:
If a best estimate value is to be used in meeting a risk acceptance
criterion, should there not, nevertheless, be some limit on the
uncertai nty?
Should a probabilistic risk acceptance criterion include risk aversion?
If yes, how much and why?
For low probability events, what confidence level is likely to be mean
ingful at successively lower return frequencies?
When experts differ markedly, as they do on the probability of large
seismic events, how shu1d such a situation be factored into decision
making with a probabilistic criterion?
5. The containment failure made studies of WASH-1400, coupled with
later studies, show that different containment designs (e.g., the
large dry PWR, the ice condenser and the Mark I BWR pressure suppres
sion types) may seem to lead to similar off-site doses for the
"standard" design basis accidents, yet be quite different with regard
to their protective capability against the family of core melt
scenarios. WASH-1400 has led to a growing effort to study containment
modifications which have the potential to provide a reduction in risk
from core melt (Gossett, 1977). A dozen years after the "China
Syndrome" came into focus, seri ous attent i on is bei ng gi ven to the
possibility of mitigation of the consequences of core melt, in consider
able part due to the action of the U. S. Congress (NUREG-0438).
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6.
'!he Department of Interior has raised questions concemiD;J the poten
tial effect on water resources of the solidified residue of the molten
core which has penetrated the contaiment foundation in the unlikely event
of core melt. '!his CJ1estion has not been posed as part of the licensing
process for 1and-based reactors* but has become part of the regulatory
review of the Floating Nuclear Plant, on the recommendation of the ACRS
(ACRS, 1972). A limited study of the question was performed for WASH-1400,
and IOOre extensive studies are underway. It remains to be seen whether
new criteria for site criteria with regard to hydrological considerations
will result.
7.
W1\SH-1400 suggests a low average risk for U.S. sites. However, it
did not provide specific evaluation of the risk for the most populated
sites and of the very remote sites. Such a comparison may provide
additional input into the judgment of site acceptability for future
reactors.
8.
W1\SH-1400 represents the most detailed risk estimate for any tech
nology•. '!he report exploited mst existing techniques and data, and
pioneered some new approaches, but it did rot include sabotage,·· various
effects such as design and construction errors, or several forms of
system degradation. '!here are also questions concerning its treatment
of health effects and its estimate of risk fran certain accident initia
tors such as earthquakes.
Neverhteless, WASH-1400 tends to indicate that nuclear power is safer
than most, if not all, sources of central station electric power, as well
as many other existing techno1oqies. And, the uncertainties which apply
to the risk estimation in WASH-1400 can largely be expected to apply
directly or to appear in similar form for other technologies.

*

The effect of rout1ne releases of radioactive liquid waste products or
of small accidental spills on -dr1nking water supplies or other .quat1c re
sources has been reviewed routinely. However, only on rare occasion prior to
1974 was the potential effect ol a core melt on a large water resource dis
cussed even informally as part of • power reactor licensing review. One such
occasion was in connection with the proposed s1ting of an LWR on the edge of
a relatively small. poorly flushed,. 1_portlnt lake; for other reasons this
rev1ew was never completed and the issue did not receive great emphasis.
Presumably, the prevailing thinking was that to the extent that a risk
existed from core melt, it was the airborne radioactivity, and not the liqu1d
pathway, which was dominant.
'

*

* A separate sectfon on sabOtage cons1derat10ns' his not bien tncl uded 1n
this studY for various reasons. In part1cular, it 15 inappropriate to dfscuss
in such a document any specific avenues that a prospective saboteur might
take. Although sabotage was called dut as a potentially important safety
consideration as early as 1950 1n WASH-3, it began to receive continuing
attention and emphasis in the regulatory process in the early 1970's, and
has been a pap1dly developing aspect of reactor safety. However, it remains
a matter which is very diff1c~lt to quantify for purposes of overall risk
evaluation.
,,'
_._._"_

-

9.
It seems inevitable that Class 9 accidents will be introduced more
and IOOre into the licensing process. '!hey already are entering in the
sense that there exists an effort to reduce the probability of certain
initiating events. And, it appears likely to enter from the consequence
point of view, as well.
10. ~H-1400 reinforced an already existing point of view that the
single failure criterion is useful but is not necessarily adequate.
WASH-1400 suggested several specific systems for which the single
failure criterion may have provided less reliability than desirable.
It is to be expected that some modification of the single failure
criterion will evolve, possibly in the form of supplementary quantitative
reliability estimates, plus an evaluati.on of the consequences of system
failure, in order to provide additional factors for judgment on the con
tinued acceptability of the single failure criterion in each SPecific
application.
11. '!here is a strong trend to use the probabilistic methods (and data)
of WASH-1400 to make comparative studies of alternate designs and to
judge the acceptability of existing situations SUbject to such analysis,
even though an overall probabilistic risk criterion has not been formally
adopted. '!be approach spelled out in the Regulatory Staff Standard
Review Plan - ~ely, to neglect an initiating event hgving a frequency
of less than 10 /year on a best-estimate basis or 10 /year on a
"conservative" basis, will probably be subject to modification. 'lbere may
be proposals to accept larger frequencies for individual ini Hating events
on the basis that WASH-1400 suggests that a relatively high core melt
frequency does not lead to unacceptably high risk. Some ANS standards
groups have already suggested this; the Regulatory Staff has not accepted
the proposal, but has not categorically rejected it. And the Staff some
times appears to lean in that direction in individual scenario evaluations.
However, the Commission itself has not defined "acceptable risk."

There may also be a modification which requires that some evaluation of
the uncertainty accompany a best-estimate evaluation, and than an
"expected value," rather than a best estimate, may becane the preferred
route.
7.2 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In writing this history, it was hoped that by examining several aspects
of light water reactor safety in varying detail, the way in which safety
evolved and continues to evolve would be illustrated by example. Such
a treatment inevitably leads to a discussion of differences of opinion,
of changes in SPecific policy, of errors and omissions in technical
judgment, and of imperfections in the reactor licensing process. It
must be recognized that such phenomena are a normal part of any regula
tory process for a complex system. It is the borad record of accomplish
ment and the overall integrity of the process which should provide the
basis for evaluation of its success.
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In retrospect, the conscious policy of trying to make nuclear power
reactors safer than other industrial or technological enterprises, a
policy which was adopted in the 1950' s and which was spelled out in
the ACRS letter to ABC Chairman McCone of OCtober 22, 1960, was
particularly vital and long-lasting. Over the years the detailed
aproach toward implementation of this policy varied among the regula
tory groups and even within a single entity such as the ACRS. However,
this continuing policy provided sustained general guidance.
The complex history of reactor si ting records several major changes in
technical approach by the AEC. However, despite several efforts in the
1960's by the nuclear industry to introduce urban and even truly metro
politan siting in the United States, the Indian Point site, which was
approved in 1955-56, remains the most densely populated site approved for
a large power reactor. The reasons for failure to gain approval of more
densely populated sites varied from case to case. Although prior to 1966
containment was viewed as an independent protective bulWark against most
accidents involving core melt, the various regulatory groups were unwil
ling to approve metropolitan siting at that time, at least for the reactor
proposed.
With recognition of the interrelation between core melt and containment
failure in 1966, a revolution in LWR safety and licensing occurred.
Although the 10 eFR Part 100 site criteria still remained as an AEC regu
lation to be satisfied, the major emphasis shifted from contairunent and
its associated engineered safeguards to reducing the probability of
. occurrence of potentially severe initiating events, and to preventing
core melt, should ~'1 event occur. Some interest in metropolitan siting
continued to exist wi thinthe nuclear industry, but not as much as before.
And, with recognition of the problems associated with core melt, the AEC
position tended to move away from favorable consideration of such sites.
Within the AEC, some differences remained between the philosophic
approaches of the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff on whether increased
safety measures were appropriate for the most densely populated sites
receiving approval (beyond the somewhat artifical requirements imposed
by Part 100). The staff tended to treat all acceptable sites as equal,
while the ACRS tended to try to balance the increased n\.Ul1bers of people
at risk with additional safety features. 'lhe Staff's "black or white"
approach may have arisen, in large part, from legal constraints, namely
that all reactors which were approved had to meet the existing Rules and
Regulations which differentiated among sites only via Part 100.
In retrospect, the results of consequence studies like those in WASH
1400 show large relative differences in the risk between sites like
Indian Point/Zion and the more remote sites. Of course, if the risk
is acceptably low at the most densely populated site which has been
approved, then it is still lower at other sites, and one can argue that
the Staff approach is appropriate. However, some philosophic questions
then arise concerning the basis by which still more densely POPUlated
sites were rejected.
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One trend that emerges from the historical review is the general reversal
in relative conservatism between the ACRS and the Regulatory Staff with
regard to seismic safety requirements. In the late 1950's conventional
industrial seismic design practice was applied to the eastern reactors.
In the early 1960's, the utilities and their seismic consultants first
proposed seismic design bases for reactors in california similar to
those previously used for fossil-fueled electricity generating stations
in the same area. '!hen, during the review of Bodega Bay, Malibu and
San Onofre, the applicant's originally proposed seismic design basis
was· made more conservative. 'Ibis seemed to occur more because of
the initiative of the Regulatory Staff and the advice of its consul
tants than because of the ACRS. Of course, the Staff ended up opposing
. Bodega Bay while the ACRS wrote a report favorable to its construction.
(In retrospect, both were probably nonconservative in their decision
on acceptable vibratory motion).
Similarly, for Connecticut Yankee in 1964, the ACRS seemed to feel that
the seismic requirements recommended by the Staff and its advisors might
be excessive.
After 1966, to the extent that differences on seismic safety design basis
arose between the Staff and the ACRS, the ACRS was usually, though not
always, on the more conservative side. Why this change occurred is not
obvious. It might be due to changes in personnel both on the Staff and on
the ACRS. It might be due to the fact that the Staff formed an in-house
capabili ty and called less often on the USGS for advice. Or it may be
that before 1966, containment was receiving ACRS emphasis rather than
accident initiators, while after 1966 the emphasis changed to reducing
the probability of an event which could lead to an accident involving
core melt.
The various generic safety issues have exhibited very different courses
toward resolution. 'Ibe stemaline break issue, A'lWS, and the matter of
fires provide three illustrative examples. Fire had been recognized as
a potential safety concern of considerable importance for at least a
decade before occurrence of the Browns Ferry Fire in 1975. '!here were
large differences in opinion concerning the magnitude of the threat to
safety and in the measures needed to make the probability of a serious
accident from this cause acceptably low. Significant fires did occur
at San Onofre and Indian Point, and these led to some changes in specific
requirements. In addition evolutionary improvements were being made in
the LWRs under construction, and an industry standard (later shown to be
inadequate) was developed. In retrospect, an early clean cut decision
to take strong design measures with regard to limiting fire damage
would have been preferable to the actual course of action. However, no
harm to the public health and safety resulted from the semi-empirical
process of learning which was followed, culminating in the Browns Ferry
Fire, and the changed requirements which resulted from it.
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The steamline break issue represents almost the opposite extreme in
regulatory action. \\hen it was recognized in 1972 that the existing
design basis for high energy steam and other process lines outside
containment did not include gross rupture of the largest pipes, the
Regulatory Staff promptly initiated a program which required appropriate
changes in existing plants and established new design requirements for
those to be constructed. No such accident (that is, rupture of a large
steamline) had occurred in a reactor. However, it was judged and judged
quickly that all plants had to be protected against such an eventuality.
For obscure reasons, A'lWS has had a very different history. Not long
after the matter was identified, the Staff judged that scram unreliabil
ity was unacceptably high. A quick solution was indicated as needed
at least for BWRs where the safety concerns seemed to be relatively
well-defined. And, not too long afterwards, at least some of the RoJR
designs seemed to have tmacceptably high primary system pressures for
A'lWS events.
In the period 1970-71, the ACRS exercised some delaying effect on regula
tory action while more detailed technical information was being develoPed
on both the effects of an A'l\tJS event and possible remedial measures. And
since 1972, the Regulatory Staff has been struggling to try to reach a
firm position, while more and more reactors have gone into operation, and
many more have continued to be designed and constructed without including
measures to accarm:>date A'IWS or even the flexibility to incorporate such
measure~ readily.
Fires, steamline break and A'lWS, all represent potential safety concerns
whose probability is and was very difficult to assess, let alone quantify
with confidence. It is possible that, in the future, essentially all the
reactors will be judged to have been adequately designed without additional
provisions for any of these matters. Or, it may be detemined in the
future that still more would have been preferable.
The absence of a quantified risk acceptance criterion, as well as the
lack of ability to quantify the risk from such events with high confi
dence, leaves engineering judgment as the means for resolution of such
matters.
'!bat such problems are reviewed and judged in advance of the occurrence
of an accident having severe effects on the public health and safety,
is relatively unique in the regulatory field. J'tt>st technological
ventures have approached safety empirically, with corrections made after
the occurrence of one or IOOre bad accidents. So, if the process has been
imperfect, at least it has existed.

..
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